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PKEFACE.

Cut off by ill health from a pastoral connexion most interesting to him, the

Author of the following Discourses was desirous of leaving among the people

of his late charge, some permanent record of the interest he has taken in them,

of the words he has spoken to them, and of the satisfaction with which he has

met them, from Sabbath to Sabbath, to meditate on the gi'eat themes of

religion—a satisfaction, let him add, not man-ed by one moment's disagieement,

nor by the altered eye of one individual, during the ten years' continuance of

tliat most delicate and affecting relationship. Circmnstances, he has thought,

may justify a publication of this nature—friendship and kindness may give it

value and utility in their limited circle, though it may not l-e destined to excite

any interest in a wider sphere ; and he ventures, therefore, to hope, that this

volume may not bo entirely useless nor uninteresting to that portion of the

religious community generally, with which he has the happiness to be personally

acquainted. To liis friends—and he cannot deny himself the pleasure of

including the few that he claims to be of that number in England—he oflers

this collection of Discourses, with as much anxiety as he ought, perhaps, to

feel for any Imman opinion, but with an equal reliance on their candour and

kindness.

Weil- Yvrk, Feb. 24, 1835.





ON HUMAN NATURE.

Psalm viii. 4, 5: " What is man, that thou art mindful of him? and the son of

man, that thou visitest him? For thou hast made him a little lower than the

angels, and hast crowned him with glory and honour."

You will observe, my brethren, that in these words, two distinct, and,

in a degree, opposite views are given of human nature. It is repre-

sented, on the one hand, as weak and low, and yet, on the other, as

lofty and strong. At one moment, it presents itself to the inspired

writer as poor, humble, depressed, and almost unworthy of the notice

of its Maker. But, in the transition of a single sentence, we find him
contemplating this same being, man, as exalted, glorious, and almost

angelic. " When I consider thy heavens, the work of thy fingers, the

moon and the stars, which thou hast ordained," he says, " what is man,
that thou art mindful of him?" And yet he adds, " Thou hast made
him a Uttle lower than the angels, and hast crowned him with glory

and honour."

But. do not these contrasted statements make up, in fact, the only

true view of human nature? Are they not conformable to the uni-

versal sense of mankind, and to the whole tenor and spirit of our

religion? Whenever the human character is portrayed in colours

altogether dark, or altogetner bright ; whenever the misanthrope pours

out his scorn upon the wickedness and baseness of mankind, or the

enthusiast lavishes his admiration upon their virtues ; do we not always

feel that there needs to be some qualification ; that there is something

to be said on the other side?

Nay, more ; do not all the varying representations of human nature

imply their opposites? Does not virtue, according to our idea of it,

according to the universal idea of it, according to the scriptural repre-

sentation of it—imply, that sins and sinful passions are struggled with,

and overcome? And, on the contrary, does not sin, in its very nature,

imply that there are high and sacred powers, capacities, and affections,

which it violates?

In this view it appears to me, that all unqualified disparagement, as

well as praise, of human nature, carries with it its own refutation ; and
it is to this point that I wish to invito your particular attention in the

following discourse. Admitting all that can bo asked on this subject

by the strongest assortors of human depravity ; admitting everythmg,

certainly, that can be stated as a matter of fact ; admitting that men
are as l)ad as they are said to be, and substantially believing it too,—

I

phall argue, tliat the conclusion to be drawn is entirely the reverse of
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that which usually is drawn. I shall argue, that the most strenuous,
the most earnest, and indignant objections against human nature, imply
the strongest concessions to its constitutional worth. I say then, and
repeat, that objection here carries with it its own refutation ; that the
objector concedes much, very much, to human nature, by the very
terms with which he inveighs against it.

It is not my sole purpose, however, to present any abstract or

polemic argument. Rather let me attempt to offer some general and
just views of human nature; and for this purpose, rather than for the

sake of controversy, let me pass in brief review before you, some of the
specific and disparaging opinions that have prevailed in the world con-
cerning it—those, for instance, of the philosopher and the theologian.

In doing this, my purpose is, to admit that much of what they say
is true ; but to draw from it an inference quite difiPerent from theirs.

I would admit, on one hand, that there is much evil m the human
heart ; but, at the same time, I would balance this view, and blend it

with others that claim to be brought into the account. On the one
hand, I would admit and enforce the objection of much and mournful
evil in the world ; but, on the other, I would prevent it from pressing

on the heart, as a discouraging and dead weight of reprobation and
obloquy.

It may appear to you, that the opinions which I have selected for

our present consideration, are, each of them, brought into strange
company; and yet they have an affinity which may not at once be
suspected. It is singular, indeed, that we find in the same ranks,

and waging tlie same war against all human self-respect, the most
opposite descriptions of persons ; the most religious with the most
irreligious, the most credulous with the most sceptical. If any man
supposes that it is his superior goodness, or purer faith, which leads

him to think so badly of his fellow-men and of their very nature, he
needs to be reminded that vicious and dissolute habits almost invariably

and unerringly lead to the same I'esult. The man who is taking the

downward way, with almost every step, you will find, thinks worse of

his nature and his species ; till he concludes, if he can, that he was
made only for sensual indulgence, and that all idea of a future, in-

tellectual, and immortal existence is a dream. And so, if any man
thinks that it is owing to his spirituality and heavenly-mindedness, that

he pronounces the world so utterly corrupt, a mere mass of selfishness

and deceit; he may be admonished, that nobody so thoroughly agrees

with him as the man of the world, the shrewd, over-reaching, and
knavish practiser on the weakness or the wickedness of his fellows.

And, in the same way, the strict and high-toned theologian, as he calls

himself, may unexpectedly find himself in company with the sceptical

and scornful philosopher. No men have ever more bitterly decried and
vilified human nature, than the infidel philosophers of the last century.

They contended that man was too mean and contemptible a creature to

be the subject of such an interposition as that recorded in the Gospel.

I. But I am to take up, in the fii'st place, and more in detail, the

objection of the sceptical philosopher.

The philosopher says, that man is a mean creature ; not so much a
degraded being, as he is, originally, a poor insignificant creature ; an
animal, some grades above others, perhaps, but still an animal ; for
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whom, to suppose the provision of infinite mercy and of immortality to

be made, is absurd.

It is worth noticing, as we pass, and I therefore remark, the striking

connexion which is almost always found between different parts of

every man's belief or scepticism. I never knew one to think wrongly

about God, but he very soon began to think wrongly about man : or

else the reverse is the process, and it is not material which. The things

always go together. He who conceives of the Almighty as a severe,

unjust, and vindictive being, will regard man as a slave, will make him
the slave of superstition, will take a sort of superstitious pleasure or

merit in magnifying his wickedness or unworthiness. And he who
thinks meanly of human nature, will think coldly and distrustfully of

the Supreme Being, will think of him as withdrawing himself to a
subUme distance from such a nature. In other words, he who does not

take the Christian view, and has no apprehension of the infinite love of

God, wiU not beUeve that he has made man with such noble faculties,

or for such noble ends, as we assert. The discussion proposed is

obviously, even in this view, one of no trifling importance.

Let us, then, proceed to the objection of our philosopher. He says,

I repeat, that man is a mean creature, fit only for the earth on which
he is placed, fit for no higher destination than to be buried in its bosom,
and there to find his end. The philosopher rejects what he calls the
theologian's di'cam about the fall. He says that man needed no fall in

order to be a degraded creature; that he is, and was, always and
originally a degraded creature; a being not fallen from virtue, but
incapable of virtue ; a being not corrupted from his innocence, but one
who never possessed innocence ; a being never of heaven, but a being
only of earth, and sense, and appetite, and never fit for anything better.

Now let us go at once to the main point in argument, which is pro-

posed to bo illustrated in this discourse. What need, I ask, of speaking
of human debasement in such indignant or sneering tones, if it is tho
real and only nature of man ? There is nothing to blame or scorn in

man, if he is naturally such a poor and insignificant creature. If he
was made only for the senses and appetites, what occasion, I pray, for

any wonder or abuse that he is sensual and debased? Why waste
invectives on such a being? Tho truth is, that this zealous depreciation

of human nature betrays a consciousness that it is not so utterly

worthless after all. It is no sufficient reply to say, tliat this philosophic

scorn has been aroused by the extravagance of human pretensions.

For if these pretensions were utterly groundless, if the being who
aspired to virtue were fit only for sensation, or if the being whoso
thoughts swelled to the great hope of immortality, were only a higher
species of tlie animal creation, and must share its fate—if tliis were
true, his pretensions could justly create only a feeling of wonder, or of
sadness.

We might say much to rebut tlio charge of tho philosopher; so
injurious to the soul, so fatal to all just self-respect, so fatal to all

elevated virtue and devotion. We might say tliat tjie most ordinary
tastes and the most trifling pursuits of man, carry, to the observant
eye, marks of tlie nobler mind. We might say that vain trifling, and
that fleeting, dying pleasure, docs not satisfy the immortal want; and
that toil docs not crush the soul, that the body cannot weigh down the
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spirit to its own drudgery. We might ask our proud reasoner, more-
over, whence the moral and metaphysical philosopher obtains the facts

with which he speculates, argues, and builds up his admirable theory?

And our sceptic must answer, that the metaphysical and moral philo-

sopher goes to human nature ; that he goes to it in its very attitudes

of toil and its fi'ee actings of passion, and thence takes liis materials

and his form, and his living charm of representation, which delight the

world. We might say still more. We might say that aU there is of

vastness, and grandeur, and beauty in the world, lies in the conception

of man ; that the immensity of the universe, as we term it, is but the

reach of his imagination—tliat immensity, in other words, is but the

image of his own idea ; that there is no eternity to him, but that which
exists in his own unbounded thought ; that there is no God to man, but

what has been conceived of in his own capacious and unmeasured
understanding.

These things we might say ; but I wiU rather meet the objector on big

own ground, confident that I may triumph even there. I take up the

indignant argument, tlien. I allow that there is much weight and
truth in it, though it brings me to a different conclusion. I feel that

man is, in many respects and in many situations—and, above all, com-
pai-ed with what he should be—that man is a mean creature. I feel

it, as I should, if I saw some youth of splendid talents and promise
plunging in at the door of vice and infamy. Yes, it is meanness for a
MAN—who stands in the presence of his God and among the sons of

heaven—it is meanness in him to play the humble part of sycophant

before his fellows—to fawn and flatter, to make his very soul a slave,

barely to gain from that fellow-man his smile, his nod, his hand, his

favour, his vote, his patronage. It is meanness for a man to prevari-

cate and falsify, to sell his conscience for advantage, to barter his soul

for gain, to give his noble brow to the smiting blush of shame, or his

cheek to the deadly paleness of convicted dishonesty. Yes, it is a
degradation unutterable, for a man to steep his soul in gross, sensual,

besotting indulgence ; to live for this, and in this one poor, low sen-

sation, to shut up the mind with all its boundless range ; to sink to a
debasement more than beastly : below where an animal can go. Yes,

all this, and much beside this, is meanness ; but why, now I ask—^why

do we speak of it thus, unless it is because we speak of a being who might

have put on such a nobility of soul, and such a loftiness and indepen-

dence, and spiritual beauty and glory, as would fling rebuke upon all

the hosts of sin and temptation, and cast dimness upon all the splendour

of the world ?

It may be proper, under the head of philosophical objections, to take

notice of the celebrated maxim of Rochefoucauld; sijice it is among the

written, and has as good a title as others to be among the philosophic

objections. This maxim is, that we take a sort of pleasure in the dis-

appointments and miseries of others, and are pained at their good

fortune and success. If this maxim were intended to fix upon mankind
the charge of pure, absolute, disinterested malignity, and if it could be

sustained, it would be fatal to my ai'gument. If I believed this, I

should believe not only in total, but in diabolical depravity. And I

am aware that the apologists for human nature, receiving the maxim
in this light, have usually contented themselves with indignantly
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denying its truth. I shall however, for myself take different ground.

I suppose, and I admit, that the maxim is true to a certain extent.

Yet I deny that the feelings on which it is foimded arc malignant.

They may be selfish, they may bo bad ; but thej are not malicious and
diabolical. But let us explain. It should be premised, that there is

nothing wrong in our desiring the goods and advantages of hte, provided

the desire be kept within proper bounds. Suppose, then, that you
are pursuing the same object with your neighbour,—a situation, an
office, for instance,—and suppose that he succeeds. His success, at

the first disclosure of it to you, will, of course, give you a degree of

pain; and for this reason— it immediately brings the sense of your
own disappointment. Now it is not wrong, perhaps, that you do regret

your own failure ; it is probably unavoidable that you should. You
feel, perhaps, that you need or deserve the appointment more than
your rival. You cannot help, therefore, on every account, regretting

that he has obtained it. It does not follow that you wish him any less

happy. You may make the distinction in your own mind. You may
say,
—" I am glad he is happy, but I am sorry he has the place ; I wish

he could be as happy in some other situation." Now, all this, so far

from being malignant, is scarcely selfish ; and even when the feeling,

in a very l)ad mind, is altogether selfish, yet it is very different from
a mahgnant pain at another's good fortune. But now, let us extend
the case a little, from immediate rivalship, to that general competition
of interests which exists in society—a competition which the selfishness

of men makes to be far more than is necessary, and conceives to be far

greater than it is. There is an erroneous idea, or imagination, shall I

call it—and certainly it is one of the moral delusions of the world,

—

that something gained by another is something lost to one's self; and
hence the feeling, before described, may arise at almost any indifferent

instance of good fortune. But it always rises in this proportion :—it is

stronger, the nearer the case comes to direct competition. You do not
envy a rich man in China, nor a great man in Tartary. But if envy,
as it has been sometimes called, were pure malignity, a man should be
sorry that any body is happy, that any body is fortunate or honoured
in the world. But this is not true ; it does not apply to Imman nature.

If ever you feel pain at the successes or acquisitions of another, it is

when they come into comparison or contrast with your own failures or
deficiencies. You feel that those successes or acquisitions might havo
been your own; you regret, and perhaps riglitly, tliat they are not;
and then, you insensibly slide into the very wrong feehng of regret that
they belong to anotlier. This is envy ; and it is sufficiently base ; but
it is not purely malicious, and it is, in fact, the perversion of a feeling

originally capable of good and valuable uses.

But 1 must pursue the sceptical philosopher a step farther— into
actual life. The term philosopher, may seem to be but ill applied
here ; but we havo probably all of us known or heard those, who, pre-
tending to havo a consideivable knon-lcdf/e of the icorhl, if not much
other knowledge, take upon them, with quite an air of philosophic
superiority, to pronounce human nature nothing but a mass of selfish-

ness ; and to say, that this mass, whenever it is refined, is oidy refined
into luxury and licentiousness, duplicity and knavery. 8oino simple
souls, they suppose, there may be ui the retired corners of the earth.
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that are walking in the chains of mechanical habit or superstitious

piety, who have not the knowledge to understand, nor the courage to

seek, what they want. But the moment they do act freely, they act,

says our objector, upon the selfish principle. And this, he maintains,

is the principle which, in fact, governs the world. Nay, more, he

avers that it is the only reasonable and sufficient principle of action

;

and freely confesses that it is his own.

Let me ask you here to keep distinctly in view the ground which the

objector now assumes. There are talkers against human virtue, who
never think, however, of going to this length ; men, in fact, who are a

great deal better than their theory ; whose example, indeed, refutes

their theory. But there are worse objectors, and worse men ; vicious

and corrupt men ; sensualists—sensualists in philosophy and in practice

alike, who would gladly believe all the rest of the world as bad as

themselves. And these are objectors, I say, who, like the objections

before stated, refute themselves.

For who is this small philosopher, that smiles either at the simplicity

of all honest men, or at the simplicity of all honest defenders of them?
He is, in the first place, a man who stands up before us, and has the

face to boast that he is himself without principle. No doubt he thinks

other men as bad as himself. A man necessarily, perhaps, judges the

actions of other men by his own feelings. He has no other interpreter.

The honest man, therefore, wiU often presume honesty in another; and

the generous man, generosity. And so the selfish man can see nothing

around him but selfishness ; and the knave nothing but dishonesty

;

and he who never felt anything of a generous and self-devoting piety,

who never bowed down in that holy and blessed worship, can see in

prayer nothing but the offering of selfish fear,—in piety nothing but a

slavish superstition.

In the next place; this sneerer at all virtue and piety not only

imagines others to be as destitute of principle as himself, but, to some
extent, he makes them such, or makes them seem such. His eye of

pride chills every goodly thing it looks upon. His breath of scorn

bhghts every generous virtue where it comes. His supple and crafty

hand puts all men upon their guard. They become like himself, for

the time ; they become more crafty while they deal with him. How
shall any noble aspiration, any high and pure thoughts, any benevolent

purposes, any sacred and holy communing, venture into the presence

of the proud and selfish scorner of all goodness ! It has been said that

the letters your friends write to you will show their opinion of your

temper and tastes. And so it is, to a certain extent, with conversation.

But, iu the third place; where, let us ask, has this man studied

human nature? Lord Chesterfield observes— and the observation is

worthy of a man who never seems to have looked beneath the surface

of anything—that the court and the camp are the places in which a

knowledge of mankind is to be gained. And we may remark, that it

is from two fields not altogether dissimilar, that our sceptic about virtue

always gains his knowledge of mankind : I mean, from fashion and
business; the two most artificial spheres of active life. Our objector

has witnessed heartless civiUties, and imagines that he is acquainted

with the deep fountains of human nature. Or, he has been out into

the paths of business, and seen men girt up for competition, and acting
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in tliat artificial state of things which trade produces ; and he imagines

that ho has witnessed the free and unsophisticated workings of the

liuman heart ; he supposes that the laws of trade arc also the laws of

liuman affection, lie thinks himself deeply read in the book of the

human heart, that unfathomable mystery, because he is ac«[uainted

with notes and bonds, with cards and compliments.

How completely, then, is this man disquaUfied from judging of human
nature! There is a power, which few possess, which none have at-

tained in perfection ; a power to unlock the retired, the deeper, and
nobler sensibilities of men's minds, to draw out the hoarded and hidden

virtues of the soul, to open the fountains which custom and ceremtny
and reserve have sealed up : it is a power, I repeat, wliich few possess

—how evidently does our objector possess it not—and yet without some
portion of wliich, no man should think himself qualified to study human
nature. Men know but little of each other, after all ; but little know
how many good and tender affections are suppressed and kept out of

sight, by diffidence, by delicacy, by the fear of appearing awkward or

ostentatious, by habits of life, by education, by sensitiveness, and even

by strong sensibility, that sometimes puts on a hard and rough exterior

for its own check or protection. And the power that penetrates all

these barriers must be an extraordinary one. There must belong to it

charity, and kindness, and forbearance, and sagacity, and fidelity to

the trust which the opening heart reposes in it. But how peculiarly, I

repeat, how totally devoid of this power of opening and unfolding the

real character of his fellows, must be the scoffer at human nature I

I have said that this man gathers his conclusions from the most
formal and artificial aspects of the world. He never could have drawn
them from the holy retreats of domestic life—to say nothing of those

deeper privacies of the heart of which I have just been speaking ; he
never could have drawn his conclusions from those family scenes, where
unnumbered, nameless, minute, and indescribable sacrifices are daily

made by thousands and ten thousands all around us ; he never could
have drawn them from the self-devoting mother's cares, or from the

grateful return, the lovely assiduity and tenderness of fihal affection

;

he never could have derived his contemptuous inference from the sick-

room, where friendship, in silent prayer, watches and tends its charge.
No : he dai'O not go out from our dwellings, from our temples, from our
hospitals,—he dare not tread upon the holy places of the laud, the high
places, where the devout have prayed, and the brave have died ; and
proclaim that i)atriotism is a visionary sentiment, and piety a selfish

delusion, and charity a pretence, and virtue a name!
II. But it is time that we come now to the objection of the theologian.

And I go at once to the single and strong point of his objection. The
theologian says that human nature is bad and corrupt. Now, taking
this language in the practical and popular sense, I find no difficulty in

agreeing with the theologian. And, indeed, if he would confine himself
—leaving vague and general declamation and technical phraseology

—

if ho would confine himself to facts;—if he would confine himself to a
description of actual bad quahties and dispositions in men,— 1 think ho
could not well go too far. Nay, more, I am not certain that any theo-
logian's description, so far as it is of this nature, has gone deep enough
into the frightful mass of human depravity. For it requires an acute
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perception, that is rarely possessed, and a higher and holier conscience,

perhaps, than belongs to any, to discover, and to declare Tiow bad, and
degraded, and unworthy a being, a had man is. I confess that nothing
would beget in me a higher respect for a man, than a real—not a theo-

logical and factitious—but a real and deep sense of human sinfulness

and unworthiness ; of the mighty wrong which man does to himself, to

his religion, and to his God, when he yields to the evil and accursed

inclinations that find place in him. This moral indignation is not half

strong enough in those who profess to talk the most about human
depravity. And the objection to them is, not that they feel too miich

or speak too strongly, about the actual wickedness, the actual and
distinct sins of the wicked ; but they speak too generally and vaguely

of human wickedness,—that they speak with too little discrimination to

every man as if he were a murderer or a monster,—that they speak, in

fine, too argumentatively, and too much, if I may say so, with a sort

of argumentative satisfaction, as if they were glad that they could make
this point so strong.

I know, then, and admit, that men, and all men, more or less, are,

alas! sinful and bad. I know that the catalogue of human trans-

gressions is long, and dark, and mournful. The words, pride, and envy,

and anger, and selfishness, and base indulgence, are words of lamenta-
tion. They are words that should make a man weep when he pro-

nounces them, and most of all when he applies them to himself, or to

his fellow-men.

But what now is the inference from all this ? Is it, that man is an
utterly debased, degraded, and contemptible creature?— that there is

nothing in him to be revered or respected?— that the human heart

presents nothing to us but a mark for cold and blighting reproach?
Without wishing to assert anything paradoxical, it seems to me that

the very reverse is the inference.

I should reason thus upon this point. I should say, it must be a
noble creature that can so offend. I should say, there must be a con-

trast of light and shade, to make the shade so deep. It is no ordinary

being, surely—it is a being of conscience, of moral powers and glorious

capacities, that calls from us such intense reproach and indignation.

We never so arraign the animal creation. The very power of sinning

is a lofty and awful power ! It is, in the language of our holiest poet,
" the excess of glory observed." Neither is it a power standing alone.

It is not a solitary, unqualified, diabolical power of evil ; a dark and
cold abstraction of wickedness. No, it is clothed with other qualities.

No, it has dread attendants— attendants, I had almost said, that

dignify even the wrong. A waiting conscience, visitings—oh! visitings

of better thoughts, calls of honour and self-respect, come to the sinner

;

terrific admonition whispering on his secret ear ; prophetic warning
pointing him to the dim and veiled shadows of future retribution ; and
the all-penetrating, aU-surrounding idea of an avenging God, are

present with him: and the right ann of the felon and the transgressor

is lifted up, amidst lightnings of conviction and thunderings of reproach.

I can tremble at such a being as this ; I can pity him ; I can weep for

him ; but I cannot scoi'n him.
The very words of condemnation which we apply to sin are words of

comparison. When we describe the act of the transgressor as mean, for
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instance, we recognize, I repeat, the nobility of his nature ; and when
we say that his offence is a degradation, we imply a certain distinction.

And so to do wrong, implies a noble power— the very power which
constitutes the glory of heaven—the power to do right. AixA thus it

is, as I apprehend, that the inspired teachers speak of the wickedness

and unworthiness of man. They seem to do it under a sense of his

better capacities and higher distinction. They speak as if he had
wronged himself. And when they use the words ruin and perdition, they

announce, in affecting terms, the ii-orth of that which is reprobate and
lost. Paul, when speaking of his transgressions, says, "not I, but the

sin that dwelleth in mo." There was a better nature in him, that

resisted evil, though it did not always successfully resist. And we read

of the prodigal son, in terms which have always seemed to me of the

most affecting import—that when he came to the sense of his duty, he
*' came—to himself." Yes, the sinner is beside himself; and there is no

peace, no reconciliation of his conduct to his nature, till he returns

from his evil ways. Shall we not say, then, that his nature demands
virtue and rectitude to satisfy it?

True it is, and I would not be one to weaken nor obscure the truth,

that man is sinful ; but he is not satisfied with simiing. Not his con-

science only, but his wants, his natural affections, are not satisfied.

He pays deep penalties for his transgressions. And these sufferings

proclaim a higher nature. The pain, the disappointment, the dis-

satisfaction, that wait on an evil course, show that the human soul was
not made to be the instrument of sin, but its lofty avenger. The
desolated affections, the haggard countenance, the pallid and sunken

cheek, the sighings of grief, proclaim that these are ruins indeed ; but

they proclaim that something noble has fallen into ruin—proclaim it

by signs mournful, yet venerable, like the desolations of an ancient

temple, hke its broken walls and falling columns, and the hollow sounds

of decay that sink down heavily among its deserted recesses.

The sinner, I repeat it, is a sufferer. He seeks happiness in low

and unworthy objects—that is his sin : but he does not find it there

—

and that is his glory. No, he does not find it there : he returns dis-

appointed and melancholy, and there is nothing on earth so eloquent

as his grief. Read it in the pages of a Byron and a Burns. There is

nothing in literature so touching as these lamentations of noble but

en'ing natures, in the vain quest of a happiness which sin and the

world can never give. The sinner is often dazzled by earthly fortune

and pomp, but it is in the very midst of these things, that he sometimes

most feels their emptiness ; that his higher nature most feels that it is

sohtary and unsatisfied. It is in the giddy whirl of frivolous pursuits

and amusements that his soul oftentimes is sick and weary with trifles

and vanities : that " he says of laughter, it is mad ; and of mirth, what
doeth it?"

And yet it is not bare disappointment, nor the mere destitution of

happiness caused by sin,—it is not these alone tliat give testimony to a
better nature. There is a higher power that bears sway in the human
heart. It is remorse—sacred, uncompromising remorse, that will hear

of no selfish calculations of pain and pleasure ; that demands to suffer

;

that, of all sacrifices on earth, save those of benevolence, brings the

only willing victim. What lofty revenge does the abused soul thus
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take for its offences: never, no, never, in all its anger, punishing

another, as, in its justice, it punishes itself!

Such, then, are the atti-ibutes that still dwell in the dark grandeur

of the soul ; the beams of original light, of which amidst its thickest

darkness it is never shorn. That in which all the nobleness of earth

resides, should not be condemned even, but with awe and trembling.

It is our treasure ; and if this is lost, aU is lost. Let us take care,

then, that we be not unjust. Man is not an angel ; but neither is he a

demon, nor a brute. The evil he does is not committed with brutish

insensibility, nor with diabolical satisfaction. And the evil, too, is

often disguised under forms that do not, at once, permit him to see

its real character. His affections become wrong by excess ;
passions

bewilder ; semblances delude ; interests ensnare ; example corrupts.

And yet no tyrant over men's thoughts, no unworthy seeker of their

adulation, no pander for their guilty pleasures, could ever make the

human heart what he would. And in making it what he has, he has

often found that he had to work with stubborn materials. No perse-

verence of endeavour, nor devices of ingenuity, nor depths of artifice,

have ever equalled those which are sometimes employed to corrupt the

heart from its youthful simplicity and uprightness.

In endeavouring to state the views which are to be entertained of

human nature, I have, at present, and before I reverse the picture,

but one further observation to make : and that is on the spirit and tone

with which it is to be viewed and spoken of. I have wished, even in

speaking of its faults, to awaken a feeling of reverence and regret for

it, such as would arise within us, on beholding a noble but mutilated

statue, or the work of some divine architect in ruins, or some majestic

object in nature, which had been marred by the rending of this world's

elements and changes. Above aU other objects, surely human nature

deseiTes to be regarded with these sentiments. The ordinary tone of

conversation in allusion to this subject, the sneering remark on man-
kind, as a set of poor and miserable creatures, the cold and bitter

severity, whether of philosophic scorn or theological rancour, become
no being ; least of all, him who has part in this common nature. He,

at least, should speak with consideration and tenderness. And if he

must speak of faults and sins, he would do well to imitate an Apostle,

and to tell these things, even weeping. His tone should be that of

forbearance and pity. His words should be recorded in a book of

Lamentations. " How is the gold become dim," he might exclaim in

the words of an ancient lamentation,—"how is the gold become dim,

and the most fuie gold changed! Tlie precious sons of Zion, com-
parable to fine gold, how are they esteemed but as earthen vessels, the

work of the hands of the potter!"
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Psalm viii. o: " For thou Last made biin a little lower tlian tbc angels, and Last

crowned him with glory and honour."

I HAVE cudeavourecl, in ray last discourse, to show tliat tlio very objec-

tions which ai'c usually brought against human nature, imply, in the

very fact, in tlie very spirit and tone of them, the strongest concessions

to its worth. I shall now proceed to the direct argument in its favour.

It is the constitutional worth of human nature that we have tlius far

considered, rather than its moral wortli or absolute virtue. We have
considered the indignant reproaches against its sin and debasement,
whether of tlie philosopher or tlie theologian, as evidence of their own
conviction, that it was made for something better. We have considered
that moral constitution of human nature, by which it was evidently

made not to be the slave of sin, but its conqueror.

Let us now proceed to take some account of its moral traits and
acquisitions. I say its moral traits and acquisitions : for there are
feelings of the human mind, which scarcely rise to the character of
acquisitions, which are involuntary impulses ; and yet which possess a
nature as truly moral, though not in as high a degree, as any voluntary
acts of virtue. Such is the simple, natural love of excellence. It

bears the same relation to moral eifort as spontaneous reason does to

reflection or logical effort : and what is spontaneous, in both cases,

is the very foundation of the acquisitions that follow. Thus, the
involuntary perception of a few axioms lies at the foundation of mathe-
matical science ; and so from certain spontaneous impressions of truth
springs all knowledge ; and in tlie same manner, our spontaneous moral
impressions are the germs of tho highest moral efforts.

Of these spontaneous impressions I am to speak in the first place,

and then to produce in favour of human nature the testimony of its

higher and luoro confirmed virtues.

But I am not willing to enter upon this theme without first offering

a remark or two, to prevent any misconception of tho purpose for wliicli

I again bring forward this discussion. It is not to bring to the altar
at which I minister, an oblation of flattery to my fellow-worshippers.
It is not to make any man feel his moral dangers to be less, or to make
liim easier in reference to that solemn spiritual trust tliat is committed
to liis nature ; but the very contrary. It is not to make him think less

of his sin.><, but more. It is not, in fine, to build up any one theological
dogma, or to beat down another.

My view of the subject, if I may state it without presumption, is

this—that there is a treasure ui human nature of wliicli most men are
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not conscious, and with which none are yet fuUj acquainted ! If you
had met in a retired part of the country with some rustic youth, who
bore in his character the indications of a most sublime genius, and if

you saw that he was ignorant of it, and that those around him were
ignorant of it, you would look upon him with extreme, with enthusiastic

interest, and you would be anxious to bring liim into the light, and to

rear him up to his proper sphere of distinction. This, may I be per-
mitted to say, illustrates the view which I take of human nature. I

believe that there is something in every man's heart upon which he
ought to look as a found treasure ; something upon which he ought to

look with awe and wonder ; something which should make him tremble
when he thinks of sacrificing it to sin ; something, also, to encourage
and cheer him in every endeavour after virtue and purity. Far be it

from me to say that that something is confirmed goodness, or is the
degree of goodness which is necessary to make him happy here or here-

after ; or, that it is something to rest upon, or to rely upon, in the
anticipation of God's judgment. Still I believe that he who says there
is nothing good in him, no foundation, no feeling of goodness, says what
is not true, what is not just to himself, what is not just to his Maker's
beneficence.

I will refer now to those moral traits, to those involuntary moral
impressions, of which I have already spoken.

Instances of this nature might undoubtedly be drawn from every
department of social life ; from social kindness, from friendship, from
parental and filial love, from the feelings of spontaneous generosity,

pity, and admiration, which every day kindles into life and warmth
around us. But since these feelings are often alleged to be of a doubt-
ful character, and are so, indeed, to a certain extent, since they are

often mixed up with interested considerations whichdessen their weight
in this argument, I am about to appeal to cases, which, though they
are not often brought into the pulpit, will appear to you, I trust, to be
excused, if not justified, by the circumstance that they are altogether

apposite cases ; cases, that is to say, of disinterested feeling.

The world is inundated in this age with a perfect deluge of fictitious

productions. I look, indeed, upon the exclusive reading of sucli works,
in which too many employ their leisure time, as having a very bad and
dangerous tendency : but this is not to my purpose at present. I only

refer now to the well-known extent and fascination of this kind of

reading, for the purpose of putting a single question. I ask, what is

the moral character of these productions? Not high enough, certainly

;

but then I ask stiU more specifically, whether the preference is given to

virtue or to vice, in these books, and to which of them the feelings of

the reader generally lean? Can there be one moment's doubt? Is not

virtue usually held up to admiration, and are not the feelings universally

enlisted in its favour ? Must not the character of the leading personage
in the story, to satisfy the public taste, be good, and is not his career

pursued with intense intex-est to the end? Now, reverse the case.

Suppose his character to be bad. Suppose him ungenerous, avaricious,

sensual, debased. Would he then be admired ? Would he then enlist

the sympathies even of the most frivolous reader? It is unnecessary
to answer the question. Here, then, is a right and virtuous feeling at

work in the community: and it is a perfectly disinterested feeling.
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Ilorc, I i?ay, is a right and virtuous feeling, beating tlirougli the wliolo

heart of society. \Vhy should any one say it is not a feeUng; that it is

conscience ; that it is mere approbation ? It is a fccUng, if anything
is. There is intense interest, there are tears, to testify that it is a
feeling.

If, then, I put such a hook into the liands of any reader, and if ho
feels this, let him not tcU mo tliat there is notliing good in him. There
may not be goodness, fixed, habitual goodness in liim; but there is

something good, out of which goodness may grow.

Of the same character are the most favourite popular songs and
ballads. The chosen themes of these compositions are patriotism,

generosity, pity, love. Now it is known that nothing sinks more deeply
into the heart of nations, and yet these arc their themes. Let me make
the ballads of a people, some one has said, and let who will make tlieir

laws; and yet he must construct them on these principles; he must
compose them in praise of patriotism, honour, fidelity, generous sym-
pathy, and pure love. I say, pure love. Let the passion be made a
base one; let it be capricious, mercenary, or sensual, and it instantly

loses tlie public sympathy: the song would be instautly hissed from tlio

stage of the vnlest theatre that ever was opened. No, it nmst be true-

hearted affection, holding its faith and fealty bright and unsoiled amidst
change of fortunes, amidst poverty, and disaster, and separation, and
reproach. The popular taste will hardly allow the affection to be as

prudent as it ought to be. xVnd when I listen to one of these popular
ballads or songs, that tells—it may be not in the best taste—^but wliich

tells the thrilling tale of high, disinterested, magnanimous fidelity to

the sentiments of the heart ; that tells of pure and faithful affection,

wliich no cold looks can chill, which no storms of misfortune can quench,
which prefers simple merit to all worldly splendour; when I observe
this, I say, I see a noble feeling at work; and that which many wiU
pronounce to be silly, through a certain sliamefacedness about their own
sensibility, I i-cgard as respectable and honourable to human nature.

Now 1 say agaui, as I said before, let these popular compositions set

forth the beauties of vice; let them celebrate meanness, parsimony,
fraud, or cowardice, and would they dwell, as they now do, in the habita-

tions, and in the hearts, and upon the lips of whole nations? What a
disinterested testimony is this to the charms of virtue ! What evidence
that men feel those charms, though they may not be won by them to

virtuous lives! The national songs of a people do not embrace cold
sentiments : they arc not sung or heard with cold approbation. They
firo tlio breasts of millions; they draAv tears from the eyes of ten thou-
sand circles, that arc gathered in the homes of human affection.

And the power of music, too, as a separate thing— the power of

simple melody I mean—lies very much, as it seems to me, in tho
sentiments and affections it awakens. There is a pleasure to the car,

doubtless; but there is a pleasure, also, to the heart; and this is tho
greater pleasure. But what kind of pleasure is it? Does that melody
which addresses tho univcivsal mind appeal to vile and base passions ?

Is not tlie state into which it naturally throws almost every mind,
favourable to gentle and kind emotions, to lofty efforts and heroic
sacrifices? But if the human heart possessed no high nor holy feehngs,
if it were entirely alien to them, then the music which excites tliem,

li
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should excite them to voluptuousness, cruelty, strife, fraud, avarice,

and to all the mean aims and indulgences of a selfish disposition.

Let not these iEustratious—which are adopted, to be sure, partly

because they are fitted to mifold a moral character where no credit

has usually been given for it, and because, too, they present at once
luiiversal and dismterested manifestations of human feeling—let not
these illustrations, I say, be thought to furnish an unsatisfactory in-

ference, because they are drawn from the lighter actions of the human
mind. The feehng in all these cases is not superficial nor feeble; and
the slighter the occasion that awakens it, the stronger is our argument.
If the leisure and recreations of men yield such evidence of deep moi*al

feehng, what are they not capable of when armed with lofty purposes
and engaged in high duties? If the instrument yields such noble

strains, though incoherent and intermitted, to the slightest touch, what
might not be done if the hand of skill were laid upon it, to bring out

aU its sublime harmonies ? Oh ! that some powerful voice might speak
to this inward nature—powerful as the stoi'y of heroic deeds, moving as

the voice of song, arousing as the trumpet-caU to honour and victory!

My friends, if we are among those who are pursuing the sinful way, let

us be assured that we know not ourselves yet; we have not searched

the depths of our nature; we have not communed with its deepest

wants; we have not listened to its strongest and highest affections; if

we had done aU this, we could not abuse it as we do ; nor could we
neglect it as we do.

But it is time to pass from these instances of spontaneous and universal

feeling to those cases in which such feeling, instead of being occasional

and evanescent, is formed into a prevailing habit and a consistent and
fixed character; to pass from good affections, transient, uncertain, and
unworthily neglected, to good men, who are permanently such, and
worthy to be called such. Our argument fi'om this source is more
confined, but it gains strength by its compression within a narrower

compass,

I shall not be expected here to occupy the time with asserting or

proving that there are good men in the world. It will be more impor-

tant to reply to a single objection under this head, which would be

fatal if it were just, and to point to some characteristics of human
virtue, which prove its great and real worth. Let me, however, for a
moment indulge myself in the simple assertion of what every mind, not

entirely misanthropic, must feel to bo true. I say, then, that there

are good men in the world : there are good men everywhere. There
are men who are good for goodness' sake. In obscurity, in retirement,

beneath the shadow of ten thousand dwellings, scarcely known to the

world, and never asking to be known, there are good men. In adver-

sity, in poverty, amidst temptations, amidst aU the severity of earthly

trials, there are good men, whose hves shed brightness upon the dark
clouds that surround them. Be it true, if we must admit the sad

truth, that many are wrong, and persist in being wrong ; that many
are false to every holy trust, and faithless towards every holy affection;

that many are estranged from infinite goodness ; that many are coldly

selfish and meanly sensual—yes, cold and dead to everything that is

not wrapped up in their own little earthly interest, or more darkly

wrapped up in the veil of fleshly appetites.
" Be it so ; but I thank Clod,
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tliat 16 not all that we are obliged to believe. No! there arc true hearts

amidst the tlirong of the false and tlic faithless. Tlicre are warm and
generous hearts which tlio cold atmosphere of surrounding selfishness

never chills ; and eyes, unused to weep for personal sorrow, which often

overflow with sympathy for the sorrows of others. Yes, there are good
men, and true men: I thank them, I bless them for what tliey are: I

thank them for what tliey are to me. What do I say—why do I utter

my weak benediction? (jod from on high doth bless them, and he

giveth his angels charge to keep them ; and nowhere in the holy record

are there words more precious or strong than tliose in which it is written

that God loveth these righteous ones. Such men are there. Let not

their precious virtues 1)0 distrusted. As surely and as evidently as

some men have obeyed tlie calls of ambition and pleasure, so surely,

and so evidently, have other men obeyed the voice of conscience, and
" chosen rather to suffer with the people of God than to enjoy the plea-

sures of sin for a season." Why, every meek man suffers in a conflict

keener far than the contest for lionour and applause. And there are

such men, who, amidst injury, and insult, and misconstruction, and the

pointed finger, and the scornful lip of pride, stand firm in their integrity

and allegiance to a loftier principle, and still their throbbing hearts iii

prayer, and hush them to the gentle emotions of kindness and pity.

Such witnesses there are even in this bad world ; signs that a redeeming
work is going foi'ward amidst its mournful derelictions ; proofs that it

is not a world forsaken of heaven
;
pledges that it will not be forsaken

;

tokens that cheer and touch every good and thoughtful mind, beyond
all other power of earth to penetrate and enkindle it.

I believe that what 1 have now said is a most legitimate argument
for the worth of human nature. As a matter of fact, it will not be
denied that such beings as I have represented, tliere are. And I now
further maintain, and this is the most material point in the argument,

that such men—that good men, in other words'—are to be regarded as

the rightful and legitimate representatives of human nature. Surely,

not man's sins, but his virtues, not his failure, but his success, should

teach us what to think of his nature. Just as we should look, for their

real character, to the productions nourished by a favourable soil and
climate, and not to the same plants or trees as they stand withered and
stunted in a barren desert.

But hero we are met with the objection before referred to. It is

said that a man's virtues come from God ; and his sins only from his

own nature. And thus—for this is the result of the objection—from
the estimate of what is human, all human excellence is at once cut oft",

by this fine discrimination of theological subtilty. Unreasonable as

this seems to me— if the objector will forget his theology for one
moment— I will answer it. I say, then, that the influence of the good
spirit of God does not destroy our natural powers, but guides them into

a right direction ; that it does not create anything unnatural, surely,

nor supernatural in man, but what is suitable to his nature ; that, m
fine, liis virtues are as truly the voluntary putting forth of his native

powers as his sins are. Else would his virtues have no worth.

Human nature, in short, is the noble stock on wliich these virtues

grow. With heaven's rain, and sunshine, and genial influence, do you
say? Bo it so; still they are no less human, and shoiv the stock from
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which they spring. When you look over a grain-field, and see some
parts more luxuriant than others, do you say that they are of a different

nature from the rest? And when you look abroad upon the world, do
you think it right to take Tartars and Hottentots as specimens of the

race ? And why, then, shall you regard the worst of men, rather than
the best, as samples of human nature and capability?

The way, then, is open for us to claim for human nature—however
that nature is breathed upon by heavenly influences— to claim for

human nature all the excellent fruits that have sprimg from it. And
they are not few ; they are not small ; they are not contemptible.

They have cost too much— if there were no other consideration to

give them value—they have cost too much to be thus estimated.

The true idea of human nature is not that it passively and spon-

taneously produces its destined results ; but that, placed in a fearful

contest between good and evil, it is capable of glorious exertions and
attainments. Human virtue is the result of effort and patience, in

circumstances that most severely try it. Human excellence is much
of it gained at the expense of self-denial. All the wisdom and worth in

tlie world, are a struggle with ignorance, and infirmity, and temptation

;

often with sickness and pain. There is not an admirable character
presented before you, but it has cost years and years of toil, and
watching, and self-government, to form it. You see the victor, but you
forget the battle. And you forget it, for a reason that exalts and
ennobles the fortitude and courage of the combatant. You forget it,

because the conflict has been carried on, all silently, in his own bosom.
You forget it, because no sound has gone forth, and no wreath of fame
has awaited the conqueror.
And ivhat has he gained?—to refer to but one more of the many

views that might be urged—what has he gained? I answer, what is

worth too much to be slightly estimated. The catalogue of human
virtues is not brief nor dull. What glowing words do we involuntarily

put into that record? with what feelings do we haUow it? The charm
of youthful excellence ; the strong integrity of manhood ; the venerable
piety of age ; unsuUied honour ; unswerving truth ; fidelity ; magna-
nimity ; self-sacrifice ; martyrdom, ay, and the spirit of martyrdom in

many a form of virtue ; sacred friendship, with its disinterested toil,

ready to die for those it loves ; noble patriotism, slain in its high places,

beautiful in death ; holy philanthropy, that pours out its treasure and
its life ;—dear and blessed virtues of humanity ! (we are ready to

exclaim)—what human heart does not cherish you ?—bright cloud that
hath passed on with "the sacramental host of God's elect," tlu'ough

ages! how dark and desolate but for you would be this world's history!

My friends, I have spoken of the reality and worth of virtue, and I

have spoken of it as a part of human nature, not surely to awaken a
feeling of pride, but to lead you and myself to an earnest aspiration

after that excellence which embraces the chief welfare and glory of our
natm'e. A cold disdain of our species, an indulgence of sarcasm, a
feeling that is always ready to distrust and disparage every indication

of virtuous principle, or an utter despair of the moral fortunes of our
race, will not help the purpose in view, but must have a powerful ten.

dency to hinder its accomplishment.
Unhappy is it that any are left, by any possibility, to doubt tlic vir-
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tues of their kind! Let us do something to wipe away from the history

of human life that fatal reproach. Let us make tliat best of contri-

butions to the stock of hmnan happiness, an example of goodness that
sliall disarm such gloomy and chilling scepticism, and win men's hearts
to virtue. I have received many benefits from my fcUow-beings

; but
no gift in their power to bestow can ever impart such a pure and
thrilling dcUght as one bright action, one lovely virtue, one chai'acter

that shines witli all the enrapturing beauty of goodness.

AVho would not desire to confer such benefits on the world as these?
Wlio would not desire to leave such memorials behind him? Such
memorials have been left on earth; the virtues of the departed, but for

ever dear, liallow and bless many of our dwellings, and call forth tears

tliat lose half their bitterness in gratitude and admiration. Yes, there
are such legacies, and there are those ou earth v/ho have inherited
them. Yes, there are men, poor men, whose parents have left them a
legacy in their bare memory that they would not exchange—no, they
would not exchange it, fur boundless wealth. Let it be our cai'e to

bequeath to society and to the world blessings like these. " The
memorial of virtue," saith the wisdom of Solomon, "is immortal.
"When it is present, men take example from it ; and when it is gone,
they desire it; it wearcth a crown, aud triumphoth for ever."



ON THE WRONG WHICH SIN DOES

TO HUMAN NATURE.

Proverbs viii. 36: "He that sinneth against me, wrongetb his own soul."

This is represented as the language of wisdom. The attribute of

wisdom is personified throughout the chapter ; and it closes its instruc-

tions with the declaration of our text: "He that sinneth against me
wrongeth his own soul." The theme, then, which, in these words, is

obviously presented for our meditation, is the wrong wliich the sinner

does to himself, to his nature, to his own soul.

He does a wrong, indeed, to others. He does them, it may be, deep
and heinous injury. The moral offender injures society, and injures it

in the most vital part. Sin is, to aU the dearest interests of society, a
desolating power. It spreads misery through the world. It brings

that misery into the daily lot of miUions. Yes, the violence of anger,

the exactions of selfishness, the corrodings of envy, the coldness of

distrust, the contests of pride, the excesses of passion, the indulgences

of sense, carry desoLitiou into the very bosom of domestic life ; and the

crushed and bleeding hearts of friends and kindred, or of a larger circle

of the suffering and oppressed, are everywhere witnesses, at once, and
victims, of the mournful prevalence of this great evil.

But all the injury, great and terrible as it is, which the sinner does

or can inflict upon others, is not equal to the injury that he inflicts

upon himself. The evil tliat he does is, in almost all cases, the greater,

tlio nearer it comes to himself; greater to his friends tlian to society

at large ; greater to his family than to his friends ; and so it is greater

to himself than it is to any other. Yes, it is in his own nature, whose
glorious traits are dimmed and almost blotted out, whose pleading

remonstrances are sternly disregarded, whose immortal hopes are

rudely stricken down—it is in his own nature that he does a work so

dai-k and mournful, and so fearful, that he ought to shudder and weep
to think of it.

Does any one say "he is glad that it is so; glad that it is himself

he injures most"? What a feeling, my brethren, of disinterested

justice is that! How truly may it be said, that there is something

good even in bad men. Yes, doubtless, there ai'e those who in their

remorse at an evil deed would be glad if all the injury and suffering

could bo their own. I rejoice in that testimony. But does that

feeling make it any less true,—does not that feeling make it more true,

that sucli a nature is wronged by base and selfish passions? Or,

because it is a man's self,—because it is his own soul tJiat lie has most
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iiijurccl,—because he has not only wronged others, but ruined himself,

—is liis course any the less guilty, or unhappy, or unnatural?

I say unnatural ; and this is a pohit on which I wish to insist, in the

consideration of that wrong which the moral offender does to himself.

The sinner, I say, is to be pronounced an unnatural being. lie has

cast off the government of those powers of his nature, whicli, as being

tlie loftiest, have the best right to reign over him—tiie government,

that is to say, of his intellectual and moral faculties, and has yielded

himself to meaner appetites. Tliose meaner appetites, though they

belong to his nature, have no right, and he knows they liave no right,

to govern him. The rightful authority, the lawful sovereignty belongs,

and he knows that it belongs, not to sense, but to conscience. To
rebel against this is to sin against Nature. It is to rebel against

Nature's order. It is to rebel against the government that God has

set up within him. It is to obey, not venerable authority, but tho

fa<'tion which his passions have made within liim.

TJius violence and misrule are always the part of transgression.

Nay, every sin—I do not mean now the natural and imavoidablo

imperfection of a weak and ignorant being,—but every wilful moral
offence is a monstrous excess and excrescence in the mind, a hideous

deformity, a loathsome disease, a destruction, so far as it goes, of tlio

purposes for which our nature was made. As well might you say of

the diseased plant or tree, which is wasting all its vigour on the growth

of one huge and unsightly deformity, that it is in a natural condition.

Grant that the natural powers of the plant or tree are converted, or

rather perverted to this misuse, and helped to produce this deformity ;

yet the deformity is not natural. Grant that sin is the possible or

supposable, or that it is the actual, nay, and in this world, the common,
result of moral freedom. It has been argued, I laiow, that what is

common is natural ; and grant that too. But sin, we believe, is not

common in the whole moral universe. It is not the common result of

universal moral action. And it is evidently not the just and legitimate

result ; it is not the fair and natural result ; it violates aU moral powers

and responsibilities. If the mechanism of a vast manufactory were
thrown into sudden disorder, tlie power which propels it—and a power,

if you please, which the artificer liad placed in it— miglit, indeed,

spread destruction throughout the whole work ; but would that be tho

natural 'course of things; tlio result for which the ftibric was made?
So passion, not in its natural state, but still natural passion, in its

unnatural state of excess and fury, may spread disorder and destruction

through tlic moral system ; but wreck and ruin are not the proper order

of any nattu'e, whetlier material or moral.

The idea against which I am now contending, that sin is natural to

us, and, in fact, that nothing else is natural—this popular and prevailing

idea, is one, it seems to me, .so fearful and fatal in its bearings— is ono
of such comprehensive and radical mischief, as to infect the religious

state of all mankind, and to overshadow, almost with despair, the moral
prospects of tlie world. There is no error, theological or moral, that

appears to mo so destructive as this. There is nothing that lies so near
the very basis of all moral reform and spiritual imj)rovement as this.

If it were a matter of mere doctrine, it would be of less conse(iuence.

Hut it is a matter of habitual feeling, I fear, and of dcep-settloi! opinion.
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The world, alas! is not only in the sad and awful condition of being
filled with sin, and filled with misery in consequence, but of thinking
that this is the natural order of things. Sin is a thing of course; it is

taken for granted that it must exist very much in the way that it does;
and men are everywhere easy about it,—they are everywhere sinking
into worldliness and vice, as if they were acting out the principles of
their moral constitution, and almost as if they were fulfilling the will of

God. And thus it comes to pass, that that which should fill the world
with griet and astonishment, and horror, beyond aU things else most
horrible and lamentable, is regarded with perfect apathy, as a thing
natural and necessary. Why, my brethren, if but the animal creation
T/ere found, on a sudden, disobedient to the principles of tlieir nature,
if they were ceasing to regard the guiding instincts with which they
are endowed, and were rushing into universal madness, the whole
world would stand aghast at the spectacle. But multitudes in the

rational creation disobey a higher law and forsake a more sacred gui-

dance; they degrade tliemselves below the beasts, or make themselves
as entirely creatures of this world; they plunge into excess and profli-

gacy; they bow down divine and immortal faculties to the basest uses,

and there is no wonder, there is no horror, there is no consciousness of
the wrong done to themselves. They say, "it is the natural course of

things," as if they had solved the whole problem of moral evil. They
say, " it is the way of the world," almost as if they thought it was the

order of Providence. They say, "it is what men are," almost as if

they thought it was what men were designed to be. And thus ends
their comment, and with it all reasonable endeavour to make them-
selves better and happier.

If tliis state of prevailing opinion be as certainly erroneous as it is

evidently dangerous, it is of the last importance, that every resistance,

however feeble, should be offered to its fatal tendencies. Let us there-

fore consider, a little more in detail, the wrong which sin does to human
nature. I say, then, that it does a wrong to every natural faculty and
power of the mind.

Sin does a wrong to reason. There are instances, and not a few, in

which sin, in various forms of vice and vanity, absolutely destroys

reason. There are other and more numerous cases in which it employs
that faculty, but employs it in a toil most degrading to its nature.

There is reasoning, indeed, in the mind of a miser; the soleiifn arith-

metic of profit and loss. There is reasoning in the schemes of un-
scrupulous ambition; the absorbing and agitating intrigue for office or
honour. There is reasoning upon the modes of sensual pleasure; and
the whole power of a very acute mind is sometimes employed and
absorbed in plans, and projects, and imaginations of evil indulgence.
But what an unnatural desecration is it, for reason—sovereign, majestic,

aU-comprehending reason— to contract its boundless range to the
measure of what the hand can grasp ; to be sunk so low as to idolize

outward or sensitive good; to make its god, not indeed of wood or stone,

but of a sense or a nerve ! ^Vhat a prostration of immortal reason is

it, to bend its whole power to the poor and pitiful uses wliich sinful

indulgence demands of it

!

Sin is a kind of insanity. So far as it goes, it makes man an
irrational creature: it makes Jiim a fool. The consummation of sin is
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ever, and in every form, the cxtrcmo of folly. And it is that most
pitiable folly, which is putted up wnth arrogance and self-sufficiency.

8in degrades, it impoverishes, it beggai'S the soul; and yet the soul, in

this very condition, blesses itself in its superior endowments and happy
fortune. Yes, every sinner is a beggar, as truly as the most needy
and desperate mendicant. He begs for a precarious happiness ; ho
begs it of his possessions or his cotters that cannot give it; he begs it of

every passing trifle and pleasure; he begs it of things most empty and
uncertain,—of every vanity, of every shout of praise in the vacant air;

of every wandering eye he begs its homage: he wants these things; he
wants them for happiness; he wants them to satisfy the craving soul;

and yet he imagines that he is very fortunate : he accounts himself

wise, or great, or honourable, or rich, increased in goods, and in need
of nothing. The infatuation of the inebriate man, who is elated and
gay, just when he ought to be most depressed and sad, we very well

understand. But it is just as true of every man that is intoxicated by
any of his senses or passions, by wealth, or honom-, or pleasure, that

he is infatuated—that he has abjured reason.

What clearer dictate of reason is there than to prefer the greater

good to the lesser good? But every offender, every sensualist, every
avaricious man, sacrifices the greater good— the happiness of virtue

and piety—for the lesser good, which he finds in his senses or in the

perishing world. Nor is this the strongest view of the case. He
sacrifices the greater for the less, without any necessity for it. He
might have both. He gives up heaven for earth, when, in the best

sense, he might, I repeat, have both. A pure mind can derive more
enjoyment from this world, and from the senses, than an impure mind.
This is true even of the lowest senses. But there are other senses

besides these; and the pleasures of the epicure are far from equalling,

even in intensity, tliose which piety draws from the glories of vision

and the melodies of sound,—ministers as they are of thoughts and
feelings that swell far beyond the measure of all worldly joy.

The love of happiness might properly be treated as a separate part

of our nature; and 1 had intended, indeed, to speak of it distinctly,

—

to speak of the meagre and miserable provision which unholy gratifica-

tion makes for it, and yet more of the cruel wrong which is done to

this eager and craving love of happiness. But as 1 have fallen on this

topic, and find the space tliat belongs to mo diminisliing, I must
content myself witli a single suggestion.

What bad man ever desired that his child shoiUd be like himself?

Vice is said to wear an alluring aspect, and many a Iieedless youth,
alas! rushes into its embraces for happiness; but what vicious man,
what corrupt and dissolute man, ever desired that his child should walk
in his steps? And what a testimony is this—what a clear and dis-

interested testimony, to the nnliappiness of a sinful course! Yes, it i.s

the bad man that often feels an interest about the virtue of others,

beyond all, perhaps, tiiat good men feel; feels an intensity, an agony
of desire for his children, that their may be brouglit up virtuously

—

that they may never, never l>e such as he is!

How truly, and witli what striking emphasis, did tlie venerable
Cranmor reply, wlien told tliat a certain man had cheated liim,—" No,
he has cheated liiniself." Kvery bad man, every dishonest man, every
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corrupt man, cheats himself of a good, far dearer than any advantage
that he obtains over his neighbour. Others he may injure, abuse, and
delude; but another thing is true, though comraonlj forgotten, and
that is, that he deludes himself, abuses himself, injures himself, more
than he does all other men.

In the next place, sin does a wrong to conscience. There is a
conscience in every man, which is as truly a part of his nature as reason

or memory. The offender against this, therefore, violates no unknown
law, nor impracticable rule. From the very teaching of his nature he
knows what is right, and he knows that he can do it; and his very
nature, therefore, instead of furnishing him with apologies for wilful

wrong, holds him inexcusable. Inexcusable, I am aware, is a strong

word; and when I have looked at mankind, and seen the ways in which
they are instructed, educated, and influenced, I have been disposed to

feel as if there were palliations. But on the other hand, when I consider

how strong is the voice of nature in a man, how sharp and piercing is

the work of a restraining and condemning conscience, how loud and
terrible is its remonstrance, what a peculiar, what a heaven-com-
missioned anguish it sometimes inflicts upon the guilty man,—I am
compelled to say, despite of aU bad teaching and bad influence, " this

being is utterly inexcusable;" for, I repeat it, tliere is a conscience

in men. I cannot admit that human nature ever chooses sin as such.

It seeks for good, for gratification, indeed. But take the vilest man
that lives, and if it were so that he could obtain the gratification he
socks—be it property or sensual pleasure—that he could obtain it ho-

nestly and innocently, he would greatly prefer it on such terms. This
shows that there is a conscience in him. But he ivill have the desired

gratification; and to obtain it, he sets his foot upon that conscience,

and crushes it down to dishonour and agony, worse than death. Ah!
my bretliren, we who sit in our closets talk about vice, and dishonesty,

and bloody crime, and draw dark pictures of them,—cold and hfeless,

though dark pictures; but we little know, perhaps, of what we speak.

The heart, all conscious and alive to the truth, would smile in bitterness

and derision at the feebleness of our description. And could the heart

speak—could " the bosom black as death" send forth its voice of living

agony in our holy places, it would rend the vaulted arches of every

sanctuary with the cry of a pierced, and wounded, and wronged, and
ruined nature

!

Finally, sin does a wrong to the affections. How does it mar even
that image of the affections, that mysterious shrine from which their

revealings flash forth, "the human face divine;" bereaving the world
of more than half its beauty ! Can 3'ou ever behold sullenness clouding

the clear fair brow of childliood,—or the flushed cheek of anger, or the

averted and writhen features of envy, or the dim and sunken eye and
haggard aspect of vice, or the red siguals of bloated excess h\mg out
on every feature, proclaiming the fire that is consuming within,

—

without feeling that sin is the despoiler of all that the affections make
most haUowcd and beautiful?

But these are only indications of the wrong tliat is done, and the

ruin that is wrought in the heart. Nature has made our affections to

be full of tenderness, to be sensitive and alive to every touch, to cling

to their chcri,-5]icd oljccts with a grasp from which nothing but cruel
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violonce can sever them. Wo hear much, I know, of the coldness of

the world, but I cannot believe much that I hear ; nor is it perhaps
meant in any sense tliat denies to man naturally the most powerful

affections— affections that demand the most gentle and considerate

treatment. Human love— I am ready to exclaim—how strong is it!

What yearnings ai'e there of parental fondness, of filial gratitude, of

social kindness everywhere! What impatient asking of ten thousand
hearts for the love of others ; not for their gold, not for theii* praise,

but for their love

!

But sin enters into this world of the affections, and spreads around
the dcathdike coldness of distrust ; the word of anger falls like a blow
upon the heart, or avarice hardens the heart against every finer feeling;

or the insane merriment, or the sullen stupor of the inebriate man falls

like a thunderbolt amidst the circle of kindred and children. Oh ! the

hearts where sin is to do its work shoidd be harder than tlio nether
millstone; yet it enters in among affections, all warm, all sensitive, all

gushing forth in tenderness; and, deaf to all their pleadings, it does its

work, as if it were some demon of wrath that knew no pity, and heai'd

no groans, and felt no relenting.

But I must not leave this subject to be regarded as if it were only a
matter for abstract or curious speculation. It goes beyond reasoning;

it goes to the conscience, and demands penitence and humiliation.

For of what, in this view, is the sensualist guilty ? He is guilty, not
merely of indulging the appetites of his body, but of sacrificing to that

body a soul!—I speak literally—of sacrificing to that body a soul! yes,

of sacrificing all the transcendent and boundless creation of God in his

nature to one single nerve of liis perishing frame. The brightest

emanation of God, a flame from the everlasting altar burns Avithin him;
and he voluntarily spreads over it a fleshy veil—a veil of appetites—

a

veil of thick darkness; and if from its awful folds one beam of the holy
and insufferable light witliin breaks forth, he closes his eyes, and quickly

.«^preads another covering of wilful delusion over it, and utterly refuses

to see that light, though it flashes upon him fi-om tlie slu-ine of the

Divinity. There is, indeed, a peculiarity in the sensuality of a man,
distinguishing it from the sensual gratification of whi(di an animal is

capable, and which many men are exalted above the brutes only to turij

to the basc.it uses. The sensual pleasures of a human being derive a
quality from the mind. They are probably more intense, tJn-ongh tlio

co-operating action of the mind. The a]ipetite of hunger or thirst, for

instance, is doubtless the same in both animal and man, and its gratifi-

cation the same in KIikI; but the mind communicates to it a greater

intensity. To a certain extent this is unquestionably natural and
lawful. But the mind, finding that it has tliis power, and tliat by
absorption in sense, by gloating over its objects, it can for a time add
soniotliing tit their enjoyment,—the mind, I .say, surrenders itself to

the Ita.'^e and ignoble ministry. The angel in man does homage to the

brute in man. Reason toils for sense; tlio imagination panders for

appetite; and even tlio conscience—that no faculty may be left unde-
based— the divine conscience strives to sj)read around the loathsome
forms of vohii)tnousness a ha/.o of moral beauty—crdling intoxication

(•nthusiasm, and revelling good fellowsliij), and dignifying every species

of indulgence with some name tliat is hch

.
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Of what, again, is the miser, and of what is every inordinately

covetous man, guilty? Conversant as he may be with every species of

trade and traffic, there is one kind of barter coming yet nearer to his

interest, but of which, perchance, he has never thought. He barters

virtue for gain. That is the stupendous moral traffic in which he is

engaged. The very attributes of the mind are made a part of the stock

in the awful trade of avarice. And if its account-book were to state

truly the ^chole of every transaction, it would often stand thus:
" Gained, my hundi'eds or my thousands ; lost, the rectitude and peace
of my conscience:" " Gained, a great bargain, driven hard; lost, in the

same proportion, the generosity and kindness of my affections."

"Credit"— and what strife is there for that ultimate item, for that

final record?—" Credit, by an immense fortune;" but on the opposing

page, the last page of that moral, as truly as mercantile, account, I

read these words, written not in golden capitals, but in letters of fire

—

"a lost soul!"

Oh, my brethren! it is a pitiable desecration of such a nature as ours

to give it up to the world. Some baser thing might have been given
without regret ; but to bow down reason and conscience, to bind them
to the clods of earth, to contract those faculties that spread themselves
out beyond the world, even to infinity—to contract them to worldly

trifles—it is pitiable ; it is something to mourn and to weep over. He
who sits down in a dungeon which another has made, has not such
cause to bewail himself as he who sits down in the dungeon which he
has thus made for himself. Poverty and destitution are sad things

;

but there is no such poverty, there is no such destitution as that of a
covetous and worldly heart. Poverty is a sad thing ; but there is no
man so poor as he who is poor in his affections and virtues. Many a
house is full, where the mind is unfurnished and the heart is empty

;

and no hovel of mere penury ever ought to be so sad as that house.

Behold, it is left desolate— to the immortal it is left desolate, as the

chambers of death. Death is there indeed ; and it is the deatli of the

soul

!

But not to dwell longer upon particular forms of evil— of what, let

us ask, is the man guilty? Who is it that is thus guilty? To say that

he is noble in his nature has been sometimes thought a dangerous

laxity of doctrine, a proud assumption of merit, " a flattering unction"

laid to the soul. But what kind of flattery is it to say to a man, " you
were made but little lower than the angels

;
you might have been rising

to the state of angels, and you have made

—

ichat have you made
yourself? what you are—a slave to the world—a slave to sense—

a

slave to masters baser than nature made them—to vitiated sense, and
a corrupt and vain world I " Alas! the irony implied in such flattery

as this is not needed to add poignancy to conviction. Boundless
capacities shrunk to worse than infantile imbecility ! immortal faculties

made toilers for tlie vanities of a moment! a glorious nature sunk to a
willing fellowship with evil!—alas! it needs no exaggeration, but only

simple statement, to make this a sad and afflicting case. lU enough
had it been for us if we had been made a depraved and degraded race

;

well might the world even then have sat down in sackcloth aud sorrow,

though repentance could properly have made no part of its sorrow.

But ill is it indeed, if we have made ourselves the sinful and unhappy
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beings that we arc ; if we have given ourselves tlio wounds which have

brought languishment, and debility, and distress upon us? What keen

regret and remorse would any one of us feel, if in a fit of passion he had
destroyed his own riglit arm, or liad implanted in it a lingcritig wound?
And yet this, and this last especially, is what every oti'ender does to

some faculty of his nature.

But this is not all. Ill enough had it been for us if we had wrought

out evil from nothing—if, from a nature''negative and indifferent to tho

result, we had brought forth tho fruits of guilt and misery. But if wo
have wronged, if we have wrested from its true bias, a nature mado for

heavenly ends; if it was all beautiful in God's design and in our

capacity, and we have made it all base, so that human nature, alas ! is

but the by-word of the satirist, and a mark for tho scorner ; if affections

that might have been sweet and pure almost as tho thoughts of angels,

have been soured, and embittered, and turned to wrath, even in tho

homes of human kindness ; if the very senses have been brutalized, and
degraded, and changed from ministers of pleasure to inflictcrs of pain

;

and yet moro, if all tho dread authority of reason has been denied, and

aU tho sublime sanctity of conscience has been set at naught in this

downward course; and yet once more, if all these things— not chi-

merical, not visionary—arc actually witnessed, ai'O matters of history iu

ten thousand dwellings around us,—ah ! if they arc actually existing,

my brethren, in you and in mo ;—and, finally, if uniting together,

these causes of depravation have spread a flood of misery over the world

;

and there are sorrows, and sighings, and tears in all the habitations of

men, all proceeding from this one cause ; then, I say, shall penitence

be thought a strange and uncalled-for emotion? 8haU it bo thought

strange that the first groat demand of the gospel should be for repen-

tance? Shall it be thought strange tliat a man should sit down and
weep bitterly for his sins—so strange that his acquaintances shall ask,

" what hath lie done?" or shall conclude that ho is going mad with

fanaticism, or is on the point of losing his reason? No, truly; the

dread infatuation is on the part of those who weep not! It is tho

neghgent world that is fanatical and frantic, in the pursuit of unholy

indulgences and unsatisfying ])leasuros. It is such a world refusing to

weep over its sins and miseries tliat is fatally deranged. Repentance,

my brethren ! shall it be thought a virtue difficult of exercise? What
can tho world sorrow for, if not for tho cause of aU sorrow? AVhat is

to awaken grief, if not guilt and shame? Where shall the human heart

pour out its tears, if not on those desolations which have been of its

own creating?

How fitly is it written, and in language none too strong, that "tho
sacrifices of God are a broken and contrite heart." And how encour-

agingly is it written also—"a broken and contrite heart thou wilt not
despise." "Oh, Israel!" saith again tho sacred word,—" Oh, Israel!

thou hast destroyed thyself; but iu mc is thine help found."



ON THE ADAPTATION WHICH RELIGION,

TO BE TRUE AND USEFUL,

SHOULD HAVE TO HUMAN NATURE.

Isaiah xlii. 3 :
" A bruised reed shall ho not break, and the smoking flax shall

he not quench,"

This was spoken by prophecy of our Saviour, and is commonly con-

sidered as one of the many passages which eitlier prefigure or describe

the considerate and gracious adaptation of liis religion to the wants and
weaknesses of human nature. This adaptation of Christianity to the

wants of the mind, is, indeed, a topic that has been much and very

justly insisted on as an evidence of its truth.

I wish, however, in the present discourse, to place this subject before

you in a light somewhat different, perhaps, from that in which it has

usually been viewed. If Christianity is suited to the wants of our

natm'e, it is proper to consider what our nature needs. I shall there-

fore, in the following discourse, give considerable prominence to this

inquiry. The wants of our nature are various. I shall undertake to

show in several respects what a religion that is adapted to these wants

should be. In the same connexion I shall undertake to show that

Christianity is such a i-eligion.

This coiu'se of inquiry, I believe, will elicit some just views of reli-

gious truth, and will enable us to judge whether our own views of it

are just. My object in it is to present some temperate and compre-

hensive views of religion, which shall be seen at once to meet the

necessities of our nature, and to accord with the spirit of the Christian

religion.

Nothing, it would seem, could be more obvious than that a religion

for human beings should be suited to human beings ; not to angels, nor

to demons ; not to a fictitious order of creatures ; not to the inhabitants

of some other world ; but to men—to men of this world, of this state

and situation in which we are placed, of this nature which is given us,

—

to men, with all their passions and affections warm and alive, and aU
their weaknesses, and wants and fears about them. And yet, evident

and reasonable as all this is, nothing has been more common than for

religion to fail of this very adaptation. Sometimes it has been made a

quality all softness, all mercy and gentleness—something joyous and
cheering, light and easy, as if it were designed for angels. At others

it has been clothed with features as dark and malignant as if it be-
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longed to fiends rather than to men. In no remote period it has laid

penances on men, as if their sinews and neiTes were hkc the mails of

steel which they wore in those days: while tho same religion, with

strange inconsistency, lifted up tho reins to tlieir passions, as if it had
been tlie ago of stoicism, instead of being the age of chivalry. Alas!

how little has there been in the religious of past ages—how little in tho

prevalent forms even of the Christian religion—to draw out, to expand,

and brighten the noble faculties of our nature! How many of tho

beautifid fruits of human affection have withered away under the cold

and blighting touch of a scholastic and stern theology ! How many
fountains of joy in the human heart have been sealed and closed up
for ever by the iron hand of a gloomy superstition! How many bright

spirits—how many comely and noble natures—have been marred and
crushed by the artificial, the crude, and rough dealing of religious frenzy
and fanaticism

!

It is suitable, then—it is expedient—to consider the adaptation which
religion, to be true and useful, ought to have to human nature. It

may seiTC to correct errors. It may sei*vo to guide those who are asking
what ideas of religion they are to entertain ; what sentiments they are

to embrace ; what conduct to pursue.

In entering upon this subject, let me offer one leading observation,

and afterwards proceed to some particulars,

I. I say, then, in the first place, that rchgion should bo adapted to

our whole nature. It should remember that we have understandings
;

and it should be a rational rehgiou. It should remember that we havo
feelings ; and it should be an earnest and fervent religion. It should
remember that our feelings revolt at violence, and are all alive to ten-

derness ; and it should be gentle, ready to entreat, and fuU of mercy.
It should remember too that our feelings naturally lean to self-indul-

gence, and it should be, in its gentleness, strict and solemn. It should,

in a due proportion, address all our faculties.

Most of the erroneous forms of religious sentiment that prevail ia

the Christian world, have arisen from the predominance that lias been

given to some one part of our nature in the matters of spiritual con-

cernment. Some rehgions have been all speculation, all doctrine, all

theology ; and, as you might expect, they have been cold, barren, and
dead. Others have been all feeling, and have become visionary, wild,

and extravagant. Some have been all sentiment, and have wanted
practical virtue. Others have been all practice ; their advocates havo
been exclaiming " works! works! tlicse arc the evidence and test of all

goodness." And so, with certain exceptions and qualifications, they
are. But this substantial character of religion, this hold which it really

Las upon aU the active principles of our nature, has been so much, so

exclusively contended for, that religion has too often degenerated into a
more superficial, decent morality.

Religion, then, let it bo repeated, if it be true and just, addresses

our whole nature. It addresses the active and tho contemplativo in us
—reason and imagination, thought and feeling. It is experience; but
it is conduct too: it is high meditation ; but then it is also humble vir-

tue. It is excitement, it is earnestness ; but no less truly is it calmness.

Let mo dwell upon this last point a moment. It is not uncommon to

hear it said that excitement is a very bad thing, and that true religion
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is calm. And yet it would seem as if, by others, repose was regarded
as deadly to the soul, and as if the only safety lay in a tremendous
agitation. Now what saith our nature—for the being that is the very
subject of this varying discipline may surely be allowed to speak—what
saith our nature to these different advisers? It says, I think, that both
are, to a certain extent, wrong, and both, to a certain extent, right.

That is to say, human nature requires, in their due proportion, both
excitement and tranquillity. Our minds need a complex and blended
influence ; need to be at ouce aroused and chastened, to be at the same
time quickened and subdued ; need to be impelled, and yet guided

;

need to be humbled, no doubt, and that deeply, but not that onlt/, as it

seems to be commonly thought—humbled, I say, and yet supported

;

need to be bowed down in humility, and yet strengthened in trust;

need to be nerved to endurance at one time, and, at another, to be
transported with joy. Let i-eligion—let the reasonable and gracious

doctrines of Jesus Christ—come to us with these adaptations ; generous,

to expand our affections ; strict, to restrain our passions
;

plastic, to

mould our temper ; strong, ay, strong to control our wiU. Let religion

be thus welcomed to every true principle and passion of our nature.

Let it touch all the springs of intellectual and of moral life. Let it

penetrate to every hidden recess of the soul, and bring forth all its

powers, and enlighten, inspire, perfect them.

I hardly need say, that the Christian religion is thus adapted to our
whole nature. Its evidences address themselves to our sober judgment.
Its precepts commend themselves to our consciences. It imparts light

to our understandings, and fervour to our affections. It speaks gently

to our repentance ; but terribly to our disobedience. It really does

that for us which religion should do. It does arouse and chasten,

quicken and subdue, impel and guide, humble and yet support : it arms
us with fortitude, and it transports us with joy. It is profitable for the

life that now is, and for that which is to come.
II. But I must pass now, to observe that there are more particular

adaptations which religion should have, and which the gospel actually

has, to the condition of human nature, and to the various degrees of its

improvement.
One of the circumstances of our moral condition is danger. Reli-

gion, then, should be a guardian, and a vigilant guardian ; and let us

be assured that the gospel is such. Such emphatically do we read.

If we cannot bear a religion that admonishes us, watches over us, warns
us, restrains us, let us be assured that we cannot bear a religion that

wiU save us. Religion should be the keeper of the soul ; and without

such a keeper, in the slow and undermining process of temptation, or

amidst the sudden and strong assaults of passion, it will be overcome
and lost.

Again, the human condition is one of weakness. There are weak
points where religion should be stationed to support and strengthen us.

Points, did I say? Are we not encompassed with weakness? Where,
in the whole circle of our spiritual interests and affections, are we not

exposed and vulnerable? Where have we not need to set up the

barriers of habit, and to build the strongest defences with which reso-

lutions and vows and prayers can surround us? Where, and wherein,

I ask again, is any man safe ? What virtue of any man is secure from
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frailty? "Wliat J-trong purpose of his is not liable to failure? "What

affection of his heart can say, " I have strength, I am esta])lished, and
nothing can move me." How weak is man in trouble, in perplexity,

in doubt—how weak in affliction, or when sickness bows the spirit, or

when approaching death is unloosing all the bands of his pride and self-

reliance! And whoso spii'it docs not sometimes faint under its hitrinsic

weakness, under its native frailty, and the burden and pressure of its

necessities? Religion then should bring supply, and support, and
strength to tlic soul ; and the gospel does ])ring sujiply, and support,

and strength. And it thus meets a universal want. Every mind wants

the stability wliicli principle gives ; wants the comfort which piety gives ;

wants it continually, in all the varying experience of life.

I have said, also, that i-eligion should be adapted to the various

degrees of mental improvement, and I may add, to the diversities of

temperament. Now, there are sluggish natures that need to be aroused.

All the machinery of spiritual terror can scarce be too much to arouse

some persons, though it may indeed be very improperly applied. Hut
on the contrary, there are minds so excitable and sensitive, tliat

religion should come to them with all its sobering and tranquillizing

influence. In how many cases do wo witness this! How many are

there whose minds are chilled or stupified by denunciation ! How many
are repelled by severity, or crushed by a wciglit of fear and anxiety!

How many such are there that need a helping hand to be stretched out

to them ; that need to be raised, and soothed, and comforted ; that need
to bo won with gentleness, and cheered with promises! The gospel

has terrors, indeed, but it is not all terror ; and its most awful rebukes
soften into pity over the fearful, the dejected, the anxious, and humble.

But the most striking circumstance, in the adaptation of religion to

the different degi'ees of mental improvement, is its character, as

supplying not merely the general necessities, but the conscious wants
of the mind. There may be some who have never been conscious of

these intrinsic wants, though they spring from human nature, and must
bo sooner or later felt. To the very young, or to the unreflecting,

religion can be scarcely anything more, perhaps, than direction. It

says, " Do this, and do that; and refrain from this gratification, and
beware of that danger." It is chiefly a set of rules and precepts to

tliem. Speak to them of religion as the grand resort of the mind,—as
tliat which meets its inward necessities, supplies its deep-felt wants,
fills its capacious desires,—and tlicy do not well understand you, or
they do not understand why this view of the subject should be so

interesting to you. Hut another mind shall be bound to the gospel by
nothing so much as by its wants. It craves something thus vast,

glorious, infinite, and eternal. It sought—sought long, perhaps, and
anxiously—for something thus satisfying; and it has found what it long
and painfully souglit, in tlie teachings of Jesus—in the lovo of God

—

in that world of spiritual thoughts and objects whidi the great teacher
has opened—in tliat solenni and majestic vision of immortality wliicli

he has brought to light. To such a religion the soul clings with a peace
and satisfaction never to be expressed—never to bo uttered. It says,

*' To whom shall I go—to whom shall I go? tliou, O blessed religion,

minister and nuj.sseuger from heaven!—thou Jiast the words of eternal

lifo,'of eternal joy!" The language wliich proclaims the sufficiency of

C
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religion, which sets forth the attraction and the greatness of it, as

supplying the great intellectual want, is no chimerical language; it is

not merely a familiar language; but it is intimate with the deepest and
the dearest feelings of the heart.

In descending to the more specific applications of the principle of
religion to human nature, I must content myself, for the present, with

one further observation; and that is, that it meets and mingles with all

the varieties of natural temperament and disposition.

Religion should not propose to break up all the diversities of in-

dividual character; and Christianity does not propose this. It did not
propose this even when it first broke upon the world with manifestation

and miracle. It allowed the rash and forward Peter, the timid and
doubthig Thomas, the mild and affectionate John, the resolute and
fervent Paul, stiU to retain all their peculiarities of character. The
way of becoming religious, or interested in religion, was not the same
to all. There was Cornehus, the Pagan, whose " alms and prayers

were accepted; " and there wei'e others who became Christians without
" so much as hearing that there was any Holy Ghost." There were
the immediate disciples of our Lord, who, through a course of gradual

teachuig, came to apprehend his spiritual kingdom ; and there was
Paul, to whom this knowledge came by miracle, and with a light

brighter than the sun. There was the terrified jailer v/ho fell down
trembling and said, "what must I do to be saved?" and there was
the cautious and inquiring Nicodemus, who, as if he had been reflecting

on the matter, said, " we know that thou art a teacher come from God,
for no man can do these miracles that thou doest, except God be with
him."
Now it is painful to observe, at this day, how little of this individu-

ality there is in the prevailing and popular experience of religion. A
certain process is pointed out, a certain result is described; particular

views and feelings are insisted on as the only right and true state of

mind, and every man strives to bring himself through the required
process to the given result. It is common, indeed, to observe, that if

you read one account of a conversion, one account of a religious excite-

ment, you have all. I chai'ge not this to any particular set of opmions,
though it may be found to have been connected with some creeds more
than with others; but it results too from the very weakness of human
nature. One man leans on the experience of another, and it contri-

butes to his satisfaction, of course, to have the same experience. How
refreshing is it, amidst this duU and artificial uniformity, to meet with
a man whose religion is his own; who has thought and felt for himself;

who has not propped up his hopes on other men's opinions ; who has
been willing to commune with the spirit of religion and of God alone

;

and who brings forth to you the fruits of his experience, ffesh and
original, and is not much concerned for your judgment of them, pro-

vided they have nourished and comforted himself. I would not desire

that every man should view all the matters of piety as I do, but would
rather that every man should bring the results of his own individual

conviction to aid the common cause of right knowledge and judgment.
In the diversities of character and situation that exist, there wiU

naturally be diversities of religious experience. Some, as I have said

before, are constitutionally lively, and others serious ; some are ardent.
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and others moderate; some, also, are inclined to be social, and others

to bo retired. Knowledge and ignorance, too, and refinement and
rudeness of character, are cases to be provided for. And a true and
thorough religion—this is the special observation I wish to make on the

diver.^iitics of character—a true and thorough religion, when it enters

the mind, will show itself by its naturally blending and mingling with

the mind as it is; it will sit easily upon the character; it will take

forms in accordan(;e, not with the bad, but with the constitutional

tempers and dispositions it finds in its subjects.

Nay, I will say yet further, that i-eligion ought not to repress the

natural buoyancy of our affections, the innocent gaiety of the heart.

True religion was not designed to do this. Undoubtedly it will dis-

criminate. It will check wliat is extravagant in us, all tumultuous and
excessive joy about acciuisitions of little consequence, or of doubtful

utility to us; it will correct what is deformed; it will uproot what is

hurtful. But there is a native buoyancy of the heart, the meed of

youth, or of health, which is a sensation of our animal nature, a
tendency of our being. This, true religion does not propose to with-

stand. It does not war against our nature. As well should the culti-

vator of a beautiful and variegated garden cut up all the flowers in it,

or lay weights and encumbrances on them, lest they should bo too

flourishing and fair. Religion is designed for the culture of our natural

faculties, not for their eradication!

It would be easy now, did the time penuit, to illustrate the views

which have been presented, by a reference to the teacliings of our
Saviour. lie did not addi'ess one passion or part of our nature alone,

or chiefly. There was no one manner of address; and we feel sure as

we read, that there was no one tone. He did not confine himself to any
one class of subjects. He was not always speaking of death, nor of

judgment, nor of eternity; frequently and solemnly as he spoke of them.
He was not always speaking of the state of the sinner, nor of repcntanco

and the new heart; though on tliesc subjects too lie delivered his solemn
message. There was a varied adaptation, in his discourses, to every

condition of mind, and every duty of life, and every situation in which
his hearers were placed. Neither did the preacliing of our iSaviour

possess, exclusively, any one moral complexion. It was not terror

only, nor promise only; it was not, exclusively, severity nor gentleness;

but it was each one of them in its place, and all of tlicm always sub-

dued to the tone of perfect sobriety. At one time we hear him saying,

with lofty self- respect, " Neither tell I you by what authority I do these

things:"—at another, with all the majesty of the Son of God, we liear

him, in reply to the fatal question of the judgment-hall, "Art thou the

Christ?"—we hear him say, " I am; and hereafter ye shall see tlie Son
of Man seated on tlie throne of power, and coming in the clouds of

Jieaven." But it is the same voice that says, " Come unto me, all ye
that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest: take my
yoke, which is easy, and my burden, which is light, and yo sliall find

rest to your souls." At one time he speaks in the language of terror,

and .says, " Fear not them wlio, after that they have killed the body,

have no more that tliey can do; but fear llim who is able to cast both
soul and body into hell; yea, I say unto you, fear him." But at

another time the awful admonisher breaks out into the pathetic excla-
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mation, " Oh! Jerusalem, Jerusalem! how often would I have gathered
your children, even as a hen gathereth her brood under her wings, but
ye would not."

If I might be permitted now, to add a suggestion of an advisory
nature, it would be in the language of an apostle—" let your moderation
be known to all men." The true religion, the true excellence of

character, requires that wo should hold all the principles and affections

of our nature in a due subordination and proportion to each other; that

we should subdue all the clamoring voices of passion and desire, of fear

and hope, of joy and sorrow, to complete harmony ; that we should

regard and cultivate our nature as a ivhole. Almost all error is some
truth carried to excess, or diminished from its proper magnitude.
Almost all sin is some good or useful principle, suffered to be immode-
rate and ungovernable, or suppresssd and denied its proper influence

and action. Let, then, moderation be a leading tx-ait of our virtue and
piety. This is not duluess. Nothing is farther from dulness. And
nothing, surely, is more beautiful in chai'acter, or more touching, than

to see a lively and intense sensibility controlled by the judgment; strong

passions subdued and softened by reflection : and, on the other hand,

to find a vigorous, clear, and manly understanding, quickened by a
genuine fervor and enthusiasm. Nothing is more wise or more admir-
able in action than to be resolute and yet calm, earnest and yet self-

possessed, decided and yet modest; to contend for truth and right with
meekness and charity; to go forward in a good cause, without preten-

sion, to retire with dignity ; to give without pride, and to withhold

without meanness ; to rejoice with moderation, and to suffer with

patience. And nothing, I may add, was more remarkable in the

character of our Saviour than this perfect sobriety, consistency, self-

control.

This, therefore, is the perfection of character. This will always be
found, I believe, to be a late stage in the progress of religious worth
from its first beginnings. It is comparatively easy to be one thing

and that alone ; to be all zeal, or all reasoning; aU faith, or all action;

all rapture, or all chilling and captious fault-finding. Here novices

begin. Thus far they may easily go. Thus far men may go, whose
character is the result of temperament, and nut of culture; of headlong
propensity, and not of careful and conscientious discipline. It is easy

for the bruised reed to be broken. It is easy for the smoking flax to

be quenched. It is easy to deal rashly and rudely with the matters of

religious and virtuous experience— to make a hasty effort, to have a
paroxysm of emotion, to give way to a feverish and transient feeling,

and then to smother and quench all the rising purposes of a better life.

But true religion comes to us with a wiser and more considerate adapta-

tion,—to sustain and strengthen the bruised reed of human weakness

;

to fan the rising flame of virtuous and holy purposes: it comes to revive

our failing courage, to restrain our wayward passions. It will not
suffer us to go on with our fluctuations and our fancies ; with our
transient excitements and momentary struggles. It will exert a more
abiding, a more rational influence. It will make us more faithful and
persevering. It will lay its hand on the very energies of our nature,

and will take the lead, and control the forming and perfecting of them.
May we find its real and gracious power! May it lead us in the true.
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the firm, tho brightening path of the just, till it brings us to the

perfect day.

Oh ! my brethren, we sin against our own peace, wo have no rnercy

upon ourselves, when we neglect such a religion as this. It is tho only
wisdom, the only soundness, the only consistency and harmony of

character, the only peace and blessedness of mind. We should not
liave our distressing doubts and fears, we should not be so subject as

wo are to the distracting influences of passion or of the world without
us, if we had yielded our hearts wholly to the spirit and religion of

Jgsus. It is a religion adapted to us all. To every affection, to every
state of mind, troubled or joyous, to every period of life, it would
impart tho very influence that wo need. How surely would it guide
our youth, and how would it temper, and soften, and sanctify all the

fervours of youthful affection! llow well would it support our age,

making it youthfiJ again with tlie fervent hope of immortality ! How
would it lead us, too, in all the paths of earthly care, and business, and
labour, turning tho brief and weary courses of worldly toil into the ways
that are everlasting ! How faithfully and how calmly would it conduct
us to the evei-lasting abodes ! iVnd how well, in fine, does he, of whom
it was prophesied that he should not break the bruised reed nor quench
tho smoking flax—how well does he meet that gracious character, when
ho says—shall we not listen to him?—"Come imto me, all ye that

labour and aro heavy laden, and I will give you rest : take my yoke,

whicli is easy, and my burden, which is light: learn of me, for I am
meek and lowly in heart, and ye sliall find rest unto your souls."



THE APPEAL OF EELIGION
TO HUMAN NATURE.

PiiovERBS viii. 4: " Unto you, O men, I call; and my voice is to the sons of men."

The appeal of religion to human nature, the deep wisdom of its instruc-

tions to the human lieart, the language of power and of cheering, with

which it is fitted to address the inmost soul of man, is never to be
understood, perhaps, till our nature is exalted far beyond its present

measure. When the voice of wisdom and purity shall find an inward
wisdom and purity to which it can speak, it will be received with a
welcome and gladness, with a joy beyond all other joy, such as no
tongue of eloquence has ever expressed, nor the heart of worldly

sensibility ever yet conceived. It is, therefore, with the most unfeigned

diffidence, with the most distinct consciousness that my present labour

must be incipient and imperfect, that I enter upon this great theme

—

the appeal of religion to human uature.

What ought it to be? What has it been? These are the inquiries

which I shall pursue. Nor shall I attempt to keep them altogether

separate in the discussion; since both the defects and the duties of

religious instruction may often be best exhibited under the same head
of discourse. Neither shaU I labour to speak of religion under that

abstract and figurative character with which wisdom is personified iu

the context, though that may be occasionally convenient : but whether it

be the language of individual reason or conscience; whether it be the

voice of the parent or of the preacher ; whether it be the language of

forms or of institutions, I would consider how religion has appealed,

and how it ought to have appealed, to human nature.

The topics of discourse under which I shall pursue these inquiries,

are the following:

—

In wJiat character should religion address us?—to

ivhat in us should it speak?

—

and how should it deliver its message?
That is to say—the substance, the subject, and the spirit of the appeal,

are the topics of our inquiry. 1 cannot, of course, pursue these in-

quiries beyond the point to which the immediate object of my discourse

wiU carry them; and I am willing to designate that point at on(;e, by
saying that the questions are, whether tlie character in which religion

is to appeal to us be moral or not; whether that in us to which it chiefly

appeals should be the noblest or the basest part of our nature; and
finally, whether the manner and spirit of its appeal should be that of

confidence or distrust, of friendship or hatred.

I. And with regard to the first question, the answer, of course, is,

that the character in which religion should address us is purely moral.
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As a moral principle, as a principle of rectitude, it must speak to us.

Institutions, rites, commands, threatenings, promises— all forms of

appeal must contain this essence ; they must bo moral ; they must be

It may bo thought strange that I should insist upon a point so

obvious, but let me crave your patience. What is the centre, the first

principle, the essence of all that is moral, of all that is holy? I answer,

it is goodness. This is the primary element of all virtue. Excellence,

rectitude, righteousness, every virtue, every grace, is but a modification

of the one essential, all-embracmg principle of lovo. This is strictly,

metaphysically true : it is the result of the most severe philosophical

analysis. It is also the truth of Scripture. The character of supreme
perfection is summed up in this one attribute, " God is love." This is

the very glory of God. For when an ancient servant desired to " see

his glory," the answer to the prayer was, that " he caused all his

goodness to pass before him."
The character, tlien, in which religion should appeal to human

nature, is that of shnjyU and essential goodness. This, tlie moral nature

of man is made to understand and to feel; and nothing else but this.

Tliis character, doubtless, has various expressions. Sometimes it takes

the forms of command and tlu*eatening; but still these must speak in

the name of goodness. If command and threatening stand up to speak
for themselves—alone—dissociated from that love which gives them all

their moral character—then, I say that the moral nature of man cannot

receive their message. A brute can receive that; a dog or a horse can
yield to mere command or menace. But the moral nature can yield

to nothing which is not moral; and that which gives morality to every

precept and warning, is the goodness which is breathed into them.

Divest them of this, and tliey are not even religious. Nor are tliose

persons religious who pay obedience to command, as command, and
without any consideration of its moral nature, of the intrinsic and
essential sanction which goodness bestows on the command.

The voice of religion, then, must be as the voice of goodness.

Gonceive of everything good and level}', of everything morally exceUont
and admirable, of everything glorious and godlike, and when these

speak to you, know that rehgion speaks to you. AYhethcr that voice

comes from the page of genius, or from the record of heroic and heavenly
virtue, or from its living presence and example, or from the bosom of

silent reverie, tlie innermost sanctuary of meditation—whatever of holy

and beautiful speaks to you, and through wliat medium soever it comes,
it is the voice of religion. All excellence, in other words, is religion.

But here we meet with what seems to me—and so must I denominate
it, in justice to my own appreliensions—a stupendous error; an error,

prevalent, I beheve, and yet fatal, so far as it goes, to all religious

emotion. All excellence, I said, is religion. But the great eri'or is,

tliat in the popular appreliension these things are not identified. In
other words, religion and goodness are not identified in the general
mind : they are not held by most men to bo the same thing. This
error, I say, if it exist, is fatal to genuine religious emotion, because
men cannot heartily love, as a moral (juality, anything wliich is not, to

them, goodness. Or to state tliis position as a simple truism, they
cannot love anything whicli is not, to them, loveliness.
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^ow I am willing, nay, I earnestly wish, that with regard to the

real natui-e of religion there should be the utmost discrimination; and
I will soon speak to that point. But, I say, for the present—I say,

again, that religion is made, intrinsically and altogether, a different

thing from what is commonly regarded as loveliness of character, and
therefore that it speaks to men, speaks to human nature, not as good-
ness, but as some other thing.

For proof of this, I ask you, first, to look at that phraseology by
which religion is commonly described, and to compare it with the

language by which men express those lovely qualities that they most
admire. See, then, how they express their admiration. You hear
them speak of one who is amiable, lovely, fascinating ; of one who is

honom'able, upright, generous. You hear them speak of a good parent,

of an affectionate child, of a worthy citizen, of an obliging neighbour,

of a kind and faithful friend, of a man whom they emphatically call " a
noble man;" and you observe a fervour of language and a glow of

pleasure while these things are said ; a kindling animation in the tone

and the countenance, which inspires you with a kindred sympathy and
delight. But mark, now, with how different a language and manner
the qualities of religion are described. The votary of religion is said

to be very "serious," perhaps, but with a look and tone as if a much
worse thing were stated ; or you hear it said of him that he is a " pious

man," or, he is " a very experienced person," or, he is " a Christian if

ever there was one:" but it seems, even when the rehgious themselves

say all this, as if it were an extorted and cold homage ; as if religion

were something very proper, indeed, very safe, perhaps, but not very

agreeable, certainly ; there is no glow, there is no animation, and there

is generally no sympathy.
In further proof that religion is not indentified with the beautiful and

admirable in character, I might turn from the language in common use

to actual experience. Is religion, I ask—not the religion of poetry,

but that which exists in the actual conceptions of men, the religion of

professors, the religion that is commonly taught from our pulpits—is

it usually regarded as the loveliest attribute of the human character?

When your minds glow with the love of excellence, when you weep
over the examples of goodness, is this excellence, is this goodness which
you admire, religion? Consult the books of fiction, open the pages of

history, resort to the stores of our classical literature, and say, if the

religious man of our times appears in them at aU ; or if, when he does

appear in them, it is he that chiefly draws your affection ? Say, rather,

if it is not some personage, whether of a real or fictitious tale, that is

destitute of every distinctive quality of the popular religion, who kindles

your enthusiasm? So true is this, that many who have held the prevail-

ing ideas of religion, have regarded, and on their principles have justly

regarded, the literature of taste and of fiction, as one of the most
insidious temptations that could befall them. No, I repeat, the images
of loveliness that dwell in the general mind, whether of writers or

readers, have not been the images of religion. And thus it has

happened, that the men of taste, and of a lively and ardent sensibility,

have by no means yielded their proportion of votaries to religion. The
duU, the gloomy, the sick, the aged, have been religious ; not

—

i. e. not

to the same extent—the young and the joyous in their first admiration
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and their first lovo ; not the intellectual and refined in the enthusiasm

of their feeUngs, and in the glory of their imaginations.

But let me appeal once more to experience. I ask, then— do jou
love religion? I ask you, I ask any one who will entertain tlie question

—do you love religion? Does the very word carry a sound that is

agi-eeahlo, delightful to you ? Does it stand for something attractive

and lovely? Are the terms that describe religion— grace, holiness,

repentance, faith, godliness—are they invested witli a charm to your

heart, to your imagination, to your whole mind? Now, to this

question I am sure that many would answer freely and decidedly,
*' No, religion is not a thing that we love. We cannot say that we
take that sort of interest in it. We do not profess to be rehgious, and
—honestly—we do not wish to be." What! I might answer in

return—do you love nothing that is good ? Is -there nothing in cha-

racter, notlnng in attribute, no abstraf;t chaiin, that you love? " Far
otherwise," would be the reply. " There are many persons that we
love : there are many characters in history, in biography, in romance,

that are dchghtful to us ; they are so noble, so beautiful."

llow different then, do we not see, are the ideas of religion from the

images of loveliness that dwell in many minds ! They are actually the

name in principle. AR excellence has the same foundation. There
are not, and cannot be, two different and opposite kinds of rectitude.

The moral nature of man, deranged though it be, is not deranged so

far as to admit this ; and yet how evident is it, that religion is not

identified with the excellence that men love

!

, But I hear it said, " The images of loveliness which dwell in the

general mind are not indeed the images of religion, and owght not to

be; for they are false, and would utterly mislead us." Grant, now,
for the sake of argument, that this were true, and whom would the

admission benefit? What would foUow from the admission? Why,
this clearly ; that of being religious, no power or possibility is within

human reach. For men must love that which seems to them to bo
lovely. If that which seems to them to be lovely is not rehgion— if

religion is something else, and something altogether different,—reli-

gion, it is clear, they cannot love: that is to say, on this hypothesis,

they cannot be religious ; they cannot, by any possibility, but that in

which all tilings are possible with God; they cannot by any possibility

that comes witliin the range of the powers and affections that God has
given them.

But it is not true that men's prevailing and constitutional perceptions

of moral beauty are false. It is not true, tliat is to say, that their

sense of riglit and wrong is false ; that their conscience is a treacherous
and deceitful guide. It is not true ; and yet, doubtless, there is a dis-

crimination to be made. Their perceptions may be, and undoubtedly
often are, low and inadequate, and marred with error. And tlierofore

Avhen wo use the words, excellent, admirable, lovely, there is danger
that, to many, they will not mean all that they ought to mean, that
men's ideas of these qualities will not be as deep, and tliorough, and
strict, as they ought to be ; while, if we confine ourselves to sucli terms
for rehgious qualities as serious, holy, godly, the danger is that they
will be just as erroneous, besides being technical, barren, and uninter-
estnig.
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There is a difficulty, ou this account, attending the language of the
pulpit, which every reflecting man, in the use of it, must have felt.

But the truth, amidst all these discriminations, I hold to be this ; that
the universal and constitutional perceptions of moral loveliness which
mankind entertain, are radically just. And therefore the only right

doctrine and the only rational direction to be addressed to men on this

subject is to the following effect:—"Whatever your conscience dic-

tates; whatever your mind clothes with moral beauty ; that to*you is

right; be that to you religion. Nothing else can be, if you think

rationally ; and therefore let that be to you the religion that you love ;

and let it be your endeavour continually to elevate and purify your con-

ceptions of all virtue and goodness." Nay, if I knew a man whose
ideas of excellence were ever so low, I should still say to him, Severe
those ideas ; they are all that you can revere. The very apprehensions

you entertain of the glory of God cannot go beyond your ideas of ex-

cellence. AU that you can worship, then, is the most perfect excel-

lence you can conceive of. Be that, therefore, the object of your
reverence. However low, however imperfect it is, still be that to you
the image of the Divinity. On that scale of your actual ideas, however
humble, let your thoughts rise to higher and higher perfection.

I say, however low. And grant now that the moral conceptions of a
man are very low ;

yet if they are the highest he has, is there anything
higher that he can follow? Will it be said there are the Scriptures?

But the aid of the Scriptures is already presupposed in the case. They
contribute to form the very perceptions in question. They are a light

to man only as they kindle a light within him. They do not, and they
cannot, mean more to any man than he understands, than he perceives

them to mean. His perceptions of their intent, then, ho must follow.

He cannot follow the light any farther than he sees it.

But it may be said that many of the ignorant and debased see very
little light ; that their perceptions are very low ; that they admire
qualities and actions of a very questionable character. What then?
You must begin with them where they are? But let us not grant too

much of this. Go to the most degraded being you know, and tell him
some story of noble disinterestedness, or touching charity ; teU him the

story of Howard, or Swartz, or Oberlin ; and will he not approve—will

he not admire? Then tell him, I say—as the summing up of this head
of my discourse—tell him that this is religion. Tell him that this is a
faint shadow to the infinite brightness of Divine love—a feeble and
marred image compared with the infinite benignity and goodness of

God.
II. My next observation is, on the principles to be addressed. And,

on this point, I say in general, that religion sliould appeal to the good
in man, against the bad. That there is good in man—not fixed good-

ness—but that there is something good in man, is evident from the fact

that he has an idea of goodness. For if the matter be strictly and plii-

losophically traced, it will bo found that the idea of goodness can spring

from nothing else but experience—from the inward sense of it.

But not to dwell on this : my principal object under this head of dis-

course is to maintain, tliat religion should appeal chicjly, not to the

lowest, but to tlie highest of our moral sentiments.

There are sentiments in our nature to which powerful appeal can bo
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made, and'they are, emphatically, its high and honourable sentiments.

If you wished to ppeak in tones that should thrill through the very

heart of the world, you would speak to these before all others. Almost
aU tlie richest poetry, the most admirable of the fine arts, the most
popular and powerful eloquence in the world, have addressed these moral
and generous sentiments of human nature. And I have obsoi-ved it as

quite remarkable, indeed—because it is an exception to the general

language of the pulpit—that all the most eloquent preachers have made
great use of these very sentiments ; they have appealed to the sense of

beauty, to generosity and tenderness, to the natural conscience, the

natural sense of right and wrong, of honour and j^hame.

To these, then, if you would move the human lioart, you would apply
yourself. You would appeal to the indignation at wrong, at oppression,

or treachery, or meanness, or to the natural admiration which men feel

for virtuous and noble deeds. If you would touch the most tender

feelings of the human heart, you would still make your appeal to these

sentiments. You would represent innocence borne down and crushed
by the arm of power; you would describe patriotism labouring and
dying for its country. Or you would describe a parent's love with
all its cares and anxieties, and its self-sacrificing devotion. Or you
would pourtray filial affection watching over infirmity, and relieving

pain, and stri\ing to pay back something of the mighty debt of fihal

gratitude. Look abroad in the world, or look back upon the history of

ages past, and ask for those on whom the enthusiasm, and pride, and
affection of men love to dwell. Evoke from the shadows of the times
gone by, their miglity, their cherished forms, around which the halo of

everlasting admiration dwells: and what are they? Behold the names
of tlie generous, the philanthropic, and the good—behold the voice of
martyred blood on the altax's of cruelty, or on the hills of freedom, for

ever rising from the earth—eternal testimonies to the right and noble
sentiments of mankind.

To these, then, religion ought to have appealed. In these sentiments
it ouglit to have laid its foundation, and on these it ought to have built

up its power. But has it done so? Could it do so while it held human
nature to be utterly depraved ?

But there is a farther question. Cati any religion. Christian or
heathen, in fact, entirely discard human nature? Certainly not.

Must not every religion that speaks to man, speak to somcthincf human?
Undoubtedly it must. What, then, is the end of all this zeal against
human nature? lias it not been, I ask, to address the worst parts of
it? There has been no scrujile about appealing to fear and anxiety;
but of the sentiments of admiration, of the sense of beauty in tho
lnnnan licart, of tlie deep love for friends and kindred that lingers
there, religion has been afraid. Grant, indeed, that these sentiments
and affections have been too low: it was the very business of religion

to elevate them. But wliilo it lias failed to do this, in tlie degree it

tmght, how oft(Mi has it spread a rack of torture for our fear and solici-

tude! How often has it been an engine of superstition, an inflicter of
penance, a minister of despondency and gloom ; an instrument effect-

ive, as if it were framed on purpose, to keep down all natural buoyancy,
generosity, and liberal aspiration I How often has religion frowne<l
upon the nature tliat it came to save ; and instead of winning its con-
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fidence and love, has incurred its hatred and scorn; and instead of

having drawn it into the blessed path of peace and trust, has di'iven it

to indifference, infidelity, or desperation

!

And how lamentable is it! Here is a world of beings filled with
enthusiasm, filled with a thousand warm and kindling affections : the

breasts of millions are fired with admiration for generous and heroic

virtues—and when the living representative of these virtues appears

among us—^a Washington, or some illustrious compeer in excellence

—

crowded cities go forth to meet him, and nations lift up the voice of

gratitude. How remarkable in the human character is this moral admi-
ration. What quickening thoughts does it awaken in soUtudo! What
tears does it call forth when we think of the prisons, the hospitals, the

desolate dwellings, visited and cheered by the humane and merciful!

With what ecstasy does it swell the human breast, when the vision of

the patriotic, the patiently suffering, the magnanimous and the good,

passes before us. In all this, the inferior race has no share. They
can fear ; but esteem, veneration, the sense of moral lovehness, they
know not. These are the prerogatives of man—the gifts of Nature to

him— the gifts of God. But how little, alas! have they been called

into the service of his religion ! How little have their energies been
enlisted in that which is the great concern of mau

!

And all this is the more to be lamented, because those who are most
susceptible of feeling and of enthusiasm, most need the power and
support of religion. The dull, the eartlJy, the childi'en of sense, the

mere plodders of business, the mere votaries of gain, may do, or may
think they can do, without it. But how many beings are there, how
many spirits of a finer mould, and of a loftier bearing, and of more
intellectual wants, who, when the novelty of life is worn off, when the

enthusiasm of youth has been freely lavished, when changes come on,

when friends die, and there is care and weariness and solitude to press

upon the heart—how many are there, then, that sigh bitterly after

some better thing, after something greater, and more permanent, and
more satisfying. And how do they need to be told that religion is that

better thing, that it is not a stranger to their wants and sorrows ; that

its voice is speaking and pleading within them, in the cry of their lamen-
tation, and in the felt burthen of their necessity ; that religion is the

home of their far-wandering desires, the rest, the heaven, of their long-

troubled affections ! How do they need to hear the voice that says,
" Unto ye, men— men of care, and fear, and importunate desire

—

do I call ; and my voice is to the sous of men—to the children of fi'ailty,

and trouble, and sorrow!"
III. Let us now proceed to consider, in the third place, and finally,

from the relation between the power that speaks and the principle

addressed, in what manner the one should appeal to the other.

The relation, then, between them, I say, is a relation of amity. But
let me explain. I do not say, of course, that there is amity between
right and wrong. I do not say that there is amity between pure good-

ness and what is evil in man. But that which is wrong and evil in

man is the perversion of something that is good and right. To that

good and right I contend that religion should speak : to that it must
speak, for there is nothing else that can hear it. We do not appeal

tp abstractions of evil in man, because there are no such things in him

;
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but we appeal to aflPections ; to affections in which there is a mixture of
good and evil. To the good, then, I say, wo must appeal, against the

evil. And every preacher of righteousness may boldly and fearlessly

approach the human heart, in the confidence that, however it may
defend itself against him, however high it may build its battlements of
habit and its towers of pride, he has friends in the very citadel.

I say, then, that religion should address the true moral nature of man
as its friend, and not as its enemy ; as its lawful subject and not as an
alien or a traitor ; and should address it, therefore, with generous and
hopeful confidence, and not with cold and repulsive distrust. What is it

in this nature, to which religion speaks? To reason, to conscience, to tho
love of happiness, to the sense of the infinite and the beautiful, to aspi-

rations after immortal good ; to natural sensibility, also, to the love of

kindi'cd and country and home. All these are in this nature, and they
are all fitted to render obedience to religion. In this obedience they
are satisfied, and indeed they can never be satisfied without it.

Admit, now, that these powers arc ever so sadly pei-vertcd and cor-

rupted, stiU no one maintains that they are destroyed. Neither is

their testimony to what is right ever, m any case, utterly silenced.

(Should they not tlicn be appealed to in a tone of confidence ? Suppose,
for instance, to illustrate our observation, that simple reason were
appealed to on any subject not rchgious ; and suppose, to make the case

parallel, that the reason of the man, on that subject were very much
perverted, that he was very much prejudiced and misled. Yet would
not the argument be dii'ected to his reason, as a principle actually

existing in him, and as a principle to be confided in and to be recovered

from its error ? Would not every tone of the argument and of the

expostulation show confidence in the principle addressed?

Oh! wliat power might religion have had if it had breathed this

tone of confidence ; if it had gone down into the deep and silent places

of the heart as the voice of friendship ; if it had known what dear and
precious treasures of love and hope and joy are there, ready to be made
celestial by its touch ; if it had spoken to man as the most affectionate

parent would speak to his most beloved though sadly erring child ; if

it had said, in the emphatic language of the text, " Unto you, O men,
I call ; and my voice is to the sons of men : lo ! I have set my love upon
you— uj)on yon, men of the strong and affectionate nature, of tho

aspiring and heaven-needing soul— not upon inferior creatures, not
upon the beasts of the field, but upon you have I set my love. Give
entrance to me, not with fear and mistrust, but with good hope and
with gladness : give entrance to me, and I will make my abode with
you, and I will build up all tliat is within you, in glory, and beauty,

and ineffable brightness." Alas! for our erring and sinful, but also

misguided and ill-used nature. Bad enough, indeed, we have made
it, or suffered it to bo made: but if a better lot had befallen it, if kind-

lier influences had breathed upon it, if tlie parent's and tho preacher's

voice, inspired with every tone of hallowed foehng, had won it to piety,

if tho train of social life, with every attractive charm of goodness, had
led it in tho consc(;rated way; we had ere this— known what now,
alasj we so poorly know—wo had known what it is to be children of

God and heirs of heaven.

My friends, let religion speak to us in its own true character, with
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all its miglitj power, and winning candour and tenderness. It is the

principle of infinite wisdom that speaks. From that unknown period

before the world was created— so saith the holy record—from the

depth of eternity, from the centre of infinity, from the heart of the

universe, from "the bosom of God," its voice has come forth, and
spoken to us—to us, men, in our lowly habitations. What a ministra-

tion is it! It is the infinite communing with the finite ; it is might
communing with frailty ; it is mercy stretching out its arms to the

guilty ; it is goodness taking part with aU that is good in us against all

that is evil. So fuU, so overflowing, so all-pervading is it, that aU
things give it utterance. It speaks to us in everything lowly, and in

everything lofty. It speaks to us in every whispered accent of human
affection, and in every revelation that is sounded out from the spi'eading

heavens. It speaks to us from this lowly seat at which we bow down
iu prayer, from this humble shrine veiled with the shadows of mortal
infirmity, and it speaks to us alike from those altar-fires that blaze in

the heights of the firmament. It speaks where the seven thunders utter

their voices : and it sends forth its voice— of pity more than human, of

agony more than mortal—from the silent summit of Calvary.

Can a principle so sublime and so benignant as religion speak to us

but for our good? Can infinity, can omnipotence, can boundless love

speak to us but in the spirit of infinite generosity, and candour, and
tenderness? No; it may be the infirmity of man to use a harsh tone,

and to heap upon us bitter and cruel upbraidings ; but so speaks not

religion. It says—and I trace an accent of tenderness and entreaty

in every word—"Unto you, men, I caU; and my voice—my voice

is to the children of men."
O man, whosoever thou art, hear that voice of v/isdora. Hear it,

thou sacred conscience, and give not way to evil ; touch no bribe, touch
not dishonest gain, touch not the sparkling cup of unlawful pleasure.

Hear it, ye better affections, dear and holy, and turn not your purity

to pollution, and your sweetness to bitterness, and your hope to shame.
Hear it, poor, wearied, broken, prostrate human nature ! and rise to

penitence, to sanctity, to glory, to heaven. Rise now, lest soon it be
for ever too late. Rise at this entreaty of wisdom, for wisdom can
utter no moi'e. Rise,— arise at this voice— for the universe is

exhausted of all its revelations—infinity, omnipotence, boundless love

have lavished their uttermost resource in this one provision, this one

call, this one gospel of mei'cy

!



SPIRITUAL INTERESTS, REAL AND SUPREME.

John vi. 2G, 27: "Jesus answered them and said, Verily, verily, I say unto you,

Ye seek me, not because ye saw the miracles, but because ye did eat of the

loaves, and were filled. Labour not for the meat which perisheth, but for that

meat which endureth unto eternal life."

The contrast liorc set forth is between a worldly mind and a spiritual

mind: and so very marked and striking is it, that tlie fact upon which

it is l)ased may seem to be altogether extraordinar}-^—a solitary

instance of Jewish stujjidity, and not applicable to any other people, or

any after-times. Our Saviour avers, that the multitude who followed

him'on a certain occasion did so, not because they saw those astonish-

ing miracles that gave witness to his spiritual mission, but simply

because they did eat of tlie loaves, and were filled. Yet, strange as it

may seem, the same great moral error I believe still exists ; the same
preference of sensual to spiritual good, though the specific exemplifica-

tion of the principle can no longer be exhibited among men, But let

us attend to our Saviour's exhortation. " Labour not for the meat
that perisheth, but for that meat which endureth unto eternal life."

TIio word laUmr refers to the business of life. It is as if our Saviour

had said. Work, toil, care, provide for the soul. And it is in this

sense of the word, as well as in the whole tenour of the passage, that I

find the leading object of my present discourse ; which is to show that

spiritual interests, the interests of the mind and heart, the interests of

reason and conscience, liowever neglected, however forgotten amidst

the pursuit of sensual and worldly objects, are nevertheless real

and supreme ; that tliey are not visionary because spiritual, but

that they arc most substantial and weighty interests, and most truly

deserving of that earnest attention, that laborious exertion, which is

usually given to worldly interests.

So does not the world regard them, any more than did the Jews of

old. It is written, that tlio " children of this world are wiser in their

generation," i. e. after tlieir manner wiser, " than the children of

light." But tlic children of this world, not content with this conces-

sion, are apt to think that tliey are every way wiser. And the special

grouinl of this assumption, tliougli they may not be aware of it, is, I

believe, the notion which they entertain that they are dealing with real

and snl)stantial interests. Religious men, they conceive, are occupied

with matters which are vague and visionary, and whicli scarcely have
any real existence. A great property is something fixed and tangible,

sure and substantial. But a certain view of religion, a certain state of

mind, is a thing of shadow—an abstraction vanisliing into nothing.

Tho worldly wise man admits that it may be well enough for some
people ; at any rate ho wiU not quarrel witli it ; lie docs not think it
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worth his troubling himself about it ; his aim, his plan, his course is a
different one, and—the implication is—a wiser one.

Yes, the very wisdom implied in i-eligion is frequently accounted to

be wisdom of but an humble order ; the wisdom of duhiess or of super-

stitious fancy or fear ; or, at most, a very scholastic, abstract, useless

wisdom. And the very homage which is usually paid to religion, the

hackneyed acknowledgment that it is very well, very proper, a very

good thing; or the more solemn, if not more dull confession of "the
great importance of religion;" and more especially the demure and
mechanical manner in which these things are said, proclaim, as plainly

as anything can, that it has not yet become a living interest in the

hearts of men. It has never, in fact, taken its proper place among
human concerns. I am afraid it must be said that with most men, the

epithet most naturally attaching itself to religion, to religious services,

to prayers, to books of sermons, is the epithet dull. And it is

well known, as a fact very illustrative of this state of mind, that for

a long time, parents in this country were wont to single out and des-

tine for the ministry of religion the dullest of their sons.

I know of nothing more important, therefore, than to show that re-

ligion takes its place among objects that are of actual concern to men
and to all men ; that its interests ai'e not only of the most momentous,
but of the most practical character ; that the wisdom that winneth souls,

the religion that takes care for them, is the most useful, the most rea-

sonable of all wisdom and discipline. It is of the care of the soul, then,

that I would speak ; of its wisdom, of its reasonableness, of its actual

interest to the common sense and welfare of men.
The ministry of the gospel is often denominated the care of souls

;

and I consider this language, i"ightly explained, as conveying a very

comprehensive and interesting description of the office. It is the

care of souls. This is its whole design, and ought to be its whole

direction, impulse, strength, and consolation. And this, too, if it

were justly felt, would impart an interest, an expansion, a steady

energy, a constant gi-owth, and a final and full enlargement to the

mind of the Christian teacher, not surpassed, certainly, in any other

profession or pursuit in life. AVhether the sacred office has had this

effect to as great an extent as other professions, is, to the clergy at

least, a very serious question. I am obliged to doubt whether it has.

Certainly, to say that its spirit has been characterized by as much
natural warmth and hearty earnestness as that of other pursuits ; that

its eloquence has been as free and powerful as that of the senate and
the bar ; that its literature has been as rich as that of poetry or even of

fiction,—this is more than I dare aver.

But not to dwell on this question : it is to my present purpose to

observe, that the very point from which this want of a vivid perception

of religious objects has arisen, is the very point from which help must
come. Men have not perceived the interests of the mind and heart to

be the realities that they are. Here is the evil, and here we must find

the remedy. Let the moral states, experiences, feelings of the soul,

become but as interesting as the issue of a lawsuit, the success of busi-

ness, or the result of any worldly enterprise, and there woidd bo no
difficulty ; there would be no complaint of dulness, either from our own
bosoms or from the lips of otliers.
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Strip off from the inward soul those many folds and coverings—the

forms and fashions of life, the robes of ambition, tho silken garments of

luxury, tho fair array of competence and comfort, and the fair

sonhlanccs of comfort and happiness—strip the mind naked and bare

to tlie view, and unfold those workings witliin, whore feelings and prin-

ciples make men happy, or miserable ; and we should no more have

such a thing as religious indifference in the world 1 Sin there might

be—outbreaking passion, outrageous vice ; but apathy there could not

be. It would not require a sentiment of rectitude even, it would
hardly need that a man should have any religion at all, to feel an in-

terest in things so vital to his welftire. Why do men care as they do
for worldly things ? Is it not because they expect happiness, or think

to ward off misery with them? Only let them be convinced, then, that

liappiness and misery depend much more upon the principles and affec-

tions of their own minds, and would they not transfer the greater por-

tion of tlieir interest to those principles and affections ? Would it not

result from a kind of mental necessity, like that which obliges the ar-

tisan to look to the mainspring of his machinery ? Add, tJicn, to this

distinct perception of the real sources of happiness, an ardent benevo-

lence, an earnest desire for men's welfare ; and from this imion would
spring that spiritual zeal, that ardour in the concerns of religion and be-

nevolence, of which so much is said, so little is felt, and of which tho

deficiency is so much lamented. I am willing to make allowance for

constitutional differences of temperament, and indeed for many diffi-

culties ; but still I maintain that there is enough in the power of reli-

gious truths and affections to overcome all obstacles. I do maintain,

that if the objects of religion were perceived to be what they are, and
were felt as they ought to be, and as every man is capable of feeling

them, we sliould no more have such things among us as dull sermons,
or didl books of piety, or dull conferences on religion, than dull con-

versations on the exchange, or dull pleadings at the bar, or even than
dull communications of slander by the fire-side.

I have thus far been engaged with stating the obvious utility and
certain efficacy of tho right conviction on this subject. But I liave done
it as preliminary to a closer argument for the right conviction. Let
us, then, enter more fully upon consideration of tho great spiritual in-

terest. Let us, my brethren, enter somewhat at large into the consi-

deration of religion as an interest ; and of tho place which it occupies

among Imman interests. Among the cares of life, let us consider tho

care of the soul. For it is certain that tho interior, the spiritual

being, lias as yet obtained no just recognition in the maxims of this

world.

The mind, indeed—if we would but understand it—is tlie great
central power in tlio movements of this world's affairs. All the scenes

of tliis life, froni the busiest to tho most (juiet, from the gravest to tho

gayest, are the varied developments of that same mind. The world is

spread out as a tlieatro for ono great action—the action of the mind
;

and it is so to be regarded, whether as a sphere of trial or of suffering,

of enjoyment or of discipline, of i)rivate interests or of public history.

Life, with all its cares ;uid pursuits, with all its aspects of the super-
ficial, the frivolous, and the gross, is but tlio experience of a mnid.
Life, I say—dull, jjlodding, weary life, as many call it, is, alter all, a

D
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spiritual scene ; and this is the description of it that is of the deepest

import to us.

I know and repeat, that the appearances of things, to many at least,

are widely different from this representation. I am not ignorant of

the prevailing and worldly views of this subject. There are some, 1

know, who look upon this life as a scene not of spiritual interests, but of

worldly pleasures. The gratifications of sense, the opportunities of

indulgence, the array in which fashion clothes its votaries, the splen-

dour of entertainments, the fascinations of amusement, absorb them

;

or absorb at least all the admiration they feel for the scene of this life.

Upon others, again, 1 know that the cloud of affliction descends ; and
it seems to them to come down visibly. Evil and trouble are to them,

mainly, things of condition and circumstance. They are thinking

chiefly of this thing as unfortunate, and of that as sad ; and they forget

that intrinsic character of the mind which lends the darkest hue, and
which might give an aspect of more than earthly brightness to all their

sufferings. And then again; to the eyes of others toil pi-esents itself;

with rigid sinews and strong arm, indeed, but weary too—weary, worn
down with fatigue, and perhaps disconsolate in spirit. And to its

earthly-minded victims—for victims they are with that mind—it seems,

I know, as if this world were made but to work in ; and as if death,

instead of being the grand entrance to immortality, were sufficiently

commended to them as a rest and a release. And last of all, gain, the

master-pursuit of all, since it ministers to aU. other pursuits, urges its

objects upon our attention. There are those, I know, to whom this

world—world of spiritual probation and immortal hope as it is—is but

one great market-place; a place for buying and selling and getting

profit ; a place in which to Ixoard treasui'es, to build houses, to enjoy

competence, or to lavish wealth.

And these things, I know, are called interests. The matters cf

religion are instructions; aye, and excellent instructions— for men can
garnish with epithets of eulogium the objects on which they are to

bestow nothing but praise. And such, alas! are too often the mattex's

of religion ; they ai'e excellent instructions, glorious doctrines, solemn
ordinances, important duties ; but to the mass of mankind they are not
yet interests. That brief word, with no epithet, with no pomp of lan-

guage about it, expresses more, far more, than most men ever ideally

attribute to religion and the concerns of the soul. Nay, and the interest

that is felt in religion—I have spoken of dulness-—but the interest that is

felt in religion is often of a very doubtful, superficial unreal character.

Discourses upon religion excite a kind of interest, and sometimes it

might seem as if that interest were strong. And strong of its kind it

maybe. But of what kind is it? How deep, how efficient is it? How
many are there that would forego the chance of a good mercantile
speculation, for the moral effect of the most admirable sermon that ever
was preached? Oh, no: then it is a different thing. Religion is a
good thing by the bye ; it is a pleasant thing for entertainment ; it is

a glorious thing to muse and meditate upon ; but bring it into compe-
tition or comparison with real interests, and then, to many, it at once

becomes something subtile, spiritual, invisible, imperceptible :— it

weighs nothing, it counts nothing, it will sell for nothing, and in thou-

sands of scenes, in thousands of dwellings in this world, it is held to
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be good for nothing ! This statement, God knowetli, is made with no

lightness of spirit, though it had almost carried me, from the vividness

of tlie contrast which it presents, to lightness of speech. IIow sad and

lamentable is it, that buings whose soul is their chief distinction, should

imagine that the things which most concern thera are tilings of

appearance. I said, the vividness of the contrast
;
yet in truth it has

bei'n but half exhibited. It seems like extravagance to say it, but I

believe it is sober truth, that there are many whom the very belief,

the acknowledged record of their immortality has never interested half

so deeply as the frailest leaf on which a bond or a note is written

—

many whom no words of the gospel ever aroused and delighted, and
kinfJJed to such a glow of pleasure as a card of compliment or a sen-

tence of human eulogium ! Indeed, when we draw a line of division

between the worldly and spiritual, between the beings of the world and
the beings of the soul, between creatures of the outside and creatures

of tJic intellect and of immortality, how few will really be found among
the elect, the chosen, and faithful. And how many, who could scarcely

suspect it, perhaps, would bo found on the side of the world—would bo
found among those who, in their pursuits and judgments, are more
affected by appearances than by realities ; who are more powerfully

acted upon by outward possessions than by inward qualities ; who, even
in their loftiest sentiments, their admiration of great and good men,
have their enthusiasm full as much awakened by the estimation in

which those men are held as by their real merits.

And when we consider all this, when we look upon the strife of

human passions too, the zeal, the eageraess, the rivalship, the noise

and bustle with which outward things are sought ; the fear, the hope,

the joy, the sorrow, the discontent, the pride of this world—aU, to so

great an extent, fastening themselves upon what is visible and tangible,

it is not strange that many should come almost insensibly to feel as if

thoy dwelt in a world of appearances, and as if nothing were real and
valuable but what is seen and temporal. It is not altogether strange

that the senses have spread a broad veil of delusion over the earth, and
that the concerns of every man's mind and heart have been covered up
and kept out of sight by a mass of forms and fashions, and of things

called intci'ests.

And yet, notwithstanding all these aspects of things, 1 maintain, and
I will show, tliat tho real and main interest which concerns every man
lies in the state of his own mind ; that habits arc of far more conse-
quence to him than possessions and treasures ; that affections, simple
and invisible things though they be, are worth more to him than rich

dwellings, and l)road lands, and coveted honours. I maintain, that no
man is so worldly, or covetous, or voluptuous—that no man is so busy,
or ambitious, or frivolous, but this is true of him. Let him be rehgious
or not religious, let hini be tho merest slave of circumstances, the merest
creature of vanity and comi)limcnt that over existed, and still it is true,

and none the less true, tliat his welfare lies within. There are no scenes
of engrossing business, tumultuous pleasure, hollow-hearted fashion, or
utter folly, hut the deepest principles of religion are concerned with them.
Indeed, 1 look upon all these varied pursuits as the strugghngs of the deeper
mind,—as tho varied developments of tlio one great desire of happiness.
And he who forgets that deeper mind, and sees nothhig, and tlnnks of
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nothing but the visible scene, I hold to be as unwise as the man who,
entering upon the charge of one of our manufactories, should gaze upon
the noisy and busthng apparatus above, should occupy himself with its

varied movements, its swift and briglit machinery, and its beautiful
fabrics, and forget the mighty wlieel that moves all from beneath.

But let us pursue the argument. The mind, it will be recollected,

is that which is happy or unhappy—not goods and fortunes ; not even
the senses ; they are but the inlets of pleasure to the mind. But this,

as it is a mere truism, though a decisive one in the case, is not the
proposition which I am to maintain. Neither am I to argue, on the

other hand, that the mind is independent of circumstances ; that its

situation, in regard to wealth or poverty, distinction or neglect, society

or solitude, is a thing of no consequence. As well say that its relation

to health or sickness is a thing of no consequence. But this I say and
maintain, that what every man has chiefly at stake, lies in the mind;
that his excellence depends entirely upon that; that his happiness

ordinarily depends more upon the mind itself, upon its own state and
character, than upon any outward condition ; that those evils with which
the human race is afflicted are mainly evils of the mind ; and that the

care of the soul which religion enjoins, is the grand and only remedy
for human wants and woes.

The considerations which bear upon this estimate of the real and
practical welfare of men, may be drawn from every sphere of human
life and action ; from every contemplation of mankind, whether in their

condition, relations, or attributes : from society, from God's providence,

from human nature itself. Let us, then, in the first place, consider

society in several respects ; in a general view of the evils that disturb

or afllict it ; in its intercourse ; in its domestic scenes ; in its religious

institutions ; and in its secular business and worldly condition. These
topics will occupy the time that remains for our present meditation.

It is the more desirable to give some latitude to this part of our
illustration, because it is in social intei'ests and competitions especially,

that men are apt to be worldly ; i. e. to be governed by considerations

extrinsic and foreign to the soul. The social man, indeed, is often

worldly, while the same man in retirement is, after his manner, devout.

What, then, are the evils in society at large? I answer, they are,

mainly, evils of the mind. Let us descend to particulars. Some, for

instance, are depressed and irritated by neglect, and others are elated

and injured by flattery. These are large classes of society around us

;

and the first, I think, by far the largest class. Both are unfortunate,

both are wrong, pi-obably ; and not only so, but society is wrong for

treating them in these ways,—and the wrong, the evil in every

instance, lies in the mind. Some, again, want excitement, want ob-

ject; and duty and religion would fill their hearts with constant

peace, and with a plenitude of happy thoughts. Others want restraint,

want the power to deny themselves, and want to know that such self-

denial is blessed ; and true piety would teach them this lofty

knowledge ; true piety would gently and strongly control all their pas-

sions. In sliort, ennui and excess, intemperance, slander, variance,

rivalship, pride, and envy,—these are the miseries of society, and they

are all miseries that exist in the mind. Where would our account end
if we were to enumerate all tlie tliiuffs that awaken our fears in the
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progress and movements of the social world around us ? Good men
differ and reject each other's light and countenance, and bad men,
alas! agree but too well; wise men dispute, and fools la ugli ; the self-

ish grasp ; the ambitious strive ; the sensual indulge themselves

;

and it seems, at times, as if the world were going surely, if not

swiftly, to destruction! And why? Only, and always, and every-

where, because the mind is not right. Put holy truth in every false

heart, instil a sacred piety into every worldly mmd, and a blessed vir-

tue into every fountain of corrupt desires ; and the anxieties of philan-

thropy might be hushed, and the tears of benevolent prayer and faith

might be dried up, and patriotism and piety might gaze upon tlie

scene and the prospect with unmingled joy. Surely, then, the great

interests of society are emphatically the interests of religion and
virtue.

And if we estimate the condition of society upon the great scale of

its national interests, we shall find that intellectual and moral charac-

ter marks every degree upon that scale. Why is it tliat the present

grand era of promise in the world is so perilous too? AVhy is it that

Europe, with her struggling multitude of states, and her struggling

multitude of people, cannot safely work out that great political refonn,

to which the eyes of her thousands and her millions are anxiously and
eagerly looking ? Why is the bright and broad pathway before her,

darkened to the vision of the philosophic and the wise—darkened with
doubt and apprehension? Only, 1 repeat, and always, and every-

where, because the mind is not right. Put sound wisdom and
sobriety, and mutual good-will, into the hearts of all rulers and people,

and the way would bo plain, and easy, and certain, and glorious.

But let us contract again the circle of our observation. Gather any
circle of society to its evening assembly. And what is the evil there?

lie must think but little who imagines there is none. I confess that

there are few scenes that more strongly dispose me to reflection than
this. I see great and signal advantages, fair and fascinating oppor-

tunities for happiness. The ordinary, or rather the ordinarily recog-

nised evils of life have no place in the throng of social entertainment.

They are abroad, indeed, in many a hovel and hospital, and by many
a wayside ; but from those brilliant and gay apartments they are, for

a time, excluded. The gathering is of youth, and lightness of heart,"

and prosperous fortune. The manly brow flushed with the beauty of

its early day, the fair form of outward loveliness, the refined under-
standing, the accomplished manner, the glad parent's heart, and con-
fiding filial lovo, and music, and feasting, are tliere ; and yet beneath
many a soft raiment and many a silken fold, I know that hearts are
beating whicli are full of disquietude and j^ain. The .selfishness of
part-iital anxiety, the desire of admiration, the pride of success, the
mortification of failure, tiie vanity tliat is flattered, the ill-concealed

jealousy, the miserable affectation, the distrustful embarrassment,—that

comi)rehcnsive (Utfieulty wliieli proceeds to some extent indeed from tho
fault of the individual l>ut much more from tlie general fault of society

—these are the evils from which thu gayest circles of the social world
need to be reformed ; and these, too, are evils in the mind. Tlioy are
evils which nothing but religion and virtue can ever correct. The
remedy must be applied where the disease is, aud that is to the soul.
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But now follow society to its homes. There is, indeed, and
eminently, the scene of our happiness or of our misery. And it is too

plain to be insisted on, that domestic happiness depends, ordhiarily and
chiefly, upon domestic honour and fidelity, upon disinterestedness, ge-

nerosity, kindness, forbearance ; and the vices opposite to these are the

evils that embitter the peace and joy of domestic life. Men in general

are sufficiently sensible to this part of their welfare. Thousands all

around us are labouring by day, and meditating by night, upon the

means of building up, in comfort and honour, the families with whose
fortunes and fate their own is identified. Hei'e, then, if anywhere

—

here in these homes of our affection, are interests. And surely, I

speak not to discourage a generous self-devotion to them, or a reason-

able care of their worldly condition. But I say, that this condition is

not the main thing, though it is commonly made so. I say that there

is something of more consequence to the happiness of a family than
the apartments it occupies, or the furniture that adorns them ; some-
thing of dearer and more vital concernment than costly equipage, or

vast estates, or coveted honours. I say, that if its members have any-

thing within them that is worthy to be called a mind, their main
interests are their thoughts and their virtues. Vague and shadowy
things they may appear to some ; but let a man be ever so worldly, and
this is truo ; and it is a truth which he cannot help ; and all the strug-

gle of family ambition, and all tlie pride of its vaunted consequence and
cherished luxury, will only the more demonstrate it to be true.

Choose, then, what scene of social life you will, and it can be
shown, beyond all reasonable doubt, that the main concern, the great

interest there, is the state of the mind.
What is it that makes dull and weary services at church;—if. alas!

we must admit that they sometimes are so. A living piety in the

congregation, a fervent love of God, and truth, and goodness, would
communicate life, I had almost said, to the dullest service that ever

passed in the house of God ; and if destitute of that piety, the preach-

ing of an angel would awaken in us only a temporary enthusiasm. A
right and holy feeling would make the house of God the place for

devout meditation, a place more profoundly, more keenly interesting,

than the thronged mart, or the canvassing hall, or the tribunal that is

'to pass judgment on a portion of our property. Do you say that the

preacher is sometimes dull, and that is all the difiiculty ? No, it is not

all the difficulty ; for the dullest haranguer that ever addressed an in-

furiated mob, when speaking their sentiments, is received with shouts

of applause. Suppose that a company were assembled to consider and
discuss some grand method to be proposed for acquiring fortunes for

themselves—some South-sea scheme, or project for acquiring the
mines of Potosi ; and suppose that some one should rise to speak to

that company, who could not speak eloquently, nor in an interesting

manner : grant all that—but suppose this dull sjjeaker could state some-
thing, could state some fact or consideration, to help on the great

inquiry ; would the company say that they could not listen to him ?

Would the people say that they would not come to hear him again?
No, the speaker might be as awkward and as prosaic as he pleased ; he
might be some humble observer, some young engineer—but he would
have attentive and crowded auditories. A feehng in the hearers would
supply all other deficiencies.
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Shall this be so in worldly affairs, and shall there be nothing like it

in rehgious aifairs ? Grant that the speaker on religion is not the most
interesting ;

grant that he is dull ;
grant that his emotions are consti-

tutionally less earnest than yours are—yet I say, what basiness have

you to come to church to be passive in the service, to be acted on, and
not yourselves to act? And yet more, what wan-ant have you to let

your affections to your God depend on the infirmity of any mortal

being? Is that awful presence that filleth the sanctuary, though no
cloud of incense bo there—is the vital and never-dying interest which
you liave in your own mind—is the wide scene of li\ang mercies that

surrounds you, and which you have come to meditate upon—is it all

indifferent to you, because one poor, erring mortal is cold and dead to

it? I do not ask you to say that he is not dull, if he is dull ; I do not

ask you to say that ho is interesting ; but I ask you to be interested

in spite of him. His very dulness, if he is dull, ouglit to move you.

If you caunot weep witli him, you ought to weep for him.

Besides, the weakest or the duUest man tells you truths of transcen-

dent glory and power. He tells you that " God is love;" and how
might that truth, though he uttered not another word, or none but dull

words—how might that truth spread itself out into the most glorious

and blessed contemplations ! Indeed, the simple truths are, after all,

the great truths. Neither are they always best understood. The very
readiness of assent is sometimes an obstacle to the fulness of the im-
pression. Very simple matters, I am aware, are those to which I am
venturing to call your attention in this hour of our solemnities ; and
yet do I believe, that if they were clearly perceived and felt among men
at large, they would begin, from this moment, the regeneration of the

world

!

But pass now from the silent and holy sanctuary, to the bustling

scene of tliis world's business and pursuit. " Here," the worldly man
will say, " we have reality. Here, indeed, are interests. Here is

something worth being concerned about." And yet even here do the
interests of religion and virtue pursue him, and press themselves upon
his attention.

Look, for instance, at the condition of life, the possession or the want
of tliose blessings for which business is prosecuted. AVhat is it that
distresses the poor man, and makes poverty, in the ordinary condition

of it, the burden that it is? It is not, in this country, it is not usually,

hunger, nor cold, nor nakedness. It is some artificial want created by
the wrong state of society. It is something nearer yet to us, and yet
more unnecessary. It is mortification, discontent, peevish complain-
ing, or envy of a better condition ; and all these are evils of the mind.
Again, what is it that troubles the rich man, or the man wlio is success-

fully striving to be rich ? It is not poverty, certainly, nor is it exactly
possession. It is occasional disappointment, it is continual anxiety, it

IS the extravagant desiro of property, or, worse than all, the vicious

abuse of it ; and all these too are evils of the mind.
Hut let our worldly man who M'iU see nothing but the outside of

things, who will value nothing but possessions, take another view of his

interest. What is it that cheats, circumvents, overreaclies him?
It is dishonesty. What disturbs, vexes, angers him? It is some
wrong from another, or something wrong m liimself. What steals liis
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purse, or robs his person ? It is not some unfortunate mischance that

has come across his path. It is a being in whom nothing worse resides

than fraud and violence. What robs him of that which is dearer than

property, his fair name among his fellows ? It is the poisonous breath

of foul and accursed slander. And what is it, in fine, that threatens

the security, order, peace, aud well-being of society at large; that

threatens, if unrestrained, to deprive our estates, our comforts, our do-

mestic enjoyments, our personal respectability, and our wliole social

condition, of more than half their value? It is the spirit of injustice,

and wild misrule in the human breast ; it is political intrigue, or popu-

lar violence ; it is the progress of corruption, intemperance, lascivious-

ness,—the progress of vice and sin, in all their forms. I know that

these are very simple truths : but if they are very simple and very cer-

tain, how is it that men are so worldly? Put obligation out of the

question ; how is it that they are not more sagacious and wary with

regard to their interests ? How is it that the means of rehgion and
virtue are so indifferent to many in comparison with the means of ac-

quiring property or office ? How is it that many unite and contribute

so coldly and reluctantly for the support of govei'nment, learning, and
Christian institutions, who so eagerly combine for the prosecution of

moneyed speculations, and of party and worldly enterprises? How is

it, I repeat? Men desire happiness, and a very clear argument may
be set forth to show them where their happiness lies. And yet here

is presented to you the broad fact—and with this fact I will close the

present meditation—that while men's welfare depends mainly on tlieir

own minds, they are actually and almost universally seeking it in

things without them : that among the objects of actual desire and pur-

suit, affections and virtues, in the world's esteem, bear no comparison

with possessions and honours ; nay, that men are everywhere and
every day sacrificing, ay, sacrificing affections and virtues—sacrificing

the dearest treasures of tlie soul for wliat they call goods, and
pleasures, and distinctions.
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John vi. 27: "Labour not for the meat that perisheth, but for that meat which

endureth unto eternal life."

The interests of the mind and heart—spiritual interests, in other

words,—the interests involved in religion, are real and supreme.
Neglected, disregarded, ridiculed, ruined as they may be—ruined as

they may be in mere folly, in mere scorn—they are still real and
supreme. Notwithstanding all appearances, delusions, fashions, and
opinions to the contrary, this is true and will be true for ever. All

essential interests centre ultimately in tlie soul ; all that do not centre

there are circumstantial, transitory, evanescent; they belong to the

things that perish.

This is what I have endeavoured to show tliis morning, and for this

purpose I have appealed in tlie first place to society.

My second appeal is to Providence. Society, indeed, is a part of

the system of Providence ; but let me invite you to consider, under this

head, that the interest of the soul urged in the gospel is, in every

respect, the great object of Heaven's care and providence.

The world, which is appointed for our temporary dwelling-place,

was made for this end. The whole creation around us is, to the soul,

a subject and a ministering creation. The mighty globe itself, with
all its glorious apparatus and furniture, is but a theatre for the care of

the soul—the theatre for its redemption. This vast luiiverse is but a
means. But look at the earth alone. Wliy was it made such as it is ?

Its fruitful soils, its rich valleys, its mountain-tops, and its rolling

oceans ; its humbler scenes, clothed with beauty and light, good even
in the sight of their Maker, fair—fair to mortal eyes—why were they
given? They were not given for mere sustenance and supply, for

much less would have sufficed for that end. They need not have been
so fair to have answered that end. They could liave spared their ver-

dure, and flowers, and fragi-ance, and still liave yielded sustenance.

The groves miglit never have waved in the breeze, but have stood in tho

rigidity of an iron forest ; the hills might not have been moulded into

forms of beauty, the streams might not have sparkled in their course,

nor the ocean have reflected the blue depths of heaven ; and yet they
might have furnished all needful sustenance. No, they were not given
for this alone ; but they were given to nourish and kindle in the human
soul a glory and a beauty, of which all outward grandeur and loveliness

are but the image—given to show forth the majesty and love of God,
and to fonn in man a resemblance to that majesty and love. Tliink,

then, of a being in such a position, and with such a ministry, made to

be the intelligent companion of God's glorious works, the interpreter

of nature, tho Lord of the creation,—made to be tho servant of God
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alone. And yet this being—olil miserable disappointment and failure!

—makes himself the slave of circumstances, the slave of outward goods

and advantages, the slave of everything that lie ought to command.
I know tliat he must toil and care for these things. But wherefore ?

Why must he toil and care? For a reason, I answer, which still

urges upon him the very point we are considering. It had been as

easy for the Almighty to have caused nature spontaneously to bring

forth aU that man needs, to have built as a part of the frame of the

earth, enduring houses for us to dweU in, to have filled them with all re-

quisite comforts, and to have relieved us, in short, from the necessity of

labour and business. Why has he not done thus? Still, I answer, for

the same cause, with the same moral design, as that with which the world

was made. Activity is designed for mental improvement ; industry for

moral discipline ; business for the cultivation of manly, and high, and
noble virtues. When, therefore, a man enters into the active pursuits

of life,—though he pleads the cares of business as an excuse for his

neglect,—yet it is then especially, and that by the very teaching of

Providence, that he should be reminded of his spiritual welfare. He
could not with safety to his moral being—this is the theory of his con-

dition,—he could not with safety be turned full and free into the domain
of nature. He goes forth, therefore, bearing burdens— burdens of

care, and wearing the shackles of necessity. The arm that he stretches

out to his toil wears a chain, for he must work. And on the tablet

where immortal thoughts are to be written, he writes words,—soon to

be erased, indeed,—but words of worldly care and foresight, for he

must provide. And yet how strange and passing strange is it! the

occupations and objects that were given for discipline, and the trial

of the spirit, and the training of it to virtue, are made the ulti-

mate end and the chief good; yes, these which were designed for

humble means of good to the soul, are made the engrossing pursuits,

the absorbing pleasures and possessions, in which the soul itself is for-

gotten and lost!

Tims spiritual in its design is nature. Thus spiritual in its just

aspects is the scene of life ; no dull scene when rightly regarded ; no
merely wearisome, uncompensated toil, or perplexing business, but a
ministration to purposes of infinite greatness and sublimity.

We ai*e speaking of human interests. God also looks upon the in-

terest of his creatures. But he seeth not as man seeth. Man looketh

on the outward appearance, but God looketh on the heart. He sees

that all human interests centre there. He sees there the gathering,

the embosoming, the garnering up of all that is precious to an immor-
tal creature. Therefore it is, that as the strongest proof of his love to

the world, he gave his Son to live for our teaching and guidance, and
to die for our redemption from sin, and death, and hell. Every bright

example, every pure doctrhie, every encouraging promise, every bitter

pang endured, points to the soul for its great design and end. And
let me say, that if 1 have seemed to any one to speak in language over

refined or spiritual, I can no otherwise understand the teachings of the

great Master. His words would often be mystery and extravagance

to me if I did not feel that the soul is everything, and that the world

is nothing but what it is to the soul. With this perception of the true

value of things, 1 require no transcendental piety ; I require nothing
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but common sense to understand what he says when he pronounces

men to be deaf, and blind, and diseased, and dead in sins ; for, to give

up the joys of soul for the joys of sense, to neglect the heart for the

outward condition, to forego inward good in the eagerness for visible

good, to forget and to forsake God amidst liis very works and mercies

—this is, indeed, a mournful blindness, a sad disorder of the rational

nature, and when the evil is consummated, it is a moral deatli I True,

there may be no tears for it, save in here and there one mIio retires

fi-om the crowd to think of tlie strange delusion, and the grievous mis-

fortune, and the degrading unwortliiness. There are no tokens of

public mourning for the calamity of the soul. Men weep when the

body dies; and when it is borne to its last rest, tliey follow it witli sad

and mournful procession. But for the dying soul there is no open

lamentation ; for the lost soul there are no obsequies. And yet, when
the great account of life is made up—though the words we now speak

can but approach to the truth, and may leave but slight impression

—

the things wo may then remember—God forbid that we should liave

them to remember I—but the things we mat/ then have to remember

—

life's misdirected toil, the world's delusions, the thouglits unguarded,

tho conscience every day violated, the soul for ever neglected—these,

oh! these will weigh upon the spirit, hke tliose mountains which men
are represented in prophctit; vision as vainly calling upon to cover them.

III. But I am now verging upon tho third and final argument
which I proposed to use, for the care of our spiritual interests, and that

is to be found in tlieir value.

I have shown that society, in all its pursuits, objects, and scenes,

urges this care ; that nature, and providence, and revelation, minister

to it ; and I now say, tl!at the soul is intrinsically and independently

•worth this care. Put all consequences to social man out of siglit, if it

be possible ; draw a veil over all tho bright and glorious ministry of

nature ; let the teachings of Providence all be silent ; let the gospel be

a fable ; and stiU the mind of man has a value which nothing else has,

it is worth a care which nothing else is wortli, and to the single solitary

individual it ought to possess an interest which nothing else possesses.

Indeed at every step by which we advance in this subject, the con-

trast between what is and what ought to bo, presses upon us. Men
very well understand tho word value. They know very well what
interests are. Offices, stocks, monopolies, mercantile privileges, arc

interests. Nay, even the cliances of profit are interests so dear, tliat

men contend for them, and about tliem, almost as if they were striving

for life. And value—how carefully, and accurately, and distinctly is

that ([uality stamped upon every object in this world! Currency has

value, and bonds liave value ; and broad lands, and freighted ships, and
rich mines, are all marked down in the table of this strict account.

Go to the exchange, and you sliall know wliat they are worth ; and you
shall know what men will give for them. But the stored treasures of

the licart, the unsunned, tlio unfathomable mines that are to bo wrought
in the soul, the broad and boundless realms of tliought, tlie freighted

ocean of man's affections—of his love, liis gratitude, liis hope—wlio

will regard them?—who seek for them, as if they were brigliter than
gold, dearer than treasure?

The mind, I repeat—how little is it known or considered! Tliat
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all which man permanently is,—the inward being, the divine energy,

the immortal thought, the boundless capacity, the infinite aspiration

—

how few value this, this wonderful mind, for what it is worth ! How
few see it—that brother mind—in others ; see it in aU the forms of

splendour and wretchedness alike—see it, though fenced around with

all the artificial distinctions of society—see it, through the rags with

which poverty has clothed it, beneath the crushing burthens of life,

amidst the close pressure of worldly troubles, wants, and sorrows—see

it and acknowledge and cheer it in that humble lot, and feel that the

nobility of earth, that the commencing glory of heaven, is there ! Nor
is this the worst, nor the strongest view of the case. Men do not feel

the worth of their own minds. They are very proud, perhaps ; they are

proud of their possessions, they are proud of their minds, it may be, as

distinguishing them ; but the intrinsic, the inward, the infinite ivorth of

their own minds they do not perceive. How many a man is there who
would feel, if he were introduced into some magnificent palace, and were

led through a succession of splendid apartments, filled with rich and gor-

geous furniture—would feel, I say, as if he, lofty immortal being as he

is, were but an ordinary thing amidst the tinselled show around him

;

or would feel as if he were a more ordinary being, for the perishing

glare of things amidst which he walked ! How many a man, who, as

he passed along the way-side, saw the chariot of wealth rolHng by him,

would forget the intrinsic and eternal dignity of his own mind, in a

poor degrading envy of that vain pageant—would feel himself to be an
humbler creature, because, not in mind, but in mensuration, he was
not quite so high ! And so long as this is the case, do you believe

that men understand their own minds, that they know what they pos-

sess within them ? How many in fact, feel as if that inward bemg, that

mind, were respectable, chiefly because their bodies lean on silken

couches, and are fed with costly luxuries ! How many respect them-

selves, and look for respect from others, in proportion as they grow
more rich, and live more splendidly,—not more wisely,—and fare more
sumptuously every day. Surely it is not strange, while aU this is true,

that men should be more attracted by objects of sense and appetite than

by miracles of wisdom and love. And it is not strange that the spiri-

tual riches which man is exhorted to seek are represented in scripture

as "hid treasures;" for they are indeed hidden in the depths of the

soul—hidden, covered up, with worldly gains and pomps and vanities.

It is not strange that the kingdom of heaven—that kingdom which is

within—is represented as a treasure buried in a field : the flowers bloom

and the long grass waves there, and men pass by and say that it is

beautiful ; but this very beauty, this very luxuriance, conceals the trea-

sui-e. And so it is in this life, that luxury and show, fashion and out-

ward beauty, worldly pursuits and possessions attract the eyes of men,

and they know not the treasure that is hidden in every human soul.

Yes, the treasure—and the treasure that is in every soul. The
difference that exists among men is not so much in their nature, not so

much in their intrinsic power, as in the power of communication. To
some it is given to unbosom and embody their thoughts ; but all men,

more or less, feel those thoughts. The very glory of genius, the very

rapture of piety, when rightly revealed, arc diffused and spread abroad,

and shared among unnumbered minds. When eloquence and poetry
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speak,—when the glorious arts, statuary, and painting, and rausic,

—

when patriotism, charity, virtue, speak to us with aU their thriUing

power, do not the hearts of thou;^auds glow with a kindred joy and
e(;stasy i AVho's here so humble, who so i)Oor in thought or in affec-

tion, as not to feel this? Who's hero so low, so degraded I had almost

said, as not sometimes to bo touched with the beauty of goodness?

"Who's hero with a heart made of such base materials as not sometimes

to respond, through every chord of it, to the call of honour, patriotism,

generosity, virtue? AVliat a glorious capacity is this!—a power to

commune with (jod and angels!—a reflection of the brightness of hea-

ven—a mirror that (;olk'Cts and concentrates within itself all the moral

splendours of the universe—a light kindled from heaven that is to shine

brighter and brighter for ever! For what, then, my friends, shall wo
care as we ought to care for this? What can man bear about with

him—Avhat office, wliat array, what apparel—that shall beget such

reverence as the soul he bears with him? What circumstances of out-

ward splendour can lend such imposing dignity to any being, as the

throne of inward light and power, whoi'C the spirit reigns for ever ? What
work of man shall be brought into comparison with this work of God?
I wiU speak of it in its simplest character— I say a thought, a bare

thought,—and yet I say, what is it—and what is its pov/er and mystery ?

Breathed from the inspiration of the Almighty; partaking of infinite

attributes ; comprehending, analyzing, and with its own beauty clothing

all things ; and bringing all tilings and all themes—earth, heaven,

eternity—within the possession of its momentary being ; what is there

that man can form—what sceptre or throne—what structure of ages

—

what empire of wide-spread dominion—can compare with the wonders
and the grandeur of a single thought ? It is that alone of all things

that are made—it is that alone that comprehends the Maker of all.

That alone is the key which unlocks all the treasures of the universe.

That alone is the power that reigns over space, time, eternity. That,

under God, is the sovereign dis])enscr to man of all tlie blessings and
glories that lie within the compass of possession, or within the range of

possibility. Virtue, piety, heaven, immortality, exist not, and never will

exist for us, but as they exist, and will exist in the perception, feeling,

ihowjlit—of the glorious mind.
Indeed, it is tlie soul alone that gives any value to the things of this

world; and it is only by raising the soul to its just elevation above all

other things, that we can look rightly upon the purposes of this life.

This, to my apprehension, is not only a most important, but a most
practical view of the subject.

I have lieard men say, that they could not look upon this life as a
blessing. I have heard it more than insinuated, I have known it to be
actually implied in solenm prayers to (Jod, that it is a happiness to die

in infancy. And nothing, you are aware, is more common, than to

liear it said, that youtli, unreflecting youth, is the happy season of life.

And when, by reason of sickness or tlie inlirmities of ago, men outlive

their activity and their sensitive happiness, nothing is more common
than to look upon the continuance of life, in these circumstances, as a
misfortune.

Now I do not wonder at these views, so long as men are as worldly

as they usually are. 1 wonder that they do not prevail more. " Oh!
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patient and peaceable men that ye are I"—I have been ready to say to

the mere men of this world—" Peaceable men and patient! what is it

that bears you up? What is it but a blind and instinctive love of life

that can make you content to live? " But let the soul have its proper

ascendency in our judgments, and all the mighty burthen is relieved.

Life is then the education of the soul, the discipline of conscience, vir-

tue, piety. All things then, are subordinate to this sublime purpose.

Life is then one scene of growing knowledge, improvement, devotion,

joy, and triumph. In this view, and in this view only, it is an un-

speakable blessing ; and those who have not yet taken this view, who
have not yet given the soul its just preeminence, who have not yet be-

come spiritually minded, are not yet prepared to live. It is not enough
to say, as is commonly said, that they are not prepared to die ; they

are not prepared to livs.

I would not address this matter, my friends, merely to your religious

sensibility ; I would address it to your common sense. It is a most serious

and practical matter. There are many things in this world, as I have
moi'e than once said, which are called interests. But he who has not re-

garded his soul as he ought, who has gained no deep sense of things

that are spiritual, has neglected the main interest, the chief use of this

life, the grand preparation for living calmly, wisely, happily. It is a
thousand times more serious for him, than if he had been negligent

about property, about honour, or about worldly connexions and friend-

ships.

With this reasonable subjection of the body to the soul, with this

supreme regard to the soul as the guiding light of life, every man
would feel that this life is a blessing, and that the continuance of it is

a blessing. He would be thankful for its continuance, with a fervour

which no mere love of life could inspire ; for life to him, and every day
of it, would be a glorious progress in things infinitely more precious

than life. He would not think the days of unreflecting youth the hap-
piest days. He would not think that the continuance of his being upon
earth, even beyond active usefulness to others, was a misfortune or a
mystery. He would not be saying, " Why is my life lengthened out?"
He would feel that every new day of life spread before him glorious

opportunities to be improved, glorious objects to be gained. Ho
would not sink down in miserable ennui or despondency. He would
not faint, or despair, or be overwhelmed with doubt, amidst difficulties

and afflictions. He would feel that the course of his life, even though
it pass on through clouds and storms, is glorious as the path of the

sun.

Thus have I endeavoured to show that the care of the soul is the

most essential of all human interests. Let no worldly man think him-
self wise. He might bo a wise animal, but he is not a wise man. Nay,
I cannot admit even that. For being what he is—animal or man, call

him what you will—it is as truly essential that he should work out the

salvation of the soul, as it is that he should work with his hands for his

daily bread. How reasonable, then, is our Saviour's exhortation wlien

he says, " Labour, therefore, not for the meat which perisheth, but for

that which endureth unto everlasting life."
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EzEKiEL xxxvi. 2(j: " And I will give you a heart of flesh."

The subject to which I wish to invite your thoughts in tliis discourse,

is that rohgious sensibihtj, that si^iritual fervour, iu other words, that
" lieart of flesh," which is spoken of in the text.

To a sincere, and, at the same time, rational cultivator of his religi-

ous affections, it seems, at first view, a tiling almost unaccountable, that

Christians, apparently serious and faithful, should everywhere be found
complaining of the want of religious feeling ; that the grand, universal,

standing complaint of almost the entire body of Christians should bo a
complahit of dulness. To one who has studied the principles of his own
nature, or observed its tendencies ; who knows that as visible beauty is

made to delight the eye, so moral beauty is made to delight the mind

;

it seems a tremendous moral solecism, that all the affections of this

nature and mind should become cold and dead the moment they are

directed to the Infinite Beauty and Glory. It will not solve the prob-
lem to say that human nature is depraved. If, indeed, the depravity

of men were such, that all enthusiasm for excellence had died out in

the world, the general reason assigned might satisfy us. But what is

the fact ? >Vhat is the beauty of nature but a beauty clothed with

moral associations ? What is the highest beauty of literature, poetry,

fiction, and the fine arts, but a moral beauty which genius has bodied

forth fur the admiration of the world? And what are those qualities

of the human character which arc treasured up in the heart and
memory of nations—the objects of universal revei'enco and exultation,

the themes of celebration, of eloquence, and of festal song, the en-

shrined idols of himian admiration and love? Are they not patriotism,

li( njism, philanthropy, disinterestedness, magnanimity, martyrdom?
And yet the Being from wliom all earthly beauty and human ex-

ct Hence are emanations, and of whom they are ftiint resemblances, is

tlic very lieing whom men tell us that they cannot heartily and con-

stantly love: and the subject which is held most especially to connect
us witli that Being, is the very subject in which men tell us they can-

not be heartily interested. No observing pastor of a rehgious congre-
gation who has been favoured with tlio intimacy of one mind awaking
to this sulycct, can fail to know that this is tlie grand complaint. The
difficulty about feeling is the first great difficulty, and it is one which

• The substance of the two foUnwinp; discourses was adthessed to the
gra<luatiiig class in the Theological Department of Harvard University, in

IS-ii. This circumstance will account for the form that is given to some of the
topics and iilustratiuus.
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presses upon every after-step of the religious course. Few arrive at

that point where they can say with the apostle, " I know in whom I

have believed." The common language and tone in which oven reli-

gious confidence is expressed, do not go beyond such distrustful and
desponding words as these— '

' I hope tliat I love God ; I hope I have
an interest in religion." Alas ! how different from the manner in which
friendship, love, domestic affection, breathe themselves into the ear, and
thrill through the heart of the world

!

It seems especially strange, that this complaint of dulness should be

heard in places devoted to the acquisition of religious knowledge, and
the cultivation of religious affection ; and yet it is, perhaps, nowhere
more common or emphatic. And it is confined to no one species of

religious seminaries ; it is confined, I mean, to no one sect. I have
heard it in tones as emphatic from Catholic and Calvinistic seminaries

as from any other. I have heard it as strongly expressed in other lands

as in our own. But is it not very extraordinary? We hear it not from
the studios of artists. We hear it not from the schools of law and
medicine. There is no complaint of dulness, there is no want of en-

thusiasm about their appropriate objects in any of these. He, whose
mind is occupied with the most abstruse questions of science or of the

law ; he who gazes upon a painting or upon a statue—ay, and he wlio

gazes upon a skeleton, does not complain that he cannot be interested

in them. I have heard such an one say, " Beautiful! beautiful I" in a
case where admiration seemed most absurd ; where it provoked a smile

from the observer. And yet in schools—in schools of ardent youth

—

where the subject of attention is the Supi-eme and Infinite Beauty, if

we may take confession for evidence—I do not say it is yours, my
brethren, but I have often heard it from persons situated as you are

—

yes, among such persons, if we may take confession for evidence—aU
is cold and dead.

But I must here, and before I go any further, put forward one qua-
lification. I do not think that confession is to be taken for evidence

altogether, and without any qualification. One reason, doubtless, why
Christians complain so much of the want of feeling, is to be found in

tlie very sense which they entertain of the infinite value and greatness

of the objects of their faith. And it is unquestionably true, that there

is often a great deal of feeling in cases where there are very sad lament-

ations over the want of it. Lamentation certainly does not prove total

insensibility.

Still, however, there is an acknowledged deficiency ; not appertain-

ing to any one class or condition, but to the entire body of Christians,

And it is especially a deficiency of natural, hearty, genuine, deep

sensibility. And, once more, it is a deficiency, sad, strange, and in-

excusable, on a subject more than all others claiiuing our sensibility.

And yet, again, it is a deficiency which, when existing on the part of

the clergy, is most deplorable in its consequences. It is therefore

everybody's interest, and that for every reason, to consider what are

the causes, and what are the remedies, of this peculiar, prevailing,

religious insensibility.

I have some question, indeed, whether this demand for sensibility

—

the popular rage, that is to say, for feeling, feeling alone—is not, in

some views, mistaken, excessive, and wrong. But let me admit, for I
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cannot resist, the strength, the supremacy, of the claim which religion

has on our whole heart. The first and lawful demand of the mind
awakened to rehgion, is to feel it. The last attainment is to feel it

deeply, rationally, constantly. Of the awakened mind, the first con-

sciousness always is
—" I do not feel ; I never did feel this subject as I

ought. It claims to be felt. The solemn authority, and the unspeak-

able goodness of God ; the great prospect of immortality ; the strong

bond of duty upon my nature ; the infinite welfare of my soul—these

are themes, if there be any such, upon which I ought to feel." The
mind, thus aroused from worldly neglect to the greatest of subjects,

will feel its coldness, its indifference to be a dreadful burthen, and it

wiU sigh for deliverance : and the preacher, who has never such a mind
to deal with, may well doubt whether he is preaching to any purpose.

And in all its after-course it will hold a fervent rehgious sensibihty to

be indispensable to its peace. If its prayers are formal and heartless,

if its love waxes cold, if its gratitude and humiUty are destitute of

warmth and tenderness, it cannot be satisfied.

And it ought not to be satisfied. This demand for feeling in reli-

gion, I say, is right; it is just; and I am desirous, in this discourse,

to meet it and to deal with it as such. And yet I am about to say, in

the first place, that there are mistakes about it, and that in these mis-

takes are to be found some of the causes of the prevailing religious in-

sensibility.

I. Is there not something wrong, then, in the first place, is there not

something prejudicial to the very end in view in this vehement demand
of feeling? I have said that it is maiidy right, and that I intend

so to regard it. But may there not be some mistake in the case?
May not the demand for feeUng, sometimes be made to the prejudice

of feeling, and to the prejudice, also, of real practical virtue? I con-

fess that I have been led at times to suspect that the craving of some
for great religious feeling, in the preacher, though right in fact, yet

was partly wrong in their minds. A person conscious of great religious

deficiency, conscious of weekly and daily aberrations from the right

rule and the religious walk, will be glad, of course, to have liis feelings

aroused on the sabbath; it gives him a better opinion of himself; it

puts him on a better footing with his conscience ; it, somehow brings

up the moral account, and enables him to go on as if the state of his

affairs were very well and prosperous. This, perhaps, explains the

reason, if such, indeed, be the fact, why, in some cases, a very pathetic

and fervent preacher seems to do less good than a man of much inferior

endowments. In this latter case, tho congregation cannot depend upon
the periodical and passive excitement, and is obliged to resort to some-
thing else—to some religious activity of its own.

It appears to me, also, that the great religious excitements of the
day answer the same purpose, liowever unintentionally, of keeping the
people satisfied with general coldness and neghgence.

lint I was about to observe that this urgent demand for feeling is

probably one of tho causes of rehgious insensibility,—that is to say, the

directness, urgency, and reiteration of the demand are unfavourable to

a compliance with it. This importunity, witli regard to feeling, does
not allow it to spring up in the natural way. If it were applied to feeling

on any other subject—to friendship, filial attacliment, or parental aftec-

E
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tion—how certainly would it fail of success! Human feeling, in its

genuine character, can never be forced, urged, compelled, or exhorted
into action. The pulpit, I believe, has occasion to take a lesson

from this principle of analogy. It is not the way to make the people
feel, to be telling them constantly that they must feel, to be complain-
ing continually of their coldness, to be threatening them perpetually

with heaven's judgments upon their insensibility. And he who has
used only these methods of awakening emotion, need not wonder that

the people have no feeling about religion. No, let the preacher him-
self feel ; let him express his feeling, not as if he had any design upon
the feelings of others, but as if he could not help it ; let him do this,

and he will find hearts that sympathize with him. The chill of death
may have been upon them—it may have been upon them for years

;

the rock may never have been smitten, the desert never cheered ; but
there is a holy unction—a holy unction of feeling, which is irresistible.

It is like the rod of miracles in the hand of Moses ; the waters will flow

at its touch ; and there will be life, and luxuriance, and beauty, where
all was barrenness, and desolation before.

I do not say that there will, of necessity, be actual regeneration in

the heart where this feeling is excited ; I do not say that there will cer-

tainly be fruit where all this verdure and beauty are seen ; for the im-
portance of feeling is often exaggerated to that degree that it is made
a substitute for practical virtue. And thus the mistake we are con-

sidering is made unfavourable to religious sensibihty in another way

;

for, although at first view it seems to favour sensibility to make so

much of it—although, in fact, it exaggerates its importance ; yet, as

the nature of the exaggeration is to make feeling all-sufiicient of itself,

the effect, of course, is to draw off attention from that basis of principle

and habit which are essential to the strength and permanency of feeling.

This is so much to admire the beauty and luxuriance of vegetation in

one's field, as to forget and neglect the very soil from which it springs.

Of course the luxuriance and beauty wiU soon fade away. And so the

common religious sensibility is like the seed which was sown upon stony

places ; forthwith it springs up because it has no deepness of earth ; and
because it has no root, it withers away. Or it is like the torrent after

a shower. There has been a commotion in the moral elements of so-

ciety ; there have been thunderings in heaven, and an outpouring from
the skies ; and fresh streams are gushing forth and flowing on every

side ; and how many, in their agitation, their enthusiasm, and their

zeal, will mistake these noisy fi'eshets for the deep, pure, silent, ever-

flowing river of life

!

Nay, this vehement demand for feeling tends to throw an interested and
mercenary character over it, which are also extremely unfavourable to

its cultivation. There is that trait of nobleness still left in human
nature, that it will not barter its best affections for advantage. He who
is striving with all his might to feel, only because feeling will save him,

is certain to fail. This is the reason why none are ever found so bit-

terly complaining of the want of feeling, as men often are in the midst

of a great religious excitement. They see the community around them
aroused to great emotion ; they are told that this is the way to be

saved ; the fear of perdition presses upon them ; under this selfish fear

they strive, they agonize, they goad themselves, they would give the
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world to feel; and the result is, that Uitj can feel nothhujl Their

complaint is, and it is true, that their heart is as cold as a stone. No:

—men must feel religion, if at all, because it is right to feel it. The
great subject of religion must sink into their hearts, in retirement, in

silence, without agitation, without any thought of advantage. They
must feel, if at all, involuntarily ; they must feel, as it were, because

they cannot help feeling.

Tliis, too, is one of the reasons, as I believe, why there is so little

religious sensibility in theological seminaries. There is a perpetual

demand for sensibiUty; society demands it; religious congregations

demand it; the student is constantly reminded l)y his fellows, by every

body, that ho cannot succeed without it ; that his eloquence, his popu-

larity, depend upon it ; and every such consideration tends directly to

chill his heart, lie is ashamed to cultivate feeUng under such influ-

ences. Let him, then, forget all this ; let him forget that it is his in-

terest, almost that it is his duty to feel ; let him sit down in silence

and meditation ; let him spread the great themes of rehgion before

him, and with deep attention, ay, with the deep attention of prayer, let

him ponder them, and he will find that which he did not seek ; he will

find that feeling is the least thing, the easiest thing, the most inevitable

thing in his experience.

II. In the second place, there are mistakes—and they arise, in part,

from the one already stated,—concerning the characteristics and ex-

pressions of religious sensibility ; and these mistakes, too, like the for-

mer, are unfriendly to its cultivation.

I shall not think it necessary to dwell long upon this topic—or, at

least, not upon its more obvious aspects. Every one, unhappily, is but

too familiar with the extravagances, and the extravagant manifestations

of religious feeling. They ai"e as public as they are common. Their

effect, in repelling and estranging the feelings of multitudes from reli-

gion, is no less clear.

In a celebrated volume of Essays, published some years ago, you
will remember one " On the aversion of men of taste to Evangelical re-

ligion." The aversion is there taken for granted; and, indeed, it

is sufficiently evident. Whether the taste bo right, or the rehgion be
right, the fact of their contrariety is indisputable. The whole body
of our classic English literature—that hteraturo with which the great

mass of readers is constantly communing and sympathising—is stamped
with notliing more clearly than an aversion to what is called Evange-
lical religion. The peculiarities of its creed, of its feehngs, of its ex-

periences, of its manners, of its tones of speech, have all been alike

offensive to that taste which is inspired by the mass of our best EngUsh
reading.

But the effect, unhappily, does not stop M'ith repelling the mind from
religion in the Evangelical form. It repels the mind from religion in

every form. And more esi)ecially, it begets a great distrust of all

religious earnestness. Hence all the solicitude then is, especially

among the cultivated classes, to have everything sober, calm, rational,

in religion. Hence the alarm that is so easily taken at every appear-
ance of zeal and enthusiasm. It seems to be thought by many, that

there can be no religious earnestness but what breaks out into extrava-

gauco aud fanaticism. If they had not identified two things essentially
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diffei'eiit, they would be no more afraid of enthusiasm in religion,

than they are afraid of enthusiasm in science, in literature, in the
arts. It would be, in their account, a noble and beautiful thing.

But now, the very description of a person as " zealous in his reli-

gion" carries with it a kind of imputation upon his understanding and
liberality. Hence, in the train of consequences, it comes to pass

that many are cold in religion. " For this cause, many sleep." They
apparently think it better to sleep in security than to wake in dis-

traction ; they prefer stupor to madness ; they had rather perish iu

their senses than in a fit of insanity; this, at least, is the light

in which matters appear to them ; and how is it strange, that, repelled

by the ordinary forms of religious emotion, and indentifyiug all religi-

ous feeling with these, they should sink down into a cold, chilling,

cheerless insensibility.

But I must not leave it to be supposed, that men of taste and refine-

ment alone are exposed to this result. The truth is, that the popular

sensibility on this subject has been itself deficient in real strength and
true fervour ; it has been remarkable, thus far, for wanting those

qualities which were necessary to give it depth and impressiveness in

its own sphere : and from no quarter have there been more bitter com-
plaints of coldness, than from the very sphere of fanaticism. The ob-

servation may seem to be a singular one, perhaps, and the fact scarcely

credible : but if you will take the pains to observe, I am confident you
will find it to be true, that the wildest sects and the wildest excitements

are precisely those from which there come, from time to time, the deep-

est confessions of coldness and stupidity. Yes, in the bosom of fanati-

cism is harboured the deepest and most painful doubt about the truth

and reality of religion. And the reason is, that neither there, nor in

any of the modifications of spiritual extravagance, has religion been
familiar enough to have become an easy, natural, abiding guest : nor

reflective enough to have settled down into a principle and habit ; nor

has it long enough rested in the soul, amidst quietness and silence, to

have l)ecome incorporated with its nature.

And thus it comes to pass, that in many, perhaps in most minds,

where rehgion gains admission, it is felt to be a strange, mysterious,

extraordinary thing. I think, indeed, that the rehgious experience of

th.e world, gcneralfy, has not got beyond this point ; it is still an extra-

ordinai'y thing. And it is obvious, that this sense of its being extraor-

dinary, will not be favourable to composure, steadiness, and perma-

nency of feeling, but rather to excitement, wonder, delight, and all

those tumultuous emotions that speedily pass away.

I am afraid, too, that this consciousness of religious experience, as

being something extraordinary, has another injurious and repulsive

effect ; that is to say, that it gives birth to that religious vanity, that

spiritual pride, that sense of personal importance, which is so apt to

spring up with rehgious zeal. I know, indeed, that the gospel demands
humility: and I know that Christians have been much given to self-

disparagement; but I know, too, that no sooner does a man "obtain

rehgion," to use the common phrase, than his own sense of the great

and wonderful thing which he conceives has happened to him, and the

attentions of those around him, usually contribute to invest him with a

very disagreeable air of self-importance. There is a strange delusion.
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by wliicli a man contrives to think himself very humble, and to be very

proud at the same time. lie says that he is the greatest of sinners, a
most wonderful instance of the triumph of Divme grace ; and perhaps

he is never so proud as when he says it. His confession is made with

a saving clause ; and the saving clause is very likely to be more with

him than the confession, lie is the greatest of sinners ; but then he is

rescued. He is a most extraordinary instance of grace ; but then it

follows, certainly, that he is himself a very extraordinary person,

"Whether this be a just account of the matter or not, it is certain

that spiritual vanity has been, thus far in the world, one of the pre-

vailing forms of rehgious experience. And since this quality,— I mean,
vanity,—whether religious or otherwise, is always one of the most of-

fensive and insufferable, since it always brings more unpopularity upon its

possessor, I had almost said, than all other bad qualities put together,

it is not strange that it should have brought some discredit upon reli-

gion, and especially upon religious zeal and earnestness. There are

—

there must be—not a few, who will stand aside and aloof, and say,
" Let me have no religion rather than that: " and one of the most im-
portant duties of religious teaching is, to show them that they may liave

religion without presumption, pride, or ostentation; nay, and that the

religion, which they hold in simplicity, modesty, and singleness of heart,

with no thought of others, with no thought of themselves, will be far more
deep, thorough, and fervent, as well as far more graceful and beautiful.

There is one effect of this sense of religion as something very extra-

ordinary, which I must mention before leaving this topic ; and that is,

upon the manifestations of religious sensibility. The sense of the ex-

traordinary, tends to give expansion and exuberance to the expression

of religious feeling—tends, if the phrase wiU be understood, to too much
manifestation. Our sensibility always takes arms against an appear-
ance of this sort. This explains the reason why some religious conver-
sation and some preaching, which seems to be charged and overcharged
with religious fervour, which vents itself, perhaps, in a passion of tears,

whicli is fuU of exclamations and entreaties, and exhorts us to feel with
every moving interjection in the language, yet never moves us at all.

The precise reason is, that the expression is overcharged. Wo wonder
at our insensibility, perhaps ; we tliink it is very wicked in us not to

feel ; but the fact is, we are, all this while, true to nature. Possibly
some miglit tliink, though I will not suspect any one wlio hears me of

holding tlie opinion, that this apology ought not to be stated ; that self-

reproach is so rare a thing, and so good a thing, that men should be
left to accuse tliemselvcs as much as ever they wiU. I confess that I

can understand no such reasoning as this. On the contrary, I havo
regretted to hear tlie language of self-reproach in such cases ; because
I do not think it just, and because I know that every false self-accusa-

tion ti-nds to blunt the edge of the true self-accusation. Doul)tless,

men should always feel religion if they can ; but tlie question is now,
about being made to feel it by a particular manifestation. And I

say, if the manifestation be overcharged ; if it go beyond the feeling,

rather than come short of it; if there be more expression, vociferation,

gesture, than genuine emotion, it wiU inevitably, with the discerning,

have an effect the very contrary of what was intended. No ; let one
speak to us by our fireside, or in the pulpit, with an emotion which ho
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is obliged to restrain ; let it appear evident that he lays a check upon
his feelings ; let one stand before us—I care not with what varied ex-

pression—with the cheek flushed or blanched, with the tear suppressed

or flowing, with the voice soft or loud, only so that the expression never
seem to outrun, to exceed the feehng ; and he is almost as sure of our
sjaiipathy as that we are human beings.

The observation I liave made on this point, cannot be useless to any
ouo, if it teach only this, that nothing forced or fictitious wiU answer
any good purpose in religion ; that if we would accomplish anything
for ourselves or others in this great cause, we must engage in it with
our whole heart ; that the sources of real religious influence ar* none
other than the fountains of the heart—the fountains of honest, earnest,

irrepressible sensibility.

III. I must now add, in the third place, that there are mistakes, as

in the vehement demand for religious sensibility, and concerning its

nature and expressions, so also with regard to its Supreme Object.

We must allow, indeed, that on this point there are some intrinsic

difficulties. There are difficulties attending the love of an Infinite,

Eternal, Invisible, Incomprehensible Being. Our love of him must be
divested of many of those sympathies and supports which enkindle and
strengthen in us the love of one another. We feel obliged to guard
every word in which we speak of him, and of our connexion with him.
We must not say that our communion with him is sympathy, or that

our love of him is attachment. We may not, with propriety, say that

he is " dear " to us. Many, indeed, of those phrases, many of those

modes of expression, in which we testify the strength and charm of our
social aff'ections, sink into awe and are hushed to silence before tliat

Infinite and Awful Being. So at least, does the subject of devotion

appear to me ; and I must confess that the familiarity of expression

which is sometimes witnessed in prayer, is extremely irreverent and
shocking.

But those difficulties, which it is the tendency of ignorance and fa-

naticism to overlook, it is the tendency of immature reflection and
philosophy to magnify. Reflection has gone just so far with some
minds as to make it more difiicult for them than it ought to be to ap-

proach their Maker. They regard his exaltation above them, as dis-

tance ; his greatness, as separation fi-om them. They look upon the

very phrases "love of God," "communion with God," as phrases of

daring import, and doubtful propriety. Tliey shrink back from the

freedom of popular language, and this, perhaps, they rightly do ; but
they retreat too far—they retreat to the opposite extreme of coldness and
cold abstractions. They are sometimes almost afraid to address God
as a Being ; they worship some mighty abstraction ; they are like those

ancient philosophers who worshipped the light ; they worship " an un-

known God." I do not know that anything but the teachings of Jesus

could ever have cured tliis error ; the error at once of ancient philosophy

and modern refinement. He " has brought us nigh to God." He has

taught us that God is our Father. He has tauglit us to worship him
with the profoundest reverence, indeed, but with boundless confidence

and love. He has taught us that God does regard us ; that he does

look down from the height of his infinite hca,vens—that he does look

down upon us, and upon our world—not exclusively, as some religion-
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ists would teach, not as if there were no other world—but still that ho

does look down upon us, and our world, with paternal interest and

kindness.

Tho mistake now stated is one which lies at the very threshold of

devotion. But when we enter the temple of our worship, how many
errors are there that darken its light and disfigure its beauty ! The veil

of the Jewish peculiarity is indeed rent in twain ; but theology has lifted

up other, and many, and darkening veils before " tlie holy of holies."

Our sins, too, have separated between us and God, and our iniquities

have hidden his face from ns. Unworthy, afraid, superstitious, erring,

grovelhng in the dust, how can we love God, purely, freely, joyfully !

llow, even, can we see the perfection of God as we ought?
This, indeed, is the point upon which all difficulty presses. Men do

not sEK the perfection of God. They do not identify that perfection with

all that is glorious, beautiful, lovely, admirable, and enrapturing in

nature, in character, in life, in existence. God's glory they conceive

to be something so different from all other glory ; God's goodness so

different from all other goodliness and beauty, that they find no easy

transition from one to the other. They mistake—and perhaps this is

the most fatal part of the error—they mistake the very demand of God's
goodness upon their love. They conceive of it as if there were some-
thing arbitrary, and importunate, and selfish in the demand. Demand
itself repels them, because they do not understand it. They think of

the Supreme lieing in this attitude, somewhat as they would of a man,
if he stood before them saying, " Love me, give me your heart, upon
pain of my displeasure, and of long-enduring penal miseries for your
disobedience." Divine goodness, thus regarded, does not, and cannot,

steal into the heart, as the excellence of a human being does. And
this, I say, is a mistake. Divine goodness, thus regarded, is mistaken
—misapprehended altogether. There is not so much that is personal

in God's claim for our hearts as there is in man's claim. It does not
so much concern him, if I may speak so, that wo should love him per-

sonally, as it concerns man that we should love him personally. He is

not dependent on our love, as man is dependent upon it. The com-
mand which he lays upon us to love him, is but a part of the command
to love all goodness. He equally conmiands us to love one another.

Nay, he has graciously represented the want of love to one another as

the evidence of want of love to him. lie has thus, in a sense, identi-

fied these affections ; and thus taught lis, that an affection for excel-

lence, whether in himself or in his creatures, is essentially the affection

that ho demands. The tlemand for our love, which the Infinite Being
addresses to us, is infinitely generous, lie requires us to love all good-
nes.s—to love it alike in himself and in others—to love goodness for

goodness' sake—to love it because it is just that wo should love it, be-
cause it is right, because it is for our welfare, because, in one word, it

is all our excellence and all our hapi)iness.

I must not dwell longer upon those mistakes ; but, in leaving this

topic, let nie exhort every one to endeavour to correct them. With
many, this will require a freipient, an almost constant effort. Tho in-

fluence of early education or of later error : theology, superstition, and
sin, have so oversliadowed their patli, that they must not expect to see

the light without much faithful endeavour. Let tbem be entreated by
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everything most precious to them, to make it. And thus let them
make the endeavour. Let them see God in everything that they lawfully

admire and love. If there be any goodliness and lovehness in the
world ; if there be anything dear and delightful in the excellence of

good men ; if heaven from its majestic heights, if earth from its lowly

beauty, sends one sweet or one sublime thouglit into your mind—think

that this is a manifestation of the ever-beautiful, ever-blessed perfection

of God. Think, I say emphatically, and let not your mind sleep

—

think for ever, that the whole universe of glory and beauty is one reve-

lation of God. Think thus, I say,—thus faithfully and perseveringly

;

and you will find that no strength nor freedom of emotion in the

world, is like the freedom and strength of devotion ; that no joy, no
raptm-e on earth, is like the joy, the rapture of piety!
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EzEKlEL xxxvi. 2G :
" And I will give you a heart of flesh."

My object in the present discourse is to offer some remarks upon the

remedies for the want of religious insensibility, or upon the means and
principles of its culture.

And in entering upon this subject, I would say, that much is to bo

done by a correction of those mistakes which have been already men-
tioned. Let then something, I would venture to say, of this vehement
demand for feeling be abated. Let not the feelings of rehgion be sub-

jected to perpetual importunity, any more than tho feelings of friend-

ship, or of fomily affection. Let not feeling be made to occupy a place

in religion that does not belong to it, as if it were the only thing and
everything—tlius drawing away attention from the principles that are

necessary to give it permanency, from the soil that must nourish, and
the basis that must support it. Let not religious feeling be appealed

to in a way to impair its simplicity, disinterestedness, and purity.

In tho next place, let the common mistakes about the nature and
signs of religious sensibility be corrected. Let all excess and extra-

vagance be checked as much as possible ; and especially let those who
would cultivate a fervent piety, make the necessary discrimination be-

tween religion and fanaticism. Let them not conclude that abuses are

tlie only forms under which the religious principle can appear ; that, in

order to be zealous Christians, it is necessary to part with their

modesty, or their taste. In fine, let religion become so familiar that it

shall, cease to be, in their minds, or in tlieir thoughts of it, anything

extraordinary ; and then, let its manifestations be, like the expressions

of all other high and pure feeling, unforced, natural, manly, strong,

graceful, beautiful, and winning. Thus let our light shine before men,
not as the glaring meteor, but as the common light of day, attractive,

and cheering, and constant.

And once more, let an honest and persevering endeavour bo made
to correct those mistakes that prevail about the Supreme Object to

which religious sensibility is chiefly directed. Let not God be regarded

as some unintelligilJe abstraction, or inaccessible majesty. Let the

Christian teaching be welcomed, which instructs us to believe and to

feel that lie is our Father. Let an effort be made by every mind to

break tlu'ough the clouds of superstition and sin, and to perceive what
tho divino perfection is. Let not God's command that wo should love

him be mistaken for anything more arbitrary or importunate or per-

sonal, than is tlic claim of disinterested human excellence to be loved.

Let not the divine demand for our love be so construed as to chill or
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repel our love. In fine, let no thought be suffered to enter our minds
that shall detract from the infinite generosity, the infinite dignity, the

infinite beauty, of the divine perfection. How shall God be truly loved,

if he is not rightly known I Let him be rightly known, and love will

as certainly follow as it will follow the knowledge of any other—of any
human or angelic excellence. I do not say that it wiU certainly follow,

but as certainly. Nay, why, if we rightly understood the subject,

should it not be easier to love God than to love man? For man is full

of imperfection that oifends us, and with him too we are liable to have
questions and competitions. But God is all-perfect ; and with him om*
affections have nothing to do—but to love him.

Let me now proceed to offer a few suggestions more directly, upon
the remedy for religious insensibility. And here let me say at once,

that I have no specific to offer in the shape of a remedy ; no new, and
before unheard of method to propose. I have no set of rules to lay

down, a mere formal observance of which will certainly bring about the

desired result. Religious sensibility is to bo cultivated like all other

sensibility

—

i. e. rationally. And since it is impossible within my pre-

sent limits to discuss the subject in all its parts and bearings, I shall

confine myself to the defence and application of the rational method.
And the rational method is the method of attention in the forms of

meditation, reading, hearing, prayer ; the method of association, which
pays regard to the indirect influences of places, times, and moods of

mind ; and, finally, it is the method of consistency, by which no feel-

ing is expected to be strong and satisfactory, but as the result of the

whole character.

My remedy, then, for religious insensibility, imder the blessing of

heaven—it might sound strangely in the ears of some—but I boldly

say that my remedy is reason. It is thought ; it is reflection ; it is

attention ; it is exercise of reason in every legitimate way. The true

method, I say, is purely and strictly rational. And I say, moreover,
that it is not that Christians have used their reason so much, but so

little, that they have been so deficient in real feeling.

Reason and feeling, if they be not the same thing in different degrees

of strength are yet so intimately connected, that no man may ever ex-

pect, on any subject, to feel deeply and habitually, who does not feel

rationally. The slight sometimes tlirown upon reason in religion is an
invasion of the first law of the mind, the first law of heaven. This law
is "elder sci'ipture," and no more designed to be abrogated by the

written word, tlian the law of gravitation is designed to be abrogated by
the written word. The word proceeds upon the assumption that the intel-

lect is to be addressed : it actually, and everywhere addresses it. The
wliole theory of human affections proceeds upon it. The grandest
theoreti(;al mistake of all in religion, is that by which feeling is separ-

ated from the intellect.

Nor am I at all sure, my brethren, little liable as it may be thought
we arc to the mistake, that we have altogether escaped it. When it is

said, as it sometimes is said, that certain preaching is too intellectual

for a plain congregation, or too I'ational for an humble congregation, I

must think either that the meaning is false, or that the terms are used
in a false sense. There never was too much intellect—there never was
too much reason yet put into a sermon. There may have been too
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little feeling ; but it does not follow that there was too much reason. There
may have been too much barren and useless speculation, but not too

much intellect. Some of the most practical and devotional books in

the world—such as Law's Serious Call, Baxter's Saint's Rest, the

Sermons of Bishop Butler and of Dr. Palej, and the AVorks of

Leighton—are specimens of the closest reasoning. A genuine, just,

and powerful moral discourse, has need to be one of the keenest, closest,

and most discriminating compositions in the world. Such were the

discourses of our Saviour. Nothing could be farther from loose,

rambling, common-place exhortations. Nothing could be farther from
that style, which says, " (Jh! my hearers, you must bo good; you
must bo pious men ; and you must feel on this great subject." No,
the hearers, by close, cogent, home-put argument, were made to feel

;

and they .said, " Never man spake like this man."
I may be thought singular, but I verily believe, that, in most moral dis-

courses at this day, the grand defect is not so much a defect of feeling,

as it is a defect of close and discriminating argument : and that higher

powers of argumentation are precisely what are wanted in such sermons,
to make them more weighty, practical, and impressive. And it is not
the intellectual hearer, who can perhaps supply the deficiency, that

most needs tliis ; but the plain hearer, who is mystified, misled, and
stupified by the want of clear and piercing discrimination. I have that

respect for human nature in its humblest forms, as to think that the
highest powers of man or angel would not be thrown away upon it

;

and I cannot believe that nothing but truisms and common-places,
vague generahties and unstudied exhortations, are required in teaching
religion to such a nature.

It is required of a man, to be sure, according to what he hath, and
not according to what he hath not. But if it bo thought that the
utmost, and far more than the utmost measure of human talent may
not be well employed in religious discussion, how, let me ask, is that
opinion to be defended against the charge of doing dishonour to reli-

gion ? There is no other interest which is not held to be worthy of
the profoundcst discussion. He who is to plead the cause of some
earthly right or property before the judges of the land or its legislators,

will by deep study prepare himself to give the most able and elaborate
views of the subject, be it of a title or a tariff, a bond or a bank. It is a
great occasion, and must task all the powers of the mind to do it justice.

But " a little plain sense,"—is not this the thought of some ?
—" a little

plain sense, a little common-place thought, is good enough for relii^ionl"

There are tasks for the religious teacher, and to name no otlier,

that of discml)arrassing religious experience from the many mistakes
in which it is involved, is one that must carry the preacher far enouo-h
beyond the range of common-place truths, valuable as they may be, and
one that is very necessary to the promotion of a just and healthful
religious sensibihty. And this only amounts to saying, tliat there are
new things to be said, new views to be given in religion ; that not plain
and obvious things only are to be said, but that there is something to

bo told to many wliich they did not think of before. And wliat tliough
the preacher feel his subject, and the people be impressed ; yet, after
all, the impression, the feeling may have much in it that is wrong. Tlie

whole subject of religious sensibility, its sources and the method of its
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culture, may be very ill understood ; and there is no little evidence that

it is ill understood, from the fact, that most religious feeling is so arti-

ficial, so mechanical, so periodical, and fluctuating, and uncertain,

instead of being habitual, and healthful, and strong. A man may feel

very much within a very narrow compass of thought. Who has not
often observed it ? But who that has observed it would not think it

desirable to carry him beyond this little mechanism, by which he con-

tinues from time to time (if I may speak so) to grind out a certain

amount of feeling; to carry him beyond, I say, to those wide and
generous views of rehgion, to that intelUgent culture of his nature, from
which religious feeling will spring naturally and freely, and flow abun-
dantly, and in a full and living stream. There is all the diiference

here, and only of infinitely greater importance, that there is between
the slavish machinist, governed by rules, and the intelligent artisan,

discovering principles, constantly inventing and improving, and ever

going on to perfection.

But it is time that I should proceed from the defence to the more
particular application of my proposition. And this is, that feeling in

religion to be deep and thorough, to be habitual, to be relied en to

spring up with unvarying promptitude at every call of religion, must he

rational, perfectly rational ; rational in its nature, its methods of cul-

ture, its ends. You ask how you shall learn to feel on the subject of

rehgion—with spontaneous freedom, with unaffected delight, and with
true-hearted earnestness,—^liow you shall learn to feel in religion as you
do in friendship, and in the family relations, and 1 answer, rationally.

And I say, moreover, that provided a man reaUy and honestly desires

and strives to feel, the reason why he fails is, that there is something
irrational in his views, irrational in his seeking, irrational in the whole
method of his procedure. He has irrational views of the nature of

religious feeling. He expects it to be some strange sensation or some-
thing supernatural, or some hallucination, or something he knows not

what. Or he has wrong views of God. He does not see the glory and
loveliness of his perfection. Or he has wrong ideas of the methods of

obtaining religious feeling. He is indolently waiting for it, or irra-

tionally expecting it to come upon him in some indescribable manner,
or unreasonably looking for an influence from above which God has

never promised. For, although he has promised help, he has not

proffered in that help anything to be substituted for our own efforts :

and our efforts are to be every way just as rational as if he had promised
nothing. Or the seeker of religion has irrational views of the end. He
does not distinctly see that his perfection, his happiness, is the end.

If he did, he would be drawn on to seek it with a more willing and
hearty earnestness. No, but he feels as if the demand for his heart

in this matter were a mere arbitrary requisition, as if it were the bare

will of some superior being, without any reason for it. He seeks reli-

gion, because lie vaguely and blindly apprehends that it is something
—that it is the prominent idea of thousands—something which he
must have.

I say, that the process of obtaining a high and delightful religious

sensibility, that sensibility which makes prayer always fervent, and
meditation fruitful and satisfying, must be rational, and nothing but
rational. And I do not say this in any spirit of defiance towards
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that prevailing opinion which has fastened ou this word, rational,

the idea of coldness and indifference. I say it, because in sober truth

and earnestness I know of no other way to feel the deep sense of reli-

gion, but to feel it rationally. It is out of my power—is it u-ithin

any man's power?—to conceive of any other way to awaken emotion,

but to fix the mind on those objects that are to awaken it. If I

would feel the sentiment of gratitude and love to my Creator, I can

conceive of no way of doing so, but to thhik of his goodness, his per-

fection ; to spread before my mind all the images and evidences of his

majesty, his perfection, his love. If I would feel the charms of virtue,

I must contemplate her—I must see "virtue in her shape, how lovely."

If I would love good men—which is a part of religion—I must know
them, and mingle with them ; I must talk with them, or read of them,

and spread the story of their generous and blessed deeds before me.

And thus also, and for the same reason, if I would love God I must
not only contemplate him as has been already said, but I must be

familiar with the contemplation of his being and perfection. Eai-th

through all her fair and glorious scenes must speak to me of him.

The sacred page, with all its gracious words of teaching and promise,

must speak to" me of him. And I must listen with gladness, with

a sense of my high privilege, and with joy must I commune with all

the teachings of God to me, as I would commune with the words of a

friend. This is the rational process.

But this, my friends, is not to say that " we hope we shall some time

or other attain to the love of God," or that " we desire it," or that " it

is difficult," or that "we fear we never shall reach it"—it is not saying,

and saying tliis or that, in a sort of ideal or idle speculation ; but it is

doing something. It is seeking to feel the power of religion, as we
seek to feel the power of other things—of the arts, of philosophy, of

science, of astronomy, or of music—attentively, sedulously, with a

careful use of opportunities, with a heedful regard to circumstances.

The rational method, then, is the method of attention.

But, in the next place, the rational method is the method of asso-

ciation ; or, in other words, it is a method which regards that great

law of the mind the law of association. It pays regard to places, and
times, and seasons, and moods of mind. It is partly an indirect method.

It is putting ourselves in the way of obtaining a sense of religion.

The direct effort is to be valued for aU that it is worth. And its

value, indeed, is such that it is indispensable. Ceilaiuly, where the

religious character is to be formed after our arrival at the period of

adult years, periodical and private meditation and prayer seem to be

essential aids. There is much to learn and much to overcome, and
there should be definite seasons and direct efforts for these pm-poses.

But it would be irrational to make these seasons and efforts the only

means. If we should attempt to form a friendship for a human being

by such a series of fixed and direct contemplations alone, it is easy to

see that they woidd be very likely to be injurious, to create in our

minds a set of repulsive or irksome associations with the human being

in question, however amiable and excellent ho might be. It would
lequiro tlio effect of many indirect influences to blend with these, and
give them their proper character. Ho in the cultivation of a devo-

tional spirit, it is not safe to trust to prayers and meditations alone.
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Many good and wise men, in their writings, liave recommended that

the most special heed be given to those visitations of tender and solemn

emotion, those touches of holy sensibility, those breathings of the

Spirit of all grace which steal into the heart unsolicited, and offer

their heavenly aid unsought. Let not him who would catch the sacred

fervour of piety, venture to neglect these gracious intimations. Let
him not neglect to jait himself in the way of receiving them. Let him
not willingly invade the holy sabbath hours with business or pleasure,

or forsake the assemblies where good men meditate and pray, or resist

the touching signs of nature's beauty or decline, or turn away from
the admonition of loneliness and silence, when they sink deep into the

heart. Or, if he does turn away, and avoid, and resist all this, let him
not say, that he seeks or desires the good gift of the grace of God, the

gift of light, and love, and holy joy.

Finally, the rational method is a method of consistency. Religious

feehng, to be itself rational, and to be rationally sought, must not be

expected to spring up as the result of anything else than the whole

character. You desire to feel the power of rehgion. Do not expect,

do not desire, to feel it, but as an impression upon your whole mind
and heart, the general tone and tenor of all your sentiments and affec-

tions, the consenting together of your reflections, and actions, and
habits. If you feel it as some peculiar thing, something singular in

you, and technical in your very idea of it, as something apart ft-om

your ordinary self; if it is either a flame of the imagination, or a warmth
of the affections, or a splendour of sentiment— one of them alone, and
not all of them together—it will certainly lead you astray : it will be

but a wavering and treacherous light. It may appear to you very

bright. It may lead you to think well of yourself; far better than you
ought to think. But it will be only a glaring taper, instead of the true

light of life.

An irrational fervour is often found to stand in direct contrast to the

rest of the character ; to general ignorance, to want of moi'al refinement

and delicacy, and of daily virtue. There is not only a zeal without

knowledge, but there is a zeal which seems to thrive exactly in projior-

tion to the want of knowledge ; that bursts out from time to time, like

a flame from thick smoke, instead of shining with any clear radiance

and steady light. But it is the distinctive mark of rational feeling,

that it rises gradually, and steadily gains strength, like the spreading

of daylight upon the wakening earth. Hence, it rises slowly ; and no
one should bo discouraged at small beginnings ; and no one should

expect or wish to rush into the fuU flow of rehgious sensibihty at once.

I repeat it ; this sensibility, if rational, must be felt as the spirit of

the whole character : and he would do weU to teU us nothing of his

joys, of whom nothing can be told concerning his virtues, his self-

denials, his general and growing improvement, the holy habits and
heavenly graces of his character and life. Dost thou love good men,
and pity bad men ; is thy heart touched with all that is generous and
lovely around us ; is thine eye opened to all that is like God in his

creatures and works? Then, and not till then, am I prepared to hear

of thy love to God. Dost thou indeed love that great and kind Being?

Dost thou indeed love that intrinsic, infinite, eternal, inexpressible

beauty and glory of the divine perfection? Then, truly, art thou pre-
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pared rightly to love all who bear his imago, and to pity and pray for

all who bear it not ; then does thy social and religious sensibility flow

on in one stream, full and entire, steady and constant—a living stream

—a stream like that which floweth fresh, full, perennial, eternal, at tho

right hand of God!
My brethren, it is constant: so far, at least, as anything human can

bear that character; it is constant, lie who will rationally cultivate

the sense of religion, both directly and indirectly, and as the consent

and tendency of all his habits, may be just as certain of feeling it, as

he is certain of loving his friend, his child, his chief interest. It is one

of tho irrational aspects of the common religious sensibility, that its

possessors have usually spoken of it as if it were totally uncertain whe-
ther, on a given occasion, they sliould feel it or not. They have gone
to church, they have gone to their private devotions with a feeling, as

if it were to be decided, not by the habits of their own minds, but by
some doubtful interposition of divine grace, whether they were to en-

joy a sense of religion or not. But, my friends, nothing can be more
certain to him who will rationally, heartily, and patiently, cultivate tho

religious sensibilities of his soul, than that ho shall, on every suitable

occasion, feel them. It is to him no matter of distressing doubt and
uncertainty. He knows in wliom he has believed. He knows in what
he has confided. He knows, by sure experience, that as certainly as

the themes of religion pass before him, tliey will, pliysical infirmity only

excepted, arouse him to the most intense and delightful exercise of all

bis affections. He is sure—when the fulness of the blessing of the

gospel of Christ is presented before him—he is like Paul, sure that he
shall enter into it. Not that this is any boasting assurance of the de-

voted Christian. God forbid ! He knows his weakness. But he
knows that, by tho very laws of the divine goodness and grace, if he
will be faithful, no good thing shall be wanting to him.

Christian bretlu'cn ! we hear much in these days about excitement.

Why, every prayer—of a Christian at once perfectly rational, and per-

fectly devoted—every prayer is an excitement ; and every religious ser-

vice, every sermon, is an excitement as great as he can well bear ; and
every day's toil of virtue, and contemplation of piety, is a great and
glorious excitement. Excitements! Is a man never to be moved by
his religion but when some flood of emotion is sweeping through
society—when agitation, and disorder, and confusion are on every side

of him? Is it only when tho tenor of quiet hfe, the pursuits of industry,

the pleasures of relaxation are all broken up, that he is to feel the power
of religion? 1 do not say that this is anyl)ody's theory; but if this is

tho fact that results from any form of religious teaching, then I ask,
for what end was tho whole tenor of life—for what end were the pursuits
of industry and the pleasures of society ordained? For what was the whole
trial of life—so exquisitely moral, so powerfully spiritual—for what was it

appointed, if the seasons for obtaining religious impressions are so or-

dered by human interference, that they come only in idleness, disorder,

and a derangement of the whole system of life ! Excitements in reli-

gion ! Are they to bo things occasional, and separated by the distance
of years ? Is a man to be excited about religion only in a certain
month, or in the winter; and when that month, or that winter is past
—^yes, when all nature is bursting into life, and beauty, and songs of
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praise—is the religious feeling of the people to be declining into worse
than wintry coldness and death? Is this religion?—the religion whose
path shineth brighter and brighter to the perfect day ?

Let us have excitements in religion, but then let them be such as

may be daily renewed, as never need to die away. Any excitement in

society that can bear this character, I would heartily go along with.

The Christian rehgion, I am sure, was designed powerfully to excite

us ; nothing on earth so much—nothing in heaven more. It was de-

signed to arouse our whole nature, to enrapture om' whole affection, to

kindle in us a flame of devotion, to transport us with the hope and
foretaste of heaven. But its excitements, if they be like those that ap-

peared in the great teacher, are to be deep, sober, strong, and
habitual. Such excitements may God ever grant us ; not periodical,

but perpetual ; not transient, but enduring ; not for times and seasons

only, but for life ; not for life only, but for eternity

!
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1 Peter i. 17: "And if ye call on the Father, who without respect of persons

judgeth according to every man's work, pass the time of your sojourning

here in fear."

I HAVE lately spoken to j'ou of religious insensibility, I propose now
to address myself to the case of religious indifference. It is a case

which differs from the former, though the word may seem to import

nearly the same thing ; and it differs in this respect—that it is held by
him to whom it appertains to be capable of some defence. A want of

feeling in i-eligion is one thing, and it is a thing which a man often re-

grets ; he never, perhaps, boasts of it. But a want of aU interest about

religion is another thing. It is a position which a man sometimes vol-

untarily assumes to himself, which is preliminary with him to the very

grounds on which religious feeling is claimed, and which, therefore, he

defends. lie has not got so far as to allow the demand for feeling to

be brought home to his conscience ; he has stopped short at the thres-

hold of tlie whole subject ; he denies that he is bound to take any par-

ticular interest in it ; and is proud, it may be, of his independence, and
exemption from tliat great claim. Religious insensibility, then, admits

and regrets its deficiency, or acknowledges, at least, that such regret

would be proper ; religious indifference does not admit so much ; it de-

fends itself.

AVe have not, therefore, as on the fonner subject, merely to point

out causes, but we have now to combat reasons. Wc have to argue
with those who maintain that tliey have reasons for not taking any deep
interest, or decided part, in religion.

What the nature of the reasons is, will appear in making antfther

distinction. For there is a distinction to be made, as between insensi-

bility and indifference, so also between indifference and positive

criminality. The plea of crime, or of vice in general, is, that

passion is so strong, and the temptation so great, that thei'e is hardly

power to resist : a plea, however, which was never made without the

consciousness of guilt, and the strong contradiction of the offender's

own mind. But indifference says to the earnest and solemn preaching

of the gospel, " 1 am very well as I am now. 1 do not need religion ;

I do not feci the need of it ; my mind acknowledges no such want.

The world suffices me, life satisfies mo, without religion ; I am very

well as I am now." Tliis may be called, perhaps, the practical

apology of indifference ; the apology which a man finds, or conceives

that he finds, in the state of his mind. But indifference has also a
theoretical defence ; it shelters itself, sometimes, under the apology of

a limited creed. It says to the earnest and solemn preacher of the

gospel, "I do not believe as you do; those moral dangers, those

fearful doctrines, those dreadful warnings, which are preached to the

people, I do not believe in : if I did, I should be bound, I admit, to bo

F
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aroused to anxiety and earnestness." The neglecters of I'eligion arc

often found taking advantage of the controversies that prevail, and
they say, " We do not know about these things ; some hold to one
thing, and some to another ; even learned men differ ; and we do not
know, in fact, whether anything is true."

These are the two classes of reasons for religious indifference, and I

intend to consider them in order. But let us dwell a moment longer

on the case itself, that, in arguing on this subject, we may fight, not

as one that beateth the air.

It is not indifference to certain circumstances in religion—to certain

creeds, to certain forms, or to certain measures and enterprises in reli-

gion, against which, I wish now to contend ; but it is against that in-

difference which is vital. It is against indifference to the religious care

and improvement of one's-self It is against that indifference which
refuses to meditate, or read, or pray, or watch, or strive for the guid-

ance, keeping, restraint, and salvation of the soul—an indifference

which holds these very terms " keeping and salvation of the soul," to

be out of its sphere entirely. It is against that indifference which has
put on the almost impenetrable armour of settled habit and professed

character ; which is untouched by the most solemn appeals of the pul-

pit, because it says, " these are matters that I do not pretend to be
zealous about ;

" or it is against the indifference, which, if moved for

the moment, immediately relapses into the same old mood of mind,
and says the same thing in effect, all the week through, and all the

year round. It is against the indifference, whether of philosophy that is

too wise, or fashion that is too frivolous, whether of wickedness that is too

bold, or of worldliness that is too easy, to care for any of these things.

Nay, more ; it is against that indifference, which is not real ; which as-

sumes a garb for the sphere it moves in ; which, while there reaUy are

deep reflections, and conscious wants, and thrilling solicitudes within, puts

on a cold exterior towards religion, and consents to pass the foolish jest

and the slighting remark on this subject, because such is the tone of

the society in which it moves. Not a little is there of this assumed
indifference in the world.

And where the indifference is real, I do not say that it always ap-

pears in a very manifest or fully developed and complete form. Moral
states of mind seldom are very definite or complete. Religious indif-

ference has many shades, and degrees, and disguises, and it defends

itself by various, and, sometimes, almost unconscious and even contra-

dictory reasonings ; so that I cannot, on any account, hold myself re-

sponsible for the supposition that it is always one obvious and palpable

thing. It is enough to say that there is, and is acknowledged to be, a large

class of persons in the Christian world, in whom there are tendencies

either to the neglect of aU external religion, to forms, to public worship

of every kind,—or, what is much more serious, to the neglect of all

personal interest, of all vital concern with the subject. They do not

consider this as a matter with which they have anything to do.

Business belongs to them, or professional labours belong to them

;

and to think about these things, to inquire, to read, to take an
interest about things of a worldly nature,—a.H this is with them a

part of the recognised object, and plan, and pursuit of life. But
religion has no such place in their thouglits— not even in their
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sabbath thoughts. It is not an object to them at any time. It is not au
interest with them ever. They care for none of these things.

The pertinency of my text to this case, I may now olj.servc, and to

the course of remark which I contemplate, lies in this ; that the de-

maud for a very serious, and even anxious concern in religion, is there

supported on the ground of a very limited creed. " If ye call on the

Father, who, without respect of persons, judgeth every man's work,

pass the time of your sojourning here in fear." My argument with

religious indifFerence then, from the sjiirit of my text, is to the follow-

ing effect : that which is certainly true in life, and in the mind—that

which almost every man believes to be true in the creed, or iu the

Bible—and in fine, that which the sceptic denies to be true,—each and
all of these are considerations and grounds for the deepest concern
about religion.

Our text says, and it says to all without exception, " live in the pre-

sent world in fear; "
i. e. not in slavish dread, of course, but iu a just

fear, in a pious reverence towards God, and faithful guardianship over
the conscience. And it says this concerning the whole of life ;

" pass

the time of your sojourning here " in this wisdom and piety. And
then, as an argument for tlms living, it lays down these simple positions

—undeniable by all but unbelievers, and generally admitted even by
them—" if ye call on the Father, who, without respect of persons,

judgeth every man's work," live thus.

Let us then look at this indifFerence in its stronghold of negations

—

its jdeas, that it does not believe so much as others, or, that it does not

need religion. Let us see if what every man must admit, as a matter
of experience, and what almost every man does admit as a matter of
faith, nay, and if what any man may i)lcase to deny as a matter of
faith, does not afford an argument for the utmost religious considera-
tion, sohcitude, and sensibility.

My first concern is, with what every man must admit as a matter
of experience and of fact. Let us then direct our attention to life and
to the mind—the scene of events, and the being who experiences them
—and let us dn-cct our attention to them first in connexion with each
other.

Whenever a man looks around liim, there are certain tilings which
lie must acknowledge. He is a living man, and there is a scene of
life, there are events and ordinances of life for him to pass through

—

events and ordinances of life which he mu.st pass througli, let his
character be what it may. It is striking, indeed, to think^that every
mind, however reckless and trifling, must fall upon all the trials, the
allotments, the fates of this mortal and momentous existence. The
boast of health is no sliield against disease, nor the frivolity of pleasure
against sadness and sorrow. Avarice must come to the hour of utter
destitution, and pride to the hour of utter prostration. How powerful
a call to religion, then, is fife itself! How powerfully does it forbid
all indifference ! Life, 1 repeat, with all that makes it up , with all its

great and solemn ordinations of toil, and endurance, and vicissitude,

and sickness, and affliction ; with all its periods—of glowing youth, and
sober manliood, and thoughtful age ; life, with its trembling ties of
friendship, its holy rites of marriage, its ^ynipntliies of kindred, and
its homes of affection ; with its attendance on sickness and languish-
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ment, and its last sad offices to the beings of its love aiid companion-
ship—life, I repeat, the body's frailty and decay, the soul's conflict,

the mind's discipline, the heart's solemn monitress—Oh ! who can look

with indifference to the Ordainer of such a lot? Who can live and
die in perfect unconcern with regard to tlie Being who has made him
to live and die? I confess that, to my own mind, it seems inevitable

that I should be moved in some way, yes, rehgiously moved, by this

experience of life. If I were impious, I should rail at it ; if I were
devout, I should humbly submit to its discipline ; but not to feel at all

!

—I must be a stock or a stone! Life—by every joy, by every sorrow

of it ! life is no neutral scene ; and how can—how can he who expe-

riences it be neutral?

Surely, I take the lowest ground of supposition ; and yet I demand
—since I cannot demand religious execration and wi'ath—I demand
the loftiest height of piety. A living man—take that bare supposition,

which is yet something beyond that of mere existence—a living man,
I repeat, should be a religious man. I said not, a living animal, but

a man,—that takes not, and cannot take life as a beast does ; that

sees and must see in it something of deeper import ;—and yet of an
import which nothing but religion can fully comprehend and fathom.

For religion is at once the only proper end of life, and its only suffi-

cient and satisfactory interpreter. And I do aver, both for the immediate
and the ultimate reason, that he who comes to reflect deeply on what he
is, and what is around him, upon the world without, and the world within

him, cannot get along with any satisfaction or comfort, unless he takes

the guidance of religion. I have said that he must be religious in some
way ; but I further insist that to get along with any satisfaction, he
must be religious in the right way. I do say, and fearlessly say, that

he who should reflect thoroughly and deeply on life, could no more
think of living without God in the world than he could think of living

without the bounty of nature ; that prayer would be as necessary to

him as food ; and the faith of his soul as indispensable as the sight of

his eyes.

I know the strength of this language, and what may be alleged

against it. 1 know that there are men of general integrity and worth,

who, with a sort of amiable ease or indolence of spirit, say, that "they
are well enough as they are." I think, too, that I understand the

meaning of this language, and I distinctly see, as I apprehend, that

it does not go to the depth—no, nor anywhere near to the depth, of

their nature and their wants. They are "weU enough " in a worldly

sort—well enough, because they are comfortable and prosperous. But
will all this meet the great, tlie general, and the urgent want of the

human heart ? Does the heart never ask anything that riches cannot

give? Does it never sigh for a peace that the world cannot give? I

know not what the worldly heart may answer ; but this I know, that

some of the most bitter complainers that ever poured out the language
of satire, and scorn, and disgust upon this world, are precisely the most
worldly beings in it. No, the world does not satisfy the worldly, and
they know it. How is it possible that it should do so, if the mind of a

worldly man be still a mind ;—if there be anything in him that can be

called a mind ?

Why, even the senses range far beyond this world. Fix thine eye
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upon a star in tlie infinite distance and depth of heaven. "What beam
is that whicli visiteth thee from afar ? If 1 were to panse now for the

brief space of only eight minutes, a ray from the sun would, in that brief

inteiTal. have traversed almost a hundred millions of miles to reach

us I What beam, then, is that whicli visiteth thee from far, far beyond
the precincts of solar day ? Through the slow revolutions of years—

I

speak the astronomical fact ;—for aught thou knowest before thou wast

created—I speak the astronomical doubt ;—for aught thou knowest,

before the world was created, that ray of light left its native seats, and
tlAugh distances awful and inconceivable, through the silent lapse and
the slow revolution of years unknown, that ray of light has been travel-

ling onward and onward, till it has fallen on thy poor weak sense.

Now, follow it back, on the line of its immeasurable progress, to its

original sphere, its home which it liath left to teach thee— and does

thy mind stop there? No: nor there, nor anywhere does it stop, but

beyond and beyond, to infinity, to eternity it wanders. And can that

mind say that it is " well enough," in a little earthly comfort and a
few worldly possessions? Can the soul, that spans the universe, and
measures ages, be content with a grain of sand upon this shore of time?
No. Hold thou the measureless ocean in the hollow of thy hand, and
then mayest thou curb the swellings of thought, passion, and desire,

to that narrow compass. Garner up the treasures of infinite worlds

in thy coffer, and then mayest thou lock up in that coffer the affections

that are expanding to the grasp of infinity. No, mistaken soul, thine

eye spans the arch of heaven—thy soaring thought ariseth to the eter-

nal stars ; thine aim must be broad and boundless as those pathways
of heaven. As surely as thou livest, thou must live religiously, vir-

tuously, wisely. Life is an argument for piety. Sense is a guide to

faith. Time should bear our thoughts, as it is bearing our souls, to

eternity

!

But there are other witnesses to bo summoned in this argument
besides events and their unavoidable impressions. There are distinct

wants in the mind. Amidst the cares and conflicts of this life, there

are certain ultimate objects in which all men are interested. One of

these objects is happiness. I say, then—I may say to every man, how-
ever irreligious—thou wouldst be happy.

Tliou wouldst be happy. "When thou art happiest, still something
is wanting;— and thou woiddst be happier. When thy thought is

brightest, a shade, like the shadow of a cloud upon the fairest land-

scape, Cometh over thee, and thou wouldst thy thoughts were brighter.

"WTien thy possessions are most abundant, there is yet a want in thy mind

;

and thou wouldst have a more satisfying fulness within. Is there anything
but what is all-perfect, and infinite, and immortal? But tlie all-perfect,

and the infinite, and the immortal, belong to the province of religion

;

and if thou wouldst find them, thou must find them in her glorious

sphere.

But again, I say, thou wouldst be happy. Thou wouldst be bappy

—

ay, thou wouldst indeed be so when thou art not happy, for what is so

intolerable as misery? Thou wouldst be happy wlien tliou art sick;

when thou art sorrowful ; when thou art bereaved. When thou art

cast down and almor^t crushed by some of the thousand nameless
burthens of hfe, thou wouldst be Iiappy. And dost tliou know, canst
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thou conceive of anything that can make thee happy ia these circum-

stances but religion?

But again, in regard to this matter of happiness, I may say to

every one, something troubles you at one time or another,—something

is the matter with you. What is it that aileth thee, never-satisfied

man? What is it? What is it that takes from the joy of life when at

the fullest; or disturbs the clear and ovei-flowiug fountain, orimbitters

its waters ? What is it ? You tell me of events, of annoyances, of a

troublesome world, of the vexations of life. Do you not know that

life and the world are the reflection of yourself—the image without o^Hfe

reality within ? What is it, then ? Ah ! it is evermore some unlioly passion

—pride, or envy, or sensual excess, or the workings of a selfish, ungener-

ous, ungrateful mind. A calm and self-governed temper, a benevolent

gladness of spirit, the cheerfulness of a good conscience, the gentle

affections of piety, would make every fountain of earthly good a foun-

tain of real peace and happiness. Does any man deny this? Does

the most confirmed sceptic or the boldest scorner deny it? Religion,

then, above all other things, is commended to the desire of happiness.

It comes near, it is adjunct to that great desire. It belongs to it as

light to the eye that would see, as food to the hunger that would be

satisfied. Deep, then, impatient, unquenchable as that desire is, strongly,

unceasingly, eternally as it beats, like the pulse of existence in the

human heart, so deeply, so strongly, so unceasingly, should the human
heart be interested about that which alone can give it happiness : inter-

ested, not merely as in sometliing future and far off, but as in some-

thing of present, pressing, instant concern. If the heart knew its own
welfare, it would be so interested ; and the very soul of youth would
not burn with a love of unholy pleasures, so intense, but it would be

quenched in the holy tears of that supplication, " Oh ! satisfy me early

with thy mercy, that I may be glad and rejoice in thee all my days."

Once more, and with regard to the wants of the mind, and the ulti-

mate objects of life : if you are a reasonable being, you would improve.

If you were a brute, you might neither know nor care anything for

this. But if you are a reasonable being, you must desire to improve.

You cannot stop at the point you have now reached, and be satisfied.

You would, you must, go onward; and you never wiU come to the

point— it is not in your nature ever to come to the point—from which

you would not go onward ! A thousand ages of improvement would

find you still asking to go onward. Can you then be indifferent to

that religion whose sphere is eternity?

Indeed, my brethren, how much religion might do for us—not, alas!

how much it does, but how much it might do for us—in this matter of

improvement—how much not only to subdue the passions, and control

the conduct, but to soften the heart, and the very manners—how much
to unfold the genius, to develop the powers of the mind—how much to

cheer and quicken the soul, to give it courage, to inspire it with a

pure and noble ambition to rise to true greatness—how much of all this

religion might do in the work of moral culture and of early education,

I fear we but little consider, and but poorly comprehend. And yet a

vei-y plain argument might show it. If we would train an artist to ex-

cellence, we place before him pei'fect models. If we would raise any
one to tlie loftiest virtue, we direct him constantly to fill his mind with
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tlie iioblo imago, the divine idea of it. Prayer carries us at once to

the Infinite Original, and image of all goodness. Piety, meekness, and
forgiveness, bear us to the company of Jesus. In heartily communing
with such objects as religion places before us—with the love of God,
with the simple gospel of Christ, with his sacred precepts, with his di-

vine example,—it is impossible but that everything good or godlike in

us should improve. And the man who says that he desires to improve,

and yet is indilferent to such a religion, presents a solecism in morals

as great as ho would do who, professing the desire to be rich, should

turh away from the wealthiest mine, or the most gainful traffic.

And does a mind that turns away from this great opportunity, say

that it is well enough as it is? Would it satisfy you, if your child, in-

dolently neglecting his studies, should say, that he is well enough as he

is? And will the great Giver of life, and law-giver of the heart, bo

satisfied with *such an answer from you. Is it what he reasonably

expects from such a nature as he has given you? Not advancing, not

improving, not using any of those principles of improvement which are

essentially the principles of religion ; and yet well enough ? A stock,

or a stone, were it endowed with consciousness, might say that! An
animal, whose distinctive nature it is never to improve, might say that I

But for a man to say that—for a man—neglecting the sabbath, neglect-

ing his Bible, neglecting prayer—to say that he is well enough in that

condition—what better is it than the fancied well-being of insanity ?

Nay, better for a man, than that fancied well-being, provided he clings

to the delusion—better were it for him if he had never been born.

I have now considered what may be called the practical apology for

religious indifference, and must defer the consideration of the theoreti-

cal defence till our next meditation. The practical apology, I have

said, is one which a man finds in the state of his own mind, and which
is briefly expressed in the declaration, that he does not want anything

of religion ; that he is well enough without it.

To me, I must confess, this state of mind is one of the greatest of

mysteries. We hear much of the m^'steries of religion, and the negli-

gent and indifferent are the very persons, perhaps, who complain most
of mysteries, and even make of them an apology for their indifference.

But I confess that they themselves present in their own persons ano-

malies and mysteries, that go farther than all others to stagger and
confound, not only faith, but reason itself. It is the most inconceivable

thing in human experience, that any man, with the feelings and reflec-

tions of a man, should be able to take and hold a position ef absolute

indifference, with regard to a sulyoct, so all-embracing and intimately

connected with him as religion. If I did not know the fact to be so, if

it were not a matter of confession, and even of boast with some, I should

scarcely bo able to believe it. No testimony, I am ready to say, no-

thing but confession, could convince me of it. For I do not know what
the life of a mind is, that can be thus estranged from religion. Occu-
pying a point of space amidst infinite systems of beauty and harmony
—a breathing hour of time between tlie eternity past and the eternity

to come ; seeing clear manifestations of l)oundless power and wisdom on
every side in the whole creation, and yet ignorant of ten thousand niys-

tei'ies, that fill that creation from its lowest do])th to its topmost height

;

a mind seeing tliis, and feeling this, an<l tried, too, with the tvn
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thousand events of life—ay, and suffering, often-times sinking, and yet

at other times soaring and aspiring to things infinite and immortal ;

—

that mind, I say—what is it ? What is it made of, and what is it made
for, if it does not sometimes stretch out the hand of entreaty for a
guidance and support, for a voice of teaching, and a solution of mys-
teries beyond this world? Let it be so, that right, and rectitude, and
obligation, and duty, were aU out of the question: yet where is curios-

ity? AVhore is the questioning that belongs to a thoughtful and intel-

ligent creature amidst a scene like this? It is a mystery, I will not

say of iniquity; but it is a mystery of dulness, surpassing all comprehen-
sion. Oh! men of this world, whosoever ye are!— 0! men who are

altogether of this world!—talk not to us of our mysteries, till ye have

cleared up your own mysteries. A mind, insensible to all the highest

interests of a mind—a mind, bereft of all the attributes^of a thinking,

inquiring, suffering, unsatisfied being—what is it, I ask again? Is it

matter, or spirit?—Is it an earthly creature? No; for its thoughts

stretch beyond the earth. Is it a heavenly being? No; for it cai'es

not for heaven. What is it then, and where is its place ? Where, in

the universe of things, is its place?

Ah ! how surely is that out of its place for which no position can be

found, in the eye of reason or of common sense, or even of imagination

!

Let him who has wandered, whether in the ways of gain, or of philo-

sophy, or of fashion, to the verge of that shadowy region, that shore of

spectral illusions, that world of spiritual death and mental chaos, where

nothing is right, nor reasonable, nor sure, nor safe ; let him start back,

as from the gulph of annihilation, and return to the way of life. Let

him turn back to the solid ground of faith, of reason, of wisdom. Let
him enter upon the path tiiat i'* b'-'ght with truth and virtue—the path

that shiueth brighter and brighter to tiie perfect day.
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1 Peter i. K : "And if ye call on the Father, who without respect of persons

judgeth according to every man's work, pass the time of your sojomning here

in fear."

I HAVE spoken, in my last discourse from these words, of the practical

apology for religion? indifference ; the apology, that is to say, which a

man finds in his own heart, and which he expresses when he says, that

" he does not need religion—that ho is very well as he is now." I have

appealed to life, to tlio love of happiness, to the desire for improvement

;

I have appealed to tlie mind, nay, and the senses, to say whether this

can be so: and they have all answered, and truly answered, as I think,

that this grand practical assumption of religious indiffercnci} is utterly

mistaken, untrue, unfounded in the nature of things, and of the mind.

I shall now proceed to consider the theoretical defence of religious

indifference ; the apology, that is to say, of a limited creed. Let us

see, then, whether the most limited creed still is not ample and solemn

enough to overshadow witli awe, the most negligent mind that takes

shelter under it.

If, says the apostle, " ye call on the Father." Here is recognised

the first article of almost universal belief that there is a God ! It is

indeed the first article of every creed—the foundation prin(;iple of every

religion ; it is, as we call it, the fii'st truth and the plainest truth ; and

wo utter it in common words and tones, such as we give to all other

truth, till the danger is, that all its sublimity and mysteriousness will

be lost in its certainty, and familiarity, and constant repetition. But
what a truth is it, and what mind that thinks of it can be indifferent?

That there is a God, and with such attributes—eternal, but existing

in time ; infinite, but existing in space, aU around us ; all-creating,

himself uncreated; all-sustaining, himself independent; all-seeing,

himself invisible ; aU-comprehending, himself incompreliensible—whose

mind that thinks of it is not lost, is not ovei'whebned in this truth ?

To acknowledge this, and not to be religious, is an utter, and almost in-

conceivable contradiction of ideas. It is a moral absurdity, which no

language can express. It is like saying there is light, and not seeing

it; there is danger, and not fearing it; there is sublimity, and not

reverencing ; there is glory, and not admii-ing ; thero is beauty or love-

liness, and not loving it. It is more—for it is .saying that there is a

Being to wliom all tliese ideas belong, without measure or end, and not

entertaining any correspondent emotion.

There is no thought which we can admit to our minds concerning

God but it is a solemn thought. If lie dwolt at an infinite distance
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from us ; if his presence never came near to us ; if he never had any
concern with us ; if the world had formed itself and us by certain self-

producing powers of its own ; if we, and our humble sphere, were too

insignificant to be noticed ; still that atheism in the thoughts leaves to

us the conception of a Being, though distant, yet so wonderful, that

the bare idea of him must strike us with awe ; that the bare idea of

him might be enough to arrest the most careless mind, and to fix it for

ever in the profoundest admiration. But, suppose that the doctrine

concerning that great Being came nearer to us—suppose that God were
the actual Maker of this world and our Maker, but had left aU to it-

self, as some seem to imagine, and took no further account of the work
of his hands ; yet how much does even that supjjosition leave us to

awaken a religious devoutness? Even then we should have it to con-

sider that we dwell where God has been ! that we dwell amidst the

tokens of a mighty presence passed away! that every hill and moun-
tain lifted up before us the dread monuments of departed omnipotence

!

What a thought might tliat be, to strike the mind with the profoundest

awe? He who should wander amidst some silent city of the mighty
dead, amidst broken columns and falling temples, and feel no serious

nor sublime emotion, would not be guilty of such unpardonable incon-

sistency or dulness, as the moral being who acknowledges, in any
sense, that there is a God, and feels no religious awe.

But how solemn is the truth, and what words shall declare it,—that

this awful and glorious Being is not in the infinite height, nor in the

unfathomable depth only, nor in the immeasurable distance where
thought and imagination have never wandered ; but that God is here
also !—here in all the majesty and glory that fill the heavens with his

splendours? " Oh, God!" should we not exclaim, if we felt this

—

" God, who art present with us! help our unbelief and indifference."

Indifference! my bretlu'en,—and the admission that there is a God!
—what power of imagination can make sucli things to coexist—to dwell

together in the same world, in the same soul! Aud yet, alas! they
are found to meet in the experience of thousands.

But I pass to another part of what may be considered as the general
belief. " If ye call upon the Father"—this implies the first part

—

"who without respect of persons judgeth every man's work." Here
is recognised the universal obligation of duty, aud the certainty of re-

tribution.

Now, duty—to consider this in the first place—duty is, in its very
nature, something that admits of no neutrality, and, consequently, of
no indifference. To whatever it applies, it imparts a peculiar character

:

it binds the most indifferent things with a bond, strong as the Almighty
will. But duty is, at the same time, a principle of boundless applica-

tion. There is not a thought, nor a word, nor a deed, but duty has a
relation to it. There is no place of our abode but duty is there with
its claims. No view is there which we can take of it but is of very
deep import. Its sanction is an infinite authority ; its residence is in

the immortal part ; its issues go forth to eternity ; it is the dignity,

and happiness, and perfection of our nature ; it is the end of our being.

If it 1:5 failed of, what misery is the consequence! And yet it is as

easy to fail of it, as to take any of a thousand devious paths rather than
the only one that is right.
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There is no class of our duties that are so readily acknowledged, as

tliose which are relative—those which we owe to one another, Tliese

are, indeed, first principles of the doctrine of Christ. But they are

held also to be the first principles of reason. Thoy are the faith and

boast of unbelievers! To be just, generous, and kind ; to have a bene-

volent regard to the best welfare of others ; to be honest, disinterested,

and useful ; tliese are obhgations which it would be thought unnatural,

unpardonable, to deny. To admit and practise them, is tliought to be

the least that we can do. And yet, after all, how momentous an affair

is it riglitly to discJiarge the very least of these universally acknow-

ledged duties ! How rare is it to see a perfect, or even a very high

exemplification of the faithful and friendly offices that men owe to one

another I How difiicult is it to preserve our conduct fi-om offence, our

lips from guile, our hearts from unworthy feelings ! How strait is the

patli even of honesty, of friondslup, of natural affection! Who docs

not deviate? Who does not require a strict guard? The best, the

kindest, the most faithful err, and have occasion to mourn over their

folly, their carelessness, or their passions.

And then there are others for whom society mourns. How do all

the relations of life bleed under one cruel infliction ! How easy is it

to touch some point in the delicate system of social connexions that shall

send contagion and suffering through the whole! How prevalent is

evil ! How prolific, how diflusive is vice

!

Or, to take a higher view of these relative duties, if wc are bound to

regard each other's welfare, then, surely, that which is the highest and
the most permanent—the future, the eternal. And this view presents

society before us, as one vast association, whose great concern is, to

form Its members to religious virtue, to piety, to the love of God, to

the spirit of heaven. It teaches us that our greatest duty is to the

soul ; our most momentous influence is on the character. Now it need

not be said what fidelity, what circumspection, what care, what per-

fection of social life, ought to flow from the simple acknowledgment of

these most simple and unquestionable principles and duties.

But our relation to futurity is not that merely of an influence exerted

on others, but it is the more solemn relation of an influence, because it

is a deeper influence, e.xerted on oursfdves. All is not to end hero

indeed ; but m'o believe, moreover, that what is to go onward is retri-

bution; that wliile tlie good have everything to hope, the bad have
everything to fear ; that every man has enough to hope or to fear—to

occupy many deep and weighty thoughts. \Ve believe that our actions,

when committed, are not for ever done with ; that the record of life, as

it passes, is sealed up for a future inspection ; that these days of our
mortal existence are to be subjected, not merely to that partial review

of conscience with which we sometimes close them, but to the tribunal

of that great Being who gave to conscience all its power. We expect

the day when we shall stand l>efore the judgment-seat ; wlien the book,

—all! how firmly closed against all inspection now!—when the book of

our experience will be opened, and we shall be judged out of it. How
serious is that prospect! Who can look to tliat future scene with in-

diffei'ence? Who, wliilo the time of his sojourning here is hastening

away, will not pass it in wisdom, and sobriety, and godly i'cari Oh!
tliere is eneugh in tlie bare, the indeiinilo possibilities of a future ac-
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count to fill us with apprehension. Our experience tells us that the

retribution which awaits the sinful soul cannot be a slight matter ; it

cannot be a slight matter now ; it cannot now be pushed aside by the

hand of indifference. But what sliall be that great consummation of

the work of conscience, its last infliction, its gnawing worm and un-

quenchable fire, futurity—the unknown, the awful futurity—alone can
reveal ; but let us believe, that one word of revelation from that future

world would break up our indifference for ever.

But our belief

—

i. e. the common belief—goes stiU farther. Each of

us probably believes, not only that he has a rational nature, and not

only that this is bound by the obligation of duty, and to the certainty

of retribution, but that this soul is immortal ; that there is within him
an emanation from the Divinity—which has a being commensurate with

that of the Divinity itself—which will live while God exists. What an
amazing connexion is this with the future! What thoughts does it

suggest for each one of us to meditate upon. " This soul within me,"
—may you say—" so familiar, so endeared to me by its earthly experi-

ence

—

my soul

—

myself, am to live for ever and ever! Ages wiU
crowd on ages, and yet I shall live. Unbounded systems will revolve

—the eternal fires that enlighten them may grow old and die away, and
revive again, and kindle their light anew,—and yet the morning of my
endless being will hardly have broken around me ! Time shall be no
longer, and duration shall pass all thought and measurement ; yet when
ten thousand boundless revolutions of ages are accomphshed, and
thousands and millions more are added to them, I shall live, and yet

look forward to eternity ! 0, poor and vanishing life ! O, ye toys of

a summer's day, wealth, and fame, and pleasure!—where are ye now!"
And yet, brethren, I have seen a man who could be serious in gather-

ing up this perishing dust ; yes, I have seen him serious ; and anxious

with the fear of losses ; but he thought it too much to be serious in re-

ligion ; too much to be anxious for his immortal being ! Yes, I have

seen him meditate—I have seen him tremble—I have seen him labour-

ing—labouring on through life, with many and wearisome cares ; but

he cannot meditate, he cannot tremble, he cannot labour for his soul!

His indiflfereuce to what is spiritual and immortal can be equalled, I

was about to say, by nothing ; and yet there is one thing to equal it

;

and that is, his eagerness for every passing phantom of this perishing

world. His indifference, and all his indifference centres in the only

point where his essential interest lies, where his essential being is trea-

sured up—in his soul? and he never saw the day—it is no fiction, it is

reality that I utter—he never saw the day, when he could think so

much of his soul, when he could labour so much for it, as he can for

the most trifling addition to his worldly gains

!

But to escape the charge of an inconsistency so palpable as that which

is implied in the acknowledgment of any rehgious truth, and a total re-

ligious indifference, there may be some who are prepared to go farther

than we have yet supposed. There may be some who will say " we
believe nothing in regard to religion, and therefore we are bound to feel

nothing, and to care nothing, about it."

I am not sure but I have now presented a case which makes indiffer-

ence moi'e shocking and monstrous tlian any other that can be supposed.

Let me state it to you in terms. It is common, and it is thought de-
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corous, to repeat a creed in a very deliberate and serious manner. He
who says, " 1 believe in God, I believe in Jesus Christ, I believe in the

life everlasting," is expected to do it solemnly. But let us listen to

the no-creed of the sceptic. Let a man take his stand beyond the

boundaries of all religious truth ; beyond the boundaries of light, where
all is darkness, before and around him ; let him stand there, dimly seen,

a cursing spirit, on the borders, to his view, of eternal night ; let him
lift up his hand to those heavens shining with ten thousand harmonious

systems of worlds—and amidst the ten thousand voices of Nature, let

him say, " I believe in nothing but in darkness, and desolation, and
death ; I believe in no God ; 1 believe in no Saviour ; I believe in

no hope hereafter : death is an eternal sleep ; the Bible is a fiction

;

the adoration of a God is but the dream of bigots and enthu-

siasts!"—let him say this! — but can he say it without trembling

—can he say it without pain, without regret, without one struggle to

hold on to the last parting hope of existence ? If he can, yet let him
know that no one can hear him without trembling ; and so awful a
spectacle would it be, if a man should thus stand before us, that it would
not be strange to us, if the voices of nature, if the mutterings of distant

thunder should answer back, and speak in the name of that awful and
omnipresent One whose being he denies.

But there may be some men, nay, there are men in this very com-
munity, reckless enough in their fearful consistency, and strong enough
in their insane courage, to aver that they can say all this without horror

or regret. If so, let us see what sort of men they are that can make
this averment: let us make a discrimination here, for at this point it

becomes necessary. There are, then, two kinds of unbelievers ; the

intellectual and refined, and the sensual and brutish unbeliever.

The intellectual and refined unbeliever is one who has usually become
such from some peculiarity of mind, or misfortune of education, from
some misapprehension of revealed religion or mysticism about Nature,

which prevent him, as I think, from feehng the force of plain evidence.

The difficulty lies in his mind, and it is a difficulty which he most sin-

cerely regrets. lie wishes he could believe. Perhaps he does believe,

almost without knowing it. Perhaps he does believe more than he
imagines. Perhaps he embraces almost every important truth of the

gospel, M'liile he thinks himself obliged, by the laws of evidence, to re-

ject its supernatural origin. liut the point which I am concerned at

{)resent to insist upon is this, that the intellectual and refined unbc-

iever always regrets his unbelief. lie feels, beyond expression, the

wants of an intellectual nature, and he sighs with every aspiration of a
burdened soul—in silence, and sadness, and bitterness of heart—he
sighs for relief. Now this man is not at ease with regard to religion.

Indifference to the subject is the last thing of which to accuse him.
He is as far from indifference, perhaps, as the most faithful and de-

voted Christian. And 1 would beseech such a one, if I addressed any
such, never to suffer himself carelessly to consider his state of mind as

an a])ology for religious negligence. His is the last state of mind that

can fairly furnish such an apology. He is bound by every rational con-

sideration to lie an anxious seeker of the truth and of the true way.
He is not, it is true, in a condition most favourable to improvement

;

but he is in a condition that utterly and for ever forbids all mdifferouee.
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It is, therefore, the sensual unbeliever only that can be indifferent,

or that can pretend to have any reason for being so. And here it may
seem that we are stopped and foreclosed altogether from proceeding any
farther with argument or expostulation. But if it be so, let us stand a
moment, and see if we can help standing aghast at the object that is

presented before us. It is a being ; it is a moral being

—

loe know it,

if he does not—his every effort to defend himself proves' that he is moral
—it is a moral being—it is a man. Look at him. He is a moral
being and a man, and declares—this is the supposition—God forbid

that it should often be reality ; but this is the supposition—he declares

that he does not believe any thing religious to be true ; that he does not

wish it. to be true; that he is persuaded that it is not true; and that

he cares nothing about it. He declares that he has no deep intellectual

wants of which otlier men talk ; that he has no glorious aspirations

which nothing but heaven can meet ; that he has no high and generous

affections, which nothing but vii'tue can satisfy ; that all this about
virtue and improvement, about hope and heaven, is a mistake, and
a fancy, and a dream. He declares, finally, that the senses are to him
everything ; that he believes (to use the words of an unsesed female

lecturer in some of our theatres)—that he believes in what he sees, and
that is all he does believe in. Presumptuous and preposterous non-

sense ! as if tlioughts in the mind, ay, and wants in the mind, were not

things as really existing as the objects of vision: and our sceptic de-

clares, moreover, that he seeks for nothing, hopes for notliing but the

indulgences of sense, and that, to waUow in sensual pleasures all his

life, and then die for ever, is all that he wants

!

Let no one start at this representation, and say that it is aU hypothesis,

and that nobody ever felt thus ; for // it be hypothesis

—

if no man ever

felt thus—then there is not a being in the world that can protect his

religious indifference under even the flimsiest garb of reason. There
is no defence for religious indifference, unless it be found in tliat utter,

appalling, revolting, self-damning scepticism. But suppose that

scepticism to exist ; that defence to be set up ; that case represented

to be reality ; then I say, in fine, what a reahty is it for a man to sit

down with, in indifference ! Gracious heavens! for a man to declare

himself a brute, and to make that a reason for being unconcerned ; to

take refuge from the calls of religion among the herd of a^nimals ; to

deny himself the very attributes of humanity, tliat he, a human
being, may be at ease in his sins, his irreligion, and spiritual

lethargy— why, what is it but to make an argument that carries

with it its own strongest refutation? Truly such an argument for

indifference ought to break it up for ever. The horror of having used
it—though every other resort had failed—the very horror of having

used it, like the last warning of death in the ear, should startle the

self-indulgent sleeper from his repose, and never suffer him again to

sink towards that fatal security!

But, my brethren—to add one word more, and more accordant with

the situation of an assembly of professed believers—if the argument of

scepticism is so fearful, surely the indifference of faith is, if possible,

yet more so.

Not life, with all its teachings, not the love of happiness, not even

the belief in a God, in duty, in retribution, in an immortal soul—no,
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nor the denial of all these things, is so fearful, as it is, amidst the ac-

knowledgment of such truths, to be unconcerned—to sleep amidst the

calls of nature, of life and death, of time and eternity ! Even scepti-

cism, we have said, has cause to be distressed—to bo overwhelmed with

its gloomy doubts ; but indifference, tvith faith, is a step beyond all

—

more rash, if possible, more heaven-defying than any other. There is

a hope for it, indeed, whi(;h there is not for utter scepticism ; but it is

a hope amidst perils and threatenings. There is a salvation for it which

utter unbelief rejects ; but it must be salvation, if possible, from more
aggravated sins. Yes, the light of truth is around this man, and the

warning depths are beneath, but he sins on, and sleeps on—sleeps on,

upon the very brink of destruction! What shall save him? What
power shall interpose for his rescue? No hand of miracle will be

stretched out to pluck him from that edge of peril and perdition. No
power to save stirs within him, while be thus sleeps in security.

Wliat, then, shall save him? Consider it, I beseech you, if you be a

negligent hearer ; consider it, before it is too late. Surely inditi'erence

never saved any man : it has destroyed millions. Surely, everything

must be wrong in him whom nothing will arouse, neither to righteous-

ness, nor to the consciousness of wanting it, nor to the fear of conse-

quences. The last hold upon such a man, irhile such, is lost ; and
futurity must awaken him to condemnation, whom the present cannot
awaken to repentance, to prayer, and to the care of liis soul.

But let me not, with such terms, close tliis meditation. Assailing

religious indifference in its strongholds, as I have to-day, I have felt,

and too naturally felt, perhaps, that my words were to fall, not

on the tenderness of the human heart, but, as it were, on the scales

of leviathan. But that tenderness—where is it not?—in what as-

sembly is it not? My friends, I know—of many of you at least—

I

know that ye are not indifferent. Life is to you tliat moving scene

which it is to every thoughtful and feeling mind. The Bible is to you
the book of your faith and trust. Blessed trust! touching experience!

and they are yours. No, ye are not indifferent. But then 1 beseech

you, act not as if ye were so. Think it not enough to admit to-day
that you ought to be interested in this great subject. Show that you
are so, to-morrow, and every day. Let it appear, I entreat you, that

ye are men who Ijelievc in your Bibles. Let your life give testimony
to the GREAT rRiNCii'LE whicli should guide you. In all things, show
your fidelity to it. In business, bo conscientious ; in pleasure, temper-
ate; in suffering, patient; in prosperity, thankful; in all things re-

ligious. If ye call on the Father ; if hero, in the holy sanctuary, anl
if, in the silence of yom* own dwellings, ye call on the Father, vho,
without respect of persons, judgeth according to every man's work, pass
the time of yom- s( jouniing here in fear, in wisdom, in acts of piety, in

works of righteousness.
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Galatians vi. Y : " Be not deceived ; God is not mocked : for whatsoever a

man soweth tliat shall he also reap."

I UNDERSTAND tliGse words, my brethren, as laying down, in some

respects, a stricter law of retribution than is yet received even by those

who are considered as its strictest interpreters. There is much dispute

about this law at the present day ; and there are many who are jealous,

and very properly jealous, of every encroachment upon its salutary

principles. But even those who profess to hold the strictest faith on

this subject, and who, in my judgment, do hold a faith concerning what

they call the infinity of man's ill-desert, that is warranted neither by rea-

son nor scripture,—even they, nevertheless, do often present views of

conversion, and of God's mercy, and of the actual scene of retribution,

which, in my apprehension, detract from the wholesome severity of the

rule by which we are to be judged. Their views may be strong

enough, too strong ; and yet not strict enough, nor impressive enough.

Tell a man that he deserves to suffer hifinitely, and I am not sure that

it will, by any means, come so near his conscience as to tell him tliat

he deserves to endure some small but specific evil. Tell him that he

deserves an infinity of suffering, and he may bUndly assent to it ; it is

a vast and vague something that presses upon his conscience, and has

no edge nor point ; but put a sword into the hand of conscience, and how
might this easy assenter to the justice of infinite torments, grow aston-

ished and angry, if you were to tell him that he deserves to suffer but

the amputation of a single finger! Or, toll the sinner that he shaU

suffer for his offences a thousand ages hence, and though it may be true,

and will be true, if he goes on offending till that period, yet it will not

come home to his heart with half so vivid an impression, or half so

effectual a restraint, as to make him foresee the pain, the remorse, and

shame, that he will suffer the very next hour. TeU him, in fine, as it

is common to do—tell him of retribution in the gross, and however

strong the language, he may hsten to it with apathy,--he often does so

;

but if you could show him what sin is doing within him at every

moment; how every successive offence lays on another and another

shade upon the brightness of the soul ; how every transgression, as if it

held the very sword of justice, is cutting oft', one by one, the fine and

invisible fibres that bind the soul to happiness ; then, by all the love of

happiness, such a man must be interested and concerned for himself.

Or, tell the bad man that he must be converted, or he cannot be happy

hereafter, and you declare to him an impressive truth ; but how much

would it add to the impression, if, instead of leaving him to suppose

that bare conversion—in the popular sense of that term—that the brief

work of an hour would bring him to heaven, you should say to him,

" You shall be just as happy hereafter, as you are pure and upright,
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and no more ;
you shall be just as happy as your character prepares you

to be, and no more ;
your moral, like your mental, character, though it

may take its date or its impulse from a certain moment, is not formed

in a moment ;
your character, that is to say the habit of your mind, is

the result of many thoughts, and feelings, and efforts, and these are

bound together by many natural and strong ties ; so that it is strictly

true, and this is the great law of retribution, that all coming experience

is to be affected by every present feeling ; that every future moment of

being must answer for every present moment ; that one moment, sacri-

ficed to sin, or lost to improvement, is for ever sacrificed and lost ; that

one year's delay, or one hour's wilful delay, to enter the right path is to

put you back so far, in the everlasting pursuit of happiness ; and that

every sin—ay, every sin of a good man, is thus to be answered for,

though not according to the full measure of its iU-desert, yet, according

to a rule of unbending rectitude and impartiality." This is, undoubtedly,

the strict and solemn Law of Retribution : but how much its strictness

has reaUy entered— 1 say not now into our hearts and lives— I will take

up that serious question in another season of meditation—but how much
the strictness of the principle of retribution has entered into our theor-

ies, our creeds,our speculations, is a matter that deserves attention.

It is worthy of remark, indeed, that there is no doctrine which is

more universally received, and, at the same time, more universally

evaded, than this very doctrine which we are considering. It is uni-

versally received, because the very condition of human existence in-

volves it, because it is a matter of experience ; every after-period of

life being affected, and known to be affected, by the conduct of every

earlier period ; manhood by youth, and age by manhood ;
professional

success, by the preparation for it; domestic happiness, by conjugal

fidelity, and parental care. It is thus seen, that life is a tissue into

which the thread of this connexion is everywhere interwoven. It is

thus seen, that the law of retribution presses upon every man, whether
he thinks of it or not ; that it pursues him through all the courses of

life, with a step that never falters nor tires, and with an eye that never
sleeps nor slumbers. The doctrine of a future retribution has been
universally received, too, because it has been felt that in no other way
could the impartiality of God's government be vindicated ; that if

the best and worst men in the world, if the ruthless oppressor and his in-

nocent victim, if the proud and boasting injurer, and the meek and
patient sufferer are to go to the same reward, to the same approbation
of the good and just God, there is an end of all discrimination, of all

moral government, and of aU light upon the mysteries of providence.
It has been felt, moreover, tliat character cai'ries with it, and in its most
intimate nature, the principles of retribution, and that it must work out
weal or woe for its possessor.

But this doctrine, so universally received, has been, I say, as uni-
versally evaded. The classic mythologies of paganism did, indeed,
teach that there were infernal regions ; but few were doomed to them,
and for those few, who, failing of tlie rites of sepulture, or of some other
ceremonial qualification, were liable to that doom, an escape was pro-
vided, by their wandering on the banks of the Styx awliile, as prepara-
tory to their entering Elysium. 80, too, the creed of the CathoHcs,
thougli it spoke of hell, had also its purgatory to suftcn the horrors of
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retribution. And now tliere are, as I think, among tlio body of Pro-
testants, certain speculative, or rather, may I say, mechanical views of

the future state, and of the preparation for it, and of the principles of
mercy in its allotments, that tend to let down the strictness of that law
which for ever binds us to the retributive future.

Is it not a question, let me barely ask in passing, whether this uni-

versal evasion does not show that the universal belief has been
extravagant ; whether men have not believed too much to believe it

strictly and specifically to its minutest point ? It certainly is a very
striking fact, that, while the popular creed teaches that almost the

whole living world is going down to everlasting torments, the popular
sympathy interposes to save fi'om that doom almost the whole dying
world.

But not to dwell on this observation,—I shall proceed now briefly to

consider some of those modern views which detract from the strictness

of the law of retribution.

I. And the first which I shall notice is the view of the actual scene

of retribution, as consisting of two conditions, entirely opposite, and
altogether different. Mankind, accoi'ding to this view, are divided into

two distinct classes, the one of which is to enjoy infinite happiness, and
the other to suffer infinite misery. It is a far stronger case than would
be made by the supposition, that man's varied efforts to gain worldly

good were to be rewarded, by assigning to one portion of the race,

boundless wealth, and to the other, absolute poverty ; for it is infinite

happiness on the one hand, and, not the bare destitution of it. but in-

finite misery on the other.

Let me observe, before I proceed farther to point out what I consider

to be the defect which attends this popular view of retribution, that the

view itself is not warranted by scripture. The Bible teaches us that

virtue will be rewarded, and sin punished ; that the good shall receive

good, and the evil shaU receive evil ; and that is all that it teaches us.

It unfolds to us this simple, and solemn, and purely spiritual issue, and
nothing more.

AU else is figurative ; and so the most learned intei-preters have
generally agreed to consider it. It is obvious, that representations of

what passes, in the future world, taken from the present world, must
be of this character. When heaven is represented as a city, and hell

as a deep abyss, and Christ is described as coming to judgment on a
throne, with the state and splendour of an oriental monarch, and separ-

ating

—

in form and visibly separating the righteous from the wicked,

we know, or should know, that these representations are figurative de-

scriptions of a single and simple fact ; and this fact is, and this is the

whole of tlie fact that is taught us, that a distinction wiU be made
between good men and bad men ; and that they will be rewarded or

punished hereafter, according to the character they have formed and
sustained here.

It is to be remembered, too, in appealing to the Scriptures, that there

are other teachings in them than those which are figurative, and teach-

ings which bind us far more to the letter. It is written, that whatso-

ever a man sowetli that shall he also reap ; and that God will render

unto every man according to his deeds

—

i. e. according to his character,

as by deeds is doubtless meant in this instance.
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But uow to return to the view ali-oady stated: 1 maintain, that the

boundless distinction which it makes in the states of the future life, is

not rendering unto men according to their deeds,—that is to say, ac-

cording to their character,—because of this character there are many
diversities, and degrees, and shades. Men ditfer in virtue precisely

as they differ in intelligence ; by just as many and imperceptible de-

grees. As many as are the diversities of moral education in the world,

as numerous as are the shades of circumstance in life, as various as are

the degrees of moral capacity and effort in various minds, so must the

results differ. If character were fomicd by machinery, there might be

but two samples : but if it is formed by voluntary agency, the results

must be as diversified and complicated as the operations of that agency.

And the fact, which every man's observations must show him, undoubt-

edly is, that virtue in men differs just as intelligence does; differs, I

repeat, by just as many and imperceptible degrees. 13ut now suppose

that men were to be rewarded for their inteUigeuce hereafter. AVould

all tlie immense variety of cases be met by two totally different and op-

posite allotments ? Take the scale of character, and mark on it

all the degrees of difference, and all the divisions of a degree. Now,
what point on the scale will you select, at which to make the

infinite difference of allotments ? Select it where you will, and tliero

will bo the tliousandth part of a degree above rewarded with perfect

happiness, and a thousandth part of a degree below doomed to perfect

misery. Would this be right, with regard to the intelligence or virtue

of men?
We are misled on this subject by that loose and inaccurate division of

mankind, which is common, into tlie two classes of saints and sinners.

We might as well say, that aU men are either strong or weak, M'ise or

foolish, intellectual or sensual. So they are, in a general sense ; but
not in a sense that excludes all discrimination. And the language of

the Bible, when it speaks of tlie good and bad, of the righteous and
wicked, is to be understood with the same reasonable discrimination,

with the same reasonable qualification of its meaning, as when it speaks

of the rich and poor. The truth is—the matter of fact is—that, from the

highest point of virtue to the lowest point of wickedness, there ai"e, I

repeat, innumerable steps, and men are standing upon all tliese steps

;

they are actually found in all these gradations of character. Now, to
render to such beings according to their character, is not to appoint to

them two totally distinct and opposite allotments, but just as many
allotments as there are shades of moral difference between them.
But does not the Bible speak of two distinct classes of men as

amenable to the judgment, and of but two; and does it not say of the
one class, " these shall go away into everlasting fire," and of the other,
" but the righteou.^. into life eternal"? Certainly it does. And so do
we constantly say that the good shall bo happy, *and the bad shall bo
miserable, in the coming world. But do we, or does the Bible, intend
to speak without any discrimination? Especially, can tie omniscient
scrutiny, and the unerring rule, bo supposed to overlook any, even tho
slightest differences, and the most delicate shades of character? On
tho contrary, we are told that " one star dittereth from anotiier in glory :"

and we are told that there is a " lowest hell:" and we are led to admit
that, in the allotments of retributive justice, the best among bad men,
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and the worst among good men, may come as near to each other in

condition as tliey come in character.

I am not saying, let it be observed, that the difference even in this

case is unimportant ; still less that it is so in general. Nay, and the

difference between the states of the very good man and of the very bad
man may indeed be as great as any theory supposes ; it may be much
greater, in fact, than any man's imagination conceives ; but this is not

the only difference that is to be brought into the final account; for

there are many intermediate ranks between the best and the worst.

I say, that tlio difference of allotment may—nay, and that it must be
great. The truly good man, the devoted Christian, shall, doubtless,

experience a happiness beyond his utmost expectation : the bad man,
the self-indulgent, the self-ruined man, will, doubtless, find his doom
severer than he had looked for. I say not what it may be.

But this, at least, we may be sure of, that the consequences both of

good and bad conduct will be more serious, will strike deeper, than
we are likely, amidst the gross and dim perceptions of sense, to com-
prehend.

But this is not the point wliich I am at present ai'guiug. It is not

the extent of tlie consequences ; but it is the strict and discriminating

impartiality which shall measure out those affecting results ; it is the

strict law by which every man shall reap the fruits of that which he
sows. And I say tliat the artificial, imaginative, and, as I think, un-

authorized ideas which prevail with regard to a future life, let down
the strictness of the law.

Let me now illustrate this by a single supposition. Suppose that

you were to live in this world one thousand or ten thousand years ; and
suppose, too, that you felt that every present moment was a probation

for every future moment ; and that, in order to be happy, you must be

pure ; that every fault, every wrong habit of life or feeling, would tend
and would continue, to make you unhappy, till it was faithfully and
effectually corrected ; and corrected by yourself—not by the hand of

death—not by the exchange of worlds. Suppose yourself to entertain

the conviction, that, if you plunged into self-indulgence and sin,

diseases, and distempers, and woes, would accumulate upon you, with

no friendly interposition or rescue, no all-healing nostrum, no medicine

of sovereign and miraculous efficacy to save—that diseases, I say, and
distempers, and woes, would accumulate upon you, in dark and darken-

ing forms, for a thousand years. Suppose that every evil passion, anger,

or avarice, or envy, or selfishness in ariy of its forms, would—unless re-

sisted and overcome,—would make you more and more miserable for a
thousand years. I say, that such a prospect, limited as it is in com-
parison, would be more impressive and salutary, a more powerful re-

straint upon sin, a more powerful stimulus to improvement, than the

prospect, as it is usually contemplated, of the retributions of eter-

nity ! Are we then, making all that we ought to make of the prospect

of an eternal retribution ? God's justice will be as strict there as it is

here. And although bodily diseases may not accumulate upon us there,

yet the diseases of the soul, if we take not heed to them, will accumulate
upon us ; and he who has only one degree of purity, and ten degrees of

sin in him, must not lay that flattei'ing unction to his soul, that death

will " wash out the louff ari'ears of guilt." I know that tliis is a doc-
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triiio of unbeudiug strictness—a doctrine, I had almost said, insuffer-

ably strict : but I believe that it is altogether true.

" But," some one may say, " if I am converted—if I have repented

of my sins, and believed on the Lord Jesus Christ—then I have the

assurance, through Tiod's mercy, of pardon and heaven."

This statement embraces the other doctrinal evasion of the law of

retribution whicli I proposed to consider. And I must venture to ex-

press the apprehension, that, by those who answer thus to the strict

and una^'ommodating demand of hiwrought purity, neither conversion,

nor repOTtancc, nor the mercy of God, are understood as they ought

to be.

A man says, " I am not to be judged by the law, but by the gospel."

But when he says that, let me tell him, lie should take care to know
wliat he says, and whereof he affirms. The difference between the law

and the gospel, I believe, is much misapprehended in this respect. The
gospel is not a more easy, not a more lax rule to walk by, but only a

more encouraging rule. The law demands rectitude, and declares that

the sinner deserves the miseries of a future life ; and there it stops, and
of course, it leaves the offender in despair. The gospel comes in—and
it did come in, with its teaching and prophetic sacrifices, even amidst

the thunders of Sinai—saying. If thou wUt repent and believe, if thou

wilt embrace the faith and spirit of the all-humbling and the all-redeem-

ing religion—the way to happiness is still open. But does the gospel

do any more than open the way? Does it make the way more eas}',

more indulgent, less self-denying? Does it say, you need not be as

good as the law requires, and yet you shall be none the less happy for

all that ? Does it say, you need not do as well, and yet it shall be just

as well with you? " Is Christ the minister of sin? God forbid!" Nay,
be it remembered, that the solemn declaration upon which we are this

day meditating—whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap—is

recorded, not in the law, but in the gospel

!

" But if I repent," it may bo said," am I not forgiven entirely?"

If you repent entirely, you are forgiven entirely ; and not otherwise.

What is repentance? It is a change of mind. That, as every scholar

knows, is the precise meaning of the original word in the Scriptures

which is translated repentance. It is a change of mind. If, then,

your repentance, your change of mind is entire, your forgiveness, your
happiness is complete ; but on no other principle, and in no other pro-

portion. Sorrow is only one of the indications of this repentance or

change of lieart; though it has unfortunately usurped, in common
use, the whole meaning of the word. Sorrow is not tlie only indication

of repentance, for joy as truly springs from it. It is not, therefore, the

bare fact that you arc sorry, however sincerely and disinterestedly

sorry, for your offences, that will deliver you from all the suffering

which your sins and sinful habits must occasion. You may be sorry,

for instance, and truly sorry, for your anger
; yet if tlie passion breaks

out again, it must again give you pain ; and it must for ever give you
pain while it lives. You may grieve for your vices. Docs that grief in-

stantly stop the course of penalty? AVill it instantly repair a shattered

constitution? You may regret, in declining life, a state of mnid pro-

duced by too murli devotion to worldly gain—the want of intellectual ami
moral resources and habits. Will the dearth and tlie desolation depart
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from your mind when that regret enters it? Will even the tears of

repentance immediately cause freshness and verdure to spring up in

your path?
" But," it may be said, once more, "does not all depend on our

being converted, or being born again ? And is not conversion, is not

the new birth, the event of a moment?"
I answer, with all the certainty of conviction that I am capable of—

•

No ; it is not the event of a moment. That conversion which fits a
soul for heaven is not the event of a moment. And, my bMd;hren, I

would not answer thus in a case where there is controversy, iO did not

think it a matter of the most serious importance. Can anything be
more fatal—can any one of aU loose doctrines be more loose—than to

tell an offender, who is going to the worst excesses in sin, that he may
escape all the evil results—all the results of fifty, sixty, seventy years

of self-indulgence—by one instant's experience? Can any one of us

believe—dare we believe—that one moment's virtue can prepare us for

the happiness of eternity? Can we believe this, especially when we
are, on every page of the Bible, commanded to watch, and pray, and
strive, and labour, and by patient continuance in weU-doing, to seek for

glory, and honour, and immortality ; and this, as the express condition

of obtaining eternal life or happiness ?

No, Christians! subjects of the Christian law! no conversion, no
repentance, no mercy of heaven, wiU save you from the final operation

of that sentence, or should save you from its warning now—" Be not

deceived"—as if there was special danger of being deceived here

—

" Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man soweth

that shall he also reap. He that soweth to the flesh, shall of his flesh

reap corruption ; but he that soweth to the spirit, shall of the spirit

reap life everlasting."

It is a high and strict—I had almost said a terrible—discrimination.

Yet let us bring it home to our hearts, although it be as a sword to

cut off some cherished sin. Oh! this miserable and slavish folly of

inquiring whether we have piety and virtue enough to save us! Do
men ever talk thus about the acquisition of riches or honours ? Do they

act as if all their solicitude was to ascertain and to stop at the point

that would just save them from want, or secure them fi'om disgrace?

—

" Enough virtue to save you," do you say? The very question shows
that you have not enough. It shows that your views of salvation are

yet techninal and narrow, if not selfish. It shows that all your thoughts
of retribution yet turn to solicitude and apprehension.

The law of retribution is the law of God's goodness. It addresses

not only the fear of sin, but the love of improvement. Its grand re-

quisition is that of progress. It urges us at every step to press forward.

And however many steps we may have taken, it urges us still to take

another and another, by the same pressing reason with which it urged
us to take the first step.

Yes, by the same pressing reason, let him who thinks himself a good
man, who thinks that he is converted, and is on the right side, and in

the safe state, and in the way to heaven, and who, nevertheless, from
this false reasoning and this presumptuous security, indulges in little sins

—irritability, covetousness, or worldly pride.
—

^let him know that his

doom shall be hereafter, and is now, a kind of hell, compared with the
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blessedness in store for loftier virtue and holier piety; and lot him
know, too, that, compared with that loftier standard, he has almost as

much reason to treniblo for himself as the poor sinner lie looks down
upon ; for if woes are denounced against the impenitent sinner, so are

woes denounced, in terms scarcely less awful, against the secure, luke-

warm, negligent Christian. God is no respecter of persons, nor of pro-

fessions. It is written that " he will render to every man according to

his deeds;" it is written, too, that "whatsoever a man soweth, that

shall he also reap."

I repeat that language of fearful discrimination, " whatsoever a man
soiceth, that— not something else— that shall he also reap." That
which you are doing—bo it good or evil, bo it grave or gay—that which

you are doing to-day and to-morrow—each thought, each feeling, each

action, each event— every passing hour, every breathing moment, is

contributing to form the character by which you are to be judged.

Every particle of influence that goes to form that aggregate, your cha-

racter, shall, in that future scrutiny, bo sifted out from the mass, and
shall fall, particle by particle, with ages perhaps intei-vening—shall fall,

a distinct contribution to the sum of your joys or your woes. Thus
every idle word, every idle hour, shall give answer in the judgment.
Think not against the closeness and severity of this inquisition, to put

up any barrier of theological speculation. Conversion, repentance, par-

don, mean they what they will, mean nothing that will save you from
reaping, down to the very root and ground of good or evil, that which
you have sowed. Think not to wrap that future world in any blackness

of darkness, nor any folding flame, as if for the imagination to be alarmed
were all you had to feel or fear. Clearly, distinctly, shall the voice of

accusation fall upon the guilty ear ; as when upon earth, the man ofcrime

comes reluctantly forth from his hiding-place, and stands at the bar of

his country's justice, and the voices of his associates say, " thou didst

it?" If there be any unchangeable, any adamantine fate in the uni-

verse, this is that fate—that the future shall for ever bring forth the

fruits of the past.

Take care, then, what thou sowest, as if thou wert taking care for

eternity. That sowing of which the Scripture speaketh, what is it?

Yesterday, perhaps, some evil temptation came upon you—the oppor-

tunity of unrighteous gain or of unhallowed indulgence, came either

in the sphere of business or of pleasure, of society or of solitude. If

you yielded to it, then and there did you plant a seed of bitterness and
sorrow. To-morrow, it may bo, will threaten discovery ; and agitated,

alarmed, you will cover the sin, and bury it deeper, in falsehood and
liypocrisy. In the hiding bosom, in the fruitful soil of kindred vices,

that sin dies not, l)ut thrives and grows ; and other and stiU other

germs of evil gatlier around the accursed root, till, from that single

seed of corruption, there springs up in the soul all that is horrible in

habitual lying, knavery, or vice. Long before such a life comes to

its close, its poor victim may have advanced within the very precincts

of hell. Yes, the hell of debt, of disease, of ignominy, or of remorse,
ma}' gather its shadows around the steps of the transgressor even on
earth ; and yet these—if Holy Scripture be unerring, and sure experience
be prophetic—these arc but the beginnings of sorrows. The evil deed
may bo done, alasl in a moment— in one fatal mouKut; but conscience
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never dies ; memorj never sleeps
;
guilt never can become innocence

;

and remorse can never, never whisper peace. Pardon may come from

heaven, but self-forgiveness maj never come.

Beware, then, thou who art tempted to evil—and every being before

me is tempted to evil—beware what thou layest up for the future
;

beware what thou layest up in the archives of eternity. Thou who
wouldst wrong thy neighbour, beware! lest the thought of that injured

raan, wounded and suffering from thine injury, be a pang which a

thousand years may not deprive of its bitterness. Thou who wouldst

break into the house of innocence, and rifle it of its treasure, beware

!

lest, when a thousand ages have rolled their billows over thee, the

moan of its distress may not have died away from thine ear. Thou
who wouldst build the desolate throne of ambition in thy heart, beware

what thou art doing with all thy devices, and circumventings, and

selfish schemings ! lest desolation and loneliness be on thy path as it

stretches into the long futurity. Thou, in fine, who art living a negli-

gent and irreligious life, beware ! beware how thou livest ; for bound
up v/ith that life is the immutable principle of an endless retribution

—

bound up with that life are elements of God's creating, which shall

never spend their foi'ce,—which shall be unfolding and unfolding with

the ages of eternity. Beware ! I say once more, and be not deceived.

Be not deceived ; God is not mocked ; God, who has formed thy nature

thus to answer to the future, is not mocked; his law can never be

abrogated; his justice can never be eluded: beware then—be fore-

warned ; since, for ever and for ever will it be ti"ue, that whatsoever a
man eoweth that shall he also reap

!
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Galatians vi, 7 : "Be not deceived ; God is not mocked : for whatsoever a
man soweth tiiat shall he also reap."

The views which arc usually presented of a future retribution are

characterized, as I liavo observed in my last discourse, rather by
strength than by strictness of representation. The great evil attending

the common statements of this doctrine, I shall now venture to say,

is not that they arc too alarming, Men arc not enough alarmed at

the dangers of a sinful course. No men are ; no men, though they
sit under the most terrifying dispensation of preaching that ever was
devised. But the evil is, that alarm is addressed too much to the
imagination, and too little to the reason and conscience. Neither
Whitfield, nor Baxter, nor Edwards,— though the horror produced
by his celebrated sermon "on the justice of God in the damnation of

sinners" is a matter of tradition in New England to this very day

—

yet no one of them ever pi-eached too much terror, though they may
liave preached it too exclusively ; but the evil was, that they preached
terror, I repeat, too much to the imagination, and too little to the
reason and conscience. Of mere fright there may be too much ; but
of real rational fear there never can be too much. Sin, vice, a corrupt
mind, a guilty life, and the woes naturally flowing from these, never
can be too much dreaded. It is one thing for the preacher to deal in

mathematical calculations of infinite suffering ; to dwell upon the eter-

nity of hell's torments ; to speak of literal fires and of burning in them
for ever ; and with these representations, it is easy to scare the imagi-
nation, to awaken horror, and a horror so great, as to be at war with
the clear, cahn, and faithful discriminations of conscience. With such
means it is easy to produce a great excitement in the mind. But he
who should, (^' who could, unveil the realities of a strict and spiritual

retribution ; show what every sinner loses ; show what evci-y sinner
must suffer, in and through the very character he forms ; show, too,

how bitterly every good man must sorrow for every sin, liere or here-
after; show, in fine, wliat sin is, and for ever must'be, to an immortal
nature, would make an impression more deep, and sober, and eftectual.

It is not my purpose at present to attempt any detail of this nature,
though I sliall be governed by the observations I liave made in the
views whidi I am to present, and for which 1 venture to ask a rational,

and calm, and most serious consideration.

The future is to answer for the jjresent. This i.s the great law of
retribution. And so obviously necessary and just is it ; so evidently
docs our character create our welfare or woe ; so certainly must it

give us pain or pleasure, as long as it goes with us, whether in this

world or another world, tliat it seems less requisite to suj)port the doc-
trine by aigument, than to save it from evasions.
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There are such evasions. No theology has yet come up to the strict-

ness of this law. It is stiU more true that no practice has yet come up
to it. There are theoretical evasions,—and I think they are to be found
in the views which are often presented of conversion, and repentance,

and of God's mercy, and the actual scenes of retribution ; but there is

one practical evasion, one into which the whole world has fallen, and
so dangerous, so momentous in its danger, that it may well deserve, for

one season of meditation, I believe, to engross our entire and undivided

attention.

This grand evasion, this great and fatal mistake, may be stated in

general terms to be, the substitution of something as a preparation for
future happiness, in place of devoting the ichole life to it, or to a course

which is fitted to procure it. This evasion takes the particular form,

perhaps, of an expectation, that some sudden and extraordinary ex-

perience may, at a future time, accomplish what is necessary to

prepare the mind for happiness and heaven ; or that certain circum-

stances, such as sickness and affli(;tion, may, at some subsequent period

of hfe, force the growth of that which is not cultivated now, and may
thus remedy the fearful and fatal neglect ; or it is an expectation—and
this is the most prevalent form of the error—that old age or death,

when it comes, will have power to penetrate the heart with emotion,

and subdue it to repentance, and prepare it for heaven. The subject

—

yet, it must be feared to be the victim—of this stupendous error is

convinced that in order to be happy eventually, he must become pure

;

—there is no principle of indulgence, there is no gospel of mercy, that

can absolve him from that necessity—he must become pure ; he must
be pious ; his nature must be exalted and refined. It is his nature, his

mind that is to be happy, and he is convinced by experience that his

mind must be cultivated, purified, prepared for that end. But he is

not doing this work to-day, nor does he expect to do it to-morrow; he
is not doing it this month, nor does he expect to do it next month

;

he is not doing it this year, nor does he, in particular, expect to do it

next year; and thus, month after month, and year after year, are pass-

ing, and one season of life after another is stealing away ; and the only

hope is, that in some tremendous exigency, or by some violent paroxysm,

when fear, and remorse, and disease, and death, are darkly struggling

together, that may be done for which the whole previouscourse of life

has not been found sufficient.

But is it true—for I am willing to pause at this point, and delibe-

rately to consider the question—is it true, can it be true, some one
may ask, that a mistake so gross, so irrational, so at war with all that

we know about character, about its formation, and its necessary results

;

can it be true, that such a mistake about the whole vast concern of our
happiness is actually made by any of us ? Can it be, you wiU say, that
men with reason, and experience, and Scripture, to guide them ; can it

be, that men in their senses, are substituting in place of that deliberate

formation of their character for happiness, for which life is given, some
brief preparation for it at a future period, and especially at the last

period of their lives ?

I am persuaded that it is true, my brethren, however strange; and
these are the cons-idcrations that convince me of it.

In the first place, there are multitudes around us that hope and
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expect to be happy hereafter, wlio are cont^^cious that thej are not pre-

paring for it ; who acknowledge at every successive stage of life, that

if they were instantly to die, without any further opportunity to pre-

pare for it, there would be httlo or no hope for them ; who feel that if

the very character, which they are now every day forming, were to go

to the judgment, their case would be desperate ; who hope, therefore,

most evidently, not to be judged by the prevaiUng tenor of tlieir lives,

but secretly expect to do something at last to retrieve the errors, the

follies, and sins, which they are now daily committing.

Again, although it is a common impression that but few live in a

habitual preparation for heaven, the impression is almost as common,
that but few actually die unprepared. Of almost every individual who
leaves the world something is told which encourages the hopes of sur-

vivors concprning him. 1 stand before you, my brethren, as a Chris-

tian miuister, and I solemnly declare, that familiar as I have been with

that sad and mournful scene, the death of the wicked, it has almost

invariably left this strange and delusive hope behind it. Indeed, the

extreme solicitude with which every symptom of preparation is marked
in these circumstances, the trembling anxiety with which every word

and look is caught, but too plainly indicate the same impression.

What the amount of this proof is we will presently consider. It is

sufficient at this point of the inquiry to state, that it is collected and
arranged as carefully, and offered as confidently, as if it were material

;

that it encourages those who repeat and those Mdio hear it : that the

instance of death is very rare in which surviving friends do not tell you

that they trust and believe that all is well. Even when a man has led

an eminently pious life, many are apt to feel as if the proof of his piety

was not consummated, unless he had died a happy and triumphant

death : as though it were to be expected—it may happen so, indeed,

and we have great cause to thank God when it does—but as tliough it

were to be expected and looked for as a matter of course, that in feeble-

ness, and distress of body and mind, and tlie sinking of aU the faculties,

the mind should exhibit its utmost energy—as if, amidst the cold damps
of death, the expiring flame of sensibility should rise the highest. It

is to bo feared that good men, and with the best intentions, no doubt,

have yet given great distress to many faithful Christians, and done
great injury to others, by countenancing this unreasonable notion. The
great question is, not how a good man dies, but liow he has lived.

The third and final reason, which convinces me of the prevalence of

this mistake which I am considering is, the almost universal dread of

sudden death. It is not to be denied, indeed, that a change so great

as that of death, and so mysterious, too, is in itself, and naturally, fitted

to awaken a feehng of apprehension. But I maintain, that the prin-

cipal reason for this apprehension is the fear of consequences, " the

dread of something aftc%' death ;" and that there is a vague hope in al-

most every mind that some preparation could be made at the last, if

only a little time were granted for it. And indeed, if we all entertained

a settled conviction that wo are to reap as we liave sowed ; that we are

to be miserable or happy in the other world, according to the character

wo have formed in tliis ; that we are to be judged by the life we live,

and not by the death we die ; what would it import to us whether wo
fell suddenly in the paths of hfe, or slowly declined from them?—who-
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tlier we sunk at once beneath the stroke of an apoplexy, or more slowly
under the attack of a consumption ? Something it would import to us,

no doubt, as friends, for we should wish to give our dying counsels

;

but, as expectants of retribution, what could the time of a week or a
month's last sickness avail us ? I will answer; and I say, as much—by
the most favourable supposition—as much as such a space of time in

any part of life could avail us, and no more.
Such then, and so fearful, and proved to be so fearful by the plainest

indications, is the moral state of multitudes. Life is given them for

the cultivation of a sacred virtue, of a lofty piety, of pure and godhke
affections, as the only way to future improvement and happiness.

They are not devoting life to this end ; they know they are not ; they
confess they are not ; and their hope is—yes, the hope on which they
rest their whole being is, that by some hasty effort, or paroxysm of

emotion, in the feeble and helpless time of sickness, or in the dark day
of death, they shall be able to redeem the lost hope of a negligent

life. If only a week or a month of health were offered them to pre-

pare ; if that specific time, a week, or a month, were taken out from
the midst of life, and they were solemnly told that this would be all

the time they would have to prepare for eternity, they would be in de-

spair ; and yet they hope to do this in a month or a week of pain, and
languishment, and distracting agitation. It is as if the husbandman
should sport away the summer season, and then should think, to retrieve

his error by planting his fields in the autumn. It is as if the student
should trifle away the season appointed for his education, and then,

when the time came for entering upon his profession, should think to

make up for his deficiencies by a few weeks of violent, hurried, and
irregular application. It shows, alas! that the world, with aU its

boasts of an enlightened age, has not yet escaped the folly of those days
of superstition, when the eucharist was administered to dying persons,

and was forcibly administered, if the patient had no longer sense to

receive it ; or when men deferred their baptism till death ; as if the

future state were to depend on these last ceremonies. And as well

depend on ceremonies—and more consistently could we do so—as de-

pend on any momentary preparation for happiness: as well build a
church or a monastery to atone for our sins, as to build that fabric of

error in our imagination.

It is not for us, I know, to limit the Almighty ! It is not for us to

say that he cannot change the soul in the last moments of its stay on
earth. But this we may fearlessly say, that he does it, if at all, by a
miraculous agency, of whose working we can have no conception, and of

whose results, by the very supposition, we can have no knowledge.
I desire, my brethren, to state this point with all sufficient caution.

I not only do not deny that God has power to convert the soul in the

last moments of life, but I do not absolutely deny that there may be
some such instances in the passing away of every generation. I do not

know, and none of us can know, whether such miracles are performed
or not. It is commonly thought that the case recorded in Luke's gos-

pel, of the thief on the cross, is an instance of this nature. But I do
not think it can be pronounced to be such. We know not how much time
he may have had to repent and form a new character. He says, " we
indeed suffer justly ;" but the act for which he suffered, may have been
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a single act, in whirh he had fallen from a generally good life. But
admit tliat such interpositions do take place : is it safe to rely upon them?
We do not know that they do. We do not know that, in the passing

away of all the generations of mankind, there has been one such
instance. Is it safe to rely, in so tremendous a case, upon wliat we do
not know, and upon what, after all, may never be? My object is to

show that it is not safe ; and for this purpose, I shall reason upon the

general principle. The general principle is, that the future nuist

answer for tlie present ; the future of tliis life, for the present of this

life ; the next month for this month ; the next year for tliis year ; and
in the same way, the next life for this life. I say, then, that the ex-

pectation of any hasty retrieving of a bad month, of a bad year, of a
bad life, is irrational and miwaiu'autable, and ought to be considered as

desperate.

1. And for the purpose of showing this, I observe, in the first place,

that the expectation of preparing for futurity hastily, or by any other
means than the voluntary and deliberate formation of right and virtuous

habits in the mind ; or that the expectation of preparing for death,
when it comes, is opposed to the professed import of that sacred
volume, which gives law alike to our hopes and our fears.

it is opposed to the obvious, and the professed, and the leading cha-
racter of the Bible. What is that character? What is the Bible? It

is a revelation of laws, motives, directions, and excitements, to rohgious
virtue. But all of these are useless, if this character is to be formed
by a miraculous energy, at a perilous conjuncture, or in a last moment.
Motives must be contemplated, directions must be understood, excite-

ments must be felt, to be effectual ; and all this must be done deliber-

ately, must be many times repeated, must be combined with diligence,

and patience, and faith, and must be slowly, as everything is, slowly
wrought into the cliaracter, in order to be effectual.

But it may be said, " If the rule is so strict, where is the mnvy of
the gospel?" I answer, that its very mercy is engaged to make us
pure ; that its mercy would be no mercy if it did not do this ; and that,

of becoming pure and good, there is but one way, and that is the way
of voluntary effort—an effort to be assisted by divine grace, indeed, but
none tlio less, on that account, an effort, and an endeavour, a watching,
and a striving, a conflict, and a victory. I answer again, that the
mercy of the gospel is a moral and rational, a high and glorious prin-
ciple. It is nut a principle of laxity in morals. It is not a principle of
indulgence to the heart. It is a moral principle, and not a wonder-
working macliinery, by which a man is to bo hftcd up and borne away from
guilt to purity, from earth to heaven, ho knows not how. It offers to
fabricate no wings for the immortal flight. It is a rational principle,
and is not based upon the suln-ersion of all the knvs of experience and
wisdom. The gospel opens the tcai; to heaven—opens the way to poor,
sinful, ill-deserving creatures. Is "not tliat mercy enough ? 'Shall the
guilty and lost spurn that, and demand more? It opens the way, I

repeat; but then it la3s its instructions, commands, and warnings
thickly upon that way. Witli unmnnbered directions to faith, and
patience, and prayer, and toil, and self-denial, it marks out every step
of that way. It tells us, again and again, that su<'h is its way of salva-
va(io:i, ami no other. In other words, it ofl'ors us happiness, and pre-
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scribes the terms. And those terms, if they were of a meaner charac-

ter, if they were low and lax, would degrade even our nature, and we
could not respect them. It would, in fact, be no mercy to natures like

ours to treat them in any other way.
In speaking of the scriptural representations on this subject, the

pai'able of "the labourers in the vineyard" may probably occur to you,

in which he who came at the eleventh hour received as much as he who
had borne the heat and burden of the day. I suppose the parable has

no relation whatever to this subject. It cannot intend to teach that he

who is a Christian during his whole life is no more an object of the di-

vine approbation, and is to be no more happy, than he who is so for a

very small part of it. It evidently refers to the introduction of the

Christian dispensation ; it relates to the Jews and GentUes as nations

;

meaning that the Gentiles, who came later into covenant with God,

would be as favourably received as the Jews.

To interpret this parable as encouraging men to put off their prepa-

ration for futurity till death, if there were no other objection, would
contradict, I repeat, all the scriptural information we have on this sub-

ject. This would appear, if you should carry to the oracles of divine

truth any question whatever about piety, or virtue, or the qualification

for heaven. What is piety itself? A momentary exercise or a habit?

Something thrown into the heart in a mass, or a state of the heart itself,

formed by long effort and care? Does the great qualification for

heaven consist in one, two, or ten good exercises, or in a good charac-

ter? And to what is that judgment to relate which wiU decide our

future condition? "Who will render," says the sacred record, "to

every man according to his deeds!"

Open that most solemn and formal account of the judgment contained

in the 25th chapter of Matthew; and what is the great test? I still

answer, deeds ; deeds of piety and charity, the conduct, the character,

the permanent affections of each individual. But still further to decide

the question, if it can be necessary, let it be asked, what is that heaven

of which we hear and say so much ? What is heaven ? Are we still

like children fancying that heaven is a beautiful city, into which one

needs only the powers of locomotion to enter? Do we not know that

heaven is in the mind, in the greatness, and purity, and elevation of

our immortal nature? If piety and virtue, then, are a habit and state

of mind expressed and acted out in a life that is holy ; if the judgment

has relation to this alone ; if heaven consist in this ; what hope can there

be in a brief and slight preparation?

II. No, my friends, the terms on which we receive happiness—and I

now appeal to reason in the second place—the terms on which we receive

true, moral, satisfying happiness, cannot be easy. They are not;

experience shows that thoy are not ; life shows that they are not ; and

eternity wiU but develop the same strict law ; for it is a part of our

natui-e,—it is a part of the nature and reason of things. The senses

may yield us such pleasure as they can yield, without effort ; taste may
delight us, and imagination may minister to us, in careless reverie

;

but conscience does not offer to us its happiness on such terms. I know
not what may be the law for other beings in some other sphere ; but I

know that no truly, morally happy being was ever made here, but

through much effort, long culture, frequent self-denial, and abiding
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faith, patience, and prajer. To be truly liappv, what is so difficult?

What is so rare? And is lieaven, think you—^the blessed consumma-

tion of all that man tan ask,—to be obtained at less expeuse than it will

cost to gain one pure, calm day upon earth? For even this compara-

tively trifling boon, one blessed day, one day of religious joy, one day

of jov in meditation and prayer, one day of happiness that is spiritual,

and not physical nor circumstantial—even this comparatively slight

boon, I say, cannot be gained without long preparation of mind, and

heart, and habit. There are multitudes around us, and of us, to whom,

at this moment, one such day's happiness is a thhig just as impossible

as it would be in that day to make a world! And shall they think to

escape this very law of happiness under whi(;h they arc actually living,

and to fly awav to Iieaven on the wings of imagination ?—to pass at

once from unfaithfulness to reward, from apathy to ecstasy, from the

neglect and dislike of prayer to the blessed communion of heavenly

worship, from this hour of being, absorbed in sense and the world, to an

eternity of spiritual glory and triumph? No ; be assured that facts are

here, as they are everywhere, worth more than fancies—be they those

of dreaming visionaries, or ingenious theologians : if you are not now
happy in penitence, and humility, and prayer, and the love of God, you

are not in fact prepared to be happy in them hereafter. No ; between

the actual state of mind prevailing in many, and the bliss of heaven,

"there is a great gulf fixed"—over which no wing of mortal nor angel

was ever spread. No ; the law of essential, enduring, triumphant happi-

ness is labour and long preparation for it ; and it is a law which will

never, never—never be annulled

!

There is a law, too, concerning habits. It is implied in the fol-

lowing language:—"Can the Ethiopian change his skin, or the leopard

his spots? Then may those who are accustomed to do evil, learn to

do well!" Habit is no .slight bond. Slightly at first, and gently after-

wards, may it have drawn its silken cords around us ; but not so are

its bonds to be cast from us ; nor can they, like a green withe, be broken

by one gigantic efi"ort. No; the bonds of habit are chains and fetters

that must be worn oft". Through the long process of slow and imper-

ceptible degrees, they must be severed with weariness, and galling, and
bitter anguish.

"Can it be suppced," says an eloquent writer and preacher, "that
where the vigour of life has been spent in the establishment of vicious

propensities ; where all the vivacity of youth, and all the soberness of

maidiood, and all the wisdom of old age, liave been given to the sei'vico

of sin ; where vice has been growing with the growth, and strengthening

with the strength ; where it has spread out with the limbs of the strip-

ling, and become rigid with the fibres of the aged—can it, I say, bo
supposed tliat tiie labours of such a life are to be overthrown by one
last exertion of tlio mind, impaired witli disease ; by the convulsive

exercise of an affrighted spirit ; and by die inarticulate and feeble sounds
of an expiring Ijreath ?"

Besides, tlko rule is as equitable as, in the divine ordination of things,

it is necessary. Tlie judgment which ordains that whatsoever a man
soweth that shall ho also reap, is a righteous judgment. It is easy, no
doubt, to regret a bad life when it is just over. When death comes,

and tlie man must leave his sinful indulgences and pleasures ; or when
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lie has 110 longer any capacity for enjoying them ; when sickness has
enfeebled the appetites, or age has chiUed the passions, then, indeed, is

it but a slight sacrifice, and a yet poorer merit in him to feel regret.

But regret, let it be considered, is not repentance I And while the

former may be easy and almost involuntary, the other—the repentance

—may be as hard as the adverse tendencies of a whole life can make
it. Yes, the hardest of all things, then, wiU be to repent. Yes, I

repeat, that which is relied upon to save a man, after the best part of

life has been lost, has become, by the very habits of that life, almost a
moral impossibility.

And the regret, the selfish regret—can it be accepted? I ask not

if it can be accepted by our Maker ; I doubt not his infinite mercy

;

but can it be accepted by our own nature ? Can our nature be purified

by it? Can the tears of that dark hour of selfish sorrow, or the awful

insensibility which no tear comes to relieve—can either of them purge
away from the bosom the stains of a life of sin ? Let us never make
the fearful experiment ! Let us not go down to the last tremendous
scene of life, there, amidst pain and distraction, with the work of life

to do ! Let us not have to acquire peace from very terror, and hope
from very despair; let us not thus trust ourselves to a judgment "that
will render unto us according to our deeds ; that wiU render—mark the

explanation—to them who, by patient continuance in well-doing, seek

for glory, honour, and immortality, eternal life ; but tribulation and an-

guish to every soul that doeth evil."

III. From these views of our subject drawn from Scripture and
I'eason, let me, in the third and last place, refer to a no less decisive

consideration which is independent of them ; a consideration fully borne

out by melancholy facts. It is this ; that every man will die very much
as he lives: I mean, that in his character, his habits of feeling, he wiU.

There is not this wide difference between the living world and the

dying world which is generally supposed. Character, as I have con-

tended, and as we all see, indeed, is not formed in a moment ; it can-

not, upon any known law or principle- —it cannot, but in contradiction

to every known law and principle, be changed in a moment. Chris-

tianity has introduced no law in subversion of the great laws of experience,

and rational motive, and moral action, or of its own established prin-

ciples. Its doctrine of conversion is only misunderstood when it is

supposed to provide a briefer and easier way of preparation for heaven,

than watching and striving, and persevering in virtue, and patient

continuance in well-doing. -I say, therefore, and repeat the certain and
solemn truth, that every man will die the same—essentially the same

—

that he has lived.

For the correctness of this conclusion, I have soon to refer to a single,

and as it seems to me, momentous fact. But in the meantime, let me
remark that there is one question here which I view with a kind of

apprehension I scarcely know how to express ; with almost a dread, for

once, to ask what the simple truth is. My bretiiren, we are sometimes
called upon to pray for a change of heart, in the sinful and negligent

man, as he is drawing nigh, in horror and agony, liis last hour! It is

an awful situation even to him who only ministers at that dying bed.

What shall he do—what can be done—I have asked myself. Shall I

discourage prayer, even in the uttermost extremity? Can I, when I
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hoar from those hps that are soon to be sealed in death the pathetic

entreaty, "Oh, pray!" can I refuse to pray? I do not; I cannot.

Prayer is our duty ; events are with God. But I must say, I will say
— 1 will tell the negligent man beforehand, what I fear. I fear, I do
fear, that such praying is nothing better than the supplication of our
terror and despair! I fear that it is altogether an irrational and
unauthorized praying! 1 fear that it is like praying that guilt, and
even a M'hole life of it, may feel no enduring remorse, that sin may not

be followed by sorrow, that vice may leap at once to the rewards of

virtue, that the sword which a man has plunged into his bosom may
not wound him, or that the envenomed draught he has taken may not

poison ! 1 fear that it is as if we should take our station on the banks
of the mighty river that is pouring its accumulated waters into the

ocean, and pray that they may turn back to their fountain-head ; or as

if we sliould gaze upon the descending sun in heaven, and pray that

he may stand still in his course! I tremble with a strange misgiving,

as if it were a praying not to God, but against God!
For, what is this prayer? It cannot harm us to make the inquiry

now, before that crisis comes. What is this prayer? It is a prayer
that the flow of moral habits may turn back to its source ; that the

great course ot moral causes and effects may all bo stopped ; that the
great laws of the moral universe may all be suspended. It is praying
against many a solemn declaration of holy writ. And will it— I ask

—

will the prayer bo heard? Again I tremble at that question; again
my misgivings come over me ; 1 ask, but I know not what to answer.

I know, in fact—I may conjecture and hope—but I knov: of no answer
to that awful question, unless it be in this more awful language :

—

" lie not deceived "—it sounds like a warning in mine ear—"be not
deceived; God is not mocked:"—man's indulgence may flatter him;
plausible systems of his own devising may encourage him to venture his

soul upon an easier way of salvation : and weaker bands than those of
almighty justice might have been escaped, but—" God is not mocked;
for whatsoever a man sowetli "—not what he wishes when the seeds of

sin are implanted, and have sprung up, have grown to maturity— I cannot
read it so—l)ut " whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap."

Tell me not the oft-repeated tale of a death-bed repentance. I turn
to it an incredulous ear. What does it amount to, even when it comes
with tlie kindest testimony of partial aft'cction ? Alas! it is doubt-
ful, even in its utmost latitude, and in the moment wlien it claims our
utmost sympathy. For what is it? It is, that the subject of this

charitable judgTuent was willing to die, when to die was inevitable ; that

he sought for pardon, when he felt tliat he must bo pardoned or perish

in his sins; that he prayed, but it was when Atheists liave prayer;
that he hoped, ah! he hoped when it had become too terrible to despair!

And now what is the result:' What is it that the issue of all tliis

iearful, I cannot call it flattering, experience tells us? What is the

fact on whicii this solemn conclusion, concerning the inethcacy of a
death-bed repenUmce, rests ? In many cases, it is revealed only in an-
other world, and is beyond our scrutiny. But when it is known, I beg
it may be solemnly considered what it is, and what is its bearing on the
Iiopes of a death-bed repentance. The result is—and I speak, let it

Lo repeated, of a fact—the result is almost without exception, in cases

II
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where the subject of such experience recovers, that he returns to his

old habits of living, without any, or any but a very slight and temporary
change. In many such instances, where the experience has been very

bright and convincing, the individual retains no recollection of anything
he said, or was supposed to have felt. It was all a delirium. The
moral state, as well as the mental state, was a delirium. And
there is too much reason to fear that all such experience is a moral
delirium, at best.— I would not willingly disturb, for one moment,
the peace of a fond and anxious friendship. I will not speak of the

state of those who are dead, but I must speak of the dangers of those

who are living. And surely, if there are any, this side of the retribu-

tions of eternity, who could most fearfully warn you not to postpone

rehgion to a dying hour, it would be those who have hung with anxious

watchings around the last hours of the disobedient and irreligious, and
have trembled, and prayed, and wept for their welfare

!

My friends, I have only time to present to you and to myself one

practical question ; are ive hahitually ready to die ? The question, my
brethren, is not whether we expect to bo ready at some future time.

It is not whether we mean to be ready. It is not whether we are

making the most solemn promises to ourselves that we will, sometime,

set about the preparation for that great hour. But the question is, are

we ready for it now? Are we habitually ready? Are we convinced

that we are to be judged, not by some imaginary life which we intend,

and intend, and for ever intend to lead, and which we never do lead,

because we are always intending it—are we convinced, I say, that we
are to be judged, not by that imaginary life which we are for ever intend-

ing to lead, but by the life which we are now actually living? Have
we given up the foUy of expecting to do anything in future which we
will not do now ; of expecting to do that in sickness which we cannot

do in health ; of expecting to do that in death which we cannot do it

life? Are we doing just as much to prepare as if the judgment were
to depend on what we are doing—for it is to depend on what we are

doing, and doing, and doing, through the whole of life—as much, I say,

as if the judgment were to depend on these hourly deeds which we are

now performing, on these momentary feelings which we are now cher-

ishing? If not, then there ought to be a revolution in our lives—call

it conversion, regeneration, a change of heart—I care not by what
name ; but I say that there ought to be a revolution in our lives, of

such magnitude and moment, that the eternal judgment only can de-

clare it I Are we, then, habitually ready to die? If not habitually,

we never are, for religion is a habit. If not habitually, if not

at least habitually making ourselves ready, there is reason to fear

that we never shall be ; for life—do you not perceive ?—is a tissue of

thoughts, purposes, and feelings, which is growing stronger as it

lengthens, so that the disinclination to prepare for death is growing
every moment, while every moment the time for it lessens.

There is a vague notion—for it is the hope of all that death will not

break into the midst of life—a vague notion, with many, of retiring in

advancing years from the cares and business of life to make this pre-

paration, which involves great and hazardous mistake. They seem to

think that the heart will become pure, and spiritual, and heavenly, as

the state of life becomes quiet and free from the urgency of worldly
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cares. Delusive expectation!—as if all growth in nature were not

most vigorous amidst calm and silence: as if, in like manner, the

rooted passions of the soul were not likely to grow stronger and more
stubborn amidst the silence and quietude of declining years I What is

the fact? Did you ever see selfishness, or avarice, or a worldly mind, lose

its accustomed power in such circumstances? On the contrary, we
know—who has not witnessed sad and striking instances of it?—we
know that nothing is more common than for avarice and worldliness to

find strength in leisure, and freedom in retirement ; that they fix a
stronger grasp upon the decaying faculties, and fling their icy bonds

over the soul amidst tlic winter of age. As well might the Ethiopian

change his complexion by retiring from the scorching sun to his shaded

hut ; as soon might the leopard lose his spots barely by plunging into the

solitudes of the wilderness, when the flood could not wasli them away.
—The waters of death are not waters of ablution, but rather do they

give the colouring and complexion to our destiny. They are not a
slow and oblivious stream, but rather a rusliing torrent that bears us

away before we are aware. Death comes suddenly to all. It does

break sooner or later into the midst of life. It comes at a time when
we think not. It comes, not when all our plans are ready for it ; not

with harbingers, and prophecies, and preparations ; not with a heart-

thrilling message, saying, " Set thy house in order, for this year thou
shalt die ;" no voice is in the infectious breath of the air that brings

contagion and death with it ; no coming step startles us when disease

is approaching ; no summoning hand knocks at the gate of life, when its

last dread foe is about to enter its dark and guarded passages; no
monitory conviction within, says, " This month, this week I shall die!"

No, it comes at a time when we think not ; it comes upon an unpre-

pared hour, unless our life be preparation ; it finds us with all our faults,

with all our sins about us ; it finds us that wliich fife has made us

—

finds us such as the very action, habit, and spirit of life have made us
—and bids us die such as we lived!

AVho of ifou will meet his end when he expects it? Perhaps not one.

Or, if you should, how solemn a message would you address to the

living! Who of us has, in our own apprehension, been brought to such
a crisis, but has had thoughts, which no language can utter, on this

momentous concern ? We felt that then was not the time to prepare.
" Oh! not now—not here !" is the language of the dying man, as, with
broken utterance, and the failing and faltering breath of life he testifies

his last conviction, " Not now—not here, is the place or the time to

prepare for death!" And lie feels, too, that all which the world con-
tains vanishes into nothing compared with this preparation ! Are we
then prepared?—not by a preternatural or extravagant state of feeling;

not by glooms, nor by raptures, nor by any assurance, nor by any hor-
ror of mind; but by the habitual and calm discharge of our duty, by
labours of kindness, by the spirit of devotion, by a temper of mind
kindred to that heaven which we hope to enter! Are we thus ready,
every day, every hour ? On the exchange, in the office, in the study,
in the liousc, and by the way ; in the workshop, and in tlie field, are wo
ever ready? Blessed are those servants, whom the Lord when he
cometh, shall find watching: and if he shall come in the second watch
or in the third watcli, and find them so, blessed are those .servants."
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Acts xxiv. 25 :
" Go thy way for this time ; when I heave a convenient season,

I will call for thee."

Thus answered Felix when Paul "reasoned of righteousness, and
temperance, and judgment to come." So impressive was the expostu-

lation that, as we are told, "Felix trembled;" and yet so strong was
his love of indulgence and ease, that, though shaken bj the terrors of

conscience, he could say, "Go thy way for this time; when I have a
convenient season, I will call for thee."

This, my friends, is not a solitax'y instance in the history of human
conduct. Felix, the easy sensualist, the self-indulging worldling, the

negligent excuser of himself, has more followers, we must fear, than
Paul, the fearless preacher. There are more to resist the voice of con-

science than to urge its reproof.

Yet there are times of admonition—even though the lips of every

other teacher were silent—there are times of GocVs admonition that

come to all. The events of life, or the fears of death, sometimes
arouse the most careless. The stern call of adversity compels attention ;

or the time of escape fi-om danger, of relief from sickness, or of fuU

and overflowing prosperity, touches with ingenuous feeling, the minds of

the most thoughtless. There are seasons, too, of more than ordinary

reflection. The conviction sometimes comes with power—we harcUy

know whence it comes—that our life is hasting away, and that but

little time is left to fulfil its duties and to secure its better hopes ; or

else conscience—^like the preacher in our text—conscience comes forth

from its prison of long confinement and silence, and reasons with the

guilty heart, of righteousness, and temperance, and judgment to come,

till it trembles. Alas ! that these eventful hours and momeuts should

glide away like other moments and hours of life, and be lost iu the

tide of common affairs and events! Yet it is even so. The greatest

and most solemn feelings of the human heart may pass away and leave

no deeper trace than its most idle fancies. Felix trembled ; and
Agrippa afterwards said in the same judgment-liall, to the same
preacher, "Almost thou persuadest me to be a Christian;" and yet

these declarations are not the record of the lives of these men, but the

X'ecord of one awful moment. Again the world rushed in with its

cares and pleasures ; again indulgence pleaded and pride flattered ; and
the moment—the moment of promise and of peril—was lost, lost never

to be recovered, never to be recaUed, perhaps, tiU the great judgment
shall reveal its unspeakable solemnity and consequence.

And do you ask how it is tliat the most precious moments of our

earthly existence are thus lost ; how it is that the embryo purposes of

duty are destroyed ; how it is that what ai'e seemingly the very epochs

of our improvement—how it is that the fairest signals of hope become
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the monuments of our shame and condemnation? I answer, in the

language of all experience and of all Scripture, the reason is to be found
in the plea of delay. It is not because any one resolves upon sinning

and suttering the penalty, but it is bc(;auso every one is promising future

amendment. It is not because the human heart can boldly and impera-

tively silence the "strong monitions" of conscience, but because it can
evade them—because it can say to each one of them, successively, "Go
thy way for this time. Go thy way, not for ever;" that were too fear-

ful to say; "not for ever—oh no: I will call thee back again; when
therfc is a convenient season I will call for thee ; but go thy way for this

time."

Let us, then, endeavour to spread out a little this plea of delay, and
consider in some particulars its nature.

In the path of transgression, the traveller is always in straits of diffi-

culty, which urge him forward. His way on either side is hedged up,

and to his own apprehension, he is always put under the necessity of

proceeding. Xow this would render him extremely uneasy, and would
be quite intolerable, indeed, if the case were never to be any better.

But though lie is rushing on in a narrow and headlong passage, he
always descries a point before him, wliere, to the eye of his imagination,

the path becomes wider ; some fair and tranquil spot where he will have
leisure to pause and consider. There is never—there never was—there

never will be—a course of sinful indulgence, or of sinful neglect, but it

has, and for ever will have, marked out somewhere in its progress, the

more convenient season. There is always a period, but it is never
present—there is always a period coming when temptation is to intennit

its power ; when the ever-besetting obstacles to present duty are to bo
withdrawn. "It is true," says the victim of procrastination, "it is

true that religion is a thing which ought to be attended to, and must
be ; it is true, for instance, that this act of piety, or benevolence, ouglit

to be performed, or that extravagance or indulgence ought to be laid

aside, but a number of circumstances," he says, "for the present render

it particularly inconvenient. In a little time things wiU change for the

better, and then the matter sliall most assuredly be attended to."

Or else some evil habit—this very procrastination, indeed, becomes
a habit, and one of the most fatal—but some habit of sensual vice is

stealing upon the man, who yet maintains an outward decency ; and
he intends to maintain it. No man in the world less intends to become
the victim of violent passion and vile profligacy. But now is not the

convenient season to reform. \\'hen this time of trouble or of provo-
cation has passed hy, for wliich, at ])rcsent, he says, "some solace is

needed, or some indulgence is lawful," then tlie evil is to be manfuUy
resisted. Or perhaps the sulyect of duty is viewed on a larger scale.

There are many who feel that they ought to do much more to prepare
for a future state than they have been wont to do. They feel tliat they
are not yet Christians; that religion is not with them tlie concern of
chief interest ; that prayer is not their pleasure ; that God is not the
supremo object of love, and fear, and obedience. Something is yet to

be done. They are yet to pray, and to care for the soul. They do
not intend to leave the world in total neglect of the great and sublime
purpose for which tliey were sent into it. They dare not meet the God
ofbfeand of judgment thus. But for the present, the cares of this
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•world, 01' the deceitfulness of riches, or the hists of other things, choke
the feeble purpose, and render it fruitless. The pleasures of jouth
awhile plead for delay in religion ; then the business of manhood takes

up the excuse ; and bequeaths it, in turn, to the infirmities of age. All

circumstances admit the promise ; none favour the performance of it.

There is a time of leisure and tranquiUitj for meditation and prayer

;

there is a convenient time ; but it is for ever to come. In futurity, with

these persons—in futurity, not in present action—is aU the hope of

salvation. But futurity is eternal. It can promise for ever, and never

be I'equired to perform.

Such is the plea of delay. Let us now proceed to consider, in the

next place, how it ought to be regarded. And here let me observe that

I am not speaking in this discourse to a class of persons, who, in the

language of our pulpit, are called sinners ; I would speak to all, be they

called sinners or Christians, who are conscious that they are delaying

to do anything which they ought to do. And there are three characters

under which, I think, this habit of mind wiU appear to you. The plea

of delay is one fraught with guilt, delusion, and danger.

T. First, it is a plea fraught with guilt. It is an inexcusable plea.

It is by the very acknowledgment of him who employs it—it is empha-
tically pleading guilty : for it implies the knowledge of duty, and the

deliberate purpose to violate it. It is not sinning through haste, igno-

rance, or mistake. It is not sinning, and afterwards confessing it ; but

it is a case in which confession goes before the act. It is not reasoning

away the conviction of duty, but it is admitting and violating it in the

same moment. The language of the procrastinator is in terms like

these : "1 know that this is my duty,"—for if he does not admit the

obligation in question, why does he excuse himself? why not say at

once, this is not my duty, and I shall not perform it ?—his language,

then, is, "I know that this is my duty ; 1 laiow that my Maker has

commanded it ; 1 know that his commands relate to the present moment,
and to every monient of my existence; but yet"—but what? we are

ready to exclaim—does he in express terms refuse obedience ? Does
he absolutely say, "I will not perform it?" No, not absolutely, but

he virtually says it in the plea of delay. He resolves to neglect the

command of God, though he would not dare to utter the resolution.

He resolves to neglect the command of God, though he would not dare,

with the slightest whisper, to breathe the resolution into the ear of his

neighbour. But remember, my friends, that the language which God
regards is not the language of the lips, but of the heart and the life.

And if he who knew not, and did commit tilings worthy of punishment,

shall suffer for it, what shall be the lot of him who knew his Lord's

wiU, who confessed the duty he owed, and prepared not himself?

"Had I not come and spoken unto them," said our Saviour, "they
had not had sin, but now they have no cloak for their sin." Had not

Felix heard Paul, had he not been convinced of righteousness and judg-
ment to come, ho would have had less to answer for. But the plea of

delay involves in it the very sentence ofcondemnation; a sentence, which
he who uses it, in the very act pronounces against himself.

II. The second characteristic of the plea of delay is its delusiveness.

It would be too much, perhaps, to say that it is absolutely insincere.

None, probably, use it with the secret iniderstanding that it is an ar-
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tifice. Men, it is rather to bo supposed, are its honest dupes. They
sincerely imagine that the time of promised amendment will come.

Now, herein consists the delusion ; not only that it is utterly im-
probable that the time over will come, but that it is rendered more im-

probable by this very promise tliat it shall come. This very expecta-

tion of being religious by and bye, is, in fact, the greatest possible

occasion for despondency. And so long as it is promised and resolved

upon, the thing itself, of course, can never take place. The spirit of

the promise, so long as it exists, forbids the very hope of amendment.
For thus I reason. ^V'liy cannot the wicked man turn from his wicked

way noic ? Why cannot the vicious man dash from his lips the deadly

cup, this moment ? Why cannot the profane man cease to violate the

sacred name of his Maker from henceforth? Why cannot the man
who is delaying the great duty and interest of life, begin a course of

religious virtue and piety this very day, this very hour? Is it because

his habits, his passions, his desires are adverse ? Without doubt this

is the reason. Now, in the name of all that is true and rational, let it

be asked—are these evil habits, and passions, and desires, to become
more favourable to virtue and purity by indulgence ? Is the veteran

sinner more likely to turn than the stripling in vice ? Is an aversion to

religion, or to any part of it, to prayer, to watchfulness, to strict vir-

tue ; is such an aversion to be conciliated by being indulged and made
habitual? Will you pamper the passions into self-denial? Will you
exasperate an evil temper into gentleness and kindness? Will you
throw up the reins to sin, under a notion that you may, by and bye,

more easily restrain it?

Now mark the complicated delusion. It is difficult to reform a
wrong habit, or to establish a right one at present, and therefore it is

deferred ; deferred, let it be remembered, precisely because it is dijfi-

cult. Delay, at every moment, increases the difficulty. Meanwhile,
the mind reposes with self-complacency on its specious purposes ; and
at last, it is probable, to complete tlie deception, pleads, in extenuation

of its sins, tlio very purposes which it has violated.

There is a strange fatality attending all moral delinquency, all irre-

ligion, in every form of it. To the transgressor, things never—no,

they never appear as they are. In the course of sin, or of sinful ne-

glect, for instance, every human being bcheves himself to be an excep-

tion from all others. " 1 know, indeed," says the anxious delayer of

his duty, " that the time for amendment has never come to thousands
who expected it as I do ; but mine is to be a different lot. There are

many days yet before me, and I intend, I am resolved, one day, to

pursue a different course. I do not intend to die as 1 live." Thus he
is led on by the illusions of hope, till lie is beyond the reach of this

world's great probation. Millions have walked in that way to the

regions of moral perdition, yet he is persuaded there is something iu

his case to distinguish it from them all. And every one of those

millions, ho knows, entertained the same persuasion ; but their failure

does not shake his confidence.

Of this miserable delusion the case related in om- text, with the cir-

cumstances, furnishes a striking example. Felix heard the Voice of
truth and was troubled. Conscience spoke within him and would not

be utterly silenced. lie felt— how solemn with a man in the visita-
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tion and the hour of conscience !—he felt that the call must bo
answered. He felt that he must do something. And how does he meet
this necessity—this great, this self-enforced necessity? What answer

does he return to the message? Alas ! he dismisses it with a
promise ! He says to him who brought it, *' Go thy way for this time

!

"

The preacher retired. Why, you are ready to ask, did not the very

sound of his departing steps carry alarm to the breast of this anxious

inquirer? Ah! it was that delusive promise, "when I have a con-

venient season I will caU for thee." With this he regained his peace

of mind, and life passed on as before. In pi-ide, in pleasure, in popular

favour, Felix forgot the lonely captive. Day succeeded to day, and
montli to month ; but we hear no more of the fatal promise. But what
do we hear? Why, what this same man, this Felix, two years after,

*' to do the Jews a pleasure," contrai-y to what he knew to be the dic-

tates of justice and humanity, "left the preacher bound in prison."

Thus ended the promise of Felix ; and thus, with scarcely an exception,

end all pleas of delay in religion.

But do they result in simple mistake? Is it the worst of the case

that the delaying sinner deceives himself? No, my friends, delusion in

matters of duty is something worse than mistake—it is injury of the

most alarming kind.

III. This leads me to the third remark; viz. that the plea of delay

is dangerous. Its danger has ah'eady in part appeared, but it claims

farther attention.

It ought to be considered, not only that the habit of procrastination

is nothing else but a habit of deceiving ourselves, but that it is above

all others fatal. It were bad enough to postpone our duty, and withal

to delude ourselves ; but to be morally deceived in being deluded, to

make the fair promise of better things the very lure to perdition, to

make ourselves the more easy when we are doing the more wrong, to

muffle and to keep out of sight the deadly weapon only that it may
strike a more secret and a more fatal blow ; there is something in this

that is weU fitted to shock and alarm us. Yet this is the simple state-

ment of what is true in the case of every man who delays to do what he

knows that he ought to do. The direct way to make the inclination to

sinful indulgence ruinous, is to flatter ourselves with the promise of

amendment. There is nothing—for I must repeat and insist upon this

observation—there is nothing so completely fatal to every reasonable

prospect of being religious, as this promise to be religious at some future

time. If it were not for this there might be some hope.

But this promise of amendment is specious. It seems to take off the

boldness and impiety of transgression.

This paltering with conscience amuses and stupifies it at the same
time. It were infinitely better to say—for bold and impious as it may
seem, it would be saying the truth—" I do not obey the commands of

God, and I shall not : I am not a Christian, and I do not expect to be

one ; I have no reason to think that my feelings or habits are to be

changed by being cherished ; I shall probably—without any immediate
endeavour to amend—shall probably be, ten or twenty years hence, only

more decidedly and habitually what I am now ; I shall almost certainly

die as I am now living." This, my friends is tlic plain and sober truth

;

and if the conscience could awake to its full and its fearful import, it

would not be easily lulled again into the sleep of death.
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Withal, and to complete the danger of delay, the work of evil habits

is imperceptible and speedy. There is bhiiduess in the way, and it is

ever terminated by a fearful precipice.

The progress of gross vice, and its end, are an illustration of tho

progress of all sin. The man who is plunging into vicious habits will

admit to you, perhaps, that the consequences, if he goes on, are tre-

mendous. Consequences? Let them be tremendous. What is that to

him? What has he to do witli consequences? He does not mean to

reach tliem. lie has no intention of proceeding so far. A little in-

dulgence can do him no harm, and it is a very different thing—is it not?

—a very different tiling from being grossly sottish and vile. That he

is determined ho never will be. He cannot resolve to leave off just now,

and he cannot see that it is at all necessary. He surely has the power

of free choice, and he can stop when he pleases. Perhaps ho is

resolved that he will do so, after ho has proceeded to a certain extent.

He is not so blind as his friends think he is, and as some good people

and some worthy preachers would represent. He knows all that you
can tell him. He claims one distinction at least among the vicious.

He is not a fool. He is not without his thouglits.

Thus he reasons ; and while he reasons, habit strengthens ; and ruin

overtakes him before ho is aware. His reputation is suddenly gone

;

disease has secretly sapped the foundations of his firmness and
strength ; and death surprises him with its ghastly visage before he is

aware tliat he is dcdinmg from the path of health, and enjoyment, and
life. '• He that, being often reproved, hardeneth his neck, shall sud-

denly be destroyed, and that without remedy!"
Besides, if the pica of delay were not thus haznrdous ; if it did not

appear as if invented on purpose to ensure the ruin of its victim ; if it

were ever so promising ; if the work of evil habits were not so imper-

ceptible and speedy ; still there is the danger of a total uncertainty about
tl>e continuance of life. If you should appoint a time when you are to

commence that better life of piety and prayer of which you are

thinking, that time may be too late. The expected day wiU come, in-

deed ; but it may shine upon your grave. For wliat is your life ? It

is a vapour, that appcarcth for a little time, and then vanisheth away.
I have seen it rise ; the beam of morning kindled it ; but the beam that

kindled, dissolved and dissipated it for ever! Such is life. It appear-
eth for a little time ; and the only certainty about the length of its

actual continuance is, that it is totally uncertain. To-morrow's sun
may melt it away. A breath of wind may scatter it. The touch of

death may at any moment dissolve it. At any moment, this phantom
life may disaj^pear, and eternity break in upon the delusive dream of

promised amendment.
And is this brief and hasty hour of our being the season for delay?

Do we employ ourselves in delays when we have hardly time to act?
Do tho already frail and dying dclari their preparation for sickness and
death? If some thousands of years were allotted to us on earth there

might be a show of reason—and yet if what we liave said be true, only

a shoui of reason—in deferring. IJut what shall we think of it when
tho time is all too short for resolution and for action ?

And yet, perhaps, with some of us, tho period of life that is past has
been up to this time a period of delay, ^^'e have, many of us, not been
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more religious and devout, more correct and virtuous, more humble,
kind, and forbearing, more faithful and blameless in all the command-
ments and ordinances of the Lord, not because we never intend to be
so, but because we are delaying to be so. We are still saying to con-
science and to the command of God, and to all the kind and all the
awful messages of Providence, "Go thy vvay for this time."
When shall this inexpressible— I liad almost said, this insufferable

—

folly of indecision be given up? When wiU men cease to seal their de-
struction under the promise of escaping it? There are but two states of
mind on this subject that can for an instant stan^ the test ofreason—either
to resolve never to lead a life of piety and virtue, or to begin that life this

very day. Any other course is such manifest infatuation as cannot in

reason be entertained for a moment. And dreadful as the alternative

to the right choice is, I would press every mind to it, I would throw
everything upon that cast rather than leave the issue to that fatal inde-

cision which will not even lift its hand to choose. I adjure you, tell us
not any longer of a more convenient season, I put this matter to your
reason. I will use no tender exhortation, no soft entreaty now, though
our blessed religion is full of such. I put this matter to stern and
solemn reason : and I say—resolve to begin the religious life now,—or

take the uttermost hazard of perdition

!
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RENEWED DILIGENCE IN RELIGION.

(preached on the last sabbath of the year.)

Romans xiii. 11 : "And that, knowing the time, that now it is high time to

awake out of sleep."

Six is here compared to a sleep. It is the sleep of the soul ; the sleep

not of the senses, for they are often in these circumstances intensely

alive and awake to their objects—but the sleep of the soul. It is the

insensibility, the lethargy, the death-like stupor of the higher, the moral,

the immortal nature. In this sleep of the soul there is the same insen-

sibility to spiritual things as in natural sleep there is to natural things.

To the natural sleeper all the objects around him, be they ever so inter-

esting, and splendid, and wonderful ; all that would othenvise occupy
his hands, or engage his thoughts, or delight his vision ; all the voices

of active and stirring life around him; all the ministrations of nature;

all the magnificence of heaven ; to him are no more than if they were
blotted out of existence. He sees not, he hears not, ho feels nothing,

ho pursues nothing; he has no desires, nor fears, nor hopes; though
the crowded world of objects, and interests, and changes, and operations,

is all about him, and heaven, thronged with all its glorious spheres, is

stretched over him, yet tlicy are no more to him than to the insensible

clod. So it is witli the moral sleeper. There is a world of moral
realities, interesting, glorious, and wonderful ; there is a world of spiritual

visions and voices all around him ; but to his ear, and his eye, and his

lieart, and his consciousness, thoy are nothing. Though these realities

of spiritual life and beauty, these glories of the spiritual nature and of
the everlasting gospel, are fairer and richer than all the treasures of

earth, and brighter than all the splendours of heaven, yet he sees not
this, and he believes it not.

Are not 7)ian;/ thus asleep? Are they not all around us, reposing in

bowers of worldly ease, stretcliod on couclies of worldly indulgence, lulled

by the viol of j^leasure, fanned by bi-eczcs of prosperity, bewildered by
])liantoms of ambiti(jn, or darkly and blindly struggling M-ith evils, with
trials, and with sorrows, yet all sunk more or less deeply in this

death-like slumber of the soul? Let us pursue the inquiry and the
comparison.

The moral, like tho natural sleeper, has dreams. And ho dreams of

realities. Yes, the great reahtics—heaven and hell, tho soul's worth,

and treasure, and destiny, and danger, to many a man are nothing but
dreams. They pass before him, like tho visions of tlie night; but they
engage no waking energy, nor earnest or constant pursuit. The vision
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of religious truths and objects is sometimes, perhaps, awful and alarm-
ing ; but still, though disturbed and partially awakened, ho is asleep

;

his mind is aroused only to momeutarj consciousness ; only enough
aroused to say, and to feel relieved by saying, " it is a dream." He is

glad that the impression does not last with him. He shakes from him
the transient sense of these realities, as if they were the merest delu-

sions. Yes, to the moral sleeper, the connexion of the future with the

present, the tissue of these daily thoughts and feelings, that is binding

him to future welfare or woe—^the web of destiny—is but "such stuff

as dreams are made of."

The moral sleeper, too, like the natural, is not only disturbed, or

perchance delighted, with the visions of his sleep, but he is sometimes
more fully awakened. The strong hand of affliction is laid upon him,

or the rough hand of danger shakes him from his deep slumbers ; or his

fellow-sleeper, perhaps, begins to awake, and to arouse bimself, and he is

partially awakened : but he dislikes the interruption ; he is angry and
peevish at the disturbance, or he feebly promises, saying,—in the words
which an ancient prophet, as if he were, indeed, a prophet for all future

time, hath put into the mouth of just such a sleeper—saying, "a little

more sleep, a little more slumber; I will awake soon;" and then he
sinks into a still deeper repose, from which, it may be, nothing but the

shock of death will ever arouse him

!

For, is not the sleep of sin—notwithstanding these interruptions and
these dreams

—

is not the sleep of sin still heavy upon him, who is, after

all, insensible to truth, insensible to spiritual objects and affections, insen-

sible to sin itself? There is that in every man's heart which should

make him sigh, and weep, and tremble ; and is be not morally asleep

if he is insensible to it?—if he does not arouse himself to contend against

his spiritual foes, to watch over his moral maladies, to keep his too

much and too long neglected heart with all dihgence ? There is that,

also, within every man which should make him rejoice and glory—the

power and privilege which God gives him of recovery to virtue, and
piety, and heaven—the traces of a divine original—the spark which,

kindled, may glow and brighten for ever ;—yes, it is that which should

make him rejoice, and hope, and aspire ; which should bow him to awe,
and melt him to thanksgiving ; which should make him feel that he has

within him a trust and a ti-easure more honourable and precious than
all the goods and distinctions of the world. And if he is insensible to all

this ; if he does nothing for his inward welfare ; if he does not watch nor

strive ; if he does not even fear or pray ; is he not, in regard to that

precious, that better nature, asleep? Does not the soul sleep when its

truest and noblest interests are the interests most of all left out of sight

and neglected? Is not the eye of the soul closed, and its ear heavy
with slumber, when it sees and hears nothing of all that which should

most of all arouse, and awe, and gladden, and transport it?

Perhaps some may think that the picture is overdrawn ; and, for the

spiritual condition of many, we may hope that it is. And we do not

say, you will observe, that in any the sleep is profound and undisturbed

;

but, nevertheless, how deep it is, we may not properly apprehend,

because we do not consider what it is to be properly awake to the soul.

What is it to be aioake to the soul ?—Let us see what it is to be awake
in xcorldly things. How clear is the vision of men when directed to
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their outwai'd interests ! How keenly do they discriminate—how accu-

rately do they judge—how eagerly do they pursue! It needs no

Sabbaths, no set times, to meditate on stocks, and bargains, and specu-

lations. It needs no sennons to remind men of these things. Every

sense, and member, and faculty is awake, and alive, and intensely em-

ployed, in the earnest toil and competition of life. Hero are no faint

impressions, no dim perceptions, no doubts, no objections, no evasions.

To the worldly, it may be said—to those of the worldly wlio now hear

me, I may say—you are all inquiring how you sliall do more, and gain

more ; not excusing yourselves, and striving to do the least that will

satisfy your own minds ; not excusing yourselves, and putting off busi-

ness, as you put off duty, upon your neighbour ; and saying it may be

proper for this, and that, and the other man, to go forward, and do

business, and get gain. No, you gi-asp at the bare chance of worldly

profit. You step manfully forward, not waiting for others, not walking

timidly and doubtfully, and straining your eyes to detect, on every side,

shapes of evil and danger, as men who are half-asleep. No ; you aro

not irresolute, nor doubtful, nor cowardly about these things. You
liave no fear of pledges and promises, and forms of promise in business

;

no fear of bonds, and notes, and covenants, in transactions where the

whole heart is interested. Many have not half enough fear of theso

things.

But, alas! how different from all this wakeful zeal and activity, and
readiness, and forwardness, and courage, and manly decision, is the

ordinary pursuit of religious things! Here, alas! men have doubts.

They do not see tilings clearly ; they are afraid of some evil lying in

wait ; they are afraid of forms, and covenants, and sacramental vows

;

they doubt about prayer ; they doubt about public worship ; they ques-

tion whether they shall not get just as much good at home ; above aU,

they doubt about rehgious undertakhigs, and efforts, and charities. It

is quite a matter of speculation, they think, whether any good will be

done. The case is completely reversed from what it is in worldly things,

A speculation, there, is a grand chance for the acquisition of goods

;

but, in religious things, the noblest chance for infinite good to ourselves

and others is but a doubtful speculation. If there is adventure, or

experiment, or speculation hero, a thousand voices are raised against it

;

while the wliolo business of life is more or less a business of adventure

and risk. If it is proposed to send the gospel to China or Iliudoostan,

why it is a great way off, and the people are a strange people, and the

success is doubtful ; but there is no great difficulty in fitting out ships to

send merchandise to China or llindoostan. If it is proposed to form
an association to relieve and instruct the poor at home, the subject is

environed witli difiiculties and doubts ; but a company for speculation

in golden mines or golden visions can be formed without difficulty and
without prudence.

" They that sleep," says the apostle, speaking literally, "sleep in

the night." And is there not a spiritual night brooding over the minds
of thousands? There is nothing in tlio world so glorious as the per-

fection of (iod; there is nothing so near as his presence ; and yet how
many habitually walk in the sense and presence of everything but the

ever-manifested and omnipresent Divinity! Eyes have they, but they

see not ; and ears have they, but they hear not. Thoy see all objects,
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but see tliem not as the tokens of his power. Thej hear, but they
hear not the voice of God. They hear everything but those calls that

are made upon the soul—the calls of Vjlessing, and trial, and temptation,

and warning, and encouragement, that are all around them. They
mark everything in the paths of life but those directions, and com-
mands, and exhortations, that constantly address themselves to the

spiritual nature. They see not, at every step, duties, mercies, privi-

leges, means of virtuous improvement, opportunities of usefulness, cares

of the soul to be taken, cares of other men's good and true welfare,

dangers admonishing them, blessed hopes beckoning them onward,
heaven opening to them. They do not walk in the abiding and the

living sense of these things.

This it would bs, in some measure, to be awake to the soul. But
what would it be altogether, our perceptions of the soul and its

interests are, perhaps, too dull for us to tell, or to comprehend. Well
may we suspect that our standard of religious wakefuhiess and diligence

is far too low. Well may we suspect that we do not yet know what it

is to be awake to aU the glorious and affecting concerns of our moral
and immortal welfare ; and that, if we were once thus awakened, every-

thing in this world would appear in a new light ; we should see with new
eyes, we should apprehend vnth new senses, we should be aroused to an
impression more profound and overwhelming than ever this outward world
has made upon us. If, indeed, we can so strongly grasp this world

;

if we can so strongly apprehend, and so eagerly pursue the mere forms
of things, the vanities that perish in the using, the trifles of a day ; with
v,'hat ardour and intensity would the soul put fortli its powers, when
it once laid hold on realities ! If the charms of pleasure can so fascinate

men, how would the beauties of virtue enrapture them ! If glittering

gold can so dazzle them, how would they gaze, if they saw them, upon
the riches of holy truth, and life, and immortality ! If the most ordi-

nary good news can so delight them, what would the gospel do! If

earth can win and bind aU their warm affections and sympathies, how
would heaven bear away their thoughts to more delightful meditations,

to more holy friendships, to more blessed hopes, to more ineffable visions

of beauty and beatitude, than all that this world ever unfolded, or

offered, to its most ardent votaries ! Then would worldly desire, and
love, and zeal, be more than transformed ; they would be regenerated

to new life and power. He upon whom this happy renewal of the soul

should pass, would find that nobler energies had slept within him than
he had before imagined to be a part of himself. He would come to feel

that he had undervalued the gift of being. He would thank God, as he
never before thanked him, for the blessing of existence, and the promise
of immortality.

But I must check myself in the course of these reflections, to con-

sider how urgent is the call for this awakening from the sleep of

spiritual negligence, and stupidity, and death.
" Knowing the time,'' says the apostle, " that it is now high time to

awake out of sleep."

In the first place, then, if we intend ever to do more for our spiritual

welfare, it is time that we were doing it ; it is now time that we wore doing
it ; and it may be the only time. If we entertain the purpose of being
more diligent in devotion, private or public ; of keeping a stricter watch
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over our consciences ; of more effectually controlling sinful passions, and
correcting sinful habits ; of taking a more decided stand in conversation,

and avowal, and practice, as Christians ; it is high time that the pur-

pose was accomplished, and the work done. If wo ever make amends
for wrong, or recompense for injury, or restitution of dishonest gains ;

or would tender forgiveness to our enemy, or heal the breaches of con-

fidence, or the wounds that unkindncss has given ; or would comfort

the distressed and suffering ; or would send alms to the destitute, to

kindle the fire on the cold hearth, or to spread with our abundance the

table of peimry : if we would do anything of this, or aught else, that

our conscience dictates, or our hand finds to do, let us remember, tliat

there is no time to bo lost, and that what we do we must do quickly.

In the next place, it is time, and it is high time that we do our duty,

whatever it is, inasmuch as it is a matter of the most pressing concern.

Our soul's welfare is to be secured, and it bi-ooks not delay. The very
errand of life is to be done, and it must not be put off. Happiness and
misery, heaven and hell, wait upon our decision ; and happiness and
misery, heaven and hell, are not things to be trifled with! The mes-
sengers of Providence are around us ; blessings, afflictions, dangers,

invite, admonish, threaten us ; God calls, good men entreat, Jesus hath
lifted up to all ages the cry of wisdom, and warning, and agony ; and
these are arguments and appeals that endui'e not resistance nor insen-

sibility. Everything is at stake ; tlie trial of the soul is passing; dili-

gence only can safely abide it : watchfulness only can bring it to a happy
issue ; and wo must not sleep in fatal security!

This is not merely solemn, and, at the same time, unmeaning lan-

guage. Look within, and see if a trial is not there actually and hourly

passing between the right and the wrong ; between the happy affections

and the miserable ; between the spiritual and the sensual, the heavenly
and the worldly. "What consequences are depending, future years,

future ages, death, judgment, eternity, only can tell. Oh ! that some
other language than mortals use for mortal purposes might aid us to

speak forth the might, the magnificence, the immensity of these

themes! " Awake "—it is reason that calls, it is the better nature that

pleads, it is a voice as awful as the trump of the angel of judgment,
that cries—" awake, O thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead!"

It is high time, in the third place, because too much time is already
lost. >Vith some, twenty years ; with some thirty ; with some, forty,

fifty years, have passed; and they have done nothing effectually for the
soul's welfare. So many years of promises, and excuses, and evasions,

but not one year, not one month, of habitual prayers, and daily resist-

ance of evil, and wakeful dischai-ge of the great spiritual trust! They
were lengthened out for this very end ; and this, amidst all the activity

of life, has been the only object habitually neglected. How blessed

would have been the remembrance of these years, if they had all been
devoted to virtue, to purity, and heaven ; if their whole course had
been a course of kind words, and good deeds, and holy i)rayers ; if their

brightening progress had gladdened the sorrowful, and ins]>ired the

languid in virtue, and led and helped on " the sacramental part of

God's elect;" if every step of them had brought the pilgrim of virtue

and fiiitli nearer to the company of the faithful and blessed in heaven!
—the toil, and business, and pleasure of hfe need not have paused ; but
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that toil, and business, and pleasure, might have been consecrated and
blessed by a heavenly aim.

Can any being, claiming the attributes of reason, say that, compared
with this, the case of spiritual indifference and sloth is not gloomy?
What should we think, if twenty years of our life had been passed in

blank and barren idiotcy ? And when we awaked from that stupor and
sleep of the soul, how should we regard the time that had thus passed?

But, compared with twenty years of growing irreligion and vice, that

lot would be a blessing. In that case no blame could attach, and no
reproach would follow, and no retribution would call the unhappy victim

to its bar. Twenty years of sickness would be accounted a sad lot

;

and yet that might have saved the soul for ever. But twenty years of

spiritual maladies, to which no healing or help has come ; twenty,

thirty, forty years, in which a man has grown no better—a common
case, I most seriously fear—in which no holy principles of action have
been gained, no passions subdued, no communion with God has been
sought, no prepai-ation for trouble, and sickness, and death has been
made, no meetness for heaven has been acquired!—truly, well might
tlie Apostle say to his converts, " Let the time past suffice, wherein

ye have wrought the will of the Gentiles." Is it not— negligent

man! sinful sleeper!— is it not enough? Canst thou ask more time

to be thus wasted and lost? If thou canst, when will thy wakening be?
When, and where ? If thou wilt not arise now from this spiritual

lethargy, thy wakening may be when to all human view it is too late
;

and where the last failing voices of mercy may arouse you only to hor-

ror and despair

!

When and where I say not ; but this I know, that every hour of this

awful repose is an hour of added peril. It is high time to awake from
this sleep, in the fourth place, because there is infinite danger in it.

Sleep, if thou wilt, on the brink of a precipice ; sleep on the mountain's

brow, with a yawning chasm beneath you ; sleep on the sea-shore, when
the roaring tide is coming in with a flood to overwhelm you : but let no
man sleep amidst the mountain precipices and chasms of this world's

temptations ; let no man sleep amidst the whelming tides of passion.

Those outward dangers are but symbols of a danger internal, spiritual,

and great, beyond the power of any comparison to set forth. If you
saw a fellow-being in those perilous situations, you would fly to his

rescue ; or you would be struck with horror at the danger which you
could not avert. But, if you are a negligent transgressor of God's

commands, a careless offender against your own conscience, an easy

yielder to sinful indulgence, you have infinitely more reason to tremble

for yourself. Ruin is not more certainly in the path of the devouring

sea, than it is in the path and course of unholy passions and sinful in-

dulgences.

And what a ruin is it?—not of the body, but of the soul; not of

merchandize, but of virtue ; not of gold and silver, but of those affec-

tions which, rightly regulated, are richer—sacred heaven ! how poorly

was I about to speak ! richer than gold aud silver, was I ready to say ?

—nay, richer than all the suns and stars of the firmament. What a
ruin is that which is found in the brand that sinful gratifications

leave on the soul ; in the bliglit and curse of an envious mind

;

in the seared and callous heart of avarice : in the meanness of selfish
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competitions ; in the baseness of living on the world's favour ; in tho

l)arrenncss of an unsatisfied and desolated mind ; in the darkness of a
soul estranged and alienated from its ^laker ! We talk of ruin ; but
there is no ruin like that, no desolation like that, which enters into the

chambers of the soul ; no ruin like that which lays waste the spiritual

temple ; no scourge hke that which passes over the immortal nature.

AU misery like that wliich sin causes, is in its nature occasional, tem-
porary, transient ; it does not belong to the mind, but only to its condi-

tion. But that misery which sin creates, becomes a part of the soul;

it will cling to the mind till the last trace of evil habit is worn away by
repentance.

It is high time to awake, then, because now is the only time wo may
have for it ; because a matter of infinite weight presses ; because too

much time has been lost ; and because every added moment of spiritual

slotli is a moment added to peril.

Once more, let us be admonished that it is high time to awake, by
tho tokens of the dosing year. The season which we arc approaching,

is a time of congratulations and kind tokens of remembrance ; and bo

it so. IJut let the great admonition of tho season sink deeper into our
minds than congratulations, and become an abiding memorial withia

us, more precious than all the ofterings of friendsliip. Let the compli-

ments of the season be paid, and let them pass, as they will pass ; but
so let not tho solemn mementos of the coming season pass away from
us. These years, Christian brethren, are hurrying us away. I say not

this gloomily, nor to communicate gloom ; but to awaken from indif-

ference, and arouse to exertion. What shall startle us from our sloth

and negligence, if these epochs of om- hasting life shall not ? Most of

us, it may be, imagine that a time will come when we shall be more
zealous, and earnest, and decided. But when shall it once be? and
what shall awaken us to it, if not the remembrance of lost time, and
the present and urgent tokens of its hasty flight? "NVeU saith tho

poet^i

—

" It is the signal that demands despatch;
How much is to be done ! My hopes and fears

Start up alarmed ; aud o'er Ht'e's narrow verpjo

Look dowu—on what ? A fathomless aliyss,

A dread eternity, how surely mine!

" Seize, then, the present moments;
For, be assured, they all are messengers;
And though their lliglit be silent, ana their paths trackless,

As the wingeil couriers of the air,

They post to heaven, juul tlierc record thy folly:

Because, though stationed on the important watch,
Thou like a sleeping, faithless sentuiel,

])i(l>t let them )>a.ss unnoticed, unimproved.
And know, for thou that slumberest on the guard.
Thou shalt be nuule to answer at the bar
For every fugitive.

" Tiien stay the present instant;

Imprint the mark <A' wisdom on its wings.
Oh I let it not elude thy grasp, but like

The good old p.itriai-cii upon rei urd,

Ilokl the fleet angel fast, until lie bless thee"

1
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Mark iii. 5 :
" And when he had looked round about him with anger, being

grieved for the hardness of their hearts, he said unto the man. Stretch forth

thy hand."

That part of this passage only wliicli relates to the moral temper of our

Saviour, is proposed for your present meditations. It is, in other

words, and especially, the compassion of Jesus.

In reading the first clause of the sentence—he " looked round about

him with anger"—I suppose that many may have felt an emotion, a

thrill almost of pain and doubt; they have felt that these words,

by themselves, and in their simple meaning, were in painful contrast

with all their ideas of our Saviour's meekness and patience ; they have

been ready to doubt whether the words could have been correctly trans-

lated. But how entirely and delightfully is the mind relieved by the

words that follow—" being grieved for the hardness of their hearts!"

He was indignant as he looked around him, and witnessed the bitter

enmity, and the base hypocrisy of the Jews ; but his indignation

instantly softened into pity ; he was grieved at the hardness of their

hearts.

This is one instance of that sublime moral harmony—that union in

which the most opposite qualities met and mingled—that so entirely

singles out from all other models, tho character of our heavenly

Teacher and Master. We recognise the same spirit with that which

was so pathetically manifested in his appeal to Jerusalem—" O Jeru-

salem! Jerusalem!—thou that kiUest the prophets, and stonest them
that are sent to thee." Here is the tone of indignation, and reproach

;

but mark how instantly it is redeemed from the ordinary character of

those sentiments—" tliou that IdUest the prophets, and stonest them
that are sent to thee ; how often would I have gathered thy children,

even as a hen gathereth her brood under her wing, but ye would

not!"

The spirit with which we should regard the faults and sins of man-
kind is nearly a neglected subject in morals ; and it had been well for

moral reformers and preachers of righteousness, if they had more
thoroughly considered it. It is, moreover, a very practical subject to

aU men ; for we are constantly brought into contact with the faults and

transgressions of mankind ; every day offers, from this cause, some an-

noyance to our feelings, or some injury to our interests ; every news-

paper that is taken in our hand is burdened with the recital of crimes

—robberies, murders, piracies, wars. Indeed, this constant experience

of injustice or exasperation, in some or otlier of their forms, and this
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extensive observation of human wickedness, arc a part of our moral

discipline ; and it becomes us to consider bow we sbould meet it, and

be made better by other men's faults. It is, indeed, in its mildest

form, a sad and grievous discipline, from which no one should be wil-

ling to come out unprofited.

There is another general observation applicable to this sulyoct. As

we advance in our moral discriminations, we shall always find that

things, before indifferent, become interesting; and things distant, it

may be added, become near. A war, for instance, breaks out between

distant nations. A man may say—what is that to me? What is the

case of the French and the Austrians, of the Russians and the I'olcs,

to me? I answer it is much to you: for every time you read an ac-

count of a battle ; every time you read of the prowess of armies, of blood

and carnage, of blazing battlements, and groaning hospitals, you havo

certain fcehngs ; and they arc marked with a strong, moral complexion.

You are pleased or pained, you exult, or you regret, or you are indif-

ferent ; and to any refined moral sensibility, these states of mind will

not bo unimportant. Or, an extensive fraud in some public insti-

tution, altliougli it may not touch you in your interests, does touch

you in your feelings ; and therefore does concern, though not your

pecuniary, yet your moral welfare. And while others think that

they have nothing to do but with words ; nothing to do, but to talk,

and speculate, and wonder, and rail ; a thoughtfid man will feel

that he has much to do with his own heart. Or, when the poor mis-

erable victim of vice, the shattered wreck of a man, a])pears before the

public eye, he may be contemplated with laughter and scorn ; but from

a man who breathes the spirit of the Christian Master, that spectacle

will draw forth deeper sentiments. It is the form of sacred humanity

that is before him ; it is an erring fellow-being ; it is a desolate, forlorn,

forsaken soul ; and the thoughts of good men, that gather around that

poor wretch, will be far deeper than those of indifference or scorn.

And, in fine, all human offences,—that whole system of dishonesty,

evasion, circumventing, forbidden indulgence, and intriguing ambition,

in whicli men are struggling together, will often bo looked ui)on, by a

thoughtful observer, not merely as the sphere of mean toils and strifes,

but as the mighty, and to a Chri.stian eye, the solemn, conflict of minds

immortal, for ends vast and momentous as their own being. >Sad and

unworthy strife, indeed! and let it be viewed with indignation ; but let

that indignation, too, melt into pity.

Such, indeed, is the spirit recommended in our text—a spirit of in-

dignation at human faults and follies ; l)ut a spirit, too, which leans to

pity—a feeling which, although it begins often with indignation, always,

by the aids of reflection and piety, cuds in pity.

There is a portion of indignation iu the right temper. The right

feeling is not a good-natured easiness at the transgressions of men,
nor a worldly indifference, nor a falsely philosophic coldness, that puts

on an air of reasoning, and says, "it must be so," and "men were

made so," and " this is what we must expect." Neither is it a worLlly

laxity of conscience, that accounts everythhig well that passes under
the seal of public opinion. It is a decided and strong moral feeling,

that ought to be awakened by human wickedness. It is in<iignation.
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But then it is not a harsh and cruel feeling ; it is not pecvisliuess nor
UTitation ; it is not hasty nor angry reproach ; it is not a feehng that

delights in denunciation. No ; but the words of warning fall, as they

did from the lips of Jesus, mingled with lamentation. ()r, the words
of reproach arc uttered as they were by Paul, when he told the Philip-

pians, and told them even weeping, that some among them were ene-

mies of the cross of Chi'ist.

There are other mistakes which we are liable to commit, and other

wrong feelings which we are prone to clicrisb, towards the erring and
guilty.

C4ood men—shall I say it?—are too proud of their goodness. Here
are you, a respectable individual in society. Dishonour comes not near

you. Your countenance has weight and influence. Your robe is un-

stained. The poisonous breath of calumny has never been breathed

upon your fair name. Ah! How easy is it to look down with scorn

upon the poor, degraded oirender ; to pass by him with a lofty step

;

to draw up the folds of your garment around you, that it may not be

soiled by his touch! Yet the great Master of virtue did not so: but
he descended to familiar intercourse with publicans and sinners.

There is a feeling, 1 say, not only of scorn, but of triumph, often

springing up from the survey of other men's faults. Many seem to

think themselves better for all the sins they can detect in others.

And when they are going over the catalogue of tlieir neighbour's

luihappy derelictions of temper or conduct, there is often, amidst much
apparent concern, a secret exultation, that poisons and blasts all their

pretensions to wisdom and moderation, and their claims even to virtue

itself. Nay, this feeling goes so far, that men take actual pleasure in

the sins of others. It is not the corrupt man only—it is not the

seducer into the path of evil only—that does tliis ; but it is every man
whose thoughts are often employed in agreeable comparisons of his

virtues with the faults of his neighbour.

The power over men's faults, which is lost by a harsh or haughty
treatment of them, would of itself form a great subject; and one that

much needs to be commended to aU those who would exert any moral
influence over tlieir fellow-beings. The power of gentleness, the sub-

duing influence of pity, the might of love, the control of mildness over

passion, the commanding majesty of that perfect cluu'acter which min-
gles grave displeasure with grief and pity for the offender—these things

have been too little seen in the world. I believe that our pulpits, and
our tribunals of justice, and parental authority among us, must put on
a new aspect, before they will appear in all their dignity, their vener-

ableness, their power and beauty. We scarcely know, as yet, what we
might do with men's passions and vices. They are commonly reputed,

and some of them in particular, to be untameable, incorrigible, and fated
to procure the ruin of their victims ; and they are in part made so, by
our wrong treatment of them. The human heart cannot yield to such
an influence as we too often endeavour to exert upon it. It was not
made to bow willingly to what is merely human ; at least not to what
is infirm and wrong in human nature. If it yields to us, it must yield

to what is divine in us. The wickedness of my neighbour cannot submit
to my wickedness ; his sensuality, for instance, cannot submit to my
anger against his vices. My faults are not the instruments that are to
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correct bis faults. And it is hence that impatient reformers, and de-

nouncing jireachers, and hasty reprovers, and angry parents, and irri-

table relatives, so often fail, in tlieir several departments, to reclaim

the erring.

I would, therefore, remind them that thoj have a new lesson to learu

from the compassion of Jesus ; and that is, while they permit in them-
selves the liveliest sensibility to tlie sins of men, to mingle with it the

deepest commiseration for them.

I. And they may learn this lesson—they may find it enforced

rather, first, by considering what it is that their feelings and thoughts

are exercised about.

It is sin—it is combined guilt and misery—it is the supreme evil.

Whence shall wo gather comparisons to set it forth? Shall we name
sickness?— Sickness belongs to the body, the corruptible and perishable

body. Pain?— physical pain?—The body is its instrument and end.

Loss, disappointment?—They are worldly accidents. Dishonour?— It

is, comparatively, a shade upon a name. But a moral oflence possesses

all these characters, and it attaches tliem all to the soul. It is sick-

ness, it is ])ain, it is loss, it is dislionour, in tlie immortal part. It

is guilt; and it is misery added to guilt. It is calamity in itself; and
it brings upon itself, in addition, the calamity of God's displeasure, and
the abhorrence of all righteous beings, and the soul's own abhorrence.

If you have to deal with this evil, deal faithfully, but patiently and
tenderly with it. This is no matter for petty provocation, nor for per-

sonal strife, nor for selfish irritation.

Speak kindly to your erring brother. God pities him ; Christ has
died for him ; Providence waits for him ; the mercy of heaven yearns
towards him ; and the spirits of heaven are ready to welcome him back
with joy. Let your voice be in unison with all those powers that God
is using for his recovery.

Parent! speak gently to your offending child. This trait of parental

duty should bo deeply pondered. A tone of grave rebuke .should,

indeed, be sometimes used: perhaps, occasion may require that it

should be often used ; but tlie tone of peevish complaint and anger,

never. There is a ditferent language; and how much more powerful I

" Ah! my cliild!" might one say, in tlic manner, if not in language

—

"my childl what injury is all this doing you I—this passion, this vio-

lence, or this vice, what a bitter cup is it preparing for you!" This
language, this tone, from the grave wisdom of a father, or the tender

anxiety of a mother, might have saved some whom peevishness and
provocation liave driven farther and deeper into the ways of trans-

gression.

But let us put tlie strongest case. Your neighbour has done you
grievous wrong ; and he has the face to tell you so, and to exult in his

dishonesty. What man is there whose countenance Avould not bo
flushed with momentary indignation, at being so confronted with one that
had injured him, and that gloried in the injury! And let us concede
thus much to the weakness of nature, or even to the first impidse of

virtue. But the next feehng .should bo unfeigned regret and pity.

Yes, tlio man who stands before you, triumphing in a prosperous fraud
and palpable wrong, is the most i)itiaI)lo of human beings. He has
done himself a deeper, a far deeper injury, tlian he lias done to you.
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It is the inflicter of wrong, not the sufferer, whom God beholds with
mingled displeasure and compassion; and his judgment should be your
law. Where amidst the benedictions of the lloly Mount, is there one
for this man? But upon the mercifid—the peacemakers—the perse-
cuted—thej are poured out freely ; these are the sacred names upon
which the spirit and blessing of Jesus descend.

II. In the next place, it may temper the warmth of our indignation
against sin, and soiften it into pity ; it may well bring us, indeed, to imi-
tate the compassion of Jesus, for us to i-eflect that whatever others are,

and however bad, we, in other circumstances, might have been as
they are.

We are all men of like passions, propensities, exposures. There are
elements in us all which might have been perverted through the suc-
cessive processes of moral deterioration to the worst of crimes. The
wretch whom the execration of the thronging crowd pursues to the
scaffold or the gibbet, is not worse than any one of that multitude
might have become iu similar circumstances. He is to be condemned,
indeed ; but how much he is to be pitied, let his burning passions, his
consuming remorse, his paUid cheek, his sinking head, the mingled
apathy and agony of his apprehensions—^let these tell.

I feel that I am speaking of a case that is fully practical. There is

a vindictive feeUng in society towards convicted and capital offenders,
towards those who are doomed to abide the awful severity of the law,
that does not become the frail and the sinful. I do not adopt the un-
qualified language that it is nothing but the grace of God that saves us
from being as bad as the worst of criminals. But it is certain that we
owe much to the good providence of God, ordaining for us a lot more
favourable to virtue. It is certain that we all had that within us, that
might have been pushed to the same excess ; and therefore a silent pity
and sorrow for the victim should mingle with our detestation of the
crime.

The very pirate that dyes the ocean-wave with the blood of his fel-

low-beiugs, that meets with his defenceless victim in some lonely sea,

whei'e no cry for help can be heard, and plunges his dagger to the heart
which is pleading for life,—which is calling upon him by all the names
of kindred, of children and home, to spare—yes, the very pirate is such
a man as you or I might have been. Orphanage in chUdhood ; an un-
friended youth ; an evil companion ; a resort to sinful pleasure ; fami-
liarity with vice ; a scorned and blighted name ; seared and crushed
affections ; desperate fortunes ;—these are steps that might have led
any one among us to unfurl upon the high seas the bloody flag of uni-
versal defiance ; to have waged war with our kind ; to have put on the
terrific attributes, to have done the dreadful deeds, and to have died
the awful death of the ocean robber. How many affecting relationships

of humanity plead with us to pity him! That head that is doomed
to pay the price of blood, once rested upon a mother's bosom. The
hand that did that accursed work, and shall soon be stretched, cold and
nerveless, in the felon's grave, was once taken and cherished by a
father's hand, and led iu the ways of sportive childhood, and innocent
pleasure. The dreaded monster of crime has once been the object of
sisterly love, and all domestic endearment. Pity him, then. Pity his

blighted hope, and his crushed heart. It is a wholesome sensibihty;
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it is reasonable; it is meet for frail and sinning creatures like us to

cherish ; it foregoes no moral discrimiiiation ; it feels the crime, but

feels it as a weak, tempted, and rescued creature should. It imitates

the great Master, and looks with indiguation upon the offender, and

yet is grieved for him,

III. In the last place, I would set forth the intrinsic worth and

greatness of this disposition as a reason for cherishing it. This rank

does tlio virtue of compassion hold in the character of our Saviour.

How superior is the man of forbearance and gentleness to every other

man in the collisions of society ! He is the real conqueror ; the con-

queror of himself : but that is not all ; ho conquers others. There is

no dominion in the social world like this. It is a dominion which

makes not slaves, but freemen ; which levies no tribute, but of grati-

tude ; whose only monuments are those of virtuous example.
' No man may claim much merit merely for being indignant at the

faults and sins of those around him. It is better than indifference,

better than no feeling ; but it is only the beginning and youth of vir-

tue. The youthful, untutored, unsubdued mind, is only angry with

sin ; and thinks it does well to bo angry. But when more reflection

comes, and a deeper consciousness of personal deficiencies, and a more
entire subjection to the meek and compassionate spirit of Jesus Christ

is wrought out in the mind, a new character begins to deveh^pe itself.

Harsh words, borne upon the breath of a hasty temper, do not ruflle

the soul as they once did. Keproof is received with meekness, and in

silence. The tongue is not ever ready, as if it were an instrument made
to ward off reproach. The peace of the soul does not stand in the opi-

nion of others. Faults are estimated with forbearance. Mature and fixed

virtue is too high and strong to think of building itself up, like a doubt-

fid reputation, upon surrounding deficiencies. Sins arc more imme-
diately and habitually connected with the sufferings they must occasion;

and therefore they more surely awaken pity. The man of advancing

piety and virtue, is growing in the conviction, indeed, that the only

real, essential, immitigable evil is sin. He mourns over it in himself;

he mourns over it in others. It is the root of bitterness in the field

of life. It is the foe with which he is holding tho long and often dis-

heartening conflict. It is the cloud upon tho face of nature. That

cloud overspreads his neighbour with himself. And he pities from his

inmost soul all who walk beneath it.

Patience with the erring and offending is one of the loftiest of all the

forms of character. " Compassion for souls," though the phrase is

often used in a cant and technical manner, ought to be a great and en-

nobling sentiment. Compassion, indeed, for souls—how should it

tran.sccnd all other compassion I Look over the world and say, M'hero

are its sufferings? In the diseased body, in the liroken limb, in tho

wounded and bruised organs of sense? In the desolate dwelling of

poverty—in hunger, and cold, and nakedness? Yes, suttering is there;

and Providence has put a tongue in every suft'ering member of tlie human
frame to plead its cause. But enter into the soul—pass through these

outworks, and enter tho very seat of power, and what things are there

—uttering no sound perhaps, breathing no comitlaint—but what things

are there to move compassion? Wounded an<l bruised affections,

blighted capacities, broken and defeated hopes, desolation, soUtariness,
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silence, sorrow, anguish, and sin, tlie cause and consummation of all

the deepest miseries of an afEicted life. If the surgeon's knife should

cut the very heart, it would hardly inflict a sharper pang than anger,

envy, smiting shame, and avenging remorse. Yet happiness is near

that heart ; happiness, the breath of infinite goodness, the blessed voice

of mercy, is all around it ; and it is all madly shunned. Eternal hap-

piness is oflferod to it, and it rejects the offer. It goes on, and on,

through life, inwardly burthened, groaning in secret, bleeding, weltering

in its passions ; but it wiU not seek the true relief. Its wounds are

without cause ; its sufferings without recompense ; its life without true

comfort; and its end without hope. Compassion, indeed, for souls!

who may not justly feel it for others' and for his own?

So Jesus looked upon the world—save that he had no compassion to

feel for himself ; and so much the more touching was his compassion

for us. From the sublime height of his own inamaculate purity he

looked down upon a sinful, and degraded, and afflicted race. " Weep
not for me," he said, "but weep for yourselves and your children."

So Jesus looked upon the world, and pitied it. He taught us, that we
might be wise : he was poor that we might be rich ; he suffered, that

we might be happy ; he wept, that we might rejoice ; he died—he died

the accursed death of the cross, that we might live—live for ever.



GOD'S LOVE, THE CHIEF RESTRAINT FROM

SIN AND RESOURCE IN SORROW.

1 John" iv. IG : " God is love."

It was a saying of Plato, that " the soul is mere darkness till it is

illuminated with the knowledge of God." "What Plato said of tlic soul

is true of everything. Everything is dark till the light of God's per-

fection sliines upon it. That " God is love," is the gi'eat central truth

that gives brightness to ever}' other truth. Not only the moral system,

but nature, and the science of nature, would be dark without that truth.

I am persuaded it might be shown, that it is the great, essential prhici-

ple, which hes at the foundation of all interesting knowledge. It may
not bo always distinctly observed by the philosopher ; but liow could

he proceed in those investigations that arc leading him through all tho

labyrinths of nature, if it were not for tho conviction secretly working
within liim, that all is right, that all is well ? How could he have tho

heart to pursue his way, as ho is penetrating into tlie mysteries, whe-
ther of rolling worlds, or of vegetating atoms, if he felt that the system
he was exploring was a system of boundless malevolence! lie would
stand aghast and powerless at that thought. It would spread a shadow
darker than universal echpse, over the splendour of heaven. It would
endow every particle of earth with a principle of malignity, too awful

for the hardiest philosophic scrutiny

!

The Scriptures assign the same pre-eminence to the doctrine of

divine goodness which it holds in nature and philosophy. It is never
said, in Scripture, that God is greatness, or power, or laiowledge; but,

with a comprehensive and affecting emphasis, it is written, that God
IS LOVE ; not tliat he is lovely, not that he is good, not that he is bene-
volent, merely—that would be too abstract for the great, vital, life-

giving truth—but it is written, I repeat, that God is love

!

And it is not of this truth as an abstract truth, my friends, that I

propose now to speak. I wish to consider chiefly its applications ; and
especially its applications to two great conditions of human life; to tho
conditions of temptation and sorrow. Affliction, wo know, is some-
times addressed with worldly consolations, and sin is often assailed with
denunciation and alarm ; yet for both alike, and for all tliat makes up
tho mingled conflict, and sorrow, and hope of life, it seems to me that
a deep and affectionate trust in the love of God is tho only powerful,
sustaining, and controUing principle.

Let me say again—an affectionate trust ; tho faith, in other words,
that works by love. It is not a cold, speculative, tlioological faith, that
can prepare us to meet the discipline of life. It is the confidence of
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love only that can carry us through. Love only can understand love.

This only can enable us to say, " we have known and believed the love
that God hath to us." We profess to beUeve in God, to believe in the
divine perfection. But I say, my brethren, that we do not properly
know what we believe in, without love to it. Love only can understand
love. Love only can give to faith in divine love its proper character

;

and especially that character of assurance and strength which wiU en-

able us to meet, unshaken and unfaltering, the temptations and trials

of life.

The principle that is to meet exigencies like these ; that is to hold

the long conflict with sin and sorrow ; that is to sustain triumphantly
the burthen of this mortal experience ; must bo intelligent, active, pe-

netrating, and powerful. For the problem of this life, my brethren,

is not readily nor easily to be solved. I know that there is light upon
it—welcome light. But it cannot be cai'ried into the mazes of human
.experience ; it cannot illuminate what is dark, nor clear up what is dif-

ficult, without much reflection—and reflection upon what, if not upon
the character of the ordainer of this lot?—without much reflection, I

repeat, and care, every way, to the direction and posture of our own
minds. It was not intended that our faith should bo a passive princi-

ple ; that all should be plain and easy to it ; that moral light should fall

upon our path, as clear, obvious, and bright as sunshine. It pleases

God to try the religion of his earthly children. He would have their

trust in him to be a nobler act than mere vision could be. He would
have their faith grow and strengthen by severe exercise. He would
say to them at last, not only " well done, good!"—but, " well done,

faithful I—enter ye into the joys of your Lord: enter into joys, made
dear by sorrow, made bright by the darkness you have experienced,

made noble and glorious by the trying of your faith, which is more
precious than gold."

I said, that the problem of this life is not readily nor easily to be
solved. I can conceive that this may be an vinmeaning declaration to

those who have not thought much of life, to those whose lot has been
easy, and whose minds have partaken of the easiness of their lot. But
there are those to whom the visitation of life, to whom the visitation of

thought and feeling, has been a different thing. I can believe that there

are some to whom I speak, whose minds have been haunted, from their

very childhood, with that mournful and touching enquiry which we used

to read in our early lessons, " Child of mortality! whence comest thou?"

Man is, indeed, the child of a frail, changing, mortal lot ; and yet the

creature of an immortal hope. We are ready to ask such a being, at

whom we must wonder as it seems to me, whence earnest thou, and for

what end? Didst thou come, frail being! from the source of strength,

and wisdom, and goodness? Why then so feeble, so unwise, so un-
wortliy? Why art thou here, and such as thou art—so strong in grief,

and so weak in fortitude! so boundless in aspiration, so poor in posses-

sion ! W hy art thou liere ?—with this strangely mingled being ; so glad

and so sorrowful ; so eartlily and so heavenly ; so in love with Hfe, and
so weary of it ; so eagerly clinging to life, and yet borne away by a
sighing breath of the evening air ! Whence, and wherefore, frail man

!

art thou such an one? All else is well; but with tliec all is not well.

The wox'ld is fair around theo ; the bright and blessed sun shiueth on
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thee ; the green and flowing fields spread far, and cheer thine eye, and
innte thy footstep ; the groves are full of melody ; ten thousand happy
creatures range freely through all the paths of nature ; but thou art not

satisfied as they arc—thou art not happy—thou art not provided for as

they are ; earth hath no coverts for thy sheltering; thou must toil, thou

must build houses, and gather defences for thy frailty ; and in the sweat

of thy brow must thou eat thy bread. And when all is done, thou nnist

die; and thou knowest it. Death, strange visitant.is ever approaching

to meet thee ; death, dark gate of mystery, is ever tho termination of

thy path!

But, my brethren, is this all? To live, to toil, to struggle, to suffer,

to soiTOW, to die—is this all? No, it is not all; but it is God's love,

and tho revelation of God's love in the promise of immortality only,

that can assure us that there is more. And so necessary do these seem
to me, to bear up the thinking, feeling, suffering, hoping, enquiring

mind ; so necessary is it that a voice of God should speak to the crea-

tures of this eartldy discipline,—necessary as that a parental voice should

be ready and near to hush the cry of infancy,—that, instead of stum-

bling at marvels and miracles, at interpositions and teachings, I confess

I have sometimes wondered that there were not more of them. I have
wondered that the manifestations of God did not ofteuer appear in the

blazing bush and tho cloud-capt mountain. I have wondered that the

curtain of mystery tliat hides the other world were not sometimes lifted

up ; that the cherubim of mercy and of hope were not sometimes
throned on the clouds of tlie eventide ; that the bright and silent stars

did not sometimes break the deep stiUness that reigns among them, with

the scarcely fabled music of their spheres ; that the rich flood of morn-
ing light, as it bathes the earth in love, did not utter voices from its

throne of heavenly splendour, to proclaim the goodness of God. No ;

I wonder not at marvels and miracles. That scene on the mount of

transfiguration—Moses and Elias talking with our Saviour—seems to

me, so far from being strange and incredible, to meet a want of the

mind ; and I only wonder, if I may ventm'C to say so, that it is not

sometimes repeated.

Yet why should I say this? The love of God to us is sure; and it

is a sullicient assurance. Trust in him is a sustaining principle ; and
it is sufficient strength. There is another state of being for us—perish

all reason and all faith if it is not sol—there is another state of being
for us; and though tho eye hath not seen it, and the ear hath
caught no sound from its wide realm, the great promise and hope are

sufficient.

1 say, tho love of God is sure. He does love the moral beings whom
he lias made in his image; loves them, I doubt not, in their fears and
doubtings, and struggles, and sorrows; loves them, I believe, even in

their sins, nay, and has commended his love to them in this very cha-
racter—has commended his love to them, in that, while tliey were yet
sinners, Christ died for them.
Can you doubt whether man is the oltject of God's love? Look at

tho feeble insect tribes, sporting in the beams of life, ha])py in their

hour, perishing but to give hfo to others. Is lie not a kind Being
who made even these? Is it not tlie breath of love in wliirh even they
live ? Look at all tho ranka and orders of irrational creatures that in-
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habit the fields, the groves, the mountains, the living streams of ocean.

Look at the free and fleet rangers of the forest. Go thou, and unfold
the inward frame of such an one ; trace every part of the wonderful
mechanism ; mark every sinew ; follow the courses of its life-blood ; see

every skilful and exquisite adaptation for sustenance, for strength, for

speed, for beauty. Is not this the workmanship of goodness? Could
any but a kind and gracious Being have done this ? " Ask now of the

beasts," says Job, "and they shall teach thee ; and the fowls of the air,

and they shall tell thee ; or speak to the earth, and it shall teach thee

;

and the fishes of the sea shall declare unto thee."

But tui'n, now, from all these, and look—yes, look at one human
heart. How infinite the difference ! The human heart—say what we
will of it, let the cynic or the sceptic say what he wiU—but what a con-

centration of energies, what a gathering up of mighty thoughts, what a
home of dear and gentle affections, what a deep fountain of tears and
sorrows, is there ! What strugglings are pent up within its narrow en-

closure ; what mighty powers sleep within its folding bosom ; what
images of the grand, the godlike, the indefinite, the eternal, lie in its

unfathomable depths ! Dotli not the Maker of that heart regard it with
kindness? Doth he not pity a being that can sorrow? Doth he not

love a being whom he hatii made capable of love—of all its yearning, of

all its tenderness ? Doth he not care for a being whom he hath made
capable of improving for ever ?

Assuredly, if nature speaks truth, if revelation utters wisdom, he does

love his rational offspring. How strong is the language of that revela-

tion! " Can a mother forget her child? Yea, she may forget, yet will

not I forget thee."

Let this, then, be settled in every heart as one of the great convic-

tions of life ; let it be taken to the soul as a part of the armour of God,
to defend it against this world's temptations and calamities. "We may
not all, or we may not always, feel the need of it ; but we do aU need it,

and we need it always,—always, I say ; for we are always exposed to

sin, and we are always exposed to sorrow. Let us look at these condi-

tions of life for a few moments, to see how the apprehension of God's
love to us is fitted to restrain us in the one case, and to comfort us in

the other.

Nothingwould be so effectual to restrain us from sin, if we felt it, as the

love of God to us ; nothing would be so effectual to recall us from our

wanderings. It is a lofty conviction of which I speak, my brethren,

and not the ordinaiy and dull acknowledgment, the mere theological

inference, that God is good. Let any one feel that God is as truly good
to him, as truly loves him, is as reaUy interested for his welfare, as his

father, or his most devoted friend ; that even when he is rebellious and
disobedient, the good and blessed God pities him, and pleads with him
to return, pleads with him even through the sufferings of Christ, his

Son. Let him feel that the kind and gracious Creator has fashioned

that wonderful, but abused mind within him ; called forth those sweet,

but neglected affections ;
provided dear objects for them ;

given him
home, given him friends, showered mercies upon him ; let him thus feel

how ungenerous and ungrateful is the course of sin and vice ; and

surely all this, if anything can, will touch him with con\nction, and

move him to repentance. Let it be so, that all other motives have
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failed ; but who of us, if he rightly saw it, could lift liis hand against

that which is all love ^ "Who of us, if he felt that love to him, and to

all around him—wlio could be selfisli, contemptuous, haughty, or hard-

hearted towards his brother ? Who of us, if he saw all tlie gifts of lifo

to be the sacred gifts of that love, could abuse them to purposes of

sclHsIi ambition, or vicious indulgence ? The spirit of the sinner,—the

spirit of sin, I mean, so far as it goes, is a reckless spirit. The offender

cares not, very much in proportion as he feels that nobody cares for him.

lie hardens himself against everything the more, because he supposes

that everything is hardened against him. And when he goes to the

worst excesses in vice, the manifest scorn of his follow- creatures is tho

last influence that steels his heart against every better feeling. And
yet even then there is sometimes left one thought that moves him to

tears : it is the thought of his mother, dwelling alone, perhaps, in his

far distant and forsaken home ; it is the thought of his motlier, who
sighs in secret places for him ; who still mingles his outcast name with
every evening jnayer, saying, " Oh ! restore my poor child !

" But
let him remember, that even if his mother should forget, God does not
forget him, does not forsake him, does not withdraw all his mercies
from him. His friends may withdraw themselves ; he may have no
earthly bosom to leari upon ! but the elements embosom him around ;

the air breathes upon liim a breath of kuidness ; the sun shines benefi-

cently upon him ; the page of mercy is spread for him, and it is written

over with invitations and promises ; it says, in accents that might break
a heart of stone, " Turn thou ! turn, thou forsaken one ! for why wilt

tliou die ?

"

So effectual, my brethren, did we rightly consider it, might be tho
love of God to restrain us from sin, and recall us to virtue and piety.

Equally miglit it avail, and equally indispensable is it, to comfort us
in affliction. I have already spoken of tho afflictions of life, and need
not repeat what I then said ; suffice it, that every heart knows what it

has to suffer and to struggle with : but one thing 1 am sure of, that that
heart can find no repose but in a firm trust in the infinite love of God,
I speak now for a reasonable mind, for one that is not willing to suffer

blindly as a brute suffers, for one tliat docs not find it enough to con-
clude that it must suffer and cannot help it. I speak for one whom
sorrow has aroused to consider the great questions, wherefore he is

made, and why he is made to suffer ; and I am sure that such an one
must l)ehold goodness enthroned and reigning over all the events of time
and the destinies of eternity ; or for his mind there is no friend nor
lielper in the universe. Ah I there are questions which nothing can
ansv,-er but God's love ; Avhich nothing can meet but God's promise

;

whidi nothing can calm but a perfect trust in his goodness. Speak to
tho void darkness of affliction, " the first dark day of nothingness" after
trouble has come ; speak to life, tlirough all its stages and fortunes, from
oftentimes sufi'ering infancy to trembling age ; speak to tliis crowded
world of events, accidents, and vicissitudes ; ay, or speak thou to the
inward world of the heart, with all its strifes, its sinkings, its misgivings,
its remembrances, its strange visitings of long gone tlioughts,

" Toucliing tlie electric chain wherewith we arc darkly bound,"

and none of these can answer us ; we call as vainly upon them as the
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priests of Baal upon their god. There is shadow and mystery upon all

the ci-eation, till we see God in it; there is trouble and fear till we see

God's love in it.

But give me that assurance, and though there are many things
which I know not, many things which I cannot explain nor understand,
yet I can consent not to know them. Enough to know tliat God is

good, and what he docs is right. This known, and the works of crea-

tion, the changes of life, the destinies of eternity, are all spread before

us as the dispensations and counsels of infinite love. This known, and
then we know that the love of God is working to issues like itself, be-

yond all thought and imagination good and glorious ; and that the only
reason why we understand it not is, that it is too glorious for us to un-
derstand. This known, and what then do we say? God's love taketh
care for all—nothing is neglected : God's love watcheth over all, pro-

videth for aU, maketh wise adaptations for aU ; for age, for infancy, for

maturity, for childhood, in every scene of this or another life ; for want,
for weakness, for joy, and for sorrow, and even for sin ; so that even the
wrath of man shall praise the goodness of God. AU is good ; all is weU

;

all is right ; and shall be for ever. This, oh ! this is an inheritance,

and a refuge, and a rest for the mind, from which the convulsions of
worlds cannot shake it.

In what an aspect does this conviction present the scenes of eternity

!

We are placed here in a state of imperfection and trial, and much that

seems like mystery and mischance. But what shall the future be, if

the light of God's goodness is to shine through its ages? I answer, it

shall be aU bright disclosure, full consummation, blessed recompense.

We shall doubtless see what we can now only believe. The cloud

will be hfted up, and will unveil— eternity! And what an eternity I

AU brightness ; aU beatitude ; one unclouded vision ; one immeasurable
progress ! The gate of mystery shaU be past, and the fuU light shaU
shine for ever. Blessed change ! That which caused us trial shaU
yield us triumph. That which was the deeper darkness shall be but the

brighter light. That which made the heart ache shall fiU it with glad-

ness. Tears shall be wiped away, and beamings of joy shaU come in

their place. He who tried the soul that he loved, shaU more abun-
dantly comfort the soul that he approves. That God, who has walked
in the mysterious way, with clouds and darkness around about him,
will then appear as the great Revealer, and he wiU reveal what the eye
hath not seen, nor the ear heard, nor tlie heart conceived.

Let me insist, in close, as I did in the beginning, upon the necessity

of this affectionate trust in God. We cannot live as reasonable beings

upon any conviction less lofty, less divine, less heartfelt than this.

This is not a matter of wiU ; it is a matter of necessity. Our minds
cannot have a fuU, and, at the same time, safe development ; reflection

and feeling cannot safely grow in us, unless they are guided, relieved,

and sustained by the contemplations of piety. The fresh and unworn
sensibility of youth may hold on for awhile, and may keep its fountain

clear and briglit ; but,,by and bye, changes wiU come on ; affliction wiU
lay its chastening hand upon us ; disappointment wiU settle, like a chil-

ling damp, upon the spirits ; the mind wiU be discouraged, if there is

nothing but earthly hope to cheer it on ; the reasonings of misanthropy
and the misgivings of scepticism wiU steal into it, and blight its gene-
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reus affections ; morbid sensitiveness will take the place of healthful
feeling ; all this will naturally come on with the growing experience of
life, if the love of God be not our support and safeguard. Every mind
may not bo conscious of this tendency, but every mind that thinks
much and feels deeply will be conscious of it, and will feel it bitterly.

Your body may live on ; but your .soul, in its full development, in its

deep wants, in its " strong hour" of trial and of reflection, must pine,

and perish, and die, without this holy trust. Let it not so perish.

Creature of CJod's love; believe in that lovo which gave tliee being.

Believe in that love which every moment redeems thee from death, and
offers to redeem thee from the death eternal. Believe in God's lovo
and be wise, be patient, be comforted, be cheerful and happy—be happy
in time ; be happy in eternity

!
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Hebrews xi. 4: " And by it, he being dead, yet speaketh."

This is a record of virtue that existed six thousand years ago ; but
which yet liveth in its memory, and speaketh in its example. " Abel,"
it is written, " offered unto God a more excellent sacrifice than Cain,

by which he obtained witness that he was righteous, God testifying of

his gifts; and by it, he being dead, yet speaketh." How enduring is

tlie memorial of goodness ! It is but a sentence, which is read in a
moment—it is but a leaf from the school of time ; and yet it is borne on
the breath of ages—it takes the attributes of universality and eternity

—it becomes a heritage from family to family, among aU the dwellings

of the world.

But it is not Abel alone, the accepted worshipper and martyred
brother that thus speaks to us. The world is fiUed with the voices of

the dead. They speak not from the public records of the great world
only, but from the private history of our own experience. They speak
to us in a thousand remembrances, in a thousand instances, events,

associations. They speak to us not only from theii* silent graves, but
from the throng of life. Though they are invisible, yet life is filled with
their presence. They are with us by the silent fireside, and in the se-

cluded chamber ; they are with us in the paths of society, and in the
crowded assembly of men. They speak to us from the lonely way-side

;

and they speak to us from the venerable walls that echo to the steps of

a multitude, and to the voice of prayer. Go where we will, the dead
are with us. We live, we converse with those who once lived and con-
versed with us. Their well-remembei'ed tone mingles with the whis-
pering breezes, with the sound of the falling leaf, with the jubilee shout
of the spring-time. The earth is fiUed with their shadowy train.

But there are more substantial expressions of the presence of tlie dead
with the living. The eartli is filled with tlie labours, the works of the
dead. Almost all the literature in the world, the discoveries of science,

the glories of art, the ever-during temples, the dwelling-places of gene-
ratious, the comforts and improvements of life, the languages, the
maxims, the opinions of the living, the very frame-work of society, the
institutions of nations, the fabrics of empire—all are the works of

the dead; by these, they who are dead yet speak. Life—busy, eager,

craving, importunate, absorbing life—yet what is its sphere, compared
with the empire of death! What, in other words, is the sphere of

visible, compared with the mighty empire of invisible life! A moment
in time ; a speck in immensity ; a shadow amidst enduring and un-
changeable realities ; a breath of existence amidst the ages and regions

of undying life! They live—they live indeed, whom we call dead.
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They live in our thoughts; they live in our blessings ; they live in our

life :
'* death hath no power over them."

Let US!, then, meditate upon those—tlie mighty company of our de-

parted brethren—who occupy such a s])aco in the uuivcr.sc of being.

Let us meditate upon their relation, their message, their ministry, to

us. Let us look upon ourselves in this relation, and see what we owe
to the dead. Let us look upon the earth, and sec if death liath not left

behind its desolating career, some softer traces, some holier imprint,

than of destruction.

I. What memories, then, have the dead left among us, to stimulate

us to virtue, to win us to goodness

!

The approach to death often prepares the way for tliis impression.

The eflect of a last sickness to develop and perfect the virtues of our

friends, is often so striking and beautiful, as to seem more than a com-
pensation for all tlie sutt'erings of disease. It is the practice of tho

Catholic Church to bestow upon its eminent saints a title to the per-

petual homage of tho faithful, in the act of canonization. But what is

a formal decree, compared with the efi'cct of a last sickness, to canon-

ize the virtue that wo love, for eternal remembrance and admiration ?

How often docs that touching decay, tliat gradual unclothing of the
mortal body, seem to be a putting on of tJic garments of immortal
beauty and hfe! That pale cheek; that placid brow; that sweet
serenity spread over the whole countenance ; that spiritual, almost su-

pernatural brightness of the eye, as if light from another world already

shone through it ; that noble and touching disinterestedness of the part-

ing spirit, which utters no complaint, which breathes no sigh, which
ppoaks no word of fear nor apprehension to wound its friend, which is

calm, and cheerful, and natural, and self-sustained, amidst daily de-

clining strength and the sure approach to death ; and then, at length,

when concealment is no longer possible, that last, firm, triumphant,
cousohng discourse, and that last look of all mortal tenderness, and im-
mortal trust ;—what hallowed memories arc these to soothe, to purify,

to enrapture, sui-viving love!

Death, too, sets a seal upon the excellence that sickness unfolds and
consecrates. There is no living virtue, concerning which—such is our
frailty—wo must not fear that it may fall, or at least, that it may
somewhat fail from its steadfastness. It is a painful, it is a just fear,

in tho bosoms of the best and purest beings on earth, that some dread-

ful lapse may come over them, or over tlioso whom they hold in tho

highest reverence, liut death, fearful, mighty as its power, is yet a
power tliat is subject to virtue. It gives victory to virtue. It brings

relief to the heart, from its profoundcst fear. It enables us to say,
" Now all is safe! The battle is fought, the victory is won. Tho
course is finished, tho raf^o is run, the faith is kept; henceforth it is no
raoro doubt nor danger, no more temptation nor strife; henceforth is the

reward of the just, the crown whidi the Lord, the righteous judge will

give!" Yes, death—dark power of earth though it seem—does yet

ensphere virtue, a.s it were, in lieaven. It sets it up on high, for

eternal admiration. It fixes its placo never more to be changed—as a
star to shine onward ami onward, through tiie depths of tho everlasting

ages!

In life, thoro aro many things which interfere wilh a just estimate

K
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of the virtues of others. Tlicre are, in some cases, jealousies aud mis-
constructions, and there are false appearances ; there are veils upon the
heart that hide its most secret workings and its sweetest affections from
us ; there are earthly clouds that come between us and the excellence

that we love. So that it is not, perhaps, till a friend is taken from us
that we entirely feel his value, and appreciate his worth. The vision

is loveliest at its vanishing away ; and we perceive not, perhaps, till we
see the parting wing, that an angel has been with us.

Yet, if we are not, from any cause, or in any degree, blind to the

excellence we possess, if we do feel aU the value of the treasure which
our affections hold dear

; yet, I say, how docs that earthly excellence

take not only a permanent but a saintly character, as it passes beyond
the bounds of mortal frailty and imperfection : how does death enshrine

it, for a homage more reverential and holy than is ever given to living

worth! So that the virtues of the dead gain, perhaps, in the power of

sanctity, what they lose in the power of visible presence ; and thus—it

may not be too much to say—thus the virtues of the dead benefit us
sometimes as much as the examples of living goodness.

How beautiful is the ministration by which those who are dead thus
speak to us—thus help us, comfort us, guide, gladden, bless us! How
grateful must it be to their thoughts of us, to know that we thus re-

member them, not with mere admiration, but in a rjianner that minis-

ters to all our virtues ! Yfhat a glorious vision of the future is it, to the

good and pure who are yet living on earth, that the virtues which they
ai"e cherishing and manifesting, the good character which they are

building up here, the charm of their benevolence and piety, shall live

when they have laid down the burden and toil of life—shall be an in-

spiring breath to the fainting hearts that are broken from them—

a

wafted odour of sanctity to hundreds and thousands that shall come after

them. Is it not so? Are there not those, the simplest story, tlie frail-

est record of whose goodness is still and ever doing good ! But frail

records, we know full well—frail records tliey are not which are now in

our hearts. And can ws have known those whom it is a joy as well as

a sorrow to think of, and not to be better for it? Are there those

—

once our friends, now bright angels in some blessed sphere—and do we
not sometimes say, " Perhaps that pure eye of affection is on me now;
and 1 will do nothing to wound it?" No, surely it cannot be that the

dead will speak to us in vain. Their memories are all around us ; their

footsteps are in our paths ; the memorials of them meet our eye at every

turn ; their presence is in our dwellings ; their voices are in our ears ;

they speak to us—in the sad reverie of contemplation, in the sharp pang
of feeling, in the cold shadow of memory, in the bright light of hope

—

and it cannot be that they will speak in vain.

II. Nay, the very world we live in,—is it not consecrated to us by
the memory of the dead? Are not the very scenes of life made more
interesting to us, by being connected with thoughts that run backward
far beyond the range of present life? This is another view of the ad-

vantage and effect with which those who are " dead, yet speak" to us.

If we were beings to whom present, immediate, instant enjoyment
were everything; if we were animals, in other words, with all our

thoughts prone to the earth on which wo tread, the case would be dif-

ferent—tlie conclusion would be different. But we are beings of a
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deeper nature, of wider relations, of higher aspirations, of a loftier des-

tiny. And being such, I cannot hesitate to say for myself, that I

would not liavo everything which I behold on earth tho work of tho

present living generation. The world would be, comparativel}', an or-

dinarv, indifferent place, if it contained nothing but the workmanship,

tho handicraft, the devices of living men . No ; I would see dwellings which

speak tomeof other things than earthly convenience, or fleeting pleasure

;

which speak to me tho holy recollections of lives which were passed in

them, and have passed away from them. I would sec temples in which

successive generations of men have prayed. I Mould see ruins, on wliose

mighty walls is inscribed tho touching story of joy, and sorrow, love,

lieroism, patience, which lived there—there breathed its first hope, its

last sigh—ages ago. I would behold scenes whicli offer more than fair

landscape and living stream to my eye ; which tell me of inspii'ed genius,

glorious fortitude, martyred faith, that studied there—suffered there

—

died there. I would behold tho earth, in fine, when it is spread before

me, as more than soil and scenery, rich and fair though they be ; I

would behold the earth as written over with histories—as a sublime

page, on which are recorded the lives of men and empires.

The world, even of nature, is not one laughing, gay scene. It is not

so in fact ; it appears not so in the light of our sober, solemn. Christian

teachings. The dark cloud sometimes overshadows it ; the storm sweeps

through its pleasant valleys ; the thunder smites its everlasting hills ; and
the holy record hath said, "thorns and thistles shall it bring forth to thee,"

It has been said that ail the tones in nature are—to use the musical

phrase—on the minor key. That is to say, they are plaintive tones.

And although the fact is probably somewhat exaggerated when stated

so strongly and unqualifiedly, yet to a certain extent it is true. It is

true that that tone always mingles with the music of nature. In the

winds that stir the mountain pine, as well as in the wailing storm ; iu

the soft-falling shower, and in the rustling of the autumn leaves ; iu

the roar of ocean, as it breaks upon the lonely sea-beach ; in the thun-

dering cataract, tliat lifts up its eternal anthem amidst tlie voices of

nature ; and so, hkewise, in those inarticulate interpretations of nature,

tlic bleating of flocks, the lowing of herds, and even in the song of birds,

there is usually something plaintive—something that touches the sad

and brooding spirit of thought. And the contemplation of nature in all

its forms, as well of Ijcauty as of subhmity, is apt to be tinged with

melancholy. And all the higher musings, the nobler asjiiratious of tho

mind, possess something of this character. I doubt if there were ever

a manifestation of genius in tho world that did not bear something of

this trait.

It can scarcely be tho part of wisdom, then, to refuse to sympathize

with tliis sjiirit of nature and humanity. And it can be no argument
against a contemplatiuu of the world, as having its abodes sanctified by
the memory of the departed, as having its brightness softly veiled over

by the shadow of death—it can be no argument against such contem-

plation that it is somewhat sober and sad. I feel, then, that tho dead

have conferred a Ijlcssing upon me, in helping me to think of tlic world

thus rightly ; in thus giving a hue of sadness to the scenes of this world,

while, at the same time, they have clothed it with every glorious and
powerful ch.iim of association. Tiiis mingled spirit of energy aid hu-
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mility, of triumph and tenclerness, of glorying and sorrowing, is the

very spirit of Christianity. It was the spirit of Jesus—the conqueror

and the sufferer. Death was before hinn ; and yet his thoughts were of

triumph. Victory was in his view ; and yet, what a victory ! No laurel

crown was upon his head ; no flush of pride was upon his brow—but

meekness was enthroned there ; no exultation flashed from his eye—but

tears flowed from it :
—" Jesus wept."

Come, then, to us, that spirit at once of courage and meekness ; of

fortitude and gentleness ; of a hfe hopeful and happy, but thoughtful

of death ; of a world bright and beautiful, but passing away ! So
let us live and act, and think and feel ; and let us thank the good Pro-

vidence, the good ordination of heaven, that has made the dead our

teachers.

III. But they teach us more. They not only leave their own en-

shrined and canonized virtues for us to love and imitate ; they not only

gather about us the glorious and touching associations of the past, to

hallow and dignify this world to us, and to throw the soft veil of me-
mory over all its scenes ; but they open a future world to our vision,

and invite us to its blessed abodes.

Tliey open that world to us, by giving, in their own deaths, a strong

proof of its existence.

Tlie future, indeed, to mere earthly views, is often " a land of dark-

ness as darkness itself, and of the shadow of death without any order,

and where the hght is as darkness." Truly, death is "without any

order." Tliere is in it such a total disregard to circumstances, as shows

that it cannot be an ultimate event. That must be connected with

something else— that cannot be final, which, considered as final, puts

all the. calculations of wisdom so utterly at defiance. The tribes of

animals, the classes and species of the vegetable creation, come to their

perfection, and then die. But is there any such order for human
beings ? Do the generations of mankind go down to the grave in ranks

and processions? Are the human, like the vegetable races, suflfei*ed to

stand tiU they have made provision for their successors, before they

depart? No; without order, without discrimination, without provision

for the future, or remedy for the past, the children of men depart.

They die—the old, the young, the most useless and those most needed,

the worst and the best, alike die ; and if there be no scenes beyond this

life, if there be no circumstances nor allotments to explain the mystery,

then all around us is, as it was to the doubting spirit of Job, " a land

of darkness as darkness itself." The blow falls, hke the thunderbolt

beneath the dark cloud ; but it has not even the intention, tlie expla-

nation, that belongs to that dread minister. The stroke of death must
be more reckless than even the lightning's flash: yes, that solemn

visitation that cometh with so many dread signs—the body's dissolution,

the spirit's extremity, the winding up of the great scene of life—has not

even the meaning that belongs to the blindest agents in nature, if there

be no reaction, no revelation hereafter! Can this be? Doth God take

care for things animate and inanimate, and wiU he not care for us ?

Let us look at it for a moment. I have seen one die— the dehght of

his friends, the pride of his kindred, the hope of liis country : but he

died ! How beautiful was that oft'ering upon the altar of death ! The
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fire of genius kindled in his eye ; the generous affections of youth man-
tled in his clicck ; his foot was upon tlic threshold of life ; his studies,

his preparations for honoured and useful life, were completed ; his

hreast was filled with a thousand glowing, and noble, and never yet ex-

pressed aspirations: but he died ! Ilo died! while another, of a nature

dull, coarse, and unrefined ; of habits low, base, and brutish ; of a pro-

mise that had nothing in it but shame and misery—such an one, I say,

was suffered to encumber the earth. Could this be, if there were no
other sphere for the gifted, the aspiring, and the approved, to act in ?

Can we believe that tho energy just trained for action, the embryo
thought just bursting into expression, tho deep and earnest passion of a
noble nature just swelling into the expansion of every beautiful virtue,

should never speak, should never unfold itself ? Can we believe that

all this should die ; while meanness, corruption, sensuality, and every
deformed and dishonoured power should live ? No ; yo goodly and glo-

rious ones ! ye godlike in youthful vu'tuo !—yo die not in vain : ye
teach, ye assure us, that ye are gone to some world of nobler life and
action.

I have seen one die : she was beautiful ; and beautiful were the minis-

tries of life that were given her to fulfil. Angelic loveliness enrobed
her ; and a grace, as if it were canght from heaven, breathed in every

tone, hallowed every aftection, shone in every action—invested, as a
halo, her whole existence, and made it a light and blessing, a charm
and a vision of gladness to all around her : but she died ! Friendship,

and love, and parental fondness, and infant weakness, stretched out

their hand to save her ; but they could not save her ; and she died

!

What I did all that loveliness die ? Is there no land of the blessed and
the lovely ones for such to live in ? Forbid it reason !—religion !—be-

reaved affection, and undying love ! forbid the thouglit ! It caimot bo
that such die in God's counsel who live, even in frail human memory,
for ever I

I have seen one die—in the maturity of every power ; in the earthly

perfection of every faculty ; when many temptations had been overcome,
and many hard lessons had been learned ; wlien many experiments had
made virtue easy, and had given a facility to action, and a success to

endeavour ; when wisdom had been learnt from many mistakes, and a
skill liad been laboriously acquired in the use of many powers ; and tlie

being I looked upon liad just compassed that most useful, most practical

of all knowledge, how to live, and to act mcU and wisely : yet I liave

seen such an one die I Was all this treasure gained only to be lost ?

Were all these faculties trained only to bo throM-n into utter disuse ?

Was this instrument—the intelHgent soul, the noblest in the universe

—

was it so laboriously fa.shioncd, and by tlio most varied and expensive
apparatus, that, on the very moment of Ijeing finished, it should be cast

away for ever ? No, the dead, as we call them, do not so die. They
carry our thoughts to another and a noljler existence. They teacli us,

and especially by all tlie strange and seemingly untoward circumstances
of their departure from this life, that they and wo shall hve for ever.

They open the future world, then, to our faith.

They open it also, and in fine, to our aftections. No person of re-

flection and piety can have lived long without begiiuiing to find, in
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regard to the earthly objects that most interest huii—his friends— tliat

the balance is gradually inclining in favour of another world. IIow

many, after the middle period of life, and especially in declining years,

must feel, if the experience of hfe has had any just effect upon them

—

that the objects of their strongest attachment are not here. One by

one the ties of earthly affections ai-e cut asunder ; one by one friends,

comjxinions, children, parents, are taken from us ; for a time, perhaps,

we are " in a state betwixt two," as was the apostle, not deciding alto-

gether whether it is better to depart ; but shall we not, at length, say

with the disciples, Avhen some dearer friend is taken, " Let us go and

die with him"?
The dead have not ceased their communication with us, though tho

visible chain is broken. If they are still the same, they must still think

of us. As two friends on earth may know that they love each other,

without any expression, without even the sight of each other ; as they

may know, though dwelling in different and distant countries, without

any visible chain of communication, that their thoughts meet and min-

gle together, so may it be with two friends, of whom the one is on earth,

and the other is in heaven. Especially where there is such an union of

pui-e minds, that it is scarcely possible to conceive of separation ; that

union seems to be a part of their very being ; we may believe that their

friendship, their mutual sympathy, is beyond tho power of the grave to

break up. " But ah!" we say, " if thei-e were only some manifesta-

tion ; if tliere were only a glimpse of tliat blessed land ; if there were,

indeed, some messenger-bird, such as is supposed in some countries to

come from the spirit-land, how eagerly should we question!" In the

words of the poet we should say,

—

" But tell us, thou bird of the solemn straiu.

Can those who have loved forget ?

^Ve call—but tlicy answer not again

—

Do they love—do they love us yet ?

We call them far through tlie silent night.

And they speak not from cave or hill;

"We know, we know, that their land is bright,

But say, do they love there still?"

The poetic doubt we may answer with plain reasoning, and plainer

Scripture. Wo may say, in the language of reason, if they live there,

they love there. We may answer in the language of Jesus Chris*,

"He that liveth and believeth in me shall never die." And again:

"Have ye not read," saith our Saviour, " that which was spoken unto

you by God, saying, I am the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac,

and the God of Jacob? God is not the God of the dead, but of the

living." Then is it true that they live there; and they yet speak to

us. From that bright sphere, from that calm region, from the bowers

of life immortal, they speak to us. They say to us, " Sigh not in de-

spair over the broken and defeated expectations of earth. Sorrow not

as those who have no hope. Bear calmly and cheerfully thy lot.

Brighten tlio chain of love—of sympathy—of communion with all pure

minds on earth and in heaven. Tiiink, oh ! think of the mighty and

glorious company that fiill the immortal regions! Light, life, beauty,

beatitude, are here. Come, children of earth! come to the bright

and blessed land
!

" I see no lovely features revealing themselves through
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the dim and shadowy veils of heaven. I see no angel forais enrobed

with the bright ch^uds of eventide. But " I hear a voice saying,

write, blessed are the dead who die in the Lord, for they rest—for they

rest from their labours, and their works—works of piety and love re-

corded in our hearts, and kept in eternal remembrance—their works do

follow them." Our hearts—their workmanship—do follow them. ^Vo

will go and die with them. We will go and live with them for

ever

!

Can I leave these meditations, my brethren, without paying homago

to that religion which has brought life and immortahty to hght—with-

out calling to mind that simple and touching acknowledgment of tho

good apostle, " I tliank God through our Lord Jesus CIn-ist." Ah !

how desolate must bo the affections of a people that spurn this truth and

trust ! I have wandered among tho tombs of such a people ; I have

wandered through that far-famed cemetery that overlooks, from its

mournful brow, tho gay and crowded metropohs of France ; but among
tho many inscriptions upon those tonibs, 1 read scarcely one— 1 read,

—to state so striking a fact with numerical exactness— I read not more

than four or five inscriptions in the v/liolc Pore La Chaise, which made
any consohng reference to a future life. 1 read, on those cold marble

tombs, the lamentations of bereavement, in every affecting variety of

phrase. On the tomb of a youtli it was written, that "its broken-

hearted parents, who spent their days in tears, and their nights in an-

guish, had laid down here their treasure and their hope." On the

l)roud mausoleum, where friendship, companionship, love, had deposited

their holy relics, it was constantly wi'ittcn, " Her husband inconsol-

able," " His disconsolote wife," " A brother left alone and unhappy,"

has raised this monument ; but seldom—so seldom, tliat scarcely ever

did the mournful record close with a word of hope—scarcely at all was

to be read, amidst the marble silence of that world of the dead, tliat

there is a life beyond, and that surviving friends hope for a blessed

meeting again, where death comes no more,

Oh, death!—dark hour to hopeless unbelief! hour to which, in that

creed of despair, no hour siiall .succeed! being's last hour! to whose

appalling darkness even the shadows of an avenging retribution were

brightness and relief—death! what art thou to the Christian's assur-

ance? Great hour of answers to hfe's prayer—great hour that shall

break asunder the bond of life's ministry—hour of release from life's

burden—hour of reunion witli the loved and lost—what miglity hopes

hasten to their fulfilment in thee ! What longings, what aspirations,

breathed in the still night, beneath the sdent stars—what dread emo-
tions of curiosity— wliat deep meditations of joy— what hallowed

imaginings of never-experienced purity and bliss—what possibilities

shadowing forth unspeakable realities to the soul, all verge to their con-

summation in thee! Oh, death! tho Christian's death! what art

thou, but the gate of life, the portal of heaven, tho threshold of

eternity

!

" Thanks bo to God "—let us say it. Christians ! in tho comforting

words of holy Scripture—" thanks bo to God who giveth us the

victory, through our Lord Jesus Christ! What hope can be so

precious, as tho hope in him ? What emblems can speak to be-
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iCiivcd affection, or to dying frailty, like those cmljlems at once of

suffering and triumph, which proclaim a crucified and risen Lord;

which proclaim that Jesus the Forerunner has passed through death to

immortal life ? Well, that the great truth should l.>e signalized and

scaled upon our hearts in holy rites! Well, that amidst mortal

changes, and liasting to the tomb, we should, from time to time, set

up an altar, and say, " by this heaven-ordained token do we know
that we shall live forever!" (J od grant the fulfilment of this great

hope—what matter all things beside?—God grant the fulfihncnt of

this great hope, through Jesus Christ

!
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PREFACE.

The character of some of the following Discourses will, doubtless, be thought
unusual for the pulpit. The subjects themselves, indeed, are out of the ordinaiy

coioi'se of prcachmj;. I might say in their defence, that such topics have been
sometimes admitted into occasional sermons; and Commercial Morality, in

particular, has licen made the subject of, at least, one entire volume of rehgious

discnm-scs, which has not ollende4 the popular taste. But this defence, I must
confess, does not satisfy me. In justice to my own convictions, I must be
allowed to place the following discussions on a broader gi-ound than that of
exception. If I deserve blame, I cannot fairly escape on such a plea ; for I am
persuaded, not only that such discussions are entirely proper for the pulpit, but
that it is the bounden duty of the pulpit to entertain them.

If, indeed, I have violated the proper decorum of religious discoiu-se, such an
eiTor is capable of no defence. But I must be allowed to say, that when I had
detennined that it was my duty as a preacher to discuss certilin subjects, I could

not allow any formality or fastidiousness of the pulpit to prevent me from doing

80, with as much thoroughness and detail as were compatible with the gravity

of tlie i)lace. Thus, with regard to the ftrst discourse—on the Moral Law o'f

Conti-acts—knowing, as I did know, that the consciences of men around me
were deeply involved in the questions that arose, I could not hesitate about
going into "the necessaiy specifications, however unusual in preaching;—the

serious business of such a discourse would not allow me to stand on pulpit

ceremony, as to tenns, and phrases, and instances. I could not well be under-

stood without them ; and as the object of speakmg is to be understood, I knew
of no sanctity of time or place that was to contravene the laws of that very

instrument—siieech—whicli I was using.

I am not ignorant, at the same time, in what manner anything unusual in

the subjects or style of religious discourses is likely to be received. I know that

there will be some readers, as there have been hearers of these discourses, to

say, that a part of them would be more suitable for the Lyceum and lecture-

room. Nay, I will confess, that in delivei-ing them, I have liad certain feelings

of reluctani-e to contend with, in my own mind ; so powerful are old preposses-

sions agauist new or singular views "of duty. Since I understand the feeling of

objection, therefore, will the kind reader, who may eutertain the same feeling,

pennit me to reason the matter a little with him and witli myself, in the

remainder of this preface?
Let me ask, in the fust place, if our ideas of propriety in this case are not

very much matters of convention and usage ? If we had always been accus-

tomed to hear discussions in our churches, on such subjects as the IVIorals of

Traffic, of Politics, and of our social well-being as a nation ; if the teims and
phrases appropriate to such subjects had found a ])lace in the pulpit, should we
ever have (loul)ted their propriety ? It is observable, indeed, that certain topics

have forced their way into the' pulpit, within the last mi:u-ter of a century,

which, it is probable, sounded as (juestioiiably aiul stnuigelyin ears accustomed
only to the old scholastic jireachin^ as any grave moral topics can now. I

allude to discussions on "VV ar and Peace, on Temperance, Abolition, aud the

various religious entei"prises of the day.

The question tlien is—what is the proper range of the pulpit? What is tho
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appropriate business of preaching? The ansv/er is plain—to address the public

mind on its moral and religious duties and dangers. But -what are its duties

and dangers, and where are they to be found? Are they not to be found

wherever men are acting then* part m life? Are human responsibility and
exposm-e limited to any one sphere of action—to the church, or to the domestic

cu-cle—or to the range of the gross and sensual passions ? Are not men daily

making shipwi'eck of their consciences in trade and politics ? And wheresoever

conscience goes to woi'k out its pei'ilous problem, shaU not the preacher follow

it? It is not very material whether a man's mtegrity forsakes him at the polls

in an election, or at the board of merchandise, or at the house of I'ioting, or the

gates whose way leadeth to destruction. Outwardly it may be difl'erent, but

inwardly it is the same. In either case, the fall of the victim is the most
deplorable of aU things on earth ; and most fit, therefore, for the consideration

of the pulpit. I must confess, I cannot understand by what process of

enlightened reasoning and conscience, the preacher can come to the conclusion,

that there are wide regions of moral action and peril around him, into which he
may not enter, because such unusual words as Commerce, Society, Pohtics, are

written over the tln-eshold.

Nay, more ; is not the gi'eatest possible disservice done to the highest interests

of mankind, by this limitation as to subjects under which the pulpit has laid

itself? The confined and technical character which belongs to tlie common
administi'ation of religion, does more than anj'thing else, in my apprehension,

to disarm it of its power. I am not insensible, when I say this, to tne gi-eatness

of those obstacles in the human heart and in human life with which it has to

contend. I am not now measuring the strength of those obstacles, but simply
considering the force that is brought to bear upon them : that force is moral,

spiritual force ; and the leading form of it, in the public estimation, is preaching.

The pulpit is the authorized expositor to men of their duties. Those duties, it

will not be denied, press upon evciy action and instant of human life. But
what now is the consideration which the pulpit generally gives to this wide and
busy field of duty? Ai-e not whole spheres of human action left out of the

accoimt? With the exception of some occasional and wholesale denunciations,

are not business, politics, amusements, and fashionable society, passed by
entirely? Are not men left to say, when engaged in those scenes, "religion has
nothing to do with us here" ? Do they not, naturally enough, feel that these

engagements are, in a manner, set apart fi'om all sense of duty? Is it strange,

then, that the public conscience is lax in these matters ? It seems to me, I must
confess, rather a hard measure that the pulpit deals out to these departments
of hfe. It never recognises them as spheres of duty ; it does nothing for the

correction or culture of men's minds in them ; and yet, every now and then, it

comes down upon then* aberrations with cold, bitter, and unsparing censure.

Let me not be supposed to forget, that the pulpit has to deal with topics and
questions of duty, that go down into the depths of the human lieai't—with
faith, and repentance, and love, and self-denial, and disinterestedness—and that

its principal business is thus to make the fountain pure. But religion has an
outward form, as well as an inward spirit ; that form is the whole lawful action

of life ; and to cut ofi' half of that action from all public and positive recognition
—^what is it but to consign it over to irreligion, to unprincipled hcence, and
worldly vanity ?

There is time enough in the pulpit for aU things ; nay, it ivants variety. It

is made dull by the I'estriction and reiteration of its topics. It would gain
strength by a fi-eer and fuller grasp of its proper objects. What it can do, I

believe, yet remains to be seen. We complain of the corruptions of fashion and
amusement, of business and politics. Tlie calm, considerate, concentrated,
universal attention of the pulpit to these things, would, in one year, I believe,

produce a decided and manifest effect.

But the great evil, I am sensible, lies deeper—too deep for any sufficient con-

sideration, within the narrow limits of a preface. The pulpit not only fails in

this matter, but it fails on principle, and on a pruiciple almost universally

adopted. The evil is, that sermons, pulpits, priests—all the active agents that

are labouring in the service of religion—aie, by the public judgment, as well

as by their own choice, severed fiom the great mass of human actions and
interests.



ON THE MORAL LAW OF CONTRACTS.

1 TiiESSALO.MA>'S iv. 6 :
" That no man go beyond and defraud his brother in

any matter,"

I PROPOSE to invite your attention in a series of three or four Sabbath
evening discourses, to the moral laws of trade, the moral end of busi-

ness, and to the moral principles which are to govern the accumulation
of property. The first of these subjects is proposed for your considera-

tion tliis evening ; and it is one, as I conceive, of the highest interest

and importance.

This country presents a spectacle of active, absorbing, and prosper-

ous business, which strikes tlie eye of every stranger as its leading cha-
racteristic. We are said to be, and we are a people, beyond all others,

devoted to business and accumulation. This, though it is often l)rought

against us as a reproach, is really an inevitable result of our political

condition. I trust that it is but the first development, and that many
better ones are to follow. It does, however, spring from our institu-

tions ; and I hold, moreover, that it is honourable to them. If half of

us were slaves, that half could have notliing to do with traffic. If half

of us were in the condition of the peasantry of Europe, the business

transactions of that half would be restricted within a narrow sphere,

and would labour under a heavy pressure. But where liberty is given

to each one to act freely for himself, and by aU lawful means to better

his condition, the consequence is inevitably what wo see— an universal

and unprecedented activity among all the classes of society, in all tlio

departments of lumian industry. The moral principles, then, applicable

to the transaction of business, have strong claims upon our attention

;

and seem to me very proper subjects of discussion in our pulpits.

There arc moral questions, too, as we very well know, which
actually do interest all reflecting and conscientious men who are en-

gaged in trade. They are very frtMpiently discussed in conversation

;

and very <lifferent grounds are taken hy the disputants. Some say that

one priucij)lo is altogether right, and othei's that another and totally

different one is tlie only right principle. In such circumstances, it

seems to mo not only proper but requisite, for those whose office it is

to speak to men of tlicir duties, that they should take up the discussion

of these as they woidd any other moral questions. I am obliged to

confess that wo are liable, scholastic and retired men as we are, to give

some ground to men of business for anticipating that our reasonings and
conclusions wiU not be very practical or satisfactory. I can only say,

for myself, that I liave, for some time, given patient and careftil atten-

tion to the moral principles of trade ; that I have often conversed with

men of business, that 1 niiglit understand the practical bearings and
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difficulties of the subject ; that I have also read some of the books in

which the morality of contracts is discussed; and, although a clergy-

man, I shall venture, with some confidence, as well as modesty, to offer

you my thoughts on the points in question. I say the points in ques-

tion ; and I have intimated that there are points in debate, questions

of conscience in business, which are brought into the most serious con-

troversy. I have even known conscientious and sensible men, them-
selves engaged in trade, to go to the length of asserting, not only that

the principles of trade are immoral and unchristian, but that no man
can acquire a property in tliis commerce without sacrificing a good
conscience ; that no prosperous merchant can be a good Christian. I

certainly think that such casuists are wrong ; but whether or not they

are so, the principles which bring them to a conclusion so extraordi-

nary, evidently demand investigation.

In preparing to examine this opinion, and indeed to discuss the whole
subject, it will not be improper to observe in the outset, that trade in

some form is the inevitable I'esult of the human condition. Better, it

has been said—on the supposition already stated—better that commerce
should perish than Christianity ; but let it be considered whether com-
merce can perish. Nothing can be more evident than that the earth

was formed to be the theatre of trade. Not only does the ocean facili-

tate commerce, but the diversity of soils, climes, and products, requires

it. So long as one district of country produces cotton, and anotlicr

corn ; so long as one man lives by an ore-bed vv'hich produces iron, and
another on pasture-lands which grow wool, there must be commerce.
In addition to this, let it be considered, that all human industry inevi-

tably tends to what is called " the division of labour." The savage
who roams through the wilderness, may possibly, in the lowest state of

barbarism, procure with his own hand all that suffices for his miserable

accommodation,— the coat of skins that clothes, the food that sustains,

and the hut that shelters him. But the moment that society departs

from that state, there necessarily arise the ditferent occupations of
shepherd, agriculturist, mechanic, and manufacturer ; the products of

whose industry are to be exchanged ; and this exchange is trade. If a
single individual were to perform all the operations necessary to produce
a piece of cloth, and yet more, a garment of that cloth, tlie process would
be exceedingly slow and expensive. Human intelligence necessarily

avails itself of the facility, the dexterity, and the advantage every way,
which are to be obtained by a division of labour. The very progress of

society is indicated by the gradual and grov/ing development of this

tendency.

Besides, it has been justly observed by a celebrated writer on this

subject,* that " there is a certain propensity in human nature to truck,

barter, and exchange one thing for another. It is common to all men,"
he says, " and to be found in no other race of animals, which seem to

know neither this nor any other species of contracts. Nobody," he
observes, " ever saw a dog make a fair and deliberate exchange of one
bone for another with another dog. Nobody ever saw one animal by
its gestures and natural cries signify to another, this is mine, that
yours; I am willing to give this for that."

* Adam Smith.
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Trade, then, being a part of tho inevitable lot of cultivated Imraanity,

the question is, not about abolishing, but about the moral principles

that are to regulate it. And tho grand question that I propose now to

examine is the only one that presses upon the conscience, and there-

fore proper for discussion in the pulpit ; and one, too, of daily recur-

rence—tho question, that is, about tho moral law of contracts. The
question, to state it more definitely, is, whether in making contracts it

is right for one party to take any advantage, or to make any use, and

if any, wliat, of his superior sagacity, information, or power of any

kind }

Let U3 first inquire, how wo arc to settle this question. What is

tlie process of mind by which wo arc to ascertain and establish the moi-al

laws of trade ?

Does the natural conscience declare them ? Is there any instinctive

prompting of conscience that can properly decide each case as it arises

in tlie course of business? Is there any voice within that says clearly

and with authority, " thou shalt do thus, and so?" I think not. Tlie

cases are not many, in any department of action, where conscience tlius

reveals itself: but in business they are peculiarly rare, because the

questions there are unusually complicated. You olfer to sell to your

neighbour an article of mercliandise. You are entitled of course

—

i. e.

in ordinary circumstances—to some advance upon what it cost yoTi.

But what that is, depends on many circumstances. Conscience will

hardly mark down tho just price in your account-book. Conscience,

indeed, commands us to do right; but the question is, what is right?

This is to be decided by views far more various and comprehensive,

tlian the simple sense of right and wrong.

The Scriptures, like conscience, are a general directory. They do

not lay down any specific moral laws of trade. They command us to

be upright and honest; but they leave us to consider what particular

actions are required by those principles. They command us to do unto

others as we would have them do to us ; but still this is not specific.

A man may unreasonably wish that anotlier should sell him a piece of

goods at half its value. Does it follow that he himself ought to sell on

those terms? The truth is, that the golden rule, like every other in

Scripture, is a general maxim. It simply requires us to desire tho wel-

fare of others, as we would have them desire ours. But the specific

actions answering to that rule, it leaves us to detei'mino by a wise dis-

cretion. The dictates of that discretion, under the governance of the

moral law, are tho principles that we seek to discover.

Neither, on this subject, can I accept, without question, the teach-

ings of the common law : because I find that its ablest expounders ac-

knowledge that its decisions are sometimes at variance with strict moral

principle. 1 do not think it follows from this, that the general principles

of tho common law are wrong, or abet wrong. Nay, I conceive that they

may approa(;h as near to rectitude as is possible in the circumstances, and

yet necessarily involve some practical injustice in their operation. This

results, in fact, from their very utility, their very perfection, as a body

of laws. For it is r('(|uisite to their utility, that they should be general,

that they should be derived from precedents, and formed into rides ; else

men will not know wliat to depend upon, nor how to govern themselves ;

and there would neither bo confidence, nor order, nor society. But
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general rules must sometimes bear hard upon individuals; the very law

which secures justice in a thousand cases, may, and perhaps must, from
the very nature of human affairs and relationships, do injustice in one.

Indeed, the law of chancery, or of equity, has been devised on purpose

to give relief. But even chancery has its rules, which sometimes press

injuriously upon individual interests ; and no human laws can attain to

a perfect and unerring administration of justice. For this perfect jus-

tice, however, we seek. Wo are asking what it is to do no wrong to

our fellow-man, whether the law permits it or not. We are asking how
we shall stand acquitted, not merely at the bar of our country, but at

the bar of conscience and of God.

I must add, in fine, that questions about right and wrong in the con-

tracts of trade, are not to be decided by any hasty impulses of feeling,

or suggestions of a generous temper. I have often found men, in con-

versation on this subject, appealing to their feehngs ; but, however much
I have respected those feelings, it has seemed to me that they were not

the proper tribunal. Nay, they have often appeared to me to mistake

the point at issue. If a merchant has a large store of provisions in a

time of scarcity, would it not be a very noble and praiseworthy thing, it

is said, for him to dispose of his stock without enhancing the price ?

But the proper question is, not what is generous, but what is just. And
besides, lie cannot be generous, or, what is the same thing in effect, he
cannot establish a generous principle in the distribution of his store.

For if he sells in large quantities, selling, that is, at a low rate, it wiU
avail nothing, because the subordinate dealers will raise the price ; or,

if he undertakes to sell to each family what it wants, any one of them
may take the article to the next warehouse, and dispose of it at the en-

hanced price. On the contrary, there are circumstances, undoubtedly,

in which a man may take undue advantage of a monopoly ; but this will

be a case for future consideration. For the present it is sufficient to

observe, what I think must be obvious, that the great question before

us is to be decided, not by any enactments of law, nor any immediate
dictate of conscience, or specific teaching of Scripture, or single impulse

of good feeling, but by broad and large views of the whole subject.

Conscience, and Scripture, and right feeling, are to govern us ; but it is

only under the guidance of sound reasoning.

Let me beg your indulgence to one or two further preliminary obser-

vations. The questions to be discussed are of great importance, and
scarcely of less difficulty. It is hardly possible to overrate the impor-

tance of a high, and at the same time just, tone of commercial morality.

I am addressing mercliants, and young men who are to be the future

merchants, of this city and country. I am addressing them on the

morality of their daily lives, on tlie principles that are to form their

character for time and eternity, and, while I task myself to speak with

the utmost care and deliberation, I shall not be thought unreasonable,

I trust, if I invite the patient attention of those who hear me, to share

in the task.

There is, then, on this subject, a distinction to be made between
principles and rules. Principles—the principles that is to say of truth,

justice, and beneficence, are clear and immutable; the only difficulty is

about the application of them

—

i. e. about rules. Principles, I say, are

to be set apart, at once and entirely, from all doubt and uncertainty.
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They hold their place on high, like unchanging lights iii the heavens.

The only question is, how, in obedience to their direction, we are faith-

fully and surely to work our traverse across the troubled ocean of busi-

ness. Here, I say, is all the difficulty. Rules, I repeat, result from

the application of principles to human conduct, and they must be aflfected

by the circumstances to which tliey relate. Thus, it is an immutable

principle in morals, that I should love mj neighbour, my fellow-being,

and desire to promote his happiness. This principle admits of no qua-

lification ; it can suffer no abatement in any circumstances. But when
I come to consider what I shall do in obedience to this principle ; what
I shall do for the poor, the sick, or the distressed ; by what acts I shall

show my kindness to my neighbour, or my interest in the welfare of the

world—when, in other words, I come to consider the rules of my con-

duct, I am obliged at once to admit doubts and difficulties. The ab-

stract principle cannot bo my law without any regard to circumstances,

though some moral reformers would make it such. I must go on the

right line of conduct, it is true ; but where that line shall lead me, is to

be determined by a fair consideration of the cases that come before me.
If it is not, I shall contravene the very principle on which I am acting.

If, for instance, I do nothing but give, give to the poor, I shall be doing

them an injury, not a kindness. The great law of benevolence, in fact,

as truly recjuires discretion as it enforces action.

This distinction fully applies to the subject we are about to examine.

Rectitude, justice, benevolence, truth-telling, are immutable laws of

trade, as they are of all human conduct. There is no certain extent to

which they go ; they apply without limit to every department and every

transaction in business ; they are never to be contravened. But in

laying down practical rules for traffic, we immediately meet with diffi-

culties, and are obliged to leave a great deal to the honest judgment of

the trader. He niust do right, indeed ; that is the great law : but what
is right ? Let us now more nearly approach this question, having nar-

rowed it down to a question about rules, and more closely apply our-

selves to the difficulties involved in it.

And here I must ask you to consider, as a further and final prehmi-
nary topic, the language of the legal writers on this subject. It is

common with those writers to make a distinction between moral and
legal justice ; or, in other words, between the demands of conscience

and the decisions of their courts. Conscience, for instance, demands
that a certain contract shall be annulled, because tliere was some con-

cealment or deception ; but the courts will not aimiU it, unless the

injury be very great. In short, it is a matter of degrees. Up to a

certain extent, the law will, in fact, protect a man in doing what is

wrong, in doing that which violates his conscience ; beyond a certain

extent, it will not protect him. This distinction is founded on the

policy of the law, and the policy of trade. " In law," says Pothier, "a
party will not be permitted to complain of slight olfonces. which he,

with whom a contract is made, has committed against good faith ; other-

wise there would be too many contracts to be rescinded ; which would
open tlie way for too much litigation, and would derange commerce."*
And again :

" The interests of commerce will not easily permit parties to

* Traite des Obligations, Tart I. ch. 1, pco. 1. Art. 3. § 3.

L
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escape from bargains which they have concluded ; they must lay the

blame to their not having been better informed concerning the defects

of the article sold."* And again he says: " This rule is wisely esta-

blished for the security and freedom of commerce, which demand that

no one should easily be off from his bargains ; otherwise men would not

dare to make contracts, for fear that he with whom they had bargained

should imagine that he was injured, and upon that ground (of mere
imagination or pretence) should commence an action."! Hence, Pothier

says, that the wrong of which the courts will take cognizance must be

an enormous wrong.

Now, there is, doubtless, a certain expediency here ; a certain policy

of trade, a certain policy of the law. It is expedient that a fair field

be opened in business for ingenuity, sagacity, and attention ; and that

ignorance, indolence, and neglect, should meet with loss. " The com-
mon law," says Chancellor Kent, "affords to every one reasonable

protection against fraud in dealing ; but it does not go the romantic

length of giving indemnity against the consequences of indolence and
folly, or a careless indifference to the ordinary and accessible means of

information. "J
What is the nature, and what is the amount of this concession to expe-

diency ? Let us carefully consider this question, for much depends upon it.

Legal expediency, then, is not to be so construed as to warrant the

supposition, that it lends a sanction to what is wrong. It may, from
necessity, permit or protect fraud, but does not abet it. A man is not

to consider himself an honest man, simply because the law gives him
deliverance. For the law cannot take cognizance of the secret inten-

tions, nor of slight deviations from truth. If every man who says he

has got a bad bargain, and who thinks he has been cheated, could be

heard in court, our tribunals would be overwhelmed with business. No
human tribunal can descend to the minutiae of injustice. But the law,

I repeat, does not sanction what it does not undertake to prevent, any
more than the infinite providence sanctions those abuses which arise

from its great law of freedom.

This being the nature of the concession to expediency—no principle

being compromised—we may say, that the extent of the concession

must be considerable. It is certainly expedient that every man be put
upon his own discretion, sagacity, and attention for success. In busi-

ness, as in everything else, a premium is set upon these qualities by the

hand of providence. It is expedient, in other words, that every man
should take care of himself. Others are not to step forward at every

tiu-u, to rescue him from the consequences of his indolence or inatten-

tion. The seller is not required to give his opinion to the buyer. If he
knows of any defect in his merchandise, not apparent to the buyer, he
is bound to state it; but he is not required to give his opinion. The
buyer has no business to ask it of him ; he is to form an opinion for

himself. If he is relieved from doing this he will always remain in a

sort of mercantile childhood.

Nor do I know that there is anything in Scripture, or in the laws of

* Traite tlu Contrat tie Vente, Part II. ch. 2. Art. 2.

t Tiaite des Obligations, Part I. ch. 1, sec. 1. Art. 3, § 4.

j Commentaries.
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luiman brotherhood, that forbids this honest, not fraudulent, but honest
competition between men's exertions, facidties, and wits. Wo are in-

deed to do to others as wo would have them do to us ; but wo ought not
to wish them to do anything to us which is inconsistent with the general

welfare of the community, with the lawful and necessary stimulants to

action. Wo may havo unreasonable desires : wo would wish, perhaps,

that our rich neighbour should present us with half of his fortune; but
unreasonable desires are not the measure of our duties. Not whatever
we wish, but what wo kurfuUy wish from others, should wo do to them.
And lawfully, wc can no more wish that they should give to our indo-

lence and negligence tho benefit of their sagacity and alertness in mak-
ing a contract, than that they would give to our poverty the half of that

wealth whicli their superior industry or talent had earned for them.
Thus, too, when it is said that wc ought to treat all men as brethren, it

is true, indeed, so far as that relation is expressive of the general rela-

tionships of society. But while there sliould bo a brotherly community
of feeling, there cannot bo a brotherly identity of interests between tho

members of society ; and, therefore, they arc not bound to deal with
one another as if they belonged to a community of Shakers or of New
Harmony men. We are not to break down the principle of individu-

ality, of individual interests, of individual aims; wliile, at the same time,

we are to liold it in subjection to the laws of sacred honesty and of a
wise pliilanthropy.

liesides, it is not only expedient and right, but it is inevitable, that

individual power and talent should como into play in business. A
man's sagacity, it is obvious, he must use—that is to say, his mind ho
must use—for he has nothing else to go by. lie may use it imjustly,

to the heinous injury of his weaker neighbour; but still he must use it.

So also with regard to tho power acquired by a large property, or by a
monopoly, it is inevitable tliat it should bo used. To some extent, tho

possessor cannot help using it. ^Vealth has credit; and monopoly,
usually implying scarcity, carries an enhanced price with it; and such
results are unavoidable. Finally, superior actual knowledge may and
must bo used to some extent. In every department of business,

superior knowledge is gained by attention ; and it may and must be
acted upon, albeit to tho hurt or injury of those who know less, or havo
devoted less time and thought t(j the subject. A man has made an
improvement in some machinery or manufacture, and he is entitled to

some reward for tho attention lu; has given to it; the government will

give him a patent. A man has been to India or to South America, to

acquaint himself with a certain branch of business, and ho comes homo
and acts upon his knowledge, and has a perfect right to do so. lie is

not bound to communicate his knowledge to his brother merchants who
are engaged in the same trade; and, perhaps, his knowledge so much
depends upon actual observation and experience, that he cannot com-
municate it. In like manner, a trader may obtain a superior knowledge
of business, and of tho fa<jts on which it depends, by a close observation

of things immediately around him, and he must act upon it; ho cannot
employ himself in going about to see wliether other men have got the

same enlarged views. Nor havo other men any right to complain of

tliis. Tho unskilful painter or sculptor, the ignorant lawyer or physi-

cian, might as well complain, that their more distinguished brethrerj
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were injuring their business, and taking all the prizes out of their

hands.

I have thus attempted to set forth the claims of individual enterpi-ize,

as having a useful, a beneficent tendency. These claims, I have all

along imphed, are subject to certain limitations; and these limitations

are set bj the laws of honesty and philanthropy. That is to say, a

man may pursue his own interest; he may use his endeavour, sagacity,

abiUty; but, in the first place, he shall not pursue any traffic, or make
any contract, to the injury of his neighbour ; unless that injury is one

that inevitably results from a general and good principle, that is to say,

from the healthful action of business ; and, in the next place, he shall

not pursue his own ends to the extent of committing any fraud.

This last limitation is the one of the most palpable importance, and

demands that we should dwell upon it a moment. What then is a

fraud in contracts? In order to answer the question, let me ask, what
is a contract? A contract is a mutual engagement, to exchange

certain goods for other goods, or certain goods for money, and the

essence of the engagement lies in the supposed equivalency of the

things that are exchanged. This results from the very nature of the

case and of the human mind; for it is not the part of a rational being

to give more for less. If you bargain away anything to your neigh-

bour, you, of course, seek from him what to you is equivalent. But
how are you to judge of this equivalency; of the value, that is to say,

of the article ofifered to you? There are two grounds on which you
may judge: you may know the article as well as the seller; you may
know as much about it every way as he does. This is ordinarily

the case between trader and trader; but between the merchant and
the rest of the world this is usually not the case. And here the ground
on which you proceed is, that of confidence in the good faith of the

seller. You could make up no satisfactory opinion on the value of the

article offered to you, if you did not believe that it is what it purports

to be, what it appears to be, what the price indicates it to be. If,

then, there is any secret defect in the article not apparent to you, or

if there is any circumstance unknown to you, materially affecting its

value, or if the price set upon it is any other than the market price,

there is fraud. Wherever the contracting parties stand in totally

different relations to the matter in hand, the one knowing something,

some secret, which the other does not and cannot know, there is fraud

:

the contract is morally vitiated ; the obvious conditions of a contract

are not complied with; it is well known by one of the parties that the

grand condition, that of equivalency, does not exist in the case.

Let us now look back, for a moment, upon the ground which we
have passed over in this preliminary discussion. I have, in the first

place, attempted to show that no single suggestion or dictate of con-

science, or Scripture, or of generous feeling, or of the law, is sufficient

to solve the moral questions that arise in trade. In the next place, I

have said that there is a distinction to be made between principles and
rules : the principles of moral conduct being clear and certain ; the

rules only, the specific actions under these principles that is to say,

being liable to doubt. I thus wished to set one department of this

subject above all question. In the third place, I applied myself to the

consideration of rules. And here I attempted to show that while, on
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the one hand, it is expedient that ample scope be given to human
ingenuity, sagacity, and alertness in business, yet, on the other hand,

that they are never to transgress the bounds of philanthropy, honesty,

and justice.

Let us now proceed to examine some of the cases to which these

general reasonings apply.

I. The first is the ordinary case of buying and selling, i. e. under
ordinary circumstances.

And here it is expedient and necessary, that men in their deaUngs
with one another should be put to the use of their senses and faculties.

There is a discretion and there is a duty proper, respectively, to the

seller and to the buyer. Each of them has his part to act, his business

to attend to, and neither of them is bound to assume the duty of the

otlicr. In ordinary cases there is no difficulty with this maxim, no
temptation to dishonesty, no possibility of deception.

The article is open to inspection ; its qualities are as obvious to the

buyer as to the seller. The buyer is supposed to know his owii business,

his own occasions; the buyer is faiiiy supposed best to know what the

article is worth to him, not the seller ; and it is for him to decide

whether he will purchase, and what he will give. The seller cannot be
expected to enter into the circumstances of the buyer, and to ascertain

by inquiry what he intends to do with the article he purchases

;

wliether he can turn it to good account, or whetlier he could not buy
more advantageously somewhere else ; all tliis belongs to the province

of the buyer, it is his business to settle all these questions. And he is

not only best able to decide them, but he is as competent to judge of

the quality of the goods which arc offered him as the seller, for they
are alike open to the inspection of both.

This free action, this competition, we have already said, is to bo
restrained in trade as in everything else, by perfect fairness and honesty.

At that point in our preliminary discussion, the theoretical question

about the nature of a contract presented itself; in our present inquiry,

the natural and practical question is about price. ^Vhat is the just

price of an article ? A man has something to sell ; ho wishes to deal

honestly; the question then is, what shall he ask for it? If he can
settle tliis question, all is plain. How sliall he settle it? What is it

that determines a price to be just? Evidently not any abstract con-

sideration of value. There can be no such thing as abstract value.

The worth of a thing depends on the want of it. Originally, it is true,

i. e, in the first rude state of society, men, in exchanging the products
of their labour, would naturally estimate tlie value of each article by
the labour required to produce it. But even this estimate, though
approaching nearest to it, would not present us with an abstract and
absolute value ; and it would soon be disturbed by circumstances
effectually and beyond recovery. Labour would not be an accurate

measure of value, because one man's labour, through its energy and
ingenuity, would be worth far more than another man's. That ]»rimi-

tive rule, too, inaccurate as it is, would soon, I repeat, be disturbed by
circumstances. Eor suppose that one man had manufactured axes,

and another shoes, circumstances would inevitably arise that would
give one or another of these articles a factitious value. In the winter

season, when protection was needed for the person, and in the summer.
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wliich was favourable to the felling of timber, the value of those articled

must be constantly fluctuating; it would be factitious; it could not be
determined bj the amount of labour. And as we depart farther from
those primitive exchanges, we find circumstances, numerous, compli-

cated, and very artificial, which affect value. The wauts, fancies, and
fashions of society ; the state of crops and markets, and of trade aU
over the world ; the variations of the seasons ; the success or failure of

fisheries; improvements in machinerj^; discoveries in art; and the

regulations of governments—all these things, and many more, conspire

alternately to fix and disturb, from day to day, that ever-fluctuating

thing called price. It is not any one man's judgment or conscience

that can ascertain the value of anything, but millions of individual

judgments go to make up the decision. It is in vain to say that such

and such things are worth little or nothing; that they are unnecessary

or useless, or that they confer no advantage proportionate to their

cost—that is not the question. What will they fetch? is the question.

You may, in a fit of generosity or a scruple of conscience, sell them for

less; but the moment they are out of your hands, they will rise to the

level of the market ; you have lost the difference, and gained nothing

for your generous principle. In fine, the value of a thing is the marlcet

price of it. This is the only intelligible idea of value, and the only

reasonable adjustment of price. It is certainly most likely to be

reasonable; for a multitude of judgments have been employed upon it,

and have settled it. It is the legislative voice of the whole world; and
it would be as unjust and inexpedient, as it is impossible, to resist it.

The way of honesty, then, in the ordinary course of traflic, seems to

be very clear. The terms on which we are to buy and seU, are

established for us by a very obvious rule. In a general view, we may
say, that conscience has nothing to do v/ith aflixing a price: that is

determined by a thousand circumstances and a million voices. The
trader must buy at the market price, and he must sell accordingly.

He does not determine the price, but the suffrage of a whole city, or of

twenty cities, determines it. All that conscience has to do "vith price

therefore is, not to go beyond the usage of the market: and for the

rest, the rule is, to make no false representation, and to conceal no
latent defect.

In this view, the moral course in almost the entire business of trade

seems to be exceedingly plain ; and certainly it is most grateful to

reflect that it is so. lie that runs may read. No man needs to carry

with him, in regard to most of the transactions of business, a disturbed

or a doubtful conscience.

But still cases will arise for a nicer casuistry. The market price is

indeed the rule; but there is monoiDoly that makes a market price, and
there is superior information that takes undue advantage of it. These
are the cases that remain to be examined.

II. The next case then to be considered in the morals of business,

is monopoly. This may arise in two ways ; intentionally, from combi-

nation on the part of several traders, or a plan on the part of one; and
miinteutionally, where it falls out in the natural and unforced course of

trade. It is from confounding these two cases together, perhaps, that

a peculiar prejudice is felt in the community against monopoly. That
a man should set himself by dexterous management to get into his
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possession all tho corn in market, in order to extort an enormous prico

for it, is felt to be oppressive and wrong. IJut there is often a
monopoly, to a greater or less degree, resulting from simple scarcity

;

and in this case, that enhancement of prico which is so odious is

J)erfectly inevitable ; nay, it may bo even beneficial ; for higli prices

esseu consumption, and may prevent famine. But at any rate, high

prices in a time of scarcity are inevitable. Even if all the corn or all

the coal were in tlio hands of one man, and ho should sell tho half of

his stock to the wliolesalo dealers at a moderate rate, and hold the

remainder at tho same rate to keep the price down, still, I say, tho

moment the article left his hands, the law of scarcity would prevail and
raise tho price. Monopoly therefore compels, and of course justifies an
enlianced price. The same px-inciple which applies to every other

commodity, applies to that commodity called money. And it is only

from tho habit of considering money not as a commodity, but as a
possession of some peculiar and magical value, that any prejudice can
exist against what is called usurious interest; saving and excepting

when the interest goes beyond all bounds of reason and humanity.
Tho practice of usury has acquired a bad name from former and still

occasional abuses of it: but tlie principle must still be a just one, that

money, in common with everything else, is worth what it will fetch.

This, I know, is denied. It is denied, especially, that money is, or is

to be regarded, like other commodities in trade. It is said that money
is the creature of tho government ; that the mint, when stamping it

with the government impress, stamps it with a peculiar character, and
separates it entirely from the general condition of a commodity. It is

said, too, that the common representative of money—that tho bank-
note, that credit, in other words—is exposed to such expansion and
contraction, and management and conspiracy, that it is peculiarly liable

to be used for the injury of the necessitous and unwary.

Let us separate this last allegation from our discussion for a moment,
and consider the question alone, as it affects the use of money in the

form of bullion. And I know of no better way of considering questions

of this sort, than to resolve tliem into their simple forms, by going

back to the origin of society, or taking for example a small and isolated

community, at least wo come to the theory of the question by this

means, and can then consider what modifications are required by more
artificial and compUcated interests.

Suppose then a community of a hundred families, cut off from the

rest of tho world, engaged in the various callings of life, accustomed to

barter, but not accustomed to the use of money. Suppose now that a
gold-mine were discovered. Tho metal is found to be very valuable

for various purposes ; and, like every thing else, it takes its value in

the market ; an ounce of it is exchanged for so many bushels of corn or

yards of cloth. But the permanent and universal value of this metal,

and its being so portable and indestructible, would, ere long, very

naturally bring it into use as a circulating medium ; the farmer would
know that if he sold corn for it, he could buy cloth with it in another

part of tho district, and would be glad thus to be saved the trouble and
expense of transporting tlie produce of his farm to the distant manu-
factory. In this exchange, the lumps of gold of course would bo

weighed, and it would be natural to stamp the weight upon each lump.
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But another step would follow from all this. As there would be the trou-

ble of constantly weighing tliis circulating medium, and the danger of

mistake and deception, the community would appoint a committee, or

depute its government, if it had one, to do this very thing ; and the

metal would be cast into various quantities, bearing distinct denomina-

tions, to answer more fully the purposes of a convenient circulating

medium. Here then we have a mint, and here we have money.

Nobody will deny that it was a commodity when each man dug it from

the earth, and exchanged it at his pleasure. But the action of the

government confers no peculiar character on it. The government

simply weighs the metal, and affixes, as it were, a label to it; i.e.

stamps it as coin, to tell what it is worth. It does not create its value,

but simply indicates it.

I am sensible that many questions may still be asked, but I have

not space here, if I had abiUty, to enter into them ; and besides, if this

is a just theory of the value of the specie currency, it may itself

suggest the necessary answers. But the great practical difficulties

arise from the use of a paper currency. If the paper were strictly the

representative of gold and silver—if the issue of bank-notes did not

exceed the specie actually in vault, and thus were used only for con-

venience, the same principles would apply as before. All other paper

does not represent money, but credit ; i. e. it represents the presumed
ability of a man to pay what he promises ; not his known and ascer-

tained property. And the question is, may ci'edit be bought and sold

in the market like any commodity?
Let us again attempt to simplify the question. You want money

let us suppose, and you go to a money-lender, and ask for it. He
says, " I have not the money, but I shall have it in a month hence,

and I will give my note, payable at that time." This may answer the

purpose with your creditor; and the question now is, what interest

shall you pay ? Shall credit take its place in the market like money,
or like a commodity? Shall we say that the government has no
business to interfere in this matter, with its usury laws, obliging a man
to sell his paper for seven per cent? Shall we say that all this ought to

be left to regulate itself, and that every man shall be left free to act

according to his pleasure?

I certainly feel some hesitation, from deference for the opinions of

some able men who are more studious in these matters than I am,
about answering this question in the affirmative. There are relations

and bearings of that immense and complicated subject, the monetary
system, which I may not understand ; and usury, perhaps, is connected
with that system in ways that are beyond my comprehension. But
looking at the question now, in the light of simple justice, separating

aU unlawful combination and conspiracy from the case, and aU deception

and dishonesty, I cannot see why a man has not a right to sell his

credit for what another is wilhug to give for it. If a lawyer has so

elevated himself above his brethren, that his opinion is worth, not
twenty but five hundred per cent more than theirs, he takes that

advance for his counsel. Why, then, shall not a merchant, who by
the same laborious means, has acquired a fortune and a high commercial
reputation, be allowed a similar advantage?
We say, why should he not dispose of his credit, or, in other words.
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pledge his property at such prices as it will naturally bear? But the

truth is, that he cannot prevent this result, let him do what ho will.

lie may sell his paper at one half per cent a mouth, but the moment
it is out of his hands, it will rise to two or three per cent, if that be its

real value. I say nothing now about obedience to the usury laws ; I

do not touch the point of conscience in that respect : but I believe that

the laws themselves are both impolitic and unjust; unjust, because

they conflict with the real value of tilings ; and impolitic, because they

never were, and never can bo executed, and, in fact, because they only

increase the rates of interest, by increasing the risk.

But is there, then, no limit, it may be said, to the advantage which
one man may take of the necessities of another? To ask this question

in regard to the lender of money, is but the same thing as to ask it in

regard to the man in every other relationship of life. The duties of

humanity, of philanthropy, of natural affection, can never be abrogated

by any circumstances ; and the only question is, what lino of conduct,

in the case before us, is conformable to those duties? That qTiestion

cannot, I think, bo brought within the compass of any assignable rules

;

and must be left for every man seriously to consider for himself, llo

is j)ut upon his conscience in this respect, as he is in evjry other case

in life.

III. But the hardest case to determine is that on which the question

is raised, about the use of superior information. And perhaps this

question cannot be better stated than in the celebrated case put by
Cicero.* A corn-merchant of Alexandria, he says, arrived at Rhodes
in a time of great scarcity, with a cargo of grain, and with knowledge
that a number of other vessels, laden with corn, had already sailed

from Alexandria for Rhodes, and which he had passed on the passage

—

was he bound in conscience to inform the buyers of that fact? Cicero

decides that he was. Several modern writers on law dissent from hia

opijiion—as Grotius, Puffendorf, and Fothier himself, though with very

careful qualifications.

t

It appears to me, that the answer to Cicero's question must depend
on the views wliich are taken of a contract. If a contract is a mere
arbitrary convention ; if business is a game, a mere contest of men's
wits ; if every man has a riglit to make the best bargain he can ; if

society really lias power to ordain that such shall bo the laws of trade,

then the decision will be one way. But if a contract implies in its

very nature the obligation of fair dealing and truth telling, then the

decision will be the other way. The supposition is, tliat the Alexandrine

trader concealed a certain fact, for the sake of asking a price whicli he

knew would not have been given had that fact been public. Now what
is implied in asking a price? What does a man say, when he sets a
certam price on his merchandise? Does he, or does he not say, that

the price ho asks is, in his opinion, the fair value of tlio article? I

think he does. If you did not so understand him, you would not trade

with him. If you obseiTcd a lurking sneer on liis li]>, such as there

must be in his heart, when he knows that ho is taking you in, you
would have nothing to do with him. The very transaction, called a

• De Officiis, Lib. .3, sec. 12-17.

f Traite du Contrat do Vontf, I'art II. cli. 2, Art. 3.
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contract, implies that degree of good faith. If this be true, if it bo

universally understood, that he who asks a price professes in that very

act to ask a fair and just price, and if, moreover, he has a letter in his

pocket assuring and satisfying him that it is not the just price, then he

is guilty of falsehood. If the Alexandrine trader had asked a price,

graduated exactly by his opinion of the probability that other vessels

would soon arrive, and of the amount of the supply they would bring, his

conduct would have been fair and honest. But if he had concealed facts

within his knowledge, for the sake of asking an enormous price, or any

price beyond what he knew to be the fair value, he would be guilty of

falsehood and dishonesty. And the reason is, I repeat, that the very

basis of a contract is mutual advantage ; that its very essence lies in a

supposed equivalency ; that he who sets a price is understood to say as

much as this, " I think the article is worth it." And if you allow a

man to swerve from this truth and good faith at all, where will you
stop? Suppose that the people of Rhodes had been suffering the

horrors of famine, and the Alexandrine merchant had taken advantage

of their situation to exact from them all their disposable property as

the price of life, and had borne off that mass of treasure, all the while

knowing that bountiful supphes were at hand— what should we have

said? We should have said that his perfidy was equal to his cruelty

—

that he was both a pirate and a villain. But if a man may be guilty

of falsehood in one degree, what principle is to prevent his being guilty

of it in another? I know what may be said on the other hand. The
master of the Alexandrine ship, it may be said, had outstripped the

others by superior saihng ; and this superiority in the management of

his ship may have been the fruit of a whole life of industry and
ingenuity. He had also been on the alert, it may be supposed ; had
watched the course of the markets while others slept, and had been

ready with his supply to meet the exigency which all others, even the

Rho'dians themselves, had been too duU to foresee. Is he not entitled

to some premium for all this ? Nay, but for the prospect held out of

such a reward, the Rhodians might have starved. And yet if he gives

the information in question, he loses the premium. No, the merchants

of Rhodes say, "we will wait tiU to-morrow." But again, to-morrow

comes, the vessels arrive, the market is glutted, and the Alexandrine

trader loses money on his voyage. Will the merchants of Rhodes
make it up to him, on account of his generosity in giving them the

information? Not at all. " We buy at the market price," they say;
" we cannot afford any more ; if we give more we are losers ;" and thus

the Alexandrine, by neglecting his own interests, and taking care of

other people, loses not only his voyage, but his whole fortune perhaps,

and becomes a bankrupt ; and by becoming a bankrupt, he injures those

he is most bound to serve—his confi.ding friends, and beggared family.

All this is a very good reason, to be sure, why the Alexandrine trader

should be rewarded for his exertions ; but it is not any good reason,

nor can there ever bo any good reason, why a man should tell a

falsehood, why he should make a false impression, why he should

deceive his neighbour.

Do we then propose to reduce the wise and the ignorant, the saga-

cious and the stupid, the attentive and the neghgent, the active and the

indolent, to the same level ? Must the intcUigeut and the enterprising
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merrliaiit raise up his dull and careless neighbour to his own point of

view, before he may deal with him ? Certainly not. Let a wide field

be opened, only provided that the boundaries be truth and honesty. Let
the widest field for activity and freedom of action be spread, which theso

boundaries can enclose.

Indeed, a man must act in trade upon some opinion ; that opinion

must bo founded on some knowledge ; and that knowledge he may pro-

perly seek. Xay, and he may use it to any extent, not implying decep-

tion or dishonesty. Nor are the cases frequent in which commercial
operations possess any such definite or extraordinary cliaracter as admits

of deception. It does not often happen that any great advantage is or

can be taken of complete and unsuspecting ignorance. Men are wary.

They will not make questionable sales, when a packet ship from abroad
is in the offing. They are set to guard their own interests, and they
do guard them. They must assume some responsibiUtics in this way

;

they must take some risks. They are liable to err in opinion, and they

must take such chance as liunian imperfection ordains for them. Bu-
siness, like every other scene of human life, is a theatre for imperfection,

for error, for effort, for opinion, and for their results I do not sec how
it can possibly be otherwise, and therefore I consider it as appointed to

be so. Undue advantage may bo taken of this state of things by the

selfish, grasping, and unconscientious ; right principles may bo wrested
to the accomplishment of wrong ends ; a system of commercial morality

may be good for the community, and yet may be abused by individuals

:

all this is true ; and yet the doctrine which applies everywhere else must
apply here, tliat abuse fairly argues nothing against use.

Let us sec how the case would stand if it were otherwise : let us see

what the assumption on the part of the trading community, that no man
should ever act in any way on superior information, would amount to.

"We may sleep," they would say; " we need not take any pains to

inform ourselves of the state of the markets ; we need not take a step

from our own door. If our neighbour comes to trade with us, he must
first inform us of everything affecting the price of our goods. He makes
himself very busy ; and he shall have his labour for his pains ; for the

rule now is, that indolence is to fare as well as activity, and vigilance

is to have no advantage over supineness and sloth." Suppose, then,

that the vigilant and active man is up betimes, aiid goes down upon the

wharf, or to the news-room, and becomes apprised of facts that affect

the price of his goods, he must not go about selling till he has stepped

into the shop of his indolent neighbour, and perhaps of half a dozen
such, to inform them of the state of things ; for although he does not

directly trade with them, yet, by underselling or selling for more, in

consequence of sujierior information, ho injures them just as much as if

he did ; i. e. he takes profits out of the liands of the slothful, by acting

on his sujjerior knowledge. But now enlarge the sphere of the compa-
rison. There is no real difference in the principle between a man's
going down to the wharf, and his going to I'^urope for information. And
if, by superior activity, by building better ships, and l)etter manning
them, he is accustomed to get earlier advices of the state of foreign

markets, I sec not, but as a general princiido—a principle advantageous

to commerce, and encouraging to human industry and ingenuity,—ho

mu-st be allowed to avail himself of those advices. The law of general
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expediency must be a law for the conscience. It is expedient that there

should be commerce or barter ; nay, it is inevitable. It is expedient

that industry and attention should be rewarded, and that neghgence and
sloth should suffer loss. It is expedient, therefore, that all that sagacity,

power, and information, which are the result of superior talent, energy,

and ingenuity, should yield certain advantages to their possessor. These
advantages he may push beyond the bounds of reason and justice ; but

we must not, on that account, be deterred from maintaining a principle

which is right, a principle which is expedient and necessary for the

whole community.
And is not the same principle, in fact, adopted in every department

of human pursuit ? Two men engage in a certain branch of manufac-
tures. The one, by his attention and ingenuity, makes discoveries in

his art, and thus gains advantages over his indolent or dull neighbour.

Is he obliged to impart to him his superior information ? Two young
men in the profession of the law are distinguished, the one for hard
study, the other for idleness. They are engaged in the same cause

;

and the one perceives that the other is making a false point in the case.

Is he obhged to go over to his brother's office, and explain to him his

error ; or is it not proper, rather, that both himself and his client should

suffer for that error, when the cause comes to be argued in open court?

In fine, I hold that a distinction is to be made between general infor-

mation and definite knowledge. If a man knous that an article is worth
more than he buys it for, or less than he sells it for, he does not act

with truth and integrity. It is just as if he knew the article were more
or less in quantity than he alleges it to be. But if he acts on general

information, open alike to all ; if he acts on mere opinion, in which he
may be mistaken ; if he has no certain knowledge of the merchandise in

question, but only a judgment, he is entitled to the fuU benefit of that

judgment; while he is hable, at the same time, to the full injury of it,

if it be mistaken.

But in regard to absolute certainty, how, I would ask, are we to dis-

tinguish between knoM'ledge in regard to the real value of an article

from knowledge in regard to the real quality of an article? If I seU
merchandise in which there is some secret defect, and do not expose
that defect, I am held to be a dishonest man. But what matters it to

my conscience whether the secret defect lies in the article, or in the

price ? It comes to the same thing with my fellow-dealer. If I were
to sell moth-eaten cloths at four dollars per yard more than they were
worth—the defect known to me and not to my neighbour—all the world
would pronounce me a knave. But there is another sort of moth, a
secret in my own keeping, which may have as effectually eaten out four

dollars from every yard of that cloth, as if it had literally cut the thread
of the fabric. What difference now can it make to my neighbour,
whether advantage is taken of his ignorance in one way or another, in

regard to the quality or the price ? The only material point is the value,

and that is equally affected in either case. This is the only conclusion
to which I find myself able, on much reflection, to arrive. Knowledge
of prices is as material to the value of merchandise as knowledge of its

qualities. This knowledge, therefore, as it appears to me, should be
common to all contracting parties. I cannot think that a trader is to

be like a fisher, disguising his hook with bait ; or like a sleight-of-haud
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man, clicatiiig men out of their senses and money with a face of gravity

;

or like an Indian, sliooting from behind a bush, himself in no danger.

Trade, traffic, contracts, bargains—all these words imply parity, equi-

valency, common risk, mutual advantage ; and he who can arrange a
commercial operation, by which he is certain to realize great profits and
to inflict great losses, is a taker of merchandise, but can hardly be said

to bo a trader in it.

I am sensible that this is the nice and difficult point in the whole

discussion. But, I put it to the calm reflection and to the consciences

of my hearers, whether they would not feel easier in their business, if

all use of superior and certain knowledge were entirely excluded fi'om

it. Long as this use has obtained, and warmly as it is sometimes de-

feuded, yet, I ask, if the moral sentiments of the trading community
itself would not be relieved by giving it up? This, if it be true, is cer-

tainly a weighty consideration. I admit, indeed, as I have before done,

that no vague sentiment is to settle the question. But when I find that

there is, even in vague sentiment, something like a hook that holds the

mind in suspense, or will not let the mind be satisfied with departure

from it, that circumstance deserves, I think, to arrest attention. I will

frankly confess, that my own mind has been in this very situation. I

did not see, at one time, how the case of general information and opi-

nion, which it is lawful to use, could be separated from the case of par-

ticular knowledge ; but I now entertain a different and a more decided

opinion ; and tlic consideration, with me, which has changed uneasiness

into doubt, and doubt into a new, and, as I think, corrected judgment,

is that which I have last stated—it is the consideration, that is to say,

of the very nature of a contract. A contract does not imply equal pow-
ers, equal general information, equal shrewdness, in the contracting

parties ; but it does imply, as it appears to me, equal actual laiowlcdge.

My neighbour may think himself superior to mo in all other respects,

and he may tell me so, and yet I wiU trade with him ; we will stand

upon ground that I am willing to consider equal. But let him tell me
that he Icnovss something touching the manufacture, quality, condition,

or relations of the article to bo sold, which I do not know, and which
atf'ects the value of the article, and I stop upon the threshold ; we cannot

traffic ; there may be a game of hazard which he and I consent to play

;

but there is an end of all trading. If this be true, then the condition

of a regular and lawful contract is, that there be no secrets in it ; no
secrets, either in tlio kind or quality of the merchandise, or in the l)reast,

or in the pocket of the dealer. Let thom all be swept away ; let them
be swept out, all secrets from all hiding-places, from all coverts of sub-

terfuge and chicanery ; and this, at least, I am certain of, that business

would occasion fewer wounds of conscience to all honourable and vir-

tuous communities.
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APPENDIX TO TI£E FOREGOING DISCOURSE.

Some remarks upon the forep;oing discourse, which had reached the author's

ear during tlie weekly interval before the delivery of the next discourse, lead

hinr, before entering upon it, to oiler the following observaticnis.

It may be thought tnat, in my discourse of the last Sunday evening, I have
leaned to a view of the princijiles of trade which is too indulgent to its question-

able practices. I am most anxious to guard against such an inference ; and
yet I must hesitate to yield exactly to the tone of objection which may possibly

be adopted by some of my hearers. The pulpit is not to speak any peculiar

language on this subject, because it is the pulpit. The language of truth is

what we seek, the language which would be true anywhere. Neither is the

pulpit to be looked upon as a post of duty, which is to serve only the purpose of

assault, whose business it is to assail any particular class of persons, merchants,
or others ; nor is the church a proper place for men to come to, in order to enjoy
the gratification of seeing other men attacked. Nor is it the only business

of the moral teacher to denounce the sins of a violated conscience ; it is some-
times quite as important to defend weak consciences. Nothing can be worse
for a man than to act upon a principle of which he doubts the coirectness. He
is then doing wrong, even when the thing he does may be right. His conscience
becomes weakened by wounds without cause ; it is floating on a sea of doubt,
and may be borne far beyond the bounds of rectitude. It is thus that there .

arises in a community a general and pernicious habit of paltering with con-
science ; of talking about certain principles as very good in theoiy, but as
impracticable in fact ; of slurring over the Christian rule with inuendoes ; of
commending it, indeed, and in a sort—but how ? Why, of treacherously com-
mending it, with those ii-ouical praises, and ambiguous hints, and knowing
glances of eye, which more effectually than anything else break down aU
principle.

On the contrary, let us come out fairly, and establish the true doch'ine on
independent grounds, with fair reasoning, without any bias against men of
business, or for them, and then shall we stand upon the stable basis of conscience
and principle, and be able to define its boundaries. If it be expedient and
inevitable that men should, in business as in everything else, act, to a certain
extent, uj^on their own superior sagacity, power, and infoiination, let us plainly
say so ; and then let us faithfully warn them against going too fai\ Now,
nobody doubts, I presume, that they may go too far ; that the man of sagacity
may overreach an idiot ; that the monopolist and the usm-er may abuse his

power ; and that he who possesses superior information may dishonestly and
cruelly use it. And, thereiore, it was less necessary to insist upon these points,

than it was to discuss the gi'eat question, and the only question, viz. whether
these advantages may be used at all. If they may not be used at aU, then all

commerce, in its actual, and, I think, ine^^table procedui-es, is a system of
knavery. If it is not a system of knaveiy, then it is important to defend it from
that charge. And it is the more important, because, against merchants, fi-om

their acquiring^ greater wealth probably, there are peculiar prejudices in the
community. The manufacturer may use his superior information, his particular
invention, that is, he may get a patent for it, i. e. a monopoly, and every other
profession may do substantially the same thmg, and not a word is said against
it. But if the merchant does this, he is called into serious question ; and,
influenced by this general distiiist, he calls himself in question too. But unfor-
tunately for him, instead of thinking deeply upon tlie matter, and settling

himself upon some foundation of general principle, he is liable to give himself
up to the suggestions of temporary expediency. He is not quite satisfied,

perhaps, with what he is doing, and yet, he says, that he must do it, or he
cannot get along—a way of reasoning that I hold to be most injurious to his

character. Let him then, I say, settle some just principle, and conscientiously
act upon it.

They are general principles, I must desire you to observe, which I have
attempted to establish. Tlie questions that aiise upon the application of these
jirinciples, are, of course, numerous and complicated. I could not enter into
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them. My inexperience ilisqiuilified mc ; and besides, it was impossible to meet
the <iuestions of every man's mind. But, by way of guarding against any false
inferences from what I have said, let me ofler two suggestions. In the first

place, I have not intended to touch any questions about corporations, or about
combinations and cons])iracies to defraud. My discussion has been occupied
with simjile and single-handed deaUngs of man" with man. In the next place,
if my views have seemed to any one to lean to an unjust decision of any case
then I say, that they are to be limited and restrained by that veiy case." The
very principle 1 adopt, is that of restricting the fair action of trade wittiin the
boundaries ofjustice an<I philanthropy.

I must add, in fine, that in defeuduig the right in trade, the impression upon
the popular ear may, natundly enough, have been, that I have not sufficiently
considcretl the wrong. The wTong, let me observe here, will properly come under
our consideration in another place. "What I say now is, that it the principles I
have laid down, have seemed to any one to verge towards an undue licence, I
must most earnestly protest afjainst his inference. That very licence, I say, is

the point to which the ])rinciprc shall not go. And I say mo're explicitly, that
although the veiuUr of any goods is not bound to assist the buyer Avith his
iudgment, yet that he is bound to point out any latent defect, and he is bound,
"by the general trust reposed in him on that pijiiit, to sell at the market price

;

and aj^ain, that monopoly, whether of money or other commodities, althou"-h it

must mevitably raise the prices, although it must be governed in all ordinary
cases by the market value, yet when it can control the market price, is bound
to use its power with moderation

; and finally, that he who acts upon superior
information, though he may lawfully do so, shall not press his advantaf^-e to the
extent of any fraudulent use, or to the infliction of any gross and undeserved
injury ; that he shall not press it fai'ther than is necessaiy, reasonably to reward
vigilance and admonish indolence ; that he shall not press it farther than the
wliolesomo action of trade, and the true welfare of the whole community
requires.



ON THE MOML END OF BUSINESS.

Proverbs xx. 15 : "There is gold and a multitude of nibies, but the lips of

knowledge {i. e. of rectitude) is a precious jewel."

My subject this evening is the moral end of business. Let me first

attempt to define my meaning in the use of this phrase—the moral end

of business.

It is not the end for which property should be sought. It is not the

moral purpose to be answered by the acquisition, but by the process of

acquisition. And again, it is not the end of industry in general—that

is a more comprehensive subject, but it is the end of business in par-

ticular, of barter, of commerce. "The end of business!" some one

may say ; " why, the end of business is to obtain property ; the end of

the process of acquisition is acquisition." If I addressed any person

whose mind had not gone behind that ready and obvious answer to

ultimate and deeper reasons, I should venture to say, that a revelation

is to be made to him of a more exalted aim in business, of a higher,

and, at the same time, more perilous scene of action in its pursuits,

than he has yet imagined. In other words, I hold that the ultimate

end of all business is a moral end. I believe that business— I mean
not labour, but barter, traffic—would never have existed, if there had
been no end but sustenance. The animal races obtain subsistence

upon an easier and simpler plan ; but for man there is a higher end,

and that is moral.

The broad grounds of this position I find in the obvious designs of

Pi-ovidence, and in the evident adaptation to this moral end, of busi-

ness itself.

There is, then, a design for which aU thhigs were made and ordained,

going beyond the things themselves. To say that things were made,
or that the arrangements and relations of things were ordained, for

their own sake, is a proposition without meaning. The world, its

structure, productions, laws, and events, have no good nor evil in them
—none, but as they produce these results in the experience of living-

creatures. The end, then, of the inanimate creation is the welfare

of the living, and, therefore, especially of the intelligent creation.

But the welfare of human beings lies essentially in their moral culture.

AU is wrong, everywhere, if aU is not right there. AU of design that

there is in this lower creation, presses upon that point. The universe

is a moral chaos without that design, and it is a moral desolation to

every mind in which that design is not accomplished. Life, then, has

an ultimate purpose. We are not appointed to pass through this life

barely that we may live. We are not impelled, both by disposition

and necessity, to buy and seU, barely that we may do it ; nor to get

gain, barely that we may get it. There is an end in business beyond
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supply. Tlicre is an object in the acquisition of wealth beyond success.

There irf a final cause of human traffic;, and that is virtue.

With this view of the moral end of business, falls in the constant

doctrine of all elevated philosophy and true rehgion. Life, say the

expounders of every creed, is a probation. The circumstances in which
wo are placed ; the events, the scenes of our mortal lot ; the bright

visions that cheer us, the dark clouds that overshadow us—all these

are not an idle show, nor do they exist for themselves alone, nor

because they must exist by tho fiat of some blind chance ; but they

have a purpose ; and that purpose is expressed in tho word probation.

Now, if anything deserves to be considered as a part of that probation,

it is business. Life, say tlie wise, is a school. In this school there are

lessons: toil is a lesson ; trial is a lesson ; and business, too, is a lesson.

IJut the end of a lesson is, that something be learned ; and the end of

business is, tliat truth, rectitude, virtue, bo learned. This is the

ultimate design proposed by Heaven, aud it is a design which every

wise man, engaged in that calling, will propose to himself. It is no
extravagance, therefore, but the simple assertion of a truth, to say to a
man so engaged, and to say emphatically, " You have an end to gain

beyond success, and that is the moral rectitude of your own mind."
That business is so exquisitely adapted to accomplish that purpose,

is another argument with me to prove that such is tho intention of its

Ordainer, was its design. I can conceive that things might have been
ordered otlierwise ; that huniati beings might have been formed for

industry, and not for traffic. I can conceive man and nature to have

been so constituted, that each individual should, by solitary labour,

have drawn from the earth his sustenance ; and that a vesture, softer,

richer, and more graceful than is ever wrought in the looms of our

manufa(;tories, might have been woven upon his body, by tho same
invisible hands that have tims clothed the beasts of the desert, and the

birds of the air, and the lilies of the field, so that Solomon in all his

glory was not arrayed like one of them. Then might man have held

only the sweet counsel of society with his fellow, and never have been
called to engage with him in the strife of business. Then, too, would
lie have beeu saved from all the dangers and vices of human traffic

;

but then, too, would the lofty virtues cultivated in this sphere of life,

never have had an existence. For business, I repeat, is admirably

adapted to form sucli virtues. It is apt, I know it is said, to corrupt

men ; but tho truth is, it corrupts only those who aro willing to bo
corrujjted. An honest man, a man who sincerely desires to attain to

a lofty and unbending uprightness, could scarcely seek a discipline

more perfectly fitted to that end, than the discipline of trade. For
what is trade ? It is tho constant adjustment of the claims of different

parties, a man's self being one of tlie parties. This competition of

riglits and interests might not invade tho solitary study, or tho separate

tasks of tho workshop, or tlie labours of the silent field, once a day;
but it presses upon the merchant and trader continuallv- I>o you say

that it presses too hard? Then, I reply, must the sense of rectitude

be made the stronger to meet the trial. Every plea of this nature is

an argument for strenuous moral effort. Shall I be told that the

questions which often arise are very perplexing; that tho case to hi

decided comes, oftentimes, not under a definite rule, but under a

M
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general principle, whose very generality is perilous to the conscience ?

It is indeed. Here, perhaps, lies the great peril of business, in the

generality of the rule. For conscience does not in most cases definitely

say, " Thou shalt do this thing, and thou shalt do that." It says

always, " Thou shalt do right," but what that is, is not always clear.

And hence it is, that a man may take care to offend against no definite

remonstrance of conscience, and that he may be, in the common
acceptation, an honest man ; and yet, that he may be a selfish, exacting,

and oppressive man ; a man who can never recognise the rights and

interests of others ; who can never see anything but on the side that is

favourable to himself; who drowns the voice of his modest neighbour,

with always and loudly saying, "Oh! this is right," and "that can't

be"—a man, in fine, who, although he seldom, perhaps never, offends

against any assignable or definite precept of conscience, has swerved

altogether from all uprightness and generosity. What then is to bo

done ? A work, I answer, of the most ennobling character. A man
must do more than to attain to punctilious honesty in his actions ; he

must train his whole soul, his judgment, his sentiments, and affections,

to uprightness, candour, and good will.

In fine, I look upon business as one vast scene of moral action,

" The thousand wheels of commerce, with all their swift and compli-

cated revolutions, I regard as an immense moral machinery. Meanness
and cunning may lurk amidst it, but it was not designed for that

degradation. That must be a noble scene of action, where conscience

is felt to be a law. And it is felt to be the law of business ; its very

violations prove it such. It is the enthroned sovereign of the plan

;

disobedience, disloyalty, give attestation to it. Nothing is too holy to

connect with it. There is a temple in one of the cities of Europe,

through which is the very passage to the market-place ; and those who
pass there often rest their burthens to turn aside and kneel at the altar

of prayer. So were it meet that all men should enter upon their daily

business. The temple of mammon should be the temple of God. The
gates of trade should be as the entrance to the sanctuary of conscience.

There is an eye of witnessing and searching scrutiny fixed upon every

one of its doings. The presence of that all-seeiag One, not confined,

as some imagine, to the silent church or the solitary grove—the

presence of God, I think it not too solemn to say, is in every counting-

room and warehouse of yonder mart, and ought to make it holy ground.

I have thus attempted to show that business has an ultimate, moral
end—one going beyond the accumulation of property.

This may also be shown to be true, not only on the scale of our
private affairs, but on the great theatre of history. Commerce has
always been an instrument in the hands of Providence, for accomplishing
nobler ends than promoting the wealth of nations. It has been the

grand civilizer of nations. It has been the active principle in all

civilization; or, to speak more accurately, it has presented that

condition of things in which civilization has always rapidly advanced,

and without which, it never has. The principles of civilization,

properly speaking, are the principles of humanity—the natural desire

of knowledge, liberty, and refinement. But commerce seems to have
been the germ, the original spring, that has put all other springs

in action. Liberty has always followed its steps ; and with liberty,
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Rc'ience and religion have gradually advanced and improved, and never

without it. All those kingdoms of central Asia, and of Europe too,

which commerce has never penetrated, have been, and are, despotisms.

"With its earliest birth on the Mediterranean sliore, freedom was bom.
Phoouicia, the merchants of whose cities. Tyre and Sidon, were

accounted princes; the Hebrew commonwealth, which carried on a

trade tlirough those parts; the Grecian, Carthaginian, and Koman
States, were not only th(3 freest, but they were the only free states of

antiquity. In the mid<lle ages commerce broke down, in Europe, the

feudal system, niising up, in the Hanse Towns, tliroughout Germany,
Sweden, and Norway, a body of men who were able to cope with

barons an<l kings, and to wrest from them their free charters and
rightful privileges. In England, its influence is proverbial ; the sheet-

anchor, it lias long been considered, of her unequalled prosperity and
intelligence. On our own happy shores it has a still more unobstructed

iield, and is destine<l, I trust, to spread over the whole breadth of our

interior domain, wealth, cultivation, and refinement.

Its nKjral influences are the only ones of which we stand in any doubt,

and these, it need not bo saiil, are of unequalled importance. The
j)hilanthropist, the Christian, the Christian preacher, are all bound to

watch tlicse influences with the closest attention, and to do all in their

power to guard and elevate tliera. To this work I am attempting to

contribute my humble part ; and I conceive that I have now come to

the grand principle of safety and improvement, viz. that trade is

essentially a moral business ; that it has a moral end more important

than success; that the attainment of this end is better than the

acquisition of wealth, and that the failure of it is worse than any com-
mercial failure—worse than bankruptcy, poverty, ruin.

It is upon this point that I wish especially to insist ; but there are

one or two topics that may previously claim some attention.

If, then, business is a moral dispensation, and its highest end is moral,

I shall venture to call in question the commonly supposed desirableness

of escaping from it—the idea which prevails with so many of making a
fortune in a few years, and afterwards of retiring to a state of leisure.

If business i*eally is a scene of worthy employment and of high moral
action, 1 do not see why the moderate pursuit of it should not be laid

down in the plan of entire active life ; and why, upon this plan, a man
should not determine to give only so much time each day to his avoca-

tions as would be compatible with such a plan ; only so mucli time, in

other words, as will be compatible with the daily enjoyment of life,

with reading, society, domestic intercourse, and all the duties of

philanthropy and devotion. If the merchant does not dislike or despise

liis employment—and it is when ho makes himself tlie mere slave of

business that he creates the greatest real objections to it—if, I say, he
looks upon his employment as lawful and laudable, an appointment of

(iod to accomplish good purposes in this worM, and better for the next;

why should he not, like the physician, the lawyer, and clergyman, like

the husbandman and artisan, continue in it, through the period of

active life, and a<ljust his views, expectations, and engagements, to that

reasonable plan? Hut now, instead of this, what do we see around us?

Why, men are engaging in business—here, at home, in their own
country, in the bosom of their families, and amidst their friends—a-s if
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they were in a foreign and infectious clime ; and must be in haste to

make their fortunes, that they may escape with their lives to some
place of safety, ease, and enjoyment

!

And now, what sort of preparation for retirement is this Hfc, absorbed

in business? It is precisely that sort of preparation that unfits a man
for retirement. Nothing will work well or agreeably in experience,

which has not some foundation in previous habits and practice. But
for all those things which are to be a man's resources in retirement, his

previous life, perhaps, has given him not a moment of time. He has

really no rural tastes ; for he has scarcely seen the country for years,

except on hurried journeys of business ; the busy wheels of commerce
now, alas! roll through the year, and lie is chained to them every

month. He has made no acquaintance with the fine arts; no music
has there been for his car but the clink of gold ; no pictures for his eye

but fine coloured drawings of houses and lots, or of fancy villages and
towns. He has cultivated no habits of reading ; and—what I hold to

be just as fatal to the happiness of any life, retired or active—he has

cultivated no habits of devotion. Add to all this, that he is thrown
upon the dangerous state of luxurious leisure—that prepared, enriched,

productive hot-bed of prurient imaginations and teeming passions

—

without any guards against its moral perils. And what is likely to be

the consequence? He will become perhaps an indolent and bloated

sensualist, cumbering the beautiful grounds on which he vegetates

rather than lives ; or, from the violent change of his habits, you will

soon hear, perhaps, that without any other cause than the change, he

is dead ; or he may live on, in weariness and ennui, wishing in his

heart that he were back again, though it were to take his place behind

the counter of the humblest shop.

I do not pretend, of course, that I am portraying the case of every

man, who is proposing to retire from business. There are those,

doubtless, whose views of retiring are reasonable and praiseworthy

;

who do not propose to escape from all employment ; who are living

religiously and virtuously in the midst of their business, and not unwisely

intending to make up for the deficiency of those qualities in retirement

;

who wish to improve and beautify some pleasant rural-abode, and thus,

and in many other ways, to be useful to the country around them. To
such a retirement I have nothing to object: and I only venture to

suggest, as an obvious dictate of good sense, that he who proposes, some
day, to retire from business, should, in the meantime, cultivate those

qualities and habits which will make him happy in retirement. But
this I also say, that I do more than doubt, whether any man, who is

completely engrossed in business, from morning tiU night, for twenty or

thirty years, can be prepared to enjoy or improve a life of leisure.

Another topic, of which I wish to speak, is the rage for speculation.

I wish to speak of it now in a particular view— as interfering, that is

to say, with the moral end of business. And here, again, let me
observe, that I can have nothing to do Avith instances, with exceptions.

I can only speak of the general tendency of things. And it is not

against speculation simply, that I have anything to allege. All business

possesses more or less of this character. Everything is bought on the

expectation of selling it for more. But this rage for speculation, this

eagerness of many for sudden and stupendous accumulation, this spirit
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of gambling in trade, is a different thing. It proceeds on principles

entirely different from the maxims of a regular and pains-taking

business. It is not looking to diligence and fidelity for a fair reward,

but to change and chance for a fortunate turn. It is drawing away
men's minds from the healthful processes of sober industry and attention

to business, and leading them to wait in feverish excitement, as at the

wheel of a lottery. The proper basis of success—vigilant care and
labour—is forsaken for a system of baseless credit. Upon this system,

men proceed, straining their means and stretching their responsibilities,

till, in calm times, they can scarcely hold on upon their position ; and
when a sudden jar shakes the commercial world, or a sudden blast

sweeps over it, many fall, like untimely fruit, from the towering tree

of fancied prosperity. Upon this system, many imagine that they arc

doing well, when they are not doing well. Tlicy rush into expenses,

which they camiot afford, upon the strength, not of their actual, but of

their imaginary or expected means. Young men, who, in former days,

would have been advised to walk a while longer, and patiently to tread

the upward path, must buy horses and vehicles for theii- accommodation,
and, mounted upon the car of fancied mdependenco, they are hurried

only to swifter destruction.

This system of rash and adventurous speculation overlooks all tho
moral uses and ends of business. To do business and get gain, honestly

and conscientiously, is a good thing. It is a useful discipline of tho
chai'acter. I look upon a mau who has acquired wealth, in a laudable,

conscientious, and generous pursuit of business, not only with a respect

far beyond what I can feel for his wealth—for which indeed, abstractly,

I can feel none at all—but with the distinct feeling that he has acquired
something far more valuable than opulence. But for this discipliue of

tho character, for the reasonableness and rectitude of mind which a
regular business intercourse may form, speculation furnishes but a
narrow field, if any at all; such speculation, I mean, as has lately

created a popular phrensy in this country about the sudden acquisition

of property. The game which men were playing was too rapid, and
the stake too large, to admit of the calm discriminations of conscience,

and tho reasonable contemplation of moral ends. Wealth came to be
looked upon as tho only end ; and immediate wealth was tho agitating

prize. Men could not wait for the slow and disciplinary methods, by
which Providence designed that they should acquire it ; but they felt

as if it wore the order of Providence, that fortunes should fall direct

from heaven into their open hands. Rather should wo not say, that

multitudes did not look to heaven at all, but to speculation itself

instead, as if it were a god, or some wonder-working magician at least,

that was suddenly to endow them with opulence. Acquisition became
tho story of an Arabian tale ; and men's minds were filled with romantic
schemes, and visionary hopes, and vain longings, rather than with
sobriety, and candour, and moderation, and gratitude, and trust in

Heaven.
This insane and insatiable passion for accumulation, ever ready, when

circumstances favour, to seize upon the pubhc mind, is that "love of

money which is tho root of aU evil," that " covetousness which is

idolatry." It springs ft-om an imdue, an idolatrous estimate of tho

value of property. Many are feeling, tliat nothing—nothing wiU do for
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them or for their children, but wealth ; not a good character, not well-

trained and well-exerted faculties, not virtue, not the hope of heaven

—

nothing but wealth. It is their god, and the god of their families.

Their sons are growing up to the same worship of it, and to an equally

baneful reliance upon it for tlie futui-e ; they are rushing into expenses

which the divided property of their father's house will not enable them
to sustain ; and they are preparing to be, in turn and from necessity,

slaves to the same idol. How truly is it written, that " they that will

be rich, fall into temptation, and a snare, and into many foolish and
hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and perdition!" There
is no need that they shoidd be rich ; but they ^cill be rich. All the

noblest functions of life may be discharged without wealth, all its highest

honours obtained, all its purest pleasures enjoyed ; yet I repeat it

—

nothing, nothing will do but wealth. Disappoint a man of this, and he

mourns as if the highest end of life were defeated. Strip him of this
;

and, this gone, all is gone. Strip him of this, and I shall point to no
unheard of experience, when I say—he had rather die than live

!

The grievous mistake, the mournful evil implied in this oversight of

the great spiritual end, which should be sought in all earthly pursuits,

is the subject to which I wished to di"aw your attention in the last

place. It is not mei'ely in the haste to be rich, accompanied with the

intention to retire from business to a state of luxm-ions and self indulgent

leisure ; it is not merely in the rage for speculation, that the evils of

overlooking the moral aim of business are seen ; but they sink deep into

the heart, in the ordinary walks of regular and daily occupation;

dethroning the spiritual nature from its proper place, vitiating the

affections, and losing some of the noblest opportunities for virtue that

can be lost on earth.

The spiritual nature, I say, is dethroned from its proper place, by
this substitution of the immediate end, wealth, for the ultimate end,

virtue. Who is this being that labours for nothing but property, with
no thought beyond it ; with the feeling that nothing wiU do without it

;

with the feeling that there are no ends in life that can satisfy him, if

that end is not gained? You wUl not tell me that it is a being of my
own fancy. You have probably known such

; perhaps some of you are

such. I have known men of this way of thinking, and men, too, of

sense and of amiable temper. Who, then, I ask again, is this being?
He is an immortal being ; and his views ought to stretch themselves to

eternity—ought to seek an ever-expanding good. And this being, so

immortal in his nature, so infinite in faculties—to what is he looking?

To the sublime mountain range that spreads along the horizon of this

world? To the glorious host of glittering stars, the majestic train of

night, the infinite regions of heaven? No—his is no upward gaze, no
wide vision of the world—to a speck of earthly dust he is looking. He
might lift his eye, a philosophic eye, to the magnificence of the uni-

verse, for an object; and upon what is it fixed? Upon the mole-hill

beneath his feet! That is his end. Everything is nought, if that is

gone. He is an immortal being, I repeat ; he may be enrobed in that

vesture of light, of virtue, which never shall decay ; and he is to live

through such ages, that the time shall come, when to his eye all the

splendours of fortune, of gilded palace and gorgeous equipage, shall be
no more than the spangle that faUs from a royal robe ; and yet, in that
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glittering particle of earthly dust, is his soul absorbed and bound up.

I am not saying, now, that he is willing to lose his soul for that. This

he may do. But I only say now, that ho sets his soul upon that, and
feels it to bo an end so dear, that the irretrievable loss of it, the doom
of poverty, is death to him ; nay, to his sober and deliberate judgment
—for I have known such instances—is worse than death itself! And
yet ho is an immortal being, I repeat, and he is sent into this world on
an errand. What errands What is the great mission on which the

Master of hfe hath sent him here ? To get riches ? To amass gold

coins, and bank notes? To scrape together a little of the dust of this

earth, and tlien to he down uj)on it and embrace it, in the ihdolence of

enjoyment, or in the rapture of possession? Is such worldliness possible?

Worldlinoss I Why, it is not worldliness. That shoiUd be the quality

of being attached to a world—to all that it can give, and not to ono
thing only that it can give—to fame, to power, to moral power, to in-

fluence, to the admiration of the world. Worldliness, methinks, should

bo something greater than men make it—should stretch itself out to

the breadth of the great globe, and not wind itself up like a worm in

the web of selfish possession. If I must be worldly, let me have the

worldliness of Alexander, and not of Crcesus. And wealth too—I had
thought it was a means and not an end—an instrument which a noble

human being handles, and not a heap of shining dust in which he buries

himself; something that a man could drop from his hand, and still bo
a man—be all that ever he was—and compass all the noble ends that

pertain to a human being. What if you be poor ? Are you not still a
man—oh ! heaven, and mayest be a spirit, and have an universe of

spiritual possessions for your treasure. What if you be poor? You
may still walk through the world in freedom and in joy ; you may still

tread the glorious path of virtue ; you may still win the bright prize of

immortality
; you may still achieve purposes on earth that constitute

all the glory of earth, and ends in heaven, that constitute all the glory

of heaven. Nay, if such must be the effect of wealth, I would say, let

me be poor. I would pray God that 1 might be poor. Rather, and
more wisely ought I, perhaps, to say with Agur, " Give me neither

poverty nor riches ; lest I bo full and deny thee, and say, who is the
Lord? or lest I be poor, and steal, and take the name of my God iu

vain."

The many corrupting and soul-destroying vices engendered in tho
mind by this lamentable oversight of tho spiritual aim m business, de-

servo a separate and solemn consideration.

I believe that you will not accuse me of any disposition to press un-
reasonable charges against men of business. I cannot possibly let the
pulpit throw burthens of responsibility or warnings of danger on this

sphere of hfe, as if others were not in their measure open to similar ad-
monitions. I como not hero to make war ui)on any particular class.

I pray you not to regard this pulpit as holding any relation to you but
that of a faitliCul and Christian friend, or as having any interest in tho
world connected with business, but yom- own true interest. Above all

things do I deprecate that worldly and most pernicious habit of hearing

and approving very good tilings in the pulpit, and going away and
calmly doing very bad things in tho world, as if the two had no real

connexion—that habit of listenini>- to the admonitions and rebukes of
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the pulpit with a sort of demure respect, or with significant glances at

your neighbours, and then of going away, commending the doctrine with
your lips to violate it in your lives—as if you said, " well, the pulpit

has acted its part, and now we will go and act ours." I act no part

here. God forbid ! I endeavour to be reasonable and just in what I

say here. I take no liberty to be extravagant in this place, because I

cannot bo answered. I hold myself solemnly bound to say nothing

recklessly and for effect. I occupy here no isolated position. I am
continually thinking what my hearers will fairly have to say on their

part, and striving fairly to meet it. I speak to you simply as one man
may speak' to another; as soul may speak to its brother soul; and I

solemnly and affectionately say, what I would have you say to me in a

change of place—I say that the pursuits of business are perilous to your
virtue.

On this subject I cannot indeed speak with the language of experi-

ence. But I cannot forget that the voice of all moral instruction, in

all ages and in all countries, is a voice of warning. I cannot forget that

the voice of Holy Scripture falls in solemn accents upon the perils

attending the pursuit of wealth. How solemn, how strong, how perti-

nent those accents are, I may not know, but I must not, for that reason,

withhold them. " Wo unto you who are rich," saith the holy word,

"for ye have not received your consolation. Wo unto you that are

full, for ye shall hunger." Hunger?. What hath wealth to do with

hunger! And yet there is a hvinger. What is it? What can it be

but the hungering of the soul ; and that is the point which, in this dis-

course, I press upon your attention. And again it says, " Your riches

are corrupted, your gold and silver is cankered;" and is it not can-

kered in the very hearts of those whom wealth has made proud, vain,

anxious, and jealous, or self-indulgent, sensual, diseased, and miserable ?—" And the rust of them," so proceeds the holy text, " shall be a wit-

ness against you, and shall eat your flesh as it were fire." Ah! the

rust of riches!—not that portion of them which is kept bright in good
and holy uses—" and the consuming fire" of the passions which wealth

engenders ! No rich man—I lay it down as an axiom of all experience—^no rich man is safe, who is not a benevolent man. No rich man is

safe, but in the imitation of that benevolent God, who is the possessor

and dispenser of all the riches of the universe. What else mean the

miseries of a selfishly luxurious and fashionable life everywhere ? What
mean the sighs that come up fi'om the purlieus, and couches, and most
secret haunts of all splendid and self-indulgent opulence ? Do not tell

me that other men are sufferers too. Say not that the poor, and desti-

tute, and forlorn, are miserable also. Ah! just Heaven! thou hast, in

thy mysterious wisdom, appointed to them a lot hard, full hard, to

bear. Poor houseless wretches ! who " eat the bitter bi'ead of penury,

and drink the baleful cup of misery ;" the winter's wmd blows keenly

through your "looped and windowed raggedness;" your children wander
about unshod, unclothed, and untended. I wonder not that you sigh.

But why should those who are surrounded with everything that heart

can wish, or imagination conceive—the very crumbs that fall from
whose table of prosperity might feed hundreds—why should they sigh

amidst their profusion and splendour ? Therj have broken the bond that

should connect power vAth usefulness, and opulence icith mercy. That
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is the reason They liavo taken up their treasures, and wandered away

into a forbidden world of their own, far from the sympathies of sutfer-

ing humanity: and the heavy night-dews are descending upon their

splendid revels ; and the all-gladdening light of heavenly beneficence is

exclianged fbr the sicldy glare of selfish enjoyment ; and happiness, tho

blessed angel that hovers over generous deeds and lieroic virtues, has

fled away from that world x)f false gaiety and fashionable exclusion.

I have, perhaps, wandered a moment from tho point beforo me—the

peril of business—though as business is usually aiming at wealth, I

may be considered rather as having only pressed that point to some of

its ultimate bearings.

But the peril of business specifically considered ; and I ask, if there

is not good ground lor the admonitions on this point, of every moral and

holy teacher of every age? AVhat means, if there is not, that eternal dis-

ingenuity of trade, that is ever putting on fair appearances and false

pretences—of "tho buyer that says, it is naught, it is naught, but when
he is gone his way, then boasteth "—of tho seller, who is always ex-

Jiibiting the best samples, not fair but false samples, of what he has to

sell; of the seller, I say, who, to use tho language of another, " if he

is tying up a buudle of quills, will place several in the centre of not half

the value of tho rest, and thus sends forth a hundred liars, with a fair

outside, to proclaim as many falsehoods to the world?" These prac-

tices, alas! have fallen into the regular course of the business of many.
All men expect them ; and therefore you may say, that nobody is de-

ceived. But deception is intended : else why are these things done ?

What if nobody is deceived? Tho seller himself is corrupted. He may
stand acquitted of dishonesty in the moral code of worldly traffic ; no

man may charge him with dishonesty ; and yet to himself he is a dis-

honest man. Did I say that nobody is deceived! Nay, but somebody
is deceived. This man, the seller, is grossly, wofully deceived. He
thinks to make a little profit by his contrivance ; and he is selling, by
pennyworths, tho very integrity of his soul. Yes, the pettiest shop

where these things are done, may be, to the spiritual vision, a place of

more than tragic interest. It is tho stage on which the great action of

life is performed. There stands a man who, in the sharp collisions of

daily traffic, might have polished his mind to tlie bright and beautiful

image of truth, who might have put on the noble brow of candour, and
cherished tho very soul of uprightness. I have known such a man. I

have looked into his humble shop. I have seen tho mean and soiled

articles with which he is dealing. And yet the process of things going

on there was as beautiful, as if it had been done in heaven! But now,

what is this man—the man who always turns up to you the better sido

of everything ho sells— the man of unceasing contrivances and ex-

pedients, his life long, to make things appear better than they are? Be
ho the greatest merchant or the poorest huckster, ho is a mean, a

knavish—and were I not awed by the thoughts of his immortaUty, I

should say—a contemptil>lc creature, whom nobody that knows him
can love, wliom nobody can trust, whom nobody can reverence. Not
one thing in tlio dusty repository of things, great or small, which he

deals with, is so vile as he. What is this tliintj then, wliich is done, or

may bo done in the house of traffic ? I tell you, tliough you may have

thought not so of it— I tell you that tlior, even there, a soul may bo
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lost!—that that very structure, built for the gain of earth, may be the

gate of hell! Say not that this fearful appellation should be applied to

worse places than that. A man may as certainly corrupt all the in-

tegrity and virtue of his soul in a warehouse or a shop, as in a gamb-
ling-house or a brothel.

False to himself, then, may a man become, while he is walking

through the perilous courses of traffic, false also to his neighbour. I

cannot dwell much upon this topic ; but I will put one question, not for

reproach, but for your sober consideration, Must it not render a man
extremely liable to be selfish, that he is engaged in pursuits whose im-

mediate and palpable end is lais own interest? I wish to draw your at-

tention to this peculiarity of trade. I do not say, that the motives

which originally induce a man to enter into this sphere of life, may not

be as benevolent as those of any other man ; but this is the point which

I wish to have considered—tlaat whUe the learned professions have

knowledge for their immediate object, and the artist and the artisan

have the perfection of their work as the thing that directly engages their

attention, the merchant and trader have for their immediate object,

profit. Does not this circumstance greatly expose a man to be selfish ?

Full well I know that many are not so ; that many resist and overcome

this influence ; but I think, that it is to be resisted. And a wise

man, who more deeply dreads the taint of inward selfishness than of

outward dishonour, will take care to set up counter influences. And
to this end he should beware how he clenches his hand and closes his

heart against the calls of suffering, the dictates of public spirit, and the

claims of beneficence. To listen to them is, perhaps, his very salva-

tion !

But the vitiating process of business may not stop with selfishness

;

it is to be contemplated in still another and higher light. For how
possible is it, that a man, while engaged in exchanging and diftusing

the bounties of heaven, while aU countries and climes are pouring their

blessings at his feet, while he lawfully deals with not one instrument,

in mind or matter, but it was formed and fitted to his use by a bene-

ficent hand— how possible it is that he may forget and forsake the

Being who has given him all things ! How possible is it, that under

the vei'y accumulation of his blessings may be buried all his gratitude

and piety—that he may be too busy to pray, too full to be thankful,

too much engrossed with the gifts to think of the Giver! The humblest

giver expects some thanks ; he would think it a lack of ordinary human
feeling in any one, to snatch at his bounties, without casting a look on
the bestower ; he would gaze in astonishment at such heedless ingrati-

tude and rapacity, and almost doubt whether the creatures he helped

could be human. Are they any more human—do they any more
deserve the name of men, when the object of such perverse and senseless

ingi'atitude is the Infinite Benefactor? Would we kuow what aspect

it bears before his eye? Once, and more than once, hath that Infinite

Benefactor spoken. I listen, and tremble as I listen, to that lofty ad-

juration with which the sublime prophet hath set forth His contem-

plation of the ingratitude of his creatures. " Hear, O heavens, and
give ear, earth ! for the Lord hath spoken ; I have nourished and
brought up childi'en, and they have rebelled against me. The ox

knoweth his owner, and the ass his master's crib ; but Israel doth not
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know; my people doth not consider." Sad and g-rievous error even in

the eye of reason ! Great default even to nature's religion! But art

thou a Christian man—what law sliall acquit thee, if that heavy charge
lies at thy door—at the door of thy warehouse—at the door of thy
dwelling? Beware, lest thou forget God in his mercies I the Giver in

his gifts I lest the light be gone from thy prosperity, and prayer from
thy heart, and the love of thy neighbour from the labours of thy calling,

and the liope of heaven from the abundance of thine eartlJy estate

!

But not with words of warning—ever painful to use, and not always

profitable—would I now dismiss you from the house of God. I would
not close this discourse, in which I may seem to have pressed heavily

on the evils to which business exposes those who are engaged in it,

without holding up distinctly to view, the great moral aim on which it

is my main purpose to insist, and attempting to show its exceUeuce.

There is such a nobleness of character in the right course, that it is

to that point I would last direct your attention. The aspirings of

youth, the ambition of manhood, could receive no loftier moral direction

than may bo found in the sphere of business. Tlie school of trade,

witli all its dangers, may bo made one of tlie noblest schools of virtue

in the world ; and it is of some importance to say it :—because those

who regard it as a sphere only of selfish interests and sordid calculations,

aro certaiu to win no lofty moral prizes in that school. There can be
nothing more fatal to elevation of character in any sphere, whether it

bo of business or society, than to speak habitually of that sphere as

given over to low aims and pursuits. If business is constantly spoken

of as contracting the mind and corrupting the heart ; if the pursuit of

property is universally satirized as selfish and grasping ; too many who
engage in it will think of nothing but of adopting the character and the

course so pointed out. Many causes have contributed, without doubt,

to establish that disparaging estimate of business—the spirit of feudal

aristocracies, tlie pride of learning, the tone of literature, and the faults

of business itself.

I say, therefore, that there is no being in the world for whom I feel

a higher moral respect and admiration, than for the upright man of

business ; no, not for the philanthropist, the missionary, or the martyr.

I feel that I could more easily be a martyr, than a man of that lofty

moral uprightness. And let me say yet more distinctly, that it is not

for the generous man that I feel this kind of respect—that seems to me
a lower quality, a mere impulse, compared with the lofty virtue I speak

of. It is not for the man M'ho distributes extensive charities, who
bestows magnificent donations. That may bo all very well— I speak
not to disparage it— I wish there were more of it; and yet it may all

consist with a want of the true, lofty, unbending uprightness. That is

not the man, thun, of whom I speak ; but it is ho who stands amidst
all the swaying interests and perilous exigencies of trade, firm, calm,

disinterested, and upright. It is the man, who can see another man's
interests, just as clearly as his own. It is the man, whose mind his

own advantage does not blind nor cloud for an instant; wlio could sit

a judge upon a question between himself and his neighbour, just as

safely as the purest magistrate upon the bench of justice. Ah! how
much richer than ermine, liow far nobler than tlio train of magisterial

authority, how more awful than the guai'ded bench of majesty, is tliat
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simple, magnanimous, and majestic truth ! Yes, it is the man who is

true—true to himself, to his neighbour, and to his God—true to the

right—true to his conscience—and who feels that the slightest sugges-

tion of that conscience, is more to him than the chance of acquiring a
hundred estates.

Do I not speak to some such one now ? Stands there not here, some
man of sucli glorious virtue, of such fidelity to tinith and to God?
Good friend! I call upon you to hold fast to that integrity, as the

dearest treasure of existence. Though storms of commercial distress

sweep over you, and the wreck of all worldly hopes tlu-eaten you, hold

on to that as the plank that shall bear your soul unhurt to its haven.

Remember that which thy Saviour hath spoken—" what shall it profit

a man, if he gain the whole world, and lose his own soul?" Remember
that there is a worse bankruptcy than that which is recorded in an
earthly court—the bankruptcy that is recorded in heaven—bankruptcy

in thy soul—all poor, and broken down, and desolate there—all shame
and sorrow and mourning, instead of that glorious integrity, which
should have shone, like an angel's presence, in the darkest prison that

ever spread its shadow over human calamity. Heaven and earth may
pass away, but the word of Christ—the word of thy truth, let it pass

from thee never!



ON THE USES OF LABOUR, AND THE

PASSION FOR A FORTUNE.

2 TnEf?SAlONiANP iii. 10: "For even when we were witli you, this we com-

manded you, that if any man would not work, neither should he eat."

I WISH to invite your attention this evening to the uses of labour, and
the passion for a fortune. The topics, it is obvious, are closely con-

nected. The latter, indeed, is my main subject ; but as prehminary

to it, I wish to sot forth, as I regard it, the great law of human industry.

It is worthy, I think, of being considered, and religiously considered,

as the chief law of all human improvement and happiness. And if

there be any attempt to escape from this law, or if there be any tendency

of the public mind, at any time, to the same point, the eye of the moral

observer should bo instantly drawn to that point, as one most vital to

the public welfare. That there has been such a tendency of the public

mind in this country, that it has been most signally manifest within a
few years past, and that although it has found in cities the principle

field of its manifestation, it has spread itself over the country too ; that

multitudes have l)ecome suddenly possessed with a new idea, the idea

of making a fortune in a brief time, and then of retiring to a state of

ease and independence—this is the main fact on which 1 shall insist,

and of which I shall endeavour to point out the dangerous consequences.

But let me first call your attention to the law which has thus, as I

contend, in spirit at least, been broken. Whattlien is the law? It is,

that industry—working, either with the hand or with the mind—the

application of the powers to some task, to the achievement of some
result, lies at the foundation of all human improvement.

Every step of our progress from infancy to manhood, is proof of this.

The process of education, rightly considered, is nothing else but

wakening the powers to activity. It is through their own activity alone

that they are cultivated. It is not by the mere imposition of tasks, or

requisition of lessons. The very purpose of the tasks and lessons is to

awaken, and direct that activity. Knowledge itself cannot bo gained,

but upon this condition, and if it could bo gained, would bo useless

without it.

Tlie state into which the being is introduced is, from the first step

of it to the last, designed to answer the purpose of such an education.

Nature's education, in other words, answers in this respect to the just

idea of man's. Each .sense, in succession, is ehcited by surrounding

objects, and it is only by repeated trials and efforts that it is brought

to perfection. In like manner does the scene of life appeal to every

intellectual and every moral power. Life is a severe discipline, and
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demands every energy of human nature to meet it. Nature is a

rigorous taskmaster, and its language to the human race is, "if a man
will not work, neither shall he eat." We arc not sent into the world

like animals, to crop the spontaneous herbage of the field, and then to

lie down in indolent repose : but we are sent to dig the soil and plough

the sea ; to do the business of cities and the work of manufactories.

The raw material only is given us, and by the processes of cookery and

the fabrications of art, it is to be wrought to our purpose. The human
frame itself is a most exquisite piece of mechanism, and it is designed

in every part for work: the strength of the arm, the dexterity of the

hand, and the delicacy of the finger, are all fitted for the accomplishment

of this purpose.

All this is evidently not a matter of chance, but the result of design.

The world is the great and appointed school of industry. In an

artificial state of society, I know mankind are divided into the idle and

tlie labouring classes ; but such, I maintain, was not the design of

Providence. On the contrary, it was meant that aU men, in one way
or another, should work. If any human being could be completely

released from this law of Providence, if he should never be obliged so

much as to stretch out his hand for anything, if everything came to him
at a bare wish, if there were a slave appointed to mhnster to every

sense, and the powers of nature were made, in like manner, to obey

every thought, he would be a mere mass of inertness, uselessness, and
misery.

Yes, such is man's task, and such is the world he is placed in.

The world of matter is .shapeless and void to all man's purposes, till he

lays upon it the creative hand of labour. And so also is the world of

mind. It is as true in mind as it is in matter, that the materials only

are given us. Absolute truth, ready made, no more presents itself to

us in one department, than finished models of mechanism ready made
do in the other. Original principles there doubtless are in both ; but

the result—philosophy, that is to say—in the one case, is as far to seek,

as art and mechanism are in the other.

Such, I repeat, is the world, and such is man. Tlie earth he stands

upon and the air he breathes are, so far as his improvement is con-

cerned, but elements to be wrought by him to certain purposes. If he

stood on earth passively and unconsciously, imbibing the dew and sap,

and spreading his arms to the light and air, he would be but a tree.

If he grew up capable neither of purpose nor of improvement, with no

guidance but instinct, and no powers but those of digestion and loco-

motion, he would be but an animal. But he is more than this ; he is a

man ; he is made to improve ; he is made, therefore, to think, to act,

to xcorlc. Labour is his great function, his peculiar distinction, his

privilege. Can he not think so? Can he not see, that from being an
animal to eat and drink and sleep, to become a worker—to put forth

the hand of ingenuity, and to pour his own thought into the worlds of

nature, fashioning them into forms of grace and fabrics of convenience,

and converting them to purposes ofimprovement and happiness—can

he not see, I repeat, that this is the greatest possible .•step in privilege ?

Labour, I say, is man's great function. The earth and the atmosphere
are his laboratory. With spade and plough, with mining-shafts and
furnaces and forges, with fire and steam—amidst the noise and whirl
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of swift and bright machinerj, and abroad in tho silent fields beneath

the roofing sky, man was made to be ever working, ever experimenting.

And while ho, and all his dwellings of caro and toil, are borne onward
with the circling skies, and the shows of heaven are around him, and
their infinite depths imago and invite his thought, still in all tlie worlds

of philosophy, in the universe of intellect, man must bo a worker. He
is nothing, he can bo notliing, ho can achieve nothing, fulfil nothing,

without M'orking. Not only can he gain no lofty improvement without

this ; but without it, he can gain no tolerable happiness. So that ho

who gives himself up to utter indolence, finds it too hard for him ; and
is obliged in self-defence, unless ho be an idiot, to Jo something. The
miserable victims of idleness and ennui, driven at last from their chosen

resort, are compelled to work, to do something; yes, to employ their

wretched and worthless lives in

—

"killing time.'' They must hunt
down tho hours as their prey. Yes, time—that mere abstraction

—

•

that sinks light as tlio air upon the eyelids of the busy and the weary,

to the idle is an enemy clothed with gigantic armour ; and they must
kill it, or themselves die. They cannot live in mere idleness ; and aU
tlie dittcrence between them and others is, that they employ their

activity to no useful end. They find, indeed, that the hai'dest work in

the world is to do notliing!

This reference to tho class of mere idlers, as it is called, leads me to

offer one specification in laying down this law concerning industry.

Suppose a man, then, to possess an immense, a boundless fortune, and
that he holds himself discharged, in consequence, from all tlic ordinary

cares and labours of life. Now, I maintain that, in order to be either

an improving, worthy, or happy man, he must do one of two things.

He must either devote himself to the accomplislnnent of some public

objects, or he must devote some hours of every day to his own intellec-

tual cultivation. In any case, he must be, to a certain extent, a
laborious man. The thought of his heart may bo far different from
this. He may think it his special privilege, as a man of fortune, to be

exempt from all care and effort. To lounge on soft couches, to walk
in pleasant gardens, to ride out for exercise, and to come home for

feasting—this may bo liis plan. But it will never do. It never did

yet answer for any human being, and it never will. Ciod has made a
law against it, which no human power ever could annul, nor human
ingenuity evade. That law is, that upon labour, either of the body or

of the mind, all essential well-being shall depend. And if this law be
not complied' with, I verily believe that wealth is only a cur.'^e, and
luxury only a more slippery road to destruction. The poor idler, I

verily believe, is safer than the rich idler: h.id I doubt whether he is

not happier. I dou1)t whether the most miserable vagrancy, that

sleeps in barns and sheds, and feeds upon tho fragmemts of other men's
tables, and leaves its tattered garments upon every hedge, is so miser-

able as surfeited opulence, sighing in palaces, sunk in the lethargy of

indolence, loaded witii plethory, groaning with weariness which no
wholesome fatigue ever comes to relieve. Tho vagrant is, at least,

obliged to vallc from place to place, and thus far has the advantage
over liis fellow i<llcr who can rido. Yes, he walks abroad in tlie fair

morning—no soft couch detains him—he walks abroad nmong the fresh

fields, by the sunny hedges and along the silent lanes, siii^'ing his idle
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song as he goes—a creature poor and wretched enough, no doubt ; but

I am tempted to say, if I must be idle, give me that lot, rather than

to sit hi the cheerless shadow of i)alaco roofs, or to toss on downy beds

of sluggish stupor or racking pain.

I have thus endeavoured to state one of the cardinal and inflexible

laws of all human improvement and happiness. I have already pre-

mised, that my purpose in doing so, was to speak of the spirit of gam,

of the eagerness for a fortune, as characteristics of modern business,

which tend to the dishonour and violation of the law of labour.

In proceeding to do this, let me more generally observe, in the fij'st

place, that there has always been a public opinion in the world,

derogatory to labour. The necessity of exertion, though it is the very

law under which God has placed mankind for their improvement and

virtue, has always been regarded as a kind of degradation—has always

been felt as a kind of reproach. With the exception of a few great

geniuses, none so great as those who do nothing. Freedom from the

necessity of exertion is looked upon as a privileged condition ; it is en-

circled with admiring eyes ; it absolutely gathers dignity and honour

about it. One might think that a man would make some apologies for

it, to the toihng world. Not at all ; he is proud of it. It is for the

busy man to make apologies. He hopes you will excuse him ; he must

work, or he must attend to his business. You would think he was
about to do some mean action. You would think he was about to do

something of which he is ashamed. And he is ashamed of it!

The time has hardly gone by, when even literary labour—labour of

the mind, the noblest of aU labour—has suffered under this dispai-aging

estimate. Authorship has always been held to be the proper subject

for the patronage of condition. Some of the most distinguished authors

have lived in obscurity, compared with the rich and fashionable around

them, and liave only forced their way into posthumous celebrity. The
rewards of intellectual toil have usually been stinted to the provision of

a bare, humble subsistence. Not seldom has the reward been scarcely

a remove from starvation. But when we descend to manual labour,

the comparison is stiU more striking. The labom-ing classes, operatives

as they are significantly called in these days, arc generally regarded but
as a usefid machinery, to produce and manufacture comforts and
luxuries for those that can buy them. And the labouring classes are

so regarded, mainly, not because they are less informed and cultivated,

though that may be true, but because they are the labouring classes.

liBt any one of them bo suddenly endowed with a fortune, let him be

made independent of labour, and, without any cliange of character, he
immediately, in the general estimation, takes his place among what are

called the upper classes. In those countries where the favouritism ex-

tended to the aristocracy has made many of its members the vainest,

most frivolous, and useless of beings, it must be apparent, that many
persons among the business classes are altogether their superiors in

mind, in refinement, in all the noblest qualities ; and yet does the bare

circumstance of pecuniary independence carry it over everything.

They walk abroad in lordly pride, and the children of toil on every side

do homage to them. Let such a one enter any one of the villages of

England or of this country, let him live there—with nothing to do, and
doing nothing the vcar round— aixd those who labour in the field and
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the workshop will look upon him, in bare virtue of his abihty to be idle,

as altogetlier their superior. Yes, tho?e wlio have wrought well in the

great school of providence, who have toiled faithfully at their tasks and
learned them, will pay this mental deference to the truant, to tlie idler,

to him who leanis nothing and docs nothing—ay, and because he does

nothing. Nay, in tliat holy church, whose ministry is the strongest

bond to philanthropic exertion, the clergy, the very ministry of him who
went about doing good, and had not where to lay his head, sinks, in the

estimation of the wliole world, to the lowest point of depression, the

moment it is called " a working (-lergy." That very epithet, icorking,

seems, in spite of every counteracting consideration, to be a stigma upon
everything to which it can be applied.

But besides this general opinion, there is a specific opinion, or way
of thinking, to which I have already referred, as opposed to our prin-

ciple, and to which I wish now to invite your more particular attention.

This opinion, or way of thinking, 1 must endeavour to describe with

some care, as it constitutes the basis of fact, from which the moral re-

flections of the remainder of this discourse will arise.

It will be admitted, then, in the general, I think, that modern busi-

ness

—

modern, 1 mean, as compared with that of a hundred or even
fifty years ago—has assumed a new character ; that it has departed

from the staidncss, regularity, and moderation of former days. The
times, when the business of the father descended to the son, and wa3
expected to pass down as an heir-loom in the family ; when the risks

were small, and the gains were moderate, or if ample, still compara-
tively sm'e, seem to have given way to the intense desire and the

hazardous pursuit of immediate and immense accumulation. It is not

necessary to the statement I am making, that I should enter into the

causes of this change. They arc, doubtless, to be found in the unusual

opportunities for gain, in the extraordinary extension of credits, and, I

think also, in the rapid expansion of the principle of liberty ; that is to

say, in the intellectual activity, personal ambition, and unfettered en-

terprise, which that principle has introduced into society. But what-

ever be the causes of the change, it will not bo denied, I presume, that

there has sprung up, in connexion with it, a new view of acquisition ; or,

rather, to state more exactly what I mean, that a view of acquisition,

which, in former time, was confined to a few minds, has now taken pos-

session of almost the entire business community, and constitutes, there-

fore, beyond all former example, one of the great moral features of the

times. I cannot, perhaps, briefly describe this view better, than by de-

nominating it, a passion for making a fortune, and for making it

speedily. I do not, of course, mean to say, tliat this passion has not

existed before. The love of money has always been a desire so strong,

that it has needed for its restraint, all tlie checks and admonitions of

reason and religion. There have always been those, wlio have set their

affections and expectations on a fortune, as something indispensable to

their happiness. There have also appeared, fi'om time to time, seasons

of rash and raging speculation—as in the case of the South Sea and
Mississij)pi stocks in England—disturbing, however, but occasionally,

the regular progress of business. But the case with us now is different.

We have, at length, become conversant with times, in which these

seasons of excess and hazard in business are succeeding one another

N
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periodically, and witl; but brief intervals. The pursuit of property, and
that in no moderate amount, has acquired at once an unprecedented

activity and univoi-sality. The views with which multitudes now are

entering into business, are not of gaining a subsistence, they disdain the

thought ; not barely of pursuing a proper and useful calling, that is far

beneath their ambition ; but of ac(iuiring a fortune, of acquiring ease and
independence. In accordance with this view is the common notion of

retiring from business. It is true, that we do not see much of this re-

tiring, but we hear much about it. The passion exists, though the

course of business is so rash as constantly to disappoint, or so eager as

finally to overcome it.

In saying that a great change is passing over the business character

of the world, and that it is in some respects dangerous, I do not intend

to say, that it is altogether bad, or even that there is necessarily moro
evil than good in it. I hold it to be an advantage to the world, that

restrictions, like those of the guilds of Germany, and the borough laws

in England, are thrown off, and that a greater number of competitors

can enter the lists, and run the race for the comforts and luxuries of

life. The prizes, too, will be smaller as the competitors are more
numerous ; and that, I hold, will be an advantage. I believe, also, that

the system of doing business on credit, in a young and enterprising

country, is, within proper bounds, useful ; and that our own owes a part

of its unexampled growtli and prosperity to this cause. I only say,

what I think all will admit, that, from these causes, there are tendencies

in the business of the country which are dangerous.

But to return to my statement. I undertake to say, not only in

general, that there are wrong practical tendencies, but that there is a
way of thinking about business which is wrong. Your practical ad-

visers may tell you that there has been over-trading ; that this is the

great evil ; and that it must be avoided in future. I do not say, for I

do not know, whether this has been the great evil or not ; but this I

say, that it probably will not be avoided in future, if it has been the

evil. And why not ? Because there is an evil beneath the evil alleged

;

and that is, an excessive desire for property, an eagerness for fortune.

In other words, tliere is a wrong way of thinking, which lies like a
canker at the root of all wholesome moderation. The very idea, that

property is to be acquired in the course of ten or twenty years, which
shall suffice for the rest of life ; that, by some prosperous traffic, or

grand speculation, all the labovu* of life is to be accomplished in a brief

portion of it ; that, by dexterous management, a large part of the term
of human existence is to be exonerated from the laws of industry and
self-denial—all this way of thinking, 1 contend, is founded in a mistake
of the true nature and design of business, and of the conditions of human
weU-being.

I do not say—still to discriminate—that it is wrong to desire wealth,

and even, with a favourable and safe opportunity, to seek the rapid ac-

cumulation of it. A man may have noble ends to accomplish by such
accumulation: he may design to relieve his destitute friends or

kindred ; he may desire to foster good institutions, and to help good
objects ; or, he may wish to retire to some other sphere of usefulness

and exertion, which shall be more congenial to his taste and affections.

But it is a different feehng, it is the desire of accumulation for the sake
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of ?ecunug a life of ease and gratification, for the sake of escaping from
exertion and self-denial—this is tlio wrong way of thinking which I would
point out, and which I maintain to be common. 1 do not say that it is

universal among the seekers of wealth ; I do not say that all who pro-

f)Oso to retire from business, propose to retire to a life of complete indo-

once or indulgence ; but 1 say that many do : and I am inclined to say

that all propose to themselves an independence, and an exemption from
the necessity of exertion, which arc not likely to be good for them ; and,

moreover, that they wed themselves to these ideas of independence and
exemption, to a degree that is altogether irrational, unchristian, and in-

consistent with the highest and noblest views of life. That a man should

desire so to provide for himself, as in case of sickness or disability, not

to be a burthen upon his friends or the public, or in case of his death,

that his family should not be thus dependant, is most reasonable, proper,

and wise. l?ut that a man should wear out half of his life in an almost
slavish devotion to business ; that he should neglect his health, comfort,

and mind, and waste his very heart with anxiety, and all to build a
castle of indolence in some fairy land—this 1 hold to be unwise and
wrong. I am saying nothing now of particular emergencies into which
a man may, rightly or wrongly, have brought himself; I speak only of

the general principle.

And the principle, I say, in the first place, is unwise, wrong, injurious,

and dangerous, with reference to business itself. It is easy to see that

the different views of business, implied in the foregoing remarks, will

impart to the whole ])rocess a ditlijrent character. If a man enters

upon it as the occupation of his life ; if he looks upon it as a useful and
honourable course; if he is interested in its moral uses, and, what we
demand of every high-minded profession, if he thinks more of its uses
than of its fruits, more of a high and honourable character than of any
amount of gains ; and if, in fine, he is willing to conform to tJiat ordinance
of Heaven, wliich has appointed industry, action, effort, to be the spring

of improvement,—then, of course, he will calmly and patiently address

himself to his task, and fulfil it with wisdom and moderation. But if

business is a mere expedient to gain a fortune, a race run for a prize,

a game played for a great stake, then it as naturally follows, that there
will be eagerness and absorption, hurry and anxiety ; it will be a race

for the swift, atid a game for the dexterous, and a battle for the strong:

life will be turned into a scene of hazard and strife, and its fortunes will

often hang upon the cast of a die.

I must add, that the danger of all this is greatly increased by a
circumstance already alluded to— I mean the rapid expansion of the
principle of political freedom. Perhaps the first natural development
of that principle was to bo looked for in the pursuit of property.

Property is tiio most obvious form of individual power, the most
immediate and palpable ministration to human ambition. It was
natural, when the weights and burthens of old restrictions were taken
off, that men should first rush into the career of accumulation. I say
restrictions ; but there have been restraints upon the mind, which are,

perhaps, yet more worthy of notice. Tlio mass of mankind, in fonner
ages, have ever felt that tlio high and splendid prizes of life were not
for them. Tliey have consented to poverty, or to mediocrity at the ut-

most, as their inevitable lot : but a new arena is now spread for them,
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and they are looking to the high places of society as within their reach.

The impulse imparted to private ambition, by this possibility, has not,

I think, been fully considered ; and it cannot, perhaps, be fully calcu-

lated. And it should also be brought into the account, that our

imperfect civilization has not yet gone beyond the point of awarding a
leading, and perhaps paramount, consideration in society to mere wealth.

Conceive, then, what must bo the effect, upon a man in humble and
straitened circumstances, of the idea that it is possible for him to rise

to this distinction. The thoughts of his youth, perhaps, have been

lowly and unaspiring ; they have belonged to that place which has been
assigned him in the old regime of society : but in the rapid progress of

that equalizing system which is spreading itself over the world, and
amidst the unprecedented facilities of modern business, a new idea is

suddenly presented to him. As he travels along the dusty road of toil,

visions of a palace, of splendour, and equipage, and state, rise before

him ; his may be the most enviable and distinguished lot in the country

;

he who is now a slave of the counting-room or counter, of the work-

bench or the carman's stand, may yet be one, to whom the highest in

the land shall bow in homage. Conceive, I say, the effect of this new
idea upon an individual, and upon a community. It must give an
unprecedented and dangerous impulse to society ; it must lead to

extraordinary efforts and measures for acquisition ; it will have the most
natural effect upon the extension of traffic and the employment of credit.

It may be expected, that in such circumstances men will borrow and
bargain as they have never done before ; that the lessons of the old

prudence will be laid aside ; that the old plodding and painstaking

course will not do for the excited and stimulated spirit of such an age.

This eagerness for acquiring fortunes, tends equally to defeat the

ultimate, the providential design of business. That design, I have

said, is to train men by action, by labour, and care, by the due exertion

of their faculties, to mental and moral accomplishment. It is necessary

to this end, that business should be conducted with regularity, patience,

and calmness: that tlie mind should not be diverted from a fair

application of its powers by any exaggerated or fanciful estimate of the

results ; especially, if that contemplation of results involves the idea of

escaping from all care and occupation, must it constantly hinder the

fulfilment of the providential design. The very spirit of business, then,

is the spirit of resistance to that design : but even if it were not, yet it

is evident, that neither the mental nor moral faculties of a human being

have any fair chance, amidst agitations and anxieties, amidst dazzling

hopes and disheartening fears. Certainly, it must be admitted, that a

time of excessive absorption in business is anything but a period of

improvement. How many in such seasons have sunk in character and
in all the aims of life—have lost their habits of reading and reflection,

their habits of meditation and prayer I

Business, in its ultimate, its providential design, is a school. Ne-
glected, forgotten, perhaps ridiculed, as this consideration may be, it is

the great and solemn truth. Man is placed in this school as a learner

of lessons for eternity. What he shall learn, not what he shall get, is

of chief, of eternal import to him. As to property, "it is certain," to

use the language of an Apostle, " that as we brought nothing into this

world, we can carry nothing out of it." But there is one thing which
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we shall carry out of it, and that is, the character which we have
formed in the very pursuits bj which property has been acquired.

In tlie next place, this passion for rapid accumulation, thus pushed
to eagerness and vehemence, and liable to be urged to rashness and
recklessness, leads to another evil, which, to any rational apprehension
of things, cannot bo accounted small ; and tliat is, the evil of sacrificing

in business the end to the means.
" Live while you live," is a maxim which has a good sense as well

as a bad one. But the man who is sacrificing all the proper ends of

life, for something to be enjoyed twenty years hence, can scarcely be
said to live ichilc he lives. He is not living noiv, in any satisfactory

way, he confesses ; he is going to live by and by ; that is, when and
where he does not live, and never may live ; nay, where it is probable
lie never will Uve. For not one man in thirty, of those who intend to

retire from business, ever does retire. And yet, how many suffer this

dream about retiring, to cheat them out of the substantial ends of

acquisition—comfort, improvement, happiness—as they go on!

How tlien stands the account? In seeking property a man has

certain ends in view. Does he gain them? The lowest of them, com-
fort—does he gain that? No, he will tell you, he has little enough of

comfort ; that is to come. Having forsaken the path of regular and
moderate and sure acquisition, in which his fathers walked, he has
plunged into an ocean of credit, spread the sails of adventurous specu-
lation, is tossed upon the giddy and uncertain waves of a fluctuating

currency, and liable, any day, to be wrecked by the storms that are

sweeping over the world of business. The means, the means—of ease,

of comfort, of luxury—he must have ; and yet the things themselves

—

ease, comfort, and the true enjoyment of luxury—are the very things

which he constantly fails to reach. He is ever saying, that he must
get out of this turmoil of business ; and yet he never does get out of it.

The very eagerness of the pursuit, not only deprives him of all easo

and comfort as he goes on, but it tends constantly to push the whole
system of business to that excess, which brings about certain reaction

and disappointment. AVere it not better for him to live while he lives

—

to enjoy life as it passes? Were it not better for him to live richer and
die poorer? Were it not best of all for him, to banish from his mind
that erring dream of future indolence and indulgence, and to address

himself to the business of life, as the school of his earthly education

;

to settle it with himself now, that independence, if he gains it, is not to

give him exemption from employment ; that in order to be a happy
man, he must always, with the mind or with the body, or with both, bo

a labourer ; and, in line, that the reasonable exertion of his powers,

bodily and mental, is not to be regarded as mere drudgery, but as a
good discipline, a wise ordination, a training in this primary school of

OJir being, for nobler endeavours, and spheres of higher activity here-

after? For never surely is activity to cease; and he wlio proposes to

resign half his life to indolent enjoyment, can scarcely be preparing for

the boundless range and the intenser life tliat is to come.
But there arc higher ends of acquisition than mere comfort. For I

suppose, that few seekers of wealth can bo found, who do not propose

mental culture, and a beneficent use of property, as among their

objects; And, Avith a fulfilment of these purposes, a tnoJcratc pursuit
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is perfectly compatible. But how is it, when that pursuit becomes an

eager and absorbing strife for fortune ? What is the language of fact

and experience? Amidst such engrossing pursuits, is there any time

for reading? Are any literary habits, or any habits of mental culture,

formed? I suppose those questions carry with them their own answer.

But the over-busy man, though he is neglecting his mind now, means

to repair that error by and by. That is the great mistake of all. He
will not find the habits he wants all prepared and ready for him, like

that pleasant mansion of repose to which he is looking. He will find

habits there, indeed ; but they will be the habits he has been cultivating

for twenty years, not those he has been neglecting. The truth he wiU

then find to be, that he does not love to read or study, that he never

did love it, and that he probably never will love it.

I do not say that reading is the only means of mental cultivation.

Business itself may invigorate, enlarge, and elevate the mind. But
then it must be, because large views are taken of it ; because the mind
travels beyond the counter and the desk, and studies the geography,

politics, and social tendencies of the world; investigates the laws of

trade, and the philosophy of meclianism, and speculates upon the moral.q

and ends of all business. Nay, and the trader and the craftsman, if he

would duly cultivate his mind, must, like the lawyer, physician, and
clergyman, travel beyond the province of his own profession, and bring

the contributions of every region of thought, to build himself up in the

strength and manhood of his intellectual nature.

And therefore I say with double force of asseveration, that he who
has pursued business in such a way as to have neglected all just mental

culture, has sacrificed the end to the means. He has gained money,
and lost knowledge ; he has gained splendour, and lost accompHshraent

;

gained tinsel, and lost gold ; gained an estate, and lost an empire

;

gained the world, and lost his soul.

And thus it is with all the ends of accumulation. The beneficent use,

the moral elevation, which every high-minded man will propose to him-

self, are sacrificed in the eagerness of tlie pursuit. A man may give,

and give liberally ; but this may be a very different thing from using

property beneficently and wisely. I confess, that on this account I look

with exceeding distrust upon all our city charities ; because men have

no time to look into the cases and questions that are presented to

them ; because they give recklessly, without system or concert. I be-

lieve that immense streams of charity are annually flowing around us,

which tend only to deepen the clianncls of poverty and misery. He
who gives money to save time, cannot be acting wisely for others ; and
he who does good only by agents and almoners, cannot be acting wisely

for himself. And yet this is tlie course to which excessive devotion to

gain must lead. The man has no time to think for himself; and there-

fore, custom must be his law; or liis clergyman, perhaps, is his

conscience. Ho is an excellent disciple in the school of implicit sub-

mission. He attends a sound divine; lie gives bountifully to the

missions or to the almshouses ; he suffers himself to be assessed, per-

haps, in the one tenth of his income ; and there end with him all the

uses and responsibilities of wealth. His mind is engrossed with

acquisition to that extent, that he has no proper regard to the ends of

acquisition. Nay more, he comes, perhaps, to that pass in fatuity, that
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he substitutes altogether tlie means for the end, and embraces his pos-

sessions with the insane grasp of the miser.

On the whole, and in fine, this passion for a fortune diverts man
from his true dignity, his true function—which lies in exertion, in

labour.

I can conceive of reasons why I might lawfully, and even earnestly,

desire a fortune. If I could fill some fair palace, itself a work of art,

with the productions of lofty genius ; if I could be the friend and helper

of humble worth ; if 1 could mark out where failing health or adverse
fortune pressed it hard, and soften or stay the bitter hours^hat aro

hastening it to madness or to the grave ; if I could stand between the

oppressor and his prey, and bid the fetter and the dungeon give up its

victim ; if I could build up great institutes of learning and academies
of art ; if I could open fountains of knowledge for the people, and con-
duct its streams in the right channels ; if I could do better for the poor
than to bestow alms upon them—even to think of them, and devise phma
for their elevation in knowledge and virtue, instead of for ever opening
the old reservoirs and resources for their improvidence ; if, in fine,

wealth could be to me the handmaid of exertion, facilitating effort, and
giving success to endeavour, then might I Lawfidly, and yet warily and
modestly, desire it. But if wealth is to do nothing for mo but to min-
ister ease and indulgence, and to place my children in tlie same bad
school, I fearlessly say, though it be in face of the world's dread
laugh, that I do not see why I shoiUd desire it, and that I do not
desire it!

Aro my reasons asked for this strange decision ? Another, in part,

shall give them for me. " Two men," says a quaint writer, " two men
I honour, and no third. First, the toil-worn craftsman, that with
earth-made implement, laboriously conquers the earth, and makes lier

man's. Venerable to me is the hard hand—crooked, coarse ; wherein,

notwithstanding, lies a cunning virtue, indefeasibly royal, as of the
sceptre of this planet. Venerable, too, is the rugged face, all weather-
tanned, besoiled witli its rude intelligence; for it is the face of a man,
living man-like. Oh, but the more venerable for thy rudeness, and
even because we must pity as well as love thee! llardly-entroated

brother! For us was tliy back so bent, for us were thy straight limbs
and fingers so deformed. Thou wert our conscript, on whom the lot

fell, and fighting our battles, wert so marred. For in thee, too, lay a
God-created form, but it Avas not to be unfolded ; encrusted must it

stand with the thick adhesions and defacement of labour ; and thy body,
like thy soul, was not to know freedom. Yet toil on, toil on ; thou art

in thy duty, be out of it who may ; thou toilest for the altogether indis-

pensable, for daily bieail.

" A second man I honour, and still more highly ; him who is seen
toiling for tlie spiritually inihspensable ; not daily bread, but the bread
of life. Is iiot he, too, in his duty ; endeavouring towards inward har-

mony ; revealing tliis, by act or by word, through all his outward en-

deavours, be they high or low? Ilighest of all, when his outward and
his inward endeavour are one ; when we can name him artist; not
earthly craftsmaji only, but insjjired thinker, that with heaven-made
implement con(incrs heaven for us I If tlie poor and huinl)le toil that

wo have food, must not the high and glorious toil for him in return.
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that he have light and guidance, freedom, immortaUty?—These two,

in all their degrees, I honour ; all else is chaff and dust, which let the

wind blow where it listeth,

" Unspeakably touching is it, however, when I find both dignities

united ; and he, that must toil outwardly for the lowest of man's wants,

is also toiling inwardly for the higliest. Sublimer in this world know
I nothing, than a peasant saint, could such now anywhere be met with.

Such an one will take thee back to Nazareth itself; thou wilt see the

splendour of heaven spring forth from the humblest depths of earth,

like a lifjit shining in great darkness." *

And who, I ask, is that third moin, that challenges our respect? Say

that the world were made to be the couch of his repose, and the hea-

vens to curtain it. Grant that the revolving earth were his rolling

chariot, and all earth's magnificence were the drapery that hung around

his gorgeous rest ; yet could not that august voluptuary—let alone the

puny idler of our city streets—win from a wise man one sentiment of

respect. What is there glorious in the world, that is not the product

of labour, either of the body, or of the mind? What is history, but

its record? What are the treasures of genius and art, but its work?
What are cultivated fields, but its toil ? The busy marts, the rising

cities, the enriched empires of the world—what are they, but the great

treasure-houses of labour? The pyramids of Egypt, the castles, and
towers, and temples of Europe, the buried cities of Mexico—what are

they but tracks, all round the world, of the mighty footsteps of labour?

Antiquity had not been without it. Without it, there were no memory
of the past ; without it, there were no hopes for the future.

Let then labour, the world's great ordinance, take its proper place

in the world. Let idleness, too, have the meed that it deserves.

Honour, I say, be paid wherever it is due. Honour, if you please, to

unchallenged indolence—for that which all the world admires hath, no
doubt, some ground for it: honour, then, to undisturbed, unchallenged

indolence—for it i-eposes on treasures that labour sometime gained and
gathered. It is the eflfigy of a man, upon a splendid mausoleum

—

somebody built that mausoleum—somebody put that dead image there.

Honour to him that does nothing, and yet does not starve ; he hath
his significance still ; he is a standing proof that somebody has

worked.

Nay, rather let us say, honour to the worker—to the toiler—to hiin

who produces, and not alone consumes—to him who puts forth his hand
to add to the treasure-heap of human comforts, and not alone to take

away ! Honour to him who goes forth amidst the struggling elements

to fight his battle, and shrinks not, with cowardly effeminacy, behind
pillows of easel Honour to the strong muscle and the manly nerve,

and the resolute and brave heart! Honour to the sweaty brow, and to

the toiling brain ! Honour to the great and beautiful oflices of human-
ity— to manhood's toil and woman's task— to parental industry, to

maternal watching and weariness— to teaching wisdom and patient

learning—to the brow of care that presides over the state, and to many-
handed labour that toils in the workshops and fields, beneath its sacred
and guardian sway

!

* Thomas Cai-lyle.



ON THE MORAL LIMITS OF ACCUMULATION.

PnovERBS XXX. 8, 9 :
" Give me neither poverty nor riches; lest I be full and

deny thee, and say, who is the Lord ? or lest I be poor, and steal, and take

the name of my God in vain."

In my last discourse, I considered some of the evil consequences of the
passion for accumulation ; in the present, I propose to point out some
of the moral limits to be set to that passion. In other words, the limits

to accumulation, the wholesome restraints upon the passion for it, which
are prescribed bj feelings of general philanthropy and justice, by the

laws of morality, and by a sober consideration of the natural effects of

wealth upon ourselves, our children, and the world—these are the topics

of our present meditation.

I cannot help feeling here, the difficulties under which the pulpit

labours in the discussion of the points now before us. Some, indeed,

will think them unsuitable to the pulpit, as not being sufficiently

religious. Others seem to bo disposed to limit the pulpit to the utter-

ance of general and unquestionable truths. To these views I cannot
assent. The points which I am discussing are, in the highest degree,

moral; they are practically religious ; they belong to the morality and
religion of daily life. And then again, as to what the preacher shall

say, I do not think that he is to be confined to truisms, or to self-evi-

dent truths, or to truths in which all shall agree. We come here to

deliberate on great questions of morality and duty ; to consider what is

true, what is right. In doing this, the preacher may bring forward
views in which some of his hearers cannot agree with him ; how, indeed,

should it be otherwise. But he docs not pretend to utter infallible sen-

tences. He may be wrong. But he is none the less bound to utter

what he docs believe, and thinks to be worthy of attention. This office

I attempt to discharge among you. And I ask you not to take ill,

at my hands, that which you would not so take, if I uttered it by your
firesides. And if I am wrong, on some such occasion perhaps you
will set me right.

Let me proceed, then, frankly to lay before you some reflections

that have impressed my own mind, in regard to the limitations which
good feeling, justice, and wisdom, ought perhaps, to set to the pursuit
of wealth.

In the first place, then, I doubt whether this immense accumulation
in a few hands, while the rest of the world is comparatively poor, docs
not iniply an unequal, an unfair distribution of the rewards of industry.

I may bo wrong on this point ; and if I were considered as spealcing

with any authority from the pulpit, I should not make the suggestion

:
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yet speaking as I do, with no assumption, but with the modesty of

doubt, I shall venture to submit this point to youi- (•(uisideration.

It would seem to be an evident principle of luinKuiity and justice,

that property and the means of comfort should bear some proportion to

men's industry. Now we know that they do not. I am not denying

that, in general, the hard-working man labours less with the mind

;

and that he is often kept poor, either by improvidence and wastefulness,

or because he has less energy and sagacity, than others bring into the

business of life. I do not advocate any aljsurd system of agrarian

levelling. I believe that wealth was designed to accumulate in certain

hands, to a certain extent ; because I perceive that this naturally results

from the superior talents and efforts of certain individuals. But I

cannot help thinking, that the disproportion is greater than it ought
to be.

In order to bring this question home to your apprehension, let me
ask you to suppose that, some years ago, any one of you had come to

this city with a beloved brother, to prepare for a Hfe of business. Let
me suppose that you had been placed with a merchant, and he with a
carman : both lawful, useful, and necessary callings in society : some-
body must discharge each of these offices. Now you know that the

results would probably be, that you would be rich, or at least possessed

of an easy property, and that he would bo poor ; or, at any rate, that

you would have a fair chance of acquiring a fortune from your industry,

and that he would have no such chance from his industry. Now let

me further suppose, that you did not treat him as some men treat their

poor relations
;
passing them by and striving to forget them—almost

wishing they did not exist ; but that you continued on terms of kind
and intimate intercourse with him ; that you constantly interchanged

visits with him, and could compare the splendour of your dwelling with

the poverty of his : I ask you, if you would not feel, if you could help

feeling, that society had dealt unjustly with you and with him in this

matter? But I say that every man is your brother ; and that what you
would thus feel for your brother, you are bound to feel for every man I

I know that it is said, in regard to accumulation in general, that

capital has its claims ; but I cannot help thinking that they are over-

rated, in comparison with the claims of human nerves and sinews.

Suppose that of a thousand men engaged in a great manufacturing
establishment, ten possess the capital and oversee the establisment, and
the nine hundred and ninety do the work. Can it be right, that the

ten should grow to immense wealth, and that the nine hundred and
ninety should be for ever poor? I admit that something is to be
allowed for the risk taken by the capitalist. I have heard it pleaded,

indeed, that he is extremely liable to fail, and often does so—while the

poor, heaven help them! never fail. But it seems to me that this

consideration is not quite fairly pleaded. It is said that there is a risk.

But does not the capitalist, to a certain extent, make the risk? Is not

his risk often in proportion to the urgency with which he pushes the

business of accumulation, and to that neglect and infidelity of his

agents and workmen, which must spring from their liaving so slight a

common interest with him in his undertakings? The risks will be

smaller, when the pursuit of property is more restrained and reasonable,

and when the rewards of industry are more equal and just. But 1
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hear it said agaiu, that "the poor aro wasteful; and that to increase

their wages is onlj to increase their vices." Let mo tell you, that

poverty is the parent of improvidence and desperation. Those wlio

have been brought up in that school may, very possibly, for a while,

abuse their increased means: but in the long run, it cannot be so.

Nay, by the very terms of your proposition, the abuse will cease with

the desperation of poverty. Give the poor some hope
;
give tliem some

means ; give them something to lean upon ; give them some interest in

the order and welfare of society ; and they will become less wasteful,

less reckless and vicious.

Indeed, is it not obvious, can any one with his eyes open deny, that

the extremes of condition in the world, the extremes of wealth and

poverty, furnish us with the extremes of vice and dissipation? And
does not this fact settle and prove, beyond all question, that it is

desirable that accumulation should bo restrained within some bounds

on the one hand; and on the other that indigence should bo lessened?

What is the state of the operatives in the manufacturing districts of

England? Only worse than that of the idlers in that kingdom, who
are living and rioting upon overgrown fortunes. Let tlie conditions of

men approach the same inequality in this or any other country, and we
sliall witness the same results. The tendency of things among us, I

rejoice to believe, is not to tliat result; but it is, no doubt, the constant

tendency of private ambition.

I am sensible, my fiieiids, that I have made a large demand on your

candour, in laying this question bofore you. It is paying tlie highest

comphment I could pay to your fairness of mind. I only ask that you

will treat my argument with equal generosity.

But I proceed to another point. In order to the rapid accumulation

of property in all ordinary cases, a great expansion of credit is necessary.

A man cannot grow suddenly rich by the labour of his hands, and he

must therefore use the property or the promises of others, in order to

compass this end. Now there is a question which I have never seen

stated in the books of moral philosophy, which I have not heard

discussed in the pulpit, and yet it is a point whicli deserves a place in

ii\e code of commercial morality ; and that is, how far it is right for a

man to use credit—that is, to extend his business beyond liis actual

capital ? I am sensible that it is extremely difficiUt, if it is not indeed

impossible, to lay down any exact nde on this subject; and yet it

seems to mo none the less worthy of consideration. Certainly, it must

be admitted that there is a point somewhere, beyond which it is not

prudent, and, therefore, not right, to go. Certainly it cannot bo right,

as it appears to me, for a man to use all the credit he can get. It

could not bo right, for instance, that upon a capital of ten thousand,

a man should do a business of ten millions. No man ought to trust

his powers to such an undefniable extent. No man's creditors, were ho

to fail, could bo satisfied witli his having accepted trusts from others in

the shape of credits, which common prudence shall pronounce to bo

rash and hazardous. There is a common prudence, if there is no exact

rule about this matter; and the borrower is most especially bound to

observe it; and certainly, every honest man, being a borrower, would

observe it, if he did but sufhcioritly think of it. The want of tliis

thought, is the very reason why I bring forward the subject.
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With regard to the rule, I have it as the deliberate opinion of one of

the greatest bankers in Europe, that a man should not extend his

business to more than three times his capital ; and if it be a large

business, to not more than twice his capital, I do not say that this is

the rule, though I have the greatest respect for the judgment that laid

it down, I do not say that it is the rule, because I am advised on the

other hand, by very competent judges, that the rule must vary exceed-

ingly with the different kinds of business which a man may pursue.

I do not undertake, then, to lay down any particular rule, but I urge

the claims of general prudence, I wish to call attention to this point.

I am persuaded that it is for want of i-eflection, and not from want of

principle, that many have adventured out upon an ocean of credit,

where they have not only suffered shipwreck themselves, but carried

down many a goodly vessel with them. It is said, that the government
have spread temptation before the people, by adopting measures which
lead to extraordinary issues of bank paper. It may be so : I believe

that it is so ; though this can scarcely be supposed, by the most jealous,

to have been a matter of design. But grant that it be so ; what I

maintain is, that the people ought not to have yielded to the temptation

to the extent that many have done. The borrower, I hold, is specially

and solemnly bound to be prudent. He is bound to be more prudent

in the use of other men's property than of his own. A man should bo

more cautious in taking credit than in using capital : but I fear that the

very reverse of this is commonly the fact. I fear that most men are

more reckless when they use the means which credit gives them, than

they would be in using their own absolute and fixed property. In small

matters, we know that immediate payment is a check to expenditure.

Why is it, but for this, that every petty dealer is anxious to open a

credit with your family? Ho knows that your expenditures will be

freer, your purchases larger, and that a more considerable amount will

be made up at the end of the year, because you buy on credit. But
look at the subject in a wider view: I know that some men do plunge

more recklessly into the great game of business, because the game is

played with credit ; with counters, and not with coins. I have heard

it observed—and I confess, that it was with a coolness and nonchalance

that amazed me—that a man may as well take a good strong hold of

business while he is about it, since he has nothing to lose by it. The
sentiment is monstrous. It ought to shake the very foundations of

every warehouse where it is uttered. There ought to be a sacred

caution in the use of credit. And although I cannot pretend to define the

precise law of its extension, yet this I will say, that never, tiU I see a man
adventuring his own property more freely tlian he adventures that which

he borrows of his neighbour, can I think he is right. Let this great and

undeniably just moral principle be established, and I am persuaded that

we shall at once see a wholesome restraint laid upon the use of credit.

There is one further point to which I wish to invite your attention

;

and that is, the practice, in cases of bankruptcy, of giving preference

to certain creditors, who have made loans on that condition. Now, I

maintain, that no man ought to offer credit, and that no man ought to

accept it, on that condition. The practice is abolished in England; and

I know, that there it is regarded as bringing a stain upon the commer-
cial morality of this country.
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I do not mean to charge with personal dereliction, any person who
has, in times past, taken advantage of this rule. It lias been the rule

of the country, and has passed unquestioned. And so long as it has

been the rule, and money has been borrowed and lent on that principle,

and it was considered riglit so to do, it was perhaps right, as between

man and man, that cases of insolvency should be settled on that prin-

ciple ; but as a theoretical principle of general application, I hold that

it is utterly wrong. Our laws, indeed, disallow it, and public opinion

ought not, for another hour, to sustain it.

The principle is dishonest : it is treachery to the body of a man's

creditors, lie appeared before them with a certain amount of means;

and upon the strength of those means, they were willing to give him

credit. Those means were the implied condition, the very basis of the

loan ; without them they would not have made it. They saw that he

had a largo stock of goods ; that he was doing a large business ; and

they thought there was no danger : they depended, in fact, upon that

visible property, in case of ditiiculties. But difficulty arises, failure

comes; and then they find that much or all of that property is preoc-

cupied and wrested from their hands by certain confidential pledges.

If they had known this, they would have stood aloof; and therefore, I

say, that there is essential deception in the case.

Again, lending on such a principle loses all its generosity ; and bor-

rowing is hable to lose all the prudence and virtue that properly belong

to it. If a man lends to his young friend or relative, on the sole

strength of affection and confidence towards him, it is a transaction

which bestows a grace upon mercantile life. But if he lends as a pre-

ference creditor, he takes no risk, and shows no confidence ; for he

knows that the borrower, upon the strength of his loan, can easily get

property enough into his hands, to make him pei'fectly secure. And
let it be observed, that, in proportion as the acquisition of confidence

is less necessary ; in proportion, that is to say, as virtue and ability are

less necessary to set up a man in business, are they less likely to be

cultivated : and so far as this principle goes, therefore, it tends to sap

and undermine the whole business character of a country. Nay, it ia

easy to see, that, under the cloak of these confidential transactions, the

entire business between the borrower and lender may be the grossest

and most iniquitous gambhng. Of course, I do not say that this is

common ; but I sa}', that the principle ought not to be tolerated, which
is capable of such abuses.

This principle, 1 think, moreover, is the very key-stone of the arch

that supports many an overgrown fabric of credit. And this observa-

tion has a two-fold bearing. Much of the credit that is obtained, could

not exist without this principle; that is one thing: but furthermore, I

hold, that all the extension of credit which depends on this priuciple,

onglit not to exist at all. It ought not, because tlio principle is dis-

honest and treacherous ; and it would not, because the first credit which

often puts a man in the possession of visible means, is not given on tho

strength of confidence in him, but on the strength of the secret pledge

;

and tlien the after credits are based on those visible means. Let every

man that borrows tell, as ho ought to do, the amount of his confidential

obligations, and many would find tlieir credit seriously curtailed ; and
to that extent, most assuredly, it ought tv> l)e mrtailcMl.
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I hare thus spoken of the spa-it of gain as liable—not as always heing,

but as liable—to be in conflict with the great principles of social and
commercial justice. I might add, that tlie manner in which the gains of

business are sometimes clung to, amidst the wreck of fortunes, is a
powerful and striking illustration of the same moral danger. He who
regards no limits of justice in acquiring property, will break aU bonds
of justice to keep it.

And here I must carefully and widely distinguish. I give all honour
to the spirit which many among us have shown in such circumstances;

to the manly fortitude and disinterestedness of men, who have compara-

tively cared nothing for themselves, but who have been almost crushed

to the earth by what they have suffered for their friends ; to the heroic

cheerfulness and soothing tenderness of woman in such an hour, ready

to part with every luxury, and holding the very pearl of her life in the

unsullied integrity of her husband. I know full weU that that lofty

integrity is the only rule ever thought of by many, in the painful ad-

justment of their broken fortunes. And I know, and the public knows,

that, if they retain a portion of their splendour for a season, it is re-

luctantly, and because it cannot, in the present circumstances, be pro-

fitably disposed of—and in strict trust for their creditors. But there

are bankrupts of a different character, as you well know. I do not

know tliat any such are in this presence ; but if there were a congrega-

tion of such before me, I should speak no otherwise than I shall now
speak. I say, that there are men of a different character ; men who
intend permanently to keep back a part of the price wliich they have
sworn to pay : and I tell you, that God's altar, at which I minister,

shall hear no word from me, concerning them, but a word of denuncia-

tion. It is dishonesty, and it ought to be infamy. It is robbery, tliough

it live in splendour, and ride in state ; robbery, I say, as truly as if,

instead of inhabiting a palace, it were consigned to the dungeons of

Sing-Sing. And take care, my brethren, as ye shall stand at the

judgment-bar of conscience and of God, that ye fall not at all beneath

this temptation. The times arc times of sore and dreadful peril to the

virtue of the country ; they are times, in which it is necessary even

for honest men to gird up the loins of their minds, and to be sober and
watchful; ay, watchful over themselves. Kcmcmber, all such, I ad-

jure you, that the dearest fortune you can carry into the world, will not

compensate you for the least iota of your integrity surrendered and
given up. Oh ! sweeter, in the lowliest dwelling to which you may
descend, shall be the thought that you have kept your integrity imma-
culate, than all the concentrated essence of luxury to your taste, all its

combined softness to your couch, all its gathered splendour to your
state. Ay, prouder shall you be in the humblest seat, than if, with
ill-kept gains, you sat upon the throne of a kingdom.

I come now to consider, in the last place, the limitations to be set to

the desire of wealth, by a sober consideration of its too probable effects

upon ourselves, upon our children, and upon the world at large. And
here let me ask two preliminary questions.

Can that be so necessary to human well-being, as many consider
wealth to be, which necessarily falls to the lot but of a few? Can that
be tho very feast and wine of life, when but a few thousands of the

human race are allowed to partake of it? If it were so, surely God's
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proviJcnoo were less kind and liberal, than wc are bound to think it.

God has not made a world of rich men, but rather a world of poor men

;

or of men, at least, who must toil for a subsistence. That, then, must be

the good condition for man, nay, the best condition ; and we see, in-

deed, that it is the grand sphere of human improvement.

In the next place, can that be so important to human welfare, which,

if it were possessed by all, would be the most fatal injury possible?

And here I must desire that every person, whose pursuit of property

this question may affect, will extend his thoughts beyond himself. He
may say that it would bo a good thing, if he could acquire wealth ; and
porliaps it would ; he may say that he does not see that riches would

do him any harm ; and perhaps they would not: he may have views tliat

ennoble the pursuit of fortune. But the question is, would it be well

and safe for four-fifths of the business community around him to becorao

opulent? He must remember, that his neighbours have sought as

well as he, and in a proportion, too, not far distant from what I have
stated. Thoy have souglit, and had as good a right to succeed, as he
had. "Would it be well, that so general an expectation of fortune

should be gratified? Would it be well for society, well for the world?

Only carry the supposition a little farther ; only suppose the whole

world to acquire wealth ; only suppose it were possible that the present

generation could lay up a complete provision for the next, as some men
desire to do for their children, and you destroy the world at a single

blow. All industry would cease with the necessity for it ; all improve-

mentwould stop with the demand for exertion; the dissipation of fortunes,

whose mischiefs arc now countervailed by the Iiealthfid tone of society,

would then breed universal disease, and break out into universal licence,

and the world would sink into the grave of its own loathsome vices.

But let us look more closely, for a moment, at the general effect of

wealth upon individuals and upon nations.

I am obliged, then, to regard with considerable distrust, the influ-

ence of wealth upon individuals. I know that it is a mere instrument,

which may be converted to good or to bad ends. I know that it is

often used for good ends ; but I more than doubt whether the chances

lean that way. Independence and luxury are not likely to be good
for any man. Leisure and luxury are almost always bad for every man.
I know that there are noble exceptions. But I have seen so much of

the evil effect of wealtli upon the mind—making it proud, hauglity, and
impatient; robbing it of its simplicity, modesty, and liumiUty; bereav-

ing it of its large, and gentle, and considerate humanity: and I have
heard such testimonies, such astonishing testimonies, to the same
effect, from those whose professional business it is to settle and adjust

the affairs of largo estates— that I more and more distrust its boasted

advantages. I deny the validity of that boast. In truth, I am sick

of the world's admiration of wealtli. Almost all the noblest things that

liavo been achieved in the world, have been achieved by poor men

;

poor scholars, and professional men ; jioor artisans and artists
; poor

philosophers and poets, and men of genius.

It docs appear to me, that there is a certain staidness and sobriety,

a certain moderation and restraint, a certain pressure of circumstances,

that is good for man. His body was not made for luxuries ; it sickens,

sinks, and dies under them. His mind was not made for indulgence;
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it grows weak, effeminate, and dwarfish, under that condition. It is

good for us to bear the yoke ; and it is especially good to bear the yoke
in our youth. I am persuaded, that many children are injured by too

much attention, too much care ; by too many servants at home ; too

many lessons at school ; too many indulgences in society ; they are not

left sufficiently to exert their own powers, to invent their own amuse-
ments, to make their own way: they are often inefficient and unhappy

;

they lack ingenuity and energy ; because they are taken out of the

school of providence, and placed in one which our own foolish fondness

and pride have built for them. Wealth, without a law of entail to help

it, has always lacked the energy even to Icecp its own treasures : they

drop from its imbecile hand. What an extraordinary revolution in

domestic life is that, which, in this respect, is presented to us all over

the world! A man, trained in the school of industry and frugality,

acquires a large estate; his children possibly keep it; but the third

generation almost inevitably goes down the rolling wheel of fortune, and
there learns the energy necessary to rise again. And yet we are, almost
all of us, anxious to put our children, or to insure that our grand-

children shall be put, on this road to indulgence, luxury, vice, degrada-

tion, and ruin!

This excessive desire and admiration for wealth, is one of the worst

traits in our modern civilization. We are, if I may say so, in an un-

fortunate dilemma in this matter. Our political civilization has opened
the way for multitudes to wealth, and created an insatiable desire for

it ; but our mental civilization has not gone far enough to make a right

use of it. If wealth were employed in promoting mental culture at

home, and works of philantliropy abroad ; if it were multiplying studies

of art, and building up institutions of learning around us ; if it were
every way raising the intellectual and moral character of the world,

there coidd scarcely be too much of it. But if the utmost aim, effort,

and ambition of wealth, be to procure rich furniture and provide costly

entertainments, I am inclined to say that there coidd scarcely be too

little of it. " It employs the poor," do I hear it said? Better that it

were divided with the poor. Willing enough am I, that it should be in

few hands if they will use it nobly—with temperate self-restraint and
wise philanthropy. But on no other condition wiU I admit that it is a
good, either for its possessors or for anybody else. I do not deny that

it may lawfully be, to a certain extent, the minister of elegancies and
luxuries, and the handmaid of hospitality and physical enjoyment; but
this I say, that just in such proportion as its tendencies, divested of all

higher aims and tastes, are running that way, are they running to evil

and to peril.

That peril, moreover, does not attach to individuals and families

alone ; but it stands, a fearful beacon, in the experience of cities and
empires. The lessons of past times, on this subject, are emphatic and
solemn. I undertake to say, that the history of wealth has always
been a history of corruption and downfal : the people never existed

that could stand the trial.

Boundless profusion—alas! for humanity—is too little likely to spread,

for any people, the theatre of manly energy, rigid self-denial, and lofty

virtue. Where is the bone, and sinew, and strength of a country?

Where do you expect to find its loftiest talents and virtues? Where
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its martyrs, to patriotism or religion ? Where are tlie men to meet the

days of peril an<l disaster? Do you look for them among the children

of ease, and indulgence, and luxury?

All history answers. In the great march of tlie races of men over

the earth, we have always seen opulence and luxury sinking before

poverty, and toil, and hardy nurture. It is the very law that has pre-

sided over the great processions of empire. 8idon and Tyre, whose
merchants possessed the wealth of princes ; IJabylon and Palmyra, the

seats of Asiatic luxury ; Rome, laden with tlie spoils of a world,

overwhelmed by her own vices more than by the hosts of her enemies,

—

all these, and many more, are examples of the destructive tendencies of

immense and unnatural accumulation. No lesson in history is so clear,

so impressive, as this.

I trust, indeed, that our modern, our Christian cities and kingdoms
are to be saved from such disastrous issues. I trust, that by the
appropriation of wealth, less to pm-poses of private gratification, and
more to puqioses of Christian phdauthropy and public spirit, wo are to

be saved. But this is the very point on which 1 insist. Men must
become more generous and benevolent, not more selfisli and effeminate,

as they become more rich, or the history of modem wealth will foUow
in the sad train of all past examples ; and the story of x\jiiericau pros-

perity and of English opulence, will be told as a moral, in empires
beyond tlie Kocky Mountains, or in the ncwly-discovercd continents of
the Asiatic Seas!

O



ON THE NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL

RELATIONS OF SOCIETY.

Luke x. 29 :
" And who is my neighbour ?"

What is society? And what are the ties that give to society its

strength, dignity, and beauty?

Let us make the attempt, though it will be difficult to lay aside all

conventional ideas of this subject, and endeavour to contemplate it in

the spirit of generous philosophy, and more beneficent Christianity.

What is society, not as man has made it, but in its original elements

and just relations?—what is it, in the constitution of God? What did

hfi design that man should be to man, and what the bond between them?

The answer is given in words of authority: "Thou shalt love thy

neighbour as thyself." It is the bond of kind neighbourhood, of gentle

affinity, of gracious sympathy. And " who is my neighbour?" Again,

the sacred text answers. It is the Samaritan, the sinner, the sufferer.

It is he who is cast down and trodden under foot ; it is he who lies by
the way-side, neglected and despised. Every man is your neighbour.

No matter what is his condition, his clime, his nation ; no matter from

what country, trodden down with oppression, he hath come ; no matter

in what prison-house lie hath toiled, or in what mournful garb poverty

or neglect hath clothed him. If he can say, " I am a man," he puts

forward a sacred and venerable claim. If he who could say, " I am a

Roman citizen," could rouse in his behalf the sympathies of a whole

mighty people,—he who can say, " I am a man," should touch the heart

of all mankind.
It is the claim of a common nature which God has laid upon us. As

strong as the bond of humanity itself, he has made the common tie.

Nay, more ; and dear as are the interests which he has committed to

the sacred depository of each human bosom, and powerful as aro the

influences which one human being can exert upon another, has he made
the obligation of love, pity, and humanity, to the common welfare.

Humanity! the universal counterpart of each man's self; the multipli-

cation of one's self into millions of suffering or happy beings!—WeU
might the Latin poet say, " I am a man, and nothmg is foreign, nothing

far from me that is human." And when a crowded Roman theatre

once rose up in admiration of that noble sentiment, it was a homage
as fit as it was beautiful ; and fitly, from that day to this, has been

borne, in the literature and on the bosom of nations, the record of that

touching and noble saying.

But when I look more deeply into that humanity, and consider what
it is, I feel that such a sentiment rises above generosity, and takes the
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character of sanctity, auJ oven of sublimity. I sec a circlo drawn
around each human being, wliich it is not only sin, but sacrilege, to

invade. For tchat is witliin that sacred pale that girds about every
lunnan heart? Joy, sorrow; fear, hope; need, the need of happiness,

and—more sacred and awful still—the need of virtue! There, God
hath made a being, whom nothing but virtue can suffice ; whom nothing

but infijiity and eternity wiU content. I speak not tlie language of

tlieology, but of fact. 80 (Jod hath made us. That mighty burthen
of a spiritual and divine need rests upon every human heart; and
notliing but the Almiglity power that placed it there, can ever relieve

it. It is your soul, my friend, that bears this dread charge ; but it is

tlio soul of him, whosoever he be, that standeth next you in the worldly

crowd ; it is every soul in this assembly ; it is every man in the world.

Human society is the society of beings so charged and entrusted. And
if a congress of kings and potentates shall be thought an imposing
spectacle, and to demand the most heedful consideration and treatment
from one to the other, what shall be the higher law for beings who act
for virtue, for heaven, and for eternity I

Were it only happiness that is concerned, yet i:i the mysterious and
inexplicable feeling of individuality which we all possess, the veriest

outcast by the way-side has as much at stake as the monarch on his

guarded throne. Poor men and rich men have, indeed, their distinct

resorts and reliances ; but there are no such things as a rich man's joy
ajid a poor man's joy. Happiness hath no respect of persons. It is as

dear to one man as to another ; and the feeling that makes it so is not
of man's, but of God's creating; and tlie sharp visitation of pain,

whetlier it finds its way through the beggar's rags or the prince's cloth

of gold, is alike sore and bitter to abide. Suffering is not an accident
of our condition, but an ingredient of our being. Disease, whether it

knocks at the cottage-wicket or the castle-gate, sends its thrilling

summons, in equal disregard of haughty grandeur and shrinking penury.

The inmates of the one, when revolving, beneath their humble roof, the

fortunes of their lives, feel that they have, in their happiness, as much
at stake as the lofty possessors of the other ; and in that essential re-

spect they have as mucli at stake.

To what conclusion, then, do we arrive? Is it a strange or an
unexpected conclusion?—for this it is—that without any respect to

external condition, one man has just as much right to have his virtue

and happiness regarded as another man! Is there a man here who
can l<Jok upon joy or sorrow with inditfercnce, because they are found
in a meaner garb than his own ? I will not compromise, for one
moment, the principle I maintain. I al>hor that man, and I will say
it. I abhor him, as worse tlian a traitor to his country, as a traitor to

immanity ; and I appeal, for my justification, to the most ordinary
sentiments of every generous mind. Would you make that man your
friend who could take pleasure in wantonly crushing an insect? What
will you think, tlicn, of the man who could coldly disregard, or carelessly

wound, the feelings of a fellow-creature?

I have not wished to linger upon these preliminary steps ; and there-

fore I hasten to observe, that we have thus come, by a direct patli, to

the consideration of social relationships. They are of two kind.«,

natural and artificial ; and my purpose is, of (""ourse, not to go over the
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M'hole ground—which would require volumes for the survey of it—but

only to touch upon such points as are particularly pressed upon our

notice by the present condition of society. The natural relations of

society are such as spring fi-om necessity, and may be considered as or-

dained by our Creator ; the artificial are those which are devised and
regulated by man.

Of those which are natural, or necessary to society itself, though

there are many, such as those of husband and wife, parent and child,

guardian and ward, brothers and sisters, 1 shall consider only the single

but comprehensive relation of employers and employed; or, in other

words, that of master and apprentice, householder and domestic, rich

and poor. These are certainly among the inevitable relations of human
beings ; and no progress of the world, in civilization or Christianity,

may ever be expected to abolish them.

Our business with them, then, is not to extirpate, but to improve

them; and the questions that arise on this point are of some delicacy, and
need to be touched with a careful hand. I frankly confess myself to be

among the number of those, who think that the feudal distinctions of

former days, the old relations of master and servant, have transmitted

to us some errors, which need to be done away ; and which, in this

country, must be done away. But, on the contrary, I do not hold at

all with those visionary persons, who expect that all distinctions in so-

ciety will cease, and that men will stand on the level of perfect equality.

Nay more, I maintain, that both necessity and propriety demand that

the manners of different classes of society towards each other, shall dif-

fer. The manner of him who directs, must differ from the manner of

him who is directed. On the one hand, there must be authority, or

direction, if you please so to call it; and, on the other, acquiescence.

The relation, indeed, is voluntary ; no man among us is obliged to be

the agent, workman, or domestic of another? but if he is such, then

the relation requires that he should yield the acquiescence in question.

And to that acquiescence, I repeat, a certain manner is appropriate

—

not slavish or obsequious, but cheerful and courteous ; and I especially

insist, that neither party is ever to forget the respect and kindness

which are due from one human being to another.

But this great bond of humanity is, doubtless, often disregarded by

both parties. Men strive and wrangle Avith each otlier, and are guilty

of scorn or spite in their behaviour, forgetting what they are, forgetting

that they are creatures of the same God, children of one common
Father. On which side the fault chiefly lies, at the present era of

American society, I confess that I am in doubt. Up to this time, or

nearly to this time, I should have confidently said, that it was, where

it always has been—with the class of employers. Power is ever liable

to beget pride, injustice, and a haughty demeanour. But in a com-
munity, where the class of the employed has become so independent as

it is in ours ; where the sense of past injuries is rankling in the mind

;

where many false maxims tend to make all apparent inferiority pecu-

liarly galling, and where the old conventional manners, once considered

appropriate to that condition, are breaking up, the consequence is but

too likely to be, in many, revolt, recklessness, discourtesy, and

despite.

On which side the greatest qourtesy and kindness are to be found, I
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will not decide ; nor is it nocessarj, in order to urging tlio duties that

belong to both.

Lot mc offer it as a leading observation, that these duties, in this

country, have assumed a new character, and a new importance. Tho
relation of employers and cmi)loycd among us is new. Tlio workman
hero does not come to his employer, bowing and cringing for service, as

the only thing that can keep him from starving, lie stands before the

great and powerful contractor or merchant, on a footing of comparative
independence— of such independence, at least, as was never before

known in any country. His labour is in request; if one man does not

want it, another does. lie is not obliged to sell it on such terms, as

often grind to the dust the artisan of Birmingham and Manchester, or

the lazzaroni of Naples, or the palanquin-bearer of Calcutta. This
state of things, indeed, suggests some admonitions to the labouring

classes, which I shall not fail to address to them ; but at the same time,

it imposes on employers some things, which I shall ask them to do,

more than submit to as a matter of necessity. It calls them to consider

and respect, more than employers have ever before done, the great

claims of a common humanity.
I protest, then, against all overbearing haughtiness, and everything

that indicates a want of respect and kindness, on the part of the employer.
1 do not say how common this treatment of the poor man is. I do not

say, that there ai*e ten men in this assembly who are guilty of it; but if

there is one, then I say, that upon that case, I lay the heaviest weight
of moral reprobation. I plead the great cause of humanity. I tell you,

that he who stands before you with a coarse garb and .oweaty brow, is

yet a man ; and that he is to be regarded and felt for as a man. Must
I resort to the very alphabet of Christianity to teach you what is duo
to him? Must I remind you, that " God hath made of one blood all

nations of men to dwell on tho face of the earth?" Must I tell you,

that " God hath made the poor of this world rich in faith, and heirs of

a kingdom," amidst whose splendours aU the appendages of your con-

dition are but perishing baubles? Must I tell you, that the man, whom
you are liable in your power to treat with injustice or indignity, may bo
a nobler man than you; dearer to God; and more worthy of ail true respect

than you are? Must I say, in so many words, that he lias feelings as

keen and sensitive, it may be, as your own? Must I say, that all the

touching and venerable claims of humanity are stamped upon him as

well as upon you ; that wife, and children, and liome—happiness, and
hope, and heaven, are as dear to liim as to you ?4fcWhat right have you,

and where did you find it, to treat him any otherwise than as a brother

man? You are, indeed, to give directions, and ho is to follow them.
But that is a simple compact between you, and does not compromise tho

respectability of either ; and beyond that, I say, there is no law of

substantial courtesy and kindness which is not to be observed between
you. It is true, that men, wliose hands and eyes are occupied with

strenuous toil or business, camiot be engaged with making bows to

each other ; and this is not what I insist upon. But I would make the

labourer understand, that I respect him ac("ording to his merits, as

truly as I respect the gentleman ; and I would make the gentleman
wlio had no merits, understand, that I respect the honest and worthy
labourer a thousand times more. What! shall 1 bring down the prin-
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ciples of eternal truth and justice so low, that they may be buried in

the plaited folds of a rich man's garment? Truth and justice forbid!

Worth is worth ; and no garb, before my eyes, shall ever clothe mean-
ness with lionour, or sink virtue to contempt.

We are all possessed, it is probable, with conventional notions on

this subject, which expose us to do considerable injustice. Man looketh

on the outward appearance. But 1 hold, that he who does not strive,

in favour of principle and humanity, to correct the mistakes of worldly

sense and fashion, is no noble or Christian man. And I say, too,

that he who would assume all the airs of unfeehng superiority, which
the spirit of society will tolerate, is either inexcusably thoughtless, or

detestably unprincipled, and is just fit to be an oppressor in Russia, a
tyrant in Constantinople, if not a man-stealer in Africa ; and I main-
tain, moreover, that Christianity itself has made but little progress,

where this care and consideration for our kind are not cherished.

Vainly will you try to reconcile any man's claims to Christian virtue

with harshness and insolence to his dependants. He may go from the

very worship of God to this scorn and despite of man—it avails not.

The spirit of Christ is the spirit of philanthropy. " He who loveth not
his brother whom he hath seen ; how doth he love God whom he hath

not seen?"
Nor is it enough to refrain from opjwession and insolence. There

are duties belonging to the relation of the employer. He is bound to

feel an interest in his dependants, beyond that of obtaining their ser-

vices. This interest he takes in his horse or liis ox. This is not
enough to be felt for a human being. The man who labours in your
garden, or in your warehouse, or your manufactory, is not to be looked

upon as a mere machine that is accomplishing so much work, and after

it is done to be dismissed without a further thought. You ought to

think kindly of that man, and to consider how you can, as a fellow-

being, act towards him a brotherly part. You may find ways enough
of doing this without going out of your sphere, and without being offi-

cious, or ostentatious, or offensively patronising in your kindness.

Your very manners, inspiring in those who labom* for you, good will,

cheerfulness, and self-respect, may do much. Yes, your very manners
may do more for their happiness and virtue, than if you doubled their

wages, or gave them the most liberal presents. You may also speak
kindly to them of their welfare, and of their families. You may be-

come their adviser and friend. You may induce them to deposit a
portion of their earnijjgs in a savings' bank ; and that money, so laid

up and gradually accumulating, will be one of the best securities for

their growing virtue, and courage, and self-respect. You may some-
times give them an interesting book to read—at least, during the lei-

sure of Sunday, if they have no other time—and it will be a means both

of safety and improvement on tliat holy day. You may make them
feel that they have, in you and in your family, those who know them,

and take a friendly interest in their respectability and good conduct

;

and they might be made to know, that if you should some day go home
to your splendid dwelling, and say, that sucli or such an one had been

that day intoxicated, or a brawler in the streets, it would spread a sad-

ness over the face of that bright and happy circle. Your children

miglit sometimes go to their children in sickness or in trouble, and
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kindly take them by the hand. No fear that the hand, nurtured and
softened in the bosom of hixury, would bo soiled by that contact.

There is a work of our greatest sculptor,* which represents a child-angel

as conducting another child to heaven. Were it not a beautiful vision

realized into life ? Oh ! when I think what rich families might do for

poor families, what ministering angels they might be, to raise up tho

low and the fallen to comfort, to virtue, and to heaven, ray heart swells

at the contemplation, and I say, when shall the vision be realized into

life? •
Yet, let us not despair. There are things already done in our noble

city wiiich forbid despair. I say, in our noble city ; and when I say

this, I am not thinking of our splendid dweUings, of our wealth pouring

in through a thousand channels, of our commerce spreading tho

sounding banners of its prosperous march over every sea, nor of that

mighty repairing of our desolations, which the last year has witnessed

;

but I am thinking of tlio works of mercy that are done in this city. It

is a fact, and I must state it with some formality, because to most
persons it will be new and astonishing, that there is scarcely a poor

family in our city which is not regularly visited by some Sunday-school

teacher, or tract distributor, or minister at large, with a view to its

moral enlightening and renovation. God bless and prosper tho noble

band who have thus gone forth into our waste places!—they are yomig
men, many of them, rising into life, with their own cares and affairs to

attend to; they are young women, some of them of our wealthiest

families, and others who depend upon the labours of their needle for

their subsistence ; noble missionaries of mercy ! fair sisters of charity !

—

again I bid them God speed! I bless tliem for my own sake, and for

your sake—and in the name of Christ. When I came to this city, a

little more than two years ago, I confess that the mighty mass of what
seemed to me its desperate wickedness and misery, weighed upon my
mind as a heavy burthen. It was a professional feeling, if you please

so to consider it : my office called me to look upon the moral interests

of men ; and I almost shrunk from a residence in the presence of evils

so stupendous, and, I thouglit, so incapable of any but the most distant

relief. But within two years, I have learned that the dread wastes

which stretched out before me in darkness and silence, are filled with

, benevolent action ; that their long-neglected thresholds are tracked

thickly over with footsteps of mercy, and their desolate walls aro

echoing the voices of Cln'istian truth and love. Let the good work be

deepened in any proportion to its extent; and this city wiU present the

long-desired exami)le of a great commercial emporium, purified by tho

beneficent instrumentality of its own prosperous inhabitants.

But to return ; there is another sphere for female talent and virtue

which I wish to point out ; and that is beneath tlie domestic roof. I

say talent; for to regulate a family of domestics in this country, is

really an achievement of intellect as well as of virtue. The difficulties

springing from tho state of domestic service among us, I need not dwell

upon. They aro well known. They are, in fact, the great palpable

difficulties of domestic life throughout the country. The real difficulties,

indeed, are not those whicli are palpable: they lie deeper; they lie in

* Greeuough.
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the mind; and it is to the removal of these, that I would solicit your

attention. And let it be considered, that the difficulties of the case, so

far as they lie in the situation of the parties, cannot be removed ; and

that if any reUef is to be found, it must be found in the mind. The
relation of householders and domestics in this country is new. The
latter are not dependant on the former, as they are in other countries

;

they have not the same interest to satisfy you ; they have not the same

anxiety to keep their place, as if the alternative were penury or star-

vation ; a*d I trust they never will have. Whether you are satisfied,

is not the only question. If they are not satisfied too, they may retire

from your service, and readily find employment elsewhere. What,

then, amidst all the difficulties of this situation, is to be done? Per-

petual changes in a domestic estabUshment ; no security against its

being half broken up almost any day ; no necessity on the part of those

who temporarily compose it, of holding their place longer than the

caprice or the whim of the moment may dictate ; no bond of necessity

for their good behaviour, like that which presses upon every other

occupation, since they do not look upon their station as a permanent

one, nor feel that they are taking a character to live and die by
:_
they

are looking to better their condition, to estabhsh themselves in life, to

pursue an independent course :—all these things, I say, occasion immense

inconvenience, and the severest trials of temper. What, then, is to

give us relief? I say, plainly and firmly, that I do not regret this

independence of the class of domestics. I am glad that they can look

to separate and permanent estabUshments. It is a fortunate condition

for them. But even if it were not, it is theirs beyond recovery ; and,

therefore, the only relief must come through a consideration towards

them, hitherto unknown in the world—a consideration respectful, wise,

Christian-Uke, and kind. And here is the field for female talent and

virtue, to which I have already referred. She who has the immediate

charge of a family, should make her assistants feel, from the first, that

she does not wish to regard them as hirelings, but as faithful friends.

If, hardened by custom, or puffed up with pride, or absorbed in fashion,

she never thinks of them but to exact from them their tasks, she must

not wonder if they never think of her but to earn the price of those

tasks. Committed to her care, subjected in a measure to her influence,

as fellow-beings, she is bound to respect, cherish, and love them. She*
ought to study their character ; to consider their situation, wants, and

feehngs ; to promote the improvement of their minds and hearts ; to

provide for their gratification and entertainment ; to make them cheerful

and happy, if possible ; to make them feel that her interest is common
with theirs ; and, in fine, to treat them, as she might reasonably wish

to be treated in change of circumstances. W^ill you tell me that, when
all this is done, many of them w\\\ prove extremely ungrateful? I must

be allowed to doubt, when such is the result, whether all this is done.

That is the very point to be reached : the removal of that ingi'atitude

;

the removal of that soured and irritated feeling that often settles at the

bottom of the heart, even when there is the effervescence of many kind

emotions on the surface. And it is not to be forgotten, that there are

grievances, too, in the condition of the employed, which furnish some

ground for this irritated feehng. Those who hsten to me, may imagine

that all the complaint, since they hear no other, is on one side. What
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incessant trials, you say, there are with servants! 13ut I can tell you
of places where all the complaint is on the other side—of departments

iu tlie domestic establishment, where aU the confidential communings
together are filled with complaints of the master or mistress, or of their

children.

This is a case, in short, where there are faults on both sides ; and
this is the impression, in fine, which I wish to make on the heads of

families. I know that there are families where aU is going on kindly

and quietly, and I think that tlio number of such is increasing. But
where it is not, I would admonish you against the injustice of supposing

that all is right on your part. It was Pestalozzi, I think, who had the

generosity to say, when his pupils did not learn, that the fault was his

own ; and this, doubtless, as a general maxim, is partly true ; and this,

without doubt, if not equally, is, in a measure, true of the masters of

families, who fail in their office. If they would generously admit this,

instead of constantly complaining of their difficulties, tliey would be

prepared resolutely to address themselves to the task of working out

that great reform in domestic manners and morals, which the very

constitution of society among us demands. The general, who cannot

command men ; the contractor or overseer, who is always vexed by the

insubordination and insolence of his workmen, is usually reported to be

guilty of some fault or deficiency on his part; and this, I tliink, must
be accounted equally true of the heads of a family who fail in liko

manner. I will only add, that the mighty power which controls all

human beings, whether in the camp, the manufactory, or the workshop,

is judicious kindness; and that this must be the controUing power in

all well-ordered and happy families.

Let me now say one word to tlie class of the employed; and,

especially, of domestics. Why should it be thought a hardship or a

degradation, to minister to the comfort and happiness of our fellow-

beings ? It is the high office, the noble bond of humanity, to assist, to

sei"ve one another. It appears to me, that I could take a sincere

])leasure in ministering to the daily and hourly satisfactions of any one,

with whom circumstances had for a time connected me ; in smoothing
his path for him ; in relieving liim from annoyances and vexations ; in

facilitating his business, his studies, or his enjoyments. What an
affection, in this domestic relation, what a true friendship, might one
win from another, never to end but with life ! And what a happiness

would this be to carry away from a family, rather than to retire in

anger, and to have one's retirement felt as a relief!

I say, that it is no disgrace to give this domestic assistance. It is

not slavery ; it is a respectable compact, which one finds it expedient to

make with another ; and the only real disgrace is in being unfaithful to

the terms of tliat compact. We are made to serve one another. We
are all servants. The man who stands m his wareliouse, or behind his

counter, and sells goods to another, is his servant for the time. Tho
lawyer is the servant of his clients, tlie physician of his patients, and
the clergyman of his people. The highest in the land is only so much
more tlie servant of all.

Tho domestic but stands in one of the many relations of service ; one
that is alike ordained of Heaven, and which, therefore, cannot be
intrinsically dishonourable. lie is apt, I know, to imagine that the
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distinctions which are made between him and his employers ; the dif-

ferent situations and apartments which he occupies ; his separation

from thorn in the offices of hfe, in conversation, amusement, meals, &c.

imply some discredit. But all this, let him observe, is necessary to the

general comfort, and to his own comfort. If any ten persons were to

unite to form a domestic establishment, they would find the very

distinctions now complained of to be inevitable. Some must give

directions, and others must follow them ; some must provide entertain-

ments, and others must give them; some must prepare and serve

dinner, and others must partake of it. These conditions cannot be

blended, without absolute confusion and discomfort. All that could be

demanded in the case supposed, would be a rotation of those offices.

But can this be fairly demanded in actual life? Can it be expected,

that he who has built a house, and furnished it, and who pays all its

expenses, should not occupy the highest situation in it? I might as

well demand that my neighbour, who lives at the next door, should not

occupy a grander house than mine, should not have a more splendid

equipage, or keep a more luxurious table. Nay, many domestics live

in more style, dress better, and feed more daintily, than multitudes of

the poor who live in their own dwellings. And those poor might as

well demand, that those above them should not be better off than they

are. In short, the feeling that would resist the conditions of domestic

service, could not stop till it levelled all human conditions to literal

equality. The rich man must part with his riches, the industrious with

his gains, the advanced in life with the acquisitions of many years, that

he may share his advantages with the young, the negligent, or the poor.

It appears to me, that any sensible young man or woman entering

into life, may easily comprehend this argument; and if he does, let him
patiently and cheerfully address himself to his task, as appointed to him
by Providence. Let him endeavour so to discharge it, that the result

in liim shall be, not an irritated teinper, a soured mind, an unfaitliful

practice, but that gentleness, kindness, and fidelity, that shall raise

him above all human distinctions.

I must turn now to a consideration, more brief, indeed, of the arti-

ficial relations of society ; and here, too, I shall confine myself to a

single point—to the relations created in society by fashion. They are

artificial, inasmuch as they are not founded on merit or mental culture,

or even on wealth ; nor are they required by the necessities of society

;

they are the ordinances, not of natm-e, but of caprice, pride, and

ambition ; they do not depend on different modes of living, because in

this country, at least, the same conveniences, comforts, and elegancies,

substantially, are found in different circles, and we have no idle class.

They seem to depend, more than upon anything else, upon tlie deter-

mination of those who consider themselves as above, to keep down, and

to keep out, those who are below. That refinement should shrink from

vulgarity, and intelligence from ignorance, and sense from folly, I can

understand, and understand to be reasonable ; but whether these are

the terms on which the fashionable classes, of this or any other country,

stand towards the rest of the world, I leave you to judge. I confess

that, to me, fashion seems to stand upon a much coarser and more

worldly estimate of things than this.

It is difficult, I allow, to assign any law to its caprice. But that
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which appears to me to go farther than anything else to explain its

movements, changes, and vagaries, is the desire to escape from the (so

called) vulgar multitude. The silly multitude strives hard to keep up
witli fasliion in dress, equipage, etiquette, and modes of hviug ; but the

moment it comes in sight, that Proteus thing clianges its form. The
multitude comes up, and finds nothing but a tawdry and forsaken image.

The spirit of fashion has taken anotlier form. Wealth is the most

favourite handmaid of fashion, as enabling it to make the most frequent

and splendid cliangos, and as bfing itself, indeed, the distinction but of

a few. If wealth couM purchase the exclusive privilege of wearing

coarse apparel, it would, doubtless, avail itself of the distinction. Wo
see opulent fashion, indeed, in its fantasies, as it w^ould seem, but really

on principle, sometimes putting on coarse garments for tlie sake of a

day's singularity.

This passion has led its votaries, iu the groat cities of Europe, to re-

sort to a device, which there seems to be some disposition amongst
ourselves, absurdly enougli to copy ; and that is the notable device of

turning night into day. There the multitude cannot follow. Business

must be done iu the day-time. The idle and luxurious classes of

Eu.-opc have, therefore, found at last a world for themselves. They
have surrounded themselves with a wall of darkness ; and they strive

within it to make a day of their own which God has not made. But
this violation of the laws of nature exacts of them sharp penalties.

Disease lurks in tlie splentlid jmrlieus of fashionable iudulgencc ; and
the dews of night penetrate their frames with aches and pains, that pay

dear for hours of unnatural dissipation and excess. But that in a

country whicli has no idle class, where all must do business, and

where, too, the earlier hours of eating leave the body exhausted at late

evening, and so demanding stimulants to support it—that, in such a

country, and under such circumstances, tliis absurd practice should bo

gaining ground, is a striking proof to what lengths the folly of fashion-

able imitation will go.

It is on this account that I protest against the spirit of fashion. Tho
spirit of fashion, I say; for I am less concerned with its particular ar-

rangements. And when I speak of its spirit, let me not be understood

to ascribe it to all the members of this class. I have lived too long to

judge men by classes. I am far enougli from saying, that all who be-

long to this class in particular, are heartless and insincere, or exclusive

and proud. I am hajjpy to know that the contrary is the fact.

But there is a sjjirit that is properly denominated tho spirit of

fashion. It is a spirit of exclusion ; it is a spirit that wars against tho

great claims of humanity ; it is a spirit that is haughty, cold, and un-

kind, to those who are deemed inferior ; it does not regard their rights,

interests, and feelings; it forgets tiiat they are men.
It is on this actcount, on account of its essential inhumanity, that I

regard that e.\clusivcncss, which fashion has introduced, not into one
circle only, but into tho entire mass of society, as worthy of tho

severest reprehension. And when I say this exclusivcness, I do not

speak of any particular rules of exclusion. Distinctions there must bo,

certainly ; dilferent circles, doubtless. Intimacies are to bo forced

upon no man. Every man has a right to accept such associates as he
chooses. It is not of the particular arrangements of society that I now
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speak, but of its general spirit, of the unchristian exclusion and scorn

that prevail in it. And it is not purse-proud ignorance, or vulgar as-

sumption alone, that is liable to this charge. It is not those only who
treat those reputed to be beneath them with contempt, or speak to

them in the tones of harsh authority. There are many who have too

much good breeding and good sense to assume these rude manners,

yet in whom the feeling of exclusion and superiority is just as strong.

The veil of courtesy that is thrown over the feeling, does not at all

diminish its power.

The claim to notice from such persons, is some distinction. It may
be talent, it may be wealth, but it is, above all, the opinion of others

;

it is eclat in the eyes of the world—it is, especially, belonging to a cer-

tain class in society. There is an instinctive shrinking, as if from con-

tagion, from aU but this. There is a certain distinction, then ; there is

a charmed circle, within which the social exclusionist entrenches him-

self, and that circle is surrounded as if with an electric chain, which sends

quick and thrilling sensibility through every part. But touch an indi-

vidual in that circle—but mention his name, and the man or the woman
we are speaking of feels it instantly ; attention is on the alert ; the ear

is opened to every word ; there is the utmost desire to know, or to seem
to know, the individual in question ;—there is an eagerness to talk about

him, a lively interest in all that concerns him. Is he sick, or is he weU?
is he in this place, or in that place?—the most ordinary circumstances

rise to great importance, the moment they are connected with him.

But now, do you speak of a person out of that circle—be it of fashion,

or birth, or wealth, or talent, or be it a circle composed of some or all

of these : and suddenly the social exclusionist has passed through a total

metamorphosis. He smjs not a loord, perhaps ; he settles the matter more
briefly, and at less expense. His manner speaks. There is an absolute, an
unspeakable indifference. He knows nothing about persons of that class,

who, alas! have nothing in this world to make them interesting, but

their mind and heart. And if you speak of such an one, he opens his

eyes upon you, as if he scarcely comprehended what part of the creation

you are talking about. And when he is made, at length, to recognise

a thing so unimportant as the concerns of a fellow-being, held to be in-

ferior, you find that he is included, with a multitude of others, mider

the summary phrase of "those people," or "that sort of people;"

and with such, you would find that he scarcely more acknowledges the

tie of a common nature, than with the actually inferior beings of the

animal creation.

This feeling of selfish and proud exclusion is confined to no one class.

I wish we could say, that it is limited to any one grade of character.

I wish we could say, that it did not infect the minds of many persons,

otherwise of great merit and worth. I wish we could say, that any one

is exempt from it. Living, growing up, as we all have been, in a sel-

fish world, educated, more or less, by wordly maxims, we have none of

us, perhaps, felt as we ought, the sacred claim of human nature ; felt

our minds thrill to its touch, as to an electric chain ; felt ourselves

bound with the bands of holy human sympathy; felt that all human
thought, desire, want, weakness, hope, joy, and grief, were our own

—

ours to commune with and partake of. Few have felt this ; for it is

always the attribute of the holiest philanthropy, or of the loftiest genius.
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Of the loftiest genius, I repeat; for I venture to say, that all such

gonius has ever been distinguished by its earnest sympathy and sacred

interest in all human feeling. And why should we not feel it? The

very dog that goes and lies down, and dies upon the grave of his

master, will almost draw a tear from us, so near docs he approach to

human affection. And wlicn the war-horse, that has carried his rider

through many battles, bows his neck, and thrills tlirough his whole

frame, at the approach and touch of that master's hand, we feel some-

thing more than respect towards the noblo animal. Oh, sacred humanity!

how art thou dishonoured by thy children, when the merest appendage

of thy condition, the mere brute companion of thy fortunes, is more

regarded than thou

!

What a picture does human society present to us ! If I were to re-

present the world in vision, I should say, that I see it, not as that in-

terchange of hill and dale, which now spreads around me, but as one

vast mountain ; and all tlie multitudes that cover it are struggling to

rise ; and tljose who, in my vision, seem to be above, instead of holding

friendly intercourse with tliose who are below, are endeavouring all the

while to look over them, or building barriers and fences to keep them

down ; and every lower grade is using the same treatment towards those

who are beneath theui, that they bitterly and scornfully complain of in

those who are above ; all but tlic topmost circle, imitators, as well as

competitors, injuring as well as injured ; and the topmost circle—with

no more to gain, revelling or sleeping upon its perilous heights, or dizzy

with its elevation—soon falls from its pinnacle of pride, giving place to

others, who share, in constant succession, the same fate. Such is the

miserable struggle of social ambition all the world over. And every-

thing, I had almost said, is helping it on : everything, but the loftiest

—

I say not common—everything but the loftiest intellect, hke_ that of

Milton or of Shakspeare ; everything but simple and holy religion, like

that of the Gospel—but that religion which came to bless the poor and

the broken in fortune, and the bruised in heart. These hoher influ-

ences, alas ! have as yet been comparatively but little felt. All else, I

repeat, has helped on the evil strife—institutions, maxims, passions, the

tone of education, the spirit of society ; nay, even history, poetry, ro-

mance, the entire body of our hterature has been prostituted to the

uiilioly work. The image of human pride has been set up, hko the

abomination of desolation spoken of by the prophet, in the holy place

;

it has stood where it ought not—in the holy places of human nature:

it has removed the altar where men ought to worship; it has oversbadowed

the paths of society ; it has blighted the fruits of honest and ingenuous

virtue ; it has crushed many oi' the noblest and most generous affections

of the Innnan heart.

It is time that wise and good men, men who can afford to rest on

their intrinsic dignity and worth, who, in imitation of the holy Master,

are above the fear of being confounded with the moan and base, but not

above the blessed labour of doing good to all, as they have oppor-

tunity—it is time that Christians, especially, the followers of the meek
and lowly Jesus, shouM see this subject in a new light. We talk about

"ordinary people;" and this phrase, you will often licar pronounced in

a tone the most self-suflicient and disdainful. Now. I shall venture to

say, that in a most material, ui the most material respect, nobody is
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ordinary. Human nature is not an ordinary thing. That nature wliich

is capable of knowledge, which can rise to heavenly virtue, which is

destined to immortality, is not an ordinary thing, to be trampled down
with a hasty footstep, or to be passed by with a tone or phrase of com-
pendious scorn. There is many a work of human hands, that we should

not treat in this manner. There are naiues of ancient genius, which

bring a glow into the cheek as we mention them ; and if the work of

such an one was before us—if we saw the most common statue or

monument that had come from the chisel of Phidias, or a faded caiioon

from the pencil of Raphael, we should not contemptuously pronounce

it an " ordinary thing." If we used the phrase at all, we should do it

with a care and consideration, conveying the highest compliment. And
are less cai'e and consideration to be used, when we are speaking of the
" offspring," the work, " the very image" of our Creator? I would not

fastidiously restrict the freedom of colloquial language. But I do think

it a serious question, whether any language, implying scorn of our

fellow-beings, should be used without extreme caution and discrimina-

tion, and without a feeling of evident pity and regret, that a being so

nobly gifted should so degrade himself. The meanest knave, the basest

profligate, the reeling drunkard—what a picture does he present of a

glorious nature in ruins ! Let a tear fall as he passes. Let us blame

and abhor, if we must, but let us reverence and pity still. What hopes

are cast down ! what powers are wasted ! what means, what indefinite

possibilities of improvement are turned into gloomy disappointment I

what is the man, and what might he be? The very body, with its

fine organization, with its wonderful workmanship, groans and sickens

when it is made the instrument of base indulgence ! The spirit sighs,

in its secret places, over its meanness, its treachery and dishonour!

There is a nobler mind in the degraded body, that retires within itself,

and will not look through the dimmed eye, and will not shine in the

bloated and stolid countenance : there is a holier conscience, that will

not strengthen the arm that is stretched out to defraud—but sometimes

makes that arm tremble with its paralysing touch, and sometimes shakes,

as with thunder, the wliole soul of the guilty transgressor

!

But it is not so extreme a case that comes within the range of

ordinary and practical consideration. You are surrounded with a mass

of fellow-beings, most of whom have not lost the common and natural

claims to respect. You have a wrong and unworthy pride (let him
that heareth understand ; let him that to whom this belongs receive it

;

I say not to whom, but without much fear of misapplication)—you have

a wrong and unworthy pride, which leads you to pass by your inferiors,

as you consider them, with cold neglect or slight, or to bestow upon

them those patronising airs that are more difficult to bear ; and I say

that you degrade not others so much as you degrade yourself, by these

manners. You show a mind bound up in worse than spiritual pride

;

that says, " stand by thyself, for I am—not holier, that were indeed a

claim to respect, could it be sustained—but I am more fashionable

than thou." You show that your mind has not been in the noblest

school.

The celebrated Walter Scott lias somewhei-e observed, in his popular

works, that, in an ordinary ride in a stage-coach, he never found a man
so dull, as not to communicate to him—if a free conversation were
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opened—something which he would Iiave been very sorry not to have

heard. It was a noble observation ; and the practice which it implied,

no doubt, contributed much to tliat deep knowledge of human nature,

for which this great author is so much distinguished.

But it is not as a fine sentiment, or as a useful maxim, that I urge

this mutual respect. I say it is a duty. 1 will listen to no language of

haughty pretension, or fastidious taste, or over-refined doubt ; I say it is

a duty. I say it is a duty, most especially binding on all Christians

;

yes, hindiiiff upon all who make any pretensions to a belief in the religion

of Jesus Christ. And remember, too, my brethren, that it is a duty

which will one day be felt, wlilcli will enforce conviction through sanctions

more commanding, through a judgment more awful, than that of tho

sages, or the preachers of this world. There is an hour coming when all

worldly distinctions shall vanish away ; when splendid sin, with all its

pride, shall sink prostrate and cowering before tho eye of the eternal

Judge ; when the modest merit that it could not look upon here, nay,

when the virtuous poverty, that was spurned from its gate, shall wear
a crown of honour ; when Dives shall lift up his eyes, being in torment,

and Lazarus shall be borne in Abraham's bosom to the presence of the

angels of God ; when the great gulf which shall separate men from one
another, shall separate not between outward splendour and meanness,
but between inward, spiritual, essential purity and pollution. Let the

judgment of that hour be our judgment now. That which will be truo

there, is true here—is true now. Let that severe and solemn discri-

mination find its way into this world. For it is written, "He that

oxalteth liimself sliall be humbled, and he that humblcth himself si lall

be exalted,"



ON THE MORAL EVILS TO WHICH AMERICAN

SOCIETY IS EXPOSED.

Acts xvii. 21 -.
" And hath made of one blood all nations of men, to dwell on

aU the face of the eai-th."

The principle of equality here stated, lies at the foundation of our

political institutions. It is the first and main principle in our celebrated

Declaration of Independence. I have lieard some flippant disputers

maintain, tliat that declaration is false ; because, they say, men are, in

fact, not "born equal." As if it could have been intended to assert,

that all men are born with equal wit or wealth, or of equal strength or

stature. The equality which we contend for in this country, is an
equality, not of powers, but of rights. It is an equality before the law.

But this qualification being made, our assertion of the doctrine of

equality is strong and emphatic. That which I have said in a former

discourse is, in fact, a part of our political creed—" that, without any
respect to external condition, one man has as much right to have his

virtue and happiness regarded as another." The feeling which every

human being entertains, that he has, in his welfare, as dear an interest

at stake as any other man, is here perfectly respected. No man among
us is allowed to say to any one of his fellow-citizens, " You are of a
meaner class, and it matters little what becomes of you ; you may be

trodden under foot with impunity." The law spreads its protecting

shield over the weakest and humblest man in the community, and it

says to the highest and the haughtiest, " Thou shalt not touch a hair of

his head, but by the judgment of his peers."

But the leading feature of our political condition is, that this law is

ordained by the majority of the people. The law allows a certain

freedom, and it imposes certain restrictions ; but it is the majority that

determines the extent of the one, and the limit of the other. This, I say,

is the peculiar feature of our political condition. While, in most other

countries, these points are determined by prescriptive usages, or by irre-

sponsible orders of men, it is here left to the whole body of the people.

This state of things, of course, raises every individual in society to

power and importance. Meanwhile, the collective body has ah-eady

swept from its path all permanent hereditary distinctions. It has

opened to merit a free course, by which it may rise to the highest places

in society and government.

Tliis principle of equality, thus obviously fitted to produce a direct

and powerful effect on society, lends extraordinary force to another

power of equal importance, in its bearing on our social character ; and

that is, the power of public opinion. Public opinion, in this country,

is the aggregate of universal opinion. It is not the opinion of the rich

and fashionable, nor of princes and nobles ; it is the opinion of every-
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body. It is the opinion of every body, and it afifects every body. It is

liko suftVage, universal, and avoiding all distinction. It is like tlio

atmosphere, it presses every man, and on every side; and, what is

especially worthy of consideration, like the atmosphere, it leaves men
unconscious of its power. You move your hand easily and freely in the

air, thougli philosophers tell you, that the weight of the air is equal to

fifteen pounds upon every square inch of it. Let a vacuum bo made
on one side of you, and that invisible force, of which you are so

insensible, woidd hurl you to the earth as with a thunderbolt. It

seldom happens, indeed, that a man is so circumstanced with regard to

public opinion ; and there is, too, a moral power which, against aU
opinion, can stand firm—" faithful found amidst the faithless." There
is such a power, but few men are conscious on how many lesser occasions

it is necessary to exert it ; how liable they are to be, not crushed indeed,

but swayed from their integrity and independence, by those potent

influences, assent and dissent, praise and dispraise, flattery and ridicule

;

and, above all, by the breath of the boundless multitude—the mighty
atmosphere of opinion that surrounds us I The eff^ect of everything that

is miiversal, is, in like maimer, apt to be unpcrccived ; and I tliink it

the more important, therefore, to point out some of those dangers to

our social character, which arise both from our equality, and from that

public opinion to which it gives an almost despotic power.

I. And the first danger which I shall notice, and this arises parti-

cularly from our equality, is that of coldness and resei"ve in our manners.
I may observe here, in entering upon these details, that our expo-

sures in the respects which I sliall mention, are only such as appertam
to human nature in such circumstances. Thus, with regard to this trait

of reserve, I shall venture to lay it down as an unquestionable fact, that

the progress of nations towards equality has always been marked by it.

England has long been the freest country in Europe. Its manners are

proverbial for their reserve. I do not deny that there are other causes

for this, but I have no doubt that the rise of the lower classes in the

scale of society, is one. Nay, and it is observable, that with the more
rapid steps of reform, this reserve has been more rapidly gaining upon
the English character. It is remarked, that the higher classes are more
and more withdrawing themselves from the amusements and sports of

the common people.

A writer * on the manners and customs of Spain, fifteen years ago,

has, unintentionally, given a very striking illustration of the general
position, on which I am insisting. " Tlie line of distinction," he says,
" between the noblesse and the unprivileged class being here drawn with
the greatest precision, there cannot bo a more disagreeable place for

such as are, by education, above the lower ranks, yet have the misfor-

tune of a plebeian birth." We shall immediately see the reason of this.

"An honest respectable labourer," ho says, " without ambition, yet

with a conscious dignity of mind not uncommon among the Spanish
peasantry, may, in this respect, well bo an object of Gi\yy to many of

ins betters. Uentlemen treat them with a less haughty and distant air,

than is used in England towards inferiors and dependants. A rohadan
(chief shepherd), or an aperador (steward), is always indulged with a
seat, when speaJdng on business with liis master ; and men of the first

* DoblaUo's Letters.

r
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distinction will have a kind word for every peasant, when riding about

the country. Yet they will exclude from their club and billiard table a
well-educated man, because, forsooth, he has no legal title to a Don
before his name."

The author here states important facts, but he does not give the reasons

for them. Why, then, is it that the Spanish gentry treat their depend-

ants with a less haughty and distant air, than the EngUsh ? It is pre-

cisely because the line of distinction between them is drawn with the

greatest exactness. And why is it, that those plebeians, who have the

misfortune to be v/ell-educatcd, are an exception to this liberal treat-

ment! It is simply because, in cultivation and manners, they approach

nearer to their superiors ; it is because they have claims, which it is

found necessary to resist by some means ; and the natural barrier is

reserve.

But in this country there is no other barrier. All the defences of

birth and rank are broken down. Here, every man not only has

claims, but claims which he is allowed freely to put forward. Hence,

the guards against intrusion among us ; the cautions and contrivances

used to avoid intercourse with persons held to be inferior ; the engage-

ments pleaded, ay, and planned, to escape such fatal contact and con-

tamination. Hence, the sensitive dread of being thought vulgar ; and
hence, for one reason, the decline of almost all the homely old domestic

and viUage sports, lest they should bring with them that terrible op-

probrium. An aristocratic state of society naturally produces courtesy,

contentment, order ; a republican, ambition, energy, improvement. I

have seen a tree on the smooth and verdant lawn, which spread far its

branches in unchallenged majesty to the sky, and whose outermost

boughs nodded to the violets that grew by its side, and kissed the

greensward beneath it, and in its shadow were the games and sports

of a contented and cheerful peasantry; and I have seen a forest,

whose intrusive underwood choked up the passages, and forced the

loftier trees to stretch away from their companions, and tower up
towards heaven ; and there was neither space nor time there for games
or sports.

This, no doubt, in the mouth of an adversary, would be thought a most
invidious comparison. But I am prepared to accept the very ground

on which it places us, and to defend it. If the agriculturist may hold

it to be an advantage, that ten trees should grow where one grew be-

fore ; surely, the humane political economist may value that condition

which is favourable to the growth of men—to the growth of the many.

So well am I satisfied with our institutions on this account, that I can

afford to look fairly at the inconveniences and dangers that attend them.

I trust, indeed, that much of the inconvenient undev-brush wiU be

cleared away from our paths, and that we shall see a fairer growth ; in

other words, that more perfect relations in society will spring up from

the general and equal claims of all. In the meantime, we have less

fawning and sycophancy among us than prevail in other countries. We
have fewer parasitical plants in our forest state, than are found clinging

around the oaks and elms of Europe. But it must not be denied, that

we are sometimes chilled by the shadow of this thick growth of society ;

that we are too liable, each one to stand stifiiy up for his rights ; that

we are hable to want gracefulness and amenity in our manners ; that
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WO aro exposed to have our liearts locked up in rigid and frozen

reserve. A prince, or a nobleman, in a state of unbroken aristocracy,

does not fear that his dignity or reputation will be compromised by the

pi-esence of an inferior in his house, or in his society. lie is at ease

on this point, because his claims stand on an independent basis ; but

with us, he who would hold a higher place, must obtain it from the

general voice, lie is dependant on suffrage as truly as the political as-

pirant. Hence, every circumstance affecting his position is important

to him; and the circumstance that most immediately and obviously

affects it, is the company he keeps. On this point, therefore, he is

likely to be extremely jealous; and this, I conceive, to be one reason

for the proverbial reserve of our national manners.

I have thus far endeavoured to unfold the danger on this point, to

which I think tliat our situation exposes us. Let me now observe, that

it is one of the most serious moral nnportance. There is an intimate

connexion between the manners and feelings of a people. A cold de-

meanour, though it may not prove coldness of heart, tends to produce it.

The feelings that are locked up in reserve are liable to wither and shrink,

from simple disuse. He who stands in the attitude of perpetual resist-

ance to the claims of others, is very apt to acquire a hardness and in-

humanity towards them ; he is liable to be cold, harsh, and ungracious,

both in feeling and deportment ; he is in the very scliool, not of gener-

osity and love, but of selfishness, and scorn, and pride ; and vaiidy

might any Christian people boast of its intelHgence, refinement, or

freedom, if it fail thus of the essential virtues of the Christian religion.

The domestic affections are peculiarly liable to suffer under the same
influence. " A poor relation,"—says an English writer, satirizing the

manners of his countrymen—" is the most irrelevant thing in nature ;

a piece of impertinent correspondency ; an odious approximation ; a

haunting conscience ; a preposterous shadow, lengthening in the noon-

tide of your prosperity ; an unwelcome remembrancer ; a perpetually

recurring mortification; a drawback upon success; a rebuke to your

rising ; a mote in your eye ; a triumph to your enemy ; an apology to

your friends."* Where, 1 was ready to say, but in England—but I

will generalize the observation—where, but in countries that give l)irth

and insecurity at once to individual aspirings, could such a satire havo

been framed^ Not among the wild Highlanders of Scotland: not

among the barbarous chieftains of our own native forests ; not, I think,

with the same force at least, in Germany, in France, in .Spain, or iu

Italy. I win not undertake to say how far the satire applies to our

own people ; but this I say, that we aro very liable to deserve it ; and
I would warn my countrymen, could I speak to them, against this

odious and barbarous treatment of their poor, and depressed, or un-

conrtly relatives, as against a sin worse than sacrilege and blasphemy!
liehgion, too, is hable to lose much of its expansion, generosity, and

beauty, under tlie pressure of this national reserve. I have sometimes
doul)ted whether a religion so cold, inaccessible, and repulsive, ever

could have existed in any other country, as that which has prevailed in

this. Tho manners of the country foster a peculiar reserve among us,

an austerity, a sanctimoniousness, nowhere else to be found. The en-

thusiasm of tho country, checked in every other direction, is checked iu

• Elia.
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this no less. The same fervour, the same freedom of action, will not

be borne in our pulpit, that is welcome in most other countries. Ridi-

cule—" the world's dread laugh "—is scarcely anywhere in the world

so much feared as here ; and the reason is, that here, the world—every

body is judge. The preacher is begirt with a thousand critical eyes

:

he does not step forth from his lofty stall to his loftier pulpit, to address

an ignorant multitude, as he might in Italy or Spain ; but he stands up
to address those who are to judge him ; and not only to judge, but to

award him life or death in his profession.

But not to wander from the point I have in view ; I declare my con-

viction, that religion in this country has a peculiar hardness and

repidsiveness ; that it is not genial and gentle, gracious and tender, in

the common administration of it ; that it speaks, I do not say to

heretics, but to the mass of the people, from the sealed up bosom of a

more pitiless exclusion, than it does anywhvore else in the world. The
Church of Rome is, indeed, severe and exclusive towards heretics ; but

to its own people it is all graciousness and love, compared with the

Puritan and Presbyterian forms of administration. Individual excep-

tions, of course, are always to be allowed in representations of this general

character; but I hold that, in the main, the Protestantism of other

countries—the Church of England, for instance, and the Lutheranism

of Germany—are more genial ; that they spealt with a kinder tone to

the people than the Protestantism of America. And the consequence

is, that multitudes among us, and especially of the young, are more

repelled from religion than the people of any other Christian nation.

We are a very religious people, it is said, and it is true ; so it would ap-

pear to the eye of a stranger; and the best foreign writer* who has visited

us has said, that he never saw a people so religious ; and yet I fear, that

many among us are veri/ religious who do not heartily love religion. But
especially with regard to the young in this country, I am inclined to

tliink that their state is, in this respect, very singular. It is not the

want of rehgious affections and habits only ; this, though it is to be

regretted in all countries, is not peculiar to the young anywhere. But

it is a state of the sentiments here, of which I speak. It is a feeling of

strange and almost preternatural superstition about religion ; a feeling,

in the young, as if religion were shut up from them in seclusion and

reserve ; a feeling as if they had notliing to do with it. Why is this?

Why, but because the clergy, in the first place, constitute a peculiar

and resei-ved class—because they are guarded and sequestered from all

the amusements of society, from almost all the scenes of cheerful, social

enjoyment ; and because, in the next place, professors of religion mostly

are shut up in the iron mask of peculiarity, and communicate with the

world, in their rehgious capacity, as it were, only through the bars of

an ugly and distorting visor. And these two classes are considered as

the representatives of all the religion of the country. How, then, can

the young and unreflecting be expected to feel attracted to such a

rehgion? Suppose that all the churches of a country were built in

lonely places, like the shrine of Dodona ; were set far apart from all

human habitation, and were to be approached only by taking a painful

pilgi'image, away from all the cheerful haunts of life : this would be

only a visible, though, as I admit, a strong representation of the isolated

* De Toqueville.
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and reserved character which religion has assumed among us. Suppose
that all the clergy should put on sackcloth, and wear long, sad weeds,

hanging from the head, the hands, the arms, and every part of their

person, and should walk forth among the people with slow and melan-
choly steps, and an abstracted air ; this, I say again, woidd be only a
visible representation of the ideas with which a people may clothe tho

muiisters of religion. And how far does the fact differ fi'om tho repre-

sentation, when the sight of a clergyman at places of amusement, where

everybody else may go with perfect propriety, would be accounted a

kind of sacrilege, a desecration of his office ! You may clothe a man
with an intellectual costume, as repulsive as any visible costume. You
may thus as truly make him a spectre and a bugbear to the young, as

if you made him wear weeds and sackcloth. And if this man, tho

official representative of religion, is thus invested with a peculiarity,

and forced into a solemn reserve, unknown in other countries—a reserve,

especially, from most of the cheerful resorts and recreations of society

;

if he is seldom seen where men are gay and happy ; and if, when he is

seen, his presence lays an irksome restraint upon the company ho visits,

how is it surprising that our youth should feel that peculiar strangeness

and alienation towards religion, of which I am speaking? Suppose that

a father were to treat his children in this way ; could they love him ?

I allow that in all these things, a gradual improvement is showing

itself. But he cannot have looked deeply into the spirit of society

aroimd him, who does not yet see much to lament. And how saddening

is the reflection, that at the very time when religion is wanted to mould,

to soften, to control and satisfy the bursting affections of the heart—when
youth is beginning to feel its nature's great want—when it is swayed by

alternate enthusiasm and disappointment, and has not yet stepped deep

into vice and worldliness ; how lamentable that it should stand before

the altar of religion, listening as to a cold stern oracle from a lieathea

shrine, instead of hearing the words, Abba, Father ; instead of feeling

that God is its father, and the Saviour its friend, and every Christian

minister its brother

!

II. But I must proceed to speak briefly of another trait of the social

character, to which tho state of political equality exposes us ; and that

is discontent. To this I may add, the danger of imprudent and extra-

vagant expenditures.

But to speak distinctly of tho feeling of discontent, in the first place

;

it may be observed that there is scarcely a limit among us to any man's

aspirings: and yet, it is no more possible that all^hould be first in this

country, than in any other. And the very circumstance that tliese

aspirings are universal and importunate, creates among us, as I have

said, a peculiar reaction. Tliis demand on tlie one hand, and this

resistance on the other, aro hkely, it is obvious, to give birth to an

unusual and prevalent feeling of discontent.

Doubtless, the feeling prevails sufficiently in other countries : and it

may bo thought, since one class onh-, and that a small one, is elevated

by birth and rank above the rest, that the feeling may have as full

scope among their inferior circles, as it has among ourselves. But the

truth is, that the existence of this class in those countries, gives a tone

to the whole body of society. The distinction of classes is not an offence

with tliem, as it wouM be with us. People there more willingly consent
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to permanent inferiority. Men expect to live and die, in the condition

of life in which they were born, and in the calling to which they have

been brought np. The case with us is widely different ; and the expo-

sure to discontent is proportionably increased.

To exhibit the various forms which this trait assumes, would require

the liberty of dramatic or fictitious writing. In the necessarily sober

and didactic discussions of the pulpit, 1 can scarcely do more than refer

you, for its existence, to your own consciousness or obseiTation. I say,

your observation ; and yet, this is a feeling that so sedulously shrinlcs

from notice, that you can hardly gain from that source any just idea of

its prevalence and depth. Could I get an honest confession written

out from the hearts of many around us, I have no doubt, that it would
reveal an extent and poignancy of suffering from this cause, of which
you may be little aware. For this conviction, I need only to bo

acquainted with the prmciples of human nature ; I only need to know,
that aU men are made to desire the approbation and attention of one
another ; and then to know, that here are circumstances unusually fitted

to afford expansion at once, and disappointment to this desire, in order

to feel myself justified in making a very strong representation. Indeed,

the indirect proofs of it, under the circumstances, are, pei'haps, the

clearest. As an author, by showing an apparent indifference to the

success of his writings, commonly betrays, by that very manner, the

keenest interest about it ; so do I think that the coldness and hauteur
of many persons towards their neighbours, leads to the same inference.

They never speak of them, perhaps, for the very reason that they are

always thinking about them ; or they speak with guarded indifference,

because they have something within them to guard. But net to rest

on indirect disclosures, you must know that many of the dissensions,

shall I say quarrels, of families, and many of the manifest jealousies

and heart-burnings of society, arise from mortified pride. A man feels

tlia,t he is not known to society as he ought to be, that he has not the

acquaintances to which he is entitled; the fashionable reject him; or if

he has gained that first-rate object, as it is usually considered, then
there is a literary circle to which he does not belong ; some exclusive

circle there is, of some kind, to which he is not admitted; and he
broods over it ; he feels it ; he thinks of it with ill-suppressed anger
and vexation. He has got property or talent, perhaps, but he cannot
get that for which, as one inducement, he sought property or distinction.

In some minds, this is an honourable feeling, a just and reasonable

desire for the acquaintance of congenial minds ; but it is too apt to sink

into the baser feeling of chagrin and spite.

It is not to be forgotten, in this connexion, that society does great
wrong to many, and great injury to itself, by the neglect of merit. By
a superficial estimate of the claims to notice, by bestowing its chief

attention upon wealth, beauty, and the eclat of talent, rather than upon
talent itself, and by setting up a standard of expense in its entertain-

ments, which makes a considerable property a necessary passport to its

advantages, society cuts off a great deal of worth, intelligence, and
refinement, with which it can very ill afford to part. The simple enter-

tainments, the intellectual soirees of the cultivated cities of Europe,
open a, door to merit that is nearly closed among us. It is the true

pohcy of society to collect and concentrate, as much, as possible, the
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scattered rays of mental illumiuation. But if, instead of this, it goes
about, virtually putting an extinguisher upon all the liglits that are

burning in silence and obscurity, instead of bringing thorn into notice,

the loss is its own ; and it is an irreparable loss. Mind is the only
thing whicli it cannot afford to lose. Let the fashion of the country
look to it, that it does not become degraded before the eyes of all tho
world, by this illiberal exclusion. Show me a society where wealth,

dress, and equipage, are the chief titles to advancement; from which the

great body of the educated, reading, and thinking men of the country

are excluded, or choose to exclude themselves ; and I shall not hesitate

to say, that you show me a frivolous and vulgar society. Depend upon
it, the conversation will become mean and insipid ; and the manners
will want the last graces of manner, ease, and simplicity. Intellect,

cultivated and spiritualized intellect, is the only true refiner.

But I spoke, also, as coiuiected with the worldly pride and discontent

of society, of the temptations to imprudent and extravagant expense.

In a state of society like ours, does not every one see, that these temp-
tations are carried to the utmost length ; that no condition of things on
earth can, in this respect, more endanger the prudence and virtue of

men ? In regard to their expenses, men are apt to govern them-
selves by the consideration of what is proper to their condition, rank,

or class in society. It is often a decisive argument for the purchase of

a certain article of furniture or apparel, or for offering entertainments

in a certain style, that others are doing the same thing. But what
others ? This question unfolds the peculiar temptation that besets us.

Families, in this country, scarcely have any fixed and ascertained con-

dition or rank. They are separated from each other, not by visible

lines, but by imperceptible shades of distinction. In following others,

they do not readily see where to stop. All, at the same time, are as-

piring to a higher condition. And in the absence of hereditary dis-

tinctions, the style of lii-inf/ is too apt to be considered as the gi'and,

visible index of that condition. The coat of arms is nothing ; and it is

the coat that a man wears that must mark him out. The hatchment
has passed away from our house-fronts ; those houses themselves, then,

must set forth our respectability. In houses, therefore, in apparel, and
in every species of expense, we are liable to go too far ; to cross, one
after another, the shadowy intervals that separate us from those who
are above us in their means, and to be urged on to inconvenient and
ruinous exj)cnditures.

I think I have properly connected this topic, extravagance, with what
I have said of the discontent of society. An irritated sense of infe-

riority, a diseased ambition, at once blinds and goads a man into the
snares of rash expense and ruinous debt. It is often a word of discon-

tent, pronounced in a domestic consultation, tliat decides the question

;

and carries a man to do wliat he feels to be unnecessary, and knows to

be imprudent. He knows that it is rather beyond his means ; but he
hopes that his business wiU be prosperous, that his speculations will be

fortunate ; and he has, at least, the satisfaction of gratifying those who
are dearest to him. His daughter shall have such and such decorations,

liis wife a certain equipage; others Iiavo them, and " they must." If

those others were anybody in particular, and if anybody had a limti,

the case would be better ; but those others are cvervbodv in their
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sphere, that is a little beyond them. Thus a man enters upon the ha-

zardous "experiment of living beyond the means"— of living upon

resources that are not yet realized. For a while, the business of the

country may be so prosperous as to bear him through all: but the times

are likely to change ; and the speculations that were to relieve, ma,y

become obligations that bind and fetter him : or, if not, yet the domestic

ambition which, restrained by no definite rule, is for ever saying, "give,

give," is likely to bring about the same result. The man is in debt ; he

is obUged to look in the face people, and perhaps poor people, whom ho

cannot pay. It is a situation infinitely irritating and mortifying. We
are a people, I know, to a proverb, reckless of debt ; reckless, at least,

about plunging into it ; but no man can be in it, and find the situation

an easy one. No man can, without passing, I had almost said, through

worse than purgatorial torments, become callous to the demand for

payment. It turns the whole of life into a scene of misery and mortifi-

cation ; makes its whole business and action a series of sacrifices, and

shifts, and subterfuges. Home itself—the last refuge of virtue and

peace ; the very home that has lost its independence in its splendour

;

that is not protected from the intrusive step and contemptuous tone of

the unsatisfied creditor—has lost its charm. It is no longer a sanctuary;

and is but too likely to be forsaken for other resorts. Many a man, not

only in the city but in the country, has gone down in character and

self-respect, in virtue and hope, under the accumulated weight of these

overwhelming embarrassments.

Now I maintain, that in such a country as this, special guards are to

be set up against discontent and extravagance. With regard to the

last, let every man be resolute ; let him firmly set his limit, and resolve

to live far within the means. It is the only way to be happy in his

condition, and, in fact, it is the only way to be honest. With regard

to the first of these exposures, it is less easy to lay down any definite

rule. We all desire the esteem of society ; and its notice is the only

visible mark of its esteem. Yet, let a man beware how he barters away
for it the peace of his mind. Let him live at home, in his own bosom,

and not abroad, in the thoughts of others. His mind must thus travel

abroad sometimes no doubt ; but let it live at home. Let it find con-

tent in self-culture, in the few fast and strong friendships, and, above

all, in the resources of rehgion. Never, and nowhere perhaps, has the

strong sentiment of religion been so necessary, in any age and in any

country, as it is in this age and in this country.

III. But I must hasten to notice, in the last place, another exposure

of the national character, and that is, to pusillanimity.

You will think, perhaps, as I offer this further consideration, and in

Buch undisguised language, that I am the accuser of my country, rather

than its defender. My answer is, as before, that I have such a calm

and strong conviction of its merits and advantages, that I can afford to

speak plainly of its dangers and faults. The irritable sensitiveness to

blame amongst us, I hold, is not the true self-respect. And more than

this ; the errors to which we are exposed, must be fairly canvassed,

frankly admitted, and fully corrected, that we may be justly entitled to

our own respect, or that of other nations.

And now, I desire you to look at the exposure in question, and see if

it is nut peculiar ; and so powerful, too, that a complete and immediate
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escape from it would, in fact, have proved us more tlian human.

—

Every man in this country is dependent for his position upon pubho

opinion. There is no exception. But in most other countries, there

are many exceptions. In the first place, there is the class of nobles

who hold their place by birth. In the next place, the clergy generally

are presented to their livings, and are not dependent on the popular

voice. Then there arc a multitude of minor situations and offices, for

which their incumbents are indebted, not to election, but to appoint-

ment. Even wealth, I think, holds a more independent position abroad

than it docs with us. This may be thought a surprising opinion ; be-

cause it is constantly said, that where hereditary distinctions do not

exist, wealth is apt to take their place, and to be more eagerly sought.

It may bo more eagerly sought ; and yet it ma^ have a less independent

power when it is gained. Abroad, wealth shines by the reflected light

of an opulent aristocracy. The possession of it is thus associated with

the highest titles to respect and deference ; and it is able, as an un-

doubted matter of fact, to command a deference and obseiTance, which

it never receives with us. It can speak to its dependants and agents

there, as it does not here ; and as, I trust, it never will. One of the

most painful aspects of society abroad, is the cringiug and fawning of

so many worthy and intelligent men at the feet of rank and opulence.

But we, in this country, have our own dangers. And the greatest of

all dangers here, as I conceive, is that of general pusillanimity, of moral

cowardice, of losing a proper and manly independence of character. I

think that I see something of this in our very manners, in the hesitatiou,

the indirectness, the cautious and circuitous modes of speech, the eyo

asking assent before the tongue can finish its sentence. I think that in

other countries you oftencr meet with men, who stand manfully and

boldly up, and dehver their opinion without asking or caring what you

or others think about it. It may sometimes be rough and harsh ; but,

at any rate, it is independent. Observe, too, in how many relations,

pohtical, rehgious, and social, a man is liable to find bondage instead of

freedom. If ho wants office he must attach himself to a party, and

then his eyes must be sealed m bhndness, and his lips in silence, towards

all the faults of his party. He may have his eyes open, and he may
see much to condemn, but ho must say nothing. If he edits a news-

paper, his choice is often between bondage and beggary ; that may ac-

tually be the choice, though he does not know it ; he may be so complete

a slave that he does not feel the chain ; his passions may be so enlisted

in the cause of his party, as to blind liis discrimination, and destroy all

comprehension and capability of independence. So it may bo with the

religious partisan. lie knows, perhaps, that there are errors in his

adopted creed, faults in his sect, fanaticism and extravagance in some

of its measures. See if you get him to speak of them ; see if you can

get him to breathe a whisper of doubt. No, he is always believing. lie

has a convenient pliraso that covers up all difficulties in his creed ; ho

believes it "for si(bsla)ice of doctrine ;" or, if be is a layman, perhaps ho

does not believe it at all. "What, then, is his conclusion? Why, he has

friends who do iKlievo it ; and he does not wish to offend tliem. And
80 ho goes on, listening to what he does not believe ; outwardly ac»pii-

cscing, inwardly remonstrating; the slave of fear or fashion, never

daring, not once in his life daring, to speak out and openly the thought
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that is iu liim. Nay, he sees men suffering under the weight of public

reprobation, for the open espousal of the very opinions he holds, and he

has never the generosity or manliness to say, " / think so too." Nay,

more ; by the course he pursues, he is made to cast his stone, or he

holds it in his hand at least, and lets another arm apply the force neces-

sary to cast it at the very men who are suffering a sort of martyrdom

for his own faith !

I am not now advocating any particular opinions ; I am only advo-

cating a manly freedom in the expression of those opinions, which a man
does entertain. And if those opinions are unpopular, I hold that, in

this country, there is so much the more need of an open and independ-

ent expression of them. Look at the case most seriously, I beseech

you. What is ever to correct the faults of society, if nobody hfts his

voice against them ; if everybody goes on openly doing what everybody

privately complains of; if all shrink behind the faint-hearted apology,

that it would be over-bold in them to attempt any reform? What is to

rebuke pohtical time-serving, religious fanaticism, or social folly, if no

one has the independence to protest against them ? Look at it in a larger

view. What barrier is there against the universal despotism of public

opinion in this country, but individual freedom ? Who is to stand up

against it here, but the possessor of that lofty independence? There is

no king, no sultan, no noble, no privileged class, nobody else to stand

against it. If you yield this point, if you are for ever making coinpro-

mises, if all men do this, if the entire policy of private life here is to

escape opposition and reproach, everything will be swept beneath the

popular wave. There will be no individuality, no harclihood, no high

and stern resolve, no self-subsistence, no fearless dignity, no glorious

manhood of mind, left among us. The holy heritage of our fathers' vir-

tues will be trodden under foot, by their unworthy children. Thcrj feared

not to stand up against kings, and nobles, and parliament, and people.

Better did they account it, that their lonely bark should sweep the wide

sea in freedom ; happier were they, when their sail swelled to the storm

of winter, than to be slaves in palaces of ease. Sweeter to their ear was

the music of the gale that shrieked in their broken cordage, than the

voice at home that said, " Submit, and you shall have rest." And
when they reached this wild shore and built their altar, and knelt upon

the frozen snow and the flinty rock to worship, they built that altar to

freedom, to individual freedom, to freedom of conscience and opinion

:

and their noble prayer was, that their children might be thus free.

Let their sons remember the prayer of their extremity, and the great

bequest which their magnanimity has left us. Let them beware how

they become entangled again iji the yoke of bondage. Let the minis-

ters at God's altar, let the guardians of the press, let all sober and

thinking men, speak the thought that is iu them. It is better to speak

honest error than to suppress conscious truth. Smothered error is

more dangerous than that which flames and burns out. But do I speak

of danger? I know of but one thing safe in the universe, and that is

truth ; °ancl I know of but one way to truth for an individual mind, and

that is, unfettered thought ; and I know but one path for the multitude

to truth, and that is, thought fredy expressed. Jviake of trutli itself

an altar of slavery, and guard it about with a mysterious shrine ;
bind

thought as a victim upon it, and let the passions of the prejudiced mul-
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tituJc minister fuel, and jou sacrifice upon that accursed altar the hopes

of the world.

Why is it, in fact, that the tone of morality in the high places of so-

ciety is so lax and complaisant, but for want of the independent and
indignant rebuke of society ? There is reproach enough poured upon
the drunkenness, debauchery, and dishonesty of the poor man. Tho
good people who go to him can, speak plainly—ay, very plainly—of his

evil ways. Why is it, then, that fashionable vice is able to hold up its

head, and sometimes to occupy tho front ranks of society? It is, be-

cause respectable persons, of hesitating and compromising virtue, keep

it in countenance. It is, because timid woman stretches out her hand

to tho man whom she knows to bo the deadliest enemy of morality and

of her sex, while she turns a cold eye upon the victims he has ruined.

It is, because tlicre is nobody to speak plainly in cases like these. And
do you think that society is ever to be regenerated or purified under tho

influence of these unjust and pusillanimous compromises? I tell you

uever. So long as vice is suffered to be fashionable and respectable, so

long as men are bold to condemn it only when it is clothed in rags,

tliere will never bo any radical improvement. You may multiply

Tcmperanco Societies, and Moral Reform Societies ; you may pile up

statute books of laws against gambling and dishonesty ; but so long as

the timid homages of the fair and honoured are paid to splendid iniquity,

it will be all in vain. So long will it be felt, that the voice of the world

is not against the sinner, but against the sinner's garb. And so long,

every weapon of association, and every baton of office, wiU be but a

missile featlicr against the Leviathan that is wallowing in the low

marshes and stagnant pools of society.

Would that the world were changed, wo say: but how is it to be

changed ? Would that the evils and vices of society were done away :

but how are they to be done away? Whence is the power to come? I

answer: One fearless voice—that of Luther—broke up the spiritual

despotism of centuries : one fearless voice in England—that of Hamp-
den—shook the throne of corruption to its base. Any one human arm,

lifted up in indignant rebuke, is clothed by the power of God with all-

conquering might. The popular mind ever wants leaders. The people

want that some one should interpret tho voice that is in them—should

speak tlie commanding word that marshals tho hosts of society to the

work of reform. If there shall be no such voices in this country, no

lofty seers, no stern prophets ; if all shall basely seek to lose themselves

in the multitude, then shall the sluggisli wave of mean mediocrity and

slavish acquiescence roll over tho larid, giving birth to broods of serpents

and reptiles ; and it shall only fatten the soil for some other and future

cmpii'o, of more generous freedom, and more magnanimous virtue. So
sunk the glorious land of Grecian liberty, when nothing but cowering

rt:ittery would suit the ])eople ; temples, and statues, and thrones went

down.bemired and trodden under tho feet of its " fierce " and flattered

"democracies;" and tho vision of Plato's republic hngers only as a

bright dream upon its beautiful shores. If that vision, or any jiart of

it, is over to bo realized here, there must bo a genial confidence and

warmtli breathed into the soul of the people ; there nuist be a noble

simplicity and self-respect free from all base discon touts ; and there must

bo a lofty magnanimity free from all time-serving and slavish fear.
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Galatians v. 1 : " And be not entangled again with the yoke of bondage."

In the close of my last discourse, I considered the tendency of a con-

trolling public opinion to abridge private and personal independence.

The subject appears to me of such importance, that I am induced to

resume the discussion of it. The general effect of public opinion, other-

wise sufficiently great, is increased, I believe, to an unsuspected extent,

by the principle of association : and it is this which I wish particularly

to consider in the present discourse.

I have lately ventured to say, that the great danger to our national

character is, that of wanting personal, individual independence—inde-

pendence of mind ; and I have once, in another form of communication

to the public, expressed the opinion, that, " there is less private and

social freedom in America than there is in Europe."

A striking confirmation of these views I have lately met with, in the

intelligent French traveller, de Tocqueville ; a man remarkably quali-

fied by previous study, by singular candour, and by a thorough investi-

gation of the subject, to write on this country. " 1 am not acquainted,"

he says, " with any country, in which there is so little true independ-

ence of mind, and so little freedom of discussion, as in America. Tlie

authority of a king," he continues, " is purely physical ; it controls the

actions of the subject, without subduing his private will; but the ma-

jority in America is invested with a power which is physical and moral

at the same time ; it acts upon the will, as well as upon the actions of

men, and represses, not only all contest, but all controversy."

Though the result is too strongly expressed, especially in the last

clause of this passage, yet the tendency is unquestionable ; and it being

so, I hold that pubUc opinion is more than sufficiently strong, without

any artificial aids or arrangements, to give it greater power. That the

majority shall rule, is the chosen and comprehensive principle that lies

at the foundation of our political institutions. Under such an admin-

istration of things, there is no reason to fear that public opinion will be

too weak ; that majorities will be too timid and scrupulous. On the

contrary, the danger is, that individuals will lose all courage and inde-

pendence ; that all individual opinion will be merged in prevailing opi-

nion; that intellect and virtue together will sink to an all-levelling

tameness and mediocrity. The danger, I repeat, however little it may
have been anticipated or suspected is, that the very principle of our

freedom—the rule of majorities—will "entangle us again with the yoke

of bondage." In such circumstances I insist, that all artificial aids and

arrangements, which give force to public opinion, are to be looked upon
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with jealousy, and that their efforts are to l>e guarded against, on the

part of individuals, with strenuous resistance ; and by artificial arrange-

ments, I mean all those parties, sects, and associations, whose tendency
it is to invade or abridge personal freedom.

But it is necessary, before I proceed farther, to say something defi-

nitely of the principle of association ; to say, in other words, how far

and for what reasons it is to be resisted or restrained.

That principle has had, in this country, a most extraordinary deve-

lopment. It is the very country of parties, sects, and societies. But
to consider the latter particularly, as being most remarkable: it would
seem as if nothing could be done in this country but by societies ; and
wo to the man, claiming any place among the good men of the country,

who thinks to escape them! Wo to him, who thought to stand apart

and aloof, and to go to his grave, quietly and alone ! Some society will

bo certain to find and ferret him out, and bring him into the great

trained bands of benevolence, that are spreading themselves over tho

country.

It would ])e curious, if not uscfiU, to inquire into tho causes of tliis

singular social movement of the country. It arises in part, doubtless,

from the popular character of our institutions. It has been the fashion

abroad, for governments to do everything for the people. It is the ten-

dency of our pohtical forms to make the people do everything for them-
selves. Besides, tho pervading iuteUectual activity of this country leads

the people to take an interest in everything that is going forward, which
is not found to an equal extent in any other. This interest, perhaps,

naturally expresses itself in associations ; since associated action is ob-

viously more powerful than any other mode of operation. But I am
inclined to think, that the very trait of national character on which I

have lately commented, has had something to do with the multiplicity

of our associations. They enable the individual to shrink from respon-

sibility, and to lose himself in the crowd : they are convenient entrench-

ments to shelter the timid and faint-licarted. If a man wishes to advo-

cate or advance an unpopular measure, and has not moral strength

enough to stand alone, a society offers to him tlie very resource ho
wants ; then there is a body of associates to lean upon, and to divide

with him the risk and opprobrium.

And yet I do not deny that societies have their use ; and I am in-

clined to say, that it is in this very emergency that they have their use

and scope. An ujq)opular opinion or doctrine may well gather its

friends about it, if it lias any ; an aggrieved minority may well associate

for its own defence. It is the very policy of our social condition to give

to remonstrance, strength ; but the same policy requires that the prin-

ciple of association should bo hmitcd by that consiJeration. If this

were a proper subject for legislation, and tho power of enacting such a
rule were given me, I would cause every association, whose object it is

to operate upon pubhc opinion, to die the moment it reached the pouit

of predominant influence ; success should dissolve it. Public opinion

wants no such aid to make it strong ; it is too strong akeady.
But we must further distinguish. There are societies whose main

purpose is to produce an effect upon public opinion. tSuch were tho

Anti-masonic, and aro now, the Temperance and Abolition JSocieties;

and such are all political associations and parties. lq)on all such com-
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biuations, I should look with jealousy. In this reinark, I do not intend

to pronounce any judgment upon uicir particular objects. I might ap-

prove of them; but I should be on that account none the less jealous of

their tendency, when successful, to narrow and enslave the minds of

individuals. Then, again, there are other associations, whose object is

charity, or to do some good work ; such as Bible, Tract, Missionary,

and Relief Societies of various sorts. With regard to these, it appears

to me, that a different judgment is to be entertained. Their object

being simply charitable, is so far unexceptionable, let it be carried as

far as it will. But this I should say, that while their success is no
ground for apprehension, while their success, to almost any assignable

extent, is to l)e desired, their coercive influence upon individual minds
is no less to be guarded against.

In fine, I do not say that societies, as societies, are to be opposed.

—

Were it even desirable, it is certainly impossible, in this country at

least, by any such weak means or arguments, to check or discourage

the spirit of association. It is in tlie very air about us, ready to como
at every call, and to take some new form every day ; and no power at

our command can exorcise it. This is all, then, that I say, and this is

the ground I take : that all societies ought to beware how they unduly
press their influence upon individual minds, and that every individual

is to be exhorted to guard his freedom against them: to be exhorted,

not, indeed, to withhold his countenance and aid, but to limit them
exactly to his independent convictions. He is to be warned, I say, not

against liberality, but against bondage, and societies are to be warned
against imposing it.

Some of the cases in which this injury is both done and suffered, it

shall now be my business to point out; and then I shall proceed to con-

sider their general influence upoii the intellect and virtue of society.

Thus with regard to the cases—when a political party says to its

members, "You shall support everything, and oppose nothing, that is

done among us, or else expect no favour or office at our hands," what
is this but an enactment in a code of slavery ? And what can its legi-

timate effect be, but to make slaves ? Doubtless, a man may honestly

and honourably attach himself to some particular doctrine in politics

;

and on that basis, a party may be formed ; and if the party confined it-

self to the support of tliat or similar, or associated doctrines, or of any
doctrines in fact, aU might be well. There would not necessarily be any
bondage in such an adherence to party. But the evil is, that the little

circle of individual and independent opinions, v/hich at first was calmly
gathering and slowly revolving about its proper centre, soon increases

to a whirlMdnd, and raises a cloud of dust, and takes up ' straws and
rubbish in its course, and sweeps everything in its train. A man finds

himself, ere long, mixed up with the agitated and irregular action of

many things altogether irrelevant to the original questions. If it were
only a certain measure, or set of measures, that he was pledged to sup-

poi't, he might be fi'ee ; therein he might act upon his own independent
opinion : but ho soon finds that other questions and interests are thrust

into the case ; that ho must help to compass pai'ty ends ; and, hardest

of all, that he must support party leaders. Folly must bccnnie wisdom
to him, if it is found in the party idol ; ever}'^ political vice, a virtue;

incapacity, honest, liomely sense, unpractised in the trici^s of o.'lice

;
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intrigue, prudence ; sycophancy to tlio multitude, the love of the people

;

tlio most tortuous policy, straiglit-forward integi-ity. Let it not bo

thought that I overdraw the picture. If any man will think to bo iude-

pondont of these considerations, let him try it. Let him dare to say,

what, if he has any sense or candour, it is probable that he honestly

thinks ; let him say, that, although he approves the general object of his

party, there are some of its measures that he cannot approve, and some
of its men that he will net support. Let him do this, and he wiU find

that the batteries of a hundred presses are immediately opened upon

him. lie is denounced as a false friend, a spy in the camp; he could

hardly be a worse man, if he meditated treason to his party, or to his

country ; and the end of this experiment on party toleration is, that he

is flung off, and left to struggle alone, in the wake of the great ship

that has borne his friends to their haven.

With regard to those great associations denominated religious sects, I

fear that the case involves no less peril to the mental independence of

our people. I allow, tliat the multiplicity of sects in this country is

some bond for their mutual forbearance a!id freedom: but the strength

and repose of a great establishment are, in some respects, more favour-

able to private lil)erty. If less favour is shown to those without, there

is usually more liberality to those within it. It is in the protected soil

of great establisluuents, that the germs of every great reform in tho

church have quietly taken root. For myself, if I were ever to permit

my liberty to Ije compromised by such considerations, I would rather

take my chance in the bosom of a great national religion, than amidst

the jealous eyes of small and contending sects. And I think it will bo

found, that a more liberal and catholic theology has always pervaded

estabhshmcnts, than the bodies of dissenters from them. Nay, I much
doubt, whether intolerance itself, in such countries—in England and
Germany for instance—has ever gone to the length of Jewish and Sa-

maritan exclusion that has sometimes been witnessed among us.

In saying this, I am not the enemy of dissent ; nor do I deny that it

is often the offspring of freedom. It certainly is the usual condition of

progress. But this, I say, that dissent sometimes binds stronger chains

than it broke. And this is especially apt to be the case for a time,

when several rival and contending sects spring from the general free-

dom. Then the parent principle is often devoured by its own children.

But there are other associations to be noticed in this connection.

—

Tho gi'eat benevolent societies of the day, however much good they may
propose, an<l may actually do, arc lialde to do this evil—to give, that is

to say, a form to public opinion, which shall make it press too hard

upon individual freedom.

This may be less felt in cities. Individuals there are lost in the

crowd, and possess a certain freedom in tlieir comparative insignificance.

The many and conflicting claims to pubhc attention in cities, also make
each particular claim to be loss distinct and imposing; and the hetero-

geneous mass of mind collected in them, enables every dissentient or

0})posing opinion to draw forth strengtii and courage for its support.

—

Ilcuce, I believe, it will be found, that all great reforms, politicjil, reli-

gious, or social, have commenced in cities. Hence it is, that cities have

over been the strongholds of freedom; and, if I sliould add, its corrupt-

ers also, I sliould only point out an extension of the same principle

;
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that is, freedom becomes licentiousness. And thus it is, at this moment,
in our American cities, that we have at once more freedom of mind,

and more licentiousness of opinion, than there is in the country. Still,

amidst all this, there is, no doubt, enough and too much of bondage
among us.

But if you would know how great associations may invade the freedom

of individuals, go with one of their agents to some retired village or

township in the country. His object is to form a Missionary, Tract, or

Temperance Society. He first approaches the clergyman, and finds

him, perhaps, a convert already to the project : but if not, he is but too

likely to find in him an instance of timid and pitiable vacillation ; a
person unwilling to express that decided opinion, or that decided doubt

about the plan, that becomes his place. Nest, the agent, with or

without the support of the pastor, applies himself to the chui'ch and the

people. And hero, of course, there wiU be a certain amount of objection.

There will be those who think that they cannot afford the money
required, or who prefer some other plan, or who dislike pledges. How
are these feelings of objection treated? Does the applicant for aid res-

pect them ? Is he anxious that every man should act freely, upon his

own individual and unbiassed conviction? Does he remember, that
" God loveth a cheerful giver," and no other? How much more likely

is he to biing the whole weight of public opinion to bear upon the case

;

to content himself, if ho can wring forth reluctant assent ! His own re-

putation is, in a measure, involved. A society of ten or twenty will not

satisfy him. It is very likely that these are the only numbers, which, on
any new proposition, would justly expi'ess the state of the public mind

;

but these will not content him. He wants a hundred members. He
would fain press men into the cause. Even if this were not the case, if

he were ever so scrupulous about the motives he employed, yet the bare

fact, that he comes backed by the example of a thousand villages, of

almost the entire country in fact, will be likely enovigh to leave little

enough freedom among the people he addresses. Shall they stand up
against the whole world ? Shall all be darkness and death among them,
while all is life and brightness around them ? What a sad report to go
forth among the churches, that no Missionary Society, no Tract

Society, no Temperance Society, could be formed there? What will

people think of that congregation, or of its pastor? What can they
think, but that they are all sunk in spiritual death, or else are opposed
to all truth and righteousness ? This will not do ; there must be a
society ; they cannot go on without one. I am not denying, of course,

that better feelings have their share in the result ; but I wish to show
you, how liable these bad, unworthy, and slavish feelings, ai*e to have
place in it.

But I need not confine myself, in this survey, to any locality. Every
one must be aware, that with regard to several of the great moral
enterprises of the day, there is, in this country, a considerable mass of

dissent. Take, for instance, the Temperance Reform. I have no
doubt that I might express the opinion of a multitude of sober and
reflecting men in the country, in terms like these: "that there was,

indeed, great and crying need of this reform ; that the evil was one of

tremendous magnitude ; that it was meet the whole country should be

aroused to its danger ; that a pledge of abstinence might have been
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advisable as a temporary expedient to give form and force to that

strong protest, which was rising in the pubUc mind; but that the pledge,

as it has actually been framed, is based upon a fal.-ie principle ; tliat

what the temperance reformers say, when they assert tliat it is a sin

per se to take any substance or liquid in which alcohol is mingled, is

not true ; that it is altogether an unwarrantable and mischievous re-

fining upon the case, so to state the doctrine of temperance ; that there

is alcohol in everything, as there is an exciting quality in everything,

even in the simplest food ; that gluttony is as bad as intemperance,

though not so common, but that it does not follow that men should not

eat; that the proscription of wine, and the sacrilegious and most
gratuitous disputes about the use of that element in the Lord's supper,

are really as legitimate as they are hurtful inferences from a false

principle ; because, if alcohol may not bo drank, then wine may not bo

drank ; and if it is a sin to drink wine, then it ought not to be used in

the Communion ; and, finally, that no good is ultimately to be expected,

but only a sad reaction from the propagation of any error. Warn the

public mind," they would say; "alarm it as much as possible; but do
this by legitimate considerations ; none other are needed, and none
other can do any eventual good." There are many, I say, who enter-

tain these views : but where, I had almost said, is the speech, sermon,

or newspaper, that has ever given one single solitary expression to them?
And the consequence has been, that the Temperance Reform has gone

on Avithout that open and frank opposition to keep it judicious and
right, which is necessary to all human action, to every government, to

every mind in fact, and therefore, especially, to every heterogeneous

and irresponsible association.

Every great association, if it were wise, would welcome an honest,

intellectual, argumentative opposition. This is precisely what it wants
to preserve it from that extravagance, to which the fervour and confi-

dence of united action are ever apt to lead. But the evil is, that every

such association, in proportion as it grows strong, silences remonstrance.

It is not here as in politics, where interest insures an opposition. Men
feel no immediate interest in resisting any enterprise of a moral nature

;

and, therefore, they are apt to content themselves with expressing their

objections in private, and they leave the multitude to rush on without

control. But I predict that the day will come, when reflecting men
will find, if they would preserve any personal influence or independence,

that they have a duty to perform, widely at variance with their present

supine indifference or shrinking timidity. Nay, to some, has not the

time already come? Have you never known a man in the country, of

somewhat conspicuous standing, of unexceptionable morals and many
virtues, but who gave nothing to missionary societies, nothing to tract

societies, nothing to education societies, and who would sign no pledges

to temperance associations, or to associations for promoting the obser-

vance of the Sabbath? What is the position of that man in his

neighbourhood ? Why, he is " a great opix)ser ;"—brief, but significant

and comprehensive phrase, which none but they who have observed its

ettect can understand. It draws a mysterious circle around its object;

tlio very children of tlie ncighl)ourhood come to regard him as a strange

and bad man—they know not why ; he is cut off from the sympathies
of the world around him ; kept aloof (and well if he is not made a

Q
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misanthrope), mentioned to strangers witli disparagement, prayed for

in meetings, and sent to his grave, iniblessed, lonely, and perhaps sad
at heart. His very family, it may he, and especially the female mem-
bers of it, who are more susceptible to the influence of public opinion,

are brought over to the side of distrust and suspicion. Stand up for

him, fair ministers, at the altar of domestic love, and sacrifice him not
on that altar I I am not now saying, that the principles he has adopted
with regard to societies is right; but this 1 do say, that for public

sentiment to visit upon him sucli calamities for his dissent, is an
insufferable presumption, and ought to bring the power of associations

under the most jealous watch of a free people.

But here are other dangers, besides that of producing individual

suffering and bondage, which should lead us carefully to guard against
the uncontrolled influence and tendency of associations.

And here I must desire you to observe, that it is not against associa-

tions as such, that I am directing these observations, nor against them
altogether. It is with no hostility to societies, that I am pointing out
some of their incidental effects upon the public mind. The best things

are liable, by abuse, or by an oversight of their injurious tendencies, to

become the worst ; and this because they are the best ; because they
win unbounded confidence. Moral associations are such good things

—

they are so humane and benevolent, they engage such pious and
excellent people in tlieir measures—that it is scarcely possible to think

any evil of them. So, also, is public opinion a good thing. An
enlightened public opinion is to do more, perhaps, than any other agent,

except truth itself, to reform the world. But stiU it is obvious, that

this same power may, in certain circumstances, become an instrument
of bondage. That it is hable to be such in this country, I tliink, will

scarcely be denied. I say, then, that it is not against associations as

such, but against associations, as auxiliaries of a public opinion already

too strong, that I would put you on your guard. I have said that

public opinion is like the atmosphere, surrounding and pressing upon
every man in the country. Associations may be compared to the
atmosphere put in motion ; they sweep across a country like the trade-

winds or monsoons. Nay, and it may be the sun of truth, pouring its

rays upon a certain portion of the firmament, that sets in motion those
trade-winds of society, associations. It is tlie sun of truth, I think,

that has set in motion the moral elements of the abolition societies ; and
yet they may rise and swell, till they bring wreck and ruin upon the
dearest interests of the country. I say it was the sun of truth, and I

will explain my meaning. The abolition societies began, I believe, in

a just and generous impulse. It is true that human beings ought not
to be bought, or sold, or held in bondage. The only question is, about
a practicable and wise measure of relief, from the evil and wrong that
is done. But not only have abolitionists failed, in my opinion, to offer

any such measure ; but what it particularly falls in with my design to

observe is, that the excitement, if it increases, threatens to be one of

the most alarming character. You perceive, already, how feaifuUy it

is mixing itself up with the politics of the country.
Indeed, this is one of the general dangers whi(;h I was about to

notice. Every association among us, and especially every one that is

designed to operate upon public opinion, is liable to take on a political
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(character. It may begin in a very simplo intention ; it may bo con-

dncteJ for a while with great singleness of purpose ; but ere long it is

likely to feel the impulse which, in this country, is hurrying everything

to the baUot-box. That is the real source of power ; and lioncst men,
who find themselves unable speedily enough to accomplish their purposes

by any other means, may be so far wrested from their simphcity, as to

be willing to bring their cause to that dangerous ordeal. Or even if

they retain their simplicity, elements may mingle with their enterprise

which they did not seek ; and they may discover at last, that, in the

array of their numbers, they have only raised up an army, convenient

and ready to the hand of some artful demagogue. The party leader

will smilo in himself at their zeal, and use their services ; and they will

find, like the Indep)cndents and Koundheads in the time of the second

Charles, that they have been deceived and betrayed.

Another danger from the sway of public opinion, and especially of

associations, is that of narrowing and prostrating the intellect of the

country. It has been maintained by a modern Frencli historian,* that

the free action and rapid progress of the body of the people, is unfa-

vourable to tho production of great men ; that the nurturing of great

minds needs leisure, repose, a fixed order of things, freeing them from
tho distraction of surrounding events. This opinion, though it obviously

requires many qualifications, has a certain plausibility ; and it suggests

the inquiry, whether the ratio of individual greatness among us, has not

decreased with the general advancement of society. One thing, at any
rate, is certain, that mind cannot grow but in freedom ; it must be bold,

fearless, independent, or it cannot rise : but the tendency of an over-

whelming public opinion, is to make it timid and time-serving. The
multiplicity of associations increases this effect : it multiplies the

questions on which it is dangerous or disagreeable to speak plainly.

One can scarcely speak on any subject now, but there is some adherent

of some society or some party present, to be wounded or oftended by his

freedom. Really, we are tempted to say, that something must be done,

some compact formed, some new freedom obtained in society, or all

liberty of general conversation will sink into whispers and inncndoes.

IJcsidos, associations naturally tend, not only to restrain general freedom
of mind, but to narrow and contract the views of their votaries. Opi-

nion naturally loses expansion and freedom amidst the action and pres-

sure of an association. A pledge, or a test, must bo brief and general;

and is hkely to sacrifice truth as well as freedom, in the cautious and

fiolitic terms with whicli it must bu announced. Associations are scarce

ikely to bo tho school of pliilosophy, still less of a ])hilosophical spirit.

A votary is apt to tliink that there is no plan like his plan ; every plan

must yield to it, all means How to it, all voices be secured for it. IIo

would gladly forestall all that ininisters to tho decoration of life, and
tuni it into his treasury. IIo will not look with a wide and compre-
hensive survey u])ou life, and see liow many and varied are the means
that contribute to its welfare. With him there is but one thing in tho

world, and that is tlie Missions, or tlic Education Society, or the Poor's

Fund, or tlie Ministry for tlio Poor.

Finally ; there are moral dangers of a general nature, arising from

• Giiizot.
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that concentrated action of public opinion, which is witnessed in associa-

tions. There is danger that virtue will lose something, and not a little,

of its manliness, simplicity, and spontaneity ; that men will be more
attentive to outward appearances than to inward qualities ; more reli-

gious than good, more correct than virtuous, more charitable than
generous, and more strict than pure.

It is said that intemperance has decreased in this country. Is it an
honest, and not an enforced reform? Has no evasion, concealment, or

hypocrisy, resulted from the mode in which this enterprise has been
carried forward? The very history of the temperance pledges, shows
that there is such a danger. At first, they contained a promise of absti-

nence from spirituous drink, except when they were used as medicine :

but it soon appeared that it was not safe to leave this qualification in

the hands of the people, and the prescription of a physician was re-

quired. But as a single prescription of this kind might spread license

over a man's whole life, it was found necessary to restrict liis use to the

single instance prescribed for. Then, again, abuses crept in, under the
disguises, the new and false appellations, which spirituous drinks re-

ceived; till, at length, no barrier against hypocrisy could be framed
but an unqualified pledge of total abstinence from everything that can
intoxicate. This is throughout a history of evasions ; and it should ad-

monish the temperance societies to beware how they press assent beyond
conviction ; to beware, lest they make men the slaves of opinion, rather

than wiUing subjects of the law of conscience.

Again; the charities of our people, their contributions to the various

benevolent enterprises of the day, are immense and unexampled. I

rejoice to see it ; I wish they were doubled ; they ought to be doubled,

at least on the part of the rich. But while I yield my sympathy and
admiration to the spectacle of a great people rising up with associated

power, to fulfil its duties to the poor and neglected, and to the heathen,

I cannot help charging it upon this people, to see that its charities be
really pure and generous. I must confess, that I look with some
doubt and pain upon the moral administration of this business of solicit-

ing charities. I fear that there is no delicate or proper regard paid to

the freedom and conscience of the giver ; that all sorts of influences

are, too often, unscrupulously brought to bear on him, and to wrest from
him a reluctant donation. A great association, when it presents itself

before an individual, may very properly urge upon him his duties ; but
let it not urge its own authority, or the universal example, to induce him
to do that which be is not, in his own mind and conscience, prepared and
ready to do. I once knew the agent of a religious charity to I'eceive this

answer from the person apphed to : "I shall give, because you have asked
me, but not because I wish to give, or because I take any interest in

your object." " Then, sir," was the reply, " I cannot receive your do-

nation." The answer was right. Any other ground is degrading both

to the giver and receiver. But I fear that this is not the ground
usually taken by the solicitors of charity. I must confess, that I have
never heard of another instance, yet I would hope, for the honour of

our national liberality, that it is not rare. Charity loses all its sub-

limity and beauty the moment it ceases to be voluntary and free.

There are miseries enough, God knoweth, and man may see, to touch
our hearts with unforced pity. There are wastes of ignorance spread-
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ing far and wide; tliero are vices whelming thousandd in wo and
shame ; there are victims of penury and guilt sighing in ten thousand

dwellings aU around us. Let then charity stand forward to relieve, with

pitying heart and open hand, and not with an iron palm, half closed by
a feeling baser than avarice, and dohng out just so much as will main-

tain its reputation. Odious gifts, that profane the name of mercy!

not, if so I could fill a thousand treasuries, would I touch ono of them.

Dishonoured would be the very glory of a nation's benevolence, if its

gifts are cankered, if its fountains are poisoned, by that taint of slavish

homage to public opinion.

Do you ask, in fine, why I lay such stress on this point—freedom ?

This is my answer ; and my apology, if any be needed, for occupying

so much attention with this point. I know of no intellect worth

possessing, without freedom. 1 know of no virtue worth the name,
without freedom. A mind chained, a virtue enforced, lose entirely

their proper character: they are no longer mind and virtue. But
mind and virtue are the only enduring treasures of individuals or of

nations. You may present to me the picture of boundless physical pros-

perity, but if these are gone, all is gone. An iron materialism will

press, like incumbent fate, upon the heart of the nation ; and quench
for ever the hope and heroism, the light and glory, of the country

!

You may tell me of free institutions, and they may be your boast
; you

may tell mo of suffrage and the ballot, of the constitution and the laws

;

unreal mockery is it all, if there is not a free mind and a free heart in

the people! A temple of freedom, fair and majestic as the dreams of

philosophy or poetry ever fancied, may 1)e built on theso shores ; but if

slaves walk beneath it, if the very ministers at its altars are held in

abject bondage to those tyrants of tho spirit, fear and opinion,—what
will it be, but a temple deserted of its Divinity ! what will it bo but the

great tomb of Liberty

!
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]\Iark ix. Si :
" By the way, they had disputed among themselves, who should

be the greatest."

This dispute is not yet ended. And as Jesus reasoned with it in the

case referred to in our text, and in many others, so do I conceive that

this questioning of the mind about worldly distinctions, stiU needs to be

reasoned with. Nay, the progress of modern society is daily furnishing

additional occasion for the argument.
There are, indeed, many and high reasonings required to meet the

exigencies of modern civilization. Questions concerning governments,

concerning the balance of political powers, concerning the rights that are

to be acknowledged, and the restraints that are to be enforced, are

spreading themselves among all reading and reflecting persons through-

out the civilized world. Thinking men, iu an age like this, must think

about questions such as these. Nor is it an easy, nor would it be a

thankless task to solve them. But I confess that I should yet be more
grateful to him, who would answer satisfactorily all tlie questions that

arise concerning the social relationship of man to man ; and who could

effectually teach men to dwell together, not merely as brethren in

equality, but as brethren in spite of inequality. This is, indeed, a

larger theme than I propose now to discuss. It would involve an in-

quiry into the manners of society, into the manners of different classes

towards each other, not only transcending my present limits, but re-

quiring, perhaps, greater freedom of treatment than public discourse

allows for its proper illustration.

I shall invite your attention, at present, to a single point—social am-
bition, and the spirit with which its trials are to be met.

Why, let us ask, in the first place, is such a field opened in life for

the display of this passion? Between creatures of the same birth, of

the same soid and faculty, and, especially, of the same passion for the

notice and admiration of their fellows, why, in general, arc such im-

mense distinctions permitted? Why is one clothed with pui-ple and fine

linen, and why fareth he sumptuously every day, while his brother-man

sitteth by his gate in rags, and beggary? Why does one stand in the

cold shadow of neglect, while another passes by amidst throng, and
shout, and festal splendour ? Why do such extremes of power and weak-

ness present themselves in the form of our common humanity ? Why
is it so ordained that a man, ay, and many a man, is obliged to say this,— '

' I am as industrious and honest, I am as rich and wise as my neigh-

bour, and, perchance, no worse ; and yet it availeth me not ; I have

striven hard for a place in the world and in society, and yet, mere birth

or connexions, or fortuitous fashion, or (danship, social or political,

gives that to another, which I cainiot obtain"? In short, for nature's
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craving approbation and regard, and the visible expression of those sen-

timents, wliy is a condition of things ordained, which constantly disap-

points this passion, and often unjustly?

To such questioning I know it is common to reply, that difference of

situation gives occasiou for the exercise of various social virtues ; that

for man, if there wore none above him, there woidd bo no call for reve-

rence ; if none below, there would be no opportunity for condescension

and forbearance ; that without power, there could not bo protection, nor

submission without dependeuce ; tliat riches and poverty are appointed

splieres—the one for generosity, the other for gratitude. Now, with
this answer, I confess I am not satisfied. To those who stand in higher

situations, it may, no doubt, be very acceptable doctrine ; but 1 scarcely

think it can bo, or ought to be, very satisfactory to the poor or neglected,

to be told, tliat they are placed in that state in order that they may
learn to revex'cnce their superiors ; especially, when those very superiors

frequently owe their elevation to the caprice of fashion, the worldliness

of society, or the injustice of political institutions. Nor docs this in-

equality of the social condition seem necessary for the end stated. Sup-
pose that all men stood upon a perfect level ; tlicro would still be occa-

sion for reverence and pity ; for generosity and forbearance ; for mutual
help and kindness. Besides, it would bo but a gross view of society,

and a still grosser view of our great and spiritual humanity, to see the

viitues of either as chiefly dependant on a mere transient, perishable

condition ; as if nothing but inferiority could inspii-c a man with emo-
tions of gratitude and admiration, and nothing but lofty state could fill

him with benignity and kindness ; as if a rich man wei'e never to be
pitied, and a poor man never to be envied ; as if all the great and trying

experiences, a sensitive and suflforing nature, were to be merged in the

mere conditions of being well or ill fed.

It may seem quite unnecessary and useless, to advert to reasonings

such as I have now noticed. It may be thought enough to say, that

the inequalities of the human condition result from the very attributes

of human nature. It is true that they do. Yet one may seek, per-

haps, if not a final cause, yet the proper use to be made, even of that

which belongs to the inevitable constitution of things. And so doing, I

should say that inequality of condition is to be regarded as a grand trial

and test of our fidelity to high principle—to the loftiest rectitude. If I

stood by one who towered far above me ; if ho wore conspicuous before

the world, and the shadow of his greatness flung mo into obsfurity ; if,

moreover, we had been companions and competitors, and I had laboured

as hard as he, and yet had failed to rise to the same elevation in talent,

or in social claims, or if I had risen to it, and yet the world would not
see it ; if, I say, I stood thus contrasted with another, thus neglected in

comparison with Iiim, and then should ask myself, whereto served this

difference, I should say—not to work in mo necessarily any reverence

or gratitude towards my fellow, but to prove and test and work out in

me a reverence for the greatness of virtue—to put me upon those deep,

unfathomed princii)les of my nature, tliat absorb all considerations of

self—to fill mo with a divine disinterestedness towards anotlier's virtue,

with a divine calmness in the consciousness of my own—to raise mo
.above, and carry me beyond, all worldly complainings, to the recognition

of the supreme privilege, blessing, haj)[»incss of loving the infinite beauty
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of truth, the iufinite glory of God. It is in this sharp contrast, in this

sore conflict, that virtue gains, perhaps, its highest triumph on earth.

Nor will it ever, either in this or a future world, escape this trial, this

great challenge to the noblest elevation ; for there it is written, that "one
star differeth from another in glory." But there, as the eternal ages

roU, as everlasting difference makes everlasting harmony—there will the

happy soul be for ever " satisfied with the likeness" of the Divinity—be

for ever " filled with all the fulness of God."
I have alluded to certain reasonings with regard to the inequalities of

the social condition ; but the controversy which the human heart has

with this state of things is full practical. How this controversy has

been carried on, and how it has failed of true success ; how it ought to

be carried on, and how it may attain to the most exalted triumph

—

these are the points which I propose now to consider.

It has been cai'ried on, first, with strife. A man has seen his fellow

rising above him ; succeeding beyond him in business and the acquisi-

tion of property, or gaining the praise of talent, distinguishing himself

by professional ability, or literary success ; and either way, and, indeed,

every way, winning the regard of society ; and in fine, taking that place

in public estimation, or in social life, which was the object of his ambi-

tion. Stung with jealousy and envy, he strives to equal or to surpass

his prosperous competitor. Day and night he thinks of this : it is the

secret, the unacknowledged, perhaps, but powerful impulse, which urges

him on to study, to business, to speculation, and to all sorts of plans

and schemings, by which he may rise. For this, the ambitious man
builds his house ; adorns it with costly furniture ; clothes his family with

splendour ; buys horses and carriages
; gives rich entertainments ; seeks

acquaintances that ai'e above him, neglects those that are below him;
puts on the best appearances ; talks much of his rich or distinguished

relations ; keeps out of sight things that make against him ; is silent

about his origin, his lowly, perhaps, but virtuous parentage ; lives, a
hypocrite ; labours, a drudge ; wears out his hfe with toil and anxiety ;

and all—to rise. Does he succeed? Can he, in fact, succeed in any
manner, that ought to satisfy a rational being? I say, no. First, be-

cause his course is always agitating, irritating, full of trouble and dis-

comfort ; and secondly, because the end of a selfish and worldly ambi-

tion, when it is reached, is scarcely more satisfactory than its beginning.

Why? Because there are always things beyond it, just as much de-

sired as those which it has already gained. Ask any of the thousands

who have succeeded, from among the millions who have sought, and
they will tell you, that they are not yet satisfied ; that the circle of their

ambition is only widened ; that the passion for distinction is only stimu-

lated : and as for those few of them who are approaching the goal of

supreme power, they need not tell you, for you will see, that they are

only straining every nerve harder to the course on which they are run-

ning. Can it be wisdom to live in this manner? Can that be wis-

dom, whose progress is continual vexation, and whose end is inevitable

disappointment?

But, in the next place, there is another, a rarer, and, indeed, it is

seldom more than an occasional, mood of mind, in which the trial of

social inequality is met. With this mood, the strife of ambition is over

for the time, and it sinks in low murmuring complaint, or wraps itself
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in the cheerless garment of misanthropy, or takes refuge behind the

hard and hidebound shieW of scorn. The man looks out and around
upon tlie splendour of earthly distinctions, and says, "Let it pass; I

will not see it; I will not know it. The proud and unjust world— I will

not seek its favour, nor love its praise. Sink, thou gorgeous phantom
of this world's magnificence, into the depths of eternity !—where thou
shalt soon go. Ila! thou art gone! Thou wert but a breath, a dream,
a cloud-castle; and thou art cfonc; and now I am as wise and good, as

if I were rich and great, and as if all the world rang with my name
alone. Empty breath of praise I why should I desire ye! Let mo
alone ; leave me to obscurity ; leave me to toil—and tears—I can bear
them!" But I say to that erring complainer— Is this, then, to bear
them? Is all this scorn not caring for the world? No ; tho poor man's
despite, the neglected man's disdain, the humble man's misanthropy,

so far from being lofty wisdom, is not even simple sincerity, nor ordinary
good sense. No ; it is not so that we are to battle with the gauds, and
honours, and tho pride of this world.

Nor, in the third place, is it any more justly, to do this battle, to fly,

as some do, to the heights of a mystic pietism. The one sinks beneath
tho conflict ; the other strives to rise above it ; both endeavour to escape
from it. I look upon a man whom disappointed ambition, whom earthly

mortification and chagrin only, have driven to religion, as upon a coward
who has run to a high tower from a post of danger and of duty. True
piety is not to lift a man above all comparison with his fellows, but to

sustain him in that comparison; to enable him, though feeling that he
is inferior, yet to be happy ; to enable him to say, as John said of Jesus,
" he must increase, but I must decrease," and yet to be happy—even
as when that noble-minded forerunner said, " the friend of the bride-

groom, who standeth and hearcth him, rejoiceth greatly, because of the

bridegroom's voice ; this my joy, therefore, is fulfilled." It is only a
false and erring piety which leads a man to say, " I am one of the elect

of God ; I am a favourite of Heaven ; and I compare not myself with tho
sons of earth ; I am altogether above and beyond all their questions

about precedence, and honour, and respectability." lie who stands

above all other men only in his conventicle or his conference-room, may
very well doubt whether his elevation be real, or his religion sound and
true. And it is only a false and erring piety, I repeat, which receives

earthly discontent and disdain into its bosom, but to lap them in celes-

tial visions, and to buoy them up to dreamy heights of contemplation,

above all the rough and staunch conflicts of social hfe. Many such re-

fuges of modem pietism have there l)een, answering, in this respect, the
same purpose as the )nonastcries and hermitages of old.

Extremes, indeed, there have always been, one way or tho other, to

which men liavo ever Ix^en retreating fi-om the close and pressing trials

of social ambition. On tho one hand, worldliness. wealth, rank, insignia,

costumes, have defended them against tho searching and honest compa-
rison of themselves with one another. On the other hand, they have
escaped into conventual seclusion aiid wild forest retreats—and farther

yet, into spiritual pride, niysticism, asceticism, and every strange va-

gary of fanciful virtue and imaginary devotion.

This will not do. These artificial defences must be removed ; these

refuges of lies must bo swept away. »So are not the trials of society to
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be met. No victory is to be gained tbroiigli such means, but only a

kind of safety. No courage is to be nurtured in this way ; no fearless

truth, no gentle humility, nothing half so beautiful even as the virtue

of the old chivalry; but only haughtiness, pride, either worldly or

spiritual, a dreamy self-importance, an imbecile reliance on circum-

stances. The man whom wealth, office, or a title—whom parentage,

cast, or a mystic pietism, lifts above the fair comparison of himself with

others, is so far safe, indeed; and he may bless his condition, his

defences, his armour, if he pleases—may bless the friendly cloud that

wraps him from the glittering weapons of his adversary ; but he stands

not up in the manly, brave, and beautiful conflict of social competition.

For that conflict, I say, may be beautiful. I know that it commonly
elicits the worst passions, and unfolds the worst aspects of human na-

ture. That is precisely because it is the severest trial of human nature.

But the severest trial is always designed to develop the noblest virtue, and

may develop it. The result need not be, what it is often seen to be

—

anger, envy, bitterness—the quarrel of authors, the strifes of rivals, the

poor contentions of families, the miserable jealousies and heart-burnings

of society. The result may be as beautiful as the trial is severe.

How this effect is to be wrought out, it is now my purpose to show.

You stand then among those who, in common with yourselves, are

desirous of the attention, the esteem, the praise of society. You are

naturally led to compare your success, in this respect, with theirs. You
do not escape this comparison by fleeing to a hermitage, far from the

converse of man
;
you do not escape it by taking refuge behind the

escutcheon of I'ank, the honours of a noble birth ; you do not escape it,

let us suppose, by mounting up into the heights of a false and mystic

devotion ;
you are a man

;
you stand among men, and are one of them.

Especially, in this country, do you thus stand. There are no nurselings

of church or state here; no baby favourites of society here, to be fondled

in the lap of primogeniture ; no froward children to be pacified with

bright toys, with coronets and titles. The swaddling-clothes of old

feudal institutions are here flung aside. You stand among men only

as a man, and—be it for good or for evil—altogether as a man. You
may be a child of wealth, but the son of the poorest man, from the

most barren mountain-side in the country, has a fair chance to outstrip

you in the race of honour, and to take a higher place in the world than

you ; and he probably will do so. But not to insist on this—here you

stand, I say, among a thousand competitors ; and of almost every man
to whom I could speak in society, I might safely say, somebody is above

you—somebody has surpassed you—some other, in your own walk.

Another preacher has more hearers ; another lawyer more clients

;

another physician more patients ; another author more readers ; another

candidate for the attention of society, educated and trained up with

yourself perhaps, has more notice, more invitations, more caressings,

from the great world than you have. Now, how is this to be met?
There are three conditions under which this superior success may be

gained, to which different considerations are applicable. Let us dwell

upon them for a moment.
In the first place, you may say, that it has been unfairly gained

;

that management and chicanery in a profession, dishonesty in business,

or insincerity and sycophancy in society, have carried it over yen.
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Then, I ask, would you take that success on condition of adopting the

same expedients, the same character? Would you exchange your
happiness for such happiness? Is such advancement any real success?

If you think so, you arc not true to yourself. If you cannot stand
calmly and see such air-bubhles as quackery, falsehood, and vanity,

rising around and above you, you have yet to learn wliat is tlie true

dignity and self-respect of a man. " But it is rather hard, after all,"

you may say ; and besides, the questions, you may remind me, are not
such unniixed questions as I state ; your rivals have certain merits ; it

is by mixuig up certain otlier and lighter things with them, that they
rise above you. Then, I say, yon must make your election. If you
will avail yourself of those other things, you may also have the envied

success, such as it is—unsatisfactory while it lasts, and likely enough to

1)0 short-lived—but such as it is, you may have it. But if you will not
make that compromise, if you will keep your integrity, then bo your
integrity your reward. It is reward enough. It is, indeed, the true

success. I do not deny that it will cost you an effort, a trial. I look

upon society as designed, through its very injustice, to put our truth,

simplicity, and independence, to severe proof. But let them stand the

proof, and tliey shall come forth as gold purified from the furnace.

But, in the next j)lace, it may be true, that others have surpassed

you, by superior industry, by harder study, by greater efforts to accom-
l)lish themselves, and to render their manners agreeable to the world
around them. Of tliis case, there is, of course, nothing to bo said, but

that all complaint on tlio part of tlic indolent and negligent is totall}'-

uureasonablc ; and, indeed, is not to be reasoned with, but only to be
rebuked.

Witliout dwelling upon this, therefore, I pass at once to the third,

and, to most persons probably, the hardest case of all: the case, I mean,
in which the superiority of one to another is the gift of nature, or of

circumstances. One inherits wealth ; another has beauty ; a third is

endowed with high intellectual gifts. And from one or another of these

causes, or from aU of them combined, some are placed above you in the

world, and, perhaps, far above you. They are sought, as you are not

sought ; they arc admired and praised, as you are not admired and
praised. Attention, adulation, homage, are poured out in lavish

abundance at their feet ; their names are written in every newspaper,

or mentioned in every drawing-room ; while you sit in silent places,

beneath the shadow of the domestic roof, or by the humble way-side of

life ; and the great world passes you by, without comment or inquiry.

This, I say, is one of tlie great trials of society ; this is, perhaps, the

greatest trial in its utmost pressure ; and I come now again to tho

(juestion, how is it to be met?
My answer to this question will relate, first to the distinction itself,

and next, to the state of mind with which it is to be regarded.

In the first place, tho distinction is far less than it seems ; 1 mean
that it is far less to the successful aspirant, than it seems to tho observer.

Somebody is above him, as far as he is above you ; and lie is, perhaps,

as little satisfied with his advancement, as you are with yours, llo I

does not estimate his success as you do ; and he is, probably, just as

anxious to rise to some liighcr point, as you are to rise to his point.

Tiie same questions, it is likely, the same trials, arc passing in his mind
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that are passing in yours. Nay, how often is it the case, that the man,

upon whose position you are looking with admiration, and almost with

envy, whom you dare not approach, by whom you imagine that your

attentions would be scorned ; how often is he pining, in discontent, in

loneliness, and under fancied neglect! The cup of successful ambition,

I doubt not, is often drank in soUtariness, and is dashed besides with

many a bitter ingredient.

But, in the next place, distinction is not only less than it seems, but

it is, in another respect, of far less importance than it seems. It is so,

I mean, in this respect ; that it has no peculiar portion in the love of

society. Admiration, praise, notice, it may have ; but love is not the

guerdon of success. That belongs to goodness, and to goodness alone.

It is not talent, wealth, or beauty, that wins affection. No ; let it not

be thought, that God has dealt so unequally with his earthly children

as to make the dearest boon of social existence, love, to depend on any

factitious or arbitrary distinctions. He has thrown lighter toys among
those children, to fall irregularly, and to be gathered unequally, and

according to no strict rule of justice—fortunes and honours, stars and

coronets, and crowns, has he thus disposed of, to be scrambled for ; and

often to be crushed and spoiled in the grasp which gains them ; but so

has he not disposed of the solid and enduring wealth of love. No ; not

to high birth nor haughty rank; not to beauty, proud of peerless

charms ; not to genius, that stands aloft in misanthropic scorn : to none

of these is love given. It is dispensed on a more rigorous condition.

It is no chance prize, no "accident of an accident." It is taken out

of the blind lottery of life. To goodness, and to goodness only, is

true love given. And well, full well, is that boon earned, and dearly,

most dearly is it cherished, in ten thousand thousand dwellings,

unadorned by wealth, unknown to fame, unvisited by the flaunting

robes of worldly fashion. By those still waters of deep, pure love, let

the multitudes of men sit down ; of those silent fountains let them
drink deep, and not disturb them, nor turn them into bitterness, by
eager and angry struggles for the lighter gifts of worldly distinction.

But I have admitted that these gifts have their value ; and conceding

this to them, I am to consider, in the second place, and finally, with

what state of mind they are to be regarded.

And the first feeling which is called for in the circumstances, is one

of profound submission to the will of God. Your neighbour holds a
position above you, I have supposed, not merely by the aid of arts which

you cannot practise, and do not envy ; not alone by means of superior

industry or study, to which you are bound injustice to give place; but

by the force of talents or other recommendations, which he owes to the

sovereign Dispenser of every blessing. It is God, therefore, who has

made you to differ. Was it for you to demand of the great Creator

what measure of abilities, what charms of person, what endowments of

fortune, or what honours of parentage, he should bestow upon you?

Even if you could perceive no good reasons in the general economy of

things, why one human being should differ from another ; even if you

thought it ever so desirable that all men, in natural advantages, should

stand on a perfect level, it is enough for you to know, that disparity is

the sovereign ordination of the infinite will. Thy neighbour's great-

ness, be it derived from original talent, from beauty, or high parentage,
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is the shrine of the Almighty Sovereignty. Before it, thou shouldst

stand in awe ; in awe, I say, not of thy neighljour, but in awe of God.
And the voice which comes to that shrine, to thy murmuring thouglit

is, " Bo still, and know that I am God!" Dost thou complain of this?

As well mightst thou demand, that some higher world had been
assigned thco for thy sphere ! As well mightst thou demand, tliat thou

hadst beeu made one of a loftier order of creatures—angel or archangel.

Here I might pause. But I would not leave the subject without

pointing out some other states of mind, with which the trial, whether

of real or supposed inferiority, is to be met. With this purpose in view,

let us look at our own nature, and let us look around us upon our fellow-

men. To gain the end in view, it is needful to look upon our fellow-

men with lovo and confidence— upon our own nature, with devout

gratitude and veneration.

Upon our fellow-men, I say, let us look with love, with confidence.

To our peace of mind, this is essential. A man may think lightly of

this advice ; he may disdain to submit the high controversy with his

rivals to a moral force ; he may smile in derision, when wo put forward

the dictates of a gentle and loving spirit, to wrestle with the strong and
stormy passions of human life ; he may say, that it is as if we sent a
child into the battle of armed men

; yet let me tell that man, that

this is tlie only thing—this child in tlie man's heart—this child-like

love, this child-like confidence—is the only thing tliat can bring the

poor and miserable strifes and envyings of the world to an end. Let

him call it what he will—weak, poor-spirited, mean—it is the only thing

that can help him. That emblem-child wliich our Saviour once set in

the midst of his ambitious disciples, is hero the only powerful teacher.

Refuse that teaching, pursue the worldly course—refuse, in short, to

stand in any relation to your fellow-beings, but that of strife for the

precedence, and there is no help for you. It is not in heaven nor

earth to help you. It is thus, that the disinterested love of our kind is

made a necessity ; not to be dispensed with, but upon condition of giv-

ing up all true peace of mind. Thus stern and uncompromising is tho

language of Providence. If you had been called upon only to love and
admire beings far above you, in some loftier sphere of existence, it had
been easy. So had you been little tried. But you are placed side by
side, with beings who, some of them, tower above you ; you are placed

in this close pressure of social competition—and why? It is, I say, that

every particle of mean selfishness, and base envy, may be expelled from
your bosom. Love, then—pure, confiding, generous, disinterested love

—has become to you a necessity ; you cannot do without it. You might
have stood without it on some solitary and barren point, alone in the

creation ; but, in tho world, you cannot live and be ha])])y without it.

And how often have I seen, and surely was struck with observing it,

that simple love, sim])le confidence, simj)le self-forgetfulness, makes its

way in the world, makes its way to the heart, penetrates through all

barriers—finding everywhere an open door, and good welcome and ac-

ceptance ! I will not say that it was plain in person, poor in estate, or

humble in condition ; it might be so, or it might not ; but this 1 mean
to say, that in every sphere, disinterested gootlncss is the pre-eminent
quality ; happy in itself, and most likely, other things l)eing equal, to

be happy in tho love of others. Yes, amidst all the selfishness and in-
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justice of the world, this is true. And, therefore, would I seud every

complainer, every murmurcr, every jealous, or anxious, or desponding

person, that is ever thinking of himself— I would send him to the school

of love—to the school of Christ. Thou mayest seek, restless, discon-

tented one! many resources, many reliefs; but thou must come to

Christ, if ever thou wouldst find rest to thy soul. This is no cant-

language, no language of the pulpit merely ; it is the language of sim-

ple truth ; the only language that applies to the simple, actual relations

of being to being. Had there been no Bible, had there been no

religion, it were true. Never canst thou look rightly upon thy

neighbour, upon thy companion, soaring above thee, unless thou lookest

upon him in a kindly and loving spirit. This only can compose the

miserable strifes of society. Come down, celestial goodness!—as an
angel, come down ; and unseal the fountains of healing, and spread new
life and beauty over the barrenness of an unkindly, envious, and un-

happy world

!

One further consideration I have mentioned, and to that I would in-

vite your attention for a moment in close. It is the consideration of

our nature.

Your neighbour is above you in the world's esteem, perhaps—above

you, it may be, in fact ; but what are you ? You are a man ;
you are

a rational and religious being ; you are an immortal creature. Yes, a

glad and glorious existence is yours; your eye is open to the lovely and
majestic vision of nature ; the paths of knowledge are around you, and
they stretch onward to eternity ; and, most of all, the glory of the infi-

nite God, the all-perfect, all-wise, and all-beautiful, is unfolded to you.

What now, compared with this, is a little worldly eclat? The treasures

of infinity and of eternity are heaped upon thy labouring thought ; can

that thought be deeply occupied with questions for mortal prudence?

It is as if a man were enriched by some generous benefactor, almost

beyond measure, and should find nothing else to do, but to vex him-

self and complain, because another man was made a few thousands

richer.

Where, unreasonable complainer ! dost thou stand, and what is around
thee ? The world spreads before thee its sublime mysteries, where the

thoughts of sages lose themselves in wonder ; the ocean lifts up its eternal

anthems to thine ear ; the golden sun lights thy path ; the wide heavens

stretch themselves above thee, and worlds rise upon worlds, and systems

beyond systems, to infinity : and dost thou stand in the centre of all

this, to complain of thy lot and place ! Pupil of that infinite teaching I

minister at Nature's great altar! child of heaven's favour! ennobled

being! redeemed creature ! must thou pine in sullen and envious me-
lancholy amidst the plenitude of the whole creation?

But thy neighbour is above thee, thou sayest. What then ? What
is that to thee? What, though the shout of millions rose around

him? What is that, to the million-voiced nature that God has given
thee ? That shout dies away into the vacant air; it is not his ; but thy
nature—thy favoured, sacred, and glorious nature—is thine. It is the

reahty— to which praise is but a fleeting breath. Thou canst meditate
the things which applause but celebrates. In that thou art a man, thou
art infinitely exalted above what any man can be in that he is praised.

I had rather he the humblest man in the world, than barely he thought
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greater than the greatest. Tlic beggar is greater as a man, than is tho
man merel}- as a king. Not one of the crowds that listened to the elo-

quence of Demosthenes and Cicero—not one who lias bent with admira-
tion over the pages of Homer or Shakspeare—not one who followed

in the train of Ca3sar or of Napoleon, would part with tho humblest
power of thought, for all the fame that is echoing over the world, and
through the ages.

Upon those mighty resources, then, upon tliose infinite benefactions

of thy being, cast tliyself, and bo satisfied. Thou canst read ; thou
canst think ; thou canst feel ; thou canst love—and be loved ; tliou

canst love the infinitely lovely:—say, then, that it is enough! In that

ocean of good, let poor and pitiful pride and ambition be swallowed up.

Amidst an infinitude of blessings, let humble gratitude and boundless

reverence be the permanent forms and characters of thy being.
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ON THE PLACE WHICH

EDUCATION AND RELIGION MUST HAVE
IN THE

IMPEOVEMENT OF SOCIETY.

2 Peter i. 5—Y :
" Add to your faith, virtue ; and to viiiue, knowledge ; and

to knowledge, temperance ; and to temperance, patience ; and to patience,

godliness ; and to godliness, brotherly kindness ; and to brotherly kindness,

charity."

I HAVE thus far, in this series of discourses on society, been occupied

chiefly with the consideration of evils and dangers. I shall in this

discourse, invite your attention to remedial and conservative principles.

It is not my intention, however, to apply them to the evils abeady
stated, since it was natural to connect, with the notice of them, some

consideration of the proper remedies ; and since there are other evils no

less obvious and urgent. I may add here, that I aim at no completeness

in this series of discourses ; my plan is to notice only such topics,

however isolated and disconnected, as justly press themselves upon our

attention, in the moral views which we are taking of modern society.

The principles of improvement and safety which I propose now to

examine, are education and religion. The space which 1 shall be able

to give to these subjects, in a single discourse, must be, compared with

their importance, very small ; and, indeed, instead of attempting fully

to discuss their social bearings, my purpose rather is, in accordance

with the hint of my text, to suggest some things which need to be added

to the popular views of them.

But let us consider, for a moment, the state of things on which these

suggestions are to bear.

It is, doubtless, a very extraordinary state of things. Its distinctive

feature is a grand popular movement, slowly propagating itself through

all civilized nations—a revolution of ideas, which is elevating the mass
of mankind to importance and power ; and, in fact, to the eventual

government of the world. It is a revolution which goes alike beyond

all former examples in history, and principles in philosophy. The
education of this age—that mass of sentiment and maxims which it has

received from former ages—does not prepare it to understand itself.

Though the noblest genius and philosophy of former times have been

distinguished by their generous recognition of the claims of humanity

;

yet they have seldom descended to work out the great problem of

human rights. They have shown more admiration for human nature,

than confidence in it. Their speculations, indeed, have proceeded upon
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grounds widely different from the present state of facts. When Aris-

totle discoursed in sucli discouraging terms on the populai* tendencies,

he discoursed concerning a people that could not read ; that had no
newspapers ; that were ignorant and brutal, compared witli our educated

and Christian communities. When Plato reasoned of his ideal republic,

his ground was pure hypothesis ; his work pure fiction. The philosophy

of modern politics has not been written in past times ; it cannot be
written now ; that work, I believe, in its full perfection must be left to

a future age. I do not pretend to say what it will bo ; the principle of

intelligent Christian freedom, may develope results that are out of the

range of our present contemplation. But this, I think, is evident, that

when the future philosopher and historiograplier rises, that shall

analyze and portray the stupendous revolution that is now passing in

tlio civilized world, he will speak of a revolution having no precedent in

history. None was ever so universal, so profound, or so fearful : aU
former revolutions have been local, occasional, and sanguinary. In
former days, when power has been wrested from its despotic possessor,

it has been done only by a violent and bloody hand. But now, an
influence, silent and irresistible, is rising up from tho mass of the

pooi)le, and is stealing from thrones, and princedoms, and hierarchies,

their unjust prerogatives ; and, at the same time, as if by some wonder-
working magic, is making their incumbents helpless to resist, and even
willing to obey. Potentates are learning a new lesson, and so are the

people too. Before, revolutions have been violent and bloody, from the

very weakness of those who have carried them on, from the very uncer-

tainty whether they should succeed. Now, the people arc reposing in

calm security upon their undoubted strcrigth. Assurance has made
them moderate. Let no one mistake their moderation for apathy, or

their quietness for defeat ; for they are calm only in proportion as they
are determined and sure.*

Such is, undoubtedly, the character of the present era, however we
may regard the good or the evil involved in it. To me, 1 confess, it is

far the most momentous and sublime era in the history of the world.

The introduction of Christianity, and the discovery of printing—the

two greatest events on record—arc, in fact, now producing, for tho first

time, on the broad theatre of national fortunes, the very results which
we are witnessing. They have given birtli, if not to the free principles

of modern times, at least to their free action. Like the sun and tho

moon in heaven, they have penetrated by their influence the great deep
of society. The ctfect produced, may well a^-akcn that solemn and
even religious emotion in the mind, of which a late distinguished writer

has spoken. What is now presented to the attention of tlie world, is

not, as formerly, kingdoms convulsed, or navies wrecked upon tho
shore, but that "tide in the affairs of men," that slow rising, and
gradual swelling, of the whole ocean of society, which is to bear every-
thing upon its bosom.

It is scarcely possible to speak of this great movement of modern

* Xotbinfj surj>ri8e(l me inoro, four years ago in Enjijland, tlian wliat anj.earcd,
at first sight, this apathy; this mocU'ratod tone of tlic most radical iTtonners:
hut how iiiucii more was I struck, to find, on closer observation, this deeper
<l(tennination, this repose of conscious strength; the puqiose to succeed not
weakened, but unlv sti'onger in its calmness I

Jl
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society, without something like anxiety and apprehension. The very
terms, in whicli our conceptions of it naturally clothe themselves, hear

an aspect as of something portentous and fearful. And that there is

actual danger in this revolution of opinions, I am so far from denying,

that it is the vei'y purpose of this discourse to discuss the only principles

of safety.

But, at the same time, I cannot take my place among the alarmists.

I cannot believe that the feeling of apprehension, which is springing up
all over the civilized world, is justified in its full extent. There are

dangers, doubtless : what season of probation for high ends ever failed

to be a season of peril? To warn one another of that peril ; to summon
brave, honest, and true hearts, to meet it ; to stand amidst the people

as one of their brethren, and to lift up the voice of friendly admonition,

is well. How well it is to stand aloof from them, and to fling down
discouragement and scorn upon the popular cause, I must leave others

to determine. But this I must say, that if indeed that cause shall fail,

if the future historian of this momentous period must write its story in

tears and blood, I shaU ever believe it will be, in part, because the

proper intellectual guides of the world were not true to the solemn

trust I'eposed in them. It is, indeed, an extraordinary fact— a fact

reversing, in a striking manner, the usual course of things—that while

opinion ordinarily propagates itself from the more educated to the more
ignorant classes, the popular cause is now rising and swelhng against

tlae loudest remonstrances of so many superior minds, as if it were,

indeed, an ocean-tide, against which nothing is destined to prevail.

This remonstrance, this alarm, seems to me, I have ventured to say,

to be carried to an unwarrantable extent. Alarm, indeed, appears to

be one of the epidemic diseases of the age. Every religious association,

every little spiritual coterie, every school of sect, speculation, and
philanthropy, is trembling for the fate of the world. Noiv, the philo-

sophy of the world is going to ruin it ; then, its extravagance, intem-

perance, licentiousness, is to do the work ; then popery, heresy,

infidelity, is elevated to this bad eminence in mischief. The danger
from some of these quarters I freely admit ; but, it is really worth while

to observe, through how many prophecies of ruin, through how many
critical and doomed periods, the world has lived. Truly, one is some-

times tempted to say to these alarmists, " Good sirs, have a little

patience ; the world is likely to last our time ; the purposes of Provi-

dence wiU stand, though you be disappointed in some of your favourite

theories or projects."

It is one efiect of this alarm, to turn the public attention too much
to immediate and palpable resorts for safety, to the readiest instruments

that come to hand, rather than to those deep and broad foundations

which must be laid in the moral education, the cultivated and spiri-

tualized mind, of the community. Thus, if some Constitution can be
preserved, if some House of Lords can be hedged about with impreg-
nable defences, it seems to be thought that the world wiU be saved.

Thus almost all the reforms of the day are turning upon some palpable

evil; as intemperance, licentiousness, pauperism. But important, or
otherwise, as any of these efforts may be, there is a work of redemption
that must go deeper, must go down into the heart of the world, or it

will not be saved, in the great crisis that is approaching. How easy
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were it to show, that there are evils lying beneath, all palpable evils,

and which, if the same universal attention were fixed upon them, would
appear far greater. Intemperance, licentiousness, pauperism, and with

these, popular violence, mobs, and tumults, are all but indexes of

deeper evils, symptoms of deeper maladies, that are seated in the very
heart of society. Alas ! the world is not well, is not happy in itself

—

the infinite wants of humanity are not provided for—else, would not
the world break out, on every hand, for relief from those necessities

and pains that are preying upon its inmost bosom.
I must add, that even where tlie real conservative principles, educa-

tion and religion, are resorted to, they are too often, I fear, but super-

ficially regarded ; and are, as they are used, but ready instruments,

instead of being considered as deep principles and thorough remedies.

If education with us is a mere technical system, a mere teaching of the

arts and sciences commonly learned in schools ; if religion is a mere
state-engine, or only a form or creed, or barely a charity to the poor
and vicious, neither will exert the needed influence. It is striking to

obsei've, that the whole strength of the Tory party in England, all its

will, wish, and thought about religion, seems to be occupied with the
preservation of a visible Establishment. I may do injustice to this aim,
but it seems to me that it is, in the hands of many of its most earnest

supporters, the mere worldly scheme of worldly men ; and certain I am,
that no such scheme will answer now. I maintain, on the contrary,

that deeper views of education and religion must be added to those

which now prevail ; that to education must be added a moral influence,

and to religion a deeper philosophy and a more thoroughly practical

character, in order to make them the guardian powers that the present

age requires. And these are the positions of which it is now my
further purpose to attempt some illustration.

The first subject to be considered is education. From the earliest

settlement of the country, this has engaged the earnest attention of our
communities, We have set the first example in the world, of the in-

struction of the whole mass of the people. Education has ever been
our watch-word, and our boast. No celebration of any public festival,

no grave dissertation of the closet upon our institutions, ever omits the

recognition of its importance. On every side, it is constantly repre-

sented as the sheet-anchor of our liberty.

Well is it that we pay this homage to education ; but have wo suf-

ficiently considered what it must be, to answer tlie end proposed?
Have we not made it a mere watchword? Have we not regarded it as

a mere talisman, and expected some magical effects from it, ratlier than
entered into a deep consideration of its nature; of the qualities which
adapt it in the preservation of the national order and security?

I beg attention to this inquiry. And for the purpose of awakening
that attention, I wish to present to you one or two extraordinary facts

bearing on this point, from the history of education in Europe. In
Prussia, where, so far as mechanism is concerned, the most perfect

system of pubhc instruction ever known lias recently l)oen adopted—in

that kingdom, I say, education is considered as nothing without reli-

gion. " The first vocation of every school," says one of its ordinances,
" is to train up the young in such a manner as to implant in their

minds a knowledge of tlie relation of man to God, and, at the same
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time to excite both the will and the strength to govern their lives

after the spirit and precepts of Christianity. Schools must early train

children to piety, and, therefore, must strive to second and complete
the early instructions of parents." Again, in France, which some while

since sent one of her most distinguished philosophers * to inquire into

the Prussian system of education, and where that system, but without
its religious influence, has been partially adopted, we are presented with

this extraordinary and astounding statement,—viz. tluxt in the best edu-

cated departments, the greatest amount of crime has been found to exist.

This is not an observation made at hazard ; it is absolutely a matter of

statistics. Nakedly stated, the fact is this; that education in France
has produced crime. This, at least, is what is admitted by the friends

of education in France, and insisted upon by its enemies in England;!
and with my views of the subject, I have no difficulty in admitting that

it is true.

For this is the view which I take : tliat education, considered simply

as instruction in reading, wi'iting, arithmetic, &c. ; education, separate

from any moral influence, does not necessarily tend to make any people

better, and may be easily perverted, so as to make them worse.
" Knowledge," it is often said, " is power ;" but it is power as capable

of bad as of good uses. Thus, the knowledge of reading and writing

communicated to a people, may only increase the number of forgers and
counterfeiters : the knowledge of arithmetic may only multiply the

chances of knavery in accounts. Thus, also, an acquaintance through
newspapers with the conduct of government, or of obnoxious individuals,

may urge a simple people to disaffection and treason, or hun-y a quiet

people into mobs and tumults. And, in tlie same way, general know-
ledge, into which no moral principles are infused, may lead men to am-
bition, discontent, envy, and unhappiness, and by these means, to ex-

cess, extravagance, and vice. But I am speaking mainly of that

particular knowledge which is commonly gained in schools. There is,

indeed, a higher intelligence which is favourable to virtue, inasmuch as it

sees all else but virtue to be utter folly and mistake : but of knowledge
considered as a mere technical acquisition, I say, that it is a mere in-

strument, whose use and utility wiU depend on its moral direction.

It is upon these clear and indisputable grounds, that I maintain the

necessity of adding to our knowledge, virtue : to our system of educa-
tion, a moral and spiritual influence. Other things must be taught in

our schools, besides the elements usually considered as belonging to

them. Good morals and pious sentiments should bo as anxiously and
earnestly taught, as reading and writing.

But I must not be content on this vital point with a general state-

ment. Education, in the largest sense, is the preparation of the mind
for the scene in which it is to act. What, then, should be the educa-
tion of a free people; and, indeed, of human beings as such? I an-

swer : that our youth should be taught, at some period before they leave

the common schools, that they are to be electors, jurors, magistrates,

and, perhaps, legislators ; and thus, virtually, rulers of the country.

They should be made to feel something of the weighty charge that is

* Cousin. See his Report on the Prussian System.

t See an article on Democracy, in Blackwood's Magazine, No. 225.
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about to bo devolved upon them. They should be made to understand

the duties to their country and to their God, whicli are implied in the

trust they are about to assume. Were this faithfully taught in all our

schools, wo might hope, ere long, to see a time when the M-hole political

action of the country should not run to passion, and caprice, and pre-

judice, and a mere contest for the mastery. Were this done, we might

hope to sec, ere long, an end of that pernicious distinction which is now
made between individual and party morality, between personal and

official conscience ; and political confidence and public honour would

no longer bo heaped upon men whose lives are stained with private

vices. Again, an education of youth for the part thoy have to act in

our communities, should enter deeply into their social relations ; should

imbue their minds with independence, magnanimity, candour, and
courtesy ; should put them on their guard against ambitious aspirings

and preying discontents ; should moderate the strife for social prece-

dence; should teach respect for the laws; should clothe the constitution

of the country with an inviolable panoply ; should arm the majesty of

legal justice with the authority of conscience. In fine, an education for

life essentially involves tho deepest principles of religion ; and though

the family is the great school for this kind of education, yet no school

should fail of recognising it as a part of the nurture and discipline of

youth. Tho weariness and ennui that are commonly witnessed in our

schools, tho indocility and insubordination of whicii there is so much
complaint, arise, in a considerable measure, from the want of any per-

ceived connexion between them and the practical objects of life. The
child docs not well understand what all this study is for. Place, then,

before him the scene of life, make it a part of the regular business of

instruction to speak to him of the situations in which he will be placed,

and of what will bo a just and noble conduct in them ; and then, as

surely as human nature has any principles to be relied on, their atten-

tion and interest will be aroused. The ends of life, the principles of

happiness, the art of living—physically, mentally, and morally consi-

dered—the morals of business and pleasure, the occupations and callings

of men, carried into detail—what they are, what are the instruments

they work with, what is their utility, what ai-e their duties—all these

subjects, not in dry and abstract terms, such as 1 now use, but with

vivid, and almost dramatic representation, might bo presented to our

youth, and contribute to that intelligence and virtue, which are tho

basis of our national well-being and safety.

Education must rise among us, or tho nation must sink. That it

will advance, I cannot doubt, when I see the spirit that is manifested

in various parts of the country. But there is one alarming fact, that

ought to fix tho attention of the country till it is aroused to greater ex-

ertions than it has yet put forth. Tho progress of population, in some

of tho States, is, at this moment, outstripping the progress of education.

There was a time, when scarcely a youth could bo found in the whole

nation, who was not taught the elements of learning. The number of

tho uninstructe<l is now some hundreds of tliousands, if it must not, in-

deed, be stated to 1)0 more tlian a million! I know not in what terms

to dwell upon this fact, that shall present its full claims npon the pub-

lic attention. If nations, as such, have ever any vocation, ours is to

educate the people. If rrovidencc ever laid a weight of obligation, like
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the weight of destiny, upon any people, it has laid that obligation upon

us. If it ever spread before the eyes of any people the yawning gulf

of destruction, and distinctly warned them to beware of it, it has spread

before us, in that character, the dark gulf of popular ignorance. Into

it the nation will inevitably descend, unless it is closed up. No single

sacrifice, like the fabled sacrifice of the Roman Curtius, can avert the

danger. The fearful cliasm in our popular education can be closed only

by the united efforts of the whole people. A representative govern-

ment represents the character of the people: and that government

which represents prevailing ignorance, degradation, brutality, and
passion, has its fate as certainly sealed, as if, from the cloud that en-

velopes the future, a hand came forth and wrote upon your mountain

walls, the doom of utter perdition!

To avert such a doom, the next great power to which we appeal, is

religion. Intelligence and religion are the two grand conservative prin-

ciples of all society ; and neither of them can be relied on, to the exclu-

sion of the other. Religion is wanted to give to intelligence a right

direction ; and intelligence is equally wanted to make religion rational,

sober, and wise ; to preserve it from superstition and fanaticism ; from

that fatal substitution, so common, of forms, and fancies, and articles

of faith, for practical virtue. I say, that neither of these great conser-

vative principles can be dispensed with. Many political economists

have insisted on the necessity of education, without seeming to be sen-

sible of the necessity of religion : but I cannot understand upon what
ground a man can believe in one, without believing in the other. Nay,

if I believed in neither, if I looked upon the frame of society only with

the eye of an artist, if I cared not what became of human governments,

or the human character, or anything else human, I should still be com-
pelled to see and admit, that there is no basis for human welfare, indi-

vidual, social, or national, none conceivable or possible, none provided

by the great framer of the world, but intelligence and virtue.

But it is not my pui'pose, in this discourse, to defend so large, and, I

hope, so evident a proposition. It is my design rather, as I have stated

it, to point out an extension of the great conservative principles, which,

I apprehend, is not equally admitted, or, at least, not equally consi-

dered. This design, so far as it relates to religion, contemplates that

subject in two relations to the general welfare ; first to the poor and
distressed classes of society, and secondly, to the whole body.

With regard to pauperism, and its consequent miseries and vices, the

religious action of society has hitherto mostly contented itself with cha-

rities ; with means and ellbrts directed to the rehef of its palpable evils.

I trust the time has now arrived, when a new principle is to be adopted.

This principle is, to do the least possible for the body, and the utmost

possible for the mind ; to apply ourselves directly to the root of all evil,

the soul's ignorance and debasement; to elevate the physical condition,

through the improvement of the moral condition.

It has at length been found out, that general and indiscriminate cha-

rities only multiply the evils which they propose to relieve ; that pau-

perism grows by what it thus feeds on. The history of English charities

has shown this on a large scale, and our own experience, so far as we
have followed that example, has brought out the same result. This

treatment of pauperism constantly produces a twofold effect: physical
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necessity and mental imbecility together, grow and thrive upon it. So
certain is this, that beggary has become, to every reflecting man who
has looked into the subject, the index to tho saddest combination of

physical and moral evils. In Europe there is more apology for it. But
I confess that in our country, in our streets, it affects mo to see a man
or a woman stretch out the hand for alms ; for I know that, in almost

all cases, it is an indication just as clear as if a placard were presented

by that hand, setting forth a story of indolence, improvidence, vice, and
degradation. And just as plainly would a true hand-writing show, that

to give to such applicants is, in almost every instance, only to increase

all that debasement and misery. Nay, and I am inclined to think,

tliere is more suffering that is buried in silence, ay, and clothed in the

decent garb of respectable poverty, than is indicated by the brazen beg-

gary of the streets. Still I admit that such cases are to be attended

to ; bnt I maintain, that the only right attention is that which follows

them to their homes. AVhen it finds there sickness, or helpless age, or

xn'gent distress, which for the moment nothing else can meet, it is to

give relief. But the grand pruiciple of all wise charity is, that he who
would benefit a poor family, must visit it, must make himself ac-

quainted witli its condition and character, and must apply himself to the

removal of tliose mental and moral evils which lie at tlie foundation of

all its wants and miseries.*

in fine, religion, when it addresses itself to the relief of indigence,

must learn to respect the poor, and to feel for them. " To goodness

we must add brotherly kindness." I fear we little know w'hat a deep

and almost terrific sentiment of hatred, is often engendered in the

breasts of the poor by the ordinary administration of charities. They
feel themselves degraded, rather than obliged, by this manner of giving;

they become, in fact, enemies of their benefactors. They have their

part to play as well as the philanthropists ; they consider it a sort of

contest between them ; and their business is to get all they can, to de-

ceive as mucli as possible, and to remunerate themselves, to the utmost,

for tho unhappy and degrading relation which they sustain to their su-

periors. This is liuman nature : and it is only by forgetting what humaa
nature is, that we have been able to overlook this inevitable result. A
man is not to be relieved as your horse or your dog may be ; it must be

done with a sentiment of respect. I would that a new mode of giving

were introduced, more accordant with the humanity and gentleness of

tho Gospel. I would that a man should bo pained by having a feUow-

being approach him in the humble attitude of a beggar. I would that

a flush of ingenuous and sympathizing shame should overspread the

brow of the giver. Alms are not to be a matter of business ; and yet

let it be considered whether all public and indiscriminate cliarities will

not, withont the greatest care, inevitably be of this cliaractcr. They
must not bo conferred upon the poor with indifference, or flung to them
with contempt.

Would you do good then to your poor brethren of the human family

—respect them, love them, feel for them. Go forth, and commune

• On tliis head, I cannot do anythiim so well, as to rofor the reader to Mr.
AiTiold's last admirable Ke]>t»rt. It is Air. A.'s " Seventh Sctni-aunual Report
of his service as Minister at large in New Yurk."
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with them. Lay aside your robes of pride ; they will but entangle you.
Go freely forth, and as you have opportunity, mingle with them ; com-
mune with them frankly ; help them ; comfort them ; make them respect

themselves ; make them virtuous ; make them happy. How can you
hope to do the good you ought to do, to your poor brethren, till in deep
sympathy you feel and act as one among them, and of them? They
are not out of the pale of humanity ; they are your brethren. You are
of them. Before the great Giver, you are all poor. Where is the
pi'oud, strong, rich man, that stands aloof from his fellow-man, as if he
were one of another species? To-morrow, perhaps, thou shalt lie down
upon thy bed, to die—poor as the poorest—about to be stripped of every-

thing. To-day, thou oughtest to kneel down before thy God, and to

say, " Give me, thou Supreme and ever Gracious One—not gold and
silver—but that which is infinitely dearer, that which 1 infinitely more
need than ever houseless outcast needed my alms—give me thy pardon,
thy mercy, thine everlasting favour!"

Such, my friends, is the application of religion to the single relation

in society of the rich to the poor ; let us now consider it in its bearing
on the welfare of the whole social body.

The simple and single question is, what kind of religion is adapted to

the ends of our particular government and our peculiar social economy ?

If religion were to answer the purposes of a despotic government, it

might be a mere pohtical engine, a creature of the state. Such were
most of the religions of antiquity. If it were to be the mere tool of a
priesthood, or of an ecclesiastical state, it might be, to answer that pur-
pose, a superstition and a bondage. Believing, acquiescing, submitting,
might then be everything, and practice, little or nothing. But if reli-

gion is to be the friend, the improver and guardian of a whole people,

what must it then be ?

I might answer in the very words of Scripture, and say, that it must
be a religion, " first pure ; then, peaceable ; full of good fruits, without
partiality, and without hypocrisy ;" or in the words of my text, and say,
" Add to godliness, brotherly kmdness; and to brotherly kindness, cha-
rity."

But let us enter into some detail ; and, looking beyond the narrow
bounds of sectarian preference, let us consider, upon broad and rational

grounds, what the rehgion of a free people must be.

Surely, it must first of all be pure. It must lay the axe at the root

of everything wrong in society. It must hold no compromise with the

vices either of the rich or of the poor, of the high or of the low; of poli-

ticians or private men, of statesmen or citizens. AU are to come under
one grand law, and to be amenable to one rule. Thei'C is to be no
saving clause for people of condition, for the great or rich, for prince or

monarch. None are to be considered as above the restraints of religion,

and none beneath its mercies.

But the main consideration on which I intend to insist is, that our
religion must be practical. Solemn forms, and dark scholastic dogmas,
might answer the purpose of producing an outward decency and an
implicit acquiescence, but they will not be living powers, acting on the

vital interests of society. Doctrines, that have been wiitten in books,
must be written in the heart. Creeds must not take the place of vir-

tues, nor professions of principles. All substitutions that prevent reli-
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gion from bearing directly upon the heart and the daily life, must be
done away. Nor is the work to be done in this respect, a slight one.

How much religion is kept from the hearts of the people by the com-
mon forms of its administration, is a serious question. In this view, I

look with more than doubt upon the peculiar constitution of the church
in this country. Wo have not an establishment, and we bless our-

selves in our exemption from it. But we have, what I fear is worse in

its eflfect upon the popular mind, an ecclesiastical oligarchy. In most
other Christian countries, the people are regarded as the children of the

church, and arc freely invited to participate in its ordinances. Two or

three sects among ourselves, the Catholics, the Episcopalians, and the

Unitarians in some of their churches, follow the same rule. But with
these exceptions, the churclies of this country hold the grand charac-

teristic ordinances of Christianity in the power of their vote. And, if

religion, in its only embodied form, thus stands aloof fi-om the people,

if it surrounds itself with a barrier of exclusion, does it not so far cut
itself oif from free access to individual minds and hearts? In such a
country as this, above all others, religion should be the liberal, generous,

and gracious protector and friend of the people. No otherwise can it be
efficient and practical.

But there are other defects in its administration. If religion clothes

itself with the cumbrous armour of tlie Middle Ages, with scholastic

dogmas and disquisitions, it cannot worthily and manfully fight tho

battle for freedom. Tho great foes of our liberty, sin, vice, avarice,

sensuality, luxury, and social ambition, are not so to be vanquished.

What care thei/ for decrees, and substitutions, and imputations of

righteousness, and the subtilties of creeds—paper shields, and helmets
of parchment, and solemn priestly robes—what, I repeat, do the rooting

herds of worldliness and voluptuousness, care for them? Religion

must come to a closer contest with human wickedness, if it would ever

gain the mastery. The pulpit must be unchained : the preacher must
be free. No fastidious solemnity, no artificial sanctity, no superstitious

dogmas of prevailing opinion about what is peculiarly spiritual or

religious, must restrain him. He must go down freely into the midst
of life, and nothing must escape him that seriously att'ects the virtue of

society. The power whicli tlio preacher might exert on the pul)lic

welfare, is as yet but little known. One day in seven given up to him ;

ten thousand pulpits in this land opened to him ; so many posts in a
country to liold it against its moral enemies—such an array of force,

were it wisely exerted, might stand against all dangers, and ensure tho

national intelligeuce, virtue, and piety.

But there is still another and more subtle foe to the practical cffici-

cicncy ot our religion ; and that is found in tlie prevailing idea of its

nature. The constitution of the church, the character of the pulpit,

have their influence, and it is great. But there is, more deeply embedded
in the very heart of society, the conception that religion docs not consist

in the practical, every day virtues—^justice, honesty, brotherly kindness,

gentleness, candour, and truth—but that it consists essentially in a
certain peculiar state of the attections, an acquiescence of the heart in

a particular plan of salvatioti, the consummation of a .special process of

experience, the result, in sliort. of a miraculous conver.sion. Other
things, indeed, follow from reli;:ion: but this is religion itself. I have
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weighed every word I have now uttered, with unfeigned anxiety to do

no injustice to the popular sentiment. And I do not object, let it be

observed, that this process and these peculiarities should be considered

as occasional appendages of real piety and goodness, but only that they

should be regarded as its essence. And that they are so regarded, the

answer of three persons out of every four you meet will show you. If

you question tliem as to their religious character, you will find that it

is made by them to depend on these points. The question with them

will be about a time and a process, a despair and a hope, a conviction

and a conversion. The main stress of their anxieties will rest upon these

points. They will not ask themselves, whether they are now honest

and upright, temperate and forbearing, kind hearted and true; but

whether at a particular time they have had a particular experience,

and whether they have kept up the feeling of that experience all along

till now.

I have entered farther than I intended into tliis distinction, but it is,

indeed, most vital to the bearings of religion on society. For is it not

perfectly evident, that, in proportion as too much stress is laid upon the

points just noticed, too little will be laid upon the virtues of social and

private life ? This, I apprehend, is the grand defect of the religion of

our countrv. There is much religion among us, and I believe that it

is increasing. So far all is well, is cheering. Would that it were all

sound, rational, and true

!

It is possible, in our religion, to give an undue prominence even to

the purest spirituality and piety ; and thus to give too little space to

the social virtues. There is one piece of sacred history that most
emphatically teaches us on this point. David was a most devout man

;

his writings show it ; and this, I suppose, is what is meant by his being

called " a man after God's own heart." And yet he was guilty of some
of the most heinous social offences on record. And this is not a solitary

instance. Your own observation, perhaps, might furnish some sad exam-
ples of this tremendous error. Some of the most devout men that ever

I have known— I say not that they were hypocrites—men, as I believe,

of sincere though erring piety and prayer, were, in their social relations,

some of the worst men that I ever knew. AVhat does the whole history

of religion. Pagan, Popish, and Protestant, more clearly show, than

this exposure? Men have worshipped God, and, at the same time,

hated, persecuted, cast out, crushed, and destroyed their fellow-men.

It was against this error that an apostle set himself, when lie said, " He
that loveth not his brother whom he hath seen, how doth he love God
whom he hath not seen!"

For the improvement of society, then, we want a religion of society.

We want a religion that comes home to the heart in all its affections

;

that touches all the relations of husbands and wives, parents and
children, brothers and sisters, friends and associates. AVe want a
religion for business and for amusement, for pubhc office and private

duty, for every social act that a man can perform—whether he gives

his suffrage, or dc(;ides questions in a court of justice, or dispenses

wealth in hospitality, or sits at the frugal board of humble poverty.

We want a religion of kindness, and gentleness, and generosity, and
candour, and modesty, and forbearance, and integrity, and self-re.spect,

and mutual respect.
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And let mc add for my own defence, that we want a religion that

will speak of all these things. I know very well, that some of tho

topics which I am discussing in this series of discourses, have fallen

upon ears quite unaccustomed to hear such things from the pulpit. I

know that somo persons will consider many of these matters as having

nothing to do with religion, and quite out of pLice in the pulpit. Most
eaniestlj d') I protest against this conclusion. AVhat was the example
of tho great Master? Did he show any of this modern fastidiousness

about preaching ? How free, and natural, and various, was his manner

!

how unrestrained his discourse ! Though delivering words of inspiration,

which were to bo recorded for the instruction of all ages; though

constantly engaged in tho highest mission ever fulfilled on eartla

;

though surrounded by tho watchful eyes of jealous and formal Pharisees,

yet there was no staid or affected solemnity in his discourse: he

addressed himself to every case, availed himself of every incident

aroimd him ; tho homes of Judea rise before us as we read him ; her

rulers, her judges, her political condition, her social state, all have a
place in his teachings and warnings ; thero was not a topic within the

range of moral influence to which he did not freely apply himself.

Upon the authority of that great example, I claim a right hei*e, in the

church of Christ, to speak of everything that affects tho moral, the

vital welfare of tlie people. I have a contest here—with error, with sin

and misery. I do not want any technical system of theology to tell me
what they are : I know what they are. If 1 had never heard of any
creed or system, I should just as well know what sin and misery are.

I know what they are, and where they are. I see them, I feel them,

all around me. And, so seeing and feeling, I must have liberty to

speak to them—to go wliere they are—to go wherever a free discourse

upon them will carry me, without stopping to inquire whether it is

beyond the artificial pale of what is called a sermon. You may call

the communication by whatsoever name it pleases you to characterize

it. Say, if you chooso, that it is not a sermon; call it an oration, a

speech, an address ; but if it answers its purpose, if it opens to you a

wider range of duties, if it spreads the feeling of conscience over a larger

field of life, I shall bo satisfied. That heavy and dull word, scnnon—
witli a thousand for-nal and lifeless pictures of association stamped upon
it—is, I fear, a shackle to many preachers, and a stone of stumbling to

many hearers—an<l such an one as prevents many from hearing at all.

Let it bo a free, natural, manly address to the people, on their most
vital interests, and it would bo a different thing—different to many
hearers, and very different with many preachers.

And such is the proper offu;e of preaching. It is a simple address to

the people, and upon their most vital interests. And in saying this, in

defending tho position which I now take, I am not wandering at all

from the leading subject on whicli I am engaged— the influence of
religion upon our social and national welfare. This is precisely what
we want—that the preacher should come out from his set forms, his

technical tlicmes, and monotonous tones, and speak freely of every-

thing—of everything that morally concerns the people, as if he spoke
for his life, or for the life of liis friend. And it is for more than life

that he speaks—for the welfare of a whole miglity people, and of unborn
generations. For that welfare of the people never did, and never can,
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depend upon anything but its virtue and piety. This is the only hope

of future times. Yes, the presence of God must be among us—that

pillar of cloud, and pillar of fire must accompany the march of coming
generations, or they will wander, and be lost—like the nations that

have ceased to be.

My friends, our work on earth will soon be done. That mighty pro-

cession, ere long, will pass by our graves. What matter is it that we
shall sleep in the dust, if our work is done, and well done ; if we have

helped to raise up, in those that come after us, a mighty host of the

intelligent, the virtuous, the happy, and free! This secured—and I

see, in prospect, a land of peace and prosperity, a land of churches, and
temples of science, and towers of strength; and the progress of the

coming generations shows like a glorious triumph. Fair flowers shall

be strewed in their path ; bright omens shall cheer them on ; they shall

fulfil the prayers of the pious dead ; they shall reward the tears and
blood of martyred patriots ; they shall accomphsh the hopes of abased,

broken, and prostrate humanity

!



ON WAR.

EcCLESlASTES Ix. 18 :
" Wisdom is better than weapons of war."

My subject this evening is war ; and my purpose is to consider it as an

immense social evil, and one which the rising spirit of modern society

is likely to control. The connexion between the two subjects is too

obvious to be insisted on. But the system of war is connected with the

great interests of society, in one way which, though less obvious, is,

perhaps, more important than any other—I mean by the accumulation

of national debts. War not only consumes the present possessions of

mankind, but it uses up in advance, the property of future generations

;

it lays a burthen of taxes upon ages to come. How great this burthen

is, and in how many ways it presses upon the social happiness and im-

provement of the world, are subjects, I tliink, which have not yet been

sufficiently considered.

But before I enter on the general subject of the social evils produced

by war, let me undertake briefly to state the ground I take with regard

to it.

I do not say, then, in the first place, that war, under all circum-

stances, is wrong. A war strictly defensive, I hold, is right. But
very few wars, I believe, will be found to possess this character. Yet
when such a case does occur, I do not believe tliat any nation is obliged

to sit still, and see its fields ravaged, and its homes violated, without

lifting an arm in resistance. The right which nature gives us of per-

sonal self-defence, extends, I conceive, to the relations of states and
kingdoms. If I may break the arm of a ruffian who lifts a club to de-

stroy me, I may go farther, if necessary— I may break both his arms

;

and so long as ho has a limb or a sense which can aid him to inflict

upon me the evil he meditates, I may disable it ; and thus I may go

on defending myself, till the assailant himself is destroyed. So also

may I defend others, whose life is committed to my protection. I

should bo a monster, and not a man, if I could sit still, and see a

savage enter my doors, and murder my family before my eyes. But
that savage, or that ruffian, is precisely the rcprcseutativo of an
invading army.
Nor do tho Scripturos, justly construed, speak any other language.

They command us, indeed—but it is with the evident language of strong

hyperbole—they command us, when smitten on one cheek, to turn tho

other ; when robbed of our coat, to give our cloak ; when compelled to

go a mile, to go twain ; and in fine, not resist evil, but to return good
for evil ; the sum of which is, that we arc not to retaliate evil. No
reasonable person can suppose it to be literally meant, that wo are to

resist not at all ; that when a rude assailant thrusts his hand in our
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face, we should not endeavour to put it aside ; naj, that we should help

hira, and give him every facility, to work his brutal will upon us.

Angry retaliation is forbidden, not mild and manly self-defence ; and
this distinction applies alike to pubUc wars and private conflicts.

In the next place, I do not deny, that war has sometimes developed

powerful energies and heroic virtues. They furnish, indeed, but a
slight compensation to humanity for the sufferings of its slaughtered

millions ; they yield but a poor argument for war ; yet their existence

is not to be denied. The advocates of peace, I must think, have been
too anxious to brand with dishonour everything connected with national

conflicts. Let mere mercenary soldiership, let the rage of brutal pas-

sions in a battle, let the ordinary principles of martial ambition be given

up to their reprobation ; but let not him who draws the sword for

justice, when nothing else can secure justice—who offers his life for the

freedom of a people, when no meaner sacrifice on its altar will suffice,

—

let not him be denied the virtue of heroism. Let not him who firmly

takes his station before an invading foe ; who stands forward and ofters

his breast a shield for helpless age and infancy, and the sanctity of a
nation's homes ; let not him be denied the praise of magnanimity. Of
those, indeed, who make war their trade, and boast, and pleasure, a
different judgment is to bo formed.

But, if a hostile army were landed on our shores, and I saw the youth
of a peaceful village hurrying from their homes to prepare for the dread

encounter of arms; if I saw them mustermg on some green spot, which
they had trodden lightly on many a gay and peaceful holiday, but which
they now trod with the step of brave and beautiful manhood—abjuring

all softness, all fondness; girding on the armour of battle; and, sadly

but sternly, resolved to sacrifice that young life, in its first freshness,

to save their household altars from violation—if I saw them stand there,

as they have stood in the valleys of Switzerland, and on the plains of

America, resolute and firm, with flushed cheek and unflinching brow,

ready to do what God and their country should demand of them, I

should feel that I looked upon a noble spectacle. And when that goodly

band returned from the conflict—broken, alas! and shattered—loud

and grateful should be a nation's welcome ; and green should be the sod,

and wet with patriot tears, that covered the fallen ; and high should

rise the monument, to teU to other days, of brave men, who feared not

to die for justice and freedom! Life, indeed, is dear, and the proba-

tion of human souls is not to be lightly shortened : but we are not to

forget that that probation may sometimes be wrought out through blood

;

and that there are things dearer than life—things, to which life may be

weU sacrificed, whether in labours of philanthropy, in the fires of mar-
tyrdom, or in the strife of battle

!

These are qualifications which, I think, we ought to make in con-

sidering the subject of war. It is not of a war of self-defence, or for

the defence of freedom, that I am about to speak ; but of war in its

ordinary character, where the impulse is mutual national hatred or

jealousy, and the object something far short of the freedom, safety, or

essential welfare of any people. The qualifications I have made, there-

fore, will very little aftect the general estimate.

To that estimate I now proceed, and particularly with reference to

its bearing upon the social welfare of mankind.
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But 1 wish to invite your attention, in the first place, to the pe(!uliar,

the extraordinary character of this dispensation of misery. The history

of the human race presents us with many things to wonder at, with
things that bear the character of extravagance, absurdity, and almost
of insanity ; but it presents us with nothing so amazing as the system
of war.

It appears, sometimes, in surveying this part of history, as if the

most settled and established principles were failing us ; and wo are

tempted to ask—Is human happiness worth the price at which it is

commonly estimated ? Is it, in fact, worth anything?

If it is, what are we to tliink of a vast and portentous science and
system ordained for its destruction? Other calamities come upon us

by means that arc indirect and unforeseen, and often irresistible. They
lie in wait for u^, and smite us unawares ; or they follow us at a dis-

tance, and overtake us at an hour when we think not ; they steal upon
the path of indolence ; they rush upon the footsteps of improvidence;
thoy overwhelm the victim of indulgence in the very house, the guarded
home of his pleasures. But what destroying power, what angel of death,

besides war, has gone forth in the siglit of all men, and marked and
measured out the field of destruction, and bared the human breast,

shrinking, as it naturally does, from every wound—bared it to a shock,

like that of battle ?

Other evils there are, and enough of them, to which the human race

must submit. They lurk in the tainted breeze, and in the most secret

channels of life, in pains which no weapon inflicts, and in sufferings

which no sympathy can relieve. But war is like none of these.

And even of those calamities which men bring upon themselves, not
one, in the treatment of it, bears any comparison with this. The cup
of excess has, indeed, slain as man}' as the sword of violence. But
when was ever a system devised, to facilitate and extend the ravages of

intemperance? When was ever a book written; when did human in-

genuity ever deliberately set itself to plan the means by wliich intem-

perance could kill the greatest number; by which it could inflict a yet
more insuff^erable degradation ; by which it would widen and deepen
the tide of misery? Nay, and even in those cases where mischief and
misery have been reduced to a system and trade, the system has been
taught, and the trade has been carried on, silently and secretly.

Gaming-houses, and houses of yet darker ignominy, have been builded,

it is true, and books have been written, to teach the desperate practice

of the one, or to lure to the deadly liavnits of the other ; but over all

these works of darkness a veil like that of midnight has been drawn, to

hide them from the public 03-0.

But there is one theatre where death stands unveiled, and " de-

struction has no covering;" where they do their fearful work, not only
designedly but openly : and with such credit, too, that that theatre is

called the field of honour. There men are not only destroyed in troops,

in battalions, and armies, but they are destroyed by system, and killed

by science. Yes, and for this licld, weapons are skilfully prepared, and
actors are adroitly trained : and that, too, at establishments which, even
in a time of peace, cost tenfold more than aU the universities, and hos-

pitals, and beneficent asylums in the world. "War. in fact, is among
the recognised arts that engage the attention of mankind. But M-hile,
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of all other arts, the design i.s to save and bless, to improve and to de-

light, this is emphatically the art of destruction ; to crush and to kill,

to lay waste kingdoms, to spread havoc and distress among nations

—

this is its chosen work. Were the art brought to still greater perfec-

tion, to that horrible perfection indicated by some late experiments, and
were some machinery, some " infernal engine " invented, by whose tre-

mendous discharge a whole army might be destroyed in a moment, success

in tactics like this might open the eyes of the world to the enormity of

the martial principle. Then might war, at last, after having for ages

raged through the earth, desolating empires, and destroying genera-

tions, become its own destroyer.

But no such fortunate catastrophe has yet come. Still war rages,

with a violence only too impotent either to satisfy the passions of men,
on the one hand, or, on the other, to destroy itself. If we must judge

from the history of the last fifty years, civilization has not weakened
its power. If it has done something to tame the fierceness of anger

and revenge, it has more than balanced the account by the invention of

deadlier engines. Europe never saw such bloody fields of battle as

within the last fifty years.

But let us further, and more distinctly, contemplate the immediate
evils and sufferings produced by war. The great difficulty about this

subject is, that no such contemplation is likely to be given to it.

Nobody seems to stand in the relation to it which is necessary to a fair

and full estimate. From those engaged in war, blinded or absorbed by
it, its true character is hidden ; and to those in the bosom of peace, the

contemplation of bloody conflicts and routed armies is scarcely more
affecting, than to behold the dashing clouds and broken fragments of a
dispersing storm in the sky—it is far off, and belongs to another element.

But let a man bring home to him one single instance from that awful

and uncounted aggregate of horrors, and how can he be unmoved by it

!

Death ! come when and where it may, be it on the bed of down, or on

the supporting bosom of affection—it is an awful visitation. The
agonies and shudderings of nature proclaim it to be the great trial-hour

of human destiny. But that hour—in the hot assault, or amidst the

lingering agonies of the battle-field, or where the groans of the crowded
hospital are its harbingers—how does it come ? No piUow of down, no
supporting arms are there to receive the victim ; no kind voice speaks

to him ; no noiseless step of affection approaches, nor looks of love hang
over him, like a pitying angel's countenance ; but he goes down—man
as he is, with all a man's sensibility, it may be with all a man's ties to

earthly home and love—ho goes down amidst groans, and execrations,

and horrors darker than the shadow of death that is passing over him.

This is but one death, such as war visits upon the human race ; and
yet it would not be in human nature actually to witness one such

instance, without the most agonizing desire to afford relief. But now,

what facts are those which the history of war unfolds to us? The
single campaign of Buonaparte in Russia carried death, and such death

!

not to one thousand, nor to five thousand, nor to fifty thousand, but to

five hundred thousand human beings. Alexander and Ca?sar, it is

computed, caused each of them the death of two millions of the human
race ; and the wars of Buonaparte bring up the whole number of victims

sacrificed to the ambition of three men, to six millions! Let us look
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at it. Six millions of human beings!—the aged, the joung, the manly
and strong, the fair and lovely, the imploring mother, the iimocent

child—and death, dealt to each one, without discrimination and without

mercy ! Six millions ! a number equal to half the population of this

whole country. Strike off, then, half of the territory and people of this

fair and happy land, and suppose them to be sacrificed one by one,

their possessions, their goods, aud their lives, with every species of

cruelty and insult, and with the perpetration of every nameless horror;

and to wliom sacrificed-? To but three ministers in the dark kingdom
of war! IJut this is only an item, a single passage in the history of its

fearful dominion. There have been in Christendom, since the reign of

Coustantine, nearly three hundred tears!* What a mass of calamities,

of rapine and violence, of crime and misery, is included within the brief

description of these three words—what waste of the treasures of nations

;

what woe in the abodes of millions, it passes all human power to calcu-

late! Ikit all this, nevertheless, has been experienced, though it cannot

be calculated or imagined. Human hearts have felt it all. Not one

drop of this ocean of ills but has fallen, a burning drop, upon nerves

and fibres that have quivered with agony at its touch. Fourteen

centuries of war, and thousands of bloody battles, recorded in that brief

description, are but the record of human, of individual sorrows, and
tears, and groans.

I wish it were possible for me to make the case more apparent and
palpable. That beings possessed with the most exquisite sensibility to

grief and pain, should bo able to look on, calmly or patiently, while

such things are done and suffered, only proves that the reality of the

evil is lost to them in its vastness. Any wound inflicted in our sight,

any pain depicted in the countenance of another, "any annoyance" in

any "precious sense," fills us with solicitude and sympathy. The
mother, in the midnight hour, steals to the couch of her child, if but a
harder breathing hivade " the innocent sleep." The child hangs over

the couch of infirm and reverend age, with a filial piety that counts

every pain as a holy thing. The friend sits through the live-long night,

with watchful eye and car, to anticipate tlie slightest want of a sick and
suffering associate. These are but the dictates of humanity. Where
are those dictates, when a system is fostered and honoured in the world,

which tears shrieking children from their arms to be murdered by a
brutal soldiery ; which tramples the aged and venerable head beneath

the feet of lawless strangers ; and from whose wide theatre are for ever

risiug groans that are unpitied, and cries that bring no aid. " On one

side," says an eye-witness to the horrors of the sack of Mo.scow, in 1812,
" on one side, wo saw a son carrying a sick father ; on the other, women
who poured the torrent of their tears on the infants whom they clasped

in tlieir arms. (.)ld men, overwhelmed by grief still more than by

years, weeping for the ruin of their country, lay down to die, near the

houses where they were born. No respect was paid to the nobility of

blood, to the innocence of youth, or to the tears of beauty."!—" It is

impossible," says another eye-witness, one who saw the womuled in the

• Soo Tliird Report of the Committoe of Inquiry instituted by the Massa-
chusetts I'cacc Sorioty.

t Labaumc, p. 200 ami 213.

S
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hospitals after the battle of Waterloo, " it is impossible to conceive of

their sufferings. Turn which way I might, I encountered every form

of entreaty from those whose condition left no need of words to stir

compassion. I know not," he says, " what notions my feeling country-

men have of thirty thousand wounded men thrown into a town and its

environs. They still their compassionate emotions by subscriptions:

but what avails this to those who would exchange gold for a bit of rag to

bind up their smarting wounds. My heart sickens at the contemplation,

"

he says, in conclusion; "and I am obliged to turn away from this

picture of human misery, caused by pride, ambition, a love of military

glory, and tlie folly of mankind in paying adoration to their destroyers.

Would not angels weep at such a scene as this ? But is this all ? Ah

!

no. Each of these dead or wounded soldiers had a mother, who had
watched over his cradle, and had attended him in his sickness, and shed

over him the tears of maternal solicitude. Many had wives and lovers,

to whom they were dearer than the light of the sun ; many had chil-

dren, who looked to them for support and protection. We may
rationally suppose, that for every man who was killed or wounded in

this deadly conflict, the hearts of at least ten persons—parents, wives

children, brothers, and sisters—were lacerated. Oh, what hecatombs

of sacrifices on the bloody altar of Moloch ! How long will mankind
continue to be accessary to such crimes, by bestowing praises upon their

perpetrators ! How long will it be, ere every human being will deem
it his imperious and solemn duty, to disseminate the principles of peace

and extend her empire!"*
But let us pass now from immediate evils to those which, although

more remote, are not less destructive to the welfare of society.

In contemplating the progress of civilization, there is one fact which
deserves more attention, I apprehend, than it has yet received; and
that is the severity of human labour. The advancement of society from

a state of barbarism is, of course, marked by growing and more regular

industry. To a certain extent, this is, doubtless, natural, and accordant

with the designs of Providence and the general welfare of men. But
there is a point beyond which labour is not good and ought not to be

necessary ; and that the condition of multitudes, both in Europe and
America, is far beyond this point, cannot, I think, be doubted. It has

been maintained, on a careful calculation, that all the conveniences of

civilized life might be produced, if society would divide the labour

equally among its members, by each individual being employed in labour

two hours during the day.t I will not undertake to say whether this

estimate is correct; but I am certain that ten, twelve, and fourteen

hours each day, of hard work, cannot be necessary to the proper ends

of society, in its natural and healthful state. Yet this is what is

required of the mass, not only of adult labourers, but of their children

too, in many cases, barely to suppoi't life. The effects, especially in

the manufacturing districts of Europe, are most deplorable. The evi-

dence on this point before the British Parliament, three or four years

since, presented a picture of desolating and crushing toil, and especially

of children, pale, emaciated, trembling from exhaustion, and bereft of

every trait of childhood, and almost of humanity, that was enough to

* Charles Bell. f Godwin's Political Justice.
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make the heart sick with tho contemplation ; and all the mitigation

that the wisdom and generosity of a great people could devise for these

helpless and miserable beings, cursed— I had almost said—cursed with

existence, was, that they should not bo (compelled, under the age of

sixteen, to work more than ten hours a day. But the evil of excessive

toil is not confined to tho manufactories. No one can travel through

the agricultural districts of Europe generally, without seeing that it is

not only in " tlie sweat of his brow," but in the sadness of his brow,

that man earns his bread. The pressure is, doubtless, lighter in this

country, but still, I believe, it is too hard. I concern myself hero with

no questions about combinations of labourers, to diminish tho hours of

work; I do not undertake to say, what may be necessary or right, in

the existing state of things ; but speaking in general, of what I conceive

to be the intentions of Providence and the capacities of man, I aver

with confidence, that there is more hard labour in this country than

consists with the true welfare and improvement of society.

If this could bo doubted, it would l>o sufficient to say, and this is the

point to which I wish to come, that thcro are causes in operation en-

hancing human toil, which aro immense, which aro uimatural, and

which never ought to have existed. Passing by others, my business

now is, to consider a single cause—the burthen of debt, tliat is to say,

which past wars have accumulated upon the present generation, and
upon many, wo may add, that are to come after it.

War subtracts from tlie amount of productive labour, the strength of

all who are engaged in its actual .^^orvice, and of all who are engaged in

providing arms and munitions for it. In barbarous ages, when nations

fought out their own battles, and so finished the account, this was only

a loss to the nation and to the world, for the time being ; but in pro-

cess of time, men found that they could not fight enough on their own
account, and they brought in the resources of after-times to assist

them. It was left for the progress of civilization, to fall upon the ex-

pedient of creating national debts ; that is, of hiring out the labour of

posterity to pay the price of blood. Some idea of the extent of this

tremendous assessment may bo formed from a single item. Tho wars

which grew out of the French Revolution, commencing in 17!*3, and
ending in 1815, cost Great Britain alone, eleven hundred millions of

pounds sterling:* and a large proportion of this stupendous amount now
exists in the form of a national debt; and tlie interest of it is annually

levied upon the entire industry of the kingdom. In addition to this,

England and all Europe are supporting immense standing armies. Go
where you will, and the soldier ])re3ents himself—a cormorant that is

eating up tho substance of the land, and adding nothing to its resources.

There he stands, idly loaning against some bastion or gate-way, while

the farmer in tho neighbouring field must redcuble his labours to sup-

port him. I complain not of tho soldier, who is, after all, tho most
miserable of these parties; insomucli, that I have heard it stated, as

tho opinion of a distinguished military commander in Europe, that war
itself is iiot so fatal to life as peace—that ennui destroys more men tlian

the sword ; I do not complain, then, of tho soldier who is the creature

of the state ; I do not complain of the state, which is, perhaps, obliged

thus to stand on its defence; but I charge tho system, tlie war-.system,

• Lowe's Present State of Eiifrlantl.
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which taxes and tasks the industry of one part of the world for the pur-

pose of destroying the other, with stupendous injustice and folly.

Let us dwell a moment longer on the extent and nature of this tax-

ation.

War appears to be far off from us ; and it is far off from most men

;

for the field of actual military operations, in almost any country, is

comparatively small. A battle is fought at a distance, and the groan
that it sends through the world soon dies away ; and men think of it

no moro, but as a matter of history—a matter with which they have
no concern. They forget that the war, the battle, comes to them in

another shape, in the form of burthensome imposts ; that it comes and
writes its account on every threshold, and on every table, whether rich

or poor, in the civilized world. For every article, whether of conve-

nience or luxury, which is produced in Europe, the consumer, of what-

ever country, is obliged not only to remunerate the labour employed
upon it, but to pay a heavy additional per cent in taxes ; and far the

largest portion of these taxes are levied by the military system. The
language of every military government, not only to its own citizens, but
to all the world, is tliis: " You must not only pay the industrious

among us, but you must help to support our idle and expensive

soldiery;" that is to say, " you must work harder, because we have a
great many among us who do not work, and then, too, they must have
arms, and munitions, and fortifications, which is another heavy item in

the account." " Does this taxation do us any good?" the world asks.

And the answer is, " none at aU." It contributes not to the manufac-
ture of any necessaries, or comforts, or luxuries of life, but only to the

fabrication of warlike weapons—of " cold and bare steel "—of that

which gives you nothing to eat nor to drink, nor to wear, nor to em-
ploy for any useful purpose. And again ; it contributes nothing to the

support of any useful class—of learned men, or instructors of the peo-

ple, or artists to delight them ; but only to the training of an order of

men, who, for your pains may, any day, be tm'ned upon you like tigers

and bloodhounds, to rend and tear you in pieces. And now, look at

the pressure of this system. It is a burthen upon everything to which
men can attach value ; it is a tax upon all the possessions and pleasures

of life, upon food and raiment, upon every element of nature, upon the

very light of heaven. It presses upon you and upon me. But for this, our

labours might contribute in much greater measure to our comfort and
independence ; in a measure very seriously and sensibly affecting the

happiness of our lives. It is a burthen which presses heavily on the

rich ; it is a burthen which crushes the poor ; it is urging universal toil

to excess ; it is grinding thousands and millions down to the dust ; and
in this way, perhaps, it has occasioned more of the extraordinary in-

temperance of modern times than any other cause. If this tax were

direct and specific ; if it were not covered up under the names of excise,

and impost, and revenue ; if it were, in so many words, a war-tax, it

would speak a language to which the world could not be indifferent

;

it would be a voice of blood crying from the earth and air, from sea and
laud, to which men could not close their ears.

But consider for one moment longer, I beseech you, the nature of this

assessment. In the name of Heaven, I solemnly ask, what are its

conditions ? What is tlie tenor of the bond that is to settle up the ac-
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count of an expensive war? A mighty debt is incurred ; and it presses

upon the already hard and exhausting labour of thousands and ten

thousands, with vexatious and wearying importunity. What is the

valuable consideration which is to reconcile to their lot the worn and

and weary victims of this toil and poverty? What is the language to

them of the war-system? it says to them—this is what it says—" I

will raze to the ground your pleasant habitations ; I will slay your sons

in battle ; I will give up your daughters to accursed violation ; I will

spare no store of your gains, no treasure of your hearts, no delight of

your eyes ; and when 1 liave done all this, you shall pay me for what I

have done ; and to satisfy the debt, you shall come under bondage to

me, for a portion of every day, during tlie remainder of your lives.

Nay, and more than this shall you give ; more than the toil of your

weary limbs, and the sweat of your aching brow. The light from your

window, and the pottage from your cold hearth ; the sorrow of your

sutfering wives and children, the tears of your half-clad and starving

families, shall you give to pay the mighty debt."

It is sometimes asked, whether wars can ever be done away. I would

ask, in return, if the very argument I have now used, docs not show

that they can, and must, and shall be done away.

There is, 1 know, a vague and dreamy notion possessing some

minds, that war, somehow or other, is a matter of necessity, that it

results from the ordination of nature, that the law of force is the law of

the whole creation, and must be submitted to. Among animals, they

say, the stronger destroys the weaker, and man but conforms to tho

principle. But the instance of animal nature comes far short of sup-

porting this argument. The animal destroys when and where he has

need of food ; and when ho destroys without this motive, he is accounted

mad. But what should wc think, if the animals of one whole country

were banded in battle array against those of another? The world

would stand aghast at such madness seizing the tribes of irrational

creatures. And yet, what in them would be a horrible madness, is, in

man, honour, courage, skill ; nay more, and is held to be among tho

necessary and irresistible tendencies of his nature.
" But," it may bo said, " whether natural and necessary, or not,

war has always existed ; it has been in the world since the creation

;

it has become tho habit of the world; and it cannot be done away.

There will always be national controversies ; there will always be selfish

and vindictive passions at work in tlic luiman breast ; and, in short,

while man is man, there will always be war."

Do we live in an age, when the antiquity of an evil is held to be a

good argument for its perpetuity? Arbitrary rule, despotism, in

one form or another, is as old as the world. The slave-trade has

existed for ages. The most ancient histories are histories of ignor-

ance and barbarism. Docs the world sit down and quietly acquiesce

in tho conclusion, that these things must exist for ever? Civilization

itself must have been held in check, by such a fatal concession to

antiquity.

Civdization is advancing ; it has as yet by no means reached its limit.

Is not this a sufficient answer to the whole argument? One barbarous

custom after another has yielded to the progress of knowledge ; wliy

may not war, like tho tournament and the ordeal by fire, cease to en-
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gage the respect of mankind? The habits of the world are not too

strong to be controverted and corrected. But there is another point on
which I intended especially to insist. There is one habit of the world,

signalizing more than any other the present age, which, if it continues

to gain strength, is almost certain to effect, sooner or later, the aboli-

tion of war; and that is the habit, which the people of all civilized coun-

tries are now acquiring, of looking sobcrhi and steadfastly/ to their oion

real interests. Let them look at these, and resolutely pursue them, and
they must, ei'e long, banish the horrible custom which, every century,

costs the lives of millions, and brings distress and anguish upon millions

more. War may be the interest of ambitious rulers, but it never cau
be the interest of the body of the people.

In connexion with this point, let it be distinctly considered, that

public opinion is becoming the grand and paramount law of nations. It

has always had great force. It has had great force even in the most
despotic states. But what distinguishes the present crisis is, that public

opinion is becoming the absolute and universal law. The aim of aU liberal

minds, everywhere, is to make government the very expression of an
enlightened public opinion. So it ought to be. They ought to be repre-

sented by a government ; their feelings and wishes ought to be respected,

whose interests, whose life, and property, and happiness, are entrusted to

that government to be benefited or injured by it. They ought to judge,

their opinion ought to prevail, who are themselves the parties interested.

But, now, what is public opinion? Not the opinion of rulers, not the

opinion of military men, nor the opinion of a few whose interest it

might be, or rather who might think it their interest, to plunge a nation

into war ; but it is the collected opinion of the whole mass of a people
;

it is an opinion to which both sexes contribute an influence, which
springs from all the relations and endearments of society; it is an
opinion, whose dwelling is the happy home, whose altar is the domestic
hearth-stone. And is it possible, when this public opinion arrives at

its proper ascendancy, that nations shall wish to lay open their peaceful

villages and their happy homes to the invasion of fire and sword, and
aU the horrors of war? Is it possible, that they will choose to suffer all

this to gratify an insane, unnatural, and merciless ambition, which
builds itself up upon their destruction ; whose monuments are heaps of

the slain ; whose tower of pride is built of human bones, and cemented
with the blood of brethren and the tears of widows and orphans ; whose
shrine of glory, like that of Moloch, for ever demands human—none
but human victims? Can men, when once they begin to think, bear
all this, and above all, can they bear it, when they see that it answers
no useful purpose; when they find that negociation is just as necessary

after the conflict as it was before ; when they find that notliing is gahied

for abstract justice, and everything is lost to social life, to vital pros-

perity, to domestic happiness. Look at two nations dwelling in amity
with each other ; each laud filled with cities and temples, with smiling

villages and peaceful dwellings, the homes of centuries. Behold the

thousand paths of industry and enjoyment, whether upon the hill-side

or upon the gliding river's bosom, thronged with the prosperous and
happy. Hear the song of the reaper in the harvest- field, answering
joyously to the call of the herdsman in the pasture ; and if a sigh ariseth

by the way-side, mark the ready ear of the kind and gentle to listen to
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it. Survey, in short, tlio lot—and be it that it is the mingled lot—of

life, joyous or sad, but ever dear and holy. Trace, in tine, the invisiblo

bond of sympathy that binds homo to homo and heart to heart, and
gaze upon the broad land and its many shores, where the light of peace

falls nj>on every tield, and every wave, to hallow it, as it were, with tho

sereuest and the sweetest smile of heaven. Xow, I ask, if, for a con-

troversy about a tract of land, or a contested right in a fishery, or an
affront offered to an ambassador, the people of these countries—not

their rulers as independent of them—but if the people, expressing their

will through govermnents of tlieir own choice, can be disposed to enter

into war; to drive the ploughshare of ruin through all these peaceful

and happy scenes ; to turn the joyous songs of ten thousand dwellings

into sighing and wailing ; to plant the bloody step on every green turf,

and to thrust the violating hand into tho retreats of every domestic

sanctuary—it cannot be—men cannot be for evTr so insane, as to treat

their dearest interests in this manner. At any rate, if the tendencies

of public sentiment, at this day, hold out any warrant, if the hopes of

philanthroj)y and piety are not mere illusions, if the ways of God's pro-

vidence are not darkened with a cloud that is never to clear up, tho

time must come, the time will come, when wars will cease.

As certaiiJy as popular governments are to rise in tho world, wars

aro to decline. And they are to rise: I say not in what form, but in

some form by which they shall express the will of the people. If there

ever was a tendency in human affairs, the tendency of all opinion, of

all moral action, of all instruments and agencies in the world, is to this

result : and when it is obtained, it may l)e relied on for the establish-

ment of some new and more rational mode of settling national contro-

versies. I say not what it may bo in form ; it may bo by arbitration,

by resorting to umpires, or by creating a court of nations ; but whatever

be the mode, I look to an intelligent and moral public opinion for the

fulfilment of that great ]irophecy, that men " shall beat their swords

into ploughshares, and their spears into pruning-liooks, that nation shall

uot lift up sword against nation, and they shall learn war no more."
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Provekbs xiv. ^i :
" Eighteousness exalteth a nation, but sin is a repi'oach to

any people."

There is a branch of morality, seldom discussed in the pulpit, too sel-

dom discussed out of it, which I shall propose for your consideration

this evening : it is political morality. It will not be thought, I trust,

that any apology is due from the pulpit for taking up this subject. If

the duty which one man owes to another, then the duty which each
man owes to a whole country, is worthy of the most religious conside-

ration: and the more so, because it is not only an important but a
neglected subject.

Indeed, one is tempted to ask—scarcely with irony—is there any
such subject, any such tiling, as political morality? There is a law of
nations, binding them to perform certain duties to each other ; there is

a law of the land, binding upon the citizens of each particular nation

;

there is a law of morality, penetrating deeper into the life and heart
than judicial law can go. But is there anything of this, or anything
like this, applicable to politics ? On the contrary, are not political re-

lations entirely severed from the obligations of conscience ? Into almost
every part of a man's life conscience may look, ay, and with an eye of
authority; but with the part which he acts as a politician, is it not
true, that conscience has no business whatever? As a man, he is

bound to be a good man ; and in that character he is amenable to the
judgment of God. As a man, he is bound to be honest, candid, high-
minded, and true ; but would it not be quite preposterous to demand
this of him, as a president, a governor, a diplomatist, a party-man, an
opposition-man? In a party conclave, you can easily conceive that
questions may be discussed on grounds of policy ; but would it not be
quite surprising, if not ridiculous, for a man to get up and say, " Is

this right? is it conscientious? is it a high-minded course?" Would
not the look of silent astonishment, in such a conclave, say, as plainly

as anything can say, "that is another question" '^.
" Speak not evil

one of another," is a holy precept; but can it be that it has any relation

to newspapers? Especially in a warm party contest, as in a battle, are

not all laws of mutual forbearance and kindness abrogated ; and is not
the only consideration then, how to strike down an adversary ? May
not a man do things and avow principles then, which would disgrace

him in the ordinary walks of life? May he not violate the law, by
bringing minors and non-residents to vote ? May he not give and take
bribes? Nay, may he not lift his hand to heaven, and perjure himself
in such a cause? In fine, will not tlTe end sanctify the means? It is

a very bad principle everywhere else ; but will it not do in politics?

The great modern master of dramatic representation shows his nice
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observation of human nature, when, in a case of false swearing, he
makes a man say, " I will swear to anything: all is fair when it comes
to an oath ad litem." That tcclniical and, to liim, unmeaning phrase,

is probably introduced by the writer as serving the purpose of a salvo

to his conscience ; as helping to blind hira to the iniquity of the trans-

action. And so it is witli the technical word, politics. And men say,

or act as if they said, " all is fair when it comes to politics." Even in

case of the oath, wherewith a man perjures himself at the ballot; what
is it that he says to himself, or that the partisan tempter says to him ?

"Oh! it is nothing but an electioneering oath." In other words, all

is fair irhcn it comes to politics.

A part of the reason here uivolved, doubtless, that is to say, a part

of the reason why politics possess this morally loose character, lies in

the vagueness of the term. The words, trade, bargain ; or the words,

charity, pliilanthropy, have a definite meaning affixed to them. J5ut

men cannot so readily tell what they mean by the word, politics

;

and to this sulyect, therefore, it is less easy to apply the principle of

morality.

Another reason, having a similar tendency to blind the mind to tho

necessary moral discriminations in politics, is to be found in the unusual
modes and forms devised for tho expression of public opinion. If a man
is false to his thought, when he professes to convey liis thought in con-
versation, he at once feels that he is dishonest ; he sees at once the
contradiction between what he says and what he thinks. But when he
gives his vote at the ballot-box, or causes it to be recorded in a legislative

assembly, it is comparatively an artificial act, and he does not so clearly

perceive its character and relations. He does, indeed, in that act,

profess to declare an opinion—he does profess to declare his mind—but
what is it, iii form, to him? It is a vote, not an averment; it is saying,

"yea," or "nay," not saying, " I believe," or " I do not beheve."
There is another consideration to be stated, of the same general and

dangerous tendcn(;y. The action of men in masses always lessens the

sense of individual responsibility. Thus a mob will do things which no
individual of that mob would ever think of doing alone : and this, not
because he could not do it alone ; for any man can break windows, or
shoot down his adversary in the streets ; the truth is, the man loses in

the crowd the sense of personal resi)onsibility ; and so it is with political

combinations. A private man, a merchant, or a lawyer, would feel

degraded if he should offer a bril)c to induce his neighbour to express a
favourable opinion of him personally, or if he should threaten Iiim with
a loss of business for failing to do so ; but he will resort to either of
these methods for procuring the same expression of opinion towards
some public man—some politician, or party man.

I have thus been led briefly to state some of the causes of tliat

separation of morality from jiolitics, wliicli obtains to a fearfnl extent iu

the pubhc mind. Xo more than a bare statement of them is necessary
to show that they lack all pro])er grounds of justification for the result

which they have produced. The way is open, therefore, for an attempt
to settle some principles in the science of political morality.

Political morahty may be considered in relation, first, to particular

actions wliich it enjoins or forbids ; and, secondly, to the general prin-

ciples which it sanctions or disclaims.
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Under the first head is to be ranked, the duty of giving a vote at tlie

elections. I hold, that it is the duty of every legally qualified person
in the country to vote. And let it not be tliought, that this point is in
any way well settled in the public mind. Expedient it may have been
thought, in some party emergency, that every citizen should vote ; and
at such a crisis, that expediency may have been much talked of : but
all this is a very different thing from a sense of duty, which pervades
all times. The emergency passes, and this shallow feeling of expediency
passes away with it. It is the bond of duty to which I appeal.

There are reasons for it, founded in the very nature and meaning of
the action. Suffrage is the very basis of our government. The
government in this country is committed to the wliole people ; every
man has a share in it ; every man exerts an influence upon it, either by
his action or by his neglect. Can this be a case, then, in which a man
is allowed to stand neutral?

In theory, the government here represents the whole people. The
practice should conform to that theory. To every man among us, a
certain political trust is committed. Every man should acquit himself of
that trust. If the administration of our affairs is corrupt or incompe-
tent, the people are to blame—the whole people : the blame is to be
shared among them all ; but especially does it attach to those who say
that the government is bad, and will do nothing to make it better.
" Why stand ye idle aU the day?" may it well be said to such. Why
stand ye idle all the election-day? When, on such a day, ye see the
thousand and the million contributions that are made to swell the
mighty stream of public opinion and government, why stand ye idly

gazing upon it, as if it did not concern you ? As well might ye stand
idly gazing upon the streams collecting in the hills above your dwelling,
which at any moment may come down, and sweep its foundations from
beneath you.

If it be said that that is unlikely to happen, then let me say in turn,

and to keep the figure for a moment, that those streams will come
down, either to fertilize or to waste the land ; and they shall be the
power, either good or bad, to grind the very corn that feeds your
families and your neighbourhoods. If government does not make the
corn groiv, yet it touches everything that affects its value—labour,
price, manufacture—yes, it touches the very staff of life ; and that by
many means, by many statutes, besides "corn-laws." Government,
then, is something that comes near to us. We greatly err, if we
suppose, as many seem to do, that it is something factitious and far off.

It comes near to us—to our warehouses and our fire-sides, to our
granaries and our kneading-troughs. Revenues and tariffs, banking-
laws and the monetary system—these terms may sound like a strange
speech to the mass of the people ; but they represent, and they vitally

affect, their daily and home-bred interests.

And these interests, I say again, are committed to the whole people.

They are directly affected by legislation certainly: and legislation

comes from the whole people. It is not with us as if our rulers were
hereditary. Then we might fold our arms, and say, " it is none of our
concern." And why? Because in that case, we should not be the
governors ; but now we are the governors of tlie country. And if any
portion of us—if, for instance, a tenth part of our population, refuse to
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give duo attontion to this duty, it is as if tho chosen governors of the

country should withhold a tenth part of tho talent or of the time due
to tlieir office.

I do not dt'inand of any one, that ho should bo an eager and noisy

politician. I only demand that he should vote; that he should, no
matter how quietly, thus express his interest and take his share in the

commonweal—thus assume, what he professes to prize so highly, the

privilege and duty of self-government. But I am obliged to say, and I

hardly know whetlier it is with greater mortification or the more pro-

found concern, that the very persons among us who are most apt to

neglect this duty, are the very persons most of all bound to fulfil it—

I

mean the rich and the educated. It is a statement most fearful in its

bearing on the prospects of the country, but it is true. I do not deny
that many of both classes are found at their posts, when their country

calls upon thorn. But there are rich men, wlio are too much engrossed

witR their business to give their vote—too much engrossed with gain to

attend to their duty ; or who, percliance, are too fastidious to expose
tlieir persons amidst the throng at tlie polls. And there are educated
men, who are so much disgusted with party strifes, that they will havo
nothing to do with them. Tliey give them up, as they scornfully say,

to demagogues and brawlers ; and so very simple are these sensible and
refined persons, that they do not seem to perceive, when they say this,

that they are giving up their countri/ to demagogues and brawlers.

Yes, their countrif! And here it is, too, on the very side where it most
needs support, that its legitimate defenders on that side are opening
their ranks to the onset and the rushing crowd of popular ignorance

and party violence. " Fools and blind
! "—would it be said, should they

be overwhelmed by that crowd—"that did not pei'ceive that they too

had interests at stake—that very property, that very repose, which they

so much valued. For when the crowd came, what did it find ? Not
good and manly citizens at their post ; but only certain moneychangers
in their counting-houses, or silken loungers in drawing-rooms, or

certain learned monks in their cloisters!" I do not fear any such
violent and Vandal incursion of popular ignorance and passion ; and
3'et if anythuig is to overwhelm the country, it will be this. If there

is any ono thing more to bo feareil than any other—any one over-

shadowing peril to our political institutions, it is, that numerical force
will overbalance the intellectual and moral strcmjtli, of the country. I

say again, that I do not fear it—except with that fear whicli bringeth

safety. I do not fear it, because I trust that events are teaching

intelligent and educated men their duties ; and because I believe, that

into the numerical force, otherwise so much to bo dreaded, there is a
constantly increasing, and will be a still larger infusion of, intelligence.*

But if it shall bo otherwise ; if population is to outstrip education ; if

nximher:^, and not principles, are to be the watchwords and war-cries

of party, and the governing powers of the state, the dreaded result is

inevitable.

In connexion with this topic, there is a question often raised con-

cerning a certain educated class in the country, to which I shall give a
moment's attention. This question is—ought tho clergy to vote ? And

• Not in cities, perhaps, Qom temporary causes; but in the couutiy at large.
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to this question I firmlj answer, yes ; always and everywhere. This
is a right which they ought never to suffer to be drawn into debate. It

is enough that they are, by pubhc opinion, nearly disfranchised, and
that absurdly enough, of their natural right to hold offices under the

government.* We hear much of freedom, and invasions of freedom,
in this country. What would any other respectable class of citizens

say, if they were excluded from aU active share and interest in the
government? They would fill the country with their complaints, and
the world would be called upon to look at this monstrous anomaly in

our free institutions. I shall be at no pains here to say, that the clergy

probably do not desire public employment. Whether they do or not,

is not the question. I say that they have a right to it, as much as

any other class ; and the frequent language of reproach and satire heard,

on every assumption of this right, I hold to be disgraceful to a free

press and people. But the question now is about suffrage. And on this

point, I maintain, that for the clergy to cast their vote with the re§t of

their feUow-citizens at the elections, is not only their right, but their

bounden duty. Nor should their congregations, in manly candour,
ever desire to deprive them of this right, or to dictate to them in regard
to the discharge of this duty. This is not a country—a republican
government is the last in the world—that can afford to part with the
influence of a large and intelligent body of its citizens.

I have dwelt longer than I intended upon this first and foundation
principle of our political morality—that which requires every legally

qualified citizen to give his vote at the elections. There is another
duty coincident with this, which is too obvious to call for much argu-
ment, and yet too often violated to be passed over in silence ; and that
is the duty of giving an honest vote.

Every citizen in this primary act that gives its being and character
to the government, is bound to express his honest conviction. The vote
demands the contribution of his mind, of his judgment, of his patriotism
and fidelity to the commonweal. The citizen is the real governor.

—

And if the elected ruler is forbidden, by every just principle, to swerve
from an honest purpose towards the public good, so is the ruling elector;

and he who surrenders his judgment or conscience to private interest,

or the mere dictation of a party ; he who accepts a bribe or offers one

;

he who, in the ballot, smothers his own conviction, or attempts to coerce
another's, is perjured in the holiest rites with which he swears upon his

country's altar.

The familiarity with which certain transactions at the polls are
spoken of—yes, palpable infractions of the law with regard to the age,

residence, and, where a property qualification is required, the property
of voters—the freedom with which parties charge these practices upon
each other after an election—are facts of evil omen. And the common
defence set up for them is, if possible, worse than the things themselves.
The country, we are constantly told, is in danger ; every nerve must be
strained, every means used, to carry certain measures ; the opposite
party leave no means, however flagitious and desperate, untried, and
we must meet them on their own ground—must fight them with their

own weapons. Admii-able doctrine! that goes around the whole circuit

* They ai'e so by law in some of the States.
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of parties, and lends a handle to each one, wherewith to push on tho

cumulative argument for dishonesty and iiitrigue ! The country in dan-

ger!—and to be saved by corruption, by bribery, false swearing, and the

violated law I The nation, sick and prostrate by the tampering of some
ignorant achninistration with its health and vigour—and how to be cured?
By the canker and the gangrene that are eating out its very vitals!

Away with such paltering and paltry arguments for the expedient

against tlie right! If it must be so, I had rather my country were de-

stroyed by truth, than saved by falsehood. I would rather it were
ruined by virtue, than redeemed by corruption. But do not the very

terms of this statement show, that it is not so? No; " honesty is tho

best policy" for man or nation, for individual or party. But if honesty

is anywhere to be demanded or expected, it is in the first act that gives

its character to the government—the elections. Admit any false prin-

ciple there, and what, in consistency, can you look for but a corrupt

government ? Will you poison the fountain head, and expect the streams
to be pure ?

I insist, then, that the elector shall be honest. He should no more
dare to be false to his own mind, false to his conscience, in giving his

vote, than ho would in giving his word, llis vote is his word ; and the

oidy word, perliaps, that he can speak in the great car of the nation.

If that word is a lie, he sacrifices, as far as in him is, the right govern-
ment and rectitude of the country.

We have now attended to one branch of our specific political duties,

the morality of elections—binding every citizen to vote, and every

citizen to vote honestly. The other department of specific morality

embraces the duties of the elected—of legislators and magistrates.

And here, I must confess, that the tone of public sentiment on this

subject—the admission, almost universal, that legislators and magis-

trates when elected will act, and must be expected to act, for sinister

ends—is one at which I tremble. If this charge were the offspring of

mere party recrimination, I could understand it, and could look upon
it with comparative indifference. But the truth is, that the charge has

been bandied about, between parties, till it has become resolved into a
general maxim, or a maxim, at least, of frightful prevalence among the

people. If tho allegation were only, that every administration is liable

to be cori'upt, and docs sometimes loan to party ends—against such a
fact, arising from the weakness of human nature, I could bear up ; but
when, by four out of five of all the men you meet, of aU parties, it is

sapiently or carelessly said, that " all is corrupt in the government;"
that "in Congress, of course, everything is decided by party;" that
" the Capitol is but a scene of intrigue and corruption ;'' then is public

virtue not oidy shaken, but it is sapped to tho very foundation. And
if something does not arrest tliis tendency of public sentiment, it is not

too much to fear, that it will whelm the whole fabric in ruins. If virtue

in a public man is a tiling altogether out of the calculation of his con-

stituents ; if he is allowed to look upon his place only as a sphere of

personal and party selfishness ; if singlominded principle, if single-

hearted truth for tho country, is thus mocked at by the peo])le, and its

possessor is led to regard himself as a prodigy or a fool for his honesty,

what is to save tho state—aU tlio barriers of virtue broken down—from
overwhelming corruption ?
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Is this general proscription of public men just? I deny that it is.

—

If it were, then, indeed, 1 sliould have nothing to say, but that which I

shall directly attempt to say, in discharge of m]/ conscience with regard

to such high and heaven-daring iniquity. But I deny that the common,
the too easy allegation against public men, is true. It may suit the

impatience of disappointed partisans, or the envy of inferior men, or the

vanity of the all-knowing ones, or the too deep and habitual distrust of

the national mind, to bring these sweeping accusations ; but I am per-

suaded that there are men in our high places that ought to stand ac-

quitted of them—men to whom they are a heinous and cruel injustice.

I know that aU are not corrupt ; that all are not gone out of the way.

—

J^Iistaken they may be; prejudiced they may be.; it is but human to

err ; but they are not all to be set down as dishonest men. I know this

as weU as I can know any fact of such a nature. I know it, because I

know the men ; or because I know the character they have sustained,

and still sustain, among their friends and neighbours. It is obviously

a most arbitrary and unwarrantable proceeding to charge upon pubhc

men, as such, a worse character than upon the communities they repre-

sent ; to hold them, in virtue of their elevation, to be bad men : to con-

vert the shield of a goodly reputation, the moment the insignia of office

are stamped upon it, into a target for universal abuse and opprobrium.

But, on the other hand, when this treatment is deserved ; when a

man is false to the high trusts of magistracy and legislation ; when he

makes of the greater trust only the greater argument for infidelity to

the commonweal, there is no language of reprobation too strong to visit

upon him. Called by a whole district, perhaps a whole country, to

guard aud promote its weKare— presiding, alone or jointly, over the

affairs and destinies of a Mdiole people ; each one's interest involved, each

one's interest dear ; and the interests of thousands, perhaps of millions,

uniting to lay upon him the bond of his great office—if he can shake it

from him easily, if he can snap it asunder as tow, and cast it aside as

the rubbish of old and outworn morality, I would he might know in

what tone the outraged conscience of a nation can speak. I would that

the public bosom were taught to heave, and the public eye to flash upon
him, Avith withering and crushing mdignatiou.

It may be thought a light thing, and to little purpose, to say to the

man high in office, " You are bound by the laws of morality and honour

to act faithfully for the country—yes, aud above all men bound."

There may be some men of lofty station, and more than one such, who
would smile at the simplicity of the appeal, and would imagine that it

must come from some child, or from some scholastic and retired

person, sadly ignorant of the world. And if, yet more, the nobleness

of his function were insisted on ; if he were admonished, that nothing

on earth can approach so near to the beneficent Divinity as a just and
good government, watching over a great people, ministering to the

security, comfort, and virtue of millions—he might regard it as a

picture drawn by some visionary dreamer. Is it so? Is the adjuration

of subject millions, appealing to their rulers ; is the good or the evil

flowing down from them, through all the dwellings of a whole country ;

is the sighing and the crying that goes up from nations, asking, ever

asking for truth aud justice in the high places of the world,— is all this

to pass lor visionary dreaming? Not so! Forbid it. Heaven! Forbid
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it, earth! That profane trifling with the sanctitude of power, that
accommodating, detestable morality that allows greatness to be a shield
for injustice, and office an exemption from duty, let all the world rise

to forbid. That humble ignorance should err, that liurdenod weakness
should falter, that crushed poverty should swerve, may find some
apology with man, some indulgence with Heaven ; but lofty power, but
commanding intellect, but proud independence of the low wants of hfe

—these, if anything, shall bo held amenable to tlio moral judgment
of mankind ; these, if anything, shall stand confronted with tlio most
awful accusations of human guUt, before the just and dread tribunal of

God!
I am sensible that the discussion in which I have now engaged, of

specific political duties, has already gone to the usual length of a public

discourse ; but I must venture to beg your indulgence to a few closing

remarks, of a more general character. For I am not willing to leave

the subject without showing, in the first place, that there is a lawful

and useful sphere for those powers and principles which are involved in

the political action of a people ; or without pointing out, in the second

place, the evU of pressing them bcyorid the bounds of a just morality.

In the first place, then, there is a lawful sphere for political and party

action. I'artics, as such, are not to be deprecated. Oppositions are

not to bo deprecated. Newspapers devoted to the maintainance of par-

ticular views, newspaper arguments, public speeches— speeches in

caucus—are not to be deprecated. They arc to be welcomed; they

are all good in their place.

What is their place ? Let us consider it.

Parties, then, properly regarded, are founded on the different views

that are unavoidably taken of public measures and public men. All

men cannot think alike. Difi"erences of opinion are inevitable. Par-

ties, then, are necessary ; and they arc useful. It is for the public ad-

vantage, that all questions, touching the commonweal, should be freely

discussed. The legitimate action of parties is, the embodied manifesta-

tion and advocacy of their respective views of the public pohcy. This

is their proper sphere, and this is their proper limit. It is no part of

their business to malign tho motives of each other, or to use immoral
means for the advancement of their respective ends : and not only so,

but it is peculiarly incumbent on these political combinations, if they

would act an houonrablo part, to guard themselves from prejudice, pas-

sion, and violence, from slander, intrigue, and oppression. This may
be accounted no better, I am sensible, than " tho foolishness of preach-

ing." It is the grave voice of political morality, and not of faction.

But I cannot admit, that it is out of place here. I cannot believe,

that all high principle is to bo for ever excluded from politics. I have

in my mind still, tlio bean ideal of a party-man, differ as it may from

the common exam])lo. He is not a man to whom all opinions are indif-

ferent ; and, therefore, ho is a party-man. He is a man who adopts an

opinion, and defends it ; but then lie is a man who stands up manfuUy
and nobly to defend his opinion ; courageously and courteously to defend

it; honestly and candi<lly to defend it ; and he spurns the idea of mis-

representing either the argument or the diaractcr of his adversary.

He cares more to be true to his own mind and conscience than to any-

thing else. He guards his liberty from all party invasion, for he will
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not be a machine. Ho takes care not to add to Ins own natural sel-

fishness the selfishness of ten thousand other persons ; for he will not

be a blind leader of the blind. He is for his party, indeed, but yet

more for his country ; and for God above all. " God and my right,"

is the motto engraven on the arms of a king ; but upon his living bosom
is stamped the impress of a nobler motto, " God and my country!

"

There is also a theory of opposition to the government—the beau

ideal of an opposition-man, which, it were to be wished, were more
considered than it is. To pull down and destroy is not, in ordinary

circumstances, the legitimate end of an opposition ; but it is to limit,

to control, to correct, and thus ultimately to assist. It is not to look

upon the government as a hostile power, that has made a lodgment in

the country, and is to be expelled by a party war ; but as a lawfully

constituted power, that is to be watched, restrained, and kept from

going wrong. StiU, it is the government of our country, and is to be

respected. StiU, it is the government of our country, and is to be

regarded with a candid, and, I had almost said, a filial spirit. Its

officers are not to be assailed with scurrilous abuse, nor its departments

to be degraded by vile epithets. There is a certain consideration and
dignity to be preserved by an opposition: if not—if its spirit is alto-

gether factious and faultfinding ; if it rejoices over the errors of an ad-

ministration—it so far loses all I'espectability ; it shows that it is not so

anxious for a good government, as to be itself the government.

Oppositions, then—parties, party arguments and measures, all have
their legitimate sphere. But now, I say, in the second place, that when
they transcend their sphere, when they overleap tlie bounds of morality,

they become engines of evil and peril to the country.

The only sound and safe principle, I must continually insist, is that

which binds morals and politics in indissoluble union ; which admits of

no compromise, exception, or question ; which wiU hear of nothing as

expedient that is at variance with truth and justice. Politics are to

have no scale of morality graduated to their exigencies. That which
is wrong everywhere else, is wrong here ; that which is wrong for every
other body of men, is wrong for a party. A bad man, in every other

relation, is a bad man for the country ; he may, indeed, chance to

espouse some right measure ; but he who is devoid of aU principle in

private life, can give no satisfactory pledge that he wiU be governed by
any principle in public life.

The evils of forsaking the moral guidance in political affairs, are

various and vast, and they demand the most serious consideration ; they
more deeply concern the country than any pei'il to its visible prosperity

;

they are such, that they demand our most solemn meditation in our
holiest hours and places.

The tendency of political action, when set free from moral restraint,

is to break down aU personal independence in the country. Parties,

then, demand, not honesty, but service, of their votaries. Governments
strengthen themselves by bribery and corruption. Oppositions take the
same arms, and, in their hour of success, retort the same measures.
Abuses become precedents, and precedents multiply abuses. Every
new administration, every generation of politicians, becomes not wiser,

but worse than their predecessors, their fathers. The tendency of

things, without moral restraint, is ever downwards. Already have we
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arrived at that stage of deterioration, wliou you will find many respect-

able and honest men in the country, blinded by reasonings like these

:

" AVliy .sli(*nl<l not an administration," they say, " reward its friends

and supporters? What is it, but righting the wrongs done by a previous

administration? What is it, in fact, but choosing its friends, rather

than its enemies, to help it to carry on the government?" I will grant,

that this must bo done, in regai'd to its immediate council, its cabinet.

But when it extends beyond tliis to subordinate officers, what is it but a
system of favouritism and proscription, Itvtal to all public virtue ? Hon-
esty then becomes a discarded and persecuted virtue ; and mere blind,

unscrupidous party zeal becomes the only passport to honours and
emoluments. Honourable citizenship is sunk in base partisanship.

The entire national dignity, so far as it is connected with its political

action—freedom, francliisc, i)atriotism, self-respect—all is merged in a
vile scramble for office. The national conscience is sold in the market

;

the national honour is all bowcil down to the worship of interest ; the

corrupted nation sots up a golden calf, in place of the Divinity of

pristine and holy truth ; and not the Israelites at tlie footstool of God's
manifested presence were more debased and sacrilegious idolaters.

The destruction of mutual confidence and x'cspect is another evil coa-

nected with our i)arty strifes, and to me it is one of the most painful.

Pass through the different party circles of the country, and what shall

you Iiear? In tlie course of a single day, you shall hear every public

man in the country charged with a total want of principle
;
you shall

hear this constantly from men of the greatest sobriety and weight of

character. Not one man in pu1)lic life, high enough to be a mark for

observation, shall escape this tremendous proscription. If you open
the newspapers, in the hope, by some patient reading and investigation,

to ascertain what the truth is, you find yourself immediately launched

upon a sea of doubts. Every fact, every measure, every man, is repre-

sented in such different lights, tliat you are totally at a loss, so far as

that testimony goes, what to believe. You are in a worse condition

than a juror, vexed by contrary pleadings; you have no judge to help

you, and the whole country is tilled with i)arty pleadings, without law

or precedent, without rule or restraint. You soon come to feel, as if

nothing less than tho devotion of a whole life can enable you thoroughly

to understand the questions that are brought before you ; but you have
no life to give; you have something else to do. There is, indeed, ono way
to find relief; and it is the common way. It is to believe everything tliat

ono party says, and nothing that another says : but he must altogether

abjure his reason, who believes that this is the way to come at the

truth. And yet this is the course usually adopted ; and men are read-

ing their favourite journals the year round, not to get their minds en-

lightened, and their judgments, corrected, but only to have their pas-

sions iuHamed and tlieir prejudices confirmed.

Thus, the grand instrument of pul)lic opinion is broken. A sound and
virtuous public opinion is the oidy .safeguard of the country; and yet men
lay their hands ujion it\as recklessly as if it wTre given them to practice

upon, and to pervert and poison at their pleasure; as if this great sur-

rounding atmosphere of thought, which invests and sustains the people,

were but a laboratory for the experiments of ingeimity and tricks of

legerdemain.

T
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Thus, I say, confidence is fallen, and with it i.s fallen mutual
respect. What respect can there be between parties, who are constantly

accusing one another of fraud and perjury, of the worst practices, and
the basest ends? What respect between editors of journals, who are

daily charging each other with intrigue, malignity, and wilful falsehood?

Can any honourable mind desire this state of things ? Can nothing be

done to introduce a new morality, a new courtesy into our discussions ?

Must our conflicts always be of this bad and brutal character? Is it

not the inevitable tendency of this fierce and blasting recrimination to

blunt the sense of honour ? Instead of feeling "a stain like a wound,"
a man is likely to come out of such conflicts seared and scaled all over,

as with the mail of leviathan. I confess, that 1 look with more respect

upon the gentle courtesy of the old chivalry, upon the mad sense of

honour defended in the tournament, upon the bloody battling of national

pride and jealousy, than upon the abusive and outrageous language of

our party strifes. All this, too, in a time of peace! All this for dif-

ference of opinion, on grave and difficult questions, upon which men
may lawfully and honestly differ! Opponents for such cause treating

one another like ruffians! Reputation, the life, the more than life of a
man, stabbed and slain in the shambles of Lliis political butchery! Tell

lis not, men of the world ! of our religious disputes. Talk not of our

odium theologicum. Say nothing of the contentions of professional men,
or of the quarrels of authors. Their sound is scarcely heard now, nor is

it likely any more to be audible in this land ; for it is all lost in the

loud strife and fierce battle of politics that is, every year and every
month, rising and raging around us.

And the tendency of all this, in fine, is to debase and brutalize the

country. Personal independence beaten down ; mutual confidence and
respect prostrated ; moral deterioration follows as a natural consequence.

I do not forget to limit the observation. I know that political action is

not the whole action of the country. I do not say, that the national

character is all sunk to tlie point of its political derelictions ; by no
means : but this I say, that immorality in politics, so far as it can take

effect, tends to debase and brutalize the country ; it tends to corrupt

the public sentiment, and to degrade private virtue. No man is so pure,

but he is vilified without mercy by the opposite party ; no man is so

base, so vicious, and criminal, but he is sustained without conscience

by his own. It tends to divest the franchise of all dignity, and the

government of all vcncrableness. Let politics be separated from prin-

ciple, from a high and commanding morality, and, instead of the calm
majesty of a free people at the polls, we shaU see the brawls of a vulgar

election ; and, instead of a magnanimous and self-poised government, a
miserable, timeserving, place-keeping faction!

But I must check myself. I ought not, for your patience' sake, to

enlarge on this topic; though, alas! it were too easy to do so. Is it

not possible, I have said, to introduce a new morality, a new courtesy
into our pohtical disputes ? And little as you may imagine that this

question is thought of, yet I am persuaded, that there are thousands of

lofty minds that ask it, with eagerness it may be, with sighing, and
almost with despair. But I am persuaded that it is possible. Even
if the pulpit would do its duty, 1 persuade myself, tliat mucli would be

accomplished. If, leaving barren polemics and useless abstractions, it
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wo.uM address itself to tliis momentous theme of the nation's moral
well-being; if, among the duties which men owe to men, it would,

solenudj and emphatically, pla(;e the duties they owe to their country,

it could not bo without some effect. Sad and lamentable, that, in a
country like this, the pulpit should bo wanting to such a trust! Yes,

it is possible to do something, to do everything. Possible, did I say ?

How easy were it! It is but for every writer and speaker to the country

to charge himself to speak and write witli fairness, candour, and
courtesy ; for every citizen to voto honestly ; for every legislator and
ruler to act as one who has sworn at the altar of truth, in the sight of

Heaven. Oh! come, holy truth, easier than falsehood! primeval

virtue, better than victory! and that which the sages of the world, tho

prophets of human hope, looking over the ages, have sighed to behold,

shall appear—a free and happy community—a free, lofty, and self-

governed people!



THE BLESSING OF FREEDOM.

(.DKT.IVERED ON THE THANKSGIVING ANNIVERSARY IN 1837.)

Jeremiah xxx. 21 :
" And their nobles shall bo of themselves, aud their govgr-

nors shall proceed from the midst of them."

The subject on which I am about to address you, is the blessing of

freedom ; the advantages of that political condition in which we are

placed.

There are various causes in operation which tend to lessen in us the

due sense of these advantages. Extravagance of praise ; asserting too

much with regard to any principle ; overdrawn statements of its nature,

and perpetual boasting of its effects, are likely in all cases, sooner or

later, to bring about a reaction. 1 think we are now witnessing some-

thing of this reaction. The abuses of the principle of liberty also ; the

outbreakings of popular violence, mobs, and tumults, prostrating the

law under foot ; and the tyranny moreover of legal majorities ; and,

withal, the bitter animosities of party strife, and the consequent

incessant fluctuations of public policy, constantly deranging the business

of tlic country ; all these things are leading some to say, but with more
haste and rashness than wisdom, " I must think, that even political

oppression and injustice, which should make all strong, and firm, and
permanent, would be better than that state of things in which we live."

Add to all this, that the blessings which are common, like the air we
breathe and the light of day—blessings which are invested with the

familiar livery of our earliest aud most constant experience—are apt to

pass by us unregarded ; while the evils of life, calamities and concussions

of the elements, shipwrecks, and storms, and earthquakes, rise into

portentous and heart-thrilling significance; and we see another and
final reason why the advantages of our political condition are liable to

be undervalued. We have departed just far enough from those days iu

which the battle for freedom was fought, to substitute indifference and
complaint for the old enthusiasm and devotion.

Indeed, it appears to me, that the time has come, not only in this

country, but on the theatre of the world's public opinion, when the

merits of popular representative government are to be thorouglily

examined. In fact, they were never brought into such controversy all

over the world, as they are at this moment. Nay, even in this country,

strange as it may seem, there is, in some minds at least, such a contro-

versy. But, in England, tlie question about giving supreme dominion
to the public will, is the great, the ultimate, and vital question of the

day. That question, too, is penetrating into France and Germany

;
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and it will jet make its way into Italy and Russia, and the Ottoman
Empire itself.

The lirst step which I shall take in defending the ground M'liich we
as a nation have taken, will be carefully to define it. What, then, is

the ground which we have taken ? What is the principle of a demo-
cratic or representative government? It is, that no restraints, dis-

abilities, or penalties, shall be laid upon any person, and that no
immunities, privileges, or charters shall be conferred on any person, or

any class of persons, but such as tend to promote the general welfare.

This exception, be it remembered, is an essential part of our theory.

Our principle is not, as I conceive, that no privileges shall be granted
to one person more than to another. If bank charters, for instance,

can be proved to bo advantageous to the community, our principle must
allow them. It is upon the same principle, that we grant acts of incor-

poration to the governors of colleges, academies, and hospitals, and to

many other benevolent and literary societies : it is upon the ground
that they benefit tho public. And what is government itself, but a
corporation possessing and exei'cising certain exclusive powers for the

general weal. Tho President of tlie Uniteil .States is, by our will, the

most privileged person in the country : he holds, for tho time being, an
absolute monopoly of certain extraordinary powers, AVill any man say,

then, that no person shall enjoy any privileges wliich he does not enjoy?

There may, doubtless, bo monopolies and immunities which are wrong,
unjust, and injurious. But whan tho popular cry is, "down with all

monopolies! down with all corporations and charters!" I hold, that it

is a senseless cry ; it is a senseless cry, because it is suicidal, because it

is fatal to all government.

Again, I maintain, that our democratic principle is not that the

people are always right. It is this ratlior ; that although the people

may sometimes bo wrong, yet that they are not so likely to be wrong,
and to do wrong, as irresponsible, hereditary magistrates and legislators

;

that it is safer to trust tho many with tho keeping of their own interests,

thau it is to trust the few to keep those interests for them. The people

aro not always right ; they are often wrong. They must bo so, from
the very magnitude, difficulty, and comjilication of the questions that

aro submitted to them. I am amazed tliat thinking men, conversant

with these questions, sliouhl address such gross flattery and monstrous
absunhty to the people, as to be constantly tolling them, that ther/ will

put all these (questions right at the ballot-box ; and I am no less

amazed, tliat a sensible people should suffer such fully to be spoken to

them. Is it ])ossible tliat the people beheve it? Is it possible that the

majority itself of any peoplo can be so infiituated as to hohl that, in

virtue of its being a majority, it is always right? Alas! for truth, if it

id to depend on votes! J/as the majority always been right in religion

or in philosophy? But the science of politics involves questions no less

intricate and difficult. And on these questions, there are grave and
solemn decisions to be made by tho people ; great stat(> problems aro

submitted to them ; such for instance, as concerning internal improve-

ments, tho tariff, the currency, banking, and the nicest points of coa-

gtruction, which cost even tho wisest men much study : and what tho

peoplo require for tlie solution of these (juestions is, not rash haste,

boastful confidence, furious anger, and mud strife, but sobriety, Ciilm-
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ness, modesty—qualities, indeed, that would go far to abate tlie violence

of our parties, and to bush the brawls of our elections. I do not deny,

that questions of deep national concern may justly awaken great zeal

and earnestness ; but I do deny, that the public mind should be
bolstered up with the pride of supposing itself to possess any complete,

much less any suddenly acquired, knowledge of them. I am willing to

take my fellow-citizens for my governors, with all their errors ; 1 prefer

their will, legally signified, to any other government ; but to say or

imply, that they do not err, and often err, is a doctrine alike prepos-

terous in general theory, and pei'uicious in its effects upon themselves.

A populai" government, then, is not to be represented as an unerring

government, but only as less likely to err, less likely to oppress and
wrong the people, than any other.

Errors there are, indeed, and enougli of them, to make the people

unfeignedly cautious and modest, in the great attempt to govern them-
selves. The violence and immorality of party strifes, the prostration

of all social order beneath the feet of infuriated mobs, the taking of life

without the forms of law—murder, indeed, in the open day, and with

more than the impunity of ordinary concealment—these things fill us

at times with alternate disgust and despair. Let the weight of public

reprobation rest upon them, I would not lift one finger of the heavy
hand which ought to lie upon them, and which ultimately must lie upou
them. But let it not be thought, tiiat strifes and tumults are the

peculiar results of republican institutions. Will any one s-ay that,

during the period of our national existence, we have sutiered more
from the turbulence of the people than other nations under diflerent

forms of government? Have we forgotten the riots, the burning of

liay-ricks, and destruction of machinery in England ; the horrors of the

successive revolutions in France ; the tumults and secret societies of

Germany ; the Ottoman throne swaying to and fro to the pushing pike-

staffs of lawless Janizaries; the atrocities of Russian despotism in

Poland ; the gentle tyranny of Austria, not so blood-thirsty—no, but

only burying alive her noblest subjects in the graves of Spielburgh and
Venice—have we forgotten these things, that we are willing to exchange
for such fortunes, the peaceful order of these free and happy States?

It is true, indeed, and lamentable as true, that this peaceful order is

sometimes broken. It is true and lamentable, that some of our

citizens have strangely forgotten the very principle on which our insti-

tutions are based—freedom—freedom of speech, freedom of publication,

freedom of trial by jury as the only condition on which life, liberty, or

property, in this country shall ever be touched. My blood runs cold

in my veins, and I tremble as I look upon my children, to think, that

my house or yours may yet be surrounded by an armed mob ; that

you or I may be shot down, without remorse, on our own threshold,

simply for asserting our honest opinion. But I thank God, that this

is yet a country, and, 1 trust in God, always will be a country, in which
I can express my indignation alike against the despotism of a govern-

ment, and the despotism of a populace. When it ceases to be such, be

it no longer my country ! Give me any tyranny, rather than that most
monstrous of all the tyrannies ever hoard of—the bloody violence of a
lawless peoj)lo, with liberty on their lips and murder iu their hearts.

L.t this body of mine sink under the Turkish bow-string, or the
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Russian knout, rather tlian be trodden out of life under llie lieels of a
brutal populace. I am not an abolitionist in tlie technical sense of that

word, and I say it now only that I may give iny words tlie greater force

—for if I tlKjught every abolitionist in the country worthy of death, I

should still say, that the hand which inflicted it without the forms of

law, was the hand of a murderer ; and wo and shame to the country, if

such deeds can go unpunished!

I have said, that I am not an abolitionist; but let it not be supposed,

on tho other hand, that I am a friend to the system of slavery. With
what face could I enter upon a defence of tho doctrine of liberty, if 1

were sol The very despot could defend liberty upon that plan—that is,

" liberty for uie," he would say, " and bondage for you." Slavery is.

undoubtedly, an anomaly in our free institutions. And when I defend

and eulogise our freedom, that, of course, must be set aside as a
lamentable, though I trust that it is to be a temporary, exception.

Let mo now proceed to speak of liberty as a blessing, and the highest

blessing that can appertain to tho condition of a people. This, you
know, is denied. It is maintained, on the contrary, that liberty is a
curse. I do not say tliat such a ])roposition is openly maintained in

this country ; but in other countries it is maintained—with a zeal to

which wo must, at least, allow the credit of sincerity—that the liberty

wo contend fur is a curse ; that it is not oidy a dream of enthusiasts,

but a wild and dangerous dream, wliicli must, sooner or later, wake to

the fearful realities of disorder, anarcliy, and bloodshed. We arc called

upon, therefore, with equal earnestness, to defend the ground Avhich

we, as a people, have taken. This defence, I v.-ill humbly, in my place,

attempt.

And, in the first place, I value our political constitution, because it

is the only system that accords with tlie truth of things, the only system
that recognises the great claims, and inalienable rights of humanity.

There may be nations who are not prepared to assert these claims and
to enjoy these rights. I speak not for them. But for me it is a haj)-

piness that I live under a political system that is not based upon error,

that involves no gross and palpable violation of the great and manifest

rights of humanity. I might feel, in Austria or in Pi'ussia, that I was
no sufferer from the political system under which I lived ; nay, I might
be one of the favourites of that system ; but 1 would not desire to bo
tlie favourite of a system which would bo a constant reproach to my
reason and my conscience. Why, I must naturally desire tiiat even

the machinery of a manufactory, were I engaged in one, sliould l)e tho

best—should exhibit tho fittest adjustment of part to part; how nuicli

more must I desire this, concerning tho machinery of that political

constitution which involves not only interests, but rights and duties.

There is not, and tlierc cannot bo, any true system of political

morality, which docs not consult the greatest happiness of the greatest

number ; and no splendour of a nobility, no magnificence of a throne,

can atone for the want of that princi])le. No sentiment of loyalty, how-
ever honourable and graceful it may seem, can stand in the place of

tho dignity of justioe !

And what i;j that justice? The justice of a social system. What is

the tenor of tin; law under whiclf all men evidently hold life, and all

the bles ings of life, from tho great Creator? Is it tliat one man's Avill
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shall reign, a despotic sovereign, over the welfare of millions? Is it

that any one class shall be raised to perpetual honour and power, while

all other classes shall be proportionably depressed ? Is this justice ?

I am not saying now what temporary expediency may be ; but I say,

is this justice? How is it manifestly the wiU of Heaven, that men, its

children, should regard and treat one another ? Must we quote written

texts to prove that the great Being who reigns over all is no respecter

of persons? Must we solemnly appeal to the universal sense of right

in the human breast to show, that according to the will of God, the

dispensation of wealth, happiness, honour, and all the blessings of ex-

istence, should come the nearest possible to the measure of distributive

justice—the nearest possible to being the reward of merit? That it

cannot come precjisely to this point, is true : but is that any argument

for failing to come the nearest possible to it? Can any honourable and

generous mind willingly consent to live— can it live happily, with

monstrous social injustice all around it—with monstrous social injustice

as the very basis of its distinction ; and that injustice capable of a

remedy? And is there not injustice in the social, the semi-feudal

system of Europe—a system of immemorial preferences in church and
state, in political employments, and social honours! What is it but to

run a race, in which certain hereditary competitors have all the advan-

tage ? Would you send your sons so to run a race even in a May-day
game? But what is this to the race of life, the race for happiness,

which all men are running? Would you put out your children to an
apprenticeship, or into a school, where certain of their fellows, by no
merit of their own, were placed so far above them, that they could only

by gracious permission, raise their eyes to them? But what would this

be to the great discipline and school of life? These are not mere figures

;

they represent facts; they point to grievous burthens, heavy to be borne.

Is it not a burthen to the Dissenter, that all the ecclesiastical

revenues of a kingdom should be garnered up for a privileged church ?

Is it not a burthen to the commoner, that so many of the powers and
honours of a state should be lavished upon a hereditary class? Is it

not a. burthen to the labourer or artisan, that so large a portion of the

capital of a country should be for ever sequestered from their reach, for

the ease and aggrandizement of a few? The capital of a country con-

sists mainly in its soil, its mines, its woods, and waters. And now, to

take the most pi-osperous example of feudal institutions in the world

—

who, I ask, who own almost half of the soil and mines, the woods and
waters of England? Her nobles; and by law they arc permitted to

hold them, in perpetual entail, in their own families, for their own ad-

vantage, and even free from attachment for debt? And in addition to

this, by the custom and courtesy, slioul I I not rather say the discour-

tesy of society, they are permitted to look down upon the whole sur-

rounding world.

I thank Heaven that I live in a country of more equal institutions.

I do not pretend here to judge of English Reforms. Whether they are

too rapid or too slow, I am not qualified to decide ; but I may, at least,

thank Heaven that we do not need them. Perliaps I have a hearer, to

whom even these candid allusions to England may not be agreeable.

It may not be without some degree of irritation that he will ask, why I

should soy anything in disparagenient of England, the most glorious
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country, he may say, in the world. He may say this, and I shall not
refuse to agree with him : but the glory of England is the work of time
and })osition, and of a noble race of men, and not, I trust, of the inequality

of her political constitution. Why, then, do I speak as I do, even of
the fairest and most modified example of feudal institutions? I will

answer. It is because I stand up for justice, as the dearest immunity
of a civilized state ; it is because I stand up for humanity, as the noblest

claim in the world ; it is because I contend for a dignity higher than
tliat of kings and nobles—the dignity of truth ; it is, in fine, because I

am willing, and I wish to stand on earth as a man—beneath the equal
and even canopy of heaven—in presence of the impartial justice and
lovingkindness that reign in that heaven—there to discharge my lot,

and to work out my welfare as a man. It otFends me, to think that I,

or any other man, should bo bolstered up with hereditary advantages,
or witli social or religious immunities, that are denied to mine equals,

my brethren, in the sight of God. That is my feeling, be it called

Quixotism, or whatever else any one may call it. I have, in this matter,

an unfortunate and strange way of thinking of others as if they pos-

sessed my ovin nature ; and I cannot patiently bear, tliat the children

of one common Father should bo treated with a partiality that would
revolt me, if it were introduced among the children of an earthly

parentage. It is monstrous in the eye of reason : it is treason to gentle

humanity ; it is as truly unjust as if it were the oppression of bonds and
burthens ; and the time will come when it will be so regarded. The
dignity of the English mind, I am certain, will not always bear it. In
the mean time, I say it again, I thank Heaven that I am made no
party, either better or worse, to the injustice of such a system.

II. In the next place I value our liberty, and deem it a just cause of

thankfulness to Heaven, because it fosters and developes all the intel-

lectual and moral powers of the country.

Freedom is the natural school of energy and enterprise. Freedom is

the appropriate sphere of talent and virtue. The soul was not made to

walk in fetters. To act powerfully, it must act freely ; and it must
act, too, under all the fair incentives of an honest and honourable
ambition. This applies especially to the mass of tlie people. There
may bo minds, and there are, wliicli find a sufficient incentive to exer-

tion in the love of knowledge and improvement, in the single aim at

perfection ; but this is not, and cannot be, the condition of the mass of

minds ; thoy need other impulses. Open then, I say, freely and widely

to every individual, the way to wealth, to honour, to social respect, and
to public office, and you put life into any people. Impart that prin-

ciple to a nation of Turks, or even of Hindoos, and it will bo as a
resurrection from the dead. The sluggish spirit will be aroused ; the

languid nerve will be strung to new energy ; there will be a stir of

action and a spring to industry all over the country, because there will

be a motive. Alas I how many poor toilers in the world are obliged to

labour without reward, without hope, almost without motive! Like the

mat^hinery amidst wliich they labour, and of wliicli they are scarcely

more than a jiart, they are moved by tlio impulse of blind necessity.

Tho single hope of bettering their condition, which now, alas! never
visits them, would regenerate them to a new life.

Now it is with sucli life that this whole nation is in.spired. It is
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freedom tliat has breathed the breath of Hfe into this people. I know-

that there are perils attending this intense action and competition of

society ; but I see, nevertheless, a principle that is carrying forward

this country with a progress altogether unprecedented in the history of

the woi'ld.
'
Invention, internal improvement, and accumulation among

us, ai-e taking strides before unheard of. More school-houses, colleges,

and churches, have been builded in this country within the last twenty

years ; more canals and railroads have been constructed ; more fortunes

have been acquired, and, what is better, more poor men have risen to

competence ; and, in fine, more enterprises and works of social and

religious beneficence have been achieved than ever were done, take them

aU together, in an equal time by an equal population under heaven.

For these things I love and honour my country ; for these things I am
thankful to Heaven that my lot is cast in it ; and this I say, not in the

spirit of boasting, but because I think the time has come when it needs

to be said ; because I beheve that many of us are insensible to our

advantages ; because the eyes of the world are fixed upon us for inqui-

sition and for reproach, and incessant foreign criticism is liable to cool

the fervour of our patriotism.

Nay, I will go further, and confess the secret hope I have long enter-

tained, that the liberty wherev/ith, as I believe, God has made us free,

that the equal justice, the impartial rewards which encourage individual

enterprise in this country, will produce yet more glorious and signal

residts ; results that will proclaim to aU the world, that pohtical equity

is the best pledge for national dignity, strength, and honour ; results

which will, effectually and forever, break down the pernicious maxim,
that a certain measure of political injustice and favouritism is necessary

to the order and security of the social state. As I believe in a righteous

Providence, I do not believe in this maxim ; and I trust in God, that

it will receive its final and annihilating blow in this very country. It

is not that I challenge for our people any natural superiority to other

people: it is not to the shrine of national pride that I bring the homage
of this lofty hope, but to the footstool of divine goodness. It is to our

signal advantages, and especially to the equal justice of our institutions,

that I look for the accomplishment of this great hoi)e. I believe that

freedom—free action—free enterprise—free competition—will be found

to be the best of auspices for every kind of human success, I believe

that our citizens wiU be found to act more effectively, and more
generously, and more nobly, for being free ; that our citizen soldiers

wiU, if called upon, fight more valiantly for being free ; that our

labourers will toil more cheerfully for being free ; that our merchants

wiU trade more successfully ; nay, and little as it may be expected, that

our preachers and orators wiU discom-se more eloquently, and that our

authors will write more powerfully, for the spirit of freedom that is

among us. The future, indeed, must tell us ^\hether this is a dream
of enthusiastic patriotism. But I would fain have the most generous

of principles for once laid at the heart of a great people, and see what
it will do. Alas ! for humanity—never yet has it been treated with the

confidence of simple justice. Never yet has any voice effectually said

to man, " God has made thee to be as happy and as glorious, if thou

wilt, as thy most envied follow." When that voice docs address the

heart of the multitude, will it not arouse itself to loftier efforts, to nobler
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sacrifices, to higher as])iratioiis, and more generous virtues, than wore

ever seen to bo the ottspring of any une<jual and ungenerous s^'stera

that ever man has dcviscil? God grant that the liopc may be reahzed,

and the vision accomplished! It were enough to make one say, " Now
let me depart in peace, for mine eyes have seen thy salvation!"

III. In the third place, I value political liberty, because, of that

which a free and unfettered energy obtains, it gives the freest and
amplest use.

What is the effect, nay, what is the design of a despotic goverimient,

but to deprive the people of the largest amount that it can, or dare, of

the proceeds of tlieir honest industry and laudable enterprise ? Under
its grossest forms, it levies direct contributions ; in its more plausible

administration, it L-vics taxes ; but in either case, its end is the same

—

to feed and batten a few, at the expense of the many. In order the

more elfectually to accomplish this purpose, such governments recjuiro

standing armies, or, to speak more exactly, a military force to act at

home ; that is to say, a part of the citizens, one of each family perhaps,

must be armed and trained, in order to coerce and control the labour,

the toil, the entire labour of tlie rest.

Such, then, more or less strongly marked, is the condition of labour in

every part of the world, with the exception of our own favoured country.

The people must work till they are weary, for the supply of their

own wants. So far the law of labour is healthful, and every way useful

;

but after that, they must work a M'hile longer, one or two hours every

day, to support a home military force. And then, when the yoke is

fairly fixed upon their necks, they must work as much longer as their

masters please, to gorge the almost insatiable appetite of a luxurious

court, and a herd of idle courtiers and sycophants beside ; and tho

reward they get, is twofold; perpetual poverty, and an utter contempt
of their grovelling employments.

Let me not l)e told, that differences in the form of government are

mere matters of speculation ; that they have very little to do with our
private welfare ; that a man may be as hap])y under one form as an-

other. I thiidc it was on occasion of our revolution, that Dr. Johnson
j)ut forth some such oracle as this ; but it is not true ; it may pass for

good-nature, or for smooth ])liilosophy, if any one pleases so to call it

;

but it is not true. What more obvious interest of human life is there,

than that a man's labour shall produce for him the greatest possible

amount of comfort ; that he should enjoy, as far as is compatible M'itli

the support of civil order, the proceeds of his toil! Labour, honourable

and useful as it is, is not so very agreeable, that a man sh(juld recklessly

give it for that which is not bread. And that he emphatically does who
gives it for pensions, sinecures, and monopolies, and establishments, and
wars, whieli benefit him not at all. What real interest have the people

Iia<l in four-fifths of the wars tliat have devastated Europe, and
bnrthene<l all her governments with enormous debts? It is strange,

indeed, when the labouring hand is so near tho suffering heart, that

men do not feel this ; but the reason is, that the exactions of selfish and
unjust governments come upon them in the hidirect form of taxation ;

of impfist, and revenue, and excise, and the Inuidred minor and con-

temptible contrivances that liave been invented to hide from them tlie

fact. Let them be tuld, kt them see, that of their ten hours' toil each
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day, four or five only are for themselves or their families, while the re-

mainder are for other families and other children than their own, and

they would think it intolerable ; but this, more or less, always is, and

always must be, the condition of the people, where governments do not

represent its expressed and supreme will ; for it is not in human nature

lawfully and justly to use unlawful and unlimited power. I only wish

to know that governments have the power to oppress the people, to know
that they use it. And the very definition of such a power is

—

a poiver

not emanating from themselves. Tell your neighbour, ay, or your

friend, that he may govern you, not as much as you please, but just as

much as he pleases, and you know very well what the consequences will

be. You would not trust your dearest friend, nor scarcely an angel in

heaven, to have such a power over you. I thank Heaven that there is

no such power, and nothing approaching to it, in this country. And,

in order to make out a clear case of superior advantages on our part,

it is not necessary that I should go into details (for which, indeed, I

have not space) ; it is not necessary that I should now particularize

and say, that this government possesses such a power, and that govern-

ment a certain other power, which bear hard upon the people; for every

government not emanating from them, is sure to present a case of such

hardship. But one fact I will mention in this connexion, which may
stand in place of all other facts, and that is, the eternal eimiity which

exists in every other country between the government and the people.

That enmity, as old as the creation, has never been brought so com-
pletely to an end as here. I know that we hear sometimes of measures

of an administration, as having an unfriendly bearing upon particular

interests ; but it is certain, that the government with us can never stand

up in permanent hostility to that people of which it is the creature.

But when we turn our eyes abroad, what do we see ? Everywhere the

people are demanding constitutions, charters, immunities, changes,

which their respective governments will not concede to them. So far

as the satisfaction of a people with its institutions is concerned, we are,

after all that is said about popular disturbances among us, in a state of

singular, of enviable, I may say, of profound tranquillity. And well do

I know, if I know the spirit of this people, that that tranquilhty would

be effectually disturbed, were a tithe of the resistance and refusal to

which every other nation must submit, to lay its intolerable grievance

on us. The very cup of blessings with us would be a cup of wrath and
indignation.

I have offered some reasons to show that our freedom is a blessing.

It is founded in rectitude as a principle; it fosters the intellectual and
moral growth of a country; and it favours the amplest enjoyment of all

the blessings of existence. These are reasons. But I should not ex-

haust the subject, even in this most general view of it, if I did not add
one further consideration in behalf of freedom ; a consideration that is

higher and stronger than any reason—I mean, the intrinsic desirable-

ness of this condition to every human being. In this respect, freedom
is like virtue, like happiness ; we value it for its own sake. God has

stamped upon our very humanity this impress of freedom ; it is the

unchartered prerogative of human nature. A soul ceases to be a soul,

in proportion as it ceases to be free. Strip it of this, and you strip it

of 0)10 of its essential and characteristic attributes. It is this that draws
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the footsteps of the wild Indian to his wide and boundless desert-paths,
and makes him prefer them to the gay saloons and soft carpets of sump-
tuous palaces ; it is this that makes it so difficult to l)riug him within tho
pale of artificial civilization. Oiu- roving tribes are perishing—a sad and
solemn sacrifice upon the altar of their wild freedom. They como
among us, and look with chihhsh wonder upon tho perfection of our
arts, and the splendour of our habitations ; they submit with ennui and
weariness, for a few days, to our bxirthensomc forms and restraints

;

and then turn their faces to their forest homes, and resolve to push
those iioracs onward till they sink in the Pacific waves, rather than not
bo free.

It is thus that every people is attached to its country, just in pro-
portion as it is free. No matter if tliat country bo in tho rocky
fastnesses of Switzerland, amidst tlio snows of Tartary, or on the most
barren and lonely island-shore ; no matter if that country be so poor,
as to force away its children to other and richer lands for employment
and sustenance

; yet when the songs of those free liomes chance to fall

upon tho exile's ear, no soft and ravishing airs, tliat wait upon the tuned
feastings of Asiatic opulence, ever thrilled the heart with such mingled
rapture and agony as those sim])le tones. Sad mementos might they
bo of poverty, and want, and toil ; yet it was enough that they were
mementos of happy freedom ; and more than once has it been necessary
to forbid, by military orders, in the armies of the Swiss mercenaries,
the singing of their native songs.

And such an attachment, do I believe, is found in our own people to

their native country. It is the country of the free ; and that single

consideration compensates for the want of many advantages whicli other
countries possess over us. And glad am I that it opens wide its hos-

pitable gates to many a noble but persecuted citizen, from the dungeons
of Austria and Italy, and the imprisoning castles and citadels of

Poland. Here may they find rest, as they surely find sympathy,
though it is saddened with many bitter remembrances

!

Yes, let me be free ; let me go and come at my own will ; let me do
business and make journeys, without a vexatious police or insolent

soldiery to watch my stej)s ; let me think, and do, and speak what I

please—suly'ect to no limit but that which is set by tho conmion weal;

subject to no law but that whicli conscience binds upon me—and I

will bless my country, and love its most rugged rocks and its most
barren soil.

I have seen my countrymen, and have been with tliem a fellow-

wanderer, in other lands ; and little did I see or feel to warrant tho

apprehension, sometimes expressed, that foreign travel would weaken
our patriotic attachments. One sigh for home—home arose from all

hearts. And why, from palaces and courts—wliy, from galleries of the

arts, where tho marble softens into life, and painting sheds an almost
living presence of beauty around it—why, from the mountain's awful
brow, and the lovely valleys and lakes touched with the sunset hues of

old romance—why, from those venerable and touching ruins to which
our very heart grows—wliy, from all these scenes, were they looking

beyond the swellings of the Atlantic wave, to a dearer and holier spot

on earth, their own, own country? Doubtless it was, in part, because
it is their country ; but it was also, as every one's experience will tes-
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tifj, because tliey knew that there was no oppression, no pitiful exaction

of petty tyranny ; because that there, they knew, was no accredited and
irresistible religious domination ; because that there, they knew, they

should not meet tlie odious soldier at every corner, nor swarms of im-

ploring beggars, the victims of misrule ; that there, no curse causeless

did fall, and no Wight, worse than plague and pestilence, did descend

amidst the pure dews of heaven ; because, in fine, that there, they knew,

was liberty—upon all the green hills, and amidst all the peaceful val-

leys—liberty, the wall of fire around the humblest home ; the crown of

glory, studded with her ever-blazing stars, upon the proudest mansion!

My friends, upon our own homes that blessing rests, that guardian

care and glorious crown ; and when we return to those homes, and so

long as we dwell iu them, so long as no oppressor's foot invades their

tbresholds, let us bless them, and hallow them as the homes of freedom?

Let us make them, too, the homes of a nobler freedom—of freedom
from vice, from evil, from passion, from every corrupting bondage of

the soul.
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TO

THE CONGREGATION,

WORSmiPINO IN TUB

CHURCH OF THE MESSIAH, IN NEW YORK.

Mr Brethken and Friends,

In anticipation of leaving my pulpit for an absence of two years in Europe,

I have collected these out of the mass of Discourses which I have delivered to

you, and I beg leave to present them to you as an expression of that interest

in the true and vital prosperity of Rehgion among you, which neither time,

nor distance, nor parting oceans nor foreign climes, nor anything else, I trust,

can weaken. You will observe, that although it is a volume of Discourses on

Human Life, it is scarcely a series. The Discom'ses were written without any

original intention of making a series, and mostly without any reference to each

other; and I may therefore need the public indulgence for the occasional

recmrencc of the same topics— of the same ideas— possibly of the same

expressions. Such as the Volume is, I commit it to you, in grateful remem-

brance of those hours in the sanctuary, where they have been the subject of

our common meditations.

Bidding you an afloctiouatc farewell for a season, 1 am your friend and

servant,

ORVILLE DEWEY.

U





ON THE MORAL SIGNIFICANCE OF LIFE.

Job iv. 12—10: "Now a tiling was secretly brought to me, and miuo car

received a little thereof. lu thoughts fi'om the visions of the night, when deep

sleep falleth on men, fear came upon me, and trembling, which made all my
bones to shake. Tlien a spirit passed before my face, and the hair of my
flesh stood up. It stood still, but I could not discern the form thereof; an

image was before mine eyes ; there was silence, and I heard a voice."

Human life, to many, is like the vision of Eliphaz. Dim and shadowy
veils hang round its awful revelations. Teachings there are to man,
in solemn and silent hours, in thoughts from the visions of the night,

in vague impressions and unshaped reveries ; but, on this very account,

they fail to be interpreted and understood. There is much teaching

;

but there is also much unbelief.

There is a scepticism, indeed, about the entire moral significance of

life, which I propose, in this discourse, to examine. It is a scepticism

—sometimes taking the form of philosophy, sometimes of misanthropy

and scorn, and sometimes of heavy and hard-bound worldliness—which
denies that life has any lofty, spiritual import ; which resolves all into

a series of toils, and trifles, and vanities, or of gross and palpable

pursuits and acquisitions. It is a scepticism, not about creeds, not

about Christianity—it lies farther back—lies far deeper; it is a scepti-

cism about the very meaning and intent of our whole existence.

This scepticism I propose to meet ; and for this purpose I propose to

see what argument can bo extracted out of the very grounds on which
it founds itself.

The pertinency of my text to my purpose, as I have already inti-

mated, lies in this : there is much of deep import in this life, like that

wliich Eliphaz saw in the visions of the night—not clear, not palpable,

or at least not usually recognised and made familiar ; but it cometh, as

it were in the night, when deep sleep falleth on men ; it cometh in the

still and solitary hours ; it cometh in the time of meditation or of

sorrow, or of some awful and overshadowing crisis of life. It is secretly

brought to the soul, and the ear receiveth a little thereof. It is as a
spirit that passeth before us, and vanishcth into the night-shadow ; or

it standeth still, but we cannot discern the form tlieroof ; there is an
undefined image of truth ; there is silence ; and at length ther^is a
voice.

It is of these unrecognised revelations of our present being that I

would endeavour to give the interpretation ; I woidd attempt to give

them a voice.
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But let US spread out a little, iu the first place, the sceptic's argii-

ment. It says, " What is there in human existence that accords with
your lofty Christian theory? You may talk about the grandeur of a
human life, the sublime wants and aspirations of the human soul, the

solemn consciousness, amidst aU Ufe's cai'es and toils, of an immortal
destiny;—it is all a beautiful dream! Look over the world's history,

and say, what intimations doth it furnish of that majestic design—the

world's salvation? Look at any company of toiling and plodding men
in the country around you ; and what are they thinking of, but acres

and crops, of labour and the instruments of labour? Go into the noisy

and crowded manufactory, and what is there but machinery—animate
or inanimate—the mind as truly girded and harnessed to the work, as

the turning-lathe or the banded wheel? Gaze upon the thronged
streets, or upon holiday crowds, mixing the oaths of the profane with

the draughts of the intemperate : and where is the spiritual soul that

you talk of? Or look at human life in a large view of it, and of what
is it made up? Trouble and weariness"—you see that it is the cynic's

complaint—" trouble and weariness ; the disappointment of inexperience

or the dulness of familiarity ; the frivolity of the gay or the unprofitable

sadness of the melancholy ; the heavy ennui of the idle or the plodding

care of the busy; the suffering of disease or the wasted energy of health

;

frailty, its lot, and its doom, death ; a world of things wasted, worn out,

perishing in the use, tending to nothing, and accomplishing nothing

;

so complete the frivolity of life with many, that they actually think

more of the fine apparel they shall wear, than of the inward spirit, which
you say is to inherit the immortal ages!"

All this, alas! is too true ; but it is not true to the extent, nor in the

exclusive sense, alleged. That but few meditate on their lot as they
ought, is perfectly true ; but there are impressions and convictions that

come into the mind through other channels than those of meditation.

They come perhaps, like the shadowy vision of Eliphaz, in darlaiess

and silence ; vague, indistinct, mysterious, awful ; or they come in the

form of certain, but neglected and forgotten truths. And they come,
too, from those very scenes, in which the eye of the objector can see

nothing but material grossness or thoughtless levity. This is what I

shall especially attempt to show. I shall not undertake, in this dis-

course, to go farther ; but I believe that I shall not pei'form a useless

service to the true faith of our being, if I may be able, in some measure,

to unveil and bring to light those secret intimations which are often

smothered indeed, but which from time to time are flashing out from
the cloud of human cares and pursuits.

" Man," it is said, "is bound up in materialism, imprisoned by the

senses, limited to the gross and palpable; far-reaching thoughts, soaring

aspirations, are found in essays and speculations about him rather than
in his own experience ; they are in books rather than in brick-yards

and ploughed fields and tumultuous marts."
What stupendous revelations are cloaked and almost hidden by

fami%rity ! This very category of scepticism—what is it, but the blind

admission of the sublimest truth? A man is recognised as standing

amidst this palpable cloud of care and labour—enclosed, it is said, shut

up in sense and matter—but still a man! A dungeon is this world, if

"you please so to represent it ; but iu this dungeon is a prisoner moaning,
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Borrowing, sighing to be free. A wilderness world it is, in tlie thought

of many ; but one is struggling through this wilderness who imparts to

it a loftier grandeur than its own ; his articulate voice, his breathed

])rayer, or his shout amidst the dim solitudes—nay, the very sound of

liis axe in the forest depths—is sublinier than all the solemn symphonies

of autumn winds sweeping through its majestic aisles.

Grant that matter and sense are man's teachers ; and consider these

teachings in their very humblest form, in their very lowest grade—what

they teach perforce, and in spite of man's will. AVhat are they? Ma-
terialism itself suggests to man the thought of an immaterial principle.

The senses awaken within him the consciousness of a soul. Of a soul,

I say ; and wjiat is that ? Oh ! the very word, soul, is itself soiled by
a common use, till wc know not what it means. So that this universal

endowment of humanity—this dread endowment, by which infinity,

eternity, nay, and divinity, belong to its innate and inmost conceptions,

can be at once admitted and almost overlooked, in the account of human
existence.

In man, the humblest instruments reveal the loftiest energies. This

is not enthusiasm, but philosophy. The modern French philosophy

has the merit of having distinctly unfolded this principle, that all om-

mental perceptions suggest their opposites—the &iite, the infinite ; the

seen, the unseen; time, eternity; creation, a God. The child that has

tried his eye upon surrounding objects, soon learns to send his thoughts

through the boundless air and to embrace the idea of infinite space.

The being that is conscious of having lived a certain time, comes to en-

tertain, as correlative to that consciousness, the conception of eternity.

These are among the fundamental facts of all human experience. Such,

to a man, in distinction from an animal, is the instrumentality of his

very senses. As with a small telescope, a few feet in length and
breadth, man learns to survey heavens beyond heavens, almost infinite,

so with the aid of limited senses and faculties does he rise to the con-

ception of what is beyond all visible heavens, beyond all conceivable

time, beyond all imagined power, beauty, and glory. Such is a human
life. Man stands before us, visibly confined within the narrowest com-
pass; and yet from this humble frame, stream out on every side tho

rays of thought, to infinity, to eternity, to omnipotence, to boundless

grandeur and goodness. Let him who will, account this existence to

be nothing but vanity and dust. I must be allowed, ori better grounds,

to look upon it as that in whose presence all the visible majesty of

worlds, and suns, and systems gink to nothing. Systems, and suns,

and worlds, are all comprehended in a single thought of this being whom
we do not yet know.

But let us pass from these primary convictions which are siiggested

by matter and sense, to those spheres of human life where many can
see nothing but weary labour, or trifling pleasure, or lieavy ennui.

Labour, then—what is it, and what doth it mean ? Its fenid brow,

its toiling liand, its weary step—wliat do they mean ? It was in the

power of God to provide for us as he has provided for tho blasts

of the field and tho fowls of heaven, so that human liands should

neither toil nor spin, lie who appointed the high hills as a refuge for

tho wild goats, and the rocks for the conies, might as easily have caused

marble cities and hamlets of enduring granite to liave been productions
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of nature's grand masonry. In secret forges, and by eternal fires,

might every instrmnent of convenience and elegance have been

fashioned ; the winds might have woven soft fabrics upon every tree,

and a table of abundance might have been spread in every wilder-

ness and by every seashore. For the animal races it is spread. Why
is it not for man? Why is it especially ordained as the lot of man,

that in the sweat of his brow he shall eat his bread? Oh! sirs, it hath

a meaning. The curse, so much dreaded in the primeval innocence

and freedom of nature, falls not causeless on the earth. Labour is a

more beneficent ministration than man's ignorance comprehends, or

his complainings will admit. It is not mere blind drudgery even when

its end is hidden from him. It is aU a training, it is all a discipline

—

a development of energies, a nurse of virtues, a school of improvement.

From the poor boy who gathers a few sticks for his mother's hearth, to

the strong man who fells the forest oak, every human toiler, with every

weary step, and every urgent task, is obeying a wisdom far above his

own wisdom, and is fulfiUing a design far beyond his own design—his

own supply, accumulation, or another's wealth, luxury, or splendour.

But now let us turn to an opposite scene of life. I mean pleasure

and dissipation. Is this aU mere frivolity—a scene that suggests no

meaning beyond its superficial aspects ? Nay, my friends, what sig-

nificance is there in unsatisfying pleasure ? What a serious thing is

the reckless gaiety of a bad man ! What a picture, almost to move our

awe, does vice present to us ! The desperate attempt to escape from

the ennui of an unfurnished and unsatisfied mind ; the blind and head-

long impulse of the soul to quench its maddening thirst for happiness

in the burning draughts of pleasure ; the deep consciousness which soon

arises of guilt and infamy ; the sad adieu to honour and good fame ;

the shedding of silent and bitter tears ; the flush of the heart's agony

over the pale and haggard brow ; the last determined and dread sacri-

fice of the soul and of heaven to one demoniac passion—what serious

things are these ! What signatures upon the soul to show its higher

nature! What a fearful handwriting upon the walls that surround the

deeds of darkness, duplicity, and sensual crime ! The holy altar of re-

ligion hath no seriousness about it deeper, or, I had almost said, more

awful, than that which settles down upon the gaming-table, or broods

oftentimes over the haunts of corrupting indulgence. At that altar,

indeed, is teaching; words, words are uttered here; instruction, cold in-

struction, alas ! it may be, is delivered in consecrated walls ; but if the

haunts of evil could be unveiled, if the covering could be taken off from

guilty hearts, if every sharp pang and every lingering regret of the

vitiated mind could send forth its meanings and sighs into the great

hearing of the world, the world would stand aghast at that dread teaching.

But besides the weariness of toil and the frivoUty of pleasure, there

is another state of life that is thought to teach nothing, and that is

ennui; a state of leisure, attended with moody reveries. The hurry of

pursuit is over for the time ; the illusions of pleasure have vanished

;

and the man sits down in the solitariness of meditation ; and " weary,

flat, stale, and unprofitable," appear to him all the uses of this life. It

seems to him, as I once heard ittouchingly expressed, even by a child,

*' as if everything was nothing." This has been the occasional mood
of many lofty minds, and has often been expressed in our literature.
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" Life's little stage is a small eminence,

Inch high above the grave ; that home of man.
Where dwells the multitude ; we gaze around ;

We read their monuments ; we sigh ; and while

We sigh, we sink : and are what we deplored

;

Lamenting, or lamented, all our lot I"

" To-morrow, and to-moiTow, and to-morrow,
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day
To the last syllable of recorded time ;

And all our yesterdays, have hghted fools

The way to dusty death. *****
Life's but a walking shadow ; a poor player.

That struts and frets his houi- upon the stage,

And then is heard no more ; it is a tale

Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,

Signifying nothing."

But bound up with this poor, frail life, is the mighty thought that

spurns the narrow span of all visible existence. Out of this nothing,

springs a something—a significant mtimation, a dread revelation of the

awful powers that lie wrapped up in human existence. Nothing more
reveals the majestic import of life than this ennui, this heart-sinking

sense of the vanity of all present acquisitions and attainments. " Man's
misery," it has been well said, " comes of his greatness." The sphere

of life appears small, the ordinary circle of its avocations narrow and
confined, the common routine of its cares msipid and unsatisfactory

—

why? Because he who walks therein demands a boundless range of

objects. Why does the body seem to imprison the soul? Because the

soul asks for freedom; because it looks forth from the narrow and
grated windows of sense upon the wide and immeasurable creation;

because it knows that around and beyond it, lie outstretched the infi-

nite and the everlasting paths.

I have now considered some of those views of hfe which are brought
forward as objections against our Christian theox'y of its greatness.

My purpose in this discourse is not to penetrate into the wisdom of its

deeper relations, but to confine myself to its humblest aspects, and to

things that are known and acknowledged to be matters of fact.

With this view, I proceed to observe, in the last place, that everything

in this life bears traits that may well stir our minds to admiration and
wonder.

How mysterious is the connexion of mind with matter ; of the act

of my will with the motion of my hand ; this wonderful telegraphic

communication between the brain and every part of tlie body! We
talk of nerves ; but how knoweth the nerve in my finger of the will that

moves it? We talk of the will ; but what is it, and how does its com-
manding act originate? It is all mystery. Within this folding veil of

flesh, within these dark channels, every instant's action is a history of

miracles. Every familiar step is more than a story in a land of en-

chantment. Were the marble statue before us suddenly endowed with

that self-moving power, it would not be intrinsically more wonderful
than is the action of every being around us.

The human face is itself a wonder. I do not mean in its beauty, nor
in its power of expression, but in its variety and its individuality. What
is the problem that is here solved ? Suppose it were stated thus : given,
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a space nine inches long and six inches broad, the form essentially the
same, the features the same, the colours the same ; required, unnum-
bered hundreds of millions of countenances so entirely different, as, with
some rare exceptions, to be completely and easily distinguishable.

Would not the whole mechanical ingenuity of the world be thrown into

utter despair of approaching any way towards such a result? And yet
it is completely achieved in the human countenance. Yes, the faraihar

faces that are around us bear mysteries and marvels in every look.

Again, the house thou dweUest in—that familiar abode—what holds
it together, and secures it on its firm foundation? Joint to joint, beam
to beam, every post to its socket, is swathed and fastened by the mighty
bands that hold ten thousand worlds in their orbits. This is no phantasm
of the imagination ; it is the philosophical fact. All actual motion, and
all seeming rest, are determined by unnumbered, most nicely balanced,
and at the same time, immeasurable influences and attractions. Uni-
versal harmony springs from infinite complication. And therefore,

every step thou takest in thy dwelhng—still I only repeat what philo-

sophers have proved—the momentum of every step, I say, contributes
its part to the order of the universe.

What then is a life, conscious of these stupendous relations, and
what are its humblest dwellings? If you lived in a palace that covered
an hundred miles of territory, and if the stamping of your foot could
convey an order to its farthest limits, you would feel that that, indeed,

was power and grandeur. But you live in a system of things, you dwell
in a palace, whose dome is spread out in the boundless skies, whose
lights are hung in the wide arches of heaven, whose foundations are
longer far than the earth, and broader far than the sea, and you are

connected by ties of thought, and even of matter, with its whole
boundless extent. If your earthly dweUing, your house of life, were
lifted up and boi-ne visibly among the stars, guarded with power and
clothed with light, you would feel that that was a sublime fortune

for any being to enjoy. To ride in a royal chariot would be a small
thing compared with that. But you are borne onward among the
celestial spheres ; rolling worlds are around you ; bright starry abodes
fiU all the coasts and skies of heaven; you are borne and kept by
powers—silent and unperceived indeed—but real and boundless as the
immeasurable universe.

The infinite, we allow, is mysterious ; but not less so, in ti'uth, is the

finite and the small. It is said that man cannot comprehend infinity.

It is true, and yet it is falsely said in one respect. The declaration that
we cannot understand infinity, usually conveys the implication that we
can comprehend that which is the opposite of infinity, that is, the little

scene around us. But the humblest object beneath our eye as com-
pletely defies our scrutiny, as the economy of the most distant world.

Every spire of grass, of which the scythe mows down millions in an
hour, holds within it secrets, which no human penetration ever fathomed.
Examine it with the microscope, and you shall find a beautiful organi-

zation ; channels for the vital juices to flow in ; some to nourish the

stalk; others to pi'ovide for the flower and prepare the seed; other

instruments still, to secrete the nuti-iment that flows up fi-om the soil,

and to deposit and incorporate it with the plant; and altogether, a
mechanism more curious than any, perhaps, ever formed by the
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ingenuity of man. And yet there are questions here, which the pro-

foundest philosopher cannot answer. What is the principle of life,

—

without which, though the whole organization remains, the plant dies?

And wliat is that wonderful power of secretion? No man can tell.

There are inscrutable mysteries, wrapped up in the foldings of that

humble spire of grass.

Sit down now, and take tliy pen, and spread out thine account, as

some writers have done, of the insignificance of human life. But wilt

thou pause a Uttle and tell me first, how that pen was formed wherewith

thou art writing, and that table whereon thy tablets are laid ? Thou

canst tell neither. WiU thou not pause then, when the very instru-

ments tliou art using, should startle thee into astonishment? Lay thine

hand whore thou wilt, and thou layest it on the hiding bosom of

mystery. Step where thou wilt, and thou dost tread upon a land of

wonder. No fabled land of enchantment ever was filled with such

startling tokens. So fraught are all things with this moral significance

that nothing can refuse its behest. The furrows of the field, the clods

of the valley, the dull beaten path, the insensible rock, are trod over

and in every direction, with this handwriting, more significant and

sublime than all the beethng ruins and all the buried cities, that past

generations have left upon the earth. It is the handwriting of the

Almighty

!

In fine, the history of the humblest huinan life is a talc of marvels.

There is no dull or unmeaning thing in existence, did we but under-

stand it ; there is not one of our employments, no, nor one of our states

of mind, but is, could we interpret it, as significant—not as instructive,

but as significant as holy writ. Experience, sensation, feeling, suff'ering,

rejoicing—what a world of meaning and of wonder lies in the modes, and

chan":e3, and strugglings, and soarings of the life in which these are

bound up. If it were but new, if we had been cast upon " this shore

of being," without those intervening steps of childhood, that have now
made it familiar ground, how had we been wrapt in astonishment at

everything around, and everything within us

!

I have endeavoured, in the present discourse—perhaps in vain—to

touch this sense of wonder: to arouse attention to the startling and

awful intimations, to the striking and monitory lessons and warnings of

our i)rcsent existence. And if some of the topics and suggestions of my
discourse have been vague and shadowy, yet I am ready to say—better

to bo startled by the shadows of trutli, than to sleep beneath its noon-

tide ray: better to be aroused by the visions of a dream, than to

slumber on in profound unconsciousness of all the signs and wonders of

our being. Oh! that I could tear off this dreadful common-place of

life, and show you what it is. There would be no want tlicn of enter-

tainment or excitement, no need of journeys or shows or tales to interest

us; the everyday world would be more than theatres or spectacles;

and life all-picrcing, all- spiritual, would be more than the most vivid

dream of romance—how much more than the most eager pursuit of

pleasure or profit.

My brethren, there is a vision like that of Ehphaz stealing upon us,

if we would mark it, through the veils of every evening's shadows, or

coming in the morning with the mysterious revival of thought and

consciousness ; there is a message whispering in the stirred leaves, or
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starting beneath the clods of the field, in the life that is everywhere

bursting from its bosom. Everything around us images a spiritual life

—all forms, modes, processes, changes, though we discern them not.

Our great business with life is so to read the book of its teaching,—to

find that life is not the doing of drudgeries, but the hearing of oracles

!

The old mythology is but a leaf in that book, for it peopled the world

with spiritual natures. Many-leaved science still spreads before us the

same tale of wonder. Spiritual meditation, interpreting experience,

and above all, the life of Jesus, will lead us stiU farther into the heart

and soul and the innermost life of all things. It is but a child's hfe to

pause and rest upon outward things, though we call them wealth and
splendour. It is to feed ourselves with husks, instead of sustaining

food. It is to grasp the semblance, and to lose the secret and soul

of existence. It is as if a pupil should gaze all day upon the covers of

his book and open it not, and learn nothing. It is indeed that awful

alternative which is put by Jesus himself—to gain the world—though
it be the whole world—and to lose our own soul.



THAT EVERYTHING IN LIFE IS MORAL.

Job vii. lY, 18 :
" What is man that thou shouldst magnify him, and set thine

heart upon him ; and that thou shouldst visit him eveiy morning, and try

him every moment."

That we are tried every moment—is the clause of the text, to which I

wish, in this discourse, to direct your meditation. By which, in the

sense of the passage before us, is not meant that we are continually

afflicted, but that wo are constantly proved and put to the test ; that

everything which befalls us, in the course of life and of every day, bears

upon us, in the character of a spiritual disciphnc, a trial of our temper
and disposition : that everything developes in us, feelings that are either

right or wrong. I have spoken in my last discourse of the moral sig-

nificance of life. I propose to speak in this, of the possible moral use,

and of the inevitable moral eflPect of everything in life. My theme, in

short, is this—that everything in life is moral, or spiritual.

There is no conviction which is at once more rare, and more needful

for our improvement, than this. If the language of Job's discontent and
despair, in the chapter from which our text is taken, is not familiar to

many, yet to very many, life appears at least mechanical and dull. It

is not such, in fact, but it appears such. It appears to be mere labour,

mere business, mere activity ; or it is mere pain or pleasure, mere gain

or loss, mere success or disappointment. These things, if not mechani-
cal, have, at least to many minds, nothing spiritual in them. And not
a few pass through the most important transactions, through the most
momentous eras of their lives, and never think of them in their highest

and most interesting character. The pervading morality, the grand
spiritual import of this earthly scene, seldom strikes their minds, or

touches their hearts ; and if they think of ever becoming rehgious, they
expect to be so only through retirement from tliis scene, or, at least,

through teachings, and influences, and processes, far removed from the
course of their daily hves.

But now I say, in contradiction to this, that cveri/thing in life is

spiritual. What is man, says Job, that thou visitest hun every morn-
ing? This question presents us, at the opening of every day, with that
view of life which I propose to illustrate. That conscious existence,
which, in the morning, you recover from the embraces of sleep—what
a testimony is it to the power and beneficence of God! "What a teacher
is it of all devout and reverent thoughts ! You laid yourself down and
slept. You lay, unconscious, helpless, dead to all the purposes of life,

anil unable, by any power of your own, ever to awake. From that
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sleep, from that unconsciousness, from that image of death God has
called you to a new life—he has restored to you the gift of existence.

And now what meets you on this threshold of renewed life? Not bright

sunbeams alone, but God's mercies visit you in every beaming ray and
every beaming thought, and call for gratitude ; and you can neither

acknowledge nor resist the call without a moral result. That result

may come upon you sooner then you expect. If you rise from your
bed, with a mind undevout, ungrateful, self-indulgent, selfish, something

in your very preparations for the day, something that may happen in a
matter slight as that of the toilet, may disturb your serenity and cloud

your day at the beginning. You may have thought, that it was only the

prayer of the morning that had any religion, anything spiritual in it.

But I say, that there is not an article in your wardrobe, there is not an
instrument of daily convenience to you, however minute, or otherwise

indifferent, but it has a power so far moral, that a little disarray or

disorder in it may produce in you a temper of mind, ay, a moral state,

of the most serious character. You may not be conscious of this ; that

is, you may not be distinctly sensible of it, and yet it may be none the

less true. We are told that the earth, and every substance around us,

is full of the electric fluid ; but we do not constantly perceive it : a little

friction, however, developes it, and it sends out a hasty spark. And
so in the moral world—a slight chafing, a single turn of some wheel in

the social machinery— and there comes, like the electric spark, a
flashing glance of the eye, a hasty word, perhaps a muttered oath, that

sounds ominous and awful as the tone of distant thunder ! What is it

that the little machinery of the electric operator developes? It is the

same power, that, gathering its tremendous forces, rolls through the

firmament, and rends the mountains in its might. And just as true is

it, that the little round of our daily cares and occupations, the humble
mechanism of daily life, bears witness to that moral power, which, only

extended, exalted, enthroned above, is the dread and awful majesty of

the heavens.

But let us return to our proposition. Everything is moral, and there-

fore, as we have said, great and majestic ; but let us, for a few moments,
confine ourselves to the simple consideration, that everything in its

bearings and influences is moral.

All times and seasons are moral : the serene and bright morning,

we have said, that wakening of all nature to life ; that silence of the

early dawn, as it were the silence of expectation ; that freshening glow,

that new inspiration of life, as if it came from the breath of heaven ; but

the holy eventide also— its cooling breeze, its falling shade, its hushed

and sober hour : tlie sultry noontide, too, and the solemn midnight

;

and spi'ing-time and chastening autumn ; and summer that unbars our

gates, and carries us forth amidst the ever-renewed wonders of the

world, and winter, that gathers us around the evening hearth,—all

these, as they pass, touch, by turns, the springs of the spiritual life in

us, and are conducting that life to good or evil. The very passing of

time, without any reference now to its seasons, developes in us much
that is moral. For what is the passing of time, swifter or slower, what

are its lingering and its hasting, but indications, but expressions often,

of the state of our own minds; it hastes often, because we are wisely

and well employed ; it lingers, it hangs heavily upon us, because our
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minds are unfurnished, unenlightened, unoccupied with good thoughts,

with tlie fruitful themes of virtue ; or because we have lost almost all

virtue, in unreasonable and outrageous impatience. Yes, the idle

watch-hand often points to something within us ; the very dial-shadow

falls upon the conscience!

The course of time on earth is mai-kcd by changes of heat and cold,

storm and sunshine ; all this, too, is moral. The weather, dull theme
of comment as it is often found, is to be regarded with no indiflferonco

as a moral cause. For, does it not produce unreasonable anxieties, or

absolutely sinful complainings? Have none who hear me ever had
reason to be shocked to find themselves angry with the elements

;

vexed with chafing heat, or piercing cold, or the buffeting storm ; and
ready, when encountering nature's resistance, almost to return buffet

for buffet?

But let us turn from the course of inanimate nature, to matters in

which our own agency is more distinct and visible.

Go with me to any farm-house in the land, and let us see what is

passing there, and what is the lofty and spiritual import of its humble
history. It is the theatre of strenuous toils and besetting cares.

Within doors is work to be done ; that work which is proverbially

"never done;'' and without, the soil is to be tilled, the weeds and
brambles are to be rooted up, fences are to be builded, of wood or stone,

and to be kept in repair ; and all this is to bo done with tools and in-

struments that are not perfect, but must be continually mended ; the

axe and the scythe grow dull with use ; the plough and the harrow are

sometimes broken; the animals which man brings in to assist his

labours, have no instincts to make them do the very thing ho
wishes , they must be trained to the yoke and the collar, with much
pains and some danger.

Now the evil in all this is, not the task that is to be performed, but
the grand mistake that is made about the spiritual purpose and char-

acter of that task. Most men look upon such a state of life as mero
labour, if not vexation ; and many regard it as a state of inferiority,

and almost of degradation. Tliey imist work in order to obtain suste-

nance, and that is all they know about this great dispensation of labour.

But why did not the Almighty cast man's lot beneath the quiet shades
and amid embosoming groves and hills, with no such task to perforin

;

with nothing to do, but to rise up and eat, and to lie down and rest ?

Wliy did he ordain, that icorh should be done, in all the dweUings of

life, and upon every productive field, and in every busy city, and on
every ocean wave? Because—to go back to the original reason—it

pleased God to give man a nature destined to higher ends than indolent

roposo and irresponsible indulgence. And because, in the next place,

for developing the energies of such a nature, work was the proper ele-

ment. I am but repeating, perhaps, what I have said beforo to you;
but I feel, tliat in taking this position, I am standing upon one of tho
great moral landmarks wliicli ought to guide tli;- cour.sc of all mankind

;

but on whieli, seen through a mist, or not sccu at all, the moral for-

tunes of millions are fatally wrecrked. Could tho toiling world but see

that the scene of their daily life is all spiritual, that the very imple-
ments of their toil, or the fabrics they weave, or the merchandise they
barter, were all designed for spiritual ends, what a sphere of tho noblest
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improvement might their daily lot then bo ! What a revolution might

this single truth produce in the condition and character of the whole

world ! But now, for a man to gird himself for spiritual improvement

—what is it? Why, with most men, it is to cast off the soiled and

dusty garments of toil—the slough of mere worldly drudgery, as they

are caSed—and to put on the Sunday suit and go to church, or to sit

down and read a book. Good employments are these, but one special

design of them is, to prepare the mind for the action of life. We are

to hear and read, we are to meditate, and pray, partly, at least, for

this end—that we may act well. The action of life is the great field

for spiritual improvement. There is not one task of industry or busi-

ness, whether in field or forest, on the wharf or the exchange, but it has

spiritual ends. There is not one of the cares or crosses of our daily la-

bour, but it was especially ordained, to nurture in us patience, calmness,

gentleness, disinterestedness, magnanimity. Nor is there one tool, or

implement of toil, but it is a part of the great spiritual instrumentahty.

Everything in life, then, I repeat, is essentially spiritual. Every
relation in life is so. The relations of pai*ent, child, brother, sister,

friend, associate, husband, wife, are throughout every living tie and
thrilling nerve that binds them together, moral. They cannot subsist

a day nor an hour, without putting the mind to a trial of its truth,

fidelity, forbearance, disinterestedness.

But let us take the case of the parent—of the young mother, for in-

stance. She may have passed her youth in much thoughtlessness ; in

a round of fashionable engagements, that have left her little time to

think, even when approaching the most solemn relationships of life ; and
she may have become a wife and mother, before s^e has settled, or even

meditated, any reasonable plan or principle of life and of duty. Now,
I am not about to say that the new charge committed to her hands
brings with it many obvious duties and strong obligations ; but I desire

you to observe how, what is moral in the case, is thrust upon her ; as if

a hand were suddenly stretched forth into her path, with movement and
gesture that bade her pause and consider. For, ichat is in that path ?

It is a being, though but a little child, in whom is suddenly revealed

that awful attribute, the indomitable will. That wiU, perhaps, utters

itself in a scream of passion ; it stamps upon the ground in a fury of

anger ; it vents itself in tears ; or flashes in lightning from the eye.

—

Yes, the being that a few days before was an unconscious and helpless

infant in her arms, has all at once put on the terrific attribute of will

;

and its astonished guardian stands aghast, as if an uncaged lion had
broken upon her path. What, then, is in that path? I answer, it is

what nothing but moral firmness can fairly meet, and nothing but the

gentleness and patience of piety and prayer can ever successfully and
wisely manage, control, and subdue ! And I say again, that if moral
action, if religious consideration, was never before awakened, that very

epoch, that very hour, might reasonably be the commencement, with

her, of a complete and spiritual regeneration ! For nothing less than

actual regeneration from a thoughtless, self-indulgent life, ever did, or

can, prepare any one thoroughly and faithfully to discharge the duties

of a parent.

Again ; everything in the condition of life is moral ; wealth, the

means of lavish expense, or the argument for avaricious hoarding
; po-
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verty, tlio taskmaster, that exacts labour, or inflicts self-denial, medio-
crity of moans, the necessity, the vexatious necessity, as some will

consider it, of attending to the little items of expense, or the mortifying

inferiority to others, in the splendour of equipages and establishments

;

trade, the splendid success, the fortunate speculation, the disappointed

hope, the satisfactory endorsement, the dishonoured note, the sharp

bargain—all moral ; the professions and callings of life, some making
their incumbents unreasonably proud, others making their equally use-

ful agents unreasonably humble. When we look upon things in this

light, how moral is everything around us I This great city is one ex-

tended scene of moral action. There is not a blow struck in it, but has
a purpose, and a purpose ultimately good or bad, and therefore moral.

There is not an action performed but it has a motive ; and motives are

the very sphere of raorahty. These equipages in our streets, these

houses and their furniture—what symbols are they of what is moral,
and how are they, in a thousand ways, ministering to right or wrong
feeling! You may have thought that you were to receive the teachings

of morality and religion only by resorting to church: but take your seat

in yom* well-furnished, perhaps splendid apartment, and there is not an
object around you but may minister to the good or bad state of your
mmd. It is a little empire, of which your mind is the creator. From
many a trade and occupation and art in life, you have gathered contri-

butions to its comfort or splendour. The forest, the field, the ore-bed,

the oceau—all elements, fire, water, earth, air, have yielded their

supplies to form this dwelling-place, this palace of your thoughts.

Furniture, whose materials came from beyond the sea ; polished marbles
wrought from the quarries of Italy ; carpets from the looms of England

;

the luxurious couch, and the shaded evening lamp—of what are all

these the symbols? What emotions do they awaken in you? Be they
emotions of pride, or be they emotions of gratitude ; be they thoughts

of self-indulgence only, or thoughts, merciful thoughts, of the thousands

who are destitute of all the comforts of life—what a moral complexion
do they bear

!

Nay, and this spiritual dispensation of life may press down upon a
man iu a way he little thinks of. For how possible is it, that amidst

boundless wealth, in its most gorgeous mansion, and surrounded by
everything that can minister to pleasure, a family may be more
miserable than the poorest family in the land I—the children spoiled by
indulgence, made vain and proud by their over-estimated advantages,

made peevish, impatient, and imbecile, by perpetual dependence on
others, and not half so happy, even, as thousands of children who are

half clad and unshod, and who never knew what it was to give a com-
mand; their elders injured or ruined in constitution by luxuries;'

enfeebled and dulled in mind by the hard tasks that are imposed on the

functions of the body, and yet absurdly puffed up with pride, that they

can live splendidly and fare sumptuously every day—how possible is it,

I repeat, that coarse faro and a pallet of straw, may turn out to be
better tlian tlio bed of down, and the loaded table, and the cellar of

choice wines! Ay, the loaded table, what a long moral account, ac-

cumulating day by day, through years, may have been written upon that

table ; and payment, perchance, must be made on the couch of agony

!

Again, society is throughout a moral scene. I cannot enlarge upon
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this point, as it would be easy to do, but must content myself with one

or two observations. Conversation, for instance, is full of inward trials

and exigencies. It is impossible that imperfect minds should commune
together without a constant trial of their tempers and virtues. Though
of the most friendly and kindred spirit, they will have different opinions

or varying moods ; one will be quicker or slower of apprehension than

the other on some point ; one will think the other wrong, and the other

will feel as if it were unkindly or uncharitably construed ; and there

will be cUspute, and pertinacity, and implication, and retort, and de-

fence, and complaint; and well, if there are not sarcasm and anger!

And well, if these harsh sounds do not invade the sanctuary of home

!

Well, if they do not bring disturbance to the social board, and discord

amidst the voices of music and song

!

Is not everything, then, in social life, moral?—really a matter of

religion—a trial of conscience ? You enter your dwelling. The first

thing that you see-—and it may be a very slight thing—may call upon

you for an act of self-command. The thing may not be as it should be ;

but that is not the most material consideration ; that is not what most

concerns you. The material consideration is, that your mind may be

put out of its proper place, that you may not be as you should be. You
go from your door. The sight of the first man you behold may call

for a trial of all your virtues. You enter into the throng of society.

Every turn of your eye may present an occasion for the exercise of

your self-respect, your calmness, your modesty, your candour, your

forgetfuhiess of self, your love of others. You visit the sick or necessi-

tous. Every step may be one of ostentation, or at least of self-applause

;

or it may be one of true generosity and goodness. You stand amidst

the throng of men ; and your position lias many relations ; you are

higher or lower than others, or you are an equal and a competitor ; and
none of these relations can be wisely sustained without the aid of strong-

religious considerations. Or, your position is fixed and unalterable.

You are a parent ; and you give a command or make a request. A
thoughtful observer will perceive the very tone of it to be moral ; and
a friend may know that it has cost twenty years of self-discipline to

form that gentle tone ! Or you are a child ; and you obey or disobey

;

and let me tell you that the act, nay the very manner of your act, is so

vitally good or bad, that it may send a thriU of gladness, or a pang,

sharp as a sword, to the heart of your parent. Or you are a pupil

;

and can any act or look be indifferent, which by its levity, or neghgence,

or ill-humour, adds to the abeady trying task of those who spend

anxious days and nights for you ?

But I must leave these specifications, which I find indeed cannot
• well be carried into the requisite detail in the pulpit ; but I must leave

them also for the sake of presenting in close, one or two general reflec-

tions on the whole subject.

I observe, then, that the consideration of everything in our life, as

moral, as spiritual, would impart an unequalled interest and dignity

to life.

First, an unequalled interest.

It is often said that the poet, or the man of genius, is alive to a world

around him, to aspects of nature and life, which others do not perceive.

This is not strictly true ; for when he describes his impressions, he finds
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a responsive feeling in the breasts of his readers. The truth is—and
herein lies much of his power and greatness—tliat he is vividly and
distinctly conscious of those things which other men feel indeed, but
feel so vaguely, that they are scarcely aware, till told, of them. Ho it

is in spiritual things. A world of spiritual objects, and influences, and
relations, lies around us all. Wc all vaguely deem it to bo so ; but
what a charmed life—how like to that of genius or poetic inspiration

—

is his wlio communes with the spiritual scene around him ; who hears

the voice of the spirit in every sound; who sees its signs in every passing

form of things, and feels its impulse in all action, passion, being!
" The khigdom of heaven," says our Saviour, " is hkc a treasure hid

in a field." There is a treasure in the field of life, richer than all its

visible wealth ; which whoso finds, shall bo happier than if he had
discovered a mine of gold. It is related that the mine of Potosi was
unveiled, simply by tearing a bush from the mountain side. Thus near

to us lie the mines of wisdom ; thus unsuspected they lie all around us.

" The word," saith Moses, speaking of this very wisdom, " is very nigh

thee." There is a secret in the simplest things, a wonder in the

plainest, a charm in the dullest. The veil that hides all this, requires

but a hand stretched out, to draw it aside.

We are all naturally seekers of wonders ; we travel far to see sights,

to look upon the mountain height or the rush of waters, to gaze upon
galleries of art or tlio majesty of old ruins ; and yet a greater than all

these is here. Tho world wonder is all around us ; the wonder of

setting suns and evening stars—the wonder of tho magic spring-time

—

of tufted bank and blossoming tree ; the wonder of the Infinite Divinity,

and of his boundless revelation. As I stood yesterday and looked upon
a tree, I observed little jets as of smoke, darting from one and another

of its bursting buds. Oli! that the secrets of nature might thus burst

forth before us ; that the secret wisdom of the world miglit thus bo
I'evealed to us! Is there any splendour to be found in distant travels

beyond that which sits its morning throne in the golden East; any dome
subliraer than that of heaven; any beauty fairer than that of the verdant

and blossoming earth ; any place, though invested with all the sanctities

of old time, like that home wliich is hushed and folded within the

embrace of the humblest wall and roof? iVnd yet all these—this is the

point at M'hich I aim—all these are but the symbols of things far greater

and higher. All this is but the spirit's clothing. In this vesture of

time is wrapped tho immortal nature ; in this brave show of circum-

stance and form stands revealed the stupendous reality. Break forth,

earth-l)ound spirit! and be, that thou art—a living soul—communing
witli thyself—communing with God—and thou shalt find thy vision,

eternity—thine abode, infinity—thy home in the bosom of all-embracing

love!

" So build wo up tho boing that we are;

Thus dcoiily (liinking in the soul of things.

We shall be wise jXTforcc.

Whatc'er wc sco,

Whate'er we feel, by agency direct

Or indirect, shall tend to feed and nurse
Our facultios, shall lix in cahnor scats

Of moral strength, and raise to loftier heights
Of love divine, our intellectual soul,"

X
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And thus, in the next place, shall we find that all the real dignity

and importance that belong to human life, belong to every human life,

i. €. to life in every condition. It is the right mind, the right appre-

hension of things only, that is wanting, to make the peasant's cottage

as interesting, as intrinsically glorious, as the prince's palace. I wish

that this view of life might be taken by us, not only because it is the

right view, but because it would tend effectually to promote human
happiness, and especially contentment. Most men look upon their

employments and abodes as common-place and almost as mean. The
familiar objects around them appear to them almost as vulgar. They
feel as if there could be no dignity nor charm in acting and living as

they are compelled to do. The plastered wall, and the plain deal

boards, the humble table, spread with earthen or wooden dishes—how
poor does it all seem to them! Oh I could they live in palaces of

marble, clothed with silken tapestries, and filled with gorgeous furniture

and canopies of state—it were something. But now, to the spiritual

vision, what is it aU? The great problem of humanity is wrought out

in the humblest abodes ; no more than this, is done in the highest. A
human heart throbs beneath the beggar's gabardine ; it is no more than

this that stirs with its beating the prince's mantle. What is it, I say,

that makes life to be life indeed—makes all its grandeur and power ?

The beauty of love, the charm of friendship, the sacredness of sorrow,

the heroism of patience, the soul-exalting prayer, the noble self-sacrifice

—these are the priceless treasures and glories of humanity ; and are

these things of condition? On the contrary, are not all places, all

scenes, alike clothed with the grandeur and cliarm of virtues like these ?

And compared with these, what are the gildings, the gauds and shows

of wealth and splendour? Nay, compared with every man's abode

—

his sky-dome and earth-dwelling—what can any man's abode be? Thou
livest in a world of beauty and grandeur. Who liveth in a fairer, a

more magnificent world, than thou? It is a dwelling which God hath

made for thee ; does that consideration deprive it of all its goodliness ?

And suppose thou wast rich, and wast surrounded with all the gaiety

and grandeur of wealth. How might they hide from thee, alas I all the

spiritual meanings of thy condition ! How might the stately wall and
the rich ceiling hide heaven from thy sight! Let thine eye be opened

to the vision of life, and what state then, what mere visible grandeur,

can be compared to them ? It is aU but a child's bauble, to the divine

uses of things, the glorious associations, the beatific visions that are

opened to thee! God hath thus "magnified," and, to use the strong

and figurative language of our text, " set his heart" upou the humblest

fortunes of humanity.

There are those who, with a kind of noble but mistaken aspiration,

are asking for a hfe which shall in its form and outward course be more
spiritual and divine than that which they are obliged to live. They
think that if they could devote themselves entirely to what are called

labours of philanthropy, to visiting the poor and sick, that would be

weU and worthy—and so it would be. They think that if it could be

inscribed on their tombstone, that they had visited a million of couches

of disease, and carried balm and soothing to them, that would be a

glorious record—and so it would be. But let me tell you, that the

million occasions will come,—ay, and in the ordinary patlis of life, in
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your homes and by your firesides—whereia you may act as nobly, as

if all your life long you visited beds of sickness and pain. Yes, I say,

the million occasions will come, varying every hour, m which you may
restrain your passions, subduo your hearts to gentleness and patience,

resign your own interest for another's advantage, speak words of kind-

ness and wisdom, raise tlio fallen and cheer the fainting and sick in

spirit, and soften and assuage the weariness and bitterness of the mortal

lot. These cannot indeed bo written on your tombs, for they arc not

one series of specific actions, like those of what is technically denomi-
nated philanthropy. But in them, I say, you may discharge offices not

less gracious to others, nor less gloriour for yourselves, than the self-

denials of the far-famed sisters of charity, than the labours of Howard
or Oberlin, or than the sufferings of the martyred host of God's elect.

They shall not bo written on your tombs ; but they arc written deep in

the hearts of men—of friends, of children, of kindred all around you

:

they ai'o written in the secret book of the great account!

How divine a life would this be! For want of this spiritual insight,

the earth is desolate, and the heavens are but a sparkling vault or

celestial mechanism. Nothing but this spirit of God in us can " creato

that new heavens and new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness." For
want of this, life is to many dull and barren, or trifling, uninteresting,

unsatisfactory—without sentiment, without poetry and philosophy alike,

without interpretation or meaning or lofty motive. Whii-led about by
incessant change, making an oracle of circumstance and an end of

vanity, such persons know not why they live. For want of this spiritual

insight, man degrades himself to the worship of condition, and loses the

sense of what he is. Ho passes by a grand house, or a blazoned
equipage, and bows his whole lofty behig before them—forgetting that

he Inmself is greater than a house—greater than an equipage—greater

than the world. Oh ! to think that this walking majesty of earth should

so forget itself, that this spiritual power in man should bo frittered

away, and dissipated upon trifles and vanities—how lamentable is it!

There is no Gospel for such a being ; for the Gospel lays its foundations

in the spiritual nature. There is notlnng for man but what lies in his

spirit—in spiritual insight—in spiritual interpretation. Without this,

not oiJy is heaven notliing, but tlic world is nothing. The gi'eat

Apostle has resolved it aU in few words. " There is no condemnation
to them who are in Christ Jesus, wlio walk not after the flesh, but after

the spirit—but to all others there is condemnation,—sorrow, pain,

vanity, death. For to bo caniaUy minded is death ; but to be spiritually

rainded is life and peace."
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FOR FAITH AND VIRTUE.

JMatthew iv. i :
" But he answered and said, It is written that man shall not

live by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of

God.-"

The necessity to man, of something above all the resources of physical

life, is the subject to which, in this discourse, I shall invite your

attention.

In two previous discourses on human life which 1 have addressed to

you, I have endeavoured to show, in the first place, and in general,

that this life possesses a deep, moral significance, notwithstanding all

that is said of it, as a series of toils, trifles, and vanities, and in the next

place, and in pursuance of the same thought, that everything in life is

positively moral—not merely that it is morally significant, but that it

has a positive moral efficiency for good or for evil. And now I say in

the third place, that the argument for the moral purpose, is clenched

by the necessity of that purpose, to the well-being of life itself. " Man,"
—says our Saviour, with solemn authority—" shall not live by bread
alone, but "—by what! how few seem to believe in it!

—" by every word
that proceedeth out of the mouth of God."
How few seem to believe in it—how few do believe this, in the highest

sense—and yet how true is it! Into how large a part even of the most
ordinary life, enters a certain kind and degree of spirituality! You
cannot do business, without some faith in man—that is, in the spiritual

part of man. You cannot dig in the earth, without a reliance on the

unseen result. You cannot step, or think, or reason, without confiding

in the inward, the spiritual principles of your nature. All the afiec-

tions, and bonds, and hopes, and interests of life, centre in the spiritual.

Break that central bond, and you know that the world would rush to

chaos.

But something higher than this indirect recognition is demanded in

our argument. Let us proceed to take it up in form.

There are two principles, then, involved in the moral aim, and em-
bracing its whole scope, whose necessity I propose now to consider.

They are faith and virtue : the convictions, that is to say, on which
virtue*reposes, and the virtue itself. Something above a man's
physical life must there be to help it—something above it in its faith

—

something beyond it in its attainment.

In speaking of faith as necessary to human life, I need not here

undertake to define its nature ! This will sufiiciently appear as we
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proceed. What I wish to speak of, is, in general, a faith ia religion

—

in (iod, in spiritual truth and hopes. ^Vhat I maintain, in general,

is tho indispensablcness to human life of this religious faith. My
present purpose is, to offer some distinct and independent considerations

in support of this faith: and these considerations I find based, imbedded,
deep-founded m human life.

To illustrate the general character of the view which I wish to

present, let us make a comparison. Let it bo admitted, then, and
believed, on the one hand, that there is a God ; let tho teachings of

Jesus, also, be received—that this God is our Father ; that he has a
paternal interest in our welfare and improvement: that he has provided

tlio way and the means of our salvation from sin and ruin ; that he hears

our prayers, and will help our endeavours ; that he has destined us, if

faithful, to a future, and blessed, and endless life; and then, how
evident is it, that upon this system of faith, we can live calmly, endure
patiently, labour resolutely, deny ourselves cheerfully, hope steadfastly,

and " be conquerors," in the great struggle of life, "yea, and more
than conquerors, through Christ who has loved us I" But take away
any one of these principles ; and whore are we ? Say that there is no
God, or that there is no way opened for Iiope, and prayer, and pardon,

and triumph, or that there is no heaven to come, no rest' for the weary,

no blessed land for the sojourner and tho pilgrim; and where are we?
and what are we ? What are we, indeed, but the sport of chance, and
the victims of despair? What are wc, but hapless wanderers upon tho

face of the desolate and foi'saken earth—surrounded by darkness, strug-

gling with obstacles, distracted with doubts, misled by false lights

—

not merely wanderers who have lost their way, but wanderers, alas!

who have no way, no prospects, no home? What are we, but doomed,
deserted voyagers, upon the dark and stormy sea, thrown amidst the

baffling waves, without a compass, without a course, with no blessed

haven in the distance to invite us to its welcome rest?

What now is the conclusion from tliis comparison? It is, that reli-

gious faith is indispensable to the attainment of the great ends of life.

But that which is necessary to life, must have been designed to be a
part of it. When you study the structure of an animal, when you
examine its parts, you say, " This was designed for food; there must
bo food for this being, somewhere ; neither growth, nor life is possible

without it." And when you examine the structure of a human mind,
and understand its powers and wants, you say with eipial confidence,
" This being was made for faith ; there must bo something, somewhere,
for him to believe in ; he cannot healthfully grow, he cannot happily livo

without it."

Tho argument which I now urge for faith, let me distinctly say, is

not that which is suggested by worldly prudence—that religion is a
good thing for tlio State, useful to society, necessary for tho security of

property ; and therefore to be received and supportcil. 'J' he concession

that the great interests of the world cannot bo sustained without reli-

gion, and therefore that religion is necessary, is considered by many, I

fear, as yielding liot to reasoning fairly, but to policy. This was tho

view of religion, doubtless, which pervaded the ancient systems of poly-

theism. It was a powerful state engine ; a useful social economy ; and
lienco, with multitudes, it was little more than a splendid ritual. It
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was not a personal thing. It was not received as true, but only as ex-

pedient. Now, that wliich I maintain is this—not that reUgion is

necessary, and therefore respectable ; not that religion is necessary, and
therefore to be supported, in order that the people may be restrained

and managed, and held in check ; but my argument is, that religion is

necessary, and therefore true. The indispensableness of religion, I

hold, is not mei-ely a reason for its being supported, but a reason for

its being believed in.

The point maintained, let me now more distinctly observe, is this

;

that in every kind of existence, in every system of things, there are

certain primary elements or powers, which are essential to its just order

and true well- being, and that under a wise Providence, these elements

must be regarded as bearing the stamp of divine appointment and
authority. Find that which is necessary to any being or thing, and
you find that which was designed to be a part of that being or thing.

Find that wliich in the long run, injures, hurts, or hinders ; find that

which is fatal to the growth, progress, or perfection of any being or

thing, and you find that which does not properly belong to it. He who
would cultivate a tree, knows that a soil, and a certain internal struc-

ture, are necessary to that end. And if he should, with that end in

view, set himself to deprive it of those essential elements of growth, his

act would be one of perfect fatuity.

Let us dwell upon this point, and the illustration of it, a little

longer.

In the human body, we say, food is necessary. Stint it, and the

body languishes ; cut off the supply, and it ceases to exist. So in the

human body, the circulation of the blood is necessary. Interrupt it,

and the body is diseased ; stop it, and the body dies. How truly has

our Saviour denominated his doctrine, the very food and life-blood of

the soul. " Verily, verily, I say unto you, except ye eat the flesh, and
drink the blood of the Son of Man, ye have no life in you; whoso

eateth my flesli, and drinketh my blood, hath eternal life;" meaning,

according to a figurative and well-known use of language at that time,

his spirit and doctrine. And how manifestly true is it! Cut off

from any soul all the principles that Jesus taught—the faith in a

God, in immortality, in virtue, in essential rectitude; and how ine-

vitably will it sink into sin, misery, darkness, and ruin ! Nay, cut off

all sense of these truths, and the man sinks at once to the gi'ade of the

animal.

Again, in the system of the universe, there is one principle that is

essential to its order—the principle of gravitation. Sever this bond
that holds all worlds and systems together, and they would instantly

fly into wild and boundless chaos. But society, in its great relations,

is as much the creation of heaven, as the system of the universe.

Sever, then, all the moral bonds that hold it together ; cut off from

it every conviction of truth and integrity—of an authority above it,

and of a conscience within it; and society would immediately rush to

disorder, anarchy, and ruin. If, then, to hold society together, and to

bind it in happy order, religion be as necessary as gravitation is to liold

together the frame of nature, it follows, that religion is as really a prin-

cii)ie of things as gravitation; it is as certain and true.

Once more; animal life has its law—instinct. And wJien we look
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at the races of animals, and see how indispensable this law is to their

welfare; when we see, that without this principle, thej would inevitably

fall into misery and destruction, we have no doubt that instinct is a

heaven-ordained law. Equally necessary to man, is some law. What
is it? He has appetites, propensities, passions, like the animal; but ho

has no instincts to control them, and keep them safe. What law, then,

must he have ? Will it be said, that prudence, the love of himself, the

love of happiness, is sufficient to guide him ? That will depend upon
his idea of happiness. If it is purely sensual, then he is left to tho

impulses of sense; and that, too, without the guardianship of instinct,

and with all the additional peril, in which the infinite cravings of his

soul put him, and against which, indeed, no barrier of instinct or

prudence could ever defend him. But if his idea of happiness includes

a spiritual good, that implies a faith in the spiritual; and this is the

very faith for which I contend. And I contend, too, that this faith

—

faith in moral principles, faith in virtue and in God—is as necessary

for the guidance of a man, as instinct is for the guidance of an
animal. This, I believe, will not be denied. I believe that every

man must be conscious, that to be given up to his sensual impulses,

without any faith in virtue or in God, would be as certain ruin to him,

as it would be to an animal to be sent into the world without the control

of instinct. And if it be so, then has the one principle a place as truly

appointed, a mission as truly authentic in God's providence, as tho

other.

But further ; man and animal too, need more than safety. They
need some positive good—something that satisfies. The animal has it,

in the pleasures of sensation. But wiU these suffice for a man? It

would bo an insult to any one, feeling as a man, formally to answer the

question. But if higher pleasures are demanded, these must be the

pleasures of tho soul. And these pleasures must depend on certain

principles : they must recognise a soul ; that is, they must recognise

the pi'operties and responsibilities of a soul: they must recognise a con-

science and the sense of an authority above us ; and these are the

principles of faith.

Moreover, the soul on earth is placed in fearful straits of affliction

and temptation. This too, it would be but an insult to human feeling,

formally to prove. And in this view, I maintain, and I only maintain
wliat every rellecting man must feel to be true, that no tolerable scheme
of life— no tolerable scheme of a rational, tried, snfibring, and yet
improving and happy existence—can be formed, whitdi leaves out the

religious princi()lo, the principle of faith. I do not ask you to receive

this as what is said in the pulpit, or is wont to be laid down in religious

discourse ; but I desire you to see that it stands and stands eternally,

in the very truth of tilings. A man cannot sulfer and be patient ; he
cannot struggle and concpier; he cannot improve and bo happy, without
conscience, without hope, without God in tlie world. Necessity is laid

upon us to embrace the great trutlis of religion and to live by them, to

live iiappily ; and can the language of this necessity be mistaken? Can
it be, that while there is one thing, above all others, necessary to support,

strengthen, guide, and comfort us, that one thing—upon which, more-
over, the hearts of tlie wise and good have ever rested—should bo, of

all things in the world, the thing most false, treacherous, and delusive?
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It would be strange indeed, if it were so ; and strange would be the

assertion even to the point of incredibihty. What !—we should say

—

has everything in the universe certain laws and principles for its action

^the star in its orbit, the animal in its activity, the human body in its

functions—and has the human soul nothing to guide it? Nay, man as

a physical being has strong and sure supports. Has he none as a
spiritual being? He knows how to feed and nounsh his body; there

are laws for that. Must his soul die, for want of aliment—for want of

guidance ? For his physical action too, he has laws of art. The builder,

the sower, the toiler at the oar and the anvil, lias certain principles to

goby. Has the MAN none at all? Nay more, the wants of animal
sense are regarded. In every hedge, and water-pool, and mountain-top,

there is supply. For the rational soul is there no provision? From
the lofty pine, rocked in the darkening tempest, the cry of the young
raven is heard. And for the cry and the call of all that want and
sorrow and agony, that overshadow and rive the human heart, is there

no answer?
But I cannot argue the point any farther ; and I need not ; it is too

plain. The total rejection of all moral and religious belief, strikes out

a principle from human nature, as essential to it as gravitation is to

inanimate nature, as instinct is to animal life, or as the circulation of

the blood, to the human body.

It is on this principle that it is said, " He that believeth not, shall be
damned." This is apt to be regarded as a harsh declaration ; but the

truth is, it is only the assertion of a simple fact ; and of a fact which
every thoughtful and feeling mind knows to be true. The Bible speaks,

as we should speak to the famished man, saying, " Eat—drink; or die!"

Its words—"death, "and "damnation," mean nothing else but that

unavoidable misery which must spring from boundless wants unsatisfied
•—boundless wants which nothing but boundless objects, the objects of

faith, can satisfy.

I have now considered life as an argument, and an independent argu-

ment, for faith. It would be easy to spread this view of life over the

whole ground of that preliminary discussion, which introduces the

evidences of Christianity ; and to show that the presumption of reason

and experience, and the whole weight of that presumption, instead of

being, as is commonly supposed, against the believer, is, in fact, in his

favour. But the space which I designed to give to this topic, is already

taken up by the few hints which I have laid before you ; and I must
now pass to the other branch of my discourse, and occupy the time that

remains to me, with the consideration of life as an argument for

accomplishing its moral design—in other words, as a motive to virtue.

This too, as well as the former, I propose to consider as an independent

topic.

Thus then, I state it. Let what will, be true, or be false : admit
ever so little into your creed, reject ever so much ; nay, go to the

uttermost limits of scepticism: deny revelation; deny the "elder

Scripture" written in the heart; deny the very being of a God!—what
then ? I will now express no horror nor wonder, though I might do so

:

I will speak to you as a calm reasoner: and 1 say, what then? Why,
here you are, a living being—there can be no scepticism about that

;

here you are a living being—alive to happiness, alive to misei'j ; here
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you are, in vicissitude, ia uncertainty, in all the accidents of a mingled
lot, in conditions and relations that touch all the secret springs of the

soul ; here you are, amidst a frail life, and daily approaching to certain

death ; and if you say you have no concern nor care for the end of all

this, then have you forfeited all claim to the attributes of a reasonable

nature, and are not to be addressed as a reasonable creature.

But no one says this. No one refuses to come within the range of

those considerations that bind him to fulfil his destiny, to accompUsh
the legitimate objects of his being, to be upright, virtuous, and pure.

No one rejects this bond in theory, however he may resist it in practice.

Let us see, then, how strong this bond is. Let us look at life, as a

social and as an uidividual lot.

God has ordained that life should be a social condition. We are

members of a civil community. The life, the more than life of that

community, depends upon its moral condition. Public spirit, intelli-

gence, uprightness, temperance, kindness, domestic purity, wUl make it

a happy community. Prevailing selfishness, dishonesty, intemperance,

libertinism, crime, will make it a miserable community. Look, then,

at this life which a whole people is Uving. Look at the heavings of its

mighty heart, at the throbbings of the universal pulse of existence.

Look at the stream of life, as it flows, with ten thousand intermingled

branches and channels, through all the homes of human love. Listen

to that sound as of many waters, that rapturous jubilee, or that

mournful sighing, that comes up from the congregated dwellings of a

whole nation.

I know that to many, the public is a kind of vague abstraction : and
that what is done against the public—the public interest, law, or virtue

—presses lightly on the conscience. Yet what is this public, but a
vast expansion of individual life ?—an ocean of tears, an atmosphere of

sighs; or a surrounding world of joy and gladness? It suffers with the

sutfering of millions ; it rejoices with the joy of millions. Who then art

thou—private man or public man, agent or contractor, senator or magis-

trate, cabinet secretary or lofty president—who art thou that darest,

with indignity and wrong, to strike the bosom of the public welfare?

Who art thou, that with vices, like the daggers of a parricide, darest to

pierce that mighty heart, in which the ocean of existence is flowing?

But have wc, in this general view, presented all that belongs to social

life? No; there are other relations. You are a parent or a child, a

brother or a sister, a husband, wife, friend, or associate. What an
unequalled interest lies in the virtue of ever}' one whom thou lovest!

Ay, in his virtue, nowhere but in his virtue, is garnered up the incom-
parable treasure. Thy brother, thy husband, tliy friend—what carest

tliou for, compai'cd with what thou carest for his honour, his fidelity,

his kindness? Thy parent—how venerable is his rectitude!—how
sacred his reputation!— and what blight is there to thee, like his

<Ushonour! Thy child—ay, thy child! be tliou heathen or Christian,

thou wouldst Iiave him do well: thou hast poured out all the fulness of

parental love in the one desire, that he may do well ; tliat he may be

worthy of thy cares and tliy freely-bestowed gains ; that ho may walk
in the way of honour and hap])ines3. And yet ho cannot walk one step

in that way without virtue. {Such, yes such, is life in its relationships.

A thousand clasping ties embrace it ; each one sensitive and thrilling
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to the touch; each one like the strings of a dehcate instrument, capable
of sweet melodies and pleasures; but each one, Avounded, lacerated,

broken, bj rudeness, by anger, and bj guilty indulgence.

But that life, my friends, whose springs of powerful action are felt in

every department and relationship of society; whose impulses are abroad
everywhere, like waves upon the boundless sea—that life gathers up and
concentrates all its energies upon the individual mind and heart. To
that individual experience—to mine, to yours—I would last appeal.

The personal experience of life, I say—by what strange fatality is it,

that it can escape the calls which religion and virtue make upon it?

Oh ! if it were something else ; if it were something duller than it is

;

if it could, by any process, be made insensible to pain and pleasure

;

if the human heart were but made a thing as hard as adamant,
then were the case a different one ; then might avarice, ambition, sen-

suality, channel out their paths in it, and make it their beaten way, and
none might wonder at it, or protest against it. If we could but be
patient under the load of a worldly life ; if we could— O Heaven

!

how impossible !—if we could bear the burthen, as beasts of burthen
bear it; then as beasts might we bend all our thoughts to the earth, and
no call from the great heavens above us might startle us from our
plodding and earthly course.

But to what a being, to what a nature, am I permitted in the name
of truth and religion to speak? If I might use the freedom witli which
one would speak to a son, who was casting off all holy bonds, I should
say—" You are not a stone; you are not an earth-clod; you are not an
insensible brute; yet you ought to be such, to refuse the call of reason
and conscience. Your body should be incapable of pain, and your soul

of remorse. But such you are not, and cannot make yourself" When
the great dispensation of life presses down upon you, my friend, how is

it with you? You weep ; you suffer and sorrow. I hold every human
being to that. Think what we will; speculate as wildly, doubt as
i-ashly, as we can, yet here is a matter of fact. Cold, dead, earthly, or
philosophic, as we may be, yet we are beings that weep, that suffer,

and sorrow. What! sorrow and agony—can they dwell in the same
heart with worldliness and irreligion, and desire no other companion-
ship ? Tell me not of the recklessness of melancholy and disappoint-
ment, or the desperation of vice. Say not, young man, that you care
nothing what befalls in this miserable and worthless life. Recklessness,
with its scornful lip and its smothered anger— desperation, with its

knitted brow and its glaring eye—I have seen it; and what is it?

What is it, but agony—agony which almost chokes the voice that is all

the while striving to tell us how calm and indifferent it is ?

But let us look at the matter coolly—coolly as if it were a matter of
the most deliberate calculation. You are a toiler in the field of life.

You would not consent to labour for a week, nor for a day—no, and
you will not lift one burthen from the earth without a recompense.
Are you willing to bear those burthens of the heart—fear, anxiety,

disappointment, trouble—compared with which the severest toil is a
pleasure and a pastime; and all this without any object or use ? You are
a lover of pleasure. And you would not voluntarily forego an hour's
pleasure witliout some object to be gained by it—the preservation of
health, or the prospect of future, compensatory enjoyments. Are you
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willing then to suflfer, to be sick or afflicted

—

^for so, from, time to time,

docs the dispensation of life press upon you—are you willing to have days
and months lost to comfort and joy, overshadowed with calamity and
grief, without any advantage, any compensation ? You are a dealer

in the merchandise of this world. You would not, without a return,

barter away the most trifling article of that merchandise. WiU you
thus barter away the dearest treasures of your heart, the very sufferings

of your heart? Will you sell the very life-blood from your failing

frame and fading check, will you sell tears of bitterness, and groans of

anguish for nothing? Can human nature—frail, feeling, sensitive,

sorrowing human nature—afford to suffer for nothing?

I have touched now upon the darker colouring of human experience;

but that experience, whether bright or dark, is all vivid; it is all,

according to the measure of every one's power, earnest and affecting;

it is all, in its indications, solemn and sublime ; it is all moving and
monitory. In youth, in ago, it is so; in mature vigour, in failing and
declining strength ; in health and in sickness ; in joy and in sorrow

;

in the musings of solitude, and amidst the throng of men ; in privacy,

and amidst the anxieties and intrigues of public station ; in the bosom
of domestic quietude, and alike in the press and shock of battle

—

everywhere, human life is a great and solemn dispensation. Man,
suffering, enjoying, loving, hating, hoping, fearing,—now soaring to

heaven, and now sinking to the grave—man is ever the creature of a
high and stupendous destiny. In his bosom is wrapt up a momentous,
an all-comprehending experience, whose unfolding is to be, in ages and
worlds unknown. Around this great action of existence, the curtains

of time are drawn, but there are openings through them, to the visions

of eternity. God from on high looks down upon this scene of human
probation ; Jesus hath intoi-posed for it with his teachings and his

blood; heaven above waits with expectation, liell from beneath is moved
at the fearful crisis ; everything, everything that exists around us,

every movement in nature, every counsel of providence, every interpo-

sition of heavenly grace, centres upon one point—upon one point

—

the

fidclitij of man I

Will he not be faithful—will he not be thoughtful—will he not do
the work that is given him to do? To his lot—such a lot; to his

waiits, weighing upon him like mountains; to his sufferings, lacerating

Iiis bosom witli agony; to his joys, offering foretaste of heaven; to all

tliis tried and teaching life, AviU he not be faithful? Will not you?
Shall not I, my brother? If not, what remains, what can I'cmain, to

be dono for us ! If we will not hear these things, neither should we
believe tliougli one rose from the dead. No ; though the ghosts of the

departed and the remembered should come at midnight through the

barred doors of our dwellings; though the sheeted dead should stalk

through the very aisles of our churches,—they could not more power-
fully teach us than the dread realities of life;—nay more, and those

memories of mis-spent years, too, those ghosts of departed opportuni-

ties, tliat point to our consciences and point to eternity, saying, " Work
while the day lasts, for the niglit of death comcth, hi which no man
can work!"
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Titus i. 15 :
" Unto the pure all things are pure."

And to expand the same sentiment a little, all things bear to us a

character corresponding with the state of our own miuds. Life is what
we make it; and the world is what we make it.

I can conceive, that to some who hear me, this may appear to be a

very singular, if not extravagant statement. You look upon this life

and upon this world, and you derive from them, it may be, a very dif-

ferent impression. You see the earth, perhaps, only as a collection of

blind, obdurate, inexorable elements and powers. You look upon the

mountains that stand fast for ever ; you look upon the seas that roU

upon every shore their ceaseless tides ; you walk through the annual

round of the seasons; all things seem to be fixed—summer and winter,

seedtime and harvest, growth and decay; and so they are. But does

not the mind, after all, spread its own hue over all these scenes?

Does not the cheerful man make a cheerful world? Does not the sor-

rowing man make a gloomy world ? Does not every mind make its

own world ? Does it not—as if indeed a portion of the Divinity were

imparted to it—does it not almost create the scene around it ? Its

power, in fact, scarcely falls short of the theory of those philosophers

who have supposed that the world has no existence at aU, but in our

own minds. So again with regard to human life, it seems to many,
probably, unconscious as they are of the mental and moral powers

which control it, as if it were made up of fixed conditions, and of im-

mense and impassable distinctions. But upon all conditions presses

down one impartial law. To all situations, to all fortunes, high or low,

the mind gives their character. They are, in effect, not what they are

in themselves, but what they are to the feeling of their possessors.

The king upon his throne, and amidst his court, may be a mean, de-

graded, miserable man; a slave to ambition, to voluptuousness, to fear,

to every low passion. The peasant in his cottage may be the real

monarch ; the moral master of his fate ; the free and lofty being—more
than a prince in happiness—more than a king in honour. And shall

the mere names which these men bear, blind us to the actual positions

which they occupy amidst God's creation? No; beneath the all-pow-

erful law of the heart, the master is often a slave, and the slave—is

master.

It has been maintained, I know, in opposition to the view wliich wo
take of life, that man is the creature of (.'ircumstances. But what is

tlierc in the circvunstanccs of the slave to make him free in spii-it, or of
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the monarch to make him timid and timeserving? This doctrine of

fate—that man is but a bubble upon the sea of his fortunes, that he is

borne, a helpless and irresponsible being, upon the tide of events—is no
new doctrine, as some of its modern advocates seem to suppose ; it has

always formed a leading part of the creed of Atheism. But I ask if

the reverse of this doctrine is not obviously true. Do not diftercnt men
bring out of the same circumstances totally different results? Does
not that very difficulty, distress, poverty, or misfortune, which breaks

down one man, build up another, and make him strong? It is the very

attribute, the glory of a man; it is the very power and mastery of

that will which constitutes one of his chief distinctions from the brute,

tliat he can bend the circumstances of his condition to tho intellectual

and moral purposes of his nature.

IJut it may be said, that tho mind itself is the offspring of culture;

tliat is to say, tho creature of circumstances. Tliis is true, indeed, of

early childhood. But the moment that the faculty of moral will is

developed, a new element is introduced, which changes the whole com-
plexion of tho argument. Then a new power is brought upon tho

serene, and it is a ruling power. It is delegated power from heaven.

There never was a being sunk so low, but God has thus given him the

power to riso. (lod commands him to rise, and therefore it is certain

that lie can rise. Every man has tlie power, and every man should
use it, to make all situations, all trials and temptations, conspire to the

promotion of his virtue and happiness. In this, then, the only intelli-

gible sense, man, so far from being the creature of circumstances, cre-

ates them, controls them, makes them, that is to say, to be all they aro

of evil or good to him as a moral being.

Life, then, is what wo make it, and the world is what we make it.

Even our temporary moods of mind, and, much more, our permanent
character, whether social or religious, may be appealed to, as illustrative

of this truth.

I. Observe, in the first place, the effect of our most casual moods of

mind.

It is tho same creation upon which the eyes of the cheerful and the
melancholy man are fixed; yet how different aro the aspects which it

bears to them I To the one, it is all beauty and gladness; " the waves
of ocean roll in light, and tlic mountains aro covered with day." It

seems to him as if life went forth rejoicing Tipon every bright wave,

and every shining bough shaken in the breeze. It seems as if there

were more than the eye sceth—a presence—a presence of deep joy

—

among the hills and the valleys, and upon the bright waters. But now,
the gloomy man, stricken and sad at heart, stands idly or mournfully
gazing at the same scone, and what is it? What is it to him? The
very light, " bright effluence of bright essence increate,"—yet tho very
light seems to him as a leaden pall thrown over the face of nature. AU
things wear to his eye a dull, dim, and sickly aspect. Tho gi-eat train

of the seasons is passing before iiim, but ho sighs and turns away, as
if it were tlio train of a funeral procession ; and he wonders within
himself at tho poetic representations and sentimental rhapsodies that
are lavislied upon a world so utterly miserable. Ilt-re, then, are two
different worlds in which these two classes of beings live; and they aro
formed and made what they are, out of the very earae scene, only by
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different states of mind in the beliolders. The eye maketh that which

it looks upon. The ear maketh its own melodies or discords. The
world without reflects the world within.

II. Again; this life, this world, is what we make it by our social

character ; by our adaptation, or want of adaptation, to its social

conditions, relationships, and pursuits. To the selfish, to the cold and

insensible, to the haughty and presuming, to the proud, who demand
more than they are likely to receive, to the jealous, who are always

afraid they shall not receive enough, to the unreasonably sensitive about

others' good or ill opinion, and in fine, to the violators of social laws,

of all sorts— the rude, the violent, the dishonest, and the sensual,

—

to all these, the social condition, from its very nature, will present

annoyances, disappointments, and pains, appropriate to their several

characters. Every disposition and behaviour has a kind of magnetic

attraction, by which it draws to it its like. Selfishness will hardly be

a central point, around which the benevolent affections will revolve;

the cold-hearted may expect to be treated with coldness, and the proud

with haughtiness, the passionate with anger, and the violent with rude-

ness; and those who forget the rights of others, must not be surprised

if their own are forgotten ; and those who forget their dignity, who stoop

to the lowest embraces of sense, must not wonder if others are not

concerned to find their prostrate honour, and to lift it up to the remem-
brance and respect of the world. Thus, the bad make the social world

they live in. So, also, do the good. To the gentle, how many will be

gentle—to the kind, how many will be kind ! How many does a lovely

example win to goodness! How many does meekness subdue to a like

temper, when they come into its presence ! How many does sanctity

purify—how many does it command to put away all earthly defilements

when they step upon its holy ground! Yes, a good man, a reaUy good

man, will find that there is goodness in the world ; and an honest man
win find that there is honesty in the world ; a man of principle will find

principle, yes, a principle of religious integrity, in the hearts of others.

I know that this is sometimes denied, and denied with much scorn and

self-complacency. But when a man says tliat true religious virtue is

aU a pretence, though the charge is put forward in quite another guise,

I confess that I most of all suspect the heart of the complainant. I

suspect that it is a heart itself estranged from truth and sanctity, that

can find no trutli nor sincerity in all the rehgious virtue that is around

it. True, most true, most lamentably true it is,—^nothing is so lament-

ably true, as that there is too little religious fervour in the world : but

still there is a feehng; there is some rehgious sensibility,—the most
precious deposit in the heart of society,— there is some anxiety on this

great theme, holy and dear, to him whose mind is touched with that

inexpressible emotion ; and he whose mind is so touched will as

certainly find those deep tokens of tlie soul's life, as the kindling eye

will find beauty amidst the creation, or as the attuned ear will find the

sweet tone of music amidst the discords of nature. Thus it is, that

the mind discovers social virtue, and developes the social world aroimd

it. The corrupt mind elicits what is bad ; and the pure mind brings

out what is good.
But the pure mind makes its own social world in another sense. It

not only unfolds that word to itself, but all its relations to society arc
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sanctified ; the otherwise rou-^'h contacts of life are softened to it, and

its way is gracioualy made smooth and easy. The general complaint

is, that society is full of mistrust and embarrassment, of competitions and
misunderstandings, and unkind criticisms, and unworthy jealousies.

But let any one bear within him an humble mind ; let him bo too

modest to make any unreasonable demands upon others, too mistrust-

ful and tenderly solicitous about the keeping of his own heart, to bo

severe or censorious ; let him simply be a good man— full of true and

pure lovo to those around him—full of love to God—full of holy indif-

ference to earthly vanities—full of the heavenward thought, that soars

far beyond them; and what now has this man to do with worldly strifes

and intrigues, with poor questions of precedence, and the small items

of unsettled disputes, and unsatisfied suspicions? An excellent sim-

plicity that cannot understand them—a high aim that cannot bend its

eye upon them— a generous feehng tliat cannot enter into them—

a

goodness that melts all difference into harmony— this is the wise

man's protection and blessing.

III. I have spoken of the world of nature, and of the world of society.

Tliere is also a world of events, of temptations, and trials, and bless-

ings ; and this, too, is what we make it. It is what wo make it by our

religious character.

There are no blessings—and it is a stupendous truth that I utter

—

there are no blessings which the mind may not convert into the bitter-

est of evils; and there aro no trials which it may not transform into the

most noble and divine of blessings. There are no temptations from

which the virtue they assail may not gain strength, instead of falling a

sacrifice to them. I know that the virtue often falls. I know that tho

temptatious have great power. But what is their power ? It lies ia

the weakness of our virtue. Their power lies not in them, but in us,

in tho treason of our own hearts. To the pure, all things aro pure.

The proffer of dishonest gain, of guilty pleasure, makes them more pure;

raises their virtue to tho height of towering indignation. The fair oc-

casion, the safe opportunity, the goodly chance of victory, with whicli

sin approaches the heart, to ensnare and conquer it—all are turned into

defeat and disgrace for the tempter, and into the triumph aiid coniii-ma-

tion of virtue. But to tho impure, to the dishonest, falsehearted,

corrupt, and sensual, occasions come every day, and in every scene, and
through every avenue of thought and imagination. To tho impure,

occasions come, did I say—rather, do they mako occasions ; or if oc-

casions, if opportunities come not, evil thoughts come ; no hallowed

shrine, no holy temple, no sphere of life, though consecrated to purity

and innocence, can keep them out. So speaketh tho sacred text, and
in this very striking language :

*' To the pure, all things are pure; but to

them that aro defiled and unbelieving, nothing is pure ; for even their

mind and conscience is defiled."

Tims might wo pass in suiToy all the circumstances of man's earthly

condition, and bring from every state and pursuit of human life, the

same conclusion. Upon tho irreligious man, the material world has tho

effect to occu])y him, and estrange liim from God; but to the devout

man, the same .scene is a constant ministration of higli and holy thoughts,

Tims, also, tho business of tliis world, while it absorbs, corrupts, and
degrades cue mind, builds up another in the most noblo independence.
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integrity, and generosity. So, too, pleasure, which to some is a
noxious poison, is, to others, a healtliful refreshment. The scene is

the same. The same event Iiappeneth to all. Life is substantially the

same thing to all who partake of its lot. Yet some rise to virtue and
glory, and others sink, from the same discipline, from the same privi-

leges, to shame and perdition.

Life, then, we repeat, is what we make it, and the world is what we
make it. Life, that is to say, takes its colouring from our own minds;

the world, as the scene of our welfare or wo, is, so to speak, moulded
in the bosom of human experience. The archetypes, the ideal forms

of things without—if not, as some philosophers have said, in a meta-

physical sense, yet in a moral sense—they exist within us. The world

is the mirror of the soul. Life is the history, not of outward events

—not of outward events chiefly—but life, human life, is the history of

a mind. To the pure, all things are pure. To the joyous, all things

are joyous. To the gloomy, all things are gloomy. To the good, all

things are good. To the bad, all things are bad. The world is

nothing but a mass of materials, subject to a great moral experiment.

The human breast is the laboratory. We woi-k up those materials

into what forms we please. This illustration too—if any one should

take me too literally— will furnish the proper qualification. The
materials, indeed, are not absolutely under our conti-ol. They obey the

laws of a higher power. Those laws, too, are fixed laws. Yet the

chemist in his laboratory accomplishes all that he rationally desires to

accomplish. The elements are enough under his command to answer

all his purposes. Nay, if they did not furnish difficulties and require

experiments, his science would not exist; his knowledge would be

intuition. So with the moral experimenter, lie has to overcome
difficulties, to solve questions ; still, within the range of national wishes,

and in submission to the power of God, he can work out what results

he pleases ; and if there were no difficulties, there would be no virtue,

no moral science of life.

I am sensible that I have dwelt at considerable length upon the

proofs of my doctrine ; but I must beg your indulgence to some farther

consideration of it, in application to two states of mind: I mean to

complaint and discouragement. These states of mind have, indeed,

the same leaning, but stiU they are very different. Complaint is bold

and open-mouthed, and speaks like one injured and wronged. Dis-

couragement is timid and silent: it does not consider whether it is

wi'onged, but it knows that it is depressed, and at times almost crushed

to the earth. There are many minds to be found in one or other of

these conditions. Indeed, I think that the largest amount of human
suff'ering may be found in the form either of complaint or of discourage-

ment ; and if there be anything in the doctrine of this discourse, to

disarm the one, or to relieve the other, it well deserves a place in our

meditations.

Our complaints of life mainly proceed upon the ground that, for our

unhappiness, something is in fault besides ourselves ; and I maintain

that this ground is not fairly taken. We complain of the world ; we
complain of our situation in the world.

Let us look a moment at this last point—what is called a situation

in the world. In the first place, it is commonly what we make it, in a
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literal sense. Wo are high or low, rich or poor, honoured or Jisgratx'J,

usually, just in proportion as we have been industrious or idle, studious

or negligent, virtuous or vicious. But in the next place, suppose that,

without any fault of our own, our situation is a trying one. Doubtless

it is so, in many instances. But then I say, that the main point

affecting our happiness in this case, is not our situation, but the spirit

with which wo meet it. In the humblest conditions are found happy
men ; in tlie highest, unhappy men. And so little has mere condition

to do with happiness, that a just observation, I am persuaded, wiU find

about an e(iual proportion of it among the poor and the rich, the high

and the low. " But »»// relation to the persons or things around me,"
one may say, "is peculiarly trying; neither did I chooso the relation;

I would gladly escape from it." Still I answer, a right spirit may
bring from this very relation the noblest virtue and the noblest enjoy-

ment. *'Ah! the right spirit!"—it maybe said—"to obtain that is

my greatest difficulty. Doubtless, if 1 had the spirit of an angel, or of

an apostle, I might get along very well. Then 1 should not be vexed,

nor angered, nor depressed. But the very ettbrt to gain that serene

and patient mind, is painful, and often unsuccessful." Yes, and the ill

success is the pain. It is not true, that thorough, faithful endeavour
to improve is unhappy; that honest endeavour, I mean, which is always

successful. On the contrary, it is, this side heaven, the higliest happi-

ness. The misery of the effort is owing to its insufficiency. The
misery, then, is mainly our own fault.

On every account, therefore, I must confess, that I am disposed to

entertain a very ill opinion of misery. Whether regarded as proceeding

from a man's condition or from his own mind, I cannot think well of it.

I cannot look upon it with the favour which is accorded to it by much
modern poetry and sentiment. These sentimental sighings over human
misfortune which wo hear, are fit only for children, or at least for tlio

mind's childhood." You may say if you will, that the preacher's heart

is hard when he avers this, or that he knows not trial or grief; but if

you do, it will be because you do not understand the preaclier's argu-

ment—no, nor his mind either. What I say to you, I say to myself-—

the mind's misery is chiefly its own fault. Sentimental sighings there

may be in early youth, and in a 3-outhful and immature poetry ; but he
who has come to the maidiood of reason and experience, sliould know,
what is true, that tlie mind's misery is chiefly its own fault; nay, more,
and is appointed, under the good providence of God, as the punisher

ami corrector of its fault. Trial is indeed a part of our lot; but
suffering is not to bo confounded with trial. Nay, amidst the severest

trials, the mind's happiness may be the greatest that it ever knew. It

has been so in a botly racked with pain—nay, and in a body consumed
by the fire of the martyr's sacrifice. I am willing, however, to allow
that some exceptions are to bo made ; as for instance, in the first burst
of gi-iof or in the pains of lingering disease. The mind must have time
for reflection, and it must have strength left to do its work. But its

very work, its very office of reflection, is to bring good out of evil

—

liappincss out of trial. And when it is rightly guided, tliis work it will

do; to this result it will come. In the long run, it will bo ha])py, just
in proportion to its fidelity and wisdom. Life will be what it makes
life to bo, and the world will bo what the mind makes it. With arti-

\
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licial wants, witli ill-regulatod desires, with .selfish and sensitive feelings

of its own cherishing, the mind must be miserable. And what then is

its misery? Hath it not planted in its own path the thorns that annoy
it? And doth not the hand that planted, grasp them? Is not the very

loudness of the complaint, but the louder confession, on the part of him
who makes it?

The complaint nevertheless with some is very loud. "It is not a
hajipy world," a man says, "but a very miserable world; those who
consider themselves saints may talk about a kind providence ; lie cannot

see much of it: those who have all their wish s gratified may think it

is very well ; but he never had his wishes gratified ; and nobody cares

whether he is gratified or not; everybody is proud and selfish," he

says ; "if there is so much goodness in the world, he wishes he could see

some of it. This beautiful world ! as some people call it—for his part

he never saw anything very beautiful in it ; but he has seen troubles

and vexations, clouds and storms enough; and he has had long, tedious,

weary days, and dark and duU nights ; if he could sleep through his

whole life, and never want anything, it would be a comfort." Mistaken
man! doubly mistaken—mistaken about the world—mistaken in thy-

self; the world thou complaincst of is not God's world, but thy world;

it is not the world which God made, but it is the world which thou hast

made for thyself. The fatal blight, the dreary duluess, the scene so

distasteful and dismal, is all in thyself. The void, the blank, amidst

the whole rich and fuU universe, is in thy heart. FiU thy heart with
goodness, and thou wilt find that the world is fuU of good. Kindle a
light within, and then the world will shine brightly around thee. But
till then, though all the luminaries of heaven shed down their entii'e

and concentrated radiance upon this world, it would be dark to thee.
" The light that should be in thee is darkness, and how great is that

darkness!"

But I must turn in close, to address myseK for a moment to a very
different state of mind, and that is discouragement. Comj^laint is to

be blamed ; but there is a heavy and uncomplaining discouragement,

pressing upon many minds, which demands a kinder consideration.

They have tried and not succeeded; they have tried again, and failed

of the ends, the objects, which they sought; and they say, at length,
" We give over; we can never do anything in this world; ill fortune

has taken the field against us, and we will battle with it no longer."

Yet more to be pitied are those who have never had even the courage

to strive ; who, from their very cradle, have felt themselves depressed

by untoward circumstances, by humble state or humble talents. Often-

times the mind in such a case is, in culture and power, far beyond its

own estimate ; but it has no aptitude for worlcUy success ; it has no
])ower to cause itself to bo appreciated by others ; it has no charm of

person or speech; it is neglected by society, where almost every one is

too much occupied with his own advancement to think of pining merit

;

it is left to silent and solitary hours of discouragement and despondency.

And in such hours—perhaps there are some here present who can bear

me witness—the thoughts that sink deeply into the heart, though never,

it may be, breathed in words, are such as these:—" 3Iij chance in this

world is a poor one ; I have neither wealth, nor talents, nor family—

I

Lave nothing to give me importance ; I have no friends to help mo
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forward, or to iutroJiicc rae favourably to the world; I have no path

open to me; my suc("Oss is poor, even my expectation is poor. Let tho

fortunate bo thankful; but I am not fortunate; tho great jirizes are not

for rae ; despond I needs must, for hope I have none ; I will sit down
in silence, and eat the bread of a neglected lot ; 1 will weep—but even

that is useless; away then, hope! away, tears I—I will bear my heart

calmly, though sadly, in its way through a cold, ungenial, unkind

world."

And yet above this man is spread the sublimity of heaven, around
him tlio beauty of cartli; to this man is unfolded the vision of (Jod ;

for this man Christ hath died, and to him heaven is unveiled ; before

this man lies tho page of wisdom and inspiration ; and wisdom and
sanctity it is still given him to loaru and gain—wisdom and sanctity,

inward, all-sufficing and eternal. The universe is full and rich for him.

Tho heaven of heavens invites him to its abode.

Oh! tho intolerable worldhness of the world!— tlio woridliness of

fashion and fashionable opinion! the woridliness of our eager throngs

and our gay watering-places, and our crowded cities, and our aspiring

literature, and our busy commerce! Distinction! to bo raised a little

above the rest—to bo talked of and pointed at more than others—this

liath blinded us to the infinite good that is offered to all men. And
this distinction—what is it after all? Suppose that you were the

greatest of the great ; one raised above kings ; one to whom courts and
powers and principalities paid homage, and around whom admiring

crowds gatliered at every step. I tell you that I would rather havo

arrived at one profound conclusion of tho sago's meditation in his dim
study, tlian to win that gaze of the multitude. I toll you that I had
rather gain the friendship and love of one pure and lofty mind, than to

gain that empty applause of a court or a kingdom. What then must
it be to gain tho approval, tho friendsliip, tlie love of that OXE,
infinitely great—infinitely dear to tho whole pure and happy creation?

Before tlioso awful and sublime realities of trutli and sanctity, sink

all worldly distinction and worldly imaginations! Discouragement and
desj)ondency:—for a creature to whom God hath ottered the loftiest

opportunity and hope in the universe? An humblo, depressed, unfor-

tunate lot!—for him, before whom aro spread the boundless regions of

truth, and wisdom, and joy? A poor clianco!—for him who may gain

heaven? Ali! sir, thy poverty, thy misfortune, is all in thyself. In

the realm of God's beneficence is an infinite fulness, and it all may be

yours. Even to tho despised and jiorsecuted Christians of old tho

Apostle said this ; and it is still and for ever true, to all who can receive

it. "Therefore," says he, in his lofty reasoning, "let no man glory

in men; lor all things aro yours; whether the world, or life, or death,

or things ])resent, or things to come ; all are yours, and ye arc Christ's,

and Christ is God's!"
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Psalm cxlv. 9 :
" The Lord is good to all, and his tender mercies are over all

his works."

What I wish to suggest for your consideration from these words, is not

the goodness of God only, but his goodness to all. I wish, in other

words, to examine the prevailing opinion, that there is a great in-

equahty in the distril)ution of the blessings of Ufe. In opposition to this

opinion, I take up the words of the text.

The Lord is good to all. It is not said, merely, that his tender

mercies are over his works, but that they are over all his works. His
providence is not only kind, but its kindness extends to every human
being.

There is no general view of life, perhaps, with which the minds of

men are more strongly impressed, than with the apparent inequalities

of the human lot. It is probably the most proHfic source of all secret

repining and open complaint. Affliction of a severe kind comes but
seldom ; but this inequality in the state of life is permanent. It is

perfectly obvious, too. Every one can see the difference between his

situation in life, his dwelling, his eqviipage, and the observance which
is paid to him.—and those which belong to his more prosperous, wealthy,

or honoured neighbour. The distinctions of life indeed chiefly consist

in the glare of outward things, and therefore more powerfully impress

the senses.

Now, if it can be made to appear that there is, in fact, considerable

deception in these estimates ; that things are far more impartially

balanced in the system of providence at large than is commonly
imagined; that inequality is not the rule of its operations, but only the

exception to the rule,—it would serve the important purpose of making
us more contented with our lot, more happy in the opportunities and
means of happiness that are given to us all, and more submissive and
grateful, I would hope, to that Being who has so equally and so boun-

tifully distributed them.

To this subject, then, let me direct your thoughts this morning.

I. And in the first place, you see, at once, an instance and an illus-

tration of this impartiality of Divine Providence, in the inequahties

caused by nature ; in the allotments of climate, temperatiu-e, soil, and
scenery.

There is no one of us, perhaps, whoso thoughts have not sometimes

wandered to fairer climes than our own, to lands of richer productions

and more luxuriant beauty, to those isles and shores of the classic East,
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where all the glory of man has faded indeed—^whcre all the monuments
of his power and art have fallen to decay—but Miiere nature lives for

ever, and for ever spreads its unfading charm; to the verdant and
sunny vales of the South—regions of eternal Spring— where the

circling seasons, aa they pass, let fall no chill or blight upon the fresh

and fragrant bosom of the earth. But is there no counterpart to this

scene ? Where does the volcano lift up its subterraneous thunders, and
pour forth its flaming deluge? It is in these very regions of eternal

Spring. It is on the green and flowery mount, on the vine-clad hills

—fast by the quiet fold of the shepherd, and amidst the rejoicings of

the vintage. Whence comes the fearful rumour of the earthquake that

has whelmed a city in ruins? It comes from the land of the diamond
and the cane; from the hills of Ophir; from gi-oves of the palm and the

olive; from vallies loaded with fruits, and fanned with aromatic gales

—

where, if nature is more energetic to produce, she is also more ener-

getic to destroy. Where does the dire pestilence walk in darkness, and
the fell destruction waste at noonday ? Amidst groves of spices, and
beneath bowers of luxuriance ; and the beam that lights its victims to

their tomb is the brightest beam of heaven, and the scenes of which

they take their last hasty leave, are the fairest that nature displays

—

as if hfo and death were intended to be set in the most visible and vivid

contrast. And where, but there also, is that worse than plague, and
pestilence, and earthquake—that degradation of the mind—that wide-

spreading pestilence of the soul—that listless indolence, whicli only

arouses to deeds of passion ? Let the millions of Southern Asia teU.

Let Turkey, so often drenched with blood, answer. Let the wander-

ing Arab, let the stupid Hottentot, let the slothful and sensual inhabi-

tants of the fair isles of the Pacific teach us. AVho would not rather

struggle with fiercer elements, than sink an ignoble prey to the soft

languors of pleasure, and the besotting indulgences of passion? Who
would not far prefer our wintry storm, and "the hoarse sighings of tho

east wind," as it sweeps around us, if they will brace the mind to nobler

attainments, and the heart to better duties?

There is one class of virtues that is fostered by the rigours of our
climate, which deserves to be particularly noticed. I mean the

domestic virtues. We are compelled by the inclemency of our seasons,

not only to have some permanent place of abode, but to resort to it. lu
milder regions, men live abroad—they are scarcely obliged to liave any
domicile. AV'e are comjicUed to live at home, and we attach a meaning
to the term, and we hallow it with feelings that were unknown to the

polished Greek and the voluptuous Asiatic. It is the angry and lower-

mg sky of winter that lights up the cheerful fire in our dwellings, and
draws around the friendly circle. It is the cheerlessness of everything
abroad, that leads us to find or make pleasures within; to resort to
books and tlio interchange of thought; to multiply the sources of
knowledge, and strengthen tho ties of affection. It is the frowning faco

of nature, like tho dark cloud of adversity, that lends attraction to aU
the sympathies and joys of home.

II. But I come now, in the second place, to consider the impartiality

of Divine rrovitlem^o, in tho condition of human life. Life—to borrow
a comparison from the science of political economy—life, like nature,

is a system of checks and balances. Every power of conferring bappi-
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noss is limited or else counteracted by some other power, either of good

or evil. There is no blessing or benefit, but it has some drawback upon

it; and there is no inconvenience or calamity, but it enjoys some com-

pensation. This results from the very nature of things. You cannot

enjoy things incompatible. You cannot at once enjoy, for instance, the

pleasures of the country and the town. You cannot mingle the

quietude of obscurity with the emoluments and honours of office. \"ou

cannot have, at the same time, the benefits of afliiction, and the joys

of prosperity. If you would reach the loftiest virtue, you must some-

times endure sickness and pain, and you must sometimes be bowed

down with sorrow. If you would have perpetual ease and indulgence,

you must resign something of noble fortitude, holy patience, and of the

blessed triumphs of faith.

The inequalities which appear iu the condition of human life, relate

chiefly to the possessions, the employments, or the distinctions of

society. If we should examine tliese, we should probably find that

they are of less importance to our happiness than is commonly imagined.

Indeed, we know that they all depend chiefly on the use that is made
of them ; and their use depends upon the mind. Distinction and medi-

ocrity, leisure and toil, wealth and poverty, have no intrinsic power

of happiness or misery in their disposal. There is a principle within,

that is to render them good or evil.

But, not at present to insist on this, these circumstances of inequa-

lity, in themselves, are less than they seem. It is common, I know,

to hear of the prerogatives, the power, the independence of the higher

classes of society. But Divine Providence acknowledges no such

nobility; no such exemption from the wants of the human lot. It

teaches us very little about prerogative or independence, however the

pride of man may flatter him. No tower of pride was ever high enough

to lift its possessor above the trials, and fears, and frailties of humanity.

No human hand ever built the wall, nor ever shall, that will keep out

affliction, pain, and infirmity. Sickness, sorrow, trouble, death, are

all levelling dispensations. They know none, high nor low. The chief

wants of life, too, the great necessities of the human soul, give exemp-

tion to none. They make all poor, all weak. They put supplication

in the mouth of every human being, as truly as in that of the meanest

beggar.

Now consider society for one moment, in regard to its employments.

And there is not, perhaps, a greater infatuation in the world, than for

a man of active and industrious habits, to look with envy or repining

upon the ease and leisure of his neighbour. Employment, activity, is

one of the fundamental laws of human happiness. Ah ! the laborious

indolence of him who has nothing to do ; the preying weariness, the

stagnant ennui of him who has nothing to obtain ; the heavy hours

which roll over him, like the waters of a Lethean sea, that has not yet

quite drowned the senses in their oblivious stupor ; the dull comfort of

having finished a day ; the dreariness in prospect of another to come

;

in one word, the terrible visitation of an avenging Providence to him
that lives to himself!

But I need not dwell on a case so obvious, and proceed at once to

mention the distinction of wealth and poverty.

It miL^t not be denied that poverty, abject and desperate poverty, is
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a great evil; but this is not a coinmnn lot, and it still more rarely

occurs iu tliis country without faults or vices, which should forbid all

complaint. Neither shall it hero be urged, on the other hand, that

riches arc acquired with many labours, and kept with many cares and
anxieties ; for so aLso it may bo said, and truly said, has poverty its

toils and anxieties. The true answer to all difficulties on this subject

seems to be, that a man's life consisteth not in tho abundance of

things which he posscssoth. The answer, in short, may be reduced to

a plain matter of fact. There is about as much cheerfuluess among
the poor, as among the rich. And I suspect about as mu(;h content-

ment too. For we might add. that a man's life, if it consist at all in

his possessions, does not consist in what he possesses, but in what he
thiuks himself to possess. Wealth is a comparative term. The desire

of property grows, and at tlie same time the estimate of it lessens, with

its accumulation. And thus it may come to pass, that he who possesses

thousands may less feel himself to be rich, and to all substantial pur-

poses may actually bo less rich, than he who enjoys a sufficiency.

But, not to urge this point, we say that a man's life does not consist

in these things. Happiness, enjoyment, the buoyant spirits of Ufe, the

joys of humanity, do not consist in them. They do not depend on this

distinction of being poor or rich. As it is with tlie earth— that there

are living springs within it, which will burst forth somewhere, and that

they are often most clear and healthful in the most sterile and rugged
spots—so it is with tho human heart. There are fountains of gladness

in it ; and why should they not revive the weary ? Why should they

not cool tlie brow of labour, and the lips that are parched with toiH
Why should they not refrosli tiie poor man ? Xay, but they do ; and
they refresh him the more, because he is poor and weary. Man may
hew out to himself cisterns—and how often are they broken cisterns I

—

which are scrupidously and proudly guarded from his poorer fellow-

man ; but the great fountains which O'od has opened are for all. This
ajul that man may endeavour to appropriate them to himself: he may
guiile them to his reservoir ; he may cause them to gush forth in arti-

ficial fountains, and to fall in artificial showers in his gardens ; but it is

artificial still : and one draught of the puro well-spring of honest, homely
happiness, is better than tliem all; and tho shower which heaven sends,

falls upon the rich and the ])oor, upon the higli and the low alike, and,
witli still more impartial favour, descends upon the good and the evil,

upon the just and the unjust.

III. This impartiality will bo still more manifest if we reflect, in the
third place, that far tlio greatest and most numerous of the divine

favours are granted to all, without any discrimination.

Look, iu tlie first j)lace, at tho natural gifts of Providence. The
beauty of the earth ; tho glories of the sky ; tlie vision of the sun and
the stars; the beneficent laws of universal being; the frame of society

and of government ; protecting justice and almighty providence—whoso
are these? What power of appropriation can say of any one of tliese,

" This is mine, and not another's"? And what one of these would you
part with for tho Moalth of tho Indies, or all the splendours of rank or

office? Again, your eyesight— that regal glance that commands, in

one act. tho out-spread and all-surrounding beauty of the fair universe

—would you exchaiii^t' it for a sceptre or a cruv.n:' And the ear—that
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gathers unto its hidden chambers all musics and gladness—would you
give it for a kingdom? And that wonderful gift, speech—that breathes
its mysterious accents into the listening soul of thy friend ; that sends
forth its viewless messages through the stiU air, and imprints them at

once upon the ears of thousands—would you barter that gift for the

i-ciiown of Plato or of IMilton ?

No, there are unappropriated blessings—blessings which none can
appropriate— in every element of nature, in every region of existence,

in every inspiration of life, which are infinitely better than all that can
be hoarded in treasure, or borne on the breath of fame. All, of which
any human being can say, " it is mine," is a toy, is a trifle, compared
with what God has provided for the great family of his children ! Is

he poor to whom the great storehouse of nature is opened? or does he
think himself poor because it is God who has made him rich? Does he

complain that ho cannot have a magnificent palace to dwell in, who
dwells in this splendid theatre of the universe ?—that he cannot behold
swelling domes and painted walls, who beholds the "dread magnificence
of heaven," and the pictured earth and sky? Do you regret the want
of attendants, of a train of servants, to anticipate every wish, and bring

every comfort at your bidding? Yet how small a thing is it to be
waited on, compared with the privilege of being yourself active— com-
pared with the vigour of health, and the free use of your limbs and
senses ! Is it a hardship that your table does not groan with luxuries ?

But how much better than all luxury is simple appetite

!

The very circumstances which gain for the distinctions of life such
an undue and delusive estimation, are such as ought to make us
cautious about the estimate we put upon them. They are distinctions

and therefore likely to be overrated; but is that a good and sound
reason why we should afiix to them an undue importance? Are the

palaces of kings to be regarded with more interest than the humbler
roofs that shelter millions of human beings? What more is the marriage
of a queen—to the individual mind—though surrounded with the
splendour and state of a kingdom ; though accompanied with shining

troops, and announced by roaring cannon—what more is it than that

marriage of hearts that is every day consummated beneath a thousand
lowly roofs? The distinctions of life, too, are mostly factitious, the

work of art, and man's device. They are man's gifts, rather than God's
gifts ; and for that reason I would esteem them less. They are

fluctuating also, and therefore attract notice, but on that account, too,

are less valuable. They are palpable to the senses, attended with noise

and show, and therefore likely to be over-estimated ; while those vast

benefits which all share, and wliich are always the same, which come in

the ordinary course of things, which do not disturb the ordinary and
even tenour of life, pass by unheeded. The resounding chariot, as it

rolls on with princely state and magnificence, is gazed upon with ad-

miration, and perhaps with envy. But morning comes forth in the

east, and from his glorious chariot-whccls scatters light over the heavens,

and spreads life and beauty through the world: morning after morning
comes, and noontide sets its throne in the southern sky, and the day
finishes its splendid revolution in heaven, without exciting, perhaps, a
comment or a reflection. The pageant of fashion passes, and has the

notice of many an eye, perhaps, to which it is all in vain that the
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seasons pass by in their glory ; that uatiiro arrays herself in robes of

light and beauty, and fills tho earth with her train. To want what
another possesses, to be outstripped in tho race of honour or gain, to

lose some of tho nominal treasures of life, may be enough with some of

us, to disturb and irritate us altogether ; and such an one shall think

little of it that ho has life itself, and that he enjoys it ; it shall be nothing

to him that he has quiet sleep in the night season, and tliat all tho

bounties of tho day are spread before him ; that ho has friends and
domestic joys, and the living fountain of cheerful spirits and aflfectiouate

pleasures within him.

Xor must wo stop here in our estimate. There is an infinite sum
of blessings which have not yet been included in the account; and these,

like all the richest gifts of heaven, are open and free to all ; I mean tlio

gifts, tlie virtues, the blessings of religion.

It lias already, indeed, sufticiently appeared, not only that the

inequalities in tlie allotments of Pi'ovidcnce are attended with a system

of compensations and drawbacks, which make them far less than they

seem ; and also, on account of the vast blessings which are diffused

everywhere and dispensed to all ; that inequality, instead of being the

rule of the Divino dealings, is only a slight exception to them,—but we
come now to a principle that absorbs all other considerations : virtue,

the only intrinsic, infinite, everlasting good, is accessible to all. If

there were ever so strong and apparently just cliarges of partiahty

against the Divine Providence, thi.s principle would be sufficient to

vindicate it. "O God!" exclaims the Persian poet Sadi, "have pity

on tho wicked! for thou hast done everything for the good in having
made them good!"

How false and earthly are our notions of what is evil! How possible

is it that aU advantages besides religion may prove tho greatest cala-

mities! How possible is it tliat distinction, that successful ambition,

that popular applause, may be tho most injurious, the most fatal evil

tliat could befall us ! How possible that wealth may bo turned into tho

very worst of curses, by tho self-indulgence, the dissipation, the vanity

or hardness of heart, that it may produce ! And there is a judgment,
too, short of the judgment of heaven, that pronounces it to be so— tho
juilgmcnt of every right and noblo sentiment, of all good sense, of all

true friendship. There is a friend, not a flatterer, who, as ho witnesses

in some one tliis sad derchction, this poor exultation of vanity, this

miserable bondage to flattery, or this direful success of some dark
temptation—who, as he witnesses this, will say in his secret thoughts,

with tlio Persian sage, "OGodl have pity on the wicked ; have pity

on my friend ! would that ho were poor and unnoticed, would that he
were neglected or forsaken, rather than thus!" It is therefore a matter
of doubt whether those things which we crave as blessings would really

bo such to us. And then, as to tho trials of life, their uuequallod
l)onefits are a sufficient answer to every objection that can be brought
against their uneriual distribution.

Wo hear it said that there is much evil in tho world ; and this or that
scone of suffering is brought as an example of the partial dealings of
licaven ; and it is felt, if it is not said, perhaps, that " God's ways are
unequal," lint the strongest objector on this ground, 1 think, would
yield, if ho saw that tho attendant and fruit of all this suffering were a
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fortitude, a cheerfulness, a lieaveuliiiess, that shed brighter hues than

those of earth upon the dark scene of calamity and sorrow. I have
seen suffering, sorrow, bereavement, all that is darkest in human for-

tunes, clothed v/ith a virtue so bright and beautiful, that sympathy was
almost lost in the feeling of congratulation and joy. I have heard

more than one sufferer say, " I am thankful; God is good to me;" and
when I heard that, I said, "It is good to be afflicted." There is,

indeed, much evil in the world; but without it, there would not be much
virtue. The poor, the sick, and the afflicted, could be relieved from

their trials at once, if it were best for them ; but if they understood

their own welfare, they would,not desire exemption from their part in

human trials. There might be a world of ease, and indulgence, and
pleasure: but "it is a world," to use the language of another, "from
which, if the option were given, a noble spirit would gladly hasten into

that better world of difficulty and virtue and conscience, which is the

scene of our present existence."

In fine, religion is a blessing so transcendent, as to make it of little

consequence what else we have, or what else we want. It is enough
for us—it is enough for us aU ; for him wlio is poor, for him who is ne-

glected, for him who is disappointed and sorrowful ; it is enough for

him, though there were nothing else, that he may be good and happy
for ever. In comparison with this, to be rich, to be prosperous, and
merely that, is the most trifling thing that can be imagined. Is it not

enough for us, my brethren, that we may gain those precious treasures

of the soul which the world cannot give nor take away ; that the joys

and consolations and hopes of the Spirit and Gospel of Christ may be

ours? Has not he a sufKciency—is not his heart full—is not his bless-

edness complete, who can say, " Whom have I in heaven but thee,

and there is none upon earth that I desire besides thee : all things else

may fail ; my heart may lose its power, and my strength its firmness ;

but thou art the strength of my heart, and my portion for ever?''

The lesson, my friends, which these reflections lay before us is this ;

to learn that we are all partakers of one lot, children of one Father ; to

learn in whatsoever state we are, therewith to be content, and therein

to be grateful. If you are ever tempted to discontent and murmuring,

ask yourself, ask the spirit within you, formed for happiness, for glory

and virtue, of what you shall complain. Ask the ten thousand mercies

of your lives, of what you shall complain : or go and ask the bounties

of nature ; ask the sun that shines cheerfully upon you ; ask the benefi-

cent seasons as they roll, of what you shall complain; ask— ask of

your Maker— but God forbid that you or I should be guilty of the

heinous ingratitude ! No, my friends, let us fix our thoughts, rather,

upon the full and overflowing beneficence of heaven— upon the love of

God. Let us fix our affections upon it, and then we shall have a suffi-

ciency ; then, though some may want and others may complain ; though

dissatisfaction may prey upon the worldly, and envy may corrode the

hearts of the jealous and discontented ; for us there shall be a sufficiency

indeed ; for us there shall be a treasure which the world cannot give,

nor change, nor disturb— " an inheritance incorruptible and undcfiled,

and that fadeth not away."
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ROMAXS viii. 20 :
" For the creature—that is man—was made subject to vanity

—that is to sufleririg—not willingly, but by reason of him—or at the will of

him—who hath subjected the same in hope."

In considering tho spiritual philosophy of life, we cannot avoid the

problem of human misery. Tho reality presses us on every side, and

philosophy demands to sit in judgment on the fact.

1 have often wondered that, with such themes as are presented to the

pulpit, it could have ever been dull ; still more that it should be pro-

verbially dull. So practical are these themes, so profound, so intimate

with all human experience, that I cannot conceive what is to be under-

stood, save through utter perversion, by a dull religion, a dull congre-

gation, or a dull pulpit. If there were an invading army just landed

upon our shores ; if there were a conflagration or a pestilence sweeping

through our city, and we were assembled here to consider what was to

bo done—in all seriousness and most advisedly do I say, that no ques-

tions could be raised, on such an occasion, more vital to our welfare,

than those which present themselves to us here, on every Sunday.

Take off the covex-ing of outward form and demeanour from the heart

of society, and what do we see ? Is there not a struggle and a war

going on—not upon our borders, but in the midst of us—in our dwell-

ings, and in our very souls?—a war, not for territory, nor for visible

freedom; but for happiness, for virtue, for inward freedom! Are not

misery and vice, as they were fire and pestilence, pressing, urging,

threatening to sweep through this city, every day? Is not an interest

involved in every day's action, thought, purpose, feeling, that is dearer

than merchandise, pleasure, luxury, condition—dearer than life itself?

Does any one say, that religion is some abstract concern, some vi-

sionary matter, fit only for weak enthusiasts or doting fools—which has

notliing to do with him nor with his real welfare ; a thing indifferent

—

gone and given over to indifference,—beyond all hope of recovery ; in

which ho cannot, for his life, interest himself^ Ay, proud philosopher!

or vain worldling! sayest thou that? Is misery something abstract

—

with wliich thou canst not interest thyself? Is sin—that source of

misery— is the \vrong thought, the wrong deed—the deed folded, muf-

fled in darkness, the tliought simt up in tho secret breast, which neither

flashing eye nor flushing cheek may tell—is this, I say, something ab-

stract and indifferent? And is tho holy peace of conscience, tho joy of

virtue, a thing for which a human being need rot—cannot care? Nay,

these are the great, invisible, eternal realities of om- life—of our very

nature

!
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I have said that suffering, as the most stupendous fact in human ex-

perience, as the profoundest problem in our rehgious philosophy, presses

us on every side. I will not mock you with formal proofs of its exist-

ence. And do not think, either, that on this subject I will go into

detail or description. One may easily understand human experience

—

interpret the universal consciousness—too well, to think that either

needful or tolerable. I will not speak of sicknesses, or disappointments,

or bereavements, many though they are, I will not speak of the minds

—more in number than we think—that bear the one, solitary, deep-

embosomed grief

;

One fatal remembrance, one son*ow that throws
Its dark shade ahke o'er their joys and their woes,
To which Ufe nothing brighter nor darker can bring.

For which joy hath no balm, and affliction no sting,

I will not speak of the sighing that rises up from all the world, for a
happiness unfound. But I point you to that which is seldom expressed

—to that which lies deeper than all—that eternal icant—which lies as

a heavy residuum at the bottom of the cup of life—which albeit unper-

ceived, amidst the flowings and gushings of pleasure, yet when the

•waters are low, ever disturbs that fountain-head, that living cup of joy,

with impatience, anxiety, .and blind upheaving effort after something
good. Yes, the creature, the human being is made subject to this.

—

There is a wanting and a wanting, and an ever wanting, of what is

never—never on earth—to be obtained! For let us be just here. Re-
ligion itself does not altogether assuage that feeUug ; for even we our-

selves, says the Apostle, groan within ourselves. No ; religion itself

does not suppress that groan ; though it does show, and therein is a
most blessed visitation, that it can satisfy that feeling as nothing else

can, and that it has in it the elements for satisfying it fully and
infinitely.

I dwell somewhat upon this point as a matter of fact, my brethren,

because I conceive that it is one office of the preacher, as it is of the

poet and philosopher, to unfold the human heart and nature, more fully

to itself. Strange as the opinion may be thought, I do not beUeve that

men generally know how unhappy, at any rate how far from happiness,

they are. That stupendous fact—the soul's misery—is covered up with
business, cares, pleasui'es, and vanities. Were human life unveiled to

its depths—were the soul—disrobed of all overlayings and debarred
from all opiates—to come down, down to its own naked resources, it seems
to me at times that rehgion would need no other argument. With such

apprehension at least as I have of this subject, I feel obliged to preach,

as to some, and not a few, who not having taken the religious view of

their existence, have come to look upon life with a dull and saddened
eye. I believe there are not a few—it may be that they are of the

more solitary in the world, and who have not as many stirring objects

and prospects in life as others—who look upon the path that stretches

before them as cheerless, and threatening to be more and more so as it

advances ; who say in their silent thoughts, " I shall live, perhaps, too

long! I shall live, perhaps, till I am neglected, passed by, forgotten!

I shall live, possibly, till I am a burthen to others and to myself. Oh!
what may my state be, before I die!"
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Yes, " the creature was made subject to misery;" and if you will

find a rational l)eing, not under that law, you must seek him without

the bounds of this world.

To tliis case, then, to this gi^eat problem involved in human existence,

let us give our thoughts this evening.

And in tlio first place, I would say, let not the vast amount of happi-

ness in this world be forgotten in the sense of its miseries.

They who say that this is a miserable world, or that this is a miser-

able life, say not well. It is a misanthropy, or a diseased imagination

only, that says this. Life is liable to misery, but misery is not its very

being; it is not a miserable existence. Witness—I know not what

things to say, or how many. The eye is opened to a world of beauty,

and to a heaven—all sublimity and loveliness. The ear heareth tones

and voices that touch the heart with joy, with rapture. The great, wido

atmosphere, breathes upon us—bathes us with softness and fragrance.

Then look deeper. How many conditions are happy! Childhood is

happy; and youth is prevailingly happy: and prosperity hath its joy,

and wealth its satisfaction; and the warm blood that flows in the ruddy

cheek and sinewy arm of honest poverty, is a still better gift. No song

is so hearty and cheering—none that steals forth from the windows of

gay saloons— as tlie song of lionest labour among the hills and moun-
tains. Oh! to be a man— with the true energies and affections of a

man—all men feel it to be good. To be a healthful, strong, true-hearted,

and loving man—how much better is it, than to be the minion, or

master, of any condition—lord, landgrave, king, or Cassar! How many
affections, too, are hapjoy—gratitude, generosity, pity, love, and the

consciousness of being beloved ! And to bow the heart, in lowliness and

adoration, before the Infinite, all-blessing, ever-blessed One—to see in

the all-surrounding brightness and glory, not beauty and majesty only,

but the all-beautiful, all-majestic, all-conscious Mind and iSpirit of

love—this is to be filled witli more than created fulness—it is to be

filled with all the fulness of God!
A world wliero such things are—a world, above all, where such a

presence is—seemeth to me a goodly world. I look ai'ound upon it,

I meditate upon it, I feel its blessings and beatitudes; and I say,

surely it is a world of plenteousncss, and beauty, and gladness, of loves

and friendships, of blessed homos and holy altars, of sacred communions,

and loftv aspirations, and immortal prospects ; and I remember that he

who made it, looked upon it, and saw that it was very good. And
strange it soemcth, indeed, to our earlier contemplation of it, that in

such a world, and beneath the briglit skies, there sliould be the dark

stroke of calamity— a serpent winding through this Kden of our

existence.

lint it is here ; and now let us draw nearer, and behold this wonder

beneatli the heavens— miscrtj

!

What is its nature? What account are we to take of it? What are

wo to think of it? On this point I must pray your attention to some-

thing of detail and speculation ; though I must be, necessarily, brief.

What, then, is the nature of misery? Is it an evil principle, or a

good principle in the universe? Is it designed to do us harm, or to do

us good? Doubtless the latter; and this can be shown without any very

extended or laborious argument.
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Misery, then, evidently springs from two causes—from the perfection

of our nature, and from the imperfection of our treatment of it—that

is, from our ignorance, error, and sin.

I say, that misery springs, first, from' the perfection or excellence of

our nature. Thus remorse, a pained conscience—that greatest, and
though half-benumbed, most wide-spread of all misery—never would
afflict us, had we not a moral nature. Make us animals, and we should

feel nothing of this. So of our intellectual nature—let poor low instinct

take its place, and we should never suffer from ignorance, error, or

mistake. And our very bodies owe many of their sufferings and dis-

eases to the delicacy of our nerves, fibres, and senses. Gird a man
with the mail of leviathan—arm him with hoofs and claws—and he

would have but few hurts, diseases, or pains. But now he is clothed

with these veils of living tissues—with this vesture of sensitive feeling,

spread all over his frame—that his whole body may be an exquisite

instrument of communication with the whole surrounding universe

;

that earth, air, sky, waters, all their visions, all their melodies, may
visit his soul through every pore, and every sense. In such a frame,

suffering evidently is the incident, not the intent. And then, in fine,

if you ask, whence comes this ever-craving desire of more—more ; more
happiness, more good, more of everything that it grasps ; what docs

this show primarily, but the extent of the grasp, the largeness of the

capacity, the greatness of the nature? That universal sighing, of which
I have spoken, which is for ever saying, "who will show me any good?"
comes not from the dens and keeps of animals, but from the dwellings

of thoughtful, meditative, and immortal men.
But in the next place, I say, that our misery cometh from the im-

perfection of our treatment of this elevated and much needing nature

—

from our ignorance, error, and sin. We do not satisfy this nature, and
it suffers from vague, ever-craving want. We cannot satisfy it, per-

haps ; which only the more shows its greatness; but we do not what
we can, to satisfy it. We v,^ound it, too, by transgression, and it groans

over the abuse. We err, perhaps, from want of reflection, and the

consequences teach us wisdom. The child that puts his hand in the

fire, will not put it there again. A cut finger is a brief lesson—a short

copy writ in blood—to teach discretion. The man is taught to ti'ansfer

that lesson to the whole scene of life. All elements, all the laws of things

around us, minister to this end ; and thus, through the paths of painful

error and mistake, it is the design of providence to lead us to truth and
happiness.

Is, then, the principle of misery in this view an evil principle ? If

erring but taught us to err ; if mistakes confirmed us in imprudence

;

if the pains of imperfection only fastened its bonds upon us, and the

miseries of sin had a natural tendency to make us its slaves, then were
all this suffering only evil. But the evident truth on the contrary, is,

that it all tends, and is designed to produce amendment, improvement.
This so clearly results from the principles of reason, and is so uniformly

sustained by the testimony of Scriptui'e, that I do not think it necessary

to quote from the one, nor any further to ai'guc from the other.

Misery, then, is a beneficent principle in the universe. He who
subjected the creature to misery, subjected him in hope. There is

brightness beyond that dark cloud. It is not an inexplicable, un utter-
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able, implacable, dark doom,—this ministration of misery ; it is meant
for good. It is meant to be a ministration to virtue and to happiness.

I say, to virtue and happiness. These are tlie specifications of what
I mean, when I say that suffering is a beneficent principle. It springs

from the perfection or excellence of our nature, and thus far, certainly,

aU is well with our argument. It springs from imperfection in our

treatment of it ; but it is designed to remove that imperfection ; and
stiU, therefore, the path of our argument, though it lead over desola-

tions and ruins, is clear and bright. But still furtlicr, I say, that it is

not an abstract argument; a mere fair theory having no foundation in

truLli and fact.

I will reason from your own experience. The pained thought—^the

painful feeling in you—tell me what it is, and I will tell you how it is

made to work out good for you. Is it ennui, satiety, want? AU this

urges and compels you to seek for action, enlargement, supply. Is it

that most sad and painful conviction—the conviction of deficiency or of

sin ? This directly teaches you to seek for virtue, improvement—for

pardon, and the blessedness of pardon. Is it the sorrow of unrequited

affection, or a sighing for friendship, in this cold and selfish world, too

seldom found ? This is an occasion for the loftiest generosity, magna-
nimity, and candour. Is it sickness, or bereavement—the body's pain,

or the heart's desolation? Fortitude, faith, patience, trust in heaven,

the hope of heaven—these are so much meant as the end, that, indeed,

there are no other resources for pain and deprivation.

And these happy results, I say, have not failed to bo produced in tho

experience of multitudes. It is no visionary dreaming of which I have
spoken, but a matter of fact. Even as Christ was made perfect through
sufferings, so are his followers. How many have said, in their thoughts,

when at last the true light has broken upon them—"Ah! it is no
contradiction—tho dark path docs lead to light; pain is a means of

pleasure; misery, of happiness; penitential grief, of virtue ; loss, depri-

vation, sorrow, are the elements—or ratlicr they are the means—of all

that is best in my character ; it is fortunate for me that I have
suffered ; it is good for me that I have been afflicted ; it is better, how
far better, with me now, than if I had been always and only happy.

Nay, and even from that comparison, by which past suffering enliances

all present and coming enjoyment, I could draw an argument almost
sufficient for its vindication, in tlie great scheme of providence. The
pains of a sick and dying child are often referred to, as tho most
mysterious things in providence ; but that child, it sliould bo remeni-
bered, may be, and probably will be, lia]ipier for ever, for that dark
cloud that brooded over tho cradle of its infancy. And for mvself, I

must say, that if 1 wero now standing on the verge of a tried life, with
the prospect of everlasting happiness before me, I should not regret that
I had been a sufferer; I should count it all joy rather, and bo sure
that my eternal joy would bo dearer for it.

But this is not, it is true, the chief consideration. Suffering is the
discipline of virtue— that wliich nourishes, invigorates, perfects it.

{Suffering, I repeat, is tlie disciphne of virtue; of that which is infinitely

better than happiness, and yet which embraces all essential happiness
in it. Virtue is the prize, of tho severely contested race, of the hard-
fought battle ; and it is worth all tho strifes and wounds of tlie conflict.
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This is the view which we ought, I think, manfully and courageously

to take of our present condition. Partly from our natural weakness,

partly from want of reflection, and partly from the discouraging aspects

which infidel philosophy and ascetic superstition have thrown over

human Hfe, we have acquired a timidity, a pusillanimity, a peevishness,

a habit of complaining, which enhances all our sorrows. Dark enough

they are, without needing to be darkened by gloomy theories. Enough
do we tremble under them, without requiring the misgivings of cherished

fear and weakness. Philosophy, rehgion, virtue, should speak to man
—not in a voice, all pity—not in a voice, all terror—but rather in that

trumpet tone that arouses and cheers the warrior to battle.

With a brave and strong heart should man go forth to battle with

calamity. He shall not let it be his master, but rather shall he master

it—yea, he shall be as an artificer, who taketh in his hand an instru-

ment to work out some beautiful work. When Sir Walter Raleigh

took in his hand the axe that was in a few moments to deprive him of

life, and felt its keen edge, he said, smiling, "this is a sharp medicine,

but it will cure all diseases." Indeed, the manner in which the brave

English noblemen and clergy of the olden time went to death, even

when it was to appease the jealousy or wrath of unjust monarchs, is

illustrative of the spirit I would recommend. Fortitude, manliness,

cheerfulness, with modesty and humility, dressed them, even on the

scaffold, in robes of eternal honour. And surely he who takes an
instrument in his hand, which is not to slay him, but with which he

may work out the model and perfection of every virtue in him, should

take it with resolution and courage ; should say, " With this, sore pain

or bitter sorrow is a good and noble work for me to do, and well and

nobly will I strive to do it. I will not blench nor fly from what my
Father above has appointed me. I will not drown my senses and

faculties with opiates to escape it. I will not forsake the post of trial

and peril." Do you remember that noble boy who stood on the burning

deck at the battle of the Nile? Many voices around said, "Come
down!—come away!" But the confiding child said, " Father, shall I

come?" Alas! that father's voice was hushed in death ; and his child

kept his post till he sunk in the whelming flame. Oh! noble child!

thou teachest us firmly to stand in our lot, till the great word of provi-

dence bids us fly, or bids us sink!

But while I speak thus, think me not insensible to the severity of

man's sufferings. I know what human nerves, and sinews, and feehngs

are. Wlien the sharp sword enters the very bosom, the iron enters the

very soul—I see what must follow. I see the uplifted hands, the

writhen brow, the written agony in the eye. But God's mercy, which
" tempers the blast to the shorn lamb," does not suffer these to be the

ordinary and permanent forms of affliction. No, tliou sittest down in

thy still chamber, and sad memories come there, or it may be, strange

trials gather under thy brooding thought. Thou art to die ; or thy

friend must die ; or worse still, thy friend is faithless. Or thou sayest

that coming life is dark and desolate. And now as thou sittest there,

I will speak to thee; and I say—though sighs will burst from thy

almost broken heart, yet when they come back in echoes from the

silent walls, let them teach thee. Let them tell thee that God wills

not thy destruction, thy suffering, for its own sake—wills thee not.
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cannot will thee, any evil; how could that thought come from the bosom
of infinite love. No, let thy sorrows tell thee, that (iod wills thy

repentance, thy virtue, thy happiness, thy preparation for infinite

happiness! Lot that thought spread holy light through thy darkened
chamber. That which is against thee, is not as tliat which is for thee.

Calamity, a dark sjiock in thy sky, scemeth to bo against thee ; but

God's goodness, the all-embracing light and power of the universe, for

ever lives, and shines around thee and for thee.

" Evil and good before him stand,

Tiicir mission to perform."

The angel of gladness is there ; but the angel of affliction is there

too—and both alike for good. May the angel of gladness visit us as

often as is good for us I— I jn-ay for it. But that angel of affliction!

what shall we say to it? Sliall we not say—" Come thou too, when our

Father willoth—come thou, when need is—with saddened brow and
pitying eye, come ; ami take us on thy wings, and bear us up to hope,

to hajipiness, to heaven—to that presence where is fuluess of joys—to

that right hand, where are pleasures for evermore"?
There is one furthei- thought which I must not fail to submit to you

on this subject before I leave it. The greatness of our sufferings points

to a correspondent greatness in the end to be gained. When I see

what men are suffering around me, I cannot help feeling that it wa.?

meant, not only that they should bo far better than they are, but far

better than often they think of being. The end must rise higher and
brighter before us, before we can look througli this dark cloud of human
calamity. The struggle, the wounds, the carnage and desolation of a

battle, would overwhelm me with horror, if it were not fought for

freedom, for the fireside—to protect infancy from ruthless butchery,

and the purity of our homes from brutal wrong. So is the battle of

this life a bewildering maze of misery and despair, till we see the high

prize that is set before it. Yon would not send your son to travel

through a barren and desolate wilderness, or to make a long and tedious

voyage to an uidiealthy clime, but for some great object: say, to make
a fortune thereby. And any way, it seems to your parental affection a
strange and almost cruel proceeding. Nor would tlie merciful Father
of life have sent his eartldy cliildren to struggle through all tlie sorrows,

the pains, and perils of this world, but to attain to the grandeur of a
moral fortune, worth all the strife and endurance. No, all tliis is not

ordained in vain, nor in reckless indifference to wliat we suffer; but for

an end, for a high end, for an end higher than we think for. Troubles,

disappointments, afflictions, sorrows, press us on every side, that we
may rise upward, upward, ever upward. And believe me, in thus rising

n])ward, you sliall find the very names tliat you give to calamity

gradually clianging. .Misery, strictly speaking, and in its full meaning,
does not belong to a good mind. Misery sliall pass into suffering, and
suffering into discipline, and discipline into virtue, and virtue into

heaven. So let it pass with you. IJend now patiently and meekly, in

that lowly "worship of sorrow," till, in God's time, it become the
worship of joy—of proportionably liigher j<iy—in that world where there

shall bo no more sorrow, nor pain, nor crying—where all tears shall be
wiped from your eyes—where beamings of iieaven in your countenance
shall grow brighter bv comparison with all the ilarkncss of earth.

Z
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And remember, too, that jour forerumier unto that blessed life,

passed through this same worship of sorrow. A man of sorrows was
that Divine Master, and acquainted with gi'ief. This is the great

Sabbath of the year* that commemorates his triumph over sorrow, and
pam, and death. And what were the instruments, the means, the

ministers of that very victory—that last victory ? The rage of men,
and the fierceness of torture ; arraignment before enemies—mocking,

smiting, scourging ; the thorny crown, the bitter cross, the barred

tomb! With these he fought, through these he conquered, and from

these he rose to heaven. And believe me, in something must every

disciple be like the master. Clothed in some vesture of pain, of sorrow,

or of affliction, must he fight the great battle, and win the great victory.

When I stand in the presence of that high example, I cannot listen to

poor, unmanly, unchristian complainings. I would not have its disci-

ples account too much of their griefs. Kather would I say. Courage

;

ye that bear the great, the sublime lot of sorrow! It is not for ever

that ye suffer. It is not for nought that ye suffer. It is not without

end that ye suffer. God wiUs it. He spared not his own Son from it.

God wills it. It is the ordinance of his wisdom for us. Nay, it is the

ordinance of Infinite love, to procure for us an infinite glory and
beatitude.

* Easter Sunday.
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Ps.vLM Ixxi. 17 : "0 G'xl, thou hast taught mc fi-om my youth."

Life is a school. This world is a house of instruction. It is not a
prison nor a penitentiary, nor a palace of ease, nor an amphitheatre for

games and spectacles : it is a school. And this view of life is the only

one tliat goes to the depths of the philosophy of life—the only one that

answers the great question, solves the great problem of life. For what
is life given? If for enjoyment alone, if for suffering merely, it is a
chaos of contradictions. But if for moral and spiritual learning, then

everything is full of significance—full of wisdom. And this view, too,

is of the utmost practical importance. It immediately presents to us,

and presses upon us tho question—what are we learning? And is not

this, truly, the great (piestiou? ^yhen your son comes home to you at

the annual vacation, it is tho first question in your thoughts concerning
him : and you ask liira, or you ask for the certificates and testimonials

of his teachers, to give you some evidence of liis learning. At every

passing term in the great school of life, also, this is tho all-important

question. What has a man got from the experience, discipline, oppor-

tunity of any past period? Not what he has gathered together in tho

shape of any tangible good ; but what has he got—in that other and
eternal treasure-house—his mind I Not what of outward accommoda-
tion the literal scholar has had, should we think it much worth our while

to inquire ; not whether his text-books had been in splcndi<l bindings ;

not whether his study-table had been of rich cabinet-work, and his chair

softly cushioned; not whetlior the schoolliouse in wliich ho had studied
were of majestic size, or adorned with columns and porticos ; let him
havo got a good education, and it would bo comparatively of littlo

moment liow or where he got it. We should not ask what honours ho
had obtained, but as proofs of his progress. Let him have graduated
at tlie most illustrious university, or have gained, through some mistake,

its highest distinctions, and still be essentially deficient in mind or iu

accomplishment, and tliat fatal defect would sink into every parent's

heart as a lieavy and unalleviatcd disappointment. And aro such
questions and considerations any less appropriate to the groat school of
life, whose entire course is an education for virtue, hai)piness, and
heaven? "O Clod!" exclaims the psalmist, "thou hast taught mo
from my youth."

Life, I repeat, is a school. Tiie periods of life arc its terms; all

human conditions are but its forms ; all human employments its lessons.

Families are the primary departments of this moral education ; the
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various circles of society, its advanced stages ; kingdoms are its univer-

sities ; the world is but the material structure, built for the adminis-

tration of its teachings ; and it is lifted up in the heavens, and borne

through its annual circuits, for no end but this.

Life, I say again, is a school: and all its periods—infancy, youth,

manhood, and age, have their appropriate tasks in this school.

With what an early care, and wonderful apparatus, does Providence

begin the work of human education ! An infant being is cast upon the

lap of nature, not to be supported or nourished only, but to be

instructed. The world is its school. All elements around are its

teachers. Long ere it is placed on the first form before the human
master, it has been at school; insomuch that a distinguished statesman

has said with equal truth and originality, that he had probably obtained

more ideas by tlic age of five or six years, than he has acquired ever

since. And what a wonderful ministration is it! What mighty

masters are there for the training of infancy in the powers of surround-

ing nature I With a finer influence than any human dictation, they

peneti-ate the secret places of that embryo soul, and bring it into life

and light. From the soft breathings of Spring, to the rough blasts of

Winter, each one poui's a blessing upon its favourite child, expanding

its frame for action, or fortifying it for endurance. You seek for cele-

brated schools and distinguished teachers for your children ; and it is

well. Or you cannot afford to give them these advantages, and
you regret it. But consider what you have. Talk we of far-sought and
expensive processes of education? That infant eye hath its master

in the sun ; that infant ear is attuned by the melodies and harmonies

of the wide, the boundless creation. The goings on of the heavens and
the earth are the courses of childhood's lessons. The shows that are

painted on the dome of the sky, and on the uplifted mountains, and on
the spreading plains and seas, are its pictured diagrams. Immensity, in-

finity, eternity, are its teachers. The great universe is the shiine from
which oracles—oracles by day and by night—are for ever uttered.

Well may it be said, that " of such "—of beings so cared for—" is the

kingdom of heaven." Well and fitly is it written of him who compre-
hended the wondrous birth of humanity, and the gracious and sublime

providence of heaven over it, that he took little children in his arms and
blessed them.

So begins the education of man in the school of life. It were easy,

did the time permit, to pursue it into its successive stages ; into the

period of youth, when the senses, not yet vitiated, are to be refined into

grace and beauty, and the soul is to be developed into reason and vir-

tue ; of manhood, when the strength of the ripened passions is to be
held under the control of wisdom, and the matured energies of the

higher nature are to be directed to the accomplishment of worthy
and noble ends ; of age, which is to finish with dignity the work begun
with ardour ; which is to learn patience in weakness, to gather up the

fruits of experience into maxims of wisdom, to cause virtuous activity

to subside into pious contemplation, and to gaze upon the visions of

heaven, through the parting veils of earth.

But in the next place, life presents lessons in its various pursuits and
conditions, in its ordinances and events. Riches and poverty, gaieties

and sorrows, marriages and funerals, the ties of fife bound or broken,
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fit and fortunate, or untoward and painful, arc all lessons. They are
not only appointments, but they are lessons. Tliey are not things which
must be, but things which are meant. Events arc not blindly and care-

lessly flung together, in a strange chance-medley
; providence is not

schooling one man, and screening another from tlie fiery trial of its

lessons ; it has no rich ftivourites nor poor victims ; one event happcncth
to all ; one end, one design, concerneth, urgetli all men.

Hast thou been prosperous? Thou hast been at school; that is all;

thou hast been at school. Thou thoughtest, perliaps, that it was a
great thing, and that thou wort some great one ; but thou art only just

a pupil. Thou thouglitcst that thou wast master, and hadst nothing
to do but to direct and command ; but I tell thee that there is a
Master above tlieo; the Master of hfo; and that lie looks not at thy
splendid state nor thy many pretensions ; not at the aids and appliances
of thy learniug ; but simply at thy learning. As an eartlily teacher
puts the poor boy and the rich upon the same form, and knows no dif-

ference between tliem but their progress, so it is with tliee and thy poor
neighbour. What then hast thou learnt from thy prosperity ? Tliis is

the question that I am asking, that all men are asking, when any one
has suddenly grown prosperous, or has l>een a long time so. And I

have heard men say in a grave tone, " He cannot bear it!—he has
become passionate, proud, self-sufficient and disagreeable." Ah! fal-

len, disgraced man ! even in the world's account. But what, I say
again, hast thou learnt from prosperity? Moderation, temperance,
candour, modesty, gratitude to God, generosity to man? Well done,
good and faithful ; thou hast honour with heaven and with men. But
what, agaiu I say, hast thou learnt from thy prosperity? Selfishness,

self-indulgence, and sin?—to forget or overlook thy less fortunate
fellow?—to forget thy God? Tlien wcrt thou an unworthy and dis-

honom-ed being, though thou hadst been nursed in the bosom of the
proudest aftluence, or hadst taken thy degrees from the lineage of an
hundred noble descents—yes, as truly dislionourcd, before tlio eye of
Heaven, though dwelling in splendour and luxury, as if thou wcrt lying,

the victim of beggary and vice, by the liedge, or upon the dunghill. It

is the scholar, not tlio .scliool, at which the most ordinary human equity
looks; and let us not think that the equity of heaven will look beneath
that lofty mark.

But art thou, to whom I speak, a poor man ? Thou, too, art at

school. Take care that thou learn, rather tlian complain. Keep thine

integrity, tliy candour and kindliness of lieart. Beware of envy; be-

ware of bondage; keep thy self-respect. The body's toil is nothing.

Beware of the mind's drudfrcry and degradatiou. I do not say, bo
always poor. Better thy condition if thou canst. But bo more an.xious

to better tliy soul. Be willing, while thou art poor, patiently to learn

the lessons of poverty—fortitude, cheerfulness, coiitentment, trust iii

God. Tlio tasks I know are hard ; deprivation, toil, the care of chil-

dren. Thou must wake early; thy cliildrcn, perhaps, will wake thee;

thou canst nut put them away from thee to a distant nursery. Fret not
thyself l)ccause of this ; but cheerfully address thyself to thy task ; learn

patient'e, calmness, self-command, disinterestedness, love. Witli these

the Innnblest dwelling may be hallowed, and so made dearer and nobler

than the ])roudest mansion of self-indulgent ease and luxury. But
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above all things, if thou art poor, beware that thou lose not thine inde-

pendence. Cast not thyself, a creature poorer than poor, an indolent,

helpless, despised beggar, on the kindness of others. Choose to have

God for thy master, rather than man. Escape not from his school,

either by dishonesty or almstaking, lest thou fall into that state worse

than disgrace, where thou shalt have no respect for thyself. Thou
mayest come out of that school ;

yet beware that thou come not out as

a truant, but as a noble scholar. The world itself doth not ask of the

candidates for its honours, whether they studied in a palace or a cot-

tage, but what they have acquired, and what they are ; and heaven, let

us again be assured, will ask no inferior title to its glories and rewards.

Again, the entire social condition of humanity is a school. The ties

of society affectingly teach us to love one another. A parent, a child,

a husband, or wife, or associate, without love, is nothing but a cold

marble image—or rather a machine, an annoyance, a something in the

way to vex and pain us. The social relations not only teach love, but

demand it. Show me a society, no matter how intelligent, accom-

plished, and refined, but where love is not,—where there is ambition,

jealousy, and distrust—not simplicity, confidence, and kindness; and

you show me an unhappy society. All will complain of it. Its punc-

tilious decorum, its polished insincerity, its "threatening urbanity,"

gives no satisfaction to any of its members. What is the difficulty?

What does it want ? I answer, it wants love : and if it will not have

that, it must suffer, and it ought to suffer.

But the social state also powerfully teaches modesty and meekness.

AU cannot be great ; and nobody may reasonably expect all the world

to be engaged with lauding his merits. AU cannot be great ; and we
have happily fallen upon times when none can be distinguished as a

few have been in the days of semi-barbarous ignorance. All cannot be

great; for then nobody were. The mighty mass of human claims

presses down all individual ambition, \^'ere it not so, it were not easy

to see where tliat ambition would stop. Well that it be schooled to

reason ; and society, without knowing it, is an efficient master for that

end. Is any one vexed and sore under neglect ? Does he walk through

the street unmarked, and say that he deserves to be saluted oftener and
with more respect? Does the pang of envy shoot through his heart,

when notice is bestowed on others whom he thinks less worthy than he
is? Perhaps society is unjust to him. What then? What shall he

do? What can he do, but learn humility, and patience, and quietness?

Perhaps the lesson is roughly and unkindly given. Then must
society, through its very imperfection, teach us to be superior to its

opinion ; and our care must be, not to be cynical and bitter, but gentle,

candid, and affectionate still.

Society is doubtless often right in its neglect or its condemnation ; but

certainly it is sometimes wrong. It seems to be the lot, the chance,

the fortune, the accident, of some, to be known, admired, and celebrated.

Adulation and praise are poured out at their feet while they live, and
upon their tomb when they die. But thousands of others, intrinsically

just as interesting, with sentiments that mount as high on earth, and
will flourish as fair in heaven, live unpraised and dio unknown. Nay,
and the very delicacy of some minds foi'bids their being generally known
and appreciated. Tact, facihty, readiness, conversation, personal
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recommendations, manners, and connexions, help on some; and all

these may ho wanting to minds that have none the less worth and

heautj. Wlio then would garner up his heart in the opinion of this

world? Yet neither let us hate it; but let its imperfection minister to

our perfection.

There are also broken ties; and sometimes the holiest ties wear

themselves out ; like imperfect things, alas ! as they are. What, then,

is to be learnt? I answer, a great lesson. What is to be done? A
great duty. To be just; to be true; to cherish a divine candour; to

make the best of tliat which seems not well ; to pour not vinegar upon

the galling chain, but the oil of gentleness and forbearance. So shall

many a wound be healed; and hearts shall be knit together in a better

bond than that of hasty impulse—the bond of mutual improvement,

strengthening mutual love.

But not to insist more at large upon the disciplinary character of all

the conditions of life and society, let us consider, for a moment further,

some of its events and ordinances.

Amidst all the gaiety and splendour of life there is a dark spot; over

its brightest career there comes a sudden and overshadowing cloud ; in

the midst of its loud and I'estless activity there is a deep pause and an
awful silence ;—what a lesson is death !—death that stops the warm
current and the vital breath, and freezes mortal hearts in fear and
wonder ; death that quells all human power, and quenches all human
pride; death, "the dread teacher," the awful admonisher, that tells

man of this life's frailty, and of a judgment to come. What a lesson

is deatli! Stern, cold, inexorable, irresistible—the collected might of

the world cannot stay it, or ward it off; the breath that is parting from
the lips of king, or beggar—the breath that scarcely stirs the hushed
air—that little breath—the wealth of empires cannot buy it, or bring it

back for a moment. What a lesson is this to proclaim our own frailty,

and a power beyond us ! It is a fearful lesson ; it is never familiar.

That which lays its hand upon all, walks through the earth, as a
dread mystery. Its mandate falls upon the ear in as fearful accents

now, as wlien it said to the first man, " Thou shalt die! dust thou art,

and unto dust shalt thou return." It is a universal lesson. It is read
everywhere. Its message comes every year, every day. The years

past are filled with its sad and solemn mementos ; and could a prophet
now stand in the midst of us and announce the future, to more than
one of us would he say, " Set thy house in order; for this year thou
shalt die." Yes, death is a teacher. 1 have seen upon the wall of our
sclioolrooms, the diagi-am that sets forth some humble theorem ; but
what a hand-writing is traced by tlie finger of death upon tlie walls of

every human habitation! And what does it teach? Duty; to act our
part well ; to fuUil the work assigned us. Other questions, questions

of pride, and ambition, and pleasure, may press themselves upon a man's
life ; but when ho is dying—when he is dead, there is but one question

—but one question

—

has he lived well? I have seen an old man upon
his bier ; and I said, " Ilath he done the work of many years faithfully?

hath he come to his end like a shock of corn fully ripe? Then all is

well. There is no evil in death, but what life makes." I have seen
one fall amidst life's cares, manly or matronly, and when the end came
not like a catastrophe—not as unlooked for—when it came as that
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which had been much thought upon and always prepared for ; when I

saw the head meekly bowed to the visitation, or the eye raised in calm
bright hope to heaven, or when the confidence of long intimate friend-

ship knows that it would be raised there though the kind veil of

delirium be spread over it—I said, " The work is done, the victory is

gained ; thanks be to God who giveth that victory through our Lord

Jesus Christ." I have seen an infant form, sweetly reposing on its last

couch, as if death had lost all its terrors, and had become as one of the

cherubim of heaven; and I said, "Ah! how many live so, that they

will yet wisli that they had died witli that innocent child!"

Among our Christian ordinances, brethren, there is one that cele-

brates the victory over death ; and there is one that is appropriate to

the beginning of life. They are both teachers. Baptismal waters, tlie

emblems of a purity received from God, and to be watched over for

God; the consecration unto obedience to the great truths of Christianity

—to the doctrine of the Father, and the Son, and the Holy Ghost

—

these teach us, parents, of a charge to be solemnly kept, of duties to be

faithfully rendered. The sacramental table—what is it but an altar,

set up amidst the realm of death, to the hope of everlasting life ? To
keep us in mind of him, who conquered death, and brouglit life and
immortality to light, who gave his life a ransom for many, who became
a curse for us that we might be redeemed from tlie curse of siu, who
died that we might live for ever—lo ! these symbols that are set forth

from time to time in the house of God, in tlie school of Christ!

Touching memorials of pain, and sorrow, and patient endurance!

Blessed omens, on God's altar, of peace, and forgiveness, and glorious

victory

!

Such, my friends, are some of the lessons of the school of life.

Indulge me in one or two observations on the general character of this

school, and I shall have completed my present design.

Life is a finely attempered, and, at the same time, a very trying

school.

It is finely attempered ; that is, it is carefully adjusted, in all its

arrangements and tasks, to man's powers and passions. There is no

extravagance in its teachings ; nothing is done for the sake of present

effect. It excites man, but it does not excite him too much. Indeed,

so carefully adjusted are all things to this raging love of excitement, so

admirably fitted to hold this passion in check, and to attemper all things

to what man can bear, that I cannot help seeing in this feature of life,

intrinsic and wonderful evidence of a wise and overruling Order. Men
often complain that life is dull, tame, and drudging. But liow unwisely

were it arranged, if it were all one gala-day of enjoyment or transport!

And when men make their own schools of too much excitement, their

parties, controversies, associations, and enterprises, how soon do the

heavy realities of hfo fasten upon the chariot-wheels of success wlien

they are ready to take fire, and hold them back to a moderated

movement

!

Everything, I say, is tempered in the sj'stem of things to which we
belong. The human passions, and the correspondent powers of im-

pression which man possesses, are all kept within certain limits. I

think sometimes of angel forms on earth ; of a gracefiuncss and beauty

more than mortal ; of a flash or a glance of the eye in the eloquent
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man that should rend and inflame a thousand hearts, as liglituing does

the gnarled oak ; but do we not see that for the sensitive frame of man
excitement enough is already provided ; that the moderated tone of

things is all man's ear could boar ; the softened and shaded hue enough
for his eye ; the expressions of countenance and gesture, such as they

are, enough for his heart? Nay, how often is the excitement of

thought and fueling so great, that, but for the interruptions of huniblo

cares and trifles—the interpositions of a wise providence—the mind and
frame would sink under them entirely I It would seem delightful, no
doubt, in the pilgrimage of life, to walk through unending galleries of

paintings and statues ; but human life is not such ; it is a school.

It is a trying school. It is a school, very trying to faith, to

endurance, and to endeavour. There are mysteries in it. As, to tho

pupil in a human school, there are lessons of which it does not under-

staud the full intent and bearing, as lie is obliged to take some things

on trust; so it is in the great school of providence. There are hard
lessons to be got in this school. As the pupil is often obliged to bend
all his faculties to the task before him, and tears sometimes fall on tho

page he is studying, so it is in the school of God's providence ; there

are hard lessons in it.

In short, the whole course of human life is a conflict with difficulties,

and, if rightly conducted, a progress in improvement. In both these

respects, man holds a position peculiar and distinct from that of tho
animal races. They are not at school. They never improve. With
them, too, all is facility ; while witli man, comparatively, all is diffi-

culty. Look at the ant-hill, or the hive of bees. 8ee how the tenant

of the one is provided with feet, so constructed that he can run all over

his house, outside and inside—no heavy arid toilsome steps rccjuired to

go upward or downward ; and how the wings of tho other enable him
to fly through tho air, and achieve the journey of days in an hour.

Man's steps compared with these are the steps of toilsome endeavour.
Why is this so ? Why is man clothed with this cumbrous mass of

flesh? liecause it is a more perfect instrument for the mind's culture,

tliough that end is to be wrought out with difficulty. Why are his

steps slow and toilsome? Because they are the steps of improvement.
Why is he at school? That ho may learn. Why is the lesson hard?
That he may rise high on the scale of advancement.
Nor is it over too late for him to learn. This is a distinct considera-

tion ; but let me dwell a moment upon it in close. Nor, I say, is it

over too late for man to learn. If any man thinks that his time has gono
by, let me take leave to contradict tliat dangerous assumption. Life is

a school ; the whole of life. There never comes a time, even amidst
tho decays of age, when it is fit to lay aside the eagerness of acquisition,

or the chccrfuhicss of endeavour. I ju'otest utterly against the common
idea c»f growing old. I hold tliat it is an unchristian, a heathen idea.

It may befit tlioso who expect to lay down and end tlieir being in tho

grave, but not those who look upon the grave as tho birthplace of

immortality. I look for old age as, saving its infirmities, a cheerful

and hapi)y time. I think that tlie aft'ections are often full as warm
then as they ever are. Well may tho attec-tions of piety be so! They
are approaching near to tlie rest tiiat reinaineth ; they almost grasp tho

prize that shall irown them ; the}' are ready to say, with aged J^imeon,
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"Now let thy servant depart." The battle is almost fought; the

victory is near at hand. " Why,"—does any one still ask—" why does

the battle press hard to the very end? Why is it ordained for man
that he shall walk, all through the course of life, in patience and strife,

and sometimes in darkness?" Because from patience is to come

perfection. Because from strife is to come triumph. Because from

the dark cloud is to come the lightning -flash, that opens the way to

eternity

!

Christian! hast thou been faithful in the school of hfe? Art thou

faithful to all its lessons? Or hast thou, negligent man! been placed

in this great school, only to learn nothing, and hast not cared whether

thou didst learn or not? Have the years passed over thee only to

witness thy sloth and indifference ? Hast thou been zealous to acquire

everything but virtue, but the favour of thy God ?

But art thou faithful. Christian ? God help thee to be yet more so

in years to come. And remember, for thine encouragement, what is

written: " These things saith the first and the last, who was dead and

is alive ; I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty (but thou art

rich); fear none of those things which thou shalt suffer; be faitliful

unto death, and I will give thee a crown of hfe."



ON THE VALUE OF LIFE.

(PEEACHED ON NEW-YEAR'S DAY.)

Job iii. 2, 3 :
" .Vnd Job spake and said, Let the day perish, wherein I was horn."

There is a worldly habit of viewing this life, and especially of depre-

ciating its vahie, against which, in this discourse, I wish to contend.

It is the view of life which many of the heathens entertained, and which
better became them than those who hold the ftiith of Christians.
" When we reflect," says one of the Gi'ecian sages, " on the destiny

that awaits man on earth, we ought to bedew his cradle with our tears."

Job^s contempt of life, so energetically expressed in the chapter from
which my text is taken, was of the same character. AYe may observe,

however, that Job's contempt of life consisted not with the views enter-

tained by the children of tlie ancient dispensation, and was emphati-
cally rebuked, in common with all his impious complaints, in the sequel

of that affecting story. The birth of a child among the Hebrews was
hailed with joy, and its birthday was made a festival.

But there are times and seasons, events and influences in life, which
awaken in many, sentiments similar to those of Job, and which require

to bo considered.

The sensibility of youth sometimes takes this direction. It is true,

indeed, that to tlie youthful mind, life for a while is filled with bright-

ness and hope. It is the promised season of activity and enjoyment,
of manly independence, of successful business, or of glorious ambition
—the season of noble enterprises, and lofty attainments. There is a
time, wlien the youthful fancy is kindling with the anticipations of an
ideal world ; when it is thinking of friendship and honour of another

sort tlian those which are commonly found in tlie world ; when its

promised mansion is the abode of perfect happiness, and its paths, as

they stretch into life, seem to it as the paths that shine brighter and
brighter for over.

But over all these glowing expectations there usually comes, sooner
or later, a dark eclipse ; and it is in the first shock of disappointed hope,

before the season of youth is yet fully past, that wo are probably exposed
to take the most opposite and disconsolate views of life. It is here that wo
find real, in op])ositiou to fictitious sentimentalism. Before this great

shock to early hope comes, the sentimental character is a,\)t to be affec-

tation, and afterwards it is liable to be misanthropy. But now it is a
genuine and ingenuous sorrow, at finding life so different from wliat it
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expected. There is a painful and unwelcome effort to give up many
cherished habits of thmking about it. The mind encounters the chill-

ing selfishness of the world, and it feels the miserable insufiSciencj of

the world to satisfy its longings after happiness ; and life loses many of

the bright hues that had gilded its morning season. Indeed, when
we take into account the unwonted and multiplied cares of this period,

the want of that familiarity and habit which renders the ways and
manners of life easy, the difficulties and embarrassments that beset the

youthful adventurer, the anxiety about establishing a character, and
taking a place in the world, and above all, perhaps, the want of self-

discipline ; when we take all this into the account, to say nothing of the

freshness of disappointment, we may well doubt whether the period of

entrance into life is the happiest, though it is commonly looked upon
as such. It is not, perhaps, till men proceed farther in the way, that

they are prepared, either rightly to estimate, or fuUy to enjoy it. And
it is worthy of notice, in this connection, that those diseases which spring

from mental anxiety, are accounted by physicians to be the most pre-

valent between the ages of twenty and forty.

Manhood arrives at a conclusion unfavourable to life, by a different

process. It is not the limited view occasioned by disappointment that

brings it to think poorly of life, but it assumes to hold the larger view

taken by experience and reflection. It professes to have proved this

life, and found it little worth. It has deliberately made up its mind,

that life is far more miserable than happy. Its employments, it finds,

are tedious, and its schemes are baffled. Its friendships are broken, or

its friends are dead. Its pleasures pall, and its honours fade. Its paths

are beaten, and familiar, and duU. It has grasped the good of life;

and everything grasped loses half of its charm ; in the hand of posses-

sion everything is shrivelled and sunk to insignificance. Is this manhood,
then, sad or sentimental? No; farthest possible from it. Sentiment,

it holds to be ridiculous ; sadness, absurd. It smiles in recklessness.

It is merry in despite. It sports away a life not worth a nobler thought,

or else it wears away a life not worth a nobler aim, than to get toler-

ably thi'ough it. This is a worldly manhood ; and no wonder that its

estimate of the value of existence is low and earthly.

Poetry has often ministered to a state of mind, loftier indeed, but of

a like complexion. " Life," says the Grecian Pindar, " is the dream
of a shadow."

" What," says the melancholy Kirke White

—

" What is tliis passing Ufe ?

A peevisli April day,
A little sun, a little rain.

And then night sweeps along the plain.

And all things fade away."

The melancholy of Byron is of a darker complexion ; one might
anticipate, indeed, that his misanthropy as well as gloom would repel
every reader ; and yet a critic has observed that this is the very quahty
which has caught and held the ear of the sympathizing world. If the
world does sympathize with it, it is time that the Christian preacher
should raise his voice against it. One may justly feel, indeed, for the
sufferings as well as perversions of that extraordinary mind ; but its
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scepticism and scorn must not bo suffered to fliug their shadow across

the world without rebuke or remonstrance. Its sufferings, indeed, are

a striking proof, which the Christian teacher might well adduce, of

tlic tendency of earthly passion and unbelief to darken all the way of

human life.

The pulpit, also. I must allow, has fallen under tho charge of lean-

ing to tho ilark side of things. It may be said, perhaps, that if its

instructions are to have any bias, it is expedient that it shouM lean to

tho dark side. But error or mistake is not to bo vindicated by its ex-

pediency, or its power to affect tho mind. And its expediency, in fact,

if not its ])ower, in this case, is to be doubted. Men of reflection and
discernment are, and ought to be, dissatisfied with disproportionate and
extravagant statements, made with a view to support the claims of au
ascetic piety or a cynical morality. And one mistake, tho preacher

may find is, to tlio hearer, an intrenchment, strong against au hundred
of his arguments.

It is true, also, that religious men in general have been accustomed
to talk gloomily of the present state. 1 do not mean such religious

men as the wise and holy saints of old. Let tho rejoicing apostles, re-

joicing in tho midst of the greatest calamities ; let tho mild cheerful-

ness of their Master, stand as monuments against the perversions

of later times. It has strangely come to be thought a mark of great

piety towards God, to disparage, if not to despise, the state whicli he
has ordained for us ; and tho claims of this world have been absurdly

set up, not in comparison oidy, but in competition, with the claims of

another ; as if both were not parts of one system ; as if a man could

not make the best of this world and of another at the same time ; as if

we should learn to think better of other works and dispensations of God,
by thinking meanly of these. Jesus and his apostles did not teach us

to contemn our present condition. They taught that every creature

and eveiy ai)pointment of God is good, and to be received thankfully.

They did not look upon life as so much time lost ; they did not regard

its employments as triHes unworthy of immortal beings ; they did not
tell their followers to fold their arms as if in disdain of their state and
species ; l)ut it is evident that they looked soberly and cheerfully upoa
the world, as tho theatre of worthy action, of exalted usefuhiess, and of

rational and innocent enjoyment.

But I am considering tlie disparaging views of life ; and against these

views, whether sentimental, worldly, poetical, or religious, I must con-

tend. I firmly maintain, that, with all its evils, life is a blessing.

There is a presumptive argument for this of the greatest strength. To
deny tliat life is a blessing, is to destroy the very basis of aU religion,

natural, and revealed; and the argument I am engaged upon, there-

fore, well deserves attention : for the very foimdation of all religion is

laid in the belief tliat (lod is good. But if life is an evil and a curse,

there can bo no such l)clicf rationally entertained. The Scriptures do
not prove, nor pretend to jirove, that God is good. They assume that

truth as already certain. But what makes it certain? Where does, or

can the proof come from? Obviously from this world, and nowhere
else. Nowhere else can our knowledge extend, to gather proof. Nay
more, I sa}', the jn-oof must come from this life and from notliing elso.

For it avails not—if life itself is doomed to be unhappy— it avails not
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to the argument to say that this world is fair and glorious. It avails

not to say that this outward frame of things, this vast habitation of life,

is beautiful. The architecture of an infirmary may be beautiful, and

the towers of a prison may be built on the grandest scale of architec-

tural magnificence ; but it would little avail the victims of sickness or

of bondage. And so if this life is a doomed life—doomed by its very

condition to sufferings far greater than its pleasures ; if it is a curse,

and not a blessing ; if sighs and groans must rise from it more frequent

and loud than voices of joy and gladness, it will avail but little that

heaven spreads its majestic dome over our misery ; that the mountain

walls which echo our griefs are clothed with grandeur and might ; or

that the earth which bears the burthen of our woes is paved with

granite and marble, or covered with verdure and beauty.

Let him, then, who says that this life is not a blessing ; let him who
levels his satire at humanity and human existence as mean and con-

temptible ; let him who with the philosophic pride of a Voltaire or a

Gibbon looks upon this world as the habitation of a miserable race, fit

only for mockery and scorn, or who with the religious melancholy of

Thomas a Kempis or of Brainard, overshadows this world with the

gloom of his imagination till it seems a dungeon or a prison, which has

no blessing to ofier but escape from it,—let all such consider that they

are extinguishing the primal light of faith, and hope, and happiness. If

life is not a blessing, if the world is not a goodly world, if residence in

it is not a favoured condition, then religion has lost its basis, truth its

foundation, in the goodness of God ; then it matters not what else is

true or not true ; speculation is vain and faith is vain ; and all that

pertains to man's highest being is whelmed in the ruins of misanthropy,

melancholy, and despair.

The argument in tliis view is well deserving of attention. Considered

as a merely speculative point, it is nevertheless one on which everything

hangs. And this indeed is the consideration which I have been stating

—that the whole superstructure of reUgious truth is based upon this

foundation truth, that life is a blessing.

And that this is not a mere assumption, I infer in the next place

from experience. And there are two points in this experience to be

noticed. First, the love of life proves that it is a blessing. If it is

not, why are men so attached to it? WiU it be said, that it is "the

dread of something after death" that binds man to life? But make
the case a fair one for the argument : say, for instance, that the souls

of men sleep, after death, till the resurrection ; and would not almost

every man rather live on, during the intermediate space, than sink to

that temporary oblivion?

But to refer, in the next place, to a consideration still plainer and

less embarrassed ; why are we so attached to our local situation in life,

to our home, to the spot that gave us birth, or to any place, no matter

how unsightly or barren,—though it were the rudest mountain or

I'ock,—on which the history of years has been written? Will it be said

that it is habit which endears our residence? But what kind of habit?

A habit of being miserable ? The question needs no reply. Will you

refer me to the pathetic story of the aged prisoner of the Bastile, who,

on being released and coming forth into the world, desired to return to

his prison ; and argue from this, that a man may learn to love even the
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glooms of a dungeon, provided thej become habitual? But why did

tliat aged prisoner desire to return? It was not because ho loved the

cold shadow of his prison-walls, but it was, as the story informs us,

because his friends were gone from the earth ; it was because no living

creature knew liim, that the world was darker to him than the gloomy
dungeons of the Bastile. It shows how dear are the ties of kindred

and society. It shows how strong and how sweet are those social

affections which we never appreciate till we are cut off from their joys

;

which glide from heart to heart as the sunbeams pass unobserved in the

dayhght of prosperity ; but if a ray of that social kindness visits the

prison of our sickness and affliction, it comes to us like a beam of

heaven. iVnd though we had worn out a hfe in confinement, wo go
back again to meet that beam of heaven, the smile of society ; and if

we do not find it, we had rather return to the silent walls that know us,

than to dwell in a world that knows us not.

But after all, and as a matter of fact, how many miseries, it may
be said, are bound up witli this life, too deeply interwoven with it, and
too keenly felt, to allow it to be called a favoured and happy hfe!

Besides evils of common occurrence and account, besides sickness and

pain and poverty, besides disappointment and bereavement and sorrow,

how many evils are there that are not embraced in the common esti-

mate ; evils that are secret and silent, that dwell deep in the recesses

of life, that do not come forth to draw the public gaze or to awaken
the pubUc sympathy! How many are there who never tell their

grief—how many who spread a fair and smiling exterior over an aching

heart!"

Alas ! it is but too easy to make out a strong statement : and yet tho

very strength of the statement, the strong feeling, at least, with which
it is made, disproves the cynical argument. The truth is, and it is

obvious, that misery makes a greater impression upon us than happi-

ness. Why? Because misery is not the habit of our minds. It is a
strange and unwonted guest, and we are more conscious of its presence.

Happiness—not to speak now of any very high quality or entirely

satisfying state of mind, but only of a general easiness, cheerfulness,

and comfort—happiness, I say, dwells with us, and we forget it: it does

not excite us ; it does not disturb the order and course of our thoughts.

AU our impressions about affliction, on the other hand, show that it is

more rare, and at the same time more regarded. It creates a sensation

and stir in the world. When death enters among us, it spreads a
groan through our dwellings; it clothes them with unwonted and
sympathizing grief. Thus, afflictions are like epochs in life. We
remember them as we do the storm and earthquake, because they are

out of the common course of things. They stand like disastrous events

in a table of chronology, recorded because they are extraordinary ; and
with whole periods of prosperity between. Thus do we mark out and
signahzo the times of calamity; but how many happy days pass

—

unnoted periods in the table of life's chronology—unrecorded either in

the book of memory or in the scanty annals of our thanksgiving? IIow
many happy months are swept beneath the silent wing of time, and
leave no name nor record in our hearts! IIow little are we able, much
as we may bo disposed, to call up from the dim remembrances of the

year that is just ended, the peaceful moments, the easy sensations, the
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bright thoughts, the movements of kind and blessed affections, in which

life has flowed on, bearing us almost unconsciously upon its bosom
because it has borne us calmlj- and gently ! Sweet moments of quiet-

ness and affection! glad hours of joy and hope! days, ye many days

begun and ended in health and liappiness! times and seasons of

heaven's gracious beneficence! stand before us yet again, in the Light

of memory, and command us to be thankful, and to prize as we ought

the gift of life.

But, my brethren, I must not content myself with a bare defence of

life as against a sceptical or cynical spirit, or as against the errors and

mistakes of religion. I must not content myself with a view of the

palpable and acknowledged blessings of hfe. Life is more than what is

palpable, or often acknowledged, I contend against the cynical and

the superstitious disparagement of life, not alone as wrong and as fatal

indeed to all religion ; but I contend against it as fatal to the highest

improvement of life. I say that life is not only good, but that it was

made to be glorious. Ay, and it has been glorious in the experience

of millions. The glory of all human virtue arrays it. The glory of

sanctity and beneficence and heroism is upon it. The crown of a

thousand martyrdoms is upon its brow.

Through this visible and sometimes darkened life, it was intended

that the brightness of the soul should shine, and that it should shine

through all its surrounding cares and labours. The humblest life

which any one of us leads may be what has been expressively deno-

minated " the hfe of God in the soul." It may hold a felt connexion

with its infinite source. It may derive an inexpressible sublimity from

that connexion. Yes, my brethren, there may be something of God in

our daily life ; something of might in this frail inner man ; something

of immortality in this momentary and transient being.

This mind— I survey it with awe, with wonder—encompassed with

flesh, fenced around with barriers of sense
; yet it breaks every bound,

and stretches away, on evei'y side, into infinity. It is not upon the

line only of its eternal duration that it goes forth— forth from this day
of its new annual period, through tlie periods of immortahty— but its

thoughts, like diverging rays, spread themselves abroad and far, far

into the boundless, the immeasurable, the infinite. And these diverging

rays may be like cords to hft it up to heaven. What a glorious thing,

then, is this life! To know its w^onderful Author— to bring down wis-

dom from the eternal stars— to bear upward its homage, its gratitude,

its love, to the Ruler of all worlds—what glory in the created universe

is there surpassing this? " Thou crownest it— it is written—thou

crownest it with loving-kindness and tender mercy ; thou crownest it

with glory and honour ; thou hast made it a little lower than the

angelic life,"

Am I asked, then, what is life ? I say, in answer, that it is good.

God saw and pronounced that it was good when he made it, Man
feels that it is good when he preserves it. It is good in the unnumbered
sources of happiness around it. It is good in the ten thousand buoyant

and happy affections within it. It is good in its connexion with infinite

goodness, and in its hope of infinite glory beyond it. True, our life is

frail in its earthly state, and it is often bowed down with earthly

burthens ; but still it endures, and revives, and flourishes ; still it is
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redt'cmcd from destruction, and crowned with lovingkindness and tender

mercy. Frail, too, and yet strong is it, in its lieavcnly nature. The
immortal is clothed with mortality; and the incorruptible with cor-

ruption. It is like an instrument formed for heavenly melody ; whoso

materials were taken, indeed, from the mouldering and unsightly

turest: but lo! the hand of the artificer has been upon it; it is

curiously wrought ; it is fearfully and wonderfully made ; it is fashioned

for every tone of gladness and triumph. It may be relaxed, but it can

bo strung again. It may send forth a mournful strain ; but it is formed

also for the music of heavenly joy. Iwen its sadness is "pleasing and

mournful to the soul." Even suffering is hallowed and dear. Life has

that value, that even misery cannot destroy it. It neutralizes grief,

and makes it a source of deep and sacred interest. Ah! holy hours of

suffering and sorrow—hours of communion with the great and tri-

umphant Sufferer—who, that has passed through your silent moments
of prayer, and resignation, and trust, would give you up for all the

brightness of prosperity ?

Am I still asked what is life ? I answer, that it is a great and sub-

lime gift. Those felicitations with which this renewed season of it is

welcomed, arc but a fit tribute to its value, and to the gladness which

belongs to it. " Happy," says the general voice, "happy New Year!
"

to all who live to see it. Life is felt to be a great and gracious boon,

by all who enjoy its light ; and this is not too much felt. It is the

wonderful creation of God ; and it cannot bo too much admired. It is

light sprung from void darkness ; it is power waked from inertness and

impotence ; it is being created from nothing ; well may the contrast

enkindle wonder and delight. It is a stream from the infinite and

overflowing goodness ; and from its first gushing forth, to its mingling

with the ocean of eternity, that goodness attends it. Yes ; life, despite

of all that cynics or sentimentalists say, is a great and glorious gift.

—

There is gladness in its infant voices. There is joy in the buoyant step

of its youth. There is deep satisfaction in its strong maturity. There

is holy peace in its quiet age. There is good for the good ; there is

virtue for the faithful ; there is victory for the vahant. There is spiri-

tuality for the spiritual ; and there is, even in this humble life, an infi-

nity for the boundless in desire. There are blessings upon its birth

:

there is hope in its death ; and there is—to consummate all—there is

eternity in its prospect.

As i have discoursed upon this theme, it is possible that some may
have thought that it has nothing to do with religion ; that it is a sub-

ject merely for fine sentiments, and for nothing more. Let me tell

such a thinker, that tliis subject has not only much to do with religion

every way, but that it furnishes, in fact, a test of our religion. To the

low-lninded, debased, and sensual, this life must, doubtless, bo some-

thing very poor, indifferent, and common-place ; it must be a beaten

path, a dull scene, shut in on every side by the earthly, palpable, and

gross. But Iireak down the barriers of sense—open the windows of

faith—fling wide the gates that darken the sensual world, and let the

light of heaven pour in upon it—and then what is this life? IIow

changed is it!—how new!—a new heavens, indeed, and a new earth.

Yes, this earth, which binds one man in chains, is to the other the

2.V
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starting-place, the goal of immortality. This earth, which buries one
man in the rubbish of dull cares and wearying vanities, is to the other

the lofty mount of meditation, where heaven and infinity and eternity

are spread before him and around him. Yes, my friend, the life thou
leadest—the life thou thinkest of— is the interpreter of thine inward
being. Such as life is to thee, such thou art. If it is low and mean
and base—if it is a mere money-getting or pleasure-seeking or honour-
craving life—so art thou. Be thou lofty-minded, pure, and holy

—

and life shall be to thee the beginning of heaven—the threshold of

immortality.



LIFE'S CONSOLATION IN VIEW OF DEATH.

John xi. 25: " Josiis said iiiitu her, I am the resurrection and the Ufe.
"

These words, my brethren, so stupendous in their import, so majestic

in their tone—when and where were they uttered ? They were uttered

in a world of the dying; in a world which is the tomb of all past gene-

rations ; in a world from whose dreary caverns, from whose dark cata-

combs, and alike from whose proud mausoleums and towering pyramids,

no word ever issued that spake of anything but dcatli. They were ut-

tered in an hour when bereavement, dimmed with tears, and fainting

with sorrow, was sighing for help more tlian human.
It was at Bethany. You remember the affecting story of Mary, and

Martha her sister, and of Lazarus their brother. So simply and truly

is it told, that it seems as if it were the relation of what had taken
place in any village aroimd us. " Now a certain man named Lazarus,

of Bethany, was sick." How does such an event, when it becomes
sufficiently marked with peril to attract attention, spread anxiety and
apprehension througli a whole neighbourhood. Life pauses, and is

suspended on the result. " Lazarus was sick." What fears, watch-

iiigs, and agonies of solicltudo, hover around the sick man's couch,

none but tlie inraates of his dwelling can know. It was in such an
emergency that Mary and Martha, fearful and troubled, sent a message
to their cliiof comforter and friend, .«aying, " Behold, he whom thou

lovost is sick." Jesus, for reasons perhaps beyond our knowledge, does

not immediately answer the call of distress. lie remains two days in

the same place. Tiien the dreaded event ha<l taken place; all was
over; and he calmly .«ays to his disciples, "Our friend, Lazarus,

fileopeth." So does he contemplate death ; not as a dread catastrophe,

but as a quiet sleep, a sacred repose, succeeding tlie weary and troubled

day of life. lieautifully says our great dramatist,

" After life's fitful fever, ho sloops well."

But so does it not appear to the bereaved and sorrowing sisters. They
are plunsjed into the deepest distress. It is a time of mourning in that

still and desolate house at Bethany. The dead is buried ; but griof

lives, and tlio hours pass in silent agony. Tho sympathizing neigh-

bours from the village are still there, and many friends from Jerusalem

are with the afflicted sisters, to comfort them concerning their brother.

At length, tho Master approaches. Martha, evermore alert and
attentive to what is passing, first hearing of it, goes fortli to meet him.
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Soon however she returns, and says to Mary, her sister, secretly—gives

her a private intimation—how much passes in the dumb show, in

whispers, where deep grief is!—she says, in a low tone, " The Master

is come, and calleth for thee. And as soon as she heard that, she

arose quickly and came unto him." The language of both when they

meet him is the same—turns upon the same point—" Lord, if thou

hadst been here, our brother had not died." What natural and living

truth is there, in this simple trial of feeling! How natural is it for the

bereaved to think that if this or that had been done—if this or that

physician had been called—if some other course had been adopted, or

some other plan or clime had favoured, the blow might have been

averted. Tlie thoughts all shrink from the awful certainty—revert to

the possibility of its having been avoided; and catch at all possible

suppositions to find reUef. But the awful certainty nevertheless over-

whelmed the mourning sisters ;
" the end had come ; their brother was

dead—was dead!—no help now—no change to come over that still

sleep"—so mourned they; and Jesus, beholding their distress, groaned

in spirit and was troubled. " Jesus wept." He was not one who,

with cold philosophy, or misplaced rapture in his countenance, looked

on bereavement and agony—looked on death. He was not one who
forbade tears and sorrow. He was not one who approached the grave

with an air of triumph, though he had gained a victory over it ; but it

is written, that " again groaning within himself, he came to the grave."

No: humanity shudders, and trembles, and groans when it comes there,

and may not, by any true religion, be denied these testimonies to its

frailty.

But still there were words of soothing and comfort uttered by our

Saviour on this occasion ; and let us now turn to them and consider

their import: "Martha said to Jesus, Lord, if thou hadst been here,

my brother had not died. But I know that even now, whatsoever thou

wilt ask of God, God will give it thee. Jesus saith unto her, thy

brother shall rise again. Martha saith unto him, I know he shall rise

again in the resurrection at the last day." She had probably heard the

doctrine of a future life from himself; but alas! that life seems far off;

dim shadows spread themselves over the everlasting fields ; they seem
unreal to a person of Martha's turn of mind ; she wants her brother

again as he was but now, by her side ; she entertains some hope that

Jesus will restore him ; she says, " even now, I know that whatsoever

thou wilt ask of God, God will give it thee." Jesus does not reply to

this suggestion ; he does not tell her whether her brother shall im-

mediately come back to her ; but utters himself in a more general and
grander truth. " I am the resurrection and the life ; he that beheveth

in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live ; and whosoever liveth

and believeth in me shall never die; believest thou this?" As if he

had said, be not too curious nor anxious in your thoughts, but confide,

Martha, in me. You believe in a future resurrection, or renewal of

life ; you hope for the immediate resurrection of your brother ; but be

satisfied with this,
—" I am the resurrection:" all that resurrection,

renewal of life, heavenly happiness means, is embodied, consummated,
fulfilled in me. Nay, it is not some future return to being of which I

speak ; he that liveth and believeth in me shall never die. Already

be hath begun to live immortally. Death is for the body ; but for
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that soul, no death. Its affections are in their very nature immortal

;

and have in them the very elements of undecaying happiness.

Let us attend a moment to the two parts of this instruction ; what
our Saviour uttered as already the l)clief of Martha, and what he added
in the emphatic declaration, " I am the resurrection and the life."

" Tliy brother shall live again ;" tliy brother. Not some undefined
spirituality, not some new and strange being shall go forth beyond
the mortal bourne ; but life—life in its character, its affections, it3

spiritual identity, such as it is hero ; thy brother shall rise again. He
is not lost to thee ; ho shall not be so spiritually changed as to bo for

ever lost to thee. On some other shore—as if ho had only gone to an-

other hemisphere, instead of another world—on some other shore thou
shalt find him again—find thy brotlier. Thus much must have been
taught, or there had been no pertinency, no comfort in the teaching.

To have only said that in the eternal revolutions and metamorphoses
of being—hfe, existence, should in some sense be continued, or that all

souls should bo re-absorbed into the Parent Soul, would have been
nothing to this mourning sister. Witliout conscious identity, indeed,

without continued existence, a future life has no intelligible meaning

;

and certainly without it, tliere could be no such thing as reward or

retribution. And since the social element is au essential part of our
nature, that element must bo found in a nature which is the same : and
that being so, to suppose that friends should meet and communs
together, without recognition, is as absurd as it would bo unsatisfactory.

Most clearly—to confine ourselves to the case before us—such a pro-

mise of future existence—that is, of a vague, indefinite, unremember-
ing existence—would bo no comfort to sorrowing friendship. To
individual expectation it would be something, but to bereaved affection,

nothing. It is to such sorrow—one of the bitterest in this world—that

of a sister left alone in the world—that Jesus speaks ; and he says,
" Thy brother sliall live again."

" Thy brother shall live again." What words are these to ba
uttered—amidst the wrecks of time, the memorials of buried nations,

the earth-mounds swelling far and wide above the silent dust of all that

has ever lived and breathed in the visible creation! Whence comes such
stupendous, such amazing words as these ? From beyond the regions

of all visible life they come. From the dark earth beneath us, no voico

issues ; from the shining walls of heaven, no angel forms beckon us

;

Silence, dust, death are here; no more: the earth entombs us, the

heavens crush us, till those words come to us, heaven-sent, from tlie

great realm of invisible life. O blessed revelation 1 Life there is for

us, somewhere— I ask not where. I can wait God's time for that.

IJlessed fields there are somewhere in the great emljosoming universe

of God, that stretch onward and onward fur (!ver, and the happy walk
tliero. There shall we find our lost ones, and bo witli them evermore.
" Father," said our Saviour, wlicn he was about to depart, " I will that
they whom thou hast given me, bt; with me, where I am." Shall that
prayer be answered ( Then shall tliero be a glorious fellowship of good
men with Jesus and with one another. Are we not sometimes, when
wo tliink of this, like Paul, " in a strait between two "—between the
claims of friendship on (.-arth, and of friendship in lieaven,—and ready
to say, " For us it is better to depart, and bo with Christ"? Aro we
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not ready to say—as the disciples did of Lazarus

—

^Yhol\ our beloved

ones are gone from us, " Let us go and die with them"?

And then in addition to this inexpressible comfort and hope, what is

it that our Saviour so emphatically says to Martha? " I am the re-

surrection and the life." Something in addition, we may well suppose

it must be. And I understand it to be this. He that belieyeth on me,

that is, receiveth me, hath the spn-it, the spiritual life that is in me

—

the same love of God—the same trust in God—is already living an

immortal life. He shall never die. That in him which partakes of my
inward life, shall never die. It is essentially immortal, and immortally

blessed ; and no dark eclipse shall come over it, between death and the

resurrection, to bury it in the gloom of utter unconsciousness, or to

cause it to wander like a shadow in the dim realms of an intermediate

state. " I am the resurrection. Thy brother, who hath part in me,

lives now, as truly as I Hve." As he says in another place, " I am
the bread of life; he that eateth me, even he shall live through me;"
HO he says, " I am the resurrection and the life ; and to him that is

partner and partaker with me, belongeth not death, but only resurrec-

tion, continued life, life everlasting."

Let us now proceed to consider one or two further grounds for con-

solation that are suggested by this teaching of our Saviour.

That which he especially proposes to his bereaved friends at Bethany,

is faith in him. It was a faith in him as the Saviour of the world, as

one who was commissioned to bring life and immortality clearly to

light, as one who through his own death and resurrection should open

the way to heaven. But we should not do justice to this sentiment of

faith, if we did not regard it as something more than any mei-e view of

him as Saviour ; if we did not regard it as the most intimate participa-

tion of the spiritual life that was in him. That participation embi-aces,

doubtless, general purity of heart and life, an humble resignation to

God's will, a thoughtful consideration of the wise purposes and neces-

sary uses of affliction ; but especially it embraces as the sum and source

of all, the love of God. Faith in Christ is nothing more, emphatically,

than it is the love of God, his Father. Upon nothing does ho more

earnestly insist, and upon this he especially insists as the pledge and the

test of fideUty to him.

To this, then, let me particularly direct your attention as the most

essential part of that faith which is to comfort us.

It is the love of God only that can produce a just sense of his love to

us. It is only a deep and true sense of his love to us, that can assuage

the wounds of our affliction. This results from the very nature of

things. It is not a technical dogma, but a living and practical truth.

It is not a truth, merely, for certain persons called Christians, who are

supposed to understand this language ; but it is a truth for all men.

We suffer under the government of God. It is his will that has ap-

pointed to us change, trial, bereavement, sorrow, death. The dispensa-

tion therefore, will be coloured to us throughout—it will be darkened

or brightened all over, by our views of its great Ordainer. Ah ! it is

a doul)t here—it is some distrust or difficulty, or want of vital faith on

this point, that often adds the bitterest sting to human affliction.

When all is well witli us, we can say that God is good, and think that

we liave some love to him ; but when the blow of calamity or of death
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falls upon our clearest possession— strikes down innocent cliildhood or

Ipvelv youth, or the needed maturity of all human virtue, or source

of all earthly help and comfort— strikes from our side that which wo

could least of all spare— oh! it seems to us a cruel, cruel blow: and

wo say, perhaps, in our distracted thoughts, " Is God good, to inflict it

upon us^ He— ohl he could have saved, and he did not; he would

not. Why would he not?— Does lie love us— and yet afflict us so?

—

yet crush us, break us down, and blight all our hopes? Is this a loving

dispensation?"

My friends, there is but one remedy for all this— the love—the love

— the true, pure, childlike love of God: such love and trust as Jesus

felt— even as he, the smitten, afflicted, cast down, betrayed, crucified;

who was urged, in the extremity of his sorrow, to say, " Father, if it bo

possible remove this cup from mc;" yet immediately added, •' Fathei-,

not my will, but thine be done." This is our example. This is our

only salvation. Nothing but this love of God can yield us comfort.

If tliero is no ground for this, then there is no place for consolation in

the universe. There may bo enduring, there may be forgetting; but

tliere can be no consolation. If there is ground for this love and trust,

who in the day of trouble will not pray God to breathe it into his

broken heart?

I have said that doubt, distrust, want of faith, is our difficulty. But

I do not mean that we seriously and deliberately doubt the goodness of

God. IIow can we doubt. How can the Infinite Being be anything

but good? What motive, what reason, what possibility, 1 had almost

said, can tliere be to Infinite power, Infinite sufficiency, to be anything

but good? IIow can we— except it bo in some momentary paroxysm

of grief—how, I say, can wo doubt? IIow doubt— beneath these shin-

ing heavens—amidst the riches, the plenitude, the brightness, and

beauty, of the whole creation— with capacities of thought, of improve-

ment, of happiness in ourselves that almost transcend expression—nay,

and with sorrows too, that proclaim the loss of objects so inexpressibly

dear? Whence, but from love in God, could have come a love in us so

intense, so transporting, so full of joy and blessedness—nay, and so full

too of pain and anguish? No! such a love in me assures mo that it

had its orifjin in love. Could the Being who made me intelligent, have

been himself without intelligence? Nor could the Being M-ant love, who
has made me so to love— so to sorrow for what 1 love. Ijy my very

sorrows, then, I know that God loves me— I say not whether with ap-

probation, but with an infinite kindness, an infinite pity. AVhat /need
IS, but to feel it— to pray for that feeling— to medit;ite upon all that

should bring that feeling into my heart— to take refuge amidst my
sorrows, in the assurance that God loves me, that he does not willingly

grieve or afflict mo, that he chastens me for my profiting, that he could

not show so much love for me, by leaving mo uuchastened, untried,

undisciplined. " We have had fathers of our flesh who chastened us

—

put us to tasks, trials, griefs— and we gave them reverence— felt,

amidst all, that thay were good. IShall we not much rather ]>{>. in sub-

jection to the Father of our spirits, and live?" Great is the faith that

must save us. It is a faitli in the Infinite,— a faith in the Infinite

love of God!
From tliis faith ;irisc>- another ground of consolation. It is, not only
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that all is well ; but that in the great order of things, that which par-

ticularly concerns us—enters into our peculiar suffering—is well. Our
case, perhaps, is bereavement—heavy and sorrowful bereavement. Is

it a messenger of wrath? Is any one of its circumstances, of its

peculiarities— so poignant and piercing to us—an indication of divine

anger? Awful thought! Unmitigable calamity, if it wei'e so! But
no; it is appointed in love. Can God do anything for anger's sake?

To me, it were not God, of whom this could be said. Let it be, that

a had man has died, lias God made him die, because he hated him?
I believe it not. If he has lost his being, I believe that it is weU that

he has lost it. If he has gone to retribution, I beUevo it is well that

he has gone to that retribution,—that nothing could be better for him,

being what it is. If / were that unhappy being, I would say, " Let me
be in the hands of the infinitely good God, rather than anywhere else."

But if it is a good being that has gone from me, an innocent child, or

one clothed with every lovely virtue—one whom Jesus loved as he loved

the deal* brother in Bethany— to what joys unspeakable has that being

gone! In the bosom of God—in the bosom of infinite love— all with

him is well. Could that departed one speak to us— that lovely and
loving one, invested with the radiance and surrounded with the bliss of

some heavenly land—would not the language be, •' Mourn not for me,
or mourn not as having no hope. Dishonour not the good and blessed

One, my Father and your Father, by any distrust or doubt. Mourn
for me—remember me, as I too remember you— long for you— but

mourn with humble patience and calm sustaining faith."

How is it with us, my bretlu'en, in this world, and what, in contem-

plation of death, would we say to those that we shall leave behind us ?

" Grieve not for me," would not one say?— or, "grieve not too much
when I am gone. I cannot bear that you should suffer that awful

agony, that desolating sorrow, that is often seen in the house of

mourning. Remembered I would be—oh! let me have a memorial in

some living, affectionate hearts!— I would never be forgotten—I would

never have it felt that the tie with me is broken:—but let the memory
of me be calm, patient, sacred, gently sorrowing, if need be, but yet

ever partaking of the blessedness of that love wliich death cannot

quench. Let not my name gather about it an awfulness, or a sacred-

ness, such that it may not be uttered in the places where I have lived;

or if, in the sanctuary where it is kept, there is a delicacy that forbids

the easy utterance of it, stiU let it not be invested with gloom and

sadness. Think of me when I am gone, as one who thought much on

death ; who had thoughts of it, more and greater than he could, in the

ordinary goings on of life, find fit occasion to utter. If you could

wish that I had said more to you, on this and many other themes, yet

give the confidence, that you must ask for tliat secret world within us

all,—that world of a thousand tender thoughts and feelings, for wliich

language has no expression. Think of me as still possessing those

thoughts and feelings— as still the same to you— as one that loves you

stiU; for death shall not destroy in us that image of Christ, a pure and

holy love. If I retam my consciousness, I must still think of you—with

more tlian all the love I ever felt ; it cannot be otherwise. And if I am
to sleep till the resurrection, though my hope is far different—believing

in Jesus, my hope is that I am already of the resurrection ;
yet if it be
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BO, that God has ordained that pause in my existence, it is surely for a
wise purj)o.se—it is doubtless best for me—and to the ever good and
blessed will of God, I calmly and humbly submit myself: to that ever
gracious will, I pray you to bo patiently and cheerfully resigned. How
much better is it tlian your will or mine! What boundless good may
we not expect from an Infinite Will, prompted by an Infinite Love!
Lift up your lowly thoughts to tliis: lift them up to the heavenly
regions, to the boundless universe, to the all-embracing eternity ; and
in these contemplations lose the too keen sense of this breathing hour
of time, of this world of dust and shadows—and of brightness and
beauty too: for all is good; all in earth and in heaven, in time and
eternity, is good."

Thus, I conceive, might a wise and good man, about to depart from
this life, speak to those whom he was to leave behind liim. And thus
might those who have died in infant innocence—thus might angel-

children, speak from some brighter sphere. And, if it were wisdom
thus to speak, then let that wisdom sink into our hearts, and bring
there its consolation. Perfect relief from suffering it caimot bring;

sorrow we may, wo must ; many and bitter pains must we bear in this

mortal lot ; Jesus wept over such pains, and we may weep over them

;

but let us be wise—let us be trustful— let the love of God fill our hearts

—let the heavenly consolation help us all that it can. It can help us
much. It is not mere breath of words, to say that God is good, that
all is right, aU is well ; all that concerns us is the care of Infinite Love.
It is not a mere religious common-place to say, that submission, trust,

love, can help us. More than eye ever saw, or the ear ever heard, or

tho worldly heart ever conceived, can a deep, humble, childhke, loving
piety, bring help and comfort in the hours of mortal sorrow and bitter-

ness. Believest thou this? This was our Saviour's question to

Martha, in her distress. " Ho that believeth on me, thougli he were
dead, yet shall he live. And he that liveth and believeth on me shall

never die. Believest thou this?" This humble, this heart-believing,

my friends, is what we need—must have—must seek. The breathing
of tlio life of Jesus in us—the bright cloud around us, in which ho
walked—this can comfort us beyond all that we know—all that we
imagine. May we find that comfort! Forlorn, forsaken—or deprived,

destitute—or bereaved, broken-hearted—whatever bo our strait or

sorrow—may wc find that comfoi-t

!

My bretliren, I have been communing, now, with affliction. It is a
holy and delicate office ; and I have been afraid, when speaking with
all the earnestness I felt, lest I should not speak with all tho delicacy

I ought ; lest I sliould only add to grief, by touching its wound. But
I felt that I was coming to meet sorrow— I know that I often come to

m.eet it Iiero—it has of late occupied mucli of my mind—and I could
not refrain from otfci-ing my humble aid fn- its relief.

I reflected, too, that I was coming this morning to tliis sacred table*

—this altar, reared f(jr the comfort of all bulievnig souls— reared by
dying hands, to the resurrection—to tlie hope of everlasting life. It

was the same night in wliich ho was betrayed—it was when he was
about to die, that Jesus set forth, in the form of a feast, this solemn

* Preached before the Communion.
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and cheering memorial of liimself; and uttered many soothing and
consoling words to his disciples. He did not build a tomb, bj which to

bo remembered, but he appointed a feast of remembrance. He did

not teU his disciples to put on sackcloth, but to clotlie themselves with

the recollections of him, as with a robe of immortality. Death, indeed,

was a dread to liim—and he shrunk from it. It was a grief to his

disciples, and he recognised it as such, and so dealt with it. But he

showed to them a trust in God, a loving submission to the Father, that

could stay the soul. lie spoke of a victory over death. He assured

them that man's last enemy was conquered. Here, then, amidst these

memorials of death, let us meditate upon the life everlasting. Let us

carry our thoughts to that world where Christ is, and where he prayed

that all who love him might be with him—where, we believe, they are

with him. Let our faith rise so high—God grant it!—that we can say,

"Oh! grave, where is thy victory? Oh! death, where is thy sting?

Thanks be to God, who givcth us the victory, through Jesus Clu-ist,

our Lord!"



THE PROBLEM OF LIFE, RESOLVED IN

THE LIFE OF CHRIST.

Joii.v i. 4 ; "In him was life, and the Hfc was the light of men."

Tun worils, life and light, are constantly used by tho apostle Jo!u],

after a manner long familiar in tho Hebrew writings, for spiritual

happiness, and spiritual trutli. Tlie inmost and truest life of man

—

tlio life of his life, is spiritual life—is, in other words, purity, love,

goodness; and this inward purity, love, goodness, is the very light of

life—that which brightens, blesses, guides it.

I liave little respect for tlie ingcmiity that is always striving to work
out from the simple language of Scriptm-e, fanciful and far-fetched

meanings; but it would seem, in the passage before us, as if John
intended to state one of tho deepest truths in the very frame of our

being ; and that is, that rjoodness is the fountain of ivisdom.

Give me your patience a moment, and I will attempt to explain this

proposition. In it, was life—that is, in this manifested and all-creating

energy, this outflowing of the power of Clod, was a divine and infinite

love and joy; and this life was the light of men. That is to say—love

first, then light. Ijight does not create love ; but love creates liglit.

The good heart oidy can understand the good teaching. Tho doctrine

of trutli that guiiles a man, comes from the divinity of goodness that

inspires him. But, it wiU bo said, does not a man become holy or

good, in i-ieiu of truth? I answer, that ho caimot view the truth, but

through the medium of love. It is the loving view oidy that is effective
;

that is any view at all. I must desire you to observe that I ara

.speaking now of tho primary convictions of a man, and not of tho

secondary influences tliat operate upon him. Liglit may t^trciu/fhen

love ; a knowledge of tho works and ways of God may have this effect,

and it is properly presented for this purpo^. But light cannot orii/inate

love. If love were not implanted in man's original and iimiost being;

if there were not placed there tho moral or spiritual feeling that loves

while it perceives goodness, all the sjieculativc light in the universe

would h'ave man's nature still and for ever cold and dead as a stone.

In short, loveliness is a (piality which nothing but love can perceive.

God cannot be known in liis highest, that is, in his spiritual and holy

natiu'O, except l»y tliose who love him.

Xi»w of tliis life anil light, as wo are immediately afterwards tauglit,

Je-^us ('Inist— not as a teacher merely, but as a being— is to us tho

great an<l appointe*! source. And therefore when Thomas says, " How
can \vv know tlic v. -Ay of wliicli thou spcakest;* " Jesus answers, " 1
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am the way, and the truth, and the Ufc ; no man coraeth to the Father

but by me." That is, no man can truly come to God, but in that

spirit of filial love, of which I am tlic example.

In our humanity there is a problem. In Christ only is it perfectly

solved. The speculative solution of tliat problem is philosophy. The
practical solution is a good hfe ; and the only perfect solution is the life

of Christ. In him was hfe, and the hfe was the hght of men.

In him, I say, was solved the problem of hfe. What is that problem?

What are the questions which it presents? They are these. Is there

anything that can be achieved in hfe, in which our nature can find full

satisfaction and sufficiency? And if there be any such thing—any

Buch end of hfe—then is there any adaptation of things to that end?

Are there any means or helps provided in life for its attainment?

Now the end must be the highest condition of our highest nature;

and that end we say is virtue, sanctity, blessedness. And the helps

or means are found in the whole disciphne of hfe. But the end was

perfectly accomphshed in Christ, and it was accomplished through the

very means which are appointed to us. He was tempted in all points

as we are. yet without sin; and " he was made thus perfect through

sufferings."

Our ^Saviour evidently regarded himself as sustaining this relation

to human hfe ; the enligbteuer of its darkness, the interpreter of its

mystery, the solver of its problem. " I am the light of the world," he

says, *' he that followeth me shall not walk in darkness, but shall have

the light of life." And again: " I am come a hght into the world, that

whosoever believeth on me should not abide in darkness." It was not

for abstract teaching to men that he came, but for actual guidance in

their daily abodes. It was not to deliver doctrines alone, nor to utter

nor echo back the intuitive convictions of our own minds, but to live a
life and to die a death ; and so to live and to die, as to cast light upon
the dark paths in which we walk.

I need not say that there is darkness in the paths of men; that

they stumble at difficulties, are ensnared by temptations, are perplexed

by doubts ; that they are anxious, and troubled, and fearful ; that pain,

and afliiction, and sorrow, often gather around the steps of their

earthly pilgrimage. All this is written upon the very tablet of the
human heart. And I do not say that all this is to be erased ; but only

that it is to be seen and read in a new light. I do not say that iUs,

and trials, and suiferings, are to be removed from life, but only that

over this scene of mortal trouble a new heaven is to be spread, and that
the light of that heaven is Christ the sun of righteousness.

To human pride this may be a hard saying ; to human philosophy,

learning, and gi'andeur, it may be a hard saying : but still it is true,

that the simple life of Christ, studied, understood, and imitated, would
shed a brighter light than all earthly wisdom can find, upon the dark
trials and mysteries of our lot. It is true that whatever you most need
or sigh for— whatever you most want, to still the troubles of your
heart, or compose the agitations of your mind— the simple life of Jesus
can teach you.

To show this, I need only take the most ordinary admissions from
the lips of any Christian, or I may say, of almost any unbeliever.

Suppose that the world were filled with beings like Jesus. AVould
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not all tho great ills of society bo instantly relieved? Would you not

immediately dismiss all your anxieties conceniing it—perfectly sure that

all was going on well? Would not all coercion, infliction, injury, in-

justice, and all tho greatest suftcriiig of life, disappear at once? If, at

tlio stretching out of some wonder-working wand, that change could

take place, would not the change be greater far, than if every house,

liovcl, and prison on earth, were instantly turned into a palace of case

and al'uiidancc, and si)lendour? Happy then would be these " human
years;" and the eternal ages would roll on in brightness and beauty

!

Tlio " still, sad music of humanity," that sounds through the world,

now in tlio swellings of grief, and now in pensive melancholy,—would

be excIiango<l for antliems, lifted up to the march of time, and bursting

out from tiie lieart of the world

!

J Jut let us make another supposition, and bring it still nearer to

ourselves. Were any one of us a perfect imitator of Christ—were any-

one of us dotlied witli the divinity of his virtue and faith ; do you not

})orcoivc what the effect would be ? Look around upon tho circle of

life's ill^ and trials, and observe the effect. Did sensual passions assail

you ? How weak would be their solicitation to the divine beatitude of

your own heart ! You would say, " I have meat to cat that you know
not of." Did want tempt you to do wrongly, or curiosity to do rasldy?

You would say to the one, " Man shall not Jice by bread alone; there

is a higher life which 1 must live :" and to the other, " Thou slialt not

tem])t the Lord thy God." Did ambition spread its kingdoms and
thrones before you, and ask you to swerve from your great allegiance?

Your reply would bo ready: " Get thee hence, ISatan, for it is

written, thou shalt worsliip tlie Lord thy God, and him only slialt thou

serve." Did the storm of injury beat upon your head, or its silent shaft

pierce your heart? In meekness you would bow that head—in prayer,

that heart—saying, " Father, forgive them, for they know not what
tliey do." What sorrow could reach you—what pain, what anguish,

that would not be soothed by a faith and a lovo like that of Jesus?

And what blessing could light on you, that would not be brightened by
a filial piety and gratitude like his? Tho world around you would bo
new, and the heavens over you would be new—fur they would be all, and
all around their amjilc range, and all through their glorious splendours,

tho presence and visitation of a l''ather. And you yourself' would be a
new creature ; and you would enjoy a happuiess, new, and now scarcely

known on eartli.

And I cannot help observing Iiere, that if such be the spontaneous
conviction of every mind at all ac(piainted with Christianity, what a
powerful independent argument there is for receiving Christ as a guide
and example. It were an anomaly, indeed, to the eye of reason, to

reject the solemn and self-claimed mission of ono whom it would bo
hapjiiness to follow—whom it would bo perfection to imitate. Yet if

tho former—the special mission

—

u-ere rejected, if it were, as it may be,

by possibility, honestly rejected; what is a man to think of himself, who
passes ])y, and discanls the latter—the toacliing of the life of Christ?
liCt it bo tlio man Housseau, or the man Hume, or any man in these

(lays, who says that he believes nothing in churches, or miracles, or
missions from heaven. IJut he admits, as they did, and as t very ono
must, that in Jesus Christ was the most perfect unfolding of all divino
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Leautj and happiness that the world ever saw. ^Vhat, I say, is ho to

do with this undeniable and nndenied Gospel of the life of Jesus?

Blessed is he if he receives it ; that is unquestionable. All who read

of him, all the world, admits that. But what shall we say if he rejects

it? If any one could be clothed with the eloquence of Cicero or the wis-

dom of Socrates, and icould not, all the world would pronounce him a fool

—would say that he denied his humanity. And surely if any one could

be invested with all the beauty and grandeur of the life of Jesus, and
would not, he must be stricken with utter moral fatuity ; he must be
accounted to have denied his liighest humanity. The interpretation of

his case is as plain as words can make it; and it is this :
" Light has

come into the world, and men have loved darkness rather than light,

because their deeds are evil."

"In him was life," says our text, "and the life was the light of

men."
I have attempted to bring home the conviction of this, simply by

brii^ging before your minds the supposition that the world, and we
ourselves were like him. But as no conviction, I think, at the present

stage of our Christian progress, is so important as this, let me attempt

to impress it, by another course of reflections. I say, of oiir Christian

progress. We have cleared away many obstacles, as we think, and
have come near to the simplicity of the Gospel. No complicated

ecclesiastical organization nor scholastic creed stands between us and
the solemn verities of Christianity. I am not now pronouncing upon
those accumulations of human devices ; but I mean especially to say,

that no mystical notions of their necessity or importance mingle them-
selves with our ideas of acceptance. We have come to stand before the

simple, naked shrine of the original Gospel. We have come, through

many human teachings and human admonitions, to Christ himself.

But little will it avail us to have come so far, if we take not one step

further. Now, what I think we need is, to enter moi*e deeply into the

study and understanding of what Christ was.

This, let us attempt. And I pray you and myself, brethren, not to

be content with the little that can now be said ; but let us carefuUy read

the Gospels for ourselves, and lay the law of the life of Christ, with

rigorous precision, to our own lives, and see where they fail and come
short. It is true, indeed, and I would urge nothing beyond the truth,

that the life of Jesus is not, in every respect, an example for us. That
is to say, the manner of his life was, in some respects, diflerent from

what om-s can, or should be. He was a teacher ; and the most of us are

necessarily and lawfuUy engaged in the business of life. He was sent

on a peculiar mission ; and none of us have such a mission. But the

spirit that was in him, may be in us. To some of the traits of this

spirit, as the only sources of light and help to us, let mo now briefly

direct your attention.

And first, consider his self-renunciation. How entire that self-

renunciation was ; how completely his aims went beyond personal ease

and selfish gratification ; how all his thoughts and words and actions

were employed upon the work for which ho was sent into the world

;

how his whole life, as well as his death, was an oflPering to that cause

—

I need not tell you. Indeed, so entirely is this his accredited character;

so completely is he set apart in our thouglits, not only to a peculiar
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oflioo, l)ut set apart too and separated from all human iiitere.;ts and
aifoctioiis, that wo arc liable to do his character, in this respect, no
])ropor justice. We isolate him, till he almost ceases to l)o an example
to us ; till he almost ceases to be a vii-tnous being. He stands alone in

.Indca; and the words society, country, kindred, friendship, homo,
seem to have, to him, only a fictitious application. But these ties

bound him as they do others ; tho gentleness and tenderness of his

nature made him peculiarly susceptible to tliem ; no more touching

allusions to kindred and country can bo found in human language than
his, as when ho said, "Oh! Jerusalem! Jerusalem!" in foresight of

her coming woes—as when he said on the cross, " Behold thy mother!

—behold thy son!" Doubtless he desired to be a benefactor to his

country, an honour to his family; and when I'eter, deprecating his

dislionour and degradation, said, " Be it far from thee. Lord! this shall

not be unto thee ;" and ho turned and said unto Peter, " Get thee

b;Miind mc, Satan, thou savourcst not tho things that be of God, but
those that be of men,"—it has been beautifully suggested, that the very
energy of that repulse to his enthusiastic and admiring disciple, shows,

j)L'rhaps, that he felt that there was something in his mind that was
leaning that way ; that the things of men were contending with tho

tilings of God in him; that ho too much dreaded the coming humiliation

and agony, to wisli to have that feeling fostered in his heart.

But lie rejected all this ; ho renounced himself—renounced all the

dear affections and softer pleadings of his affectionate nature, that he
might bo true to higher interests than his own, or his country's, or his

kindred's.

Now I say, that the same self-renunciation would relievo us of more
than half of the difficulties, and of tho diseased and painful affections

of our lives. Simple obedience to rectitude, instead of self-interest

—

simple self-culture, instead of ever cultivating the good opinion of

others,—how many distui'bing and irritating questions would these

single-hearted aims take away from our bosom meditations ! Let us

not mistake tho character of this self-renunciation. We are required

not to renounce tho nobler and better affections of our nature—not to

renounce happiness—not to renounce our just dues of honour and love

froni men. It is remarkalde that our Saviour, amidst all his meekness,
and all his sacrifices, always claimed that he deserved well of men

—

deserved to bo honoured and beloved. It is not to vilify ourselves that

is re(]uired of us—not to renounce our self-respect, tho just and
reasonal^le sense of our merits and deserts—not to renounce our own
righteousness, our own virtue, if we have any ; sucli falsehood towards
ourselves gains no countenance from the example of Jesus : but it is to

renounce our sins, our passions, our self-fiattering delusions ; and it is

to forego all outwanl advantages which can bo gained only through a
sacrifice of our inward integrity, or through anxious and petty con-

trivances and compliances. What we have to do is, to choose and keep
the better part—to secure that, and let the worst take care of itself; to

keep a good conscience, and let opinion come and go as it will ; to keep
high self-respect, and to let low self-indulgence go; to keep inward
liappiness, and let outward advantages hold a subordinate place. Self-

renunciation, in fine, is, not to renounce ourselves in the highest cha-

riioter—not to renounce our moral selves, ourselves as the creatures
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and cliildren of (xod ; herein rather it is to cherish ourselves, to make
the most of ourselves, to hold om-sclves inexpressibly dear. What,
then, is it precnsely to renounce ourselves? It is to renounce our

selfishness ; to have done with this eternal self-considering, which now
disturbs and vexes our lives ; to cease that ever asking " and what shall

we have?"—to be content with the plenitude of God's abounding
mercies ; to feast upon that infinite love that is shed all around us and
within us; and so to bo happy. I see many a person in society,

honoured, rich, beautiful, but wearing, still, an anxious and disturbed

countenance—many a one upon whom this simple principle, this simple

self-forgetting, would bring a change in their appearance, demeanour,
and the whole manner of their living and being—a change that would

make them tenfold more beautiful, rich, and honoured. Yes ; strange

as it may seem to them—what they want is, to commune deeply, in

prayer and meditation, with the spirit of Jesus—to be clothed, not with

outward adorning, but with the simple self-forgetting, single hearted

truth and beauty of his spirit. This is the change—this is the

conversion that they want, to make them lovely and happy beyond all

the aspirations of their ambition, and all their dreams of happiness.

Have you never observed how happy is the mere visionary schemer,

quite absorbed in his plans,—quite thoughtless of everything else?

Have you never remarked how easy and felicitous is the manner in

society, the eloquence in the public assembly, the whole life's action, of

one who has forgotten himself? For this reason, in part, it is, that the

eager pursuit of fortune is often happier than the after enjoyment of it

;

for now the man begins to look about for happiness, and to ask for a

respect and attention which he seldom satisfactorily receives ; and many
such are found, to the wonder and mortification of their families, looking

back from their splendid dwellings, and often referring to the humble
shop in which they worked, and wishing, in their hearts, that they

were there again.

It is our inordinate self-seeking, self-considering, that is ever a

stumbling-block in our way. It is this which spreads questions, snai'es,

difficulties, around us. It is this that darkens the very ways of provi-

dence to us, and makes the world a less happy world to us than it might

be. There is one thought that could take us out from all these

difiiculties; but we cannot think it. There is one clue from the

labyrinth; there is one solution of this struggling philosophy of life

within us ; it is found in that Gospel, that Ufe of Jesus, with which we
have, alas ! but little deep heart-acquaintance. Every one must know
that if he could be elevated to that self-forgetting simphcity and dis-

interestedness, he would be relieved from more than half of the inmost

trials of his bosom. What, then, can be done for us, but that we be

directed, and that, too, in a concern as solemn as our deepest wisdom
and welfare, to the Gospel of Christ? " In him was life ; and the life

was the light of men,"
In him was the life of perfect love. This is the second all-enlighten-

ing, all-healing principle that the Gospel of Christ commends to us. It

is indeed the main and positive virtue, of which self-renunciation is but

the negative side.

Again, I need not insist upon the pre-eminence of this principle in

the life of our Saviour. But I must again remind you that this
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principle is not to be looked upon as some subliino abstraction—as

merely a love that drew him from tlie bliss of licaven, to acliievo somo
stupendous and solitary work on earth. It was a vital and heartfelt

love to all around him ; it was aft'ection to his kindred, tenderness to

his friends, gentleness and forbearance towards his disciples, pity to tho

suffering, forgiveness to his enemies, prayer for his murderers ; love

flowing all round him as the garment of life, and investing pain and
toil, and torture, and death, with a serene and lioly beauty.

It is not enough to renounce ourselves, and there to stop. It is not
enough to wrap ourselves in our close garment of reserve and pride,

and to say, " The world cares nothing f6r us, and we will care nothing
for tho world; society does us no justice, and we will withdraw from it

our thoughts, and sec how patiently wo can live within the confines of

our own bosom, or in quiet communion, through books, with tho mighty
dead." No man ever found peace or light in this way. The misan-
thropic recluse is ever tlic most miserable of men, whether ho lives in

cave or castle. Every relation to mankind, of hate, or scorn, or neglect,

is full of vexation and torment. There is notliing to do with men, but
to lovo tliem ; to contemplate their virtues witli admiration, their faults

with pity and forbearance, and their injuries witli forgiveness. Task
all the ingenuity of your mind to devise some other thing, but you
never can find it. To all the haughtiness and wratli of men, I say

—

however tliey may disdain tho suggestion—the spirit of Jesus is the
only help for you. To hate your adversary will not help you ; to kill

him will not help you ; nothing witliin the compass of the universe can
help you, but to love him. Oh! how wonderfully is man shut up to

wisdom—barred, as I may say, and imprisoned, and shut up to wisdom

;

and yet he wiU not learn it.

But let that love flow out upon all around you, and what could
harm you ? It would clothe you with an impenetrable, heaven- tempered
armour. Or suppose—to do it justice—that it leaves you, all defence-

lessness, as it did Jesus—all vulnerableness, througli delicacy, through
tenderness, through sympathy, through pity; suppose that you sutter,

as all must suffer ; suppose that you be wounded, as gentleness oidy

can be womided
; yet how would that lovo flow, with precious healing,

through every wound! How many difticulties too, both within and
without a man, would it relieve! IIow many duU viin<Js would it

rouse ; how many depressed minds would it lift up I I low many
troubles, in society, would it compose—how many enmities would it

soften—liow many questions answer! How many a knot of mystery
and niisunderstanding would bo untied by one word spoken in simple
and confiding trutli of heart! How many a rongli path would be made
smootli, and crooked way 1)0 made straight! How many a solitary

place would be made glad, if lovo were there ; and how many a dark
dwelling would be filled with light! *' In him was Ufe, and the life

was tho light of men."
Once more ; tliere was a sublime spirituality in the mind of Jesus,

whicli must come into our life to fill up the measure of its light. It is

not enougli, in my view, to yield ourselves to the 1)lessed bonds of lovo
and self-renunciation in tho immediate circles of our lives. Our minds
must go out into the infinite and immortal regions, to find sufticiency

and satisfaction for the present hour. There must be a breadth of

2B
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contemplation in which this world shrinks—I will not say to a point—

•

but to the naiTOAV span that it is. There must be aims, which reign

over the events of life, and make us feel that we can resign all the

advantages of life, yea, and life itself; and yet be conquerors and more
than conquerors through him who has loved us.

There is many a crisis in life when we need a faith like the martyr's
to support us. There are hours in life, like martyrdom—as full of

bitter anguish, as full of utter earthly desolation—in wliich more than
our sinews—in which we feel as if our very heart-strings were stretched

and lacerated on the rack of affliction—in which life itself loses its

value, and we ask to die—in whose dread struggle and agony, life might
drop fi'om us, and not be minded. Oh ! then must our cry, like that

of Jesus, go up to the pitying heavens for help, and nothing but the

infinite and the immortal can help us.—Calculate, then, all the gains

of earth, and they are trash—all its pleasures, and they are vanity—all

its hopes, and they are illusions ; and, then, when the world is sinking

beneath us, must we seek the everlasting arms to bear us up—to bear

us up to heaven. Thus was -it with our great Example, and so must
it be with us. In him was life—the life of self-renunciation, the hfe of

love, the life of spiritual and all-conquering faith—and that life is the

light of men. Oh! blessed light I come to our darkness ; for our soul

is dark, our way is dark, for want of tJiee—come to our darkness, and
turn it into day ; and let it shine brighter and brighter, till it mingles

with the light of the all-perfect and everlasting day

!



ON THE SHORTNESS OF LIFE,

[PREACHED AT THE CLOSE OF THE YEAU.]

1 Corinthians vii. 29 :
" But this I say, brethren, the time ia short."

The epochs of time arc among the most powerful teachers of religion.

One of those epochs wo are now again approaching. We are assem-

bled in the sanctuary, my friends, on tlie last Sabbath evening of tho

year. How short is the period since we were last assembled, at a

similar epoch! Truly, the time is short: tho time of life is short.

Well, that it has its periods, its pauses for reflection! Let the dying

year then teach us. It would argue a kind of brutish insensibility to

take our leave of another such period—so large a period of our lives

—

and to ask ourselves no questions about life, its course, its great design,

its solemn close. The departing year is tho emblem of departing life;

and these last hours have solemn thoughts to offer us, like to those

which will visit us in the last Iiours of our stay on earth. Let us medi-

tate upon time, then, while to meditate may profit us—before it be said,

not of the departing year only, but of departing life, " it shall be uo

longer,"

In particular, I shall, for the present, invite you to meditate on tho

shortness of time—that is, of the time of life; its shortness in relation

to time absolutely considered ; the shortness, still more, of that portion

of life whicli can bo rescued from the unavoidable demands of the body,

and devoted singly, in contemi)lation and prayer, to tho soul ; and its

shortness, in fine, and yet more emphatically, in comparison with the

work wo have to do, and tho consequences that are depending on it.

First ; tho brevity of life, compared with time absolutely considered.

It is common I know to make tho reflection that life is short, but I

do not think it is common to feel it. Least of all is it common in tho

earlier periods of life. Its tennination is then contemplated as afar

off", amidst tlio shadows of age, amidst tho dimness of an imcertain

future ; and life seems to bo almost boundless. The indefinite is all that

wo mean by tlie boundless; and life possesses that indeiinitoness. that

it imposes upon tho young mind almost the feeling that it lias no end.

There is another influence, tending to produce tho .same result ; ar.d

that is world liness. To the worldly mind, life is everything. And it

life IS everything, it must be something vast and immense. For wo
were made to grasp interests of infinite magnitude; tiio intellectual

comprehension of an immortal miml must be of this nature. It must
fuel that the objects which engross it are vast and momentous. And
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therefore, although wo fix our minds upon the little interests of a day,

these interests, instead of appearing to be the little things that they are,

do I'ather swell out and expand, in our view, to an importance and
durablcness corresponding to the vastness of our capacities, to the

reach of our desires, to the extent of our hopes. So that the greatness

of our nature, instead of going out, as it ought to do, to the divine

objects and enduring ages of a future life, often makes to itself a great-

ness of this world, and an immortality of this frail and fleeting life.

So it must be. The feelings, the desires, the fears and hopes, the in-

terests and the objects, that are wrapt up in the soul of man, must

expand to an indefinable magnitude, and run onward to an indefinable

duration.

If we would correct this erroneous estimate of things, let us, for a
moment, compare our life with the generations that have gone before

us. How many thousands and millions of human beings have lived

and died, within the compass ofknown and recorded history !—how many
millions, just like ourselves—with just as many and capacious feelings

and desires, with just as strong fears and hopes, with just as weighty

interests and dear objects—have had their hour upon earth, and have

passed away from the sum of human existence ! How many genera-

tions have passed, like the passing clouds upon the face of the earth

—

how many generations, I say, have thus passed, of which, and compared
with which, our life is but a vapour! What, then, is the stability or

tlie permanency of our earthly being. What is it, when the lives of

imnumbered and innumerable millions have all been included in the

brief space of this world's duration? Look around upon your objects,

and magnify them to the utmost, and then tell us what they are. You
are a merchant. Your ships are traversing distant oceans. Your pro-

perty is spread abroad, perhaps, on the waves of two hemispheres.

Your plans, your expectations are great, and life, in your account, is

also something great. It seems to you to have many treasures, and
many long years in store for you. Life seems to you, it may be,

to have a range sufficiently extensive to satisfy your desires. The
world, you say, is enough for you. But where are the princely traders

of Tyre and Tarshish? ^Vhere are the merchants of Babylon, that

were the great men of the earth ? And where are all their treasures ?

Is the breath of existence that was breathed in Babylon three thousand

years ago, and that you are breathing again, as soon to pass away—is

this enough for you? Was the taper of shining prosperity, that was
kindled in many a house in Rome, and went out ages since—that was
kindled in the morning, and died away at evening—was it a thing

bright and enduring enough to satisfy all your desires? Nay, where
are the men whose footsteps resounded on yonder pavements fifty years

since?—^busy, active, prosperous, and perhaps rich—where are they?

A few years hence, another preacher will ask the same question con-

cerning us, and the answer will come from onr graves!

Or, you are a man with the objects of ambition before you. You
would be distinguished in your oc(;upation, or pursuit, or profession, or

in the style of living, or in the dignity of oflice. You would be known
—to the literary, to the great, or to the multitude. You would be

the first— in some chosen sphere,— in genius, in conversation, in

industry, in wealth, or in wit. Your heart beats high with this hope.
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and you have plans and projects ; and the life wliich is to accomphsh
them rises into a momentous concern, liut oh! vain toil of ambition!

poor strife for the pro-emincncc—brief hour of success! what is it?

What is it to gain a certain position, which, the moment it is reached,

is lost for ever? How many have struggled, just as you do—have

struggled and striven, and wearied themselves out with exertions and
anxieties, and worn down their faculties with study, or care, and have

vexed their spirits with fears and envyings, and they are gone! the

brief struggle is over ; the coveted wealth or honour is lost at the very

moment of attainment. Like the waves of the ever-flowing sea, their

earthly fortunes have risen and fallen,—have risen but to fall—and to

be lost in the tide of passing generations. So shall thine fall, and
mine ; and he who moralizes on this very spot, a century hence, may
think as little of us as we do of those who, two hundred years ago,

wandered, with their bow and spear, along this wooded shore,—and have

vanished, a dark cloud, from the face of the earth.

Or, to specify once more, you arc a parent—a father or a mother
;

your children are growing up around you, and their prospects are

opening before you the s('enes of future years. You are living anew in

them, and you hope to live long with them ; and so, it may be, you
shall. But in how many thousands and millions of dwellings has all

this passed,—all that is precious and sacred in the joy and liope of do-

mestic love,—and it is gone, like an evening's pleasure, or tlie dream
of morning? There have been fathers and mothers, and husbands and
wives, and affectionate children and kindred,—the long ages have been

crowded with those who were clothed as we are, with all the sympathies
of this mortal life ; but the bright cloud of happiness tliat shone upon
them, and, kindling with all the hues of hope, led them onward, was
even a vapom- that appeared for a little time, and then vanished away.
I was reading some while i-incc the life of a celebrated person, no other

than Sir Walter Scott—a man whose writings have lilled the world

with his fame—who was surrounded by troops of friends and admirers
;—and his biographer, speaking of a large company of his most intimate

friends, including the most of his own family, who were gathered at hia

residence in the summer of 1821, makes tliis striking reflection

—

" Death has laid a heavy hand upon that circle—as happy a circle I

believe as ever met. Bright eyes now closed in dust, gay voices for

ever silenced, seem to liaunt me as I write. With three exceptions,

they arc all gone!" But sixteen years had passed, and, with three

exceptions, all were gone. So shall thy family ties be In'oken, and thy

troops of friends and thy gay circles .shall sink to rest, and other beings

sliall come forward to share the same fate, till all be gathered into the

habitations of eternity.

Such is the brevity of our life compared with the periods of this

world's duration. How brief is it then, in comparison with the periods

of eternity I When wo look back upon the history of the world, upoa
its eras and revolutions, the successions of empire, and the progress of

generations and races of men, we are apt to feel as if these periods of

time were vast, and almost immeasurable. But to that Being, who
is from everlasting to everlasting, " a thousand years are but as yes-

terday wlien it is past, and as a watch in the night." To that Being,

who has placed orbs of light at such distances in the heavens, that a
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raj, travelling with its inconceivable speed, lias required years to come
to us,—to that eternal Being the history of this world must be as the

history of an hour. What then is our life ? We talk of the insects,

that are born and perish in the sunbeam,—that live and die in the

passing breeze of summer; such are we. In the range of duration

from the past to the coming eternity, our life is but a moment, a pass-

ing breath of air, a vanishing beam of light. Like the arrow that

flieth, like tlie weaver's shuttle, hke a vapour which a ray of the sun

dissolveth, like tlie flying shadow upon the summer's field, so our Hfe

passeth awa^^. " remember," says Job, "that my life is a breath:

the eye of him that hath seen me, shall see me no more ; thine eyes

are upon me, and I am not. As the cloud is consumed and vanishetli

away, so man goeth down to the grave."

II. But if life is thus short, in relation to time absolutely considered,

it is yet shorter in its specific opportunities for gaining any certain, any
abiding, any spiritual good.

There is the toil of the hands, and the toil of the head—which often

as little tends to make the heart better and happier : there are many
and long hours of weariness, when the burden of the body weighs hea-

vily upon us ; there are food and raiment to be prepared, after toil has

provided them ; and then comes

" Sleep, that knits up the ravelled sleeve of care,

The death of each day's life."

And when all the demands of the mortal nature are thus satisfied,

how small a portion is left for direct and specific attention to that

which is immortal! I say for direct and specific attention. I do not

forget that I have often insisted that the ichole of life, all its care, bu-

siness, and pleasure, may be and must be consecrated to the service of

the spirit. I certainly do and must remonstrate against the common
idea that life is divided into distinct departments, one of whicli belongs

to business, another to pleasure, and another to religion. I say that

they all belong to religion. But still it is to be no loss carefully stated

and earnestly maintained, that in order to this consecration of the

entire life to rehgion, there must be certain seasons for meditation,

self-examination, and prayer. Religion must be the spirit of every

hour ; but it cannot be the meditation of every hour. That must be

the business of certain times and seasons. And what I say is, that

tliese seasons are made by the pressure of other engagements, to be but

too few and short. We can often send up from the midst of our labours

and engagements, an ejaculatory prayer to God; we can deeply and
devotedly commune with him each morning before we enter upon the

secular pursuits of the day ; we can give our thoughts wholly to such

contemplations, in the seasons of public worship. And we can, I think,

in many a silent hour when the day is going down, when the evening

shadows fall, sit down, in solitariness and meditation, and tliink of the

uses and ends of life. And what I urge is, that we make a diligent

use of these brief opportunities and seasons. If you were sent to a

distant country, with a momentous commission to execute, if your time

was hmited and brief, and if from the necessary cares and fatigues of a

hasty journey, you had only a few momentary intervals of thought, a

little season in the morning and in the evening, and an occasional day
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of rest, to study the business you had to transact ; would you be found
idling away those intervals, and seasons, and opportunities? Or would
you be found putting off the study of the very business on which you
were sent, to the moment of your leaving the country? Would you
put off to the crowded and agitating hour of your departure, aU careful

and deliberate consideratioti of the very object of your jouruoy? O
christian I U man, whosoever thou art I pilgrim of these hasting years!

traveller to eternity I Art thou putting otf thy great concern? Art
thou forgetting thine errand? Art thou idling away the precious sea-

sons of prayer and meditation ? Art thou never seeking nor finding

the brief intervals for reflection and resolution and solemn vows to

heaven? Let the past year testify. How has it been with us in tlio

sanctuary? Wlien the voice of prayer has ascended here, have wo
seized the moments as precious, and given our whole hearts to God ?

Or has the dreadful and deadly sin of formality cleaved to us, and is

the handwriting of memory upon these walls, a handwriting of con-

demnation ? And how, moreover, has it been with us in our retirements

and in the midst of our business—of our merchandise and labour, of our

counting-rooms and ofiices? Have frequent and earnest tliouglits of

christian fidelity and truth, of spiritual-mindedness, and silent offerings

of prayer, gone up from them, as a memorial and a witness for us?

—

(jiood friends I I must ask these questions from myself, and I hopo
there is no impropriety in giving them expression to you. For I have
preached in vain, if there are no such witnesses for me in your places

of business, in your houses, in your hearts.

These are inquiries, indeed, tliat become us at all times; but 7nost

of all in these last hours of the departing year, when the admonition is

growing louder and louder of the brevity of our life, and the transient

nature of all its opportunities. And these circumstances, in which
we at this moment stand, if any can, must give force to the exhorta-

tion, that we be found more faithful, and earnest, and diligent, ami
ready to every good word and work. For we are taught by the swift

hours that are hasting to fill up the measure of another period of our
lives, that tlio time is short—short even at the largest—and shorter

still in the portion of it that may be rescued for thoughts of the soul.
'

III. And let us now add to these reflections, that our life is yet more
and more emphatically brief, when considered in relation to the work
we liave to do. It is in this respect, chiefly, that we arc wont to ac-

count any period of time either long or short. The season that would
be long for an amusement, would be short for obtaining an education.

The time that would liang heavily on our hands in a party of pleasure,

would fly all too swiftly for the transaction of a conijilieated business.

The moral bushiess of this life, the spiritual education for future

worlds—how vast a work is it

!

I will not wrap the future in mysteries; nor strive to tlnow up' r; it

gigantic shadows of danger, that may serve only to alarm the imagina-
tion. I would that the sim])le, the undisguised, the uimtterably solemn
verities of a moral retribution, could be set before us ; and that wo
might see there—no image, no dazzling brightness, no imj)enetrablo

gloom—but every virtue enjoying its blessed recompense, and everv

sin reajting, in loneliness and sorrow, its fruits of bitterness. Nor will

I speak to you in set and technical phrases, of the preparation for
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futurity. But I say, that every step you take in the moral course,

every moral temper you cherish, shall penetrate far and with unknown
power, into the periods of your future being. I speak with words of

truth and soberness, and I might say, with tlie solemn and reiterated

asseveration of the great teacher, " verily, verily," it shall be thus.

Let us then antedate the periods, let us forestall the allotments, the

very procedures of the coming retribution ; let us commune with the

powers of the world to come, and ask them what wo shall do to be
saved:—to be saved from the dominion and wo of our unholy passions.

They will tell us, and our reason will teU us, and our observation wiU
teU us, everything will proclaim, that it is no slight or brief work. To
pluck the root of bitterness from our hearts ; to quench the fires of

anger, and envy, and pride ; to control and calm the wild and wayward
passions ; to become self-denying, and humble, and gentle, and pure,

and heavenly in our disposition ; to rise to the love of God, and to the

practice of habitual devotion ; to be, in fine, the happy and glorious

creatures that God made us to be—oh! this is a mighty work. No
such toil is there upon the biUows of ocean, nor on the furrowed earth,

as this toil of the spirit ! It is no slight work, I had almost said, to

form evil habits, to contract the stains of guilt. But when day after

day has added its shade to that dark spot on the soul, when indulgence

after indulgence has lent power to some evil passion, when ceaseless

repetition has imparted strength to some evil habit, and circumstances

have long ministered food to it, and falsehood, in its thousand forms,

has bound it to the soul with its thousand chains,—who shall think

the work of recovery an easy task ? Shall it take a long time for vice

to grow, and gain the mastery ; and shall less be required for rescue

from it, and for virtue to gain the ascendency ? Shall the sin that has
obtained a place and an abode within us only by long solicitation—shall

it be expelled in a moment? Is the work of care briefer than the work
of neglect? Is self-denial more easily or more quickly to be accom-
plished than self-indulgence ? Do we account it a slighter task to ex-

tirpate an evil passion than it was to form it? No, it may take but a
moment to receive the touch of contagious moral disease, but if that

disease shall be suffered to fix itself, if it be not instantly counteracted,

it shall require long and wearisome hours and days to heal it! One
assault, one blow of temptation, may cause the feeble virtue of man to

waver, and eventually to fall ; but hard shall be the eflPort to collect

his prostrate powers, and slowly shall he rise from that deep degradation.

Take an instance, any instance. You are an irritable person. And
the sin of anger you must put away from you, before you can bo per-

manently happy, in this world or in any other. Can you conquer it in

a day? Can you do it in a month? Can you do it in a year? How
short and hasty is the period of life in which you have to do this work!
If you had but this single sin to struggle with, every moment of yom*
coming life in which you could pray and strive against it, might not be
too much to accomplish the task of self-government ; alas ! it might be

all too short. But it is not one sin only ; it is a host that you have to

encounter. You are worldly, or vain, or envious, or sensual ; and you
may be all these. And, in addition to all this, you may be uudevout

;

and never have leai'ued to take hold of the stroigth of prayer, and to

put on the armour of God. Your foe is legion, and dwelleth among
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tlio rocks and fastnesses of habit ; and tliis host of evil tempers and

passions, warring against your happiness, and for ever to war against

it, till conqnored—this host there is no miracle to dispossess or over-

come. Or shall I say that reflection, and effort, and self-denial, and
watchfulness, and prayer, are the miracles that are to do it. Yes, they

are miradcs, too seldom seen ; and when they are seen, and wlien they

put forth all their strength, they arc of no sudden operation ; they must
do their work slowly.

And yet, I say again, how short is the time in which tlicy have to

do their work! How short, at the longest, is the life in which these

spiritual prodigies, and signs, and wonders, are to be wrought out! Let

the departing year, ere yet it is gone for ever, again admonish us of

the brevity of life—again tell us, that the time is short. How many
things that we have done during this one brief year, shall remain upon
the earth when we are gone ! We have worked with the frail materials

of earth, but they are stronger than we. The very leaf, on which wc
have written our bonds and deeds, or our testaments, or our thoughts

of religion, truth, and wisdom—that very leaf, which the flame of a
taper could consume in a moment, shall last longer than we. The very

ramient which clothes us, though it bo of the frailest texture, may be
more enduring than we, and the feeble moth that consumes it may bo
our survivor. How truly is it said, that our foundation is in the dust,

and that we are crushed before the moth! We have got gain, and we
have builded houses, and we have proudly launched forth our ships, to

have dominion over the seas ; but our gains shall be for others ; and
these habitations which we have reared shall remain long after they
have known us no more ; and the ships wc have builded shall breast

the shock of the ocean billows, when the last wave of earthly trouble

shall have passed over us for ever!

Once more let the departing year admonish us. We have come
together to receive its admonition. Let it not be in vain. It may be
the last admonition of this kind that we shall ever receive. When the

next message of the closing year comes to warn us, it may find us gono
wliere admonitions never come. Now, therefore, let us be faithful.

Now, let us resolve, while it is called to-day, and in every coming day,

let us strive—to do every spiritual work that our hand findeth to do,

with all our might— without delay, without neglect, without any
possible failure.

The time is short. How brief, how transitory, how evanescent is a

year! So will life appear, when wo stand on the borders, to us, of all

earthly time. Look back upon the past year. It is gone like a dream!
A few such dreams—and life itself is gono for ever! But there is one
thing that can turn this unsubstantial anil otherwise fearful dream of

life, into a blessed reality ; and that is steadfast virtue, Innnblo piety,

devoted prayer, the true service of God. So live then, that life be not

a frightful dream to visit your soul hereafter with threatening and
liorror, l)ut a blessed reality to bear you up to the regions of an im-
mortal life.
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Genesis xsiv. 63 :
" And Isaac went out to meditate in the field at eventide."

The eniT)loyment of the evening hour, here described, and attributed

to the ancient patriarch, is variously represented bj different commen-

tators. Some say that he went out to meditate, others to pray, and

others render it, that he went out simply to walk in the field at eventide.

I have only to remark that there is no impropriety in supposing either

of these to be the true meaning ; and that all of them might be very

naturally united in such an hour and place.

But bo this as it may—I am about to propose to you some of those

reflections which are suitable to the close of day.

I. And the fii'st and most natural reflection to make at the return

of the evening, is, on the blessings we have enjoyed: the blessings of

nature, of existence, and the blessings with which life and the world

are filled. To the contemplation of nature simply considered—to the

contemplation of that grand display which every day's revolution opens

to us, there is a prevailing indifterence, arising, I think, from causes

which are not altogether of a moral character. There have been so

many fanciful and merely pretty descriptions of nature, as to have

brono-ht a kind of discredit on all professed meditations of this kind.

It is almost felt as if it were the province of poets and sentimentahsts

only, with which common men on common occasions have httle or

nothing to do. And thus many of us, by a sort of formal maxim, have

shut ourselves out from some of the most dehghtful and ennobling

reflections. We have a natural obstacle to contend with, of sufiicient

strength, without creating any artificial ones. The commonness which

attaches to everything in the world around us, has almost unavoidably

tended to bring down all that is splendid, beautiful, and majestic in

nature, to the cliaractcr of what is tame, ordinary, and uninteresting.

With what emotion does a man enter into some populous and magni-

ficent city, which lie has never before seen ! With what enthusiasm do

our travellers visit Rome, and survey its noble ruins of aqueducts, and

temples, and triumphal arches ! With what a fascination of the senses

should we wander through some of those Oriental palaces or halls of

which we read ; amidst magnificent decorations of every material,

form, and colouring—golden lamps, and resplendent mirrors, carved

work and tapestry, and silken couches and carpets rich with all the

dyes of the p]ast; where luxury, and art, and imagination, havo

gathered all their treasures—where the air that circulates through

them is loaded with perfume, and breathes with nmsic:—we should
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probably feel almost as if we were in another and ethereal world. And
yet I do not hesitate to say, that all this is perfectly flat and insipid

compared with what we witness in the revolution of every day! Let it

oiUy be new,—let it be seen for the first time,—let the earth be surveyed

in such a season as this which is now passing over us ;—let a being like

ourselves bo brought from some region where the sun never shone,

where the fields were never clothed with verdure nor the trees with

foliage : lot him behold first, the glorious coming of the day, the golden

East, the sun as he would burst from the clouds that wait upon his

rising ; let him look up to the heavens that spread in awful beauty and
sublimity above him ; let him gaze upon the earth around him with all

its fair and various forms, its fresh verdure and flowery fields, its trees

and forests, all waving in the breeze of morning ; let him hear the song

from the groves—the song of hapniness that blends witli all the sounds

of the wakening earth ; let him catch in his view the living streams as

they flow, the extended plains, the majestic mountains, and then go forth

and survey the boundless tracts of ocean; let him wander t!ie live-long

day, tlirough all this world of beauty and magnificence,—and how poor

and meagre would be to him, all tlie works of human power and art!

"Would he not meditate, as he walked forth at the eventide of such a day?
"VVonld ho not say, " What a day has this been! a day of wonders!"
Would he not almost instinctively bow down in adoration and gratitude,

and in language like that wliich the poet has put into the mouth of the

first man who saw all this loveliness and glory, would he not say,

" These are thy glorious works. Parent of good.
Almighty ! thiue this universal frame,
Thus wondrous fair. Thyself how wondrous then

!

'
Unspeakable—who sittcst above these heavens.
To us invisible, or (liinly seen
In tiiese thy lowest worlcs

; yet these declare
Thy goodness beyond thought, and power divine."

Another subject of reflection, appropriate to the eventide, is life ; life

I mean, now, as a blessing.

A day's existence, since there are innumerable days like it, is com-
monly regarded, I believe, as one of the most inditterent matters of

reflection; as scarcely worthy of notice, unless it be to speak of its

vanity and iinimjiortancc, and the little it has off"ered of what is either

interesting or estimable. Such, alas! is the fruit of prevailing irreligion.

If it be asked of most persons concerning the day that has passed over
them, what it has offered that is worthy of note, it is common to hear
it spoken of with the greatest indifference, and often with cnimi and
weariness. It seems to be thought of as a hasty and vanishing moment

;

and a moment too, which, if it had not been hasty, would have been far

worse than indift'erent or wearisome. 1 do not say, that wo should bo
often making grave or sentimental comments on the day that is past

;

but I fear tiiat tiie opposite habit of speaking—tlic light, or indift'erent,

or dull habit—but too well indicates the insensibility there is to tlio

value of existence, to the value of a day.

Others may fi-el something of its value. In their evening offorinjrs

of thanksgiving, they may acknowledge tlu^ favour of God to them that
tlii'y have lived another day. IJut how little—may it not be—that tha
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most considerate and devout feel the import of this acknowledgment!

How great is the privilege of existence !—to live, to tliink, to be—to

have come forth, as we have, from darkness, from nothingness, to tho

joyful precincts of life and hght ; to be clothed with these senses, mys-

terious ministers, that bring all nature around, subject to us—all its

fruits, its fair forms, its beautiful colours, its fragrance and its music,

subject to our dominion. Doth not the ephemeral insect, that perishes

in the hour or the day of its birth, that is confined to a little spot of eartli,

or pool of water yet doth it not sport in the beams of life ? Is not the

winged creature, the frail passer-by of a season, buoyant and melodious,

with the joy of its transient being? Hath not the goat upon the high

hiUs hath not the eagle on the mountain-top, a gift, for which he

might well pay thanks, if he could do so ? And what thanks, then, shall

man render for his rational, religious, immortal being—man that he is,

unlike the beasts of the field, capable of being thankful? Theirs is a

life of sensation ; his, a life of the soul. Their guidance and limit is

instinct ; he walks in the paths of knowledge, of improvement—yea, in

the everlasting paths of improvement and hope. They shall pass away

from every valley and mountain, from every living stream, and every

reo-ion of air, they shall quickly pass to the shades of eternal oblivion.

But man that liveth now, shall Uve for ever. The day that is passing

over him, belongs to a series of endless days and ages. What value

shall he not attach to such an existence ! What tribute of gratitude

can be too profound, to mark its successive periods—its morning hour,

and shades of evening!

I have spoken of nature and life, my friends ; and besides their own
intrinsic cliaracter and excellence, what blessings do they spread before

us each day ! How many are the testimonies of God's beneficence, in

our condition and our nature, in our social relations, and individual ex-

perience, in occupation and in leisure, in business and recreation, in

peace at home and safety abroad, in the pursuits and pleasures of daily

activity, and the invitations of nightly repose ! Perhaps we think not

of all this, and we go to the kind rest that Heaven has provided, with

complaint upon our lips. We say that we have many cares, and crosses,

and vexations. And yet it may be, that there is no chamber of sick-

ness in our dweUing, no suffering friend to sympathize with ; no want

at our daily board, no anguish of bereavement in our hearts. Oh! these

would make us coiBprehend how favoured is the lot of health, and cheer-

fulness, and competence.

And yet, after all, how inadequate would be the best sense we could

entertain of the blessings of a single day! Swiftly its hours and

minutes pass, thickly its cares and occupations crowd upon us; but

more swiftly do its mercies come, more closely do they press us on every

side. The divisions of time, its minutes and instants, supply no mea-

sure, no means of enumeration for the benefits we receive. As each

beating pulse is the signal of unnumbered movements in our animal

frame, so the passing moments of life, mark, but do not count, innu-

merable operations and benefits in the universal frame of nature, and

the countless tribes of living creatures. Ages of happiness are crowded

into moments of God's goodness ; and yet the moments of his goodness

are lengthened out to everlasting ages. " How precious are thy

thoughts unto us, God! how great is the sum of them! if we should
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count them, they are more in number tlian the sand ; when we awako,
wo are still with thee."

Such are some of the thoughts of God's mercies, with which it would
become us to close the day.

II. Of our faults and offences, it becomes us, in the next place, to
think. Conscience has now its hour, and may, unmolested, do its

office. It is a delicate monitor, and often, in the eagerness and hurry
of our daily pursuit'^, it is trodden down, or passed by and neglected.
But in the silence of evening, it has a distinct and audible voice. And
for us, erring, sinning men, it is greatly wise to listen,

•' To talk with our past hours,
And ask them what rojiort they bore to heaven,
Aud how they might have borne more welcome news."

The ancient philosophers earnestly recommended to their followers,

to appropriate a part of each evening to a review of the acquisitions of
the day. I^ut the Christian philosopher, who knows that tlicre is some-
thing more important even than knowledge, and far more difficult to
obtain, will more earnestly exhort his disciples to settle at the close of
every day, the great moral account with it. This account is not to be
satisfactorily settled in any general way ; not by the vague acknowledg-
ment that wo are sinners, that we have our share, of course, in human
imperfection, that we are frail and erring mortals like the rest. Our
particular faults must be dealt with, not our general delinquencies only
—our particular omissions of duty must be called to mind ; forgetful-

ness towards our Creator, or injury to our fcUow-bcings, either in

deed, word, or thought. Our errors and offences are daUn repeated,
and what chance exists of their correction, if they are not daily recol-

lected, aud resolved against? It is for want of this daily and specific

consideration of their faults, that so many persons, and so many even
who profess to be leading a religious life, go on, ten, twenty, or thirty
years, without making any evident progress, without any material
amendment of their bad tempers, or spiritual negligences—just as
passionate, as avaricious, as selfish or worldly, as they were years at^o.

Wlio has not been alarmed, for his very capacity of moral improvement,
at the frequent remark, so often made, and so sadly verified—that men
continue tlu-ough life very much what they were in their early dis])osi-

tions? " I see he is the same!" says some shrewd observer, and yet
perhaps he speaks of one whom ho knew forty years ago, and who,
perhaps, during all these forty years, has imagined that lie was a good
Christian. IJut let it be known, that he is not, in any valuable sense,

a good Christian, if he really be in all moral respects the same. He is

not tho true disciple of a thorough, spiritual, heart-searching con-
science or Christianity. It is tho nature of real religion to advance.
It can no more rest than tlie rising liglit. It can no more fail to shine
brighter and brighter. Tlio doctrine of growth in grace is not an ob-
solete doctrine. It is tho experience, it is the hope of every good man.
It is Iiis refuge from the gloom of utter wretcliedncss and ciespair.

I am not wandering from tho subject. He who will, at every even-
ing, seriously review the faults of tho day, cainiot fail, in process of
time, to correct them—cannot fail to improve. Aud 1 know not how
he can make this progress in any other way.
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Nay, I fear that we must say more than this—liowever severely the

rule may press upon many of us. We must say, that the man of a truly

spiritual mind and tender conscience icill take this daily, serious, and
solicitous account of his faults and sins. I care not to maintain, that

it wiU be in the evening, though that season will most naturally invite

his thoughts to such a contemplation. But he cannot let day after day

pass, without any special attention to what he feels to be the great

interest of his life,—his growing purity, likeness to God, and prepara-

tion for a heavenly happiness.

But I say, that the evening will be the time most suitable for his

employment. The man of a faithful conscience will then naturally ask

how he commenced the day ; with what thoughts and purposes ; with

what sincerity and eai'nestness of desire unto Ahnighty God for his aid

and blessing. He will then pursue his inquiries into the labours and

pleasures of the day. " Have I been industrious in business or study

;

temperate in the gratification of my senses and appetites ; strong in the

control of my passions ; unwavering in my adherence to truth in my
words, and to principle in my actions? " And to ask a still more serious

and painful question—painful through the fears it awakens—" What
have been my motives, in practising the duties of dihgence, moderation,

and integrity?— These are duties which I owe to myself. Have I,

moreover, in these and all other duties, been faithful to God? Have I

venerated his authority? Have I truly desired and aimed this day to

serve him? Have I often thought of him in his works and ways ; and
am I more and more learning to make the whole of my life an offering

to his goodness, a progress in the knowledge of his perfection, and a
communion with his presence? In fine, have I this day been true to

my social relations—true and faithful as a parent or a child, as a hus-

band or wife, as the member of a family, of a friendly circle, or of tlie

community? Have I been faithful in my transactions? Can I not

only lay open my acaount-book, but the secret thoughts of my heart,

to my neighbour, and appeal to him for the honesty in which I have
dealt with him? Have I also been mild, forbearing, and considerate

in all cases ? Has no one gone from my presence soured, chagrined,

or irritated by my rude, haughty, or hasty manners and words."
" Doubtless," an humble man will add, " I have done many things

wrong ;" but the question he has further to ask is, " Do I regret it, and
am I now resolved that I will do so no more?"

I have only to add on this head, if you will permit me, one piece of

advice—which is, that these impressions and purposes should be re-

vived in the morning, and should be brought into an earnest application

to God for his grace and guidance. This practice, I am sure, could

not fail eventually to change the whole tenour of our life if it be wrong
—to change it from the image of the eartidy, to the image of the

heavenly,

III. Finally, the close of the day calls us to consider the brevity and
the end of life. We shall soon lay aside the garments of mortality,

never to take them up; the blessings of life will soon be enjoyed: its

sins will soon exist only in painful remembrance ; its cares and toils

will be succeeded by the repose of the grave. " The night of death

Cometh in which no man can work." It cometh;—you see not the

sun actually move in the sky, but how soon it reaches the horizon I

—
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Life passes thus imperceptibly ; you see not that it approaches to its

limit ; and yet it is api)roaching. Tlie night comcth. You perceive

not its advance, and you probably will not. You will bo occupied with

business ; you will bo agitated with plans for tho future
;
you will bo

pursuing or enjoying; you will bo on a journey, or taken up with tho

comforts or the cares of your home ; and in an hour when you think not,

the shadows of evening will descend, and chase away tho vision of life for

ever ! Such, to most men's experience, is this present existence,—short,

transient, fleeting ; flying with a rapidity like that of the luminaries of

heaven, and yet passing as silently in its course, as imperceptibly as

they ; and let it be remembered, as surely passing. The sun is not

more certainly hasting through his daily revolutions, than he is, with

every revolution, cutting short the term of our mortal being.

I grievo not, that it passes. Let it pass. Let it speed its flight.—

•

Life is but tho traveller's way, or the pilgrim's toil. It demands only

our passing thoughts and affections, not our ultimate, fixed, firm re-

liance and attachment. It becomes us not to regret its passage, nor
to mourn the loss of it, as if it were tho extinction of all our hopes.

—

Our only concern with tho shortness of life, is, so to number our days
as to apply our hearts unto wisdom. " Whatsoever thy hand findeth

to do, do it quickly, for there is no work, nor wisdom, nor device, in the

grave whither thou goest." Tliat is to say, beyond this life, the proper
work of life cannot bo done ; its wisdom is thei'e to be recompensed,
not exercised ; and there is no device that can save us from the inevi-

table consequences of our negligence, unfaithfulness, or folly.

Let it pass, then ; but let it pass in the ways of duty, in tho exercise

of wisdom, and the foresight of a watchful conscience. Let us mark
its hasty progress. Let tho descending shadows of every evening, not

gloomily, but gently remind us of its speedy and certain dechne. Let
it pass ; but let not the steps of time be swifter than tho steps of our
obedience ; let not moments succeed more quickly than generous and
kind affections shall spring up in our hearts ; let us be diligent in pro-

portion as tho time is short ; let our life, brief as it is in duration, frail

as it is in its tenure, be strong in its hold on virtue,—be long in the

series of good deeds,—and long enduro in the remembrance of the

good and the just.



ON RELIGION,

AS TUB GREAT SENTIMENT OF LIFE.

1 Corinthians xv. 19 : "If in this life only we have hope, we are of all men
most miserable."

There is a nation, in modern times, of wbicli it is constantly said, that

it has no veUgion, that in this life only has it hope. One is continually

assured, not by foreigners alone, but in that very country—I need not

say that I speak of France—that the people there have no religion,

that the religious sentiment has become nearly extinct among them.

Although there is, doubtless, some exaggeration in the statement, as

would be very natural in a case so very extraordinary, and the rather,

as the representation of it comes from a people who are fond of appear-

ing an extraordinary and wonderful people, and of striking the world

with astonishment ;
yet there is still so much truth in the representa-

tion, and it is a thing so unheard of in the history of all nations,

whether Heathen, Mahometan, or Christian, that one is naturally led

to reflect upon, the problem v/hich the case presents for our considera-

tion. Can a nation go on without rehgion ? Can a people live devoid

of every religious hope, without being of aU people the most miserable ?

Can human nature bear such a state ? Tliis is the problem.

It is the more important to discuss this problem, because the very

spectacle of such a nation has some tendency to unhinge the faith of

the world. The thoughtless at least, the young perhaps, who are ge-

nerally supposed to feel less than others the necessity of this great prin-

ciple, may be led to say with themselves, " Is not religion, after all,

an error, a delusion, a superstition, with which mankind wiU yet be

able to dispense?" A part of my reply to this question I propose

to draw, especially, from the experience of the young. For 1 think,

indeed, that instead of this being an age when men, and the young

especially, can afford to dispense with the aid and guidance of religion,

it is an age which is witnessing an extraordinary development of sensi-

bihty, and is urging the need of piety beyond, perhaps, all former ages.

The circumstances, as I conceive, which have led to this development,

are, the diffusion of knowledge, and the new social relationships intro-

duced by free principles. But my subject, at present, does not permit

me to enlarge upon these points.

Can the world, then, go on without religion? I will not inquire,

now, whether human governments can go on. But can the human
heart 2:0 on without rehgion? Can all its restless energies, its sMcIhng
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passions, its overburtlieniug affections, be borne witliout piety? Can
it suffer changes, disappointments, bereavements, desolations—ay, or

can it satisfactorily bear overwhelming joy, without religion ? Can
youth, and manhood, and age—can life and death be passed through

without that great principle which reigns over all the periods of life,

which triumphs over death, and is enthroned in the immoi'tality of faith,

of virtue, (»f truth, and of God ?

I answer, with a confidence that the lapse of a hundred nations into

atheism could not shake, that it is not possible : in the eye of reason

and truth, that is to say, it is not possible for the world, for the human
heart, for life, to go on without religion. Religion naturally, faiiiy,

rightly regarded, is the great sentiment of life : and this is the point

whicli I shall now endeavour to illustrate.

^Vhat 1 mean 1)y saying that religion is the great sentiment of life,

is this—that all the great and leading states of mind which this life

originates or occasions in every reflecting person, demand the sentiment
of religion for their support and safety. Religion, I am aware, is con-

sidered by many as something standing by itself, and which a man may
take as the companion of his journey, or not take, as he pleases ; and
many persons, 1 know, calmly, some, it is possible, contemptuously,
leave it to stand aside and by itself, as not worthy of their invitation,

or not worthy, at any rate, of being earnestly sought by them. But
when they thus leave it, I undertake to say, that they do not under-
stand the great mental pil^^rimage on which they are going. If all the

teaciiings of nature were withdrawn, if i-evelation were blotted out, if

events did not teach,—yet the very experience of life, the natural
development of human feeling, tlie history of every mind which, as a
mind, has any history, would urge it to embrace I'eligiou as an indis-

pensable resort. Tliere is thus, therefore, not only a kind of metaphy-
sical necessity in the very nature of the mind, and a moral call in all

its situations, for religion ; but tliere is wrapped up within the very
germs of all human experience, of all human feeling, joyous or sorrowful
—there is, attcMiding the very development of all the natural affections,

a want, a need inexpressible, of the power of that divine principle.

Let us trace tliis want, this need, in some of the different stages
through which tlie character usually passes. Let us see whether this

great necessity does not press down uj)()n every period of life, and even
upon its commencement—yes, whetlier upon the very heart of youth
there are not already deep records of experience, that jjoint it to this

great reliance. I have in a former discourse spoken of the disappoint-

ments of youth ; I now speak of its wants and dangers.
In youth, then—that is to say, somewhere between the period of

childhood and manhood—tliere is commonly a striking develoinnent of
sensibility and imagination. The passions, then, if not more powerful
than at any otlier period, are at any rate more vivid, because their

objects are new ; and they are then most uncontrolhible, because
neither reason nor experience have attained to the maturity necessary
to moderate and restrain them. The young have not lived long enough
to see how direful are tlie effects of unbridled inclination, how baseless

are the fal)rics of ambition, how liable to disajipoiiitment are all the
hopes of this world. And, therefore, tlie sensibility of youth is apt to

po3ses.s a character of strong excitement, and almost of intoxication.

'2C
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I never look upon one, at such a period, wliose quick and ardent

feelings mantle in the cheek at every turn, and flash in tho eye, and
thrill through the veins, and falter in the hurried speech, in every

conversation—yes, and have deeper tokens in the gathering paleness of

the countenance, in speechless silence, and the tightening chords of

almost suffocating emotion,— I never look upon such an one, all fresh

and alive, and yet unused to the might and mystery of the power that

is working within,—a being full of imagination, too, living a life but

half of realities, and full half of airy dreams—a being whom a thousand

things, afterwards to be regarded with a graver eye, now move to

laughter or to tears,—I never look upon such an one—how is it possible

to do so ?—without feeling that one thing is needful, and that is, the

serenity of religion, the sobriety and steadiness of deep-founded prin-

ciple, the strong and lofty aim of sacred virtue.

But the sensibility of youth is not always joyous or enthusiastic.

Long ere it loses its freshness or its fascination, it oftentimes meets
with checks and difficulties ; it has its early troubles and sorrows.

Some disappointment in its unsuspecting friendsliips, some school-day

jealousy or affliction, some jar upon the susceptible nerves or the unruly

passions, from the treatment of kindred, or friends, or associates ;—or,

at a later period, some galling chain of dependence, or poverty, or

painful restraint ; or else, the no less painful sense of mediocrity, the

feeling in the young heart that the prizes of ambition are all out of its

reach, that praise, and admiration, and love, all fall to the lot of others

—some or other of these causes, I say, brings a cold Wight over the

warm and expanding affections of youth, and turns the bright elysium

of life, for a season, into darkness and desolation. All this is not to be

described as if it were a mere picture—just enough, perhaps, but to be
considered no otherwise than as a matter of youthful feeling, soon to

pass away, and to leave no results. This state of mind has results.

And the most common and dangerous is a fatal recklessness. The
undisciplined and too often selfish heart says, " I do not care; I do
not care what others say or think of me ; I do not care how they treat

me. Those who are loved, and praised, and fortunate, are no better

than I am; the world is unjust; the world knows me not; and I care

not if it never knows me. I will wrap myself in my own garment ; let

them call it the garment of pride, or reserve—it matters not; I have

feelings, and my own breast shall be their depository." Perhaps this

recklessness goes farther, and the misguided youth says, " I will plunge

into pleasure ; I will find me companions, though they be bad ones ; I

will make my friends care for me in one way, if they will not in

another,"—or he says, perhaps, "nobody cares forme, and therefore it

is no matter wliat I do."

My young friends, have you ever known any of these various trials

of youth? And, if you have, do you think that you can safely pass

through them with no better guidance than your own hasty and
headstrong passions? Oh! believe it not. Passion is never a safe

impulse ; but passion soured, irritated, and undisciplined, is least of all

to be trusted. If in this life only you have hope, if no influence from

afar take hold of your minds, if no aims stretching out to boundless

and everlasting improvement, strengthen and sustain you, if no holy

conscience, no heavenly principle, sets up its authority among your
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wayward impulses, you are indecJ of all beings most to be pitied.

Unlia])py for you is all this ardour, this kindling fervour of emotion,

this throng of conflicting passions, this bright or brooding imagination,

giving a false colouring and magnitude to every object; unhappy for

you, and all the more unhappy, if you do not welcome the sure

guidance, the strong control of principle, of piety, of prayer.

lint let us advance to another stage of life and of feeling—to the

maturity of life. And I shall venture to say that where the mind really

unfolds with growing years ; where it is not absorbed in worldly gains

or pleasures, so as to be kept in a sort of perpetual cliildhood ; where
there is real susceptibility and reflection, there is apt to steal over us,

without religion, a spirit of misanthroj)y and melaucholj'. I have often

observed it, and without any wonder; for it seems to me, as if a
thoughtful and feeling mind, without any trust in the great providence

of (;!od, without any communion of prayer with a Fatlier in heaven, or

any religious, any holy sympathy with its earthly brethren, or any
cheering hope of their progress, must become reserved, distrustful,

misantln-opic, and often melancholy.

Youth, though often disappointed, is yet always looking forward; and
it is looking forward with mdefinite and unchecked anticipation. But
in the progress of life there comes a time when the mind looks backward
as well as forward ; when it learns to correct the anticipations of the

future, l)y tlio experience of the past. It has run through the courses

of acquisition, pleasure, or ambition, and it knows what they are, and
what they arc worth. The attractions of hope have not, indeed, lost

all their power, but they have lost a part of their charm.
I*eriiaps, even the disappointment of youth, tliough it has more of

passion and grief in it, is not so bitter and sad as tiiat of maturcr life,

when it says, " Well, and is this all? If I should add millions to my
store ; if I should reap new honours, or gain new pleasures, it will only

be what I have experienced before ; I know what it is ; I know it aU.

There is no more in this life; I know it aU." Ah! how cold and
cheerless is that period of human experience—how does the heart of a
man die within liim, as he stands tlms in the very midst of his

acquisitions—how do his very honours and attainments teach him to

mourn—and to mourn without hope, if there is no spiritual hope! If

the great moral objects of this life, and the immortal regions of another

life, are not spread before him, then is lie most miserable. Yes, I

repeat, his very success, his good fortune brings him to this. There
are untoward circumstances, I know ; there are afflictions that may
load a man to rehgion ; Init what I now say, is, that the natural progress

of every reflecting mind however prosperou.s its fortunes, that the

inevitable devch)pment of th*? growing experience of life unfolds, in the

very structure of every human soul, that great necessity—the necessity

of religion.

Tliis world is dark and must bo dark, without the light of religion

;

even as the material orb would be dark witliout tlio light of heaven to

sliine upon it. As if

" The bright sun wore oxtingnis-liod, and the stars

Did wander darkling in tiic eternal spare,

Ilayless and pathie^s; and the icv earth
Swung blind and bhickcning in the moonless air;"
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SO would the soul, conscious of its own nature, be, without the light of

(J Oil's presence shining around it, without those truths that beam like

the eternal stars from the depths of heaven, without those influences,

invisible and far off, like the powers of gravitation, to hold it steadily

in its orbit, and to carry it onward with unerring guidance in its bright

career. And no philosopher, no really intellectual being, ever broke

from the bonds of all religious faith, without finding his course dreary,
" blind and blackening" hi the spiritual firmament. His soul becomes,

in the expressive language of Scripture, "hke a wandering star, or a

cloud without water." No mean argument is this, indeed, for the

great truths of rehgion. But whether it is so or not, it is a fact. I

know, indeed, that many persons possessed of sense and talent in this

world's afiairs, do live without religion, and ordinarily, without any

painful consciousness of wanting it. But what do men of mere sense

and talent in this world's affairs, know of the insatiable and illimitable

desires of the mind? What—what by very definition, as the votaries

of worldly good, are they pursuing? Why, it is some object about as

far distant in the bounded horizon of their vision, as that which the

painted butterfly is pursuing—some flower, some bright thing a little

before them; bright honour, or dazzhng gold, or gilded pleasure. But
let any mind awake to its real and sublime nature; let it feel the

expanding, the indefinite reaching forth of those original and boundless

thoughts which God has made it to feel ; let it sound those depths, soar

to those heights, compass those illimitable heavens of thought through

which it was made to range ; and then let that mind tell me, if it can,

that it wants no religion; that it wants no central principle of attraction,

no infinite object of adoration, and love, and trust. Nay, if any mind,

whatever its pretensions, should tell me this, I should not hesitate, in

my own judgment, to pronounce its acquisitions shallow, or at any rate

partial, or at the best, technical and scholastic. For it is not true, my
brethren, that intellectual weakness most stands in need of religion, or

is most fitted to feel the need of it ; but it is intellectual strength. I

hold no truth to be more certain than this,—that every mind, in

proportion to its real development and expansion, is dark, is dispro-

portioned and unhappy without religion. If in this life alone it has

hope, it is of all minds most miserable.

I have spoken of youth and manhood as developing the need of reli-

gion. Does age any less need it? Where can that want exist, if not

in the aged heart? It is not alone that its pulses are faint and low;

it is not alone, that so many of its once cherished objects have departed

from it ; it is not that the limbs are feeble, the eye dim, and the ear

dull of hearing ; it is not that the aged frame is bent towards that earth

into which it is soon to sink and find its last rest ; but what is the

position of au old man ? Where does he stand ? One life is passed

through ; one season of being is almost spent
; youth has found long

since the goal of its career ; manhood at length is gone ; and he stands

—where—and upon what? What is it that spreads before him? Is it

a region of clouds and shadows? Is all before him dread darkness and
vacuity—an eternal sleep—a boundless void? Thus would it be with-

out religion, without faith ! But how must he, who stands upon that

yhore of all visible being, from whence he can never turn back—how
must he long for some sure word of promise, for some voice that can
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tell him of eternal life, of eternal youth—of regions far awaj in the
boundless univd^so of CJod, wliero he may wander on and onward for

ever! Ago, with faitli, is but the beginning of life, the youth of im-
mortality; the times and seasons of its being are yet before it; its

gathered experience is but an education to prepare it for higher scenes
and services : but age, without fiiith, is a wreck upon the shore of life, a
ruin upon tlio beetling cliffs of time—tottering to its fall, and about to
be engulphed and lost for ever!

1 have thus attempted to show that religion is the great sentiment of
each period of life. Let me now extend the same observation to those
epochs in life, which are occasioned by changes in that material creation

which surrounds us.

There are sentiments appropriate to the dying, and to the reviving

year. Wliat are they? How striking is the answer whicli is given in

all literature and poetry! Men are able, no doubt, to walk through
the round of the seasons, without much reflection ; but the moment any
sentiment is awakened, it is the sentiment of religion ; it is a thought-
fulness about God's wisdom and beneficence—about life, and death, and
eternity. Thus it is that every poet of tlie seasons—every poet of

nature—is devout ; devout in Iiis meditations when he writes, if not
devout in his habits always.

And what man, in thoughtful mood, can walk forth in the still and
quiet season of autumn, and tread upon the seared grass that is almost
painfully audible to the serious emotions of his heart, and listen to the
fall of the leaf that seems, idle as it is, as if it were the footstep of some
predestined event, and hear the far echo of the hills, and the solemn
wind-dirge of the dying year, and not meditate in that hour—and not
meditate upon things above the world, and above all its grosser cares
and interests! " The dead, the loved, the lost," will come to him then
—the world will sink like a phantom-shadow,—and eternity will be a
presence ; and heaven, through the serene depths of those opening skies,

will be to him a vision.

But again ; a change cometh. The seals of winter are broken ; and
lo! the green lierb and the tender grass, and bird and blossom come
fortli ; the clouds dissolve into softness, and open the azure depths
beyond ; and man goetli forth from imprisoning walls, and opens his

bosom to the warmth and the breeze, and feels his frame expand with
gladness and exultation. Then, wliat is he, if from the kindhng joy of

his heart arises no incense of gratitude. It is the hour of nature's, and
ought to be of man's thanksgiving. The very stones would cry out

—

the green fields and the rejoicing liills would cry out against him, if he
were not grateful. The sentiment of the spring-time is the sentiment
of religious gratitude!

Let us look at other changes. There is a sentiment of the morning.
The darkness is rolled away from the earth ; tlio iron sluml)or of the

world is broken ; it is the daily resurrection-hour of rejoicing millions.

God hath said again, " Let there be light;" and over the mountain-
tops, and over the waves of ocean it comes, and streams in upon the

waking creation. Each morning tliat signal light, calling to action, is

at thy window; duly it cometh, as with a message, saying, " Awake,
arise!" Thou wakest—from dreamy slumbers, from helpless inactivity

—and what dost thou find? Hast thou lost anything of thyself in that
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slumber of forgetfulness ? Hath not all been kept for thee ? Ilath thero

not been a watch over thy sleep? Thou wakcst ; and eacli limb is filh.-d

with life ; each sense holds its station in thy wonderful frame ; each
faculty, each thought is in its place ; no dark insanity, no dreary

eclipse, hath spread itself over thy soul. What shall the thoughts of

that hour be, but wondering and adoring thoughts ? Well are a portion

of our prayers called matins. Morning prayers—morning prayers

—

orisons in the first light of day, from the bended soul, if not from the

bended knee—were not the morning desecrated and denied, if a part

and portion of it were not prayer ?

And there is a sentiment of the eventide—when the sun slowly sinks

from our sight—when the shadows steal over the eartli— when the

shining hosts of the stars come forth—when other worlds and other

regions of the universe arc unveiled in the infinitude of heaven. Then,
to meditate, how reasonable— I had almost said how inevitable is it

!

How meet were it then, that in every house there should be a vesper
hymn! I have read of such a scene in a village, in some country—

I

think it was in Italy—where the traveller heard, as the day went down,
and amidst the gathering shadows of the still evening, first from one
dwelhiig, and then from another, the voices of song—accompanied with
simple instruments, flute and flageolet—it was the vesper hymn. How
beautiful were it, in village or city, for dwelling thus to call to dwelling,

saying, " Great and marvellous are thy works. Lord God Almighty

—

just and true are thy ways, God of the morning! God of the evening!

we praise thee ; goodness and mercy hast thou caused to follow us all

our days."

Thus have I attempted to show that religion is the great sentiment
of life. It is our life. Our life is bound up with it, and in it; and
without it, life would be both miserable and ignoble.

I will only add in fine, that religion alone offers to us the hope of a
future life, and that without this, our present being is shorn of all its

grandeur and hope.

Whetlier we look at our own death or at the death of others, tins

consideration, this necessity of a faith that takes hold of eternity, presses
upon U.S. I know very well Avhat the common and worldly consolation

is. I know very well, the hackneyed proverb, that "time is the curer
of grief;" but I know very well too, that no time can suppress the sigh
that is given to the loved and lost. Time, indeed, lightens tlie constant
pressure of grief rather than blunts its edge : and still more than either,

perhaps, does it smooth over the outward aspect of that sufl:ering : but
often, when all is outwardly calm and even bi'ight, does the conscious
heart say, " I hear a voice you cannot hear; I see a sign you cannot
see;" and it pays the sad and dear tribute of bereaved love. No; the
memory of the beloved ones parts not from us, as its shadow passes
from our countenance. And who is there, around whose path such
memories linger, that wiU not say, " I thank God, through our Lord
Jesus Christ," through him who is the revealed "resurrection and life ;"

through him who said, " He that livcth and believeth in me, shall never
die "? For now, blessed be (iod, we mourn not as those who have no
hope. But surely, dying creatures as we are, and living in a dying-

world, if in this life only we had hope, we should, of all beings, be most
miserable

!
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111 fine, my view of life is such, tliat if it were not for my faith and
hope, I should very little care what became of it. Let it be loiiger or

shorter, it would but little matter, if all was to end when life ended ; if

all my hopes and aspirations, and cjierished joys, were to be buried with

me for ever, in the tomb. Oh I that life of insect cares and pursuits,

and of iiise(;t brevity—the mind that (Jod has given me could only cast

a sad and despairing look upon it, and then dismiss it, as not worth a
farther thought. But no such sad and shocking incongruity, is there,

thanks be to Ciod, in the well-ordered course of our being. The har-

monies that are all around us, in all animal, in all vegetable life—in

light and shade, in mountain and valley, in ocean and stream, in the

linked train of the seasons, in the moving and dread array of all the

lieavenly hosts of worlds—the harmonies of universal nature, but above

all, the teachings of the Gospel, assure us that no such shocking incon-

gruity and disorder are bound up in the frame of our nature.

No ; it is true ; that which we so much need to support us is true

:

God doth look down upon our humble path vith the cije of paternal

v:isdom arid love; this unitcrse is full of spiritual infuences to help us in

the (jreat confirt of life; there is a icorld beifond in trhich ice may as-

suredlif trust. The heart full of weighty interests and cares, of swell-

ing hopes and aspirations, of thoughts too big for utterance, is not given

us merely that we may bear it to the grave, and bury it there. From
that sleeping dust shall rise the freed spirit, to endless life. Thanks

—

let us again say, and for ever say—thanks be to God who giveth us this

victory of an assured hope, through our Lord Jesus Christ.



ON THE RELIGION OF LIFE.

EccLESiASTES iii. 11 : "He hath made everything beautiful in its time/'

In my last discourse on human life, I spoke of religion as the great,

appropriate, and pervading sentiment of life. The religion of life—by
which I mean a diffei'ent thing—the religion, the sanctity, the real,

spiritual consecration naturally and properly belonging to all the

appointed occupations, cultivated arts, lawful amusements, and social

bonds of life ; this is the subject of my present discourse.

By most religious systems, this life—the life, that is. which the world
is leading and has been leading through ages—is laid under a dark and
fearful ban. " No religion'"—is the summary phrase which is written

upon almost its entire history. Though it is held by these very systems,

that the world was made for religion—made, that is to say, for the

culture of religion in the hearts of its inhabitants—yet it is contended
that this purpose has been almost entirely frustrated.

First, the heathen nations, by this theory, are cut off fi-om all con-

nexion with real religion. Next, upon the mass of Christian nations,

as being unregenerate and utterly depraved, the same sentence is passed.

I am not disposed, on this subject, to exact the fuU measure of inference

from any mere theory. Men's actual views are often in advance of

their creeds. But is it not very evident—as a tliird consideration

—

that the prevailing views of the world's life very well agree with the

prevailing creeds? Is it not the common feehng that mankind in the

mass—in the proportion of thousands to one—have failed to attain to

anything of true rehgion ; to any, the least of that which fulfils the
real and great design of the Creator? Is it not commonly felt that the
mass of men's pursuits, of their occupations, of their pleasures, is com-
pletely severed from this great purpose? In labour, in merchandise, in

the practice of law and of medicine, in literature, in sculpture, painting,

poetry, music, is it not the constant doctrine or implication of the

pulpit, that there is no religion, no spiritual virtue, nothing accordant
with the Gospel of Christ? Men, amidst their pursuits, may attain to

a divine life ; but are not the pursuits themselves regarded as having
nothing, strictly speaking, to do with such a life—as having in them no
elements of spiritual good—as having in them no tendency to advance
religion and goodness in the world?

This certainly, upon the face of it, is a very extraordinary assumption.
The pursuits in question are—some of them necessary ; others useful

;

and all, natural ; that is to say, they are developments, and inevitable

and predestined developments, of the nature which God has given us.

And yet it is maintained and believed, that they have no tendency to
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promote liis great design in making the world ; that they have nothing

m them allied to his purpose ; that, at the most, they are oidy compatible

with it, and that the actual office which they discharge in the world, is

to lead men away from it. The whole, heaven-ordained activity,

occupation, care, ingenuity of human life, is at war with its great

purpose. And if one would seek the welfare of his soul, he is advised

to leave all—the former, his plough—the merchant, his ships—the

lawyer, his briefs—and the painter, his easel ; and to go to a revival-

meeting or a confessional, or to retire to his closet. I need not >ay that

I am not liero objecting to meditation—to distinct, thoughtful, and

solemn meditation—as one of the means of piety and virtue ; but I do

protest against this ban and exclusion, which are thus virtually laid

upon the beneficent and religious instrumentalities of a wise and
gracious Providence.

On the cif'Jtrary, I ma fn tain that everything is beautiful in its time

—

in its place—in its appointed office ; that everything which man is put

to do, naturally helps to work out his salvation ; in other words, that if

he obey the genuine principles of liis caUing, he will be a good man

;

and that it is only through disobedience to the heaven-appointed tasks,

eitlier by wandering into idle dissipation, or by violating their beneficent

and lofty spirit, tliat he becomes a bad man. Yes, if man would yield

himself to the great training of Providence in the appointed action of

life, we should not need churches nor ordinances ; though they might
still be proper for the expression of religious homage and gratitude.

Let us then look at this action of life, and attempt to see what is

involved in it, and whether it is all alien, as is commonly supposed, to

the spirit of sacred truth and virtue.

I. And the first sphere of visible activity which presents itself, is

labour—the business of life, as opposed to what is commonly called

study. I have before spoken of the moral ministration of labour ; but
let us, in connexion witli this subject, advert to it again.

My subject in this discourse is the religion of life ; and I now say
that there is a religion of toil. It is not aU drudgery—a mere stretching

of the limbs and straining of tlie sinews to tasks. It has a meaning.
It has an intent. A living heart pours life-blood into the toihng ai'ui.

Warm affections mingle with weary tasks. I say not how ])uro those

affections are, or how much of imperfection may mix with them, but I

say that they arc of a class, hcM by all men to be venerable and dear;

that they partake of a kind of natural sanctity. They are, in other

words, the home affections, Tlie labour that spreads itself over tilled

acres, all points for its centre, to the country fai'm-house. Tiie labour

that plies its task in busy cities, has the same central point, and
thither it brings daily suj)plies. And when I sec the weary hand
bearing that nightly offering; when 1 see the toiling days-man, carrying

to his home the means of support and comfort ; that offering is sacred

to my thought, as a sacrifice at a golden shrine. Alas I many faults

there are, amidst the toils of life—many hasty and harsh words are

spoken ; but why do those toils go on at all ?—why are they not given
up entirely—weary and hard and exasperating as they often are?

Because in that home is sickness, or age, or protected though helping

woman, to be provided for. Because that there, is helpless infancy or

gentle childhood, that must not want.
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Such are the labours of life ; and though it is true that mere selfish-

ness, mere solitary need, would prompt to irregular aud occasioual

exertion, or would push some ambitious persons, of covetous desires, to

continued and persevering effort, yet I am persuaded, that the selfish

impulses would never create that scene of labour which we behold

around us.

Let us next look at the studious professions.

And I must confess that I have often been struck with surprise that

a physician could be an undevout man. His study—the human frame

—is the most wonderful display of divine wisdom in the world, the

most astonishing proof of contrivance, of providence. Fearfully aud
wonderfully is it made ; and if he who contemplates it, is not a reverent

and heaven-adoring man, he is false to the very study that he calls his

own. He reads a page, folded from the eyes of most men— a page of

wondrous hieroglyphics— that handwriting of nerves, and smews, and
arteries ; darkly he reads it, with a feeling enforced upon him that there

is a wisdom above and beyond him; and if he is not a rehgiously

inquiring and humble man, it seems to me that he knows not what he

reads. Then again, it is his office to visit scenes, where he is most

especially taught the frailty of life, the impotence of man, and the need

of a divine helper ; where the strong man is bowed down by an invisible

blow, to debility, to delirium, to utter helplessness ; where the dying

stretch out their hands to heaven for aid, and to immortality for a

reliance ; where affliction, smitten to the dust aud stript of all earthly

supports, plainly declares that no sufficient resource is left for it, but

Almighty Goodness. I do not say, that there is anything in the

physician's calling which necessarily makes him a rehgious and good

man ; but 1 do say, that if he obeys the true spirit of his calling, he

must be led to the formation of such a character, as the inevitable

result.

Turn next to the vocation of the lawyer—and what is it? It is to

contribute his aid to the establishment and vindication of justice in the

world. But what is justice? It is rectitude, righteousness. It is the

right between man and man ; and as an absolute quality, it is the liigh

attribute of God. The lawyer may fall below this aim and view of his

vocation, but that is not the fault of his vocation. His vocation is most
moral, most religious ; it connects him, most emphatically, with God ;

he is the minister ofAlmighty justice. In the strictest construction of

things, the clergyman is not more truly God's minister than he is. I

know that the prevailing view is a different one. I know that the world

looks upon this profession as altogether irrehgious or altogether un-

religious at the best. To say that the lawyer, however legitimately

employed, is most religiously employed, sounds in most ears like

mockery, I suppose. But let us look at his function, and let us put it in

the most doubtful hght. He goes up to the court of justice to plead the

cause of his client. All the day long he is engaged with examining

witnesses, sifting evidence, and wrangling, if you please, for points of

evidence, and construction, and law. He may commit mistakes, no doubt.

He may err, in temper or in judgment. But suppose that his leading

aim, his wish, is to obtain justice. And it is a very supposable thing,

even though he be on the wi'ong side. He goes into the case, and ho goes

up to the court, not kno\iing what the right is—what the evidence is.
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strenuously handles and sifts tlio evidence, to hcli) on towards the right

conchision. Or if jou say it is to liclp his view of the case, still his

function ministers to the same thing. For the conclusion is not com-
mitted to him ; it lies with the judge and the jury ; his olhcc is

ministerial; and he is to put forward every fair point on his side, as his

opponent will on the other side, hecausc these are the very means—nay,

the indispensable means, for coming to a righteous decision. And I

say, that if he does this fairly and honestly, with a feeling of true self-

respect, honour, and conscience— with a feeling that (.iod's justice

reigns in tliat liigh tribunal,—then he is acting a religious pai-t ; he is

leading, that day, a religious life. If righteousness, if justice is any
part of religion, he is doing so. No matter whether, during all that

day, he has on(;e appealed in form, or in terms, to his conscience or not;

no matter whether he has once spoken of religion and of God, or not

;

if there has been the inward appeal, the inward purpose—the conscious

intent and desire that justice, sacred justice, should triumph, he has

that day led a good and religious hfe: and certainly, he has been

making a most essential contribution to that religion of hfe and of

society—the cause of eijuity between man and man—of truth and
righteousness in the world.

There are certain other pursuits, of an intellectual character, which
require to be noticed in this connexion—those, I mean, of literature and
the arts. And the question here, let it be borne in mind, is not whe-
ther these pursuits are always conducted upon the highest principles

;

but whether they are, in tlieir proper nature, and in their justest and
highest character, religious and good ; whether, between these functions

and religion there is any natural affinity ; whether or not, in their

legitimate tendency, they are helping to work out the world's salvation

from vice, and sin, and spiritual misery. And certainly, to him who
is looking with any anxiety to the great moral end of providence, this

is a very serious question. For in these forms—of literature and art

—

the highest genius of the world is usually revealed. The cost of tiuio

and money to which they put the world, is not a small consideration.

The laboured works of art, and the means lavished to obtain them ; tho

writing, printing, selling, and reading of books; all tliis presents one of

the grandest features of our modern civilization, liut the cost of mental
labour is more than this ; it is of the very life-blood of the world. This

great power of cuinmunication icith lucn, is not only working, and putting

in requisition much of the laboiu' and time of the world, but it is often

working painfully, ami is wasting the noblest strength in its strenuous

toils. In silent and solitary places genius is often found consuming
away in tho fires which it has kindled. And now the question is—on
what altars are these priceless offerings laid?

Let it bo considered, then, in answer to tliis question, how few

statues, paintings, or books, have any l)ad design. Point nie to one in

an hundred—to one in a thousand, or ten thousand—that recommends
vice. \Vhat, then, do they inculcate? Surely it is virtue, sanctity,

the grandeur of the spiritual part of man. What do we see in these

works i It is in sculpture, the fearful beauty of the God of light, or

tho severe majesty of the Hebrew lawgiver, or the solemn dignity of tho

Christ. It is in paintnig. some form of moral lovehness, some saint in

tho rapture of devotion—or a Christian, constant, serene, forgiving.
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victorious iu the agonies of martyrdom. It is in writing—in fiction, in

poetry, in the drama— some actor or sufferer, nobly sustaining himself

amidst temptations, difficulties, conflicts, and sorrows— holding on his

bright career through clouds and storms, to the goal of virtue and of

heaven ! Of course, I do not say that there are no moral defects in

these representations; but most certain it is, nevertheless, that the

highest literature and art of every age, embody its highest spiritual

ideal of excellence. And even when we descend from their higher

manifestations, and find them simply amusing, there is nothing in this

that is hostile to religion. Men must have recreation ; and literature

and art furnish that which is most pure, innocent, and refinmg.

They are already drawing away multitudes from coarser indulgences,

and from places of low and vile resort. And the theatre, were it purged

from certain offensive appendages, might be one of the most admirable

ministrations conceivable, to the recreation and entertainment of the

people. Nay, a great actor—as woU as a great dramatist—in the

legitimate walk of his art, may be a most effective and tremendous
preacher of virtue to the people.

But, to go again to the main point, I must strenuously maintain,

that books—to be of religious tendency—to be ministers to the general

piety and virtue—need not be books of sermons, nor books of pious

exercises, nor books of prayers. These all have their great and good
office to discharge : but whatever inculcates pure sentiment—whatever
touches the heart with the beauty of virtue, and the blessedness of

piety, is in accordance with religion ; and this is the Gospel of literature

and art. Yes, and it is preached from many a wall, it is preached from
many a book—ay, from many a poem, and fiction, and review, and
newspaper ; and it would be a painful error, and a miserable narrow-

ness, not to recognise these wide-spread agencies of heaven's providing

—not to see and welcome these many-handed coadjutors to the great

and good cause. Christianity has, in fact, poured a measure of its own
spirit into these forms ; and not to recognise it there, is to deny its own
specific character and claim. There are religious books, indeed, which
may be compared to the solid gold of Christianity ; but many of its

fairest gems have their setting in literature and art ; and if it is a piti-

able blindness not to see its beautiful spirit, even when it is surrounded

by ignorance and poverty, what must it be not to recognise it when it

is set in the richest framework tliat human genius, imagination, and
art, can devise for it?

There is one of the arts of expression which I have not mentioned

—

which sometimes seems to me a finer breathing out of the soul than any
otlier, and which certainly breathes a more immediate and inspiring

tone into the heart of the world than any other—I mean music. Eloquent

writing is great ; eloquent speaking is greater ; but an impromptu burst

of song, or strain of music, like one of old Beethoven's voluntaries, 1 am
inclined to say, is something greater. And now, when this wonderful

power spreads around its spell, abnost like inspiration ; when, celebrat-

ing heroism, magnanimity, pity, or pure love, it touches the heart with

rapture, and fills the eye with teai's, is it to be accounted among things

profane or irreligious? Must it be heard in church to be made a holy

thing? Must the words of its soul-thrilling utterance be the teclmical

words of religion— grace, godliness, righteousness— in order to mean
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anything divine ? No ; the vocation of tlio really great singer, breathing

inspirations of trutli and tenderness into tlic mind, is as holy as th«

vocation of the great jjrcaohor. In our dwcUin^'-s, and in concert-rooms,

ay, and in opera-houses—so the theme be pure and great—there is

prcavhint], as truly as within church walls.

My brethren, give me your patience—if I must suppose that what I

am saying needs it. Do but consider what the great arts of mental and
moral communication express. Are they not oftentimes the very same
qualities that you revere in religion? Are goodness, pity, magnani-
mous self-sacrifice, and heroic virtue, less divine, because they are ex-

pressed in literature, in painting, or in song? And when you are moved
to admiration, to tears, at some great example of heroism or self-sacri-

fice—be it by music, or dramatic representation—and when the same
thing moves you in preaching—are you entirely to distinguish between

the cases, and to say that the one feeling is profane, and the other holy?

Observe, that 1 do not ask you to revere religion less, but to see and
to welcome new, and perhaps before unthought of, instruments and
agencies in the great field. You fear, perhaps, that they are not alto-

gether pure. Then, I say, cut off, and cast away, tlie bad part ; I plead

not for tliat, but none the less accept the good. Nay, and I might ask.

Is religious teaching itself all pure—all right? Indeed, I think that

religion and religious teaching have been as much perverted and
abused as labour, literature, or art.

It is every way most injurious and unjust to brand everything as

irreligious that is not specifically devoted to religion ; to deny, and as

it were, to forbid, to work any good work, those who " follow not after

us." Our Saviour rebuked his disciples in such a case ; saying, forbid

them not—"he that is not against me is for me." It is a bigotry

totally unwortliy of the generous and glorious Gospel, to hold in utter

distrust and desecration all the beneficent activities of the world, all its

kindly affections, all the high purposes and sentiments that live both

in its physi(;al and mental toils, because they do not come within the

narrow pale of a technical religion ; because they arc not embraced in

the mystic secret of what is called relir/ious experience. All men are

experiencing, more or less, what the Cliristian is experiencing. If his

experience is higher and more perfect, is that a reason why lie shall dis-

dain an<l reject everything that is like it in otliers? As well might tho

sage, the pliilosopher, repudiate and scorn all the common sense and
knowledge of the world. If he does so, we call him a bigoted and
scholastic pliilosopher. And if the Christian does so, we must call him
a bigoted and mvstic Cliristian. And, let me add, that if ho were a

generous and h)fty-minded Christian, I cannot conceive what could bo

more distressing and mournful to him, than to hold all human exist-

ence, with the oxception of his little pecuharity, to be a dark and deso-

late waste—to see all beside, as a gloomy mass of ignorance, error, sin,

and sorrow. It is the reproduction, on Christian ground, of the oil

Jewish exclusion and bigotry.

II. Lot us now extend our view to another department of human
life—recreation ; and let us .seo whether we cannot embrace this within

the gi'eat bond of religion ; whether we cannot reclaim another lost

territory to tho highest service of man.
The isles of refreshment; tho gardens and bowers of recreation ; the
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l»laj-grounds for sport ; somewhere must they lie embosomed in thi;?

great world of labour ; for man cannot always toil. I'lacc for mirth and

gaiety, and wit, and laughter—somewhere must it be found ; for God
hath made our nature to develop these very things. Is not this suffi-

cient to vindicate the claim of recreation to be part of a good and reli-

gious life?

But let us look at the matter in another light. Suppose the world

of men were created—and created in fuU maturity—but yesterday;

and suppose it to be a world of beings, religious, devout, and devoutly

grateful and good. The first employment that engages it, as a matter

of necessity, and of evident appointment too, is labour. But after

some days or weeks of toil, it becomes acquainted with a new fact. It

finds that incessant toil is impracticable ; that it is breaking down both

mind and body ; in fact, that neither body nor mind was made for it.

In short, the necessity of recreation becomes manifest. What then,

mider this view of the case, would men do ? Social, and socially

inclined, especially in their lighter engagements, would they not very

naturally say, "Lotus devise games and sports; let us have music

and dancing ; let us listen to amusing recitations, or dramatic stories

of life's gaiety or grandeur ; and let us obey these tendencies and wants

of our nature, in ever-kept, grateful veneration and love of him who
has made us." And if all this were followed out in primeval innocence,

with a religious devoutness and gratitude, I suppose that every objection

to it would be removed from the minds of the most scrupulous.

The objection, then, lies against the abuse of these things. But
what is the proper moral business of such an objection? Is it to extir-

pate the things in question? It cannot. Games, gaieties—sports,

spectacles, there will be, as long as men liave limbs, or eyes, or eax's.

It is no factitious choice which the world has made of its amusements.

It chose them because it wanted them. The development here, is as

natural as it is in the arts. You might as well talk of extirpating

music and painting, as of driving the common amusements out of the

world. Shall the religious objection then, since it cannot destroy, pro-

ceed to vilify these amusements? What! vilify an ordinance of nature,

a necessity of man, a thing that cannot be helped! Is this the wisdom
of rehgion—to degrade what it cannot destroy ; to make of that which

it cannot prevent, the worst that can be made ; to banish alike from its

protection and remedy, that which it cannot banish from the world?

There lies the garden of recreation, close by the field of labour! and
they cannot be severed ; and men must and will pass from one to the

other ; and is it the office of religion to curse that garden, to pronounce

it unholy ground, and so to give it up to utter levity or license ? Nay,
< an anything be plainer than that it is the business of religion to reform

the amusements of the day? Reform, I believe, is the only measure

that can be taken with the theatre ; for that which has its root in the

natural tastes, customs, and literature, of all civihzed ages, is not

likely to be eradicated. But how is anything to be reformed? By
invective, by opprobrium, by heaping contempt upon it? By casting

it out from the pale of good influences, by withdrawing good men
from all contact with it, by consigning it over to the irreligion, frivolity,

and self-indulgence of the world? Surely not. And therefore am
1 anxious to show that recreation must come within the plan of good
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lifo, aii<l hcnco to show that it is not to be snatched as a forbidden

pleasure ; not to be distorted by the liand of reckless license ; but to

be welcomed, ay, and consecrated, by calm, conscientious, rational

enjoyment.

The objection I am considering, is, that the common and chosen

recreations of the world are abused. If thoy were pure and innocent,

it would have nothing to say. But what is not abused? Is not

business—is not rohgion itself abused? Are thoy therefore to bo
denounced and driven away from the sight of man? The objection

carried out, wouM reduce the whole world to dead silence and inaction.

But this cannot be tolerated. We must work ; and we must do busi-

ness ; and we must relax into gaiety and sportivencss wlien our work is

done. Improvements may bo introduced into each sphere of action,

and Jiave been all along, through ages ; but the sphere must remain

;

and it must remain essentially tlie same. You can no more get men
to amuse themselves in some entirely new manner, than you can get

them to do business, or to draw deeds, or to labour upon the arts, in

some entirely new manner. I tell the ascetic religionist that there

vill be gaiety and laughter—there icill be assemblies, and music, and
dancing—ay, and, as I think, cards and theatres, as long as the world

stands. Whether he like it or not—whether / hkc it or not,—it cannot
he helped.

Now there are abuses of these things. What are we to say of the

almses? " Let them crush down and destroy the things themselves"

—

do we say ? Ijut they cannot. Then let tliem be cut off. There is

really nothing else to bo done. Elevate, refine, purify the public

amusements. Let religion recognise and restrain them. Let it not, as

is too common, drive them to license and extravagance ; but let it throw
around them its gentle and holy bonds, to make them pure, cheerful,

healthful—helpful to the great ends of hfe. What a blessed thing for

the world were it, if its amusements could thus be rescued, redeemed,
and brought into the service of its virtue and piety! What a blessed

thing for the weary world, for the youthful world, for the joyous world,

if the steps of its recreation, trodden in cheerful innocence and devout
gi'atitude, could be ever leading it to heaven

!

I have now considered two great dejiartments of life; labour, physical

and mental—and recreation. My design has been, to rescue them
from the common imputation of being net'essarily or altogether worldly

or irreligious; to resist the prevailing notion, tliat all true religion, all

true spiritual goodness, is gathered up in certain and (so-called) sacred

professions, peculiarities, and places ; to show that in all the heaven-
ordained pursuits and conditions of life, there are elements of good

;

that the spirit of God is breathing its gracious i:ifluence through the
world ; that there is a religion of life, unrecognised in our ordinary
religious systems, but real and true, and either worthy of our welromo
and admiration, or when defective or wrong, worthy of our endeavour
to correct and improve it.

III. liut, once more, there is a religion of society.

This topic, let me observe, is essentially distinct from those which I
have already discussed. It is true that our lal)our and recreation are
mostly social ; but in the social bond tliere is something more than the

business or the amusement whidi takes advantage of it. It has a
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holiness, a grandeur, a sweetness of its own. The world, indeed, is

encircled by that bond ; and what is it? In business, there is some-

thing more than barter, exchange, price, payment; there is a sacred

faith of man in man. When you know one in whose integrity you
repose perfect confidence ; when you feel that he will not swerve

from conscience for any temptation,

—

that integrity, that conscience is

the image of God to you ; and when you believe in it, it is as generous

and great an act, as if you believed in the rectitude of heaven. In gay
assembUes for amusement again—not instruments of music, not rich

apparel, not sumptuous entertainments, are the chief things ; but the

gushing and mingling affections of life. I know what is said, and may
be truly said, of selfishness, and pride, and envy, in these scenes ; but I

know too, that good affections go up to these gathering places, or they

would be as desolate as the spoil-clad caves and dens of thieves and
robbers. Look at two kind-hearted acquaintances meeting in those

places, or meeting in the market or on the exchange ; and see the warm
pressure of the hand, the kindling of the eye, the suffusion of the whole

countenance with heartfelt gladness ; and tell me if there is not a
religion between those hearts—a true love and worshipping, in each

other, of the true and good. It is not policy that spreads such a charai

around that meeting, but the halo of bright and beautiful affection. It

hangs like the soft enfolding sky, over all the world, over aU places

where men meet, and toil or walk together—not over lovers' bowers

and marriage altars alone—not over the homes of purity and tenderness

alone ;
yet these are in the world—but over all tiUed fields, and busy

workshops, and dusty highways, and paved streets. There is not a
trodden stone upon tliese side-walks, but it has been an altar for such

offerings of mutual kindness. There is not a wooden piUar nor an iron

railing, against which throbbing hearts have not leaned. True, there

are other elements in the stream of life, that is flowing through these

channels. But will any one dare to deny that this element is here

and everywhere—honest, heartfelt, disinterested, inexpressible affection.

If he dare, let him do so, and then confess that he is a brute or a

fiend, and not a man. But if this element is here—is everywhere,

what is it?

To answer this question, let us ask, what is God ? And the apostle

answers, "God is love." And is not this, of which we have been

speaking, love—true, pure love? Deny it, and bear upon your head
the indignation of all mankind. But admit it ; and what do you admit?

That God's love is poured into human hearts. Yes, into human hearts

!

Oh ! sad, sad—frail, erring, broken, are they often
;
yet God's spirit is

breathing through them—else were they despoiled, desolate, crushed,

beyond recovei'y, beyond hope. It is that same spirit of love that

enshrines the earth and enrobes the heavens with beauty ; and if there

were not an eye of love to see it, a heart of love to feel it, all nature

would be the desolate abode of creatures as desolate.

I know full well, alas! that there are other tilings in life besides

love. I know that in city streets, not far removed from us, are depths

beneath depths of sorrow and sin ; that in cellars beneath cellars, and

in stories above stories, are crowded together poverty, and wretclu d-

ness, and filth, and vileness. Oh ! desolate and dreary abodes—where,

through the long bright day, only want, and toil, and sorrow knock at
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all your gates—only blows of passion, and slu-ieks of children, and
cursings of drunkenness, and oaths of the profane, measure out the
heavy hours I—Are there no hearts to bleed fur you? Are there uo
energies of love to interpose for you ? fShall the stream of glad and
prosperous life flow so near you, and necer come to cleanse out your
mipuritics, an<l heal your miseries? Nay, in that stream of glad and
joyous life, 1 know that tliero aro ingredients of evil—the very ingre-

dients indeed that prevent a consummation so blessed. I know, that

amidst gay equipages, selfishness is born ; and that amidst luxurious

entertiiininents, pride is nursed, and sensuality gorged ; and that through
fair and fair-seeming assemblies, onvy steals, and liatred and revenge

spread their wiles ; and that many a bad passion casts its shade over

tlie brightest atmosplioro of social life. AU this I know. I do not refuse

to see the evil that is in life. But tell me not that all is evil. I

still see God in the world. I see good amidst the evil. I see the

hand of mercy often guiding tlie chariot of wealth to the abodes of poverty

and sorrow. I see truth and simplicity amidst many wiles and sophis-

tries. There is a habit of berating fashionable life, which is often

founded more in ignorance than ill-wiU. Those who know better, know
that there is good everywhere. I see good hearts beneath gay robes

—

ay, and beneath tattered robes, too. I see love clasping the hand of

love, amidst all the envyiiigs and distortions of showy competition ; and
I see fidelity, piety, sympathy holding the long niglit-watch by
the bed-side of a sutfering neighbour, amidst all-surrounding poverty

and misei'y. God bless the kindly office, the pitying thought, the loving

heart, wherever it is—and it is everywhere!
Why, my brethren, do I insist upon this? Why do I endeavour to

spread life before you in a new light—in a light, not recognised by most
of our religious systems ? I will endeavour in few words to tell you.

I am made to be affected, in many respects, by the consciousness of

what is passing around mo, but especially in my happiness and my im-
provement. 1 am more than an inhabitant of the world ; I am a

sjTnpathising member of the great human community. Its condition

comes as a blessing, or weighs as a burthen upon my single thought.

It is a discouragement or an excitement, to all that is good and
happy within me. If I dwell in this world as in a prison ; if the higher

faith, the religion of my being, compels me to regard it in this light

;

if all its employments are prison employments, mere penal tasks or

drudgeries to keep its tenants out of mischief; if all its ingenious

handicrafts aro but prison arts and contrivances to while away the

time ; if all its relations are prison relations, relations of dishke or sel-

fishness, or of compact and cunning in evil,—if the world is such a
place, it must be a gloumy and unholy place, a dark abode, a wilderness

world; yes, though its walls were built of massive gold, and its dome
were spread with sapphire, and studded with diamond stars, I must
look upon it with sadness— I must look upon its inhabitants with cold-

ness, distrust, and disdain. It is a picture which I have drawn ; but

it is mainly a picture of the world as viewed by the prevailing rehgion

of our time. Nay more ; from this prison, it deems tliat thousands aro

daily carried to execution—jjlunged into a lake of lire—there to burn
for over. And if the belief of its votaries actually came u]) to its creed,

gaiety and jnyousncss in such a world would be more misplaced and
2 D
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shocking a tJionsand times, than tliey would be in the gloomiest peni-

tentiary that ever was builded. Is tliis fair and bright world—is God's

world—such a place? If it is, I am sure that it was not made for any

rational and reflective happiness ; but mountain to mountain, and con-

tinent to continent, and age to ago, should echo nothing but sighs and

groans.

But, if this world, instead of being a prison, is a school; if all its

appouited tasks are teachings ; if all its ordained employments are fit

means for improvement, and all its proper amusements are the good

recreations of virtuous toil and endeavour; if, however perverse and

sinful men are, there is an element of good in all their lawful pursuits,

and a diviner breathing in aU their lawful affections; if the ground

whereon they tread is holy ground ; if there is a natural religion of life,

answering, with however many a broken tone, to the i-eligion of

nature ; if there is a beauty and glory of humanity, answering, with

however many a mingled shade, to the loveliness of soft landscapes and

embosoming hills, and the overhanging glory of the deep, blue hea-

vens—then all is changed. And it is changed not more for happiness

than it is for virtue.

For then do men find that they may be virtuous, improving, rehgious,

in their employments—that this is precisely what their employments

were made for. Then will they find that all their social relations

—

friendship, love, family ties—were made to be holy. Then will they

find that they may be rehgious, not by a kind of protest and resistance

against their several vocations, but by coniormity to their true spirit

;

that their vocations do not exclude rehgion, but demand it for their

own perfection ; that they may be religious labourers , whether in field

or factory— religious physicians and lawyers— rehgious sculptors,

painters, and musicians ; that they may be religious in all the toils and

amusements of life ; that their life may be a rehgion ; the broad earth

its altar—its incense, the very breath of hfe—and its fires kindled, ever

kindled, by the brightness of heaven.



ON THE IDENTITY OF RELIGION WITH GOODNESS,

AND WITH A GOOD LIFE.

1 John iv. 24 :
" If a man say, I love God, and hatcth his brother, he is a liar

;

for he that lovcth not his brother whom lie hath seen, how can he love God
whom Ik- hath not seen?"

If there is any mission for the true teacher to accomplish iu this age,

it is to identify religion with goodness ; to show that they are the samo
thing—manifestations, that is to say, of the same principle,—to show,
in other M-ords, and according to the apostlo, that no man is to bo
acconnted a lover of God, who is not a lover of his brother. It is—

I

say again—to identify religion with morals, religion with virtue ; with
justice, truth, integrity, honesty, generosity, disinterestedness—religion

with the higlicst beauty and loveliness of character. This, I repeat, is

the great mission and message of the true teacher to-day. Wliat it

may be some other day—what transcendental thing may be waiting to

be taught, 1 do not know ; but this I conceive is the practical business

of religious instruction now. Let me not be misunderstood, as if I

were supposed to say tliat this or any other mere doctrine, were the
vltimute end of preaching. That is, to make men holy. But how shall

any preaching avail to make men holy, unless it do rightly and (-Icarlj

teach them what it is to be holy ? If tliey mistake here, all their labour

to be religious, all their hearing of the word. Sabbath-keeping, praying,

and striving, will bo in vain. And therefore I liold that to teach this,

and especially to show that religion is not sometliing else tlian a good
lieart, but is that very thing—this, I say, is tlie burden of the present

time.

I use now an old prophetic phrase, and I may remark here, that

every time has its burden. In the times of the Old Testament, tlio

burden of teaching was, to assert the supremacy and spirituality of

God, in opposition to idolatry. In the Christian time, it was to set

forth that universal and im|)artial, and that most real and true lovo

whicli God has fur liis earthly creatiu'cs, in opposition to Jowisli pecu-
liarity, and I'agan indiU'erence, and all human distrust—a love, declared

by one wjio came from tlie bosom of tlie Father, sealed in liis blood,

and tims bringing nigh to (Jod, a guilty, estranged, and unbelieving

world. Tiie burden of the Keformation time was to assert the freedom
of religion ; to bring it out from the bondage of hmnan authority into

tlio sanctuary of laivato judgmeut and sacred cousciouco. But uow.
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religion having escaped from Pagan idolatry, and Jewish exclusion, and
papal bondage, and survived many a controversy since, has encountered

a deeper question concerning its own nature. What especially is

religion itself? This, I say, is the great question of the present day.

It underhes aU our coiitrovcrsies. It is that which gives the main
interest to every controversy. For whether the controversy be about

forms or creeds, the vital question is, whether this or that ritual or

doctrine ministers essentially to true religion ; so tliat if a man em-
braces some other system, he is fatally deficient of the vital means of

salvation. And this brings us to the question, what is true religion

itself?

This question, as I have intimated, presses mainly upon a single

point, which I will now state, and argue as a contested point: viz,

whether religion, in its essence, consists in a principle of rectitude, of

goodness, in a simple and true love of the true and divine, or whether

it consists in something else ; or in other words—whether it consists in

certain intelligible aifections, or in something, to the mass of men,
unknown and unintelligible.

This question craves some explanation, both that you may understand

what it is, and may perceive that it is a question ; and I must bespeak

your patience.

In entering upon these points, let us consider, in the first place, what
is the ground on which the general assertion in our text proceeds.

There is, then, but one true principle in the mind, and that is the

love of the true, the right, the holy. There is but one character of the

soul, to which God has given his approbation, and with which he has

connected the certainty of happiness here and hereafter. There is

something in the soul which is made the condition of its salvation ; and
that something is one thing, though it has many forms. It is sometimes

called grace in the heart, sometimes holiness, righteousness, confonnity

to the character of God ; but the term for it, most famiUar in popular

use, is religion. The constant question is, when a man's spiritual

safety or well-being is the point for consideration—when he is going to

die, and men would know whether he is to be happy hereafter—has he
got religion? or, has he been a religious man? I must confess that I

do not like this use of the term. I am accustomed to consider religion

as reverence and love towards God ; and to consider it, therefore, as

only one part of rectitude or excellence.

But you know that it commonly stands for the whole of that character

which God requires of us. Now what I am saying is, that this cha-

racter is, in principle, one thing. It is, being right ; and being riglit is

but one thing. It has many forms ; but only one essence. It may bo

the love of God, and then it is piety. It may be tlie love of men, and
then it is philanthropy. But the love of God, and the love of man as

bearing his image, are in essence the same thing. Or to discriminate

with regard to this second table of the law ; it may be a love of men's
happiness, and then it is the very image of God's benevolence; or it

may be the love of holiness in men, of their goodness, justice, truth,

virtue, and then it is a love of the same things that form, when
infinitely exalted, the character of God. All these forms of excellence,

if they cannot be resolved into one principle, are certainly parts of one

great consciousness, the consciousness of right ; they at any rate have
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the strictest alliance ; they arc inseparably bound together as parts of

one whole ; tlio very nature of true excellence in one form is a pledge

for its existence in every other form, lie who has the right principle

in him is a lover of God, and a lover of good men, and a lover of all

goodness and purity, and a labourer for the happiness of all around him.

The tree is one, though the branches, and the leaves, and the blossoms

bo many aiid various ; all spring from one vital germ ; so that the

apostle, in our text, will not allow it to be said, that a man is a lover of

God, who docs not love his brethren of the human family.

Now it may surprise you, at first, to hear it asserted, that this

apparently reasonable account of the matter does not accord with the

popukir judgment. To this point of explanation, therefore, 1 must
invite your attention, lest I seem to fight as one that beatcth the air.

It is true, then, that it is admitted in general, that the Christian, the

object of God's favour here and hereafter, must be a good man—

a

ju.st, honest, pure, benevolent man. These admissions are general and
vague. We must penetrate into this matter, with some more discri-

minating in(|uiry. \Vhat is it, specifically, that makes a man spiritually

a Christian, and entitles him to hope for future happiness? The
common answer is,— it is religion, it is piety, it is grace in the heart,

it is being converted, it is being in Christ, and being a new creatui'e.

These phrases I might comment upon, if I had time, and I might show
that they have a very true and just meaning. But what is the meaning
that they actually convey to most hearers ? What is this inmost and
saving principle of rebgion— this grace or godliness— this spirit of the

regenerated man? Is it not something peculiar to the regenerate— not

something more of goodness in them than in other men, but something
different in them from goodness in others? Is it not something
possessed by them alone, unshared by the rest of the world ; unknown,
completely unknown, and, in fact, inconceivable to the great body of

mankind! Arc not the saints— God's people, as they are called

—

supposed to have some secret of experience wrapped up in thera, with
which the stranger intermeddleth not— of which the world knoweth
nothing? I do not wish to have this so understood, if it is not true.

Ikit if it is true, it is too serious a point to be tampered witli, or treated

with any fastidious delicacy: I say, then, plainly and earnestly, is it

not true? If you ask most men around yon what is that gracious state

of the heart which is produced by the act of regeneration, will they not
say that they do not knowi And all that they can say al)out it—
provided they have any serious thoughts— will it not be this— that they
hope they shall know some time or other? But they know what truth,

kindness, honesty, self-denial, disinterestedness are. They know, or

suppose tliat they know, what penitence, sorrow for doing wrong is.

Gratitude to God, also— the love of (Jod— they deem is no enigma to

them. They certainly have some idea of these qualities. I do not
say how much, Inj experience, they know of all these tilings ; but I say
tliey have some idea of what these things mean. If, then, they are

told, and if they believe, that all this does not reach to tho true idea of

religion, it follows, that religion must be, in their account, some enigma
or mystery— it is some inconceivable effect of divine grace, or moving
of gracious affections in the heart; it must bo somutliing different from
A\ that men arc wont to call goodness, excellence, lovehuess.
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But to make this still plainer, if need be ; what, let it be asked, are
most men looking for and desiring, when thej seek rehgion? In a
revival of religion, as it is termed, what is the anxious man seeking?

Is it not something as completely strange and foreign to his ordinai-y

experience, as would be the effect of the mystery called animal magne-
tism? A man is declining into the vale of years, or he is lymg upon
the bed of death, and he wants religion— wants that something which
will prepare him for a happy hereafter. He has got beyond the idea

that the priest can save him, or that extreme unction can save him, or

that any outward rite can save him. He knows that it must be some-
thing in his own soul. And now, what shall it be ? "What does he set

himself to do, or to seek? What is the point about which his anxious

desires are hovering?" " Oh! that that thing could be wrought in me,
on which all depends! I know not what it is; but I want it; I pray
for it." And this something that is to be done in him, is something
that can be done in a moment? Can anything be plainer, then, than
this which I am saying— that ho is not looking to the increase, and
strengthening, and perfection of truth, kindness, disinterestedness,

humility, gx'atitude to God, to save him— not for the increase and
strengthening of anything that is already in him ; but for the lodgment
in him of something new that will save him. He does not set himself,

in seeking rehgion, about the cultivation of known affections, but about
the attainment of unknown affections.

Look again, for further proof, at the language of the popular religion,

whether heard from the pulpit, or coming from the press. "What is

moi'e common than to hear morality decried, and the most lovely virtue

disparaged, in comparison with something called grace in the heart?

Morality is allowed to bo a very good thing for this world, but no
preparation for the next ; or it is insisted on as a consequence of grace,

but is considered as no part of grace itself; or if it is admitted, that by
an infusion of grace, moraUty may become a holy thing, still, by this

supposition, the grace maintains its position as the distinct, peculiar,

and primal essence of virtue. Observe, that I do not say that anybody
preaches against kindness, honesty, and truth-telling, absolutely. Nay,
they are insisted on. But in what character? Why, as evidences of
that other thing, called religion or grace. They are not that thing, nor
any part of it ; but only evidences of it. And observe, too, that if it

were only said that much that is called morality and kindness is not

real morality or kindness ; that the ordinary standard of virtue is too

low, and needs to be raised,— to that discrimination I should have
nothing to object. But the point maintained is, that nothing that is

called simple kindness or morality ever comes, or ever can, by any
increase, come up to the character of saving virtue.

There is one further and decisive consideration which I am reluctant

to mention, but which I will suggest, because it is, first of all, necessary

that I should clearly make out the case upon which my discourse

proceeds. The church has ever been accustomed to held that the

virtues of heretics are nothing worth. Now suppose a case. Here is

a body of men called heretics: Protestants they were once— Church of

England men, Puritans, Presbyterians. No age has wanted the

instance. Here is a body of men, I say, called heretics. To all human
view, they are as amiable, affectionate, and true-hearted— as honest.
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tlilij^cnt, and temperate, as any other people. They profess to reverence

religion too ; they build churches, meet together for worship ; and their

worship seems as hearty and earnest as any other. By any standard

of judging save that of theology, they appear to bo as good and devout

men as any other. Now what does the popular theology—what does

the pulpit say of them? Why this—brief!}' and summarily

—

that they

have no rcUfjion. They may be very good men, very amiable, kind,

honest, and true, and after their manner, devout; but they have no
religion. Is not the case clear? Must not religion be a secret in the

bosom of these confident judges? They vumi know what it is; but
others do not know and caimot find out. Wo must sit down in silence

and despair ; for we can know nothing about it. Or if we say anything,

there is nothing for us but to say with Job, " No doubt, ye are the

men, and wisdom shall die with you I" But this, at least, is clear;

whatever this religion is of which they speak—whether it consist in a
certain belief, or in some secretly imparted grace, it must be something
different from all that men generally understand by goodness and
devotion.

In sliort, the prevailing idea of religion is, unquestionably, that it is

some heavenly vissitant to the soul ; some divine guest that takes up its

abode there ; some essence or effiuence, not merely proceeding from
God as its cause—which it does—but partaking of unknown attributes ;

something that comes into the soul from without, and is sustained tliere

by a foreign influence ; something that is, at a certain time, created in

the heart, and is totally unlike anything that was there before ; some-
thing that is ingrafted upon our nature, and does not, in any sense,

grow out of it ; something, in fine, that is put into us, and does not, in

any sense, spring out of us—is not originally the result of any culture

or care of ours—is not wrought out of any materials found in us—not

reducible to any ordinary laws of cause and effect; but is the result of a

special and supernatural working of divine power, brought to bear upon
us. This doctrine, as I have latterly stated it, is undoubtedly modified

by some of the Xew Schools of Theology that arc rising around us ; and
this whole idea of religion is, doubtless, rejected l)y some orthodox

persons; as it was completely rejected in the old English theology of

Paley and Bi-hop Butler: but it is nevertheless very generally taught

in this country, and it is the faith, or rather the fear and trouble, of the

multitude.

Nor do I know of any recent modification of the prevailing theology,

that materially aflects the point now before us. When 1 say that,

according to that theology, religion is not wrought out of any materials

found in us, it may bo thought that I do injustice to the views of some
of its adherents. They hold perhaps, that the necessary pincers are

within us ; and simply maintain that they have never been rightly

exercised, and that, witliout a special impulse from above, they never

will be. On this sup])osition, the moral faculties of our nature stand

like ma<;hinery, waiti:i;^- for the stream of inUucuce tliat is to move
them. In the uiu'egenerate nature, they liave never been moved, or

have never been riyhtly moved ; and they never will be, by any power
among them or inherent in tliem. Tliat motion or that right motion
when it comes, will be religion. But on fhis >u]>position, is not religion

a thing still and (•<|ually unknown f Can the unregenerute man
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foresee—can lie conjecture what that motion will be? Can anjbod/
understand what it is, saving and excepting the converted man himself?

I suppose that this conclusion is incontrovertible ; and I presume

that almost every convert to the popular forms of religion would bo

found to say, " I cannot teU you what it is that I have got— I cannot

tell you what religion is : but I know by experience what it is ; and
that is enough for me."

This view of religion I propose to make the subject of some free

discussion. It demands the most serious consideration ; and I do not

remember that it has received at any hand the attention that it

deserves.

I shall first state the opposite, and, as I conceive, the true view of

religion, and briefly sliow why it is true: and I shall then proceed to

consider more at large, the consequences that must result and do result

from the prevailing, and, as I conceive, the false view.

And here let me distinctly observe, that I am not about to consider

these consequences as matters foreign and indifferent to ourselves.

They belong to us indeed, as they concern the general state of religion

in the world. But they concern us yet moi'e nearly, as they enter more
or less into the state of our own minds. No age can escape the influence

of the past. The moral history of the world is a stream that is not to

be cut off at a single point. In us, doubtless, are to be found the relics

of all past creeds, of aU past errors.

But before I proceed to these consequences, I am briefly to state

and defend what I conceive to be the true view of rehgiou, as a prin-

ciple in the mind.

For statement then I say, in the first place, that all men know what
God requires of them—what afi"ections, what virtues, what graces, what
emotions of penitence and piety ; in the second place, that all men have
a capacity for these affections, and some exercise of them, however
slight and transient ; and in the third place, that what God requires,

what constitutes the salvation of the soul, is the culture, strengthening,

enlargement, predominance of these very affections ; that he who makes
that conscience, and rectitude, and self-denial, and penitence, and
sacred love of God which he already perceives and feels, or has felt in

himself, however imperfectly—he who makes these affections the fixed,

abiding, and victorious habits of his soul, is accepted with God, and
must be happy in time and in eternity.

This is the statement; and for defence of this view of religion I

submit its own reasonableness ; nay, and I contend for its absolute

certainty as a matter of Scriptural interpretation.

First, its reasonableness. For if men, if all men, do not know what
religion is, they do not know what is required of them. To say that

God demands that to be done in us and by us, of which we have no
conception, or no just conception, is to make a statement which carries

with it its own refutation. To make a mystery of a commandment, is a
solecism amounting to absolute self-contradiction. Again, we could

not know what are the affections that are I'equired of us, unless it were

by some experience of them. It is philosophically impossible— it is, in

the nature of things, impossible— that we should. No words, no

symbols could teach us what moral or spiritual emotion is, unless we
had in ourselves some feeling of what it is: anv more than thov could
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teach a bliinl man what it is to sco, or a flcaf man wliat it is to hoar;

excellence, holiness, justice, disinterestedness, love, are words which
never could have any moaning to us, if the originals, the germs of those

qualities, were not within us. Let any person ask himself what ho
understands by love—the love of man or ot God—and how lie obtained

tho idea of that affection; and he will find that he understands it,

because he feels it, or has some time or other felt it. Once more, 1

have said that these feelings of benevolence and piety, cultivated into

tho predominant habit of the soul, are tlie very virtues and graces that

arc required of us. And is not this obviously true? We all know by
something of experience, what it is to love those around us—to wish

them well—to be kindly affectioned and mercifully disposed towards

them : and we all have had some transient emotions, at least, of gra-

titude and love to the Infinite Father. Now if all these affections were
to fill our hearts, and shine in our lives always, what would this be, but

that character in which all true religion and happiness are bound up?
Thus reasona])lo is the gi'ound wliich we are defending. But I have

said also, that it is certain from tin; principles that must govern us iu

tho interpretation of .Scripture. Tho Bible addresses itself to tho

world, and demands a certain character. In describing that character,

it adopts terms in common use. It tells us that we must be lovers of

God, and lovers of men ; tliat we must bo gentle, forbearing, and for-

giving ; true, pure, and faithful. Now if it does not mean by these

words, as to their radical sense, what we all mean by them ; if it uses

them in an altogether extraordinary and unintelligible manner, then,

in the first place, it teaches nothing ; and next, it leads us into fatal

error. The conclusion is inevitable. AVhat the Bible presupposes to

be a riglit knowledge of religion, is a right knowledge.

I am not denying that we are to grow in this knowledge, through
experience : and that, from our want of this enlightening experience,

much is said to us in the Scriptures of our own blinthiess ; much of tho

new liglit that will break in upon us, with the full experience of the

power of the Gospel. But to a world totally blind, wrapped in total

darkness, and having no conception of what light is, the Bible would not

have spoken of light. Tlie word stands for an idea. If the idea, and
the just idea, did not exist, tlie word would not be used.

Tliere is, then, a hglit in the human soul, amidst all its darkness

;

an inward light; a divine light; alight, which, if it were increased,

instead of being dimmed, would shine brighter and brighter, even to

tho perfect day. Let any man have taken the best feeling tliat ever

was in him—some feeling, however transient, of kindness to his fellow,

or some emotion of reverence and gratitude to his Creator—let him
have taken that feeling and all that class of feelings, and cultivated and
carried it up to an abiding habit of mind, and he would have become a
good and pious man. This change, from transient to habitual emotions
of goodness and piety, is the very regeneration that is re(|uired of us.

The being, so changed, would bo " born again," would be " a new crea-

ture !" " Old things with him would have passed away, and all things

would have become new."
Now, accordiiiiT to tho common doctrine, instead of this slow,

thorongli, intelligible, and practical change, we are to look for a litw

and unknown ekiucnt to be introduced among our affections. A man
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feels that he must become a Christian, that he must obtain that char-

acter on which all happiness, here and hereafter, depends. And now,
what does he do? Finding in himself an emotion of good-wiU, of

affection for his neighbour, does he fasten upon that, and say, '* This
must I cherish and cultivate into a genuine philanthropy, and a disin-

terested love"? Feeling the duty of being honest, does he say, '* This
practical conscience must I erect into a law"? Sensible, in some
gracious hour, of the goodness of God, or the worth of a Saviour, does

he say, "Let me keep and bear upon my heart the reverent and sacred

impression"? No ; all this the popular theology repudiates, and repre-

sents as a going about to establish our own righteousness. " No ; it

says, you must feel that you can do nothing yourself; you must cast

yourself, a helpless, despairing sinner, upon the mercy of God ; you
must not look to the powers of a totally depraved nature to help you
at all

;
you must cast yourself wholly upon Christ ; you must look to

the renewing power of the Holy Gliost, and to the creation in you of

something totally different from anything that is in you now."
The question between these two views of I'cligion is cei'tainly one of

a very serious character ; one on which momentous consequences de-

pend. And it is a question, too, which concerns not one or another
form of sectarian faith alone, but the entire condition of Christianity

in the world. The idea of religion on which I have dwelt so much in

this discourse witli a view to controvert it, has penetrated the whole
mass of rehgious opinion. No body of Christians has entirely escaped
it ; not even our own ; though our characteiistic position, as I conceive,

at the present moment, is one of protest against it. I say at tlie

present moment. We have gone through with the speculative contro-

versy. It may be renewed, no doubt ; but tlierc will be hardly anything
new to be said upon it. We have gone through, then, witli the argu-

ment about the Trinity, the Atonement, Election, and such speculative

matters : and we have come now to the greater question, what is reli-

gion itself? And what we say is, that religion is a principle, deep-im-
bedded in the conscience and consciousness of aU mankind, and that
from these germs of it, which are to be found in human nature, it is to

be cultivated and carried up to perfection. AVhat is maintained on the

contrary, is, that religion, the true and saving religion, is a pi-inciple of

which human nature is completely ignorant ; that, to niake a man a
Christian, is to implant in him a principle, entirely new, and before

unknown. Whether it be called a principle, or a new mode of spiritual

action—for some may prefer the latter description—it is the sam.e

thing in this respect. The man unregenerate, according to this teach-
ing, can no more tell what he is to feel when made regenerate, than a
man can anticipate what a shock of electricity will be, or what will be
the effect upon his system of a new poison, or what would be the expe-
rience of a sixth sense.

The establishment of this point is so material in this whole discussion,

that I shall occupy the few moments that remain to me, with the attempt
to relieve the views I have offered from aU misapprehension.

Let it then be distinctly observed, in the first place, that the ques-
tion is not at all about the nature, or necessity, or degree, of divine in-

fluence. Not what power from above is exerted to produce religion in
the soul, but what the religion is, however produced ; not what divine
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aid is given to liuman omleavour, but what is the nature and result of

that endeavour ; not what grace from (Jod, but what grace in man, is

—this ia the question. Of course, wo behove in general, that all true

religion, in common with everything else good, proceeds from God.
And for myself, I firmly believe, that it pleases the Almighty to give

special assistance to the humble and prayerful efforts of his weak and
tempted creatures ; and this, not only when those efforts are resolutely

commenced, but in every successive step of tlie religious course ; not
merely nor peculiarly in the hour of conversion, but equally in the

whole process of the soul's sanctification. I know of no {Scripture

warrant for supposing that this divine influence is limited to any par-

ticular season, or is concentrated upon any particular exigency of the

soul's experience.

In the next place, I do not say that the notion of religion as a mys-
tery or an enigma embraces or usurps the whole of the popular idea of

rehgion. When I shall come to speak of the injurious consequences of

this idea, I shall maintain that an enigma cannot bo the object of any
moral admiration, or love, or culture, or sensibility; and I may then be
asked if I mean to say tliat there is no religious goodness or earnestness

among those who embrace this idea. And to this, I answer before-

hand and decidedly, " No, I do not mean to say this." If the idea

were not modified nor qualified in any way, if no other ideas mixed
themselves up with that of a mystic religion, this would be the result.

It is seldom that error practically stands alone. Still, it is proper to

single it out, and to consider it by itself. And I do maintain, too, that

this error predominates sufficiently to exert the most disastrous influ-

ence upon the religion of the whole Christian world.

The whole of Chi'istianity, as it is commonly received, is, in my view,

greatly perverted, corrupted, and enfeebled by this error. Christianity

is not regarded as a clearer and more impressive exliibition of the long-

established, well-known, eternal laws of man's spiritual welfare, but as

the briiiging in of an entirely new scheme of salvation. The common
interpretation of it, instead of recognising the liberal Apostolic doctrine,

that the way of salvation is known to all men, that those not having the

written law are a law to themselves, and that in every nation, he that

worsliips Cod, and works righteousness, is accepted of him, holds in

utter derogation and sovereign .scorn all licathen light and virtue. The
prevailing idea is, that the Gospel is a certain device or contrivance of

divine wisdom, to save men—not helping them in the way which tliey

already perceive in their own consciousness, but superseding all such

ways, and laying them aside entirely—not opening and unfolding new
lights and encouragements to that way, by revelations of God's paternal

mercy, and pledges of his forgiving love, but revealing a way alto-

gether new.

Thus the Gospel itself is made a kind of mystic secret. I cannot

allow a few of the more intelligent expounders of it to reply, as if that

were sufficient, that they do not regard it in this light. 1 ask them to

consider what is the general impression conveyed by most jireachers of

Christianity. They may be offended when we say that vital rehgion is

commonly represented as a mystery, an enigma, to the mass of their

hearers. Hut let us not dispute about words. They do represent it as

something created in the heart, which was not tliere before— of which
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no element was there before—of which no man's previous experience ever

gives him any information, any conception. If this is not a mystery to

mankind, it would be difficult to tell what there is that deserves the

name. Suppose the same thing to be applied to men's general know-

ledge. Men hioio many things ; but suppose it were asserted, that, in all

their knowing, there is not one particle of true knowledge, and that only

here and there one, who has been specially and divinely enlightened,

possesses any such knowledge. Would not such knowledge, then, be

a secret shared by a few, and kept from the rest of the world ? Would
it not be a profound mystery to the mass of mankind ? Yes ; and a

mystery all the darker for the seeming light that surrounded it.

How much is there that passes in the bosom of society, unquestioned

and almost unknown ! It is this which prevents us from seeing the

momentous fact, and the character of the fact, which I have now been

attempting to strip bare and to lay before you. It would seem that we
least know that which is nearest to us, which is most famihar and most
certain, which is mixed up most intimately with all present thought and
usage, and with the hfe that we daily live. A thing must become
history, it would seem, before we can fairly read it. This is commonly
allowed to be true of political affairs ; but it is just as true of all human
experience. Thus, if there had been a sect among the old philosophers,

which pretended to hold the exclusive possession of all science ; if

certain persons had stood up in the ancient time, and said, " That
which other men call science is all an illusion ; we alone truly know
anything ; all other men are but fools and idiots in this matter ; they

suppose themselves to know, but they know nothing ; they use words,

and make distinctions, and write books, as if they knew, but they know
nothing; they do not even know what knowing is;" such a pretension

we shoidd not hesitate to characterize as a strange mixture of mysticism

and arrogance. But the same assumption in regard to religion is now
put forth among ourselves: it is announced every week from the

pulpit ; it is constantly written in books ; it enters into every argument
about total depravity, and regeneration, and divine grace; and men
seem totally insensible to its enormity ; it is regarded as a mark of

peculiar wisdom and sanctity ; the men who take this ground are the

accredited Christian teachers of multitudes ; they speak as if the secret

of the matter were in them, and as if they were perfectly entitled, in

virtue of a certain divine illumination which they have received, to

pronounce all other religious claims to be groundless and false ; to say

of all other men but the body of the elect, " They think they know
what rehgion is ; they talk about it ; they make disquisitions and dis-

tinctions as if they knew, but they know nothing about it ; they do not

even know what true religious knowing is." And all the people say,

amen. There is no rebuke; there is no questioning; the hght of

coming ages has not yet shone upon this pretension ; and the people

say, it is all very right—very true.

I pray you, in fine, not to regard what I have now been saying as a
sectarian remonstrance. Nay, and if it were so, it would not be likely

to be half strong enough. There is a heavy indilFerence on this subject

of religion, that weighs down remonstrance, and wiU not let it rise as it

ought. If certain shipmasters, or merchants, should say that they

alone understood navigation ; if certain mechanicians or manufacturers
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should assort that thoj alone understood their art or tlicir business ; if

certain lawyers, or physicians, should lay exclusive claim to the know-
ledge of law, or medicine, there would be an outburst of indignation

and scorn on every hand. "What presumption! what folly! these

people are deranged!"—would be the exclamation. But men may
make this claim in religion ; a few persons, comparatively, in Christen-

dom, may say, "We only have religion; we alone truly know what
religion is ;" and tho indifference of society replies, "No matter; let

them claim it; let them have it;" as if the matter were not worth
disputing about. And if some one arouses himself to examine and to

resist this claim, indifference still says, " This is but a paltry, sectarian

dispute."

No, sirs ; I answer, this is not a sectarian dispute. It is not a

sectarian remonstrance that is demanded hero ; but tlic remonstrance

of all human experience. Religion is tlio science of man's intrinsic and
immortal welfare. What is a true knowledge, what is a true experience

here, is a question of notlung less than iniinite moment. All that a
man is to enjoy or suffer for ever, depends upon the right practical

solution of this very question. f^verywhcre else—in business, in

science, in his profession—may a man mistake with comparative

impunity. But if he mistakes here—if he does not know, and know by
experience, what it is to be good and pure, what it is to love (Jod, and
to be conformed to his image, he is, in spite of all that men or angels

can do for him, a ruined creature.

Settle it then with yourselves, my brethren, what true religion, true

goodness, is. I will attempt, in some further discourses, to lead you

to the inferences that follow from this discussion. But it is so fruitful

in obvious inferences, that I am willing, for tho present, to leave it with

you for your reflection. But this I say now. Settle it with yourselves

what true religion is. If it is a mystery, then leave no means untried

to become acquainted with that mystery. If it is hut the cultivation,

the increase in you, of what you already know and feel to l)o right,

then address yourselves to that work of self-culture, as men wlio know
that more than fortunes and honours depend upou it—who know that

the soul, that heaven, that eternity, depends upon it.
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AND WITH A GOOD LIFE.

1 John iv. 20 :
" If a man say, I love God, and liatcth his brother, lie is a liar;

for he that loveth not his brother M-hom he hath seen, how can he love God
whom he hath not seen?"

I HAVE presented, in my last discourse, two views of religion, or of the

supreme human excellence ; and I have offered some brief, but as I

conceive, decisive considerations, to show which is the right view. The
one regards religion or the saving virtue, as a new creation in the soul

;

the other as the culture of what is already in the soul. The one

contemplates conversion as the introduction of an entirely new element,

or of an entirely new mode of action, into our nature ; the other, as a

strengthening, elevating, and confirming of the conscience, the rever-

ence and the love that are already a part of our nature. A simple

comparison drawn from vegetable nature will show the difference. Here
is a garden of plants. The rational gardener looks upon them all as

having in them the elements of growth and perfection. His business is

to cultivate them. To make the comparison more exact—he sees that

these plants have lost their proper beauty and shapeliness, that they

are distorted and dwarfed, and choked with weeds. But stiU the germs
of improvement are in them, and his business is to cultivate them.

But now what does the theological gardener say? " No, in not one of

these plants is to be found the germ of the right production. To
obtain this, it is necessary to graft upon each one a new principle of

life."

Now I have said, that, upon the theory in question, this new creation,

tliis new element, this graft upon the stock of humanity, is, and must
be to the mass of mankind, a mystery, an enigma, a profound secret.

And is not this obviously true? Man, in a state of nature, it is con-

stantly taught, has not one particle of the true saving excellence. How
then should he know what it is? "Very true," says the popular

theorist; " I accept the conclusion; is it not n-rittcn, the natural man
receiveth not the things of God, neither can he know them, because

they are spiritually discerned." That is to say, the popular theorist

iniderstands by the natural man, in this much-quoted and much-
misunderstood passage, human nature. If he construed it to mean, the

sensual man, I conceive that he would arrive at a just exposition. But
that is not the point in question now. He does construe it to mean
human nature : this is constantly done. Human nature being nothing

but one mass of unraingled depravity—having never had one right
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motion or oiio right feeling, can, of course, Iiuve no knowledge of any
such motion or fouling.

And to show tliat this is not a matter of doctrine only, but of

experience too, lot me spread before you a single supposition of what
often, doubtless, takes place in fact. A man of generally fair and
unexceptionable life, is lying upon his bed of death, and is visited and
questioned, witli a view to his spiritual condition. Suppose now ho

were to say, " I have had for some time past, though I never confessed

it before, a certain, unusual, indescribable fechng in my heart on the

subject of religion. It came upon me—for I remember it well—in such
a month of such a year; it was a now feehng; I had never felt

anything like it before. Ever since, I have had a hope that I then
experienced religion. Not that I trust myself, or anything in myself;
I cast all my burthen upon Christ; nothing but Christ—nothing but
Christ, is the language upon my lips with which I would part from this

world;" and would not this declaration, I ask, though conveying not
one intelligible or definite idea to the most of those around him, be held

to be a very satisfactory account of his preparation for futurity? But
now suppose that ho sliould exi)ress himself in a different manner, and
should utter the thoughts of his heart thus: " I know that I am far

from perfect, that I have, in many things, been very unfaithful ; I see

much to repent of, for which I hope and implore God's forgiveness.

But I do trust that, for a numl^er of years, I have been growing in

goodness ; that I have had a stronger and stronger control over my
passions. Alas! 1 remember sad and mournful years, in which they
had dominion over me ; but I do trust that I did at length gain tho

victory ; and tliat latterly, I have become, every year, more and more
pure, kind, gentle, patient, disinterested, spiritual, and devout. I feel

that God's presence, in which I am ever happiest, lias been more
abidingly with me ; and in short, I hope tliat tlie foundations of true

happiness have been laid deep in my soul ; and that, through God's
mercy, of which I acknowledge the most adorable manifestation and
tho most blessed pledge in the Gospel, I shall be happy for ever." And
now 1 ask you—do you not tliink that this account, with many persons,

would have lost just as mucli in satisfactoriness as it has gained in

clearness? Would not some of the wise, tho guides in Israel, go away,
shaking their heads, and saying, they feared it would never do f

" Too
much talk about his own virtues!"—they would say—"too little about
Christ!"—with an air itsdf mysterious in that solemn reference. And
doubtless, if this man ha<l talked more mystically about Christ, and
grace, and the holy Spirit, it would have been far more satisfactory.

And yet lie has stated, and clearly stated, the essential grounds of all

human welfare and hope.

How often in life—to take another instance—does a highly moral and
excellent man say, " I hope I am not a ba<l man ; I mean to do right

;

I tru^t I am not devoid of all kind and generous affections towards
my fellow-men, or of all grateful fi-elings towards my Maker; but
then I do not i)rofess to have religion. I do not protend that I

am a Christian in any degree." Let not my construction of this

case be mistaken, Doubtless, in many such persons there are great

defects, nay, and defects proceeding partly fiom the v^ry error which I

am combating. l't»r if I wci-e to say to such persons, ** Yes, you havo
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some good and pious affections in you, which God approves, and your

only business is, to give the supremacy to these very affections which

are already in you "— I should Ite thought to have lulled his conscience,

fostered his pride, and ruined his soul. I should be regarded as a

worldly moralizer, a preacher of smooth things, a follower of the long-

doomed heresy of Pelagius. " No," it would be said, " there is no sav-

ing virtue in that man ; there is nothing in him that can be strengthened,

or refined, or elevated, or confirmed into holiness ; there is no spark to

be fanned into a flame, no germ to be reared into saving hfe and beauty

;

all these things are to be flung aside to make way for the reception of

something altogether new—as new as light to the bhnd, or as life to the

dead. That something, when it comes, will be what he never knew
before, never felt before, never before clearly saw or conceived of ; and
it is undoubtedly, though that is an unusual way of describing it—it is,

to depraved human nature, a mystery."

This unquestionable assumption of the popular religion, I shall now
proceed freely to discuss in several pohits of view—in its bearing on

the estimate and treatment of religion, on its culture, and on its essen-

tial vitality and power.

In the present discourse I shall consider its bearing on the estimate,

and on the treatment of religion.

First, the general estimate of the nature, reasonableness, and beauty

of religion—what can it be, if religion is a mystery, an enigma, a thing

unknown? We may feel curiosity about a mystery; and I have seen

more than one person seeking religion from this impulse—because they

would know what it can be. This is uncommon, doubtless ; but, taken

in any view—can men be in love with a mystery? Can they feel any
moral admiration for an enigma? Can their affections be strongly

drawn to what is completely unknown ? Can they feel even the recti-

tude of that, of which they have no appreciation, no idea? Certainly

not ; and in accordance with this view, is the old Calvinistic doctrine

concerning the means of grace ; which utterly denied the force of moral

suasion, and held that there is no natural tendency in preaching to

change the heart ; that the connection between preaching and regenera-

tion was as purely arbitrary as that between the voice of Ezekiel over

the valley of dry bones, and their resurrection to life.

But suppose this view of preaching be modified, and that a man
designs to impi'ess his hearers with the reasonableness and beauty of

religion, and so to draw tlieir hearts to it. What, let us ask him, can

you do, upon the principle, that religion is utterly foi'eign to human
nature—an absolute secret to humanity? You have denied and rejected

the only means of rational impression—some knowledge and experience

in the hearers of that about which you are speaking to them. You have

disannulled the very laws and grounds of penitence ; for how can men
feel to blame for not possessing the knowledge of a secret? In fine,

you may be a magician to men, upon this principle ; but I do not per-

ceive how you can be a rational preacher. You may say, " This of

which I speak to you is something wonderful ; try it; you have no idea

what it will be to you
;
you will fuid "— you cannot say, you see—but,

" you will find tliat it is something delightful and beautiful beyond all

things." And liave we never witnessed a preaching which seemed to

work upon the hearers, as it were, by a kind of art magic : solemn and
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aflfecting tones, a preteniatTinil air, a talking, as of some secret in hea-

ven, ready to coiuo right down into tho hearts of the hcareri5, if thej

will; an awful ci'postulatiDH with them for their refusal; a mysterious

intluenco drawn around the place ; dark depths ot' wo here ; a bright

haze of splendour there ; heaven aljove, hell iRn^ath; and the sinner

suspended between them by a parting cord ? And how, oh ! how was
he now to escape? Mark the answer— for if there ever was a mystery,

hero is one. By some stupendous change then and there to take

place; not by rationally cultivating any good affections—not by solemnly

resolving to do so—not at all by that kind of change ; but by a change

instant, immense, mysterious, incomprehensible—a change that would

w^rap up in that moment tho destinies of eternity—that should gather

Tip all the welfare or wo of the infinite ages of being, into the mys-
terious bosom of tliat awful moment I

Can such teaching as this go to tlie silent depths of real and rational

conviction? Did Jesus Christ teach in this manner? Think how
natural, how moral, how simple, his teachings were. Think how he

taught men tlieir duty in every form which the instant occasion

suggetted. Tliink of his deep sobriety, of his solemn appeals to con-

science rather than to imagination, to what was in man rather than

what was out of him ; and tlien answer me. Did tho great Bible

preachers teach so ? Behold the beauty of holiness, they say, behold

the glory of tlie Lord ;
" know and see that it is an evil thing and

bitter to depart" from them. " Come, ye children, and I will teach

you the fear of the Lord. What man is he that dcsireth life and loveth

many days that he may see good? Keep thy tongue from evil, and thy

lips from speaking guile. Depart from evil, and do good; seek peace,

and pursue it. The eyes of the Lord are upon such righteous ones,

and his ears are open to tlieir cry." All simple; all intelligible; all

plain and level to the humblest apprehension ; no talking of a myste-

rious secret here ; no mysterious talking anyway!
It is very difficult to speak the exact and undisputed truth upon any

point, amidst the endless shapings and shadowings of language and
opinion. I myself, wdio protest against making a secret of religion,

may be found speaking of most men as very ignorant of religion ; of the

depths of the Cospcl as yet to be sounded by them ; of the preciousness

of the great resource as yet to bo felt—yet to be found out by them.

But I am well understood by those who are accustomed to hear me, not

to mean anything wliich is radically a secret to humanity, but simply

the increase and consummation in the soul, of that M'hich it already

knows and experiences. Tho change from transient and unstable, to

habitual and abiding emotions of goodness and piety, is the most im-
mense, the most important, the most glorious on earth ; and it is one,

of M'hicli tliosc who are ignorant of it, cannot clearly foresee all tho

blessed fruits.

Again ; it is very diflicult to describe what is deemed a great error,

without seeming to do it harshly. I would gladly avoid this imputation.

God forbid that I should speak lightly of the preaching of good and
earnest men. I must speak plainly of it. I must remonstrate against

what I deem to be its errors. But I do not forget that, with all error,

there is a mixture of truth. No doubt, there are, in all pulpits, many
appeals, however incousistont with the prevailing theology, to what men

2E
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naturally know and fool of the rectitude and beauty of religion. But
from this mass of teaching, I single out one clement which, I say, is

not accordant with truth ; which, I must i^-xj, is not only false, but fatal

to all just appreciation of rehgion.

And does not the actual state of things, show this to be the fact?

With what eyes are men, in fact, looking upon a religion which holds

itself to be a mystic secret in the bosom of a few ? Co you not know
that the entire literature and philosophy of the age, are in a state of

revolt against it? Our literature has its ideals of character, its images
of virtue and worth ; it pourtrays the moral beauty that it admires ; but
is there one trace of this mystic religion in its delineations? Our phi-

losophy, our moral philosophy especially, whose very business it is to

decide what is right, calmly treads this religion under foot—does not

consider its claims at all. And the cultivators of literature, of science,

and of art, with a multitude of thoughtful and intelhgent men besides

them—is it not a well-ascertained fact that they are remarkaljly indif-

ferent to this kind of religion ? Here and there one has fallen in with

it ; but the instance is rare. But if religion were presented to them as

a broad and rational principle, we might expect the reverse to be the

fact. Thoughtful men—cultivators of literature and art, are the very-

men whose minds are most conversant with images of moral beauty.

Show them that all true moral beauty is a part of religion ; tell them
that a Christian, in the true sense, is a man of principle, of truth and
integrity, of kindness and modesty, of reverence and devotion to the

Supreme Glory ; and they must feel that all this is interesting. But
if religion is some mysterious property ingrafted into the soul, differing

altogether from all that men are wont to call rectitude and beauty

;

must not all intellect, and taste, and all moral enthusiasm, and all social

generosity, and love, shrink from it ? In truth, I wonder that they are

so patient as they are ; and nothing but indifference about the whole

matter can account for this patience. When the preacher rises in liis

pulpit and tells the congregation, that, excepting that grace which is

found in a few, all their integrity and virtue, all their social love and
gentleness, all their alms and prayers, have not, in the sight of God,
one particle of true goodness or worth ; nothing, I say, but profound

apathy and unbelief can account for their listening to the sermon with

any patience—with an instant's toleration of the crushing bm'then of

that doctrine. Or suppose this doctrine embodied into a character, and
then how does it appear ? Suppose one person in a family, possessing

this mystic grace—in no other respect, that anybody can see, better

than the rest—no more amiable, nor gentle, nor disinterested, no more
just, nor forbearing, nor loving—and suppose this person to take the

position of being the only one in that family that is approved of God,
to hold all the rest as reprobate, and doomed to destruction—is it pos-

sible, I ask, to feel for that person in that character, any respect, or

admiration, or love ? Nay, I have known persons of the greatest de-

fects of character, and even of gross vices, to take this ground of

superiority, in virtue of a certain inward grace which they conceive has

been apphed to them. And I say not this for tlie sake of opprobrium

;

but because tins ground is, in fact, a legitimate consequence of the doc-

trine, that saving grace in the heart is an entirely distinct and different

tliiiig from what men ordinarily call virtue and goodness.
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But fiirtber; what is the state of feeling towanls religion among tlioso

wlio accept this doctriuo? In those strongholds of theology, or of

church institution, where this doctrine is entrenched, where it is

proservcd as a treasure sacred from all profane invasion, or held as a

bulwark against what are called the im-oa<ls of insidious crroi*—in these

places, I say, what is tho feeling? If religion is not any known or felt

fieutiment or affection of human nature to be cultivated, but is a spell

that comes upon tho heart of one and another, and nobody can tell how
or when it will como, I can conceive that there may be much fear and
anxiety about it; but how there should bo much true freedom, or

genuine and generous love, I cannot conceive. I do not profess to have

any very intimate ac'iuaintancc with the mind of such a congregation

;

but if religion does not press as an incubus upon the minds of many
there—if it is not a bugbear to the young, and a mystery to the

thoughtful, and a dull dead weiglit upon the hearts of the uninitiated

;

if, in its votaries, it is not ever swayin.,' ])ctween the extremes of deatli-

like coldness and visionary rapture ; if it is not a little pent-up hope of

salvation, rather than a generous and (juickening principle of culture;

if the firo in the secret shrine does not wither tlie gentle and lofty

virtues ; I must confess that I understan<l nothing of the tendencies of

liuman nature. There may be much religiousness in such a state of

things ; but much of this has existed in many a state. Heathen,
Mahometan, Catholic, and Protestant too, without much of true I'eligion,

I do not say, that the clmrches consist generally of bad people ; many
influences unite to form the cliaractcr ; but I say that in so far as any
churches hold their religion to bo some special grace implanted in them,
and different from all that other men feel of goodness and piety, so far

their assumption tends directly to make them neglect the cultivation of

all true worth and nobleness of character. And I am not shaken in

this position by the admission, which I am willing to make, that there

are proliably more good men, in proportion, in the churches tlian out

of them; for profession itself, the eye of the world upon them, and tho

use of certain ordinances, arc jjowerful influences. Tliey are powerful,

and yet they are not the loftiest influences. They restrain, more than

they imi)cl. And tho very morality of an exclusive religion is apt to

wear features har<l, stern, ungonial, and unlovely.

I have said, in the opening of my ttrst discourse, tliat the grea-t

mission of tho true teacher, in this age, is to establish the identity of

religion and goodness. And the reason is, that by no other moans can
religion bo really esteemed and loved. Feared it may be ; desired it

may be ; but by no other means, 1 repeat, can it be truly and heartily

esteemed and loved.

Now, consider that religion stands before the world with precisely

this claim—tlie claim to be, above all other things, reverenced and
loved. Nay, it demands this lovo on pain of perdition for failure. Does
tho world respond to this claim? Docs public sentiment anywhere
yield to it? There arc things that unito tho moral suflVages of man-
kind—honesty, integrity, disinterestedness, pity for the sorrowful, truo

love, true sanctity, self-sacrifice, martyrdom— and among them, and
above them all, the character of Jesus Christ. Among these, docs

Calvinistic piety hold any place ? This is a fair and unexceptionable

question, iu the sense in which I mean it. I am not speaking at all of
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persons, I am speaking of an idea. Is tlic (!alvinistic idea of piety

—

is it among the beautiful and venerable ideals and objects of the world's

conscience—of the world's moral feeling? Surely not. But it will

not do to say that this is because the w^orld is so bad. For the cha-

racter of our Saviour is among those objects! Bad as the world is,

yet all sects, and classes, and communities—all infidels, and jNIaho-

raetans, and heathens—have agreed, v.'ithout one single solitary whisper

of contradiction, that this character is a perfect example of true, divine

excellence ! Does the Calvinistic ideal of religion draw to it any such

testimony? Then what clearer evidence can there be that it is wrong?
And if it bo wrong, if it is an error—what terrible and awful

mischiefs must follow in its train! Mankind required, as the supreme

duty, to love that which all their natural sentiments oblige them to

dislike, and none of their natural powers, in fact, enable them to under-

stand! What peril must there be of their salvation in such a case!

What a calamitous state of things must it be for their liighest hopes!

What confusion, what embroilment and distraction to all their moral
convictions! Nothing else can account for tliat blind -wandering of

many souls after the true good, which we see ; for that wild fanaticism

which has taken the place of sober and intelligent seeking ; for that

distracted running up and down, of men who know not what they are

to get, nor how to get it, nor what, in any way, to do ; and yet more,

for that profound and dreadful apathy of many, who have concluded

that they can do nothing, who have given up all thouglits of life as tho

voyage of the soul, and have resigned themselves to wait for some
chance wave of excitement to bear them to the wished- for haven.

Believe me, my friends, this is no abstract matter. It touches the

vital ideas of human welfare. It concerns what is most practical, most
momentous. In all congregations, in all townships and villages through

the land, an image is held up of religion— an idea of what is the

supreme excellence. It is regarded witli doubt, and fear, and mis-

giving ; not with love, or enthusiasm, or admiration. It is not fair

loveliness or beauty, but a dark enigma. It is not the supreme

excellence, but the supreme necessity. It is not intelligently sought,

but bhndly wished for. Alas ! it is hard enough to get men to pursue

the true excellence, when they are plainly told what it is. But laere is

a dread barrier on the very threshold, and they cannot proceed a single

step. They can do nothing till they are converted ; they know not what
it is to be converted ; and they wait for the initiative to come from

heaven; not knowing, alas! that to be converted is, with heaven's

help, to begin ; to take the first determined step, and the second, and

thus to go onward ; to begin upon the ground of what they actually

know, and thus to go on to perfection. Rehgion—the beauty of the

world—that which mingles as their pervading spirit with the glory of

the heavens, and the loveliness of nature—that which breathes in the

affections of parents and children, and in all the good affections of

society—that which ascends in humble penitence and prayer to the

throne of God—this is no mystic secret. It is to be good and kind,

penitent and pure, temperate and self-denying, patient and prayerful

;

modest, and generous, and loving, as thou knowest how to be—loving,

in reverent thoughts of the good God, and in kind thoughts of all his

cliildren. It is plain

—

not easy—not in that sense natural, but natural
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ill its accordance with all the loftiest sentiments of tliy nature—easy in

this, that nothing ever sat with such perfect peace and cahn upon thy
soul as that will. It is so plain, that ho who runs may read. It is the

way in which fools need not err. " For what doth the Lord require of

thee"—saith the prophet, indignant at the complaint of ignorance

—

*' what doth the Lord retjuire of thee, but to do justice, and to lovo

mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God?"
Let me now proceed, in the next place, from the estimate, to the

treatment, of religion. The topics, indeed, are closely connected ; for

the treatment of tlio subject will, of course, depend on the estimate

formed of its character and merits. This consideration, it is evident,

might carry us through tho whole subject ; but I shall not, at present,

touch upon the ground of religious culture and religious earnestness,

which I have reserved for separate discussion. lu tho remainder of

this discourse, I shall confine myself to tho treatment of religion ; as a
matter of investigation, and of institution, and as a matter to be ap-

proached in practical seeking. Tho space that remains to mo will

oblige mo to do this very briefly; and. indeed, to touch upon one or two
topics under these several heads, is all that I shall attempt.

Under the head of investigation, the subject of religious controversy
presents itself.

Every one must be aware that religious controversy is distinguislied

by certain remarkable traits, from all oth(;r controversy. There has
generally been a severity, a bigotry, an exclusion, and an obstinacy in

it, not found in any other disputes. What has invested witli these

strange and unseemly attributes, a subject of such tender, sublime, and
eternal interest ? I conceive that it is this—the idea that within tho
inmost bosom of religion, lies a secret—a something peculiar, distinct

from all other qualities in the human character, and refusing to bo
judged of as other things are judged of—a secret wrapped about with
tho divino favour, and revealed only to a few. There is an unknown
element in the case, and it is difficult to obtain a solution. The question

is perplexed by it, as a question in chemistry would be by the presence
of some undetected substance. Or if tho element is known to some, it

is held to be miknown to others, and this assumption lays the amplest
ground for bigotry and exclusion. If I know wliat rehgion is, and
another man does not know, I am perfectly entitled, if I think proper,

to reject his claim to it—to say that some defect of faith, or of ritual

in him, forbids tho possibility of his having it. Nothing is easier, than
on this basis to form an exclusive sect ; it is, in fact, the legitimate,

and the only legitimate, basis of such a sect. I say the only legitimate

basis; because, if everything in this matter be fairly submitted to

inquiry and decision—tlio vitality of religion, as well as its creed and
ritual ; if all men can, by care and study, know what it is ; if all men
must know what it is, by tho very law written on their hearts ; then it

is absurd for one party to lay claim to tho sole knowledge and possession
of it. Wrap it up in secrecy, and then, aud then only, may you
consistently wrap it uj) in exclusion.

Only think of an exclusive party in science or art. Think of such a
sect saying to all otliers, *' We only liave the true love of science or art

;

we only have tho true spirit of science or art;" and wliy would not
their claim stand for a momont? because all other men of learnin'r and
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fil<ill would say, " We are as competent to judge of this matter as you

are. There is no secret in knowledge. There is no exclusive key to

wisdom. There is no hidden way to art. Prove that there is, and

then it may be that the mystery is in your possession. But until you

establish this point, your claim is absurd and insufferable, and not worth

examination."

Now the whole evil as well as the whole peculiarity of religious

controversy, lies in this spirit of exclusion—in the assumption that

opponents cannot be good men. Otherwise, controversy is a good

thing. That is to say, honest and friendly discussion is good. The
whole evil, I say, lies in the assumption of an exclusive knowledge of

rehgion. Persecution proceeds upon no other ground. Men have been

imprisoned, tortured, put to death, not merely because they erred, not

simply because they differed from their brethren, but because that

error, that difference, was supposed to involve the very salvation of the

soul. Men have been punished, not as errorists simply, but as men
irreligious and bad, and as making others so. I speak now of honest

persecution. Its object has been the salvation of souls. Its doctrine

has been, " painful as torture is, it is better than perdition ; better fires

on earth than fires in hell." But the persecuted brethren say, " We
are not irreligious and bad men. Wc wish the truest good to ourselves

and others ; and though you oppose us, as you must, you ought not to

hate, or torture, or vilify us ; we no more deserve it than you do." And
what is the reply? " You know nothing about the matter. You suppose

yourselves to be good and true, and to have favour witli God and a good

hope of heaven ; but we know better ; we know what true religion is,

and we say that you are totally devoid of it." And this judgment, I

repeat, can fairly proceed upon nothing but the notion that religion is a

secret in the possession of the persecutors.

Let it be otherwise, as surely it ought to be, if anything ought ; let

religion, the great sentiment, the great interest of humanity, be common
ground, open and common to all ; let men take their stand upon it, and
say, as they say in other differences of opinion, " We all wish the same
thing ; we would all be happy, we would get to heaven ; what else can

we wish?" and do you not see how instantly rehgious disputes would

take on a new character ; how gentle, and chai'itable, and patient, and
tolerant, they would become? But now, alas! the toleration of science,

of art, nay, and of politics too, goes beyond the toleration of religion

!

Men do not say to their literary or political opposers, " Ye are haters of

science or art; ye hate the common country;" but in rehgion, they

say, " Ye are haters of God, and of good men, and of aU that is truly

good." Yes, the occasion for this tremendous exclusion is found in

religion—that which was oixlained to be the bond of love, the bosom of

confidence, the garner of souls into heaven ; the theme of aU grandeur

and of aU tenderness ; the comforter of affliction, the loving nurse of aU

human virtues, the range of infinity, the reach to eternity, the example

of the one meek and lowly ; the authority, at once, and the pity, of tlie

heavenly Father!

The next subject for the application of the point I am considering, is

religious institutions. Under this head, I must content myself with

briefly pointing out a single exam])lo. The oxamplo is the ordinance

of the Lord's Supper. The question I have to a,'>k is— why do so
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many s-bor, conscientious, and truly religious persons, refrain from a
participation in this rite? And the answer, witb many, is doubtless to be

found in tbo notion, tbat relitrion involves some secret, or the experience

of some secret grace—something dilt'erent from moral upriglitness and
religious gratitude—with which they are not acquainted. I do not say

that this account embraces every case of neglect, but I say tbat it

embraces many. I will suppose a person, conscious of a sincere intent

to bo in all things a true and good man, conscious too of religious

affections, and desirous of cultivating them—one, believing in Christ,

believing that liis life and his death are the most powerful known, min-
istration to human sanctity and blessedness ; one, also, truly disposed

to impress the spirit of Christ upon his own heart, and persuaded that

the meditations of the Communion season would be a help and comfort

to him ; and why now, I as!:, shall he not avail himself of that

appointed means? lie is desirous of sacred culture. This is a means,
and he ^vishes to embrace it. Why does ho not? I am sure that I

may answer for him, tiiat he would do so if he felt that he were qualified.

But this is the difliculty; he is afraid that there is some qualification,

unknoicn to him; and tliat he shall commit a sin of rashness and pre-

sumption if he comes to the sacred ()rdinan(;c.

My friends, it is all a mistake. You do know, in a greater or less

measure, what Christian virtue, what Christian piety is. You ca7i

know, wliethcr you desire to cultivate this character. If you do, that

very desire is the qualification. Means are for those who need them,
not for those who need them not—for the imperfect, not for the perfect.

The felt need of means, the sincere desire of means, is the qualification

for them. If, being believers in Christianity, you also believe that our

communion meditations would help you, you should as such come to

them, as you come to the prayers of the sanctuary. And you should

as freely come. The Lord's Supper is a service no more sacred tlian the

service of prayer. Nothing can be more solemn than solemn prayer.

There is one more subject to be noticed under this licad of treatment

of religion—by far the most important of all—and t)iat is religious

seeking; the seeking, in other words, to establish in one's self that

character on which (iod's approbation, and aU true good, all true hap-

piness, depend, and will fur ever depend. Momentous pursuit!— that

for which man was made, and life with all its ordinances was given, and
the Gospel, with all its means of grace, and manifestations of mercy,

was published to tlie world—that in which every man should be more
vitally and practically interested than iu every other ])ursuit on earth.

Everything else may a man seek and gain ; the v.-hole world may ho

gain, and after all, lose this supreme interest. And yet to how many,
alas! will this very statement which I am making, appear technical,

dry, and uninteresting!—to how many more, irrelevant to them,

foreign to their concerns, apjiropriate to other persons, but a matter
with which they have nothing to do! A kind of demure assent they

may yield to the importance of religion, but no vital faith; nothing of

that which carries tliem, with such vigour and decision, to the pursuit

of property, pleasure, and fame.

Xow, is there any difficndty in accounting for this deplorable condi-

tion of tho general mind ? ^lake rehgion a mystic secret, divest it of

every attractive and holy (.'harm, sever it from everything that mea
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already know and feel of goodness and love ; tell them that they are

totally depraved, totally destitute, totally ignorant: and they may
"wonder and perish;" but can they rationally seek anything? Men
may be very depraved, they may be extremely deficient of the right

affections, as they doubtless are ; but if tliey saw the subject in the

right light, they could not be inditFerent. Tliere could not be this

heavy and benumbing cloud of apathy, spreading itself over the whole

world. I have seen the most vicious men, intensely conscious, con-

scious with mingled auger and despair, that the course of virtue is the

only happy course. And do 3'ou preach to the most selfish and corrupt

of men in this wise, saying, " Nothing but purity, gentleness, love,

disinterestedness, can make you happy— happy in yourself, in your

family, or in society ; and nothing but the love of C4od can make you
happy amidst the strifes and griefs of this life, and the solemn

approaches to death;" and they know that what you say is true; tliey

know that you are dealing with realities ; and they cannot be indifferent.

They may be angry ; but anger is not indifference. But now, do you
speak to them in a different tone and manner, and say, " You must
get religion; you must experience the grace of God, in order to be

happy;" and immediately their interest will subside to that state of

artificial acquiescence and real apathy, which now characterizes the

mass of our Christian communities.

Nor is this, save for its extent, the most affecting view of the com-
mon mistake. There are real and anxious seekers. And how are they

seeking? I have been pained to see such persons—often intelligent

persons—blindly groping about as for the profoundest secret. They
have no distinct idea of what it is they want, what they are to obtain,

what they are to do. AU that they seem to know is, that it is some-
thing to be wrought in their souls, and something on which tlicir sal-

vation depends. They go about from one meeting to another, from one
master in Israel, or from one Revival preacher, or from one experienced

person to another, and say, " TeU us what this thing is, that is to be
done in us; how did you feel when you were converted?—how was it?

—how did the power of divine grace come upon you ?—what was the

change in that very moment when you passed from death to life?" Well,

to such, may the apostolic teaching speak in this wise, " Say not who
shall go tip into heaven, that is to bring Christ down ; or who shall go
beyond the sea to bring him near?—for the word is nigh thee, in thy

mouth and in thy heart, that thou shouldst do it." In your own heart,

in the simplest convictions of right and wrong, are the teachings that

you want. " This," says the apostle, " is the word of salvation which
we preach ; that if thou vsdlt believe in thy heart, and confess with thy

tongue, that Jesus is the Christ, thou shalt be saved." That is, if thou

wilt have a loving faith in Jesus Christ as thy guide, example, and
Saviour, and carry that faith into open action, and endeavour to follow

him, thou shalt be saved. In one word, if thou wilt be like Christ, if

thou wilt imbibe his spirit, and imitate his excellence, tliou shalt be

happy ; thou shalt bo blessed—blessed and happy for ever. But the

spirit, the loveliness of Christ, is no mystic secret. It is known and
read of all men. It requires no mysterious initiation to instruct you in

it. I do not object of course to seeking for light, or to seeking aid from
men—from the wise and experienced ; but I do object to your seeking
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from them any initial or mysterious knowledgo of what religion is. Let
you staml alone upon a desolate island, with the (.Jospcl in your hands

;

and then and there do thou read that sacred page, and pray over it,

and strive jiaticntly to bring your heart into accordance witli it—to bring

what is ah-eady in you— your love and trust— up to confonnity

with it; and you are in the way of salvation.

Oh ! sad and lamentable perversion—that the greatest good in the

universe, the very end of our being, tlie very point of all sublime human
attainment, the very object for which rational and spiritual faculties

were given us, should be a mystery ; that the very light by which wo
must walk, must be utter darkness, and that all we can do is, to put

out our hand and grope about in that darkness ; that the very salvation,

in whicli all tlie welfare of our souls is bound up, should bo a dark
enigma, and that all we can do is to hope that we shall some time or

other know what it is! " Xo," says the apostle, "the word is nigh
thee, in thy moutli and in thy heart that thou shouldst do it ; that is

the salvation which wo preach."
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AND WITH A GOOD LIFE.

1 John iv. 20 :
" If a man say, I love God, and liatetli his brother, he is a liar-,

for he that loveth not his brother whom he hath scon, how can he love God
' whom he hath not seen?"

From these words I propose to take up again the subject of my last

discourse. I have shown that saving virtue, or whatever it be that is

to save men, is commonly regarded, not as the increase or strengthen-

ing of any principle that is already in them, but as the implantation in

them of a principle entirely new and before unknown. I have endea-

voured to make this apparent, by a statement, in several forms, of the

actual views that prevail, of religion and of obtaining religion. I have

shown that with regard to religion or grace in the heart, the com-

mon feeling undoubtedly is, that it is a mystery— a thing which the

people do not comprehend, and which they never expect to compre-

hend but by the experience of regeneration.

I may now observe, in addition, that all this clearly follows from the

doctrine of total depravity. This doctrine asserts, that in our natural

humanity there is not one particle of true religion or of saving virtue.

Of course, human nature knows nothing about it. The only way_ iu

which we can come at the knowledge of moral qualities, is by feeling

them in ourselves. This is an unquestioned trutli in pliilosophy. If

we have no feeling of rectitude or of religion, we can have no knowledge

of it. It follows, therefore, from the doctrine of universal and total de-

pravity, that, to the mass of men, religion, as an inward principle, must

be a mystery, an enigma, a thing altogether incomprehensible.

This position—held by many Christians, but rejected by not a few,

and presenting, in my opinion, the most momentous point of contro-

versy in the Christian world—I have proposed to discuss with a

freedom and seriousness proportioned to its immense importance.

With this view, I proposed to consider its bearings on the estimate

and treatment of religion, the culture of religion, and its essential

vitality and power.

The first of these subjects I have already examined, and I now pro-

ceed to the second.

The next topic, then, of which I was to speak, is religious culture,

or what is commonly called growth in grace. I cannot dwell much
upon this subject ; but I must not pass it by entirely.
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A mystery, a mystic secret in the heart, cannot bo cultivated. A
peculiar emotion, unlike all well-known and dearly-defined emotions of
goodness or veneration, cannot bo cultivated. It may be revived from
time to time; it may be kept alive in the heart by certain processes,

and they arc likely to be very mechanical processes; the heart, like

an electric jar, may ever and anon be cliarged anew with the secret

power; but to such an idea of religion, adticatiun is a word that does,

m no sense, properly apply. To grow daily in kindness and gentle-

ness, to bo more and more true, honest, pure, and conscientious, to

cultivate a feeling of resignation to the Divine will, and a sense of tho

Divine presence—all tliis is intelligible. Dut in proportion as the other

idea of religion prevails, culture is out of tho question. And on this

principle, I am persuaded, you will find many to say, that the hour of

their conversion, tlie Iiour when they received that secret and mysteri-

ous grace into their heart, was the brightest hour of their rcligiuus ex-

perience. Look tlien at the religious progress of such an one. I do
not say that all converts are such ; but suppose any one to bo possessed

with tliis idea of rehgion as altogether an imparted grace ; and how
naturally will his chief effort be, to keep that grace alivo within him!
And where, then, is culture? And what will be his progress? Will
he be found to have been growing more generous and gentle, moro
candid and modest, more disinterested and self-denying, more devoted
to good works, and more filled with the good spirit of God? Will those

who know him best, thus take knowledge of him that he has been witli

Jesus, and say of him, " lie was very irascible and self-willed twenty
yeax's ago, but now he is very gentle and patient; he was very selfish,

but now he is very gevierous and self-forgetting—very close and penuri-

ous, but now he is very liberal and charitable—very restless and
impatient, but now he is calm, and seems to have a deep and immove-
able foundation of happiness and peace—very proud and self-sufticieut,

but now it seems as if God and heaven were in all his thoughts, and
were all his support and reason." I hope that this change of character

does take place in some converts ; I would that it did in many ; but

1 must say, that in so for as a certain idea of conversion prevails

—

tho idea of a new and mysterious grace infused into the soul—it is

altogether mifavourablo to such a progress.

And yet so far has this idea infected all the religion of our times,

that Christianity seems nowhere to be that school of vigorous improve-

ment which it was designed to be. Religion, if it is anything befitting

our nature, is the very sphere of progress. All its means, ordinances,

and institutions, have this in view, as their very end. But surely it is

very obvious and very lamentable to observe, how much religious ob-

servance and effort there is, whicli goes entirely to waste—which does

not advance the eliaracter at all. Tliiuk of our churches, our preaching,

our Sabbaths—how little do they avail to make us better! How little

do they seem to be thought of as seasons, means, schools of improve-

ment! Must wo not .suspect that there is some error at tho bottom of

all this? And now suppose that men have got the notion that that

something whicli is to prepare them for heaven is something entirely

different from charity, honesty, disinterestedness, truth, self-goverimient,

and the kindly lovo of one another, would not this be the very notion

to work that fatal mischief—the verv notion to disarm conscience and
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rational conversion of all tlieir power? You will recollect that some
time since, a national ship belonging to the Imaiim of Muscat, visited

our shores. Its officers, who I believe were intelligent men, freely

mingled with our citizens, and saw something of society among us.

—

And what do you think was their testimony concerning us ? On the point

now before us it was this. They said that there is no religion among us.

And what now, you will ask, was their own idea of religion ? I answer,

it was analogous to the very idea which I am controverting in this dis-

course. Religion with them was not the general improvement of the

character—nothing of the kind ; but a certain strictness, a certain de-

voutness, a particular icm/ of attending to leiigiou. Wherever these

persons were found—at wha,tever feast or entertainment provided for

them—when the hour of prayer, prescribed for Mussulmans, arrived,

they courteously desired leave to retire to some private apartment, to

engage in the prescribed devotions. They found not these things among
us, and they said, " There is no religion in America." But do you
believe that these Arabian followers of the prophet were better men
than the Christian people upon whom they passed this judgment? No

;

you say—without denying their sincerity—that they had wrapped up
all religion in certain peculiarities ; and you deny, and very justly deny,

that this view of religion is either just or useful. You say, on the con-

trary, that it is very dangerous ; that it is unfriendly to the true im-
provement of the character ; that, according to this way of thinking, a
man may be a very good Mussulman and a very bad man. And this

is precisely what I say of that idea of religion among ourselves which
wraps it up in peculiarity ; which finds its essence in certain beliefs or

in certain experiences, that are quite severed from general goodness
and virtue. And I say too, that according to this theory, a man may
be a very good Christian and yet a very bad man—may consider himself

pious, when he is not even a humane man—not generous nor just, nor
candid nor modest, nor forbearing nor kind ; in short, that he may be a
man on whom faUs that condemnation which the apostle pronounces
on him who says, " I love God, and hatetli his brother,"

But now it may be said, that the doctrine which I have delivered is

a very dangerous doctrine. " To tell a man," it may be said, " that

there is some good in him on which he is to build ; that religion consists

essentially in the culture of what is already within him ; that there are

natural emotions of piety and goodness in him which he is to cultivate

into a habit and a character ; will not all this minister to self-compla-

cency, sloth, negligence, and procrastination?" Will not the man say,

"Well, I have some good in me, and I only need a little more, and
I can attend to that at any time. I need not trouble myself ; events,

perhaps, will improve my character ; and all will be well, without much
effort or concern on my part. And especially, I need not go through
this dreadful paroxysm of a conversion ; I have nothing to do but to

improve."

I might answer, that it is no new thing for a good and true doctrine

to be abused. I do not know but it is abused by some among us. In-

deed I fear that it is. Let mo proceed at once, then, to guard against

this abuse ; and to show, as I have proposed, that the doctrine which I

advocate is one of essential vitality and power in religion.

liCt us illustrate this by one or two comparisons. You wish to teach
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some man a science. Would you tbink it likely to awaken his zeal and
earnestness, to begin by telling bim, not only tliat be knows nothing

about the science in question, but that he has no natural capacity for

understanding it ; that bo lias no elements in him of that knowledge in

which you wish to in-truct bim ; but that he must first have some special

and supernatural initiation from heaven into that knowledge, and then

ho may advance ; tliat till this is done, nothing is done, and that when
this is done, all is done—all, that is to say, that is essential to his cha-

racter as a man of science—all that is necessary to prepare bim for a

successful examination? Would it further your object to instruct him
in this way i Vou wish to teach music to your pupil. You wish to

arouse liini to attend, and to labour for accomplishment. Would it

be well to tell liim tliat ho has no musical ear, and that he can do

nothing till this is given him? You desire to train a youth to high

physical accomplislnnent, to the exercises of the gymnasium or the

riding-school, to feats of strength or agility ; a branch of education that

deserves more attention than it is receiving among us. Would you
avow to your pupil, that there is one preliminary step to be gained be-

fore 3'ou could proceed at all; that be bad no muscles, no aptitude; and
that until these are given him, he can do nothing. Alas! when I look

at the wonderful feats of some public performers—magicians as they

are called, and as they seem to the people—and when I know that all

this is tiie result of careful and patient training, I cannot help saying,

would Christians exercise themselves in this way, to what might they

not attain? "And these do it," says the apostle, "for an earthly

crown, but yo labour for a heavenly." Alas! I am compelled to say

again

—

eceri/ school of learning seems to be more successful than the

Christian school! And why?—let me ask. Have not all other schools

their dithculties to surmount as well as the Christian? Why then is it

that this is so lame and inefficient, but because there is some radical

error at the very foundation? Let us see Christians labouring, ay, and
denying theniselves, as men of science and art and skill do, and should

we not witness some new result ?

So I contend they would labour, or at the least would be far more
likely to labour, if they were put in the right way, and were impressed

with the right convictions. Wiiat is the way? What are the convic-

tions ( What does our doctrine say to men ? AVhat does it say to

them with regard to conversion—to progress—and to preparation for

heaven ?

With regard to conversion, it says, " You must her/'in the work of

self-cidture ; resolutely and decidedly you must enter upon the Christian

path. If that era of .solemn determination has never come to you, then

It must come, or you are a lost man. With a feeling as solemn, as pro-

found, as absorbing, as ever pos.sessed the heart of any convert to mys-
terious grace, you must begin. He may think that the saving work is

done upon him in an instant; ;/ou must not think so. That is :ill an
error proceeding from a false interpretation of certain figurative language

of .Scripture; such as "new birth," "new creation"—figurative phrases

which apply to the soul, only so far as the soul's nature will admit ; and
it does not a<lmit of an instant's experience being the preparation for

heaven, lie who has received this instantaneous communication may
think, that in that moment he has got a grace, a something—a some-
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thing like a password to heaven ; hnt poii, if you will have any reason

in your religion, must not think so. If you think at aU, you cannot

tliink so. If you imagine, you may imagine what you will. And,
truly, it is no moderate stretch of imagination that is here supposed.

For, if an instant's experience is enough to prepare the soul for heaven,

I must wonder why a life was given for it. No, in one moment v/c can

only begin. But that beginning must nevertheless be made. What
is never begun is never done. On that great resolve rests the burden

of all human hope. On that great bond is set the seal of eternity. If

we have never made that bond with our souls to be true and pure—if

we liave never taken up that resolve, I see not how we can be Christians.

If all our impulses were good, we might yield ourselves up to them. If

there were no temptations, we should need no purpose. If there were

a tide in the ocean of life that set right towards the desired haven, wo
might cast ourselves upon it, and let it bear us at its will. But what
would you expect, if a ship were loosened from yonder wharf, and with-

out any course set, or any purpose to make a voyage, it were to take

such fate as the winds and waves might send it? You know what its

fate wovdd be ; to founder amidst the seas, or to be wrecked on the

shore ; it would reach no haven. And so upon the great deep of Ufe, a

moral voyage is to be made ; amidst winds and waves of passion, and
through clouds and storms of temptation and difficulty, the course must
be held; and it will not be held, if it is not firmly set. Certainly, no

man will make the voyage, unless he is determined to make it. How
many launch forth upon the 0(;ean of life without any such determina-

tion ; and their ship is swayed this way and that way, by unseen cur-

rents, and is carried far astray by smooth tides and softly-breathing

winds ; but surely unless a time comes when the thoughtless mariner

arouses himself, and directs his course, and spreads his sails for the

haven, he will never reach it

!

, I must lay this emphatic stress upon beginning ; and I would that it

might be a point of personal inquiry. I will use no intrusive li])erty

with your thoughts; but I would say, have you begun?—have you re-

solved?—for there is nothing on earth so much requiring a resolve.

Let not this matter, then, be WTapped in mystery. In clear reality let

it stand before us ; in close contact let it come to us. There is some-

thing wrong, of which the soul is conscious. The resolve required is

this—to do it no more. There is some secret indulgence, some bosom
sin. The resolve is, to tear that sin from the bosom, thougli it be dear

as a right hand, or a right eye. Some duty, or course of duties, is

neglected ; the resolve is, to set about it, this day, this hour. In short,

the resolve is, a great, strong, substantial purpose to do right in all

things ; it is to set up the standard of duty, as that beneath which we
will walk all our life through ; to give our hearts, without any reserve,

to God, to truth, and sanctity, and goodness.

This is what our doctrine says in regard to conversion. And now
what does it say on the subject of progress ? Does the message which

it delivers minister to sloth, negligence, or procrastination? What does

it say? Your life's work is growtli in goodness and piety. It is a daily

work, or it is no work at all. Every day, you must advance. Prac-

tical rehgion is self- culture. God has given you a natural piety, and

a natural benevolence, as he has given you a natural reason. With one
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as with Llie oHrt, ymir busine'^s is culture. The seed is iu you, as tlio

seed of the commou harvest is in the soil. FiVerjthing depends on cul-

ture. Docs it discourage the industry of the husbandman, to tell him
that the seed is provided, and planted in the earth?—that there is a
geiTti that will grow if ho will take care of it. Nay, that is the very

reason why he will work. Or does he refuse to work because it is ne-

cessary tliat (iod's sun and air quicken the soil? And why any more
that God's spirit must shine and breathe upon his soul?

In this rational and generous self-culture, is the secret of spiritual

strength. Tlierc is nothing wliicli most men so much foel as the want
of vitality and earnestness in their religion. Their talk about it is dull

and mournful; their prayers are cold and reluctant; their interest is

languid, their .Sabbaths and their religious meetings in conference-

rooms and .schoolhouses, are heavy and sluggish I—And why is all this?

Because—provided they are sincere—their views of religion are irra-

tional, mystical, essentially uninteresting ; because the thing in question

is severed from the living fountains of all true emotion. Let me state

it to you thus. You have a friend—a dear and lovely friend ; and
towards that being your affections are not dull and sluggish. But why
is that friend dear and lovely? Because generous and noble-hearted,

kind and gentle, full of disinterestedness, and purity, and truth ? Then
I tell you that your friendship is a part of religion. It is of the same
nature as religion. It is no other than a portion of the beauty of tho

divinity that is shed fortli in the lieart of your friend. Again, you have
an enthusiasm for all that is morally sublime and beautiful. The patriot

that dies for his country ; tho martyr that calmly goes to the stake,

when one word, one little word uttered, will give him life, and fortune,

and splendour, and he will not speak tliat false word ; tlie patient and
heroic sufferer amidst pain and calamity; the great sufferer when ho
breathed the prayer, " Father, forgive tliem! "—these win admiration,

draw tears from you pcnhaps, as you think of them. And again, I tell

you that this is a part of religion. Once more you liavc an interest in

this matter. Surely you would be liappy. Uneasiness, destitution,

self-inflicted pain, are hard things to bear. But was ever a soul—full

of the love of God, full of kindness and gentleness, full of serenity and
trust—was ever such a soul essentially unliappy ? How then can faint-

ing and famisliing creatures gather in converse around this fountain of
all healing and comfort, and not be tinilled witli inexpressible emotion?
Let mo suggest one more thought. Tlicrc is one great Being who is

the first and cliiefest object of religion— God I And (Jod is everywhere.
Can tlierc bo indifference where it is felt that God is^ And he is every-

wiiere. In the crowded meeting, in the lonely and retired walk, in tho
ever lovely, holy and beautiful nature that is spread around you, in tho
silent and star-lit dome of heaven, and beneath your humble roof, in all

that fills it witli comfort and joy and hope, ay. or touches it with disci-

plinary sorrow—in all, God is: the nearest, the holiest; tlie greatest,

the knulest of beings ; and can iudiflfcrence live in that .sublime and
blessed presence?

Now what is religion? It is not merely to feel all this, at certain
times and seasons, but it is to make it tlie reigning habit of our minds.
To feel it is comparatively easy ; to form it into tlie very structure of
our souls, is quite another thing. I cannot very well understand how
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any man should want the feeling ; but I can very well .understand how
he should want the character. For this it iri precisely, that is the

greatest and rarest of all human attainments. This it is, to have Christ

formed within us, the hope of glory. Jesus, the blessed Master, lived

that perfect life. In him each good aifection of the great humanity had

its fulness, its permanence, its perfection. How reverend, how holy,

how dear, how soul-entrancing is that incarnate lovehness—God in

him, God with us ; the brightness of the Father's glory and the express

image of his person! Oh! could we be hke him, all our ungoverned

agitations, all our vain longings, all our distracting passions, all our

needless griefs and pains, would die away from us ; and we should be

freed from the heavy, heavy burden of our sins ! I almost fear, my
friends, so to express' myself ; lest it should be construed into the hack-

neyed and whining lamentation of the pulpit, and should win no respect,

no'sympathy from you. No, it is with a manly grief, with an indignant

sorrow and shame, that every one of us should lament, that he has not

more unreservedly followed the great and glorious Master

!

And let me add that this is no visionary nor impracticable undertak-

ing. It is what we all can do, with God's help, if we will. It is what

is bound upon us, by the simplest perceptions of rectitude in our own
souls—bound upon us by the vei-y feehngs of conscience and obhgation

which God has implanted within us.

Finally, it is what we must do, if we would attain to happiness here

or hereafter. The hours are steahng on, when the veil of eternity sliall

part its awful folds, and the great and dread hereafter shall receive us.

Solemn wiU be that hour ! Lightly do we hear of its daily coming to

one and another around us now ; Httle do we think of what it was to

them; but so will not be its coming—with lightness or with little

thought—so will not be its coming to us. The gathering and swelling

thoughts of that hour—no one can know but he who has felt it drawing

nigh. Earth recedes ; and earth's ambition, gain, pleasure, vanity,

shrinks to nothing ; and one thought spreads all around and fills the

expanding horizon of eternity—am 1 ready ?—have I lived so as to meet

this hour ? And believe me, in no court of human theology must that

question be answered. No imaginary robe of another's righteousness--

I speak not now of God's mercy in Christ ; that, we may be sure, will

be all that mercy consistently can be—no mystic grace claiming supe-

riority to all deeds of mercy and truth, no narrow, technical hope of

salvation garnered up in the heart, will avail us there ; but the all-de-

ciding question will be—what were we? and what have we done? What
were we, in the whole breadth and length of all our good or all our bad

affections? That awful question we must answer for ourselves. No
one shall be there to answer for us. No answer shall be given in there,

but that which comes from every day and hour of our lives. For there

is not a day nor an hour of our hves, but it contributes to make us

better or worse ; it has borne the stamp of our culture or carelessness,

of our fidelity or our neglect. And that stamp, which our life's expe-

rience sets upon our character, is— I speak not my own word, but God's

word—that stamp is the very seal of retribution.

Does this seem, my friends, but a sad and stern conclusion of the

matter ; not encouraging to our hopes, nor accordant with the mercy of

t!ic Gospel? The Gospel! Is it a system of evasions, and subterfuges,
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and palliatives, to ease off tlio strict dumand of holiness ? No, let theo-

lofjy boast of such devices, and tell men that as thoy have sowed so

shall they nut reap ; but believe rao, the Gospel is the last thing to break

the everlasting bond that connects happiness with goodness, with purity.

And who would liave it otherwise? Who icoidd be happy, l)ut on con-

dition of being good, and in proportion as he is good? What true man
asks, that over his corrupt and guilty heart, wliile such, may be poured

a flood of perfect bliss? Our nature may be fallen and low; but that

flood would sweep away the last vestige of aU its honour and worth.

—

God never created a thing so vile as that would be. No, it is a noblo

being that ho has given us, though alas ! it be marred and degraded

;

and upon the eternal laws of that being, must we build up our welfare.

It is a glorious privilege so to do ; to do what the noblo apostlo spoke of

as his own law and hope, when he said—and, be assured, that must bo

our law and hope—" 1 havo fought a good fight, I have finished my
course, I have kept the faith ; henceforth there is laid up for me a
crown, which the Lord, tho righteous Judge, will give me in that day

;

and not to mc only, but to all who love his appcai-ing."

2 K



THE CALL OF HUMANITY, AND
THE ANSWER TO IT.

Job xxiii. 3— 5 : "Oh! that I knew where I might fiud him; that I might

come even to his seat ! I would order my cause before him, and fill my mouth
witii arguments. I would know the words which he would answer me, and
undei'stand wliat he would say to me."

It is striking to observe, how large a part of the book of Job, and
especially of Job's own meditation, is occupied with a consideration of

the nature and character of the Supreme Being. The subject-matter

of the book is human calamity. The point proposed for solution is the

interpretation of that calamity. The immediate question—of very little

interest now, perhaps, but one of urgent difficulty in a darker age—is,

whether calamity is retributive ; whether, in proportion as a man is

afflicted, he is to be accounted a bad man. Job contends against this

principle, and the controversy with his friends turns upon this point.

But as I have already remarked, it is striking to observe how often his

mind rises apparently quite above the controversy, to a sublime medi-
tation on God. As if, feeling, that provided he could fix his trust

there, he should be strong and triumphant, thither he continually

resorts. With these loftier soarings, are mingled it is true, passion-

ate complaint, and sad despondency, and bitter reproaches against his

friends, and painful questionings about the whole order of Providence.

It is indeed a touching picture of a mind in distress—with its sad
fluctuations ; its words of grief and haste bursting into the midst of

its words of prayer; its soarings and sinkings; its passionate and
familiar adjurations of heaven and earth to help it—and with the world
of dark and undefined thoughts, which roU through it hke waves of

chaos; in short, it is a picture whose truth can be reahsed only by
experience.

But I was about to observe, that this tendency of Job's mind to the

Supreme, though it may seem to carry him, at times, up quite out of

sight of the question in hand, is really a natural tendency, and that it

naturally sprung from the circumstances in which he was placed. The
humdn condition is, throughout, aUied to a divine Power; and the strong

feeling of what this condition is, always leads us to that Power. The
positive good and evil of this condition, therefore, have especially this

tendency. This is implied in the proem or preface of the book of Job

;

which gives an account, after the dramatic manner which characterizes

the whole book, of the Qircumstances that led to Job's trial. After a
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brief prefatory statement informing the reader who Job was, and what
were his possessions, the scene is represented as opening in heaven.
Among the sons of God Satan presents himself—the Accuser, the Ad-
versary. And when Job's virtue is the theme of commendation, the

Accuser says, " Doth Job fear God for naughtl—a grand emir of the

east—cradicd in luxury—loaded with the benefits of heaven—dotli ho
fear God for nauglit? I'ut forth thine hand now, and touch all tliat

he hath, aiul he will curse thee to thy face!" It is done; and Job is

stripped of his possessions, servants, children—all. And Job falls down
upon the ground and worships ; and says, " The Lord gave, the Lord
hath taken away; blessed be the name of the Lord."

But again the Accuser says—thou hast not laid thine hand yet upon
his person. Come yet nearer; " put forth thine hand now, and touch
his bone and his flesh, and he will curse tliee to thy face." Again it is

done; and Job is smitten and overwhelmed witli disease: and he sits

down in ashes, and scrapes himself with a potslierd—a pitiable and
loathsome object. The faith of his wife, too, gives way—of her who,
above all, should have suj)]iorted him then ; but who, from the rever-

ence and love which she felt for her husband, is least able to bear the
sight of his misery. She cannot bear it: and partaking of the preva-
lent feelings of tlie age about outward prosperity, as the very measure
and test of the Divine favour, slie .says, " Dost thou still retain thine
integrity? Curse God and die!" " Give up the strife

; you liave been
a good man

;
you have helped and comforted many ; and now you are

reduced to this Give up the strife; curse (Jod and die!" And Jol)

answered, '* Thou speakest as one of the foolish women speaketh!"
What nature ! We seem to hear that fireside conversation. What
nature, and what delicacy mingled with reproof! " Thou speakest
not as my wife, but as one of the foolish, prating women speaketh.

What ! shall we receive good at the hand of the Lord, and shall wc not
receive evil! In all this did not Job sin with his lips."

Then the three friends of Job came to him ; and it is a beautiful trait

of delicacy for those ancient times, that these friends, according to the

representation, " sat down upon tlio ground with him seven days and
seven nights, and xpake not a icord unto him; for they saw that his grief

was great." When we recollect that all over the East, loud wailings

and lamentations were the usual modes of testifying sympathy, we are

led to ask, wlience came—wlience, but from inspiration—tliis finer con-

ception, befitting the utmost culture and delicacy of later times ? " Seven
days and seven niglits they .sat with him, and none of them spake a
word to him." Of course, we are not to take this too literally. Ac-
cording to the Hebrew custom, they mourned with him seven days :

that is, thcv were in liis house, and they came, doubtless, and sat witli

him from tmie to time ; but they entered into no large discourse witli

him ; they saw that it was not the time for many words ; they mourned
in silence.

Tliis I have said is a beautiful conception of what belongs to the most
delicate and touching sympathy. There comes a time to speak, and
so the friends of Job judged; though their speech proved le.s.5 delicate

and judicious than their silence. There comes a time to speak ; there

are circumstances which may make it desirable ; there are easy and
unforced modes of addi'ess which may make it grateful ; tlx^-e ai'c cases
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where a thoiigbtful man may help his neighbour with his wisdom, or

an affectionate man may comfort him with sympathy; " a word fitly

spoken," says the sacred proverbiaUst, "is like apples of gold in

pictures of silver."

And yet, after all, it seems to me that words can go but a little way
into the depths of affliction. The tlioughts that struggle there in

silence; that go out into the silence of infinitude— into the silence of

eternity—have no emblems. Thoughts enough, God knpweth, come
there—such as no tongue ever uttered. And those thoughts do not so

much want human sympathy, as they want higher help. I deny not

the sweetness of that balm ; but I say that something higher is wanted.

The svmpathy of all good friends, too, we know that we have, without

a word spoken. And moreover, the sympathy of all the world, though

grateful, would not lighten the load one feather's weight. Something

else the mind wants—something to rest upon. There is a loneliness in

deep sorrow, to which God only can draw near. Its prayer is emphati-

cally •' the prayer of a lonely heart." Alone, the mind is wresthng

with the great problem of calamity, and the solution it asks from the

infinite pi'ovidence of heaven. Did I not rightly say, then, that cala-

mity directly leads us to God ; and that the tendency, so apparent in the

mind of Job, to lift itself up to that exalted theme of contemplation was

natural? And it is natural, too, that the one book of affliction, given

us in the holy record—the one book wholly devoted to that subject—is,

throughout, and almost entirely, a meditation on God.

I wish to speak, in the present season of meditation, of this tendency

of the mind, amidst the trials and distresses of life, to things superior

to itself, and especially to the Supreme Being. It is not affliction of

which I am to speak, but of that to which it leads. My theme is, the

natural aspiration of humanity to things above and beyond it, and the

revealings from above to that aspiration ; it is, in other words, the call

of humanity and the answer to it. "I would order my cause before

him," says Job, " I would know the words he would answer me."
There are many things in us, of which we are not distinctly con-

scious ; and it is one office of every great ministration to human nature,

whether its vehicle be the pen, the pencil, or the tongue, to waken that

slumbering consciousness into life. And so do I think that it is one

office of the pulpit. That inmost consciousness—were it called forth

from the dim cells in the soul, where it sleeps—how instantly would it

turn to a waking and spiritual reahty, that fife, which is now, to many,

a state so dull and worldly, so uninteresting and unprofitable!

How it should be such to any, seems to me, I confess, a thing almost

inconceivable. It may be, because my life is, as I may say, profession-

ally, a meditation upon themes of the most spiritual and quickening

interest. Certainly, I do not lay any claim to superior purity, for

seeming to myself to see things as they are. But surely, this life,

instead of being anything negative or indifferent, instead of being any-

thing dull and trivial, seems to me, I was ready to say, as if it were

bound up with mystery, and agony, and rapture. Yes, rapture as well

as agony—the rapture of love, of reciprocated affection, of hope, of joy,

of prayer—and the agony of pain, of loss, of bereavement—and over

all their strugghngs, the dark cloud of mystery. If any one is uncon-

scious of the intensity and awfulness of this life within him, I beheve it
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is because he does not know what he is all the while feoliug. Health
and sickness, joy and sorrow, success and disappointment, life and
death, are familiar words upon his lips, and he does not know to

wliat depths they point within him. It is just as a man may live, un-

conscious that there is anything unusual about him, in tliis ago of

unprecedented excitement—in this very crisis of the world's story.

Indeed, a man seems never to know what anything means tiU ho

has lost it ; and this, I suppose, is the reason why losses—vanishings

away of things—are among the teachings of this world of shadows. The
substance, indeed, teacheth ; but the vacuity, whence it has disappeared,

yet more. Many an organ, many a neiTO and fibre, in our bodily

frame, performs its silent part for years, and leaves us almost, or quite,

unconscious of its value. But let there bo the smallest injury, the

slightest cut of a knife, which touches that organ, or severs the fibre

—

and then we find, though it be the point of our finger, that we want it

continually ; then we discover its value ; then we learn, that the fine

and invisible nerves that spread themselves all over this wonderful

frame, are a significant handwriting of divine wisdom. And thus it is

with the universal frame of things in life. One would think that the

blessings of this world were sufficiently valued ; but, after all, the full

significancy of those words. ])ro|)crty, case, health— the wealth of

meaning that lies in the fond epitliets, parent, child, friend—we never
know till they are taken away ; till in place of the bright, visible being,

comes the awful and desolate shadow where nothing is—where we
stretch out our hands in vain, and strain our eyes upon dark and dismal

vacuity. Still, in that vacuity we do not lose the object that we loved

;

it only becomes more real to us. Thus do blessings not oidy brigliten

when they depart, but are fixed in enduring reality ; and friendship

itself, receives its everlasting seal beneath the cold impress of death.

I have said thus much for the sake of illustration—of suggestion—to

show you that the imprint of things may be upon us, which we scarcely

know ; to intimate to you—what I believe—that a dim consciousness

of infinite mystery and grandeur lies beneath aU this common-place of

life ; yes, and to arouse even the most irreligious worldliness, by the

awfuluess and majesty that are around it. As I have seen a rude
peasant from the Apennines, falling asleep at the foot of a pillar in one
of the majestic Roman churches—doubtless the choral symphonies yet

fell soft upon his ear, and the gilded arches were yet dimly seen

through the half-slumbering eyelids—so, I think, it is often with the

repose and tlie very stupor of worldliness. It cannot quite lose the

sense of where it is, and of wliat is above and around it.

The scene of its actual engagements may be small ; tlie paths of its

steps beaten and familiar; the objects it handles easily spanned, and
quite worn out with daily uses. ISo it may be, and amidst sucl> things

that we all live. So we live our little life ; but lieavcn is above us ; and
eternity is before us, and behind us ; and suns and stars are silent

witnesses and watchers over us. Not to speak fancifuUy of what is

matter of fact—do you not always feel that you are enfolded by
infinity?—infinite powers, infinite spaces— do they not lie all around
you? Is not the dread arch of mystery spread over you—and no voice

ever pierced it? Is not eternity enthroned amidst yonder starry

heights—and no utterance, no word ever came from those far-lying and
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silent spaces? Oh! it is strange— to think of that awful majesty
above, and then to think of what is beneath it ; this little struggle of
life—this poor day's conflict—this busy ant-hill of a city. Shut down
the dome of heaven close upon it; let it crush and confine every
thought to the present spot, to the present instant ; and such would a
city be. But now, how is it? Ascend the lonely watch-tower of

evening meditation, and look forth and hsten ; and lo ! the talk of the

streets, the sounds of music and revelling, the stir and tread of a
multitude, goeth up into the silent and all-surrounding infinitude

!

But is it the audible sound only that goeth up ? Oh ! no ; but
amidst the stir and noise of visible life—from the inmost bosom of the

visible man, there goeth up a call, a cry, an asking, unuttered,

unutterable— an asking for revelation— saying, in almost speechless

agony— "Oh! break, dread arch of mystery!— tell us, ye stars, that

roU above the waves of mortal trouble— speak! enthroned majesty of

those awful heights—bow down your mysterious and reserved heavens,

and come near—tell us, what ye only kjnow—tell us of the loved and
lost—tell us what we are, and whither we are going!"

Is not man such an one ? Is he not encompassed with a dome of

incomprehensible wonders? Is there not that, in him and about him,

which should fill his life with majesty and sacreduess? Is there not

something of sublimity and sacreduess thus borne down from heaven,

into the heart of every man? Where is the being so base and aban-

doned but he hath some traits of that sacrcdncss left upon him—some-

thing so much in discordance perhaps with his general repute, that he

hides it from all around him—some sanctuary in his soul, where no one

may enter— some sacred enclosure, where the memory of a child is, or

the image of a venerated parent, or the echo of some sweet word of

kindness that was once spoken to him—an echo that shall never die

away!
Would man awake to the higher and better things that are in him,

he would no longer feel, I repeat, that life to him is a negative, or

superficial, or worldly existence. Evermore are his steps haunted with

thoughts far beyond their own range—which some have regarded as the

reminiscences of a pre-existeut state. As a man who passeth a season

in the sad and pleasant land of Italy, feels a majestic presence of

sublime ages and histories with him, which he does not always distinctly

recognise, but which lend an indescribable interest to every field, and
mountain, and mouldering wall, and make life to be, all the while, more
than mere life; so it is with us aU, in the beaten and worn track of

this worldly pilgrimage. There is more here than the world we live

in ; it is not all of life to live. An unseen and infinite presence is

here ; a sense of something greater than we possess ; a seeking, through

all the void waste of life, for a good beyond it ; a crying out of the

heart for intei'pretation ; a memory of the dead, which touches, ever

and anon, some vibrating thread in this great tissue of mystery.

I cannot help thinking, that we all, not only have better intimations,

but are capable of better things than we know ; that the pressure of

some great emergency would develop in us powers, beyond the worldly

bias of our spirits ; and that, so heaven dealeth with us, from time to

time, as to call forth those better things. Perhaps there is not a family

60 selfii-li in the world, but that if one in it were doomed to die—if
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tyranny demanded a victim, it would bo utterly impossible for its

members—parents and children—to choose out that victim ; but that
all and each one woidd say, " I will die, but I cannot choose." Nay,
iu how many families—if (hat diro extremity had come— woidd one
and another step forth, freed from the wild meshes of ordinary selfisli-

ness, and say, like the Roman father and son, " Let the blow fall on
me!" There are greater and better things in ns all, than the world
takes account of, or than tec take note of, would we find tliem out.

And it is one part of our spiritual culture to find these traits of greatness

and power, to revive these faded impressions of generosity and goodness
—the almost squandered bequests of God's love and kindness to our
souls,—and to yield ourselves to their guidance and control.

I am sensible that my discoursing now has been somewhat desultory

and vague. Perhaps, though 1 delight not in such discoursing

generally, it has not been, in this instance, without a purpose. For tlie

consciousness which I wish to address, is doubtless itself something too

shadowy and vague. But it is real, though indistinct. An unsatisfied

asking is, for ever, in all human hearts. We know that the material
crust of this earth does not limit our thoughts ; that the common-place
of life does not suftice us ; that there are things in us, which go far

beyond the range of our ordinary, earthly pursuits. Depraved as wc
may be, these things are true. They are indeed signs that wo are
fallen ; but they arc signs too that all is not lost. They arc significant

revelations ; and they arc admonitions no less powerful.

But now, when our minds go out beyond the range of their visible

action, wliat do they find? We have spoken of the great call of

humanity ; what is the answer ?

The first answer comes from tlic mind itself. When we descend into

the depths of our own being, we find desires which nothing loss than
the infinite can satisfy, powers fitted for everlasting expansion—powers
whose unfolding at every step, only awakens new and vaster cravings

;

and sorrows, wliicli all the accumulate<l wcaltli and pleasure of the

world can never, never soothe. If a man's life consisted in that which
ho possesseth, how intolerable would it be ! To be confined to what wo
have and what we are, is to be shut up in a dungeon, where we cannot
breathe! Is not this whole nature then itself a stupendous argument
for something greater to come? Is not tliis very consciousness, deep
in our souls, itself an answer? When you look at the embryo bird in

the shell, you know that it is made to burst that little prison. You see

feet that are made to run, and wings to fly. And as it pecks at the

imprisoning shell, you see in that very impulse, the proplietic certainty

that it is to come forth to light and air. And is the noblest being on
cartli alone to bo for ever imprisoned—to perisli in his prison ;—for ever
to feel himself imprisoned— for ever to press against the barriers of his

present knowledge and existence ; and never to go forth? Are imins
embryo powers ahjne—are his cravings and aspirations after something
higher, to be accounted no revcalings. no prophecies of a loftier destiny?

And again ; when we lift up our thoughts to tlie vast infinitude, wliat

do wo find;' Order, holding its sublime reign among the countless

revolving suns and systems ; and light, fair and beautiful, covering all

as with a garment. Look tip to tlie lieight of heaven in some bright

and smiling summer's day ; behold tlie ethereal softness, tlie meteor of
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beauty that hangs over us ; and does it not sL-em as if it were an enfold-

ing gentleness—a silent, hushed breathing of unutterable love ? Was
ever a mother's eye, bent on lier child, more sweet and gentle? Was
ever a loving countenance more full of ineffable meaning? " OhI you

sweet heavens!" hath many a poet said; and can he who made those

heavens, subHme and beautiful, wish us any harm? Were yoii made
lord of those heavens—could you hurl down unrecking sorrow and dis-

aster upon the poor tremblers beneath you ? God who hath breatlied

that pitying and generous thought into your heart, will not belie it in

himself. My heart is to me a revelation, and heaven is to me a revelation

of Gf>d's benignity. And when the voices of human want and sorrow go

upward—as one has touchingly said, " like inarticulate cries, and sob-

bings of a dumb creature, which, in the ear of heaven are prayers "—

1

can no more doubt that they find gracious consideration and pity above,

than if a voice of unearthly tenderness breathed from the sky, saying,
" Poor frail beings! borne on the bosom of imperfection, and laid upon
the lap of sorrow—be patient and hopeful ; ye are not neglected nor for-

gotten; the heaven above you holds itself in majestic reserve, because

ye cannot yet bear what it has to tell you—holds you in solemn sus-

pense, which death only may break ; be faithful unto death—be trustful

for a while ; and all your lofty asking shall have answer, and all your
patient sorrow shall find issue, in everlasting peace."

But once more ; there is more than a voice ; there is a revelation in

nature, and especially in the mission of Jesus Christ, more touching

than words.

I have said that there is no uttered speech, from all around us ; and
yet have maintained that there is expression as clear and emphatic as

speech ; and I now say, it is more expressive than speech. Let me
observe here, that we are liable to lay quite an undue stress upon this

mode of communication—upon speech ; simply because speech is the

ordained and ordinai'y vehicle of converse between man and man. If

men had communicated with one another by pantomime ; if forms, and
not utterances, had been the grand instruments of impression ; if human
love had always been expressed only by a brighter glow of the counte-

nance, and pity only by a softer shadowing upon its beauty,—then had
we better understood, perhaps, the grand communication of nature.

Then had the bright sky in the daytime, and the soft veil of evening,

and all the shows of things, around the whole dome of heaven, and
amidst the splendour and beauty of the world—aU these, I say, in the

majesty of silence, had been a revelation, not only the clearest, but the

most impressive that was possible. I say, in the majesty of silence.

For, accustomed as we are arc to speech, how much more powerful, in

some things, is silence ! How intolerable would it have been, if every
day, when it came, had audibly said, " God is good ;" and every even-

ing, when it stole upon us, had said, " God is good;" and every cloud

when it rose, and every tree as it blossomed, and every plant as it

sprung from the earth, had audibly said, "God is good"? No; the

silence of natvire is more impressive, would we understand it, than any
speech could be ; it expresses what no speech can utter. No bare

word can tell what that bright sky mcaneth ; what the wealth of nature

meaneth ; what is the heart's own deep assurance, that God is good.

But yet more ; in the express revelation that is given us, it is not
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the bare word spoken that is most powerful ; it is the character of inter-

posing mercy that is spread all over tlie volume. It is the miracle that

causes nature to break tlic secret of an all-controlling power, in that

awful pause and silence. It is the loving and living excellence of Jesus

—that miracle of his life, more than all. Tiic word is but an attesta-

tion to something done. Had it been done in silence—could all gene-

rations have seen Jesus living—Jesus suffering—and heaven opened

—

it had been enough. Words arc but the testimony, that hath gone fortli

to all generations and all ages, of what hath been done. God is ever doing

for us, what—be it said reverently—what he cannot speak. As a dear

friend can look the love which he cannot utter, so do I read the face of

nature ; so do I read the record of God's interposing mercy. I feel

myself embraced with a kindness, too tender and strong for utterance.

It cannot tell me how dear to the Infinite love, my welfare, my purity

is. Only by means and ministrations, by blessings and trials, by
dealings and pressures of its gracious hand upon me, can it make me
know. So do I read the volume of life and natm^e ; and so do I read
the volume of revelation. I see in Jesus living—in Jesus suffering—

I

see in the deep heart of his pain and patience, and love and pity, what
no words can utter. I learn this not from any excellency of speech,

but from the excellency of his living and .suifering. Even in the human
breast, tlie deepest things, are things which it can never utter. So it

was in the heart of Jesus, So it is— I speak it reverently— in the

nature of God. " For no car hath ever heard the things which God
hath prepared for them that love him. But God hath revealed them
to us by his spirit ; for the spirit—and the spirit alone—scarcbcth all

things, yea, tbe deep things of God."
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^PREFACE.

The Volume, hero oflbred to the public, is designed to give a comprehensive

reply to the question,
—

"What is Uuitarianism? No book, within the Author's

knowledge, answers the purpose of a general summary of the views entertained

by Unitarians, and of the arguments which may be adduced in their defence.

Many persons, it is believed, have felt the want of something of this nature,

—

something beyond the brief compass of a Tract, and within the limits of a

Volume,—which they could give or point out, to those who are asking,

—

""What are yom- general views of religion? AVhat arc your views of the

Scriptures,— of faith in them,— and of the doctrines and principles wliich they

teach?" Such inquirers arc often not sufficiently interested, to gather the

information they seek from scattered tracts, or to hunt for it through twenty

volumes ; nor, if they were, is it likely that the tracts or volumes would be

within their reach. The present volume will, perhaps, satisfy the questions

that are already in their minds ; and if it raises questions which it does not

settle, they must be refeiTcd to other sources. In particular, reference may be

made,— on the Trinity, to Norton's Statement of Reasons; on the Offices of

Christ, to "Ware's Discourses ; on the general subject, to Sparks' Inquiry

,

Yates' Vindication, and the Works of Chaiming; and for our practical views

of religion, to the Discourses of Freeman, Buckminster, Thatcher, Abbot,

Parker, and Cappe, besides those of many living MTiters.

One word further the Author may be permitted to say of the manner in

which this volume is made up. It consists partly of discourses not before

published, and partly of reprints of fonner publications. Of the latter kind are

cliieliy two series of papers, entitled " Cursory Observations on the Questions

at issue between Orthwlox and Liberal Christians ;" and *' The Analogy of

Religion with other Subjects." The last has been eutix-cly re-written, and the

first altered and revised.

In short, the Author's j)ui']iosc, in this volume, has been, in the first place, to

ofl'er a very brief summary of the Unitarian Belief; in the next place, to lay

down the essential princijiles of all religious faith ; thirdly, to state and defend

our constru<'tiun, as it is generally held among us, of the Christian doctrines;

fourthly, to illustrate, by analogy, our views of practical religion ; and finally,

in two closing sennous, to discuss the ti'ue proportion and harmony of the

Christian character. "Witli this brief statement, tlie work is submitted to the

reader.

Siw York, Dcccmlwr 'I, l»3n.





THE UNITARIAN BELIEF.

We shall undertake to state, in this article, what wo understand to be

the prevailing belief of Unitarian Christians. Our position as a religious

body seems still to rcijuire statements of this nature. It is a position,

that is to say, entirely misunderstood. Misconstructions, once in

vogue, seem to have a strange power of perpetuating themselves ; or,

at any rate, they are helped on by powers that seem to us very strange.

In the face of a thousand denials, and in spite of the self-contradicting

absurdity of the charge, it is still said, and, by multitudes, seems to be

thought, that our creed consists of negations, that we believe in almost

nothing. It seems to be received as if it were a matter of commoa
consent, that we do not hold to the doctrines of the Bible, and that we
scarcely pretend to hold to the Bible itself. It is apparently supposed

by many, that we stand upon peculiar ground in this respect ; that we
hold some strange position in the Christian world, different from all

other Christian denominations.

We must, therefore, if our patience fail not, explain ourselves again

and again. We must, again and again, implore others to make distinc-

tions very obvious indeed, but which they are strangely slow to see,

—

to distinguish, that is to say, or at least to remember that u-c distin-

guish, between the Bible and fallible interpretations, between Scripture

doctrines and the explanations of those doctrines. The former we
receive : the latter only do we reject.

Our position in the Christian world is not a singular one. We
profess to .stand upon the same ground as all other Christians,— the

Bible. Our position, considered as dissent,— our position, as assailed

on all sides, is by no means a novel one. The Protestants were, and
arc, charged by the Komish Church with rejecting Christianity.

Every sect in succession that has l)roken off from the body of Chris-

tians,—the Lutherans and English Episcopalians first, then the Scotch

Presbyterians, then the Baptists, the Methodists, the (Quakers, the

Puritans, the Independents ofevery name,—have been obliged to reply to

the same charge of holding no valid nor authorized belief. And what
has been the answer of them all? It has been the answer of Paul

before Felix,— that they did believe; that they "believed all things

that are written" in tho lioly volume.
Tliis same defence, namely, Paul's defence to the Jews, Luther's

and Wickhffe's to tlic Homish Church,— the defence of Knox, of

Robinson, of Pox, of Wesley, and Whitfield, and of our own Mayhow
and Mathers to tho English Church,— this same defence, it has faUeu
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to our lot to plead as Unitarian Christians. We bear a new name

;

but we take an old stand,— a stand old as Christianity. We bear a new
name, but we make an old defence ; we think, as every other class of

Christians have thought, that we approach the neai'est to the old primi-

tive Christianity. We bear a hard name, the name of heretics ; but it

is the vei'y name which EpiscopaUans, Presbyterians, Arminiaus, Cal-

vinists, have once borne,—which all Protestant Orthodoxy has once

borne,— which Paul himself bore, when he said, "After the way
which they call heresy, so worship I the God of my fathers." We
bear a new name ; and a new name di-aws suspicion upon it, as every

Christian sect has had occasion full well to know; and we think,

therefore, that our position and our plea demand some consideration

and sympathy from the body of Christians. We think that they
ought to listen to us, when we make the plea, once their own, that we
believe, according to our honest understanding of their import, all

things that are written in the Holy Scriptures.

There is one circumstance which makes the statement of this defence

peculiarly pertinent and proper for us. And that is, the delicacy which
has been felt by our writers and preachers about the use of terms.

When we found, for instance, that the phrase, " Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost," and tliat the words atonement, regeneration, election,

with some others, were appropriated by the popular creeds, and stood

in prevailing usage, for orthodox doctrines, we hesitated about the free

use of them. It was not because we hesitated about the meaning
which Scripture gave to them, but about the meaning which common
usage had fixed upon them. We believed in the things themselves, we
believed in the words as they stood in the Bible, but not as they stood

in other books. But finding that, whenever we used these terms, we
were charged, as even our great Master himself was, with " deceiving

the people," and not anxious to dispute about words, we gave up the

familiar use of a portion of the Scriptural phraseology. Whether we
ought, in justice to ourselves, so to have done, is not now the question.

We did so ; and the consequence has been, that the body of the people,

not often hearing from our pulpits the contested words and phrases

;

not often hearing the words, propitiation, sacrifice, the natural man, the

neio birth, and the Spirit of God,— hold themselves doubly warranted

in charging us with a defection from the faith of Scripture. It is this

state of things which makes it especially pertinent and proper for us, as

we have said, distinctly to declare not only our belief in the Scriptures

generally, but our belief in what the Scriptures teach on the points in

controversy,— our belief, we repeat, in what the Scriptures mean by the

phrase, " Father, Son, and Holy Ghost," and by the words, atonement,

conversion, election, and others that stand for disputed doctrines.

To some statements of this nature, then, we now invite attention

;

only premising further, that it is no part of our purpose, within the

brief limits of this exposition, to set forth anything of that abundant
argument for our views of Christianity, which so powerfully convinces

us that they are true. Our object, at present, is limited to statement
and explanation. We would present the Unitarian creed, according to

our own understanding of it.

With this object in view, we say, in general, that we believe in the

Scriptures.
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On a point which is so plain, and ought to be so well undenitood as

this, it is nnnccessary to dwell, unless it be for the purpos(! of discrimi-

nation. If any one thinks it necessary to a reception of tlic Bible as a
revelation from God, that the inspired penmen should have written by
immediate dictation; if he thinks that the writers were more amanu-
enses, and that word after word was put down by instant suggestion

from above ; that the very stylo is divine and not human ; that tho

st}lo. wo say, and tho matters of style,— the figures, the metaphors,

tho illustrations, camo from tho iJiviuo mind, and not from humaa
minds ; we say, at onco and plainly, that we do not regard the Scrip-

tures as sotting forth any claims to such supernatural perfection, or

accuracy of style. It is not a kind of distinction that would add any-

thing to tho authority, much less to the dignity, of a conmiuuication

from heaven. Nay, it would detract from its power, to deprive it, by
any hypothesis, of those touches of nature, of that natural pathos, sim-

plicity, and imagination, and of that solemn grandeur of thought, dis-

regarding style, of which tho Bible is full. Enough is it for us, that

tlie matter is divine, tho doctrines true, the history authentic, tho mira-

cles real, tho promises glorious, tho tlireatcnings fearful. Enough, that

all is gloriously and fearfully true,— true to the Divine will, true to

human nature, true to its wants, anxieties, sorrows, sins, and solemn
destinies. Enough, that the seal of a divino and miraculous communi-
cation is set upon that Holy Book.

So we receive it. So wo believo in it. And there is many a record

on those inspired pages, which ho who believes therein would not ex-

change,— no, he would not exchange it, a simple sentence though it be,

for the wcaltli of worlds.

That God Almighty, tho Infinite Creator and Father, hath spoken
to tho world ; that Ho who speaks indeed, in all the voices of natur«
and life, but speaks there generally, and leaves all to inference,— that
he hath spoken to man distinctly, and, as it were, individually,

—

spoken witli a voic^e of interpretation for life's mysteries, and of guid-

ance amidst its errors, and of comfort for its sorrows, and of pardon for

its sins, and of hope, undying hope, beyond the grave;— this is a fact,

compared with which all other facts arc not worth believing in ; this is

an event, so interesting, so transcendent, transporting, sublime, as to

leave to all otlior events the character only of things ordinary and
indifferent.

But let us pass from tho trencral truth of this record to some of its

particular doctrines. Our attention here will bo confined to the New
Testament.

I. And we say, in the first place, that wo believo " iu the Father,

and in the Son, and in the Holy (Jhost." Tliis was the simjJe primi-

tive creed of tho Christians; and it were well if men had been content

to receive it iu its simplicity. As a creed, it was directed to lie intro-

duced into tho form of baptism. The rite of baptism was appropriated
to tho profession of Cliristianity. Tho converts were to bo baptized into

the acknowledgment of the Christian religion; "baptized mto tho
name," that is, into the acknowledgment, *• of the Father, and of tho
Son, and of tlio Holy Ghost."

This creed consists of three parts. It c<)ntains no proof, nor hint, of

tho doctrine of a Trinity. We might as well say, that any other thrco

2G
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points of belief are one point. The creed coiisi.sts of tliree parts ; and
these parts embrace the grand peculiarities of tlie Christian religion

;

and it is for this reason as we conceive, and for no other, that they are

introduced into the primitive form of a profession of Christianity,

The first tenet is, that God is a paternal Being ; that he iias an in-

tei-est in his creatui-es, such as is expressed in the title Father; an

interest unknown to all the systems of Paganism, untaught in all the

theories of philosophy ; an interest, not only in the glorious beings of

other spheres, the sons of light, the dwellers in heavenly worlds, but in

us, poor, ignorant, and unworthy as we are ; that he has pity for the

erring, pardon for the guilty, love for the pure, kindness for the hum-
ble, and promises of immortal and blessed life for those who trust and

obey him. God, — yes, the God of boundless worlds and infinite

systems, is our Father. How many, in Christian lands, have not yet

learned this first truth of the Christian faith

!

The second article in the Christian's creed is, that Jesus Christ is

the Son of God, the brightness of his glory, and the express image of

his person ; not God himself, but his image, his brightest manifesta-

tion ; the teacher of his truth, the messenger of his will ; the mediator

between God and men ; the sacrifice for sin, and the Saviour from it

;

the conqueror of death, the forerunner into eternity, where he evermore

liveth to make intercession for us. We are not about to argue ; but we
cannot help remarking, a,s we pass, how obvious it is, that in none of

these offices can Jesus be regarded as God. If he is God in his nature,

yet as Mediator between God and man, we say he cannot be regarded

as God.
The third object of our belief, introduced into the primitive creed, is

the Holy Ghost ; in other words, that pov.-er of God, that divine influ-

ence, by which Christianity was established through miraculous aids,

and byVhich its spirit is still shed abroad in the hearts of men. This

tenet, as we understand it, requires our belief in miracles, and in

gracious interpositions of God, for the support and triumph of Chris-

tian faith and virtue.

Let us add, that these three, v,'itli the addition of the doctrine of a

future life, are the grand points of faith which are set forth in the ear-

liest uninspired creed on record; commonly called "The Apostles'

Creed. Its language is, "I beheve in God the Father Almighty; and

in Jesus Christ, his only-begotten Son, our Lord ; who was born of the

Holy Ghost and Virgin Mary ; and was crucified under Pontius Pilate,

and was buried ; and, the third day, rose again from the dead, ascended

into heaven, sitteth on the right hand of the Father ; whence he shall

come to judge the quick and the dead; and in the Holy Ghost; the

Holy Church ; the remission of sins ; and the resurrection of the flesh."

Not" a word hereof "'co-equal Son," as in the Nicene Creed; not a

word of " Trinity," as in the Athanasian. Things approach nearer,

it should seem, to the simpUcity of the Gospel, as they approach nearer

to its date. To that simplicity of faith, then, we hold fast. On that

primitive and beautiful record of doctrine we put our hand and place

our reliance. We believe " in the Father, and in the Son, and in the

Holy Ghost." May the Father Almighty have mercy upon us! May
the Son of God redeem us from guilt, from misery, and from hell!

May the Holy Ghost sanctify and save us I
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From tliis general creed, let us now proceed to particular doctrines.

II. Wo believe in the Atonement. Tliat is to say, we believe in

wliat that word, and similar words, mean, in the New Testament. Wo
take not the responsi'jility of supporting the popular interpretations.

They are various, and are constantly varying, and ai'e without author-

ity, as mucli as they are without uniformity and consistency. What
the diAine record says, wo believe according to the b(!St understanding

we can furm of its import. We believe that Jesus Clirist " died for

our sins ;" that ho " died, the just for the unjust ;" that " he gave his

life a ransom for many ;" that "he is the Lamb of (<od, that taketh

away the sins of the world:" that "we have redemption through his

blood;" that WO " have access to Ciod, and enter into the holiest, that

is, the nearest communion with God, by tlie blood of Jesus." Wo have

no objection to tlie phrase " atoning blood," though it is not Scriptural,

provided it is taken in a sense which the Scripture authorizes.

Ikit wiiat now is the meaning of all this pliraseology, and of much
more that is like it ? Certainly it is, that there is some connexion be-

tween the sufferings of Christ, and our forgiveness, our redemption from
sin and misery. This we all believe. But what is this connexion?

—

Hero is all the difficulty ; here is all the difference of opinion. Wo all

believe, all Cliristians believe, that the death of Christ is a means of

our salvation. But how is it a means? Was it—some one will say,

perliaps, as if he were putting us to the test— was it an atonement, a
sacrifice, a propitiation ? AVe answer, that it was an atonement, a sa-

crifice, a propitiation. But now the question is, ichat is an atonement,

a sacrifice, a propitiation? And this is the difficult question—a question,

to the proper solution of which much thought, much cautious discrimi-

nation, much criticism, much knowledge, and especially of the ancient

Hebrew sacrifices, is necessary. Can we not " receive the atonement,"
without this knowledge, this criticism, this deep philosophy? What
then is to become of the mass of mankind, of the body of Christians ?

Can we not savingly " receive the atonement," unless we adopt some
particular explanation, some peculiar creed, concerning it? Who will

dare to answer this question in the negative, when he knows that the

Christian world, the Orthodox Christian world, is filled with difi'erences

of opinion concerning it? The Presbyterian Churcli of ^Vmerica is, at

this moment, rent asunder on this question. Christians, are, every-

where, divided on the questions, whether the redemption is particular

or general, wliethcr the sufferings of ('hrist were a literal endurance of

tiie punishment due to sin, or only a moral equivalent, and whether this

equivalency, supposing this to be the true exj)lanation, consists in tho

endurance of Ciod's di!-i)leasure against sin, or only in a simple scenic

manifestation of it.

Tiie atonement is one thing ; tho gracious interposition of Christ in

our belialf ; the doing of all that was necessary to be done, to provide
the means and the way for our salvation— this is one thing ; in this we
all believe. Tho philosopliy, the theory, tho tlieology (so to speak) of

the atonement, is another tiling. About this, Orthodox Christians aro

differing with one another, about as much as they aro differing from us.

Nay, more, tiiey are saying as hard tilings of one another as they <ver

said of us. Is it not time to learn wisdom? Is there not good reason
for taking the ground we do— the ground, that is to say, of general
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belief and trust, without iiisi.stiiig upou particular and peculia? e3;p!a-

nations ?

We believe in Christ— and vrell were it if we aU believed in him too
fervently and tenderly to be engaged much in theological disputes and
denunciations. Wc believe in Christ. We pray to God through him.
We ask God to bless us for his sake, for we feel that Christ makes in-

tercession, and has obtained the privilege to be heard, through his own
meritorious sufferings. Christ's sacritice is the grandest, the most
powerful means of salvation. It was a transcendent and most affecting

example of meekness, patience, and forgiveness of injuries. It was a
most sti'iking exhibition of God's gracious interest and concern for us,

of his viev/ of the evil and curse of sin, and of his compassion for the

guilty, and of his readiness to forgive the penitent. It was an atone-

ment— that is to say, a means of reconciliation— reconcihation not of

God to us, but of us to God. The blood of that sacrifice was atoning
blood ; that is, it was blood, on which whoever looks rightly, is touched
with gratitude, and humility, and sorrow for his sins, and thus is recon-

ciled to God by the death of his Son.

Now it is possible that we do not understand and receive all that is

meant by the Scriptures on this subject. We admit it, as what imper-

fection ought always to admit ; but we admit it, too, for the sake of

saying, that, so long as we receive all that we can understand from the

language in question ; so long as we receive and believe every word that

is written; no man has a right to say to us, without qualification, " You
do not believe in tlie atonement." He may say, " You do not believe

in the atonement according to my explanation, or according to Calvin's

explanation;" but he has no right to say, without qualification, " You
do not believe in that doctrine ; you do not believe in the propitiation,

in the reconciliation, in the sacrifice of Jesus;" no more right than we
Lave to address the same language to him.*

* In an Introductory Essay to Butler's Analogy, published by a leading de-

fender of what is called the New Divinity in tlie Presbyterian Church, the
author says, "We maintain that the system of LTuitai'ians, which denies all such
substitution,"—^meaning the removal of calamities fi'om us, in ordinary life, by
the interposition and suftering of another,— " is a violation of all the modes in

which God has yet dispensed his blessings to man." We may just observe in

passing, that the respectable author would not say, on reflection, " of all the

modes;" for many of the most momentous blessings are disjiensed to us through
our own agency. But this is what he would say, that the Unitarian belief, with
regard to the atonement, violates, as he conceives, one gi'eat principle of the di-

vine beneficence. And that is the principle, that blessings are often conferred

on us, in the course of Providence, through the instrumentality of others— of

parents, friends, fellow-beings, &c. " It is by years of patient toil in others,"

says Mr. Barnes, in tliis Essay, "that we possess the elements of science, the

principles of moi-als, the endowments of religion."—" Over a helpless babe,

—

ushered into the world, naked, feeble, speechless, there impends liunger, cold,

sickness, sudden death,—a mother's watchfulness averts these evils. Over a
nation impend revolutions, sword, famine, and the pestilence. The blood of the

Satriot averts these, and the nation smiles in peace." It is true that the author
oes " not afiirm that this is all that is meant by an atonement," and herein we

entirely agree with him. But he certainly is mistaken, when he says, that Uni-
tarians deny all such substitution. We deny the Calvinistic explanation of

atonement or substitution. We might reject the author's hypothesis too, if we
knew what it was. But docs it follow, that we deny all substitution? On the

contrary, we especially hold to such substitution.

If all'reputed belief in the atonement is to depend on receiving one pai-ticular
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We believe then in the atonement. Wo believe in other vii-vrs of this

groat subject, than those which aro expressed by the word atonement.

But this word s])rcads before our minds a truth of inexpressible interest.

The reconciliation by Jesus Christ, his interposition to brhig us nigh to

God, is to us his grandest office. To our minds there is no sentence of

the lioly volume more interesting, more weighty, more precious, than
that passage in the sublime Epistle to the Ephesians, " Ye were stran-

gers from the covenants of promise, having no hope, and without God
in the world ; but now in Christ Jesus, ye, who sometime were far off,

are brouglit nigh by the blood of Christ," It is this which the world

needed; it is tliis which every mind now needs, beyond all things— to

be brought nigh to God. By error, by superstition and sin, by slavish

fears and guilty passions, and wicked ways, wo wore separated from him.
By a gracious mission from the Father, by simple and clear instruc-

tions, l>y encouraging representations of God's paternal love and pity,

bywinning examples of the transcendent beauty of goodness, and, most of

all, by that grand consummation, death, by that exhibition of the curse

of sin, in wliich Jesus was made a curse for it, by that compassion of

the Holy One, which flowed forth in every bleeding wound, by that

voice for ever sounding through the world, " Father I Father! forgive

them," Jesus has brought us nigh to God. Can it bo thought entliu-

siasm to say, that there is no blessing, either in possession or in the

range of possibility, to be compared with this? Docs not reason itself

declare, that all the harmonies of moral existence arc broken, if tho

great, central, all-attracting Power, be not acknowledged and felt?

Without God— to every mind that has awaked to the consciousness of

its nature— without God, life is miserable; the world is dark; the uni-

verse is disrobed of its splendours ; the intellectual tie to nature is

broken ; tho charm of existence is dissolved ; the great hope of being is

explanation of it, whore is this to end? Tho party in the Presbyterian Church
which strictly adheres to their standards, that is, to tho cenuine old Calvinistic

theolog)', charnjos Mr. Barnes and his friends, and tiie body of New England
Divines, with holding "another fiospel." These again charge Dr. Taylor and
the New Ilavon School with holding " auotlier gospel." Ateanwhile, each of

these bodies vciy stoutly defends its position, insists upon its adlierence to Chris-
tiauitv, and protests against the sentence of excision. Has either of these par-
ties obtained a monopoly in protestation and profe-^sion? Are liberality, and
candour to stop with each ]iailv, just where its convenience may dictate? Have
tlicy needed charity so much, that they have used it all up? Is tlie last chance
of a candid and kind construction gone by ? and is nobody ever to be permitted
any more to say, "We believe in the Gospel, though not according to your ex-
plaiuition"?

There are, perhaps, no more accredited defenders of the iwpnlar doctrine of
tlie atonement than Andrew Fuller and Bisho]> Magee. Fuller, as quoted by
Evans in his " .Sketdi," says, "If we say, a \va,y was o]>ened by the death of
Christ, for the free and consistent exercise of mercy in all the metliods which
sovereign ^\-isdom saw fit to adopt, perhaps we sliall include every material idea
which the Scriptures give us of that important event."

—

Evans, jt. !20, Hth
Edition.

To the question, " In what way can the death of Christ be conceived to ope-
rate to the remission of sins?" RIagee says, "The answer of the Clu'istian

is,—I know not, nor does it concern me to know, in what inaiuicr the sacrifice

of Christ is connected with the ibrc;iveness of sins; it is enough that this is

<leclarcd by (<ihI to be the medium tluoutib which my salvation is ellected."

—

Afmiee on the Atonmicnt, ]i. i,*l>, American Edition.

\\'itii tiiesc declarations wn eiitirelv a^iee.
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lost ; and the mind itself, like a star struck from its sphere, wanders
through the infinite region of its conceptions, without attraction, ten-

dency, destiny, or end. " Without God in the world! "—what a com-
prehensive and desolating sentence of exclusion is written in those few

words! " Without God in the world! " It is to be without the pre-

sence of the Creator amidst his works, of the Father amidst his family,

of the Being who has spread gladness and beauty all around us. It is

to be without spiritual Hght, without any sure guidance or strong re-

liance, without any adequate object for our ever expanding love, without

any sufficient consoler for our deepest sorrows, without any protector

when the world joins against us, without any refuge when persecution

pursues us to death, without any all-controUing principle, without the

chief sanction of duty, without the great bond of existence. Oh ! dark

and fearful in spirit must we be, poor tremblers upon a bleak and deso-

late creation, deserted, despairing, miserable must we be, if the Power
that controls the universe is not our friend, if God be nothing to us but

a mighty and dread abstraction to which we never come near ; if God
be not " our God, and our exceeding great reward for ever! " This is

the fearful doom that is reversed in the gospel of Christ. This is the

fearful condition from which it was his great design to deliver us. For
this end it was that he died, that he might bring us nigh to God. The
blood of martyrdom is precious ; but this was the blood of a holier sa-

crifice, of innocence pleadhig for guilt, "of a lamb without spot and
without blemish, slain from the foundation of the world."

But we must pass to other topics, and the space that remains will

oblige us to give them severally much less expansion in this brief

statement.

III. In the third place, then, we say, that we believe in human de-

pravity ; and a very serious and saddening belief it is, too, that we hold

on this point. We believe in the very great depravity of mankind, in

the exceeding depravation of human nature. W^e believe that " the

lieart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked." We believe

all that is meant, when it is said of the world in the time of Noah, that
" aU the imaginations of men, and all the thoughts of their hearts, were

evil, and only evil continually." We believe all that Paul meant, when
he said, speaking of the general character of the heathen world in his

time, " There is none that is righteous, no, not one ; there is none that

understandeth, there is none that seeketh after God ; they have aU gone

out of the way, there is none that doeth good, or is a doer of good, no,

not one ; with their tongues they use deceit, and the poison of asps is

mider their lips ; whose mouth is full of cursing and bitterness ; and the

way of peace have they not known, and there is no fear of God before

their eyes." We believe that this was not intended to be taken with-

out qualifications, for Pard, as we shall soon have occasion to observe,

made qualifications. It was true in the general. But it is not the

ancient heathen world alone, tliat we regard as filled with evil. We
believe that the world now, taken in the mass, is a very, a very bad

world ; that the sinfulness of the world is dreadful and horrible to con-

sider ; that the nations ought to be covered with sackcloth and mourning

for it; that they are filled witli misery by it. Why, can any man look

abroad upon the countless miseries inflicted by selfishne^, dishonesty,

slander, strife, war; upon the boundless woes of intemperanc-e, liber-
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t'mi.sm, gambling, crime— can any man look ujton all tliis, with tho

thousand minor diversities and shadings of guilt and guilty sorrow, and
feel that ho could write any less dreadful sentence against tho woild

than Paul has written? Not believe in human depravity, great, general,

dreadful depravity!—Why, a man must be a fool, nay, a stock or a

stone, not to believe in it! He has no eyes, he has no senses, he has

no perceptions, if ho refuses to believe in it!

But let the reader of this exposition take with him these qualifications ;

for although it is popular, strangely popular, to speak extravagantly of

human wickedness, we shall not endeavour to gain any man's good opi-

nion by that means.
First, it is not the depravity of nature in which we believe. Human

nature, nature as it exists in the bosom of an infant, is nothing else but

capability ; capability of good as well as evil, tliough more likely from
its exposures, to l)e evil than good. It is not tlie depravity, then, but

the depravation of nature, in which wo believe.

Secondly, it is not in the unlimited application of Paul's laneuago
that we believe. Wlien he said, " No, not one," lie did not mean to

say, without qualification, that there was not one good man in tho

world, lie believed that there tvere good men. He did not mean to

say, that there was not one good man in the heathen world ; for ho
speaks in another place, of those, who, " not having the law, were a law
to themselves, and by nature did those things which aro written in tho

law." Paul meant, doubtless, to say, that the world is a very bad
world, and in this we believe.

Neither, thirdly, do we believe in what is technically called "total
depravity ;" that is to say, a total and absolute destitution of everything
right, even in bad men. No such critical accuracy do wo believe that

the Apostle ever affected, or ever thought of affecting. A very bad
child may sometimes love his parents, and be melted into great tender-

ness towards them ; and so a mind estranged from God, may sometimes
tenderly feel his goodness.

Finally, we would not portray human wickedness without the deep-
est consideration and pity for it. Alas! how badly is man educated,
how sadly is he deluded, liow ignorant is ho of himself, how little does
lie perceive the groat love of God to liim, which, if he were rightly

taught to see it, miglit molt liim into tenderness and penitence. Let
us have some patience witli luunan nature till it is less cruelly abused!
Let us pity the sad and dark struggle that is passing in manv hearts,

between good and evil ; and. though evil so often gains the ascendency,
still let us pity, while wo blame it; and while we speak to it in the
.solemn language of reprobation and warning, let us "tell these things,"
as Paul did, " even weeping."

I\'. From this depraved condition, we believe in the fourth place,
that men aro to be recovered, by a process which is termed, in tho
Scriptures, regeneriition. We believe in regeneration, or tlio new
Lirtli. Tliat is to say, we l»eheve. not in all the ideas which men liavo

annexed to tliose words, but in what we understand tlic sacred Wi-it( rs

to mean by them. We believe that, " except a man be born again, ho
cannot .sec tho kingdom of (lod;" that " he must bo new created iu
Christ Jesus;" that " old things must pass away, and all things ber;onio
new." We certainly think that th.-se phrasfs applied with piruHai-
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force to the condition of people, who were not only to be converted from

their sins, but from the very forms of rehgion in which they had been

brought up; and we know indeed that the phrase "new birth" did,

according to the usage of language in those days, apply especially to

the bare fa,ct of proselytism. But we believe that men are still to be

(jonverted fi-om thoir sins, and that this is a change of the most urgent

necessity, and of tlie most unspeakable importance.

The application of this doctrine, too, is nearly universal. Some, like

Samuel of old, may have grown up to piety from their earliest child-

hood, and it may be hoped that the number of such, through the means

of more faithful education, is increasing. But we confess that we
understand nothing of that romantic dream of tlio innocence of child-

hood. Thero are few children who do not need to be " converted,"—
from seliishness to disinterestedness, from the suUcnness or violence of

crossed passions to meekness and submission, from the dislike to the love

of piety and pious exercises ; from the habits of a sensual, to the efforts

of a rational and spiritual nature. Childhood is, indeed, often pure,

compared with what commonly follows, but still it needs a change.

And that which does commonly follow, is a character which needs to bo
essentially changed, in order to prepare the soul for happiness in

heaven.

Now there is usually a time in the life of every devoted Christian

when this change commences. We say not a moment: for it is im-

possible so to date moral experiences. But there is a time, when the

work is resolutely begun. Begun, we say; for it caunot, in any brief

space, be completed. How soon it may be so far completed, as to en-

title its subject to hope for future happiness, it is neither easy, nor
material, to say. But to aver that it may be done in a moment, is a
doctrine of which it is difficult to say whether it is, in our view, more
unscriptural, extravagant, or dangerous.

With such qualifications and guards, authorized by the laws of sound
criticism, we believe in regeneration ; and we believe that the spirit of

God is offered to aid, in this great work, the weakness of human
endeavour.

V. Wo believe, too, in the fifth place, in the doctrine of election.

That is to say, again, we believe in what the Scriptures, as we under-

stand them, mean by that word.

The time has been, when, not the intrinsic importance of this doc-

trine, but the stress laid upon it, would have required that we should

give it considerable space in this summary view. Our good old Arme-
nian fathers fought with it for many a weary day. It was the great

stumbling-block in the way of the last generation. And, during our
time, it has been held, firmly and by ma»y hands, in its place, as one
of the essential foundations of faith. But within a few years past, it

has come to be almost entirely overlooked ; many preachers have almost

ceased to direct attention to it ; and many hearers are left to wonder
what hcis become of it, and why it ever occupied a situation so conspic-

uous. Would that the history of it might be a lesson!

The truth is, that the doctrine of election is a matter either of scho-

lastic subtilty or of presumptuous curiosity, with which, as we appre-

hend, we have but very little to do. Secret things belong to God.
We believe in what the Bible teaches of God's infinite and eternal fore-
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knowledge. AVo believe tliat, of all tlio events and actions, which take

place in the universe of worlds, and the eternal succession of ages, there

is not one, not the nnnutest, which God did not for ever foresee, with
;dl the distinctness of immediate vision. It is a sublime truth. But
it is a truth, which, the moment we undertake to analj'zo and apply,

we are confounded in ignorance, and lost in wonder. We believe, but
we would take care that we do not presumptuously believe. We
believe in election, not in selection. We believe in foreknowledge, not

in fate. We believe in the boundless -vvisdom of God, but not less in

the weakness of our own comprehension. Wo believe that his thoughts

are not as our thoughts, and that his ways are not as our ways, and his

counsels are not as our counsels, and his decrees are not as our decrees.

For as the heavens are high above the earth, so is he above the reach
of our frail and finite understanding.

VI. In the sixth place, wo believe in a future state of rewards and
punishments. We believe that sin must ever produce misery, and that

holiness must over produce happiness. We believe that there is good
for the good, and evil for the evil ; and that these are to be dispensed

exactly in proportion to the degree in which the good or evil qualities

prevail.

The language of Scripture, and all the language of Scripture on this

solemn subject, we have no hesitation about using, in the sense in which
it was originally meant to be understood. But there has been that

attempt to give dcfiniteness to the indefinite language of the Bible on
this subject, to measure the precise extent of those words which spread

the vastness of tlic unknown futurity before us ; and with this system
of artificial criticism, the popular ignorance of Oriental figures and
metaphors has so combined to fi-s a specific meaning on the phraseology

in question, that it is difficult to use it without constant explanation.
" Life everlasting," and "everlasting fii'e;" the mansions of rest, and
tlie worm tliat never dieth ; are phrases fraught -n-ith a just and reason-

able, but, at tlie same time, vast and indefinite import. They are too

obviously figurative to permit us to found definite and literal statements
upon them. And it is especially true of those figures and phrases that

are used to describe future misery, that there is not one which is not
also used in the Bible to describe tilings earthly, limited, and temporary.

So confident in their opinions are men made by education and the

current belief, that they can scarcely think it possible that the words
(if Scripture should have any other meaning than that which they assign

to them. And they aro ready, and actually feel as if they had a right,

to ask those who differ from them to give up the liiljle altoguther.

Nay, they go so far sometimes, as to aver, in tlie honesty and blindness

of their prejudices, that their opponents have given up the Bible, and
have given up all thoughts of trying the questions at issue by that
standard. We have an equal right certainly to return the exhortation

and to retort the charge. At any rate, wo can accept neither. We
believe in the Scriptures, as heartily as any others, and, as we think,

more justly. We believe in all that they teach on this subject, and in

all they teach on any subject.

We believe, then, in a heaven and a hell. We believe that there is

more to be feared hereafter than any man over feared, and more to bo
hoped than any luan ever hoped. We believe tliat heaven is more
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glorious, and that hell is more dreadful, than any man ever conceived.

We believe that the consequences both in this world and another,—
that the consequences to every man, of any evil habits he forms,

whether of feeling or action, run far beyond his most fearful anticipa-

tions. Are mankind yet so gross in their conceptions, that outward

images convey the most transporting ideas they have of happiness, and
the most tremendous ideas they have of misery ? Is a celestial city all

that they understand by heaven? Let them know that there is a
heaven of the mind, a heaven of tried and confirmed virtue, a heaven
of holy contemplation, so rapturous, that all ideas of place are trans-

cended, are almost forgotten in its ecstasy. Is a world of elemental

fires and bodily torments, all that they understand by hell? Let them
consider, that a hell of the mind, the hell of an inwardly gnawing and
bm-ning conscience, the heU of remorse and mental agony, may be more
horrible than fire, and brimstone, and the blackness of darkness for

ever! Yes, the crushing mountains, the folding darkness, the con-

suming fire might be welcomed, if they could bury, or hide, or sear the

guilty and agonized passions, which, while they live, must for ever and for

ever burn, and blacken, and blast the soul,—which, while they live, must
for ever and for ever crush it down to untold and unutterable misery.

VII. Once more, and finally ; we believe in the supreme and all-

absorbing importance of religion.

There is nothing more astonishing to us, than the freedom of language

which we sometimes hear used, on this subject ; the bold and confident

tone with which it is said that there is no religion among us, nothing

but flimsy and fine sentiment, passing under the name of religion. We
are ready to ask, what is religion in the hearts of men, what are its

sources and fountains, when they can so easily deny it to the hearts of

others? We are inclined to use no severity of retort, on this affecting

theme ; else the observation of life might furnish us with some trying

questions for the uncharitable to consider. But we will only express

the simple astonishment we feel at such treatment. We will only say

again, and say it more in wonder than in anger— what must religion

be in others, what can be its kindness, and tenderness, and peace, and
preciousness, when they are so ready to rise up from its blessed affections,

to the denial of its existence in the hearts of their bi'ethren?

We repeat, then, that we believe in the supreme and aU-absorbing

importance of religion. " What shall it profit a man, if he gain the

whole world and lose his own soul?" is to us the most undeniable of all

ai'guments; " What shall I do to be saved?" the most reasonable and
momentous of all questions; " God be merciful to me, a sinner!" the

most affecting of all prayers. The soul's concern is the great concern.

The interests of experimental, vital, practical religion are the great

interests of our being. No language can be too strong,— no language

can be strong enough, to give them due expression. No anxiety is too

deep, no care too heedful, no effort too earnest, no prayer too impor-

tunate, to be bestowed upon this almost infinite concern of the soul's

purification, piety, virtue, and welfare. No labour of life should be

undertaken, no journey pursued, no business transacted, no pleasure

enjoyed, no activity employed, no rest indulged in, without ultimate

reference to that great end of our being. Without it, fife has no

sufficient object, and death has no hope, and eternity no promise.
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What more shall we say ? Look at it,— look at this inward being,

and say— wliat is it? Formed by tho Alniiglity hand, and therefore

fonncd for some purpose ; built up in its proportions, fasliioned in every

part, by infinite skill; an emanation, breathed from the spirit of God,

—

say, what is it? Its nature, its necessity, its design, its destiny,—wliat

is it? So formed it is, so builded, so fashioned, so exactly balanced,

and so exquisitely touched in every part, that sin introduced into it, is

the direst misery ; that every unholy thought falls upon it as a drop of

poison ; that every guilty desire, breathing upon every delicate part and
fibre of tho soiU, is the plague-spot of evil, the blight of death. Made,
then, is it for virtue, not for sin,— oh! not for sin, for that is death;

but made for virtue, for purity, as its end, its rest, its bliss ; made thus

by God ^Vlmighty.

Thou canst not alter it. Go, and bid the mountain walls sink down
to the level of tho valleys

; go and stand upon the sea shore and turn

back its swelling waves ; or stretch forth thy hand, and hold the stars

in their courses ; but not more vain sliall be thy power to change them,
than it is to change one of the laws of thy nature. Then thou must be

rirtuous. As true it is, as if the whole universe spoke in one voice, thoii

must be virt^^ous. If thou art a siimer, thou " must be born again." If

thou art tempted, thou must resist. If tliou hast guilty passions, thou
n.ust deny them. If thou art a bad man, thou must be a good man.

There is the law. It is not our law ; it is not our voice that' speaks.

It is the law of God Almighty ; it is the voice of God that speaks,

—

speaks through every nerve and fibre, through every power and element
of that moral constitution whicli he has given. It is the voice, not of

an arbitrary will, nor of some stern and impracticable law, tliat is now
abrogated. For the grace of God, that Jiath appeared to all men,
teaches, that, denying all ungodliness and every worldly lust, they must
live soberly, and righteously, and godly in this present evil world. So
let us live ; and then this life, with all its momentous scenes, its mo\nng
experiences, and its precious interests, shall be but the beginning of the

wonders, and gl<n-ies, and joys of our existence. So let us live ; and
let us think this, that to live thus, is the great, urgent, instant, unut-

terable, all-absorbing concern of our life and of our being.



ON THE NATURE OF RELIGIOUS BELIEF;

WITH INFERENCES CONCERNING DOUBT, DECISION, CON-

FIDENCE, AND THE TRIAL OF FAITH.

1 Cor. xiii. 12 :
" Now I know in part."

It is of some importance— I think it is of no little importance— that

we should entertain just ideas of the nature of religious belief. To this

subject, therefore, and especially with a view to consider some difficulties

and to meet some practical questions, I wish, at present, to invite your

attention.

In the first place, then, it may be observed in general, that religious

belief is essentially of the same nature as moral belief. In form, they

differ, but in substance, they are the same. The common distinction

between Religion and Morals, as totally different things, is as erroneous

in principle as it is injurious in its effects. Both have their root in the

same great original sense of rectitude, which God has impressed on our

nature ; and without which we should not be men. By religion, we
mean our duty to God ; and by morals, our duty to men : and both are

bound upon us by the same essential reason— that they are right. Or
they are respectively, the love of God and the love of men; and both.

in their highest character, are a love of the same goodness. Piety and
philanthropy are essentially of the same nature. The Bible appeals to

both alike, and it does not sever, but it binds them together ; summing
up all its commandments in these two—" Thou shalt love the Lord

thy God with all thy heart, and thy neighbour as thyself:" and saying

emphatically, " lie that lovethnot his brother whom he hath seen, how
doth he love God whom he hath not seen!"

Further ; as the original grounds of conviction, so the steps by which

we arrive at our conclusions in both of these spheres of duty, are essen-

tially the same. The steps are steps of reasoning. The Bible teaches

morals and religion alike, and teaches them in the same way ; and we
arrive at its meaning in both, by the same means— viz. by that process

of reasoning, called criticism. There is not one kind of criticism to be

applied to those texts which teach the love of God, and another to those

which teach the love of man ; there is the same process of reasoning in

both cases. And so in Natural Theology and Moral Philosophy, alike,

we begin with certain original truths in the mind, and proceed to deduce

certain duties ; and in both cases, the process of reasoning is, in kind,

the same.

But now the material question, and that to which I have been endea-

vouring to bring you, is this: icliat kind of reasoning is it? And the

answer is i)lain ; it is that kind of reasoning which is usually called

moral reasoning. It is commonly defined, simply by being distinguislii'd
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from mathematical reasoning. That i^5 to say, it is not like a

mathematical deduction, infallible; it is not attended with a feeling

of certainty, but only of belief.

15ut still wo must distinguish ; for is is important to observe that tlie

ditt'orcnco of which we speak relates oidy to deductions— not at all to

principles. The original principles of religion and morals are certain.

They are as certain as any other principles ; as certain as the princi-

ples on which mathematical science is founded. They are not matters

of belief at all, but matters of absolute knowledge. Thongli not in re-

ligious belief, accurately speaking, yet in religion, there" are absolute

certainties. I am as sure that I have a conscience and a religious

nature, I am as siu"e again, that benevolence and other moral qualities

are right, and I am as sure that my nature is constituted to approve

and love them, wherever they appear— in man or in God—as 1 am of

my own existence and identity, or as I am that my nature is consti-

tuted to assent to the truth of any matliematical axioms. It is impor-

tant to say this, because the distinction commonly made between
mathematical and moral reasonings, may be carelessly extended, so as

to cover more ground than belongs to it. For tlie basis of the mathe-
matics is not more certain and irrefragable, than the basis of morals.

But the moment we take one step from that basis, from those first

principles, and enter upon deductions, it is agi'eed by all reasoners, that

a marked and essential difference obtains. In the mathematics, every

step of the deduction is as certain as the principle from which it

started. In moral reasonings, it is not so. The ideas, involved in

these reasonings, are not so definite, the terms not so clear, and the

result is, by no means, so unerring. The steps of moral deduction, of

philological criticism, are not steps of demonstration. But these aro

the steps that lead to religious belief— that conduct to a creed. A
creed is not a certainty, but a belief. Put any certainty into a creed,

and the absurdity would at once be felt. No one coiUd gravely stand

up and say, " I believe in my own existence ; 1 believe in my identity

;

I believe that I ought to be a good man." These are matters of cer-

tainty ; but tlie propositions of a creed are matters of logical inference.

The seal upon it is not absolute consciousness, but religious conviction.

The scale on which that conviction is marked, is the scale of probabi-

lity. I use this term, probability, I ought to say, in the technical

sense which moral reasoners assign to it, which is stronger, and more
definite tlian the popular sense. I use it as simply ojiposcd to certainty.

On the scale of pr()l)ability. or of moral reasoning, in other words,

belief often rises, no doubt, almost to certainty. But it never, strictly

speaking, arrives at tliat point. It is never absolute certainty; it is

never perfect knowledge. For " wo know in part," says the Apostle.

From these views, I am not aware that any inteUigont, moral, or

religious reasoners dissent. Tlie distinction is familiar in all the

standard writers, and may bo considered as the settled judgment of all

who are competent to form an opinion on the subject. Moral evidence
is not demonstration. Belief is not knowledge. Believing a thing to

be true, is not knowing it to be true.

Not to dwell longer, then, upon a point so plain, and so universally

conceded, my further j)urposo is to offer some remarks upon this

admitted nature of religious belief.
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I. My first remark is, if the view presonted be just, that it is com-
)non to assign, in some respects, a very injurious and unwarrantable

importance to doubts.

Doubts enter into the very processes by which we arrive at belief.

Nay, they enter into the very nature of belief itself. They constitute

a part of it, by very definition. Beheving is doubting, to a certain

extent. Believing and doubting are correlative terms. They are co-

essential elements. " We know in part." That is to say, our know-
ledge is imperfect. But imperfect knowledge implies uncertainty.

And uncertainty is doubt.

But the prevalent feeling and policy of the Christian world has been,

to beat down and destroy doubts. It has given them no quarter. It

has allowed them no place in the theory of its creeds, though those

creeds have begun with the phrase " I believe"— not " I know," but
" I believe." And this tendency of the public opinion and practice of

the churches has had the effect, I wish it may be considered, to give not

only an unwarrantable, but a most injurious importance to doubts. Its

effect has been, not only to rend the bosom of the church, to cast out

many honest and virtuous men from it, to make a new sect for every

new doubt, but, I fear, to make many, who might have been preserved

from that result, mfidols. Doubt, I say, has derived a factitious im-

portance from this universal persecution. That portion of evidence,

which leads a man to doubt, has been held by him to deserve more
attention tlian th.at which leads him to believe. One fraction of doubt

has weiglied witli him more than nine parts of evidence in favour of Chris-

tianity, and he has become an unbeliever, we may say, against his owa
convictions. It is an independent and honest mind, too,—which make3
the case a more unfortunate one— that is especially liable to be carried

away by this fallacy. Such an one, afraid of everything implicit and

traditional in faith, says, " I have a doubt; I must be fair and impar-

tial ; I must be true to my convictions ; I must assent to nothing

from fear or favour: "i have a dotiht," this man says, " and how can

I say I believe, so long as I doubt?" But why, let me ask in turn,

should he pay this sort of homage to a mere negative conviction?

What is there in a doubt—'that is to say, what is there in a reason

against, that is to be treated with so much more consideration, than in

a reason for ? Why should not this man say, though he may not feel

that the argument is perfectly satisfactory, though he onay be troubled

with doubts,— why should he not say, " I liave twice as much evidence

for the Bible and a future life, as I have against tliem, and how can I

doubt so long as I have that evidence?" I am sure this conclusion would

be twice as rational as the other ; and I am certain that the spirit of

this conclusion would have saved many from unbelief. But we do not

ask so much as we have asked, in form, and by way of rejoinder. We
do not ask—we have no right, as advocates or apologists for Christianity,

to ask the man who hesitates, to say that he has no doubts ; but we do

ask, and have, in reason, a right to ask, that he should yield his mind,

not to any assumed power or importance of doubt, but to the prepon-

derance of evidence.

Beside the doubt about Christianity, there is another which may be

considered as a part of it, but which, I think, demands a distinct

notice; and that is, the doubt about a future hfe. This is a doubt
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wliicli U inurli more frequently felt, than expressed. You will always
observe when it is expressed, that it is done with great reluctance and
caution, with a feeling almost as if a crime were confessed; and with a
feeling, too, as if the matter of the confession were quite as pecuhar to

the individual confessing, as it is painful to him.

Now the difficulty here arises from our not sufficiently considering

tlie nature of moral evidence— the nature of religious belief. It would
relieve us, to bo at once more frank and rational, instead of Avrapping

up the matter like a dark secret, in the cloud of our speculative misap-
prehensions. The trutli is, that, in doubt on this point, there is nothing

very strange. It belongs to more minds than you may imagine. It

must belong, more or less, to all minds. It enters into the very nature

of our belief in a future state. For that belief is not certainty.

The point in question is not the subject of intuition. No man ever saw
the world of departed spirits. All the views and convictions that any
man has, or can have about it, fall sliort of actual knowledge. We be-

lieve, indeed, in the divine mission of Christ. We believe, too, in the

mercy of God, and should entertain some hope of a future life, even on
the general ground of natural Theology. 'Wg see not, moreover, how
the scene of this life can be cleared up, how the great plan of things

can be made consistent or tolerable, without a future scene. And on
all tlicso accounts, we have a strong faith in futurity. But to say that

this faith has passed beyond every shadow of doubt, is to say more than
is true— more than can bo reasonably demanded of faith.

Now this shadow, sometimes passing over the mind—why should it

chill, or darken, or distress any one, as if it were something portentous,

or, in fact, anything extraordinary? Certainty, it is true, would be

grateful. Uncertainty is painful ; though it is also, I think, and will

yet attempt to show, useful. It is painful, however, I confess, in pro-

portion as it is great. But this is what I say— it is not at all surpris-

ing. It is a part of our dispensation. Some clouds are between us and
those ever briglit regions, in whose existence we fully believe. So God
lias willed it to be. We see through a glass darkly. Wo walk by
faitli, and not by siglit. We long for a sight of those regions of exist-

ence in which we are to live ; but it has not pleased God to give us that

vision.

And the point that I would urge is, that we should not give an^^ un-

due importance to this lack of vision, or of certainty. We should do
most unwisely and unnecessarily, to magnify the importance of this

doubt, by considering it as anything peculiar, or awful, or criminal. It

is painful, indeed, but not wonderful. It is painful; but the pain, hko
all the pains of our moral imperfection, is an element of improvemenf,
and it is to bo removed Ijy reflection, by prayer, by self-puritication.

To the mind rightly thinking and feeling, tlio evidence of immortality

is growing continually stronger and stronger. Already, with some, it

touches upon the borders of certainty. So may it do witli every one
who hears me. And the direction to bo given for every one's guidance
is, not to stumble at tlou])t, but to press on to certainty. And 1 hold,

and firmly believe, that an assurance, jJl but vision, is just as certaiidy

at the end of the process, with every right mind, as complete demon-
stration is at the end of every true theorem iu science.

This undue importance attached to doubts bocomes a still more
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serious matter, when it affocts, not only a man's opinions, but liis prac-

tice. Do not many neglect to lead a strictly virtuous and religious life,

on this plea of uncertainty about the result? Is it not, at least, the

plea which the heart seci'ctly offers, to justify its indolence or indiffer-

ence? A man says with himself, " I do not know what is the right

way, there are so many disputes about it;" and he thinks that an apo-

logy for his neglect of the whole subject. Or he says, perhaps, " I do
not Jcnoio that the Bible is true; I do not hiow that there is any
future life, or that there is any retribution hereafter. If I did Jcnoro it,

I should act upon my knowledge ; but the fact is, there is no certainty

about these matters, and therefore I shall give myself no trouble about
tliem." Now, to justify this conclusion, he should be able to say, " I

know that the Bible is not true, and that there is no futm-e life, and no
retribution hereafter." If he could say this, then his premises would
bo as broad as his conclusion. But to say, " I do not know," and
therefore to do nothing, is as if a man should say, " I do not know that

I shall have a crop, and therefore I will sow no seed;" or, " I do not

know that I shall gain property, and therefore I will do no business
;"

or, " I do not know that I shall obtain happiness, and therefore I will

not seek it." The truth is, that, in the affairs of this life, men act

upon the strongest evidence, upon tho strongest probability ; it is a part

of the very wisdom of their condition, that they should so act ; and so

they ought to act, so it is wise that they sliould be left to act in the

affairs of religion. If any one refuses to act upon such a ground, he
refuses the discipline of his own nature, and of God's providence ; and
neither his own nature, nor the providence of heaven, will hold him
guiltless.

II. Nay more, as a religious being, he must act upon some gi'ound,

and he ought to choose the most reasonable ground ; and this is the

substance of the second remark I have to offer on the nature of religious

belief.

It is not often enough considered, perhaps, that every man, every
thinking mu,n, at least, must have some theory, must choose between
opposing arguments ; must come to some conclusion, which he is to take

and defend, with all its difficulties. lie who doubts, is apt to regard

himself as occupying vantage ground in religious discussion ; as occu-

pying a position above the believer, and entitled to look down upon him
without sympathy, and even with scorn; as if he, the infidel, stood

aloof from the difliculties that press upon questions of this nature.

But this is an entire mistake. He, too, the infidel, is in the battle,'

and there is no discharge in that war. I have said that believing is

doubting to a certain extent. I now say, that doubting is believing to

a certain extent. The doul)ter holds a theory. That extreme of doubt,

denominated Pyrrhonism, is still a theory. It is believing something

;

and something very prodigious, too—even that nothing is to be believed!

Doubting, I say, is believing, to a certain extent. A man may say he

is certain of nothing. But he is certain, I suppose, of his uncertainty

;

certain that he is a doubter ; certain then that he is a thinker—certain

that he is a conscious being. But still he may say—willing to doubt all

he can— that with regard to the objects of his consciousness, he can

have no certainty. He is conscious of tho difference between truth and
error, right and wrong ; but he is not certain, he says, that these per-
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ceptions of his agree with tho absolute and eternal ti-utli of things.

The amount of it is this : he knows some tilings, and lie does not know
others; he knows the finite, but not the infinite—knows the relative,

but not the absolute ; and he is not certain that what ho knows, agrees

with what ho does not know. I answer, neither is it his business to

know this. He does not know that his existence is compatible with

God's existence; compatibility or incompatibility in the case ho knows
nothing about ; but he knows that he exists; that he admits. And 1

say, just as surely does he know the ditfercnce between right and
wrong. Ilo cannot go behind this consciousness, into a region of

doubt, any more than ho can go behind the consciousness of his exist-

ence. Like a flash of hghtning— like the voice of thunder, is this

revelation of conscience from the thickest cloud of his doubts ; it is as

clear, and strong, and irresistible.

But suppose that we have brought tho doubter thus far to the recog-

nition of the groat primitive facts of philosophy and religion : yet when
we come to the deductions from these facts— to a system of faith—we
have admitted that there is some uncertainty. How shall our reasouer

proceed here ? Shall he say, that, because there is uncertainty, he will

believe nothing? That woidd be refusing to do the only thing and the

very thing, which the circumstances require of him— even to chooso

between opposing arguments. It would be as if the mariner should

say, " the waters are unstable beneath me ; they sway me this way and
that way; and I will lay no course across the deep." No; the only

question is—what is it best to do? What is tho wisest course to take?

\Vhat is it most reasonable to believe in? The moral inquirer is on the

ocean ; and to give himself up to doubt, indifference, and inaction, is

to perish there. And the question is between remaining in this state,

and adopting some rehgious faith for guidance and support.

Now it appears to me, that the coldest and feeblest statement of the

argument for rehgious faith gathers strength and warmth, from being

placed in this point of light. For thus would a man reason on this

ground. " To doubt everything— to doubt all the primitive facts

of my moral consciousness, I have admitted, is self-contradicting

absurdity. But to reject all religious systems flowing from them,
because they are not equally certain, is as false in philosophy, as

to I'eject the original facts. Something, I must believe— something
better or something worse. Some conclusions flow out of the princi-

ples, and I cannot help it. To reject all conclusion is irrational and
impossible foUy. Nay, more, I am bound to accept those conclusions

that favour the improvement of my nature. That I am made to

improve is as certain as that I am made to be. Now to reject all

religious faith, is ruin to my spiritual nature. To deny, for instance,

tho doctrine of immortality, comes to the same thing ; my soul dies now,
if it is not to live for over. To reject Christianity is to reject what is

obviously the most jiowcrful means of improvement in the world. At
any rate, if there be no truth at all in religion, if its grandest principles

are falsehoods, and its grandest revelations are dreams, then the very
spring of improvement in me is broken, and my situation involves this

astounding absurdity— that I am made to improve, to be happy in

nothing else, and yet that this is tho very tiling for which no provision
is made ; that an appetite is given me, which craves divine and immortal

2 11
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good ; that on its being supplied depends the essential life of my mind
and heart; and yet, that beneath the heavens, there is no food for it:

no, nor above the heavens— that the only provision made for it is

poison and death!"
Can this be?— as it must be if the sceptic's theory be true. Can it

be that a light is on my path, which leads me to the loftiest and most
blessed virtue and happiness— such is the light of Religion— and yet

that it sprung from the dark suggestions of fraud and imposture?

Can it be that God has formed our minds to feel the most inexpressible

longings after a life, beyond the barriers of time ; and yet, that he has

left our hearts to break with the dreadful conviction that the blessed

land is not for us? Is this the obvious reasonableness of the sceptic's

choice? Is this the charm of doubt, that is to outweigh the whole mass
of evidence? Why such useless and cruel contradictions and incongrui-

ties, as enter into the unbeliever's plan? Why are we sent to wander
through this world, in sorrow and despair, as we must do, if there is no
guiduig light and no inviting prospect?

It would be easy, if there were space in this discussion, to present in

many lights, the glaring contradictions to which scepticism must lead,

and which surely are harder to receive than any tolerably rational

system of faith. Suppose that such system were not free from seriou3

difficulties. I think it is ; but suppose that it were not. Yet if the

weight of evidence be in its favour—and if we must embrace some
system ; and that of faith clears up more difficulties than the opposite

system ; is it not most reasonable that our minds should settle down
into a calm and confiding belief? Let every man, with these views,

make his election. Let him choose, for these are the questions, whe-
ther he will take for his portion, light or darkness, cheerfulness or

sadness, hope or despair, the warmth of confiding piety, or the cold and
cheerless atmosphere of distrust, the spirit of sacred improvement, or

the spirit of worldly negligence and apathy. I do not wish, in making
this contrast, to speak with any harshness of scepticism. I state it as

it appears to myself, and as it would appear, let me embrace whichever
theory I might. Faith is light, and cheerfulness, and hope, and devo-

tion, and improvement. And doubt, on essential points, is in its very
nature darkness, and sadness, and despondency, and distrust, and
spiritual death.

For which, think you— for I cannot help pressing the alternative, a

moment longer— for which was our nature made? To be lifted up and
strengthened, to be bright and happy, or to be cast down and crushed
— to be the victim of doubt—to be plunged into the dungeon of despair?

Suppose a man should literally shut himself up in a dungeon ; should

sit down in darkness, and surround himself with none but dismal objects

;

should resign his powers to inaction, and give up all the glorious prospects

and enjoyments of the wide and boundless universe ; and then should

say, that this was the portion designed for him by the Author of

nature. What should we say to him ? We should say, and surely we
should take strong ground, " Your Maker has given you limbs, and

senses ; he has given you active powers, and capacities for improve-

ment, and he designed that you should use them : he made you not to

dwell in a prison, not to dwell in dungeon glooms, but he made you for

light, and action, and freedom, and improvement, and happiness. Your
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senses, your very faculties, both of body and mind, will perish find die,

in this situation; go forth, then, into the open and ixir domain of

nature and life." And this we may say, with equal forco, to him who
is pausing on the threshold of the dreary prison-house of scepticism.

God made us not to know— not to know everything, for then must he

have made us equal to himself— but to believe, to conhde, to trust.

And he who refuses to receive what is reasonable, because it is not

certain, refuses obedience to that very law, under which he is created

and must live.

1 Con. xiii. 12: " Now I know in part."

From these words, I resume the subject of my morning discourse.

The subject was the nature of religious belief, though it was my leading

object to present some inferences from the admitted principles of this

kind of belief. AVith regard to the nature of faith, however, I stated

what is admitted on all hands, that it is not certainty ; that believing is

not knowing ; that this kind of conviction is entirely to be distinguisiicd

from intuition and from the results of scientific demonstration. But in

this account of faith, I said that its original principles are not to be con-

founded. They are certain. They are not matters of faith, but of

knowledge. 1 do not believe that 1 exist ; I know it. I do not believe

in tlip ditierence between right and wrong ; I knoio it. I do not believe

that benevolence or the promotion of others' happiness is right; 1 knotv

it. In all these cases, I assert a self-evident proposition ; a truism, in

fact. I am but saying in effect, that right is right, and wrong is

wrong. But the moment 1 depart from these primary moral distinc-

tions and first truths of religion, and take one step of deduction, that

is a step of faith. Absolute certainty then forsakes me, and I stand

upon the ground of faith. My deductions then, are not mathematical,

but moral ; they are not certain, but they take their place on the scale

of logical probability. That is to say, they are accompanied with some-
thing more or less of doubt! and rehgious doubting, therefore, ought
not to be made the monster that it has been, in the Christian world.

It is giving an unwarrantable importance to doubt, thus to treat it.

And this was the matter of my iiist inference. My next observation

was, that every thinking man must have a system, and is bound to

adopt that wliicli is most reasonable ; that the sceptic has a systeni as

truly as the believer ; and that in the balance of probabilities, the sceptic

has adopted a .system, wliich not oidy has its difficulties, hko every

other, but which has this special and insuperable difficulty— that it is

fatal to the clearest principles and dearest hopes of human improvement.
III. In connexion with wliat 1 have said about the nature of faith,

let me now observe, in the third place, that those who profess to know
tliat they are rujht, who profess this not only in regard to the great

points of conscience and of consciousness, but also in regard to the

peculiarities of their creed, have as little to support tliem, in a just view
of the sulyect, as those who give an undue importance to their doubts;

or as those who choose a system of doubt (by definition, the weaker
system), in preference to a system of faith.

I have heard men say, when comparing themselves with their reli-
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gioiis opponents, and I have i*emarked that it was said with great self-

complacency, " The difference between us and others is, that they think

indeed that they are right, but we know that we are right. They are

confident that they hold the truth, but too are certain"— not confident,

oh! by no means confident! " we are certain that we hold the truth."

Now for any men to say this, is so very little to the credit of their dis-

crimination, that it cannot be much to the credit of their correctness.

It shows that so far from being entitled to presume that they have the

right faith, that they do not know what any faith is— that they do not

know what faith is, in the most generic sense— that they do not under-

stand the definition of the term. Faith is not knowledge. Believing

that we are right is not, in any tolerable use of the English language,

knowing that we arc right. For what a man seeth, why doth he yet

hope for? What he knoweth, why doth he speak of as a matter of

faith? Demonstration is one thing; a creed is another, and an en-

tirely different thing. It is so, by definition.

^I do not object to a firm persuasion in any mind, that it is right,

provided the point be one on which it is competent to decide. I do not
object, now, to the use of the phrase (as a phrase of great emphasis and
energy), ".I. know, or I feel, or I am sure," that a certain doctrine is

true. But when any persons profess to use this expression of confidence

literally and accurately, when they hold this their assurance, as a spe-

cific and triumphant distinction ; when they claim to be superior to

others on such ground, and would attempt to overawe and abash modest
and thoughtful men, by such arrogant and irrational pretensions to in-

fallibility, I think it a proper occasion for applying the language of the

apostolic rebuke, and telling them that they " know not what they say,

nor whereof they affirm." They quite mistake the subject and subject-

matter of which they are speaking : and I have only to remind them
that it is believing that they were talking about, not knoicing.

The principle must be a very poor one too, that works so poorly in

practice ; that destroys itself, indeed, the moment it is brought to its

application. If different classes of Christians will say, modestly, and
no matter how solemnly, that they believe that they are right ; and yet
will concede so much to human frailty as to admit, that they may be
wrong in some measure : then, their respective claims do not destroy

each other entirely, nor destroy the common faith. But if every class

will have it that it knoivs itself to be right, and knows everything differ-

ing from it to be wrong ; what a picture of presumptuous, distracted,

and self-destroying churches is presented to us ! Here is the Calvinist,

that knows he is right ; and the Arminian knows he is right ; and the

Universalist knows he is right; and the Swedenborgian has his full

measure of the same comfortable knowledge ; and the Presbyterian and
Episcopalian, and tlie Methodist and Baptist, are each and all possessed

of the same uudoubting assurance. Are all right, then, in the points

on which they differ? No; that is impossible. To what, then, does

this vaunted distinction of knowing, amount? To nothing at all. That

cannot be a distinction which appertains to all classes— to individuals,

that is to say, of all classes. To what, then, does the knowing itself

amount? I answer once more, to nothing at all. For it is clear, that

all this knowing cannot be knowledge. It may be confidence, and

presumption, and positive assertion, but it is not kuowledge.
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But a man may say, "It is a matter of experience, and therefore I

know it." What, lot me ask, is a matter of experience? Not that any
theological system is true, not that any doctrine is revealed, not tliat

any one mode of church order is divinely ordained. These are matters

of inference, not of experience. " Nay, but my meaning," says the

confident votary, " is, that my faith, or my mode of worship has had
such an effect upon me : it has so delightfully wrought itself into my
experience, tliat 1 am sure it must bo the true doctrine, the true way.
Heaven has thus sealed it to me in absolute certainty." If only one
class could say this, it might amount to something like presumptive
])roof. But the truth is, that every form of faith and discipline can
present just such instances. It is particularly true, that recent con-

version to a religious system is apt to j)roduce this kind of vivid expe-

rience. There is not a faith in Christendom, Catholic or Protestant,

strict or liberal, but has converts ready to proclaim its efficiency. The
argument proves too much, legitimately to prove anything.

This arrogance, too, is as unseemly as it is baseless. If the subject

did not forbid it, yet the sense of imperfection ought to restrain a frail,

fallible, erring human being from such presumption— presumption, too,

wliich is commonly strong, in proportion as the doctrine is dark and
doubtful, and the mind is readier to decide than to examine. Such
indeed, was not the spirit of Xewton, " child-like sage." Such was
not the spirit of Socrates, who, against the all-knowing sophists of his

day, was accustomed to say that he professed to know nothing— that

he was only a seeker after knowledge. Such, in fine, has never been
the spirit of deep study and patient thought. But assurance rises up
to speak where modesty is silent; and a rash judgment, to pronounce,
where patient inquiry hesitates; and ignorance, to say, " I know,"
where real knowledge can only say, " I believe."

Such was not the spirit of the author of the " Saints' Rest," nor of

the good old English time. " I am not so foolish," says Baxter, " as to

pretend my certainty to be greater than it is, merely because it is a
dishonour to be less certain. My certainty that 1 am a man, is before

ray certainty that there is a God. My certainty that there is a God,
is before my certainty that he requireth love and hoHncss of his crea-

tures. My certainty of this is greater tlian my certainty of the life of

rewards and punishments hereafter. My certainty of that is gi-eater

than my certainty of the endless duration of it, and tlie immortality of

individual souls. My certainty of the Deity is greater than my cer-

tainty of tlie Christian faith. My certainty of the Christian faith, in

its essentials, is greater than my certainty of the perfection and infalli-

bility of the Holy Scriptures. And my certainty of that, is greater

than my certainty of many ])articular texts, and so of the truth of

many particular doctrines, and of the canonicalncss of some certain

books."
Let me add a word of caution, however, if it can be necessary, in

closing this part of my discourse. Because I maintain tliat absolute

certainty docs not properly attach to matters of faith, let it not by any
means be regarded as a fair inference, that the great points of our
Christian faith are to bo held as if they were doubtful matters. A
believer is. by definition one whom belief, and not doubt, characterizes.

And tlie Clu'istian belief, I hold to be foundrd on such evidence, as to
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be put "beyond all reasonable doubt." This phrase— " beyond rear
sonable doubt"—is held, in the law, to describe the nearest approach to
certainty that is compatible with the nature of moral evidence— to
describe such a degree of confidence as lays a just foundation for de-
cision and action. Such I hold to be the nature and strength of the
Christian faith.

I have thus attempted to show that uncertainty or doubt, greater or
less in degree, is a part of our disponsation, implied in that declaration
of the Apostle, that we know only in part ; that it is implied in the very
nature of moral evidence ; implied in faith ; and therefore that it is not
to be regarded as monstrous, nor to be magnified into undue importance,
nor to be made a reason for rejecting the system of faith ; unless, in the
second place, it can lay claim to a strength and consistency, and an
escape from difficulties, which will give it manifest superiority over the
system of faith—a superiority which, on great points, is denied to it

by its utter insufficiency to improve, esalt, strengthen, and bless human
nature ; and, fuiiilly, I have insisted, that, on the other hand no rational

system of faith, when it goes beyond the principles of absolute conscience
and consciousness, can pretend to be freed from doubt—can pretend
to absolute certainty ; and hence, that the confident assurance of the
fanatic is, in this matter, as much out of place, as the overweening salf-

complacency of the sceptic.

IV. But after all, this, to some, may be a very unsatisfactory view
of the subject. They may even think it injurious and unsafe. I must
not leave the subject, therefore, without attempting, in the last place,

to show the utility of that moral system and mental discipline, mider
which, as I contend, we are placed. That we are placed under it is,

indeed, in my view, a sufficient answer to all objections. But it may
stiU be asked, why is it so? Why is there one shadow or shade left on
our path? Why, instead of showing brighter and brighter, can it not
be, from the beginning, one track of brightness? Why are we not
made just as sure of every moral truth, that is interesting and important
to us, as we are that we behold the light of the Sun? Why, in fine, is

not moral evidence, like mathematical demonstration, put beyond every
possibility of doubt?

It might, indeed, be answered that the very nature of the subjects,

and of the mind, makes the difference. And 1 believe that this is true.

At any rate, it is inconceivable to us that moral deductions should, by
any possibility, have been made as definite and certain as those of the
most exact science. But I am not obliged to rest the answer on this

apparent necessity of the case alone ; and I proceed to ofier, in further

defence of that moral constitution of things under which our minds are

trained up, the consideration of utility.

I say, then, that it is a useful system— a good system— the best

system by us conceivable. If I am asked why we have not vision, in-

stead of promise, to guide us ; why we have not assurance, instead of

trust ; why not knowledge, instead of faith ; I answer, because it is not
expedient for us. Probably we could not bear vision, or it would be too

much for our contentment or our attention to the objects around us ; but
I do not rest on a probability. I appeal to what is certain also ; and that

is, that assurance and knowledge would lessen the trial of virtue and
of the intellect ; and therefore would hinder their improvement.
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To give an illustration of my meaning, and especially to show why it

may not be expedient that we should have an actual vi.sion of a future

life— it is not best that children, for instance, should be introduced to

an actual knowledge or experience of the circumstances, allurements,

or interests of maturer life. That view of the future might too much
dazzle or engross them, might distract them from the proper business

of their education, and might, in many ways, bring a trial upon their

young spirits, beyond their power to bear. Therefore, they look through

a veil upon the full strength of human passions and interests. Human
love and hate, and hope and fear, liuman ambition and covetousness,

and splendour and beauty, they see through a glass darkly. Just as

little might we be able in this childhood of our being, to have the reali-

ties of a future scene laid open to us.

Again, lor an illustration of the general advantages of inquiry instead

of certainty : if a man were to travel around the globe, it might be far

more agreeable and easy to him, to have a broad and beaten pathway,
to have marked and regular stages, to be borne onward in a chariot

under an experienced and safe conduct, and to have deputations from
the nations he passed through, to wait upon him, and to inform him
exactly of everything he wished to know. IJut would such a grand
progress be as favourable to his character, to his mental cultivation or
moral discipline, to liis enterprise, and good sense, and hardihood, and
energy, as it would be to thread out his way for himself; to overcome
obstacles and extricate himself from difficulties ; to take, in other words,
the general chart of his travels, and to gain an acquaintance with meu
and things, by inquiry and observation, and reasoning, and experience ?

Such is tlie course ordained for the moral traveller in passing through
this w orld. And certainly it is better for him ; better that he should

draw conclusions, though he make mistakes ; better that he should

reason upon proljabilities, though he sometimes err; better that he
should gain wisdom from experience, though the way be rough and some-
times overshadowed with uncertainty, than that he should always move
on, upon the level, and easy, and sure path of knowledgo.

Apply the same question to the ordinary course of life. A youth
might always have a tutor, or a mentor to direct him. And then he
would always bo in the condition of one who knew what to do, of one
who had no doubt. Yes, and he would ahcaiis be a child. Can any
one doubt that it would be more conducive to his improvement, to his

courage and resolution, to his wisdom and worth, tliat he should be

obliged to reason, to employ his powers, to bo tried with conflicting

views of subjects, to find out his own way, to grow wise by his own ex-

perience, and to have light break in upon his path as he needs it, or as

he seeks it? But such is the actual course of hfe ; and similar to this,

is the course wliich the mind must take in the riligious life.

Nor is this all. It appears to me that there is one further, more
specific, and more important use of the trials of faith ; and that is, that

they urge us to the most strenuous self-puritication, and fervent piety.

I behove that it is an express law of the religious progress, that the ad-

vancement and strength of our faith, other things being equal, are

always in proportion to the feiTOur and purity of our rehgious aflections.

This law results from the very nature of the subjects to which it relates.

Our faith in Clnistianity, for instance, and in a future hfe, is not a
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deduction of abstract reasoning, irrespective of ourselves, and of the
character of God, or of the nature of the communication as compared
with them. Belief is grounded, in part, on certain views of our nature
and wants, and on certain views of the character of God. Now, none
but a pure and spiritual mind can estimate the transcendent worth of

its own nature, or can so love God, as to entertain a just view of his

love to us, and to hope all that the filial mind vnll hope from him.
Self-purification, therefore, is an essential part of the progress to light

and certainty.

In this progress, not a few have arrived to the very confines of the
land of vision. Their faith has become scarcely less than assurance.

Invisible things have not only become the great realities, as they are to

all men of true faith ; but they have become, as it were, almost visible

;

there is a presence of God, felt, and almost seen, in all nature and life

;

there is, in the heart, an assurance, a feeling of heaven and immortality.

So it is oftentimes with the good man in the approach to death ; the
veil of flesh is almost rent from him ; the shadows of mortal imperfec-
tion are disappearing ; the threshold of heaven is gained ; and beamings,
from the ever-bright regions, fill his soul with their blessed light. Then
it is, that it is hard to return to life ; to pass again beneath the shadow ;

to feel the cold, dull realities of life effacing the impressions of heavenly
beauty and glory. This is sometimes looked upon, I know, as a kind
of hallucination, a visionary rapture ; and so it sometimes may be ; but
the truth is, that in the purified mind, it is the result of principles in

accordance with the strictest reason. The explanation is, that such a
mind is prepared to receive the full and entire impression of the objects

of faitli; the light of heaven is indeed around that mind; because it is

an image, pure, and polished, and bright, to reflect the light of heaven.
True faith is, indeed, a great and sublime quality. It is greater, I am

persuaded, than it is commonly accounted to be, much as it is exalted,

and lauded in religious discourses. It is sometimes lauded, indeed, at
the expense of reason. It is often so represented as if its sublimity

consisted in its being a mystical quality, in its superiority to works,

to the labours of duty, to the exercise of the quiet and patient virtues.

To the hearer of such representations, it often seems as if this glory

and charm of faith lay in a sort of visionary peace of mind, obtained

without any reference to the culture of the mind or of the heart. But,
no ; the very reverse of this is the truth. Faith is a great and sublime

quality, because it is founded in eternal reason ; because it is a patient

and faithful inquirer, and not a hasty and self-confident rejector, not an
idolizer of its own fanciful and visionary suggestions of doubt. It is

great too, bei;auso it is moral ; because as an Apostle declares, it works
by love, and purifies the heart; because it is an elevation of the soul

towards the purity and glory of the only and independently great and
glorious Being. It is great, moreover, and in fine, because it is a prin-

ciple of perpetual advancement. It does not write down its creed, as

if it could never go beyond that ; as if that were its standard and its

limit ; as if that were the sum and the perfection of all that it could

ever receive. No : it is a sublime principle, because it takes hold of the

sublimity of everlasting progress. When it reaches a brighter sphere;

when it no longer knows in part, but knows as it is known ; when its

contemplation has become actual vision, and its deductions liave risen
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to assume the certainty and take the place of first principles ; then will

it, on the basis of these first principles, proceed to still farther deduc-

tions. Still and ever will the fields of inquiry lie before it— far and
for ever before it. Onward and onward will they spread, beneath other

heavens, to other horizons—bright regions, leading to yet brighter re-

gions— boundless worlds for thought to traverse, beyond the track of

solar day— where— where shall its limit be!—what eye can pursue its

flight through the infinitude of ages!

Christian I would<t thou make that boundless, that glorious career

thine own? Then be faithful to the light tliat now shines around thee.

Sink not to rest or slumber beneath the passing shadows of doubt. To
sink— to sleep, is not thy destination, but to wake— to rise. Rise,

then, to the glorious pursuit of truth ; connect with it the work of self-

purification ; open thy mind to heavenly hope ; aspire to the life ever-

lasting! Count it not a strange thing that thou hast difficulties and
doubts. Well has it been said, that he who never doubted, never be-

lieved. Shrink not and be not afraid, when that cloud passeth over

thee. Through the cloud, still press onward. Only be assured of this,

and with this assurance be of good courage—God made thee to believe.

Without faith, the ends of thy being cannot be accomplished, and there-

fore, it is certain that he made thee to believe. In perfect confidence,

then, say this with thyself,—"I am sure that I shall believe : all that is

necessary for me, I shall believe ; in the faithful and humble use of my
faculties, I am assured that I shall come to this result. I fear not

doubt; I fear not darkness; doubt is the way to faith, and darkness is

the way to light." Come, holy light! come, blessed faith! and cheer

every humble seeker with joy unspeakable and full of glory!

And it will come to every true and trusting heart. Wliy do I say
this? Because, I still repeat, I know that God made our nature for

faith, and virtue, and improvement. Why should it be difficult to see

this? And are not scepticism, and sin, and the process of moral de-

terioration— are they not misery, and darkness, and destruction, to our
nature? Look at the young tree of the forest. Are you not sure that

God made it to giow? Aiul can you doubt that ho made your moral
nature, to grow and flourish? IJut how does he make that tree to grow?
My pouring perpetual sunshine upon it? No; lie sends the storm and
the tempest upon it; the overshadowing cloud lowers upon its waving
top— and its branches wrestle with the rude elements. So is it with
hinnan faith. Amidst storm and calm, amidst cloud and sunshine
alike, it rises and rises, stronger and stronger— till it is transplanted

at length to the fair clime of heaven ; there to grow aud blossom, amidst
everlasting light, in everlasting beauty.



CURSORY OBSERVATIONS

ON THE QUESTIONS AT ISSUE BETWEEN ORTHODOX

AND LIBERAL CHRISTIANS.*

NO. I. INTRODUCTORY.

In offering to the Public a series of cursory and miscellaneous remarks

on the questions between the Orthodox and Liberal parties, I am dis-

posed, at the outset, to say something by way of apology. My defence

might perhaps justly relate to other and more important particulars,

but I confess, that the feeling I had most to contend with, in myself,

and I suppose it exists in others, is a strong reluctance to come
into that collision with others, with opponents, I mean, to which con-

troversy leads. The case, I must think, is a peculiarly hard one on

our side of the question. I know, at least, that it involves many pain-

ful feelings.

Men do not often nor easily place themselves in the situation of

others ; least of all, of their opponents. The dominant sect of a coun-

try little know to what they subject an individual, when they cut him
off from so many of the sympathies of the social world around him.

To a man who has spent his youth in severe and wasting studies, with

the honourable and ardent hope of being useful and acceptable to his

fellow-men, who, with patient inquiries and earnest prayers, has sought

for truth ; who, in deep and solitary meditations, has sought for the

pure fountains of all generous and holy influences wherewith he might

nourish and quicken the piety of others— to such an one it is hard to

meet with no welcome in the countenance and manners of society ; nay,

to meet with suspicion and hostility where he looked for welcome, to

be summoned to strife, where he desired peace and amity, to be brought

to the bar as an accused person, when he hoped to be hailed as the

messenger of glad tidings. And he feels— the honest and affectionate

* I mean no offence by this designation of the parties. If the words. Ortho-

dox and Liberal, be taken in a literal sense, then, of course, I claim to be

orthodox, and I do not deny that others are liberal. But I take the terms as

they are used in common parlance ; and I prefix them to this series of articles,

because no other cover the whole ground of the discussion. In any view, if

others assume tlie title of Orthodox, I think they cannot charge us with

presumption, if we adopt the title of Liberal.
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advocate of religion feels, that he has glad tidings to communicate.

Ilis heart is ready to kindle with his theme ; he would spread before

mankind tlic venerable and lovely perfections of God ; he would call and
win them to piety, and virtue, and glory ; ho would gladly cherisli the

tenderness, and love, and charity, that belong to a mission so sacred

and merciful ; and how is his heart smitten within him, to reflect that

all these sentiments and affections are denied to him, that he is looked

upon as engaged in a bad work, that multitudes regard liis doctrine, and
preaching, and j)orson, with aversion or horror! Besides, that must be

a bad mind, indeed, to which contention is not in itself painful. Who
does not feel sometimes tempted to leave the woidd to its controversies,

to leave tlio opposing sects to fight it out among themselves, if they

will,—to withdraw from the visible ranks of all religious denominations,

and to take his way, alono and peacefully, to the grave, where all these

strifes are so soon to bo composed? Who that feels how many are tho

necessarij trials of life, how becoming are sympathy, and pity, and
forbearance, in such a world as this, how great is the moral work which
he and every man lias to do, and how solemn is tho destiny of eternity

;

who, I say, feeling all tliis, does not grow sick at the thoughts of

contending with his brethren in ignorance, and frailty, and aftliction,

his brethren in tho groat errand and end of life, his brethren in the

solemn account of an hereafter.

I confess, that under the influence of these considerations, I am
sometimes ready to sluink from what I do nevertheless conceive to bo
the duty of contending earnestly for those principles, which I hold to

bo the faith once delivered to the saints. So far as I might consult the

first feelings and impulses natural to mo as a citizen, a friend, a social

man, I should sedulously avoid it. I should clioose to pass in society

without attracting any attention to my religious belief. I should

reserve the comfort and joy of religious fellowship for my inteniourse

with those who would meet me in the aHection and confidence of that

fellowsliip. I would endeavour so to enjoy that privilege, as not to

have the reflection forced upon me, that I am surrounded by suspicions

and strifes, or by benevolent, though as I think mistaken, anxieties

and regrets.

If, then, I address any who have a strong aversion to controversial

discussions, 1 may safely affirm that I feel it not less than they. I

have a good mind, at times, to sweep from my table every controversial

book, tract, publication, Hovicw, and Xewspaper, and henceforth to

know nothing, and to care nothing about them— to know nothing and
to care for nothing but religion as a general subject of contemplation,

and a guide and comfort of life. There is no honour nor comfort to be
reaped from these contests ; and to tho honourable, the liberal, the
better and more sacred feelings of the mind, they are attended with no
little danger. I said, no comfort. There is the satisfaction, indeed,
arising from the discharge of what is believed to be a duty ; and that, I

trust, is t!io consideration that, witli mo, settles the question. This
must bo the repose of faitlifid and honest minds, engaged in controversy
with those whom they would fain regard as brethren and friends.

And it is my purpose (as I liave partly intimated), in these intro-

ductory remarks, to meet tlio natural reluctance which many feel to

read anything of a controversial nature.
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I say, then, that the state of the public mind demands investigations

of this kind. The age is thoroughly agitated with questions of all sorts,

political, moral, and religious— with all those questions, especially,

which bear upon human happiness. On all these questions, and in
foreign countries, even, on that of the diffusion of knowledge, there is

a liberal party, and an orthodox party— or, in other words, there are
advocates of new opinions, and adherents of old opinions. But of all

the questions that thus agitate the general mind, none bear more
directly upon the genei'al welfare than those which ai'e religious.

None, indeed, do more palpably affect the rights of men. None do so

vitally affect their happiness. For it is when my soul is defended, and
my political freedom secured, and I go and sit down under the shadow
of my own dwelling with none to disturb or make me afraid ; it is then,
and after all that, that the great question is to be settled in the feehngs
and habits of my own mind, tchether or not I shall he happy. And it

is here in this interior, this secret and silent world of thoughts and
purposes, of moral ideas and contemplations and affections, that reli-

gion has the amplest scope and the widest dominion.
Something of this is beginning to be felt ; and men, at least, men

generally, are inquiring, as they never before inquired, for the difference

between truth and error, right and wrong, pure religion and needless

superstition. And he who can be insensible to the importance of these

inquiries, or can turn indifferently away from them as not worth his

regard, understanxis neither the discussion, nor the duty it devolves
upon him.

It is, by no means, a light discussion ; and this is the second consi-

deration which bears upon the question of duty in the controversy of
the age. It is a great controversy. It is not about the minor forms
and features of religion. It is not about a church government or

ritual. It is, in part, about the very nature of morality and piety. It

is mainly a practical question. It is not even concerning the Trinity
that we are most deeply interested, as a matter of controversy. That
seems to me a scholastic question ; and more properly to belong to a
scholastic age. And, in fact, it is only from the strong practical cast,

which the spirit of the present age gives to every discussion, that this

question of the Trinity is brought into such earnest debate. That is to

say, it is not because the question, as I apprehend it, has any important
and immediate bearing upon the nature of religion or the character of

God, but because it is artificially mingled with the practical popular
system of the age, that it has any considerable interest. The great

questions, at issue, are these: What is the true character, the real,

moral perfection of God, and what is the system of religious sentiments

that truly illustrates his character and perfection? What is it to be a
good man and a Christian? What constitutes the true preparation of

a moral being for happiness, and God's favour, here and hereafter, and
what is the true, right, and best method of making that preparation?

What are the just principles of Christian Catholicism and candour, and
in what consists the violation of these principles ? Or, to bring the same
question into a briefer statement, the great inquiry of the age is, how
shall a man regard his Maker— the character, providence, and revela-

tions of his Maker; himself— his nature, his welfare, and duty; and
his fellow-beings— their feelings, interests, and inquiries, on the subject
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of religion? These, I say, are the great questions ; and no man, who
reflects deeply, can help feeling that they are questions of momentous
concern. They come home to our bosoms. They enter deeply into

the essential wdfai'e of our minds. And no weak, or morbid sensibi-

lity to the trials of controversy should withhold us from discussions

that thus touch the vital interests of our being. I do not say, indeed,

that such discussions altogether involve those interests. There are good
men on both sides, in this controversy. But it does nevertheless afect

their most precious interests ; and that is enough to give it a claim upon
our attention.

On the great questions at issue, both parties, of course, believe their

adversaries to bL> in error. And 1 shall now undertake to state, in the

third place, what are the errors, as we conceive them, in the popular
system of religion, which we arc bound, believing them such, not only

to reject, but to oppose.

After all tliat is said and written on tliis subject, I do not think that

the practical features and bearings of this system are made sufliciently

conspi(;uous, and, therefore, I shall endeavour to unfold them in their

true moral character, and with a careful regard, at the same time, to

the most recent explanations.

The popular, or Calvinistic system, then, teaches that all men by
nature are totally depraved. That is to say, the moral constitution of

men as certainly develops sin and sin only, as their intellectual consti-

tution develops memory or reason. There is amiableness, indeed, and
a seeming goodness ; but it is only seeming. According to the only
true and righteous judgment of God and good men, everything in the

human heart, and everything actually proceeding from it, is utterly

wicked and abominable ; and all the current language of discrimination,

between the good and bad qualities of the mass of society around us,

is the fruit of entire mistake and delusion,— for the simple reason, that

there is reallj/ nothing good among them ; that men, in general, are in

every thought, word, and deed, only, and £iltogether, and always, bad!
This entire wickedness, thus inevitably flowing from the very constitu-

tion which God has given to men, or from the circumstances in which
he has placed them, is charged upon them as the most unspeakable
guilt ; such a guilt as to render an inflnite atonement necessary. And
here, in the popular system, is introduced the practical use of the doc-
trine of the Trinity. For it is contended, that, in order to expiate this

guilt, and to render it proper that God should pardon it, it was neces-

sary that the Almighty himself, in the second person of the Trinity,

should take to himself human nature ; and, that this complex being,

one part of wliom was the innnaculate and omnipresent God, should
hang upon the cross, and there die, as truly as ever any human culprit

did. liut this is only one of the doctrines tliat have sprung from the
original stock,— viz. the native and total depravity of men. This de-
pravity of course iuq)lies an absolute and supreme unwillingness to be
good and holy: so that it is rendered just as certain, that man, with-
out the special interposition of God, will never fail or cease to sin, when
the object of sinful alfection is presented, as that he will never fail to

think, when tlie object of thought is presented. This is the much ex-
plained doctrine of moral inahility. It is not that a man is unable to be
holy, in the same sense in which he is miablo to lift a tree of the forest
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from its roots. It is a moral inability, say its advocates : but still it t5

an inability, as invincible, as immoveable, by human power, though not

in the same sense immoveable, as the oak of the forest. In other words,

it is an unwillingness, originated in the soul by the will or by the Pro-

vidence of Him who made it, springing up with the first exertion of its

moral faculties, occupying and possessing the ichole moral being of a
man, and leaving in it, therefore, no prop, no power, whereby a holy

disposition may be raised up. That disposition, whenever formed,

arises, it is said, from no antecedent willingness in the sinful creature,

but from the interposing and special grace of God. And this leads us
to notice the most distressing and tremendous feature of the whole sys-

tem. The needful grace is withholden from multitudes ; or, to use the

most mild and cautious language, this special grace does not act, does

not take effect upon multitudes. And, therefore, as an inevitable con-

sequence, these multitudes, only for conforming to a law of their being

or condition, no matter which— only for acting as they are certain to

do, are doomed to remediless, endless, infinite woes! The being, born
with the seeds of this awful malady within him, lives till they develop

in his constitution the fatal disease, and then, after, it may be, one day
or one mouth of suffering under this sickness, whi,:;h he could not ori-

ginally prevent, he is, for this sickness, a cherished, if you choose to say
so, but still a natural sickness— he is sent down to those fires of hell,

which, though they will burn for ever, will never purge away one
plague-spot of the foul and loathsome distemper!

This is no fiction, no awful dream, no vision of horror, visiting the

distempered imagination through the curtain of darkness and night

:

but it is an open and daylight reality, declared in the high places of the

pulpit, preached to congregations of men, with all their waking senses

and faculties about them. Awful as the statement is, I have weighed
every word of it with extreme caution, and delivered it on mature deli-

beration ; and I ask any intelligent Calvinist to deny it in any part or

particular. It would give me the sincerest pleasure, if one step in this

terrific procession of doctrines were denied to belong to it,— if one link

in that iron chain, which seems to me to bind justice and mercy equally,

were fairly and for ever broken. Should any Calvinist revolt at the

representation, then I would ask him to specify the part he would give

up. I would say to him,—" Do you not believe that the nature of a

man is what God gives him, and that this nature in every man is totally

depraved? Or do you not believe that this nature is placed in such a

condition, that total depravity is the certain result? Is not this total

depravity an entire unwillingness to be holy? Is not this unwillingness,

being total, so strong as to make it certain, in the eye of God. that,

without his special interposition, it wiU continue till death? And con-

tinuing thus, is it not the very thing— though it sprang from nature,

though it was just as certain to be developed in the constitution of man,
as the appetite of hunger, or the faculty of reason— is it not the very

thing, this native, total depravity, that will fix upon a man, according

to your doctrine, the doom of endless suffering?"

And if all this be true, what is its aspect, I solemnly ask, towards

piety, towards all our reverent, grateful, and affectionate thoughts of

God? Would any man, I seriously ask, be willing to take to liimself

the character which he thus ascribes to his Maker? Would any parent
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be, for the worM, thought capable of treating his children thus— or

any king, his subjects— or any master, his servants? And is there no
reason for pausing at a system, which thus shocks all the moral senti-

ments of mankind?
And yet, this is the system that professes itself to be the only, and

exclusively true Go-spel! And it is this language of exclusion, which
I notice as a final reason for calling it into discussion.

A respectable body of men, against whom no prevailing corruption

or viciousncss is even alleged, who were once accounted as faithful and
pious as any other men, have, after long, patient, and prayerful inquiry,

arrived at tlie sincere and solemn conviction, that the doctrines of Cal-

vinism are not the doctrines of Christ. We profess to revere and re-

ceive that Teacher and Saviour, but wo see his instructions in a
different light from our brethren. And now, what is the treatment we
meet with? and wliat, I add, is our duty in the circumstances?

The treatment is but too well known. The very name of Christians

is denied us. In the current nomenclature of the day, we are denied a
place among the denominations called Christians.

Our duty, I believe, is earnest remonstrance. We hold this name too

dear, to be silently bereft of it. " Jesus Christ is precious to us, as he
is to all them that behevo." His character, his revelations, his doc-

trines, his promises, lay us under an obligation, and fill us, we trust,

with a gratitude, which do not permit us calmly to bear the imputation
of being his rejectors and enemies. Our accusers might well denomi-
nate lis cold and indifferent to the Gospel, if we could sit down silently

under this imputation.

I do hold that this is a very serious matter, and one that ought to be
brought into discussion. For the controversy has come to this. It is

not so much between Calvinists and Arminians, Trinitarians and Uni-
tarians, as between the E.xclusive Sect and the Catholic Sect.
These are the parties now arrayed against each other. It is on this

ground that a new division of the community is taking place. And for

my own part, it is the only question that has ever touched me very
nearly. That a man is a Calvinist or a Trinitarian does not offend me.
Ho differs with me oidy in the matter of a metaphysical creed. I can
still have the most agreeable conversation, and happy intercourse, and
intimate friendsliip, with him. But if he says, " I cannot acknowledge
you as a Christian

;
you hold a belief which undermines the very foun-

dation of piety and of all religious virtue ; I consider you, and all who
believe with you, as preparing for the fellowship of accursed spirits;"

if this is the language he holds, or if this is the meaning of his heart,

the case is totally changed. All valuable ties between us are broken.

I want no hollow courtesies from that man. I can understand no hair-

breadth distinctions, between a good man and a bad Christian. I know
of but one kind of goodness, but one kind of worth, but ono kind of

piety ; and if he denies me that, there is no foun<lation for respect and
confidence, and without respect and confidence, there can be no friend-

ship nor society. I wish the man, wlio denies me these, no iU. I will

feed him, if ho is hungry ; I will clothe him, if ho is naked ; and if

needy, I will accept the same offices from him. But for the intercourse

of mmds, for the best ties of society, no ground nor support is loft.

And how unfortunate is it— for I am glad to forsake the crimina-
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tory part of this discussion, which no man can have been more reluctant

to read, than I have been to write—how unfortunate is it, I say, that

these ties should be broken! Here is a community of beings, frail,

ignorant, erring, liable to prejudices, beset with difficulties in the way
to truth ; and how much might they help each other by quitting the

banded ranks of party, and mingling together in a respectful and con-

fiding intercourse, by visiting at each other's houses, and sitting down
in each other's churches, and listening to each other's arguments and
explanations, and witnessing the spirit of prayer which, I doubt not,

would be found in both. Can any reasonable man help feeling that

this is the proper attitude for those to take, wlio differ in the solemn
concerns of a salvation, alike precious, eternally precious to all?

Could any good man help delighting to see them meeting and mingling,

on terms like these ? Behold, how good and pleasant a thing is it for

brethren— and we are all brethren, in frailty, in affliction, in anxiety,

and in the great hope of salvation— Behold, how good and pleasant a
thing is it for brethren to agree ! Agreed we should be in spirit, in

desire, in prayer, and we might soon agree in faith. Would we thus

help each other, "we might all soon come in the unity of the faith,

and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, and unto

the measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ."
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NO. n. ON THE TRINITY.

What is tho doctrine of the Trinity ? It is, tluat the Almighty Father
is God ; that Jesus, whom he sent into the world, is God ; and that the
Holy Spirit— represented also as a separate agent— is God; and yet
that these three, " equal in power and glory," are but one God. This
is what the advocate of tlio Trinity sa»/.<?. But now let mo ask him to

consider what it is that he thinks: not what are the words he uses, but
what are his actual conceptions. If he conceives of only one God

—

one Infinite Mind— and then if all tliat he means by the Trinity is,

that the Saviour and the Holy Spirit partook, in some sense, of the
nature of God; this is nothing materially different from what we all

believe. If lie means that the Father, Son, and Spirit, are only repre-

sentations of the same God, acting in their characters, then he is not a
Trinitarian, but a Sabcllian. liut if he goes farther, and attempts to

grasp tho real doctrine of the Trinity ; if he attempts to conceive of tho
Father, the Son, and the Spirit, as possessing each a distinct existence,

consciousness, and volition— as holding counsel and covenant with each
other; then, though he may call these Three one— though he may
repeat it to himself all the day long, that they are but one

; yet does
he actually conceive of them as three agents, three beings, three Gods?
The human mind, I aver, is so constituted, that it cannot conceive of

three agents, sustaining to each other tho relations asserted by the
doctrine of the Trinity, without conceiving of them as three Gods.

Let the reader koc]) his mind free from all confusion on this point,

arising from Christ's incarnation, or adoption of human nature. Hefore
that event, the distinction is hehl by Trinitarians to be just as marked
as it is now. Then it was that the Father covenanted with the Son.
Then it was that the Son offered to assume human nature, and not the
Father. Then it was, tliat tho leather promised to tlie Son that he
should "see the travail of his soul and bo satisfied." Then it was
that the Father sent tho Son into the world. Is it possible for any
Imman mind to contemplate these relations, without conceiving of those
between whom they existed, as two distinct, self-conscious Beings? I

aver that it is not. Tho Father, by supposition, must have known that
lie was not the Son. Tho Son must have known that he was not tho
Father. Two, who speak to one anotlier— who confer together— tho
one of whom commissions, the other is commissioned— the one of whom
sends the other into the world— these two are. to every human mind so

contemplating them, and arc, in spite of itself, two beings. If not, then
2 1
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there is notliiug in the universe answering to tlie idea of two beings.

We all partake of a common humanity; and it might just as well be
maintained that all vien are one being, as that the three in the Trinity

are ene being.

In simple truth, I do not see why any I'eader on this subject need go
farther than this. Till something credible is offered to be proved— till

something better than absolute self-contradiction is proposed as a matter
of belief, who is bound to attend to the argument?

I mean no discourtesy nor injustice to the Trinitaiian, unless argu-

ment shall be thought such. I know that he supposes himself to hold

a theory which escapes from the charge of self-contradiction. But so

long as ho says that tlie Father sent the Son, and that these two are

one and the same being, I believe that he does not and cannot escape

from it. I know that he professes to believe in one God ; and in truth

— in aU his practical and devotional thoughts—whenever he prays to

the Father through the Son— he is, and his mind compels him to be,

mHually a Unitarian. And this doubtless is, and always has been, the

state of the general mind. Practical Unitarianism has always been the

general faith of Christendom. Even when, as in the Roman Church,
and sometimes in the Protestant, men have prayed to Jesus Christ, it

would be found, if their thoughts could be confessed, that they have
forgotten the Father for the time, and their error has not consisted in

Trithoism, but in clothing the Being, called Jesus, with the attributes

of solo Divinity. Still, thougli erring, they have been practical Uni-
tarians. But scholastic men have always been weaving theories, at

variance with the popular and effective belief. Half of the history of

pliilosopliy might bo written in illustration of this single point. Such
a theory, I conceive, is the Trinity. It has existed in studies, in

creeds, in theses, in words; but not in the actual conceptions of men.
not in their heartfelt belief. From the days when TcrtuUian complained
in the second century, that the common people would not receive this

doctrine, and down through all the ages of seeming assent, and to this

very day, I believe that it has ever been the same dead letter. And
when Christianity has fairly thrown off this incumbrance, as I believe

it will, I have no doubt that many will say, what not a few are saying

now, " wc never did beheve in the Trinity ; we always felt that the Son
was inferior to the Fatlier who sent him."

But how. then, 1 may be asked, does it come to pass, that this doc-

trine is honestly and earnestly maintained by a great many able and
learned men, to be accordant with the teachings of Scripture? Be-
cause, I answer, that, on a certain tlieory of interpretation, there is a
great deal of proof for it from Scripture ; while upon another and true

principle, I firmly believe that tliere is none at all.

liCt me invito the reader's attention, for a few moments, to the con-

sideration of this point— the true principle of interpretation. My own
conviction is, that it settles the whole question ; but at any rate, I can-

not, in this cursory view which I am taking, go over the ground of the

whole arguuKuiL; and therefore I shall confine m3^self to the most mate-

rial point at issue.

We must all have seen by this time— indeed I think the whole

Christian world mu'^t have perceived, how impossible it is to settle any

question fi-om the Scriptures, by bare textual discussion. Texts may
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bo arrayed agaiust texts, and have been for ages, and might be, from
an;i mass of writings like the Scriptures ; they might be, and have been,

thus arrayed l)y the ])artics to every rehgious controversy, with very

little tendency \o j)roduce conviction, so long as the true principle of

their interpretation \vas disregarded. So long as texts arc considered

by themselves alone—considered as independent passages, uncontrolled

by any such principle, one text is as good as another ; and thus Chris-

tian sects have ])reseutcd the strange anomaly—the wonder of observers,

the scorn of infidels—of being directly at is.sue on the clearest points of

Christian doetriue, all armed with proof passages, all equally confident,

and all with equal assurance condemning eacli other.

What is to account for tliis iihenomenon^ There are other causes,

indeed, but I ;im jx-rsuaded that the main cause lies in the peculiarity

of treatment to which the Scriptures have been subjected. There is

doubtless a superstructure of passion, prejudice, pride, and worldly in-

terest; but resting ostensibly, as it does on the Scriptures, there must
be some error touching the very interpretation of them.

Let mo now more distinctly state, what are the two principles or

theories of interpretation, by whicli it is proposed to cxj)lain the language

of Scripture on this subject. For the Trinitarian has his theory, his

humanly devised tlieory, and his reasoning, and what he considers his

rational principle of exposition, as much as the rnitarian. The differ-

ence is not, though it is often alleged, that tlie Unitarian rehes more
upon reasoning, independent of Scripture ; but, as I conceive, that he

relies upon a more rational, a more natural, and a really sounder prin-

ciple of interpretation. The Trinitarian says,—" Here are two classes

of passages—those which describe an inferior, and those which describe

a sujjeriur nature. Wo receive both classes without admitting any qua-

lification, or limitation of sense in either. One class of texts ascribes

human qualities to Jesus; therefore, he is man; another ascribes divine

works and offices ; therefore, he is God ; and we dare not explain them
into what we might imagine to bo a consistency with each otlicr, as we
should any other history, concerning any other person. "NVe receive the
contrasted j)ortions of this history just as they stand; holding it to be
not our business to explain, but only to believe."

J}y this theory, undoubtedly, the Trinity can bo proved. By this

theory a double nature in Christ can be proved. And by this theory,

do I seriously aver that Transubstantiation, Anthroponioi-pliism, and
irreconcilable contradictions in the divine nature, can be proved ; Tran-
substantiation— the doctrine that the sacramental bread and wine are

the real body and blood of Christ; for while, in one class of pas.sages,

those elements are called bread and wine ; in another, doth not our Sa-
viour say, " this is my Ijody—this is my blood?"—Anthropomorphism
—for while we are taught that Cod is a spirit, is ho not said to have
hands, eyes—to walk on the earth, &ic.i—irreconcilable contradictions

in his nature—for wlnlo we arc tauglit that Cod is unchangealile, is he
not represented as repenting, tliat he had made man— repenting, that

ho liad ma<le Saul king? I'pon wliat principle is it, that such mon-
strous conclusions are avoiiled? Upon a principle, I answer, that is

fatal to the Trinitarian theory of interpretation. It is the principle

that words aio not to bu taken by themselves in the Bible; that limita-

tions and quiiliticatiuiis in their meaning mu.-t l)f admitted, in order to
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make any sense ; that the Scriptures arc, in this respect, to be inter-

preted like other books ; that when human language is adopted as the

instrument of a divine communication, it may fairly be presumed that

it is subject to the laws of that instrument; and that no other principle

of criticism can save tlie Bible, or any other book, from the imputation

of utter absurdity and folly.

This I understand to be the Unitarian theory of interpretation. They
reader wiU perceive at once that just this difference of theory will

bring out precisely the diffei'ence of results, that characterize these two
classes of believers. Which, then, is the true theory?

It seems to me that the case speaks for itself; that aU common sense,

all usage, all criticism, all tolerable commentary on the Bible, suffi-

ciently declares whifjh is the right principle.

But let us appeal to undeniable autliority—that of the sacred teachers

themselves— that of tlie Bible interpreting itself.

For the application of our principle of interpretation to the very sub-

ject before us, we have the authority of Jesus Christ himself; and the

application is as clear and decisive, as the appeal, witli every Christian,

must be final and ultimate. I allude to that most extraordinary passage,

in John x. 30—36,—most extraordinary I mean in reference to this

controversy : and I propose to make it the subject of considerable com-
ment and argument.
What is the question, in the passage here referi'ed to? I answer,—

the very question, which is now virtually before us,— did Jesus claim
to be (iod? What was the language of our Saviour? " God is my
Father: I and my Father are one." What was the accusation of the
Jews? " Thou blasphemest—and, being a man, makest thyself God:"
the very allegation on which Trinitarianism is founded. It was once a
cavil: it is now a creed. And now I ask, in the name of reason, and
truth, and Scripture, how does our Saviour treat it? His answer, be
it remembered, in the first place, is a solemn and absolute denial of the

allegation, that he had made himself God! " Jesus answered them. Is

it not written in your law, I said ye are gods ? If he called them gods
to whom the word of God came, and the Scripture cannot be broken,

say ye of him whom the Father hath sanctified and sent into the world.

Thou blasphemest, because I said, I am the Son of God? " Our Saviour
had used strong language concerning himself. He had said, " as the
Father knoweth me, even so know I the Father;" referring, however,
as I suppose, not to the extent, but to the certainty of the knowledge.
He had said, " I and my Father are one. Then the Jews took up
stones to cast at him ;" they accused him of blasphemy ; they said,
*' thou makest thyself God." Jesus denies that the language he had
used warrants the inference they drew from it. This is the second
point. He denies their inference. He clearly implies, moreover, that

stronger language still would not warrant the inference. He teUs the

cavilling Jews, that even those " to whom the word of God came" had
been " called gods." And then, so far from declaring himself to be

God, he speaks of himself as one whom God " had sanctified and sent

into the world ;" and as, on that account, entitled to speak of himself in

exalted terms.

And yet, how astonishing is it. we may observe, by the bye, that this

rei'y language, " I and my Father are one," concerning which, and
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mufli stronger language too, lie had declared its insufHeioney to prove
him God— this very language, I say, and otlier similar phraseology, ia

constaHtly quoted to prove the Supreme IXity of tlie Son of (iodi

"Words, once caught up by gainsayers, and by them wrested into a
charge against our Saviour of assuming Divinity, anil denied by liim to

be any legitimate jn-oof of such an allegation, now help to sui)port the

faitli of multitudes in tliis very allegation, as a portion, and a most es-

sential portion, of the Christian doctrine!

I say that our Saviour appeals to a principle of interpretation.

Those, in ancient times, " to whom tlic word of God came," were men,
ordinary men ; and when they were called gods, this language was
limited in its force by tlieir known character. No one could think of

taking this language for what it meant considered by itselt, and without

any qualification. ]iut our Saviour was an extraordinary j)crsonage,

and he argues that words of much h)ftier import might be applied to

him, without furnisliing any warrant for the inference, that he was
God; and he absolutely contradicts the inference.

Let us now apply in another way the reasoning with which our Sa-

viour confounded the Jews.

I suppose it will bo admitted that the words, " I and my Father are

one," do not prove our Saviour to be (iod ; since he himself expressly

disallows the inference. Now, is there any language in the Bible con-

cerning Clfrist, that is stronger tlian this? Is there any of all the proof

texts, that is stronger? I confess that I know of none. This is the

very language of the popular creed ; not that the Father and the Son
are two Gods, l)ut that they are one. And so exactly does it expi-ess

the Orthodox belief, that, notir'dhstanding our Saviour's disclamation,

it is constantly used to convoy the idea that he was God. His discla-

mation, however, settles the matter entirely. And 1 suppose that an
intelligent reasoner on tlie Trinitarian side, would say,—" it is true the

words here used do not jirove Jesus to bo God. Still, however, ho may
be God. He was reasoning with the Jews on a particular charge. The
charge was, that he had, by the htnf/uar/e he nseil, made himself God.
He simply denies that this particular language warrants their infer-

ence." Is not this, liowevcr, at the least, a very extraordinary sui)po-

sition? It makes our Saviour say witli himself—"true I awi God; and
being so, I have used language very naturally expressive of that fact.

However, I can reason it away with these people, on the ground of their

own Scriptures, and I will do so. I am (iod, indeed; but I will deny
this inference of the Jews, though it amounts to tlie exact trutli. I

will deny it, thougli I thereby misleail them altogether and infinitely,

as to my true character." This, I say, would be our Saviour's reason-

ing witli himself on the Trinitarian hypothesis. But the truth is, this

supposition, improper and incredible as it is, will not save the doctrine.

Tiecauso this language, which our Saviour declares insufticient to prove
him (Jod, is, in fact, as strong as any language tliat the advocates of

that doctrine adduce. If this language does not fairly j)rove him to be
God, then no lanG^uajje in tlie Bible (Iocs.

Let us suppose, to put this in another form, that the Now Testament
in aU its doctrinal parU, — that is to say, that tho i"'pistles had been
written, and all had been completed before our Sa^^our's death; and
that our Trinitarians could liave said to him after tho manner of tho
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Jews, " Thy disciples, wliora thou hast commissioned to declare the

truth, make thee to be God." I conceive that Jesus might have given

the same answer as he did to his Jewish accusers. lie would say,

" No; in all writings it is common to speak of men according to their

distinction ; nor is there any need, on the principles of ordinary inter-

pretation and sense, of guarding and restraining the natural language

of admiration and love. The ancient Jews were called gods, because

the word of God came to them. And I, on account of my Messiahship,

may properly be spoken of, and spoken of in that character, much more
strongly."

But, to bind the argument more closely, and to render it, as I think,

incontrovertible, lot me add, that the matter which I now state is not

a matter of supposition, but of fact. Jesus is spoken of, and that fre-

quently, in his simple character of Messiah—that is to say, as inferior

—

as confessedly inferior—as an oficial person he is spoken of as strongly

as he is anywhere. Observe the following language:—"For by him
were all things created that are in heaven and earth, visible and invisi-

ble, whether they be thrones or dominions, or principalities or powers,

all things were created by him and for him, and he is before all things,,

and by him all things consist." There is no stronger language than

this. And yet, for all this, Jesus is represented as dependent on the

good pleasure of God. ''For—for it pleased the Father that in him
should all fulness dwell." I suppose this to bo that moral creation, that

creating anew of many souls, which Jesus by his doctrine has effected,

together with that influence upon the visible kingdoms of the world,

which his doctrine has unquestionably produced. Again ; we read of

Jesus Christ as being "far above principality and power, and might

and dominion, and every name that is named, not only in this world,

but in that which is to come;" and again, I say, there is no stronger

language than this. But it is expressly said, that God " set him above

all principality," &c. llow directly are we led back from these pas-

sages, to our Saviour's principle of interpretation! And as if tliere

should be no doubt about the subordinate and temporary character of

this distinction, high as it was, we are expressly told, that " when the

end shall come,"—when according to the Trinitarian hypothesis, we
expect to see Jiisus ascend to liis primeval dignity as God—when " all

things shall be subdued unto him," lo! " then shall he bo subject unto

him that put all things under him; that God may bo all in all." And
as if to warrant the vei*y principle of interpretation, on which I am in-

sisting— as if to show that nothing that is said of the glory of our

Saviour, is to be taken in derogation from the supremacy of God, it is

said in this very connexion, " But when it is said, cdl things are put

under him, it is manifest that he is excepted who did put all things

under him." As if it were said— nay it is said— that nothing written

concerning the greatness of Jesus is to bring into question the unrivalled

supremacy of God.
And let me add, that this provides us with an answer to the only

objection that stands in our way. It may be said that there are still

passages, whoso force is not controlled by any express qualification. I

answer that it is nevertheless fairly controlled by the general sense of

the book. The certain truth, that there is but one God ; the constant

ascription of that supremacy to the Father, the constant declaration,
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that Jci?ns owe<l everything to God, justly limits the sense of those pas-

sages which ascribe to tho Saviotu' a lofty distinction. This is accord-

ing to tho usage ol all writings. Suppose that when tlie biogi-apher had
said of 13onaparte, that " his foot-tep shook the Continent," or of Mr.
Pitt, that lio " struck a blow in Europe, that resounded through tho

world," or the poet, of Milton,

—

" Up passed the Ihuning liounds of tspaco and time,

The living throne, the sapphire-blaze ;"

sujipose, I say, that he immediately added, and in every such instance

added, that he did not mean to Ijc taken hterally—that he did not mean
tliat the personage in (juestion was a demi-god; would an^'thing be more
umiatural and unnecessary? Were any writings ever composed upon

this plan :'

What then is the conclusion at which wc arrive? Tho very objection

which WQ arc considering, in fact, gives up the whole argument. For
it is admitted by this objection, that if the qualification had been con-

stantly introduced—that is to say, if erer?/ time that any lofty distinction

had been ascribed to Jesus, it had been expressly said that "God gave

him this"—that " (iod had set him there"—it is admitted, I say, that

by this constantly repeated qualificatiou, the whole Trinitarian argument
would have been completely overthrown. Is it possible then, for tho

Trinitarian expositor, interi)reting tho Bible on the same principle that

he does other books, to maintain his argument? If he does so, I fear-

lessly assert, that ho gives up the principle. The moment he feels tho

Trinitarian ground strong beneatli him, that moment he abjures tho

princijile in liis exposition—that moment he begins to say, "It is pro-

fane to interpret the Scriptures, as we do other books—the Scripture

biography, as wc do other biograplues."

The fact is, and I must assert it, that tho Trinitarian, with all his

assumptions of exclusive reverence for tlie Bible, does not adliero to the

Bible as his opponent does. If he would vindicate his claim, I sliould

be glad to sec a little more regard for Scripture usage in his doxologies

and ascriptions. From all pulpits, at the close of almost every prayer,

may be heard, on any Sunday, formulas of expression like these— no-

Mhere to be found in the Bible— " And to the Father, tlie Son, and
tho Holy (Jhost, bo all honour and glory:"—"To tlie holy and ever

blessed Trinity; one (Jod, the Father, Son, and Holy (ihost, bo ecpial

and undivided honours and praises."

And yet those who pass upon us such unscriptural theories, as wo
think them, and are constantly swaying tho public mind, by using such
confessedly unscriptural language, are, at the same time, perpetually

charging us with rejecting the Bible and relying on our presumptuous
reasonings, ami with leaning, and more than leaning, to infidelity.

I repeat, in close, that the question between us is a question of inter-

pretation. It is a question of " what .saith tho Scrijitureif" It amounts
to nothing in view of this question, to tell me, that for many centuries

the church has, in the body of it, believed this or that doctrine. Tho
church, by the confession of us all, has believed many errors, for manv
centuries. It is worse yet, contemptuously or haughtily to say, that it

is unlikely, any great or new truth in religion is now to bo found out.

Such a principle would stop the progress of the age. Such a principle
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-would have crushed the Reformation. Neither is our doctrine new, nor

is it unhonoured, so far as human testimony can confer honour. It was

the doctrine, as we firmly beUeve, of the primitive church. It has been

held by many good men ever since. And when you come upon Enghsh
ground—when you retrace the bright Uneage of our Enghsh worthies,

to whom do all eyes turn as the brightest in that line? Whose names

Jiave become household words, in all the dwellings of a reading and in-

telligent community? I answer, the names of Newton, and Locke, and

Milton : and yet Newton, who not only read the stars—and Locke, who
not only penetrated with patient study the secrets of the mind— and
Milton, who not only soared into the heaven of poetry, and " passed

tlie sapphire blaze, and saw the living throne"—all of whom read their

Bibles too, and wrote largely upon the Scriptures— aU these, after

laborious investigation, concurred in rejecting the doctrine of the

Trinity. Wliat those men believed, is not to be accounted of mushroom
growth. They were men not of parts and genius only, but men of solid

and transcendent acquisitions and ever-during fame. I would not name
them in the spirit of vain and foolish boasting. But I do say— and I

would urge this consideration particularly— I do say, that the extraor-

dinary circumstance, that these three men have been as distinguished

for their study of the Bible, as they have been otherwise distinguished

among the great and learned men of England— that this circumstance

should lead every man to pause, before he rejects a doctrine which they

believed. Much more does it become men of inferior parts and little

learning, to abstain from pouring out contempt and anathemas upon a

doctrine which Newton, and Locke, and Milton believed.

It is to little purpose, indeed, to Hft up warnings and denunciations,

and to awaken prejudice and hostility against the great doctrine on

whicli Unitarianism is built— the simple tlnity of God; and the entire

inferiority, yet glorious distinction, of Jesus, as his Son and Messenger.

This doctrine professes to stand securely on the foundation of Scripture.

Argument, therefore, not passion, must supply the only effectual wea-

pons against it. If this doctrine be wrong, may God speedily show it!

If it be right, he will defend the right. Concerning all improper oppo-

sition, we might say to its opponents, in the words of Gamahel, " Let it

alone: for if this counsel, or this work, be of men, it will come to

nought: but if it be of God, ye cannot overthrow it; lest haply ye bo

found, even to fight against God."



CURSORY OBSERVATIONS.

NO. Iir. ON THE ATONEMENT,

[I Insert here, instead of the original article in the series, a Sermon ou tlie Import and Intent of
the Sufferings of Cliribt.]

1 Coit. ii. 2 : " For I doteniiinod not to know anything among you, savo Jesus
Christ and him crucilicd."

The pre-eminence thus assigned to one subject of Christian teaching—
the sufferings of Jesus—must command for it our serious attention. It

is true that Paul did not mean to saj, tliat he would not speak of any-

thing but the passion of Christ ; for he did speak of many other things.

But it is quite clear that he did give to tliis subject, in the Christian

system, an importance, pre-eminent—predominating over all others.

Why did he so? Why is the death of Jesus the highest subject in

Christianity? Why is the cross the chiefest emblem of Christianity

?

Why has something like Paul's determination always been realized in the

Christian church—to know nothing else? Why has it been celebrated,

as nothing else has been celebrated? Why has an holy rite been espe-

cially ordained to show forth the death of Christ through all time? Tho
brief answer to these questions is, that the substance, the subject-matter

of Christianity, is tho character of Christ, as the Saviour of men ; and
that the grandest revelation of his character and purpose was made ou
tho cross. Of this revelation I am now to speak.

In entering upon this subject, I feel ouo serious difficulty. It has

taken such hold of the siij)crstition of niankind, that it is difficult to

present it in its true, simple, natural, and affecting aspects. For this

reason I shall not attempt to engage your minds in the ordinary course

of a doctrinal discussion. I cannot discuss this solemn theme in a
merely metapliysical manner. 1 cannot contemplate a death, and least

of all, the deatli of tlie Saviour, only as a doctrine. It is to me, I must
confess, altogether another kind of influence. It is to me, if it is any-

thing, power and grandeur ; it is something that rivets my eye and heart

;

it is a theme of admiration and spiritual sympathy ; it leads me to me-
ditation, not to metaphysics; it is as a majestic example, a moving tes-

timony, a di-ead sacrifice, tliat I must contemplate it. I see in it a
death-blow to sin ; I hear the pleading of tho crucified One for truth

and salvation, beneath the darkened heavens and amidst the shuddering

earth

!

I mean to say, that all thia is spiritual and practical. It amazes me,
that tiiis great event, which is filling all lands and all ages, yea, and is

to fill eternity with its j)resence, sliould be resolved altogether— all

gathered and stamped into a formula of faith. It is every way asto-
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nishing to mo, that such a speculative use shoiihl have been mado of it;

that suffering should have been seized upon as a subject for metaphysical
analysis; that the agony of tlie Son of God should have been wrested

into a thesis for the theologian ; that a death should have been made a
dogma ; that blood should have been taken to write a creed ; that Cal-

vaiy should have been made the arena of controversy ; that the cross,

whereon Jesus, with huly candour and meekness, prayed for his ene-

mies, saying, " Father forgive them, for they know not what they do!"
•—that the cross should have been made a rack of moral torture for his

friends, whereon, in all the valleys and upon all the hiUs of Christendom,
they have been crucified by unkindness and exclusion— is there ano-

ther such contradiction—is there another such phenomenon to be found,

in all the strange history of the world? There have been martyrdoms
recorded in the world's great story ; but when before wore martyrdoms
wrought into sharp and reproachful metaphysics? There have been
fields drenched with righteous blood ; there have been lowly and lonely

valleys, like those of Piedmont and Switzerland, where the sighs and
groans of the crushed and bleeding have risen and echoed among the

dark crags that surrounded them ; but who ever thought of building up
these dread testimonies of human suftcring and fortitude into systems
of doctrinal speculation?

Let me not be misunderstood. In the train of the world's history,

as I follow it, I meet at length with a being, marked and singled out

from aU others. I read, in the Gospel, the wonderful account of the

most wonderful personage that ever appeared on earth. Nothing, in

the great procession of ages, ever bore any comparison with the majestic

story that now engages my attention. I draw near and listen to this

being, and he speaks as never man spake. By some strange power,

which I never so felt before, he seems as no other master ever did,—he
seems to speak to me. I follow him, as the course of his life leads me
on. I become deeply interested, more than as for a friend, in every-

thing lie says, and does, and suffers. I feel the natural amazement at

the resistance and hatred he meets with. I feel a rising glow in my
cheek, at the indignities that are heaped upon him. I say with myself,
" surely God will interpose for him! " I hear him speak obscurely of

a death by violence ; but, like the disciples, 1 cannot receive it. I look,

rather, that some horses and chariots of fire, shall come and bear him
up to heaven. But the scene darkens around him ; more and more
frequently fall from his lips the sad monitions of coming sorrow ; he

prepares a feast of friendship with his disciples, but he tells them that

it is the last ; he retires thence to the shades of Gethsemane ; and lo

!

through those silent shades comes the armed band ; he is taken with

wicked hands; he is borne to the Judgment-IIall; he is invested with a

bloody crown of thorns, and made to bear his cross amidst a jeering and
insulthig multitude ; he is stretched upon that accursed tree ; he expires

in agony. Oh! where are now the hopes that he would do some great

thing for the world! He seemed as one, who would save the world,

and lo! he is crucified and slain! He seemed to hold in his bosom the

great regenerative principle ; he knew what was in man and what ma.i

wanted ; ho appeared as the hope of the world ; and vv^hcre now is that

hope? Buried, intombed, quenched in the dark and silent sepulchre.

All IS over-— all, to mv vroilill\ view, is ended. I wander avray from
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the scone in hopeless despair. I fall in eomiJany, as tlic narrative leads

mo on, with two of the scattered disciples going to Emmaus. And as

we talk of these things, one joins us in our walk, and asks us what are

these sad communings of ours. And we say, " Art thou only a .stranger

in Jerusalem, and hast not known the tilings whicli are come to pass

there in these days? And ho says, what things::' And we answer,

concerning Jesus of Nazareth. Then expounds he to us the Scriptures ;

and says, ouglit not Christ to have sulfered these things and to enter

into his glory <" lu line, he reveals himself unto us, and then vanishes

away. And wo say, " Did not our hearts burn within us, while ho
talked with us by the way, and while he opened to us the Scri])turcs?"

In short, it is at this point, that a new view enters my mind of the

sufferings of Jesus. Tlie worldly views all pass away— the worldly

views of death and defeat, of ignominy and ruin ; and I see that

through death it was that Jesus conquered. I see that liis dying', even
more tlian his living, is a ministi'ation of power, and light, and salvation

to the world. I sec that that ignominy is glory ; that those wounds
are fountains of healing ; that the cross, hitherto branded as tlic accursed
tree, fit only for the execution of the vilest culprits, has become the

emblem of everlasting honour.

Xow, therefore, the death of Jesus becomes to me the one great

revelation. I determine to know nothing else— nothing in comparison
with it; nothing is of equal interest. All the glory of Christ's example,
all the graciousncss of his purposes, shines most brightly on the cross.

It is the consummation of all, the finishing of all. The cpitaj)!! of

Jesus, is the epitome of Christiiuiity. The death of Jesus is the life of

the world.

In saying this, I wish to utter no theological dogma, which shall bo
respectfully received as a mere dogma. I simply express what is, upon
my own mind, the natural impres.sion. I stand by the cross of Jesus—
for no intervening ages can weaken the power of that manifestation—
and what is its language to me? I will suppose myself to stand alono

by that cross ; I will suppose that I have never lieard of any theological

systems ; I stand in the simplicity of the elder time, before any .systems

were invented. ;Vnd what now is the fii'st feeling that enters my mind,
as I gaze upon that .Sutferer?

I think I shall state the natural impression, taking into account all

that I have known of Jesus, when I say that the first feehng is, that I

am a sinner. It is ever the tendency of human guilt, on witnessing any
great catastrophe, to exclaim, " I am a siiuicr." But tliis is not a
catastrophe without an explanation. Let us see if my feeling is not
right. I have luard all tliat Jesus lias said of tlic supremo evil that
sin is. I Iiave seen how that one conviction rested upon his mind, and
breatlicd out in all his teacliings, that nothing beside is comjiaratively
an evil. I have .seen tliat it was on this very account, that lie came on
a mission of pity from the Father of mercies. I have heard all that he
has said—my heart has been probed by his words, and I involuntarily

exclaim, as I see him suspended on the cross, " Ah! sinful being that
I am— that such an one shonhl sutler for me. It is I that deseiTcd to
suffer; but God hath made him tiie propitiation for my sins. Could
nothing else set forth before inc tlie curse of sin? Could no other hand
bear the burden of my redemption? Truly, I have sinned against tho
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gracious Father of my existence; I always knew it— I always felt that

I had ; but how is it shown to me now, when the love and pity of the

infinite Father appears in this— that he spared not his own Son, but

gave him to die for mo. Oh! sore and bitter to abide are pains and
wounds—cherished in heaven are the sufferings of martyred innocence!

—

how then does every pain of Jesus awaken the pain of conscious guilt in

my mind!—how does every wound reveal a deeper wound in my soul!

I will repent me now, if I never would before. I will resist— I can

resist no longer. I will be crucified to sin, and sin shall be crucified to

me. I wiU bathe the cross of Jesus with the tears of penitence. God,

who hast interposed for me, help me to die daily unto sin, and to live

unto righteousness.

It is in this connexion, if anywhere, that wo must give a few moments'
attention to the doctrinal explanation of the atonement. I have indeed

remonstrated against the speculative use of this subject, but the state

of the public mind makes it necessary, perhaps, that something should

be said of the theory of the atonement.

I understand this, then, to be the state of the question. Two leading

views of the sacrifice of Christ divide the Christian world. The one

regards it as an expedient ; the other as a manifestation. According

to the first view, the sacrifice of Christ is usually represented either as

the suffering of a penalty, or as the payment of a debt, or as the satis-

faction of a law. It is something that either turns God's favour towards

us, or makes it proper for him to show favour. It is some new element,

or some new expedient introduced into the divine government, without

which it is impossible to obtain forgiveness. This, I understand to be,

in general and in substance, the Calvinistic view. The other view

regards the suffering of Christ, as simply a manifestation. It is not a
purchase or procurement, but a manifestation of God's love and pity

and willingness to forgive. It is not the enfranchisement from some
legal bond of God's mercy, but the expression, the out-flowing of that

mercy which was for ever free. It was a satisfaction not to the heart

of reluctant justice, but of abounding grace. The divine displeasure

against sin, indeed, was manifested ; for how costly was the sacrifice for

its removal ; but not a displeasure tlmt must burn against the sinner

till some expedient was found to avert it.

Now the view of manifestation is the one which we adopt; and
certainly many of the more modern Orthodox explanations come to the

same thing. They stiU proceed, it is true, upon the presumption that

this manifestation was intrinsically necessary— that sin could not have

been forgiven without it ; that the authority of God's law could not have

been otherwise upholden. I certainly cannot take this view of the

subject. I cannot undertake to say what it was possible or proper for

the Almighty to do. I can only wonder at the presumption of those,

who do profess thus to penetrate into the fathomless counsels of the

Infinite Government. I read in the Gospel, it is true, of a necessity

for the sufterings of Christ : but I understand it to be founded in pro-

phecy, which must be fidfiUed—founded in the moral purposes of his

mission— founded in the wisdom of God. I read, that God is the

justifier of him tliat bcheveth in Jesus— of him that is penitent

and regenerate; that is, God treats him as if he were just— in other

words, shows favour to him; bestows pardon and mer(;y upon him.
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And of this mercy Jesus, the suiforcr, is the groat and all-subduing

manifestation.

I cannot here go into tho details of interpretation. It is perplexed

by reasonings of the Apostles about the relations of Jews and Gentiles,

by analogies to tho Jewish sacrilices, by the language and speculations

of an ancient time ; by difticultics, in short, that require much study

and learning for tlieir clearing up, and demand no solution at the hand
of plain and unloarned jiersons, who are simply seeking for their salva-

tion. This profound criticism, in short, is a subject for a volume, rather

than for a sermon.

But I will present to you, in a<;cordanco with a frequent practice of

theologians, a single illustration, which if you will carry into tho Xew
Testament, you will see, 1 believe, that it explains most of tho language

you will find there.

Suppose, tlien, that a father, in a distant part of tho country, had a
family of sons, all dear to him. Suppose that all of them, save one,

who remained at home with liim, had wandered away into tho world

to seek their fortunes, and that, in the prosecution of that design, they

had come to one of our cities. Suppose that, in process of time, they

yield to the temptations that surround them, and become dissolute and
abandoned, and arc sunk into utter misery— first one, and then an-

other, till all are fallen. From time to time, dark and vague rumours
had gone back to their country home, that aU was not well ; and their

parent had been anxious and troubled. He thought of it in sleepless

nights; but what could he do? He desired one and another of his

neighbours, going down to the great city, to sec his sons, and tell

him of their estate. On their return, they speak to him in those

reserved and doubtful terms, that sear a parent's heart ; one messenger
after another speaks in this manner ; till at length evasion is no longer

possible, and the father learns the dreadful truth, that his sons are sunk
into the depths of vice, debasement, and wretchedness. Then, at last,

ho says to his only remaining, and beloved son, " Go and save thy

brethren," Let me observe to you here, that nothing is more common
in the books of Divinity, than comparisons of this nature ; and that it

is not, of course, designed to imply anything in such comparisons of

the relative rank of the parties. The father says, " Go and save thy
brethren." Moved by compassion, that son comes to the great city.

Ho seeks liis unhappy brethren in their misera])le haunts; he labours

for their recovery. Ere long, a fearful pestilence sj)reads itself in the

city. Shall the Jieroic brother desist from his task? No; ho labours

on ; night and day ho laboui's ; till, in the noisome abodes of vice,

poverty, and misery, ho takes the infectious disease, and dies. Ho
dies for tlie salvation of his brethren.

Now what is the language of this sacrifice on tho part of tho father,

what is it on the part of tho son, and what is it to those unhappy
objects of this interposition ?

On the part of the father, it was un.^peakablc compassion. It was
also, constructively, an expression of his displeasure against vice— of

the sense he entertained of the evil into which his sons had fallen. On
tho part of the son, it was a like conviction and compassion, and a
willingness to die for the recovery of his 1)rethrcn. What wouM it bo

to those guilty bretliren? Wliat would it be especiiUly, if by dying for
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them, lie recovered them to virtue, restored them t their father's arms,
and to a happy life? '' AIi! our brother," thoj would saj, " he died
for us— he died that we inight live. His blood has cleansed us from
sin. Bj his stripes, by his groans, by his pains, we ai'e healed.

Dearly beloved brother! we will live in memory of thy virtues, and in

honour of thy noble sacrifice." Nor, my friends, is there one word of

reliance or gratitude in the New Testament applied to the sacrifice of

Jesus, which persons thus circumstanced, and with a Je'>vish education,

would not apply to just such an interposition as we have supposed. If,

then, we have put a case which meets and satisfies all the Scriptural

language to be explained, have we not put a case that embraces the

essential features of the great atonement?
II. I liave now spoken of the relation of the cross of Christ to our

sins, and to the pardon of sin. But we should by no means have ex-

hausted its efficacy, we should by no means have shown all the reasons

of its pre-eminence in tlie Christian dispensation, if we were to stop

here. Not less practical, not less momentous is its relation to our
deliverance from sin. That, indeed, is its ultimate end, and pardou is

to be obtained only on that condition. This idea, indeed, has been
essentially involved in what we have already said ; but it requires yet

further to bo unfolded.

The death of Jesus is the greatest ministration ever knowu on earth

to human virtue. It was intended not to be a relief to the conscience,

but an incentive— a goad to the negligent conscience.

It was not meant, because Christ has died, that men should roll the

burden of their sin on him, and be at ease ; but that more than ever,

they should struggle with it themselves. It was designed that the cross

should lay a stronger bond upon the conscience, even than the law.

When I look upon the cross, I cannot indulge, my brethren, in senti-

mental or theologic strains of rapture, over reliefs and escapes ; over

the broken bonds of legal obhgation ; over a salvation wrought out for
me, and not in me; over a purchased and claimed pardou— as if now
all were easy— as if a commutation were made with justice— the debt
paid— the debtor free—and tliere were nothing to do, but to rejoice

and triumph. No ; I should feci it to be base and ungenerous in me,
thus to contemplate sufferings and agonies endured for my salvation.

Tlie cross is a most mojestic and touching revelation of solemn and
bounden duty. It makes the bond stronger, not weaker. It reveals a
harder, not an easier way to be saved. That is to say, it sets up a
stricter, not a looser law for the conscience. Every particle of evil in

the heart is now a more lamentable and gloomy burden, than it ever was
before. Tlie cross sets a darker stamp upon the malignity of sin, than
the table of the commandments, and it demands of us, in accents louder

than Sinai's thunder, sympathetic agonies to be freed from sin.

The cross, I repeat, is the grand ministration to human virtue. It

is a language to all lonely and r.cglected, or slighted and persecuted

virtue. Often do wo stand in situations where that cross is our dearest

example and friend. It is, perhaps, beneath the humble roof, where the

great world passes us by, and neitlier sees nor knows us ; where no ono
bl::Zons our patience, our humility, cheerfulness and disinterestedness,

to the multitude that is ever dazzled with outward splendour. There
nust we learn of him, who for us was a neglected w^anderer, and had
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Hut cviii whciv to lay liis lioad. There must we loani of liini, wlio was
mcok ami lowly in heart, ami fiu<l rest unto our .souls. There must wo
Icaru of him, who bowed that meek and lowly head upon the cross—
dishonoured before a passing multitude, honoured before all ages. Or
we stand, perhaps, beneath the perilous eye of observation— of an ob-

servation not frieutUy, but hostile and .scornful. Wc stand up for oiu-

integrity : we stand for some despised and persecuted principle in reli-

gion, or morals, or science. And it is liard to bear o})probrium and
injury for this;—hard, for tho noblest testimony of our con.sciencc, to

bear the worst infliction of human displeasure. The di.ssenting physi-

cian, the dis.senting phdanthropist, tlie dissenting Christian, knows full

well how hard it is. And there— keeping there our firm stand— must
wo look upon that cross, whereon hung one who was despised and re-

jected of men— tho scorned of earth, the favoured and beloved of

heaven. That stand for conscience, kept firmly, humbly, meekly, wo
must learn, is not mean and low; it is the very grandeur of life; it is

the magnificence of the world. It is a world of misconstruction, of in-

jury, of persecution : that cross is lifted up to stay our fainting courage,

to fix our wavering fidelity, to inspire us with meekness, patience, for-

giveness of enemies, and trust in (iod.

Again, the cro.-^s is a language to all tempted and struggling virtue.

Jesus was tempted in all points as we are, yet without sin. Thou too

art tempted. In high estate as well as in low, tliou art tempted. Nav,
and the misery and peril of the case is, that all estates arc becoming
low with thee ; all is sinking around thee, when temptation presses thee
sore. When thou art tempted to swerve from the integrity of thy spirit

or of thy life, and the perilous hour draws near, and thou rcasoncst
with thyself, thou art in a kind of despair. Thou saycst that friends

desert thee, and the world looks coldly on thco ; or thou sayest that thy
passions arc strong, and thy soul is sad, and thy state is unhappy, and
it is no matter what befalls. Then it is, that to tliy tempted and dis-

couraged virtue Jesus .speaks, and says, deny the evil thought, and tako
up thy cross and follow mo. Behold my agony, beliold my desertion,

behold the drops of bloody .sweat ; I shrink in the frailty of nature,

as thou dost, from the cup of bitterness, I pray that it may pass
from me; but I do not refuse it. There is worse to fear than pain—
(fuih— failure in the great trial— the pro.stration of all thy nobleness
before tlie base appliance of a moment's giatification— ay, the pain
of all thy after life, for an hour's pleasure. Learn of me, that virtue

docs not always repose on a bed of roses. Oh! no; sharp pangs—sharp
nails—piercing thorns, are fin- mo; wonder not thou, then, at the fiery

trial in thy sold; my snllerings emblem thine, .so let my triumph: all

can bo endured for victory—holy victory—immortal victory.

Once more; the cro.ss a]>peals to all heroic and lofty virtue. Let me
say heroic; thougli that word is scarcely yet found in tlie Chri.'-tiairs

vocabulary, IJut in tho Christian's life there is to bo a heroism, lie

is to feel as one who has undertaken a lofty enterprise. He has entered
upon a snl.limo work. It is his being's task, and trial, and triimiph.

Wo think too poorly of wliat a Christian life is. We hold it to be too
commonplace. There is nothing heroic or lofty, as to the principle, in

all history, in all tho majestic fortunes of humanity, but is to come into

the silent strife of vwry Christian's spirit.
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Now to this, the example of tlie crucified Saviour is an emphatic ap-

peal. The cross is commonly represented as humblhig to the human
heart ; it is so to the worldly pride of the human heart ; but it is also to

that heart, an animating, soul-thrilling, ennobling call. It speaks to

all that is sacred, disinterested, self-sacrificing in humanity. I fear

that we regard Christ's sacrifice for us so technically, that we rob it of

its vital import. It teas a painful sacrifice for us, as truly as if our

brother had died for us ; it was a bitter and bloody propitiation, to bring

back offending man to Ins God ; it was a groan for human guilt and

misery that rent the earth; it was a death endured for us, that we
raio-ht live—and live for ever. I speak not one word of this technically

;

I speak vital truth. Even if Jesus had died as any other martyr dies

;

if ho had thought of nothing but his own fidelity— had thought of

nothing, but bearing witness to the truth ; still the call would, by infer-

ence, have come to us. But it is not left to inference. Jesus was com-

missioned to bear this very relation to the world. He knew that if he

were lifted vip, he should draw all men to him. And how draw all men
to him? Plainly, in sympathy, in imitation, in love. He designed to

speak to all ages, to touch all the high and solemn aspirations of un-

numbered millions of souls ; to win the world to the noble spirit of self-

sacrifice ; to disinterestedness, and fortitude, and patience ; to meekness,

and candour, and gentleness, and forgiveness of injuries. This is the

heroism of Christianity. In these virtues centres all true glory. This

did Jesus mean to illustrate. His purpose was, to turn oif the eyes of

men from the power, pride, ambition, and splendour of the world, to

tlie true grandeur, dignity, and all-sufiicing good of love, meekness, and

disinterestedness. And how surely have his purposes and predictions

been accomplished ! A renovating power has gone forth from him upon

the face of the whole civilized world, and is fast spreading itself to the

ends of the earth. And one emphatic proof of this is, that the cross,

before, the stigma of the vilest crimes, has become the emblem of all

spiritual greatness.

At the risk of wearying your patience, my brethren, let me invite

you to a brief consideration of one other relation of the cross of Christ;

I mean its relation to human happiness. It shall be a closing and a

brief one.

Jesus was a sufferer : and yet so filled was his mind with serenity and

joy, that the single instance, in which we read that he wept, seems to

open to us a new light upon his character. Jesus was a patient, cheer-

ful, triumphant sufferer. The interest, which in this light his character

possesses for the whole human race, has never, it appears to me, been

sufficiently illustrated.

We are all sufferers. At one time or another, in one way or another,

we all meet this fate of humanity. So true is this, and so well do we
know it to be true, that it would be only too painful to open the wide

volume of proofs which life is continually furnishing. It is really ne-

cessary to lay restraint upon our thoughts, when speaking of the pains

and afliictions of life. I know it is often said, that the pulpit is not

sufficiently exciting. But how easy were it to make it more so! A
thoughtful man will often feel, that instead of cautiously and consider-

ately touching the human heart, he might go into that heart, with

swords and knives, to cut, to wound, and almost to slay it, if such were
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bis pleasure. What if lie were to describe suffering infancy, or a sick

and dying child, or the agony of parental sorrow, or manhood in its

strength, or niatronago in its beauty, broken down under some inflic-

tion, touching the mind or the body, to more than infant weakness—
who could bear it? Yes; it is the lot of humanity to suffer. No
condition, no guarded palace, no golden shield, can keep out the shafts

of calamity. And especially it is the lot of intellectual life to suffer.

As man becomes properly man ; as his mind grapples with its ordained

probation, the dispensation naturally presses harder upon him. The
face of careless childhood may be arrayed with perpetual smiles ; but

behold, how the brow of maidiood, and the matronly brow, grows serious

and thoughtfid, as years steal on ; how the cheek grows pale, and what
a moaning is set in the depths of many an eye around you—all pro-

claiming histories, long histories, of care, and anxiety, and disappoint-

ment, and affliction.

Now into this overshadowed world, One has come, to commune with
suffering— to soothe, to relieve, to conquer it: himself a sufferer

—

himself acquainted with grief— himself the concjueror of pain— himself

made perfect through sufferings; and teacliing us to gain like virtue

and victory. For in all this, I see him ever calm, patient, cheerful,

triumphant.

And what a touching aspect does all this strong and calm endurance
lend to his afflictions. For ho vas afflicted, and his soul was sometimes
"sorrowful, even unto death." When 1 read, that at the grave of

Lazarus, "Jesus wept;" when I hear him say, in the garden of

Gethsemane, " Father, if it be possible, remove this cup from me ;"

when from the cross arose that piercing cry, " My iio<\, my God, why
hast thou forsaken me;" I know that he suffered. I know that loneli-

ness, and desertion, and darkness were upon his path; I feel that

sorrow and fear sometimes touclied, with a passing shade, that seraphic

countenance.

IJut oh I how divinely does he rise above all I What a peculiarity

was there in the character of this wonderful Being; the rejected, the

scorned, the sc-ourgcil, the crucified: and yet no being was ever so

considerate towards the faults of his friends, as he was towards the

hostility of his very enemies ; no being was ever so kindly anil compas-
sionate in spirit, so habitually even and cheerful in temper ; so generous
and gracious in manner. I cannot express the sense I have of his

equanimity, of his gentleness, of the untouched beauty and sweetness of

his philanthropy, of tlie una])proached greatness of his magnanimity and
fortitude. lie looked through tliis life, with a spiritual eye, and saw
the wise intent and beneficent effect of suffering; he looked up with
confiding ftiith to a Father in heaven ; ho looked through the long and
blessed ages beyond this life; and earth, with all its scenes and sorrows,

shrunk to a point, amidst the all-surrounding infinity of truth, and
goodness, and heaven.

Thus, my brethren, has he taught us how to suffer. lie has resolved

that dark prol)lem of life ; how that suffering:, in the long account, may
bo better tlian ease ; and poverty, better than riches ; and desertion,

bettor than patronage; and mortification better than applause ; and dis-

appointment better tlian success ; and martyrdom better than all the
honours of a sinful life ; and how, therefore, that suffering is to be met

2 K
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witli a brave and manly heart, with a sustaining faith, with a cheerful

courage— counting it all joy, and making it all triumph.

Thus have I attempted—and I feel that I ought not to detain you

longer— I have attempted, however imperfectly, to unfold the intent

for which Jesus suffered ; to unfold the import and teaching of the cross

of Christ to human guilt, to human virtue, and to human happiness.

May you know more of tlie truth as it is in Jesus, than words can utter,

or worldly heart conceive! And may the grace of our Lord Jesus

Christ be with you always. Amen.
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jjO. IV.—ox THE FIVE rOINTS OF CALVINISM.

TnE celebrated five points of Calvinism are the foUomng:— total

depravity, election, particular rcdcmjition, irresistible grace, and tlie

tinal perseverence of saints. It has been justly observed, that " the

two first only are fundamental doctrines— the three last necessary

consequences." The conseciuences, however, are none the less liable to

their separate and particular objections. But as I propose to confine

myself to questions at issue between Orthodox and Liberal Christians,

I shall not think it necessary to offer anything more than a passing

remark or two, on the doctrines of particular redemption, and the saints'

perseverance.

Particular redemption, or the Umitation of tlie atonement, both in its

design and efficacy, to the elect, is a doctrine which has long since been

discarded by the' Congregationalists of this comitry. Indeed, these

churches are about as improperly called Calvinistic, as they are, in

common parlance among the mass of oin* people, denominated Presby-

terian. It is worth while to remark, though it be only for the sake of

correcting a verbal inaccuracy, that there are not above a dozen or

twenty Preshyterian churches in aU New England ; the word Presby-

terian properly standing for a form of churcli government, not for a

faith. And it is more important to observe, for the sake of correcting

an error in the minds of the people, tliat there is probably, in strictness

of speech, not one Cahinistic Church in the ancient dominion of the

I'uritans. Every one of the /re jwints has been essentially modified—
has been changed from what it originally was.

But to return; the doctrine of particular redemption deserves to be

noticed, as an instance of that attenq)t at mathematical precision, which,

as I think, is a distinguishing trait of Calvinism, and which has done so

much harm to the theological speculations of this country. I shall have

occasion to refer to this kind of reasoning again. In the instance before

us, it appears in tlie following st;itement. Sinners, it was said, had

incurred a debt to divine justice ; they owed a certain amount of suf-

fering. Jesus Christ undertook, in behalf of the elect, to pay this debt.

Now, if ho had sufiered more,—paid more, than was necessary to satisfy

tliis particular- demand, there would have been a waste of suftering, a

waste of this transferable merit. But tlicre vas no such waste ; the

suffering exactly met the demand ; and tlierefore the reileraption was

particular; it was limited to the elect— no others could be saved,

without another atonement. This was, once, thcohujical reasoning!

And to dispute it, was held t(- be intolrrablo presumption. Such pre-

sumption severed, for a time, the Xew l-!ngland cliurches from their
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southern bretlireii. Such a dispute, with one or two others hkc it,

came near to rending the Presbyterian Church asunder.*

Let us now say a word, on the doctrine of the saints' perseverance.

If you separate from this the idea of an irresistible grace, impelling,

and, as it were, compelling Christians to persevere in piety and virtue,

there is little, perhaps, to object to it. It is so separated in the preseiU

Orthodox belief, and therefore, it is scai'cely a question in controversy.

We all believe, that a man, who has become once thoroughly and
heartily interested in the true Gospel, doctrine, character, and glory of

Jesus Christ, is very likely to persevere and grow in that interest. I

confess, that my own conviction on this point is very strong, and scarcely

falls short of any language in which the doctrine of perseverance is

declared. I can hardly conceive, how a man, who has once fully opened

his eyes upon that " Light," should ever be willing to close them. And
I believe, that in proportion as the Gospel is imderstood and felt— felt

in all its deep fountains of peace and consolation, understood in all its

yet coming revelations and unfoldings of purity and moral beauty—
that in proportion to this, the instances of " falling away," whether into

infidelity or worldliness, will be more and more rare. I am aware,

however, and think it ought to be said, that the common statements of

the doctrine of perseverance are dangerous to the unreflecting and to

the speculative. The truth is, that we ought to have nothing to do with

perseverance as a doctrine, and everything with it, as a fact. Good
men shall persevere— good Christians, above all, shall persevere; but
let them remember that they can do so, only by constant watchfulness,

endeavour, self-denial, prayer, fidelity.

I shall now take up the more important subjects named at the head
of this article.

The first is total depravity, including, of course, the position that this

depravity is native.

I shall say nothing, in the few brief hints I have now to offer, of the

practical views, which we all ought deeply to consider, of the actual

depravity of man. I am concerned at present, then, only with the

speculative and abstract doctrine of native, total depravity. And I am
anxious, in the first place, to state it, in such a manner, as shall be
unexceptionable to its most scrupulous advocate. It is not, then, ac-

cording to modern explanations, that man is unable to be good ; or that

he is as bad as he can be ; or that his natural appetites, sympathies,
and instincts are originally bad. I have known the distinction to be put
in this way ; that man is totally depraved, in the theological sense of

those words, but not in the common and classical sense of them, as they

are used in our English literature, and in ordinary conversation :—

a

very good distinction, but a very bad precedent and principle for all fair

reasoning. For if men are allowed to apply to common words this

secret, technical, theological meaning, their speculations can neither be

imderstdbd, nor met, nor subjected to the laws of common sense. It is

not safe in moral reasonings, to admit two kinds of depravity, or two
kinds of goodness. Men will be too ready to find out, that it is easier

to be good, according to one theory of goodness, than according to

* At length they have severed it; and we have tMo General Assembhes
contending for precedence beft)ro tiie Civil Courts.
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another. And, it lias too often come to pass, that regenerated and
sanctified (the theological words), have not meant, pure, humble,
amiable, and virtuous. And so, on the other hand, a man may much
more easily and calmly admit that he is depraved, in the theological,

than in the conmion sense. And in making this distinction, he deprives

himself of one of the most powerful means of conviction. There is a
great ileal of trutli in that theori/ of moral sentiments, though it does not
go to the bottom of the subject, which maintains that a man learns to

condemn and reproach himself, through sifrnpathj/ with that feehng of

others, which condemns and reproaches him. But of this, by his peculiar

and secret idea of depravity, the reasoner in question deprives himself.

And hence it is, that such a man can talk loudly and extravagantly of

liis own depravity. It is because he does not use tliat word in the
ordinary sense, nor feel the reproach that attaches to it. It is hence
that congregations can calmly and indifferently listen to those charges
of utter depravity, whicli, if received in their common acceptation, would
set them on tiro with resentment.

Hut the distin(;tion docs not much tend, after all, to help the matter,
as a doctrine, though it does tend so nearly to neutralize it as a con-
viction ; because, it is still contended, that the theological sense is the
true sense. When the advocate of this doctrine says, that men are
utterly depraved, ho means that they are so, in the only true, in the
higliest sense of those words. And when he says, that this depi'avity

is native, ho moans to tix the charge, not, indeed, upon the u-hole nature
of man, not upon his original appetites and symjiathies, but upon liis

highest, his moral nature. lie means to say, that his moral nature—
and nothing else, strictly speaking, can be sinful or holy—that his moral
nature produces nothing but sin ; that all which can sin in man does sin,

and does nothing but sin, so long as it follows that tendency which is

originally communicated to his nature. He means to say, that sin is as

truly and certainly the fruit of his moral nature, as thought is the fruit

of his mental nature. And it makes no ditference to say that he sins

freely, for it is just as true that ho thinks freely. In fact, he is not
free to cease from doing either. In this view, indeed, depravity comes
nothing short of an absolute inability to be holy. For if the moral con-

stitution of man is so formed, as naturally to produce nothing but sin,

I see not how he can any more help sinning than he can help thinking.

I do not forget that it is said, that man has the moral power to be holy
;

for I am glad to admit any moditication in the statement of the doctrine.

But, in fact, what does it amount to;' What is a moral i>ower to be
good, but a disposition to be so? And if no such disposition is allowed
to belong to human nature, 1 see not in what intelligible sense any
poircr can belong to it.*

I will not pursue this definition of human depravity fartlier into those

metajihysical distinctions and subtilties, to which it would lead. But I

would now ask the reader, as a matter of argument, whether he can

• I believe that this is still the prevailing view of iiiuuan <K'i>ravity: but I

bhouUl not omit, noriiaii^, to notice that, .siiico these essays were written.'anotlier

niodification of the dmtriue lias been proposed. It is, that sin is not the neces-
sary result of man's moral eiinstitution, but tiie invaiiable result of his moral
I'ondition. 'J'lierr is little to choose. In eith<'r case, sin, and sin only, is inevi-
tably bound up with human existen<e.
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believe, that the simple and practical teachers of our religion ever

thought of settling any of these nice and abstruse questions? For it is

not enough for Orthodox believers on this point, that we admit the

Scripture writers to have represented human depravity as exceedingly

great and lamentable ; that they undoubtedly did ; but the Orthodox
interpreter insists, that they meant to represent it, with metaphysical

exactness, as native and total. He insists, that they meant Jits^ so much.
That they meant a great deal, I repeat, is unquestionable ; that they
used phraseology of a strong and unlimited character, is admitted ; but
to draw fi'om writings, so marked with solemn earnestness and feeling,

certain precise and metaphysical truths— to extract dogmas from the

bold and heai-t-buruing denunciations of prophets—to lay hold of wea-
pons of controversy in the sorrowful and indignant reproaches of those

who wept over human wickedness, seems to me preposterous. Surely,

if any one of us were speaking of some very iniquitous practice, of some
abominable traffic, or of some city or country whose wickedness cried

to heaven, we should speak strongly, we should exhaust our lang-uage

of its strongest epithets ; it would be perfectly natural to do so : but, as

surely, the last thing we should think of, would be that of laying down
a doctrine : the last thing we should think of, would be that of philoso-

phizing, and propounding theoretic dog-mas upon the nature of the soul!

And, to make the case parallel, I may add, that we should by no means
think of charging every or any individual, in such a country, or city, or

company, with total and native depravity. I know there will be some
to say, but they will not be the really intelligent and thinking, that our
language and Scripture language are different things. Let them be
different in as many I'espects as any one pleases ; but they must not be
different in this. All language is to be interpreted hy the same general
principles. He who does not admit this, has not taken the first step

in true theology, and is not to be disputed with on this ground ; but
must be carried back to consider " what be the first principles" appli-

cable to such inquiries.

As a matter of argument, out of the Scriptures, I will ask but one
further question, and then leave tlie subject. I ask the Calviuist to

say, fi-om what source lie originally derived his ideas of moral qualities

—whence he obtained his conceptions of goodness, holiness, &c. I am
certain, that neither he nor any man has obtained those conceptions of

moral qualities from anything but the experience of them. A man
could no more conceive of goodness, without having felt it, at some
moment, and to some extent, than he could have an idea of colours,

without seeing them. No description, no reasoning, no comparison
could inform him either of the one or the other. A man does not ap-

prove of what is right, by any reasoning—whether upon utility, or the

fitness of things, or upon anything else—but by simple consciousness.

This is the doctrine of our most approved moral philosophers. But,

consciousness of what? Of the qualities approved, plainly. A man
must have a right affection before he can approve it— before he can
know anything about it. Does not this settle the question? A totally

and natively depraved being could have no idea of rectitude or holiness,

and by consequence, no' idea of the moral character of God. And it

has, therefore, been rightly argued, by some who have held the doctrine

we are discussing, that men naturally have no such ideas. But I will
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not suppose that this is a position to bo contended against ; since it

would ftllow, that men are commanded, on peril and pain of all future

woes, to love a holiness and a moral perfection of God, which thev are

not menly unable to love, but of which, according to the supposition,

they liave no conception!

The two remaining points to be considered are election and irresistible

grace, or the divine influence on the mind. I take these together, be-

cause I have one principle of scriptural interpretation to advance, which

is apphcable to them both. And as I do not remember to have seen it

brought forward, in discussions of this nature, and as it seems to me an
unquestionably just principle, I shall take up some space to explain it.

It must be admitted, that very strong and pointed language is used

in the New Testament, concerning election, and God's spirit or influence

in the human heart. And I thiuk it is apparent that the Arminian
opposers of tliese doctrines have betrayed a consciousness that they had
considerable difficulties to contend with. They have seemed to be

aware that the language of Scripture, which their Calvinistic adversa-

ries quote, is strong, and they have shown some disposition to lessen its

force, or to turn it into vague and general applications. Now, for my
own part, 1 find no difficulty in admitting tlie whole force and personal

bearing of these representations, though I cannot receive them in the

form which Calvinism has given them. And I make this exception,

too, not because I am opposed to the strength and directness of the

Calvinistic belief, but because I am opposed, in this, as in other respects,

to the metaphysical and moral principles of the system. In short, I

believe in personal election, and the influence of the Almighty Spirit on
the mind: and this, or what amounts to this, I suspect all Christians

believe. For, an " election of communities," as some interpret it, is

still an election of the individuals that compose them. And an " elec-

tion to privileges," as others prefer to consider it, is still making a dis-

tinction, and a distinction on which salvation depends. If it bo said

that an " election to privileges" saves the doctrine of human freedom;

60, I answer, must any election save the doctrine of human freedom,

but that of the fatalist. And the same may be said of divine influence.

Let us, then, go to the proposed principle of interpretation, which,

I confess, relieves my own mind, and I hope it may other minds.

I say, then, that the apostles vrote for their subject. It is a well

established principle among the Icarniil, though too little applied, that

the apostles wrote for their age— with particular reference, that is, to

the circumstances of their own times. I now maintain, in addition to

this, that tlixy vrrote for their subject. Their subject, their exclusive

subject, was religion ; and the principles of the divine government, M-hich

they apply to this subject, may be equally apjilicable to everything else.

Their not sailing, that these principles have such an application, does

not prove that they have not; because they wrotc-for tlieir subject, and
it was not their business to say so. In other words, God's government

is infinite; and they speak but of one department of it. His foreknow-

ledge and his influence are unbounded ; they speak of this foreknowledge

and influence, but in one single respect. 13ut instead of limiting the

appUcation of their principles to this one department, and this one

respect, the inference would rather be, that they are to be extended to

everything. And in fact this extension of the principle, with regard to
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election (in one instance, and I believe only one), is hinted at, where
the apostle says, that Cliiistians are " predestinated according to the

purpose of him, who worketh all things— after the counsel of his own
will." If this be true, then, everything is a matter of divine counsel;

everything is disposed of by election. And men are as much elected to

be pliilosophers, merchants, or inhabitants of this country or that coun-

try, as they are elected to be Christians. If this is election, I believe

there will be found no difficulty in it,— save what exists in that in-

scrutableness of the subject, which must forbid our expecting ever to

fathom it.

It will be apparent from this view, in what I differ from Calvinists.

They make that foreknowledge and purpose of God, which I'elate to the

religious characters of men, a peculiarity in the divine government.

Connecting the doc trhie of election, as they do, with that of special

grace, they leave an impression unfavourable to human exertion, and
to the divine impartiality. But I maintain, without denjang the general

difficulties of the subject, that the religious part of the character is no

more the result of the divine prescience and purpose, than any other

part ; and we have no more reason to perplex ourselves with this depart-

ment of the divine government than with any other.

Our principle admits of a fuller illustration on the subject of divine

influence. I say that the apostles wrote for their subject, and wrote so

exclusively for it, that no inference is to be raised, from their silence,

against applying their principles to other subjects. And I will present

an illustration of this argument, to which no one, who respects the au-

thority of Scripture, can object. Look, then, at the inspired writers of

old. Writing, as they did, under a long established form and dispen-

sation of religion, they took a freer and wider range of subjects. And
thus they extended the doctrine of divine influence to everything. They
applied it much more frequently to outward things, than to the mind

;

and much more frequently to the common business of life, than to re-

ligion. Nay, they asserted the necessity of this influence, in the com-

mon afl^airs of life, as strongly as the New Testament writers do, in the

spiritual concerns of religion. They as much, and as strongly asserted,

that men could not succeed, in business, or in study, in agriculture, in

the mechanic arts, or in seeking after knowledge, without God's aid and

influence, as our Christian teachers assert, that men cannot grow in

grace and piety, without that aid and influence. But, now, obsei-ve how
difterent was the situation of the New Testament writers. They had

no leisure, if I may speak so, to turn aside to the common affairs of

life. They were obhged to put forth every energy for the propagation

and defence of a new faith. They had no time, for instance, to prepare

general and abstract pieces of devotion, as many of the Psalms are ; or

books of maxims and apothegms, like the Proverbs ; or higlily-wrought

moral dialogues, like the Book of Job. They had no time to descant

on matters of speculative moi-ality, the prudence of life, and the diversi-

fied ways of Providence. Religion—religion, as a matter of evidence

and experience, was the great engrossing theme. And hence they have

spoken of that divine influence and superintendence, which really extend

to all things—they have spoken of them, I say, especially and cliiefly in

relation to religion. But it would be as unjustifiable and unsafe, from

tliis circumstance, to limit the doctrine of divine influence to religious
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matter.?, as it would bo, from consulting the ancient re(!ords, to limit it

to outward nature, and the common aflairs of life. The only safe rule,

whether in reasoning, or for devotion, is to extend it to all things.

In all this I am aware that I am asserting nothing that is new. I am
only attempting to free the suhject from those difficulties, that have
arisen from the peculiarifii of the New Testament communications. I

repeat it, tliat, in the principles, there is nothing new or peculiar. A]l

good Christians have Ijclieved, and must believe, tliat the wise counsel

and holy providence of God extend to ever}'thing. We must all beheve,

in some sense, in elcotlon and divine infiuence. But we have very un-

reasonably suffered om-selves to be peqjlexod with the specidative diffi-

culties of this subject. We have gone beyond our depth, and have lost

our standing. How can we expect to fathom the inliiiite counsel and
providence of Heaven!

But the principal difficulty and danger to most minds, I suspect,

have arisen from their attaching too much pcctdiarity to the counsel and
influence of the Almighty, in the matters of religion. They have said,
" If I am elected, I sliall certainly be saved; and if I am not, it is in

vain for me to try. iVnd if God's spirit M-orks within mo the work of

faith, I have nothing to do myself." Now, let tliem extend their views

of this subject;—and they will be safe, and ought to be satisfied. But,
at any rate, they will be safe. They will be effectually guarded from
the abuse of these doctrines. For as no one will expect to be a physi-

cian, or a philosopher, ^\nthout study, because he hopes or imagines that

ho is fore-ordained, or will Ix) supernaturally assisted, to gain eminence
in these professions, so neither will any similar hope of being a Chris-

tian, and bemg saved, lessen the exertions that are suitable to that end.

With these views of the doctrines in question, common sense may be
trusted to guard them from perversion.

I said that the danger was of attaching too much peculiarity to that

counsel and influence of God, which are connected with our salvation.

Nevertheless, something of this nature, I apprehend, is to be ascribed

to them. 1 distrust single views of subjects. It arises, I believe, from
the imperfection and weakness of our minds, that our whole mental
vision is apt to be engrossed with seeing a truth in one point of hght.

Separate views must bo combined, to form a just and well-proportioned

faith. This, above all things, is liable to be forgotten amidst the biasses

of controversy. We may take the larger view of the subjects before us,

and yet we may admit that God does especially interpose in behalf of

religious beings, weak and tempted as we are. And we may admit,

that it has especially pleased liim—that it is a counsel most agreeable

to his nature, to bring good out of evil, to bring good men out of this

world of temptations. 1 believe both. It does not perplex nor disturb

me, but it calms and it comforts me, to believe that tlie good and mer-
ciful Spirit of God is all around me, and can interpose for me ami assist

me, in my times of trouble, and temptation, and peril. And it does
not pain me, but it imparts satisfaction to my mind to Ix'lieve, that tho

counsel, which has designed the highest good to its obedient offspring,

is an eternal counsel!

If, now, on the whole, it lie said that these views, whicli have been
offered, lessen tlio importance, or the reality of God's counsel and i)ro-

vidence, wo maintain, on tlie contrary, that tliey assert them in the
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highest degi-ee ; that they carry them into all things, and thus directly

lead to devotion ; that tliey seiTe, therefore, the grandest purpose of

religious instruction, by bringing God, in his power and his mercy, near

to us—by impressing a sense of our dependence on him, and our un-

speakable obhgations to him, at every moment, and every step— for

every attainment and blessing of Ufe. This is the religious frame of

spirit that we most need to gain— to feel, that God is near to us—that

he upholds and blesses us ; that he is near to us always ; that all things

are filled with his presence ; that the universe around us is not so much
a standing monument, as a hving expression of his goodness ; that all

which we enjoy is not so much benevolence, sending down its gifts

from afar to us, as it is the energy of his love working within us.

This, then, is the practical result of our reflections— that God is all

in all ; that his ever-living mercy, and his ever-working power pervade

all things ; that they are in all height and in all depth, in what is vast

and what is minute, in the floating atom, and the rolling world, in the

fall of a sparrow to the ground, and in the great system of the universe

—in the insect's life, and in the soaring spirit of the archangel.

It is in Him, that each of us lives, and moves, and has his being. If

we have gained any blessings of life, and if we have made any acquisi-

tion of knowledge, it is from him. And especially, if we have made
any attainments in piety ; if we are learning the great lesson of hfe, and

that which prepares us for another and a better ; if we are learning to

be devout and pure in heart—to be affectionate, and forbearing, and

patient, and penitent, and forgiving ; if the dew of a heavenly influence

is descending upon us, and the fruits of virtue and goodness are spring-

ing up within us ; if the universe is ministering to our devotion—if reli-

gion, with every kind and gracious power, has visited us, and has become

our friend, and guide, and comforter—the employment, and happiness,

and end of our being—Oh! this is an emanation from the Divinity—

a

beam of heaven's own light—an expression of God's mercy, that de-

mands our highest and tenderest gratitude. Thus, if we would come

to the great practical result of all rehgious truth, let us be convinced,

and feel, that " God is all in all." " Of him, and through him, and to

him, are all things;—and to him—to him who made us, and blesses us,

and guides us to heaven—^to Him be glory for ever and ever."
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NO. V.— ON FUTURE rUNISHMENT.

I HAVE hesitated about introducing this subject, in the present course

of obseiTations, because there is no question upon it that dues, accu-

rately speaking, divide Orthodox and Liberal Christians. The gi'eat

question, about the duration of future punishment, has been brought

very little into debate between the parties, and it has no particular con-

nexion with any of the speculative (piestions that are in debate. If

Universalism, considered as a denial of all future punishment, has more
affinity with any one theological system than another, it undoubtedly

is Calvinism ; and it is a well known fact, that it originally sprung from
Calvinism, and existed in the closest connexion with it.

Still, however, since it is latterly urged, by the Orthodox, that there

is a great difference between them and their opponents, on this subject,

and since, as I apprehend, a difference does exist in their general views

and speculations, and one that deserves to be discussed, I have thought

proper to bring it into the course of my remarks.

As the subject has been very little discussed among us, I shall treat

it, not so much in the form of controversy, as with that calm and dis-

passionate disquisition, which more properly belongs to a theme so solemn

and weighty.

I. The retribution of guilt is serious in the contemplation, and must
be severe in the endurance. The penal sufcring of a (luilt'i mind,

whercrer, and tchcncrer it come.'', must be great. This, to me, is the

first and clearest of all truths, with regard to the punishment of sin.

Even experience tcaclies us this ; and Scripture, with many words of

awful warning, confirms the darkest admonitions of experience. If sin

is not repented of, in this life, then its punishment must take place in

a future world.

Of the miseries of that future state, I do not need the idea of a direct

infliction from God, to give mc a fearful impression. Of all the un-

veiled horrors of that world nothing seems so terrific, as the self-inflicted

t«)rture of a guilty conscience. It will be enough to fill the measure of

his woe, that the sinner shall be left to himself—that he shall be left to

the natural consequences of his wickedness. In the universe, there aro

no agents to work out the misery of the soul like its own fell passions;

not the fire, the darkness, the flood, or the tempest. Nothing, within

the range of our conceptions, can equal the tlread silence of conscience,

the calm desperation of remorse, the corroding of ungratificd desire, the

gnawing worm of envy, the bitter cup of disappointment, the blighting

curse of hatred. These, pusljed to their extremity, may be enough to

destroy the soul—as lesser sufferings, in this world, arc sometimes found
to destroy the reason.
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But whatever that future calamity will be, I believe it is the highest

idea we can form of it, to suppose that it is of the sinner's own procur-

ing ; that the burden of his transgressions will fall upon him, bj its own
weight ; not be hurled upon him. as a thunder-bolt from heaven. If we
should suppose a wicked man to live always on earth, and to proceed in

his career of iniquity, adding sin to sin, arming conscience with new
terrors, gathering and enhancing all horrible diseases and distempers,

and increasing and accumulating the load of infamy and woe— this

might give us some faint idea of the extent to which sin may go in ano-

ther world.

This, then, is not a subject to be treated lightly, or with any heat or

passion ; but should be taken home to the most solemn contemplations

and deep sohcitude of every accountable being.

II. My second remark is, that the scriptural representations of future

punishment are not literal nor definite.

That they are not literal is manifest from the considei-ation, that

they are totally inconsistent, if taken literally. If there is a lake of fire,

tliere cannot be a gnawing worm. If it is blackness or darkness, it can-

not be a flaming deluge of fire. If it is death and destruction, HteraUy,

it cannot be sensible jjain. If it is the loss of the soul, it cannot be
the sulfering of the soul. And yet all these representations ai-e used

to describe the future misery. It is plain, therefore, that all cannot

be literally true. To suppose them literal, indeed, would bo to make
the future world like the present ; for they are all drawn from present

objects. Neither are these representations definite. It is not a
definite idea, but " a certain fearful looking-for of judgment," that is

given to us, in the present state. We know nothing about the parti-

cular place, or the particidar circumstances of a future punishment. If

these things are not literally described, it follows, indeed, that they are

not definitely. For, the moment these descriptions cease to be literal,

they cease to furnish ideas of anything that is tangible— of anytiling

that can belong to place or circumstances—of anything that has dimen-

sions, shape, or elements. That is to say, they are figurative. They
serve but to throw a deeper shadow over the dark abyss ; and leave us,

not to pry into it with curiosity, but to tremble with fear. Indeed, the

very circumstance, that the future icoe is nnhioivn, is, in itself, a most

awful and appalling circumstance. It may be, that the revelation of it

comes to us in general and ambiguous terms, for this very purpose.

There is really something more alarming in a certain fearful looking-for

of judgment, than in the definite knowledge of it.

Neither, as I believe, are those terms, which describe the duration

of future misery, definite. Indeed, why should they be more definite,

than those which relate to place or circumstance? In passages where

all else is figurative, and that in so very high a degree, why may it not

be suspected that what relates to the time may be figurative? This

suspicion, drawn from the connected phraseology, may derive additional

strength from the subject, about which the language in question is

employed. It is the future, the indefinite, the unknown state. What-
ever stretches into the vast futurity, is to us eternal. We can grasp no

thought of everlasting, but that it is indefinite. You may bring this

argument home to your own feelings, if you suppose that you had been

called to desci'ibe some future and awful calamity, which was vast,
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indefinite, unknown, terrible— if yon consider whether you would not,

with these views, have a<ln})ted phraseolngy as strong, as unlimited, as

you find in the Scriptures on this subject. If, then, our idea of future

punishment I'xtends so far as to provide for the full strength of the

language used— if our theory provide for the terms to be explained by
it, is it not sutlicicnt ?— does it not go far enough?

To tliesc ooiisiilerations, relating to the language and the principles

of interpretation that ought to be applied to it, let it be observed in

addition, that the oriental style was habitually and very highly meta-

phorical, and is to bo explained by the impression it would naturally

make on those who were accustomed to it ; and that even among us,

with our cooler imaginations, the terms in question, such as " for ever,"

&c. are used figuratively— are aj)))lied to limited jjeriods, and this on
the most common occasions and subjects. To take one instance for aU,

as being the strongest of all; there is no higher or more unquahfied

description of the endurance of future misery, than that which says,

"their worm dieth not, and tho fire is not quenched." Now it has

been very plausi1)ly argued thus—that " if ever tlie time comes when
their M'orm shall die ; if ever there shall be a quenching of the fire at

all ; then it is not true, that tlieir worni dieth not, and the fire is not

quenched. "* And the argument might be as conclusive as it is plausible,

were it not for a single passage in the Old Testament, which applies the

same language to a punishment confessedly temporary. It is the closing

passage of Isaiah: " And they shall go forth"—that is, from Jerusalem,

and probably to the valley of Jehoshapliat, where it is well known that

carcases were thrown, and an almost perpetual fire ke[)t to consume
them— " And they shall go forth, and shall look upon the carcases of

the men wlio have transgressed against me ; for their worm shall not
die, neither shall their fire be quenched, and they shall be an abhorring
to all flesh."

I shall only remark farther, upon the Scripture representations, that

there is an ambiguity, a generality, a vastness, a terror about them,
that seems fitted to clieck our confident reasonings. It is enough for

us to fear. To speculate much, seems not our wisdom. Yet if we will

speculate ; if we can dispute on such a subject ; if we can wrangle about
texts and interpretations, and claim the full amount and force of every
passage and statement, it may be well for us to be reminded, that we
shall only confound ourselves, in our haste, and destroy the positions we
take, in our eagerness to defend tliem. For if any one shaU insist on
the full force of those declarations, that denounce everlasting misery

;

his adversary may as fairly take his stand on the opposite texts, which
declare that God irill hare all mm to be sared ; tliat Jesus came to

destroy death ; that death is swallowed up of life. Or if any one shall

confine himself to tho words eternal, uiKiuenchable, »S:c. and will allow
them no modification, I see not how he can fairly deny to his adversary
the equal right of adhering to the representations of death, destruction,

loss of the soul, or in other words, of anniliilation, which are apphed to

tho same subject. Nay, the latter will seem to have the advantage in

the argument, for annihilation /.v an crerhistiiKj calamity. Hut not to

dwell on this, the ambiguity mentioned, furnishes an an.-wer to an im-

• Edwards.
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portant objection to our views. It is said, if future misery is not
literally eternal, what reason is there to think that future happiness is

so?— for the same terms are brought to describe l)oth. I answer that

neither of them depend on general terms—that we are to look for our
belief on all subjects to the scope and tenor of the sacred writings ; and
that, in particular, the promises of future happiness are all consistent,

and leave no obscurity nor doubts. It is life, peace, rest ; knowledge,
perfection ; glory, blessedness. But the threatenings of future evil are

ambiguous, dark, obscure, and if taken literally, inconsistent. It is life,

and death ; being tormented, and being destroyed. It leaves therefore

a vague but fearful impression. And such, it seems to me, were the

Scriptures intended to leave, the impression of some vast and tremen-
dous calamity, without precisely informing us what it is.

I cannot close this topic without oifering one or two observations,

independent of the scripture arguments, which seem to me of great

weight.

There is one tremendous bearing of the doctrine of literally etenial

punishment, the bare statement of which seems to me almost enough to

decide the question. Take the instance of a child—who has just begun
to be a moral agent; let the age be what it may—we need not now
decide:— suppose that it has just come to the capacity of being sinful

or holy; that it has possessed this capacity one hour or one day; that

during this brief period, it has been selfish, passionate, unholy— a case

not uncommon, I fear; that in short it has possessed, during this

brief period of its probation, a character, which the gospel does not

approve, which it condemns, which it threatens :—and can you believe

that this child, in ignorance, in imbecility, in temptation ; with passions

unconsciously nurtured in the sleep of infancy, which are now breaking

forth ; with scarcely any force of reason to restrain them ; with but a
slight knowledge of God, with not a thought of futurity— that this

child, the creature of weakness and ignorance, is actually, and in one
single day, setting the seal to a misery that is eternal, and eternally

increasing— to a misery which must therefore, in the event, infinitely

surpass all that the world, in all the periods of its duration, has suffered

or will suffer? Yet this is the doctrine— this is one essential form of

the doctrine of literally eternal punishment ; and if you cannot believe

this, as I am persuaded if you feel the case you cannot, you cannot

believe the doctrine at all, in any form.

There is another observation which seems to me equally conclusive.

The doctrine, as it appears to me, destroys the natural proofs of the

goodness of God. Let it be observed, that every question about this

subject may be resolved into this : Is human life a blessing? If not, to

what purpose is aU that can be said about the order, beauty, richness,

and knidly adaptations of this eartlily system? What is it to me, that

the heavens are glorious to behold, that the earth is fair to look upon

—

what to me, that I dwell in a splendid mansion—if on the whole I have
more reason to be sorrowful than to be happy ; if I have more to fear

than to hope ; if life is more to be lamented than desired ; if it is a

subject more of regret than gratitude? Is human life, then, a blessing?

To deny it, is impiety. To deny it, is to take away all grounds of

religious trust and devotion— all grounds of believing in tlie Sacred

Scriptures, and in Jesus. For if God is not good, we can have no con-
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fidence in his rectitude or veracity. If God is not good, we cannot
know but ho may deceive us, witli even miraculous proofs of falsehood.

Our life, then, is a blessing:—that is, it is a thing to be desired. Now
the question is, whether, when it is so difficult to form the character

wliich is required for future happiness ; when it is so possible to fail

;

when the unerring Scriptures are so full of awful warnings ; whether
any rational being would desire existence, on the terrible condition, that

if he did once fail, he would fail for ever— that if he did fail in this

short hfe, he must sink to a helpless, remediless, everlasting woe. The
word eternity passes easily from our lips, but consider what it imports

—

consider it deeply, and then say—who would think it a favour to take

so tremendous a risk? Could any one of us have been brought into

being, for one moment, in the maturity of his faculties, to decide on
such a proposal, to decide whether he sliould take such a hazard, surely,

lie would make the refusal, with a strength of emotion, with a horror of

feeling, that would bo enough to destroy as it passed over him. " No!
no!" he would exclaim, "save me from that tribunal: let me be the

nothing that I was; there at least is safety:— save me from the paths

of life, that conduct such multitudes— and why not me?— down to

everlasting and everliving death!" Now, let us ask, can it be that the

all-powerful and infinitely benevolent God has brought beings into

existence in circumstances that deserve to be thus regarded!—that he
has given them life so fated, so perilous, that if they could comprehend
it— if it were not for their ignorance— they would abhor the gift as an
infinite curse?

Tliere are various degrees and shades of religious belief, and much
that is called such is so low upon the scale, as scarcely to differ from

downright scepticism. And I have often been ready to ask, when I

have surveyed the aspects of life around me, whether men do really

believe on this subject, what is written in their creed. There are those,

I know, who have found a great difference between asserting and helieving

in this case— who, when they came to be impressed with tliis doctrine,

felt as if all the cheerfulness of hfe was the most horrible insensibility

;

and as if all the light that was around them, the light that rested on the

fair scenes of nature, was turned into darkness and gloom;— felt as if

all that is bright and gladdening, in the general aspects of society and
of the world, was the most treacherous and terrible illusion! And is it

not so, if the popular doctrine be true? I see a busy, toihng, and often-

times joyous multitude, thronging the villages and cities of the world

—

hundreds of millions of human beings, to whom happiness is more than

life, and misery more tlian death— I see childhood, dear. and lovely

childhood, with its opening moral faculties, in ten thousand bosoms,
throbbing with new and glad existence— I see the whole world, dwelling

in an ignorance, or a moral unconsciousness, almost hke that of child-

hood— and arc they, all around me, every hour, by hundreds and by
thousands, dropping into a region of woes and agonies and groans, never

to be relieved or terminated? Gracious heaven!— if one tenth part of

the liunian race were the next year to die amidst the horrors of famine,

that evil, light as it is in the comparison, would cover the earth with a
universal mourning!
How evident is it, tlien, that men have nothing approaching to a

lohef, of what the popular creed avers on this awful subject. I do not
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bring this as an argument against tho doctrine it lays down. But I do
maintain, that men should believe what they say, before they condemn
those who cannot say so much : that they should feel the trial of faith,

before they decide on the propriety of a doubt.

I may be told that what I have been saying is not Scripture, but
reasoning. I know it is reasoning. I have already shown, as I think,

that the Scriptures do not warrant the doctrine that is commonly de-

duced from them ; and to my mind, the reasoning I have used strongly

enforces the rejection of it.

III. But I hasten to my final remark, which is, that the Scriptures

reveal our future danger, whatever it be, for the purpose of alarming
us ; and therefore, that to speculate on this subject, in order to lessen

our fear of sinning, involves the greatest hazard and impiety. There
is a high moral use— and it is the only use for which the awful reve-

lation of " the powers of the world to come" was intended, and most
evidently and eminently fitted— and that is, to awaken fear. What-
ever else the language in question means, it means this. About other

topics relating to it, there may be questions ; about this, none at all.

And after all that has been said, I shall not hesitate to add, that we
are in no danger of really believing too much, or fearing too much. And
this is my answer, if any should object to the moral tendency of the

views that have been offered— I maintain that a man should fear all

that he can, and I do actually hold a belief, that affords the fullest scope

for such a feeling. It is not of so much consequence that any one

should use fearful words on this subject, and even violently contend for

them, as that he should himself fear and tremble.

And I repeat, that there is reason. For if we adopt any opinion,

short of the most blank and bald Universalism, it cannot fiiil to be

serious. Will you embrace the idea of a literal destruction? Imagine,

then, if possible, what it is to be no more for ever! Look down into

the abyss of dark and dismal annihilation. Think with yourself, what
it would be if all which you call yourself, your mind, your life, your
cherished being, were to fall into the jaws of everlasting death! Oh!
there is something dreadful beyond utterance in the thought of annihi-

lation— to go away from the abodes of life, to quit our hold of life and
being itself; to be nothing— nothing— for ever! while the glad universe

should go onward in its brightness and its glory, and myriads of beings

should live and be happy ; and all their dweUings, and all their worlds

should be overspread with life, and beauty, and joy ! Imagine it, if

you can. Think, that the hour of last farewell to all tliis had come

:

think of the last moment, of the last act, of the last thought— and that

thouglit annihilation ! Oh ! it would be enough to start with its energy

your whole being into a new life;—methinks, you would spring with agony

from the verge of the horrible abyss, and cry for life— for existence

—

though it were woe and torment! Shall we then prefer the hope of

long and remedial suffering?— Then carry forward your thoughts to

that dark world, where there shall be "no more sacrifice for sin"— no

more Saviour to call and win us—no more mild and gentle methods of

restoration,— where sin must be purged from us, if at all, "so as by
fire." Carry forward your thoughts to that dark struggle with the

powers of retribution, where every malignant and hateful passion will

wage the fearful war against the soul ; where habit, too, will have bound
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and shackled the soul with its everlasting chains of darkness ; and its

companions, fiends like itself, shall only urge it on to sin. When will

the struggle cease? If sin carniot be resisted now, in tliis world of
means, and motives, and mercies, how shall it bo resisted then ? When
or how shall the miserable soul retrieve its steps ? From what depth of
eternity sliall it trace back its way of ages? God only knows. To U3
it is not given. But wo know that the retribution of a sinful soul is

what we ought, above all things, to fear. For thus are we instructed:
" Fear not them that, after they have killed the body, have no moro
that they can do : but fear him who is able to destroy both soul and
body in hell; yi'a, I say unto you, foar him." AVe know not what it

is; but we know that such terms and plirases as we read,—"the wrath
to come ; the worm that dicth not ; the fire that is not (pienchcd ; the
blackness of darkness; the fiery indignation,"— that these words not
only import wliat is fearful, but were intended to inspire a salutary dread.
We know not what it is; but wo have heard of one who lifted up liis

eyes being in torment, and saw the regions of the blessed afar ofl^', and
cried and said, " Father Abraham, have mercy on mc! for I am tor-

mented in this flame." We know not what it is; but we know that
the finger of inspiration has pointed awfully to that world of calamity.
We know that inspired prophets and apostles, when the interposing veil

lias been, for a moment, drawn before them, have shuddered with horror
at the spectacle. We know tJiat the Almighty himself has gathered
and accumulated all the images of earthly distress and ruin, not to sliow

us what it is, but to warn us of what it may be—tliat he has spread over
this world the deep shadows of liis displeasure, leaving nothing to be
seen, and everything to be dreaded! And thus has he taught us, what
I would lay down, as the moral of these observations, and of all my
reflections on this subject, that it is not our ivisdom to /^peculate, hut to

fear!

2L
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NO. Yl.— CONCLUSION. THE MODES OF ATTACK UPON LIBERAL CHRIS-

TIANITY, THE SAME THAT WERE USED AGAINST THE DOCTRINE OF THE

APOSTLES AND REFORilERS.

In being assailed as it is, Liberal Christiauitj meets but with the fato

that naturally attends, and actually has attended all improvement.
Whether Unitarianism be a real progress of truth or not, this general

statement will not be questioned. Every great advancement in science,

in the arts, in politics, lias had to encounter this hostility. No cause

has been, nor is, more bitterly opposed, than the cause of political

liberty. So it has been with religion. Christianity had to struggle

long with the hostility of the world. Its doctrines were opposed, and
its friends reproached. And when it declined from its purity, when it

was coiTupted through its popularity, through its prevalence, through
its very orthodoxy, I may say—when a revival of its true doctrines

was needed, the men who stood fortt'ard in that work, the Reformers,
found that innovation was still an offence, that dissent was heresy, that

truth was accounted no better than ruinous and fatal error.

I say tliose things, in the general, and at the outset, not to prove,

nor would I anyv/here pretend to prove by such an argument, that

Unitarianism is right, but to show that opposition to it is no evidence

of its being wrong; to show that a doctrine may be, like primitive

Christianity, " everywhere spoken against," and yet be a true doctrine.

For there are many, who feel from the bare circumstance, that a system
is so much reproached, as if it must be wrong or questionable ; and
there are many more, who suffer their opinions to float on the current

of popular displeasure, without inquiring at all into their justice or

validity. Let such remember that no new truths ever did, nor, till men
are much changed, ever can enter into the world without this odium
and hostility ; and let them not account that, which may be the very
seal of truth, to be the brand of error!

I will now proceed to notice some of the particular modes of attack

to which Liberal Christianity is subject, to meet these assaults and ob-

jections, and to show that Unitarianism, in being subjected to these

assaults, suffers no new or singular fate.

L In the first place, then, it is common to charge upon new opinions

all the accidents attending their progress ; to blend with the main cause

all the circumstances that happen to be connected with it. This is,

perhaps, not unnatural, though it bo unjust. Men hear that a new
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system is introduced, that a new sect is rising. They know nothing

thorouglily about it, but they are inquiring what it is. In this state of

mind tliey meet, not with a Unitarian book, but more likely with a

passage from a book, taken from its connexion, culled out, it is

probalile, on purpose to make a bad impression, and forthwith this pas-

sage is ma<le to stand for the system. Whenever Unitarianism is

mentioned, tlic obnoxious paragraph rises to miud, and settles all ques-

tions about it, at once. Or, perhaps, some act or behaviour of some

individual in this new class of religionists is mentioned, — and this is

henceforth considered and quoted as a just representation, not only of

the whole body, but of tlieir principles also. Thus an impediment in

Paul's speech was made an objection to Christianity— an objection,

which he thought it necessary gravely to debate with the Church in

Corinth.

1 have introduced this sort of objection first, not only because it

arises naturally out of a man's first acquaintance with Unitarianism,

but because it gives me an opportunity to say, before I proceed any

further, hou- much of what passes under this name, it is necessary, as I

conceive, to defend. I say, then, it is not necessary to defend every-

thing tliat passes uuder this name— everything that every or any Uni-

tarian has written, or said, or done. 80 obvious a disclamation m.ight

seem to be scarcely needful ; but it will not seem so to any who have

observed the manner in which things of this sort are charged upon us.

AVhat is it to me that such and such persons have said, or written, this

or that thing? AVhat is it to the main cause of truth, which we pro-

fess to support, or to the great questions at issue ? In the circumstances

of the Unitarian body, in the novelty (to a certain extent) of their opi-

nions, in the violent opposition they meet with, 1 see exposures to many
faults ; to excesses and extravagances, to mistakes and errors. I could

strike off half of the opinions and suggestions that have sprung up from

this progress of inquiry, and still retain a body of unspeakably precious

truth. There are several things, and some things of considerable prac-

tical moment, which I seriously doubt, whether Unitarians, as a dcno-

miuation, have yet come to view rightly. The violence of opposition

lias, undoubtedly, in some respects, carried them to an extreme, in some

points of opinion and practice. And certainly I find things in their

writings, wiiich. in my judgment, are indefensible. ^Vhat less con bo

said, if wo retain any independence, or sobriety, or discrimination about

us? ^VlIat Ic.-s can bo said of any fallil)le body of men?— of any body,

comprising, as all denominations do, all sorts of men, all sorts of

writers and thinkers? If they are not inspired, they must be sometimes

wrong.

Nay, to bring this nearer home, it were folly for any one of us to

contend that everything he has said or wiitten is right, or even that it

is done with a rirjht ajjiiit. Here is a conflict of opinions, the eagerness of

dispute, the perverting influence of controversy. Here is an eftervescence

of the general mind. The moral elements of the world are shaken

together, if not more violently, yet more intimately, perhaps, than they

ever were before. If any man ran, with a severe calmness, and a solemn
scrutiny, sit down and meditate upon those things which agitate so

many minds ; if he can sejtarate the trjic from the fal^o. and say a few

things, out of many, that are exactly right, and a few things more that
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are helping ou to a right issue, it is, perhaps, all that he ought to ex-

pect. How much dross there may be in the pure gold of the best

minds, " He that sitteth as a Refiner" only can know.
This, I confess, is my view of our controversies, and of all human

controversies. I have no respect in this matter for authorities, for in-

falUble sentences, or for the reverence and weight that are given to

sentences, because they are uttered by some leader in the church, or

because they are written in a book. I have no respect for the sjnrit of

quotation,— that, having brought forward a grave proposition from some
s_yaiod, or council, or book, or body of divinity, holds that to be enough.

All men err— all synods, and councils, and consistories, and books, and
bodies of divinity ; which is only saying, that they all do that in the

aggregate and in form, which they do individually and necessarily.

And if this be true, if these views be just, how unreasonable is it to

catch up sentences here and thei'e, from any class of writings, and erect

them into serious and comprehensive charges ?

The real and proper question is about principles. Let these be shown
to be wrong, and the denomination that abides by them must fall. On
this, the only tenable ground for any reasonable man, I take my stand.

I have no doubt that the leading principles of Unitarianism are true

;

and it would not, in the slightest degree, disturb this faith, if there could

bo shown me ten volumes of indefensible extracts from Unitarian writ-

ings. Whether half a volume of such, out of the hundred that have
been written, can be produced, I leave not to the candour of our oppo-
nents to decide, but to their ingenuity to make out, if they are able.

The constant repetition of three or four stale extracts, garbled from the

writings of Priestley and Belsham, would seem to show that the stock

of invidious quotations is very small. In ftict, I do consider Unitarians,

in comparison with any other religious body, as having written with
great general propriety, soberness, and wisdom. But if they have not,

or if any one thinks they have not, it wiU very little affect the general
truth of their principles.

And how ill, let me ask, could any other body of Christians bear this

sort of scrutiny? How easy would it be to select from Orthodox writ-

ings, and even from those of great general reputation, a mass of

extracts that would make the whole world cry out I — one part with
horror at their enormity, and another with indignation at their being

presented for the purpose of showing what orthodoxy is ! It would be

unjust, I confess. It would disturb no independent believer in that

system : and as little ought such things to disturb us.

I have now noticed the first feeling of objection which naturally arises

against a new system— that which proceeds from confounding the main
cause with the circumstances that attend it.

II. But another objection, and that perhaps which is first put in form,

is against the alleged newness of the system. It is said that this reli-

gion is a new thing, that it is a departure from the faith of ages, that

it unsettles the most established notions of things, and breaks in upon
the order and peace of tlie churches. I state this objection strongly for

the sake of our opponents, and indeed much more strongly than it de-

serves to be. For Unitarianism professes, so far from being a new
thing, to be the old, pure, primitive Christianity. It does not profess,

even in comparison with orthodoxy, to be essentially a new thing, but
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only so, in certain Speculative doctrines ; and still less is it the friend

or promoter of disorder and disunion. Xevertlieless, it is, to a certain

extent, a new thing ; and it occasions, through the opposition made to

it, mu(5h disturbance.

And can these, 1 ask, bo valid or weighty oltjections in tlio mouths
of Christians and Protestants i Christianity was once a new thing.

The Atlienian philosophers said to Paul, no doubt with as much cori-

tempt as any modern questioner could feel, "We would know what tliis

new doctrine, whereof thou speakest, is." And others said, "These
men that have turned the world upside down have come hither also."

Yes, troublesome, " pestilent fellows," " movers of sedition," "devisors

of mischief," and " doers of evil," were the first propagators of Chris-

tianity accounted, and were not ashamed thus to sutter in imitation of

their .•slandered Master. And the Refovmcrs of Christianity, in the six-

teenth century, trod in the same stc})S, and in like manner had tlieir

" names cast out as evil." And especially was it objected to them, that

they departed from tlie faith of ages, and invaded the repose of time-

hallowed doctrines and institutions. And in the strong confidence, ay,

the strong arrjxunent of the majoriUi, the same things were said about tho

truth as are now said,—tlio same cry of " The church is in danger" was
raised, the same anathemas were pronounced against dangerous heresies

and the denying of the faith. The whole scene was acted over, that is

now witnessed, of an exclusive and hostile orthodoxy, on the one liand,

and a fii"m and unyielding dissent on tlic other— only that orthodoxy
could then command the inrpiisition and the rack ; and now it only sets

its tribunal on the reputation of men, and subjects the mind to trials,

that in some instances scarcely fall short of the tortures of the rack.

This lias always been the fate of innovation, and, perhaps, it always

must be. And to those who, for conscience' sake, draw upon them-
selves this hostility to whatever is new, I would say ; think it not

strange concerning this fiery trial, as though any strange tiling jiap-

pened to you. It is the samo tliat has happened to the ix'formers of

faith, to tlie witnesses for trutli, in all ages. I3e not astonished or dis-

heartened at this. Only bear it patiently. Xo assault, no detraction

can injure you, if you bear them with the spirit of Christ. Rather
will they benefit you luispeakably and for ever— benefit you in awaken-
ing that love, and meekness, and humility, tlie trying (tf which is more
precious than that of gold which perishcth. " If ye be rcjiroached for

the name of Christ," if ye be reproached for labouring to rescue his

name and his rehgion from mistake and injury, "happy are ye; for

tho spirit of glory and of God resteth on you!"
III. Another method of attack upon liberal Christianity is to awaken

sentiments of pity and horror against it. I am not about to deny that

this is very honestly done ; but I do say that it is an unworthy mode of

assault; that it appeals not to the judgment, but to the passions; and
that it is very apt to be the strongest, in the weakest iiands. To put

on a .solemn countenance, to spcik in sepulchral tones of awe and
lamentation, to varn men against this doctrine, is easy. lUit, alas I for

tho weakness of men, if it is an in^trununt easily wielded, it is also an
iustrument of terrible power with the superstitious, the tiiuiil, and
unreflecting. A considerate man, a man wlio respects the minds and
consciences of tliosc he has to deal witli, ^ill be cautious Ik^w he takes
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hold of such a weapon as this— a weapon which prevails chiefly with
human weakness, which strikes the very part of our nature that most
needs to be supported, which wounds only the infirm, and overwhelms
only the prostrate. For I need not say, that it is precisely with minds
in this situation that tones of pity and horror have the greatest influence.

A man of independent thought and vigorous understanding, who could
better afibrd to bear this sort of influence, is the verj'^ person who will

not yield to it. He will say indignantly, " That is nothing to the

purpose. That does not satisfy me. I did not ask you to warn me, but
to enlighten me. I did not ask you to weep, but to reason. No doubt
you feel as you say, and very sincerely feel thus ; it is not your sincerity

that I question, but your argument. You degrade my understanding,

when you attempt to work upon it in tliis manner. 1 was made to

think. The Lord of conscience has given me liberty to inquire ; and
1 will not be subject to any other influence. God has called me to

liberty; and man shall not lay me under bondage."
Nor is this all. Pity and horror prove nothing, indeed ; but it is

moreover a matter of history, that truth—whether our doctrine be true
or not— that truth has always made its progress amidst the pitr/ and
horror of men. Yes ; it has come thus, amidst sighings, and doubtings,
and shakings of the head, and warnings of danger, and forebodings of
evil. Yes ; it has held its way, througli tokens like tliese ; with dark
countenances about it, and loud denunciations, and woeful anathemas.
It has stood up and spoken in tlie person of its great Teacher ; and
men have " gnashed their teeth and rent their garments," at its voice.

It has gone forth into the world, with its devoted apostles, and been
accounted "the offscouring of all things." It has prophesied in

sackcloth," with its faithful witnesses, and borne the cross of ignominy
and reproach. The angry Sanhedrim, the bloody Inquisition, the
dungeon, the rack, the martyr's stake, have testified to the abhorrence
ofiacn against the truth!

I do not say that the truth I hold is worthy of this glorious fellowship.

But I say tliat its being joined in any measure to this fellowship does

not prove it false. And if it be true, as I solemnly believe it is, then

let not its advocates claim entire exemption from the trials of their elder

brethren. It will go on, and men will speak evil of it, and they will

struggle against" it, and they will lament and weep ;—but it will be as

if they lifted up their voice to withstand the rolling seasons, or struggled

against the chariot wheels of the morning, or poured out vain tears upon
the mighty stream that is to bear all before it. I say this, more in

sorrow, I hope, than in scorn. I am sorry for those who cannot see

this matter as I think they ought to see it. I am sorry for the unhap-

piness, for the honest grief, which a misplaced pity, and an uncharitable

zeal, and a spirit of reproach and condemnation, give them. But their

griei', save for its own sake, moves me not at all. I consider it as a

penance for their mistaken hostility to truth, rather than a fair admoni-

tion of error. I believe, and can believe no less, that this unhappiness

is simply iho fruit of error. Uncharitableness must be unhappy; anger

must be painful; exclusion, and anathematizing, and dooming sincere

brethren to perdition, must be works of bitterness and grief. I wonder
not, that a man should weep wliile )ie is doing them ; my only wonder
is, that he can ever do them, and not weep!
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IV. But I shall now proceed to consider one or two objections of a
graver character. It is said, that the religion whicli (Jnitarianism

teaches, docs not meet the wants of human nature, that it does not

satisfy the mind, that it fails as a support and comfort to the soul. I

recur again to the observation, that it is perfectly natural that this

objection should be brought against new views of religion, simply because

they are new, and whether they are true or not ; and therefore that no
strange thing happens to tliom when they are thus regarded. If you
take away some parts of a religion on which men have relied, you take

away some part of their reliance, and they cannot feel, for a time, as if

anything else would be such a support and satisfaction to them. This

will bo especially true, if you introduce simpler, and more rational

ideas of religion. The Jew could say to the Christian, " How many
feasts, and holy-days, and sabbaths, and new moons, and rites, and
ordinances, on whicli my soul rehed, have you removed from me I"

The Catholic could say of the Protestant, " Where, alas! are the

masses, and the confessionals, and the comfortable absolutions, and
the intercessions of saints, /o>' me!" And things of the same import,

concerning the more doctrinal aspects of religion, may the Calvinist say

to the Unitarian. But the Christian and the Protestant could reply to

their respective opponents, " We have a reliance as sure and satisfactory

as yours; and more sound and spiritual, as wc judge." And so may
the Unitarian say to the Calvinist.

But let us go into the real merits of the case. What is a foundation

and a support in religion, and whence does true comfort arise? Our
Saviour speaks of a foundation, when he says, " He that heareth my
words and docth them, I will liken to a wise man"— whose " house fell

not, because it was founded on a rock." Surely, Unitarians do not

reject this foundation. " But our own endeavours and virtues are not

sufficient of themselves." Certainly not; and Unitarians may rely, as

unfeignedly as their brethren, on the mercy of God, and they sincerely

profess to do so. This satisfies them. To say, that it does not satisfy

the demands of a different theology, is only saying that the speculations

of the two classes differ. " But," it may be contended, " it does not

satisfy the vants of human nature.'' This is a matter of whicli every

one must judge from the feelings of his own mind. As the Unitarian

experiences human nature, ho would say tliat tlio simple promise of

God's mercy and aid to his humble endeavours does give all needful

satisfaction. A certain theory of the divine government may not bo

satisfied—the superstitious wants of human nature may not be satisfied

;

but the Unitarian believes that its rcjal wants arc.

But I go farther ; thougli I would say what I am about to say, witli

all reasonable and fair qualifications. 1 feel obliged to use incretu^ing

caution in all general rei)reseiitations. There are men too intelligent

and good in every class of Christians, to bo very much affected by a

formal creed. Nevertheless, I have not a doubt, that there are many
to whom the popular religion furnishes grounds of support and satisfac-

tion, which are not right and rational grounds. The regular plan and
process of religious experience, the defined steps and dates— an exact

time and moment of conversion, and tho certainty of salvation after

that—the efficacy of the act of faith, distinguished as it often is from

tho general efficacy of a holy life
— " the view of Christ," and of tho
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atonement as relieving the sinner from his burden

—

" the rolling off of

the burden of sin," as it is often called—the notions of a foundation,

and a hope, and a joy, disconnected as they are from the result of

long-tried virtue and piety—the idea of the Holy Spirit as alone doing

the " effectual work" of salvation in man—doing it by a special inter-

position after all the sinner's efforts are over, and he is brought to

despair of himself— these views, as I believe, furnish a fallacious sup-

port, and comfort, and relief, to many. I loould lay a weight upon
man's responsibility—which is, no doubt, disagreeable to him. I would
tell a sinful man, that anxiety is more becoming to him than confidence

and repose. He is indeed to confide and repose in the mercy of God
and the interposition of Christ ; but these no more avail him, than to

tell him that there is wealth in store for his industry. It is, so far as

Ids own part is concerned—it is industry, it is working, continual work-

ing, daily accumulation, that is to make him rich towards God. I would
tell him that heliemng is virtually the same as doing ; and that it is this

doing, this constant doing, and this alone, that can roU away the burden
of sin. In short, I would say, that for a sinful man to attain to the

favour of God and to heaven, is the same as for an intemperate man to

attain to sobriety and virtue—that it is what he must do, every day and
hour, day by day and hour by hbur, striving, watcliing, guarding, pray-

ing, keeping himself under perpetual restraint, till he is redeemed from
his iniquity. In other words, I would strive to represent this matter

rationally ; and would say, that the sinner is to become a holy man,
just as the ignorant is to become a learned man, by little and little, by
constant accumulations, by gaining one truth to-day, and another to-

morrow; by perpetual progress.

Now I do not deny that these things, in the general, arc taught by
Calvinists ; but then I maintain that they are commonly taught in such

a way—that they are so mixed up with certain doctrines, as that their

pressure upon the soul is relieved: so that a man does not feel that he
is to become a Christian just as ho is to become a rich man, or a skilful,

or a wise man. He does not feel this pressure of necessity upon him,

every morning, and lie down with this anxiety every night, as the seeker

of learning or wealth does. Alas! few feel this as they ought to do.

But this is what we should strive to make men feel. And we ought to

sweep away all doctrines that stand in the way of this. We should

allow of no peace ; we should hear of no summary method, no parcelling

out of the matters of religious experience, that will make it a different

thing from the daily, plain, practical, unwearied doing of everything a
man ought to do. No believing of creeds, no paying of contributions,

no regular and stated prayers, no oft-repeated confessions, proper as

these are in their place—no atonement, nor election, nor special grace,

nor perseverance, true as they are when truly explained—should save a

man from the pressure of this instant necessity.

I conceive that the reason why Calvinism offers more support to many
minds is, that it is a more artificial system, and approaches less nearly

to the simple truth. It is too much a religion of seasons and times, of

fixtures and props, of reliefs and substitutions, of comforts and confi-

dences. And I am persuaded that the Roman Cathohc religion would
much better answer the puri)ose of supporting and satisfying minds, in

the state now supposed. There have been, not long since, some distin-
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guishcd converts in Germany to the Catholic faith. I could easily con-

ceive of one of them as saying,— " Here at last I find rest; 1 find

certainty and refuge in the infallibility and absolution of the Holy
Church. This, too, is the accumulated support of ages, built on the

virtues and sufferings of fathers, and confessors, and martyrs. How,
also, am I atlbcted with the real presence of the body of Christ in the

sacrament, with the guardianship of saints, and the interceding tender-

ness of the Holy Mother! I never was so impressed with any religion

as this. 1 never found such joy and peace in any. This is the religion

for a sinner! Tliis is what my depraved and burdened nature wanted!
"

" Yes," replies the sound Protestant, " but it would not move me,

nor support, nor comfort me. The impressivcuess of a religion does

not depend, altogether, upon its truth or falsehood, but very much on

tlio state of the mind that receives it." And this is what we ans\rcr to

the Calvinist. We say that Calvinism would make no kindly nor re-

newing impression on its. And as to comfort and support, it seems to

us, in some of its features, the most cheerless and desolate of all systems.

V. But I must hasten to the last objection that 1 intended to notice.

It is said that there is a fatal coldness and deaduess in the Unitarian

system ; that there is no excitement in it, no reality, no seriousness, no

strictness ; that it is fitted to gratify the proud, the philosophic, the

worldly, and the vicious.

I must again remind the reader, in the first place, that this is just

what new views of religion may expect, and what they have always, in

fact, encountered. It is no strange thing, that strangers to tlie pi'acti-

cal sense of our principles should not confess their powci*. All this cry

was raised against tlie Keformatiou, as loudly as it is raised against us.

Nay, it may be admitted, in the second place, without any prejudice

to the cause 1 maintain, that new views in religion will be most likely

to attract the attention of those who are least prejudiced in favour of

the old : that is to say, of the less religious ; and of persons, too, who
have been less religions, in many instances, for the very reason, that

they could not bear the errors of the popular faith. Nay more ; it

may be admitted that new views of religion, however true, will probably

do iitjurji to some. There are some most extraordinary confessions

to this elfect, from the lips of the Reformers. New views are liable

to unsettle the minds that hastily receive them ; and some, that are

averse to all religion, and to all self-denial, may vaguely hope, that an-

other doctrine would bo more indulgent to their vices. Yes, and they

may make it so ; for what good thing has not been abused ? This great

subject, in fact, has been so treated and taught, that in religion, most
of all, men are apt to show themselves superficial and weak creatures.

And it is not strange that those who have dwelt long in darkness, sliould

be dazzk'fl, and bewildered, and led astray by the light, or that fiberty

should l>e a dangerous thing to the enslaved. What if Christianity had
been judged by the state of the Corinthian Church <'

And yet Christianity came as a religion of power and strictness, and
so I maintain that it still is found to be in the form in wliich we liold

it. If others, who arc experimentally ignorant of it, may testify against

it ; we, who have felt what it is, may be excused if we testify in its

favour. And 1 know that 1 speak the language of hundreds and thou-

sands, when I say that religion to us is the one theme of iiiterest— of
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unspeakable, undying interest. We would not exchange the sense we
have of it, for thrones and kingdoms. To take it away, would be to

take from us our chief light, blessing, and hope. We have felt the

power of the world to come, and no language can tell what that power
is— can teU the value of an immortal hope and prospect. We have
heard tlie great and good teacher, and we feel that " never man spake
like this man." By him, we trust that we have been brought nigh to

God ; and this nearness consummates the infinite good, which we em-
brace in our religion.—On all this I might dwell long and abundantly

;

but I will not trust myself to say, what I feci that I might say for

many, lest I be accused of " the foolishness of boasting." And if even
for what I do say, I can so accused, I must adopt the apostle's justifi-

cation, and say, I have been *' compelled." For how can men, who
feel that religion is the great resort of the mind, and the living interest,

and the animating hope, consent to the charge, that all on this subject

is cold and cheerless as deatli among them! We should be ungrateful

for the first of blessings, if we could be silent. We have communed
with religion in sorrow, and it has comforted us ; in joy, and it has
blessed us ; in difficulty and trouble, and it has guided and calmed us ;

in temptations, and it has strengthened us ; in conscious guilt and
error, and this religion has encouraged, and comforted, and forgiven us

;

and we must testify our sense of its value. It is here that we have
treasured up the joy and hope of our being ; it is here that we have
poured out the fuhiess of our hearts ; and if this is to be cold and dead,

we ask, in the name of sense and truth, what is it to feel ? If this is

philosophy, God give us more of this philosophy. Yes, it is philosophy,

divine and heaven-descended ; it is truth immortal ; it is religion,

which, if it can be carried on within us, will, we are persuaded, through
God's mercy, lead us to heaven.

I have now completed the views, which, in conclusion, I intended to

give of some of the popular objections to Unitarian Christianity. Let me
warn every man, in close, to beware of taking any light and trifling

views of the religion on which he founds his hope. If any views that
ever enter our minds tend to slacken the obligation of virtue, or to let

down the claims of piety, let us discard those views at once and for

ever. Let us take a viper to our bosom sooner than lay a flattering

unction to the soul, that will make it easier in sin. Sin is the sting of

death, and it will kill and destroy all that is dear and precious to an
immortal creature. Religion only is life and peace ; and it is also zeal,

and fervour, and joy, and hope, and watchfulness, and strictness, and
self-denial, and patience unto the end.



THE ANALOGY OF RELIGION WITH OTHER

SUBJECTS CONSIDERED,

DISCOURSE I.

1 Cor. X 15 :
" I speak as to msc men : judge yc what I say."

It was an observation of an eminent expounder of the science of juris-

prudence,* that " the reason of the law is the life of the law ; for though
a man." says he, " can tell the law, yet if he know not the reason

thereof, he shall soon forget his superficial knowledge. But when he

findeth the right reason of the law, and so bringcth it to his natural

reason that ho conijn-ehendeth it as his own, this will not only serve him
for the understanding of that particular case, but of many others."

This comprehensive reason is as necessary in religion as in the law

;

which, rightly considered, indeed, is but a part of the science of rehgion

or rectitude. The great danger to the mind, indeed, in pursuing every

science, is that of being narrow and technical; and so of losing truth

while it is gaining knowledge. For truth is universal ; it is the

conclusion derived from those facts, the possession of which we call

knowledge. Truth, I say, is universal; and religious truth possesses

this character as much as any other. AVhat is true in religion, is true

in everything else to which such truth is capable of being applied ; true

in the law, true in moral philosophy, true in the prudence of life, true

in all human action.

I'rom this position results the use of an instrument for religious in-

vestigation, to which I wish to invite your attention. The instrument

I refer to is comparison. I invite you to compare religion with other

things, to which it is analogous. Fairly to put this instrument into your
hands, to give some examples of its use and application, will require a
course of three or four h'ctures, which I shall give on Sunday evenings.

Let it not be supposed that there is anytliing new hi this mode of

investigation. On tlie contrary, it is so familiar, that it enters more or

less into almost every religious discourse. It is justified by tlie practice

of all sorts of religious and moral teachers. It is the only instrument
used in that great work of Bishop Butler, entitled his Analogy. All I

wish to do is, for a little time, to fix attention upon it.

It is not pretended that this instrument is infallible. The degree of

proof to be gathered from any comparison, depends on the closeness of

• Lord Littleton.
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the analogy. To this point, the closeness of the analogy, the main point

in this kind of inquiry, I shall give the most discriminating attention

that I am capable of, and shall wish my hearers constantly to judge, as

"wise men, what I say. The instrument, I confess, is liable to abuse.

To give an instance of this : I have heard preachers hken the case

of the unconverted sinner to that of a man in a burning house,

or in a pestilence, or in peril of shipwreck, and they have advocated and
defended the utmost extravagance of spiritual fear and effort, on the

ground that the sinner is in still greater danger. Here is comparison,

indeed, but no analogy. There is no analogy, that is to say, in the

precise point on which the argument depends. There is analogy,

indeed, in the danger, but not in the nature of the danger. In a burn-

ing house, or in a shipwreck, the peril is instant ; all that can be done
for escape, must be done in an hour or a moment ; and men are justi-

fied in acting almost like distracted men at such a moment. But spiri-

tual danger is of a different character ; it is not all accumulated upon a
given instant; it is not one stupendous crisis in a man's life, but it

spreads itself over his whole being. It is not, like the whelming wave,

or the already scorching fire, to bring fright and agony into the mind

;

on the contrary, the special charactoristics of spiritual fear should be

reflection, calmness, and intense thoughtfulness. That is to say, it is

to be the action of the spiritual, and not of the animal nature. You
perceive, therefore, that the instrument I am about to recommend to

you, is to be used with great caution, with a wise discretion. In the

use of it, I shall constantly hold myself amenable to that judgment of

good sense, to which the apostle himself, in my text, appealed. Bishop
Butler, in the great work before alluded to, limited the uses of analogy

entirely to the purpose of defeiice. He maintained and sliowcd, that

certain facts in nature and in life, were analogous to certain doctrines

in the Bible ; and his argument was, not that the existence of the facts

proved the truth of the doctrines, but simply that they took away all

fair and philosophical objection from those doctrines. Thus, if the con-

sequences of a single sin often follow a man through life, if this is

actually a part of God's administration of the affairs of this world, then
there is no objection to that doctrine of our Scriptures, which declares

that consequences of a life of sin shall follow the offender into another

state. With Bishop Butler's views of what the doctrines of revelation

are, I have nothing here to do. I have only to say, that I am willing

to be governed by a similar caution. I wish to present to you certain

rational views of religion, as they appear to me, and these mainly of

practical religion; and against the common allegations of insufficiency,

shallowness, or untruth, in tliese views, I wish to appeal to what men
alhjw to be sound, and satisfactory, and thorougli, in other departments
of human action and feeling.

There is, however, one objection to this method of inquiry itself,

which I must consider before I enter upon it. It is said that religion

is God's work in the soul, a peculiar, if not a supernatural work ; and
hence it is inferred that rehgion is not to be judged of, on principles

common to it with other subjects and qualities. I answer, that the

conclusion does not follow from the premises. I might deny the pre-

mises, perhaps, in the sense in which they are put ; but for the pur-

poses of the proposed inquiry, 1 need not deny them. I may allow tiiat
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religion is tlio special work of God in tlio soul, which it is in a cortniii

sense, and yet I may fairly maintain that it is to bo ju<]ged of liko

otlier pnncij)le.s hi the soul. For all Christians of a sound and reason-

able mind are now accustomed to admit, that God's work in the soul

does not violate the laws of the soul ; that the influence of the Infinite

Spirit, whatever it be, is perfectly compatible with the moral constitution

of the being influenced. IJut hoic is man influenced in otlicr things ?

The answer is, by considerations, by reasons and motives, by fears and
hopes. So is he influenced in rehgion. All moral influence, whether

derived from Scripture, from preaching, from reflection, or from con-

science, is one great and perfectly rational appeal to man's moral

nature; and the result is to be judged of accordingly. "What religion

is true,— and what is triie in the views presented of the received reli-

gion; what arc i)roper and just exhibitions of it; what are the due and
right means and methods of cultivating it ; and what are its claims upon
us,— all these matters are to be considered, as we consider other obliga-

tions, truths, develo])mcnts of character, and methods of improvement.

It is no argument for unreasonableness, for impropriety of conduct or

manners, for extravagance, fanaticism, or folly, that the subject is reli-

gion, or tliat religion is the work of God in the soul. This, on the

contrary, is the strongest of reasons for insisting that religion should bo

perfectly and profoundly sober, rational, and wise. That which comes

from the fountain of reason, and as its gift to a rational nature, will

not, wo may be sure, contradict the laws of that reason, and that

nature.

This is a point to be insisted on, and the proposed discussion may
have special advantages in this view. Indeed, I know of no other way
in which the worst })ractical errors arc to be removed from the Church,

but by the application of the test in question ; by caiTying religion en-

tirely out from the w\alls of conventicles, and the pale of technical

theology, and froia all tlic narrow maxims of peculiar rehgious coteries

and sects, into the broad field of common sense and sound judgment.

The advocates, whether of a speculative system or of a practical economy
in religion, can never toll how it looks, till they see it in this open light,

and in its relation to the whole surrounding world of objects. Kept
within a certain circle and never looking l)eyond it, and holding that

things may be true in that circle, which arc true nowhere else, men
may reason in that circle, and reason strongly, and reason for ever, and
never advance one step towards broad, generous, universal truth. Thus
it has always been, that mistake, fanaticism, practical error in religious

matters, have rested their claims on the peculiar, unusual, supernatural

character of the subjc(;t. Keligious extravagance of every sort has

always hail its stronghold within barriers that have shut out the com-
mon judgment and sense of the world. Nay, I may add, since I havo

spoken of comparing religion with other qualities of the mind, that there

arc many by whom it is yet to be learnt, that religion /..• a quality of

the mind. They are apt to consider it as a gift, and an influence,

rather tlian as a quality, principle, and part of tlie soul. Thoy consider

it as something superinduced, bestowed upon human nature, rather than

as the great and just result of that nature. Tliey do not feel as if it

were something clear to that nature— .something not forced upon its

reluctant acceptance, not sustained in its rebellious bosom— but die-
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I'ished within it, craved by it, welcome and precious to all its strGngc>;t

affections and noblest faculties. So the many, I say, are not accus-

tomed to regard it. They do not see it as the great development of

the soul ; but they see it as a communication. And seeing it as a com-
munication—as coming, in some supernatural manner, from God, they

are apt to set it apart from other qualities and pursuits. They do not

deal freely with it. If they do not feel as if it were something ahore

reason, they, at least, feel as if it were something with which reason

may not strongly and fearlessly grapple—as if it were too etherial an
essence for the pbin dealing of common sense. To this plain dealing,

liowever, it must be brought. To this we are justified in bringing it,

by the clearest principles of all rational theology ; for all such theology

admits, that God does no violence to the laws of human nature, when
he Avorks within it both to will ajid to do according to his good pleasure.

And I say and repeat, that to this test of sober and judicious compari-

son, religion must come, if it is ever to be disabused of the errors that

have burthened and enslaved it. IIov/, otherwise, could you proceed,

if you had to deal, for instance, with the absurdities of Hindoo super-

stition? You might try to approach it in other ways; as, for instance,

with solemn tones and solemn asseverations; bi;t you would find, at

length, that you could do nothing else with it, but to bring it into com-
parison with other principles and manifestations of human nature and
human life. You would say, " This penance of yours, this hanging

yourself from a tree, in a burning sun, to die, is absurd, useless, un-

called for by the Deity. Who ever thought of seeking happiness or

securing the friendship of any other being, in this way?" And if he

were to answer that religion is unlike every other principle iu its exac-

tions, and that God is not to be pleased as other beings are, you would
undertake to show him, that the principle of goodness is everywhere the

same ; that God, whose nature is goodness, cannot be pleased with pain

for its own sake ; that he desires no sacrifice which can effect no good
end. That is to say, you would endeavour to reason with the supersti-

tious devotee, upon general principles ; upon principles applicable alike

to religion and to every other analogous subject.

This is what I shall now attempt to do with religion in general, by
proceeding to some particular instances. The instances, which I shall

take up in the remainder of this discourse, belong to the department of

first principles ; and in them I shall chiefly address the religious sceptic.

I. In the first place, let us look at the very elements of religion. By
some it is denied, that there are any such elements. They say that reli-

gion is altogether a matter of institution and appointment. They say

that it has been imposed upon mankind by priests and by governments

;

and but for these external influences, they say, that tliere never would

have been such a thing as religion in the world. Let us look at these

assumptions in the light of a comprehensive philosojjhy.

Now, it is to be observed, that the basis of every other science and

subject in the world is laid in certain indisputable first principles. Iq

other words, there are certain undeniable facts, either in nature or in

the mind, on which, as a foundation, every system of truth is built up.

Thus in the natural sciences, in mineralogy, in chemistry, and botany

and astronomy, there are certain facts in nature, which arc received as

tlie basis. These facts are generalized into laws, and tlicse laws aro
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formed into systems. Xowtou saw the applo fall, and from this fact ho
proceeded, till he had established the laws of planetary motion, and the

sublime system of the universe. So in the abstract science of geome-
try, certain uncjucstionablo truths or axioms arc laid down ; and so in

tho science of the mind, certain irresistible emotions and acts of the
mind are taken, as the ground of each of these departments of philo-

sophy. Even the department of taste has its undeniable first truths.

Now, the science or suliject of religion has, in the same way, its indis-

putable first truths. In the mind, there arc certain religious facts, as

clearly manifested as any metaphysical facts, or any emotions of taste.

But how do we come to the knowledge of these latter classes of facts?

I answer, by experience, and by nothing else. And how do we come to

the knowledge of the religious facts in the mind? I answer, by the
same means, and no other.

What then is the conclusion ? Why, that religion has a foundation
in our nature as truly as mental philosojihy. A man may deny this

;

he may resort to his presumptuous assertions, and say, that religion is

nothing but an imposition, a dogma, and a fancy. But ho might just

as well assert that reason is nothing Imt an imposition, and a dogma,
and a fancy. He may point to the diversities of religion, and tell us that
everything is denied by one party or another, and thence infer that nothing
can be true. But he might as well draw the same inference from the
diversified forms, in which the principle of reason has presented itself,

whether in the absurd conduct of life, or in the strange history of opinions.

What, then, I repeat, is tlie conclusion? It is this. Religion is

true ; I do not say that every religion is true. But I say that religion in

general, is a true princijile of human nature. I sav, that there is a real

science of religion, a dee])-founded and unquestionable pliilosophy of
religion, as truly as there is any other science or philosophy in the world.

If experience is the test of truth, religion is true. If universality is tho
test of truth, religion is true. There never was a nation nor tribe found
on earth, in wliich tho feelings of conscience and of adoration were not
found. And he, who is ever, at any moment, shaken in his primary
religious convictions by the bold assaults of scepticism, may justly rally,

and fairly and fearlessly say to his assailant, if anything in the world is

true, religion is true.

II. 80 then do we lay tlie foundations of the religious principle; and
now let us proceed to consider, in the hght proposed, the evidences of
that religion, which wo receive as lx?aring the special sanction of heaven.
And the observation to bo made is, that the evidences of Christianitv
arc to be weigliod, as other evidences are weighed. And they are, in

fact, just such proofs as may be rendered familiar to us, by what passes
in every court of justice. In tho first place, there are the Christian
witnesses ; and such witnesses, indeed, as were never produced in any
other cause; men not only of uiiinipoacliable character, of great and
acknowledged virtue, but who have given in their writings the most
extraordinary example of tlie absence of all entlnisiasm that the world
can show—men, I say, and such men, who spent laborious and i)ainful
lives, and suffered bloody deaths, in attestation, not of some fancy or
imagination in their own minds, not of their hclitf that tliev were" in-
spired merely, but in attestation of certain manifest and miraculous
facts. And then in the comparison of their testimonies, we have tlio
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strongest corroboration of their honesty and truth. On the one hand,
there are a few slight discrepancies between them, just sufficient to

show that there could have been no coUusion ; and on the other hand,
numerous and evidently undesigned coincidences, both with themselves
and with contemporary profane writers, which put the strongest stamp
of verisimilitude upon tlicir narrations. And, then, again the moral
character of these productions is such as to set their authors above aU
suspicion of disingenuity—such as to show that dishonest and bad men
could not have given birth to them, and such, in fact, as to constitute

a strong, independent argument for their divine origin. But I confine my-
self now to this one branch of the evidence, the testimony : and I say that

if such a weight of testimony were produced in a court of justice, all

the records of judicial proceedings could show nothing stronger, or more
satisfactory. I say that men are every day deciding and acting upon
a tithe of the evidence that is offered to support the Christian religion.

What if there is not anything amounting to the force of mathematical
demonstration? The case does not admit it ; and in the ordinary affairs

of life, men do not demand it. Why shall tliey not, in religion, as in

other things, act upon the evidence they have ? Suppose that it is less

clear to some than to others. Suppose, that it amounts with them only

to a strong probability. Suppose that they have doubts. Do doubts

paralyze them in other cases? Does not a man make all sorts of sa-

crifices, become an exile, tread dangerous coasts, breathe tainted climes,

for a distant and uncertain fortune? But has anybody told him, that

the wealth he seeks waits for him? Has any miracle been wrought be-

fore his eyes ? Has God assured him, beyond any doubt, of the fruition

of his hopes? Yet he ventures much, ventures aU, for the chance of

worldly fortune : can he venture nothing for the hope of heaven ? Let
him walk in the way of the Christian precepts. That cannot hai*m him,

whether there be a futui'e life or not. Let his conduct follow the weight
of evidence. No reasonable being can gainsay or condemn him, for

being governed by the strongest probability. This is the only safe or

wise course, " Let him do the will of God, and he shall know of the

doctrine whether it be from God." If he will not do this, if he is averse

to the strictness of Christian virtue, he has cause enough to suspect the

source of his scepticism. Nay, more ; we have a right, in accordance

witli what is fairly claimed on other subjects, to demand of him, who
would investigate the Christian evidences, a religious spirit, and a vir-

tuous temper. He who should undertake to pronounce upon a great

work of genius, a poem or a painting, without any cultivation or conge-

niality of taste, would be looked upon as an unqualified and presump-

tuous judge. By the same rule, he who would fairly examine the

evidences of a pure system of religion must, in reason, bo a good and
devout man ; else his investigation is nothing worth. Have infidels

often considered this? Have they generally approached the Christian

evidences in this spirit?

But let us take some notice, in the third place, and finally, of the

Christian records. I say, then, that our Christian books are to be re-

garded, in some important respects, as other books are. Men, for

instance, are not to take up the Bible and read it, as if they

expected it to do them good, or give them light, in any unusual or un-

known way. They are not to expect any illumination in perusing the
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Scriptures, other than that of reason and piety. Some other may be

given in extraordinary cases, but they are not to reqnire miracles. They
are not to expect to understand this book, because it is the Bible, in

any other way, or upon any other principles of interpretation, than they

would use to gather the meaning of any ancient book. And as many
portions of the IJible, the speculative and controversial pai'ts particu-

larly, are clothed in the polemic phraseology of an ancient age, and have

taken their hue and form from ancient disputes, states of mind, customs

of society, ttc.— as all this is true of some portions of Scripture, the

unlearned reader cannot, w ithout more information than most persons

possess, reasonably expect to understand those parts at all. Suppose

that a plain reader, totally unacquainted with the systems of Plato or

Aristotle, or with the Manicheau philosophy, should, in perusing an

ancient book, meet with a passage crowded with the terms and modes of

thought borrowed from either of these systems. Can you doubt, tliat,

with tlie aid of any common sense, he would at once say, " I do not

understand this? Would he not justly conclude that he must read

other books, and make himself more acquainted with the speculations

of that ancient period, before he could understand the passage which

had fallen under his notice ?

So he would judge of ancient profane writings, and so he ought

to judge of ancient sacred wiitings. The wisdom that speaks in the

two cases is different ; but the method of interpreting that wisdom is

the same in both. But so most Christian readers do not judge. They
read the Bible as if it were a modern book. Or, they feel as if it would
dishonour the Bible, to suppose that any part of it were necessarily ob-

scure or iniintelligible to the unlearned reader. They look upon the

Scriptures as a direct revelation, or as the innnediate and express word
of God himself, rather than as a series of messages declaring, after the

manner of the times, the will of (iod. And entertaining the former of

these impressions, they rightly argue that a book, purporting to be a
revelation to mankind, unless all men can readily understand it, is no
revelation. But there can be no doubt, I presume, that this impression

is a mistaken one. The sacred writers M'cre commissioned to declare

certain truths ; and they were left to declare them after their

own manner, and the manner of the age ; and it is no more easy to un-

derstand the Bil)le than it is to understand (onj ancient book. This

conclusion must be admitted, wliatever may be thought of the rcnsoniiif/.

Explain the doctrine of inspiration as we may,— it is an unquestionable

truth, and every enlightened student of the Jiible nmst know it, that

there are considerable portions of it, which cannot be understood with-

out much study, and without, to say the least, some learning which the

body of the people do not possess. Every sensible man, who has really

studied his liible, must know that this is the case with considerable por-

tions of the Prophecies and Epistles. The people at large are reading these

continually, and think to derive benefit from them, and do, no doubt, affix

to them some vague meaning ; but they do not, and cannot understajid

thorn. They conqnehend wliat is jjractical for the most part, and all

that is essential ; but much of what is speculative and controversial, I

repeat it, with their present knowledge, tliey do not and cannot under-

stand.

This may be a hard saj-ing to many ; l)nt I believe it ought not, being

2 M
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unquestionably true, to be witliholclen. It mav bo an unpopular doc-
trine; but that circumstance, I hope, does not prove it unimportant.
There certainly is a mistake on this subject ; and the greatness of the
error is but the greater reason for correcting it. Besides, the error is

far from being harmless. This constant reading of what is not well

comprehended— this attempt to grasp ideas which are perpetually

escaping through ancient and unintelligible modes of thought and
phraseology, tliis formal and forced perusal of obscure chapters with a
sort of demure reverence, tends to throw dulness, doubt, and obscurity

over all our conceptions of religion. The Bible, too, instead of being a
bond of common faith and fellowship to Christians, is made an armory
for polemics. And there are some controversies among the body of

Christians, which can never be intelligently and properly settled, till

they qualify themselves in a better manner to understand the Scriptures.

And yet multitudes of men and women are confidently decidiug contro-

versies on the most difficult questions of philology and interpretation,

who never read— not Hebrew or Greek— but who never read a book
on criticism, who never read a book on ancient customs, who never read

a book on the circumstances of the primitive age, on the difficulties and
disputes prevailing, on the Jewish prejudices, or the Gentile systems of

philosophy:—and if I were asked what I would give for the critical

judgment of these men and women, I answer, nothing— nothing at all.

I derogate nothing from their general intelligence : and their judg-

ment may bo good, even on the point in question, as far as their com-
mon sense will caiTy them ; and upon the general strain of the

Scriptures, they may judge well, and may come, on the ichole, to a
right conclusion. But upon deep questions of criticism, they ought uot

to pretend to judge. I give that credit to the modesty of many among
us, as to presume that they do not undertake to decide upon matters of

this sort ; and to those wlio have not this modesty, it may be fairly

recommended as tlie first step of a good and sound judgment.
I would particularly guard what I have said on this subject from in-

jurious misapprehensions. I certainly do not discourage the reading of

the Scriptures. I only urge the needful preparation for it in regard to

those parts which are hard to be understood. I do not say that un-

learned Christians cannot understand their religion ; for their religion, in

substance, is contained in passages that are level to the humblest ap-

prehension. I do not disparage the Bible. Its value consists in the body
of its undisputed truths and revelations. Besides, be the case as it

may, it can be no disparagement of the sacred volume to state ^chat it is.

And that it does require study, and learning to understand portions of

it—what do all the labours of learned men, what do innumerable

volumes of commentaries, and whole libraries of sacred criticism show,

if tliey do not show this? Why all these studies, let us ask, if unlearned

men can understand the difficult and doubtful passages of their Bibles?

The truth is, in my judgment, that the body of mankind never ought

to have been disturbed with those theological disquisitions which

involve or require a deep knowledge of criticism, any more than they

are with the subtilties of the law, or with the abstruse speculations of

philosophy, the disputes of anatomists, metaphysicians, and men of

science. General readers, not to say those who read not at all, are just

as unable to understand one as the other. There are questions in reli-
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gion, uiuloubtcdly, which arc proper for tlie general mass of readers.

And there are points, doubtless, connected with every question, wliich

are suitable for popular discussion. There must be discussion; and
since men cannot agree, there must be dispute. Let there be contro-

versy, tlien ; and let it range from tlie highest to the lowest subjects.

All I wouhl contend for is, that those controversies, which are addi-essed

to the body of the people, be such as the people are prepared to under-

stand ; and that more curious questions be confined in religion, as in

other things, to the learned. This reasonable discrimination would
have cut ott" many disputes which, among the mass of the people, are

perfectly useless, and might have saved us from some of our unhappy
dissensions.

In fine, and to sum up my observations, let Religion— I do not say
now as a matter of experience and practice— but let Religion, in its

words, its subjects, and its controversies, be treated as other things are

— as the Law, Medicine, or any of the Sciences. Let what is practi-

cal, what is easily understood, what the simple and sound judgment of

a man can compass, be coumiended in religion, as in science, to all who
can and will read it. Let what is abstruse, what is hard to be under-
stood, what belongs to the department of proi'ound criticism, be left for

those who have opportunity, time, and learning for it. Let others read
their writings as much as they please ; but let them not judge till they
read; let not their confidence outrun their knowledge. I think this is

safe advice. I cannot conceive of any possible harm it can do. I be-

lieve it would do much good. I believe that it would tend to the pro-

motion of a practical and aff'ectionate piety among us ; and I think,

moreover, that it would do this special good:— it would lead men to

rest their rehgious hopes and fears not on matters of doubtful disputa-

tion, but on those essential, moral, plain, practical grounds, which are

the great foundations of piety and virtue.

1 have now presented in a single light, the light of analogy, the first

principles of religion, and the evidences and records of that particular

dispensation of religion, which, as Christians, we have embraced. In

my next lecture, 1 shall proceed to examine, in the same way, what is

usually considered as the beginning of religion, or rather of religious

character, in the human Diind; iu other words, the doctrine of conversion.
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John iii. 3 :
" Except a man be born again, he cannot see the kmgdom of God."

It wiU help us to understand the subject of Conversion, and will pre-

pare us to pursue the analogy proposed in this series of Discourses, to

take a brief historical view of that language, by which, among theolo-

gians, the doctrine has been most commonly expressed: I mean that

language which is founded on the figure of a new birth. Three views

are to be taken of it : first, of its signification among the Jews ; secondly,

of its use among tlie early Christian teachers ; and thirdly, of its appli-

cation to modern Christian communities. And corresponding to this

distinction, there are three kinds of conversion to be considered ; the

Jewish, the ancient Christian conversion, and that which is to be urged
among men, already Christian in their education and general belief.

Let me observe, in passing, that the phrases, " born again," " new
creation," &c. are not the only expressions in the New Testament which
are applied to the same subject: for men were required to be changed,

to be turned from the error of their ways—were said to have passed

from darkness to light, from the power of sin and Satan to the service

of God and the wisdom of the just. In short, a very great variety of

language was used to describe the process of becoming a good man, and
a follower of Christ.

But the figurative expressions just referred to have been most con-

stantly used in modern times, to express that change which is meant
by conversion. The reason for this, I suppose, is obvious. There has

been a striking and manifest disposition, ever since the primitive sim-

plicity departed from religion, to regard and treat it as a mystery : and
therefore the most obscure and mysterious expressions have, in prefer-

ence, been adopted to set it forth. And yet, the figure in question, I

shall soon have occasion to observe, is less adapted to set forth the spi-

ritual nature of religion, than almost any of the representations that are

current in the New Testament.
On every account, therefore, it is desirable that this language should

be explained, and that the explanation should be fixed in our minds,

even though it should require some repetition to do it.

What, then, is the meaning of the phrase, " being born again " ?

I. When our Saviour said to the inquiring Nicodemus, " Except a

man be born again," we may well suppose, that he did not use language

either new or unintelligible to him. Nor would it comport with a pro-

per view of our Saviour's character to suppose that he used the language

of mystery. Nicodemus, indeed, affected to think it mysterious, say-

ing, " How can a man be born wlicn he is old?" it was not, however.
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because he did not understand, but because he did understand it. For
the language in question was faniihar at tliat day ; it was in the mouth
of every Jew, mucli more in that of a master in Israel. We learn, from
the Jewish writers of that day, that tlio phrase, " born again," was at

that time, and had been all along, ajiplied to proselytes from paganism.

A convert, or a proselyte to the Jewish religion, was currently denomi-
nated, "one born again," " a new-born child," " a new creature." This

language they adopted, doubtless, to express what they considered to be

the greatness of the distinction and favour implied in being a Jew. It

was nothing less than a " new creation." In the apparent misappre-

hension of Nicodemus, therefore, I see nothing but the astonishment

natural to a Jew, on being told that he, favoured of (jlod as he had
thought himself,— that he, one of the chosen people, must himself pass

through another conversion, another proselytism, in order to see the

khigdom of God.
But to revert to the phrases which conveyed to Nicodemus this un-

welcome truth ; I say that they referred originally to proselytism to the

Jewish religion. This was the known signification of these phrases at

the time. There can be no dispute or question on this point. Some-
thing like this use of these phrases was common among other nations

at that period, as among the Romans, the change from slavery to

citizenship was denominated a new creation. It appears, then, as I

have already observed, that this expression is not the best adapted to

set forth the spiritual nature of religion, since it was originally used to

describe a visible fact, an outward change.

II. But let us proceed from the Jewish use of this language, to the

adoption of it among the first teachers of Christianity. It was natural

that the Christian teachers, iu calling men from an old to a new dispensa-

tion, from the profession of an old, to the reception of a new religion, should
take up those expressions, which before had been applied to an event pre-

cisely similar. There was a visible change of religion required both of Jews
and Pagans, the adoption of a new faith and worship. It was an event

publicly declared and solemnized by the rite of baptism.

Far be it from nie to say, tliat the Gospel rctpiired nothing but an
outward profe.-sion and proselytism. Tliis was too true of Judaism,
tliougli without doubt there were devout individuals among the Jews,
who had more spiritual views. But it was too true ot that nation of

fonnahsts, that thoy desired little more than to make proselytes to their

rites and ceremonies. And on this account our Saviour upbraids them,
in that severe declaration, " Ye compass sea and land to make one
proselyte, and when lie is made, ye make him two-fold more a child of

hell than yourselves:"—you proselyte him to your own proud, Phari-

saical, and conceited system of cabalistic notions and dead formabties.

But surely, if there ever were ujion earth teachers who most strenuously

insisted upon a spiritual renovation, they were Jesus and his ajjostles.

Still, however, we are not to forget tliat their language, in reference to

tlie change reciuired, inipUed an outward i)roselytism, as well as a spi-

ritual renovation ; implied tlie reception of a new rehgion, considered

as a matter of speculation, faith, and visible worship, as well as the

adoption of inward feelings, accordant with the spirit and precepts of

tliis rehgion. Both of these things tliey must have demanded by their

very situation, as teachers of Christianity.
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III. The way is now prepared to consider what meaning the

language of our test is to have, when apphed to members of Christiwi

communities in modern times. And the discrimination to be made here

is perfectly evident. One part of tlic meaning, anciently attached to

this language, fails entirely : the other stands in the nature of things,

and must stand for ever. What fails, is what relates to the outward

change. There can be no proselytism to a new faith among us ; no

conversion to a new worship ; no adoption of a new system, nor adher-

ence to a new sect. All the conversion, therefore, tliat can now take

place, is of a purely moral or spiritual nature. It is a change of heart,

a change of character, of feelings, of habits. AVhere the character,

tie feehngs, and habits are wrong, and in such proportion as they are

wrong, this change is to be urged as the very condition of salvation, of

happiness, of enjoying peace of conscience, God's forgiveness, and the

reasonable hope of heaven. " Except a 'bad' man be born again, he

cannot see the kingdom of God."

The subject, in this view of it, would seem to be exceedingly plain.

Conversion is no mysterious doctrine. It is no peculiar injunction or

precept of the Christian religion. It is the injunction and precept of

every religion. The bad man must become a good man ; the siixful

must repent ; the vicious must reform ; the selfish, the passionate, and

sensual, must be pure, and gentle, and benevolent ; or they cannot be

happy here or hei'eafter. This, I say, is no mysterious doctrine. It is

what every man's conscience preaches to him. Strange would it be, if,

in a religion so simple and reasonable as ours, that on which everything

in our moral welfare hangs, should be a mystery. Strange, if a

stumbling-block should be placed at the very entrance to the way of

religion.

But simple, obvious, and unquestionable as these views of conversion

are, there is no little difficulty in obtaining for them a general assent,

or in causing them to be fully carried out in the minds of those who
embrace them. The true and natural view of the subject is confounded

with the ancient features of it. AVe are thinking of something hke a

proselytism, of a time, and an epoch, and a great experience, and a

sudden change. We have, perhaps, been taught all this from our

youth up. We have heard about obtaining rehgion, as if it were

something else than obtaining inward habits of devotion, and self-go-

vernment, and disinterestedness, and forbearance, and all goodness,

which it takes a life fully to acquire and confirm. We have heard

about obtaining religion, or obtaining a change, or obtaining a hope, as

if it were the work of a month, or a day, or a moment. It demands

years, or a life, to obtain a great property, or to obtain learning, or to

build up a distinguished reputation ; while the far greater work of gain-

ing a holy mind, a pui-e and good heart, you would suppose, from what

you often hear, could be accomplished in a single week, or hour.

I do not forget that religion has its beginning ; and if the language in

common use was, that at such a time, a man began to be rehgious,

instead of having become so, I should have no objection to it. I do not

deny that there are epochs in religious experience, times of deeper re-

flection, of more solemn impression, and more earnest prayer ; times of

arousing to the moral faculties, of awakening to tlie conscience, of con-

cern and solicitude about the interests of the soul; and I would to God
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these times were more frequent in the experience of us all! It wa.s in

conformity with this view, that Whitfield said, that lie wished he couM
be converted a thousand times every day. 1 do not deny, then, that

there are epochs hi reUgious feeling. On the contrary, I beheve that

the whole progress of every mind, and of every life, may, to a consider-

able extent of its history, be dated from certain epochs, A man will

find it to have been so in his mind and in his studios. Certain impres-

sions have been m;ide upon him at certain periods, in consequence of

which he has taken up some new study, or pursued the old with greater

zeal ; certain impressions which have given a bias and character to his

whole mind. And those who are pui^uing more visible acquisitions

than those of the mind, may have found it so with them. At some
certain period they began this work ; and at other periods they have

been stimulated to new diligence ; they have resolved to use greater

economy, industry, and method. There is a beginning, then, and there

are epochs in every pursuit; but who ever thought of confounding, as

men do in religion, the beginning with the end, the epoch with the pro-

gress, the starting-place with the goal of attaimnent? Who ever

tliought of calling the first enthusiasm of the youthful student, Icarniny,

or the first crude essays of the young artist, skilU

Does it seem to any one, that I do injustice to the popular impn s-

sions about religion i Am I reminded that, although men do say tliat

they get religion at a certain time, yet tliat they are taught, also, tliat

they must grow in this, that they have acquired only the first elements,

and must go on to perfection? Still I say, that the langucuje is wrong;

the language, which implies, that he who has acquired the first ele-

ments of such a thing, has acquired the thing itself, is wrong. But I

say more. I say it is a language that is liable to mislead. A man,
who uses it, will be a])t to tliink he has obtained more th;in he really

has obtained. He will be apt to think more highly of himself, than he

ought to think. Jlis language implies too much, and of course it is

liable to puff him up with pride ; to make him think well of himself,

and to speak slightly of others, rather tlian to awaken in him a proper

and true humility ; and to inspire a rash confidence and a visionary joy,

rather than a just sobriety, and a reasonable self-distrust. And 1 say

still farther, and repeat, that there are false impressions about religion

itself, derived from tliese notions of conversion. Koligion is not felt to

be that result of patient endeavour which it is. It is made a thing too

easy of acquisition. He who, in one week, in one day, in one hour, nay,

in one moment, can pass through a change that insures heaven to him,

has reduced the mighty work to a light task indeed. Ho may boast

over those who are taking the way of patient and pains-taking endea-
vour; he may charge them with the guilt of insisting niiK-h on a good
moral life ; l)ut certainly he should not boast of his own way as the most
tliorough and laborious.

lint I must dwell a little more particularly, in regard to conversion,,

on that comjiarison which I proposed to make between religion and
other acquisitions of the mind. And the special point to bo considered,

the only one, indeed, about which there is any difference of opinion, is

tlie alleged sudilenness of conversion. I have already said that this is

a feature of the change in question, which is borrowed from the ancient

conversion, and borrowed, too, from the outward and visible part of it.
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I now say that it cannot appertain to -what is inward and spiritual. No
change of the inward mind and character can be sudden. The very
laws of the mind forbid it.

But I must not fail to show you that the comparison I am about to

make is founded on the strictest analogy. It will be said, I know, that

the change we are speaking of is unlike any other, and, therefore, that

the ordinary processes of the mind furnish no analogy for it. But in

what is it unlike ? It is a change ; a change of heart ; a change in the

affections, dispositions, habits of the soul. Moreover, it is a change
effected in view of motives. A man becomes a good man, not blindly,

not irrationally, but for certain reasons. He feels that the evil course

is dangerous, an 1 therefore he resolves to turn from it. He believes

that there is hap;uness in religion, and therefore he seeks it. More than

all, he feels tiiat he ought to be a good man, and therefore he strives to

be so. But still it may be said, there is a difference ; and that the dif-

ference consists in this ; that conversion is wrought in the soul by the

special act of God ; that the work is supernatural ; that the change is a
miracle. Grant that it be so. Suppose it to be true, perhaps it is true,

that the secret rf>luctance of the mind to resist its wrong tendencies, and
to restrain its evil passions is such, that a special act of God is always

exerted to put it in the right way. But will God, who made the soul,

who formed every part of its curious and wonderful mechanism, derange

the operations of that soul, in order to save it? Let any one say, if he

pleases, that it is a dead soul, a mechanism without any motion, and
that nothing but a special impulse from its Former can ever set it in

motion. But when it does move, will it not move in obedience to the

laws of its nature? This, be it observed, is all that we say, to make
out the assumed analogy. Let the cause of its operations be what it

will, we say that the laws of its operations will be always the same; in

other words, that the religious action of the soul takes place after the

same manner, follows the same processes, as all other action of the soul.

This, certainly, is the testimony of all experience. No one finds himself

becoming religious under any other influence than that of motives of

some sort. No man finds it an easier or speedier work to become a

Christian, than to pass from ignorance to learning, from indolence of

mind to activity, from low to lofty tastes, or from any one state of

mind to any other. Our conclusion, then, is based on facts ; it is

therefore the dictate of philosophy ; and it certainly is, so far as I know,
the doctrine of all rational theology.

The processes of religious experience, therefore, are to be judged
of like the processes of all other experience. Suppose, then, that you
knew a man who was indolent in spirit, and infirm of purpose ; and that

you had sought and found the means, at some favouring moment, to

arouse him from his lethargy, and to put him in the path of action.

Would you say, that in the hour of his fii'st impression, of his first

resolution, he had become a man of energy and firmness? Nay, how
long would it probably bo, before he could be justly said to bear that

character? Or, suppose that you knew a parent who neglected the

care of his children ; and that, inviting him some day to your apart-

ment, you had, by many reasonings, so impressed his mind with the

dangers of this course of neglect, that he had resolved to amend; and
suppose that by the aid of many such impressions and resolutions, lie
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should, at length, become a good parent. Would jou say that you had
sent him from your house that day, a good parent? If you did so, I

am sure that your sober neighbours would hold your language to be
very strange, and would not a little suspect you of being no better than
a credulous enthusiast. Or, suppose once more, that having a friend

who was devoid of all taste, you should suddenly open a gallery of pic-

tures and statues to him, and thus rouse the dormant faculty. Would
you say, on tlie strength of that first impulse to improvement, he had
become a man of tasted ^^ hy, then, shall it bo said, that a bad man,
in bare virtue of one .single hour of religious impressions, has become a
good man ? Religions affections have no growth peculiar to themselves,
— no other growth than all other affections.

The phrase most frequently used to describe the suddenness of con-

version is that of obtainimj relifjion. It is said that, at a certain time, a
man has " obtained religion." Now I am persuaded that, if we should
separate religion into its parts, or view it under its practical aspects,

no such phrase could be found, at any given moment, to apply to it.

What would be thought of it, if it were said that, at any one moment,
a man had obtained devotion, or a gentle disposition! Let a man
undertake the contest with his anger ; and how long will it take to sub-

due that passion to gentleness and meekness! How long will it be,

before he will stand calm and unmoved, when the word of insult breaks
upon his ear, or the storm of provocation beats upon his head! Or, let

him endeavour to acquire a habit of devotion : and how many times will

he have occasion bitterly to lament tliat his thoughts of Uod are so few
and cold ; that he is so slow of heart to commune with the all-pervading

presence that fills heaven and earth ! Perhaps years will pass on, and
he will feil tliat ho is yet but beginning to learn this great wisdom, and
to partake of this unspeakable joy. Or, to take a word still more prac-

tical, — what would you think of a man who should say, that, at a cer-

tain time, he had obtained virtue? " What idea," you would exclaim,
" has this man of virtue? Homo strange and visionary idea surely,

"

you would say, " something different from the notion which all other
men have of virtue." 1 cannot help thinking that this instance detects

and lays open the whole peculiarity of the common impression about a
religious conversion, ^'irtue implies a habit of feeling and a course of

life. It is the complexion of a man's wliole character, and not one
])articular and constrained posture of the feelings. Virtue is not a
thing that walks tho stage fur an hour, with a crowd around it; it

walks in the (piiet and often lonely paths of real life. Virtue, in short,

is a rational, habitual, long-continued course of feelings and action.'?.

And ju>t as much is religion all this. Religion is just as rational,

liabitual, abiding. What do I .say? Rehgiou and virtue arc the same
thing in principle. Religion involves virtue as a part of itself. And
in that part of it which relates to God, it is still just as rational surely,

and habitual and permanent in tho mind, as in tliat part of it which
relates to man. That is to say, piety is just as mucli so as virtue.

And it is therefore as great and strange a mistake, for a man to say,

that 1h! obtained religion at a certain time, as it would be to say, that

at a certain time lie obtained virtue. Neither of them can bo
obtained so suddenly.

To sum up wliit 1 have said,— conversion originally nuant two
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things, an outward proselytism, and an inward change. It was the
former of these only that was, or coukl be sudden and instantaneous.

An idolater came into the Christian assembly, and professed his faith

in the true God, and in Jesus, as his messenger. This, of course, was
done at a particular time. But this meaning of the tenn has no appli-

cation to Cluristian communities at the present day. Or there was a
certain time, when the Pagan or the Jew became convinced of the

trutli of the Christian religion, and therefore embraced it as his

own. And hence it was that faith, rather than love, became the

grand representative and denomination of Christian piety. This faith,

like every result in mere reasoning, might have its birth and its complete

existence on a given and assignable day, when some miracle was per-

formed before its eyes, or some extraordinary evidence was presented.

But these ideas evidently cannot apply to nations brought up in the

foiTQS and faith of Christianity.

Anciently, then, conversion was sudden. It was so from the very

necessity of the case. But from the saine necessity of the case it can-

not be so now. That which was sudden in conversion, the change of

ceremonies, of faith, of worship, of religion, as a system, fails in its

application to us : while that which remains, the spiritual renovation of

the heart, is the very reverse of sudden— it is the slowest of aU
processes.

The notice of one or two objections, that may be made to the views

now stated, wiU, I think, clear up all further difficulties with the sub-

ject; and with this, I shaU conclude my discourse.

In the first place, if the bad man, when he I'esolves and begins to be

a good man, is not a good man and a Christian, it may be asked, what
is he ? and what is to become of him, if he dies in this neutral state ?

That is to say, if as a bad man lie is not to be condemned to misery,

nor as a good man to be raised to happiness, what is the disposition to

be made of his future state ?

To the first question, what is he?— I answer, that he is just a man
who resolves and begins to be good, and that is all that he is. And to

the second question, I reply, that he shall be disposed of, not according

to our technical distinctions, but according to the exact measure of the

good or evil that is in him. Let us bring these questions to the test of

common sense. If an ignorant man, who resolves and begins to learn,

is not a learned man, what is he, and what will be his fate? If a pas-

sionate man, resolving and beginning to be meek, is not a meek man,
what is he, and what is to become of him, in the great and just retri-

bution of character? Do not these questions present and solve all the

difficulties involved in the objection? They are difficulties that belong

to a system of theology, which regards aU mankind as either totally

evil and unregenerate, or essentially regenerate and good ; a system

which appears to me as much at war with common sense and common
experience, as would be that system of practical philosophy, which

should account all men to bo either poor or rich, either weak or strong,

either miserable or happy, and admit of no transition states from one

to the other.

In the next place, it may possibly be objected, that the views which

I have advanced of a change of heart as slow and gradual, are lax and

dangerous. Men, it may bo said, upon tliis ground will reason tiius:

—
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" Since religion is tlio work of life, we need not concern ourselves.

The days and years of life are before us, and we can attend to religion

by and by." But because religion is the work of a whole life, is that a

reason for wasting a fair portion of the precious and precarious season ?

Because religion is the work of every instant, is that a reason for letting

many of them pass unimproved ? Because the work of religion cannot

be done at once, because it requires the long progress of days and
years, be('ause life is all too short for it— is that a reason for never

beginning? Because, in fine, the promise of heaven depends upon a

character which it takes a long time to form, is that holding out a lure

to ease and negligence ? 1 know of no doctrine more alarming to the

negligent than this ; that the Christian virtue, on which the hope of

heaven depends, must be the work, not of a moment, but, at the least,

of a considerable period of time.

Furthermore ; that which is never commenced, can never be done

;

that which is never begun, can never be accomplished. Be it urged

upon every one, then, that he should begin. Be it urged, with most
solemn admonition, upon the negligent and delaying. 1 care not with

how much zeal and earnestness ho enters upon the work, if he will but

remember, that in any given week or month he can only begin. I speak

not against a sober and awakened solicitude, against the most solemn
convictions, against the most anxious fears, the most serious resolutions,

the most earnest and unwearied prayers. It is a work of infinite

moment that we liave to do. It is an infinite welfare that is at stake.

It is as true now as it ever was, that " except a man be bora a^ain,"

born from a sensual to a spiritual life, born from moral indolence and
sloth, to sacred effort, and watchfulness, and faith,— born from a
worldly to a heavenly hope, ho cannot see the kingdom of God. No
matter what we call it,—conversion, regeneration, or amendment,—it

is the great thing. It is the burden of all religious instruction. Let
no one be so absurd or so childish, as to say, that conversion is not

preached among us, because the words, "regeneration," "new crea-

tion," " born again," arc not continually upon our lips. "We use these

words sparingly, because they arc constantly misapprehended. But
the thing,— the turning from sin to holiness, the forsaking of all evil

ways by repentance, the ne(;essity of being pure, in order to being happy
hero and hereafter,— what else is our })reaching, and your faiths

What, but this, is the object of every religious institution, and precept,

and doctrine ( What, but this, is every dictate of conscience, and every

command of God, and every admonition of providence? For what, but

this, did Jesus die, and for what else is the spirit of God given? What,
but this, in fine, is the interest of life, and the hope of eternity?

My friends, if I can understand any distinctions, the difference

between the prevailing ideas of conversion, and those wliich I now
preach to you, is, that the latter are out of all comparison the most
solenm, awakening, and alarming. If the work of preparing for hea-

ven could be done in a moment, then might it bo done at any moment,
at the last moment; and the most negligent might always hope. I

cannot conceive of any doctrine more gratifying and quieting to negli-

gence or vice, than this. If, in candour, we were not obliged to tliink

otherwise, it would seem as if it had been invented on purpo.se to re-

lieve the fears of a guilty, procrastinating conscience. But our doc-
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trine, on the contrary, preaches nothing but alarm to a self-indulgent

and sinful life. It warns the bad man that the time may come, when,
though he may most earnestly desire to prepare for heaven, it will bo

all too late. It teUs him that no work of a moment can save him. As
we tell the student preparing for a strict examination, that he must
study long before he can be ready ; that no momentary struggle or agony
will do it ;— so we tell him who proposes to be examined as a disciple

of Christ, a pupil of Christianity, that the preparation must be the work
of years, the work of life. My friends, I beg of you to ponder this

comparison. It presents to you the naked truth. He who would

rationally hope for heaven, must found that hope, not on the work of

moments, but on the work of years ; not on any suddenly acquired

frame of mind, but on its enduring habit ; not on a momentary good
resolution, but on its abiding result ; not on the beginning of his faith,

but on its end, its completion, its perfection.



DISCOURSE III

Luke xxii. 32 : " And when thou art converted, strengthen thy brethren,"

1 AN[ to discourse, this evening, on the methods of obtaining and of

exhibiting religious and virtuous affections. In selecting the text, I do
not mean to say that it covers the whole ground of this two-fold sub-

ject; but I have chosen it, partly because I wish to connect the first

topic before us directly with my last discourse, and because the second
topic, the methods of exhibiting religion, is distinctly presented, though
not fully embraced by the injunction, " strengthen thy brethren."

Let us now proceed to these topics—how are we to become religious

— and how are we to sliow that we are so. On each of these questions,

it is true that a volume miglit be written ; and you will easily infer that

I should not have brought them into the same discourse, if 1 had any
other object than to survey them in a single point of view. That point,

you are apprised, is the analogy of rcligiou to other subjects, or to other
states of mind.

To the question, then, how are we to obtain religious and virtuous

affections and habits?—the answer is, just as wo obtain any affections and
habits, which require attention and effort in order to their acquisition.

They ouglit to be cultivated in childhood, just as the love of nature, or
the habit of study, or any other proper affection or state of mind is cul-

tivated, liut if they are not ; if, as is too often the case, a man grows
up an irreligious or vicious man, then the first step towards a change of
heart is serious reflection, and the next step is vigorous effort. The
man must meditate, and pray, and watch, and strive. There is no
other way to become good and pious, than this. There is no easier
way.

And this is the point at which I wished to connect the topic under
consideration with my last discourse. For it is not only true, that the
demand for long-continued effort, for a series of patient endeavours, as
the passport to heaven is more strict tlian the demand for a momentary
change; but the practical results of the difference are likily to have
the most direct and serious bearing on tlie question before us. The
(luestion is, how is a man to become religious and good { To this ques-
tion, there arc two answers. One is, that a man is to become leligious

f.nd good by pai-sing through a sudden cliange,— a change, which, if

not miraculous, has no precedent nor parallel in all other human expe-
rience. The other answer is, that a man is to become religious and
good, just as he is to become wise in learning, or skibul in art, .«o far
as the mode is concerned ; that is, by the regular and faithful applica-
tion of his powers to that end, by the repetition of humble endeavours,
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bj the Aow and patient forming of liabits, by little acquisitions made
day after day, by continual watchfulness and effort, and the seeking of

heavenly aid. In the former case, the thing that a man looks for, is a
sudden and extraordinary change in his affections, wrought out by a
special influence from above. And although much is to be done after-

wards, yet till this is done, nothing is done. Much is to be done
afterwards, it is true, as a matter of duty ; but nothing more is neces-

sary to make out the title to heaven. There is to be a progressive

sanctification as a consequence of the change ; but salvation depends on

the change itself. Everything turns upon this mysterious point of con-

version.

Now, can I be mistaken in thinking,,that such a reference to this

point must tend to doi-ange tlie whole system of rational motives?

Murit it not take off the pressure and urgency of the natural induce-

ments to act? Suppose, to resume the comparison, which I made in

the close of my last discourse, that a man has before him a certain study

to which he ought to attend. He is, perhaps, to be examined upon it

a year hence, and on this examination is to depend his introduction into

professional life. And to make the parallel complete, suppose that he

is averse to study. He is indolent. He puts off the matter to-day,

and to-morrow ; one, two, or three weeks pass, and he has done nothing.

But all the while the conviction is pressing harder and harder upon him,

that this will never do ; that he must begin ; and at length he does begin,

and proceed, and persevere ; nay, he comes to like his task ; he enjoys

his industry more than ever he enjoyed his indolence ; he finishes the

work, and gains an honourable place in a learned profession. Now, this

man was placed under the natural and healthful influence of motives

;

and it is under such influences, I contend, and through such processes,

that a man is to become a Christian. But suppose that this man, the

candidate for literary honours, had been looking for some sudden and
extraordinary change in his mind, which was to take place, when or

how, he could not tell ; it might be in the first month, or in the second,

or even in the eleventh month of his probation ; a change, too, without

which nothing could avail him, and with which, all was safe. Does not

every one see that the pressure of ordinary motives is nearly taken off"?

Does not every one see, that a man so circumstanced is very likely to

go on, without ever applying himself thoroughly and resolutely to the

work in hand?
And what else, I am tempted to ask, is to account for the apathy and

neglect of midtitudes towards the greatest of all concerns ? Do not tell

me, my brethren, that you have escaped this error, because you have

embraced more rational ideas of conversion. It is an error, I fear,

which has infected tlie religion of the whole world. Almost all men
are expecting to become religious and devout in some extraordinary u-ay

;

in a way for which the ordinary changes of character furnish no analogy.

This is the fatal barrier of error that surrounds the world, and defends

it from the pressure of ordinary motives. Evils and temptations enough,

I know there are, within that barrier ; but if there be anything without

it,—if there be anything in the shape of opinion more fatal than every-

thing else to religious attainment, it must be that which interferes with

the felt necessity of immediate, urgent, practical, persevering endeavour!

The doctrine of sudden conversion, I conceive, is precisely such an
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opinion. Lot such a doctrine be apjtlicd to any other sulycct than reli-

gion, to the attainment of any mental habit, of learning or of art, and

I am sm-e that it would bo seen to have this fatal influence. And I

fear that it has not only paralysed religious exertion, but that it has

the effect to deter many from aU approach to religion ; that to many,

this extraordinary conversion is a mystery, and a wonder, and a fear.

I apprehend that by many it is regarded as a crisis, a paroxysm, a

fearful initiation into the secrets of religion ; and that, in consequence,

religion itself is regarded by multitudes, as the mysteries were in ancient

times ; that is to say, as a matter of which they know nothing, and can

know nothing, till tliey have j)assed the gate of initiation, till they have

learnt the meaning of this solemn pass-word, conversion. Hence it is

that vital religion is looked upon l^y the mass of the community, as a

matter with which they have nothing to do; they give it up to the

Church, to converts, to the initiated ; and that which should press down
upon the whole world, like the boundless atmosphere, the religion of the

sky, the religion of the universe, tlie religion of universal truth and all-

embracing welfare, has become a flaming sword upon the gates of

paradise I

I proceed now to the exhibition or manifestation of religion. And
the rule here is, that a man should manifest his rehgious affections no

otherwise, than as lie manifests any serious, joyful, and earnest aff"ec-

tions he may possess. This, I have no doubt, will appear to be the

most interesting and effective, as well as the most proper display of them.

Exhibition, manifestation, display on such a subject, are words, T

confess, which are not agreeable to me ; and on this point, I shall soon

speak. That is seldom the most powerful exhibition of character which

a man makes on set purpose. And therefore I should say, even if it

were conteudt d that religion is a peculiar cause committed to the good
man, which he is bound to advocate and advance in the world by pecu-

liar exertions, still that he will not ordinarily so well succeed by direct

attempt, as by an indirect influence.

But let us take up, for a few moments, the general subject. Wo are

speaking of religioiis manifestation ; and, I say, that a man's religion is

to assume no peculiar appearances, because it is religion. I do not say,

510 appearances appropriate to itself. All traits and forms of character

liave, to a certain extent, their appropriate disclosures. So far, religion

may have them ; but, in consistency with good sense, no farther. Dur
Lord said to Peter, " When thou art converted, strengthen thy brethren."

A good man should strengthen his brethren ; but, in order to do this to

the best purpose, he is to sti-engthen his brethren in religion, no other-

wise than he would strengthen his brethren in patriotism, in learning,

or in any other cause. That is to say, he is to bo governed by the

general and just princijdes of mutual influence. He is to give his coun-

tenance, his sympathy, liis counsel, on ])roper occasions; but he is not

to go about exhorting at all corners, assuming an air of superiority,

speaking in oracular and sepulchral tones ; if lie does so, he will be liable

to be couhidcred intru>-ive, impertinent, and disagreeable. I would
speak with a sacred caution on this point. I would quench no holy fire.

Our fault is too liable to l)e reserve. And well can 1 conceive that there

may bo times, when a man may fitly and solenndy say, *' Stand fast,

my brother, krcp tliine integrity;" or emergencies of social temptation,
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when the zealous Christian may say, " Let us strengthen eacli other's

hands, and encourage each other's hearts in the holy cause of duty."
The same thing may be done in every other cause, whether of justice

or humanity. All that 1 contend for is, that the same good sense, the

same courtesy, the same liberality, shall govern a man in one case, as

in the other.

Undoubtedly, a religious and good man will appear on many occa-

sions differently from another man, and differently, in proportion as he
is religious and good. But he will not appear so always, nor in things

indifferent. There may be nothing to distinguish him in his gait, his

countenance, or demeanour. Still there will be occasions, when his

character will come out ;—many occasions. His actions, his course of

life, his sentiments, on a great many occasions, will show his character.

And these sentiments he will express in conversation ; so that his con-

versation will be thus far different. But still the disclosures of his cha-

racter will all be natural. He will show you that he is interested in

religion, just as he shows you that he is interested about everything

else, by natural expressions of countenance, and tones of voice, by
natural topics of conversation, and habits of conduct. In short, there

will be an appropriate exhibition of religious charactei", but nothhig

singular or strange.

Now, for multitudes of persons, this wiU not do ; it is not enough.
They want something peculiar. There are many, indeed, who are not
satisfied, unless there is something peculiar in the looks and manners
of a man to mark him out as religious. Who docs not know how con-
stantly a clergyman has been, and still is, to a great extent, known,
everywhere, by these marks? And what is more common, than for the
new convert to put on a countenance and deportment, which causes all

his acquaintances to say, " how strangely he appears! " And many, I

repeat, would have it so. They would have a man not only belong to

the kingdom of Christ, but carry also some peculiar marks and badges
of it. They would have him wear his religion as a military costume,
that they may know, as they say, under what colours he fights. But
let us remember, that many a coward has worn a coat of mail, and
many a brave man has felt that he did not need one. And many a bad
man, I would rather say many a misguided man, has put on a solemn
countenance, and carried a stiff and formal gait, and got all the vocabu-
lary of cant by heart ; and many a good man has felt that he could do
without these trappings of a mistaken and erring piety. Nor let it be
forgotten, that just in proportion as this peculiarity of religious mani-
festation prevails, hypocrisy prevails. It is easier to put on a costume,
than it is to adopt a real character. Religion, for its own defence against

pretenders, as weU as for its usefuhiess in the world, should demand so-

briety, simphcity, naturalness, and truth of behaviour, from all its votaries.

I do not mean, in saying this, to confound sanctimony with hypocrisy,

or bad taste with bad morals. The same distinctions apply to this, as

to every other subject. A man of real learning may be a pedant. A
man of real skill may lack the simplicity which is its highest ornament.
A really able statesman may practise some finesse. A truly wise man
may put on an air of unnecessary gravity, or be something too n.uch a
man of forms. But we all agree that these are faults. We always
desire that all unnecessary peculiarities sliould be laid aside, that no
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man .should obtrude upon others liis gifts or qualifications ; that ho

Blioukl leave them to speak when they are called for. In other words,

wo demand good breeding in every other case ; aiid I say emphatically,

that good breeding is e(iually to bo demanded in religion. No man is

tho worse Christian for being a well-bred man ; nor is he, for that reason,

the less decided Cln-istian.

Next to the general maimers as modes of exhibiting religion, a moro
specific point to be considered is religious conversation. A man usually

talks, it is said, about that which is nearest his heart; and a religiou3

man, therefore, will talk about religion. Every observing person, we
may notice in passing, nuist be aware that there are many exceptions

to this remark—that there are not a few individuals in the circle of his

acquaintance, who are not, by any moans, communicative on the subjects

that most deeply interest them. But there is a still more important

distinction in re;^ard to the subject-matter itself.

It is this. A man may talk religiously, and yet not talk about reli-

gion, as an abstract subject. A good and devout man will show that

he is such by his conversation ; but not necessarily by his conversing

upon the abstract subjects of devotion and goodness. He will show it

by the spirit of his conversation, by the cast and tone of his sentiments,

on a great many subjects. You will see, as ho talks about men and
tilings, about life and its objects, its cares, disappointments, afHictions,

and blessings, about its end, and its future prospects—you will see that

his mind is right, that his affections are pure, that his aspirations are

s})iritual. You will see this, not hy any particular phraseology he uses,

not because he has set himself to talk in any ]>articular manner, not

because he intended you should see it, Imt simply because conversation

is ordinarily and naturally an expression and index of the character. I

am not denying that a good man may talk about religion as an abstract

subject, or about religious experience as the express subject. All may
do this, at times; some, from the habit of their minds, may do it often.

But what I say is, that this, with most men, is not necessarily nor natu-

rally the way of showing an interest in religion.

And to prove this, we need only ask how men express, by conversa-

tion, their interest in other subjects; how they exhibit other j^arts of

their cliaracter, through this medium— this breathing out of the soul

in words. A man talks affectionately or feelingly ; you see that this is

the tone of his mind ;
you say that ho is a person of great sensibility

;

but docs he talk about affection, or feeling, or sonsibiUty, in the abstract?

A man talks intelligently ; Imt does he talk about intelligence? Or is

it necessary that he should discourse a great deal about good sense, or

bo perpetually saying what a fine thing knowledge is, in order to con-

vince you that he is an intelligent manj' Here is a circle of persons,

distinguished for the strength of their family and friendly attachments.

All their actions and words show that kindness and liannony dwell

among them. But now, what would you think, if they should often sit

down and talk in set terms, about the beauty of friendship, or the

charms of domestic love? 80 strange and unnatural would it be, that

you would be inclined to suspect their sincerity. You might, indeed,

fairly infer one of two things; either that love and friendship with them
were mutters of mere and cold scntinn nt, or that these persons had utterly

mistaken tlie natural and iiroper method of exliibitinsj their affoctior.o.
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But there is another kind of religious conversation, which, beyond
all others, is thought to furnish the clearest evidence of a man's piety

;

and that is, his conversing much with thoughtless or unregenerate per-
sons, icith a view to maJcing them religious. Now here, we are to keep
in view the same distinction that is applied to religion in general. A
religious man may well desire to make others rehgious by his conversa-

tion. He may, on proper occasions, converse with them for this very
end. But to do this, he need not talk about religion in the abstract,

nor expressly about the religious good of the persons he converses with.

There may, indeed, be times and relations, in which this personal ap-

peal should be made ; but it sliould not be done as a matter of course

and of set form. A man may impress his acquaintances in this way, I

know. He may make them feel strangely and uncomfortably. He
may create in them a sort of preternatural feeling. He may awaken,
terrify, distress them. He may, then, by such means, make an im-
pression upon them ; but it will not be a good impression. It is plant-

ing in the mind the seeds of superstition, which a whole life, often, is

not sufficient to eradicate. It is through this process, that religion is,

with so many persons, a strange, uncongenial, terrifying, distressful,

gloomy thing, to their dying day. Why is it not apparent to every one,

that tliis method of proceeding is unnatural, unwise, inexpedient! It

is not with religion that men are impressed in this case, so much as

with tlie manner in which it is presented, with its aspects and adjuncts.

And there is reason to fear, that with many, religion itself becomes a
thing of aspects and circumstances, rather than of the spirit; that it

becomes, in its possessor, a peculiarity, rather than a character ; a pos-

ture, and often a distorted posture of mind and feeling, rather than the

mind and feeling itself. Men are not accustomed to talk about abstract

subjects, nor about the soul, as an abstract subject. And if you ap-

proach them— awkwardly, as you must do in such a case—and put
such questions as, " Whether they have obtained religion," or, " What is

the state of their souls," they will hardly know what to do with such
treatment ; they will not know how to commune with you. Tliey may,
indeed, if they have a great respect for you, sit down, and listen to the

awful communication, and be impressed and overcome by it. But is

this the way to exert a favourable and useful influence upon them? Do
but consider if this is the way in which men are favourably and use-

fully impressed on other subjects. A man has a quarrel with his neigh-

bour. You wish to dispose him to peace and reconciliation. Do you
begin with asking him wliat is the state of his soul? Do you ask him
whether he has obtained peace ? Do you begin to talk with him about

the abstract doctrines of peace and forgiveness? Let a sensible man
be seen communing with his neighbour in a case like this, and he will

be found to adopt a far more easy, unembarrassed, and natural mode of

communication. And, in any case, whether you propose to enlighten

the ignorant, to quicken the indolent, or to restrain the passionate,

every one must know, that a course would be pursued, very different

from that which is usually resorted to, for I'ecommendiug religion.

I have now spoken of the general manners, and of conversation in

particular, as modes of exhibiting I'eligion.

But on the general subject of exhibiting religion, I have one observa-

tion to offer in close. I have spoken, in this discourse, of exhibiting or
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manifcstiug religion, because I could find no other brief and compre-

hensive phrase which would convey the idea; but I am afraid that

these phrases themselves, are liable to carry with tliem an erroneous

idea. If a man of higli intelligence or cultivated taste sliould think

much of exhibiting his intelligence or taste, we should say that he is not

very wisely employed, lie might, indeed, very properly tliink of it, if

he had fallen into any great faults on this point ; and it is for this rea-

son tliat we have desired the religious man to do this. Ihit, after all,

exhibition is not the tiling. And the observation, therefore, which I

have to make, is this: that the more a man thinks of cultivating reli-

gion, and the less he thinks of exhibiting it, the more happy will he he

in himself, and the more useful to others. That which is within us, it

has been said, " will out." Let a man possess the spirit of rehgion,

and it will probably, in some way or other, manifest itself. lie need

not be anxious on that point. On the contrary, there are no persons

who are more disagreeable ; there are scarcely any who do a greater dis-

service to the cause of vii'tue, than pattern men and women. Hence it

is that you often hear it said, "We cannot endure perfect people."

The assumption, the consciousness of virtue, is the most fatal blight

upon all its charms. Good examples are good things ; but their good-

ness is gone tlie moment the}- are adopted for their own sake. A uoblo

action performed for example's sake, is a contradiction in terms. Let

it be performed in total unconsciousness of anything but the action it-

self, and then, and then only, is it clothed with power and beauty.

I do not mean to dissuade any good man from acting and speaking

for tlie religious enlightenment and edification of others ; I advocate it

;

but that is effort, not exhibition. Yet even then, I would say, let no

man's religious action or speech go beyond the impulses of his heart.

Let no man be more religious in his conversation, than he is in his

character. The worst speculative evils in the popular mind about reli-

gion, I fear, are the mingled sense of its unreality, on the one hand,

and of its burthensomeness on the other, which spring from the.

artificial treatment it has received from its professed votaries. Away
with set phrases, and common-places, and monotones, and drawlings,

and all solemn duhiessi— and let us have truth, simplicity, and power.

The heart of tlic world will answer to that call, even as the forests an-

swer and bend to the free winds of heaven ; while amidst tlie fogs and
vapours that rise from stagnant waters, it stands motionless, chilled,

and desolate.
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Luke xvi. 8 :
" For the children of this world are in therr generation wiser

than the children of light."

I AM to spoalc in this discourse of the causes of indifference and aver-

sion to religion, and my special purpose, in pursuance of the analogy

which I am following out in these discussions is, to inquire, whether the

same causes would not make men indifferent or averse to any other sub-

ject, however naturally agreeable or interesting to them. Let philo-

sophy, or friendship, or native sensibility; let study, or business, or

pleasure even, be inculcated and treated as religion has been, and

would not men be averse to them?
It is possible that I have a hearer who will think that he solves the

problem by saying, that men's aversion to religion is owing to the

wickedness of their hearts. That would be to solve a problem with a

truism. The aversion to religion is wickedness of heart. I am sensi-

ble, and it will be more apparent as we proceed, that this is to be said

with important qualifications. But still it is true that this state of mind

is wrou"". And the question is. Why does this state of mind exist? In

other words, from whence is this aversion to religion ? It may be said,

with more pertinence I allow, that the cause is to be found in the de-

pravity of human nature. This is, indeed, assigning a cause. And it

is, moreover, bringing the subject to a point, on which I wish to fix

your attention. For, so far from admitting this to be true, I think it

wiU be easy to show that men may be made, and are made, indifferent

or averse to worldly objects, to objects allowed to be congenial to their

nature, by the same causes which make them indifferent or averse to

heavenly objects,— the objects of faith and duty.

I. The first cause which I shall mention is neglect. There are

many sciences, and arts, and accomplislnneuts, which are most inter-

esting, and naturally most interesting to those who cultivate them, but

entirely indifferent to those who neglect them. We see this every day.

We find different men in the opposite poles of enthusiasm and apathy,

on certain subjects ; and the reason is, that some have been familiar

with them, and others have been completely estranged from them.

The most interesting and fascinating reading has no attraction for those

who have passed the most of their lives without ever taking up a book.

It is, in short, a weU-known law of our minds, that attention is neces-

sary to give vividness and interest to objects of human thought.

The first cause of indifference to religion, then, is neglect. It may
be said that all are taught ; that the subject is constantly urged upon

their attention from the pulpit. But the example and daily conver-
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Batiou of their parents and fricnd.s, who liavc showed no interest

in rehgion, have been more powerful far than the words of the
preacher. The real and ctfectivo influences of their education have all

tended to neglect. The actual course of their conduct has come to the
same thing. They have never attended to religion, either as the mer-
chant attends to business, or as the farmer atterids to soils, or the me-
chanician to his art, or— to come nearer to the point— as the student
attends to philosophy, or as tlic virtuoso to matters of taste, or even as

the sketching traveller attends to scenery, or as the man of pleasure to

amusement ; or, in fine, as any man attends to anything in which he
would bo interested. It is not in this way, at all, that they Iiave thought
of being religious, but in somo more summary, in some extraordinary

way : and multitudes, who would think it preposterous to expect to bo
interested in a literature or Lxuguage, of which they have never read any-
tliing, liave never in their lives attentively read one book about religion,

not even the Bible.

I am quite sensible, wliilo I make these comparisons, that there is a
general attention to religion, more important than any specific study of
it: an attention, that is to say, to the monitions of conscience, to expe-
rience, to the intimations of a providence all around us, to the great
example of Chi-ist that ever shines as a light before us. But it is this

very attention, as well as the specific study, in which men have been
deficient. And then, as to the specific study, I say, it is to be advo-
cated on grounds similar to those which recommend it in every other
case. A man may be religious without reading books, I know. So
may he be an agi-iculturalist or mechanician without reading books.
But the point to be stated, for him who reads at all, is, that he will read
on the subject on which he wishes to be informed and interested; and
so we may say, that he who studies at all, will study on the subject
that is nearest his heart; and that he who adopts forms and us-ages in

any case, will avail himself of forms and usages in this. So that he,

into whose hfo no specific religious action enters, gives no evidence of
general attention.

Still, then, I repeat, there must be attention, both general and par-
ticular. No man can reasonably expect to be religious without it. It

is not enough passively to bo borne on M'ith the wave of worldly fashion,

now setting towards the church, and now towards the exchange, and
now towards tlie theatre. It is not enough to be as religious as cliance,

and time, and tide will make us. There must be a distinct, direct

religious action, a hand stretched out, an eye looking bevond, a heart
breathing its sighs and secret prayers for some better thing. But with
multitudes this distinct action of tlio soul has never been ])ut forth.

And it is no more surprising that they are not Christians, than it is

that tliey arc not astronomers or artists.

II. The next cause of indifference and aversion to religion is to bo
found in tlio character, witli which some of its most attractive virtues
arc commonly invested. Let us consider a few of these, and compare
them with other atfections and sentiments.

One of the Christian virtues, much insisted on, is love of the brethren.

The analagous sentiment is friendship. Now I ask, would friendsliip

bo the attractive <piality that it is, if it were inculcated and represented
in tlie same way as lovo of tho brethren? If friendship wore constantly
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insisted on, as a test of character, as the trying point on which all future

hopes rest ; if a man were constantly asked whether he love.s his friends,

in the same way in which he is asiced whether he loves the brethren,

and thus were made to tremble when that question is asked ; if, then,

the affection of friendship were required to be exercised with so little

reference to all the natural chai-ms and winning graces of character ; if,

again, friendship must find its objects within a sphere so limited,

among men of a particular sect, or among church-members only, or

among speculative believers of a certain cast; and if, moreover, friend-

ship were to express itself by such methods as brotherly love usually

does, by set and precise manners, by peculiar actions, by talking of its

elect and chosen ones, as Christians have been wont to talk of each
other : if, I say, all this belonged to friendship, do you think it would
wear to men's eyes the charm and fascination that it now does? Would
they rush to its arms—would they seek it and sigh for it as they now
do ? No ; friendship itself would lose its grace and beauty, if it were
set forth as the love of the brethren usually is. Xo wonder that men
are averse to such an affection. But would they have been equally

averse to it, if it had been represented as but a holier friendship ; the

friendship of good men— which it is, and which is all that it is?

Again ; hope is a Christian virtue. It is also natural affection
;

and as a natural affection, it attracts every human heart. It "springs,

eternal" and irresistible in every human breast. Its eye kindles, and
its countenance glows, as it gazes upon the bright future. But v>'ould

it be this involuntary and welcome affection, if it bore the character

that evangelical hope has assumed in the experience of modern Ch.ris-

tians? I say of modern Christians ; for the ancient hope was a differ-

ent thing. It was the hope of those "who sat in the region and sha'low

of death," that they should live hereafter: it was a hope full of immor-
tality ; fuU of the subhmity and joy of that great expectation. But
now, what is the modern feeling that bears this name, and how does it

express itself? It says with anxiety, and often with a mournful sigh,
" I hope that I am a Christian,—I hope that I am pardoned,— I hope
that I shall go to heaven." Would any human hope be attractive, if

this were its character? Is it strange that men do not desire to enter-

tain a hope that is so expressed ?

Once more ; faith holds a prominent place among the Christian vir-

tues. In its natural form, it is one of the most grateful of all affections.

Confidence— confidence in om' friend— what earthly repose is equal
to this ? The faith of a child in its parent— how simple, natural, irre-

sistible ! And how perfectly intelligible is all this ! But now do you
throw one shade of mystery over this affection ; require it to assent to

abstruse and unintelligible doctrines ; require of it a metaphysical ac-

curacy ; demand it, not as the natural, but as some technical or mysti-

cal condition of parental favour ; resolve all this into some peculiar and
ill-understood connexion with the laws of the divine government ; and
the friend, the child would shrink from it ; he would forego the natural

affections of his heart, if they must be bound up with things so repulsive

and chiUing to all its confiding and joyous sensibilities.

I may observe here, that these three virtues— brotherly love, hope,
and faith— derived from tlie circumstances of the early age a promi-
nence and a peculiarity, which ought since to have passed away.
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When the Christians were a comparatively small and persecuted baiia,

and had a great cause committed to their fidelity, it was natural and
proper that the tie between them should be peculiar. Hence their

letters to one another were constantly filled with such expressions a.«,

"salute the brethren," " greet the brethren." Those brethren were
perhaps, one hundred or five hundred persons in a city ; known and
marked adherents of the new faith—who met together in dark retreats,

in old ruins, in caves or catacombs. But all this has passed away.
And now it would be absurd for a man, however ailectionately and
religiously disposed, in writing letters to any town or city, to send salu-

tations and greetings to all the good people in those itlaces. Christians

now stand in the general relation to one another of good men ; not of fel-

low suiTcrers, not of fellovv'-champious of a persecuted cause. It is

precisely the dilferenco between compatriots fighting for their liberty,

and feUow-citizcns cpiietly enjoying it.

In hke manner, Cluistian faith, when it was necessarily the firet

step in religion, wluni it came to fiU the void of scepticism ; and Chris-

tian hope, when it sprung from the dark cloud of despair, both derived

from the circumstances a singular character and a signrd importance.

And the circumstances justified a peculiar manner of speaking about

them. Hope was indeed a glorious badge of distincticu in a world
without hope : and faith was, indeed, a pledge for the highest virtue,

when it might cost its possessor his life. But now to speak of faith and
hope with a certain mysterious sense of their importance, is to present

them in a false garb ; it is to clothe, with an ancient and strange cos-

tume, things that ought to be familiar ; and it is therefore to cut them
off from our natural sympathy and attachment.

III. The third cause of indifference and aversion to religion, and the

last which I shall mention, but on which I shall dwell at greater length

than I have upon the former, is to be found in the mode of its incul-

cation.

To show that men may be made averse to objects naturally and confess-

edly interesting to them, by an unfortunate teaching, and to point out the

manner of that teaching, I shall draw tAvo illustrations from the pursuit

of knowledge.

It will not be denied, that for knowledge in general, the human mind
has a natural aptitude and desire. But do the children, in the most of

our schools, love the knowledge that is inculcated there? Have they

associated agreeable ideas with their class-books and school-rooms, and
with the time they pass in them? AVhat is the occasion of this insuf-

ferable tediousness that so many of them experience, in the pursuits of

elementary learning? 1 low is it, that they so often find the form on which
they sit, an almost literal rack of torture, and the hours of confinement
lengthening out like the hours of bondage? Do we talk of men's aver-

sion to religion? Wliy, here is aversion to knowledge, as sti'ong and
obstinate as that of hardened vice itself to religion. What causes it?

Not that nature, which was as tridy made to love knowledge, as ai)pc-

tite to love food ; but circumstances have disappointed the natural want,

till it is perverted and stupified, so that it scarcely ajjpears to belong to

the nature of the human bein^. Again : the science of astronomy is

held, by all who understand it, to be a most interesting— an almost

en«'hanting science. No one can doubt that, if properly introduced to
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the mind, it would prove extremely attractive an<i delightful. Nor let

it be said, to destroy the parallel which I am exhibiting, that knowledge
has no natural obstacles in the mind to contend with, whUe religion has
many. Religion finds obstructions, indeed, in human nature, but so

also has knowledge to contend with the love of ease, with sloth, with

physical duluess, with pleasure, and worldly vanity.

Now suppose that the teacher of astronomy comes forward to instruct

his pupil ; and that he at once adopts a very unusual, very formal, and
repulsive manner ; that lie tells him with reiterated assurance that he
must learn this science, and yet fails to show any very perceptible con-

nexion it has with his interest, his dignity, or happiness. Suppose
further, that the teacher informs his pupil, that he has the strongest

natural aversion to the science in question ; that this aversion is so

strong as to amount to an actual inability to compi-ehend it ; that it is

absolutely certain that he never will learn it of himself; that his only

chance of success lies in the interposition of divine power ; that all his

exertions to learn, give him no claim to understand what he is inquiring

after ; that if he succeeds, it will be no merit of his, and that if he fails

he will be utterly ruined, and for ever miserable, and will richly deserve

to be so. Suppose, I say, aU these influences to attach themselves to

one of the most beautiful sciences ever commended to the human mind

;

suppose all the stronger instructions, the fearful agitations, the tremen-

dous excitements of hope and fear, the unnatural postures of mind,
the violence to reason, the mocking of effort, the mysteries of faith, and
the extravagancies of conduct, that must arise from so extraordinary an
intellectual condition of things ; and do you believe that any object or

pursuit would be likely to be loved in such circumstances ? Would you
say, in such a case, that the science in question had anv fair chance or

trial?

But let us now come to the direct teaching of religion itself. What
are the causes that prevent its grateful and hearty acceptance? What
are the causes, I mean, which exist in the teaching itself; for I am not

at present concerned with those which exist in the perverseness of the

human will. To this question, I shall answer, that the teacliing is apt

to be too formal, too direct, and too abstract.

First, it is apt to be too formal. The parent, the teacher, the friend,

does not neglect the subject, perhaps, nor does he misconceive it; his

views are rational and just; he sees what religion is, and would teach

it; but how does he teach it? Himself, perhaps, possessing but little

of holy famiharity with its objects, he speaks to his child or his pupU,

with a constrained manner ; speaks, as if he were set to do it, and as if

it were a task. He feels the duty of imbuing with religious sentiment

the mind that is committed to him, but the gentle and holy voice is not

in his own heart, and without intending it, he adopts an artificial tone.

He speaks on this subject as he speaks on no other. His words want
all the winning grace and charm of natural sensibility. In short, he is

a formalist in religion, and a formalist in teaching it. Formal as all

other kinds of education have been, none has been so dreadfully smitten

with this taint, as catechising, and the inculcation of Bible lessons, and
the teaching of prayers, and talking of God.

Now, everything unnatural in manner is repulsive to us. It is scarce

speaking too strongly, to say, that wo hate it. We fly from it when we
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are children ; wo revolt from it when we are men. There is nothing in

social manners that is more intolerable than affectation. But espcciallv,

I think, is it the instinct of children to shrink from everything foiTnal

in manner. Their minds put forth every power of resistance to it, as

their limbs would resist the compression of some torturing instrument.

Might religion but have come forth from all its artificial pecuharities,

and forms of singularity, and fetters of restraint ; might it have talked

with us as other things talk with us ; might it oidy have won us, a.s

kindness, friendship, love win us ; how dilferent would now have been

the state of religious sentiment and affection, in the heai'ts of thousands

around us!

I am speaking of direct influences ; and I now add, that they may be

too direct for the best impression. Perhaps, indeed, it is one of the in-

evitable errors of the fonnalist, to make them so. lie, wiio is not hear-

tily and wholly interested in religion, will be very apt to make the

inculcation of it a set business ; and then it certainly icill be too direct.

It will take the form of dii-ect command, and say, " You must do this

or that; you must love God! " rather tlian express itself in easy and
unrestrained and unpremecUtatcd conversation. I am inclined, indeed,

to say that, in genei*al, tlie strongest feelings choose indirect modes of

manifestation. I remember once to have hcai'd of a prayer on a very

aflfecting occasion, and where the speaker was most of all interested, in

which it was said, that every word bore reference to the occasion, and
yet the occasion was never once directly alluded to. I confess that that

appeared to me, as the very highest description that could be given of

dehcate and strong sensibility. It is not necessary to be direct in order

to be impressive ; the veiy contrai'v is more apt to be true. And he

who can think of no way to impress religion, but broad, open-mouthed,

and urgent exhortation or entreaty, understands neither rehgion nor

human nature.

The common faults of parents certainly is, to do too little ; but there

are ways in which tliey may do too much. I have often thought that

nothing can be worse, than to be always pointing out the moral of a story

to children. Tliey do it for themselves ; and for another to do it for

them, after they have done it, is often felt by them to bo degrading and
irritating. I tliink that some of the worst children and young people

that I have ever known, are those, into whose cars moralities and fine

sentiments have been for ever dinned with wearisome repetition and

minuteness. This accounts for the false maxim which you sometimes

hear, that the best parents often have tlie worst cliildren. Such parents,

I know, are often what are called very good ])eo])le, very exemplary

persons ; extremely anxious, they are said to be. for the improvement

of their children ; and so they are in a sense ; and yet I have been

sometimes tempted to say, that heartless, formal, wearisome domestic

lecturers on religion and virtue, do more hurt than any people in the

world. The worst and most abandoned of men make rirc odious ; they

make virtue so. Ami the feelings of the children, bad and insensible

as they are apt to become, do really evince, though unhajipily, the

dignity of human nature ; they show that virtue was not designed to bo

poured into the ear in dinning precepts or dull complaints, but to bo

the ollspring of an inward energy, self-wronglit, self-chosen ; influenced,

indeed, by arguments from without, but drawi)ig its own inference,
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bringing out, from communion with itself and with the spirit of God, its

own free and glorious result.

I shall not be thought, certainly, in these remarks, to oppose the re-

ligious education of children. I am speakuig of the foftn of teaching,

and not of the fact. The only question is about the best mode ; and

into this, I maintain, that less of direct inculcation and more of indirect

influence, should enter, than is common. Nay, I maintain that the

stern and solemn enforcement of lessons and readings has effectually

alienated many from religion. It was the manner, I repeat, rather

than the act. The Bible may certainly be taught, and catechisms may
be taught in the form of direct lessons ; they may be successfully taught,

if the manner be easy and kindly ; and, I think, that Sunday Schools,

where a large company of children are brought together, and the free

and joyous spirit of childhood pervades the place, are likely to give

freedom and ease to the manner of teaching. Rehgious teaching is

thus becoming like common school teaching, and on this account, is

doubtless exposed to some dangers ; but it is likely to have the advan-

tage of throwing off the usual manner of direct, peculiar, superstitious

appeal to the heart, singling out its object, and fixing upon it the eye

of authority and warning. So important and critical is this point of
manner, that a visible and painful anxiety to have a child excel in any-

thing, even in virtue, does not appear to me to be wise ; to urge even

this, by constant liints and exhortations, and especially with an air of

dissatisfaction and complaint, is not expedient. The human affec-

tions are not to be won in this way. They are not so won to other

objects ; why should we expect them by such means to be attracted to

religion.

Finally, as we teach religion too formally, and often too directly, so

do I think that we teach it too abstractly. There is one particular af-

fection on which I shall bring this observation to bear, and that is the

love we should cherish towards our Creator. To this sentiment, I allow

that there are some natural obstacles. They are found in the invisi-

bility and infinity of the divine nature. These obstacles, 1 think, how-

ever, are exaggerated ; and they are, by no means, so great as those

which are created by our own mistakes.

When children are acquiring their first ideas of God and of their duty

to him, I apprehend that many things are taught and told them, which,

although true and right in themselves, are inculcated too abstractly

;

that is, too little with reference to the minds that are to receive them.

The parent teaches his child, as the first thing, perhaps, that God sees

him continually, in the darkness and in the light; and the thought of

that awful eye fixed upon him distresses and frightens him. Or the

child is taught with too little explanation, that God is displeased, is

angry with him, when he does wrong ; and how little does he understand

the considerate and compassionate displeasure of his Creator! Or he

is taught to pray, and obhged to go through with that formal action,

without its being made a stifficiently sincere, grateful, and real homage.

And he is especially taught all this on Sunday. Sunday, ho is told,

is the Lord's day. And it is made to him, perhaps, the most disa-

greeable day in the week. Alas! hov/ far does the experience of those

tedious hours, penetrate into his life, and into the whole religious com-

plexion of his being! How often is tl'at hurtful influence icasoned
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away, and how often does it come back again, and disturb, perhaps,

the most rational Christian, even on his dying bed!

The first idea, it should be remembered, which a child can gain at

all, of moral qualities, is from the experience of his own heart. That
is the undoubted, and now conceded philosophical truth. There, then,

should begin the child's idea of God. From the lovo within him, he

should be taught that God loves all beings. And so, from the moral

approbation or displeasure he feels in himself, he should be taught how
God approves the good and condemns the bad. Next, his parent should

be to him the image of God ; and from his love of that parent, and from
all that parent has done for him, ho should be led to consider how easy,

and how reasonable it is, that he should love God. God should be made
a present being to him, near and kind, and not the image of a being, a

monarch or a master, seated on a throne, in the far distant heavens.

The common method of teaching, I fear, instead of tliis, is extremely

artificial, technical, and constrained, and very httlc adapted to make
any clear or agreeable impression. And I am persuaded, that the samo
method adopted in regard to an earthly parent, would powerfully tend

to repress the filial sentiment towards him.

Let mo dwell upon the comparison a moment, and with a view to

illustrate the three faults of inculcation on which I have now been
insisting. In order to make the cases, as far as may be, parallel, wo
must suppose tlie parent to be absent from his child— absent, let it be

imagined, in a foreign country, and his child has never seen him. And
now my supposition proceeds.

The child is told of this parent, But how told? I wiU suppose it

to be, with a manner always strange and constrained, with a counten-

ance mysterious and forbidding, with a tone unusual and awful. Instead

of being tauglit to lisp amidst liis innocent prattlings, tlie name of

father, to speak of that name as if there were a charm about it, to asso-

ciate with the idea of that father, all brightness, benignity, and love;

instead of aU this ease, simplicity, and tenderness, he is called away
from his sports and pleasures, is made to stand erect and attentive, and
then he is told of this father, lie is told, indeed, tliat his father is

good and loves him ; but the words fall lightly on his ear ; they make
little or no impression on his mind, while the manner, the countenance,

the tone, sink into his heart, and toll liim far more effectually, that there •

is sometliing strange and stern about this father, and that he cannot

love such a being. Yet this is the very thing on which the main sti-ess

is laid. He is told that he must love his parent. lie is constantly

urged and commanded to love him. IIo is warned continually that his

father will be very mucli displeased, if he does not lovo him. He is

admonished that all the good things he enjoys were sent to liim by Ids

father ; and lie is exhorted to be grateful. Besides, he is shown a book

—

a fearful book—of laws, which this parent has written for him to obey.

And to complete this .system of influences, he has it continually held up
before him, that, ere long, his father will send for him, and if he should
find a defect of duty, gratitude, and love, he wiU ca:?t him into a dismal
jirison, where ho will bo doomed to pass his whole remaining life in

misery and despair!

I need not point out the moral of this compai'isou. Alas! how many
extraneous causes have there been to sever the heart from its great ua-
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tive trust ; the trust in an Infinite Parent ! I say not this, to reproach

any man, or any body of men. In this matter, I fear that we have all

gone out of the way. I lament the defects of every kind of rehgious

education and influence with which I am acquainted, and am persuaded

that they have done much to spread around us the prevaihng indiffer-

ence and aversion to the most vital and vast of all concerns. I do not

reproach my rehgious brethren then, who, with myself, I ought to be-

lieve, have meant well and erred in honesty, and whose attention I

would invite, as I have given my own, to a serious consideration of this

subject.

But I cannot leave the subject, without addressing one emphatic re-

monstrance to those with whom religion is a matter of indifference or

dislike. I entreat such to distrust the influences under which they

have come to that result. I am sure that I have said enough to

show them, that any subject would have failed to interest them under

the same influences—the influences of neglect, of misconception, and of

mistaken treatment. It is not the bright and glorious truth of heaven

that is in fault. It is not your own nature that is in fault. It is not

the beneficence of God that has been wanting to you. But human error

has been flowing in all the streams of life around you ; and an erring

heart within has too easily suffered petrefaction and death to steal into

all its recesses. Oh I let a new life be breathed there : and you shall

find that rehgion is no form, no irksome restraint, no dull compliance

with duty merely, but spirit—but freedom—but life indeed ; life to your

heart— the beginning of a higher life— of the life everlasting!



ON LIBERALITY AND STRICTNESS.

G.\LATI0NS V. 13 : " For, brethren, ye have been called unto liberty; only use

not liberty for an occasion to the flesh, but by love serve one another."

Here, it would socm, in terms at least, is something like contradiction.

In the first place, the apostle says, " Ye have been called unto liberty,"

and yet he adds in the same sentence, "but by love serve one another."

This might easily be shown, however, to be but one instance of a general

principle ; and of a principle which distinguishes true Christianity from
all the corruptions of it, and from all false religions of whatever
name. This is the principle of consistency or harmony in character,

Christianity, as well as the character of its Founder, is distinguished

by inculcating not one virtue or another, to the exclusion of the rest,

not by permitting any virtue to go to excess, but by the union and
mutual control of opposite virtues. Such are fear and hope, meekness
and courage, zeal and moderation, earnestness and calmness, gentleness

and inflexibility, liberality and strictness.

The same apparent paradox that is contained in our text, we often

meet with in reading the New Testament. AVhen I am weak, then am
I strong, says the apostle. And again, " Blessed are they that mourn ;

as sorrowful, yet always rejoicing; having nothing, yet possessing all

things." So in the following passage: " Kejoice in the Lord alway, and
again I say, rejoice. Let your moderation be known to all men."

Our text speaks of being free, and yet serving one another. This,

we may observe, is the true doctrine with regard to civil liberty. This
liberty, truly held, is not a boasting and blustering, nor a proud and
sclf-suflicient, nor a reckless and licentious principle. It was not with
such a spirit that our own indejiendence was wrought out. I do not
believe there ever were men who had a stricter regard to human rights,

who were more cautious and prudent, who felt more deeply the trust

they had taken upon themselves, who were more truly the servants ot

their country and maidcind, than tlie free and noble spirits, that medi-
tated and achieved the work of our national independence. Look at

the l)ody of men that framed and scaled the charter of our liberties.

Yrom the moment that they adopted tliis great declaration of rights,

they were free. But did tliey tlien resign tliemsclves to indulgence,

and softness, and sloth? No; from that moment they were more de-

voted to their country, more ready to .serve one another, more assidu-

ous and anxious, more burdened with a sense of responsiltility, than
ever. From that moment they ncU'd like men who jiad pledged
"their lives, their fortunes, and tlieir sacred honour." This case, I
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conceive, ma}' illustrate that view of religion, which I wish to explain

and defend in the following discourse. These men, prudent, wise,

great, and excellent as we know they were, in the eyes of their adver-

saries, were rash, rebellious, reckless of consequences, throwing off law-

ful allegiance, and plunging into anarchy and ruin. Long did the

opposers of freedom wait for their halting, long have they waited to see

the terrible results which they confidently predicted, and yet do these

United States stand forth a practical refutation of their prophecies and
protestations.

So it is, and so I confidently believe it will be, in religious matters.

It has fallen to the lot of religious liberty to meet with the same
misrepresentations and the same misplaced admonitions, and it will,

I doubt not, fall to the lot of its adversaries to meet with the same
refutation.

The comparison holds, too, in anotlior respect. Very likely there

were, and are, among a free people, those who abuse their liberty, those

who did not, and do not, perceive that the most free should be the most
active, watchful, and guarded in the vrork of preserving their liberties

;

who did not, and do not, perceive that they who govern them-
selves must be the most faithful, conscientious, and strict of all men.
And, very likely all this may apply to some persons in those communi-
ties, that are most liberal and free in their religious sentiments.

You see, therefore, that I have a two-fold object in view ;—to defend

liberal principles in religion, and to guard them from perversion.

Indeed, I cannot help thinking that there is a great deal of language

relating to this subject, among ourselves, which is either wrong, or

wrongly understood.

For instance ; I hear it said of a man that he is simplifying and spi-

ritualizing religion too much. Now to this I would say, no ; he is

doing it on a wrong principle. Strictly speaking, there cannot be too

much simplifying and spiritualizing of religion. The language, I be-

lieve, is wrong ; and I will hereafter undertake to show why. Again

;

it is often said of one party in religion, that it is liberal, and of another,

that it is strict. With regard to this language, I should say, it is true

in a certain sense, and yet very liable to be wrongly and injuriously

understood.

And the doctrine, which, for counteraction of these and some other

mistakes, I assert, and maintain, to be accordant witli the proper

nature of things, and the true principles of Christianity, is this : that

true liberty in religion is naturally connected with moderation, sobriety,

self-control, and with the most intense devotion to the interests of

others ; that true simplicity with regard to forms, implies the justest

veneration for all the useful institutions of piety and virtue ; and true

liberality the most thorough strictness of conscience. You will not

doubt that, according to the principles of Christianity, the meekest man
is the most courageous, the holiest is the most humble, the most mer-

ciful man is truly the most just. So it is in regard to the cases which

I have before stated. There is a perfect harmony in the qualities of a

good character. They are all branches of one tree. There is no con-

flict in the attributes of true religion. In the strictest and highest

sense, goodness is severe, and severity is good, mercy is just, and jus-

tice is merciful, gentleness is inflexible, and inflexibility is gentle. It
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is tjiio, inJot'd that this harmony is not always found in tlie imperfect

characters of men, but this is what Christianity requires.

Let us now apply this general principle to some of the particulars

before stated.

And first, let us refer to the case stated in the text— the subject, in

other words, of Christian liberty. Does this imply licentiousness, or a

reckless di.^rcgard of the feelings or interests of others? Is the freedom

of the Christian a principle of disorder, vice, or selfishness? It is

enough to ask this question. It needs no answer. Surely freedom of

conscience, the free toleration of all honest opinions, the permission to

every man to judge for himself (as absti-act doctrines, I say), surely

tliese do not bear an unfriendly aspect towards human interests. Nei-

ther are they licentious doctrines. This, indeed, was the great cry. at

the Reformation, and whenever and wherever, since that time, the

cause of Christian liberty has been advocated. But what is the fact?

Have men grown more vicious as they have grown more free in senti-

ment? Is the Protestant portion of Christendom the most corrupt

part? It is enough, I say again, to ask this question. It is enough to

refer to Spain, and Italy, and Russia, on tho one hand, and to England,

Germany, and North America on the other. Where is the Sabbath

most strictly observed? Where have commenced tho great moral re-

foi-ms that signalize the present age ? And where is the heaviest hand
of restraint laid upon all tho vices? It is in this freest couutry in tho

world

!

This, moreover, is not the adventitious, but the natural result of tho

principles in question. Tho man who thinks for himself will not only

be more intelligent, which is something to the purpose, but he wiU
naturally be more solicitous and careful, than the man who suffers an-

other to think for him, and to prescribe to him what he shall believe.

The blind votary of an established creed or church, for instance, has

nothing to do but to believe. He may be as dull and dead as a stock or

a stone, which the artificer frames and fits into tho temple. Or if he

lises one grade above this to some slight degree of intellectual life and
action, still the action in him is liable to be slavishly directed to ono

point ; the struggle in him is to believe ; the very principle of action in

him is a slavish dread, and the dread aU tends to the same point— it is

a dread lest he should di.sbeheve. But the man wlio is free to think

for himself, feels that he is put upoii his own responsibility. If he errs,

it is his own fault. He is more anxious, therefore lest ho should err.

He is anxious to know tho truth. He girds up the loins of his mind,

and is sober. Ho has come to the manhood of reason, and he puts on
the sobriety of manhood. As tho youth, when quitting tho parental

watch and care, when entering into life, and obliged to act for himself,

receives from these circumstances a shade of thought and seriousness,

so it is with the man who has left his ecclesiastical tutors and governors,

and has gone fortli into the wide world of knowledge, and is obliged to

think for himself. Ho puts away the inditfercnce and levity of his

jiupilagc; ho becomes considerate and thoughtful; ho has cast from
liim tho chains of superstition, indeed; but he has put on instead, tho

bonds of conscience, fif moral responsibility.

What is thus naturally true of the manhood of a single life, is actu-

ally true of the manhood of the world. The world is more serious as it
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grows older. Its pursuits are of a less trifling and frivolous character.

Its pleasures are more intellectual. They are more refined ; they have
more of mind and sense, and of the proper object of recreation in them.
We have orations now, instead of bull-fights to entertain the people,

and grave processions, instead of mad tournaments. We do not crowd
to see the deadly combat of gladiators ; but those who did, so far from
being more serious than we, could witness the death of a human being
with more indifference than we tlie slaughter of a beast.— But I am
wandering, perhaps, from the point. I will state, then, what is the

point. Protestant Christendom is more sober than Catholic Christen-

dom was, or is. It has fewer sports, and fetes, and holidays. There
is more of thought in it, more of consideration, more of the intense and
universal working of the mind, more of the strict and minute discrimi-

nations of conscience. Some portions of Protestant Christendom, I am
tempted to think, are too sober, and have too much eschewed and
avoided reasonable and useful recreations.

Be this as it may, however;— what I would say is, that free princi-

ples, whether civil or religious, whether in an individual or the world,

do not naturally tend to disorder and anarchy, to licentiousness, and vice,

and frivolity. This has always been the charge which their adversaries

have brought against them. But it is not true. The true freeman,

whether in Politics or Religion, is the best friend to a sober morality

and a solemn piety, and to civil order and salutary government.
The man that is free, whether in Politics or Religion— the man that

is free, paradox as it may seem, is the man that is most of all bound

;

bound, not by another, for tlien he would be a slave, but bound by him-
self. I see this man encompassed with bonds, and he wears them, not

as rusting and galling fetters, but he wears them like a glorious vesture,

or the mailed garments of the warrior ;— wears them both for ornament
and defence. I see this man, the free man, encompassed with bonds,

and he needs them to sustain and strengthen him. He stands up, erect

and independent. He has taken his hand from the altar of superstition,

and from the throne of despotism ; he leans not on these frail and
crumbling props of religious and political slavery. He must, therefore,

I repeat, gird up the loins of his mind, and be sober. He must gird

himself in the armour of principle and conscience. No man has so

much need to do this. No man is so likely to feel this necessity.

Tliis, let me add, is precisely the doctrine which I wish to maintain.

I do not say, that every man, who is free, is therefore wiser and better

than other men. So general a proposition is more than could be main-

tained in any practical question or controversy about the human cha-

racter. I do not deny, that in religion some men have used liberty for

an occasion to the flesh ; that some have perverted their liberty of

thought into haughtiness and contempt of others, and their liberty of

action into a neglect of the rights and interests of others : but I say tliat

these are perversions of a good principle—of a principle more likely to

contribute, and actually contributing more, to good than to evil. I

maintain only, that the freest principles are the most generous and be-

nevolent, the most pure and xiseful, the most temperate and sober, and,

in fine, the most faithful and obedient to all the calls of religion and
virtue.

Now let us turn for a moment to tlie subject of Christmn simplicitif.
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I use this term here as opposite to a zuul about forms in religion. This

zeal has undoubtedly declined in modern times. Simplicity has ad-

vanced. Men are le.s.s concerned about the forms, and more about the

spirit of devotion. This unavoidably results from the progress of know-
ledge and refinement. Anciently men's religion necessarily partook

very much of a ritual character. In a rude state of society, many forms

are needed to impress religion. It was, in part, for the purpose of

meeting this necessity, that the Jewish ritual was ordained. As the

mind advances, it enters more into the real nature and spirit of religion.

This is the general statement, whicli we are accustomed to hear made
on the comparative character and the contrasted progress of a spiritual,

and a ceremonial piety. And from this is inferred the danger of sweep-

ing away entirely, together with the frivolous and burdensome, the

wholesome and needful formalities of religion. It is feared, by some,

that this change is tending to a general indifterence about all religious

institutions. Men arc liable, it is said, to refine and simplify too much.
Now I have ventured to call this language in question. I say first, not

too much, but on a wrong principle. And I say, secondly, that on the

true principle there cannot be too much. Not too much, but on a wrong
principle. For instance, a man may determine to give up every fomi
for which he cannot find an express command in the New Testament.
This is a wrong principle. The New Testament docs not propose to

assign all the forms in which men shall worship. There is nothing like

a complete system of Church government, discipline, or worship, to be
found in it. Men are left, in the general, to adopt such forms as they
may find expedient. It is unquestionably expedient that there be a
certain number of forms, greater or less, according to the state of so-

ciety or the experience of individuals.

But this leads me to another observation. A man may hastily adopt
the principle, that the fewer forms there are in the world, the better.

This is wrong. It is not reasoning, but visionary nonsense. There are

forms in everything—forms in friendship, forms in society, forms in

business, and why should there not be forms in religion? I cannot say

to what .state the world may arrive. I cannot say, but it will become
>o honest tliat there will be no need of pledges, of bonds and notes of

hand, or so rehgious, that it will need no forms; but I am certain that

the time has not yet come. If there be any individuals of so spiritual

and exalted a mind, that they need no forms, I pretend not to interfere

with their secret conscience; but this, at least, is certain, that theii' re-

ligion must be peculiar to themselves ; it is not suitable for the multi-

tude ; it is not made for this ago, nor for the busy throng of this world's

cares.

Let us now refer to the other point stated. Of a true spirituality or

simplicity there cannot be too much. On the contrary, the more there

is of it in any man's experience, the more deeply will he be interested

in the forms that lie does use : the more attached he is to the spirit of

rehgion, the more he is to the means that appear to him to nourish it.

For wliat is this si)irituality, this process of simplifying;' It is to sepa-

rate vital religion from the tilings that do not belong to it, to penetrate

more and more deeply into the very nature, the heart and soul of piety,

to come nearer and nearer to the great Being who is its object—nearer

and nearer to the great reality. It is a growing and more sensitive fear

20
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of all forms of godliness, which are without the power ; it is ni\ increas-
ing horror of the mockery of unreal worship, it is a more and more
profound reverence for God. I believe there is nothing like the tender-
ness of feeling, the sensitiveness of conscience, the deep, and unfeigned,
and unspeakable awe, which a man of true and growing spirituality and
simplicity cherishes. And does it belong to such a man to be indifferent

about forms ? No ; in truth, no man so deeply feels their sacredness.

And of all those that he thinks proper and useful, no man so deeply
feels the value. He may not think of this and that form as another
does. He may judge of one or another, that it is not fitted to promote
his devotion. He may feel that it stands in the way ; and feeling that

he must answer to God rather than to men, he may dispense with that

form. He may do it from very tenderness of conscience. He fears to

tread, where other men rush in with reckless and inconsiderate haste.

This, surely, is not the man to accuse of an indifference about forms.

He is not indifferent to any forms. He feels more concerning those he
disiises, than many who use them. He feels most of all about those

which commend themselves to his judgment and conscience.

Look at this subject upon a large scale. Are forms more negligently

observed in the modern world than they were in the ancient? Is the

Protestant more indifferent to the rites and institutions of rehgion, than

the Catholic? Without wishing to be uncharitable, I confidently say,

no ; but the vei7 reverse. The simple services of prayer and meditation

in our Protestant churches, though too dull as I feel, and painfully feel

that they are, are, nevertheless, not so smitten with the deadly taint of

formality, as have been the masses, the genuflexions, the sprinklings of

water and burning of incense, in the Catholic ritual. There is a me-
dium somewhere ; and rites must not be burdensome, nor unmeaning,
nor barely decent or imposing, to take a deep hold of the heart.

It remains to speak, in the third place, of liherality and strictness,

and the length to which the previous discussions have run, will oblige

me to do so very briefly ; and I the more willingly submit to this re-

striction, becavise some of the topics, that might be embraced under this

head, have already been considered under that of rehgious liberty.

There is, however, a difference. A man may be free in his religious

opinions ; he may be under no restraint, and yet his mind may not qua-

lify him to be liberal. Tkis state of mind implies a range of observation,

an extent of reflection, a discrimination of the relative value and im-

portance of different truths and duties, a wide aud comprehensive survey

of the objects of hfe, which suppose not only freedom, but some enlarge-

ment of mind. Liberty is, indeed, the very soil of Hberality ; but that

liberality will have expanded, and grown more or less, according to the

degree of mental culture. A liberal man discriminates. He sees fewer

opinions to be essential to character, than another. He sees goodness

under every form of religion. He is not bound by any system of tech-

nical and scholastic theology. You know, perfectly well, what is meant

by a liberal physician, a liberal jurist, a liberal merchant, or artist, or

artisan. He sees into the principles of things, and is not blindly

attached to one mode of practice, to one set of technical forms, or to

one way of proceeding in the business of life. So it is with the liberal

Christian. He will take a wide range in his views, lie will think of

rehgion, as he thinks of other subjects. He will discriminate the piin-
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ciples from the fonns of things, lie will no more require a man to be

religious after one particular and set fasliion, than he will require a man
to be honest, or industrious, or intelligent, after one particular and set

fashion. Ho will provide, in his system of religion, for the liberal ex-

pansion of all the principles and powers of human nature. lie will not

strive to eradicate the native affections, but to cultivate them. He will

speak in its accordant tone to every feeling, to fear and hope, to joy

and sorrow. Ho will instruct, he will warn, he will encourage, ho wmII

soothe, lie will feel that man was made to be a noble creature, and

he will strive to build up in him the noble proportions of a glorious

and lovely character. I am speaking now of no part^ nor sect. I

have known liberal men of all parties. I have known illiberal men of

all parties.

And now, I ask, must such a man be less strict in conscience for his

liberality? If ho must, I ask, why? His liberality relates chiefly to

opinions, and modes of religious impression ; his conscience relates to

duties. But if you say, he is more liberal in his view of duties, that he

does not account all those things to bo duties, which you do ; still I

answer, he may be just as strict about those things that he does account

to be duties. Let us particularize. You say he is more liberal in his

ideas of what are to be considered as proper recreations ; he does things

that you would not do ; ho goes where you would not go. But does it

follow that his conscience is any less strict about those pleasures which
he does hold to be wrong? Does he, any less than another man, con-

demn gambhng, intemperance, and sensuality, in all their forms? I

appeal to facts. Is it in the liberal communities of this, or any other

country, that profaucncss, debaucliery, gaming, most prevail ?

But let us take our objector himself to task. Here is a man, who
condemns things you approve. He says that you must not be amused
with a show, or with wit. He says that you must not laugh—that you
must not drink your neighbour's health, or that you must not eat flesh

on Friday. Do you allow that this man has a stricter conscience than
you? By no means; you say that his conscience relates to different

things—to things that, in your view, are innocent. Very true ; and out

of thine own mouth tliou art answered.

But I am not cf)ntcnt with answer. I go farther, and maintain, that

the liberal man is more likely to bo truly and rationally strict. He
thinks more and more freely. He takes a wider view of tlio relations

of things and persons. He is strict in many cases, where another man
is not strict ; and cases far more important, too, tlian avoiding an
amusement, or attending meetings. Ho is more hkely to be strict in a
meek and charital)l(' judgment of the piety and virtue of his neighbour.

He is more likely, also, from liis liljerality, to bo strict in the duty of

being agreeable, and kind to those around him, and in the endeavour
to promote their happiness; to Ix* strict in the delicate relations of
private and domestic life. Ho is more likely to l)o strict in the virtues

of modesty and self-distrust, of gentleness and forbearance. And for

this reason: in proportion as an;/ 7iian lai/s too nmrh stress on unessential

thinrfs, does he take it offfrom things that are essential. If a man makes
too much of doctrines, in just that proportion will he make too little of
virtues. U he thinks, more than he ought, tliat his salvation depends
on going to meetings, he will think less than lie ought of his temper and
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behaviour at homo. If he makes too much merit of abstaining from an
amusement, he will make too Httlo merit of abstaining from hai'sh

reflections on those who avail themselves of it. What does the history

of all religion more clearly show, than this? It was when our Puritan
fathers could not endure that any man should have long hair, that their

conscience was clear for persecuting the Quakers. It is where the

ritual of the Romish Church is carried to the greatest length, and ob-

served in every iota, that the virtues of private life are brought into the

most serious doubt and danger.

In fine, true liberality and true strictness are things that naturally go
together. And so do true spirituality and a true reverence for rehgious

institutions, xind the same connexion holds between a pure religious

freedom, and the most solemn obligation. No one is so much bound,
no one ought to bo so strict, no one owes so much gratitude and rever-

ence to the means of religion, as the free, spiritual, liberal man. No
one, I repeat, is so likely to feel all this.

In one word, all the qualities of a rigiit and good character, will

coalesce and blend into perfect harmony. This is true religion: this is

Christianity. Where, or whom, this truth cuts, I cannot pause with

any fastidious delicacy to inquire. If our liberality is laxness, if our
spirituality is that sort of visionai'y and irrational speculation, which
holds itself to be released from all forms for which there is no verbal

command, if our liberty is turned into indulgence, and because there is

no church power to threaten us, we feel no fear ; then have these

boasted qualities of ours a better name than they deserve : then, like the

superficial world, are we deceived, and misled with names. Religion is

reahty; all else is shadow. It peneti'ates the heart; it dwells there; it

is there, the freest, the simplest, the most liberal, but yet the most
blessed and cherished, of all things. W^ithout any power but its own
power, it moulds and fashions, it subdues and softens, it comforts us, it

fiUs us with joy. It is dearer than a right hand or a right eye ; it is

deeper in the soul than all the fountains of pleasure ; it is stronger than
all the impulses of passion. Of such a thing, a good man will not make
an excuse, nor a pretension, nor a form, nor a name. No: oh! no.

Heaven is not higher than his aspiration after purity. Hell is not so

dreadful as the sin he fears. The universe is not so wide as the expan-

sion of his immeasurable desires, and his immortal hope.
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ruiLirriANS iv. 5 :
" Let your moderation Le kuown to all men."

No virtue, no one of the Christian graces exists in perfection, unless it

is modifiefl and controlled by some other virtue or grace. The measure,
the test, the utmost effort, the last finishing touch of the truest excel-

lence, is to be found only in perfect moderation.

The soul is capable of a various action ; or, in popular language, it is

composed of various faculties. If one of these faculties were to absorb

all tiie rest, if one kind of action were to take place of all others, the

result would be, not a soul with the fair proportion in which Cxod made
it, but a monstrous deformity of the soul. As witli the factdtics, so it

is with the virtues of the mind. Were any one, however excellent, to

swallow up all the rest, it would not be a virtue, but an excess, an ex-

crescence, a deformit3^ The plant, the tree, or the organized body,

wliere one secretion, one branch, or one limb, sliould absorb all the vital

juices and energies to the withering and decay of every other part, wouM
present a just picture of sucli moral deformity.

That true proportion of the virtues, which I shall attcmi)t to illustrate

in this di.scourse, has never been perfectly exhibited on earth, but in one
EXAMPLE. The most vaunted models of human excellence have too often

been but the splendid excesses of ambition, genius, or learning. And.
indeed, the most remarkable piety and philanthropy have often owed
their celebrity, in a degree, to their extravagance. In short, some
])ower or passion of tlie mind, disproportionately developed and exalted

to an undue prominence, makes what is often denominated a great man,
or a great Christian ; but a man, a Christian, nevertheless, of great

faults. The j)assion, that has shot up into a luxuriant growth, has
overshadowed other passions, and taken away that strength of tlie soil,

by which tliey also should have grown. Tims, in the pride of talents,

some men have neglected humble acquisitions and offices. Under the

impulse of genius others have become wayward, extravagant, irritable,

and useless. In the fervour and joy of the social affections, many have
forgotten their Maker. In the zeal of philanthropy, men are liable to

overrate particular objects, and censoriously to condenni tliose who do
not go along with them. In the confidence of piety not a few have
seemed to forget the rights and fechugs of society around them. Tliere

has never lx?en on eartli but one ])erf(v;t exam|)le.

Nay, this state of things, thougl) resulting from human infirmity, not
only exhibits many errors, but it has tended to set up maxims of error.

The real nature of some virtues, and the proper union of otiiers, are lost

siglit of, in the common estimates of character. The ancient mistakes,
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—by which meekness was confounded witli meanness, and humility
with debasement of spirit— are not yet done away. We do not look
for great things from mildness and calmness, and yet these are ingre-

dients of true power— these are characteristics of the power that is

Almighty. We do not yet understand that the mightiest principle in

the universe, that which exercises the most sovereigTx control over
rational beings, is kindness. We do not yet understand that pride and
courage, in the ordinary sense of these terms, are the most poor-spirited

things in the world.

The age full of that crude earnestness, which is called excitement,
the time full of religious dispute, the world full of zealots and partisans,

is not yet prepared to understand the truth, the well-proportioned, the
simple and sublime truth. If a man is called zealous, no one can think

of him as being calm. If he is said to be serious, it does not occur to

us, that he may be cheerful. If he is meek, then he is not accounted
to be resolute; if gentle, then not inflexible; if sound and staid in

judgment, then not ardent in feehug. And, indeed, tliese estimates, it

must be confessed, arise from the ordinary and prevailing forms of
character around us, though they take for granted an absolute incom-
patibility of qualities in the character which is not true.

It is desirable, then, to bestow some attention upon a subject so much
misapprehended. It is desirable for the purpose of setting up a just

standard in our own minds,— it is desirable for our own improvement,
that we should consider the entire compatibility in a perfect character

of all the qualities that form it—the entire compatibility and harmony of

those qualities which appear to be the most opposite and irreconcilable.

In thd discussion of this point, I anticipate that a part of our labour
will consist in connecting, to some extent, new and unusual ideas, with
old and ordinary terms. This, however, is not the work of captious

criticism. It necessarily results from every step in the improvement of

our moral theories and religious conceptions, that we should attach

better and brighter ideas to common words. For the want of this

improvement, for the want of these lofty conceptions, for the want of a
deep religious experience, many of the words, that are commonly applied

to religious aud moral subjects, are, to most persons, dull words. Show
me a people where the words virtue, piety, God, and heaven, mean all

that they should mean, and you will give me the strongest possible proofs

of the spiritual improvement of that people.

But it is time that I proceed to some details, which may better

illustrate the principle for which I contend.

The precept of our text requires moderation. It may serve to show
how familiar to the apostle's mind was this compatibility of opposite

qualities for which I contend, to observe that the exhortation which
immediately precedes our precept is one of a very fervent character

—

one, indeed, which our precept seems evidently introduced to control

and modify. Rejoice in the Lord always, is the exhortation—and
again I say rejoice. Let your moderation, this is the controlling prin-

ciple—let your moderation be known to all men. But is the moderation

designed to lessen the joy? Is it designed to restrain the true, legiti-

mate, sacred joy? By no means. Rejoice always, and again I say

rejoice ; but give not way to a wild, tumultuous, inconsidei'ate ecstasy.

And why? ]5ecause a wild, tumultuous, inconsiderate ecstasy is not the
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real, ratiouaJ, sti'ong, aud steadfast rejoicing. True joy is the offspniig

of thought. Dct'p joy is ever mixed with deep roflc4_tion. When it

goes to excess, it becomes a weak, shallow, animal fervour. It is "a
soIkt certainty of bliss" which religion otfei-s to its votaries. It is a

strong, deep, soul-sufficing joy. Tliis is not inconsistent with moder-

ation. This implies moderation.

But now let us consider more particulai'ly what moderation is. It is

opposed, not to excess of joy, only, but to excess of all kinds, ^^'hat,

then, is moderation? It is commonly considered as a very tame
quality. A man of great moderation is judicious, sound, discreet; but

not a man of lofty gifts and powerful energies. This is tlie common
Language ; but 1 deny that the common language accords witli the true

theory of moral and intellectual greatness. What, then, I ask again,

is moderation, in its loftiest character? It is self-control. It will

indeed be a higher or lower virtue, according to the weakness, or strength

of the mind in which it dwells : according to the powers it has to master.

But it is the mastery over all. It is the strong self-control of the most
powerful and impassioned mhid.'?, of the most fervent, glowing, energetic

spirits.

It is, indeed, an essential quality of true genius, of true sensibility, of

true religion. It is, I am inclined to think, the precise quality which
distinguishes the loftiest forms of these several characters, from all

inferior forms. Genius, without it, is wild; sensibility, wayward;
religion, extravagant. It is the control of all impulse, energy, feeling,

passion, and thought. It must then be a powerful principle. It brings

all the elements of the soul into harmony ; it binds all ; it is the key
stone of the arch ; it is the crown of glory upon the radiant, but colm
and " even brow" of virtue.

Let us now refer to other qualities. Meekness, gentleness, and
humility are commonly opposed to courage, inflexibility, and loftiness

of character. And the unfortunate result— for I must keep in view
the moral purpose of these inquiries— the unfortunate result is, that the

man, who would form a high, resolute, and daring character, thinks it

necessary to lay aside the meekness, gentleness, and humility of the

Christian temper. The youth, whose mind is glo^^^ng with ambition
and hope, whoso imagination is kindUng at ideal excellence, whose .spirit

scorns everything that is not lofty and glorious, too seldom embodies
in his visions, the virtues of humility, patience, forbearance, and
forgiveness.

And yet the virtues which are thus de.spised, which tho world gener-

ally holds in such low esteem, which those teachers of the educated

world, the ancient philosophers, poets, and historians, have branded as

mean and abject— those very virtues, I .say, are the loftiest fonns of

that excellence which men profess to admire and seek. They are em-
phatically the Christian forms of excellence. Meekness, for instance,

18 the noblest form of true courage. For what is it? It is to offer to

him, that smiteth on the one cheek, the other also. It is to see the

scornful action, or to hear the slighting word, with a calm dignity and
self-possession, that disprove the implication, aud disarm the affront.

It is to rise above the opinion of the multitude, and to refer ones-self

to the judgment of (iod. And that is a courage of which the duellist,

the avenger of himself, the angry defender of his honour, the man who
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flies into a passion at every insult, knows nothing. But meekness is a
still more comprehensive virtue. It is not only courage, but it may be
pity, and gentleness of heart, that will not be angry, and sad, and
mournful, but lofty reflection on human strifes, as if it dwelt in an
angel's bosom ; and more than all, it may be a noble homage to truth.

For, suppose the strongest case, or that which is usually accounted the

strongest. Suppose that your understanding is impeached. Suppose
that you are called an ordinary man, a poor scholar, a dull genius, an
ordinary man in your profession or occupation. If it is not true, it were

nobler in you, certainly, to hear all this, with a calm consciousness of

its injustice, than hastily to resent it. But if it is true, how much
nobler still, how rare and almost unheard-of a nobleness would it be,

simply and modestly to acknowledge the truth! Nay, how entirely

would that acknowledgment, in a respect far more material than that of

any technical acquisition, disprove the charge! How completely would
it show that you are not an ordinary man— that you are farthest in the

world from being an ordinary man! Would tliat be an ordinary virtue?

I say that the world, with all its pride and pretension, might bo safely

challenged to meet you in that trying controversy, which is every day
deciding on the characters of men. And you might safely say to the

ambitious and haughty world, if that were your disposition, " I am
superior to you all."

It would be easy, if it were necessary, to carry out the same parallel

in favour of the other virtues, whicli I have included under this head of

my discourse. The most inflexible resolution may dwell, and often has

dwelt, in the bosom of perfect gentleness ; nay, and eminently of the

gentler sex. On this subject, I doubt whether the author of the cele-

brated Essay on Decision of Character had arrived to the loftiest con-

ception of that quality. My objection is not simply, that he chose such

a large proportion of his examples at tlie greatest distance from the

Christian school, but that he lias wrought into this inflexible decision of

character, which he so powerfully describes, qualities of sternness and
stoicism, that, in its most perfect form, do not belong to it. Where was
there ever more inflexibility of purpose, more uncompromising indivi-

duality of aim, more noble decision of character, than in our Great
Example? And yet where was there ever such gentleness?

Humility, again, I believe, it is no paradox to say, is the truest lofti-

ness of character. For, what is humility? It is an unfeigned acknow-
ledgment to ourselves, and to others, if need be, of our faults, mistakes,

errors, and sins. And what is this, but a homage to truth, at the

expense of our own pride, self-esteem, ease, and almost every cherished

passion of the ordinary and worldly mind? That homage is called

humility ; but it is, indeed, the loftiest homage that man can pay to

truth, to virtue, and to God! It is the love of all these—it is the love

of everything glorious and excellent, forcing its way through all the

barriers that the evil heart can set up to oppose it.

But I wish to carry this discussion, before I leave it, into a more
palpable application to the forms and maxims of virtue and piety that

prevail around us. Men find in themselves a certain temperament, a
certain tone of sensibility, a certain peculiarity of mind and feeling, and
tliey are liable to give themselves up to it, to consider it as their des-

tiny to be thus and so, instead of laying upon those tendencies the due
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restraint. Thus a man says, " My temperament is nervous and excit-

able ; my feelings are quick and veliement ; nature has poured a fiery

tide into my veins : and how can I be expected to walk in the staid and
regular steps of other men ? I am a being of impulse ; do not ask of

mo to be reasonable and moderate. I must follow my bias ; 1 cannot
fight against nature. I am liable to be irritated—to be passionate. Do
not mind it; it is my way." Now, granting the premises; what is the

conclusion? The very reverse, I answer, of what he draws from them.
Ho, of all men, should think about restraint— should bind upon his

conscience the duty of moderation. Because his passions are strong, is

that a reason for throwing up the reins to them?
So a man says, " My firmness is very great, and it often becomes

obstinacy. No man can be everything, ho says, and I am that sort of
man." But that is the very reason why he should strive to be another
sort of man too. His very business is, not to give himself up to this

tendency, but to control it by gentleness, by questioning himself pa-

tiently, by listening to the arguments of others. And especially is it to

be learnt, in both instances, that there is no inconsistency between
strength and calmness of feeling, between decision and gentleness in the

character.

Let us now apply the same observation to some of the prevailing

forms of religious cliaracter. Here, too, there are continual mistakes.

For instance, when it is said to any one, " You belong to the liberal

class of Chi-istians," he is liable to suppose, from the imagined incom-
patibility of liberahty with strictness, that he is not to be in any sense

strict. What strict people do is no concern of his ; he is a Hberal Chris-

tian. And he is thus liable to cut himself oft' not only from what is

good in the good examples of others, but from what belongs to the fair

proportion of a good character. Again, another says, " I have the idea

that rehgion is a cheerful thing ; I have no belief in a lengthened visage,

or a solemn manner, or in abstinence from cheerful recreations." And
he may talk in this way to the injury of his more serious convictions.

He ma}' indulge in these views, and in this kind of conversation, till he
feels far less than he should, or than he otlierwise might, how serious,

how solemn, how infinitely solemn an interest religion is. And so, on
the other hand, a man, by taking to himself, too exclusively, the cha-

racter of great and peculiar seriousness, by often saying that he, for his

part, is strict and solemn, and that he is willing it should be known that

he takes that ground, and by feeling, perJiaps, some pride in being sin-

gular and stoical with regard to the })leasures of this life—such an one,

I say, will be less likely to give the virtues of cheerfulness and agrce-

ableness the place in religion that they deserve.

Now the ]>roper answer to these several views is, that there is no in-

congruity Ix'twecn the various qualities to which they relate. "NVe know,
as a matter of common observation, that excessive mirth in an individual

is no jiroof that he is constantly, or even ordinarily, light-hearted and
thoughtless. Nay, some of the most melancholy men, that I have ever
known, have been remarkable f()r an occasional and extreme gaiety of

spirits. This, however, is not the true jiroportion and habit of a wcll-

balaiiced and good minrl. In such a mind, seriousness and clieerfuhiess

do not dwell by turns, but they dwell together: and they dwell together

without any ellVirt lieing necessary to reconcile them. Tlierc is no war
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between them. The true and best cheerfubiess is a serious feeling ; and
the true and right seriousness is a cheerful feeling. Deep joy is the

most serious of all feelings, and is often testified by tears. And the

deepest seriousness, the most profound awe, that which arises fi-om the

fixed and absorbing contemplation of God, is a feeling of overpowering

joy-

In fine, let me observe, that the truest piety, the truest virtue, not

only thus embraces, harmonizes, and moderates all the quahties that

belong to it, but that it has no more remarkable characteristic, than

this very moderation of which I have been speaking. In deep and

heartfelt goodness, in thorough principle, it seems to me, that there is

a certain staidness and sobriety, an unostentatious quietness, a calm as-

surance of its own reality, and a conscious dignity, appearing sometimes

almost like reserve—not hasty, nor forward, nor loud, nor strong in its

expressions. It is a more imperfect and doubtful virtue, that speaks

extravagantly, both about virtue and vice. And yet, when the more

settled, calm, and assui-ed virtue does speak, it is with that tone of

reality, and sincerity, which carries more weight and power with it, than

all the declamations of artificial earnestness and misgiving zeal.

Let me add, that the topic, on which I have now addressed you,

seems to me most emphatically appropriate to the times. Not that we

have too much zeal ; not that we have too much enterprise ; not that we
have too much excitement ; did each of these possess the right character.

To obtain this, we have to advance farther, not to fail back. There is

nothing, of which a high example is now more needed, than true mode-

ration— than a quiet, resolved, self- subsistent virtue—than a virtue

which is a principle, and not a paroxysm, a growth m a man, and not

an excrescence upon him—a virtue which is strong enough to be calm,

self-assured enough to be unostentatious, habitual enough to be easy

and spontaneous—a virtue, whose greatness has the charm of humility,

wliose decision the beauty of gentleness, and whose courage tlie glory of

meekness.

And such, indeed, in the representations of poets, at least, was the

virtue of the old chivalry ; and the ideal of virtue in that age seems, in

this respect, to be higher than our own. The true-hearted knight of

the minstrel's tale, was always courteous, modest, and even meek. The

romance of those days had caught a spark from the primeval Christian

altars.

But why should I speak of that faint and faded light, when the great

example itself is before us in all its splendour. And most needful, in-

deed, is that example. For such is the infirmity of men's minds, that

if it wei'e not for one perfect example, we might almost have doubted

the possibility of that complete harmony of opposite qualities in the

character, for which I have contended. But in Ilim, who is set forth

as pattern, prince and lord in the moral creation, there was nothing

wanting, and there was nothing in excess. There was no conflict, no

clasliing in the qualities of his perfect character. I say not that he was

grave, but cheerful. I conceive of a more perfect union. He was grave

AND cheerful at the same moment, and in the same act. The thought,

the affection, the act of the soul, that was serious, that very act was

checrfid. This was the tenor, the habit, the harmony, of his perfect

mind. Perfect in himself, patient with others ; sublime in purpose,
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simple in manners ; superior to all, the sci-vant of all ; he dwelt among
his disciples as Master, Teacher, Counsellor, Companion, Friend.

Courageous to meet opposition, meek to endure injury ; immoveable in

his design, gentle in the fulfilment of it ;
glorious, as the Son of God,

humble as the Son of Man ; he walked among the degraded, the blas-

pheming, the captious, and the hostile, to blame, yet to pity them ; to

resist, yet to raise them ; to sacrifice to them his life, to overcome them
by his death, lie was not courageous at one time, and meek at ano-

ther ; but his very courage was meek ; his very inflexibility was gentle

;

his very glory and loftiness was tliat of an humble and filial reverence to

his Father. Wonderful Being! worthy to be the Saviour of men!
When shall the world understand thee ? when shall it admire, love, fol-

low thee, as it ought?
Christian! this is your perfection— far off from us, as yet, but it is

for this that you must strive. Christiari! if thou deservcst the name,

put away from thee all waywardness, all extravagance, all excess, all

rashness, all uncontrollable passion. " Thou, man of God I flee these

things, and follow after righteousness, godliness, faith, love, patience,

meekness.*'
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PREFACE.

A FEW words will cxphiin the title and purpose of these volumes. They are

not olii-red to tli(> public as an Ituieraiy ; juid for the sake of anytliiiig wliicli

tliey contain of tluit kijid, they would not have been pubhshed. But on

returning to his native country, the autlior felt a desu'e which before he had

not autici]>atod, to ollt-r to his couutiymen some of the thoughts which the

Old Woild had suggests to his mind concerning the New. It seemed to him

that every traveller to the Old World stood on a vantage-ground for surveying

the institutions, customs, and character of his ovm countiy, wliii'h might entitle

the results of liis observation to some regard. There are many subjects of this

natm-e, which the spectacle of the Old World will force upon the most negli-

gent attention : such as manners, national health, amusements, churches and

church establislunents, the Catholic religion, the cultivation of the arts, aiid

the many and momentous questions in politics wliich are now agitating the

civilized world, and which press with peculiar weight upon oui* own country.

It was the author's first intention to collect and expand the scattered hints on

these and other general topics which he found in his journal, and to pubhsh

them in a small volume of essays. But, as observation may lend weight to

reflection— as the scone may impart some interest to the sentiments which it

awakened— he has tliought lit, instead of presenting tliose rellections and

sentiments in an absti*act fonn, to embody them in a general narrative of

his tour.

It is only nocess;iry to juld, ui order to cxphiin tlic style of adih'oss which

may occasionally appear m these ])ages, that they were written for, juid sent

parcel by piuvtl, to liLs hieuds at home.





JOURNAL.

CFIAFTER I.

PASSAGE ACnOSS THE ATLANTIC—TOE OLD WORLD— LFTERPOOL— MA.\>'ERS OF

SERVANTS— STAGE COACHES— CHESTER—EATON HALL— NORTH WALES—
CONWAY—MENAI BRIDGE—CAERNARVON—LLANEERIS— SCENERY OF WALES
— GENERAL REMARKS.

June 24, 1833.—Only sixteen days from New York, and we are

entering St. George's Channel. A gentle west wind took us up as we
left the harbour of New York, and has borne us all the way across the

Atlantic without once frowning upon us, or once deserting us (but for

twenty hours), and all this, with less motion of the ship than I Lave

more than once experienced in passing through Long Island Sound. I

have been frequently reminded of the phrase which seamen often apply

to it
— " the great pond ;

" but I do not relish that familiarity with the

mighty element. On tlie contrary, I am yet true to the landsman's

feeling about the sea ; and it seems to me as if I had passed over some
mysterious realm of undefined extent and unknown peril. Nor yet for

the landsman's feeling do I propose to take any shame to myself; in

truth I would not lose it. "NVell do 1 remember how—often and often

in my boyhood— 1 used to put my ear to the conch shell, the only

object 1 had then seen from the ocean shore, and imagined— nay, I

believed, tliat I heard the sound of its eternal winds and waves yet

lingering in that mysterious shell. 1 do not believe that anything in

this world can ever give me a more awful feeling of the sublime, than

did that sound. And the idea that I should yet traverse that " world

of waters " from which it came, involved something fearful, if not

impossible, as would now the project of a passage to a distant planet.

In this all-knowing, un- wondering, matter-of-fact ago, men cross the

ocean, I believe, with as much indifference as tliey pull on their boots

for a day's journey. But not so, I confess, have I crossed it, nor would I.

A sense, as of some unfathomable mystery, has haunted me from day
to day.

" And loose along the world of waters borne,"

is a fine line of Montgomery's, and conveys something of the vague and
vast, in idea, which naturally comes over one, in such circumstances.

What a strange tiling is it, to step from the " sure and firra-set eai-th"

2 P
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to the unstable element— to feel that divorce from all former possoa-

sions and familiar objects ; from the fields, and the mountains, and the

solid world—to be borne on the wings of the wind, on, on, day after

day, day after day, and to reach no shore—to hear, night after night,

rushing by one's very pillow, the deep, dark, fathomless sea!

And yet there is a strange mixture of things, too, in a life at sea,

and on board of one of these magnificent packets. Reality and romance
react upon each other, making both more strange. We have been
sailing upon the dread and boundless ocean, naturally associated with

none but ideas of difiiculty and danger. And yet hei'e is a saloon,* more
splendid in its cabinet-work and whole finishing than any private

apartment, perhaps, in our native land ; here are a luxurious table and
attentive servants ; here, upon that tremendous element, one wave of

which, could it put forth its power, would dash us in pieces, are groups

of people easy and unconcerned—some are reading, some conversing,

some singing, some engaged in amusements—sports and games: at

night, all retire to their chambers in this floating palace ; in the morn-
ing, they meet, and greet one another at the breakfast table, as if it

were a large party on a visit in the country.

The grandeur of the ocean on our first getting out of sight of land,

seemed to me something greater than I had felt before—the whole

circle around boundless ; it was, compared with looking off from the

shore, like embracing in one comprehensive act of mind, the eternity

past and to come. Yet I defy anybody, not thoroughly accustomed to

the sea, to feci much of its grandeur after thought, imagination, feeling,

sensation, have been rocked into that indiscribable state of ennui, dis-

quiet, discomfort, and inertness, which the sea often produces. No ;

let me look off from some headland, or out from some quiet nook of the

fast-anchored earth, to feel the grandeur or to enjoy the romance of

the sea.

1 wonder that nobody has talked, or written, or sung, or satirized,

about this horrible discomfort of a sea voyage. It is said that Cato

repented only of three things during his fife
—" to have gone by sea

when he coidd go by land, to have passed a day inactive, and to have

told a secret to his wife." I will not discuss the other points with the

old stoic, but with the first I certainly have the most perfect sympathy.

It is not sea-sickness ; I have had none of it : but it is a sickness of the

sea, which has never, that I know, been described. It is a tremendous

ennui, a complete inaptitude to all enjoyment, a total inability to be

pleased with anything. Nothing is agreeable— neither eating nor

drinking, nor walking nor talking, nor reading nor writing ; nor even is

going to sleep an agreeable process, and waking is perfect misery. I

am speaking of my own experience, it is true, and others find a happier

fortune upon the sea ; but, I believe that it is the experience of a class,

not much less unhappy than the most miserable victims of sea-sickness.

June 25.—We are sailing slowly up St. George's Channel. It really

almost requires an act of faith, to feel that in sixteen days we have

reached the Old World ; that yonder is the coast of Ireland, and there,

on the right, is Snowdon in Wales. As we move on silently, borne

along by an invisible power, it seems as if this were a spectre ship ; and

* The George Washmgton.
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tho surrounding objects, a dream. The stillness and mystery of

expectation come over one's mind like a spell—for this, indeed, is the

mighty gateway to tho Old World, and tho misty curtain before us is

about to burst asunder, and to turn tho visions of a whole previous life

into reality ! If I were approaching the coast of Kamtschatka, or New
Holland, it would be a different thing ; it would be comparatively a

common-place occurrence ; but here is tho birthplace of my language,

of my mind's nurture—tho world where my thoughts have lived, my
father-land—and yet strange and mysterious as if it were the laud of

some pre-existcnt being!

The Old World!—my childhood's dream—my boyhood's wonder

—

my youth's study— I have read of tho wars of grim old kings and
barons, as if thoy were the wars of titans and giants— but now it is

reality ; for I see the very soil they trod. They come again over those

LiUs and mountains—they fight again—they bleed, they die, they vanish

from tho earth. Yet other crowds come— tho struggling generations

pass before me ; and antiquity is a presence and a power. It has a
" local habitation." Its clouded tabernacle is peopled with life. Who
says that the earth is cold and dead? It is written all over—its whole

broad surface, every travelled path, every wave of ocean— with tho

story of human affections. Warm, eager life—the life of breathing

generations, is folded in its mighty bosom, and sleeps there, but is not

dead! Oh, world! world! what hast thou been through the long ages

that have gone before us ? Ay, what hast thou been ? In this vast

domain of old time before me, every human heart has been a world of

living affections. Every soul that has lived has taken the experience of

life ; new and fresh, singly and alone, as if no other had ever felt it. Not
in palaces only, but in the cottage, has the whole mighty problem of

this wonderful humanity been wrouglit out. Sighings, and tears, and
rejoicings, birthday gladness, and bridal joy, and clouding griefs, and
death, have been in every dwelling. Gay throngs of youth have
entered in, and funereal trains have come forth, at every door.

Through millions of hearts on these very shores, has swept the whole
mighty procession of human passions. How has it already lengthened
out almost to eternity, tho brief expanse of time

!

Liverpool, June 26.—On approaching the higher latitudes, one of
the most remarkable things that drew my attention, was the extreme
shortness of tho nights. It is not quite two hours from the end of tho
evening twilight to tho first dawn of the moniing. Tho sun sets, I

think, at about lialf-past eight o'clock, and rises at half-past three in
tho morning. A gentleman on board said that he had read in England,
by twili<jht, at ten o'clock in the evening without difficulty.

In sailing up tho Mersoy, I was struck witli the aspect' of the fields

on tlie bank, particularly with the various shades of green. Most of
tJiem were ligliter and brigliter than are usually seen in America; the
deep green of our fields I could hardly find—wliich, to 1)0 sure, I think
nothing could replace. But this may be peculiar to tlio banks of tho
Mersey. If it is common in England. I shall conclude that the
incessant rains, of wliich one is now dropping from tlie willing clouds,
havo produced one effect upon English scenery, which I have never
Ik ard anything of in the books of travels.

The next thing to attract the attention of the stranger in ascoadiii"
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the Mersej, is—the glory of Liverpool—its docks. They wall up the
river on the Liverpool side, with a solid mass of masonry (hammered
freestone) thirty, forty, and, in some places, fifty feet from the foun-
dation. The wall at top appears almost wide enough for a carriage
way. The basins within are filled with ships, whose tangled masts and
yards gird the town on that side with a mimic forest.

The bells have rung three chimes to-day, in compliment to the
anniversary of the king's coming to the throne. In our country, it

would have been the discharge of cannon ; but I prefer the merry
bells. What a singular language of rejoicing is the thunder of those
death-dealing engines! I suppose it is the noise that recommends this

method ; just as a barbarian king gets a great drum, or gong, to make
a great noise, because he knows of no other way of testifying joy. How
much fitter would it be, on a birth-day anniversary, to have a band of
musicians pass through the streets and in the public places, playing
appropriate airs, martial or patriotic

!

The thing I admired most in Liverpool was the new cemetery, with
the chapel for the burial service. It was formerly a quarry of freestone;

and was dug to the depth of a hundi-ed feet I should think, so that it is

quite retired and secluded, though streets and houses are around it.

The chapel is on the elevated ground at the entrance, level with the
street ; and not far distant is the house occupied by the officiating

clergyman, who enjoys a handsome salary from the board of aldermen.
The brick of which the town is mostly built, is of the ugliest

description, resembhng what we caU fire-brick, and is besides so

begrimed with smoke, that the town presents a very dingy and dismal
appearance.

One of the first things that strikes the American stranger as he lands
on the shores of the Old World, is the attention and deference he
receives from those classes of the people whose business it is to minister

to his comfort—from innkeepers, proprietors and drivers of coaches,
waiters, porters, &c. servants of all descriptions— from those, in short,

the breath of whose life is in the civility of their manners. It is a
strong bond for civil behaviour doubtless, this necessity of getting a
livelihood, and especially in countries where a livelihood is hard to come
by ; and it may cause civility to degenerate into servility : still, were it

not to be wished that something of the manner at least could be learned

in our country? Not that any class among us should entertain a sense

of its relation to any other class that would be degrading to it ; the

very contrary. There is nothing that is more incompatible with a just

self-respect, than the manners of a churl. No man really respects

himself who is guilty of discourtesy to others. The waiter who brings

me my dinner, and stands behind my chair while I eat it, very com-
monly shows in his frank and easy bearing, as much self-respect as I

myself can feel. And the coachman who, when I ask him to give me
a seat on the box with him, touches his hat as he answers, seems to me
a far more respectable person than the stage di'iver of our country, who
often answers with a surly indifference, as if he did not care whether

you sat there, or sat anywhere at all. Both the coachman and the

waiter are looking to you for a gratuity, it is true, in payment for their

attentions ; but it is a fair compact, and degrading to neither party.

And for my part, I am as willing to pay for civility as for my dinner.
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One would like to buy not only his dinner, but some reasonable chance

of digesting it ; and that is hard to do, when one has to digest slovenli-

ness, ncghgcnce, and ill manners besides.

Chester, July 2.— It is so cold to-day, that I have ridden with a

Burtout and Indian-rubber great-coat over it, and have been scarcely

comfortable. To bo sure, it was on the outside of the coach— the only

side, for my part, that I ever wish to .see. The hand of prescription i3

heavy upon many things in England, small as well as great ; they do

here as their fathers did, in far more respects than wo do. At least this

is the only reason I can sec, why they build in the centre of the coach

a small, confined, dark box, with the curtains* obstinately fastened

down, and cushioned indeed, so that they are never rolled up even in

the hottest day of summer ; and in addition to this inconvenience, the

only chance of seeing the country is a loophole view through the

window.
There are few sensations more agreeable— I believe I am nearly

repeating Johnson—than those with which one sets off on an excursion

of a fine morning, seated on the top of an English stage coach ; the

horses clothed in plated harness, burnished to the brightness of gold

;

the guard, seated on tlie back part of the coach, taking all care of

baggage off your hands, and at the same time regaling your ears with

a lively strain of music from his bugle ; and the coachman—truly he
deserves a separate paragraph. No mortal charioteer ever gave one
such a sense of security— such a well-fed, well-dressed, respectable-

looking person is he, as he steps forth, amid attendant lackeys and
horse-boys, in his drab breeches, white-topped boots, and with the long
and graceful whip in his gloved hand— but above all, a person of such
corporeal weight and substance, of such a massive and compact frame,
that as ho takes liis seat on the coach-box, you fancy him saving to all

obstacles and dangers,

" Come one, come all, this rock shall fly

From its firm base as soon as I."

Chester is an ancient city, with marks of antiquity in every sti-ucture

and stone. The streets are channelled out of the freestone foundation
rock. This makes the basement story, which is mostly used for shops.
Tlie first story above this retreats back from the street, leaving a
planked sidewalk, of six or eight feet wide, wliile the second story again
comes forward to the line of the street, thus making a covered walk
over the whole city. These recesses or piazzas are full, everywhere,
of queer-looking little booths, or sliops, not bigger tlian a nutshell.
The city itself looks as if it were made for "hide and go seek," or
sometliing worse—full of corners and crannies, of a most suspicious
appearance—full of narrow passages and blind alleys, leading away into
darkness and obscurity.

A fine walk on the walls that suiTOund the old city. I went to the
tower on the wall, from which it is said that Charles"^I. beheld the rout
of Iiis army on Kowton Moor. I ascended these steps, which I

• Tlio sides of an American stage coach arc funiisiicd with leather cuilains.
which in hue wcatiier arc rolled up, admitting hght and air, and of a prospect
in all directions.—E.\u. Ed.
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imagined he went np that day, with eager and anxious hope, and which
he came down, doubtless disappointed, dispirited, and foreboding evil

;

for this was a dark hour in the history of that unhappy monarch's

fortunes. But how inconceivable it is, that a man, witli his blood not

frozen in his veins, could stand upon a wall and see his own battle

fought out, beneath his very eye—himself an idle spectator!

I am not conversant with antiquities, but there seems to be evidence

that Chester was anciently a Roman station. Indeed, I believe the

philologists derive the name of Chester from the Latin castra, a camp.

It is said, that there are remains of a Roman bath to be found in a

cellar here ; and a Roman altar was discovered near a fountain in this

vicinity, in 1821. It now stands in the Marquis of Westminster's

grounds, at Eaton Hall, raised on a platform of marble, taken from one

of the palaces of Tiberius at Capri : so far westward did the wing of the

Roman eagle stretch. This altar might have been erected to the god
Terminus ; but it is dedicated to the nymphs and fountains—for thus

runs the inscription :

—

Nymphis
et

Foutibus
Leg. XX.
f.V.

I shall not undertake any minute description of this estate and seat

of the Marquis of Westminster. But conceive of a sort of township of

land fifteen or twenty miles in circumference, under the most perfect

cultivation, and laid out in the beautiful style of English country-

grounds—broad lawns intersected by smooth roads and gravelled walks,

with noble clumps, and winding belts, and majestic avenues of trees in

every direction—the gardens and ornamental grounds alone employing

sixty or seventy men the year round ; conceive of an immense Gothic

buildiiig of hammered freestone in the centre of this domain, spreading

four hundred and twenty-five feet—about twenty-six rods—in front;

enter this building and survey the magnificent apartments, some of

them fifty feet long, and thirty-five feet in height, with gilded ceihngs

and painted windows, and filled with gorgeous furniture of every de-

scription ; visit the chapel, large enough to accommodate a small con-

gregation, and where daily prayers are said, during the residence of

the family ; go to the stables and outhouses—a little village by them-

selves ; and then pass through the garden, filled with hothouses and

conservatories, enriched with rare plants, blooming with flowers, and

laden with fruits enough to supply a village ; and then take into the

account, that this is but one of the seats of its wealthy owner, and you

may have some idea of the prhicely state of the Marquis of Westminster.

From the moment that you set your foot on this magnificent domain,

everything reminds you that you have come within the fairy circle of

wealth and taste, elegance and luxury. You enter by a pretty Gothic

lodge, two or three miles from the castle. You are borne on, upon a

smooth and winding road, with not one pebble to jar your carriage

wheel : the edge of it as accurately defined by tlie bordering, smooth-

shaven greensward, as if the thing were done with scissors ; a fine belt

of trees accompanying it on either side, at the distance of twenty or
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thirty feet, and only interrupted here and there, to open to you the

view of an almost boundless lawn, covered with herds of cattle and
deer. When 1 was going through the garden, the immense quantity of

fruit led mo to ask the gardener who accompanied me, what was dono
with it ;

" for," I .said, '* you cannot possibly eat it at the castle ; do you
sell it, then?" The man drew himself up, and said, " Oh no, sir,

notliing is sold from this garden." " Well, then," I said, "what is

done with it?" " It is sent in presents to my lord's tenants," was the

reply. A very pleasant way, doubtless, for my lord to make himself

agreeable to his tenants! There must be something good and grateful

in a relation that leads to acts of kindness like this. And the corre-

sponding deference and gratitude of the tenantry may, doubtless, in a
certain state of society, have their uses, and proprieties, and beauties.

But is there no danger of servility on the one hand, or of tyrainiy on
the other? And do not fixed conditions like these of lord and tenant,

necessarily tend to prevent, in the lower classes, the fair expansion of

character? I certainly do not believe in the expediency of such a state

of social relations ; and yet, when I have seen those in our country

—

they are not the many—whom fee simple and freedom have taught to

respect nothing but their own importance, I have thought it had been
better for them to have been tenants of an English landlord. If men
will not reverence anything higher, then let them reverence the
Marquis of Westminster!
Bangor, Juli/ 3, 183.").—On the road to Bangor are Holywell and

St. Asaphs, not remarkable, except as all these Welsh towns seem to

me remarkable, for ugliness; built without any order; the streets

narrow ; scarcely any sidewalks ; the houses mostly small, dingy, brick
buildings ; and yet, every now and then, is seen some singular, pictur-

esque-looking house, with its walls covered with ivy or vines, and with
shrubs, roses, &;c. about the door and in the windows—redeeming fea-

tures in the scene, and indications of that diversity of provisions for the
gratification of taste, which is so much more striking in the Old World
than in ours, and of tastes too that rise above physical wants.

But Conway is really worth seeing. It is an old walled town—the
wall still standing, with twenty-four circular towers in very good pre-
servation. Tlie castle of Edward I. in ruins, flanked by four immense
round towers, is a subhme object. This castle, which also " frowns
o'er old Conway's foaming flood," brought to mind Gray's ode, where
the ghosts of the ancient Welsh harpers are represented as hurling
down anathemas upon the " rutlJess king." Time has executed the
anatliema upon the building itself, for the grass is growing upon the
tops of tlie towers.

The Menai Bridge.—Who could ever have thouglit of caUing a
bridge sublime ? And yet that is actually the impression made by the
Menai Bridge. It is very different, to bo sure, from the sublimity of
castles or cathedrals ; it never, perhaps, can have the sublime of asso-
ciation—a battle, indeed, might give it; but this structure has a
grandeur of its own. It bestrides an arm of the sea—coiniecting An-
glesea with the mainland. It is an hundred feet from the water. The
part suspended is 550 feet in length. The arches and towers are masses
of masonry as stupendous as the Roman aqueducts.
The sole material of the part suspeuded is iron. As I approached it
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—it was towards evening— I could see nothing but the towers. And
when you distinguish the fine delicate tracery of the iron chains
and supporters, it seems as if it were nothing but gauze or cobweb,
compared with the mighty masses of masonry on which it rests. The
vehicles travelling over it look as if they were suspended in the air. I

went down to the shore below, and as I looked up, it seemed to span a
whole third part of the heavens. A celebrated lady,* since dead, in

speaking of this stupendous work, said, that she first saw it from the

Isle of Anglesea, so that it was relieved against the lofty mountains of
North Wales ; and she added in a strain of eloquent and poetical com-
parison familiar to her, that " Snowdon seemed to her a fit back-ground
for the Menai Bridge."

July 4.—To-day I made an excursion down to Caernarvon, through
the pass of Llauberis, to Capel Carig (Kerrig) and back again to

Bangor, and on to Holyhead.

At Caernarvon is another old castle of Edward I. in ruins : the

town, too, like Conway, is surrounded by a wall with towers. The walls

of the castle are very thick, in some places ten feet. I should judge
the space enclosed must be 1500 by 150 feet. There are several huge
towers, one of which I ascended to the top: the stone steps much worn.
It consisted of two walls, with narrow, dark passages all around between
them. On the inner wall, abutments on which the beams and floors of

the successive stories were supported, were evident ; and also the fire-

places. An anteroom to one of these central apartments (about

twelve by seven feet), was pointed out as the birthplace of Edward's
son, the first Prince of Wales. It was thus, as history says, and Welsh
tradition still holds, that Edward the I. claimed the promise which he
had obtained of these intractable mountaineers, that they would submit
to a native-t)orn prince.

This is indeed a place in which to muse and moralize. Who can look

upon the humblest hearthstone of a ruinous and deserted cottage, such

as I have sometimes seen, even in our own country—our only ruins

—

without reading on it the whole history of human affections? The
hearthstone seems everywhere like a tablet of the heart. But here

kings and nobles have come, with the tramp of horses, and the blast of

trumpets, and the ringing of armour. Here proud men have bid defi-

ance, and bravo men have died. Here fair women have mingled in

feast and song, or started and turned pale, at the summons of the be-

sieger's horn. And now all is silent and desolate. Grass overgrows

the court-yard, and waves from the tops of the walls and towers. The
birds build nests in these turrets, and chirp about them as if they were

grand old places for aviaries ; and the visiter comes, not to feast, but to

meditate. What different scenes have passed here! what thoughts

have been revolved around these lonely, deserted, and scarce discerned

firesides ! what affections have here kindled, and glowed, and withered,

and faded away ! what footsteps have been upon these rough stairs

!

Enough ! they have been the footsteps of men I Light and joyous hearts

had they borne, though they had not been the hearts of princes. And
heavy hearts had they borne, though they had not been carried wounded
and bleeding from the battle strife.

* Airs. lieraans.
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Everything about this old castle shows the purpose for which, mainly,
it was constructed ; small apertures rather than windows, out of which
arrows, or other missives could be thrown, and opening inward to a
space in the wall large enough for a warder to stand in ; three or four

narrow loopholes on each side of the great gate of entrance, for the pur-

pose of recounoitreing those wlio approached ; and inside of the gate,

the groove in which the portcullis glided up and down.
I am satisfied that in order to gain any approach to an idea of tliese

things, without seeing them, one must not be content with barely reading

the description, but must lay down the measurement upon some familiar

spot. For instance, the walls of this castle, I judged from a rough
measurement, to be two hundred rods in circuit; and they are nearly

eight feet thick, and perhaps thirty feet high ; and the principal tower
may be ninety or one hundred feet high, and fifty feet in diameter. So of

the Meuai Bridge, or of Eaton Hall. I am sure I got a far more im-
pressive idea of Niagara falls, and probably far more just, by laying it

down on a landscape three quarters of a mile in extent, and then con-
ceiving a precipice of one hundred and sixty feet in height, and an
ocean pouring over it.

Except the sublimest, I suppose that every description of mountain
scenery is to be found in Wales ; unless it bo, also, the contrast of hills

and mountains to the perfect levels of our New England intervals and
river banks—like which I have seen nothing. The pass of Llanberis
and the road from Capel Carig are almost level, while the wildest

mountains rise almost from the very roadside, on either hand. There
is every variety of form—steep, swelling, bald, shaggy ; massy and
pointed tops ; sides sometimes ploughed by the mountain streams, and
sometimes only seamed by the trickling rills ; while around their eternal

battlements and turrets, the light mist floated, every moment varying
its shapes, now unveihng some stupendous ledge or crag, and then
shrouding it in thick darkness. The pass of Llanberis is part of the

Snowdon range ; but old Snowdon himself was all day enveloped en-

tirely in clouds.

I observed one curious effect of wind in this pass. As I was walking
along the road where it is cut out of a ledge of rock, and leaves a deep
defile below, I heard a noise on the lower side, as of a rushing stream
chafing its base. I stepped to the wall at the roadside, and perceived

that it was, not water, but wind—a mountain gust so powerful, that it

was necessary to hold on my hat as I leaned over. I stepped back but
four feet, and all was quiet—the air was still. I repeated the experi-

ment several times, with the same result.

For another description of scenery in Wales, imagine something like

the following: A deep dingle, sinking almost beneath you, at the road-

side, with a little lane winding down through hawthorn hedges to one
or two cottages half covered with ivy and oversha'lowed with trees ; just

beyond, rising and boldly swelling up from the chasm below, a noble
sweep of hills, cultivated to the very top, yet not bare and naked as it

probably would be in America—cultivated and rich, but studded with
beautiful clumps of trees; a ploughed field sweeping gracefully around
a little grove ; a pasture dotted over with noble oaks ; tiie fences on all

sides verdant hedges, not always well clipped to be sure, but bnautiful

in the distance, &c. Now, if you will introduce on tho other side,
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ragged, bold, precipitous mountains, like those of the pass of Llanberis,

with goats far up among the steepest ledges, quietly cropping the grass

that springs among the rocks, or sleeping on the very brink, you will

have a panorama of the scenery of North Wales.

General Remarks.—The houses (always of stone or brick, by the

bye) are commonly low, miserable habitations. I went into several

—

those of the cottagers and small farmers, I mean—and I never saw a

wooden floor upon any of them. They were paved with stone ; or more
commonly not even that accommodation was aiforded. The women I

thought handsomer than those of England—I speak of the common
people—the faces not so bold, marked, and prominent, indeed not

enough so, but more delicate. This provincial or national difference of

countenances is certainly very curious. I perceived it as soon as I was
in Wales,

CHAPTER II.

DUBLIN—ARCHITECTURE OF CITIES—BEGGARS— ST. PATRICK'S CATHEDRAL—
SIRS. IIEMANS— DROGHEDA— IRISH COTTAGES— PEAT BOGS— BELFAST—
SCENERY AND PEOPLE OF 'IHE NORTH OF IRELAND— CARRICK-A-REDE—
GIANT'S CAUSEWAV— CASTLE OF DUNLUCE— STEAMER TO GLASGOW.

Dublin, July 5, 1833.—I am glad to get a pleasant impression of

any spot in Ireland ; DubUn is a fine city. It resembles Philadelphia

in two respects—its regular ranges of buildings, and its fine open

squares. What a pity it is, that cities, or at least streets in cities,

could not, like single edifices, be built upon some regular and well-con-

sidered plan ! Not that the result should be such regularity as is seen

in Philadelphia or Dublin ; the plan, indeed, would embrace irregularity.

But there might be an arrangement, by which a block of buildings, a

street, or, indeed, a whole city, might stand before us as one grand piece

of architecture. If single specimens of architecture have the effect to

improve, humanize, aud elevate the ideas of a people, if they are a lan-

guage, and answer a purpose kindred to that of literature, poetry, and

painting, why may not a whole city have this effect ? To secure this

result, there must, I am afraid, be a power like that of the autocrat of

Russia, who, I am told, when a house is built, in his royal city of St,

Petersburgh, which does not conform to his general plan, sends word to

the owner, that he must remove that building and put up another of a

certain description. But as we have not, and will not have, any such

power exercised among us, I suppose we must have such cities as Boston

and New York, such streets as Broadway : which is a sort of language,

too, which sets forth visibly, in stone and mortar, what is the spirit that

reigns in our country—the v^ry personification of the principle of indi-

viduality—where every one builds to please himself, and pleases to build

differently from his neighbour—usually a little higher. It is a principle

that spoils a city ; that it will make a people, is the reflection in which

we must find our comfort.

But to return. Dubhn is, indeed, a fine city, and filled with noble

mansions and showy equipages ; but alas ! all is marred by this dismal-
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looking population ; full half that I meet in the streets, very shabbily

dressed ; many in rags ; the boys would collect in America, and the very

dogs would bark, at spectacles that pass me every moment ; men and
women on every .side begging ; women with cliildren in their arms, im-

ploring charity for God's sake ; yes, innocent childhood is here involved

in the common mass of misery, and that is the hardest of it to the

spectator. Indeed, I have seldom seen anything more striking or

touching, than a child sleeping in its mother's arms amid all this sur-

rounding turmoil and distress. It is actually picturesque, if one may
say so : the imago of repose amid noise and turbulence ; innocence amid
vice and wretchedness ; unconscious ease on the bosom of suffering ; help-

lessness imploring even more pathetically than the wan and haggard fea-

tures of maternal solicitude. No doubt there is a good deal of acting in this

system of beggary. For instance, I saw a little girl, last evening, seated

ori the curbstone of the sidewalk, and holding in her arms a sleeping

infant—but holding a caiuUe at the same time so as to exhibit the infant

to the best advantage. This is going on the stage pretty early. What
the receipts were 1 do not know, but they doubtless expected to be re-

paid the outkiy of liglits and wardrobe, and sometliing more.

It is a comfortable reflection whicli I have often had occasion to

make, that Providence does, after all, dispense many blessings, which
neither the pride nor improvidence of man can destroy. The children

of the poor sleep as sound and are as merry, probably, as the children

of the rich. And perhaps, after all, these splendid equipages that aro

passing on every side, bear as many heavy and acliing hearts, as lean

against the ^teps and balustrades by the wayside.

Everything is done here to get money. For instance, the scene iu

the street before the windows of my hotel, last evening, presented the

two following specimens. First, a man with a hand-organ struck up,

and a woman and child (his wife and daughter probably), after care-

fully laying down their bonnets and shawls, commenced dancing in the

street, and after a variety of evolutions, they went round to the specta-

tors to collect as many pence as they could. Next came a man with a
flute, and a child apparently four or five years old was set to dancing
upon stilts five feet high.

SuNDAV, P.M.—Tliis afternoon I have heard the finest church-music

by far that I have ever listened to ; and the only performers were a man
and two boys. It was at St. Patrick's Cathedral. The organ is the

richest I ever heard. As to the ages of the children, the one of them
might be ten, and the other twelve or thirteen years old. Their voices

were so completely formed, that I supposed, for some time, that women
were singing, and at the same time j)eculiarly soft, with none of that

shrillness which is apt to be the fault in a woman's voice. The man's
voice was a perfect organ. Amid the deepest notes of the organ, I

heard it as distinctly as the diapason itself. The greatest ease charac-
terized the whole performance, as it always does the highest music.
The sermon was very well—the reading execrably bad. The prayers
were sung forth in a kind (if recitative tone peculiar to the cathedral
worsliip of tlie clnn-ch of England; for it falls short in the tone of song
of that which is used in the Jewish and Komish rituals. Tlie service,

held as it was in this ancient building, beneatli lii^h Gothic arches,

surrounded by ancient marble tombs and statues, by galleries of every
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fashion, and carved work, curious and antique, -with banners overhead,
and helmets and swords hung on the walls—the service, I say, in such
circumstances, seemed as if it ought to be held by no common people

—

but by the high-born and the high-bred—by renowned knights, or heroes

going forth to battle for their country.

After attending upon the service at the cathedral, I passed the even-

ing with Mrs. Hemans. The conversation naturally turned upon the

scene I had just left, and her part in it was sustained with the utmost
poetical enthusiasm. She spoke of the various accompaniments of the

service, and when she came to the banners, she said, " they seemed to

wave as the music of the anthem rose to the lofty arches." I ventured

here to throw in a little dash of prose—saying that I was afraid that they

did not ivam ; that I wished they might, and looked up to see if they

did, but could not see it. " No," she replied v/ith vivacity, " wave is

not the word—but they thriUed—I am sure of that." And that, it is

very likely, something short of " the vision divine" might see. Such
vision, however, this lady undoubtedly possesses. She has the genuine
ajlatus, and those who think its breathings too measured and monoto-
nous do not consider or read her poetry in the right way. There is

nothing dramatic or epic in her best poetry ; it is essentially lyrical

;

and those who attempt to read it by the volume, as much mistake as

if they should undertake to read a book of hymns, or the Psalms of

David in that way. In her own chosen walk, Mrs. Hemans has few
competitors in Britain, and no equal ; and so long as solemn cathedrals,

and ancestral halls, and lowly homes remain in England, her song will

not die away.
July 8.—I have experienced to-day my first traveller's vexation. I

had fallen in with a couple of travellers in Wales, and we had agreed
to go in company to the Giant's Causeway. We had taken our passage

to Belfast, for this morning, and when the coach drove up to the door
of our hotel, it was so overloaded that we could not go in it. It was
amusing to see the national characteristics of my companions on this

occasion. The Englishman was aU pride, and wrath, and decision.
" I wiU not go in this coach!" was his reply to the apologetic coach-

man—"and I will be sent on! or I will apply to a magistrate and see

if there is any law in Ireland." The Fi-enchman appeared not a little

like a subject under a galvanic battery ; he shook his fist, and his elbows

twitched, and he stammered and stuttered—saying I know not what

—

for I was too much amused with the muscular contractions, to take

notice of anything else. The American—videlicet myself—was very

calm on the occasion, and this calmness is said to be our national trait

of manner. I understand this last observation, however, to apply only

to the case of an affray or dispute.

To Belfast, July 9.—The most remarkable town on this route is

Drogheda, with a population of 25,000, and yet looking like a population

of mendicants ; scarcely a well-dressed man or woman in the thronged

streets ; but decrepitude and disease, beggary, rags, presenting them-
selves everywhere in frightful masses. It is almost entirely a city of

mud-waUed cottages, and thatched roofs ; and altogether a spectacle so

entirely unlike anything I ever witnessed before, or shall probably ever

witness again, that I would not have failed to come and see it.

Drogheda is a walled town, standing on the river Boyne, and known in
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history as surrendering to William III. after the battle of Boyne. The
battle was fought near this town ; an obelisk, which we saw at a
distance, marks the spot. William's conquest is celebrated on the
twelfth of this month, bj' processions of the Protestants, which, being
held in di;*Iike by the Catholics, often occasion quarrels— on which
account, troo])s are at this time ordered into the north, and we passed
a regiment of them to-day. Indeed, these " grievances red-dressed" of

Ireland ajjpcur everywhere in all the cities and villages.

We have passed hundreds of Irish cottages to-day ; but what pen
shall describe tliem, tliat does not literally bespatter the page with miro
and dirt! Mud and thatch, witli little light—nasty as pigstyes—ragged
women and children about the door, and often the men lying down by
their hovels, in laziness, filth, and rags—a horribly vile puddle always be-

fore the door, for tlie accommodation of the most horribly filthy animals
— said animals, in the mean time, equally and worthily occupying the

domicile with the liinnan beings who inhabit it. And to complete the

picture of general misery, women beggars surrounded us every time we
stopped, with children in their arms, imploring charity. From the

numbers of children, indeed, it would seem as if this were the most
prolific country under heaven. But it may be, because none of them
go to school, and all live out of doors.

The latter part of the ride, through Xewry, Hillsborough, and
Lisburn, has been through a beautiful and ricli country, and has been,

indeed, such a redeeming scene for my general impressions of Ii'eland,

that I am most glad to have passed through it.

We have passed a number of large peat bogs. Tliey are evidently

the beds of decayed forests; for trees arc constantly dug out of them.
Do I remember to have read, or have I heard, that some king of

England, perhaps Richard II. finding that the forests of Ireland

rendered it difficult of conquest, gave to his English subjects, who
would come over and settle in Ireland, as much land as they would fell

the wood upon? If so, an act of destruction and tyranny laid up a
treasure for the future wants of Ireland, and one almost iiidispensable

to the existence of tlie people—and a treasure too, not only of materials

fur warming their liouses, but for building them. For the trunks of

those ancient forests are found in these peat bogs in such a state of

preservation that they are actually valuable timber—particularly the

spruce ; the oak too, though not so sound.

CrsiiEXDALL, Juhi 1().—The lide to-day, in the county of Antrim,
of wliich indeed Belfast is the shire town, and through the villages of

Carrickfergus, Larne, and Glenarm, has been delightful. The vicinity

of Belfast, on this side, is rich in scenery ; and the little village of

Glenarm, directly under your eye and almost under yoiu* feet, as you
descend the lofty hill which you pass over to reach it, with its em-
bowering groves of trees, and the fine seat and grounds of some lord of

the manor here, is a perfect charm. The road has been mostly by the

sea-shore, winding around bold bluff's, and jn-omontories, and rocky
crags, and lias presented many delightful views of intermingled ocean
and hill or mountain s(;enery. Latterly, the rocky barriers of the

ocean, by wliich I have been passing, have begun to assume something
of that appearance of regular formation which I expect to see perfected

at the Giant's Causeway.
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This noi'th -eastern part of Ireland was originally settled by the

Scotch, and it bears a very diflfereut aspect from the southern portions

of the route on which I have been passing. There is everywhere an
appearance of thrift and comfort ; and beggars have almost disappeared.

The countenances of the people show a different origin—are more
agreeable, more intelligent, more alive with expression—nay, and
shorter and broader. 1 saw two or three schoolhouses, also, which I

have scarcely met with before, on my way,
July 11. Bushmills, two miles from the Giant's Causeicay.—The

road is through Ballycastle to this place.

Nothing, it would seem, can resist abject, deep, desperate poverty,

for we have passed through two or three small villages to-day, of

Scottish origin, which are, if possible, more insufferably dirty than any
I have seen before, albeit Irish,

Carrick-a-Rede is about six miles on the road to the Causeway—

a

place of tremendous precipices by the sea ; with a hanging bridge

suspended on ropes over a chasm eighty feet deep, leading to a small

island, where is a salmon fishery. The ropes looked very small, and
very old. I inquired of the guide how old they were, and he said, many
years. I advised him in conscience to inform all travellers of that fact,

and promised him his task of conducting them over would be excused, as

it was of performing that service for me ; for I have no chances of life to

throw away, when no good is to result either to myself or others. The
colour of the sea-green water here, with dark masses of sea-weed inter-

spersed, is more beautiful than I ever saw elsewhere.

Giant's Causeway.—No one should come here, without taking a
boat, if the state of the water will permit, and going to see the great

cavern and the Pleaskin ; which are the sublime things about this

wonderful work of nature. The cavern is six hundred feet long, and
the arch over it, ninety feet high. The Pleaskin is the loftiest and
most regular part of the gigantic ledge of basaltic rocks. One bold

head or promontory advances forward perhaps a hundred and fifty feet

in front of the general line of the precipice, and on each side the

columns retreat in the form of an amphitheatre. There are several

others indeed, but this is the most striking. There is one that sustains

a rock, which is called " the Crown," but the Pleaskin cliff appears as

if it were the throne of the place, supported by ranges of peers on each

side ; and thus it has stood out and met, unshaken, the storms of

thousands of years

After examining these spots, I went to the lower ranges of columns
which rise just above the water, and landed from the boat to inspect

them. They are wonderfully curious ; of aU sizes and shapes—from
six to eighteen inches in diameter, from the triangle to the nine-sided

figure—though the hexagonal form is the most common ; and so exactly

fitted together, that in some places the water stands on them without

finding any passage down. Each column consists of many parts, as is

usually seen in columns of human construction. The length of the

parts varies, from six to twelve and eigliteen inches, and one has been
found about five feet long. To give strength to the whole mass, the arti-

culations or joints of the columns are never in the same line, but vary

—

some of the blocks rise a little above others, presenting not a level but

an uneven surface on the top. And furthermore, the surfaces at the
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ends of the separate blocks are never plain, but convex and concave,

the two kinds of surfaces always and exactly fitting into each other.

The height of the precipices upon the shore hero is from three

hundred and fifty to four hundred feet. The upper half only is

columnar. The steamboat in which I took passage—from Portrush,

three miles from the Causeway—carried us along the north coast of

Ireland. The waves of the wild North Sea seem everywhere to have

washed it to precipices. That of Fair Head is the most imposing yliff

I have ever seen.

I must ni't forget to mention the ruins of the Castle of Dunluce, on

this coast, a little above the Causeway. It stands upon, and completely

covers, a small island which is about twenty feet frum the shore, and
is now permanently joined to it by a stone bridge for foot passengers.

This island is itself a craggy precipice rising three hundred feet from

the water, and on the very verge of the precipice stand the castle walls.

How impregnable it must have been may be easily judged. And yet

it was once taken by a ladder of ropes ; not, however, without treachery

in the garrison. It has been the scene of much romantic story in the

Antrim family— this name having been conferred, with an earldom,

upon the family of Dunluce, An earl of Antrim married the wife of

George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, The castle is in ruins of course,

but the forms of the rooms, the chimiipy flues, &c. are preseiTed,

I found a usage prevailing on board the steamer which conveyed us

to Glasgow, which marks the difference between English institutions

and ours.* Every steamboat, stage coacli, and hotel, has its aristocratic

place de reserre. Those who occupied the quarter deck of this boat,

paid, I think, four times as much for their passage, as those who stood

two feet below them on the main deck. Were such an arrangement to

be made in one of our boats, the end of it, I suppose, would be, that

everybody would go on the quarter deck.

CHAPTER III.

8C0TLAXC— A STAGE COACH CONVERSATION— EDINBURGH; ITS UNRIVALLED

BEAUTY— ARTHUR'S SEAT AND SALISBURY CRAG—DIITERENCE BETWEEN
OBJECTS OF ROMANCE AND OF RE.VL LIFE— HOLYROOD— ST. LEONAIID'S CRAG
— EXCURSION TO Tin: UK.IILANDS— STIRLING—THE TROSSACKS— LOCH KA-

TRINE— LOCH LOMOND— HIGHLAND COTTAGE AT INVERSNAID— HAMil.TON—
BOTIIWELL liKlG—LANARK—TWEKDDAl.E—ADBOTSFORD—MELROSE AND DRY-

BURGH ABBEYS— COiU^UlISON BETWEEN THE PEOPLE OF SCOTLAND AND OF

NEW ENGLAND.

As I tof)k my place on the top of the coach at Glasgow for Edinburgh,

I found a handsome young man seated opposite to me. a boy of twelve

years, and a modest-looking Scotcii girl, with eyes s])arkliiig like dia-

monds, and a freckled check, which coloured and diaiigctl at every

turn ; and to whom the young gallant was evidently attempting to make
liiinself agreeable. On the fore part of the coach sat a young fellow,

• I am told. In wcver, that such an usage does prevail in the boats on the
Mississipi.
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who I soon saw was much given to ranting sentiment. We took up on
the way a sturdy-looking middle-aged man, dressed in coarse but sub-

stantial broadcloth, who said, to my surprise, as he took his seat, " This
is the first time I ever was on a coach." What American that ever

was dressed at all, could say that? However, this made up our dra-

matis persontc ; for we had a dialogue on the way, in which I took so

much interest that I shall record it.

1 forget how the conversation began, but I soon observed some sharp

sparring between the gallant and the sentimentalist, in which the former

was expressing some ideas of the strongest sceptical taint, and especially

insisting that there was no life beyond the present.
" Ay," said the sentimentalist, " I know what you are ; I have seen

such as you before ;
you believe nothing, and destroy everything. Do

you believe there is a God? "

"Oh! certainly I don't deny that," was the reply.
" Well," said the other, " you'll find there is a God yet, and you'U

find what it is to die yet, and you'll see that after death cometh the

judgment;" and he then, without much delicacy, warned the Scotch
girl to beware of such a fellow.

" You may talk," said the gallant, " but you know nothing about it,

and nobody knows anything about it. I know as much as you do, and
that is nothing. There is a man dying! Now look at him. Everything
that you know about him dies with him. His speech dies ; his thoughts
die ; the man dies, and there is an end of him."

It was easy to see that our rustic fellow-traveller was very much
shocked. He seemed never to have heard anything like this before.

—

He was evidently a representative of the true home-bred Scotch faith,

who had duly learned his catechism in childhood, and duly attended

upon the kirk ever since, and never thought there was anything to be
mentioned in religion, but the kirk and catechism. He looked this

way, and that way, and shifted from side to side on his seat, and at

length said, without addressing any one in particular, "I am sure this

man does not know what he says ; he is demented I'm thinking." He
then adverted to the little boy sitting by, and said that " he ought not

to hear such things."

I have more than I wish I had of the English aversion to taking part

in conversation with strangers in a coach ; but as I saw that both our

rustic and ranter were rather failing and sinking before the firm assu-

rance of the young sceptic, I thought I ought to speak. So I said to

him, " You seem, from your confident assertions, to know much about

death—what is death?"
" Why, death," said he—"what is death? Why everybody knows

that : it is when a man dies—ceases to live ; and there is an end of him."
" But this," said I, " is no definition. You should at least define

what you talk about so confidently. Else you attempt to argue from

—

you know not what ; to draw a certainty from an uncertainty. Is not

death," said I, "the dissolution of the body? Is not that what you
mean by death?"

" Yes," said he, " that is it ; it is the dissolution of the body."
" Well, then," I said, " are the body and the soul the same thing?

Is the principle of thought, the same thing with the hand, or foot, or

head?"
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" To be sure it is not; and what then?" he rejoined.

" Why then," said I, "it follows that the dissolution of tho body has

iiotliing to do with the souL The soul does not consist of materials that

c<i?i be dissolved. Therefore death, while it passes over the body, does

not, you see, as we detinc it—docs not touch the soul."

lie seemed something at a stand with this ; but like many others in

the same circumstances, ho only began to repeat what he had already

said with more vehement assertions and a louder tone. Meanwhile,

there was a little by-play, in which lie endeavoured to reassure the

Scotch girl, with M'hom he had evidently ingratiated himself by very-

marked attention, telling her as she rather drew off from him, that it

was all nothing; and that whatever he said, it was no matter; and that

he was just like tho rest of us. I was determined that tho warning

which had been given in that quarter, should not want what aid I could

give it ; and as I saw that the metaphysical argument was thrown away,

I had recourse to a more practical one.

Resuming the conversation, therefore, I said, " You believe that

there is a God: I think you have admitted this?"
" Yes—I do."
" And you believe that God made the world, do you not ?"

** To be sure— I do."
" And you believe that he made man?"
"Certainly—of course."
" And you behove that he made man a social being, do you not?

—

that he coustituted man, and made and meant liim to dwell in families

and in societies ?

"

" It would seem so ; he was willing to admit it."

"Now, then," said I, "answer me one question. Do you behove

that men could live either safely or happily in society, without any ex-

])Cctation of a future life ? If this life were all, do you not think that

you, and most men around you, would give yourselves up to all the

pleasures that you could find here—to plea.sures that it would cost you

the least of effort and self-denial to obtain ? Is it not evident and in-

evitable, taking men as they are, that all virtue, all self-discipline and

restraint, all domestic ])urity, and all correct and temperate living,

would fall with the doctrine of a future life^'

Somewhat to my surprise, he frankly confessed that he tliought it

would.
" Well, then," I said, " liere is a very plain case ; and I am wilhng

to trust tliis boil with the argument, lie can decide, and every one

here can decide, between a belief that wouhl confessedly destroy tho

happiness and improvement of tho world, and the only belief that can

sustain it. If (iod made society, he estal)Uslied the principles that aro

necessary to its welfare. And to assail these principles, is liostility at

once to heaven and earth. It is as if a man would spread blight and
mildew over tliese harvest fields, and starve tho world to death I"

KuiNBUiuiH, Jid>i 14.— I was jiever aware till I came to llugland, of

tho pre-eminence whicii l-idinburgh is allowed to hold as a Inautiful and
imposing city. Hut on my route hither, I have been continu;#y hear-

ing of the glories of Edinburgh ; and now, instead of l>eing disappointed,

I am ready to .say that the half was not told nie. You enter it from
the \\('<-i, through a suburb which, it is much to .-av, has notliing disa-

•2Q
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greeable in it—none of the usual accompaniments of dirty streets, vile,

miserable houses, and squalid and suffering poverty. The coup d'oeil,

at your entrance, is on every side the most striking imaginable. Before
you stretches Princes-street, wider than Broadway in New York, more
than a mile long, lined on the left with noble ranges of buildings, bor-

dered on the right, throughout its whole extent, with gardens, and ter-

minated by Calton Hill, crowned with monuments. On the left, again,

spreads the New Town, built in stone, and thrown into every graceful

variety of forms—square, circle, and crescent. On the right is the Old
Town, which is itself, in contrast to the other, one grand piece of anti-

quity. On this side of it towers the lofty crag on which the castle is

built, and a little beyond it rise the heights of Salisbury Crag and Ar-
thur's Seat.

JuJa/ 15.—Edinburgh (Old Town) has a most singular and touching
air of antiquity. It is to other cities what old ruins are to other dwell-

ings. As you traverse some of those streets—the High- street, and
Canongate, and the Colgate—whose houses rise like towers, six or

seven stories high, on either side, and reflect that the stream of exist-

ence has flowed through them for centuries, the same as now—with the

same elements of human weal and wo mingled in it as now—"with the

.same sounds—the din of business, the woi'ds of anger, or the tones of

laughter, the cries of childhood, and the deep hum of stern and intent

occupation—the same sounds reverberated from those weather-beaten
walls as now: ay, and as you reflect that infuriated mobs have passed

here, and the trampling footsteps of armies, and the sad funeral trains

of successive generations—and that through these streets Queen Mary
was brought after her defeat at Carberry Hill, in degradation, and dis-

grace, and tears—yes, and that here, upon these very pavements, Ro-
bertson, and Hume, and Mackenzie, and Burns, and Scott have walked ;

a. holy air of antiquity seems to breathe from every wynd and close, and
touching memories are inscribed upon every stone : it is difficult to pre-

serve the decorum that belongs to a public walk, or to have patience with

the indifference that familiarity has written upon the faces around you.

Yet all multitudes of men are themselves touching spectacles. And
when I have stood on Calton Hill, and looked, as you inat/ do, right

down upon the sea of human dwellings in the New Town, I have felt

an indescribable, painful, awful emotion—as if I laid my hand upon
the very heart of the mighty city, and felt its heavings and throbbings

—felt that life was there, and as if it were my own life, multiplied an
hundred thousand times, in magnitude, intensity, and importance.

If I were asked what is the great charm about this Old World, and
if 1 wished to generalize the answer, I should say, it is antiqiiiti/—an-

tiquity in its castles, its towns, its cathedrals, its cities. The sublimity

of ages is about you at every step, and you feel your connexion with

past races of men, in a way that you are not naturally led to do in a

country where there are no monuments of the past.

To-day, however, I saw a relic of the past in a very grotesque atti-

tude ; a Highlander in full dress—yes, the wild, fierce, haughty High-

lander—playing on a fiddle ! a street beggar, asking a few pence to keep

him from starving. He was dressed in the philabeg, or kilts, and hose

;

and I am surprised to find that there are some Highland regiments, in

the English service, who are dressed in this manner. I have seen some
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of these soldiers, both hero and in (Glasgow, parading about in this dress

—wliich, to describe it, is very like a petticoat hanging from the waist

halfway down the leg, a hoso coming up halfway on the calf—so that

the person is naked from above the knee down to the middle of the

calf. It apjiearcd very uncomfortable, and scarcely decent. When
George the Fourth visited Scotland, and held levee at llolyrood, he

appeared in this costume. A picture of liim is shown in the audience

room.
Juhj 17.— I went to-day to as many spots mentioned in Scott's

stories as I could find, and afterward to llolyrood Palace. 1 was struck

with the different effects produced upon the feelings by scenes of

romance and scenes of real history. Around the former, indeed, there

is a hallowing charm—the halo of genius rests there ; but the history

of actual events is, comparatively, as if genius itself were embodied
in it. You feel that reality is there. Where Mary really suffered,

shuddered, and wept—is one thing; where Kffie Deans is supposed to

have laid, albeit upon the cold stone, her brokiii heart, is quite another
thing. We admire genius, but genius itself is only tlie interpreter of

all-powerful nature. Or if it be said, that genius is a part of nature,

and its noblest part, then take us wliere genius itself has wrought out
its lioblest achievement, or manifested its most sublime endurance, and
wo shall feel, indeed, that there is reality in its full sovereignty. The
spot so consecrated may be the battle field ; it may be the council cham-
ber; it may bo the martyr's stake; yes, and it may be the student's

cell at Abbotsford, or on the Avon.
Yet as I strolled one day up Salisbury Crag, and down from Arthur's

Seat, amid which are laid several of tlie scenes of the Heart of Mid-
Lothian, 1 felt illusion, at some moments, to be almost as powerful

as reality. I felt as if the light-hearted Effic, and the true-heaj'ted

Jeanie, and the stern-hearted old man, must have lived there ; and tliat

upon that hillside poor Madge must have sung her wild song, and
Sharpitlaw and Katton must have rushed down there towards Muschat's
Cairn. Tlie Cairn was situated immediately below St. Anthony's
Chapel, some ruins of which still remain. I passed them as I camo
down from Arthur's Seat ; a little spring of fresh and sweet water stiU

bubbhng up at the base of the old hermitage.

In the lligli-street is shown the house of John Knox— looking dark
and stern as himself. ( )n the corner, and under a sort of canopy, is a
rudely sculptured bust of tlie old reformer, with the hand raised, and
the finger pointed at the words—thus in.scribed on the wall :

—

Dcus
Go<l.

On the opposite side of the street, on the front wall of the house, are

two figures in stone, supposed to bo of very ancient date, and to repre

sent Adam and Eve. The Latin inscription is (trans.), " In the sweat
of thy face shalt thou eat bread."

IloLYROon.—Queen Mary's state-room, with the bed of Charles I.

now standing in it; her bedroom, with her own bed in it; her dressing-

room; the small apartment in whiith she, Kizzio, and some others, were
supping, when Darnley. and Huthvcn, with other lords, entered, drngged
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Rizzio out, and murdered him before her face; the dark passage by
which they came up ; the blood at the head of the principal staircase,

where they dragged him down ; the partition by which that spot is cut
off from the state-room, and apparently cut off for no other reason—
thus giving colour to the tradition which alleges that this is the blood of

Rizzio; the di-essing-table of Mary, with raised work on it done by herself,

and the wicker basket, raised on a sort of tripod, wliich held the infant

wardrobe of her son;—these objects bring the unfortunate Mary before

one, with a vividness that almost makes him feel as if he had now
heard her story for the first time. It is a striking instance of the power
of adventitious circumstances, to carry down a name, and almost to

embalm it in the memory of ages. Had Mary been homely and happy,

we should probably never have lieard of her

!

Edinburgh (Old Town) is very curious in one respect. There is a

town under a town. The valleys are so deep, and the hills so high on
which it is built, that bridges or causeways of stone are thrown across

;

and when you pass over them, you see houses and a street, and crowds
passing—all directly beneath you.

Before breakfast, the morning on which I came away, I went to find

St. Leonards—not having heard tiU the moi-ning before that there was
a spot so designated. I found it—a small crag ; just beneath which
and west of it is a cottage, sweetly situated, called St. Leonard's cot-

tage. It is just on the borders of the city, on the side towards Salis-

bury Crag.

I took leave of Edinburgh ; I gazed upon its glories and glorious

objects for the last time, with a feeling that it seems to me I scarce

shall feel again in leaving any foreign city.

Glasgow, July 20.—From Edinburgh, I have come round through

the Highlands to this place. Every step of the way has been on classic

ground : the beautiful windings of the Forth with the Grampian Hills

on the north ; Stirling Castle ; the wild grandeur of the Trossacks
;

Ben Nevis and Ben Venue, and the haunted waters of Loch Katrine,

every rock and headland garlanded with romance ; the bold and ma-
jestic shores of Loch Lomond ; the haunts of Rob Roy, the Lennox
country, and the soft scenery of the Leven.

I passed the night at CiJlender, twelve miles from Loch Katrine,

and spent the evening in reading through the Lady of the Lake.

About a mile and a half before reaching the lake, you enter the cele-

brated Trossacks, or the Bristled Territory. Conceive of two or three

hundred hills, wild and precipitous, some higher, some lower, all covered

with shrubbery, ivy, and heather, with often a bold " thunder-splintered

pinnacle " shooting up from among them ; conceive yourself walking

tlu-ough this region on a winding and almost level road, at the foot

of these hills, with some new view opening, some striking object arrest-

ing you at every step as you proceed, and you may have some idea of

that grand panorama of the picturesque—the Trossacks.

As you emerge from this vaUey of hills and mountains, Loch Katrine

presents itself—a narrow strip of water at the first, and never, at any

point, more than two miles wide. You are rowed, ten miles, through

the length of the lake, and may spend some of your time, if you please,

in fancying where the fair lady moored her bark, or where, under her

magic guidance, it shot across the silver waters.
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A walk of five miles, through a wikl country, with some genuine

Highland moors on the way, brings you to Inversnaid Mill, on tho shore

of Loch Lomond. Tlio pass down to Inversnaid is so .steep, and dark,

and deep, that it .seemed to me an hundred men might have been nmr-
dered there without being heard—Rob Roy must have held it as a favour-

ite spot. There is a single cottage on the shore ; and 1 entered it with a

curiosity inspired by a tliousand tales of romance. A Highland cottage,

at the bottom of one of tho wildest Highland passes I—what would it be,

and what its imnates? I found a woman and her daughter, who told

mo that they had no neighbours, and exchanged no visits with anybody.

There was no chimney. The smoke found its way out at a hole iu the

roof, but not till it liad circulated in many eddies and wreaths around
tho beams and rafters, wliich were black and shining with soot. Along
the wall adjoining that against which the fire was built—for there was
properly no fireplace—were to be dimly seen the apartments or stories,

one above anotlier, of a sort of crib, sucli as Walter Scott has described,

as answering the purpose of a bedstead. I asked the woman for food.

She had nothing but oatmeal cake, which slie produced, and I was glad

to try a specimen of Higldand bread. But, in good truth, I should

never desire to have anything to do with it, save as a specimen ; for of

all stuff that ever I tasted, it was the most inedible, impracticable, in-

sufferable,—dry, hard, coarse, rasping, gritty, chafty : I could not eat

it, and it seemed to mo that if I could, it would be no more nourishing

than gravel kneaded into mud and baked in a limekiln. As to drink,

whiskey—whiskey, the boatmen said, was the only thing, and the

thing indispensable. I tasted of it; and truly it had not the usual

odious taste of our American whiskey. It is said that the peat, by
which it is distiUed, gives it a peculiar flavour.

As to the estimate of this article, or something like it—something
"wet and toothsome," as the wretch Peter Peebles says—I should

suppose that Highlands and Lowlands agree, nay, and all England for

that matter—for I have never seen anything like the numbers of per-

sons that I have observed here, after dinner, or in the evening, sipping

their brandy and water or whiskey punch. It would seem strange to

some of our American reformers ; but I have been at supper, where the

meal was introduced by tho host with a " grace ;" and the brandy and
hot water were brought on at tho close of the entertainment, evidently

as a matter of course, and I was very much urged to take some, as a
very excellent thing ; and, indeed, as the conscientious Peebles says,
•' they had like tx) ha' guided me very ill."

From Inversuaid Mill a steamboat takes you up and duwn the entire

length of Loch Lomond, thirty miles. A rainy day did not hide alto-

gether the bold and majestic features of this shore antl mountain
scenery, though it prevented me from seehig it to the best advantage.
Around the lower ])art of Loch Lomond is the country of the Lennox;
from whence a ride through the vale of the Leven brings you to Dum-
barton, where a steamboat again, at almost any hour, will take you up
to Glasgow.

The cathedral here is a grand old pile; the only one that Kuox
spared, and which lie still frowns upon from his monument in the

cemetery on the opposite hill. And this last spot suggests the subject

of funerals, whicli are celebrated with nimh pom|>, as it appears to an
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American taste, throughout the kingdom ; the hearse bearing a sort of

forest of waving plumes over it—white for the young, black for the

elder— the carriages and horses put into as deep moui-ning as their

owners. It would seem that there are entertainments on these occasions;

for I saw over a shop here this singular advertisement—" Funeral and
Fancy biscuit, for sale here."

Hamilton, July 23.— I have come down to Hamilton to-day, on my
way to the Falls of the Clyde, Tweeddale, Abbotsford, &c. I have
several times observed, as I did to-day, very tidy looking young women
walking barefoot, and carrying a little parcel in hand, which was
evidently the stockings and shoes. Indeed, neatness and thrift seem
characteristic of the people everywhere. When there is no scenery to

engage attention, Scotch husbandry, at least, is a pleasing feature of

the landscape.

About two miles from Hamilton are the ruins of Bothwell Castle.

The property now belongs to Lord Douglas, and the castle is situated

just in the rear of his seat. And very few things have I seen equal to

the beauty of its situation, on a bold, rounded, wooded bank of the

Clyde, with the ruins of an old abbey on the opposite bank.

About half a mile from this is BothweU Brig. The land slopes on

each side of the river to the bridge, so that the two bodies of troops who
fought here might, it is evident, be plainly in sight of each other, before

engaging—as they are represented by Walter Scott. A fair vale spreads

above, and below, the river winds between steep, rocky, and wooded
banks, making altogether a scene fitted to rebuke the fierce passions

that once drenched this spot with blood.

From Bothwell Brig, stretches fourteen miles, I was told, up the

banks of the Clyde, the estate of the Duke of Hamilton. I went to the

palace. It has one noble portico ; but mostly it is low and inelegant,

though immense— looking altogether more like several blocks and
squares of fine buildings in a city than anything else. I should suppose

the possessor might easily entertain some hundred or two of guests.

I observed not much less than a hundred bells in one of the lower

entries. The furniture was much of it old, but exceedingly rich,

mosaics, ebony cabinets, carved work, &c. The ceilings beautifully

gilt, and that of the picture gallery exceedingly splendid—approaching

the dazzling appearance of the back of a diamond beetle as seen under

the microscope. It was this gallery chiefly that I came to see. But
I was very much disappointed. There are some paintings said to be of

the old masters, but put in such bad lights that it is scarcely conceivable

that they should be worth much. There is an original Bonaparte of

David—a fine countenance, and more natural, easy, amiable, and even

more handsome than is usual in the portraits and busts of him. The
gallery consists chiefly of common-place looking men and fair women

—

mostly Hamiltons; but t\\G clicf d'oeuvre \?, a Rubens— Daniel in the

Lions' Den. The lions I thought were very good, but I did not like

the face of the Daniel. It is pale and livid, and shows fright or distress

full as much as reliance. If it is trust, it is the agony, and not tlie

repose of trust. Some may think it surprising that a traveller, raw

from the New World, should undertake to criticise a painting. But I

say that the painter is to be judged by the general eye, as truly as the

orator, and so shall I go on my way criticising as if I had been brought
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up at the feet of Raphael—criticising, i. e. not tlio technical things of

the urt—not the mixing of colours, or drawing, or perspective—but

criticising the general etiect. If the painter means to strike the general

mind, the general mind must be his judge.

Lanakk, JhIi/ 24.—The ride from Hamilton to Lanark is full of

beauties. But the Falls of Clyde here are most beautiful. Whether
they are as well worth visiting as the Giant's Causeway and the

Trossacks, I will not say ; but certainly they raise the emotion of plea-

sure higher than either. Stoney Byers below is well enough ; but the

chief beauty is above, at Corralinn and Bonnington.

Wo left TiUictudlcm, three miles from Lanark, on the right, two
miles from the road, and out of sight. I am told an old woman near

there was very much vexed by the inquiries of rambling visitcr.s, after

the pubhcation of Old Mortality. She could not conceive what sent all

these people, all at ouce, asking about Tillietudlem.

Juhi 25, 20. From Lanark, throit[/h Peehlcs, to St. Ronans.— St.

Ronaus is a neat village ; and about half a mile distant, at the foot of

one of the hills which surround it on all sides, is St. Ronans' Well; but
nothing could I hear of any place or ruin called Mowbray Castle.

About twenty miles from Lanark, you strike the Tweed, and thence

the road to Kelso is chiefly through the vale of the Tweed. It is

mostly narrow, and hemmed in on both sides by high, heathery liills,

Tweeddale, I believe, is the northern confine of the Border-land. Three
or four old ruins of castles are to be seen on the road ; making the

appearance of a chain of castles.

The great objects to-day (the twenty-sixth), and enough to make
any day remarkable, are—Abbotsford, Melrose Abbey, and Dryburgh
Abbey.

Abbotsford takes its name from a ford over the Tweed, near at hand,

which formerly belonged to the abbots—of some neighbouring monastei y,

I suppose. It is well worth visiting, independently of the associati(ns,

which make it what it is—what no other place can be. Tlie structure

too—the apartments—the furniture—are altogether iu keeping with
those associations. Everything is just what you would have it, to

commemorate Walter Scott. The building is a beautiful Gothic
structure. You M'ill not expect a description from me of what has been
already so minutely and so well described. You remember the hall of

entrance, with its stained windows, and its walls hung round with
ancient armour, coats of mail, shields, swords, helmets—all of them, as

an in.scripti()n imports, of tlio " auld time ;" the dining and the drawing-
rooms ; the library and the study; the curiosities of the place— choice

paintings, curious old chairs of caiTcd work—the rare cabinet of relics,

Rob Roy's musket, pistols from tlie dread holsters of Claverhouse and
Bonaparte— and all surrounded and admned with oaken wainscoting—
and ceilings, the latter very beautifully carved, yet very simple—
everything, indeed, wearing tlie appearance of great dignity and taste:

well, I have seen it all— 1 have seen it! But the study! before tlie

desk at wliicli lie wrote, in the very chair, the throne of power fntm
which he stret<,lied out a sceptre over the world, and over all ages. I

sit down—it was enough I 1 vent to sno the cell of the enchanter— I

Kaw it; and my homage—was silence, till I had riddeu miles from that

abode of dej)arted gennis.
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I am tempted here to give you an anecdote, which has been mentioned
to me since I came to Europe. An American lady of distinguished

inteUigenco, had the good fortune to meet with Scott frequently in Italy,

till she felt emboldened to express to him something of the feeling that
she entertained about his works. She told him, that in expressing her
gratitude, she felt that she expressed that of miUions. She spoke of

the relief which he had brought to the heavy and weary days of languor
and pain ; and said, that no day so dark had ever risen upon her, that

it was not bi'ightened by the prospect of reading another of his volumes.
And what, now, do you think was his reply? A tear rolled down his

cheek: he said nothing ! Was it not beautiful? For you feel that that

tear testified more than selfish gratification; that it was the silent

"witness of religious gratitude.

I must pass by the well-known and often-described beauty of Melrose
Abbey, three miles from Abbotsford, and ask you to go on with me a
few miles farther to Dryburgh—the place where " the wreck of power"
(intellectual) is laid down to rest. If I were to choose the place of his

body's repose, from aU that 1 have ever seen, it would be this. The
extent, antiquity, and beauty of the work ; the trees growing within the

Tery walls of the abbey ; the luxuriant shrubbery waving from the tops

of the walls and from parts of the roof here and there remaining ; the

ivy, covering over the work of ghastly ruin, and making it graceful—
hanging from "the rifted arches and shafted windows," and weaving
festoons from one broken fragment to another ; the solemn, umbrageous
gloom of the spot ; the perpetual sound of a waterfall in the neighbouring

Tweed—aU conspire to make this spot wonderfully romantic ; it throws

a speU over the mind, such as no other ruin does that 1 have seen.

Conway Castle is more sublime : Melrose Abbey is more beautiful in

its weU preserved, sculptured I'emains ; but Di-yburgh is far more
romantic. What place can be so fit to hold the remains of Walter
Scott!

Before crossing the Tweed, and v/hile yet on Scottish ground, 1 wish

to drop one thought which 1 have carried more than seven years, I

believe, without ever finding the proverb to avail me at all. And that

is on the striking resemblance between the character of Scotland and
of New England. The energy and vehemence of the Scottish character,

the perfervidum ingenium Scotorum, is universally acknowledged.

Fier comme un Ecossais, is a proverb. And yet the Scotch are

accounted a singularly wary and cautious people ; reserved in manners,

exact in speech, guarded in communication, and keen and close in the

transaction of business. The Scotchman has the singular fortune to

stand as a proverb for the most opposite qualities, and I suppose that

they really exist in him. The same qualities are found in the New
England character. The Yankee—" it will not deny"— is sharp at a

bargain. He is cold in manners. The deep reserve of a New England
boy, especially if living retired in the country, perhaps no one can

understand who has not experienced it. It seems as if his heart were

girded with a stronger band than any other, and certainly such as is

not natural or befitting to the ingermousness of youth. I do not wonder
that the result of a cursory observation has been, to pronounce the New
Englaiider a being, to whom "nature has given a double portion of

brains and half a heart." And yet nothing could bo niorc untrup.
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Tho Xcw England cliaractcr is, in fact, one of the deepest excitement
and enthusiasm. The whole liistorj of the people proves this, from tho
Landing at Plymouth to this hour. Every species of enterprise,

political, commercial, literary, religious, has been developed in New
England to a degree, 1 am inchncd to think, unprecedented in the
world. All America is filled with the proofs of it. And private life in

New England will exhibit tho same character to all who become intimate
•with it. The two races whom I am comparing have also had the same
fate of geneial misconstruction and opprobrium. The Scot is regarded,
on the south side of the Tweed, very much as the Yankee is, south of
the Hudson. I will not incjuiro into the causes of this ; but it certainly
seems a very hard case on either hand. A people in both instances,

industrious, virtuous, religious, almost beyond example— carrying
popular education to a point of improvement altogether unexampled in

the world, till the Prussian system appeared—and furnishing far more
than their respective quotas to the noblest literature of their respective
countries

—

m'ouUI seem to have deserved more respect than has been
awarded to Scotland and New England.

CHAPTER IV.

ENGLAND— YOKK— llIK SIINSTEU— ClITJIiCHES AND CUURCII BITLDIXG— VOKK-
SniHC DIALECT— ASLEKICANISXLS— ASPECT OF THE COUNTRY COMrARED WITH
OURS— KJ^NDAL— AVINDERMEIiE— AMI5LESIDE— A CONVERSATION ON ENG-
LISH ANT) AMERICAN POLITICS— VISIT TO GRASSMERE—PONY RIDE AMONG
THE LAKES— ItESWICK— ULLSWATER— THE LAKE SCENERY.

York, July 29.—From Dryburgh, I came through Kelso, Newcastle,
and Durham, down to York.

After a delightful ride on the banks of the Tweed, leaving the vale
of the Teviot, and the Cheviot hills, on the south, 1 entered England,
nine miles below Kelso.

In Northumberland, on the road to Newcastle, I passed several ex-
tensive moors, very like the country described by Scott as surroundiii"-

Osbaldiston Hall.
°

As you ap|)roach Newcastle, it becomes evident that you are in the
region of collieries. " The smoke of the country goeth up as the smoke
of a furnace." It is not the smoke of its destruction, however. It is

tiio indication of life, and not of death—ay, and of life that has gone
down far into the bowels of the earth ; for it jnoceeds from the chimneys
of steam engines, employed at every ]>it, for the double ]iurpose of
pumping out water and raising coal.

DuiuiAM.—The cathedral, one of the finest in I'^ngland, and tho
castle, now the bishop's ]>alace, I could not stop to examine.

York is a queer old jdace, worth coming a good numy miles to see
for its own sake. I^ut the minster!—it is worth a j)ilgrimage to see it.

It is tho only building 1 have ever seen in a city that stands up and
out so comi)letely from the suirounding mass of buildings, that it is,

from every quarter, distinctly |)resented to the eye. The minster, atnid
tiie city of York, stands like tl)e elephant in a menagerie. Its ]>roj-or-
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tions, too, are so perfect, its character is so unique, that it makes upon
the mind one single impression. You take in the whole object, and
feel all its overpowering grandeur, at the first glance of the eye. And
3^et it seems to me, that if I were to live in sight of it a thousand years

it would lose none of the indescribable charm with which it first en-

tranced me. Indeed I shall attempt no description. I dare not bring

my measurements here. Nay, it appears to me that the impression

here does not depend on any exact idea of size or of parts. It is a
whole ; it makes its impression as a whole ; and you can no more receive

that impression from the successive sentences of a description, than you
could receive it from contemplating, in succession, the different parts

of the structure itself.

There is a sanctity and venerableness about many of the English

churches, and even those of the humblest order, which nothing but time
indeed can give to the churches of our country, but which time will

never give to them, unless we learn to build them with more durable

materials than wood or brick. There is something in these churches

which leads you instinctively to take oiF your hat when you enter them
—a duty, by the bye, of which your attendant is sure to admonish you,

if you fail of it—and I would that the practice were more common than

it is among us. The sentiment of reverence for holy places is certainly

gaining ground upon the old Puritan and Presbyterian prejudice on
this head, and it must grow with the increasing refinement of the peo-

ple. But still, there are too many churches, especially in our country

towns, which are in a state of shameful disrepair, and of abominable

filthiness ; and which are constantly trampled under the feet of the

multitude, at every election. Indeed, the condition and use, and, I

may add, the architecture of a church, cannot fail to have a direct

effect upon the sentiment of religious veneration ; and I trust the time

is to come, when (with reference to this last point) the construction of

churches among us will be given into the hands of competent architects,

and not left to the crude and ambitious devices of parish committees.

It costs no more to build in good proportions than ip. bad ; and the tri-

fling expense of obtaining a plan from an able architect (not a mere
carpenter) is unworthy to have any weight in a matter of such perma-
nent importance to a whole community. The churches of a country are

a part of its religious literature. They speak to the people ; they convey

ideas ; they make impressions. The Catholics understand this, and are

erecting, I believe, more fine churches in America, in proportion to

their numbers, than any other denomination among us.

I confess that if I could build a church in all respects to suit my
own taste, I would build it in the solemn and beautiful style of the

churches of England, the Gothic style ; aud I would build it in endur-

ing stone, that it might gather successive generations within its holy

walls, that passing centuries might shed tlieir hallowing charm around

it, that the children might worship where their fathers had worshipped

from age to age, and feel as if the spirits of their fathers still mingled

in their holy rites. Nay, more do I say, and further would I go— I am
not speaking, of course, as proposing anything, but only as individuaUj'^

])refcrring it—but I say for myself that I would place altars in that

churcli, where prayers might be said daily, where daily resort might bo

had by all whose inclination prompted; so that whosoever passed by
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might have Hbertj, at any hour of the day, to turn aside from his busi-

ness, his O'jcupation, his care, or his leisurely walk—in his sorrow, or

his joy, or his anxiety, or liis fear, or his desire, and want, and trouble,

and temptation, so often besetting the steps of every mortal life—to

turn aside, I say, and bow down amid the awful stillness of the sanc-

tuary. Let it not be said, as detracting from the importance of tlio

religious architecture of a country, or as an apology for neglect or irre-

verence towards churches, that all places are holy— that tlie universe is

the temple of God. It is true, iudccd, that the whole frame of nature
is a temple for worship, but is it a mean or an unadorned temple?
Nay, what a structure is it! and what a glorious adorning is put upon
it, to touch the springs of imagination and feeling, and to excite the

principle of devotion! What painted or gilded dome is like that arcli

of blue, " that swells above us"? What blaze of clustered lamps, or
even burning tapers, is like the lamp of day hung in the heavens, or the
silent and mysterious lights that burn for ever in the far off depths of
the evening sky? And what are the splendid curtains with which the
churches of Kome are clothed for festal occasions, to the gorgeous
clouds that float around the pavilion of morning, or the tabernacle of
the setting sun? And what mighty pavement of tesselated marble can
compare with the green valleys, the enamelled plains, the whole varie-

gated, broad, and boundless pavement of this world's surface, on which
the mighty congregation of the children of men are standing? What,
too, are altars reared by human hands, compared with the everlasting

mountains—tliosc altars in the tem])le of nature ; and what incense ever
arose from human altars, like tiie bright and beautiful mountain mists
that float around those eternal heights, and then rise above them and
are dissolved into tlie pure and transparent ether—like tlie last fading
shadows of human imperfection, losing themselves in the splendours of
heaven? And what voice ever spoke from human altar, like the voice
of the thunder from its cloudy tabernacle on those sublime heights of
the creation, when

" Not from one lone cloud.
But every mountain heij:;ht hath fouiul a tongue,
Aiiil Jura answers from her misty shroud,
Back to the joyous Alps, who call to her aloud"?

And, in fine, what anthem or prcan ever rolled from organ or orchestra,
or from the voice of a countless multitude, like the dread and deafening
roar of ocean, with all its swcUing multitu'le of waves? Yes, the temple
of nature is full of inspiration, full of objects that inspire devotion, and
so, as far as may be, should our temples of prayer and tlianksgiving bo
made.
To say, as if to detract from the sanctity of religious edifices, that

here, after all, is only so much wood, and stone, and mortar, which arc
nothing but the same mass of materials in any other form, or devoted
to any otlier purjiose—why we talk not so of our homes—we talk not
so of nature—wo talk so of notliing else. It is l)y mixing up intellec-

tual and spiritual associations witli things, and only so, that they have
any interest or importance to our minds. 'I'hings are nothing but what
the miiid makes tliem to Iw—nothing but l>y an infusion into them of
the iiitellectual principle of oui- own nature." 'J'jie tuft tliat is shorn
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from the warrior's plume bj the scythe of death, is nothing else, if one
pleases so to consider it, but the plumage of a bird. The relic of a
sainted martyr—suppose it were a hem of his garment—^is, if one pleases

so to consider it, nothing else but a piece of cloth that protected him
from the winter's cold, or the summer's heat. The place where his

broken and lacerated body was laid down to rest, may be accounted
common earth ; and the mouldering remains of a buried empire, may
be accounted common dust. The Palatine hill on which stood the
palace of the imperial Ccesars, and which is now covered with its ruins,

may be accounted a common hill. But so do we not speak of things,

nor think of them.

No, let us yield to that principle of our nature which imparts a por-

tion of its own character to the things around us ; which, with a kind
of ci'eative power, makes times, and seasons, and places to be holy;

which gathers a halo of gloi*y and beauty over our native land ; which
accounts the maxim devoutly true, that " there is no place like home ;"

and which hallows " the place where prayer is wont to be made"—whicli

accounts no place like it—and yet so accounting it, judges that to be a
good work, which makes the temples of a nation's worship strong and
beautiful, for the use and admiration of successive ages.

Kendal, Juli/ 29.—From York, through Tadcaster, Leeds, covered
with the smoke of its factories, Bradford, a thriving town, Keighley,

Skipton, &c. to Kendal—a fine country : the vales successively of the

Wharf, the Aire, and the Lune.
The language—the vulgar dialect, that is—of Yorkshire, and Lan-

cashire, too, is almost as unintelligible to me as Chinese. The English

critics upon our barbarous Americanisms, might well reserve their com-
ments, and as many more as they can produce, for home consumption.
They are troubled with a most patronising and paternal anxiety, lest

the Enghsh language should be lost among our common people ; it is

lost among the common people of Yorkshire. They smile at our blun-

ders when we say sick for ill, and Jine instead of nice. They say that

Jine comes from the milliner's shop ; we might reply that nice comes
from the kitchen. They are shocked when we speak of a Jine building

;

but nothing is more common in England, than to hear of the grandest

old ruin in the kingdom as "a, nice old place." As to the word sick, it

is ours and not the English use * that accords with the standard usage
of English literature ; sick, afflicted with disease—is Jolmson's defi-

nition.

One thing that gives this country its peculiarity of aspect as compared
with ours, is the substitution of stone in all structures where we use

wood—as stone houses, barns, outhouses of all sorts, stone bridges, stone

watering-troughs by the way-side. The smallest stream or ditch cross-

ing the road has a stone bridge. All this gives an air of antiquity, dura-

bility, and, if I may say so, of dignity, to the whole country. Another
circumstance that has the same effect, is the practice of calling many
of the farms from generation to generation by the same name. It is not
Mr. Such or Such an one's place—at least that is not the only desig-

nation—but it is Woodside, or Oakdale, or some of those unpronounce-

able \Yelsh names. I hke this. It invests every dwelling in the

* For sickness of stomach.
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country with local associations. It gives to every locality a dignity

and interest, far bejoiid that of mere property or possession.

July 30.—Tliis morning, the finest I have seen since I landed at

Liverpool, I left Kendal for Windermere. Stoi)ped at IJowness and
took a boat—visited the >S((ition, a romantic eminence on the opposite

side of the lake; then rowed np the lake eight miles to Ambleside, the

head of Windermere. The Iiead, and the views from the Station, are

far the most beautiful things about the lake ; and, indeed, they are the

onhi things very strilcing about it.

SVhat a power lies in association ! I was already in sight of the far-

famed Windermere, and almost any tract of water and landscape would
have appeared lovely under such a sky—surely this did ; yet, as I

stopped to pick a few raspberries by the hedge, that simple action—the

memories that it brought witli it—the thoughts of those hours of my
early days, passed near my own native home—passed by those hedges,
thronging ever since with a thousand inexpressible recollections—passed
in the fond romance of youth, amid the holy silence of the fields, and
all the thick-coming fancies of an unworn imagination and sensibility

—

all this moved me as no scene of mere abstract beauty could ever do!

iVnd yet, indeed, what is abstract ^ W^hat is nature but an instrument
liarmonized into unison with something in us—every vibration of which
either awakens or answers to some thrilling chord, in the more myste-
rious frame of our own being? What is the traveller but a pilgrim of
the heart, the imagination, the memory? Such a Httle passage, now
and then, as this to-day, convinces one that there is much poetry in

boyhood, though one does not find it out, perhaps, till long afterward.

From Ambleside I took a pony and rode to Kydal Mount, the resi-

dence of Mr. W .*

I was so much disappointed in the appearance of Mr. W^ that I

actually began to suspect that I had come to the cottage of one of his

neighbours. After ten minutes' common-place talk about the weather,
the travelling, &c. had passed, I determined to find out whether I was
mistaken ; and aware of his deep interest in the politics of England, I

availed myself of some remark that was made, to introduce that sub-
ject, lie immediately left all conmion-place, and went into the subject
with a flow, a flood almost of conversation that soon left me in no doubt.
After this had gone on an hour or two, wisliing to cliange the theme, I

took occasion of a pause to observe, that in this great political agita-

tion, poetry seemed to have died out entirely, lie said it had; but
that was not tlio only cause ; for there had been, as he thought, some
years ago, an over-production and a surfeit.

Mr. W converses with great earnestness, and has a habit, as he

• I depart here from the rule 1 liave l.iid down to myself—not to draw any
details oi private society into this jouruid—tor tlnee reasons.
The fir.-t is. tliat the cojiversatfoiis which I take tiie liberty to quote in this

i)lace. rel.ite iiriiicip.illy to one of tiie very subjects for the discussion of which I
have lieeu teiiii)ted to publish the jireseiit volumes. The next is, that the senti-
ments here advanced on the part of the individual referred to, are his irrll-kiicwu
si'utimeiits—so that nothin<j is iK.'trayed. .\nd the third re;ison is, that they
are so well advanced, and so ably advocat<-d, that I think the exposition of them
couhl not <listurb or dinplease th.it distinjjuished peison -even if such a futjitive

sheet as mine should ever be waft^-d .so far as to lall on the still an<l deep waters
of his mc<litatit)U.
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walks and talks, of stopping every fourth or fifth stop, and turning round
to jou to enforce what he is saying. The subjects, the first evening I

passed with him, wore, as I have said, politics and poetry. He re-

marked afterward that although he was known to the world only as a
poet, he had given twelve hours' thought to the condition and prospects

of society, for one to poetry. I replied that there appeared to me to be
no contradiction in this, since the spirit of poetry is the spirit of

humanity—since sympathy with humanity, and with all its fortunes, is

an essential characteristic of poetry— and politics is one of the grandest
forms under which the welfare of the human race presents itself.

In politics, Mr. W professes to be a reformer, but upon the most
deliberate plan and gradual scale ; and he indulges in the most indig-

nant yet argumentative diatribes against the present course of things in

England, and in the saddest forebodings of what is to come. The tide

is beating now against aristocracy and an established religion, and if it

prevails, anarchy and irreligion must follow. He will see no other

result ; he has no confidence in the people ; they are not fit to govern
themselves—not yet certainly

;
public opinion, the foolish opinion of the

depraved, ignorant, and conceited mass, ought not to be the law ; it

ought not to be expressed in law ; it ought not to be represented in

government ; the true representative government should represent the

mind of a country, and that is not found in the mass, nor is it to be ex-

pressed by universal suffrage. Mr. W constantly pi'otested against

the example of America, as not being in point. He insisted that the

state of society, the crowded population, the urgency of want, tlie ten-

ures of property, in England, made a totally dilfercnt case from ours.

He seemed evidently to admit, though he did not in terms, that here-

ditary rank and an established priesthood, are indefensible in the

broadest views of human rights and interests ; but the argument for

them is, that they cannot be removed without opening the door to

greater evils—to the unresti'ained licence of the multitude—to inces-

sant change, disorder, uncertainty, and finally, to oppression and
tyranny. He says the world is running mad with the notion that all

its evils are to be relieved by political changes, political remedies,

political nostrums—whereas the great evils, sin, bondage, misery, lie

deep in the heart, and nothing but virtue and religion can remove
them ; and upon the value, and preciousness, and indispensableness of

religion, indeed, he talked very sagely, earnestly, and devoutly.

The next evening I went to tea to Mr. W 's, on an hospitable

invitation to come to breakfast, dinner, or tea, as I liked. The con-

versation very soon again ran upon politics. He thought there could be

no independence in legislators who were dependant for their places upon
the ever-wavering breath of popular opinion, and he wanted my opinion

about the fact in our country. I replied, that as a secluded man, and
accustomed to look at the morale of these matters, I certainly had felt

that there was likely to be, and probably was, a great want of inde-

pendence—that I had often expressed the apprehension that our dis-

tinguished men were almost necessarily actiiig under biasses that did

not permit them to sit down in their closets and examine great political

questions and measures, in a fair and philosophical spirit. Then, he

said, how can there be any safety? 1 answered, as I had frequently

said before, that our oidy safety lay in making the people wise ; but I
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added that our practical politicians were accustomed to say, that there

was a principle of safety in our conflicts, in the necessarily conflicting

opinions of the mass— that they neutralised and balanced each other,

I adniittrd, liowover, that there was danger; that all popular insti-

tutions involved danger; that freedom was a trust and a perilous trust.

Still I insisted that tliis was only an instance of a general principle

;

that all pro]>ation was perilous ; that the greatest opportunity was
always the greatest peril. I maintained also, that think as we might
of political liberty, there was no helping it; that in the civilized world,

the course of opinion was irresistibly setting towards universal educa-
tion and popular forms of government ; and nothing was to be done but
to direct, modify, and control the tendency. He fully admitted this

;

said tliat in otlier centuries some glorious results might be brought out,

but that he saw nothing but darkness, disorder, and misery in the im-
mediate prospect, and tluit all he could do was to cast himself on Pro-
vidence. I ventured to suggest that it seemed to me that all good and
wise men had a work to do. I said that 1 admitted, friend to popular
institutions as I was, that tlio world was full of errors about liberty

;

that there was a mistake and madness about popular freedom, as if it

were the grand panacea for all human ills, and that powerful pens were
needed to guide tlie public mind ; and that the pen of genius could
scarcely be more nobly employed. But he has no confidence in the
body of the people, in their willingness to read wliat is wholesome, or
to do what is right ; and this, I took the liberty to say, seemed to me
the radical point on which he and I differed. I told him that there

were large communities in America in whom I did confide, and that I

believed other communities might be raised up to tlie same condition

;

and that it appeared to me that it should be the grand effort of the

world now, to raise up this mass to knowledge, to comfort, and virtue

—

since the mass was evidently ere long to rule for us.

After this conversation, Mr. W proposed a walk to Grassmere
Lake, to see it after sunset ; and in that lovehest of all the scenes I ever
witnessed on earth, were lost all thoughts but of religion and poetry,

I could not help saying, with fervent sincerity, " I thank you, sir, for

bringing me liere, at this hour;" for he had evidently taken some pains,

pushing aside some little interferences witli his purpose, to accompHsh
It. He said in reply, that so impressive was the scene to him, that ho
felt almost as if it were a sin not to come here every fair evening. Wo
sat by the shore lialf an hour, and talked of themes far removed from
the strife of politics. The village on the opposite side lay in deep
shadow ; from which the tower of the church rose, like heaven's sentinel

on the gates of (jvening. A single taper sliot its solitary ray across tho
waters. The little lake lay hushed in deep and solenm repose. Not a
sound was heard upon its shore. The fading light trembled upon tho
bosom of tlie waters, which were here slightly ruffled, and tliere lay as
a mirror to reflect the .serenity of heaven. The dark mountains lay
bu-yuiid, with every varying shade that varying distance coidd give them.
The fartliest ritiges were sowed with light, as if it wero resolved into

sej)arate particles an<l sliowercd down into tho darkness below, to make
it visible. The mountain side had a softness of shadowing upon it,

such as I never saw before, and sucli as no ])ainting 1 ever saw,

aj»i)roac}ied in the remotest degree. It seemed, Mr. \V said, as if
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it were "clothed with the air." Above all, was the clear sky, looking

almost cold, it looked so pure, along the horizon —but warmed in the

region a little higher, with the vermilliou tints of the softest sunset. I

am persuaded that the world might be travelled over without the sight

of one such spectacle as this— and aU owing to the circumstances—the

time— the hour. It was perhaps not the least of those circumstances

influencing the scene, that it was an hour, passed in one of his own
holy retreats, with Wordsworth

!

, Amid these lakes and mountains of Cumberland and Westmoreland,

nature seems to delight herself in contrasts, and that, as in many
human works, is here perhaps the secret of power : the wildest moun-
tains and mountain crags, with the sweetest valleys and dales amid
them— as Borrowdale, Fatterdale, Langdale, and sometimes one little

sheltered spot, all verdure, only large enough for one farm— as in

coming from Conniston through one of the Laugdales ; the roughest

passes through mountain defiles, opening suddenly upon smooth and

green vales, as in going from Buttermere to Borrowdale, or entering

Patterdale from the south ; a lake and a valley beneath your eye, and

a world of mountains beyond, as in entering Keswick from the south

:

and then, when were ever seen such crystal streams— waters of such

transparent and living purity

!

All this, to be sure, is mere memorandum; but for the same purpose

I will take up half a page with marking my route, which was adopted

on competent advice, and may possibly be of service to some friend who
shall follow me—which friend I advise to take for Iiis excursion, as I

did, a pony at Ambleside. From Ambleside, then, I went to Conniston

and back— a day's ride ; then to Keswick ; thence, a day's excursion,

around through Newlands, by Buttermere, and Honister Crag—through

Borrowdale, by the Bowder Stone—an immense rock, evidently fallen

from the precipice above, sixty-two feet long, thirty-six high, eighty-

nine round, weight, 1,971 tons—by Lowdore Falls, a little nothing for

a fall— as were all the falls I went to see about here— scarcely any

water, but a romantic little scene ; back to Keswick by the shore of

Derwent Water. This is the most beautiful part of the ride ; the bold

wooded islands in the lake, with the glades and cultivated swells beyond

appearing between them, and Skiddaw in the back ground.

From Keswick to Lyulph's Tower on Ullswater— the first view of

Ullswater very striking ; the waters very dark ; a dark, leaden-coloured

mountain rising up from the very edge of the water— a fine ride along

down the shore, four miles, to Patterdale—through Patterdale, back to

Ambleside. On the whole, perhaps, Ullswater presents more impressive

scenery than any other lake. The scenery certainly is more bold.

Nothing can exceed the beauty of the cottages, and of their situations

about these lakes. So also the sail-boats, passing in all directions, seen

among the wooded islands and shooting out from behind the headlands,

freigbted with beauty, and mirth, and music, communicate an inex-

pressible Hfe and charm to the scenery. And I fancy that such tokens

of social happiness are very necessary to give these scenes the power

they have, over the heart and imagination. It fiUs up the measure of

the contrast. But that is not it— or it is not all. These signs of

humanity and happiness make the scene image to us ourselves, as well

as the Supreme Power. In the unvisited wilds of nature, in dell and
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grot, iu grovo and greensward untrodden by the footsteps of men, the
mind is prone to imagine that fairy creatures walk ; poetry has peopled
them with life ; the strong sympathy of the soul calls upon the whole
creation to give it back the imago of itself.

August 3.— I left the lake country and came down to Kendal.
The rido from Kendal to Lancaster is a pleasant one, especially

about the banks of the Kent. At Lancaster is a castle, now turned
into a jail, which belonged to the house of Lancaster, and was built in

the reign of Edward IIL The central tower, the only portion of the

old castle remaining, is square, and huge enough to have belonged to
•' Old John of Gaunt, time-honoured Lancaster."

It is called John of Gaunt 's Chair. Appropriately to this title, there

is from the top of the tower a very delightful prospect. A fine symbol
of office for an old baronial sovereign— patriarch, chieftain, landlord,

all in one ; a tower for his chair, where he sits, a king farmer, to over-

look the rich glebe, pasture and valley. Those forms of power, with
the rough and stern-hearted times that gave them birth, are passing
away. May other and nobler forms arise to take their place!

CHAPTER V.

RAILWAY FROM LIVERPOOL— MANCHESTER— DERBYSHIRE— CHATSWORTH

—

IIADDO.X HALL— MATLOCK— SCENERY' AND GVmES— WILLERSLEY CASTLE—
LICHFIELD—BIRMINGHAM—MUSIC HALL— CONCERTS IN AMERICA— KENIL-

WORTH— WARWICK— STRATFORD ON AVON— SHAKSPEAHE.

Railway from Liverpool. The tunnel disappointed me. It is not
SO great a work as I expected—not so long. The motion on the railway
is so rapid as to set everything in the country about—houses, trees,

groves—dancing a waltz. It seems as if the whole surrounding crea-

tion were revolving in circles—the distant objects going one way, and
those nearest, the opposite way.

Manchester— wrapped in the cloud of smoke proceeding from its

innumerable manufactories. For the sole power is steam licrc ; every
factory has its engine and its high chimney, sending out its dense black
volume of smoke, as it were, in the very face of the pure heavens

—

which foul mass of sulphurous vapours descends into the streets, infest-

ing the nostrils, choking the lungs, blearing the sight, clouding the
vista, so that sometimes you can scarce see an liundrcd yards.

They say it rains oftener in Manchester than in any other place in

the kingdom. I should think it. And, indeed, I have several times
heard it observed of one city and another, that it rains oftener in them
tiian in the sun'oundiiig country. So far as appearances are concerned,
and, I tliiuk, comfort too, it is fortunate for our cities that the anthra-
cite coal is to be the staple fuel.

Bakewell in Derbyshire, Aiipu)>t G.—In approaching Derby.«ihii-e,

you leave tlio immense levels of Lancashire for a more diversified and
beautiful country, and when you enter this country, tlic limestone cliffs,

with deep lioUows and vales worn between, appear everywhere—mark-
ing the country of the Peak.

2 Fl
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^
It must be, I think, that the body of people in this country, the

nine-tenths, are less intelligent than the same body in our country. I

certainly find more well-dressed and well-behaved people here whcare
ignorant, to an extent that would shame such looking people in Ame-
rica. For instance, I heard a very self-sufficient Scotchman here this

evening, boasting of Walter Scott as his countryman, and yet very soon
saying, that the scene of one of his novels could not be in Derbyshire,
because none of them was laid in England.* I have heard very plain,

hard-working people in America, in the conversation of the bar-room,
quote Locke and Stewart. There are not so many books here—in the
taverns, in the farmhouses, in the houses of the common people, on the
shelves everywhere—as there are among us.

Have I spoken of women, working in the fields? Not in Ireland,

nor in Wales only, but in Scotland and in England, this is constantly

seen: not in harvest only—but they hoe, and dig, and delve, in all

fields and at all seasons—sometimes four, five, ten—nay, twenty I have
seen in a field. It must tend to give them a rough and coarse charac-
ter ; to their persons it certainly does.

While at Bakewell, I visited Chatsworth, the seat of the Duke of

Devonshire, and Haddon HaU, an ancient and deserted castle, on the

estates of the Duke of Rutland; one, five miles, and the other two
miles distant.

Chatsworth is an immense castle, of the Ionic order, the oldest part

built round a hollow square—the new part, a continuation, one story

lower, of the rear-block or portion of the pile ; and so extensive, that,

when finished, there is to be a suite of rooms, through the whole of

which the eye will range, at a single view, six hundred feet. The hall

of entrance is from the hollow square ; the sides and ceiling painted iu

fresco, by Verrio and La Guerre. The ceilings, also, of the whole
range of statei-ooms, on the second story, are painted in the same style,

by the same artists. The designs are mythological. There cannot be
less, in all, I should think, than five hundred figures—of gods and god-
desses, in every possible attitude and predicament—pursuing, flying,

fighting, making love, &c. As far as one can judge, who almost

breaks his neck in looking upward, and looking at objects eighteen feet

distant, the paintings, many of them, are beautifully executed. W^hat
must have become, by the bye, of the necks and brains of the artists,

looking upward while painting such an immense number of figures, T
do not know. I must say that to my simple American taste, if not to

any other taste, this appears to be a very improper exhibition—the

forms being, generally, represented without any costume. The house-

keeper, however, observed that these rooms now were never used on

any occasion.

I must just make a memorandum of some other things that struck

me in going over the house. In the range of staterooms, the sculp-

ture, by Gibber, of tlie alabaster and marble doorways, and the carving,

by Gibbon, throughout are beautiful ; but of the latter especially, the

carving of birds, over and around the fireplace in the principal state-

room, quite exceeds anything of the kind I have seen, or could have

conceived. There is a large number of paintings, but nothing that

* Only an instance I allow.
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Struck mc much—a Ilonry VIII. by Ilolbeiu; a Holy Family, by
Murillo; a iiicco by Salvator Ko.sa, but iu so bad a light as to bo lost,

if it is anything. Thoro are a great many statues. Canova's llebe is

here, and a copy of the Venus de Medici by Bartolini.

Chatsworth is situated on the Derweut, on a rising ground, with ter-

races before it, formed by walls of wrought stone, which walls are sur-

mounted by balustrades of stone. There is a finely wooded hill in the

rear. The view soutliward, through grand avenues of trees, of the valo

of the Derweut, is most beautiful.

In the conseiTatory, there were splendid specimens of tho India

rubber plant and the fan palm ; and there was the curious nepenthes

(pitcher plant), whicli at tho cud of every branch has an actual pitcher

growing, large enough to holtl more than half a wineglass of water

—

said pitcher nicely fitted with a lid.*

In the park were immense herds of cattle and of deer. The park is

fourteen miles round ; besides which the Duke of Devonshire has large

possessions in this neighbourhood. As I turned away from tho fine

range of buildings, the smooth-shaven grounds, tiie gay flower-beds on
the terraces, fenced round with chiselled stone, the noble groves, witli

the water of two or three fountains rising and falling in spi-ay amid
them, tho vast range of the park, with the I)ei*went flowing through it,

and above all, the rich and magnificent view southward, I thought that

nothing could be more beautiful. But I had soon to correct my im-
pression; for Iladdon Hall is more beautifully situated; and Willersly

Castle, Mr. Arkwright's seat, near Matlock, leaves it, in natural

scenery, almost out of comparison.

Iladdon Hall, two miles from Bakewell, on the way to Matlock, is a
very ancient seat, on a somewhat precipitous bank of the NVyc. It has
been built in successive periods by diflerent families—the Peverils, tho

Avenels, the ^'crnons, and la.stly, the family of Manners. There are

two hollow squares, and some towers. The whole is in great pi'escrva-

tion, and especially the tapestry. In tho dress of some of the figures

wrought into the tapestry, are seen the fashion, and several of tho

varieties, too, of tho modern ladies' sleeve. I had thought before that

it was entirely a modern monster. But it seems that there is nothing
new under the sun. There is a large dancing hall, with a finely carved
oaken wainscoting and cornice—in which (^ueen Elizabeth led down
tho first measure. This hall was to-day put to a uso which, amid de-

• The reader may be j>lcascd to see the following beautiful description of this

plant from the French of llichard :

—

" NEi'EXTirES sont tout originairca de I'lnde ou do I'islo de Madagascar.
Lcurs feuilles se tomiineiit a lour soinmot par un long filamont qui porte uue
sorte d'unio crease, d'uue forme variable dans les diverses csj)eces, et rccouverte
li 6on sominet ])ar uu operculo qui s'ouvre et so ferme naturcllcmcnt. Cos unies
out toujour.s cause I'admiration dc voyageurs, par le iiheuoiucne singulior
qu'clles presentcut. En cUct, on le trouve prcsqae coustainincnt reinplies d'uno
eau pure, clairo, limpide, at tres bonne a boire. Feudant quelque temps, on a
era <juc cet cau provenuit do la rosee qui s'y accumulait ; niais conimo leur
ouverture est assez ^troite ct souveiit ferniec par ropercule, on a recoiiiiu que le

liquide avait sa source dans une veritable transpiration, dtmt la surface intcnio
de I'urne est le seigc. Cost ordinairement pendant la nuit qiio I'unie se reni-

Flit, ct dans cet etat, I'onercule est gcneralenient ferme. I'endant le jour,

operciUc so souieve, et I'eau diminue dc moitie, soit qii'cUe s'evapore, soit

qu'ello soit resorbee."
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solation and ruin, startled me at first, almost as much as if the ghosts of

her own royal train had risen before me. While I was wandering about
the deserted walls and chambers, from that vei'y hall the sound of a viol

reached my ear: " I heard music and dancing!" I inquii-ed "what
these things meant ;" and was told by the old guide, that he occasionally

gave liberty to the young people of Bakewell to come and dance here.

He seemed vexed, however, to have them come, as if he personated

the genius of the place (his family indeed had lived here three hundred
years, he told me) : but for my part, I could not at all sympathise with
him ; for I was glad to feel this strange mingling together of death and
life, of the past and present, of ruins and revels, of hoary decay and
ever-flourishing and happy youth, which reminds us at once of the

ever-passing fashion of this world, and the ever-present beneficence of

heaven. A fuU-length portrait of Queen Elizabeth, in gorgeous cos-

tume, looked down from the head of the hall upon the passing show of

this world's pleasures—passing, but not more transient than the joys

and splendours of her own life.

The view southward from Haddon Hall, the bold wooded bank on
the left, the windings of the Wye, the lovely valley, the hills rising in

the distance, make altogether one of the most romantic and beautiful

scenes in the world.

But Matlock—sweet Matlock! dare I talk of beauty when approach-

ing thee? It certainly is a spot of rare, if not unsurpassed loveliness.

I shall not undertake to describe it—only in general as a sweet little

valley, watered by the Derwent, surrounded by cliffs the most romantic,

of every form and position. But it is to be remembered that cliffs and
precipices in this country are very different things from what they are

with us. The moisture of the climate causes ivy, laurel, and every

shrub and tree, to grow up their sides and to spring out from their very

summits. The cliffs here, too, are of every shape ; some of them rising

perpendicularly like battlements or towers, bare in some places,

covered with ivy in others, and waving out from their tops green ban-

ners of luxuriant foliage ; while between and through them you see the

soft, deep, blue sky—softer, deeper, bluer, than it appears elsewhere

;

and would that it oftener had this aspect in this country of clouds, and
rain, and smoke—for in this respect it is not to be compared with ours.

I suppose this is the reason why Englishmen ravo so much about the

Itahan sky. And I do not doubt, that when cultivation and good

roads have gone up among the wild and craggy places of our own coun-

try, as many beauties will be unveiled as are found liere. And even

here, let it be remembered, for the comfort of you who stay at home,

that all special beauty is but a small addition to the general beauty of

nature. In another respect, you have the advantage. For sight

seeing, travelling to see spectacles, is not favourable to that calmness

of mind, so in unison v/ith nature, and that leisure, that reverie mood
of mind, which is necessary to " drink in the spectacle." This quota-

tion from Wordsworth calls to mind what I heard a celebrated poet

remark a few days ago, about some fine scenery he had lately been to

visit. He was asked what he thought of it. He replied, that he hardly

knew what to say, for he doubted whether ho felt the scene ; there was

company; and there were ladies to bo assisted; there was not time

enough, and there was not silence and contemplation ; and one of the
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party wanted him to sit down iii a certain place, in order to feel tbo
effort.

Sometimes, too, the guides vex ono sadly. At the Giant's Cause-
way, I thought, at lirst, that they would have torn us to pieces, literally

stripped us naked ILko robbers, with their kind offers of assistance ; and
when wo had selected one to get rid of the rest, he stood up in the boat,

and with loud vociferation attempted to direct our admiration, first to

one, and then to another of the wonders of nature ; till I was obliged

peremptorily to silence him, that we might have leisure and liberty

to admire for ourselves.

1 wish I could give you a sketch in pencil of the woman at the falls

of Stonoy Byers on tho Clyde. As we jumped from the coach, I

saw her there ready for a start, and knowing that we did'ut want her,

I hastened down the path, quite upon the run at length ; but she came
in ahead at tlic critical point, when tlic falls burst in sight, and then
stopping short, her costume, headgear, &c. scarcely obeying the com-
mand of the will to halt, sho lifted up her hands, and outroared the

cataract with exclamations, " Beautiful! beautiful!"

Guides are usually privileged persons, holding their situation from
tho proprietor of tho grounds or tho curiosities they exliibit. At the

Matlock Cave, however, I found there was a double tax. I purchased
a ticket down below for a sight of the cave, and that, I supposed, was
the end of it. But when wo came out, my guide, a very pretty young
woman, who with a very naive manner and accent had pointed out all

the curious crystals and spars, fluor, dog teeth, lead, zinc, &c. said,

with an equally naive manner, " Please to remember the guide, sir."

By tho bye, one of the peculiarities here is, that women do a thousand
things that men do with us. They not only tend shop, but butcher's

stalls, bar rooms, and offices of the stage coach in tho capacity of

agents ; they are often guides to waterfalls and other spots which are
visited ; and nearly half of the people that I see in the streets of the
villages and towns, are women.

"NVillersley Castle near Matlock is a fine building in simple but very
good taste, consisting of a main building, and wings set off' a littlo fi-ora

it, and small towers at each corner of both tho main building and tho
wings. It is situated on a bold bank, cast of the Dcrwent. Behind
it is a fine hill of cliffs and woods, laid out with beautiful walks;
before, the Derwent, and over the river in front, a noble range of cliffs

;

beyond these, a swell of rich and cultivated country seen above them

;

and on the south, one of the finest prospects of valley and hill ever
spread out to the eye,

LicnriELD, Atu/Kst 8.—It is curious that tho moment you leave
Derbyshire you leave the pictm-esque country, the country of hiUs and
valleys, for a level tract, far more rich, tliougli far less beautiful—

a

tract, whoso whole broad surface seems to be loaded with the wealth of
agriculture. This is Staffordshire.

What legacies do men leave after them, that they little think of!
There are certain spots, about which, in my wanderings through a
strange laud, I have felt as if they were a kind of home. Such is Lich-
field, because Johnson was born here. *So I felt about the lakes, from
tho residence of living, familiar authors.

The cathedral hero is nut so largo as tho York minster ; it is not so
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sublime : but tbe interior is, if possible, more beautiful. It has not,

iuleed, so much exquisite carving, and the stained glass is mostly mo-
dern, though very rich: but there is a keeping about the whole interior,

a unity of design and similarity of finish, that are very grateful to tho

eye. The west front is very rich in sculpture, and the three spires

very delicate and beautiful. I visited the house, and saw the room, in

which Johnson was born ; and went to the schoolbouse where Johnson,

Addison, and Garrick were taught the rudiments : and where, if what
Johnson says be as universally true as he makes it, " Latin was whip-

ped" into Joseph, and Samuel, and David.

Birmingham, August 9.—Visited the pin manufactory, the button,

the japanning—so have others, wlio can tell you about them better than

I can. The royal Clarence vase, made by the Lockharts here, was on
exhibition : the mammoth of all baubles ; a most splendid thing. Weight,
eight tons ; fourteen feet higli ; twelve feet, the diameter of the basin

;

capacity, nine hundred gallons ; cost, ten thousand pounds ; when taken

apart to be removed, consisting of six thousand eight hundred pieces

;

made of cut glass laid upon gold, inlaid with enamel ; and appears like

burnished gold, enriched with jewels. It was expected that the late

king would purchase it, but he died before it was finished. You will

ask, for what use ? I answer, for none, but that to which my eyes put

it, for sixpence!

They are erecting in Birmingham a very large building for a town-

house, which promises to be one of the finest modern structures in the

kingdom. One of the uses to which it is to be put, is that of furnishing

accommodation for musical festivals. For this purpose an immense
hall is reserved.

We have no such places in America for music ; and it seems to me
that our concerts are arranged and carried on, in some disregard of that

circumstance. We have too much noise. Our orchestras are too pow-

erful for our buildings. I will not say that they are too numerous ; but

it appears to me that the object of numbers in this case is overlooked.

It is not to make a great noise—unless it be in occasional clioruses, of

a particular character. It is, I conceive, that every performer may
give softness to his instrument or his voice, by diminishing its strength.

In buildings of an ordinary size, such as our churches, strength is the

quality least required. One voice— that of the preacher— fills the

church, and that too while labouring under the impediments which dis-

tinct articulation and vocal utterance must throw in the way of loud-

ness. Surely, then, one voice, in song, may fill a church. I do not

deny that thirty singers mat; make better music than three ; but, as

matters stand in our country, I had rather take my chance with three.

Responsibility is weakened by diffusion, and three persons pledged to

this duty would give me a better guarantee for good music than thirty.

At any rate, they could not put in danger the very organs of hearing.

I know of few situations more painful or absurd, than to be seated at a

concert, within ten feet of an orchestra of a hundred singers, and as

many instruments, and to be obliged to stand the onset of one of their

clioruses. I cannot describe it ; but I wish that Jack Downing would

attend one of these concerts, and give an account of it. It is only to

strip the occasion of the technical and conventional language in which

it is usually described—wherein lies much of the humour of the Down-
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iiig family, by the bye—and it must appear to be one of the most ridi-

culous things in the world. What if one man had the strength of a
hundred voices in him ? Sliould we like to go to some one of our con-

cert halls, and sit within ten feet of him, and listen to him three hours
in succession? But why not?—if mere loudness is so expressive and
pleasing, we might have a platoon of soldiers to fire blank cartridges

before us all tho evening. It would be a great noise, and give us a
great idea—of something or other. And that, I fancy, is all the idea

that most persons get from most of thesa deafening choruses. Tlie

aspect of an assembly stunned, drowned, dumbfounded, with this visi-

tation—of the elements (of sound)—sufiiciently shows, that they have
found tlio pleasure they souglit very trying to bear. But when the soft

solo or duet pours in its sweet melody, how does every heart thrill, and
every eye kindle and melt! It is a trembling snatch of pleasure, how-
ever, held in instant dread of tho thundering wave that is coming. I

am ignorant and have not inquired, but perhaps that is the very design
of the chorus—to enhance the effect of real music

!

Save that which is imported—when shall wo have real music in

America ? It is scarcely too much to say, that nineteen-twentieths of
all the instruction and expense bestowed upon the art among us, is

thrown away. Not one young girl in fifty, 1 am afraid, who is taught
music, is ever taught or led to pour her soul into her song ; and what
music can there be without that? If music is a cultivation of the fin-

gers only, not of tho soul—if it is not at once the instrument and off-

spring of intellectual and moral refinement, it is nothing worth. I may
be told that many of the best performei's have been low-minded and
vicious persons. There may have been that unfortunate contrariety,

too often seen, between their practice and their sentiments. But it

will not do, I think, to say that the highest efforts of music may be
reached without a high susceptibility of this nature.

Germany has laid the only sufficient basis for a national taste and
talent in this art, by introducing its rudiments into the system of popular
education. "Would that some of those many idle and weary half hours
now passed in our common schools, might be employed in singing tlie

sweet old ballads of England, and holy Psalms. What a beautiful form
of worship would it be for a school of little cliildren

!

Kenilworth Castle—a very majestic ruin ; the whole not in such good
preservation as Conway or Caernarvon ; but particular jiarts, ranges,
and windows, much more perfect. It is curious that Leicester's part,

the latest built, is in the most ruinous condition. The lake is drained,
and the towers of tho gateway, by whicli l-Hizabeth entered, on the great
0(;casion of her celebrated visit to the J-larl of Leicester, are fallen. It

was not the principal gate of entrance ; but was chosen that she miglit
pass by the lake and receive the homage of tho fantastic water gods.
This lake was on tho west side—a small stream now flows through its

bed—and with tliat to diversify the scenery, it must, in that quarter,
have presented a noble landscape. The park was formerly twenty miles
round, but is now pasture and ploughed fields.

The walls of tho buildings left standing are very lofty ; but the ivy
creeps to the very top, surmounts tho loftiest towers, and spreads its

living screen and soft curtaining over the richly cai'vcd windows. The
banqueting hall was eighty-four feet long hy forty-eight broad, and its
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windows twenty-seven feet high, Alas! the feast and the song are
gone ; the gathering of nobles and the flourish of trumpets are here no
more ; but instead of them, I heard a single buglehorn at a distance that

came softly up among the crumbling walls and mouldering arches, as

if to wail over their desolation ; and here and there, in the court-yards,

I saw picnic parties, carelessly seated on the grass, as if in mockery of

the proud and guarded festivities and grandeurs of former days. I

thought with myself, that they must be more familiar with the spot

than I was, to be able to sit down, and " eat, drink, and be merry."
Warwick Castle, the seat of the Earl of Warwick, is, in its appear-

ance from the inner court-yard, far the most majestic, magnificent

castle I have seen—altogether more imposing and impressive. Its range

of building, its noble towers, and one of them particularly, rising amid
embowering cedars and banks of ivy—must be seen, to be felt or un-

derstood. The walks, and grounds, and woods beyond, are in keeping

with all the rest ; not looking as if everything was handled, and shaped,

and trimmed, and shaven down, with elaborate art; but full of nature's

beauty, with just enough of man's taste and management to open that

beauty to the eye. The celebrated marble vase dug up from the villa

of Adrian, is in the greenhouse amid the grounds.

The interior of the place corresponds very well with the character of

the whole establishment ; a very grand hall of entrance, paved with

marble, and hung round with ancient armour of the Warwick family

;

the rooms all supplied with very rich and massive furniture, and espe-

cially with many tables, stands, &c. of every form and fashion, in the

style of work called pietra dura, i. e. a kind of coarse mosaic work, or

inlaying of variegated marbles. A great number of really fine portraits

—several Vandykes, some Murillos ; and one Raphael—portrait of a

lady—very Madonna-like and beautiful ; some lions of Rubens ; and a

Henry VIII. of Holbein,

At" the Lodge we were shown Guy of Warwick's porridge-pot, about

as large as a common potash kettle ; and his hook, a sort of pitchfork,

to fish up dinner from the caldron ; also, his two-handed sword ; his

walkingstick, big enough for Polyphemus ; the armour of his horse

—

breastplate, headpiece or helmet, &c. &c.

Stratford-on-Avon.—Shakspeare's house and tomb ; and the site

of the house (his own house) in which he died.

I have a strange feeling about Shakspeare, that I never heard any-

body express. Though he is seated, by the admiration of mankind,

upon an inaccessible height, yet there never was a being among the

great men of the world, whom 'I have felt, if he were living, that

I cindd so easily approach, and so familiarly converse with. He im-

presses me with awe, he fills me with a sort "of astonishment, when

I read him ;
yet he draws my love and confidence in such a way, that

it seems to me I should not have feared him at all; but could have met

liim at the corner of the street, or have sat down with him on the first

convenient rail of a fence, and talked with him as freely as with my
father. What is this? Is it that the truly loftiest genius is imbued

and identified, more than any other, with the spirit of our common
humanity ? Is it that the noblest intellect is ever the most simple, un-

sophisticated, vmpretending, and kindly? Or, is it that Shakspeare's

works were a household treasure—his name a household word—from
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my cliildhood ? It may bo, that all of these reasons have had their

iiirtuencc. And yet if 1 were to state what seems to mo to bo tho

cliief reasons, I should put down these two words— unconsciousuess

—

of which Thomas Caidyle has so nobly written, as one of the traits of

genius— unconsciousness and hunaniti/. He was unconscious of his

greatness, and theroforo would not have demanded roverenco. He was

an absolute impersonation of tho whole spirit of humanity, and therefore

he is, as it were, but a part of ono's-sclf.

If anything wero wanted to contrast with the nobleness of Shakspeare,

it might be found in a horrible act of meanness perpetrated here, which

must draw from ovory visiter to this place, scarcely less than his exe-

cration. (Shakspeare 's house fell, after his death, into the hands of a
clergyman—whose name—but let his name perish! This man, being

annoyed by the frequent visits of strangers to a mulberry tree before

the house, first caused that to be cut down ; and then, vexed by tho

levy of a poor rate upon the house, he angrily declared that it should

never pay taxes again, and razed it to the ground!

CHAPTER VI.

BLENHEIM— OXFORD, ITS COLLEGES A>T> CUATELS— NATIONAL HEALTH— ILL

HEALTH OF OUR PEOPLE IN AMERICA— CAUSES— PvEMEDLES.

Blenheim Castle and Park in Woodstock—the present of the

nation to Marlborough after the battle of Blenheim. The structure is

immense, built on threo sides of a square ; the principal range of build-

ing one hundred and eighty feet long, and the side ranges nearly as

much. Tho park is not larger than some others, nor so large ; but it

appears more extensive, from tho openings through the trees— not

vistas—but openings thi'ough groves and clumps of trees, in various

directions, and extending, apparently, almost as far as the eye can
reach.

On the borders of an artificial lake, and upon a fine swell of land,

stood the old royal residence, celebrated in Scott's novel, " Woodstock."
Nothiug now remains to mark tho spot, but two large sycamores,

planted when tho castle was demohshed, and Rosamond's well. There

are some remarkable oaks with immense trunks (ono twenty-seven feet

in circumference), said to be as old as Henry the Seventh, standing in

a distant part of the park. By tho bye, tho principal trees in all tho

parks of England, and all over the country, indeed, are the oak and the

beech. There are some cedars of Lebanon, yews, «kc. ; but few elms,

and none that I have seen to compare with ours on the llousatonic and
Connecticut.

The chief attraction of this palace is found in its paintings. It is

the first fine collection that I have seen. There is a suite of rooms, four

or five hundred feet long, filled with pictures—many of them by the

first masters, Vandyke, Rubens, Carlo Dolci, Titian, Teniers, Rem-
brandt, Guido, &.P. Nothing, I think, struck mo so much as a Ma-
donna, by Carlo Dolci. There is also a very striking full-length por-

trait by KncUer, of Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough—a very beautiful
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face, but looking as if it might easily furnish expression to all the fiery

passions ascribed to her.

The library surpasses every room that I have seen, for magnificence

;

the walls, the alcoves, the doorways, all of marble—the room probably

two hundred feet long, and thirty feet high—seventeen thousand vo-

lumes. The library looks upon the private gardens.

The chapel contains a magnificent marble monument of the first

Duke and Duchess of Marlborough.

On the road to Oxford, I saw for the first time, in travelling more
than a thousand miles, wooden fences ; in this country they are always

stone, or turf, or hedges. Neither have I seen a shingle in the king-

dom ; but always slate, tiles, stone, or thatch. Multitudes of women
are to be seen everywhere, gleaning the harvest fields—sometimes fifty,

seventy, in a field. They pick up what remains after the reaper, straw

by straw, till they get a large bundle, and then carry it home on their

heads. The harvests consist of wheat, barley, and oats. No Indian

corn is grown here.

Oxford, August 14.—A city of spires, pinnacles, and Gothic towers,

rising amid groves of trees. The twenty colleges, i. e. x-anges and
quadrangles of ancient buildings, mostly in the Gothic style, are amaz-
ingly impressive. Several of them have beautiful gardens and walks,

and some of them are quite extensive.

It is in vain to begin with Oxford ; a week would not suffice for a
description ; and no description could tell what a walk is among these

glorious old quadrangles. Yet I cannot pass, without paying a tribute

to the unequalled chapels of Oxford. In that of New College, there

is an altar-piece, by Westmacott, well worth perusing—representing,

in successive pieces, the Annunciation, the Nativity, the Descent from
the Cross, the Resurrection, and the Ascension. The varying expres-

sion in the countenance of the Virgin is very striking and affecting.

But the chapel of Magdalen College, the interior but just finished, is,

in the substantial parts, the crowning beauty of all the chapels : the

entire walls of pohshed stone—the screen of stone, most exquisitely

carved ; the whole wall over the altar, with three ranges of niches and
canopies, and surmounted by a noli me tangere, all carved in the same
manner.

There is a noli me tangere—" touch me not"— by Mengs, in the All

Souls' College chapel, about which I lingered for some time. The
considerate, fixed, compassionate look of Jesus— superiority painted in

the face, yet shaded by a human tenderness— and, in Mary's counte-

nance, as she kneels and stretches out her hand, something of surprise,

great eagerness repressed by deep awe— the delicate suffusion of the

eye— a suff'usion, not with tears, but as if the blood were starting

through every fine and invisible pore, in and about the eye— it was
something to gaze upon, and turn back to, for a last look.

I do not know that I shall find a more fit place than under the

shadow of these coUege walls, to say some things that I wish to say on
the subject of national health— for it especially concerns our students.

This subject drew my attention on landing in England, and has im-

pressed me at every step. We have nothing among us like the aspect

of health that prevails here— the solid, substantial, rotund, rubicund

appearance of all classes. We are, in comparison, a thin, delicate, pale-
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faced people. Wo are, I am sometimes tempted to say, a nation of

invalids in the comparison. The contrast is great and striking between
tlio labouring classes of the two countries ; but it is yet gi-eater and
more remarkable between the women, merchants, and men of study. I

could scarcely liave believed in the difference if I had not fcen it. Be-
sides, all health is relative, and "very well" in England must mean
something, I think, considerably different from "very well" in Ame-
rica; not to say, also, that the "very well" of common parlance is

freijuontly found, on more minute and friendly inquiry, to be quite dis-

tant from the truth.

Much, thougli not by any means all of this difference, is doubtless

owing to our climate. When I was coming abroad I was desired by
an eminent physician to inquire what it is, in the habits or circum-

stances of foreign students, tliat enables them to accomplish so much
more study tlian we do, and at the same time to live longer and in the

enjoyment of better health. I have inquired ; and I certainly can find

nothing in their liabits that sliould give them such advantages over us.

They arc not more temperate and abstemious than we are ; I should

think the reverse is the fact. They seem to have no occasion for paying
such regard to matters of regimen and diet as we do. They certainly

talk less about them, and think less about them, than we do. There are no
hardier or healthier students in the world than those of Germany ; and
it is well-known that they are not remarkably cautious about their

modes of living. IJut then, in Europe, they do not experience the
extremes of temperature, and especially the sudden changes, that wo
do in America. For myself, I have observed, that that temperature,
whether hot or cold, which continues longest of an etjuablo character,

is most favourable to exertion. It is our autumn, and especially our
spring, with its frequent and sudden alternations of sometimes twenty
and thirty degrees in a day, that seems to tear the constitution to

pieces. I lately met witli an observation of the celebrated Blumeubach,
to the same purpose. Jle was asked what was the cause of the extra-

ordinary health of the German students : and he answered that it was
the equable climate wliich they cither liad, or, by means of the Russian
stove made for themselves, the year round.

There are, indeed, other differences. All thinking in our country is

brought into immediate connexion with the actual interests of society,

and is therefore apt to be more exciting, anxious and exhausting. The
mind of tlie country runs to politics, controversies, reforms. Wo have
but few students among us, who are quietly engaged in the pursuits of
abstract science, without a tliought beyond them. We have none per-

haps like Blumenbach himself, spending life in pleasing studies of
insects, in calm and retired contemplations of holy and beautiful nature

;

else wo possibly might have some like him, who could study sixteen
hours a day, and find a green old age at eighty.

There are yet other differences which affect a wider circle of society

among us. Wo are an anxious people. The paths of competition in
our country are wide and free. Hence no man among us is satisfied

with his condition. Every man is striving to rise. Every man ia

ambitioTis; and many are discontented and sad. These things weigh
upon the heart, and wear upon the sjn-ings of life. 1 do not say that
this is a bad condition ; I think it favom'ablo to inii>rov( incnt ; but I say
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that it i3 trying both to health and virtue. At the same time we'have
fewer sports and holidays than any other people ; and what we have are

falling into disrepute. The national mind wants buoyancy ; and buoy-

ancy of spirit is one of the most essential springs of health.

I am inclined, also, to impute something to our modes of living.

The Bonapartean style of dining doubtless prevails among our busy
citizens, more than the physician would advise. The silent and awful

celerity with which our meals are dispatched, is not altogether a steam-

boat or stage-house horror. But this rapidity of eating does not arise,

I imagine, from any peculiar voracity of the American genus. We are

a very busy people ; and as such, I think, we arrange our times of eat-

ing very unadvisedly. Dinner in our cities at present is unfortunately

in a state of transition, from the old customs of the New World to the

new customs of the Old World. It has now arrived at the hour of

three or four o'clock. It will be far better for health, when it has fairly

reached the destined goal of six or seven ; when the merchant or the

student shall come to his dinner as the grand family reunion of the day—"all studies solemnly defied," all cares locked up in the counting-

room—when he shall actually eat less because he has more time (the

physician can explain that)—when there may be some chance of enli-

vening and elevating that humble but necessary occupation, with

sprightly or grave discourse—and when it may be followed, not with a

hasty walk to the warehouse, or an anxious retreat to the study, but

with those domestic or social engagements and recreations which wiU pro-

mote digestion, cheerfulness, refinement, virtue, and happiness altogether.

I must add a word upon our modes of dress. With a climate twice

as trving as that of England, we are, on this point, twice as neghgent.

Whether there is actual violence done to the form in the absurd attempt

to make it genteel, I will not undertake to decide ; but certainly the

bust of an English woman shows that it never was, and never could

have been subjected to those awful processes of girting, which must
have been applied in many cases to produce what we see among us. At
any rate, the fearful prevalence of consumption in our country, is an

admonition of our duty on this subject of dress, that ought not to be

disregarded. And especially in a country where no limits are set to

fashionable imitation—where a man is very liable to mistake upon the

door-step his domestic for his wife or daughter—this is a subject that

comes home to every family, whether low or high, and comes too in the

most palpable forms of interest—in the suffering and expense of sick-

ness, and in the bitterness of bereavement.

But consumption and death are not the only alarming forms in which

the subject of female health presents itself Let any one look at the

women of America, and, with all their far-famed delicacy and beauty,

let him tell me what he thinks of them, as the mothers of future gene-

rations? What are the prospects of the national constitution and

health, as they are to be read in the thousands of pale faces and slender

forms, unfit for the duties of maternity, which we see around us? Let

any one go with this question to their nurseries, and he will see the be-

ginning of things to come. Let him go to the schools, and he wiU turn

over another leaf in the book of prophecy. Oh! for a sight at home,

of the beautiful groups of children that arc constantly seen in England,

Vr-itli their rosy cheeks and robust frames!
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I may secra to be speaking in terms more earnest and admonitory
than there is occasion for ; but I am persuaded that the public mind
among us is by no means possessed with the full importance of this

subject, nor witli the extent of the evil refen-ed to. I ask any man to

cast alx>ut his thoughts upon the circle of his female acquaintances, and
by some inquiry of their physician or of their particular friends to assist

him if necessary, to ascertain what is the real state of their health. The
result, I have no doubt, ho will find to be, that three out of four, per-

haps six out of seven, are, most of the year, unwell—aihng, complaining,

feeble, sutFeruig. Certainly more than half of the female population of

our country are suffering, either with dyspepsy, or with nervous disor-

ders, or with symptoms of consumption, or with some unaccountable
failure of strength, or with some of the many other forms of disease in-

cident to retired and sedentary habits. If any one thinks this statement
extravagant, I will only again desire him to make out the list of his

acquaintances, and see how it stands. Neither do I say, on the other
hand, that everybody is well, in any country. But I do consider the
case of om" own, in this respect, to be very peculiar.*

If it be so, certainly it would not be easy with any words to overrate
the importance of the subject. ^Vhy, it would not be difficult to swell
it to the importance of tho "temperance cause" itself— let it only
have for a wliile the same exclusive and concentrated view fixed upon
it. It is not posterity alone that comes into the account ; it is not pi'e-

sent misery alone ; it is vice also. How many have been driven to that
very intemperance of which so much is said, and so justly—how many
have been repelled from their home, and carried to places of evil resort,

by ill health, by low spirits, by a sad and complaining face there, that
bereft home of all its charms

!

Can nothimj he done 'f If I had thought so, I would have said nothing.

Rut I believe that much can bo done, if attention can be aroused to

the subject.

Wo have, doubtless, an unpropitious climate. It is unfavourable to

tho necessary out-of-door exercise. We have no such habits in this

respect as the Enghsh—nothing approaching to them ; and the differ-

ence is doubtless owing to our climate. In tho summer it is too hot
for exercise ; in tho winter it is too cold ; in tho spring it is too variable.

The autumn, indeed, is favourable; but that is too short a season to

form habits which shall bear up against the adverse influences of the
wliole year.

What, then, is to be done? I answer, that an effort must be made
proportioned to the difficulties that are to bo overcome. Exercise, out
of doors, can bo taken in our climate the year round ; as there are some
goo<l examples to prove. I am told, indeed, that some improvement is

already taking place in the habits of our American ladies in this respect.

• I heard the other day tlie following fireside conversation :

—

Doctor, will you please to look at that girls tongue.
T>octor. It ia very miuli coated.
Mntlur. It aluinst always is, more or less.

Dortor. Oh I I never saw the tongue of an American woman that was not
AU. Whv, what do you mean?
Jhjctor. 1 mean what I say ; that I scarcely ever saw tho tongue of on Ame-

rican female that did not show that mark of "ill health.
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And many things besides this can be done. Clothing can be better

adapted to the purposes of exercise in, and defence against our climate.

We want more of the foreign liberty of walking out, without being in

full dress. I am sorry to observe the prejudice of fashion against the

India rubber shoe—actual instrument for advancing civihzation, as I

consider it—promoter of society—which stands instead of carriages,

and horses, and servants, if it were but duly appreciated and used. To
go back a step : our children should be brought up on plain fare in the

nursery ; they should be constantly inured to the climate as they grow
up ; at a later period they should not be made victims to the hard stu-

dies of fashionable schools ; and when they are sent into the world, they

should not be sacrificed to the follies of fashionable dress and dissipation.

If there is any conscience in the country, these things must, at length,

come to be regarded. The claims of the present, and of future gene-

rations ; the most essential welfare of the nation, and the dearest hap-

piness of beings unborn ; the anxieties and sorrows of husbands, fathers,

and friends, call upon the women of our country to regard the care of

their health as an absolute duty

!

CHAPTER VII.

SLOTJGH— STOKE PARK—THE CHURCHYARD OF GRAY'S ELEGY— WINDSOR CAS-

TLE— CHURCH ESTABLISHSIENT IN ENGLAND— CLAIMS OF THE DISSENTERS—
THE VOLUNTARY PRINCIPLE—EFFECT OF AN ESTABLISHSIENT UPON THE STATE

OF RELIGION—RAMMOHUN ROY—EFFECT OF AN ESTABLISHMENT LTON THE

CHARACTER OF THE CLERGY—POSITION OF THE CLERGV IN AMERICA—DAN-

GER OF SUBSERVIENCY TO POPULAR OPINION— GENERAL LLVBILITY OF THE

SAME CHARACTER.

August 14.—I came down to Slough to-day, and stopped for the

night, that I might to-morrow visit Windsor Castle, two miles distant.

In the direction opposite to the castle, and about the same distance, ia

Stoke Park, within the bounds of which is the church (the Stoke parish-

church) and the churchyard, upon which Gray is said to have composed
his celebrated Elegy ; and near at hand is his monument. After I had
taken my tea, I determined to walk to the spot.

It was some time after sunset when I arrived there ; a glow in the

western sky spread a solemn hue over all objects, but scarcely pene-

trated the deep shadow of the groves. I could not have chosen an hour

more fit for such a visit ; nor could any place be more fit for such me-
ditations as those of Gray's Elegy. The church is one of those singular

structures so common in England, which seems to consist of several

buildings clustered together without any order or plan. It has a pretty

spire, which rises, with picturesque effect, amid the trees that surround
the place on all sides, except that of the approach. The churchyard is

full of the swelling mounds, mentioned in the Elegy, and there, too,

stands the "venerable yew." The monument appears in the distance,

through the opening by which you approach. It is a simple, square
block, with a sort of oblong urn on the top. One of the four sides bears
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the name, age, itc. and meutions that the poet's remaius sleep in the

neighbouring churchyard, in tlic same tomb witli his mother's, and
bearing no other than the affectionate inscription by which lie com-
memorated her virtues. It was so dark when I arrived at the church-

yard, that I could only read the words "careful and tender mother"

—

yet what a wealth of affection, what a world of solicitude and love, what
a life of cares never to bo repaid nor described, do those few words set

forth!

It was among the last shadows of the late evening twilight that I

commenced my walk homeward—if, alas ! a traveller's home can be

called home at all. As I left the park, one of those contrasts presented

itself which " the lights and shadows" of life are so constantly depicting

upon the many-coloured web of our reflections. Windsor Castle, seen

in the distance, was just then lighted up for the evening. " What care

we," I said, " who built its mighty towers, compared with the interest

we feel in him, who built the simple rliyme of the Elegy on tliis country

churcliyard ! I had rather take my chance for fame in these few lines,

which genius in its holy hour of inspiration has M'rittcn, than in all that

the royal masters of Windsor Castle have done, during the varied and
anxious lives wliicii have fretted themselves away, till the exclamation

has arisen, as it did from the dying bed of George the Fourth, ' Oh
God! this is death!'

"

I should have raentionc<l that three sides of Gray's monument bear
appropriate inscriptions from his own verses; two of them were from
the Elegy, the other I cannot refer to.

On one side were the following stanzas :

—

" Beneath those rugged elms, that yew-tree's shade.
Where heaves the tm"f in many a mouldormg heap,
Each in his narrow cell tor ever laid.

The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep.

The breezy call of incense-breathinj^ mom.
The swallow twitterint; from the straw-built shed,
The cock's shrill chuion, or the echoinjf horn,

No more shall rouse them from their lowly be<l."

Another side bore these :

—

" One mom I miss'd him from th' accustom'd hill,

AloHfj the heath, and near his favourite tree :

Another came ; nor yet beside tlie rill.

Nor up the lawn, nor at the wood was he.

The next, with dirges due, \u sad array.

Slow through the chunh-way jiath we saw him borne

—

Approach and read (for thou canst rea<l) the lay

Graved ou the stone beneath you aged thorn."

His monument, looking towards tlio churchyard, still seemed to bo
uttering the language of his living tlioughts. It was long, I assure you,
as I turned back from this spot, before I dropped the folded arms, and
fell into the common-place gait of this worldly journey.
WiNDsoK Castle, Arigiist 15.— I found the state-rooms shut up, in

preparation for fetes about to be given on occasion of the king's birth-

day, next week. I could therefore oidy walk around the Castle, and
go into 8t. George's Chapel ; which I did during the daily morning
service. I asked an attendant (a sort of sexton or keeper, several of
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whom are always connected witK, and usually found about, all the

cathedrals) whether the king was present at this daily worship ; and
was answered that he attended only on Sunday. The royal family

pew is in a sort of screened gallery. The chapel is a beautiful speci-

men of showy Gothic, consisting of a nave and choir. The banners

of the Knights of the Garter are hung in the choir ; the carved cano-

pies in oak are very rich, and as old as Henry the Sixth.

Nothing seems to me more sad than these daily cathedral or chapel

services, as I have usually seen them ; a few official persons with the

singers make half of the attendance; the music, the singing, always

very admirable, the result of constant practice—the glorious structure,

the carved work, the appurtenances, so to speak, of the service—all

beautiful, aU rich, all fitted to touch, the imagination and move the

heart : but here is the sadness—it seems all to be gone through as a
form ; the singing men and boys perform their part like automatons

;

the reading and chanting of the service (and the reading is a sort of

chanting) seems not to be aided by one particle of unction. In a high

state of devotional excitement, I can very weU conceive of it as natural

to sing out one's thoughts ; but this sort of utterance without the ex-

citement appears something dismal and distressing.

Windsor Castle has an aspect of firmness and durability beyond any
I have seen in England. The stone of which it is built is apparently

harder—for all the building stone in England is very soft. It is this,

I think, that accounts for the vast amount of Gothic work—the

thousands of chiselled pillars and pinnacles—which never would have
been done in granite. If the buildings of England were in granite or

marble, it would be far more rich in architectural treasures. Now they

are, wherever exposed to the weather, fast mouldering away.
Windsor Castle is surrounded on every side by gravelled walks and

terraces, from which there are fine views. It looked to me like a joy-

less place of abode—no retirements—no bowers—no shaded walks, im-
mediately adjoining it: a little garden is on the side of the private

apartments, but its shrubbery is not high enough to furnish any screen

or drapery to the fifteen or twenty statues placed in it.

London, August 16.—London I must leave tiU a future day, as I set

off in a week for the Continent.

In the mean time, I shall indulge here in some of the many reflec-

tions which six weeks in England have forced upon me. One of the

subjects which not only the existing state of things, but which continual

conversation, at the present moment, urges upon the attention of the

American traveller, is the different method adopted in England and
America, for the public support of religion.

In England, Christianity is established and supported by law, and
it is established in a particular form. With us it is sustahied by the

voluntary contribution of individuals, and no preference is given to

any sect.

The question between these two modes of proceeding is likely to be-

come in England one of the most agitating interest, and of the most
profound importance. In proportion as the people are better infoi*med

—in proportion as they read and think more, they are likely to differ

from one another more widely, at least on minor points of doctrine and
ritual. And with every step of this progress, tlie demand for religious
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freedom must grow stronger. And witli tlie growth of this demand,
and of justcr ideas of rehj^ion, it will be more and more felt, that the

voluntary and the impartial plan of supporting religious institutions^

is, in principle, the most reasonable, the most tolerant, and the most
congenial with the spirit of Christianity. JSo that the only question

will bo, whether religion can be supported in this manner.
This particular question is becoming, at the present moment, one of

great interest in England. Tlie Dissenters are demanding to be re-

lieved from their burdens. Petitions to Parliament, either for an
entire abolition of the union between church and state, or for an essen-

tial modification of that union, have, it is well known, become matters

of almost evory-day occurrence. There is a determination on this

point, which must at length succeed ; and I must say, indeed, from my
own impressions about the hardship of the case, tliat if the Dissenters

—

if those whose consciences, and property, and personal respectability,

are alike invaded by the church establislmient, will not cause their

voice and the voice of justice to bo heard, tliey deserve to be oppressed!

It is in vain to talk about the revenues of the churcli as a bequest from
former times, sacred from all profane hands. It is true ; but it is nothing

to the purpose. It is true; but whose arc the profane hands? If the

church endowments were a bequest for the benefit of any particular

class of Christians, it was for the Catholics. The largest portion of

them were actually Catholic endowments. If it is proper that they should

be diverted from that original design at all, it ought at least to be done
in aid and furtlieranco of the whole rehgion of tlie country. Is one
Jialf of the people to be visited with the forfeiture of these advantages,
for their honest dissent? Suppose that the attendants on the episco-

pal churches should dwindle away to a tenth part of the population,

8up})ose that its adherents should number but a thousand persons

in the kingdom. Would it be right tliat these persons should mono-
polize all the immense revenues of the church? Would the country
endure such a body of ecclesiastical princes, presiding over deserted

cathedrals ? or would it endure the argument that should undertake to

sustain them in such a position i

1 would not advocate the abolition of tithes, but their distribution

among all the religious sects of the country, in the proportion of their

numbers. This, of (;ourso, would leave nnich to be done by the volun-
tary i)rinciple ; and cannot that principle 1)0 trusted to do much, in a
country where half of the population are nobly supporting their own
pastors, and paying titlics to pastors of another Hock? And what now
is tlie reward of this noble beliaviour? I am a stranger in tlie country,

and may err ; but it appears to me tliat there is a good deal of church
scorn here. No man, 1 think, can travel through this country without
knowing tliat the Dissenters are frecpiently treated in a manner amount-
ing to absolute indignity? As to the injusfice of the system, it is well

known. The Dissenter is excduded from the universities. In fact, ho
can neither lie born, nor liaptized, nor married, nor burieil, liut under
the opprobrium of the law.*

And now, what is alleged in defence of this state of things? no prin-

• Tliat is to bay, then- run he no legal refjistratioii ofliis birtli ; his baptismal
rnMlKatc floes not entitle him to le<ral niania^'e ; an<l he can receive neither
marriage nor burial tiom the haiulb of his own jta.-itor.

2 S
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ciple or pretence of justice that ever I have heard, but only the princi-
ple of expediency. It is said, that monopoly and exclusion here are
necessary. It is said, that religion cannot be supported in dignity and
honour, without ample endowments and rich benefices. It is said, that
no reliance whatever can be placed upon the voluntary principle. It is

constantly alleged, that America has failed in the attempt to sustain
religion upon that basis.

This question will make our religious statistics—an account, that is

to say, of the number of our churches, and the number of their attend-
ants, and of the salaries of their pastors—a matter of very great im-
portance. When this account is made out, I have no doubt that it will

redound to the triumph of the voluntary principle. I have no doubt it

will appear, that, in proportion to the population, more people attend
church in America, and larger funds are raised for the support of public
worship and instruction, than in any other country. I have no doubt
it will appear that religion may be left for its support to the feelings
which it inspires in the world ; that it needs, no more than science or
literature, the patronage of governments ; that it may, in fine, be safely
confided to the care of Heaven, and to the piety of its children.

But it is not enough to say, that religion does not want the state

;

it is injured by the state. It always suffers from its union with the
state. State patronage tends to give religion a mercenary and a
mechani(;al character. Religion is liable to lose something of its vital

character, when it is made to depend on a compulsory support. And
it ceases, moreover, to be a common interest, when its afiuirs are
managed, when its institutions are regulated, and its officers are
appointed, by a few.

Government has no business to intermeddle with religion. It may
extend a general countenance and fostering care to it, as it may to

learning and the arts. But it might as well, as fitly, undertake to

prescribe wliat men shall think about matters of science, or what shall

be the laws of criticism and taste, as to prescribe religious creeds and
the methods of enforcing them. The proper business of government is

to take charge of the political and civil interests of a kingdom. The
moment they enter into the interior departments of the mind—those

interior regions of thought and feeling, where the mind for itself, and
in perfect freedom, must work out its own welfare—they show that they
are entirely out of their sphere, by their complete inefficiency to do
good, and their powerful efficiency to do evil.

Is not this one reason, in fact, why Christianity has failed to set up
that empire in the minds of men, which it was evidently designed and
destined to obtain? Is it not, in part, because its pure, simple, solemn
authority has been enfeebled by the intervention of political patronage

and influence ? Has it not been ambitious to make itself strong, not

in men's consciences, but in establishments, and enactments, and
creeds, and forms? Has it not thus been made a worldly interest,

rather than a spiritual conviction? a due observance of rites, rather

than a strict practice of virtues? a creed rather than a faith, and an

institution rather than an action—the great action of life? Has not

the effect of state interposition been, in fact, to sever religion from the

heart—since it has taken religion into its own keeping, and will not trust

it to the care, or free examination, of individual minds ; since it has
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mystified and disguised the simple matter of keeping the heart, which
is the whole matter of Christianity, with tests and prescriptions, and
with state mat^hinery of all sorts ; so that inward virtue has been
accounted nothiiiir, by the temporal power, in comparison with outward
compliance ; so that the former, if it chance to be coupled with dissent,

has been marked out for injury and disgrace, while the latter, however
unprincipled, has been the passport to the highest honours, privileges,

and trusts!

However this may bo, there certauily is an amazhig iuseusibility in

the world to the spiritual character of Christianity, which seems to

require some special reasons to account for it. And I must venture to

say, that, bad as the case is vrith us in America, it seems to me con-

siderably worse in this country. Whoever shall visit this, the most
religious nation in Europe, will find an acknowledged neglect of religion

and laxity of morals among tlie higher classes, an acknowledged igno-

rance of religion, and inattention to its rites among the lower classes

;

yes, and an acknowledged coldness and mercenary spirit among many
of the established clergy of this country, that will fill his mind with
paiufiU emotions, if not with painful questions.*

* I can never forirot tlio clllct of this spectacle, as I observed it upon the mind
of that celebrated Indian philosopher and Christian, who, instead ot being per-
mitted to hdfil the hopes of multitudes in a life of eminent usefulness, was des-
tined to fall in the midst of his philanthropic labours, and to leave his remains
to sleep far from his kiudi'ed, in the bosom of a strange land. There was
somethuig—I may say here, since it is not altogethei- foreign to mv purpose in
intro<lucing him— there was something toucliiug in the very appearance, and
certainly iii the fate of this distinguished straugei', when viewed in contrast
with the climate and countrv which he came to visit, and in which, as it

proved, he came to die. A child of the soft Indian clime, with all the guileless
simplicity and tenderness of a child ; with a mind and fiame flexible and
swayed to each gentler impulse, as if it were to the soft, luxurious, Asiatic
brce/e of his own native valleys ; with an all-embracing philanthropy, of which
his oriental manners, all freedom and tendeiiuss, were the lit expression—he
appeared to me, amid the cold regions and cold manners alike of the North,
as a being dragged from some more genial sphere ; and there was something
touching, almost as if it were cruel, in the fate, by which such a being was
destined to sink beneath a clime, and to mingle his dust with a countiy, that
were not his, nor, in any resj)ect, like his own.

I must not, however, here linger upon the person and manners of this great
and good man, but hasten tu observe, that one of the most interesting private
pumoses with which liaminohun Roy came to Europe, was to witiu'ss a prac-
tical ilhistiation of Christianity, lie had revolved the truths of this pure and
sublime system in his nnnd at home—the beautiful theory, the jierfect model
was in his thoughts, and it was not yet brought down U> be reconciled, and
I)artly identified with an unworthy practice, unworthily called Christian— and
what now, will it be supposed, were Uamnuihun r{f)y's impressions, on survey-
ing the religion of Christendom? I may further jiremise, that his interest m
Ciiristianity seemed as earnest and as vital as any I ever witnessed. It was
evidently far more than a sf>eculative faith with him. It seemed to be the
absorbing, feeling of his whole mind and heart. With such views and feelings,
then, his impressions on witnessing the illustration which Christians are actually
giving of their religion, were those of the deepest disappointment and the most
profound sadness. There was nothing in him of that peevish or angry com-
plaint, still less of that haughty reproach, which is sof>ften i'ouiul to accompany
a depreciatory estimate of the Viilues of Christians ; but it was a pure, philan-
thropic, generous. Christian sadness. It was the sadness of sympathy, and
ilisaj)pointment, and wonder. He spoke of the spiritual lives that Christians
i'light to lea<l, and of the sacred and dear ties between thiin, and (jf the otiice
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Must I confess that this deficiencj seems especially to attach to the

clerical function? Yet such is my conviction. The pulpit is not—no,

it is not in any country, answering the call which the human heart has
a right to make upon it, and which the awakened mind of the world is

now making with double earnestness. The priesthood is an institution

of no practical efficiency commensurate with its power. Though it can
scarcely be said of the clergy of America, 1 think—though it ought not

to be alleged against the working clergy of England—yet of the whole
body of the priesthood in the world, it must be confessed that it does not

work enough ; it does not show enough industry, intellectual or active ;

it does not, in any way, accomplish enough. Still less does it work with
the requisite energy and unction. The heart, the soul of the priest-

hood is not aroused, as it ought to be, to its great vocation.

And why is it thus? Why is the priest this didl, formal being—

a

cold preacher, a mere performer of rites—a negligent worker in the

labours of his great calling? Why, unless it be, partly at least, because
he is under the sheltering patronage of government; because he belongs

to an establishment and a privileged order ; because he is independent,

to a certain extent, of public opinion ? And if the teachers are negli-

gent and indifferent, if they act upon the mercenary rule of getting as

much emolument, and doirig as little duty as they can, what can be
expected of the disciples? I do not say that the people are not to

blame. It is not my business, at present, to settle points of this nature.

But I do say, that something, and something, too, besides the general

depravity of human nature, must have intervened to corrupt the springs

of the Christian faith, to taint the salutary virtues of the waters of life,

at their very fountain-head. Something, I repeat, has intervened

—

some heavy weight has been laid on the energies of Christian principle

—and I believe that is, in part, the weight of huge and irresponsible

establishments.

I do hope, therefore—not presumptuously nor proudly, I am sure

—

but I do humbly hope, that we are to see a better illustration of Chris-

tianity in America. There are moral reforms, there is a religious pro-

gress going on among us, unparalleled in the annals of the world, and
1 hope that these are omens of future improvement. I do not say that

our religious condition is at all satisfactory, and I fear it is but too

certain it would not have proved so to that eastern confessor, who en-

tertained it. as one of the strongest wishes of his heart, to come among
us. But still I trust that, since the Word has free course among us,

it is yet to be glorified.

But that such a result may be secured, we must take heed, that we
use not our religious liberty for evil occasions or purposes. If in other

countries, the rehgious principle is too much bound up in institutions

and forms, and religion itself is too much a matter of mere propriety,

let us take heed that the same principle does not, among us, spread into

extravagant error and wild fanaticism ; and that our religion be not,

of the clergy, and of their pai'ochial relations, as if he perfectly understood all

these things— as if the holy book and his own heart had perfectly taught him

;

and he lamented, with the most touching fervour and tenderness, the want oi

these things in England. I would the whole world of Christians could have
heard this aflectionate disciple ft-om the banks of the Cranges, tiud have taken
the lesson and the law fiom his lips.
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half of it, controversy, sectariani.sin, and dissension. And if the clergy

of established churches are too liable to be proud priests, or mere digni-

fied oliicials, if they are too independent of public opinion, let us take

heed lest cmrs be enslaved to public opinion ; lest they contract tho

feelings and manners that befit such an ignominious bondage ; lest tliey

become, in other words, pusillanimous, crafty, managing, sycophantic,

and vulgar. 1 am willing tliat this body of men should feel the legiti-

mate and wholesome ett'cct of public opinion ; I wish it. But let them
not bo restrained from their just hberty, whether of speech, manners,

or modes of life. Let them not be brought into the dangerous position,

which will expose them to act a double part—into that trying dilemma
where conscientious conviction points one way, and public coercion

another.

It is a degrading position : not, perhaps, to tho individual mind,

which may indeed do itself honour, by foregoing its rights for the ad-

vantage of others ; but it is a position which is likely to degrade tho

profession, by preventing many high-minded young men from entering

into it, that might do it honour. And it is likely to do furtlier injury

—injury, indeed, to religion itself—by giving an ascetic, puritanic,

stern, and sanctimonious character to an order of men, whicli is re-

quired to 1)0 an example of the Christian virtues. And, as on the one

hand, public opinion sliould not lay undue, unlawful, degrading restraint

on the clergy ; so neither, on the otlicr hand, should it urge them fur-

ther in the discharge of their professional duties, tluui their own judg-

ment, conscience, zeal, and physical ability will carry them. Let not a

man in this office be unreasonal)ly urged to do this or that thing, to preach

many sermons, to hold many meetings, to make many visits, or to adoi)t

new and doubtfid measures, by being told, that this or that man, in a

neighbounng town, or belonging to a rival sect, is doing tlms, and so.

But 1 must go beyond the clergy in the application of this remark.

In fact, there is nothing which 1 so much dread from the operation of

our political and religious institutions, as the subserviency of the best

minds in the country to the worst minds in it ; the subserviency of men
of talents, education, and refinement, to mere numbers. The mind of

a country ouglit to rule it—ought, I mean, to have the ascendency, not

in politics only, but in every species of infiucnce ; but that mind docs

not, and never did, and never will, reside in the mass. There are at

any moment, in any nation—there are in our own, a lunidred minds tliat

are possessed of more knowledge, of more profound wisdom, than all

the other minds in it. Suppose, now, that neither you nor I, reader I

have any claim to class ourselves with tho elect hundred, and that wo
take our place with the mass. What now arc we to say, in such a

situation? Must we say, that because tliero are a hundred men above

us, and above all their countrymen, the entire interests of the country

ought to be committed to tliis council of a hundred? Not at all. And
why not at all? Because we cannot implicitly trust such a council

;

since although it may have more intelligi'iice than all of us, it may not

have virtue equal to its mtelligence. Hence arises the necessity of

popular intei-vention, of pojjidar sutt'ragc, as a safeguard from oppression.

Could wo confide in the few, probably despotic institutions would be

the best. That is to say, the government of one or a few, possessed of

great experience, uifluenced by uniform principles, and liaving the con-
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fidence and long-continued attachment of the people, would be, simply
considered, better than our constant rotation in office, our varying
counsels, violent conflicts, and party legislation. All those advantages,

however, do we give up ; all these evils do we incur, for the sake of se-

curity against oppression. This is the object—this security—of all the

circuitous and clumsy contrivances of a representative government.
This is the object of general suffrage. It is security. It isnot tliat

universal suffrage best represents or expresses the mind that is in a
country. It is not that the many are more sagacious than the few.

Nothing can be farther from the truth. The people know nothing va-

luable about many things of which they pretend to judge, and of which

their party prejudices make them judge and speak so confidently.

Their ignorance, in fact, is opposed as a sort of foil to the weapons of

sagacity. If the people could see clearly, as the few champions do that

hold these weapons, and if they could, in consequence, be marshalled

into parties, according to that clear perception of selfish objects and
party interests, it would be far more dangerous than for masses of them
blindly to dash against each other, as they do now—breaking their own
force, and breaking in, with blundering interference, upon the ambitious

plans of their leaders. I repeat it—the popular mass, instead of pos-

sessing all the sagacity in the country, throws itself upon the very edge
of a sagacity that it does not perceive : and the effect, I admit, is to

clog and blunt the sword that might otherwise pierce the very bosom of

the republic ; but another effect, no less certain, is, that the popular

mass comes away wounded and bleeding from the contest. Does this

assertion need any far-fetched proof? Do the people of our country need
to have it proved to them, that they often are suffering from thrusts and
blows given to them, in the sharp and reckless contests of the few?

It may be thought that these facts and suggestions are at war with

my leading observation

—

vi;z. that nothing is more to be dreaded, than
the subjection of the best minds in the country to the worst—of tlie few

to the many. But let it be observed, that this is a question about de-

grees. To a certain extent it is desirable that the many should have a
control over the few. It is desirable that the many should influence

the few, but it is not desirable that it should enslave them. Subser-

viency I protest against, not deference to the people. The latter is just

and reasonable, and safe for both parties. The former, the subjection

of a superior mind to popular control, only makes its sagacity more
dangerous. It is still none the less selfish for the subjection, and none
the less has its selfish aims ; and the people, by enslaving, have not

weakened, but only degraded it. And from the action of such a mind,

the people must expect eventually to suffer more than from one held in

less, but lawful restraint.

It was not, however, to political relations that I intended to apply the

observation I have made on the danger of such a subserviency. The
same thing exists, and is, perhaps, no less to be regretted, in the religious

world. It is a fact, which can have escaped none but the dullest ob-

server, that throughout our whole country, and in every particular

sect, the most cultivated and intelligent minds are generally the most

liberal minds. They are the most liberal with regard to the compara-

tive unimportance of the differences of religious opinion—the most liberal

in the extension of their charity to differing sects—the most liberal.
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•without being guilty of undue license, iu tlieir reading, their conversa-

tion, their liabits, and manners; tlio most liberal in the construction

they put upon what are to be considered as lawful and proper recrea-

tions. It is well known that there is such a class of persons in every

leligious denomination, who look with distrust or dislike upon all tlie

extravagant religious measures and projects, and the fanatical opinions,

that prevail around them.

Now what is the position which this class of persons occupies in the

religious community? It is actually an isolated position. It is con-

structively a position of subserviency. Tliey exert no influence, they

take no part against those things of which they disapprove. They seek

to pass quietly through the world. Tliey take care to offend as little as

possil)Io the religious prejudices of their times. They give up to these

prejudices a part of their liberty; they use another part of it, as pri-

vately and unobtrusively as they can. They think that many things

around them are wrong; nay, there are not a few among tliem, who
sometimes express a great dread of the effects of the popular fanaticism ;

but they say as little, they do as little as possible, openly, to withstand
this sweeping tide of popular opinions and practices.

So far 1 conceive that they are wrong on their part. But then they
are treated in a manner still more wrong. They arc never consulted
by the religious communities around them. Upon the very points
M'hero their advice is most needed—upon questions of doubtful religious

wisdom and propriety, all resort to them is especially avoided. Thus,
the influence of not a few of tlie best minds in the religious community,
and many of them interested in religion too, is completely lost. They
do not like to intrude their opinion unasked—they do not like to go
and speak in public meetings when they are not called. They are not

called, their opinion is not asked ; and they but too naturally fold their

arms—look on—criticise, with their fi-iend, the bad measures or the bad
manners of the zealots—lament, by their fireside, that religion is to

suffer so much from the moroseness and folly of its professed friends

—

and think that this is all they have to do.

Can society well and safely go on, without all the light that is in it?

Can it, without danger, exclude from among its guiding liglits the best

minds that are in it ? Wliy, there is enough of sober and cultivated

thought among us, if it could be gathered from its various religious cir-

cles into one mass of public opinion, if it could be induced to speak out
—there is enough, I say, to hold in complete check all the religious

extravagance, fanaticism, and asperity of the country. There is a body
of men that can produce tliat state of modified and mitigated religious

opinion and action, which they profess to desire. How is it to be
thought strange that some parts of the country are overrun with fana-

ticism, if rehgion has been given into the hands of the most ignorant
portion of the people? Shall we bo told that it is an uiq)leasaiit thing
to come out, and to be brow-beaten by the multitude, to be ruddy as-

sailed as the enemies of religion and of God, and, perhaps, to saciifice

all chances of social and jjolitical advancement? Then, I say, let an
uiqdeasant thing l)c done. Is the religion, that lias been scaled in the
blood (if martyrs, to demand no sacrifices of us? Nay, 1 say again, if

martyrdom be yet rcipiired in fidelity to this benign and abused faith

—

then let there bo martyrdoms!
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But there are no martyrdoms required. There is nothing needed
but that some true, liberal, kind words be spoken—frankly and freely

spoken, by every reflecting man as he sees occasion ; that he shrink not
ignobly from his responsibility, and his place in society, but speak
plainly what he thinks of religion and religious measures, and religious

men ; and in America, I verily beheve, is a people that will hear. Many
a plain, uneducated, modest man, I am persuaded, is waiting to hear
that word, from those to whom he looks up as having advantages supe-
rior to his own. Ours is a country that is wide awake to improvement.
Our advancing system of education, our improving prison and peni-

tentiary discipline, our progress in religious sentiment (I mean the
progress of all sects), our increasing charitable institutions, our tempe-
rance reform, all show it. The country, I repeat, is wide awake to

improvement. Are the authorized pioneers of this improvement seek-

ing to lose themselves in the crowd? Are the lawful leaders of the host

cowering behind the very rear rank of the enemy? The eyes of the
world are upon us. There is no argument carried on in the Old Woiid,
concerning human rights, free principles, the practicability and safety

of reform—no, there is not a fireside argument here, but our country
is present to offer her example and plead her cause. There is not a
question about our condition, but it is here a party question ; and we
have defenders in this country, more zealous, more deeply interested, if

possible, than we are ourselves. Heaven grant, that while we have
champions in every civilized country in the world, we may not want
leaders in our own ; that while aU this interest and sympathy are felt

for us in other countries, we may not want patriotism and public spirit,

manliness, fidehty, piety, virtue, victory, at home

!

CHAPTER VIII.

FKANCE — WALLED TOWNS— BELGIUM— BRUSSELS— FIELD OF WATERLOO—
GENAPPE—HUY— AIX LA CHAPELLE— COLOGNE—BONN—PRUSSIAN MILI-

TARY AND SCHOOL SYSTEMS — MAYENCE — VALLEY OF THE RHINE —

•

FRANKFORT ON THE MAINE—DARMSTADT— HEIDLEBERGH—OFFENBERG—
VILLENGEN— MODE OF BUILDING,

Calais, August 22, 1833.—The first things that made me feel I was
in France, were the chattering of the boatmen who took us off from the

steam-packet, and " sacre!" rolling from the tongue of the vexed chief

boatman, in the manner I have heard described, but could not well have
conceived, without having heard the tone of the last syllable, actually

thrilling on the tongue as it never does in the pronunciation of a

foreigner.

The next new and characteristic objects that presented themselves, as

we went up the quay, were the fishwomen, or fish -girls rather—for they

were all young—coming down with their small nets and net frames on

their shoulders, looking as stout and resolute as men ; bronzed with

exposure to rain, and sun, and sea ; their dress not coming down to the

knee, and the calf below, round and full enough to move the envy of

any " lean and slippered pantaloon."
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Calais, and most of the French towns of any note that wc passed
through on tJie way to Belgium, as 8t. Omer, Lille, &c. are sur-

rounded hy two walls, with moats (now drained of their water) and
drawbridges at the gates—which gates also are regularly shut every

night. In some of the towns this is done at the inconveniently early

hour of nine o'clock ; and no one is suffered to pass afterward.

Let the dwellers in our free, secure, unwalled, ungarrisoned cities,

think of it. You cannot take a ride into the country here but through
these jealously guarded gates, surrounded with caiuion, and infested by
an idle, expensive soldiery. You cannot take a journey here, but you
must have a passport, and be subjected to perpetual interruption and
examination. For my part, I could not breathe freely in these prison

cities. "Wherever 1 wont, I should feel as if I walked in fetters ; and
wherever I abode, as if I lived in an enemy's country. And yet such
will be the state of things in our own country, if it is ever broken up
into half a dozen petty republics.

The change in passing from France to Belgium at Baisieux, just

before entering Tournay, is very striking, altogether in favour of Bel-

gium as to neatness, comfortable ajipearance of living, and houses

;

though I thought there was rather a Flemish heaviness about the faces

of the people, neater and more comfortable as they were.

Everywliere on the route, but especially in Belgium, tho women
seemed to do as much, and hard, and various work as the men ; they
tramp about in wooden shoes, which adds a double appearance of hea-

viness to their movements, and almost of slavery to their condition.

The country is very rich and well cultivated ; but it impressed me with

a strange feehng of melancholy all the while, for there seemed nothing
in it but toil and its fruits ; no intelligence apparently in the general

countenance ; no leisure, no agreeable-looking country houses, or cot-

tages embowered with trees ; no gardens, with people walking or sitting

in them ; no persons having tho air of gentlemen or ladies, riding or

walking out as we entered or left tlie villages and cities ; and the cities

and villages not wcaiing an inviting aspect—with close, narrow streets

—irregular, old, obstinately fixed in stone against all improvement, and
filled with men, women, and children, without one being of attractive

appearance among them—almost without one.

Tho country on the route is remarkable for the long avenues of

trees (elm, poplar, beech), all trimmed up so as to be very loft}', with-

out any under branches. For many miles together, the road is lined

on both sides with them ; and ranges of trees, forming squares, triangles,

and groves of parallel rows, are seen everywhere. It is doubtless a
bad taste carried to such an extent ; and yet I think it might intermin-
gle with that variety of English scenery, for which there is such a pas-

sion in that country.

Brlssels is a beautiful city, and the beauty in some parts is in an
ancient and striking fashion ; as on tho Orand Place, in which is tho
Hotel de Villo, or Town House, a fine Gothic building, with the high-
est tower, it is said, in Europe. The cathedral is very large ; but tho
want of Gothic decorations within, and especially of the clustered col-

umn, instead of which is a great ugly round column, spoils the interior.

The palace of the Prince of Orange is very splendid ; beautiful floors of

tessellated wood through tho whole suite of apartments, rich marble
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walls, many fine paintings apparently—(one, portrait of a female, bv
Leonardo da Vinci, struck me much)—but we were not allowed to pause
before them, being marched through the palace, a large company of us,

in Indian file, after having moccasins slipped over our shoes, that the
floors might not be injured. The park, on which are situated the
palaces, and noble ranges of houses, is very fine ; and the Boulevards
—or rides and walks between rows of trees—surrounding the whole
town, are such a charm and glory of a thing in their way, as is not, that
I know, to be found anywhere else in the world.

Fi'om Brussels, the ride to the field of Waterloo is through the wood
of Soigny ; a noble forest of beech-trees, into which the golden beams
of the setting sun streamed, like the light through stained windows into

a Gothic temple.

We arrived at the field of Waterloo, nine miles from Brussels,

after sunset. We ascended the mound raised in commemoration of

the great engagement of June 18th, 1815. It is two hundred feet

high, and has a monument on the summit, consisting of a high
pedestal, on which reposes the British lion, a colossal figure and finely

executed. From this elevation, every point in the position of the

armies and the field of battle, is easily comprehended. It is now a
ploughed field, with nothing remarkable about it ; but bare and naked
as it is, of everything but the interest which the great action gives it,

I would not but have seen it. We descended and passed through the

very centre of the field—the road to Genappe leading in that direction

;

yes, we rode quietly through that peaceful field, where, eighteen years

ago, on a summer's night—the same moon shining that now lighted our

way—thousands lay in the sleep of death, and thousands more lifted up,

on every side, faces marked with the death-agony, and uttered waihngs
that measured out the long, long hours of that dreadful night. As if

to complete the contrast, we heard the sound of a violin as we drove off

from the battle-field, and turning aside to the quarter from whence it

came, observed a dance before the door of one of the cottages.

At Genappe—a few miles distant—beneath the window of the cham-
ber where I slept, was the street where the retreating French raised

the last barrier against the pursuing Prussians and Brunswickers.

Along that street sounded the fearful "hurrah!" which, as Prince

Blucher's report says, drove the panic-struck soldiers of Bonaparte from
theii' post. By the very window from which I looked, rushed the

furious Prussian cavalry, which swept away the feeble barricade like

chaff; and on every stone of that pavement, blood—human blood had
flowed. Yet now, what but these dread recollections themselves could

be more thrilling than the awful stillness, the deep repose which settled

down upon that foarfid spot—the moonbeams falling upon the silent

walls, and upon pavements wliich no footstep disturbed, and seeming
to consecrate all nature to prayer and love, not to wrath and destruction.

August 26.—Our ride to-day, especially down the Meuse from
Namur to Liege, has been delightful ; the road smooth and level ; on
the right the Meuse, on the left, a constant succession of cliffs, wanting
only the ivy to make them almost as beautiful as the cliffs of Derby-
shire in England. Some of the hills, too. wei'e covered with vineyards,

and on the meadow banks of the Meuse were the finest orchards of

apple, pear, and plum trees, that I ever saw.
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HuY, on the route, 13 boautifullj situated, and its citadel, whic'i we
visited, seemed, to my inexperienced eye, a stupendous work. It is

built on a liill, and its battlements rise seven hundred feet above the

streets of the town. Tho work is very massive, and the cavernous

depths to which wo descended within, gave nie a new idea of the mag-
nitude and strength of a militai-y fortress.

Indeed tliis whole country, and especially almost every city and town,

surrounded with stupendous walls, and defended by gates, wliich are

manned with soldiers, constantly remind you of war—constantly tell you
that Europe has been a battle-field for ages, and that her princes and
potentates peii)etually stand upon their guard for the moment when it

shall become so again. \Vould not a being who had never heard of war,

nor of its munitions, nor of tho passions that ministered to it—who saw
himself surrounded at every step with citadels and battlements, and
guns and swords, and men clothed in the panoply of battle—would
he not think he was travelling througli a country of demons? If lie

were acquainted with the spirit of Christianity, moreover, how would
he be astonished to find these were called Christian countries, and their

kings " most Christian majesties I"

The drive from Liege to Aix la Chapelle presents nothing of interest,

but the surprising change fiom immense open fields, without any en-
closures, wliich have surrounded us all the way from Calais, to a coun-
try very much resembling England; fuU of closes and hedges in all

directions. It seems to me that these sudden changes in passing through
the same country, from one mode of cidtivation, building, and hviiig,

to another ; from one set of usages and fashions to another, from one
form and character of countenances to another, must show that there is

by no means so free an intercourse, nor so active an intelligence abroad
among tho people, as in our country. And indeed the people generally

appear to me to have rather a stolid aspect. They generally look more
contented than our people. It would seem from appearances as if there

could not be much want among them ; and yet there are many beggars.

There is not the sentiment of shame about begging that there would be
with us. Beggar boys and girls, very comfortably clad too, will join

the carriage and run along, singing out in a plaintive tone, " Un sous,

monsieur, pour charite;" apparently calculating tliat importunity will

succeed, though all other appeals fail. There is certainly something
very touching in the tones of the French tongue. I have seldom felt

anything of this sort more than the plea of a poor fellow I met in Lich-
field (I*hig.) I said to him, for he was a young man, " You look as
if you could work." He seemed to understand my objection, and I am
sure he annihilated it, as, tho tears coming to his eyes, he said, '* Je
suis etranger, pauvre, maladc." And yet what to do, one knows not

;

for this indiscriminate giving must be bad ; and this unscrupulous ask-
ing and clamorous importunity are shocking.

Aix la CiurEi-i.E, the birth and burial place of Charlemagne, the
coronation city of fifty-five emperors, the scene of important treaties,

and of congresses of nations, is indebted for its chief interest with tho
stranger to historical associations; for the town is not at all agreeable:
the streets are narrow, and the houses generally ordinary, 'i'hcre is a
fine promenade, however, on the road coming towards Cologne. The
cathedral wa^ commeiK-ed by Charlemogne. The Town House, origi-
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nally a palace, and Charlemagne's birthplace, is built on the ruins of

an old Roman castle, and has one tower standing, called Granus, which
appears to be of Roman origin.

The celebrated springs here arc so strongly impregnated with sul-

phur, which quality derives an increased pungency from their heat,

that I found it would take more than one day to learn to drink them.

Bathing in them is much more practicable, and altogether pleasant.

-The whole air of the city is tainted with the smell of brimstone, at

times : it was so on the morning when we came out. Aix la Chapelle

has thirty-three thousand inhabitants.

Cologne—from Colonia Agrippina, a Roman colony—is quite supe-

rior to most of the second-rate continental towns of Europe. The re-

mains of the Roman power are spread through all this country.

The church of St. Mary of the Capital was built by Plectrude, wife

of Pepin, and mother of Charles Martel; and in the convent adjoining

and belonging to it, Mary de Medici passed in misery the last m jments

of her life. The house where she died is shown. It is the same in

which Rubens was born.

In the church of St. Peter is a painting of the Crucifixion of Peter

by Rubens, which is considered as one of his masterpieces, and is cer-

tainly very expressive. The countenance of Peter, crucified, according

to tradition, with his head downward, expresses extreme agony. The
faces of the executioners—of one driving the nail through the foot, full

of intense and most malignant emotion ; of another looking up with

the air of a connoisseur at the operation, as if it were only nailing one

piece of wood to another—and so of the others, are very characteristic,

and powerfully drawn.

But nothing here has struck me so much as the cathedral, planned

by Ai-chbishop Engelberg, and commenced in 1248. It is yet un-

finished, though the work is going forward. It is a Gothic building of

immense size, larger and higher than the York Minster ; and were the

proportions as perfect, it woidd, when finished, surpass the minster.

But it seemed to me that the columns were too small for the height,

and I should doubt if the width were sufficient to make a just propor-

tion. This, however, does not apply to the towers, of which the one

that is highest, though not completed, is a thing so glorious and beau-

tiful, that it makes one sigh to gaze upon it.

Bonn, August 30—a pleasant town of twelve thousand inhabitants.

We visited the university, saw the library—of ninety thousand volumes

—and the museum of antiquities. The most interesting are the Roman
antiquities ; lamps, culinary vessels, funereal tablets, urns—with the

ashes and bones yet in them, and altars, dug up on the banks of the

Rhine, and chiefly in the vicinity of Cologne and Bonn. Little glass

vials were shown us, said to be used by the Roman ladies to receive

the tears of their lamentation for tlie dead. The inscriptions upon
many of the tablets are very distinct, though from the abbreviations

used in such cases, it would require some time to spell them out. Thus
has the sheltering bosom of mother earth protected monumental inscrip-

tions and records, which wind and rain would have worn out and erased

ages ago ; and after eighteen centuries, the names which those who
loved them strove to perpetuate, are read by the inhabitants of a then

unknown world. Indeed the Roman power has di'iveu its ploughshare
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through tho whole valley of the Rhine, and its monuments lie so deep,

tliat it is not till recently that many of them have been dug up and
brouffht to hght.

Tlicre arc sonic fine fresco paintings, by Maler Gotzenberger, in one

of the university rooms. They are the Faculties of Philosophy, Theo-

logy, and Law. An allegorical female figure presides over eacli de-

partment. Alas, for the justice of the representation ! while Philosophy

is beautiful. Theology is unattractive and unlovely. The Genius of

Law is dignified and tine. In the Faculty of Philosophy are attempted

portraits of Homer and the (ireek tragedians, of Plato, Socrates, and
Phidias ; one of Shakspeare ; and a bountiful proportion of Germans

—

Kant, Goethe, Scliiller, «kc.

We introduced ourselves to Professor A. W. Schlegel, who answered

many inquiries about the st<'ite of things in Prussia—property, educa-

tion, the army, &c.—all in a tone of great admiration for their govern-

ment and institutions. In speaking of Goethe, he said, "We consider

him the greatest poet of tlie age."

As to tlie state of things in Prussia, appearances in tho villages we
have passed through arc certainly very bad. The houses are poor, tho

streets very filthy, and the people look miserably. Ramparts, battle-

ments, soldiers, appear everywhere, and everything looks like a military

despotism.

But another and more powerful army is arising in Prussia ; and its

.spreading tents are the schoolhouses of the land. Prussia has established

perhaps the most perfect system of popular education in tho world. At
least, it appears so on paper ; I have some doubts whether its working
is to produce as much intolligcnco as our own. Its patron and provider

is the government ; and hence all the machinery is likely to be more
perfect. But whether the result is likely to be as good as in scliools

which arc the objects of voluntary individual support and affection

among the people, is the question.

Still, however, be all praise given to the Prussian system. Whether
its formers have their eyes open to tho inevitable result ; whether they

suspect that they are depositing an element in tho popular bosom which
will yet shake the foundations of the government, may well admit of

more than a doubt. But that a people really educated will long endure

the crushing weight of the Prussian military establishment—that they

will doom themselves, and their wives, and daughters, to such unallevi-

ated toil as lays its burden upon every limb and feature around me

—

that an cnhghtened population of thirteen or fourteen millions wiU con-

sent to support nearly two hundred thousand regular troops, besides

training more than three hundred thousand militia, is what no person

who has studietl the tendencies of modern intelligence and consequent

freedom, can believe. Religion may be introduced into the system, as

it is well introduced into that of Prussia; and the politician may look

upon it as a useful instrument to sustain the system, or to countciTail

its tentlencics : but the issue is as inevitable as the principles of human
nature are certain.

AIavkxce.—This valley of the Rhine is, indeed, a glorinns thing. It

is all that I expected ; it is more. The entire route from Bonn to

Mayence is, as it were, throngli a grand gallery of tho most striking

objects, in the departments both of scenery and antiquitie.s. The eyo
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is absolutely satiated with majestic old ruius ; the imagination is

wearied out with calling up the scenes of history and romance, peace

and war, life and death, that have passed in them ; one is exhausted
and paralyzed by the burden and pressure of his thoughts and feelings

;

a day in riding through these scenes is as if one listened all day to

inspiring and thrilling music ; his musings are aU sighings, and aspira-

tions, and prayers ; at every turn of the eye, he can scarcely repress

his tears. The memories of a thousand years are around him at every

step. At almost every great opening in the view of the banks of the

Rhine, stupendous battlements and towers rise, from summit to sum-
mit, and upon one inaccessible crag after another— twenty or thirty

in number, during the two days' ride— all, save one, in ruins; almost

all, with one grand tower in the centre, so firmly built, that time has
scarcely touched it; all built evidently for defence— upon heights so

steep and stupendous, that it must have required strong heads to look

down from their turrets and windows without shrinking.

These objects are indeed the most striking; but to complete the

view, the hills are eveiywhere clothed with vineyards, the banks every

now and then spread into little valleys, sometimes into broad ones, as

in the Rheingau: and the noble stream, varying in width from one to

two thousand feet, embosoms many islands.

There is one thing to detract from the beauty of the Rhine, as well

as of all the other principal rivers in Europe that I have seen, and that

is, that the waters are turbid— owing, doubtless, to the clayey soils

through which they pass. They are of a whitish colour, and no sky,

however pure its azure, can give them the rich hue of our American
streams.

In entering, at Bingen, the duchy of Hesse Darmstadt to-day, it was
curious again to observe the immediate change in houses, countenances,

circumstances, manners. The frame houses, fiUed in with brick or

other materials, almost universal in Prussia, instantly and almost com-
pletely disappear ; beggars gather around the carriage again, and this,

too, though the country appears just as well off, and even better; so

that there must be a change of education and character to account for

this, or else of police.

One thing in all these countries very much attracts our notice. All

the people, literally all, live in crowded, and mostly dirty villages.

Among all these rich fields and vine-clad hiUs, so beautiful for country-

seats and cottages, there is not one house—not one. There are no fine

seats in the vicinity of the towns, with a httle more space and decora-

tion about them ; but all habitation is confined to the dense, compact,

crowded village. This, doubtless, was originally owing to the necessity

of building for defence ; and now, if the people had a taste for it, they

are too poor to build for pleasure, abroad in the country. I should like

to know wliat is the effect of this village life upon society. Is it as

pure? Is it not more kind, more social, less reserved, less cold?

Mayence has a very pretty entrance from the north, by a winding
road through trees ; but the town itself has very little attraction. To
my eyes, too, it is a very grievous annoyance, that every fifth, literally

every fifth man you meet, is a soldier ; there being six thousand troops

quartered in a town of twenty-six thousand inliabitants.

We visited a gallery of paintings which lias some original pieces by
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the masters. An "Assumption of the Virgin," by Annibal Carract;i,

in whicli tlic Supremo Being is represented as a venerable man—a con-

ception quite shocking indeed ; but when you throw away that idea,

which you may easily do, for it is difficult to retain it, the j)ainting of

that countenance is very fine: also, a "Mary presenting to a Carmel-
ite the habit of his order," by Carracci. The upward, reverent gaze of

the old man, the loveliness of the virgin, were things to dwell upon
for some moments at least. A very beautiful old painting of 8t. Ap-
poUouia, by Dominichino ; a "Lot and his Daughters," by Michael
Angolo— tlie fire, eagerness, and fondness of intoxication in the poor
old man, with his hand outstretched towards the bowl— into which one
of the daughters is pouring wine—and the beauty of the daughters, are

the points of attraction : nor is the appearance of the outpoured wine to

be forgotten. A "La Petit Jesus," by Jacques Jordan— i.e. Jesus

teaching in the temple— nothing good but the appearance of the Jew-
ish doctors, and that was very strikiiig ; some of them in the colouring

of the flesh, by the bye, singularly like those heads of Jews by Alston,

exhibited a year or two ago at the Boston Athenaeum.
Frankfort on the Maine is worthy of its old fame, of its histori-

cal associations, and of l)eing the scat of the Germanic Diet. Some
of the streets are gloriously ancient in their appearance ; and the

modern ones have very good buildings, and all are very neat. There
are fine seats, too, in the environs, reminding us, for the first time, of

the neighbourhoods of our own cities. The walls, too, and fortifications,

like those of Brussels, are levelled ; but instead of being planted with
regular rows of trees, they are laid out in wineUng walks, interspersed

with shrubbery and trees. The cathedral here is a very ancient-looking

pile, and the tower with its piimacles is very grand ; the style pure
Gotliic. There arc some old houses here of a very extraordinary ap-

pearance. They are very small on the ground, and at the same time
very lofty ; and being covered entirely, not only on the roof, but tlio

sides, with small, l)lack, shining pieces of slate, they look like giants

clad in ancient armour.
Darmstadt— a beautiful town, with fine avenues through rows of

linden trees, on the road to Mayence, and also southward. The chief

attraction to us, liowever, was the gallery of pictures (six or eiglit hun-
dred in number) in the palace of the Duke of Hesse Darmstadt. Some
beautiful ruins and landscapes, by Schonberger ; two admirable winter

pieces, by Fosci ; a striking portrait, by Lanterre ; animals, by Sney-
der; a St. John, by Corregio. By Titian, a " Sleeping Venus"— the

face particularly— the flush, the fuhiess of deep sleep— the something
almost like delicate perspiration. By Dominichino, a "l)avid and
Nathan— Thou art tlio man!"— the propliet standing above the king,

wlio shrinks back in his chair, with a fear-stricken aspect—the ])rophet's

dignity and fixed eye. By Schmidt, a "Diana and Nymphs l)athiug"

— extjuisite l)eauty of form and softness of outhne. " Adam and Eve,"
also by Schmidt— (rierman)— a painting of great power. Adam and
]']ve are flying from paradise ; in the back ground the sky lowers with

a tempest, and lightning flashes vengeance across tlie dark cIoikI.

Adam's countenance and brow especially, arc full of suppressed, t^us-

tffined, and manly sorrow ; Kve leans upon his breast, as they Inirry

along, with her fjwe to the ground, and with such an expression of fear
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in the eye— of fear, not agonizing, but clear, bright, spirituelle, sub-

dued, modest, feminine, as, I think, I can never forget. The contrast

of manly strength and female loveliness, in the picture, is very striking.

But last and greatest of all, is Rembrandt's portrait of his second wife

— so beautiful, so natural, so speaking, so heavenly, in the expression of

the bright, calm, pure, and almost living eye, that I could have kneeled
before it as a Catholic does before the Virgin Mary.

Heidelberg.—The situation very delightful, on the banks of the

Neckar. The ruins of the castle, on the brow of the hill southward,

are more beautiful far than any castellated ruin I have seen in Eng-
land ; said by Scheiber's Guide-Book to be also the most beautiful in

Germany. The walls are standing, in very good preservation, and are

ornamented, I should judge, with not less than eighty or one hundred
statues, also very perfectly preserved. These, with the niches and
canopies, and the work iu and over the windows, together with many
armorial bearings, present a vast proportion of sculpture, though the

building is not Gothic. An immensely deep fosse surrounds the

castle ; there is a fine paved esplanade in front, and another behind it,

laid out with walks, and embowered with trees ; and the views, up the

Neckar, through richly wooded and vine-clad hills, and downward upon
the town, and beyond, upon a broad and boundless plain, watered by
the same river, also stretching towards the Rhine— are exceedingly

fine.

Heppeniieim, on the road from Darmstadt to Heidelberg, is situ-

ated amid very charming scenery. The majestic ruin of Starkenburg
Castle is on a neighbouring height. At Bensheim, not far from Hep-
penheim, we saw, for the first time in Europe, Indian corn,

Offenburg, September 5.—We ai'c still in the valley of the Rhine,
though at some distance from the river. The scenery for the last day
or two more resembles that of our Connecticut river, than anything
else; but the ruin of an old castle, now and then appearing on the

neighbouring hiKs, is a feature which is never to appear in the land-

scapes of the Connecticut. The time of feudal sovereignties and
castles has gone by in the civilized world. Princely dwelhngs, indeed,

are built, and will be built ; but they are no longer perched upon almost

inaccessible crags and mountains, to be forsaken when the times of

danger have passed away. The English castles now in ruins were not,

indeed, so inconveniently situated ; but still they were built for defence,

and not for comfort, and have been given up, as much from their in-

convenience as from their insecurity. We have been struck to-day with

the picturesque and almost fantastic dress of the people ; the men, and
even young men, with the immensely broad-brimmed hat, which appears

in many of Rembrandt's pictures, and the women showing a singulai'

passion for the colour of scarlet. The throng, gathered in the village

market-places, most of whom, by the bye, ai'e women— they are the

sellers in market—wears an appearance as strange and bizarre almost

as would an assembly of Turks.

There is, in short, no business or labour, apparently, which the

women of this country do not perform. In the morning, we always

meet great numbers of them, either going to the fields with hoc and
shovel in liand, or to the markets with the basket of vegetables or fruit

upon their heads. This toil and exposure bereaves them of every
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feminine cliarm of person; tliougli tluir couutenauces arc not unamiable,

nor more dull or coarse than might be expected in the circumstances.

AVe learn from the attentive and sensible keeper of the Fortune Hotel

hero (to whom I commend all weary travellers passing through Olfen-

burg), that women as regularly hire themselves out to work in tho

field, as men, and at nearly tho same price— being eighteen sous for

the women, and twenty-one sous for the men, per day—they providing

partly for themselves— i.e. they take soup for breakfast at home;
their emj)loyer provides bread and a pint of wine for their dinner, they

adding meat and eggs if they choose ; and they expect supper from
their employer.

ViLLEXGEN, September G.—To-day we have been passing through
the Black Forest ; by which is meant, not a continuous wood, nor a
level country covered with forest, but a succession of hiUs, clothed with
fir-trees principally, and looking dark enough justly to give its name to

this extensive tract of country. Many of these hills wear a singular

aspect ; the foliage being bright and glossy, as well as dark ; and tho

forms, bold and beautiful. The road, for thirty miles from Uffcnburg,

leads up a small river, and through a dehghtful valley, which eventu-

ally becomes very picturesque and wild, and very much like what I

expect in the scenery of .Switzerland. The inhabitants, too, wear, I am
told, the Swiss costume, and build their houses in the Swiss fashion

:

the former, that is to say, wearing large hats, and the latter an im-
mense pent-house roof, much in the same style. They look—the
houses—very comfortable, though they must bo very dark ; and are

deliglitfully scattered up and down among the hills and valleys—a thing
we have scarcely seen before on our whole journey upon the Continent.

We saw a funeral procession to-day, of a very singular appearance.
Tho coffin— it was that of an infant—was borne by a woman, on her
head. A boy came after her, with a crucifix, bound with ribbons and
covered with flowers. Then followed a few men, and a considerable

number of women, walking two and two— tho women having black
gauze caps on their heads, with a fringe of black lace, nearly covering
the forehead, and singing a low funereal chant.

AVith regard to these large projecting roofs of the houses, and indeed
the whole style of them— for they quite commonly embrace domicile,

stable, woodhouse, carthouso, and barn, all under one roof— I cannot
help again remarking how suddenly, just in passing from one village

to anotlier, this new scene presented itself. Certainly, these people

camiot be like our countrymen; who, if they are about to build a house,

or to do anything else, observe, as they pass through the country, how
others are doing, and what improvements are to be made. The result,

among us, is a great deal of vaiiety, and a continual progress. But
the people here, either never travel, or they never tiiink—never observe
anything; else it would bo impossible for them to settle down, each
village for itself, into this unbroken uniformity. And, indeed, they
liave nothuig hke tho look of intelligence, of alertness and inqui&itiveness

of mind, that are seen in America.

\i i
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CHAPTER IX.

S^VirZERLAXD— SCIIAFFHAUSEN— OBSERVANCE OF THE SABBATH ON THE CON-

TINENT— COMPARISONS OF THE GENERAL ASPECT ANT> MANNERS OP THE
PEOPLE ON THE ROUTE, WITH THOSE OF OUR COUNTRY— FALLS OF THE RHINE
— ZURICH— ZUG—RIGHI— "WILLIAM TELL—LUCERNE— TIIUN.

ScHAFFHAUSEN (SWITZERLAND), September 8.—We entered Switzer-

land about ten miles north of this, and the entrance was most
appropriate. We had scarcely passed the boundary stone, with Baden
inscribed upon it, when there sunk down a deep and narrow valley on
our right—deep as if it were placed out of this world, and looking calm,

undisturbed, silent, and sequestered, as if it did not belong to this

world. W^e soon descended into it ; and with a glorious and gorgeous
vista of autumn-painted hills constantly opening before us, we rode all

the way to Schaffhausen.

To-day is Sunday, and we are resting at this place. The Sabbath,

all over the continent of Europe, it is well known, is partly a holiday.

I confess that I was extremely desirous of observing what was the

character and effect of this holiday ; what kind of relaxation was
permitted by the usages of the European churches, both Catholic and
Protestant, on Sunday. I had anticipated some modification of the

common holiday. I had thought it likely, that relaxation for one part

of the day, connected with religious services on the other, would possess

a character of unusual decorum. And in this I am not disappointed,

unless it be, that I find everywhere, in aU the villages and cities which
I have had an opportunity of observing on Sunday, a quietness and
decorum quite beyond my expectation. The population is all abroad,

indeed, after the hours of divine service, in the streets and the public

places ; but it seems to suffice the people to take a quiet walk with
their families ; and there is a remarkable restraint among the multitudes

upon aU noise, loud talking, and laughter.

I state the fact as it is, and as a matter, certainly, of gratifying in-

formation. But I cannot conceal that it presents to me a very serious

question. And the question is, how far it is desirable that our Sab-

bath-keeping should partake of the European character. There is

much, doubtless, to be objected against the European mode. The day
seems to be entirely spent in public—in public worship, or in the pubhc
walks. It seems to have no distinct moral object with the people

around me. Now this is what, above all things, I would secure. But
wliether the object is best secured by the views and usages that prevail

among us is the question.

We ought, on this subject, to look at the general principles on which
time is to be used to the best account ; or on which, in other words,

time is to be devoted and hallowed to religious uses. Suppose I wish

to set apart a day to any intellectual or moral use. How shall I best

arrange it? And here let me say, that I know of nothing in the

Scriptures that forbids the application of such general reasoning. To
sanctify a day is, to set it apart for a religious purpose; and the qucs-
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tion is, hoic is that purpose to be best accomplished? Now I say, that

if I were to arraiiijo the employments of any day, in order to turn its

hours to the greatest account for my mind en- heart, 1 should not devote

<tll its hours to study, reading, meditation, or prayer. That is to say,

in other words, 1 must give some of its hours to relaxation. And this

is what any man does of necessity, let his creed or system be what it

wUl.

So that the oidy question is, what sort of relaxation a man shall give

liimself. Shall it be taken within doors, or abroad? Shall a man sit

down in a sort of superstitious stupor, as thinking that there is some-

thing in gloom and duhiess that is peculiarly acce])tablo to heaven ? or

shall he go forth umler the open sky, and amid the fresh breezes?

Shall he sleep away some hours of the day, or spend them in easy con-

versation and useful exercise ? Which mode of relaxation—for relaxation

there must bo—will be most favourable to health, to cheerfulness, and
to agreeable associations with the sabbath?

But it may be said, that it is dangerous to depart from the old

strictness, and that the people will go fast enougli and far enough, witli-

out being helped on in their course. I grant that there is danger

arising from the boundless freedom of the country. I certainly fear

that the innocciit relaxations of tho Sabbath might go to excess and
disorder. But may we not hope, that an intelligent and wholesome
?iublic opinion is to lay restraints as effectual as bayonets and a police?

icsides, tho danger exists, whether we discuss the subject or not. Is

it not better to take the right and tenable ground at once, than to take

a wrong ground which is continually sliding beneath our feet, and
bearing us and everything else with it? Yet more: licentiousness is not

the only danger. There is danger in bondage, too. For what, I ask,

is the effect and result of the old strictness? Some, it makes demure
and superstitious on Sunday; others, it makes reckless. They take

greater liberties with the day than the most of tliose who make it a

holiday in Europe! They ride, they travel, they labour, they haunt

taverns, they engage in hunting and fishing, they write letters of busi-

ness ; tliey cannot banish tho spirit of business even from one day out

of seven. Many, and especially of the young, arc perhaps still more
injured by the (dd strictness. They dislike the Sabbath. They dread

its approach; they are glad when it is gone. And as tho Sabbath is

most closely associated with religion, they come to get repulsive ideas

of religion itself. It is a gloomy thing ; it is a superstition ; it is a

peculiarity ; it is a bondage. It is something to be endured ; it is

something to bo sighed about, rather than acted upon ; and the residfc

is, that it exerts no gonial, no welcome, no thorough nor ])ermanent

influence upon tlie heart. In sliort, false views of the Sabbath are

answerable for no small portion of that host of dreadful popular errors

which deform Christianity, degrade its disciples, cut off from tho

world so many sources of happiness, and open, in tho very bosom of

life, so many fountains of sadness, dejection, and misery.

On the whole, as a sabl>atarian, I am inclined to bo at once very

strict and very liberal. I would have a moro practical and pious use

made of the day, than is common with us. I would have as many
hours devoted to public worslii|) and to private reading and meditation,

as can profitably be given. The riglit ground on this subj(!ct seems to
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me to be high ground. No hours in the year should be more busy, more
absorbing, more sacred to effort and improvement, than Sabbath hours.

No hours in the merchant's counting-room, or at the student's desk,

should be more earnestly devoted. But this done, I would give the ut-

most freedom to aU innocent, decorous, and quiet relaxation. I believe

that this disposition of time would give us a day far more interesting,

useful, and happy. I am persuaded, that this spreading of superstiti-

ous restraints over the whole day, tends at once to weaken the springs

of those religious exercises, and of those recreative, social, and domestic
enjoyments, for wliich it was alike though not equally ordained.

There is an air about the people at Schaffliausen that pleases me
more than anything 1 have seen on the Continent. We meet bright,

intelligent faces everywhere ; the people appear more cheerful ; we hear

laughter oftener ; the children look happier; we see groups of them,
and they have books in their hands, and are well dressed and neat. In

the houses, too, we see people at the open windows : there is not tliat

dreadful solitariness and seclusion that appear in the better class of

houses, tlu'oughout most of the continental cities. Indeed, where the

better sort of people— the people of condition, or learning, or wealth,

or leisure, or taste

—

are, in these countries, I cannot devise. Few
equipages, no saunterers, no fashionable or contemplative walkers, no
riders out—nothing, or nearly nothing, of all this, which is so commonly
seen in and near all our American cities and villages, appears here.

The toiling multitude—men with sober brow, women with faces

weather-beaten and sliorn of every feminine grace, dull children, or the

starched, stupid, or fierce-looking soldier—^this is almost the entire popu-

lation that meets the eye of the traveller. Now there must, of course,

be other people ; but they must be few, and their habits secluded.

In speaking of the general air of the people, I should not forget the

extreme courtesy that pervades all classes, and especially the lower

classes. No one of these ever speaks to you without touching his hat.

The very grooms and horseboys never forget this. If they have no
hat, they put their hand where the hat should be. The common peo-

ple, too, as we pass them, really tax our courtesy, unless we would con-

sent to be outdone in politeness. At the hotels, too, landlords, waiters,

valets, are all at your service : you are assisted out of your carriage

;

you are ushered into your room with a bow; you have dinner announced
with a bow ; every one of the limbs and senses of those around you is

at your bidding— is alert and instinct with obedience— is ready to say,

if it could speak, " Oui, monsieur." This, to be sure, is, at the hotels,

partly mercenary ; but it belongs in part, also, to the general manners
of the people.

The fashion of salutation on the Continent is always to take off the

hat ; and this is done not to superiors alone, but among the country

people, from one to another, constantly. I wish it were the fashion

everywhere. Our manners in America are too brief, gruff, and hasty.

Our "no" and "yes" are very short words; and if we add "sir"

to them, that again is an unfortunate monosyllable ; and the whole in-

tercourse, I mean the out-of-door intercourse, of our people, seems to

me, compared with what I see here, monosyllabic, bi'ief, and ungraci-

ous. Is it fanciful to suppose that something of this depends on the

very words of salutation, with which different languages provide us?
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r«f, monsU'ttr, and SI, s'ujnore, always seems to como softly and kindly

fioui the mouths of French and Italians ; and they cannot well be pro-

nounced as grutHy as Yes, sir, and No, sir. At any rate, the difiercuco

in maimers is great, and in my judgment it shows altogether to our

disadvantage. Wlien a man hero meets his fellow-labourers in the

morning, he says, " Bon jour, messieurs," and has time, while he is

saying it, to take off his hat to his neighbours. It is a good and kind

beginning of the labours of the day : there is something almost courtly

in it. "What a contrast to the manner with which you may often see a
man meet his neighbour, in one of our New England villages. " Morn-
ing!" he says—I suppose he means, " Good morning, sir," or " Good
morning," at least—but ho says, " Morning I"—but half raising his

eyes, perhaps, in civility, from the ground—and his hat as fast upon
his head as if he had worn it all night. Ask a man here if he knows
the way to a certain place, and if ho does not know, as it is very

likely ho will not, he has, at least, the grace of manner to make his

ignorance agreeable—which is more than you can say of many people's

knowledge. " Non, monsieur, pardonncz," he says, and takes off his

hat. In America, a man would often answer your question with a
" No, sir," or, " No, I don't," and turn upon his heel.

I believe that utility and philosophy have more to do with these

things than we may imagine. The manners of life are the chief lan-

guage of its affections. If that language be abrupt and harsh, there is

some danger that the aflfections may take their tone from it. Manners
infect the mind. And the mind of an ill-bred people is likely, at

length, to become coarse and degraded. There is a morality in street

salutations. And I have often thouglit, that a man of a harsh and re-

j)ulsivc demeanour might give more pain, as he passed through the

street to his home, than he could give pleasure or do good, if, when he
arrived there, he should distribute the most liberal alms.

Are not the manners of our people becoming less courteous? Are
they not less so than they were fifty years ago? Wlien we speak of

the " manners of the old school," do we not imply this? Must repub-

lican institutions always bo found hostile to tlie gracefulness and refine-

ment of hfo? I do not beheve it. And yet much is to bo done and
taught among us. We do exceedingly want some Censor morum, some
Spectator redivimus; and if I could direct the pens that wrote Salma-
gundi, I would engage them in this work.

The Falls of the Kliine are three miles below Schaffhausen. They
are glorious and beautiful ; but who shall describe a waterfall ? Every
particle a living thing: a whole mighty river hurled, amid the thun-
ders of its descent, into spray and foam—the drifted snow not whiter

nor lighter—and, indeed, if mighty snow-banks were, in succession,

driven by a sweeping storm over a precipice seventy feet high, I do not
know but it would more resemble the Falls of the Rhine, than anything
else I can think of.

The waters of the Rhine hero are perfectly pure and transparent,

and have a colour of the deepest gi'oen, for which I cannot account.

This colour, purity, and a rapid flow, make it, at this point, the most
beautiful ol rivers.

Before I leave the notices of Schaffliauscn, I must just mention,

what I have seen nowhere but on one small house-front in Frankfort,
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the fresco paintings covei-ing the whole front of several old houses here.

They consist, some of them, of considerable numbers of figures. On
one is an allegorical representation of all the cardinal virtues— a good
admonition, certainly, to the dwellers within.

Zurich, September 9.—From Schalfhausen to this place (thirty

miles) we came on an excellent road, through a highly cultivated and
delightful country. The ride to-day, and the entrance to Zurich

—

Switzerland, in short, as far as I have seen it—has seemed to me more
like home than anything I have looked upon since I landed at Calais.

Welcome as the impression might be thought, there are pretty serious

abatements from the pleasure. To " an exile from home," it is some
relief to liave everything around him strange ; the scene is in harmony
•with his lot. But be this as it may, there are many things here—the

bright and happy faces, the groups of children going to school with book
in hand, the dwellings scattered up and down through the country, the
environs of Zurich filled with beautiful country-seats—which remind
one of America. I must add, however, that the villages which I have
seen in Switzerland—those, I mean, of two or three thousand people

—

are very filthy ; as bad, I think, as those of Ireland. Before every
door is the steaming, stercoraceous heap ; the manure of the farm is

made under the very windows. Swiss country cottages are one thing

;

but for all romance about their villages—alas for it!* At Eglisau, to-

day, we parted company with Father Rhine, not without some emotion.

Zm'ich is built on both sides of the Limmat, at the point where it

issues from the Lake of Zurich. The colour of the water, green almost
as an emerald, the swiftness of tlie current, like the Rhine, gives to

this river, as well as that, an aspect of life and beauty almost unrivalled.

At Zugt we took a boat to Geiuser (though it had been better,

perhaps, to have gone to Art), to ascend the Righi; Righi Culm, as

the top is called, which Mr. Simond thinks is a contraction for Culmen
Begince Montium; the Summit of the Queen of ISIountains. It may
have obtained such a name from its standing alone, and commanding
a better view than any other in Switzerland.

Our ride from Zurich to Zug presented fine views from the top of

Mount Albis (over which, by the bye, we were drawn by four horses

and two cows)—the whole Lake of Zurich being at one time in sight

;

but it was on the Lake of Zug that we had the first view, properly, of

Alpine scenery—and it was, of course, sublime. But to multiply epi-

thets would be to convey no impression ; and I can only tell you to

resort to measurements. There is Righi directly before you ; six

thousand feet high ; the mighty gate of the Alps ; rising up almost

perpendicularly from the soft and shaded bosom of the lake. Pontius

Filatus, with its sharp pinnacles, about seven thousand five hundred
feet high, lies a little to the right, and farther back. On the left is a
range of hills wooded to the top, and terminating in Rossberg ; down
which, in 1806, was the tremendous slide of earth, which buried Goldau
and its sister villages— five or six in all, with an hundred houses and
five hundred inhabitants. Pontius Pilatus took its name from a legend,

* The beautiful villacfes of Lucerne show how dangerous it i- to soui ralize.

t Pronounced Zoog. Pronounce u like oo iu almost all names on he Con-
tinent. Than—Toon, &c.
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which liulds, that Pilato drowuod himself in a dark lake (Mare Iiifer-

nale) on its top.

It is quite a point with travellers to see the sun set and rise on
Righi. Wo did not reach the summit in time to seo liim set, nor

indeed would it have availed much ; for he went down in clouds. Wo
])assed the night at an inn on the mountain, and in the morning, at five

o'clock, were on the top, with many others, to see his rising. Here
again our success was not complete ; nor is the full measure of gratifi-

cation obtained, wo were told, one timo in forty. However, wo were

compensated at every .step: the morning view was enough of itself,

although not perfect, to repay all the toil of the assent. Looking
south, the whole inner circle of the Alps was spread before us, with its

hundred dark pinnacles—their bases and fissures covered and filled with

snow that never melts away. Never certainly ; for now was the end of

summer. Back of us, in contrast to this, was spread out, as far as the

eye could see, a tract of cultivated country. On the right was Pontius

Pilatus. On the left, and almost beneath our feet, were the ruins of

Goldau ; appearing scarcely more than a dark scathe on the brow of

Rossberg. How like the path of calamity, seen from the distance of

years, or from the cold heights of worldly prosperity! The dread
avalanche of earth that whelmed one Imndi'ed families in ruin, appeared
but as a furrow on the mountain's side I Simond says that the view
from Righi embraces three fourths of Switzerland, three hundred miles

in circumference, and fourteen lakes.

These awful heights, and the secluded recesses among them, conse-

crated, as tliey might seem to be, from human violence, have often been
the seat of war. Not only were they so in the days of the Reforma-
tion—for Zuinglius fell on a field of battle in sight from Righi Culm

—

but in the later days of the French revolutionizing conflicts. From
the two summits of Righi, separated by a defile, the French and Rus-
sians fired for some time at one another from batteries, which, however,

did no harm. To the southwest lay buried amid mountains the small

canton of Underwalden, where the French, in '98, committed such
dreadful atrocities. To the southeast, and far distant, ran the Muotte
Thai, the defile through which Suwarrow, with twenty thousand Hus-
sians, was making his way from Italy, when he was met and overthrown

by the French general Massena.

Righi, with the country and lakes around it, is the land of William
Tell. It was on the Vier Waldstatter See, or Lake of the Four Can-
tons,* that Tell, in a tempest, escaped from the boat in which Bailiff

Gessler was bearing Iiim as a prisoner. Gesslcr rode out the tempest,
and landed at Brunnen ; and thence proceeded towards his chateau on
the nortli side of Righi, tlie ruins of which are still shown. But Tell

waylaid and shot him. A chapel, called William Tell's Chapel, is

built on the spot which tradition has assigned to this act of vengeance.
Wo passed by and entered it on our way to Kusnacht, which is at tlie

foot of Righi.

On the morning of the eleventh of September we came down the
Righi, and took boat for Lucerne. The sail is absolutely glorious. On
the kit, and in front, the stupendous Alps, rising mountain above

• Lucerne, UndorwaMou, Srhweitz, am! Uii.
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mountain, tlicir snowy hciglits retiring one behind another, and rising

height above height, till it seemed as if they stretched away beyond the
earth s liorizon, to the verge of some other creation. On tlie right lay

a bank of verdure, orchards, groves, and cottages, beautiful as the other
part was sublime. Tlie lake, too, was a perfect mirror, and presented
in its pure and transparent depths, all this glorious array of objects,

every pinnacle, cottage, field, and tree, distinct as in the scene that
surrounded us. But when we rounded the headland and opened the

bay (so to call the upper part of the lake) on which Lucerne is situated,

the scenery of the lake reached its highest interest. We were sailing

almost under a high and rocky barrier ; Lucerne was before us, with its

white walls and houses, seated like a swan upon the bosom of the

waters ; around it and along down on either shore, the fields, orchards,

and groves rose in every variety of graceful outline ; behind us were
"the everlasting hiUs." One pinnacle, in particular, far off, towered
among the clouds, and appeared like a pyramid upon the heights of

some more gigantic creation.

EscHLiSMATT, September 12.—We have come from Lucerne to this

place, not for the sake of scenery, but to take the shortest route to

Tliun, and thus to reach the southern Alps. We have passed through

a country, however, of considerable Swiss scenery, and we have been
particularly struck by tlie appearance of the people and of their habita-

tions. The people still wear the same appearance of cheerfulness that

I have already noticed. We stopped at a tavern where a shower had
driven many of the labourers. They were eating and drinking, but
quite as much engaged in sprightly conversation ; for the people in this

quarter of the world seem to sit down to their meals quite as much to

talk as to eat.

As to the houses—this is the canton of Lucerne—a larger proportion

of them on the route to-day have been substantial, in good repair, and
in outward appearance comfortable, tlian in any equal extent of country
over which I liave ever travelled. Scarcely one dwelling has appeared
in about thirty miles, that would be marked by the traveller as the

habitation of indigence. The villages, as well as the houses scattered

in the country, ho,ve appeared extremely neat.

Is it not the reason wiiy the Swiss are not cooped up in villages like

the rest of the nations on the Continent, that they have always stood

as neutrals in tlie wars of Europe, and therefore have not undertaken
to put themselves in a state of defence ? Is not their national freedom,

too, which they have always more or less enjoyed, the cause of the 'su-

perior intelligence and cheerfulness which appear among the body of

them ?

As to the measure of intelligence, I am aware that I am not entitled

to make up any very confident opinion ; but for the evidences of cheer-

fulness, I have seen more smiling faces in three days in this country, I

have witnessed more animated conversation, I have heard more hearty

laugliter, and more songs among these mountains, than 1 have met
with in passing througli a portion of France, Belgium, Prussia, and

Germany ; nay, tlie Swiss seem to me a more joyous people than the

English. Songs from the hills around, and from the lake below, fol-

lowed me all the way as I walked up Righi.

TiiuN, September 13.—This morning, as we left E.^schlismatt, the
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appearance of the Alps on the south was very striking ; immense, iri'o-

gular masses of mountain, sharply defined on the clear morning sky,

and looking like the stupendous fragments of a broken up world.

The aspect of the country, till we came upon Thun, has been rather

less pleasing than it was yesterday ; but the signs of competence among
the people are still the same. Surely people must be M-ell off who build

such houses ; the roof projecting over, so as to cover almost twice as

mucli space as the house itself; and having enough timber in it, I might
almost say, to build a comfortable house ; and then the shingles on the

roof, and sides also, of the house, are so small, and so carefully rounded
and shaped at the ends, as to require, in building, a vast deal of work.
The houses, too, are immensely large.

]Joth the dwellings and the appearance of the people would seem to

indicate that there is great equality among them. If there be r/entlemcn

or ladies in this country, one is ready to ask, where are they ? They
certainly do not appear. Neither do I see any persons that I should
take to be physicians, lawyers, or clergymen.

As to ladies, if none of the women are dressed as such, yet they cer-

tainly do not fail to be very much dressed. The costume of the canton
of Lucerne especially is very showy. A black cap, with beads wrought
into it, and a border of lace ; the hair in braids falling below the waist;
the stomacher of black velvet, embroidered with beads of various
colours ; the sleeves full, and always wliitc, and a sort of armlet of

black, reaching from the elbow to the wrist, and tight ; the petticoat

dark coloured, blue or brown, of taffeta stuff, often embroidered around
the border, and terminating a little below the knee ; and the feet always
dressed with comfortable stockings and shoes. And this, too, is tlio

common dress of the Lucernese women, young and old, in tlie field and
in the market, in the house and by the way. It seems favourable to

agility ; and yet the movements and forms of these women arc very
clumsy, and comeliness is very rare among them. Tlieir taste in dress,

we could not help remarking, is singularly like that of our North
American Indians.

Of the scenery of Switzerland, thus far, the characteristic is not, as
I expected it wouM be, v:ildncss ; but striking contrasts—tho loveliest

valleys, between bold hills ; cultivation, surpassing, if possible, that of
England, carried up among tho rocks, and spreading among steep pre-
cipices and dark groves of fir, the richest verdure in the world. Cer-
tainly there is no verdure like that of Switzerland. Like all high
countries, it is full of springs, and visited with constant sliowers. Tho
grass, too, is frequently mowed—three, four, and five times in tho sum-
mer—which gives to the fields, oftentimes, the appearance of a smooth-
shaven English park.

The elevation of tho country, also, gives a singular character to tho
rivers and brooks. They rush fortli from their fountains and lakes,
with a swiftness, with an aspect of hfe, as if, unchained and set free
from the ice-bound prisons of the Alps, they were hurrying to tho broad
and fail- fields of Germany, and France, and Italy, rejoicing to spread
verdure and beauty through tlie world.

I wonder that travellers Iiavo not said more of some of these Swiss
towns. I have spoken of Lucerne. Thun, too, is another glorious spot.

It is situated on the Aar, about a mile from its rushing forth from the
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Lake of Tliun, or Tliuner See. A beautiful valley, of five or six miles
circuit, spreads to the west of the town, terminated bj the magnificent

mountain barrier of the Stockenbcrg—dark, severe, with a broken and
irregular outline—and relieved, to-day, against a sky of the purest

autumnal serenity. Southward lies tlie lake ; and beyond, forty miles

distant probably, but seeming much nearer, rise the snowy summits of

the Jungfrau, Silverhorn, and the Eigers—mountains between eleven

and twelve thousand feet in height, their loftiest and sharpest pinnacles

perfectly white, and looking precisely like the forms of our snowbanks
after a driving storm. Their immense elevation, with this dazzling

whiteness, makes them appear more like things of heaven than of earth.

We went during the afternoon to view the church, the Pavilion de

Jacques, and the grove southward, on the lake. The last rays of the

setting sun upon the snow-capped Alps, the bright waters of the lake,

the soft and solemn shadows of the descending evening, upon the western

mountains, the serene depths of a September sky above tliem—these

are the features of the scene. But words are not paintings ; and no
paintings can do justice to such scenes as these. And yet, the scenes

themselves, what are they in all their majesty of form and beauty of

colouring, compared with what tliey are as emblems of our thought

—

temples and ministrations of religion. " So," I said as I walked home-
ward, " let the last shadow steal over me, soft and solemn ; the bright

waters of life at my feet^for not a cynic would I die ; and the serene

and illimitable depths of heaven above me—for I would die a Christian."

CHAPTER X.

EXCXniSION' TO THE OBERLAKD— SAIL DOWN THE LAKE OF TUUN—UNTERSEEN
AND INTERLAKEN—VALLEY OF LAUTERBRUNNEN—WENGERNALP—JUNGFRAU
—AVALANCHES—THE EIGERS— GRINDELWALD— THE GLACIER— CONDITION

OF THE PEOPLE— SWISS SONGS—RETURN TO TIIUN—ROAD TO BERNE—LAKE
OF NEUFCHATEL— CASTLE GRANDSON—BATTLE -FLELD OF CHARLES THE
BOLD AND THE SWISS—YVERDUN—LAUSANNE— GENEVA.

On a most beautiful September morning (the fourteenth instant), we
set out on an excursion to the high Alps, and the glaciers of Grindel-

wald. We left our carriage, and took a boat at Thun, to go down to

Neuhaus, at the bottom of the lake, on our way to the mountains.
These boats on the Swiss lakes are ah.nost uniformly rowed in part by
women. We had two on the Zug, and one to-day.

Scarcely a finer day in the year could have been chosen to witness
those effects of light, those contrasts of light and shade, which are cer-

tainly among the most striking things in mountain scenery. All the
morning there was not a cloud in tlie sky, save one, that rested like a
halo on the distant peak of Jungfrau. And whatever may be said about
the eff'ect of clouds and mists upon the mountain tops, and whatever it

may be in fact, nothing seems to me to give such sublimity to them as

a clear and cloudless sky. Then they appear to be invested with that
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awful serenity, wliicli is to me their sublimest attribute ; aud tlieu, too.

tliL'v seem to pierce, not the clouds only, but the very Iieavens.

There was a very striking effect of light and sliade as we came down

the lake, which 1 suppose one might be liero forty days, and not see

:

for everything depends on the liglit, and the state of the atmosplierc.

There was a shght veil, like that of our Indian summer, upon the sur-

rounding hills ; and aided by this, the mountain of Arbendberg, though

it was ten o'clock in the morning, cast so deep a shadow upon the lake,

that a boat, sailing in that direction, seemed to bo advancing into a

region of awful and perilous obscurity, and, indeed, it was soon lost to

the sight entirely. At tlio same time, the rays of the sun, streaming

over tiio mountain upon the village of Derlingen, situated on the shore

beneath, presented it in the boldest relief and the most splendid colour-

ing ; and yet, one single foot (so it seemed) beyond tlio line of light, it

was £0 dark, that, although only a mile distant, wo mistook rocks for

houses, and were speculating, before our guide undeceived us, upon the

condition of the adjacent dwellings as being like that of the antipodes.

There was a deep dun colour upon the shore, and a rich dark hue of

green upon the adjacent water, which, if brought witli the other striking

features of the landscape altogether into a painting, would bo thought,

like many actual scenes of life, if brought into fiction, to be very unna-

tural and extravagant.

We reached Xeuhaus a little after ten o'clock, and took a char-a-banc

to Interlaken. Surely one may wander over the world and find few

places so beautiful as this. The inns aud boarding-houses here, show-

that it is the resort of many strangers. It is a small valley upon the

Aar, fuU of trees, of which a great number of old walnut trees are the

most remarkable—with a steep and stupendous mountain barrier on

the east, the Lake of Brientz not far to the northeast, and westward a

vista, opening through majestic mountains, up the valley of Lauter-

brunncn, to the shining heights of the Jungfrau.

Up this valley, after dinner, we rode, struck with new admiration at

every step. It is a pass through mountains, rising, often perpendicu-

larly, to the heiglit of two and three thousand feet ; standing out boldly

into the clear sky, and measuring, as the eye was raised to them,

sometimes a whole third part of the arch of heaven ; and presenting

almost every variety of aspect, broad barriers, sharp pinnacles, deep

shadow, bright sunhghts, rocky precipices on the one side, and on the

other, peasants' cottages rising, with redeemed soil about them, on

terrace aljove terrace, to the very top. The Wengernalp is on the left

band, and presents, at its •western termination on tliis road, an im-

mense circular precipice,* so mucli resembUng a tower, that, as the

eye catches it from time to time, one feels inadvertently as if it xcere

the citadel of some mighty though unfinished palace of the xMps.

The Falls of Staubbacli, at the end of our ride in the valley, is the

descent (nine hundred feet) of a very small stream of water, which is

almost dissipated into spray before it reaches the bottom of the preci-

pice. One is disappointed, perhaps, after hearing so much about it,

and yet it is something very bizarre and beautiful. If it is a trifle,

it is yet a trifle on the mighty scale of Alpine scenery. Since I

• Uunncnflue.
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Lave talked about Alpine pyramids and palaces, I would venture to

say, that if there were au Alpine bird of paradise, the Fall of Staubbach
would be its tail— the most beautiful thing, certainly, iu the splendid

cabinet of ornithology.

The village of Lauterbrunnen, where we passed the first night, lies

directly beneath Jungfrau and Silverhorn ; and those snowy tops which
have heretofore been distant, were now so near, that it seemed as if we
might throw a stone to them.

This vicinity of eternal snow—of winter, in fact, where there is no
vegetation— to the brightest verdure; this contrast, which is either

directly before you, or which a single sweep of the eye brings into view,

is one of the most striking things in Alpine scenery. The masses of

snow descend to a certain point on the sides of the mountains ; and at

that very point vegetation commences, the cattle feed, and even up
between the fields of snow, those eternal fastnesses of winter, the dark
line of firs is seen pushing its way and struggling to maintain its

ground. At the bottom of the glacier of Grindelwald, though the mass
of ice rises two hundred feet in perpendicular height, yet at the very

base, within twenty feet, are trees, shrubbery, and herbage, and cot-

tages near at hand. Surely if there ever were contrasts in nature, they
are here. There was a point in ascending the "Wengernalp, where this

was very striking. Behind, and plainly in sight, lay the villages of

Interlaken and Unterseen, in the bright sunlight and in the sweetest

valley seclusion ; before us, towered the Jungfrau and thundered the

avalanche.

But I am a little before my story. On the second day of our excur-

sion, at seven o'clock of a beautiful morning, we began to ascend the

Wengernalp; my companions on horseback, and myself on foot; our
force consisting of the domestique (as the body servant is always called

on the Continent), the guide, and two men to take care of the horses

;

and our outfit, a good pile of sandwiches, and a bottle of vin de Lacote.

We reached the highest point of our destination in three hours and a
half; and I could not help thinking of it more than once, that before

the sun had called my American friends to a new day, he had lighted

us all the way up the mountain side, glancing upon rock and stream,

spreading his golden rays upon one rocky barrier after another, and
kindling the snow-clad pinnacles as with a thousand fires. In ascend-

ing the Wengernalp, we go up a mountain to see a mountain ; the ob-

ject is not to reach the very summit of the Wengernalp (which travellers

do not), but to gain a station from which to survey Jungfrau, and I

may add the two Eigers— the largest of which, though not quite so

high as Jungfrau, is really, to my eye, the more imposing object. The
point to which wo ascended, was probably about four thousand four

hundred feet, and yet Jungfrau towered six thousand feet above us.

But tliis was not aU. There was a deep ravine between us and the

great object, so that we saw Jungfrau, as it seemed, to his very base.

How stupendous the object was, 1 will not undertake to say. The first

moments of contemplating it are among tlie few that have brought a

compensation at the time, for being at a distance of four thousand miles

from liomo. But I desire you, as I have formerly, to resort to mea-

surements for an impression. And let us take the " Great Eiger;"

for, as it is one single object, and has an unbroken line of elevation
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from tho very base, wliilo Jungfrau is irregular, it is to me, as I have
said, the more impressive object. Besides, as you descend tlic Wen-
gernalp ou its eastern side, you come much nearer to a level witli tho

base of tho Great l*]iger. At a certain point in the descent, I judged,

from what uiformation I could obtain, that tho Great Eigcr rose eight

or nine thousand feet above us. That is about two miles. Now, mea-
sure off two miles upon any familiar ground around you, and suppo.se

that by some convulsion of nature, that tract, thus laid out, were
raised up into a mountain! Or, take another supposition. When I

was two miles from tlic base of the great Eiger, and looked up at its

summit, it rose half-way up tho zenith. Now, when you are, some-
time, two miles from the base of tho Taghkanuuc,* imagine its summit
raised up to forty-fivo degrees, half-way up to the cope of heaven—or,

knowing the height of Taghkannuc, pile upon it, in imagination, as
many such mountains (five at least) as will make an Eiger, or a Jung-
fi'au, and then you may get an idea, perhaps, of the sublimity of tho

liigh Alps. Possibly, indeed, you would get too great an idea of them
—and if you were ever to bo here, I should warn you against expecting

too much. For everything is relative ; and here among the Alps,

everything is upon so vast a scale, that we scarcely know how to apply
the ordinary measure to things.

While wo were upon tho Wengernalp, there were several avalanches
of snow from Jungfrau. Two of them were truly very sublime. The
noise exactly resembled prolonged and successive bursts of thunder.
The succession is made by the descent of the mass of snow from ono
precipice to another. It is so completely pulverized by its fall, that it

comes eventually very much to resemble a cascade of water.

As we descended the Wengernalp, the valley of Grindelwald opened
to us, dotted over with cottages, cut up into small enclosures of two or

three acres, and cultivated hke a garden. The glaciers here disap-

pointed me much. There is no splendour about them. An immense
mass of ice, filling a deep gorge, and—instead of presenting a splendid

and shining mirror of polished ice—rough, ragged, and dirty, over tho

whole surface—that is a glacier ; at least in (September—it may be, and
probably is, a very difierent thing in the spring. The bottom of the
glacier, however, where a small river makes its embouchure—makes it

directly from under the ice, whose blue arches rise two hundred feet

above—is worth clambering over many obstacles, at tho end of a weary
day, as I did, to see it. Tho river that issues from the glacier is

almost as white as milk. It takes this appearance, doubtless, from tho

peculiar clayey soil of its bed.

This ended tho fifteenth of September, 183.3, in which I have
walked over tho Wengernalp, and to the glacier of (Jrindelwald.
We intended to continue our excursion another day among the Alps

;

but when we rose in the morning, tlie mountains had veiled their awful
heads in the clouds of anautunnial storm—forbidding all further scrutiny
and intrusion from us i»igmy mortals. We could not complain that our
career was chocked ; for three days—including one at Thun—" three
glorious days " among the Aljis, is enough to reflect upon, with plea-
sure and gratitude, all our lives. The storm looked too likely to con-

• In .Shcfliold, county of Jkrk.»hire, Massachusetts.
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tinuc, and it was too near the equinox to permit us to doubt ; so we
took a cliar-a-banc to Neuhaus, and came up by the lake to Thuu, in

six and a half hours.

On this excursion, there has been much in the apparent condition of

the inhabitants to interest us. There appears to be great simplicity

and innocence, and there must be great equality among them. For the

cottages are all of about the same size and appearance, and each one is

surrounded by a small tract of land, which, I should presume, and am
told, indeed, belongs to the occupant. Meet it seems, that human dis-

tinctions should shrink to nothing at the foot of these stupendous

mountains ; that man should build no towers of pride beneath their

mighty shadow. Indeed, it is poverty and humility that climb high

here ; for some of these cottages are perched upon rocks and among re-

cesses, high and secluded enough to be the eyry of the eagle. But if

the people are poor—and we were told that potatoes, milk, cheese, and
butter, constituted the principal food of many—they are apparently not

indigent. We met with very little begging—unless it were in the pic-

turesque form of presenting fruit and flowers—ay, and a song, too, at

times. A little girl would offer you a pretty bouquet ; or a boy his

dish of nuts from the mountains ; and receiving a batz or two, would
run away seemingly very much delighted. As we were going up the

Wengernalp, a mother stood at the gate before her cottage with an
infant (six months old apparently) in her arms, holding in each little

hand a bouquet ; and the batz, of course, could not be refused. The
singing deserves a more elaborate description. Two and three, and
sometimes four girls, of from twelve to sixteen years of age, would every

now and then waylay us, so to call it, in the valley, or upon the moun-
tain side, and as we approached them, would commence singing one of

their national airs. This they would do with very tolerable effect, exe-

cuting several parts with good keeping of the harmony, and with a
very modest aspect all the while, casting their eyes upon the ground,

and scarcely raising them but to courtesy thanks for the expected gift.

I observed that all their songs had the peculiar chorus or close of the

Swiss national air. The rapid transitions and piercing shrillness of

voice, enable one to distinguish it farther than any musical note I ever

heard. I have heard it from the bosom of a Swiss lake, when I was
on the mountain four thousand feet above.

By the bye, the music of the Swiss cow bells must not be forgotten.

It is sharp and piercing, resembling so much the clink of the hammer
upon the anvil, that I thought at first there must be a blacksmith's

shop among the mountains, though nothing seemed more unlikely.

The cows feed on the heights of the mountains ; and upon almost the

highest point of the Wengernalp, we found many log cabins, called

chalets, which are built chiefly for the purposes of the dairy. Large
flocks of goats, too, are fed here.

What are called valleys in the Oberland—as those of Lauterbrunnen
and Grindelwald—are still veiy elevated spots ; the latter three thou-

sand one hundred and fifty feet above the lake of Thun.*

* This will account for my saying, when at an elevation of four thousand four

hundred feet on the Wengernalp, that Jungfrau rose six thousand feet above us ;

the absolute height of Jungfi-au being thij'teen thousand seven hundred and
twciitv feet.
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Uprm the whole, if I were asked, on our return to Tliun, wliat I had
got, I should say tliat there remained upon my mind an impre.s.sion of

mighty things— soon briefly, seen as if they had appeared in a dream
—yet of miglity things which will for ever remain in my mind, images
of grandeur. I have seen some of the lieights of the creation. Its

lowly places, too, are lovely, and derive an increased beauty from the

stupendous objects around them. Altogether, it is a combination fall

of wonders.

Berne, September 18.—The rido from Thun to Berne is one of the

finest ia the world. I cannot make the .effort to describe— having ac-

quired a Bernese dulness, or some other dulncss, whose vis inertia is

not to bo overcome. Yet, after all, the scene has not exactly those

points of interest that stamp themselves upon the memory ; and if I

shall be asked a year hence, what it is in the ride from Thun to Berne
tliat everybody admires so much, I suppose I sliall answer, with a sort

of rising inflection tone, " Oh I the distant hills I suppose they mean

—

very beautiful; and the slopes, tlic swells, the plains—all very graceful:

fine wood, too; and queer, strange, strong, grand old houses— ay, old

and new, in the Swiss fashion, you understand—but monstrous big

houses ; looking as if they were crammed with abundance, as if their

very sides groaned with a surfeit—with roofs big enough for Noah's
ark ; for Noah's ark held scarcely a more complete museum and men-
agerie of the whole creation, than some of these substantial, strong-

sided, corpulent Swiss farm-houses." Positively, they have quito

broken down my rising inflection, with the description of them.
The entrance to Berne is charming ; thx-ough rows of linden trees,

delightful walks, and magnificent terraces, sloping up so high as to take
them quite out of the dust of the road. By the windings of the Aar,
Berne is made almost a peninsula, and it rises finely from the water on
each side. The far-famed terraces here are indeed delightful promen-
ades, commanding fine views of the surrounding rich country, that ex-

tend quite to tlie Alps. The grand terrace, back of the cathedral, is

more than one hundred feet high. From this a horse once leaped,

bearing his rider with him. The horse was crushed beneath his master,
who escaped with life. A tablet on the parapet testifies his gratitude.

The side-walks, almost all over the city, pass under arcades ; the base-

ment story of each house giving up space enough for the purpose.

This morning we went out to llofwyl (six miles), to see Mr. Fellen-

berg, and his farm and school. One of the students whom he intro-

duced to us, conducted us over the whole literary and (in-door) farm-
ing esUiblishments. Tlie students' room, dormitories, &c. seemed in

fine order, but nothing struck mo so much as the stalls— the really

magnificent cows and oxen. If the intellect is nurtured as well, the

estiiblishment must be considered as giving birth to prodigies of all

sorts. Fellcnberg's school, you will recollect, perhaps, is the successor

to Pestalozzi's at Yvcrdun.
Neufcji.vtel, September 19.—The vicinity to Berne, on the road to

Neufchatcl, is as magiiificont as all its environs are. The road, tho
promenades, the avenues of trees, the groves, the woods, the wholo
country, with its graceful swells and swollen abimdance— few things

can surpass.

The route to Xcufchatel is generally through a fine country ; and
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presents two tilings to remark upon, viz. some of the poorest and for-

lornost villages wo have seen in Switzerland ; they are about the head
of the Lake Neufchatel—and this splendid competence, abundance,

plethory, of the good things of this world, which I am so much surprised

to find in so many parts of the country, I do not know about the

mental condition : there is every indication that it is by no means so

well as with us in America—^fi.ve-sixths, however, read and write, says

Mr. rdlenberg—but such farms, and such houses, all along, uninter-

rupted for fifty miles together, are not to be seen in our country, nor,

I doubt, in any other.

These very farms and houses, indeed, it is to be said, full as they

are of everything else, bear but slender evidence of social and intellec-

tual improvement. Women, in great immbers, are everywhere at work
in the fields, employed in the hardest, coarsest, and most offensive

labours. These stupendous houses, too,—I cannot believe they would

be all just alike—aU built with these wide spreading, darkening roofs

—all sheltering under one roof, men, women, and children, pigs,

poultry, horses, oxen, cows, hay, corn, carts, carriages, and a world of

things beside—unless it were that these are a people going on just as

their fathers have gone on, and just as their neighbours go on, without

an intelligent thought of improvement.
In coming to Neufchatel, we intended to turn aside and visit the

Lake Bienne ; but it rained ; and rain and clouds make a dismal thing

of a lake.

YvERDUN (Septemher 20) is at the bottom of the Lake Neufchatel.

Some Roman monuments have been dug up here ; and we saw a small

collection behind the castle. This castle was the seat of Pestalozzi's

school ; a more worthy employment, certainly, of an ancient baronial

residence, than that of Grandson, three miles back, which is turned
into a tobacco manufactory.

This last sentence, by the bye, is a pretty large text ; for, in the

first place, I have to observe, apropos, that tobacco is cultivated on aU
the route we have taken on tlie Continent; and it is smoked to an
enormous extent. At home, abroad, travelling, lying by, labouring,

visiting, I had almost said eating, drinking, everywhere, and for ever,

the people are smoking. Nothing is more common than to see young
fellows on the top of a German diligence, at the stopping places, dis-

charging the refuse cargo of ashes from pipes, which hold, I verily

believe, nearly half a pint of tobacco, and then reloading, lighting,

and going on their way, as if they meant to signalize their passage

through the world by a trailing cloud of tobacco smoke. Verily, if the

ancient heroes had been smokers at this rate, they would not have
needed any protection from Venus or Juno, to screen them from ob-

servation. We have met with a great many young men, walking over

Switzerland, with knapsacks on their backs, and, almost as uniformly,

pipes in their hands. Indeed, the sale of pipes in the cities and villa-

ges is a considerable business. Be it observed, however, that the pipe

on the Continent is a very different thing from the humble clay manu-
facture of our country. The bowl is made of porcelain, the stem of

whalebone, one, two, or three feet long, ornamented, too, with tassels,

and much wi'ought to give it graceful bends, &c. AU this being con-

sidered, let the pain and horror be proportionably lessened, tliat the
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Castle of (Jrandsoii, which sent fortli kiiights to the crusades—on whoso
battlements brave men fought, and from whose balconies fair laches

looked forth upon the broad sheet of Neufchatcl—whose last prince and
possessor in the family line (Otho) was so celcl)rated in chivalry, that

lie won the affections of the fair lady of Gerard d'l'^stavayer, living on
the opposite shore of the lake, and was by her husband slain in judicial

combat in 1139— that the Castle of Grandson, I say, should bo a

tobacco manufactory! Better make pipes than lances; better liglit

them, than .tlie match for the fusee; better send uj) the curling, van-

ishing smoke—that touching emblem of the frailty of human life—than

violently to destroy human life!

My second observation is, that from Castle Grandson, Charles the

IJold of IJurgundy went forth to the battle, in which he was first de-

feated by the Swiss.

This conflict of Charles with the Swiss is one which both history and
romance have made interesting. As we approached that part of the

countiy, therefore, where I knew the battle took place, I put my head
out of the carriage window, and desired Auguste, the courier, to inquire

about some of the neighbouring localities, Giez especially, a village

which is described as near by. lie asked the people m a field at work;
but they seemed to know nothing about Giez. I was about sitting

down in despair, when I told Auguste to ask an old man in the field, if

he knew where the battle-field of Charles the Bold of Burgundy was.

This seemed more intelligible. " Ici! ici!" exclaimed the old man,
pointing all around him. We wore quickly out of the carriage, and on
the ground. What could bo more fortunate for marvel-hunters? The
passing plough had just laid open a grave! A little excavation had
been made; and by the side of it lay a pile of human bones in the last

stages of decay

!

This battle was fought in 1470, more than three centuries ago; but
I believe that the records of our own Indian burying grounds, show
that it is not at all uidikely that liuman bones should be preserved in

the earth, for such a length of time. I had observed, too, that Simond
says that fragments of arms were still found occasionally upon this

field. Here, then, before me, 1 could not doubt, wore solemn relics of

that fierce and fearful encounter. These naked, decayed, marrowless

bones stood up, one day, on this very field, a living and breathing man,
to breast tlie shock of battle— yea, stood and fought, perhaj^s, side by
side, with Charles tlie Bold.

Geneva, Scptcmhcf 22.— From Yverdun, we have come hero by
Lausanne, and the Lake of Geneva.
At Lausanne we visited the house of (iibbon ; went out upon the

grounds—the fine esplanade, commanding a beautiful view of the lake,

where he was accustomed to walk; visited the garden where he wrote

the last sentence of his History of the Decline ami I'all, and made the

refle(;tions which are recorded in his autobiograjihy.

At Copet, a few miles from (ieneva, we went up. while the horses

were changing, and saw the chateau of M. Neckar, where his daughter,

Matlame de Stael, ha'l lived, and which is still in a branch of the De
vStael family. The grounds behind the chateau are beautiful—a delightful

level spot, with winding walks, and clumps of trees and shrubbery. In

a ground opposite, full of trees, is the cemetery, where sleep the ro-

2 U
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mains of the ftithcr and daughter, after a life, spent much of it, in tho

sight of Europe and tlie world. The ground is private, and we were

not permitted to go into it. The chateau is just above the village of

Copct, and commands a view of the lake.

It is a cliarming ride upon the lake, all the way from Lausanne
(forty miles), and the appearance of the people, everywhere, and espe-

cially at Geneva, has given me more pleasure far, than anything of the

kind since we came to the Continent. There is more intelligence appa-

rent, and far more ease of condition. Women with delicate counte-

nances, and gentlemen at leisure, are seen walking everywhere, on the

beautiful promenades that skirt the lake.

Tho environs of Geneva are richer in scenery than those of any town

I have seen, except Edinburgh. I have walked an hour or two to-day

on the south side of the city. It is Sunday, and one of the loveliest

days of Autumn— and though the brightness of heaven and earth is

touched with the sadness which sad news bringeth—yet it is only soft-

ened and hallowed— it is bright still. I have found it good to

" Go foiih under the open sky, and list to nature's teachings

;

While fi'om all around, earth and her waters,

Comes a solemn voice :
' Yet a few days.

And thee the all-beholding sun shall see no more,
In all his course.'

"

CHAPTER XI.

EXCURSION TO CHAMOUNI AND MONT BLANC—GENEVESE SOCIETY AND .MANNERS

— SCENERY OP THE LAKE OF GENEVA— TRAVELLING WITH VETTURINO—
CHILLON—UPPER VALLEY OF THE RHONE— SION— THE SIIIPLON ROAD—
SCENERY OF THE SIMPLON—LAKE MAGGIORE— ISLANDS OF MADRE AND
RELLA.

At nine o'clock, on the twenty-third of September, we left Geneva in

a char-a-banc for St. Martins, on the way to Chamouni. The road is,

most of the way, in a valley, and through one of these glorious moun-
tain passes. It is much of the way by the I'iver Arve, which, taking

its origin in the Col de Balme, above Chamouni, falls into the river

Rhone, just below Geneva. The valley, most of it in Savoy, is not

very higldy cultivated, and has not the verdure and beauty of some of

the Swiss valleys. The people and their villages look miserable. This

is one of the regions of the Alps where the disease named goitre exists.

It is a large excrescence in front of the neck, appearing like a wen. It

is found in females mostly, if not entirely. I did not see it but in one

man. The cause of this singular disorder, affecting, except to an in-

considerable extent, no other quarter of the world, is not well settled.

Some physicians ascribe it to the air, and others to the water of these

regions. I could almost believe that it is sympathy that propagates it

;

for the sight of it has made my own neck feel strangely aU day.

The mountain barriers on each side of this pass have a variety, M'ild-

iiess, and grandeur, not inferior, perhaps, to tho valley of Lauterbruu-
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nen. At Bulinc—wliero, by tlio hyo, a diminutive piece of artillery is

fired off, for a franc, that travellers may hear the echoes— are somo
extensive caverns, said to be interesting, but we had not time for them.

There is a collection of water witliin (from springs, I suppose), wliicli

finds vent on the mountain side, a quarter of a mile distant, in a very

pretty waterfall, eight hundred feet high. Three or four cascades, in-

deed, ajipear by the road side, in the same valley, of from five to seven

hundred feet in height ; but none of them liave a snfHcient body of water

to make them anything more than petitcs curiosities.

The range of Mont Blanc had been in sight all day, its summits
crowned with snow ; but it Avas not till we approached St. Martins tluit

Mont Blanc himself rose before us. The masses of snow appear to bo

larger than on Jungfrau and the Eigers. AVo were in time to see the

last rays of the setting sun fade away upon the pinnacle, nearly an hour

after he had set to us in the valley.

On the twenty-fourth, we left St. Martins at six o'clock, for Prieure

in the valley of Chamouni. The pass up into the valley has all the

wildness that I expected to sec iu Switzerland ; a tremendous gorge,

through which tlie Arve tuml)lL(l and roared, sometimes five hundred

feet almost in a perpendicular descent beneath us ; stupendous rocks

and mighty fragments of mountains, looking as if they were hurled

down by the hand of an earthquake ; the thick clothing of fir trees,

whose foliage scarcely relieves the rugged features of rock and precipice,

while it lends to everything a character more sombre and stern ; the

deep shadows of the early morning lying upon some parts, and its

brightest splendours falling upon others— these are the things that

might be brought into a picture, but 1 have no time to draw a picture.

The valley of Chamouni certainly has disappointed me, and I wonder
that some traveller could not have said that it is, in itself, nothing very

remarkable. Chamouni—Chamouni—wo have heard of it so long and
60 much, and the word, too, sounds so sweetly, that we naturally expect

something extraordinary. Yet, in truth, it is quite inferior to Lauter-

brunncn and Grindelwald, which, as valleys, we scarcely ever hear

named.
We arrived at Prienre at half-past ten o'clock in the morning, and

immediately prepared to ascend to some point of the surrounding

mountains, from wliich to see, to the best advantage, Mont Blanc and
the Mer de Glace—tlie largest of the glaciers. Wo chose Mont Fle-

gere; and ascended to a point, probably three or four thousand feet

high. From this point, not only are Mont Blanc and the neighbouring

pinnacles well seen, but a immber of glaciers, fourteen in all, it is said,

are in view. And now, if I could say that these glaciers were stupen-

dous mirrors, in which the mountains are reflected, it would doubtless

be presenting a picture of uneiiualled splendour and sublimity. But
alas! nothing could be fartlier from the trutli. A glacier resembles

anything but a mirror. Its surface is rough, ridged, and covered with

rocks, stones, and dirt. This, at least, is the ai)pearance in autumn.

The hnest tlung al)0ut the glaciers—unless it be tiie stupendous mass
crowding down into the verdant valley—is the shooting up of the ice

into innumerable pyramids and pinnacles ; and this appearance is most
beautiful, not in the Mer do Glace, but in the Glacier de Boisson, lying

west of it.
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But if the glaciers disappointed us, Mont Blanc, with his attendant

pinnacles, shooting up into the cleai* sky, one of them, a single cone

rising, I should think, from its base three thousand feet—Mont Blanc,

too, with his vastness of breadth and grandeur of elevation, eleven

thousand seven hundred and fifty feet* from the valley of Charaouni,

and with the radiant fields of snow upon his head, could not well be

said to disappoint expectation. Nevertlieless, and after all, Jungfrau

and the Great Eiger struck me more.

Mr. Simond says, referring to the weather, that " Alp hunting, like

other hunting, is occasionally subject to disappointments." The re-

mark, surely, has had no application to us on this excursion. On the

twenty fourth, particularly, we had such a sky as I have not seen

before in Europe, as I never saw surpassed in Amex-ica, nor do I look

for anything more glorious in Italy. Such splendid transparency, such

awful serenity, such unfathomable depths of ether, such heavens inde-

scribable, seem to me the fit element in which sublime mountain

heights should appear, to give the fullest and fittest impression. The
evening, too, spread the light of a full moon upon the mountains ; and

here were all objects— snowy peak, bare, sharp pinnacle, the deep

gorge, the dark fir grove, the bristling glacier, the embosomed valley

—

everything of majestic scenery, that could make such a night fit close to

sucli a day. Surely, no firo from heaven, nor altars built with hands,

could be needed by him who came to worship here. It was one of those

seasons of life, when you are silent all the day long, and can scarcely

sleep at night, from the burden and pressure of thoughts that can find

neither utterance nor repose.

On the morning of the twenty-fifth we left Chamouni, on our return

to Geneva. Perhaps it would not be possible that any contrasts in

light and shade should surpass those which were presented in the pano-

rama of mountains that we left behind us. In the distance, lay the

snowy range of Mont Blanc, beneath the dazzling splendours of the

morning, and tliere was brightness ; nearer and on the left lay moun-
tains covered witli firs, wliich the morning ray had not touched, and there

was darkness ; on the right wore hills, partly cultivated, partly wooded,

on which streamed the rich light of early day, and there was beauty.

It is not strange, perhaps, but it is a curious fact, that this secluded

and delightful spot was, ages ago, the I'esort of Roman refugees from
the persecutions of the state. In and about Passy, a village in the

valley below Chamouni, have been found votive altars, with inscriptions,

and ruins of villas, showing that it was a place of residence as well as

retreat.

On the evening of the twenty-fifth, we returned to Geneva, well tired,

but well satisfied, and here we have taken up our abode for a few days.

My chamber at the Hotel de I'Ecu de Geneve, looks out upon the

Lake of Geneva, and upon the " arrowy Rhone," as it darts forth from
the full and placid bosom of waters that pour themselves out into this

— shall I not say— most beautiful of all rivers. I do not mean its

banks, on which I have not been ; but the stream itself, broad, deep,

and so clear, that every i)t!bble is seen upon the bottom, and rushing

forth a stream of emerald, at the rate of six or seven miles an hour.

* Fourteeu thousand seven Imndred and fifty feet above the sea.
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The lake, indeed, though fifty miles long, and tcu broad, is in a sort,

like many of the lakes in Switzerland, but an expansion of the river

;

the Khonc watering a rich and extensive country before it enters the
lake. What gives the peculiar green colour to the lakes and rivers

which are fed by tlie high Alps, 1 do not know ; but I think it must bo
something in the bosom of the mountains, some ore or earth— since I

have observed it in many of the streams, very high up towards their

sources, and especially in those that issue from the glaciers. For
although these streams last mentioned liave a milky appearance, as I

have somewhere said, yet they are also distinctly tinged with green.
As we are passing a week here, my notes will adventure a step fur-

ther than is usual into society.

Wo called yesterday upon M. Sismondi, introduced by a letter from
Dr. Channing. Madame Sismondi was very ill, and wo saw the cele-

brated historian of politics and literature but half an liour. What ser-

vices our friends do us, without intending it I A miniature likeness of
Miss Sedgwick, with her own autograph beneath it, hung upon the
wall. It was a voice, in a far laml, from my own Berkshire home. M.
Sismondi is extremely interesting both in person and conversation—in

botli, full of dignity, intelligence, and graceful ease and kindness, I

was mucli struck with an observation of his upon the effects of tho
Catliolic and Protestant religions. Joining his hands together, and
interlacing his fingers, he said, " There are cantons of Switzerland
interlocked in this manner, and when tho road carries you across the
points of intersection, you might know in the darkest niglit, by the state

of tho roads, by the very smell of the country, which is Catholic and
which is Protestant."

Afterward wo went to see the collections, in natural history, of M.
do Luc. Those things always weary me ; but so did not the man.
How rare it is to find such a person in America—surrounded by bones
and fossils, stuffed animals and birds, skeletons and sliclls ! By the
bye, tho collections of our friends in New Bedford could help him much,
in the department of conchology ; but then theirs are in elegant cabi-
nets, and have not the learned dust upon them.

M. do Lu<; has a great horror of priestly domination, and gave us
this pretty extraordinary fact. In St. Jervais, not far hence up among
the mountains (of Savoy, I think), is a bathing estabh.-hment, for the
use of mineral waters. Tho keeper of the house had collected for the
entertainment of liis visiters a miscellaneous library of about a thousand
volumes. Last summer, in his absence, two Jesuit priests visited the
establishment, looked over the library, took almost the entire body of
it, and burned it on the spot.

September 30.—We have made some very dehghtful visits here, to
the pasteurs, and one to Dr. Coindet, a very interesting old physician.
Dr. C. has a great number of autographs of celebrated men ; one of
Francis I. one of Louis IX.—think of it!—also of Miraboau, Carnot,
Robespierre; of John Calvin, too, and some letters of Rousseau. I

read a few of these letters, and found them to contain some of those
extraordinary declarations which he was wont to make, about the
Scriptures. One of thorn to M. Vernes, pastcur of Geneva, says, " I

behove in the Gospel. It is the most interesting of all writings. When
all other books weary me, 1 turn to it witli evcr-frosh delight. When
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the miseries of life press upon me, I resort to it for consolation." Dr.

C. gave us his opinion, that goitre and cretinism, those shocking dis-

eases of some portions of the Alps— the first consisting of swellings in

the neck, and the last of the whole body—were owing to the water of

the country ; and says that the cure of them, as well as of most scro-

fulous disorders, is iodine.

We have dined very pleasantly with considerable parties at M. Ne-

ville's and M. Cheneviere's, pasteurs of Geneva, Cheneviere, you
know, is considered as very pre-eminent liere, if not at the head of the

pasteurs; but it is not easy nor agreeable to speak of distinctions,

where such men are to be found as Munier and Cellerier.

I wish you could see something of these French manners. They are

so easy, so amiable, so affectionate ; so entirely free from all formality

and affectation. The master and mistress are not stationed in one

spot, nor do they receive company with a stiff bow or courtesy ; nor at

dinner are they fixtures at the table, nailed down to their chairs. For
instance, M , seeing that bread is wanted, gets up and passes

it around the table himself. And this not because he wants servants ;

but neither of the servants at the moment happened to be present.

Those awkward appendages which we ivear— shoulders, arms, hands,

legs—they seem to use as part of themselves— they seem to have no
consciousness of them, any more than they have of their lungs.

I wish you could have seen the manner in which Madame and
Madame met ; the kiss and the kiss again, as if the first was not

enough to satisfy the heart ; and the thousand little tendernesses of

behaviour that passed during the evening. I wish, too, that you could

see the manners of all these people towards us, strangers as we are.

They take the heart by a coup cle—what shall I say?

—

cVceil, de main,

de— everything that is irresistible. It is affection— simple, self-for-

getting, all-conquering affection. When shall we see such manners in

America? When shall kindness—confiding, free, overflowing—disem-

barrass, unchain, disenchant society among us, from reserve, awkward-
ness, and suffering?

October 1.—To-day an entire change has taken place in our plans,

in consequence of intelligence received of the illness of Mr. 's son

in London. My companions will return to London, and I shall proceed

to Italy alone.

The sympathy of our Genevese friends for Mr. , is a most de-

lightful expression of their (character. All of them look and speak as if

they made the disappointment and the anxiety their own. !\I. , a
fine-looking youth among the pasteurs, came in, and when he took

leave of Mr. , said, " I hope—your son
—

" and then, his knowledge

of English failing—what do you think he did? Why, he just put his

face to Mr. 's, and kissed his cheek. That was the way he eked
out the sentence ; and it was so simple, so natural, so entirely the im-

pulse of the heart, that it was beautiful. It was very touching ;
perhaps

it might be said it was too much so. But I think, in the ordinary in-

tercourse of life, that it is the artificial, affected, overstrained expression

of feeling that we dislike. I allow that there are extraordinary exi-

gences where the truest strength and delicacy of feeling are shown in

self-restraint, or the restraint, rather, of expression. But this was not

such a case, and the act was very simple, and not very exciting.
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The CJcncvcse institutions form a very interesting subject of inquiry.

I must note some i)articulars without being able to expand them. The
government, vou know, is republican ; the olKcers are a body of magis-

trates. Legislation is shared by a House of Deputies, consisting of two
hundred and fifty members, who choose a Council of State, wliich

chooses four Syndics. The qualification for voting is birth in the can-

ton, and a condition above service— or else, for foreigners, a purchase

of the privilege ; and it costs, according to the means of the purchaser,

fifty guineas and upward. The city has thirty thousand inhalntants

;

the whole canton, sixty thousand.

There is an established religion here of very moderate creed, mild

discipline, and simple forms. There are four very large churches, for

fifteen parishes, in which fifteen pasteurs officiate in turn— i. c. in the

churches—while each one has a particular parish for his charge. They
preach once in two or three weeks, and their salaries are proportionate

—

from fifty to one hundred pounds sterling. In addition to this, the

pasteurs are almost all teachers of youth, professors in the Academy of

Geneva, instructers in families, &c.

Tlie children of Geneva are mainly educated alike. Madame C
told me that the daughters of the poorest man in Geneva are as tho-

roughly educated as her own. And this is always done at home, and
principally by the mother. The boys are sent to the academy, and
carried up in it, to the completion of a finished and even professional

education.

The system of religious instruction for the youth here, by the pas-

teurs, seems to be most admirable. Children are taken at an early age,

and regularly carried up through regular courses of religious instruction,

admonition, and laborious cfiort, to give them riglit impressions, till

they are brought to the communion. The consequence is, that almost
every adult person, of any respectability, connected with the national

church, is a professor of religion.

For further accounts of Geneva, I refer you to the last part of

Simond's second volume on Switzerland. I am told here by those who
were his particular friends, that his accounts, especially of Genevese
society, may be relied on ; the rather as Madame Simond was a lady of

this city.

I should think the danger here would be that of contraction— for

Geneva is a world by itself, and a small world. But I saw nothing to

justify the apprehension. And I am sure that I have no desire to make
abatements from the most favourable account. The manner in which
I have been received and treated, an<l the delightful adieus with which
I have been dismissed, have left an impression upon my mind never to

be eftaced.

Lausanne, October 2.—To-day I have come from Geneva, on the

way to Milan. It has been a fine day for a ride along the lake. Lord
Byron has justly addressed it by the epithets, " clear, placid Leman!"
It has been so clear and calm to-day, that not only the clouds and
mountains, but every swell and seam of the mountain's side, and every
hue of sky and cloud, has been perfectly reflected. Can it be tliat the

enjoyment of nature— the highest enjoyment of it, is selfish? I have
often asked myself the question ; for in such states of mind, I always
desire to be, if not alone, yet silent aud undisturbed. I say to tho
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question—surely not selfish , most entirely the reverse. But I ara in-

clined to think that the deepest communion with nature, implies a feel-

ing for the time so profound, and absorbing too, that it can bear no jar,

nor diversion from its object. It is as when you listen to the highest

music, or eloquence, you cannnot bear a movement or a whisper that

disturbs your attention.

The views of the lake and mountains in and about Lausanne are un-

commonly fine. When we arrived at the hotel, the landlord, as if he

knew wliat I wanted, said, " I will give you a room where you can see

the lake." I took my station by the open window, and desired tea to

be brought me there , that I might lose none of the flitting shadows

and changing colours that were passing in succession over the bosom of

the waters. And I scarcely remember to have seen as many varieties

of hue and shade as passed here in the half hour after the sun went

dow^n behind a dark cloud in the west.

How little of that which is within, and sometimes " most within" us,

ever finds expression in any words or writings ! If I were to tell, here

upon this open page, what my thoughts were as I gazed upon the ex-

panse of waters, and upon the dark mountains beyond, while the veils

of the waning twilight fell slowly over the sky and the stars looked forth

upon the scene, as if they had been living witnesses—I should feel as

if it were like praying " at the corners of the streets."

Mautigny, October 3 —This town is in the canton of Valais, and up
the valley of tlie Rhone, i. e. from the Lake of Geneva, eight hours'

ride, with vetturino.

As I have mentioned this mode of conveyance, and ara myself using

it from Geneva to Milan, I will say a word further about it. Vetturino

is a long word, and a foreign word, and sounds as if it might describe

something quite respectable. Moreover, the phrase, "with vetturino,"

describes a mode of travelling in Itahj. lie who has travelled with

vetturino has been in the enchanted land. So the word has always
stood in my mind for something very romantic and recherche. But
nothing could be less so in fact. The vehicle is as good as a third-rate

stage coach, and no better. It is drawn by two horses, without relays,

and travels but thirty miles a day. However, it is a good way enough
ibr seeing the country, which the diligence and the mail coach are not,

as tliey travel aU night. And besides, you may lay aside all care,* for

you may engage with your vetturino (i. c. the driver), to take you, say from
Geneva to Milan, for a gross sum—(six napoleons, twenty-four dollars)

—he carrying you, taking care of your baggage, providing and paying
for your meals and lodging, and setting you down at Milan, in six days
and a half. But enough of vetturini— who, by the bye, are a set of
fellows that will probably cheat you if they can, in the bargain—(mine
asked twice as much as he took)—who are so civil before setting out,

that they will pull off their hat in the street, if they chance to see you
in the fourth story of your hotel, but who, if you stay a moment too

long to look at a waterfall or a chateau, will be murmuring " Sacre!
diable!" under their breath, as if the natural play of their lungs was a
sort of cursing ; and who would probal)ly foam at the mouth, if the

* That dencnds, I found afterward, on the character of the vetturino, and the
traveller had better look after his baggage.
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bonne maiii should in-ove less than they expected. I say the bonne
main, i.e. the c-ivility money, or the money for civility— for be it ob-

served, that no bargain for anything to be done for you, in Europe,
was ever final. There arc always appendages upon appendages. You
hire a conveyance to a certain place. Well, you pay, of course, fur the

vehicle and the horses, and for being driven—that you expected, liut

that is not all. You pay the postillion on his own account ; and you
pay him something more because he has driven you well, i. c. has not

broken your neck; and you pay him that he may be further civil to you,

by drinking your health ; and you pay the tolls at the gates ; and you
pay a man who opens the door of your carnage, if he can find any
a])ology for doing it ; and you pay a boy who put the shoo under the

wheel at the top of a hill ; and you pay as many beggars as you please,

for their good wishes—their " lion voyage! " or their " Lord bless your
honour!

"

The head of the Lake of Geneva, which I passed around this morn-
ing, is more picturesque than the lower part about the city of Geneva.
Tlie mountains are rugged and wild ; the soft and dark shadowing of

the morning upon them, made them ap])ear so much like masses of

clouds in the horizon, that it was difficult at times to resist the im-

pression ; the .slight haze of autumn upon them, gave a singular dis-

tinctness and delineation to the sun's rays as they streamed in through
the cragged pinnacles and deep defiles ; and the refle(,'tion of all this

scenery in the darkened mirror of waters was so distinct, that it seemed
as if the world depicted below, were not tlie counterpart of that above,

but the very reality. Really I do not attempt to describe, as thinking

I shall convey any clear impression to you, but to assist my own recol-

lection. But truly, what a thing— what an element is icater—and
what scene can bo complete, or anything near complete, without it?

What images of repose and purity are like its stillness and its transpa-

rent depth ; and what life is there, in all nature, like that wliich goes

forth upon its touched and tremulous bosom? But the waters and the

mountains arc not the oidy tilings: for the shore also, about the head
of the lake, is full of wild and romantic scenery.

I visited, in passing, the Castle of Chillon, most beautifully situated

on this shore, near Villencuve. It has deep dungeons, into which we
looked from above. We went into that where Bonnivard, the Genevese
advocate of freedom, was confined l)y the Duke of Savoy for six years,

and saw the ring in the stone pillar which held the prisoner's chain,

and the place worn in the stone by the ring, as he passed to and fro, in

his confined walk. I^ord Byron has celebrated him. We saw the name
of Byron carved on one of the neighbouring pillars. I asked the guide
" Who did it?" She said, " Himself."

The valley of tlie Hlione, for some miles above the lake, is one of tho

most delightful I have seen in Switzerland ; and farther up towards
Martigny, though the valley itself is less interesting, and the horrors of

cretinism begin to ai>])(>ar, yet the "munitions of rocks," the mountain
barriers, are very grand and stupendous; rising sometinu's perpendicularly

from tho road, two or three thousand feet, and cutting the sky, so that it

has the singular a])]>earanco of a single quarter of a hollow sphere. Near
Martigny is a very I)eantiful waterf;dl,* with iniK li the largest column

• risscviKJio, two hundiT'l .nul 'ij^lity feet, s.-iys Klx-l.
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of water that I have seen in any of these cascades among the
mountains.

Speaking of horrors— I was considerably moved for some moments,
to-daj, with " the horrors of the last," as I took mj last look of the
beautiful Lake of Geneva ; but I must confess that I was soon com-
forted with the reflection, that it was seen—that the object was accom-
plished—that there was so much more done and finished—so much less

to do. A miserable state of mind, perhaps, with which to go through
Europe ; nevertheless, it is mine.

October 4.— I am for the night at—I know not, and I care not, what
miserable little village, on the way to the Siraplon. The valley of the
Rhone above Martigny grows narrow, barren, and desolate ; the moun-
tains are so bald and bleak, that I am almost tired of mountains ; and
the signs of poverty, and the horrors of cretinism, multiply upon us.

These horrors, and almost all others, are consummated at Sion, a smaU
town upon the Rhone. It is surrounded by walls, wath towers ; was
formerly a Roman station ; has a cathedral, and is the residence of a
bishop; and is still more notable for the ruins of three old castles,

situated on the rocky heights to the northeast of it. I had an hour and
a half of leisure here, and spent it in walking about. I did indeed
" walk about Sion, and told the towers thereof," but surely with no
feelings akin to the admiration cliallenged for Jerusalem, the beauty of

the earth. If the Romans ploughed up the foundations of the holy

place, they have left foundations here to worse desecration: massive
walls of houses, that look as if they might have stood since the masters
of the world reigned here, and old gateways, fit to have been the en-

trances to courtyards and palaces— but the streets are bemired with
filth, and the gateways lead to stables. But the chief horrors of this

place, and indeed of the whole upper valley, are goitre and cretinism.

The former I have spoken of, but it exists here in more shocking forms

;

and half of the female population are afflicted with it. The cretin is

swollen in the whole body—dwarfed in stature usually—crippled in the

limbs— idiotic in countenance— the eyes near together— the mouth
large— the being, in fine, coming nearer to an animal than anything I

ever saw in human shape. In short, there is a mass of population in

this upper valley, the sight of which would be enough to make the

fairest scene in the whole world painful to look upon and hateful to

remember.
As we came up the valley, we passed by the gorge that leads up to

the baths of Leuk, or Loueche, and to Mount Gemmi. The ascent

looked frightfully inviting ; and, indeed, this is the only further excur-

sion in Switzerland that I had a special desire to make ; but I must
pass it by.

SiMPLON, October 5.—The Simplon road is a wonderful work, but I

am too uncomfortable to write much about it. It is very cold up here,

though it was hot enough at the foot of the mountain, and— I was just

going to say that I could have no fire in my chamber because the

chimney would smoke ; when in comes ma bonne, the fllle de chambre,

and says it is all a mistake, and sots to making things comfortable. So
now, what a flood will be poured out upon you, from this thaw of my
room, my heart, and my fingers, you can no more tell, than these

Swiss peasants, what streams will come down their mountains in spring.
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I was going to say some dismal word or two about this village of

Simplon, and tlio hotel— an liour's ride from tho top of the mountain

on the side of Italy ; but really this tire waxes warm, and 1 have not a

heart for it. As to the cold, wc have been riding for some hours amid

snowy peaks, on some of whicli tlio snow was descending, while the

vapour that curled around others looked cold, and chilly, anil benumbed
— altogether making an appearance enough in unison with the state of

the atmosphere, and sufficient to account for it. I wonder the trees

groK' here; but they do grow— tho hemlocks, larches, and firs fill tho

defiles and gorges along which the Simplon road comes, and obstinately

push far up the mountain precipices and peaks ;
yes, and men grow

here, and clamber and cling wlierever (I had almost said) the chamois

can leap, or the eagle fly ; they grow, and their houses grow, and mul-

tiply, on steep declivities to which one would think they could hardly

hold on, and seemingly inaccessible patches, where, the wonder is, that

they ever got, or getting, ever find their way back to the world. Yet

so they live—a hardy race, and, I believe, simple and innocent. I could

not help breathing my blessing upon them, as I fixed my eye for some

moments upon the last green spot of Switzerland about Brieg— and

mingling prayers for them with my regrets that 1 shall probably never

see Swiss vaUey or mountain more.

The Simplon road is everywhere an easy ascent, cut out with im-

mense labour and expense from the side of the mountain, and sometimes

passing, by wliat are called galleries, through the very brow of the

mountain. Along the summit are nine houses of refuge, substantially

built, and occupied for the purpose of providing shelter and relief for

travellers, in the storms that, of course, in winter, rage here with great

violence. In addition to this provision, an immensely large convent is

erected for the residence of monks, who are to consider themselves as

pledged to these oftices of mercy. It is a problem worthy of attention,

why tho Roman Catholic religion furnishes more examples of extraor-

dinary exertions and sacritices. than any other form of Christianity. It

is a problem ; but I cannot discuss it here, on the top of the mountains.

I may find time and inclination on some journalizing day, to enter into

a discussion of this and other moral claims of the Roman Catholic

system.

Bavexa, ox Lakt MA<;f;u)HE, October (j.— I feel that I am approach-

ing tlie mighty land, the Ultima Tliule of my pilgrimage ; I am on tlio

south side of the Ali)s— but to turn back to the route.

I thought it ([uite unfortunate as I rose this morning, that the day
was overcast with clouds, and threatened rain ; but tho bright, fantastic

mists that floated around the tops of the mountains soon presented

aspects that afforded compensation for the want of a clear sky. Indeed,

I had not seen tho Alps before, under tliese aspects ; for at Grin<lelwald

it was a close and heavy veil that settled down upon them. But hero

nothing could be more light and airy. There was no wind sensible to

us below, and it seemed as if the mist were moved by some power
within itself. Now it sailed along with a majestic sweep around the

mountain's brow; then it j)lunged down into some profound abyss, as if,

like the furies, it bore a victim to tlie dark prison below ; and again it

rose up, disclosing, but shadowing, tlio awful depths— as it were tho

foundations of tlie world. (.Hher clouds floated along the mountain
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sides, attracting, repelling, passing and repassing, mingling and parting,

like the skirmishing forces of an army ; and soniotimes meeting, they

held a momentary conflict, and then mounting up, carried the aerial

war into the region of clouds— unveiling, at the same time, some stu-

pendous precipice, dark and awful, as if it had been blasted and black-

ened by the thunder of heaven.

But it is useless to try to describe, and I wonder that I renew my
efforts and failures. Let us come to the road ; it is terra firma, and it

can be measured—and yet not exactly described neither. It is fourteen

or fifteen leagues long (i. e. thirty or forty miles) and twenty-five feet

broad, and descends generally about six or seven feet in a hundred

;

and was made in four years (having been commenced in 1801), and
employed three thousand men, and required one hundred and fifty

thousand quintals of powder for blasting, and cost, I know not how
much— I have heard it said to be eight millions of crowns— and finally

the expense was borne jointly by Bonaparte and the Italian states. So
that it is Bonaparte's road only as he projected it, and by his energy

and influence caused it to be carried through. The road this side of

the mountain is, in the engineering required and the scenery displayed,

far more striking than that on the side of Switzerland. It passes by,

and under, and through the most tremendous precipices, among roaring

cascades, and over ravines and gorges that seem unfathomable ; the

passage is one of such horrors as I have not seen anywhere else in

Switzerland; the vistas, the depths, the heights— everything above,

beneath, before, behind, and around you, is marked with stupendous

and awful grandeur ; the rocks that lie around you, and which liave

fallen from the precipices, leave all others to be stones or pebbles in the

comparison—and yet you are carried along this road, and through all

these objects so sublime, and almost frightful— carried as easily and
smoothly as if you were taking an airing in the Regent's Park. The
passage is completed at the grand bridge of Crevola, where you enter

one of the beautiful valleys of Piedmont, and through it come down to

the Lake Maggiore.

It is singular, but the moment you reach the vineyards, on the south

side of the Alps, you find a totally different style of cultivation. On
the north side, and indeed aU along up the Rhone, vineyards look pre-

cisely like nurseries—nurseries, say, of maple trees, for that is the

shape of the leaf—about three or four feet high ; and nothing, certainly,

can be less picturesque than such a vineyard. But here the vines run
upon frames, with green grass beneath, and present the appearance of

a whole country of arbours. It is, of course, far more beautiful. By
the bye, the only tolerable grapes I have tasted since I came to the

Continent, I bought yesterday, in coming up the Simplon. They have
been, with other fruit, upon our table every day, and every day I have
tasted of them, and that is all. Indeed, the ripening season has been
very cold, and unfavourable for all fruit. Yet so impossible do these

people think it to make a dinner without fruit, that if they raised no-

thing but apples of Sodom, I believe they would make you up a dessert

of them.
On the seventh, before sunrise, I was on Lake Maggiore, with two

chance fellow-travellers, to visit tlie islands of Madre and Bella. The
first is laid out as a garden and pleasure ground, and is with the views
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from it— openings to wliich are kft through the trees— very pictu-

rescpic. Yet a neighbouring mountain, clothed with heaycu's beauty

—

the air— was more than all that the art of man can do.

His art, ])y the l)yc, has been very poorly exerted on Bella—in tho

jier.son of the liorromcan family, to whom this lake, and an extensive

country about it belongs— for liella (the beautiful) is made by terraces,

rising one above another, and lessening towards tho top, to look very

much like a Chinese pagoda. Wo went over the palace, which is filled

with paintings that seemed to me, with the exception of a Cleopatra,

miserable, lint there was one thing tliat really made the spot worth

visiting ; and that was the basement story, consisting of a very exten-

sive suite of rooms, finished in the grotto style— a sort of mosaic work
in pebbles and sliells, covering the floors and ceilings, and sides indeed,

except where a slab of marble was here and there inlaid. These apart-

ments open by window-doors, upon the very water of the lake, inviting

every breath of air, and with seats around, looked as if they might be

the very retreats of pleasure, in a warm climate.

CHAPTER XII.

I.AKE MAGGIOUE— JIILAN — CATHEDRAL OF MILAN — ITALIAN SKY— Pl'BLIC

GUOUNDS AND PKOMENADES IN THE CITIES AND VILLAGES OF THE CONTINENT
— PLAINS OF LOMUAUDY— rAllMA— SABBATH SCENES— MUSIC — BOLOGNA
— COVIGLL\JO.

Sesto, October 7.—It was not till I got to the lower or south end
Lake Maggiore, and fairly out of the mountain region, that I began to

feel as if I were in Italy. 1 could not help thinking it was a specimen

we had, as we ])assed over tho Ticiiio, just after it issues from the lake,

to (Sesto. The boat was as clumsy and crazy a thing as if steamboata
had never been heard of; consisting, indeed, of two boats lashed toge-

ther, and drawn over by j)ulling upon a rope stretched and fastened

from bank to bank. This was one part of the specimen. For the

other—when we had got under way, out stepped a fiddler, and, after

twanging his instrument a little, sung and played several airs with great

apparent enthusiasm. It was a very agreeable, and even touching

welcome to the land of song— ay, and of poverty, too; for this was a
method of gaining a livelihood, and, I tliought, a very ingenious one;

for the music you must hare; and I never knew anybody to refuse to

pay for an offered treat of this kind But alas! how I have fallen

away from the rduiance of the thing!

Not far from Sesto, we passed through tho village of Soma, in, or near

which, is thouglit to have been the battle ground of tho conflict

between Hannibal and Scipio.* In tho village stands an immensely
largo and evidently very ancient cypress, which tradition indeed would

make almost old enough to liave seen tlie battle. 'I'ake your map, and

• This was H.-umibal's lir.st battle in Italy; liis stftiiid was with Scnijironius

near I'lauutia ; his tiiii'd with Flauiiiiins on Lake Tluasjmcnc ; his fouilli with
Vano, at Ciuiikv.
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I will point out to you Hannibal's route into Italy ; at least so M. Do
Luc, of Geneva, who has written a book on the subject, showed it to

me. Up the Rhone, then, to Vienne, a small town a little below
Lyons. Then he struck for the Alps, which he passed by Mont St.

Bernard. He reached Aosta, and penetrated, I believe, something
farther into Italy ; when finding that Turin would not submit to him,
and unwilling to leave an enemy behind, he turned back to subdue that

city. He then advanced again, and met Scipio, it is said, near Oleg-

gio—near to which town is Soma.
Milan, October 8.—The route from Lake Maggiore to Milan is not

interesting ; unless fields of Indian corn, and vineyards, and mulberry
trees, and the chestnut, and hedges of acacia, ought to make it so.

The approach to Milan, through a vista of fine linden trees which
Napoleon caused to be planted, is very fine ; and the entrance is to be,

when it is finished, through a magnificent marble arch, commenced by
Bonaparte, in commemoration of the great Siraplon road, which is con-

sidered as terminating here.

The priest and the soldier are seen here at every corner— the former
with a three-cornered, cocked-up hat, and a kind of cassock, or black

surtout ; the latter in a white costume. They represent, indeed, tho

twofold despotism under which Italy is suffering. The priests are

Itahan, it is true, but the military are almost exclusively Austrian.

Those, however, who wish to throw off the yoke, seem quite as much
to fear the former as the latter— for all their secrets are constantly

liable to be betrayed to the priests, in the confessional. A man's foes,

indeed, become those of his own household— his wife, daughter, or

sister.

Scenes in Milan.—(I cannot describe at length, but wiU just hint at

them.) Into the hoUow square or court-yard of the grand Hotel do
Ville, on which my chamber window looks, drives a splendid carriage,

containing a lady (a Russian countess) and little girl, three dogs, and
on the seats (behind and before), three servants. The lady gets

out, the dogs follow ; but are soon caught by the servants, caressed,

and put back again. The principal servant is dressed a la mode mili-

taire, more splendidly than any general officer I ever saw on a review

day, in our own country. The said servant comes up to the carriage,

calls the dogs to him, and kisses them—'dogs and man, chops to chops

— par nobile fratrum. Another— in the same court under my window,
in which the canaille figure. Three postilions are scolding in Italian,

about some matter in dispute, I know not what. And truly, I never

heard a language for scolding like this Italian. It can be spoken, I

think, more rapidly than any other, and there is something so

decided and manly in the tones of it— far more than in the French
or English. The three postilions, for about five minutes, talked

all together, and all gestured as if their arms must have had steel

fibres, and their lungs were as much more energetic than any other

human lungs, as Perkin's steam guns, discharging a thousand balls in

a minute, are beyond all other guns. Oh! hear an Italian scold, if you
would know what scolding may be. One of our people, upon a thou-

sandth part of the apparent provocation, would have silently knocked
1 is fellow down. The English canaille, too, make a great noise in their

quarrels, with as little result; but their noise, compared with the
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Italian, is as a heavy lumljcriug coach, compared with tho most active

aud energetic steam carriage. Then, as to talking in general— surely

it is this people's meat and drink. This house is a perfect Babel.

Such a racket of voices as comes from the court, tlie stairways, and
passages, all the day long aud all tho evening, I never heard before.

Our American intercourse is absolute silence, compared with it. Once
more to mount uj) again into the higher regions: a carriage is ap-

proacliing the palace of tho vice king— (tho brother of the emperor of

Austria)— immediately the word is passed along the line of soldiery,

stationed in front of the palace ; they get under arms ; the drums beat;

the officers in attendance take off their hats and bow low ; I look to see

who it is in the carriage that makes this sensation ; and I discover, on
the back seat of tliis stately carriage, three little hoys! The streets—
they are full of people ; they are full of talk and laughter ; they are full

of Londoii-liko cries ; they are full of carriages, with fine horses ; the

priests, in solemn robes, sweep by at every moment: the dashing

soldiers are continually passing and repassing ; females, of good person,

many of them wearing veils on their heads instead of bonnets, many
wearing nothing, are constantly promenading, as if they had nothing

else to do ; but as many more aro attending at the counters of the

shops ; .and the toil of men, with tho hammer, and tho saw, and the

lathe, and the silk spinning or weaving, breaks upon tho ear from all

quarters ; the church bells are perpetually ringing, as if every day were
a Sabbath, and votaries are passing in and out of the temples ; the city

seems to be full of immense palaces, built around hollow squares, and
some of them with curtained balconies in front. One would think, from
looking at the outside of things, that there must be great wealth here,

and great happiness.

I attended service yesterday in the cathedral. Was it not a glorious

thing, amid that rich but dim light, streaming through painted

windows— amid those stately marble columns, and beneath those

majestic arches and sculptured ceilings— with the notes of the peahng
organ, and incense, flung from many censers to bear the soul up to

heaven—was it not a glorious thing to worship there? I did so, and
did not desire to doubt that many otiiers did.

This cathedral is of white marble, four hundred and forty-five feet

long, two hundred and eighty-nine broad at tlie transept, three hundred
and fifty-six in heiglit— to tlio top of the spire, that is— supported by
one Imndred and sixty columns, seventy-seven feet high, floored with

tessellated marble, and has, in and about it, including figures in bas

relief, four thousand five hundred marble statues. And yet— what is

this mysterious principle of proportion ^—the sight of it does not swell the

heart— not mine at least— with such admiration as tlie simple, glori-

ous York minster. It is too broad for tho height. And then, although
built of marble, tho walls are sadly weather-stained, so as to be scarcely

more beautiful tlian the coarse stone of England. Its hundred pinna-
I les, indeed— each one crowned with a statue, standing out in tho

bright sky, and kept perfectly white by tho action of the pure elements

— aro a glorious vision.

And amid what a sky were they lifted up yesterday! Where wore
there ever such depths of splendour in any heaven, as in this of Italy!

This is tho peculiarity. Not tliat tlie colour is richer than I have seen
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in America ; but that there is a certain splendour with the colouring,

a transparency of ether, an illumination opening into the depths profound,

that makes the Italian sky— unexpectedly to me, I confess— a wonder
and a beauty unequalled, as it is inexpressible. On this point I sup-

pose there could not be a more unprejudiced witness. When I came
to see the English sky, I thought it very likely that the enthusiastic

admiration of tlie Italian, which we hear so much about, was English.

So much had I persuaded myself of this, that I had ceased to expect

anything extraordinary. I was not thinking of anything of the sort,

when looking up at the cathedral yesterday, my attention was drawn
to those heavens inexpressible, that rose above it ; and for an hour or

two I saw nothing, thought of nothing else. It was not easy to discri-

minate ; for my emotions came upon me like a deluge. Yet, remem-
bering my previous scepticism, I did not attempt to inquire, what it

was that so moved and entranced me. And I say again, that the pe-

culiarity of the Italian sky does not consist in its colour, not certainly

as compared with that of America, though to the English it may be the

most striking point of difference. Nor was it transparency exactly— at

least, not that transparency by which distant objects are more distinctly

seen. This is what I have heai'd said, and it is true that objects are so

seen. If you cast your eye to the heavens in the quarter opposite the

sun, at ten or eleven o'clock in the morning, though nothing is relieved

against it, but the most common range of buildings in the street, the

definite character of the object, the indentation, as it were, upon the

very sky, is something so striking, that you can hardly help pausing in

your walk to survey it. But this, after aU, is not to me the special and
soul-entrancing beauty. It is that transparency, rather, by which you
seem to look into the heavens. The sky does not seem to be a mere
concave, a sphere ; it does not seem to bound your thought, scarcely

your vision, but carries them away to illimitable depths, opening to hea-

vens beyond. Was it not something indicative of this peculiarity, that

I saw the faint crescent of the waning moon this morning, high up in the

sky, almost till mid-day ?

By the bye, speaking of the moon, I have been almost up to it to-day,

in ascending the spire of the cathedral. It presents a magnificent view,

stretching from the Alps to the Apennines.

October 11.—Having the day upon my hands, I determined to be

my own guide in a stroll through the city. So providing myself with

the few Italian phrases necessary to inquire out the places I wished to

see, though many of the people understand a question in French, I set

forth. My first object was to see the sixteen pillars that remain of the

temple of Hercules, built by Maximin ; and I soon found the Colonnade,

a venerable ruin, nearly sixteen hundred years old, consisting of Corinth-

ian columns of marble. The tooth of time has eaten deeply into some
of them, and it has been necessary to strengthen them with bands of

iron. I next went to the church of S. Maria de Graces, in the sacristy

of which is the fresco painting of the Last Supper*—the original of the

many paintings and engravings which are so familiarly known, spread

as they are through the world. The painting is much defaced, and in

many places retouched ; but it is far more striking still than the copies,

* That bv Leonardo da Vinci.
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and must originally liave been very powerful. The couutonanco of our

Saviour Las in it a very affecting union of dignity, meekness, and
sorrow.

1 turned next toward the western part of the city, where is the Champ
de Mars, and a fine promenade with avenues of trees adjoining. These

delightful retreats, found in almost all the cities and villages of Europe,

deserve more consideration than they have yet received with us. In

the original laying out of a city or village, the expense would be almost

nothing ; and even at a later period it may be a very narrow economy
which alleges that it cannot be afforded. The account would probably

be more than settled by the diminished bills of the doctor. When it

was proposed in parliament to sell some of the parks in the vicinity of

London, Burke, in his speech against the measure, called the parks
" the lungs of the metropolis." That single woi'd decided the question

;

for it was fact, argument, and illustration all in one.*

How much, too, might such resorts coTitribute to the cheerfulness of

a people—liow much to the spirit of society and of kind neighbourhood,

and thus at once to health, virtue, and happiness. I say to virtue ; for

the recreations of a public promenade aro not to be feared in this

respect, as are those for which men resort to secrecy and darkness. I

wish that the subject could be thought of, in our villages and coimtry

towns, as weU as in our cities. Any man, owning a farm lot of ten,

twenty, or tliirty acres, in the centre of one of our country towns, might,

at little cost, confer a benefit on all succeeding generations by planting

it with trees, and bequeathing it to the town as a perpetual promenade
and playground. The Sedgwick family have set a good example of

this kind in Stockbridge (Mass.) What a dehghtful .spot would be a
shady grove in the centre of a village ! Age and childhood, toil and
care, would resort there for repose, for recreation, for enjoyment, for

society. In some of the bright summer evenings there would be music.

In process of time there would be statues and fountains.

From the Champ do Mars 1 walked to a public promenade on the

northeast quarter, near to which is a magnificent palace, covered on the

side (I could not see the front) witli tableaux of sculpture, and on the

top crowned with statues. The promenade is, as usual, amid trees

;

aud here it was that I saw, for tho first time

—

i. e. on a large scale—
(yew trees are frequently treated in this way)— saw a whole grove,

lleaven's beautiful work, cut and clipped into form of man's devising.

It is cut pyramidally ; and you look up through the avenues, defined by
lines which nature never made and whicli nature abhors. So do I. My
last adventure for tlic day, was to fall in with the exhibition of a jug-

gler, who had spread his table aud collected spectators in tho street.

We liave no class in America correspoufhng to the conjurors of Europe.
Their acconiplislnncnt is very extraordinary, Tlie feats of this man,
though he was but a common street juggler, filled mo with astonish-

ment. Meanwhile his wife went round among the crowd, asking such
reward as tho spectators might i)leaso to give, and taking all refusals .so

meekly, that I could not help giving something for her sake, if not for

the sleight of hand. And, indeed, aa to the moraUty of the matter, I

• Is it possihlo that tliorc is any senous thought of giving up the Battery of
New York to warehouses <

2X
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think it is not for the spectator to plead conscience in refusal of payment
for that which he pleases to stand and see.

One capital peculiarity in the streets here I must not omit to men-
tion. Two courses of hammered stone are laid in the middle of the

streets, for the carriage wheels to run upon ; so that there is a kind of

railway all over the city. The consequence is, not only an immense
relief for the burdens drawn, but an immense relief to the ears of the

passenger. The carts and coaches roll smootldy and quietly on, and
do not wind your nerves into knots, as you meet them— a case some-
times to delicate nerves only less horrifying than that of " the man
under the bell."

Parma, October 14.—I left Milan on the twelfth, with vetturino, for

Florence, and reached Placentia for the night, entering it by passing

on a bridge of boats over the Po. It is a broad and noble river, and,

like every stream that comes from the high ground of tlie Alps, as this

partly does, hurries in its course to the sea. The largest portion of the

waters, however, comes from the region of the Apennines. In the

morning, as we left Placentia, we crossed the river Trebia, on whose
left bank was fought the battle between Hannibal and Sempronius.

From Placentia, we have come upon old Roman roads— first upon the

Flaminian, and then upon the Emilian road. Of course, nothing is to

be seen of the mighty hand of old Rome upon either, but the mound
on which the x'oad runs, which is raised several feet above the surround-

ing country. Streams of water, artificially introduced doubtless, com-
monly run in the deep ditches or canals by the wayside. The Apen-
nines have been visible on the south all day. The line that sweeps their

summits is singularly like that of our Taghkaunuc*— gracefully undu-
lating ; Hogarth's fine of beauty. The plains of Lombardy and Parma
create something like a feeling of home in me too : they seem but an
expansion of our own Housatonict plains, with the Alps for our moun-
tains, and the Apennines for our eastern range of hills : but these plains

are by no means so beautiful ; they are too extensive : they exceedingly

want variety : field succeeds to field with its ranges of trees for the grape

to run upon ; nor are these boasted fields of Italy richer than our own.

The general face of the people I rather like. The women appear

modest, I can't say handsome— too dark: and the dark eye, which

they almost all have, must be very bright and intelligent, not to be dull

and unmeaning. The men appear grave and respectful, and not stupid.

The aspect of their villages I do not like ; and here, too, I find almost

the whole population in villages. Where the houses are covered with

the white hard plaster used in Italy, the appearance is fine ; but other-

wise, the brick with vfhich they build is very poor, and the tiles, uni-

versally put on the roof liere, are coarse, and carelessly put on, so that

the houses look as if they must crumble to pieces in less than half a

century. But more than all, there is something very heavy, clumsy,

and dark about these long, unbroken ranges of village buildings ; they

look, some of them, as if they might be extensive penitentiaries ; the

lower stories, too, are commonly grated, and the grates are rusty, and

the panes of glass are dirty, or tliere is no glass at all in them ; so that

the lower story, half of the time, does not look as if it could be inha-

* In Berkshire. t I^"'-
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bited. On the whole I tlomur a littlo about stoiio or brick houses—
certainly if the materials be not good— tliougli I have thought it un-

fortunate that our ])eoplo should not build more tlian they do with

durable materials. I have been much inclined to say here, "Commend
mo to a nice, dry, wooden house, situated by itself, and not locked into

a sort of barricade, an alliance defensive aud offensive, with a hundred
others— aye, and commend mo to a house that has a wooden Jloor on
it at least, if not a carpet, instead of these hard, damp, dirty, cold,

comfortless, stone or brick floors."

Certainly, people here have the appearance of being very religious.

I never enter one of the churches, morning, noon, or evening, and I

constantly go into them— they are always open— I have been into half

a dozen this afternoon—but I never enter them without finding votaries,

and usually quite a number. How many times have I been into church,

amid the gathering shadows of the evening twilight, and in the early

morning, and found twenty or thirty persons kneeling in silent devo-

tion! Yet if morahty is in an inverse proportion to all this religion—
what are wo to say ?

Sunday seems to be very devoutly observed hoi-c, though it is, com-
pared with our usages, a kind of holiday. The whole population is

abroa<l ; and though the cliief amusement seems to bo that of walking
or talking, otlicrs are evidently not forbidden. But mixed with this

sort of holiday Sabbath-keeping, there is a good deal of religious

observance. The people are constantly entering and leaving the

churches. Some things, too, seem to bo provided for the people while

abroad. The great square of Parma has a church standing upon it,

and at a certain part of the service, of which notice was given, I saw,

this afternoon, the whole multitude, not less, I should think, than eight

thousand persons kneeling upon the pavement. Just at evening again,

there were processions of priests and friars, passing in different direc-

tions through the streets, bearing the cross and chanting hymns. I

could not help reflecting, by the bye, that tho methodists never do any-

thing, seemingly, more extravagant. But I will not say extravagant.

It was to me a solemn and touching spectacle. That cross, illuminated

by bright tapers, borne on amid the solemn shadows of tho waning
twilight, lifted high among tho people— the sign of hope, the emblem
of death, but the pledge of victory over death— seemed to me fitly pre-

sented to the passing multitude, to remind them that light has come
ijito a world of darkness, and life into a world of tleath— to teach those

who are blindly groping their way on earth, tliat a way is opened to

them through the gathering shadows of sin and sonow, and through
tho dark gates of tho tomb, to everlasting life and happiness. It will

seem strange to you, perliaps, and incongruous witli tho scenes I have
just noticed, as making a part of tlie Sabbath, that we had in tho even-

ing successive companies of musical performers, to entertain tho visiters

of tho hotel whore wo wero to lodge for the night ; and yet this mixing
of things together appears to bo the very peculiarity of Sabbath-keep-
ing hero. First, there came persons with violins, and a violincello, and
then a military band ; and the performance of botli indicated a cultiva-

tion tliat wo never find in America. It will l)e long, in our country, I

fear, before we can have anything like it. Thus docs perfection come
out of imperfection ; for it is poverty, and it is a military establishment
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that have produced this extraordinary accomplishment in the art of

music. When is oiir country to work out a higher prohlem ; and to

show that everything graceful in art may bo united with everything

useful in society: nay, that gracefulness, beauty, perfection in art, is

one, and not the least, of the interests of society?

Bologna, October 16.— I called to-day upon Professor L , and
had one of those " inexplicable dumb shows," one of those all-unutter-

able interviews, where the parties do not agree in that desirable prere-

quisite, a common speech. You have heard of talks, and palavers, and
conferences, and conversasioni, aye, and of pantomimes, and of looking

unutterable things ; and you have, perhaps, some idea of all these modes
of communication : but ofaU the methods by which human beings under-

take to confer together, I imagine the most inconceivable is this talk-

ing in an unknown tongue, or in a tongue which one but imperfectly

understands. It is both distressing and ridiculous. The distress is

ridiculous, and the ridiculousness is distressing.

And which is hardest—whether to speak, or to hear a language you
don't understand—I am not sure. You strive to talk, till you are

ready to abjure all cases, declensions, tenses, moods, and especially aU
adverbs and conjunctions. You talk and struggle, but the more you

talk, the less self-possessed you are, and the less able to do justice to

your own knowledge of the language ; and the more you struggle, the

more inextricably you are involved in this confounding network of

idioms and phraseologies. But the most ludicrous thing is the aspect

of a company, listening to the unknown tongue. The words roU with

most perverse facility and horrifying rapidity from the Signore's hps

— and what adds to the vexation is, that the less you understand, the

faster he talks—heaping up into dizzying confusion this mass of words,

to help you to a comprehension of each individual one. Meanwhile,

one looks on, with a lacklustre eye, and dumbfounded expression of

countenance ; another has every feature on the qui vive of intense

eagei-ness ; a third seems to catch the meaning— a ray of hght falls, or

seems to be about to fall on him ; and not uncommonly, to fiU out the

picture, there is one in the back-ground, who^e countenance wears a

ludicrous mixture of anger and helplessness—"black as night he

stands." At length, after a number of those pleasing efforts which end

in total failure, the company, not daring to trust themselves for words

of mere civility even, make their adieus in pantomime— glad, all of

them, as if they were relieved from some spell of enchantment.

Bologna is at the foot of the Apennines ; and I am glad to see hills

once more. Bologna is built, like Berne in Switzerland, with arcades

running aU over the town.

The churches here, as well as everywhere on the route, are l)uilt in a

terribly bad taste ; a jumble of all orders, or rather a confused and

clumsy mass of building, without order, and, as it would seem, without

plan.

The road, all the way from the Alps, has been on a dead level. The
small rivers, of which we have passed many, flowing from the Apen-

nines to the Po, have all of them, with their spring fi-eshets, made
themselves great, wide, desolate paths of sand and stones, that look

dismally.

The entire country is set out with rows of trees, mostly the elm, on
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which the vines run, and often hang in festoons from tree to tree. This
is the time of gathering grapes, and the wliole land smells of the vint-

age. It is rather agreea\)le than otherwise, though not exactly the thing

to excito very romantic ideas, being an ascetous fragrance.

This afternoon, at dinner, we had again some fine street music, from
three blind performers ; ono on the violoncello, and two on the violin

;

and this evening, the same performers have been under my window, as

I have been writing. My pen has frequently stopped, tliat I miglit

more perfectly listen, or because the common-place thoughts that

moved it, stopped : for I have scarcely ever heard, by the wayside, such
strains of music. For case, execution, and grace, they really reminded
me of the performance of the Germans from the Royal Conservatory of

Munich, which we had, you know, in New Bedford. Alas for me !—
I had rather see the spire of our old church than St. Peter's at Rome;
and I had rather, at this moment, hear our organ out of tune, than the

finest orchestra in Italy!

CoviGLiAJO, October 17.—I did not mean to write this evening, but
the scene is too amusing to pass by entirely. This is the usual resting-

place, on the top of the Apennines, and, in the general flocking from
Florence and Rome, it is a place of great resort. The house is crowded
to-night, and the scene is like one of those hostelries of former days,

where soldiers and minstrels, gentlemen and beggars, nobles and their

retainers, were crowded together iu promiscuous confusion. People of

all languages are here; waiters, hurrying to and fro, are invoked in

every tongue ; new guests arc continually arriving ; scene succeeds to

scene, dinner to dinner, talking and laughing, di'inking and smoking,
crying children and anxious nurses, may bo seen and heard all over

the house. There were six persons at our dinner table here to-day,

and we made ourselves out to bo the representatives of five different

nations. There was an English mademoiselle, and a Russian, and a
gentleman from Siberia, and an Italian, and myself, an American.

I was intending, if I wrote at all this evening, to write a tirade

against the ItaUan inns ; this, however, is, in some points, an exception.

But generally, out of the large towns, the inns are dreadfully uncom-
fortable; dark, damp, desolate places, stone floors, without a rag of

carpeting, even by the bedside; the waiters all men— even those who
make tlio beds and arrange tlie chambers, are men ; and the men, tho
chambers, tho floori?, the tables, tho dishes, dirty, dirty— everything
dirty but the beds, and they are damp. I do not say, however, that

the beds are full of vennin, though that is the common report. But
for myself, I have not found a bug or a flea iu Italy.
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CHAPTER XIII.

FLORENCE — THE I'lTTI PALACE — MODE AND EXPENSE OF LIVING IN ITALY —
CHARACTER OF THE PEOPLE — MANNERS — GALLERY OF FLORENCE —
CHURCHES OF FLORENCE — GENERAL ASPECT OF THE CITY AND ENTTRONS —
FIESOLE— CLOISTERS —MONKS— HOLY DAYS.

Florence.—Florence at last, this eighteenth of October. It is not
Rome, but it is to the traveller the threshold of Rome ; the last point

of any long delay, before reaching the eternal city.

But to turn back again a little : the road from Bologna is over the

Apennines, and it is very uninteresting ; no scenery ; the Apennines are

best seen at a distance. On the top, I saw, wliat I never saw before,

orchards of chestnut trees. By the bye, the chestnuts of this country—
two or three times the size of ours— constitute a part of the food of the

people. In every town and village, quantities of them are found at every
corner, raw, roasted, baked, and boiled, soliciting buyers, and finding

them in great numbers.
The descent from the Apennines is more agreeable than any other

part, and especially as the traveller approaches Florence: six miles

from which, the plantations of olive trees commence and cover the whole
country. The tree is of the size of the peach tree ; the leaf resembles
that of our willow, only the green is much darker. The trees are now
loaded with fruit, apparently near the state for pickling. We passed
near the ancient city of Fiesole, situated on a beautiful slope of coun-
try, rising from Florence towards the north. At a convent on its

summit Milton spent a considerable time—whence he represents " the

Tuscan artist" as viewing the moon

" At evening from the top of Fiesole."

The monastery of VaUorabrosa, whose scenery he also celebrates, is

situated about seventeen miles in the country above, twenty miles from
Florence. It is the surrounding wood of Atebelle, to which he refers

in the woU-known words

—

" Thick as autumnal leaves that strew the brooks
In Vallombrosa, where the Etruscan shades
High, overarch'd, embower."

October 20.—Florence is a city of most confounding irregularity. I

have found my organ of locality serving me very well everywhere else,

but here it is utterly at fault. I am like " the man with the turned
head." If I would reach any particular spot, I seem to myself to go
directly away from it. " Hem! the Campanile, the Gallery, the Porta
da Pinti— it is there," I say—and then set off in the opposite direc-

tion. It is reaUy quite uncomfortable. I never feel myself settled in

a place till I have rightly fixed the points of the compass. It is strange

to mo ; and I feel more tlian I otherwise might, that I am a stranger.

To have the sun rise in the west and set in the cast— it is as if the

\GYy elements had ceased to be one's friends. Alas! they are some-
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times the traveller's only acquaintances ; as they arc mine hero*— for

all the friends that I expected to find here aro lied to Komc. IJut what

a curious feeling it is, hy the bye, with which one tries— and tries

—

to pull and heave the great world around and bring it right—and can-

not! The north will not give up, and the south keeps back,

October 21.—Yes, and there aro— I am considering the sky again

— there aro more glorious sunsets here than anywhere else; at least in

a clear day: I have seen no gorgeous clouds like those whiih appear

in our American horizon— but there has been a sunset this evening in

a cloudless heaven, with a variety and softness of colouring, continuing

for a whole hour, such as I liave never seen before. I say not altoge-

ther a new thing, but something beyond.

I have spent the last two days in going through the Fitti Palace, the

residence of the grand duke—or rather, I should say, through the gal-

lery of paintings. It consists of many rooms, most splendidly fur-

nished and finished: the floors of marble, ceilings arched and painted

in fresco, and tilled with statues ; tables of porphyry, jasper, &c. with

stones inlaid in many forms of shells, birds, flowers, &c. in the stylo

called pierrc dure; chairs richly gilt and cusliioned; pillars of marble,

and vases of alabaster, &c. But all this is nothing— though some of

the tables cost thirty thousand dollars ; tho works of genius that cover

the walls are the only attraction that any one thinks of. It is not what
tho Medici and their successors have done hero (except as purveyors for

the public taste) that draws the crowd, but it is what Raphael, and
Michael Angelo, and Salvator Kosa, and Carlo Dolci, and llembrandt,

and Kubens, and Christopher Allori, and Chialli, and Andrea del 8arto,

and many others have done.

[I had intended to strike out uU such slight and hasty notices of

paintings, as appear in tho following page or two. But such is tho

eagerness among us to know everything that can bo known about cele-

brated paintings, that I have been induced to let somo of these notices,

such as they are, stand in the mauusci'ipt. Nothing could have been
farther ft-om my thoughts, than publishing them, when they were writ-

ten ; or, indued, anything else that belongs to the mere journal, in these
volumes. I first name tho painter, then the piece, and then add my
comment.]

Pctrazzi: the Espousals— tho female espoused looking very serious

and deeply satisfied— those around, with countenances much more
moved from their common expression— that's natural.

Christopher Allori: Judith and llolofcrncs— a very powerful paint-
ing, no doubt; but how is it possible to paint a icoinayi's face, whose
hand clutches by tho hair a bleeding head, which she has just cut oft'!

Raphael: La Madonna della tSeggiolat— surely very beautiful

—

but I have something more to say about that.

Raphael: Madonna— (del' Impannata|)— oh! very beautiful ; tho
living, dark Italian eye of tho youthful John— the glee of the infant

—

• I ehoiild be uugratcful not to add, tliat I afterward made tho acnuaintanco
here of one of tho most attractive and iutcrcstuig, as well as tlio kuiuoat men I
ever knew, in the person of our sculj^tor, Greeuough.

t ^o called because the Madonna is represented sitliii;/. The Madunna hero
is more beautiful than any other I Iiave seen <>{' Haphael.

I From the i>?i| cr window.
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the fond adoration of the aged woman—the touching, admiring sensi-

bility of the younger—the calm, satisfied, sweet expression of the
Madonna— the mother in the Madonna!

Michael Angclo: the Fates— stern, calm, inexorable, and haggard-
looking enough, and very powerful.

iSalvator Mosa: a very horrible battle piece.

Leonardo da Vinci: female portrait—most exquisite softness and
nature, like that I saw in the palace of Orange at Brussels.

Sahator Rosa: the Conspiracy of Cataline— the eye of Cataliuo
shows the master.

Raphael: Vision of Ezekiel; in miniature, but amazingly striking.

Carlo Bold : a head of Moses— like everything from his hand, fine

in his way.
Ligozzi: Virgin and St. Francis—very touching expression of sad-

ness. I should suppose "sad as St. Francis," would be a proverb: for

they all make him a very desolate-looking being. He is in this piece
represented as stretching out his hands to the infant Saviour.

Mazzolino: La Femme Adultere— small, but capital, especially the
diflferent countenances of the accusers.

Live Mens: portrait of himself—singular efi'ect of shading the eyes— as if they were looking out of a dax-k closet ; and scarcely anything
can be seen but the— as it were, not the eye, but the meaning of the

eye, mysteriously revealing itself.

Benvenuti (a living artist of this city): — fresco painting of the
chamber of Hercules; very showy and splendid— his fault seems to lie

in that direction.

Chialli: two pieces— one the choir of the Capuchins, and the other

a funeral—wonderful perspective, like that of the Capuchin Chapel
exhibited in America.

A statue of a little boy with a bird's nest in the one hand, and the
other hand laid on and detaining the parent bii*d: so joyous, that you
can hardly help laughing out with him.

Beautiful statues in the bathing-room. Some wonderful mosaics of

scenery, with figures—the necessary lights and shadows effected by
stones of different colours, and, where it is requisite, by an exquisite

adjustment of the different colours of the same stone. Fine perspective

is actually made in this way, and very perfect figures of men and
animals given.
- The Holy Families in this collection are almost innumerable, and
many of them, certainly, are very beautiful ; but the idea of sanctity

among these painters seems to be rather negative—beauty, calmness,

but no very high, intellectual, or moral expression. Even of Raphael's
Madonnas I cannot but say this. They do not satisfy me. They do
not come anywhere near to the beau ideal of saintly beauty in my own
mind, and, of course, cannot satisfy me. The calm, but eloquent,

touched, enraptured soul, spreading its mingled light and shadowing
over the whole countenance; the lines of intellectual expansion and
heavenly dignity and delicacy, drawn upon the temples and forehead

;

the thoughts— (such as we may suppose hers to have been " who kept
all these sayings in her heart")— the thoughts that fill the depths of

the dark eye, too strong for utterance : these things, and more that I
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conceive of, I do not find in Kaphacl's Madonnas. Tlio engravings of
the Madonna del 8isto, at Dresden, it is true, show moro of all tliis,

more especially in the eye, -whicli is full of a sweet and serious meaning.
Hut while the Madonnas of Raphael here, arc all very, very beautiful,
the beauty is more that of form and colour, than of expression. They
have not so much soul in tliem as some of the old Grecian statues. If,

indeed, as is said, Raphael drew the idea of the Madonna's countenance
partly from that of tlio Fornarina, it might be doubted, on every ac-
count, whether the result was hkely to bo very successful. In short, it

is not Raphael's genius that I so much call in question here, as the very
ideas which have thus far prevailed among men of genius, as well as
the world at large, of what heavenly sanctity is.

October 23.— I have been to-day to see a collection of paintings in
the palace of tho Corvini family. There is an Achilles, Hector, and
Priam, and other figures; the foot of Achilles on the dead body of
Hector, in which tho dead body is the best part; for the rest, tho
colours too glaring, and in tho countenances too much distortion, and
too little passion. There are many beautiful Carlo Dolci's, and striking
Salvator Rosa's— especially of tho former, the celebrated representa-
tion of poetry—beautiful enough, but with little enough of inspiration,

as it strikes me, in tho countenance.

It is curious to see how much mannerism all these distinguished
painters have. Carlo Dolci paints almost in cliiaro oscuro— nothing-
but lir/ht shadoio; almost no colouring; and yet out of tho dark ground— too dark— of the head and neck, he docs cause to come forth most
.beautiful and natural faces. Salvator Rosa's pictures of nature aro
dark, and savage, and horror-striking, as we might imagine it to have
appeared to Cain, after the murder of Abel. The same character ap-
pears in his historical paintings. The sea, indeed, when he paints it,

compels liim to throw a brighter splendour, and a warmer glow over
the canvass. Tlien again, how distinctly to be marked is the simplicity,

the keeping, the quiet, unpretending naturalness, tlio exquisite softness,

of Raphael and Leonardo da Vinci, But Rubens, powerful as he is

often, never paints without something of " tlie raw head and bloody
bones" style ; as if parts of his faces had been flayed, before he painted
them. But I have gone far enough now, for a novice.

A great collection of paintings is like a great library. There is much
trash* in both; many things ordinary, and some things glorious; and
some parts of a considerable number— some passage of the book, somo
figure of the painting, or even sometimes only a single hand in a pic-

ture— that is finely done. Neither the great painter nor tho great
author always docs things worthy of himself. Botli aro artists ; and is

not the latter an artist with greater advantages? The painter can do
little more than exhibit one thought, in one single light ; and it must
be a thought, too, with which tho world is already familiar. But tho
writer may unfold, explain, modify, enlarge, originate—give to the
world new systems of philosophy, present religion and morals in new
lights, unfold new regions of tlie beau ideal and the beautiful, and mi-

• That of tho palace of Pitti, however, is, to an extraordinary extent, an
exception from this remark.
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nister, througli every avenue of reason, imagination, passion, to the

world's improvement and happiness.

As I came into the city this evening from a ride into the country, I

witnessed a funeral procession. First, two torch-bearers— the toi'ches

lifted four or five feet above the head—then the cross raised aloft ten

feet— then a procession of boys and priests in white robes, chanting the

funeral service— the hearse covered with splendid housings ; and last,

another order of persons dressed in black silk robes ; four of whom,
bearing torches, closed the procession. The black dress was very sin-

gular, completely enveloping the head and whole person, and permitting

only the eyes to be visible.

October 24:.—" May you die among your kindred!" says the pro-

verb ; but if I would frame a good wish, I should be disposed to say,

with only less earnestness, " May you live among your kindred!" Let
no one lightly determine to travel in foreign countries alone. There is

among us a reckless passion for going abroad, concerning which I would,

while it forces itself on my mind, and before it is forgotten, in the

hoped-for happiness of return, record my caveat. I say reckless, for it

does not count the cost— it does not apparently suspect the sacrifice it

is about to make. In Europe, this is felt inuch more strongly. I do
not dissuade from foreign travel, but I would have every one go with
his eyes open. I would have him, at least, see as much of the case,

and estimate as many of the possibilities of suffering, as he can. But
he cannot see or feel all, till it comes. No, let him not suppose that

he knows, or can know, what it is to be alone, till he has stood in the

heart of a mighty city, and felt that not one pulse in it beat to his

heart— till he has seated himself in the solitary chamber of his hotel,

and amid a thousand voices that issue from the courts, the stairways,

and passages, heard not one that spoke his name, or his language— or

heard, perhaps, from an adjoining apartment, the familiar sounds of

domestic recreation and happiness, but found in it a contrast that in-

creased his loneliness— felt that thin partition expanding itself into

mountains and oceans between him and all such joys. Let him not
think that he knows what it is to be alone, till he has been out in the

streets of a strange city, and met thousands, gay and happy in their

companionship, but not one that cared for him ; or returned, and laid

his head, feverish and throbbing, upon his pillow, and felt or feared that

he might bo sick and die among strangers— or, even if not, if never
feeling or fearing this— till flung from the bosom of domestic life, he
has been condemned to pass some few evenings of absolute solitude and
silence, in that most solitary of all places on earth— a hotel. No, nor

let him suppose that he knows w)iat he may have to suffer in a strange

land—what both sorrow and solitude may be— till the blow of calamity

has found him alone—has fallen upon him where there is not one

familiar object to lean his heart upon— till he turns his eyes back to

some lovely countenance, which he left in the fuU glow of health,

which he left with forced gaiety, saying, " I shall come soon again,"

and now sees cold and pale, and wrapped in the garments of the grave

— every fair and sweet lineament of truth, disinterestedness, thought-

fulness, and aftection, marked with the rigid lines of death— never

more to be seen, not even as it li<^s in that last sleep, prepared for the

tomb— never more to be seen, till the resurrection hour! God send
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that hour in duo time!— for icithout the liopo of it, travel, mcthinks,

would bo treason to overj stronger tie of life.

October 28.— As the mode and expen.se of living in Italy are fre-

quently inquired after in America, I will undertake to tell you how,

and for how much, I live hero. I liave a lodging in one of those large

open places, which is called in this country a piazza. By the bye, it is

a very convenient term, to wliich wo have nothing answering in Eng-
lish ; for this Piazza Nuova di San Maria Novella— for as long as its

namo is— is neither a square, nor a parallelogram, nor a circle, nor a

crescent, nor any other describablc figure ; and it is plain that wo want
a general term to describo an open space in a city, without any reference

to the form of it.

Thus then am I situated ; on one of the most agreeable piazzas in

the city—my parlour windows looking directly upon the church of San
Maria Novella, whicli Michael Angelo is said to have admired so much
that he called it his s:posa, and would sit, wo are told, and gaze upon it

by the hour. If thi.s be true— though it is to me very incomprehensi-

ble, for the front of the church ai)pcars to me very ugly— I suppose he

would have given as much for one of my windows, as I give for my two

apartments ; that is three pauls (about thirty-three cents) a day. My
rooms are quito spacious, carpeted (!) and perfectly neat (!!), and the

family who let them to me furnish them with chairs, sofa, and tables,

bed and bedding, and are besides very attentive to all my wants and
wishes ; and all this for three pauls a day. I have my breakfast sent

me from a neighbouring cafe, or my dinner from a trattoria (eating-

house) near at hand , or I go to them for my meals, as I please. 1

prefer the latter plan usually, for it is convenient, in wandering about

a city, to take my food just when and where the visitation of hunger or

weariness may find me. After a dehghtful morning walk then— at

nine o'clock, step with mo into a cafe, and you shall behold a scene as

fantastic as may bo fomid in the hostelries of Arabia, and far more
comfortable. In a suite of rooms opening into each other, twenty or

thirty small tables are standing, and sitting around them, twice as

many guests, perhaps— all with their hats or caps on— wearing every

variety of costume, and speaking every variety of language. There is

a good deal of bustlo and noiso— the clattering of cups mingling with

the hum of conversation, and the calling of servants ; but do not bo

discom-aged ; you sliall ensconce yourself, if you like, in somo quiet

corner, and you shall have a bountiful cup, or bowl rather, of cafe au
lait, and bread and butter to conform, and all for one paul. A boiled

egg, or a bunch of grapes, shall be added, if you like; the grapes ai'O

delicious, and will be good for your health ; and if you chooso to mix
more refined with these substantial gratifications, there is a basket of

sweet-scented bouquets, hanging on tlio arm of that country girl, who
has como hero in the very hope that you would buy one. Nay, and if

you will not buy one, it is very likely tliat she will lay one on your table,

certain that if you allow her to do this one or two mornings, the conse-

quence must follow.

Well, tlio breakfast ended—now let us away to the Gallery, or to the

Pitti Pakico, or to the Gardens of Boboli. After somo hours spent

there, at four or five o'clock, one may go to tlie trattoria (the dinmg-
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place) fitted up like the cafe, and may have a substantial dinner for

two, three, or four pauls. After this manner one may live in Florence

for a dollar a day.

Dinner over, you may go to the opera, or if it be not too late, you
may attend vespers in some of the churches. Here is the San ISIaria

Novella just at hand— I often go there. But let me tell you, I do not

go with stout and stern Protestant criticisms in my heart. I am rather

disposed to say, "God bless you in these ancient, these eldest sanctu-

aries of the Christian faith, and make you sincere and happy I" I

confess that the ridicule with which I find many Protestant travellers

constantly speaking of the Catholic services, seems to me to be in very

bad taste and in a veiy unphilosophical, not to say unchristian spirit.

The whole Catholic system, in a broad view, presents, indeed, many
grave questions : but what do the mass of these people know about sys-

tems? They worship as their fathers did—believe as their fathers did;

and who can doubt that most of them believe sincerely, and that many
who kneel around these altars, in seemingly rapt attention and in tears,

worship devoutly?

The general character of the people is a different subject ; and it is

no doubt true that the traveller wiU meet with much dishonesty ; that

the most casual observer will see a great deal of corruption, and the

initiated will perceive a great deal more. But I am afraid that it is

not Italy, nor popery alone, that furnish evidence in support of the ob-

servation, that a man may be very religious in his way, and very

immoral at the same time ; though the immorality of one nation may
be that of libertinism, and of another the immorality of drunkenness

;

though one nation's sins may lie in its gaieties and another's in its

business, in the indulgence of selfish and ungenerous dispositions, or of

coarse and brutal passions. Besides, is it sufficiently considered that

travellers in general are conversant with only a certain portion of the

population ; and that a portion the most exposed to be dishonest and
corrupt. The great thoroughfares of Europe, the Rhine, Switzerland,

France, Italy, are crowded with travellers, whom their entertainers see

once, and never expect to see again. The intercourse is, on both sides,

deprived of those grand checks— personal acquaintance and public

opinion. The traveller is too often not the same person abroad that he

is at home ; and for a like reason the entertainer is not the same man
to his chance customer that he is to his neighbours. Is it proper then

for the passing stranger to infer from what he sees of a country, the

general character of its population? I should not wonder, if the stream

of travel had essentially vitiated the regions through which it has flowed

— if it had left its slime on the banks of the Rhine, in the cities of Italy,

and even in the valleys of Switzerland.

But to return to the subject from which I have strayed—whatever

else may be true of this people, they have certainly many winning ways
with them. I have been in affliction since I came to Florence ; and my
host and hostess, by every delicate attention to my feelings during a

few days of seclusion, seemed to sympathize with me as if I had been

tlieir son or brother. There is something, too, among these servants

—

a kindhness beyond the accomplished civility of the Enghsh serving

man. The servant from the neighbouring trattoria, for instance, does

not take leave after having spread my repast, without a bow, and wish-
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ing I may make a good dinner. My hostess, besides frequent inquiries

whether I need anything, does not leave my apartments, after having
put my sleoping-room in order for the night, without her fdkc notte—
her good-night. Just now she put upon my table a bouquet in a glass

of water. The language, too, is full of indirect and delicate allusions.

In respectful intercour.'^c they never use the second person in addressing

anotlicr; as, "Will you do this?" but they say, "Will he, or will tho

signer do this, or desire that?" Nay, as a still further compliment,
they put you in tho feminine gender ; thus my Italian master, on taking

leave, says, " La riverisco,'' " I pay my respects to her." As to this

indirectness, I am satisfied that it is true to nature ; for I well remcinber
in my boyhood, that, in my intercourse with persons older than myself,

and whom I higldy respected, I was constantly seeking out such indi-

rect expressions. If what is said of the growing forwardness of our
young people is true, it may be that the practice and the feeling are

quite worn out; and that when the sturdy young republican is asked
how ho does, he has nothing to answer with, but "Very well— how aro

yon?" 1 do think again, as I have somewhere said once before, that

here is a dillicidty in our language. Our Mister does not seem to an-

swer to signer and monsieur. Wo cannot say, " How does the mister?"
as wo might say, " IIow does the signer?" or, " Monsieur, comment se

porte-t-il." The Italian and Fren(!h terms of addi'ess seem not to bo
like ours, mere prefixes, but rather like our terms of office.* Bo this

as it may— Heaven avert that the rising generation among us should
lose that most beautiful trait of youth—modesty— deference— respect

for age—respect for superiors I Let the manners of a nation want this

—let a people become ill-bred, coarse, and vulgar— let, especially, the

youth of a country be growing more forward and presumptuous, and let

there be no sense, or refijiement, or moral sensibility sufficient to put
a check upon it ; and vainly would such a nation claim our respect,

though the sound of liberty were in every breeze, and parchment con-

stitutions were piled to every roof-tree.

October 20.—What could be more strange than a translation from
quiet domestic life in America, to a scene hko this ! I sometimes think
if I were suddenly to meet an American friend in the street here, I

should say, " How do you do, sir? Are you a bodily thing, or a sha-

dow?" For truly 1 seem to live so nuich in a dream, that I doubt
about surrounding realities. " Am I in Florence?" I say within my-
self. " Am I in Italy ? In Itahj—and yet sitting quietly in my room,
as if nothing had happened to me ; walking, and waking, and sleeping,

in the majestic old Roman world, which in my schoolboy days I as littlo

expected to see, as I now expect bodily to visit the moon! "

The Galleuv of Florence, founded lij the Medici.—There is a
large collection of busts of the Koman emperors and their families, and
as they are real portraits, that have descended from the times of tho

personages whom they are designed to represent, tlicy aro probably in

the main correct. It is surprising to see wliat a number of these Koman
ladies, tlio wives and daughters of the emperors, are just plain, sub-

stantial-looking women, without any grace or beauty— (though soldnni

ugly, as many of the men are)—without any of the charms which might

• In F-iighuul, the tonus master and mistress answer this juiqiosc.
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naturally enough be associated with the character of voluptuousness
which many of them possessed.

Hall of Niobe.*—Niobe is i-ather a coarsely executed statue, but the
face is powerful. Mr. Greenough thinks this group is a copy of some
far finer and nobler statuary.

Some of the paintings in the Hall of Niobe are amazingly fine ; par-
ticularly and above aU a Syndcrs— Boar Hunt; a living picture: and
Gerard Ilunthorst—Night scenes : the Supper, and the Fortune-telling.

The Hall of Barrocio has fine paintings: viz, Gerard Ilunthorst—
Adoration of the Infant Jesus ; of the same general character as to the
effect of light, as his night scenes ; indeed, he is surnamed Gerard des
Nuits. The hght in this picture is supposed to proceed from the body
of the infant ; three young females surround it ; and the different ex-
pressions of countenance are strikingly suited to their respective ages.

Ange Allori : Descent from the Ci'oss; the sorrow of the mother.
Yet no picture on this subject that I have seen here compares at all

with that in the cathedral at Baltimore, by the French painter Guerin ;t

compares with it, I mean, for effect upon the feehngs ; I will not be
answerable for minor matters of colouring, &c.

Jean Baptiste Salvi de Sassoferrato: The Virgin—the face, the dra-
pery, the blue mantle, all to me so wonderfully fine, that I cannot un-
derstand why the painter is not moi*e known.

Portraits of painters, three hundred and fifty in number, painted by
themselves ; a capital Sir Joshua Reynolds among them. I mention it

the rather, because in England I was disappointed in his paintings.

But the grand attraction of the Gallery lies in the Tribune, and in

the second room of the Tuscan school. In the Tribune are the original

Venus de Medici, and the Rotateur or Grinder, the Wrestlers, and the
Dancing Faun, and also the Little Apollo. The last did not strike me
much ; but the other statues, it is easy to admit, are worthy of all their

fame.

The Venus is held to be the model of beauty, and beautiful enough
it is, and the beauty grows upon one at every repeated view. The
Grinder is stooping down to sharpen his knife upon a stone. His face

is turned up, and he is supposed to be listening to something about the
conspiracy of Cataline. I do not know why he should be overhearing
a conspiracy, rather than something else ; but his face, certainly, and
whole frame, are instinct with the most vivid expression of life.

The finest paintings, too, are in this room ; and the finest of them
all, perhaps, the finest of all Madonnas, I think (I do not say il, quite),

is Andre del Sarto's Madonna, standing on a pedestal, and St. John
and- St. Sebastian on either side. Titian's Venuses here, beautiful as

they are, do not seem to me to show so much talent as his Venus at

Darmstadt. In the second room of the Tuscan school, Mariot Alberti-

nellVs Visitation of Elizabeth, Bilivertis Joseph and Potiphar's Wife,
and Louis Cardis Martyrdom of St. Stephen, are things that stand in

no need of a memento to save them from being ever forgotten.

As to the Pitti Palace, I must confess that 1 have been disappointed.
I may be making a record, perhaps, of my own insensibihty or igno-

* I offer the same apology here as before.

t He died four or live mouths ago at Rome.
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rancc ; but I would ask, where in that coUoctiou arc the paintings of
power to strike the heart or thrill the frame, or to reach the fountains
of tears? 1 have asked a distinguished artist the question, and he did
not name one. Now all the arts—elotjucnce, poetry, music, sculpture,

painting— arc nothing else but modes of addi-essing the mind. And
the three first-named arts can all furnish manj productions that do ad-
dress the mind with all the thrilling and subduing power, that I ex-

pected to find in this celebrated collection of fine paintings in Florence.

Ought it not to be stated, in fact, as the distinctive merit of the Pitti

CJallery, that it lias remarkably few poor paintings, that it exhibits a
vast deal of the finish and perfection of the art, but not of its highest
power ? Thus much I distinctly perceive and feel, but no more. In-

deed, there are to me much more powerful paintings in the Gallery of

Florence, than in the grand duke's palace.

The churches of Florence I like not at all; neither the outside nor
the inside, neither tlie form nor the finish. They are of no known style

of architecture ; neither Grecian, nor Gothic, nor anything else. They
are built, the most of them, in the cathedral form ; that is, with a high
central nave, and a lower range, or nave, on cither side ; and they re-

quire the Gothic finish and decoration, to bear out, or to relievo the
essential deformity of this kind of structure ; but they have it not—not
one of them. Tlicn the finish and aspect of the interior is generally
tawdry ; altars of various coloured marbles, and Virgin Marys dressed
out in silks, and satins, and spangles ; and, worst of all, the heads in

many of the paintings having miserable tin, or possibly (it is all tho
same) silver crowns stuck upon them. Tho interior of the cathedral

is indeed an exception ; the pillars are of dark-coloured stone, and the
general aspect is grave and solemn. But then the exterior is as mon-
strous a mass of ugliness as I ever saw ; a huge mountain of a thing,

rlieckered all over, if it can be credited, with intermingled white and
Mack strips of marble. It is very much as if you should attempt to

beautify a mountain by dressing it with checked gingham. Tho archi-

tect must have got his idea from some mantuamakcr, or magazin des
modes. And yet the York Minster could not have cost one-tenth as

much as this cathedral.

Indeed, there lias been a rage for praising Florence, which I cannot
understand. I give my impression as it is— thinking honesty and in-

dependence absolute duties in a traveller. It may be because I have
seen Florence under autumn clouds, or under some other clouds; but
certainly 1 have been tempted to ask whether there bo not some extra-

neous cause for this inicquallcd admiration, either in its liistory, or its

great men, or in the fact that it is tlie first grand specimen of antiquity

that meets tlie traveller coming from the north ; or in a fasliion getting

currency in the world, nobody can tell wliy. For the houses and pubHc
buildings of Florence are not licautiful (I except the Campanile, and
tho tower of the Palazzo Vecchio) ; its squares are not beautiful ; its

streets are not beautiful; its environs— with tho exception of a single

ride down the Arno— are not beautiful. It reposes rather gracefully,

indeed, in tlie lap of surrounding hills ; but those liills are covered over
— there are no stately trees— covered over with tho least beautiful

foliage in the world, that of olive trees. There aro some vineyards
too ; but these vineyards are, like those in (iermany and ISwitzerland,
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perfectly uninteresting. The olive and the vine are names of romance
to us in America ; but they compare not at all with our orchards and
our meadows.

I have been to-day to " the top of Fiesole"— to the monastery where
Milton spent some weeks. Went into a chapel near by, said to have
been a temple of Bacchus. The foundation and pillars of such a temple
may have been left here, to experience the singular fate of being conse-
crated to this new purpose ; for Fiesole was an ancient Roman town,
and some ruins of it are still to be seen. Cataline's army, at one time,
had its camp at Fiesole. The view from the top, of an extensive
country, dotted over with white houses, amid the dark olives, is very
striking. Both the produce must be great, and the mode of hving
frugal, one would think, for so dense a population to be sustained upou
this tract of country.

November 1.— I rode a mile or two down the vale of the Arno to-day— the country too low, and too level ; and certainly not to be compared,
for a moment, with the intervals of the Connecticut or Housatonic

;

nor with twenty districts of country in England or Scotland.
The churches are filled with fresco and other paintings, the most of

which I cannot be made to beheve are worthy of much attention. They
are either ordinary, or in bad lights, and the frescoes, most of them,
are high away up in domes, where the eye cannot reach to discern their

expression, if they have any. There are, however, some frescoes of

Massacio, in the church del Carmine, and a Madonna of his in the
cloister of the church del Annunciata, that are much admired, and are
to me the best in fresco that I have seen. The cloisters, I may observe
here, are not the secluded places I had been led to expect. On the
contrary, they are open to the public. They are around an open and
hollow square, within the monastery, and built in the form of Alcoves,

or recesses, under the arches of which are paved walks. Here the
monks walk ; there is always a sunny side in a cool day, or a shady side

in a hot day ; and here anybody enters who pleases, to look at the fresco

paintings with whicli the walls are usually covered. Some of these

paintings represent, in series, the life of a saint ; his conversion, suffer-

ings, miracles, &c. ; others are employed upon other sacred themes.
Sad places they seemed to me, when I considered the solitary, weary
lives that are worn out here—a single cypress, standing in one of the

squares, with its dark foliage, and tapering, isolated form, seemed to

to me the very genius loci— the einblem of humanity in these desolate

cloisters.

The monks, however, as they pass about the streets, do not look like

an unhappy set of people. The Franciscans, especially (though they

do take their name from such a dismal saint as the painters, at least,

have represented St. Francis), appear very cheerful, and are said to be
in great favour with the people. The monkish dress consists of a tunic

or gown, and narrow strip of cloth hanging in front, called the scapu-

lary, and a cape or cowl, as the case may be, falling on the shoulders.

That of the Dominicans is white ; that of the Franciscans brown : the

fabric of both a coarse, thin woollen. Some of the monks come so near
being barefooted, that they wear only sandals. They live partly on
charity, and partly on old foundations— many of which, however, were
broken up by Bonaparte— the great ravager, despoiler, robber of the
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Continent. And jot pictures, busts, statues of him arc cvervwheie, as

if ho had been the world's great benefactor.

Noi-cmbcr 2.—To-day 1 have seen two or three things that interested

me greatly, but I can only note them : the wonderful exhibitions of the

human form in wax, in the Natural History collections— every part,

an'l every possible section of the human frame, said to be represented

witli perfect accurac^y; a painting, by young JSabatelli of Milan (only

twenty years of age) of a Catholic miracle, the object of which is to

convince a sceptic of the real presence— I advise picture dealers to in-

quire for Sabatelli: and tho studio of the sculptor Bartolini. Such
beautiful statues are there, as persuade ono that the glories of the an-

cient art may revive.

Yesterday was All Saints' day, and to-day, All Souls'. The bells

liavo rung, scarce more constantly than they do other days—that could

liardly be— but they have rung in concert, in peals and chimes, till I

have been uttci-ly weary of tiiem. AVliat the sick do in such circum-
stances I cannot tell. Perhaps Florentine ears arc so accustomed to

the sound, that it makes no difference to them.
This evening, just at the close of twilight, as I stepped into one of

the churches, 1 witnessed tho singular .spectacle, if spectacle it could be
called, of a preacher addressing his congregation in almost total dark-

ness. Perhaps it was considered as appropriate to the funereal charac-
ter of the day ; the object being, as I understand it, to pray for all souls

in purgatory. Of the two, my sympathies, certainly, are entirely with
All Saints' day. A festival to commemorate all saints, a day to re-

member all good men, a season around which is gathered the mighty
host of those who, in faith and patience, in suffering and triumph, have
gone to heaven—is one wliich it would be grateful to observe. 1 would
not object to the invocation of saints, were I assured they could hear
us. Why should it be thought a thing so monstrous, that I should ask
some sainted friend that has gone to heaven—passed through all that I

am suffering— to help me, or to intercede for me, if he knows my con-
dition ? I desire this of friends on earth— friends clothed with tiio

weakness of humanity. Why miglit I not breathe such a thought to

some angel sjiirit, whoso wings may hover around me in mid air, though
I see him not^ Dut this would be the invocation of saints. I suppose
it is tho equivocal use of the word prayer, that creates a part of our
Protestant horror of this pi-actice. We say, it is praying to the saints;

but tlie enlightened Catholic doubtless would say, it is not adoration

—

not praying, as to the Supreme.
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CHAPTER XIV.

JOURNEY FROM FLORENCE TO ROME— THE DOMINICAN FRIAR— UPPER VALE OP
THE ARNO— AREZZO— PERUGIA— ASSISI— VALE OF THE CLITUMNUS—
TERNI— CIVITA CASTELLANA—BACCANO—FIRST SIGHT OF ROME.

On the morning of the third of November, some time before day-

break, I took my seat in a coach for Rome. As the hght dawned, it

disclosed, opposite to me, the full but strong and manly features of a
young Dominican friar. His amiable countenance and gentleman-like

bearing, at once awakened an interest in me, which was not a little

increased when I saw him, as the light became sufficient for the pur-

pose, take his breviary, and with an eye losing all its fire in the deepest

sadness, begin to read the lessons of the day. I think I never saw any-

thing more touching than the sadness of that eye. There was sincerity,

I could not doubt, but there was evidently great unhappiness. Yet it

was not the unhappiness of conscious guilt ; but it seemed to me the

unutterable distress which an honest mind must feel, in performing

heai'tless and reluctant devotions. Indeed, that it was a commanded
service, and one that he was obliged by his vow to perform, he dis-

tinctly intimated to me in apology for thus occupying himself. After

he had read about an hour, he suddenly shut the volume, clapping the

covers together with both hands, like a schoolboy his spelling-book ; and
the closing of the breviary seemed to act as much hke a spell upon him,

as the opening. His eye instantly brightened, his countenance reco-

vered at once aU its cheerfulness and amenity, and we began to confer

together like " men of this world." I inquired of him concerning his

order, and its duties and pursuits ; and learned tliat he was going to

Rome to pursue his studies, though he was already so far advanced

that he was permitted to preach. I told him that I too was im prete.

" No," he said, " un ministro." So here was an opportunity, I suppose,

if my Italian had served for it, to enter into the whole controversy be-

tween the Catholic and Protestant churches.

But there was another question, I confess, in which, for the moment,

I took a deeper interest ; and that was about the effect of his duties

upon his own character. When he understood what my objects in

travel were, he said, " You are going to Rome for pleasure, but I am
going for prayer." "But," I said, "will you not see the ruins, the

galleries, the pictures, and statues?" He seemed to look very indif-

ferently upon these objects ; said that he might see them, but that was

not what he went for ; and then repeated the declaration, that he went

for prayer, while I was going for pleasure. " But," I said, ''prayer is

a pleasure." He replied emphatically, pointing to his heart, " With

the mind—yes ;" and then laying his hand on the breviary, " but with

the book—no." Poor fellow! he must nevertheless pray with the book,

and with that eye of unutterable sadness, an hour every morning, and

I know not how much beside. 1 low difficult it is to settle the questions

that arise between the form and the spirit of devotion! And is it not
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impossible, in fact, to lay down auii rulo tliat shall suit all cases? I

have no doubt, that, for almost aU men, forms arc good, to a artain
extent—but wliat tliat extent is, must depend on many considerations
— character, education, temperament, circumstances. And it is not
unfortunate, perhaps, that there are various dispensations of Chris-

tianity to meet these various wants. All coidcl not, in the present state

of men's minds, be interested in the same dispensation. Were it not
better, then, that different sects, instead of keeping up a perpetual

strife, should harmoniously consent to differ ; aud thus walk in brotherly

love, each one in its chosen way, to heaven?
But to leave the consideration of the great pilgrimage, for our jour-

ney : I found the upper vale of the Arno a pleasauter country than any
I had before seen in Italy, since I left Lake Maggiorc. Yet there is in

this country none of tlie autumnal beauty of our trees and forests ; tlio

variety of trees is wanting here, and probably the sharp and sudden
frosts. As foi- variety, field after field, mile after mile, and day after

day (for two or three days from Florence), presented scarcely anything
but the olive and a peculiar species of poplar, planted and trimmed for

the vine to run upon. For this purpose the trees are cut into the sin-

gular shape of cups; or, taking tlie trunk and branches together, of a
wineglass.

We expected to reach Arezzo the first day, but stopped for the night
ten miles short of it. The next morning we passed through Arezzo,
and spent an hour or two in walking about it. It is the birthplace of
Petrarch, and of the painter Vasari. We saw Petrarch's house, and
the painting by Vasari, of the banquet of Ahasuerus. This painting is

in the abbey of the monks of Monte Cassino, and in the church of this

abbey is " The Cupola in Perspective," a very wonderful painting hy
the Jesuit Del Pozzo. A flat ceiling is over your head ; but you find

it difticult to persuade yourself that it is not a dome of the depth of
twenty feet. The cathedral of Arezzo is a fine building, and the inte-

rior, especially, is grave, solemn, and impressive. The entire ceiling

is covered with paintings in fresco.

CoRTONA we passed by, and came on to Passignano for the night.
This village is situated on the Lake Thrasymene, the scene of the great
battle between Hannibal and the Consul Flaminius—a battle so fiercely

contested, says Livy, that although there was an earthquake that day,
which was felt throughout Italy, and shook down houses in the cities

and villages, not one of the combatants knew of it. The battle ground
is deaily described, and plainly to be seen from the road. The lake is

a large and fine sheet of water.

I'erigia.—The finest churches in Perugia are the cathedral, the
church of the Dominicans, with a magnificent window of stained glass,

and tlie church of San Pietro, filled with paintings. Among them are
several of Perugino, the early master of Kaphacl, and several too of
Raphael before ho had escaped from the hard and dry maimer of Pe-
rugino. .Still there is about Perugino a softness of touch, from which
Raphael doubtless derived that remarkable trait of his manner.
We passed Assisi, the birthplace of Metastasio, leaving it on the left.

It is mostly inhabited by Franciscan monks; some of whom we saw in
the church of the Madonna degli Angeh, looking dismally enough. The
church was undergoing repairs, the dome having fallen; but ami(]
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noise, and rubbish, and dust, were to be seen, in all directions, these

kneeling monks.
Between Fohgno and Spoleto is the river and valley of the Chtum-

nus : and here is a small ancient building now converted into the chapel

of San Salvadore, which is supposed to have been the temple of Ch-
tumnus. In the vale of Clitumnus, cattle were fed and fattened for

sacrifices. It has been very striking all through Italy, to find the cattle

either white or cream-coloured, such as were anciently preferred for

sacrifices ; and they have a fashion here, of dressing their heads after a

manner like the use of the ancient fillets which bound the head of the

victim—a relic, probably, of that custom. In this neighbourhood, at

Ameria, was the birthplace of Roscius.

At Spoleto there is an ancient cathedral, with some good paintings

;

a very lofty aqueduct ; and in the vicinity, fine wild scenery. The hills

are entirely covered with evergreen oak.

Terni— situated on the Nar, or Neri. Three or four miles above

the town is the celebrated cascade Del Marmore. It is on the Veleno,

a I'iver or canal which conveys the waters of the Lake of Luco into the

Nar. The gi'eatest of the three falls here is three hundred feet, and it

is very well worth a walk or ride from Terni to see. There is a powerful

description of it in the fourth canto of Childe Harold. As I came home
from the falls in early evening and beneath a clear sky, I thought the

splendour of the evening sky in Italy surpassed that of aU other climes

I had known, as well as that of the day-time.

The Vale of Terni is pretty, but neither this nor that of the Clitum-

nus is as beautiful as the Vale of Tiber, below Otriculo. Tiie name of

Tiber may doubtless spread a charm over it ; but the windings of the

river are certainly very graceful, and its banks are more like our own
meadows than anything I have seen in Italy. These three vales would

scarcely have drawn my attention as scenery, unless it were in a coun-

try so entirely destitute of scenery as that part of Italy through which
I have passed. The ranges of the Apennines, however, which are

passed over on this route, and especially about Narni and Terni, are by
no means so barren and tame as those beyond Florence. There are

spots, romantic and wild, and quite like Switzerland.

CiviTA Castellana, November 7.—Our Dominican has been ill dur-

ing the whole journey. On the second day after leaving Florence, he

was attacked with a low biUous fever, with which he has travelled the

whole distance ; and the way in which he has got along with it, is worth

mentioning— the rather, as I think it is common on the Continent, in

all cases where disease is not violent. It is remarkable that people

here, either from being instructed on the point, as our people are not,

or from use, or from some cause, adopt in all such cases, as did the

Dominican, a certain plan ; and that is to eat nothing. He took no

medicine, and he eat nothing on the whole journey but a little soup

maigre. He travelled almost the entire distance from Florence to

Rome, with a fever that, in America, would have put him in bed and
under the hands of the doctor. For the day past, he has been decidedly

improving ; and I do not doubt that to-morrow evening we shall leave

him in Rome nearly recovered.

Yes, we shall leave him, to bury his mind in the rubbish of long-

accumulating prescription ; to pore over the dusty tomes of scholastic
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theology; to tlraw from the armories of BcUarniine and liossuet, wea-

])ons wherewith to fight heretics ; to struggle on with his breviary, and
his beads, and liis offices; to merge his individuality in an order; to

sink, a drop into the ocean of the church, and to be borne wlicrcver the

current of its mighty will directs. And yet my mind teUs me, that

this man will one day bo a distinguished member of that church, or its

more distinguished adversary. May he fare well!

Tliis is the last sleeping- place on the journey ; thirty-five miles from
Ixome. It is thought to be the ancient Falcrii ; whore the schoolmaster,

according to the Koman legend, offered, in time of siege, to deliver up
to CamiUus his pupils, consisting of the noblest faniihes of the city.

Camillus, says the account, caused the youths to be sent back, and the

master to be soundly flogged.*

Civita Castellana took its name, I suppose, from the castle, a massive
and noV)le structure. There is a strange-looking old cathedral here,

the front of which was built, I believe, out of an arch, and still retains

the same form. The entrance to the city, on the side towards Terni,

is by a bridge, over a tremendous chasm.
Our road, tlms far, has been the ancient Via Flaminia, but wo left

it hero for the Via Cassia, wliich leads through Monte Kosi, Baccano,
and Storta— places of no interest. Indeed, on leaving Tuscany, and
especially in approaching Rome, the country and the villages have be-

come more desolate and miserable. The worst villages I saw in Ireland

ai"e not so dismal.

On the eighth day of November, from the high land near Baccano,
and about fourteen miles distant, I first saw Kome ; and altliough there

is something very unfavourable to impression, in the expectation that

you are to be greatly impressed, or tliat you ought to be, or that such

IS the fashion, yet Rome is too miglity a name to be withstood by any
such, or any other influences. Let you come upon that hiU in what
mood you may, the scene will lay hold upon you, as with the hand of a
giant. I scarcely know how to describe the miprcssion—but it seemed
to me, as if something strong and stately, like the slow and majestic

march of a mighty whirlwind, swept around those eternal towers ; the

storms of time that had prostrated the proudest monuments of the world,

seemed to have loft their vibrations in the still and solemn air ; ages of

history passed before me; the mighty procession of nations—kings, con-

suls, emperors, empires, and generations, had passed over that sublime

tiieatro. The fire, the storm, the eartliquake liad gone by ; but there

was yet left the still small voice— like that at which the jirophet

"wrapped his face in his mantle."

• Tliis, like almost cvciytliiiif^ Hsc iii the old Roman story, vanishes at tlie

tmicli of M. Nii-liiihr.
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CHAPTER XV.

ENTRANCE TO ROME— GENERAL APPEARANCE OF THE CITY ANT) PEOPLE—FIRST

IMPRESSIONS—A GLANCE AT ST. PETER'S AND THE FORUM—THE SEVEN HILLS

— THE APPIAN WAY— TOMB OF CECILIA METELLA—FOUNTAIN OF EGERIA—

•

THE COLISEUM BY MOONLIGHT—THE ESQUILINE HILL— THE CHURCH DI STE-

FANO ROTON'DO.

Novemher 10.—The entrance to Rome bj the Porta del Populo, or
Gate of the People, presents a view that is noble and worthy of the
Eternal Citj. A large square, or rather circular open space, spreads
before you, from which three streets run diverging, and penetrate into

the city— the Corso in the middle, the Babuino on the left, and the
Ripetta running along the Tiber, on the right. On the points, between
these streets, stand two small but beautiful churches. In the centre of

this place— or Piazza del Populo— stands an Egyptian obelisk. On
each side of the piazza are fountains, and over thisse fountains, and all

along upon the surrounding walls, are statues. It is really an appro-

priate introduction to Rome— or to what you feel that Rome should

be. Should be, I say— for, alas! Rome, as a city, separate from its

works of art and its ruins, is a dismal, dirty, disagreeable place. Its

streets are narrow, dark, damp, and, above all, filthy, to a degree that

is insufferable and inexpressible. No writer could dare to defile his

page with a description of the horribly indecent uses to which the
streets, squares, and public places of this city are put. Besides, in

walking, you are thrust down to the lowest level of the streets ; there

being no sidewalks in Rome, except upon a part of the Corso. The
people in the streets generally appear ill-clad, poor, and dirty; and
beggars present themselves at every point, and at every moment. One
gets to be absolutely afraid to look any man in the face, lest he should

stretch out his hand and beg. Amidst all this begging and filth, a
hundred fountains spring up in every part of the city, sufficient to wash
the streets and the people : pity they are not applied to both purposes

!

As to the general countenance of the population— I have seen prevail-

ing gravity and depression before— but never did I see such a cloud

upon the face of any people, as that which has settled down upon the

Roman brow.

Novemher 12.— I have been four days in Rome, and am scarcely

convinced, yet, that I am bore. I seem to have arrived at the consum-
mation of my dreaming. I walk in my sleep altogether. This com-
fortable fireside at the Hotel de Londres— this pleasant chitchat—these

agreeable friends ; no sign of desolation here ; no sound of its mighty
footsteps ; how can all this bo in Rome I In truth, these common sights

and sounds of city life and bustle, these common avocations and actions,

rising in the morning, making one's toilet, eating one's breakfast, and
walking abroad, are so at war with all one's impressions about the won-

derful, glorious, transcendent, and majestic of Rome, that it is difficult

to bring them together. Contrasts here heighten impression; and they
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lieighten it in another respect. For I think it is not only the school-

boy's impression which wo entertain about the glory of Kome, but it is

the schoolboy's wonder, in part, which we feel at being here. "Ah!
little thouglit I," says Rogers—

"Ah I little thought T, when in school I sat,

A schoolboy on his bench at early dawn.
Glowing with Roman story, I should live

To tread the Appiau # » # *•»**•• to turn

Towards Tiber • # • • *

• • * or climb the Palatine."

If Rogers miglit say this, much more may I, who conned my lesson

three thousand miles farther off than he.

I said it was the schoolboy's impression that one has about Rome,
and conformably to this remark, I found my first voluntary steps

directed to the Forum. Circumstances before this carried me to pass

two or three hours at St. Peter's, of wliich I will only say now in pass-

ing, that it is a structure of stupendous magnificence (^that is the cha-

racteristic feature— not solemnity, nor sublimity exactly, for one is not

aware of the size), and that it does not, at first view, offend the eye, as

I expected it would. This, indeed, is far less than we ought to be
able to say, of a building of such boundless expense as St. Peter's ; yet

I cannot doubt that there are several structures in Europe, which, from
their general form and architecture, afford a higher pleasure tlian this.

But to pass this by for the present—what sliall I say of the Forum, on
and about wliich 1 have passed the last two days? Denominated now,

II Campo Vaccino— The Cow Pasture; waste and desolate, or trodden

by a set of wretclies employed in digging into its ruins, and not worthy
to dig up the ruins of what their ancestors built ; a field, the very soil

and substance of wliich are the mouldered dust of ancient glory ; sur-

rounded by a few columns and porticoes, that stand the mournful land-

marks and witnesses of what it once was—who can look upon it without

feeling a blank, a disappointment, tliough he had known all this before?

Where was the Rostrum? where the Comitia? where did Cicero plead?

There is not a stono to tell. An entire portico of one temple is stand-

ing ; three columns of another ; but of what temples is matter of dispute.

Three other columns lift their beautiful shafts in the opposite quarter
of the Forum; but to what they belonged is not certainly known.

—

There is not one locality of ancient Rome hero, but it is disputed.

I went this morning to tlio top of tlie Cajtitol, from which all Rome,
modern and ancient, is visible— the hills, the distant niins of temples
and aqueducts, tlie surrounding Canijtagna. In passing the eye along
from east to west, the Seven Hills come in the following order: the

Aventine (lying from the Ca])it()line southeast), the Palatine, the Coe-
lian, the Jvs(juihne, the ^'iminal, and the C^uirinal. Some of them
appear from this point of view scarcely as elevations, covered as tliey

are with houses.

I descended from tlie Capitol, passed through the Forum towards
the Aventine, and found the temple of Janus with its four gateways

—

a beautiful and mas.sive ruin— the litffc arch of Septimius just by, and
farther on, the temples of Vesta and I'ortiine. I then went to the top
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of the Aventine, and came down across the Circus Maxiinus, lying be-

tween that and the Palatine— the scene of the seizure of the Sabine
women by the Roman youths.

November 17.—Three or four days ago, I went out on the Appian
Way, once hned with monuments, appearing now itself like a length-

ened tomb— with nothing living upon its silent and deserted course,

with scarcely any relics indeed to tell what it once was— the street of

mausoleums and temples, through which the Roman people, as they
rode, were reminded at every step of their mighty dead. We visited

the tomb of the Scipios, and, with tlie aid of lights and a guide, traced

out its subteri'anean passages. It was a family tomb, and several of

the sarcophagi remain untouched ; though the finest of them, that of

Cornelius Scipio, is removed to the Vatican. We next rode to the

beautiful and majestic monument of Cecilia Metella, the largest Roman
structure of the kind remaining, I believe— except the monument of

Adrian in the city, which is now converted into a military establishment,

and called the Castle of St. Angelo. Strange use of a tomb it is, but
still more strange that the tomb of a lovely woman should have been
converted to this use, as was that of Cecilia Metella in the times of the

middle ages.* Lovely woman, I say, for so one is apt to think of her

to whom such remarkable honour was done. Nothing, indeed, is ac-

tually known of her, but that she was the wife of Crassus, Pompey's
competitor for popular favour, and afterward his colleague in the first

triumvirate. One has little respect for him, indeed: the early contest

biitween him and Pompey was essentially a contest between wealth and
talent, and his after course was not honourable. The most respectable

action, to my mind, which we know of him, is his building this noble

monument.
From the tomb of Cecilia Metella we went to the fountain of Egeria,

a spot which, in former days, when the country about Rome was cul-

tivated, may have been beautiful enough for the i*esideuce of the Muses

;

l)ut alas! there are doubts about the locality, as there are concerning

almost everything else here.

November 22.—This evening I went to see the Coliseum by moon-
light. It is indeed the monarch, the majesty of all ruins— there is

nothing like it. All the associations of the place, too, give it the most
impressive character. When you enter within this stupendous circle of

ruinous walls, and arches, and grand terraces of masonry, rising one
above another, you stand upon the arena of the old gladiatorial combats
and Christian martyrdoms ; and as you lift your eyes to the vast amphi-
theatre, you meet, in imagination, the eyes of a hundred thousand

Romans, assembled to witness these bloody spectacles. What a mul-
titude and mighty array of human beings, and how little do we know
in modern times of great assemblies ! One, two, and three, and at its

last enlargement by Constantino, more than three hundred thousand
persons could be seated in the Circus Maximus

!

But to return to the Coliseum—we went up, under the conduct of a

guide, upon the walls, and terraces, or embankments, which supported

the ranges of seats. The seats have long since disappeared ; and grass

overgrows the spots where the pride, and power, and wealth, and beauty

* By the Frangipaui family.
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of Rome sat down to its barbarous entertainments. What thronging

life was here then ! what voices, what greetings, what hurrying foot-

steps up the staircases of the eighty arches of entrance ! and now, as

we picked our way carefully through decayed passages, or cautiou.sly

ascended some mouldering flight of steps, or stood by the lonely walls

—

ourselves silent, and, for a wonder, the guide silent too— there was no
sound here but of the bat, and none came from without but the roll of

a distant carriage, or the convent bell from the summit of the neigli-

bouring Ksquiline. It is scarcely possible to describe the effect of

moonlight upon this ruin. Through a hundred rents in the broken
walls— through a hundred lonely arches, and blackened passage-ways,

it streamed in pure, briglit, soft, lambent, and yet distinct and clear,

as if it camo there at once to reveal, and cheer, and pity the mighty
desolation. But if the Coliseum is a mournful and desolate spectacle

as seen from within— without, and especially on the side which is in

best preservation, it is glorious. Wo passed around it; and, as we
looked upward, the moon shining through its arches, from the opposite

side, it appeared as if it were the coronet of the heavens, so vast was it— or like a glorious crown upon the brow of niglit.

I feel that I do not and cannot describe this mighty ruin. I can
only say that I came away paralysed, and as passive as a child. A
soldier stretched out his hand for " un dono," as we passed the guard

;

and when my companion said I did wrong to give, I told him that I

should have given my cloak, if the man had asked it. Would you
break any spell that worldly feeling or self5sh sorrow may have spread
over your mind, go and see the Coliseum by moonlight! *

November 213.— I have spent most of the day in wandering alone

over the Esquiliue hill, though, except the ruins of the baths of Titus,

there is little save recollections to make it interesting. They occupy
the spot where the house and gardens of Maecenas stood, and near by
were the houses of Horace, Virgil, and Propertius. Holy mount I

dwelling-place of genius, and of its noble friend and model patron—
who that walks alone over your silent and deserted summit can repress

his sadness, as the memory of tlio past, and the spectacle of the present,

contend for mastery in his mind, and with all the power of contrast,

make the vision brighter, only to turn it into the deeper darkness!

Notemhcr 24.— 1 have l)Con this afternoon to the Clmrch di Stefano
Rotondo, said to have been built by Agrippina for her husband Clau-
dius, destroyed by Nero, ami rebuilt by Vespasian. At any rate, it

retains the form of an ancient temple, consisting of two concentric rows
of Ionic pillars of granite, with one transverse row apparently to sup-

port the (iume. It is circular, and the waU is filled entirely round with
fresco paintings of every horrid species of martyrdom. Such is the
change that has passed upon everything in Home. As I came tlirough

the Coliseum, a company of friais were going around in solemn proces-

sion from altar to altar, and |)erforming religious service on the very
spot wliere their elder bretln-cn by thousands had poured out their blood

;

the mighty walls seemed to frown at the triumph of the despised aiul

* Tlie outer wall of the Colisi-iun is one hundred and sovoiity-nine feet lii.eh.

Tlif ana ol tlic Imildinjr is .six liuiidrcd and niiicU'on feet I'-nrj, l>y five hiuuh-cd
ftii'l tliiitoo'i hroa 1. Tliat is to sav. it cover?' iioarlv Wmv aoros.
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persecuted religion. But whether they frown or not, it is certain that
all the remains of antiquity, whether religious or heroic, are made to

bear marks of the ascendency of the new religion. Not a column,
Egyptian or historical, stands here, but bears on its base something to

this effect— that " being purified from pagan abominations, it is con-

secrated" thus and so, by some Pontifex Maximus.

CHAPTER XVI.

ASCKNT TO THE TOP OF ST. PETER'S— MICHAEL ANGELO'S PAINTING OF THE LAST

JUDGMENT— EXCUPkSION TO TIVOLI—WATERFALL— TEMPLES OF VESTA, AND
THE TIBURTINE SIliYL—VILLA OF ADRIAN—PAINTINGS AT THE ROSPIGLIOSI

PALACE— LIVING IN ROME.

November 29— to the top of St. Peter's ; a very easy thing to do, so

gradual is the ascent made. Our view stretched from the Mediterranean
on one side, to the Apennines on the other, over the whole wide and
desolate Campagna. This tract of country consists mostly of pasturage

lands, unenclosed, with a broken surface, and few houses or trees. In
the comparatively small tracts upon it, where tillage is attempted—and
it is attempted only by mountaineers from the Apennines, as I am
told— many lives are annually the sacrifice. The diseases caused by
this malaria are chiefly bilious and intermittent fevers, and being so,

I see not why there is anything more mysterious about the malaria,

than there is about the marsh miasma of our own country low grounds.

The city is choked with rubbish ; the lauds want draining. But to

return to the top of St. Peter's : we went up into the ball on the top of

the dome, and found that, although it does not appear much larger

than a man's head from below, it was of a size sufficient to hold twenty-

two persons. Another fact may better show the immensity of this

structure. The dome of St. Peter's' is as large as the Pantheon, or

rather larger indeed. That is to say, it is one hundred and forty feet

in diameter at the base, and one hundred and seventy-nine feet high.*

Michael Angelo boasted that he would "hang the Pantheon in air,"

and this cupola is raised more than two hundred feet above the pave-
ment of the church. But what is raised? Why, a mass of masonry;
not a wooden dome, but a cupola of brick, twenty-three feet in thickness

!

The passage to the summit is within this waU. That is to say, as you
go up this stairway, you have ten feet thickness of wall on each side of

you. The whole wall is equal in thickness to the width of most of our
city houses. And this stupendous mass is " hung in air." It is not
only putting one immense church on the top of another, but with such
walls, as were never perhaps put into any building standing on the
ground, except the Pantheon.

November 30.— To-day I walked two hours on Monte Pincio ; tlie

weather so mild, as to be almost too warm ; and a haze over the city

and surrounding country, very like our Indian summer. There was

* The I'antheou is one huadi'ed and forty-two feet in diametej', one hundred
jiiul forty two in height, and the wall twenty feet thick.
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that fetilluess in tlic air— that hush of nature in whicli, as in a clear
evening, every sound from hill and valley comes distinct upon the ear— that silence, amid which the fall of the leaf is heard— and that soft

and shadowy veil upon everything which makes our Indian summer a
holy season— the JSabhath of the year.

December 2.— I have been to see Micliacl Angclo's celebrated paint-
ing in fresco, of the Last Judgment, and I am one of the unhappy
dissenters from the common opinion. In the first place, I must have
leave to doubt about the design altogether— that of representing the
Resurrection and Judgment, by a collection of distinctly drawn figures.

It leaves notliing to the imagination. The style of Martin's pictures,

it seems to me, would be far better, whatever may be thought of tho
execution. Much should be thrown into obscurity. But in the next
place, there should, at any rate, bo given a great depth, an immense
perspective, to such a picture : tho field of vision should stretch away
as it were into infinite space. But my eye can find nothing of this.

Here is a wall, tlie entire end of the chapel, filled with figures, and they
all seem to be in tho same mathematical plane, one directly above
another—drawii with a staring distinctness of bold outline and muscular
form, and thrown together in a strange confusion, so that the Judgment
appears like a physical conflict, a rude meleo, a scene of disorder,

utterly at war with the solemnity and majesty that belong even to the
popular conceptions of that occasion.

December 'd.— To-day I have been to Tivoli, eighteen miles from
Kome, on the Consular road. The waterfall here, on the Anio, aided
in its effect by the grand cavern adjacent, called the Grotto of Neptune,
and by the violence of its dashing upon the rocks below— the wrestling
of the furious element in the abyss to which it is plunged— may be said

to be almost sublime. On the brow of the precipice above, and above
this war of tlie wild elements, stands, ajipropriately, the temple of the
Tiburtine Sibyl ; and near it, Vesta's temple ; both the most ancient
ruins, in ap])caraHce, that 1 have seen in Italy. They are both small,

but well preserved, and the latter especially is one of the most exquisito

remains of antiquity. I stepped into tho former, to look at the seat of
the wild and mysterious prophetess: it is now a Christian chapel!

The villa of Mjucenas here— once the seat of taste, if it be his— is

now a blackened forge.

The villa of Adrian is, if less dianged, even more desolate. Tho
Theatre (for the villa was seven miles in circumference, and included
many buildings) is now a cabbage garden ; the Maratime Theatre is

covered over with brambles ; the temple in imitation of that of tho
Egyptian Serapis— with tlie covered niches for the oracles to sjieak

forth from— and the temples of Ajjollo, of Diana, and of Venus— in

the last of which, the N'enus dc Medici was found— all of tliem have
but single mouldering arches standing; the quarters of the Pretorian
Guards are silent and tenantless— the porticoes are all fallen— not a
colimin, not a capital remains; the Latin and Greek libraries now
teach wisdom only from their ruinous reces.ses, through wliich every
storm rushes ; and to complete the picture, that most striking of all

tlie images of desolation ever recorded was realized to us;* ior as we

• • Tho fox lookffh nut at tlir window. "
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were looking up at the ruin of the C4reek library, a fox appeared on the
top of the ruin, and passed down upon the other side.

The Villa D'Este in Tivoli has many fantastic fountains and cascades,
and presents a noble view of the Sabine hills on the north, and of the
Campagna, extending to Rome. The Campagna bordering the hills

about Tivoli, is more smooth and meadow-like than I have seen it

elsewhere.

December 4.— The Rospigliosi palace has a small collection of very
rare paintings :

—

Guido's Aurora— a fresco—very celebrated and very justly. I have
scarcely seen any fresco like it. The chariot of the morning, directed
by Phoebus, preceded by Aurora scattering flowers from her hand, and
surrounded by the Hours, is advancing amid a crimson cloud, upon
the wide, blue ocean, while in the distance of the fine perspective,
the horizon is glowing with the first steps of coming day. The
countenances of some of the Hours are very lovely, and a little study
"will bring them out, so as almost to make them return your glance.

Ludovico Carracci's Death of Samson. He is represented in a
banqueting-hall, as taking hold of a pillar, which is broken in his grasp,
and the building, already shattered, is evidently about to crush him
and his enemies. His muscular form, and the expression of horror and
agony in his face, as well as of fear in one very lovely female counte-
nance, together with the rich tone of the whole, make this one of the
finest paintings I have seen.

Domenichino: Garden of Eden; Adam, a fine face; Eve, without
being handsome, a countenance marked with feeling, and fuU of expres-
sion ; the landscape dark, as if the shadow of a thunder cloud had come
over it ; and so, I suppose, it is designed to be represented ; for it is

after the faU, as I judge, since Adam is apparently gathering leaves
from a fig-tree, and presenting them to Eve.

Domenichino: Triumph of David ; he is represented as a very delicate

and beautiful youth ; the head of Goliah borne by a page before him

;

"while the song of triumph is chanted by the procession of women, that
" came with tabrets, "with joy, and with instruments of music." But
the Saul is above all magnificent ; a tail and noble figure, a fine head
and countenance, and such an expression of disappointment and sorrow,

that though it be called envy, one cannot help respecting it.

Buhens: The Saviour, and Twelve Apostles— separate pictures, and
very richly and elaborately wrought ; with a freshness and vivacity of

colouring free from extravagance, and a softness and fineness of touch,

seldom seen in the paintings of Rubens.
From the Rospigliosi palace I went to see the tomb of Caius Cestius,

just by the Porta di San Paolo— a beautiful pyramid; and thence

to that most extraordinary hill, near the south wall, called Monte
Testaccio; and so called from its having been formed of broken vases,

crockery, &c. thrown out here during a course of years, or rather ages.

I returned home by the Tiber, and passed the little remaining ruins of

the Pons Sublicius so called from the wooden piles which supported it.

It was the first bridge built over the Tiber. It was on this bridge that

Horatius Coccles is related in Roman history to have stopped the army
of Porsenna, till the Romans had destroyed the part behind their

leader, and then threw himself into the river, and swam to the city.
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Deccmher ;">.—Nothing specially worthy of note calls for a record

this evening. 1 have passed the day mostly in-doors, as it is one of

tlie many that go to make up the very large proportion of the damp,
cloudy, and disagreeable ones wo have here. Yet every day passed in

Home seems memorable. What an event should I not have thought

it, at any former period of my life, to have passed a day in Rome! I

think it such still. 1 do not see how life can ever be common life, on

such a spot. In truth, it seems as if one had no right to enjoy the

common comforts of life, amidst such ruins— the ruins of a world

passed away— the mighty shadows of ancient glory spreading over

every hill— the very soil we tread upon, no longer the pathways of the

old Koman masters of the world, but the mouldering rubbish of their

temples, their palaces, their firesides— the yet almost breathing dust

of a life, signalized beyond all others in the world's great history. One
feels that it would be an appropriate life here, to sit down like Marius

on the ruins of Carthage— or to burrow in the Coliseum— or to pitch

one's tent alone, in the waste and silent fields, amid the rank grass or

the thick and towering reeds, that have overgrown so large a portion

of the ancient city.

CHAPTER XVII.

VATICAN — RAl'lIAF.L'S TRANSFIGIUATIOX —DOMEXlCmXO'S COMMXJNIOJT OF ST.

JEIIOME — THE KAPHAEL CIIAMP.ERS — WALK OX THE TIBER — JEWS'

yCARTER — STATUE OF TUE DYING GLADIATOR —A WALK AMONG THE RUINS

—REUGIOUS SERVICE AT THE GESU E MARIA.

Decemher 7.—I have been to the A'atican to-day to see two paint-

ings, sometimes said to bo the greatest in the world : namely,

Jiaphael's Transfiguration, and
Domcnichino's Communion of >St. Jerome.

In Raphael's picture, the transfiguration occupies the ujiper part of

the canvass; wliile on the lower is a painting of the maniac youth,

brought to the disciples to Ix; healed. I must confess that the lower

part is, to me, the finest picture. There is a vivacity of expression and

vividness of colouring which 1 have not seen in any other oil painting

of Raphael's. The Communion of 8t. Jerome, too, is a wonderfully

tme, ricli, deep-toned painting. Yet, although to artists, these paint-

ings, as exhibiting liglit and shade, composition and colouring, may be

the highest achievements of the pencil, 1 cannot feel as if those were,

or ought to be, tlie greatest productions in the world, which arc capable

of no more highly wrought cx^>re.<sion than these. They certiinly are

not the most moving pictures in the world. And yet even to my inex-

perienced eye, they are so beautiful, that 1 was fairly wearied out with

pleasure and admiration in looking at them.

December U.—Again to the great paintings at the Vatican— the

greatest, as they are called. I feel, the more I look at them, that tliey

are, indeed, great. The solemn and sublime expression in the counte-
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nance of the ascending Saviour— (in Raphael's Transfiguration)— tho
lightness of theVhole figure, appearing as if it had no physical weight
(but I do not like the Moses and Elias)— the soft touch, the Baphaelic
mildness in the countenance of John, who, with the other two disciples,

is prostrate on the mount: and then, in the lower painting— the poor
idiot boj, the group around him, agitated, anxious, and imploring in

various ways, suited to the several characters— the beauty of the
woman, the mother, I suppose, who kneels beside the child, and, point-

ing to him, looks at the disciples with an eye to make one weep ; on
the other hand, the disciples, irresolute, like James and Andrew, and
the one with a book— a fine figure— or like Judas, who, in truth, is

like no other, dark, cold, indifferent, and contemptuous— all this lives

upon the canvass, and must live always in the memory of aU who have
seen it. So, also, the Domenichiao— Communion of St. Jerome—
though the figure of the aged saint, with his naked body, bloodless,

livid, lifeless, and almost dead, is disagreeable, yet is it powerfully
drawn: and the faces of the men by his side are shaded, sad, and
lovely ; and the little light that does fall upon them is wonderfully re-

presented ; and there is about the whole, a truth and depth of colour-

ing, which makes you feel as if the painting could never fade, but was,
indeed, destined to that immortality, which the artist has figuratively

gained by it.

From these paintings, I went to the Camere di RafFaelo (the Ra-
phael Chambers), to see his celebrated frescoes: and I yield entu'ely

to the observation, that the power of Raphael is not known in his oil

paintings.

The School of Athens here, though it is usually singled out for

special admiration, and some of the figures and heads are, doubtless, of
the first order, yet appears to be much injured by time, and I cannot,
though I have stood a great while before it to-day, feel it to be the
greatest thing here. The Heliodorus, Horseman and two Angels, in

the second chamber ; the Parnassus in the same ; the Conflagration of
the Borgo San Pietro, in the fourth chamber ; and the Victory of Con-
stantine over Maxentius, in the first chamber— are to me the great
works. The horseman, especially, seems to me a sort of Apollo Belvi-

dere in painting. Ho has rushed in, sent by Heaven at the prayer of
the high priest Onias, to avenge the intended sacrilege of Heliodorus,
prefect of Seleucus, in the pillage of the temple. In the back gromid,
the interior of the temple is opened to view, and Onias and his breth-

ren are seen kneeling in prayer. It is on the pavement in front of the
temple, that the horseman appears, ready to trample beneath the feet

of his charger the prostrate Heliodorus. His blue mantle flies back
over his shoulder, giving additional life and expression to the muscular
and energetic frame which it reveals. But it is in the face that the
great power lies. His dark eye is filled with sovereign indignation

;

his lips are clothed with triumphant wrath ; his fine countenance is

mantled over with an intense expression, which I cannot better charac-
terize, than by calling it the beauty of power— of power to pimish the

sacrilegious intruder. The two angels that accompany him are also

exquisitely painted, especially in that appearance of lightness— light-

ness of step, in particular—by which they seem scarcely to touch the

pavement of the temple. The fear-stricken group, too, about Helio-

dorus, is admirably drawn.
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I might go on to write many pages about the other pieces ; but I am
sensible that you will easily excuse such vain attempts at describing

what, after all, never can be described, any more than one can take an

oration of Demosthenes, and tell in other language what it is.

December 11.— Yesterday I went and lingered awhile on the Tiber,

in a sort of dream of doubt whether this could be I— or whether this

could be the Tiber by wliich I was walking. I passed over the river,

and came back by the bridge of Cestius, that conducts across the Isle

of Tiber— which was formed by the sheaves of Tarquin's harvest field,

thrown into the river after his expulsion : so say, at least, the old annals

of the early and half-fabulons history of Rome.
On coming over the bridge, I turned to the left into the Jews'

quarter— situate on the bank of the river, and walled in from the rest

of the city. It is curious to see how peculiar evei'ything is in this little

district; the women fairer than the Roman women generally seen iu

the streets, and all of them having the Jewish female countenance—
the keen and dark eye, the colour in tlie cheek ; and the men all show-
ing the national propensity, tlio love of gain— saying continually, as I

passed along by the shops, " i>omaudi, signore."

To-day I have been to the church of San Gregorio, to see the rival

frescoes of Guide and Doraenichino ; but they are very much faded, and
they will, doubtless, fade from my memory— unless it bo by a sweet

boy of Domenichino's who, in his fear and agitation at the flagellation

of St. Andrew— that is the subject— has pressed close up to his

mother, and stands on tiptoe. We saw also the table otf wliich Gregory
is said to have eaten ; and a fresco representing his sending mission-

aries to England.

December 12.— I have been to-day through the museum of tlie

Capitol again, and have become a convert entirely to the common opi-

nion about the Dying Gladiator. The truth is, I did not take time
enough before, and especially, not enough of that mental time, which
is quietness— ease of mind— leisure of the thoughts, to receive the

impression. The gladiator has faUen, but with the last effort of his

unconquerable resolution, he supports himself witli his right hand and
arm, and seems to contemplate his sad fate with firmness, but ^ntli a
feeling of inexpressible bitterness. It is not, however, the bitterness of

anger; for deatli is in his face, and it has tamed down the fiercer pas-

sions, and left no expression inconsistent with its o\ni all-subduing

power. Though he appears as if lie might be a man of an humble and
hard lot, yet there is a delicacy spread over the stronger features of his

countenance that makes it almost beautiful ; you feel as if there were
more than the whiteness of the marble in his pale cheek. But while

he thus yields to his fate, while the blood flows from his wounded side,

and the pulses of life are faint and low, yet lie still sustains himself;

his hand is firm and strong; his brow is gatliered into an expression of

unconquerable resolution as well as of unavailing regret; and although
when you look at the parted lips, it seems as if you could almost hear

the hard breathing that issues from them, yet about tlie mouth there is,

at the same time, tlie finest expression of indomitable will and invin-

cible fortitude. In short, this is the triumph of mind over the sinkings

of nature in its last hour. Everything here invites your respect, rather

than your pity ; and even if you should find yourself giving a tear to
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the dying gladiator, you will feel that it is given quite as much to ad-

miration as to sympathy.
December 13.—I have been to-day among the ruins of the aqueducts,

Caracalla's baths, and the palace of the Cassars. I have been, in the

way I like best to go, alone. There is something in the presence of

these mighty relics that consorts with no human presence. They re-

present past ages. They strike the mind with a sort of awe, that

makes the ordinary tone of conversation seem to be irreverent and pro-

fane. Let any one who would feel these ruins, see them alone. Let
him listen only to the winter's wind, as it sighs through the leafless

trees, or rustles in the tall reeds, or sweeps around broken columns and
falling arches, shrill and mournful, as if the voice of centuries past and
gone breathed in its melancholy tone. I like to walk about in such

places, as if my feet obeyed no impulse but the wayward spirit of my con-

templation ; stopping or going on, as that spirit moveth me ; now lean-

ing against a wall, and then drawing one step after another, as if they

did not belong to each other, and scarcely belonged to me ; now musing,

and now gazing, with none to disturb the act ; now breathing a sigh,

and then uttering a prayer. And surely there is cause enough for

both. For who can refuse the tribute of his sadness to a desolation so

stupendous, so complete ; or can help praying sometimes, in such scenes,

that everything earthly, low, and selfish, may die away within him

!

These aqueducts are glorious ruins, especially as you ride along the

Campagna towards evening, and see a glowing western sky through the

long hue of arches on which they are raised. These immense works

then seem to blend with the vastness of the horizon, and to partake of

the sublimity of nature. The site of the palace of the Csesars is worthy

of its name ; the Campagna and the Apennines on one side, and on the

other, the whole of Rome ; beneath it, on the left, the Forum ; on the

right, the mighty Coliseum. With temples and triumphal arches filling

up the view around its base, what must it have been, and what ideas

might it have awakened in the minds of any but the degenerate emperors

who long inhabited it

!

December 14.— I attended service at the Gesu e Maria, to hear an

English sermon ; about which I have nothing to remark, except that the

preacher constantly translated the word "repent" in the new Testa-

ment, by the words " do penance;" but at the same time explained it

as the doctrine of his church, that penance impUed penitence as its first

principle, its very essence, and that, without which the Catholic church

held no penance to be satisfactory.

The interior of this church, Uke that of a hundred others here, is

covered with precious marble, and filled with statues and paintings.

Not a few of these works of art are, to be sure, quite ordinary ; but I

could not help being struck, to-day, with the aspect given to them in a

devotional service, by the aid of a little sentiment and imagination. As
I gazed around upon them, during the voluntary on the organ and the

singing from the orchestra, it seemed as if every statue, and the coun-

tenances in every painting, were clothed with fivefold greater expression

than before ; one might feel as if they represented the hosts of heaven

joining in the worship of earth; or, breaking through the barriers of wall

and dome, he might behold the spaces of the universe filled with choirs

of angels, and resounding with voices of thanksgiving.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

VATICAN— LIBRARY— Ml'SEUM OF STATUES AND ANCIENT REMAINS— ATOLLO

DI BELVEDERE— ENGLISH COLLEGE— S.UICOPHAGUS OF CECILIA METELLA—
MAMEUTINE PRISON—GARDEN OF SALLUST—ORDINATION SERVICE AT ST. JOHN

OF LATERAN'S— TIIORW.VLSDEN'S COLLECTION OF PAINTINGS— GUIDO'S ARCH-

ANGEL MICHAEL—PRISON OF THE ROMAN DAUGHTER—CHRISTMAS—SPECTACLE

AT S. MARIA MAGOIOUK— CHRISTMAS— SERVICE AT ST. PETER'S.

December 15.— I liavo been to-day again, and for the sixth or eighth
time, over the Vatican, the pontifical palace; and I shall put down hero
the few words more I have to say about it.

I first went through the famous Vatican library, in which the things

that interested mo most, besides tlio immense amount of books and
manuscripts, and the extent of the rooms, one range of which is twelve
hundred feet long, were a fresco of Mengs, and in a small cabinet, a
female head of hair, taken from one of the sarcophagi of the tomb of
the Scipios.

The museum of statues and of ancient remains is immense. You
first enter a hall of ancient sarcophagi and inscriptions. Many of these
inscriptions bear alFecting testimony to the sorrows of bereavement—
the same in all ages. " Dulcissimse," "Carissimre," "Bene mcrenti,"
" Venustac Conjugi," ** Optimo viro," are words of frequent occurrence
in these tablets.

In passing on, you come to the celebrated torso ; but I never can go
into ecstasies about the hack- of a man.

Before coming to this, however, you may turn to the left into some
rooms of ancient busts, many of which are admirable. There is a na-
turalness of expression in them, that I have never seen in any collection

of modern busts ; and a variety too. The obtuse, tlie intellectual, the
dull, the gay, pass before you in succession ; and there is, especially, a
smile upon some of tlio faces—upon one youth in particular, who shows
his whole teeth— that is quite irresistible.

There are, indeed, many statues of children, of various ages, in the
museum, which are so full of all the life, sport, drollery, and roguish-
ness of children, that it makes a collection perfectly charming. " Tho
ancients loved children," said a connoisseur wliom I lieard remarking
upon these statues one day ; and though it may seem a simple remark
enough, one is struck witli it, in looking at them.

Equally striking and natural are the statues of animals— dogs,
slieep, goats, swine, &c.

The collection of objects, antique, mirious, rare, and valuable— of
vases, candelabra, baths, sarcoijjiagi, in all kinds of beautifid and po-
lished granite and marble— is immense and indescribable. At any
rate, they liave never yet been described. The French, when they
were liere, put numbers on all tho works of art in the museum, in pre-
jiaration for a catalogue: but like many other things whidi they began,
wliilc they were masters of Italy, this lias failed to bo completed. 13ut

2Z
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that which interested me most, among this class of objects, was a mo-
saic floor, from Cicero's Tusculan villa. Though it is railed in, I was
resolved to walk across it, and so I did ; and doing so, was much more
suro that I had trodden on the very spot on which Cicero had stood,

than I shall be, if I visit the ruins of Tusculum.
I must pass over a great number of statues, to saj a word of the

Laocoon, and the Apollo Belvedere. I have one remark to apply to

both, and that is, that the original work, the marble, in both cases, is

far more powcrfid than any casts I have seen. I did not expect this.

I did not see why the cast would not give the general, the main expres-

sion, intended to be conveyed by the original work. And so indeed it

does: and when I saw the cast of the Apollo, in the Boston Atheueum,
I thought nothing of the kind could ever strike me more. I was ar-

rested and thrilled through by the very first sight of it, as if pierced

with one of the arrows of the god of light. But there certainly is con-

veyed by the marble, though not a new idea, an expression of the great

idea, whicli is clearly stronger than can be gained from the cast.

What the beauty and power of this unequalled statue is, it would be

utterly impossible for me to express ; it would be folly to attempt ifc.

No repetition of visits, no preparation for the first visit— no praises

beforehand, so prejudicial to the effect of most other works of art—can

alter, diminish, or dull at all, the impression of this incomparable pro-

duction. There it stands, in its unchallenged sovereignty— a god,

indeed, in the dominion of the arts— commanding the homage of suc-

cessive crowds, as they pass before it in successive centuries— without

an equal, rival, or competitor, in all the works of tlic human hand.

What a divinity of beauty, what a sovereignty of intellect, what dignity

of conscious power, is stamped upon every feature ! Wliat an intensity

of expression concentrates itself, as it were, upon every point of the

countenance, and yet spreads itself over the whole ! You can hardly

persuade yourself, as you gaze upon it, that there is not an actual glow
upon the cheek and brow. For my own part, I am paralysed by this

wonderful work, so often as I see it. I sit down and gaze upon it, in

a sort of revery, and do not know but I sometimes say aloud, "Oh

I

Heaven! "— for really it is difficult to resist exclamations and tears.

December 19.—This morning I passed two or three hours at the

English College. It is a Cathohc institution, designed to educate young
men for service in England, and has twenty or thirty students. As I

happened to be with Dr. Wiseman, the rector, at the dinner hour, half-

past twelve o'clock, I went down with him to the Commons' Hall. I

observed, as we entered, that one of the young men was reading aloud

from a desk, and found, on inquiry, that this is their custom, both at

dinner and supper ; thougli the rule is suspended when a stranger is

present. At the close of dinner, we all passed from the hall to the

chapel, where they knelt down for ten or fifteen minutes, in silent de-

votion. This service is voluntaiy, both as to the duration and the

meditations of each individual— there being no liturgy or form for the

guidance of their private thoughts—and I confess it stemed to me a

very beautiful and touching service. I wi^h rehgion were stamped,

more than it is with us Protestants, upon the wliole face of life.

As I passed by the Farnese palace, I went into the court to see the

sarcophagus of Ceciha Metella. Alas! to "what abhorred uses may
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wo" and our tombs "cornel " A hole was broken through the marblo
in one side of the sar(:oj)Iiagus, and it appeared witliin— yes, even

there, where the form, perchance, of beauty and loveliness was
once laid down to its holy rest— as if it were the habitation of

vermin! It was once deposited in its proud mausoleum— girded

around, and guarded from every prying eye, by walls twenty feet thick

;

it is now subject to the inspection of whosoever may please to turn aside

his foot for the purpose ; it stands neglected in the waste and open
court of a Neapolitan palace.*

I went to-day again to the Tarpeian rock. I do not know how any
doubt can bo raised about its being of sufficient height to cause the

death of criminals precipitated from it. / stood upon a part of it to-

day, from wliich the descent must bo seventy feet.

My last object to-day was the Mamertinc prison, in which it is said

St. Peter was confined by Xero. It is a very deep dungeon, worth
visiting on its own account; but I certainly had a great deal of faith a-

I stood in its dark and narrow cell, that the eye of the generous and
affectionate apostle, whom wavering once made strong for ever, had
gazed upon its gloomy arch. I do not well know what evidence can be
stronger than an uninterrupted and uncontradicted tradition. Hero,

too, is a church erected over this prison, to commemorate, to fix this

very fact. But a still further demand is made upon our faith. In
descending to the dungeon, there is pointed out on the wall the impres-

sion of one side of a man's head and face, and the visiter is told that as

Peter descended these steps he was struck by one of the attendants so

as to be tlirust against the wall, and that the wall miraculously softened,

to prevent any injury— thus receiving the distinct impression of tho

apostle's countenance. I could not help remarking— let that provo

what it may— that the profile in the stone very much resembled that

which is given in all the paintings of St. Peter. After all, I wish it

were true ! You will tliink I am becoming a Catholic outright. But
seriously, I do not wonder that some number of tiiose who visit Romo
do become so— especially artists, enthusiastic persons, «fec. I have
scarcely spoken of these churches yet; but I have become a perfect

church worshipper. 1 pass some hours of every day in these places

—

places more sacred in everything that belongs to the appearance, ar-

rangement, and keeping of them, than any other that I ever saw. When
I am weary in my walks I turn aside and sit down in tlicm ; when I am
destitute of an ol)ject in my rambles, they are always a resort; when I

am— in short, there is no state of mind in which they do not invite me.
Nor do I ever fail, I think, to be sent back to the world again, a better

and happier man, for h.iving entered them. But I must take in hand
to speak of them more fully at another time. Yon will judge, however,

from what I have said thus far, that I have none of tho Protestant
horror at a Catliolic <'hurch ; not a jtarticlo i)f it!

heccmher 20.— I have been to-day to the garden of Sallust, the
Roman historian. It was an innncnsely largo villa, on tho east side

of tho city, originally within the walls, and stretching from the Quirinrd

hill to Monte Pincicj. Only ruins remain of tho hous(>, circus, a temple,

etc. From a terrace on the grounds, is the finest view of Rome that

I have seen.

• This palace belongs to the court of Naples.
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Indeed one needs some direction about the best points of view. I

had a grand one yesterday from the top of the Tarpeian rock, but I

stumbled upon it. It embraced the whole south part of the ancient

city, now a waste. The ruins of Caracalla's baths, the palace of tho

Cresars, the arches of Constantino and Titus, the Coliseum, and the

majestic remains of the Temple of Peace, stood before me, ranged in

the order in which I have mentioned them, and the solitary remnants

of the Forum were at ray feet. From no point have the ruins of Rome
been so completely spread before me, and from no point, for that reason,

perhaps, have they appeared so majestic.

December 21.—There was an ordination to-day at St. John of Latc-

ran's, of nearly a hundred young men for the offices of priests, deacons,

&c. and I spent half an hour there. I scarcely ever witness any of

these CathoUc ceremonies without thinking how much might be made
of them in tho proper hands— in tho hands, that is to say, of persons

of talent, taste, and sensibihty—which the priests and monks usually

are not. In the service to-day, for instance, music vras frequently

introduced ; it made a part of the service, breaking in at intervals every

few moments. How powerful, how overwhelming might it have been,

if it had been discriminating and appropriate— if it had been a cheering

tone, when resolute purpose and courageous faith were expressed on the

part, or on behalf, of the candidate— if it had been tender and soothing,

when his coming trials were held up before him— or if, when his

holiest and deepest vows were uttered, it had been a strain low, solemn,

and full of awe.

December 22.—I have visited to-day the museums of Thorwalsden

and Camuccini. They are both collections of paintings by Hving artists.

Thorwalsden himself accompanied us through his rooms, which, by the

bye, were no other than his own private apartments, including even his

bed-room. Ho appears to be about sixty years old, of a most amiable

countenance, and simple, unaffected manners. His collection is very

rich, especially in paintings of landscapes and ruins, and in the minia-

ture Dutch style of common Hfe. Of this last class are two pieces of

Meyer's— (German)— "The Letter written," and "The Letter

received "— capital. So in landscape is the snow-clad scene, and in

architectural painting, besides other pieces, there are two of the ruins

of the Forum, that are inimitably fine.

This afternoon I heard, at the Gesu e Maria, a very eloquent young

Irish preacher.* His voice and manner were exceedingly good; his

whole bearing and style were simple, dignified, and effective. In short

it was, in style and manner, the best sample of preaching that I have

heard since I came abroad. His subject was the Claims of the Catholic

Faith ; and he especially urged upon Protestants, that those who believe

in the deity of Jesus Christ ought, for similar and stronger reasons, to

beheve in " the real presence."

December 23.—The great pleasure of to-day has been the seeing of

Guide's Archangel Michael, in the Church della Concezione. A part

of the design, it is true, I dishke. The devil, into whom Michael is

about to plunge his sword, is represented as a man— strong, muscular,

gross, passed into years, if not old, and with the head bald. Michael,

* Mr. :Mil(;y.
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wlio is represented as a youthful aiigel, has his foot on Satan's head,

an<l to this part of the design I object. It is the foot of youth and
strength upon the aged head. I do not like a design wliicli presents

an idea so ungrateful: and besides, tho whole appearance of Satau is

rather disagreeable and revolting. But turning to tho Micliael, no
form or features expressive of youth, and beauty, and energy, and
calmness, and triumph, and i)ity, could be more perfect. The frame is

full of energy in every muscle : the lifted hand grasping a sword, is

strong to execute the commission to destroy ; the feet, one upon the

head, and tho other upon the ground, appear as if ho had just alighted

upon his victim ; and the face— but who shall describe what it is I So
youthful— so delicate in its youthfulncss ; with the fairest possible com-
plexion, and wavy golden ringlets ; so resolute, so assured in its reso-

luteness ; so calm, at tho same time ; but above all, so pervaded with
inexpressible, beautiful, angelic, pure, youthful pity, with its soft shad-

ing about the eye, and its emotion ahnost disturbing the firm decision

of the lips— and altogether so surpassingly lovely, beautiful in might,
overpowering in gentleness— it is not Satan that he conquers, but
every beholder

!

I attended a service this morning at the English College, in which a
priest, recently ordained, chanted his first mass. Tlio service was in-

teresting, and the music, in part, fi.ne. Was interesting, I say— and
yet who can toll, when music, strain after strain, wave after wave, is

passing over his soul, now drowning it in a delirium of pleasure, and
then bearing it away into boundless revery—who can tell whether he
judges rightly of any of tho things or themes that come before him?

December 24,—I visited to-day tho Church of St. Nicolas in Carcero,
built over tho prison where tlie Roman daughter is said to have per-

formed tho celebrated act of fiUal piety, which saved her father's hfe,

and eventually procured his pai'don. We satisfied ourselves witli look-

ing down into the prison, into which there is no descent but by a tem-
porary ladder : and, in the mean time, believed as much as wo could
about tho story. And, indeed, I think it is much tho wisest part to

believe, in most of the cases, of interesting, wide-spread, popular
legends. Why should not many of these things be true; and wliat so
well accounts for the origin and prevalence of a story like this of the
Roman daughter, as the fact? The extreme of scepticsm is quite as
weak and unphilosophical as tho extreme of faith, without being half so
agreeable.

The town is all alive this evening with the approaching festival of
Christmas— the bells ringing; the people abroad; services in tho
churches. Wo have just been to one in tho Sistino Chapel; and so
mucli does the spirit of the time possess us, that we are going at half-

past four o'l-lock to-morrow mornmg to a Christmas morning ceremo-
nial, at tho S. Maria Maggiorc.

December 25.—This morning wo went to Maria Maggioro, an hour
before day-break, and wcro roj^aid for tho trouble. It was one of thoso
sights that one must cross tho ocean to see— I miglit say, rather, to

SCO anything like it. It is an immense church, divided into three
naves, supported by a great number of marble and granite Tonic pillars,

having large and splonihd i.-hupels on eacli side of it, and all lighted up
this morning with rows of chandeliers and inimmcrablo waxen tapers.
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Still, however, there was left enough of obsciiritj in the vif^tas and
roofs of the naves to make the church appear twice as large as it is.

Among these pillars, and under these extended ranges of lights, and far

awaj beneath these dim but gilded roofs, were to be seen a vast multi-

tude of people, in various groups, and in almost all possible costumes

and attitudes. There were soldiers in their uniforms, in two columns,

stretching through the whole central pavement ; there were priests in

their various dresses passing to and fro in the discharge of their various

offices ; and groups of persons in all the variety and liberty of the

ItaUan costumes. In one place were a company of people kneeling

before an altar ; in another, lying by the wall, or at the foot of a pillar,

was a small cluster, weary and half asleep, of people, looking like a

family of wild men and children from the mountains ; other parties

were walking to and fro, as we were ourselves. Meanwhile the Christ-

mas chant sounded out from the Chapel of the Sacrament, sometimes

in a thundering chorus, and then in a softer strain. On the whole, the

scene, I must say, had no appropriate impressiveness ; but it was ne-

vertheless very interesting in its way— that is, as something bizarre,

wild, and fantastic. It seemed as if the place were not a church, but

some vast palace or mighty hostelry, described in an Arabian Night's

Entertainment.

At nine o'clock this morning we went to the celebration of the high

mass by the pope at St. Peter's. Here, again, was a ceremonial of

exceeding splendour, and in an entirely different style. All here was

order and solemnity— more appropriate, though scarcely so striking.

St. Peter's is the place of all places for a great rehgious celebration,

where bodies of military are to be introduced. All other places they

always seem to encumber; here a considerable body of troops were

paraded in different divisions, and in diiferent parts of the church, and

there was ample space for them, and for all the multitude besides.

One of the most striking proofs of the immense magnitude of this place

I noticed to-day, in the sound of the military music, wlaich was soft,

and seemed distant, as if it had come from a field or a tract of country

considerably removed. Indeed, this music was the most interesting

part of the solemnities of the day, with the exception of the elevation

of the host—when the whole multitude, including the mihtary, kneel

upon the pavement. This prostration of a mighty multitude, and of

all the power and splendour of it, before the symbol (as it is regarded)

of God's presence, is, indeed, a very affecting spectacle ; and when it

takes place in the noble piazza in front of St. Peter's, on occasion of

the pope's benediction at Easter, and the multitude is almost countless

— when every knee bows, and an immense body of troops fall prostrate

on the pavement, as if awe had struck them like death, I can easily

believe what a gentleman told me, that he had known a man remark-

ably devoid of all religious emotion, to burst into tears at the sight.
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CHAPTER XIX.

TEMPLE OF FORTUNA MULIEBUIS— CORIOLANUS— CATACOMBS— COLLEGE OF
THE PROPAG^VNDA— MAUSOLEUM OF AUGUSTUS—THE APOLLO AND LAOCOON—
SERVICE AT THE GESU— CARDINALS— THE POPE—WALKS OUT OF ROME—
FOUXT.UNS AKD OBELISKS.

December 2G.— I have ridden on horseback to-day to the temple of

Fortuna MuHebris, four miles out of the city. This is the .spot which
tradition assigns for the meeting of Coriolanus with his wife and
mother; the temple was erected to commemorate their success, and
Rome's deliverance; and, to mark the fonner, was called Fortuna
Muliebris, or Woman's ^Success, as I should render it. The temple
itself is a small and ruinous building of brick, that would scarcely

attract attention ; but when I reflected, that it was on that gentle swell

of land, perhaps, that the stern Coriolanus stood and received his im-
ploring wife and mother, and there yielded to their tears— there passed
through all the struggle and agony which brought him at length to those

memorable words, " C)h, my mother! tliou hast saved thy country, but
thou hast destroyed thy son!" it needed no ruin or monument to

awaken imagination, on a spot thus consecrated to one of the noblest

and most toucliiug scenes in history. In the old Koman history, in-

deed, it stands quite alone. It is the only instance, I think, in which,

on a public theatre, the old Roman Iiaughtiness ever yielded to the power
of the sex. And surely a nobler victim was never offered at its shrine,

than Coriolanus.

From this spot, we returned on the Via Latina, and passed over to

the Appian Way, to visit the catacombs under the church of St. Se-
bastian— or rather, commencing there— for this subterranean burial-

place extended for a number of miles, quite into the city, running
under the Forum, and having an outlet in the prison under the Church
of St. I'etcr in Carcere. The spot is very interesting, for having been
tlio refuge and residence of the early Christians, in times of persecu-

tion. It consists of narrow passages, cut out of a sjongy rock, which
absorbs moisture, and thus renders the place more habitable than I

could otherwise well have thought it. It was far drier than I had ex-

pected to find it. Before, it was always a mystery to me, indeed, how
men could live in such a place. The guide took us to a small excava-

tion connected with one of the pas.sages, where was a rude rhapel, hav-
ing a crucitix and a place for the altar at tlie end. And hero it was
tliat the sad, and trembling, but true-hearted company, kneeled down
to pledge their faith and trust in the name of their rejected Master,

But the times of .sutiering for conscience, the times of moral martyrdom,
are not yet passed ; and St. Sebastian himself, to whom this church is

dedicated, felt no keener aiTows in his body* than those which often.

• This was the mode of liis inartyi<lfiin, ami he is constantly represented in
paintings with arrows piercing liis body.
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times pierce the soul, in the relationships, the uncertainties, the sepa-

rations, the changes, and strifes, of this mortal state.

The day has been most deligiitful ; and a ride on horseback, in the

mcinity of Rome, along the majestic ruins of the aqueducts on going

out ; and on our return, amidst the giant remains of the Palatine, the

Coliseum, and the Forum, seen by tlie soft and waning twilight of a

lovely evening— this is enough for one day.

December 29.—I had an interview to-day with the rector, and some
students, of the Propaganda. I learned from them that this celebrated

institution for propagating the Catholic faith, is governed by a board of

twenty cardinals; that its income is about one hundred thousand dollars*

per annum ; and that its present number of students is about one

hundred, of whom thirteen are from the United States. The rector is

a German count, apparently not more than thirty yeai's of age—M.
Reisach ; and the young gentlemen with whom I met were American
students. We had much conversation upon various topics, for two or

three hours, some minutes of which I shall just note. They stated the

surprising fact, that the pope's annual expenditure, for personal and

household purposes, is only fourteen thousand dollars. They ridiculed

the idea that he has sent, as has been alleged, the sum of one hundred

thousand doUars, from his private purse, to America; nor has the

Propaganda, they say, ever expended on American missions more than

thirty or forty thousand dollars. On the subject of exclusive salvation,

they stated a doctrine, saving a little tinge of assumption, as liberal as

auy one could desire. It was, that sincere conviction of being right

must spread its shield over all those who entertain it. The assumption

lay in an implied reservation of rightful supremacy for the Cathohc

church ; but they distinctly held, that if any man should leave the

mother church, from sincere and honest conviction, the dissent was not

to be deemed fatal.

December 30.—I hunted up this morning the mausoleum of Augustus

;

yes, hunted for it. Little thought the man, once deemed so important

to the world, that it was said, " It had been good for mankind if he had
never been born, or had never died"— little did he think the time would

ever come, when his proud mausoleum must be searched for, or when
found at last, would be found surrounded and hidden almost from sight

by other houses— itself a stable and a tannery. I asked a picket of

soldiers within fifteen rods of the spot; and with the habitual ignorance

and impudence united, of the common people here, on such points, they

would have sent mo first to the Coliseum (a mile off), and then to the

Castle of St. Angelo. Of the mausoleum of Augustus, they knew
nothing! Marcellus, the nephew of Augustus, celebrated by Virgil,

was buried in this spot. I confess, it interested me more, as the place

where this promising youth, the hope of the people, was laid down to

rest—as the place where Octavia poured out a mother's tears—than for

any associations with imperial grandeur ; although in Augustus it had

a noble representative.

I went to see the ApoUo and the Laocoon to-day, and gazed upon

them (especially the first) for a while, with the sad feeling, that it

might be my last look. Yet the Laocoon, much as the other has the

* It was three hundred thousand dollars before the French were hero.
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])reforencc, is awfully tragic and powerful. The tremendous muscular
energy and contortion, but all in vain; tlio imploring sons, with a
youthful, an almost infantine expression of countenance, as they raiBO

tlieir eyes and hands to their father; the fatal complication of folds in

tho huge serpent ; but most of all, the Laocoon himself—the agony of

the parted lips, tho expression, almost more than mortal, of suttering

and horror beneath the eye ; tho accusing brow— accusing Heaven for

tho terrible severity of his lot—yes, those folds of accusation, above the

right eye in particular—all is wonderful ; it is dreadful ; and for this

reason, is a less admired work, than if the subject were more agreeable.

But tho Apollo— oh heavens!— I am ready to exclaim again— that

sovereignty of conscious power and superiority— it is as if his vei-y

look— no arrow needed— as if his very look would kill; and yet, that

look is all beautiful! It is a countenance as if its bare thought could

annihilate, and yet the s]»irit of all gracefulness so pervades it, that it

seems as if the fair creation might spring forth beneath its glance. I

may never see it more ; but I could as soon forget the sun in heaveu,

after having once seen it, as forget this representation of the god of

light, and brightness, and beauty, and power.

December 31.— I visited this morning the studio of Camuccini, one

of the most celebrated living painters, lie has great talent, and his

studio presents many fine paintings, and yet finer sketches, lie has

taken hold, too, of tho old Roman subjects, so much neglected in

general—Kegulus, Iloratius Coccles, Yirginius, Curius Dentatus.

This afternoon I attended a service at the Gesu, appropriated to the

close of tho year, consisting cliiefiy of music. Good singing, though
too noisy—that is the constant fault here: great execution on the organ,

of which they have three in this cliurch ; a stupendous assemblage of

people, filhng this immense temple and all the chapels to overflowing;

the church itself, a rich and solemn edifice, Avitli gilded ceiling, with

paintings and statues, and marble pillars, and pilasters, and altars:

the dim arches and majestic dome, seen obscurely by the light of the

declining sun, and afterward, of iniumierablo wax tapers— all this,

with the occasion to help it, made it a scene not easily to be forgotten.

1 wish wo had more of these things with us IVotestants. Meet it is

that tho epochs of this mortal and momentous existence should be thus

signalized

!

Jamiarjf 2.—We attended a party lately at Cardinal W 's. As
wo do not know much about cardinals in America, and as they arc the

Ijighest officers in a church to which tho most of our people feel a
superstitions strangeness, they may be looked ujion, ])erhaps, as ([uito

a preternatural set of beings. Ik- it known to you, then, that a cardinal's

palace is very much like other mansions of the distinguished classes,

and that a cardinal's party is very much like a great New York or

Boston jam ; that is, after you make your entrance : there is much
more parade on being introduced— a tremendous throug of carriages—
soldiers in attendance— and a noisy, repeated, and sometimes ludicrous

aimouncement of tlie names of tho guests as they jiass through tho

anterooms ; ludicrous, bec^auso hero arc names from all parts of tho

world to be pronounced, and a man will sometimes find it dilKcult to

know his own, in tho mouths of these Italian ushers. A largo jtropor-

tion, indeed, on all these occasions, is English ; and here were several
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of tlio English nobility jostled in tlie crowd, and bearing nothing in their

manner to distinguish them from others ; simplicity is the order of the

day. As to a cardinal's manners, I can only say, that in the person of

our entertainer, they were extremely simple and kind ; it was as easy

to converse with him as with your next neighbour. For the rest, a
cardinal is one of a conclave of seventy, not always fuU, that elects the

pope; is one of the pope's secret council; wears a red hat, rides in a
red carriage, and has the liveries of his servants and of his horses of the

same colour.

A cardinal is one of the pope's council, but I believe the prerogative

is rather nominal. The pope is an absolute sovereign ; and it is found
quite impossible, I understand, to I'estrain the present pontiff in a
course of expenses, that threaten the ruin, in temporal power, of the

papal see. It is said that the annual expenses of the government now
exceed the income, by about three millions of piastres. To meet this

deficiency, the revenues from one village and district after another of

the Roman state, are pledged away to the bankers from whom the money
is borrowed, without any prospect of redemption ; and I am told that

ten or twelve years of extravagance like this, must leave the papal

exchequer in a state of complete bankruptcy.

It might be inferred from this, perhaps, that Gregory XVI. is a very

ambitious pontiff. Yet he affects very little state ; is not disposed to

exact observance, and brings his personal and household expenses

within the most moderate allowance. He was formerly rector of the

Propaganda ; and the students of that institution tell me, that when
they are adnaitted to audience, he often tells them that he is tired of

worldly care and grandeur, and wishes that he could be their rector

again.

But with all this simplicity about the world, I suspect that he has

a great deal of spiritual ambition. One or two circumstances will

illustrate this. He wrote a book before his elevation to the popedom,
which gained little or no attention. He has since caused this work to

be published in every form, from the folio to a small pocket volume.

St. Paul's Cathedral, a mile and a half out of the walls, was once built,

I suppose, in the midst of a populous neighbom-hood. A few years ago

it was destroyed by fire. The pope is now rebuilding it, at an immense
expense,* in what is nearly a waste field ; and for no ostensible reason

that I can see, but that he may, by and bye, write upon its pediment
" Gregorius XVI. sedificavit banc basilicam."

January 3.— These two days past I have taken walks out of the

walls. One of them was to the church of St. Lorenzo, a strange old

building, on the site and partly of the materials of an ancient temple

;

with an old mosaic pavement ; with piUars of all sizes, cut off and fitted

in, with most admired incongruity; but especially with a colonnade about

the high altar, of most magnificent fluted Corinthian pillars of Parian

marble. By the bye, the number of ancient piUars now standing in

Rome, and mostly in the churches, is immensely great. I have seen it

stated, I think, somewhere, at sixteen thousand.

To-day, I went without the wall, on the west side of the city, and
found a variegated and picturesque country. What a glorious spot this

* The columns in this cathedral are single shafts of granite, polished to the

emoothuess of marble.
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must have been, when the malaria was not here ; nor had misrule,

misery, poverty, degradation, fallen here, with the weight of a thousand

curses. The wliolo Campagna, stretching to the sea on one side, and
to the mountains on the other, was filled, was almost swarming with

dwellings, many of them the villas of wealthy and noble Komans— for

these all lived, or had villas out of tiie city; Rome and its neighbourhood

was tilled witli temples, baths, forums, arches, columns, colonnades,

statues ; and it was Rome, the sovereign queen of nations, the mistress

of the world. She was the central point, from Mhich radiating lines

went out through all the earth. On tho.se diverging courses, consuls

and generals went forth to command provinces, or to conquer new
nations ; upon them, they returned, to celebrate, in solemn procession,

their triumphs ; ujion these great ways of empire, ambassadors tra-

velled in state, to give law, and couriers came back to bring intelligence;

and now, so secluded, so solitary among the nations is Rome, that one

of our party, in writing a letter to-day, inadvertently said, " Wc arc as

much out of the tcorld here, as if we were in the moon."
In coming into the city, we passed by the magnificent fountain of

St. Paul's, and visited the church of !^an Pietro in Montorio— the spot

assigned by tradition for 8t. l*etcr's martyrdom. There is a little

circular temple, separate from the church, erected on the particular

spot where the cross on which he suffered martyrdom is supposed to

have stood ; with an upper and lower, or subterranean chapel. It is

gurrounded by pillars of very dark—or, as they say iu the books, black

granite, and is a beautiful object.

Among the most beautiful things in Rome are its fountLiins, and
among the most striking things are its obelisks.

The fountains iu front of St. Peter's especially, arc really glorious.

They rise thirty or forty feet into the air, and come down iu a shower.

The quantity of water thrown up is so great, and the streams, as they

spring out from the basin, are made so to diverge, that they present

the appearance of two trees, one on each side of the piazza. The
fountains are partly resolved into drops and mist, and a rainbow may
always be seen in the direction opposite to the sun. Every time one
sees them, they seem a new mystery and beauty ; and when the sky is

so fair, so glorious a thing, that you feel almost (as you do some days)

as if you could kneel down and worship it, they appear like a cloud of

incense— pure, bright, resplendent— oii'ered up to that supernal splen-

dour and purity.

As to these I'lgyptian obelisks, of polished granite, pointing up to the

sky from almost every square and open S]iace in Rome, and with that

hand-writing of mysterious and yet unexplained characters upon their

sides— what could be more striking^ The antiquities of Rome are

young, by their side. Some of them were built by .Sesostris, by Rameses,
Ix'tween three and four thousand years ago. They saw ages of empire
and of glory before Rome had a being. They are also iu the most
perfect preservation. So beautifully polished, and entirely free from
stain, untouched by the storms of thirty -five centuries, it seems as if

they had not lost one of their particles, since they camo from the

quarries of Egypt. That very surface, we know, has been gazed upon
by the eyes of a hundred successive generations. Speak, dread
monitors I as yo point upward to Heaven— speak, dark hieroglyphic
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Bjmbols! and tell us— are ye not yet conscious, when conscious life has
been flowing around you for three thousand years? Methiuks it were
enough to penetrate the bosom of granite with emotion, to have wit-

nessed what you have witnessed. Methinks that the stern and inexorable

mystery, graven upon your mighty shafts, must break silence, to tell

that which it hath known of weal and woe, of change, disaster, blood,

and crime

!

CHAPTER XX.

ST. PETER'S—ITS MAGNITUDE ANT) SPLENDOUR— MONUilENT TO THE LAST OF THE
STUARTS—MOSAIC COPIES OF PAINTINGS—A WALK IN ST. PETER'S— SERVICES

IN THE CHAPEL OF THE PROPAGANDA—^LIBRARY OF THE VATICAN—ROMAN
MARIONETTES— CHURCHES BUILT ON THE BATHS OF DIOCLETIAN—EPIPHANY
CELEBRATION IN THE PROPAGANDA— ST. ONOFRIO— CARDINAL FESCH'S

GALLERY OF PAINTINGS— ACADEMY OF ST. LUKE— SERVICE AT THE CHURCH
OF ST. MARCELLUS— BLESSING THE HORSES— MOSAIC MANUFACTORY IN THE
BASEMENT OF THE VATICAN— CHURCHES OF ROME.

I wish to convey to you some idea of St. Peter's— of its magnitude,
at least, though I cannot of its magnificence.

But one word, first, in abatement. Though St. Peter's is the largest,

and far the most expensive structure in the world, it fails entirely in its

exterior appearance to make any just impression as a piece of architec-

ture. It fails from two causes. First, because the front is mean, and
totally unworthy of such an edifice. It ought to have had a stupendous
portico, according to Michael Angelo's plan. And secondly, because
it is hemmed in on each side by other buildings— the Vatican on its

left, and the Baptistary and other buildings on the right— so that from
no proper point of view can this mighty structure be seen. The first

fault is owing to a want of means, and therefore not to be blamed ; but
the last is an unaccountable, an almost incredible fault in the original

plan of this vast structure. Surely there is waste land enough in

Rome, and has been for ages, to open a view to the most magnificent

temple in the world. Why was it made thus vast, but to produce an
impression by its size, and especially by its exterior appearance ? Why,
but for this, have such millions upon millions, untold, and unknown,
and incalculable, almost to the ruin of the papal see, been expended
upon it? And yet St. Peter's, as an exterior building, is not seen!

But now let us, crossing the area of its noble piazza— eleven thou-

sand and fifty-five feet long, or ten acres* in extent probably— sur-

rounded by its circular colonnade, contemplate the great object itself.

Its front is one hundred and sixty feet high, and three hundred and
ninety-six feet wide— that is, twenty-four rods— the thirteenth of a

mile. It is six hundred and seventy-three feet— forty rods*— long,

* 1 add these denominations as conveying the most palpable ideas pr(pl:al>ly

to people in the country.
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fuul four liuiKlrcJ and furty-four feet— twenty-seven rods— at the
transo])t, or widest part ; that is to say, it covers about .•^even acres,

Witli these general ideas of the building let us enter it. 15ut you
say at once, " It does not appear so extraordinarily large." True ; that
is because the proportions are so perfect, it is commonly said ; but I

think it is yet more, because wo have never seen any building so large,

and the visual impression is affected in its estimate by what we hare
soon. But we soon learn to correct this impression. We immediately
observe, on the right and left of the door, statues apparently of children— cherubs— that sustain marble vases of holy water. Wo approach
them, and find that they are giants, more than six feet high. ^Vo seo

at a little distance, on the pilasters and just above the pedestal, sculp-
tured doves— the emblematic genii of tlie place—and they appear to
the eye of no very extraordinary size, and wc think that we can easily

lay our hand on them. We approach, and find that we can scarcely
reach to touch them, and they are eighteen inches or two feet long.
We advance along the mighty central nave, and we see, nearly at the
termination of it and beneath the dome, tlie high altar, surmounted by
a canopy, raised on four twisted pillars of bronze. The pillars and
canopy seem to be of very suitable elevation for the place, and yet wo
soon learn that they are ninety feet high.

1 have before spoken of tlie size of the dome, with its walls twenty-
three feet thick, its own height one hundred and seventy-nine feet, and
itself raised two lumdrcd and seventy-seven feet above tlie floor of the
church. This dome is sustained by four square pillars, two hundred
and twenty-thrco feet in circumference. That is to say, each one of
these pillars, or masses of masonry, is nearly sixty feet on each side,

and therefore as large as one of our common-sized churches, if it were
raised up and set on the end. There is a small church and an
adjoining house on the 8trada Felice in Home, designedly built so as
to bo together equal to the size of one of these columns. And yet these
columns do not seem to bo in tho way at all ; they do not seem to
occupy any disproportionate space ; they do not encumber the mighty
pavement!

With regard to the objects within St. Peter's, I can notice only two
or three that struck me most.

One of them is the monument to the last of the Stuarts, Chai-les
Edward, and his brother Henry, the cardinal. There are two angels
of death— it is the work of Canova— before which 1 have spent hours.
So exquisitely moulded are their forms, so delicate, thoughtful, beautiful
are their faces, so sad, too, as they are about to extinguish the torch of
life— as they stand leaning their checks upon tho reverse end of the
long, slender stem— so .^ad, indeed, but then that sadness so relieved
by beauty,— intellectual, contemplative, winning beauty— it seems to
my fancy, at times, as if they would certainly appear to me at my own
dea.th ; as if they wouM tlit before the— ])erhaps failing— perhaps
dclirous— imagination, and rccoTicilo the soul to a departure effected
by a ministry so beautiful. Ah! Wcssod angels! I may one day
stret«'h out my iiands to you, and ask your aid— but not yet— not yet.
But sickness, sorrow, deprivation, calamity in some sliape, may mako
you welcome, before one thinks to be ready.

Among the mosaic copies of paintings in which St. Peter's is so rich.
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there is one of the IncreduHty of Thomas, which has always made one
of my stopping-places, in taking the customary circuit. The eagerness
of Thomas, the calm dignity of Jesus are fine ; but the face of John, as
he stands just behind Thomas, and looks upon his rash act, is one to

remember always. It seems to me the very personification of forbear-

ance. He submits calmly that Thomas should do it— should satisfy

himself— but yet he is exceedingly sorrowful. There is no surprise in

his countenance ; he knows huinan fi-ailty ; he is not astonished at
mibehef or hardness of heart ; but it seems, at the same time, as if his

own heart were broken at the spectacle. There is not the slightest

rebuke in his beautiful countenance ; but such a union of indulgence
and sorrow, as one might well pray for, at that altar— (it is an altar-

piece)—to be awakened in his mind when he stands by the evil and erring,

A walk in St. Peter s is something by itself— a thing not to be had,
nor anything like it, anywhere else in the world. The immensity of
the place ; its immense, unequalled magnificence ; the charming tem-
perature of the air, preserved the same the year round by the vastness

of the mass of masonry; the incense-breathing walls— for there is

literally an odour of sanctity always here, from the daily burning of in-

cense ; the rich, beautiful, variegated marble columns ; the altars, the
tombs on every side, the statues, the paintings, the fine medallions in

marble, of the heads of saints and fathers of the church, which are set

into the sides of the columns in great numbers ; then the arches on
arches that present themselves to the view in every direction ; and, if

the walk be towards evening (the only right time), the music of the
vesper hymn, now swelling in full chorus upon the ear, and then dying
away, as the music changes, or the walk leads you near the chapel
whence it proceeds, or farther from it; all this, with the gathering
shadows of approaching evening— the shadows slowly gathering in

arch and dome— makes a walk in St. Peter's like nothing else!

January 8.— I was present at the celebration of high mass in the

chapel of the Propaganda, a few days since, and, for the first time in

Rome, was gratified with an air of deliberation, dignity, and something
like delicacy, given to the performance of this rite. The principal

person officiating was the Bishop of the Sandwich Islands, lately or-

dained, and soon to depart for his dista,nt home. The students of the

Propaganda were all dressed in white tunics, and their singing, and
their decorous behaviour, as well as that of all the officiating persons,

who, instead of hurrying through the liturgy with indecent haste, re-

peated it slowly, and, instead of bowing and dodging about the altar,

really kneeled— all this made it a very beautiful service.

In the morning of the same day, there were common masses said in

the chapel, in various languages. It was very striking to see, in suc-

cession, the bearded Greek, the black Ethiop, and the swarthy Arme-
nian, officiating as priests at the altar; and some of the persons kneeling

around the altars— monks, I presume, from the East— looked like the

very personifications of oriental maceration.

There is something very imposing in this gathering of all nations into

one fold. Fifty languages are read in the Propaganda. One of the

things at St. Peter's that makes you feel tlie majesty of this system is,

that there are confessionals at St. Peter's for almost all nations, in their

I'cspective languages.
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January 10.—Wo went to-day with the rector and some of the

students of the Propaganda, throngh the N'atican library. We were
received by M. Mczzofanti, who has immediate iharge of the library,

an aged and very learned man, who speaks forty-two languages— him-

self, therefore, to mc, the greatest wonder in the library, lie showed us

some very old manuscripts, a Virgil and a' Terence, each of the fifth

(;enLury ; a mcst sj)lendid manuscript of Dante on vellum, beautifully

illuminated and painted; and some curious autograph letters from

Henry \'11I. to Anne Boleyn.

Aftenvard we were shown a large cabinet of cm-iosities taken from

ancient churches, and from the catacombs, consisting of instruments of

torture, antique lamps, bronze crosses, and silver chalices. They were

chiefly from the catacombs. Upon these objects, the eyes of tlie perse-

cuted and devoted company, in caves and dens of the earth, had
rested; with what emotions, how little are wo able to comprehend!

Januanj 11.— Really, the Koman maiionettes, alias puppets, which
we have been to sec this evening, are worth a description. They are

of the size of grown men and women, and they are made to perform

an entire play and l)cillet. The dialogue is read by persons out of

sight at the sides of the stage, while the puppets " suit the action to

the word" with such propriety arid grace as are perfectly surprising.

There are few s])eakers who might not take lessons from their gestures.

Then the ballet was performed almost with the skill and accuracy of

opera dancers. But that the strings by wliich they are suspended and
moved are too much in sight, one might scarcely suspect, in looking at

tliese curious and amusing performers, that they were not real persons.

January 12.—To-day (Sunday) I have been wandering among the

churches. First, to the Church of S. Maria di ^'ittoria, opposite tlio

Fontana di Terminc. In this church is the celebrated statue of tSt.

Cecilia about to be pierced by the dart of the angel of death, by Ber-
nini ; but 1 have nothing special to say about it. Next, to the neigh-

bouring churches, built on the Baths of Diocletian. One of these, the

S. Maria degli Angeli, is in the form of a CJreek cross,* and, in its

proportions, pleases me more than any church in Rome, and is, besides,

a splendid structure. 1 have visited it many times since I have been
here, and it was with quite a sadness of spirit that I took my last look at

it to-day. In the Church of St. Bernardo, at the other end, and ou
the foundation of the Baths of Diocletian, there was a celebration of

the mass this morning; and to think, that on this very building, once
devoted to the pleasures of a pagan emperor— on this very spot, where
were martyred, in cold and wanton cruelty, tlie forty thousand Chris-

tian slaves who had built this immense edifice t— that here a Christian

service was chanted, by many voices, and the pealing organ, and every
solemn ceremonial, was enough to make the service interesting and
touching, even if it had not been well performed— which, fur once, it

wa.s. Aftei-ward I passed tln-ougli S. ^laria Maggiore, to bid it adieu,

with its splendid chapels and its beautiful ranges of Ionic pillars.

* That is, wlicrc both naves are of equal length, and not like tlie Latin cross,

wliero they are unequal.

f Tlie Ii;itii8 f>r Diocletian, tiie largest in fiiicient Rome, were more than one
thousaud teet square ; that is, tliey covered about twenty-five acres.
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This afternoou I attended a singular exhibition at the Propaganda.
It is a sort of Epiphany celebration, and consists in recitations in a great

number of languages. On this occasion, the languages spoken were
thirty -seven in number. Our own language had a very good represen-

tative, especially as to the manner of speaking (which was the best on
the boards), in a young American from Philadelphia, and we gave him
a good round clap for it. It was amusing to see how the spectators

from different countries clapped, as their various languages were pro-

nounced ; but it was especially striking to observe how the feelings of

the whole audience took part with a black Ethiop boy, and gave him,

evidently on that account alone, a far heartier reception than to any other.

January 13.—I have been to-day to visit the tomb of Tasso, at the

Church of St. Ouofrio, on the west side of the Tiber. The church has

a beautiful and commanding situation on the brow of Mount Janiculus,

a range of hiU that runs along the west side of the city. In the con-

vent which joins the church, Tasso spent his last days, and there died.

There is a pleasant piazza or corridor in front of the convent, and the

spot itself is retired and delightful. Tasso had come to Rome to re-

ceive the highest honour which was left in the hands of the former

mistress of the world to confer—the poet's coronation in the Capitol.

The ceremony was deferred till spring, in order to give it the greater

splendour. But he grew more ill in the winter ; caused himself to be

carried to St. Onofrio ; and died the very day on which he was to have

been crowned!
January 15.—The great business of to-day has been to visit the gal-

lery of paintings at the palace of Cardinal Fesch, and it is very rich.

There are a number of

Remhrants— portraits, with that wonderfully natural countenance,

and especially that living eye, in which, I am tempted to say, he sur-

passes all other painters. Also

A Correggio: A Descent from the Cross; with the soft golden light

—light rather than colouring —which, I believe, characterizes his pic-

tures. The descent here is effected by the ministry of augels ; and the

conception appears to me to be beautiful. But the best piece of

all is

A Raphael Mengs: Semiramis at her Toilet— an exquisitely deli-

cate and lovely countenance. I have seen nothing of Mengs that was
not very fine.

Teniers : a great many of his small, graphic, almost unequalled paint-

ings, in humble and grotesque life.

Some exquisite small pieces on copper ; churches, chapels, with ad-

mii'ablo perspective.

Some capital landscapes by Wouvcrmans.
January 16.—The Academy of St. Luke, where I have been to-day,

is worth a visit. Raphael's St. Luke painting the Virgin, is considered

the principal object, and it is not unworthy of Raphael. The difference

between inspiration in a revei-y, and inspiration engaged in a fixed

effort, is finely marked in the countenance of Luke. There is a sort

of fixed compression about the lips, such as I have seen in an artist iu

the act of painting ; and yet the eye is full of inspiration. There are

iu this academy a number of beautiful small premium casts, and some
delightful portraits.
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After this I went tlirough the Forum, along the ruins of the Pala-

tine, and to the top of tho Cohseum, and took my last melancholy look

at these melancholy objects.

On coming home through the Corso, I observed a collection of car-

riages about the Church of St. Marcellus, and on going in, found the

church lighted up— it was just at evening— with ten or twelve chan-

deliers, and a great number of wax candles, creating a splendid illumi-

nation. It M-as dressed out with tho usual decorations of a festa

—

curtains hanging in festoons before the altars, «fec.— filled with a crowd
of people, and filled, too, with glorious music. This— I mean music,

not always glorious music, however— is tho principal part of all cele-

brations of saints' days, «fec. Tho present ceremonies, I learned, were
for St. Marcellus 's day. The music was sustained by the organ, a band
of performers on instruments playing with rare delicacy and fine exe-

cution, and an immense choir, some of them singing with that wonderful

combination of higli falsetto, running almost beyond the power of a
woman's voice, yet without any of its shrillness, which is scarcely ever

attained, unless where the physical nature is .sacrificed to it. For my
part, I go heartily along with those celebrations, and wish that such
were introduced into our Protestant churclies.

January 17.— I went to day to tho piazza before S. Maria Maggi-
ore, to witness tho singular ceremony of blessing the horses. The day
is called St. Anthony's day. Tho ceremony is simply this: Carriage

after carriage drives up before a chapel— so it was while I stood to

observe it—a priest comes forth dressed in his robes, and, after utter-

ing prayers or benedictions (I know not which— nobody can know
what a priest says, unless he knows it beforehand), he takes a brush,

and dipping it in the vase of holy water at tho door of the chapel,

sprinkles it over the horses.

January 19.—We went to see the mosaic manufactory, in the base-

ment story of the Vatican. Camuccini's painting of the Incredulity of

St. Thomas is there ; and it is a curious fact, that it is not equal to the

mosaic of tho same painting in St. Peter's. This mosaic work is quite

wonderful, for it comes very near to the perfection of painting. The
mode is, to have a strong frame of iron, on which is spread an amalgam,
and into this amalgam are set the stones which form tlio mosaic.

These stones, by tho bye, are themselves manufactured. Thoy are a
sort of vitrified substance, made of any given colour by certain exact

proportions of the necessary ingredients— the receipt for each one
being recorded in a mammoth volume lying ui)on tho table. It asto-

nished me to find, deposited and numbered, in the immen.se repository

of this establishment, eighteen thousand different shades of colouring,

January 20.— I do not know that I can take a more apjjropriate leave

of liomo, than by a notice of its churches. Nothing in Rome has as-

tonished me so much. The works of art have, if anything, fallen short

of my expectations; that is, as a mass— some things cannot disap-

point. Tho ruins, with the exception of tho Coliseum, certainly have.

Thev are mostly bn(;k ruins ; and a brick ruin is tho least interesting

of all remains. And tho churches, I acknowledge, have very little in

their architecture or exterior appearance to recommend them. The
front is frequently nothing but a dead brick wall. However, it has one

recommendation ; it is a complete protection against street noises.
3 A
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So that you pass at once from the bustling city into the deepest
seclusion.

There are three hundred and fifty churches in Rome : and any one
of an hundred of them is such a wonder and beauty, as, placed in Ame-
rica, would draw visiters from all parts of the country. I speak now
exclusively of the interior. The entire interior walls of many of these

churches are clothed with polished, antique marble. They are hung
around with paintings ; and filled with marble pillars, statues, tombs,

and altars. These altars, built often of jasper, porphyry, and the most
precious ancient marbles, are commonly placed in recesses or chapels

on each side of the church, so that they offer some retirement to the

votary.

I confess that I seldom enter these churches without an impulse to

go and kneel at some of the altars. and both agree

with me iu this. We have often said, that if it were not for the air of

pretension it would have to any of our acquaintances who might chance

to pass, we certainly should do it. As we were walking in St. Peter's

to-day, said, " It does not signify, I do wish, in serious earnest,

that I could be a Catholic." My own feeling is— and in this we
agreed— that if it were not for the faith, I should like many of the

forms very well. These ever-open churches, these ever-ascending

prayers, the deep seclusion and silence, " the dim religious light," the

voices of morning mass or vesper hymn, the sacred themes depicted

upon every wall and dome, and again and evermore, these holy altars,

whose steps have been worn by the knees of the pilgrims of ages past—
all these things commend themselves, not mei'ely to the imagination,

but to the most unaffected sentiments of devotion.

CHAPTER XXI.

THE nOMAN CATHOLTC SYSTEM.

On taking leave of Rome, I shall make it a text for some thoughts
on the general subject of the Catholic religion.

Of a dispensation of Christianity, embracing more countries, and
numbering more adherents than any other, it cannot be at any time
unimportant or uninteresting, to form a correct judgment. But in ad-

dition to this, there are circumstances at the present moment, which
give the subject a considerable prominence among those that invite the

public attention. The old Protestant horror against Popery has been,

for some time past, gradually dying away ; and although circumstances
have recently kindled up a temporary excitement on the subject, I

think it cannot become general or lasting. The papal see has lost all

political power and importance ; it is fast parting with its revenues ; ifc

is annually alienating to bankers, parcel by parcel, the very patrimony
of St. Peter's ; it no longer gives any countenance to those worst cor-

ruptions which brought on the Protestant Reformation ; and if it has
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not altogether withdrawn its sanction from the Inqnisition, it no longer

encourages the application of those tortures, which, wlicn they were
hrst unveiled to the knowledge of mankind, sent a groan of sympathizing

horror through the world. Then, with regard to the prophecies concern-

ing Popery, a feeling is prevaihng in the world, that their doom is at

length fultiUed, in the annihilation of that gigantic and overshadowing

despotism. Tlie foot of Rome is no longer on the neck of kings ; on
the contrarv, its very head is howed to the dust, before a power that it

once commanded. Nothing coidd bo more deplorable than its condition.

The vials of wrath are indeed poured out upon the very seat and throne

of the papal hierarchy ; the nobles of the land are reduced to poverty,

and the poor of tlie land to beggary ; its fields, its plains, once culti-

vated like a garden, and covered with villas, now lie waste, dispeopled,

desolate, under the pestilential breath of tlie malaria; its villages are

falling into ruins ; the moment you cross the boundary line, you recog-

nise the places that belong to the patrimony of the church, by their

utter misery.

These circumstances of the religion, at its very fountain head, must
satisfy, it would seem, the most confident denouncer or interpreter of

Heaven's judgments upon Popery ; they present a combination of evils,

calamities, and woes, which cannot fall much short of a fulfilment of all

the maledictions that can have been found or fancied to exist in the

prophecies. At the same time a profounder study of Scripture has had
the ofFet't to bring some doubt upon those exact constructions, by
which numbers, and dates, and persons, and places, and events, have
been so particularly laid down in the chart of the expositor. So that,

on the whole, there is a large and increasing number of Protestants,

who do not feel at liberty to pursue, with pity or horror, the Catholic

of those days, as if he were a mark for the displeasure of Heaven. The
consequence is, that the Catholics are coming, with many, to take their

place among Christian sects, and to be judged of with that degree of

candour, limited enough, indeed, which diftering sects are accustomed
to deal out to one another.

Another circumstance which invites attention to this subject is, that
tlie Catholic religion seems, at this moment, to be making some pro-

gress in the world. It is, indeed, a singular fact, that, at this very
moment, when the religion is dying at its heart, it is flourishing in its

members. It has made some distinguished converts in Germany within
a few years past ; it is gaining rather than losing credit and influence

in Great Britain ; and it is said to be gaining numbers in America. A
good deal of apprehension, it is well known, has been felt by some
classes of Christians among us, (oncerning this sjircad of the Catholic
faith in the United States. The great effort made in the Atlantic
states, to establish Sunday Schools in the Valley of the Mississippi,

sprung, no doubt, from this apprehension. It has overrated, I have
no doubt, both the means of the Catholics and their increase. The
increase has been occasioned by emigration, and tlierefore is no in-

crease; or by the natural growth of jtopulation, ami therefore is no
evidence of progress. Of actual conversions to Popery. I imagine there
arc very few in our country, for it is not a country to favour them : and
even if there were more than there are, or are* alleged to be, I still

should not partake of the general alarm, because I believe there is a
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spirit in our institutions which will sooner or later control the power,
and correct the errors, of every sect. There may be a sect in our coun-
ti-y, and a large and flourishing sect, denominated the Catholic ; but it

is not, and never can be, the despotic institution that it has been in

other counti'ies. Its power over its own members must constantly de-
cline. Then, as to its means for propagating its faith, the report of
immense appropriations for this purpose, by the mother church, was
never anything, I believe, but rumour ; it is not of a nature to be veri-

fied: and the exchequer of Rome is too poor to give any colour of pro-
bability to the statement.

The growing candour, then, of the Protestant world, and the growing
strength of the Catholic interest, have both prepared the public mind,
and pressed it, to examine the claims of this form of Christianity.

And I mean now its claims, not to infallibility, not to supremacy, not
to being, iu preference to any other form of Christianity, a Heaven-
appointed institution— claims, which the Protestant world is scarcely

disposed to consider— but its claims, in common with other modes of
church order, ritual, and usage, and other means of spiritual influence

and practical virtue, to the common respect and sympathy of Chris-

tians. It has peculiar usages ; and it sets up pretensions to peculiar

virtue— to a virtue that springs exclusively from its own system. This
last, too, is a point which has made an impression on the minds of some
good Protestants ; and it is, moreover, and most truly, the most inte-

resting point of inquiry that could arise between the two parties. For
if there be something in the Catholic system, or some divine influence

especially connected with it, which produces a virtue superior to all other

virtues— if this be reaUy and undoubtedly so—why, truly we have
nothing to do but to return as fast as we can to the bosom of the ancient
mother church.

Now, this is precisely what many Catholics allege, and some Protes-

tants seem disposed to admit. I do not say that this admission has
been public, or has appeared in any writings ; but I have observed in

conversation, and I think others must have observed, a growing dispo-

sition to do justice, and, as I conceive, more than justice, to the vii-tues

of the Catholics. It is, in part, a reaction, no doubt, from the old

severity ; but I think it arises, in part, from a neglect to make the proper
discriminations.

But what are the virtues, in whose behalf this claim of superiority is

set up? They may be stated to be generally, the virtues of devotees,

and of the religious orders. Where, it is said, is there anything like

the virtue of the Sisters of Charity, a society of females, composed
partly of the high-born and wealthy, partly of the young and beautiful

—whose members devote themselves to the humblest offices, in hospitals

and almshouses, without remuneration and without fame ? So, again,

if the traveller finds himself upon some lonely desert, or upon some
almost inaccessible mountain, where he is liable to be overwhelmed by
the sands of Africa, or the snows of Switzerland— if, I say, the traveller

finds in either spot a house of refuge, and good people living there on
purpose to rescue him, the house of refuge, it is likely, he will discover

to be a monastery, of the order of St. Benedict, or St. Augustine,

What hosts of missionaries, again it is said, has the Catholic church
Bent out into all parts of the world—compared with which, the company
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of Protestant missionaries is a mere handful. And not like Protestant

missionaries have thej gone out, carrying home and household gods

with them, but alone have tliey gone and lived among the heatlien in

their families, and learned their manners, and thus gained over them
the greatest influence. And what, it is said still further, what are all

Catholic priests but missionaries in a sort, subject to the absolute com-

mand of their superiors, going far or near, without hesitation or question,

as the interest of the church requires—going alone through life, without

domestic endearments, without home, without those first gratifications

of the heart which all other men demand as their right? How often,

too— and tliis is the pliysician's testimony—how often is the Catholic

priest found by the beds of the dying, spending hours, sometimes

days and nights there, that he may administer the last rites of his

religion.

Far be it from me to detract anything from real merit— far be it

from me to detract anything from its just measure and its full desert,

wherever it may be found. Nay, not to detract from it is little. To
acknowledge virtue, to enjoy it, to delight in it, to bless, to cherish it

as the richest treasure of the world— let me tread wliat land I may,
Cathohc or Protestant— let me dwell in Kome or in Geneva— this is tho

spirit in which I would see mankind everywhere. That there are vir-

tues among the Catholics whicli deserve to be thus regarded, I have no
doubt. But it does not follow that they are superior to the virtues of

all other Christians. And since this is an inference which some are

disposed to think very plausible from tho facts, I shall turn from the

pleasure of beholding and admiring the virtues of my Catholic brethren,

to the duty, much less agreeable certainly, of making some strictures

upon them. And I confess that my doubts about the Catholic claim

of superior virtue, fixes upon the very point where its main stress is

laid—its peculiarity— its extraordinariness. I do not know that Ca-

tholics say, or that anybody else says, that tliey are better men than

others in tho ordinary duties and relations of life. But the point that

has been pressed upon me in the colleges of Rome, and that is put
forward elsewhere is, that the special services of religion are more
faithfully atteiided upon by Catholics, that extraordinary sacrifices and
enterprises are more common among tliem ; that no other church can

show religious orders devoted to charity and prayor. Nay, it is so ar-

ranged among the different religious orders, that prayers shall never

cease—some rising in tho night watches to continue them, so that the

devotions of the church may bo uninterrupted and perpetual. This,

then, is the case ; and 1 frankly say that I do not like the aspect of it.

It is not well or safe for any sect to take this ground. Tho sti'ess laid

liere is the grand error, as it seems to me of the Catholic system, con-

sidered as a religious system.

Tho most remarkable thing about Christian virtue, whether wo see

it in the precept or the examjile of its great Teacher, is its fair order,

its full pn)]>(trtion, its easy adaptation to all circumstances, its fidelity

to all relations and trusts, in fine, its simplicity, consistency, and uni-

versality. It is always doing good. It is always speaking, it is always
acting, rightly. It is so constantly manifesting itself, as scarcely to

attract any notion. This even and unvarying tenour of a good life has

not the splendour, the glare that bekmgs to some one department of
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benevolent exertion ; it does not, therefore, draw as much observation
upon it; it is not so much admired; but we read, that " the kingdom
of heaven cometh not witli observation." That cahn, equal, silent

restraint laid upon the passions ; that habitual self-coutroul and devo-
tion, bj which ambition, pride, conceit, selfishness, sensuality, are all

kept down, and the whole character is subdued to meekness, forbear-

ance, and tenderness ; let no man doubt that the time may come,
when far-famed philanthropy, and flaming martyrdom, and maceration,
and fasting, and prayer, and every canonized virtue, wiU fall far behind
it. The worth of these virtues I do not deny. I only deny their claim
to superior worth. I deny that they are likely to be superior. Nay,
I contend that extraordinary virtues are very liable to be partial and
defective— that they are very liable to pay some of the penalties that

visually attach to what is extraordinary in character. How often is

great zeal for rehgion deformed by passion ; much praying connected
with much peevishness ; great sanctity marred by equal pride, and
singular philanthropy tainted by vanity and affectation

!

I distrust, therefore, the claim of the Catholic to superior virtue,

precisely because he puts that claim upon extraordinary ground— upon
ground removed from the ordinary path of life. And certainly I dis-

trust aU similar pretensions set up by Protestant sects, for the same
reason. It is surprising to observe what stress is laid, in Catholic dis-

courses, upon the single virtue of almsgiving. It seems to be en-

foi-ced, almost as if it were a substitute for aU other virtues, as if it

covered a multitude of sins ; and I fear it is often practised with a view
to its answering both purposes. It is said that mendicants throng the

church doors, in Catholic countries, in confident reliance upon this well-

known fact— that good Catholics often leave their dwellings to attend

church, with a vow on their own part, or an injunction from their con-

fessor, to bestow charity, right or wrong, with cause or without, on
somebody. Now, surely the real question about virtue is, not whether
a man does one thing well, but whether he doeth all things well ; not
whether he is a good devotee, but whether ho is a good and devoted
man in every relation and situation ; not whether there are some good
and self-denying monks and priests in Catholic countries, but whether
the whole population of those countries is singularly self-denying, and vir-

tuous. Nay, he who shuts himself up in peculiarity, whetlier Judaical,

Popish, Protestant, or Puritanical, so far cuts himself off from the

means and opportunities of a noble and generous virtue. He who se-

lects a particular sphere of operation, and sums up all his virtue in that,

as also he who retires to a monastery, flies from the great conflict of

life, from the battle-field of virtue— flies, I say, from the very field

where the most glorious deeds are to be done, and the most glorious

victories are to be gained. And it is absurd for him, or his friends for

him, to demand admiration ; he ought to be content, if he can escape

censure : it is as absurd for him to challenge admiration, as it would be

for him who fled before his country's enemies, to lay claim to similar

homage.
In fact, I must ask, whether these vaunted virtues of Catholic piety,

are not very apt to be factitious ? Suppose, for instance, that a man
should do a right action, under the fear of instant death for disobedi-

ence, or in the certain hope of heaven, as the reward of his fidelity iu
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this single instance. The virtue, in such a case, if it could be called

virtue at all, would be extremely factitious ; the fear would not leave

the mind its moral freedom ; the hope would bring a sort of hallucina-

tion over the moral faculties ; the state of such a mind woidd bo alto-

gether unnatural ; the virtue would be artificial. Now, the principles

illustrated in this extreme case, seem to me to be apjdicable, to a cer-

tain extent, to the devotees of the Catholic church. It is common in

the teachings of that churcli to make a wide distinction— a distinction,

wide almost as that between salvation and perdition— between society

and solitude ; between the world and seclusion from the world ; between

the ordinary ties of life, and the peculiar relationship of a religious

order. Is it strange, then, or does it imply any great virtue, that a

young person, under the influence of venerated superiors, and per-

suaded, that to remain in the world is almost certain perdition, should

rush into the order of the Sisters of Charity, or into a monastery,

where all is safety, and certainty of the bliss of heaven? How many
are tliere among us, who would freely give up their entire for-

tunes for the certainty of being happy for ever! So, also, for the pro-

tracted attendance of the CathoHc priest at the deathbed, there is a

motive, which may be termed a violent motive, and which, if it were

admitted among us, would just as certainly carry every Protestant

clergyman to the same place. That is to say. the Catholic priest be-

lieves tliat tlie future state of the departed soul much depends on these

last ceremonies. It would bo the most unparalleled cruelty, therefore,

for him to fail of his attendance. The truth is, and so it deserves to

be stated, that instead of its being any great merit or fidelity in him to

be present, he would be a monster if he could fail.

The claims of the Catholic priesthood to admiration, on other

grounds, I would willingly bo excused from discussing ; since it is

scarcely possible to discuss them with decorum and courtesy. I speak

now of the priests in Europe, and especially in Italy, and I would not

aUude even to them, if it were not that their virtues are often urged
upon our notice by their admirers, in contrast with the indulgences and
luxuries of the Protestant clergy. I am the more unwilling to say a
word on the subject— tlie alleged self-denials and stoic virtues of the

Catholic clergy— because I know, and gladly admit that, notwithstand-

ing all tlie dangers of their position, there are many individuals among
thorn of the greatest purity and dignity of character. Put surely he
who should contend that their peculiar situation— their seclusion, that

is to say, from domestic companionship and intercourse, is, or is found

to bo, favourable to the purity of their lives, or the refinement of their

manners, could do so only in total ignorance, both of the weak and the

strong points of his cause. Let him descant as much at large as he
pleases upon the Imly antiquity and the beautiful seiTices of his church,

but with the knowledge of what exists in the oldest and most venerated

abodes of that church, let him say as little as possible of the self-denials

of the Catholic j)riestliood.

The truth is, that the great cliarm of tho Catholic system to many
— and not a few Protestants are Catholics in this respect— is, that it

ofters to them a course of specifics and definite .services and exercises,

instead of the great, general, and indefinite task of virtue. In rehgion,

multitudes choose what they consider to be safe bondage, in preferenco
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to dangerous freedom. The Catholic— I except, of course, many en-
lightened persons of that class from the remark— but in general, the
Catholic has a monitor in his priest, ever at his side, to say, " Do this,"

and " Do that. " He is left to struggle with no questions or doubts of
any kind, and thus, as it seems to me, is taken out of the hands of the
true spiritual discipline. He has his i-eligious duties exactly weighed
out to him, and if in any point he fails, if virtue sink in the scale, he
has penances and absolutions to restore the balance. Thus all is mea-
sured, and made exact and definite ; more definite, I believe, than suits

the discipline of virtue. Thus all is plain and easy ; no questions about
faith ; no doubts about duty ; to obey, not to inquire, is the grand re-

quisition ; docility, submission, are the characteristic virtues of the Ca-
tholic system. The efi'ect upon the ignorant is likely to be mental
slavery and superstition ; upon the enlightened, it often is, I fear, to

set religion apart from the free action of their own minds, into the care

of the priesthood ; or to resolve that which should be the constant nur-

ture and food of hfe, into the temporary excitements and raptures of

cathedral worship.

I am not now saying that the Catholics are worse than other Chris-

tians ; I am only speaking of what seem to be the tendencies of the

system, and I think I may, without any breach of comity or candour,

do this, in reply to the assumptions of that church. It may be, that I

do not, and cannot speak impartially on such a subject ; but without
intending any disrespect to the many enlightened and excellent men
who belong to that communion, I will venture to say of the system,

that it seems to be the childhood of Christianity, while Protestantism

I consider to be its manhood. And although this manhood has its own
peculiar exposures, yet for the same reason that I would advocate
freedom in civil affairs, would I advocate freedom in religious affairs.

The republicanism of Christianity is Pi-otestantism.

I have thus been led, from conversation and observation, since I have
been abroad, to put down some thoughts on the Catholic religion. But
there is a question about the general sincerity and spirituality of Ca-
tholic devotions, which, I find, is oftener raised in Protestant countries

than any other, concerning the religion, and to which, therefore, I wiU
attempt to give a brief answer. The religious services of the Catholics

in their churches are commonly thought, among us, to be such as are

enforced by their superiors, or to be mere compliances with forms, held

by them to be necessary ; and, therefore, a doubt very natm'ally springs

up, concerning both their sincerity and spirituality.

I can only say, with regard to the first, that there is every appear-

ance among the attendants at their churches, of the profoundest rever-

ence and sincerity. Besides the appointed services, there are many
which are voluntary ; and at every hour of the day, at morning, noon,

and evening, he who enters the churches, especially of Italy, will find

worshippers in greater or less number, kneeling before the altars, in

silent devotion. If these services be abominations, as some good Pro-

testants will have them to be, I could wish the manner of them, at

least, in some Protestant churches that I have observed, were imitated.

There are few spectacles more touching in the world, perhaps, than at

early moi'ning, ere the last veil of night has departed from the sanctu-

ary, or in the evening twilight, when the first shadow of the coming
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darkness has fallon upon the holy place, to behold, separately, silently

kneehng upon the altar's steps, or the cold pavement, those who have

seemed to seek tlie hour of seclusiou from the world's great throng, to

pour out tlieir prayers and tears— to pour out tlieir joys in gratitude,

or their sorrows in submi.ssion, before Him, who hears the inaudible

eigh, and understands tlie miuttered thought.

With regard to the charge of formality, I camiot help giving you
the answer which I once received from a learned and distinguished ec-

clesiastic, leaving you to judge of it as you may. 1 had presented this

charge of formality, not so much as my own, perhaps, as the commou
Protestant charge, and asked him what ho M'ould say to it. lie said,

in reply, " You have been in our churches; you have witnessed the

continual resort to them ; and I can inform you of what you may not

have observed, that every morning, almost the entire population of

Rome comes to mass ; the whole body of labom-ers invariably attend

the morning service, before they go to their employments : and yet there

is no compulsion whatever in the case— it is purely voluntary. Does
this, then," he said, " deserve to be called formahty?" Nay, he went
further, and, 1 confess, with some show of reason. " When I have been

in IVutestant countries," he said, " the thing that has struck me, has

been the apparent absence, during six days of the week, of all religion.

On the seventh, indeed, the people assemble in their churches, but it is

by appointment, it is in compliance with custom ; and if anything could

seem like a forced and formal matter in religion, it would be this." Let
Protestants see to it, I say, that the charge against them be not fomid

true ; and if tliey do not daily resort to some public altar, let them not

fail of using equal endeavours to cultivate the spirit of devotion— let

them beware lest they treat their religion as if they were ashamed of

it— above all, let them carry the prayers of the heart into the practice

of the life.

But my concern, at present, is with the Catholic religion. I am
obliged to observe, that with this fair show of devotion in the churches,

there is, in most Catholic countries, a striking and staggering incon-

gruity in the morals of private life. Still I do not feel it necessary to

brand those devotions with the charge of superstition or hypocrisy.

The great evil in the Catholic religion— the great evil, 1 mean, which
is exhibited in its practical results— is, that imagination and sentiment

are substituted for real feeling and virtue. This, I should say, is tho

great evil in the present state of the religion ; 1 do not say it was in-

tended or is abetted ; the stricture, I make only with the freedom and
candour with which I should speak of any other form of Christianity.

Tho defect, 1 think, has arisen from circumstances, as most defects in

religious bodies arise. Those beautiful churclies, on which the wealth

of ages and empires has been lavished ; those tombs and relics of saints

and martyrs on every side ; those jjictures and statues, making every

temple a sort of gallery of the arts ; the processions, and rites, and
memorials, marking almost every day in tlie year, and thus putting

upon almost every otherwise common day the stamp of some venerable

usage or holy recollection ; the services of the church, too, so fitted, in

the music, tlie responses, and the forms, and all this, too, amidst dimly
burning tapers, and tlie voices of a strange and long since dead speech,

and tho varied and splendid costumes of the officiating priests— so
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fitted to enchain and enchant the imagination : all this tends evidently
to create a feeling about religion, akin to the feeling that is awakened
bj the arts— imaginative, superficial, transient; pleasing, perhaps, and
even fervent for the time, but not operative, not eftectual, not lasting.

These cathedral influences tend to make a sort of cathedral religion,

but not the religion of actual and active life ; the religion of contem-
plation, and fancy, and revery, and sentiment, but not the religion of

self-restraint, and of a strict conscience, and of a rigorous virtue.

There are, however, forms and usages of the Catholic church, which
seem to me not liable to all that objection which we Protestants are

accustomed to bring against them.
The practice, for instance, of calling their churches by the name of

some apostle, saint, or martyr, which has been considered superstitious

by some Protestants, appears to me, not only free from objection, but
to be very proper and desirable. It seems to me a kind of degradation
to a temple of God to call it by the names of those persons who, from
time to time, ofiiciate in it. What would be more proper than that a
church should bear onward from age to age the name of some noble
sufferer in the cause of religion— of some heroic apostle of truth, or

bright model of virtue ! It would then be a kind of monument to that
moral greatness which is taught within its walls.

One of the interesting services, indeed, in the Cathohc ca-lendar, con-

sists of a periodical celebration, a kind of festival celebration, of the virtues

or sufferings of the saint, or martyr, to whom any particular church is dedi-

cated. There are prayers and thanksgivings appropriate to the occasion;

there are anthems sung in commemoration of former days and deeds ; the
church is illuminated, and clothed with decorations to aid the effect ; and
everything is done— perhaps too much is done, to make the ceremony,
as a ceremony, attractive to the people. However this may be, the sei*-

vice in its nature seems to me pertinent and interesting. If saints and
martyrs have been held in too much reverence in former days, that
seems scarce likely to be the fault of these times. While many things

ancient and venerable are passing away, I would lay my hand on the
records of ancient virtue and preserve them : I would spread that bright

page before the people from time to time, and " give the sense, and
cause them to understand the reading." The virtues of the world are
the treasures of the world. I would enshrine them in sacred rites. I

would embalm them, as many of the bones of saints actually are pre-

served in the very altars of the sanctuary. To contemplate vii'tue is

the grand means of gaining virtue. To praise it, is to commend it to

the respect of others. But we never contemplate it so feelingly, nor
respect it so deeply, as when we behold it clothed with the beauty and
power of example. Let then, I would say, not only goodness, but let

good men be remembered in times, and seasons, and services devoted
to that purpose. Let holy rites set forth—let holy words recount, their

deeds and sufferings. Let their virtues be borne up on the breath of
music, an offering, and a thanksgiving to Heaven.
And a festival, too, such as is observed in Catholic countries— a fes-

tival to commemorate, not one alone, but to commemorate all saints—
a day to remember all good men— a season around which is gathered
the mighty host of those who, in faith and patience, in suffering and
triumph, have gone to heaven— this, I confess, strikes my mind as
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something most meet, suitable, aud grateful. Our Protestant religion

is too naked of sucli as.sociations. We are too reserved, I think, in ex-

pressing our regard towards living worth ; we are not likely to give too

much expansion and expression to our enthusiasm for the heroism and
sanctity of fomier days. It teaches a needful lesson to those who are

Btruggling against the tide of this world's temptations ; it teaches a

beautiful lesson to the young, the ardent aspirant after virtue— to

know that the piety and fortitude which, iu their day, were humble,

and cast down, and fearful, and despised perhaps, have come to live,

amidst anthem aud prayer, in the memory of all generations.

CHAPTER XXII.

JOUILNEY TO NAPLES— POSTING IN ITALY—BAY OF NAPLES— ROY.VL MUSEUM—
POZZUOU ANTJ 1J.U.E— VESLTIUS— nERCULANEUM— POilTEU— TOMB OF VER-

GIL— CUUUCILES IN NAPLES— CUtNIVAL— LEGUOUN— PISA—GENOA—GIULIO

ROMANO'S MARTY'nnOM OF ST. STEPUEN— POLITICAL STATE OF ITALY— ITALY

THE LAND OF THE FINE ARTS— CULTIVATION AJND PATRONAGE OF TUE FIAE

ARTS IN AMERICA.

Naples, January 22.— I travelled post from Rome to Naples in

thirty hours, not stopping except for the detentions and vexations occa-

sioned by passports and custom-houses. We left Frascati, tlie ancient

Tusculum, on the left, and passed through Mola di Gaeta ; at both which

places Cicero had villas. With those localities to bring him to mind

—

travelling on, or near roads wliich had so often resounded to his chariot

wheels— travelling, too, over the Pontine marshes, in the vicinity of

which he was put to dcatli, it may be easily believed that it was his

image that possessed my mind— his sliade that seemed to flit before

me, amidst the waning twilight and the bright moonbeams of the silent

night. I saw him a proud and joyous traveller from tho excitements,

the studious toils, and the loud applauses of Rome, down to his country

seats. Tlicn I fancied him in tliese luxurious retreats, surrounded by
friends, and engaged in high discourse. But a change came, and again

I saw him— borne upon his litter with the stops of fear and flight.

Tlie assassins approach— (I looked, perhaps, upon the very field—

a

monument marks the spot, said to be the place of his death)—he com-
mands the litter to be set down ; lie submits with calm, witli Komaa
<lignity to his fate ; with w<trd and with action more sublime, perhaps,

than he ever usimI Ix-fore, he bids them do tlicir oflifc. 80, at least,

would I think that a great man dies. For I cannot think that a great

man ever died meanly, though in some moment of temptation, of vanity,

or passion, he may have done meanly. Not that any a<-t of his deserves

to bo so qualified; for I think tliat mucli injustice has been done him.

llis proconsulship in Cilicia was as magnanimous as his eloquence in

Rome was unrivalled.

The stylo of posting in Italy, and, iiidoc<l, all f)Vfr tlio Continent,

woidd, if it were in America or in l-'ngland, present a spectacle for the
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whole generation of boys to hoot at. Such looking creatures as they
often bring for horses ; but yet more, such harness— ropes for traces,

tow strings for buckles— and the horses so far apart that those before

appear as if tliey were avant-couriers to those behind ; and altogether,

looking as if the first pull would snap everything asunder, and without

any necromancy, resolve the generic substance, team, into the individual

elements which compose it, and send the whole crazy collection of cattle

to feeding in the pasture. It was with a good deal of this aspect of

things that we set off last night, at midnight, with seven horses, and
three postillions scolding, hurraing, and cracking their whips, as if theif

had no fear about the ropes, and were going to draw a barn. However,
they whirled us away as if it had been the chariot of the fairies.

The approach towards Naples, for twenty or thirty miles, presents

beautiful scenery, and the first of any considerable extent that I have
seen in Italy; and Naples itself, with its environs, is a spot so delightful,

that I wonder anybody who can get here stays in Rome or anywhere
else, beyond the time necessary for sight-seeing. My window at the

hotel commands the bay ; and whether by the light of day or by moon-
light, the scene is such, that my eyes are never sated with gazing upon
it. By day, there is the far-extending and winding shore lined with
villas and villages, the bold island of Capri at the mouth of the bay, and
above its shore the Apennines rising in beautiful perspective, like an
amphitheatre, yet irregular and picturesque; in the evening Vesuvius
stands forth—an appalling object— to give the aid of contrast to the

serenity and beauty of the scene— a red stream of lava pouring down
its side, and accumulating, at the termination of its course, into a mass,

a precipice of blackening cinders and interior fires— like a burning
brow of wrath, frowning over the peaceful moonlit waters beneath.

January 24.—Within two days, I have been through the immense
Royal Museum— a collection mostly of objects from Herculaneum,
Pompeii, and Fai'nese. The objects are ancient paintings in fresco;

Egyptian monuments, among which are four finely preserved mummies ;

the Farnesan Hercules, and the group of the Farnese Bull ; statues in

bronze, some of them capital ; kitchen utensils, in which I saw every-

thing we use, except the gridiron and the toasting-iron ; a splendid col-

lection of Etruscan vases, the papyruses from Herculaneum, &c.

January 25.—To-day I have been to Fozzuoli and Baia3 ; both upon
the bay. The ruins about Baiae are of the most extraordinary charac-

ter. For two or three miles, brick walls, arches, and staircases are

seen jutting out in every direction from the steep hills along the shore.

It seems as if some mighty hand had kneaded whole villages into the

soil on which they stood ; or as if the thunder of heaven had ploughed

up the whole region, turning viUas and palaces, like stubble, into its

mighty furrow. And so it was ; for here the earthquake and the vol-

cano have been ; and here were the villas, palaces, pleasure grounds,

and baths of tlie early Roman emperors and their most distinguished

subjects. The old Romans chose these shores as the seats of relaxation

and enjoyment ; Cicero had a villa upon the bay, just below Pozzuoli.

I stood upon the site of it to-day ; I heard the same wave break upon
the shore that he heard ; I stood beneath the precise point of the hea-

vens where he stood ; but now, time, and flood, and fire, have set such

marks of desolation upon this whole shore, as would make the heart
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sink to behold, even if they had not written destruction upon the very

glory of the ancient world.

Jamuirif 29.— I must take leave to be very statistical on two or three

topics on which it would bo very easy to be sentimental and romantic.

Ve.suviu8.—The ascent, a pai't of it, is over fields of lava, black,

rough, desolate, without a spire of grass, or a shrub, or anything that

breathes of life. It is a stern and awful spectacle of destruction ; it

makes one's very nervies grow rigid to look upon it. The lava appears

in every form— in streams, in ridges, and in shapeless masses—just as

it was left by the tremendous clement. I ascended to the highest

point— the edge of the crater— sat down upon the very margin of the

fiery cauldron, where, however, there was no fire now, but from the

bottom of which there were several eruptions while I sat there, attended

with a huge roaring almost as loud as thunder, and sending up showers

of sand and stones, and shaking the earth on which I sat with very dis-

tinct tremhlemens de terrc. The guide took me to two places on tho

side of the mountain, where were openings, two feet in diameter, into

the molten and fiery mass of lava. It was really fearful to look down
into it. There it was, within two or three feet of you, a mass hke

molten iron, flowing down the side of the mountain ; and yourself sepa-

rated by a crust of lava, not more than a foot thick, perhaps, from the

tremendous fires of Vesuvius!— fires that you had read of with a sort

of dread and horror, at the distance of four thousand miles from them ;

fires that were burning, for aught you knew, to the centre of the earth.

And here you stand directly over them, and feel their heat burning

your very check! There was anotlier opening where the hissing was

so loud and sharp that I could hardly stand by it. Smoke ascended

from various points around us ; and the smell of the gas that escaped

from these places was extremely pungent, and almost suffocating. It

seemed as if it cut the very lungs, it was so sharp. For my part, I was

glad to get down ; and felt as if it were almost a tempting of Providence

to be there, from motives of mere curiosity.

I understand, this evening, that since I was there, the lava has over-

flowed a part of the very patli on which I went up ; and that the cele-

brated guide Salvatorc has given notice, that it is not safe at this moment
to attempt the mountain at all. If so, the moment of my going up was
fortunate. I observe this evening, that the stream of lava is brigliter

and more distinct than I have seen it any evening before. It is, indeed,

and without any exaggeration, a river of fire, flowing down, for the dis-

tance of a mile or two, from the top of the mountain.

Hehculaxeum.— I went down a very long flight of modern steps be-

fore I reached the passages that lead to the theatre of llerculaneum,

the only part that remains excavated. It was strange, indeed, in this

subterranean theatre, once tlie i)Lace of concourse, and the seat of plea-

sure, to liear the roll of carriages far above, in tlie streets of a new vil-

lage. Now all was dark and silent hero, save what light our candles

gave, and the f(trmal and hackneyed sentences of tho cicerone, as he

pointed out the various localities. As the villages of Portici and Kesina

are built over llerculaneum, tlie excavations catniot proceed.

Pompeii.—You have a strange feeling in walking through Pompeii,

as if you were admitted into a kind of sanctuary. Por seventeen hun-
dred years, it was hidden from the sight, and almost from tho knowledge
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of the world ; there was a veil of mystery upon it, thick almost as that
which Vesuvius spread over its dwellings, in the dark and fearful day
of their overthrow. They are now opened afresh to the eyes of the

world, and it seems as if one were admitted to the knowledge of some
secret, in being allowed to cross their thresholds. I was permitted, by the

politeness of the superintendent, procured by a letter of Mr. St. Angelo
of Naples, to enter a room where the excavations where going forward.

A part of a flute was thrown out while I was there ; and a small fresco

painting of a tiger on the wall was unveiled. The last time it was seen

Avas nearly two thousand years ago ; the eye that last looked upon it

was that of the affrighted occupant of this dwelling ; the next—moment,
I was about saying—in which it is seen, is to-day ; and the next person

who sees it, is myself. It seems as if that man were but a step from
me ; as if a thousand years were, indeed, but a day.

There is an amphitheatre here, a large forum, several temples, and
many fine houses. One of Cicero's favourite villas was here. Near it,

at the house of Diomed, I completed my two hours' walk, and in Dio-

med's garden, beneath the portico that surrounded it, I sat down and
ate the dinner I had brought with me— a glass of excellent Falernian

wine assisting at once my philosophic and my physical man—my me-
ditation upon the past, and enjoyment of the present time.

The Albergo dei Poveri is a vast establishment in Naples, which
ought not to be called a poor-house, but an immense manufactory and
school for the poor— for that is its character. The building is fifteen

hundred feet in front ; and has at present more than six thousand in-

mates. Everything is neat and in fine oi'der. The military system in

which the boys are trained, serves at once for recreation and exercise.

This establishment speaks well, and promises well, for the Neapolitan

state : speaks well, I ought, perhaps, to say, for the minister of the in-

terior, Mr. St. Angelo, for it falls under his department, and owes its

present improved condition, I understand, to him.

The Tomb of Virgil.—On the very edge of the grotto of Pausilippo,

in what must have been, before that grotto or road was cut through
the hill of Pausilippo, a deep and wild glen upon the hill— looking

out upon the bay of Naples, and commanding a view of the city, stands

the small, circular mound of brick, tlie only remaining portion of the

tomb of Virgil. It is a rural and romantic spot, fitly chosen to hold

the ashes of him who "sung of herds and fields." No one, with a

schoolboy's recollection, and with the least faith in the identity of the

spot, could stand there without emotion. Virgil, among the Roman
writers, is pre-eminently the classic father. Cicero we admire as the

great man, orator, and philosopher. Horace was a writer more astuta

and keen-witted, of a genius more racy and original, than the poet of

Mantua. It is perhaps for this very reason, because everything is so

moderate, mild, and gentle, in this great master of our early discipline,

that I stood, with an almost indescribable feeling—as if I had been a

son—upon the tomb of Virgil.

Churches in Naples.—San Martino— a perfect bijou— the very

counterpart of St. Peter's at Rome— really not less splendid— with a

number of fine paintings by Spagnoletti, but especially with such a

profusion of fine work in marble, as I never saw in an equal compass—
with such a floor of tessellated marble as I never saw anywhere. Gesu
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Nuovo, very rich and beautiful in its way. S. Genuaro, the cathedral;

with a great iiuml)cr of silver shrines aud images. In the Capella di

S. Sevoro, arc the two celebrated veiled statues— one of Modesty, an-

other of the dead Christ— amazingly fine. You could scarcely believe

that the veil was marble.

The Caiinival.—To-day I rode through the Toledo and tlie Strada
Nova, a distance of two miles, in a line with hundreds of carriages, and
amidst prol)ably not less than one hundred thousand people in the

streets and balconies of the houses. Masks are common on these occa-

sions, and indeed convenient ; for the amusement consists in pelting one
another with sugar-plums, and little balls of plaster and lime, made to

resemble sugar-plums. It is rather a poor aud common-place way
of making merry, though the king himself takes part in it. Neverthe-
less, the whole thing is quite amusing

; perhaps the more so, because
it is being amused with nothing. At any rate, I partook of the sport,

and enjoyed the spectacle highly ; and our party came back to the

Crocelle, looking as if we had come out of a flour mill.

For a parting word of the Neapolitans, I will say that their beggars
are the most importunate ; their clieaters— and they are everybody you
deal with— are the most unconscionable aud persevering; and their

population apparently the most idle, gay, aud joyous, that I have seen
in Europe.
On the thirty-first of January, I left Naples for Marseilles, by steam-

boat, stopping at the following places :
—

CiviTA VECcniA— of which nothing is to be said but that it answers
the purpose of a seaport to Rome.

Leghorn— is a weU-built, good-looking city, with a better di*essed

and neater population than is seen in most of the Italian cities.

Pisa— to which we made an excursion from Leghorn, and passed a
night there. The leaning tower is a very striking object. It is one
hundred and ninety feet high, and declines from the perpendicular thir-

teen feet. As to the question whether this deviation from the perpen-
dicular is owing to design or accident, I judged, from looking at it, that
when it was raised to half the height, tlie leaning took place from the
insufficiency of the foundation, and tlien that the remainder was built

with reference to the leaning. For the deviation from the perpendi-
cular is much less in the upper half; while the appearance at the base
shows that the depression there was accidental. The cathedral, of
wliich the leaning tower is the campanile, or belfry tower, is a grand
old pile, with a profusion of paintings of no great value. The Campo
Santo is a sort of cemetery, a repository of old sarcojihagi, «fcc. ; but
was built for the particular purpose of enclosing a portion of sacred
earth whicli was brought from Mount Calvary in Jerusalem, in the time
of Ricliard Cojur do Lion. The sacred soil was to me the nu)st inte-

resting thing licre; though the building, with its interior range of
Gothic arcades, is tine too.

Before reaching Leghorn— not many miles from the port—we
pa-sscd the island of Elba, and saw Corsica in tlie distance.

GENctA—gives no idea of M'hat it is, from the harlutur, for it seems
to bo jammed down under tlie surrounding hills, and looks meanly—
but it is a city of palaci>s. A large proportion of the streets, however,
are not more than eight or ten feet wide, which makes the whole city a
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grand curiosity. We went through four or five palaces. They are not

rich in paintings. The Serra Palace, however, has one of the richest

rooms in Europe. The only very fine, first-rate painting I saw in

Genoa, is Giulio Romano's Martyrdom of Stephen, in the church of

St. Stephen. It was designed by Raphael, and the upper part, it is

said, was painted by him. But the impressive part is Giulio Romano's
— St. Stephen, his murderers, and Saul who " kept the clothes of them
that stoned liim," and whose countenance is clothed with a fine air of

eagerness and confidence, without malignity— all of which is very char-

acteristic of liim " who verily thought that he ought to do many things

against the name of Jesus." The glory of the picture, however, is the

face of Stephen, as he " looks steadfastly up into heaven, and beholds

Jesus standing on the right hand of God." There is such an union of

tenderness, and pity, and triumph, and rapture in his countenance, as

cannot be beheld without strong emotion ; and I lingered before the

picture as long as 1 could.

In taking leave of it, I felt as if the last glory of Italy were fading

from my sight
; yet I also beheld it die away, in the beams of the set-

ting sun, upon the hills between Genoa and Nice, as we sailed along the

Mediterranean shore. I was certainly not unwilling to leave Italy
; yet

I could not altogether help mingling sighs with my adieus to the land

of so many treasures in art, of so many glorious recollections, yet, alas

!

of so much depression, poverty, misery, misrule, and despotism.

Twelve separate governments, as absolute as any that ever existed in

the world, are so many wheels of torture to poor Italy; while the great

wheel of Austrian despotism grinds everything, government and people

alike, into the dust. It is some comfort that the indignation against this

system is universal. With whomsoever I have talked, marquis, count,

scholar, priest, man of business, courier, or servant— and I have
talked with one or more of each of these classes— each and all have ex-

pressed, and that very openly too, but one feeling. There is a point

beyond which human nature, even degraded as it is in Italy, will not

suffer, and the day of retribution must yet come ; and when it does

come, it will probably rise in clouds and set in blood. This would have
come to pass before now, if the people had any confidence in each other

— confidence enough to concert and carry on a conspiracy— but the

moral degradation of Italy is also her thraldom.

Italy is the native land of the fine arts, and their present home ; I

might better say, perhaps, their prison. For nothing but the bolts and
bars of state restriction prevents its treasures of art from departing for

wealthier countries. In every considerable city, there is a commission

appointed by tlie government, without whose consent no painting or

statue can leave Italy ; and with regard to the chefd'oeuvres of art, this

consent is quite out of the question. Indeed, the permission, in the

present state of the country, would be thought, and would be in fact,

suicidal. For the cities of Italy live upon strangers, and strangers

would not come, if there were nothing to see. The climate, ruins, re-

collections, would draw some, indeed, but the number would be greatly

diminished.

Would that Italy might consent, or could afford—as she will in bet-

ter days— to part with some of her treasures; for then might we ex-

pect to see in America, pictures and statues from the hands of the
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great masters. Or even if the pope would consent to farm out, to an
American or English company, a part of the Campngna, or tlie bed of

the Tiber, to dig for statues, wo might have, 1 doubt not, one noblo

gallery at least, in each country.

It is often said, that the arts cannot flourish in a republic ; and this

is said, in the face of such examples as Athens and Kepublican Komc.
But wliy can tlioy not? 1 ask. Want of patronage is the reason usu-

ally assigned, but to this reason there are two material exceptions to bo

taken. In the first place, tho arts may find patronage in the general

pjjirit of a country, as well as in royal or princely revenues. Let there

be intelligence and refinement among any people, and the patronage of

the arts must follow. And is it not safer thus to trust tlie encourage-

ment of the arts to the intelligence and free competition of a whole peo-

ple, than to a few individuals, kings, or princes, who, if tliey have often

fostered genius, have sometimes cramped and enslaved it? Would not

a generous artist rather take an intelligent people for liis patron, than
a king? May not tho fine arts, in this respect, be safely and advan-
tageously subjected to the same ordeal as literature. Wo have wealth

enough, we have intelligence in America, and I am willing to rely upon
these for the inevitable consequence. ]>ut in the next place, I would
not trust patronage alone for tho prosperity of the arts. I should place

more reliance upon the genius of a people. Nothing could repress such
a development among a people like the Athenians ; nothing could elicit

it among barbarians. Our country has already works to sliow, wliicli

may vie, I will venture to say, with any contemporaneous works of Eug-
lisJi art. Tlie landscapes of Cole persuade us that the days of Claude
may come back again. In Mount and Durand, as painters of grotesque

and common life, we have artists that enable us to look at tlic works of

Teniei-s and Wilkic without despair or discouragement. I doubt whe-
tlier the best portrait ])ainters among us, now that Sir Thomas Law-
rence is gone, are excelled anywhere in the world. Page and Flagg
are very young artists, but full of promise. AUston has already a fame
in Euroj)e, and the public are anxiously waiting for a production from
liim in tlie department of historical painting, which will give us some-
thing to quote in this loftiest department of tho art. tireenough, too,

we claim as an American artist; and I wisli there miglit be presented

to him, by more influential voices tlian mine, the benefit he might con-

fer on his country by coming and living among us. If lie would open
a studio of sculpture in Boston, or New York, or Diiladclpliia, it could
not fail to have a decided effect upon the public taste.

It would ]>c sad, indeed, if the allegation were true, that the arts

could not flourish in a republic; for it is precisely there that they ai*e

wanted to complete tho system of social influences.

It is a mistake into whicli novices fall, to sup])ose tliat the arts ai"o

unfavourable to morality. Tho truth is, tliat all this is conventional;
and liowever a gallery of pictures or statues may strike tho un.iccus-

tomcd eye, it all soon comes to bo regarde<l as indiiferontly as tlie varie-
ties of costume in the living person. In fact, the fine arts have
usually been tho handmaids of virtue and religion. Moro than half of
tho great paintings in the world aro illustrative of religious subjects

;

and embracing mythology in this account, moro tlian half of tho
statues are of the same character. An<l to refer to kindred arts— ar-

3 M
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chitecturo, too, has built its noblest structures for religion, and music
has composed its sublimest strains for the sanctuary. Genius, indeed— that inspu-ation from heaven— has always shown its descent from
above, by this direction of its labours.

The introduction of the arts into our country, then, is not to bo
dreaded on the score of morality. Is it not on every account greatly

to be desired? The most material deficiency among us, perhaps

—

next to the want of virtue— is likely to be the want of refinement.

There is need among us of objects that kindle up admiration and enthu-
siasm, that awaken the sense of delight and wonder, that break up the

habits of petty calculation and sordid interest, and breathe a liberal

and generous soul into the people; and this need the'arts would
supply.

Again ; it is too truly said, that wo are a people devoted to gain, that

utility is the grand law, and wealth the grand distinction here ; and
that neither the law nor the distinction is lofty enough to train up a
great people. I object not to utility as a rule of action— but I object

to the common construction of the rule. That is not useful alone,

which conduces to immediate comfort ; that is as truly so, which con-

duces to general culture and refinement. So that a fine painting, or

statue, or building, is as truly useful as a canal, a railroad, or a ship.

It is said, moreover, that our political and nominal equality— literal

and actual equality it cannot be, though foreign writers are continually

confounding them— that our equality, such as it is, tends to bring

down our whole people to the level of the lowest; that it is the parent,

not of improvement, but only of pretension and of self-complacency

;

and, in fine, that under all these influences, the lofty enthusiasm of the

people is degenerating— that the beau ideal, the beautiful, and the

sublime, are siiddng under the weight of the practical, the popular, and
the vulgar.

If I were discussing these points fully, I certainly should argue
against the unqualified charges in question. And yet I should, and I

do confess, that there are dangers in these respects, which urge upon
us the importance of setting up every antagonist principle that we can
find in education, literature, and the arts. In this view, the almost ex-

clusive direction of expenditure in our cities, to purposes of fashionable

display, is extremely to be regretted. It is not of the extent of the ex-

penditure, but of its tendencies, that I complain. I rejoice that our

citizens have superfluous miUions to expend, and that they are disposed

to expend, rather than to hoard them. If we are a people eager for

gain, though I have no doubt that this national trait is exaggerated,

yet it cannot be denied that we are equally willing to scatter abroad the

fruits of our industry'. Meanness, certainly, is not one of our national

vices. If we talk much about dollars, though really I cannot, in this

respect, see much difference between us and other nations, except in the

value of the catch-word coin— '' un sous'" in France, '' un paolo" in

Italy, '•' a shilling" in England, being about as conspicuous in conver-

sation as " a doUar" with us—yet if this unlucky word does roU with

such provoking facility from our lips, where, I should like to know, does

the thing itself roU so freely from the hand, as in America? Pity it is

— for I care more for improvement at home than reputation abroad—
that sometliing more of this boundless profusion of expense could not
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be diverted from its present course, to the encouragement of tlio arts '.

Tlio drosses of a fashionable Aniericau lady, for a single year, would

place a beautiful painting on her parlour wall, which would coutributo

to the improvement and pleasure of herself and her friends for life—
while her dresses contribute to nobody's improvement or pleasure, but

her milliners and mantua-makcrs. The piles and pyramids of confec-

tionary stulf that are placed, in the course of a year upon a single table,

might' buy a statue.* One half of that which is now expended in some

of our cities for ephemeral superfluities might, in a quarter of a century,

fill them with statues and paintings : neitlicr would that deduction di-

minish anything from the true grace, elegance, and happiness of life.

Then might we have something for a visiter to see in our cities, besides

a great mass of brick houses. It is really mortifying to find, on such

an occasion, how little one has to show his friend from a foreign coun-

try, or from a distant part of his own. Woidd that some Girard

among us might think of founding a gallery of the arts! And what a

benefit might any man of wealth, however moderate, confer on society,

if, instead of filhng his house with splendid furniture, and entertain-

ments, ho should leave all that to the regulation of a decorous and dig-

nified simpUcity, and fill his house with objects that would give a thou-

sand times more pleasure to every visiter, who is not a blockhead ; and
would contribute, at the same time, to the so much needed improvement
and refinement of the whole country ! Why may not our academies of

arts in the various cities undertake to estabhsh peiTnancnt galleries, and
successfuEy make an appeal to our citizens to aid them? Grant that

the beginning were discouraging, and the accumulation slow. Every-

tliing must have a beginning ; and a good enterprise had better proceed

slowly, than proceed not at all. The bare fact, too, that there is a
permanent depository for the preservation of the works of art, would
naturally invito and induce the gift or bequest of such works.

In this connexion, I cannot help olFering one suggestion, for wliich I

am indebted to a gentleman of distinguished taste, that deserves, as it

seems to me, the attention of religious congregations. They are ah'eady

existing combinations for religious improvement. They are able, with-

f)ut burdening any individual, to place good paintings in all their

<;hurches. .Suppose— and this is the suggestion— that any congrega-

tion should commence the undertaking, by a collection in the church,

or liy individual subscriptions, and when a sufticient sum is obtained to

defray the expense of a painting, let the purchase be made by a judi-

cious committee appointed for that pr.rpose. By such a plan as this

for successive ac(juisitions, carried on from generation to generation,

the country might at Icngtli bo filled with the finest productions of tho

• Speaking of statues, the human Ijody is a living statue, whose beauty and
prnpnrtioii were as niucli <lcsigno(l t(» be aihiiirctl as those of nutrhlo. What
^vf)llld 1)0 thought of a marble .statue, if it.s costume wero made to resemble that
of one of our modern lino ladios? A fasliionablc woman may dross for one
half tho oxiH'Use she now duos, may bo twice as aLjroeablo in jtorson to her hus-
band and evoi-ybtxly else, may have Ioks caro about her wardrobe, and more
healtii and mf)ro couifort every way— and why does slio not ? Because she dare
ii(»t resist the French milliner ! Is this a matter too triHinpf to notice? It ruins
thousands ; it makes tens of thousands unhajijiy—goading fashion and business
• iliko to excess and bondage; it causes the improvement of hundreds of thou-
tands to bo nejilcctcd.
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pencil. Our own artists would immcdiatelj feel the stimulus of the

call, and tlie contributions of genius abroad would be brought within

our reach. The effect upon the public taste could not fail to be great

and striking. The effect upon devotion would bo no less salutary.

Painting is a language, as truly as that which is heard from the pulpit.

Whose mind would not be touched and elevated, if, as he took his seat

in church, and waited a few moments, perliaps, for the service— better

so than the service should wait for him— he could fix his eye upon some

Scripture scene living upon the canvass— upon some saint, rapt and

entranced in heavenly contemplation, or upon some noble martyr, tri-

umphing through faith over the agonies of death? The silent walls

would then teach us. We should worship, as it were, amidst the innu-

merable company of saints and angels ; the shadowy forms of the

venerated dead would seem to hover around our altars ; and we should

meditate and pray amidst the opening visions of heaven.

Let it not be thought sacrilegious to speak thus of adorning the tem-

ples of religion. Let the devout man look around him. Where wiU

he find pictures to equal in splendour those which are painted on the

dome of heaven ; which are hung on pillared cloud and mountain wall,

all around this mighty temple of the universe? Nor let it be thought

that among the means of a nation's improvement, influences of this

character are beneath attention. The system of things in which heaven

has placed us, is not confined to palpable and immediate utility.

"What shall we eat, and what shall we drink, and wherewithal shall

we be clothed?" is the cry of a barbarous people and a u-orldJy genera-

tion. It would be indeed an intolerable reproach upon a civilized

people, to say that it had no tastes, but what comfortable houses,

crowded granaries, and stored cellars could supply. And nature, in-

deed, has as truly made provision for the culture of enthusiasm, refine-

ment of taste, and delicacy of sentiment, as it has for the supply of our

pliysical necessities. The Author of nature has shown that it was not

beneath Ms care to provide for the gratification of sentiments, precisely

similar to those which are addressed by the arts. The world, composed

of hill and dale, mountain and valley, not one boundless ploughed field

to yield food ; dressed in gay and bright liveries, not in one sober-suited

colour ; fiUed with the music of its streams and groves, not doomed to

endless monotony or everlasting silence ; such a world, the dweUing-

place of nations, the school of their discipline, the temple of their wor-

ship, plainly shows that they were not destined to be pupils of cold and

stern utility alone, but of many and diversified influences ; of graceful-

ness, of elegance, of beneficence, beauty, and sublimity.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

FRAKCE — MARSEILLES— AVIGNON— LYONS— THE DILIGENCE—PAWS— VER-

SAILLES—FERE LA CH.USE—GARDENS OF TUE TUILERIES, LUXEMBOURG, ETC.

UELLS OF PARIS— SEVRES— UOUELIN TAPESTRY— ST. CLOUD— SUBJECT OF

RECREATIONS.

Marseilles.—On the sixth of February I arrived here on my way
to Paris. This is a large commercial city, well built, and -vrith a good

many fiuo pubhc walks planted with trees
;
yet, on the whole, 1 do not

find occasion to dissent from the remark of a gentleman, on whom I

called, "that for one coming from Italy and going to Paris, there is

nothing in Marseilles."

Lyons, Fehruari/ 12.—La belle France! La belle France!— poor

Mary of Scotland's frequent exclamation—has created in all travellers

such an expectation about this country, that 1 have heard many express

the greatest disappointment, who have passed from Marseilles to Paris.

This has prepared mo to be disappointed the other way. The valley of

the Khono through which I have travelled a hundred and fifty miles

fi'om Avignon, is a fine country, and in the proper season must be

beautiful. 1 cannot say this of the villages, which, like all French
villages, and all others that I have seen on the Continent, ai-e miserable.

How is society to be regenerated, tiU people are more comfortable and
more happy than they can be, in the cold, dark, dirty, unfloored, and
comfortless houses which compose these villages—where the inhabitants

arc wedged in together, in close barricades of buildings, with naiTOw,

damp, filthy streets, and everything, one would think, to make them
sick of life— everything to preclude them from having any just ideas,

any just philosophy of life: and by everything 1 mean ignorance, poverty,

misery, toil witliout relief, and existence without object!

At Avignon 1 visited tlio tomb of Laura, the object of Petrarch's

unfortunate passion. This was all I could do, though the guide book
says that " every traveller of taste and sensibihty will spend a day here

to visit the neighbouring vale of Vaucluse"— Petrarch's residence—
but 1 had objects more attractive to me, in the shape of some parcels of

letters a month old, at Paris ; and so consented to pass on, though pass-

ing for a traveller of no taste or sensibility. Laura's remains were
interred in a church at Avignon, which was destroyed in the Revolution

—some fine Gothic remains of which are still standing; and the spot—
the immediate place of the tomb— is designated by a cluster of cj-press

trees. Fit emblem I and yet, how do the sympathies of mankind cluster

around every instance of absorbing passion, fortunate or unfortunate!

At Lyons I have visited the old Gothic cathedral— and glad am I

to see the Gothic architecture again— there is notlnng like it for ira-

pressiveness in churches. I have been to the silk manut'actories also

;

that of velvet is very curious ; for the rest, they are very much like the

cottoii factories. From the hoiu'lits of the city, there is a fine view of

tlic neighbourintr vall<'v of tlie Khouc.
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' This, I believe, is the last day of the carnival here. The streets are
filled with people. Masked processions, with music, are passing in
various quarters ; madcap-looking fellows in masks are running about
with troops of boys at their heels ; necromancers and sleight-of-hand

rogues are collecting circles around them, in the public squares ; and so

the day passes. These spectacles constantly suggest to me questions
on the subject of popular recreations. So they be innocent, they must
be desirable for any people. These are apparently innocent enough in
all conscience ; but I doubt whether the people of America would be
satisfied with things so trifling.

Paris, February 16.—Let any invalid traveller, coming from the
south of Europe to Paris at this season of the year, look well to his

wardrobe. I have literally doubled every article of my wearing apparel
on the way from Marseilles, and yet have suffered with the cold.

All the modes of public conveyance on the Continent of Europe, ex-

cept the French malle poste, are extremely disagreeable. The Italian

vctturino drives the same horses, day after day ; and wishing to spare

his cattle by stopping two or three hours at noon, he gets you up an
hour before day-break, and, when he is not afraid of robbers, drives

you quite into the evening. " Well," you say with yourself, while you
are yawning and groaning through your hasty toilet in the morning,
" take courage; this tedious journey wiU be the sooner over." But,
alas! hero you reckon without your host—your vetturino; for the

misery of the thing is, that after aU this ado, you only get twenty-five

or thirty miles a day. The French diligence, in many cases, indeed,

drives post— that is, has relays of horses—but the trouble here is, that

you drive on, on, on, day and night, night and day, till you reach your
journey's end. You stop for nothing but to eat, and not very often for

that ; only twice, sometimes but once, in twenty-four hours. Mean-
while, things go on very sadly, both with your outward and inner man.
Your beard is unshaved, your hair is uncombed, your face is unwashed

;

your boots want blacking, your clothes want brushing, your collar

shrinks down ashamed behind your cravat; your very senses gradually

lose " touch and time ;" your fingers grow clumsy, your legs stiff, your
feet strange to you ; and you feel a sort of curiosity, when you pull off

your boots, to see those old acquaintances again. Moreover, the man's
wits get into very perilous disorder. He holds strange colloquies with
himself about matter and spirit, waking and sleeping, thinking and
dreaming ; the boundaries of thought seem to have become shadowy and
uncertain. " Is it fancy, or is it fact?" he says, as some strange ima-
gination flits before him, in the twihght of a half-slumbering half-

waking consciousness. At length, on the third or fourth morning, he
stumbles out of the diligence, scarcely knowing what is left of him, or

wliat planet he has lighted upon.

Paris, somebody says, is a place where there is no human want, but
it can be supplied. I had a grateful proof of this, two minutes after I

got out of the diligence, in the cold grey dawn of the morning, fatigued,

chilled, and comfortless. As I stepped along the side- walk, while they
took down the luggage, a man accosted me, and said, in French, "Do
you want anything?"—"Do I want anything!" I answered: "yes, I

want everything : I want a chamber ; I want a fire ; I want some cafe

au lait, and breakfast."—" There," he I'eplied, pointing to a door not
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six feet oiF
— "there, monsieur! you can liavo them." And, to be

sure— returning for my l)aggage— in ten minutes I was in a neat

chamber by a comfortable fire, and in ten more, cafe au lait, accompaniod
by bread and butter, was smoking on my table.

Fthruari) 22.— I have ridden out to Versailles to-day— a palace and
a city— the city built for the palace ; and it once contained one hundred
thousand inhabitants. All this was the work of Louis XIV. who
expended immense and untold sums of money here—sums for which,

M'itli other follies, his successors have been called to a bitter reckoning.

Yes, it was from this palace that Louis XV L was dragged to the

guillotine in Paris. It was on a low balcony of this palace, that Maria
Antoinette came forth with her children, that the spectacle of their

helplessness might appease the infuriated multitude below ; and which
did turn their tickle hearts, for a moment, towards this beautiful repre-

sentative of female loveliness and fallen royalty. I confess that this, to

me, was the most interesting spot about the palace. Into the palace,

however, I did not gain admittance. Two or three rooms are now
being put into the condition in which they were left by Louis XVI. and
for the time the palace is shut. We went over the immense park,

liowever, and visited the two smaller palaces— the Great and Little

Trianon, Tlie Little Trianon was at times the residence of Josephine

;

her sleeping chamber, and tho bed of her own arranging, were shown
to us. This, again, was a point of interest ; for Josephine was not less

lovely than Maria Antoinette, and her misfortunes were scarcely less

—

divorce, to her, being an evil as great, probably, as death was to her
predecessor in tho occupancy of this royal lodge. For this was a
favourite spot, too, with Miiria Antoinette. The garden, which, with
its hills, rocks, lakes, and streams, is altogether an artificial work, was
laid out under her direction. There are three or four Swiss cottages
in it ; and here, the conducteur over the grounds told us, that Louis
XVI. his queen, and tlieir children, used sometimes to enact the part
of Swiss peasants, selling milk and cheese, and giving fetes champetrcs
to one another— and envying, perhaps, in their hearts, the simplicity

of a pastoral life.

Fchruarij 2'o.—This morning being Sunday, I determined to go and
meditate among the tombs. I went, that is to say, and as you will

anticipate, to the celebrated Pore la Chaise, tho great cemetery of Paris,
lying on tho cast side of tlic city. My anticipations of all that can be
interesting, romantic, appropriate, and attractive in such a spot, scarcely
knew any bounds, and I must say that I was disappointed. The ground
chosen lias not near the capaliilities of our " sweet Auburn," being a
single hill or ridge of land, and it does not seem to mo to bo laid out
with any remarkable taste. There is no natural growth of trees upon
it ; trees, indeed, are planted along tho princijial aveimes ; but tho
jJaco is almost entirely covered witli a plantation of sickly-looking
larches, or some other evergreen resembhng it— for they are not
cypres.ses, as they ought to be; they are not Hr trees; they are not any
trees; but mere slirubs of a uniform aspect, eiglit or ten feet higli, that
look as if they would never grow higher. 13ut tlio greatest objection I

felt, was to tho crowded aspect of the place, Tho tombs arc so near
together, that there is scarcely space for anything picturesque; and tho
bad effect of this arrangement is increased" by the Little square palings
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or fences by wliicb many of the graves are surrounded, and between
which the passages are so narrow, that you can scarcely walk through
them. There are monuments, indeed, which have more space, but
still they have not space enough. The position of this spot is indeed
striking, for it overlooks Paris, You look from the city of the dead,
directly down upon the city of the living ; from the midst of monitory
emblems and marble silence, upon a city of pleasures and vanities ; the
gayest and the most vicious, probably, in the world.

As you go up to the cemetery, the street by which you ascend
becomes, on the approach to it, almost filled with shops, for the sale

either of marble monuments, or of those little chaplets of amaranthine
flowers, of which you have so often heard. I saw many buying and
others bearing those offerings of remembrance to the tombs of their

friends. Of their friends, I say ; yet it was striking to observe that

the tomb of Abelard and Eloise—the finest, by the bye, in the cemetery
—was loaded with more of these offerings than any other; such is the

testimony of human nature to its affections, wild and wayward as those

affections may have been.

On coming from Pere la Chaise, I passed through the garden of the

Tuileries. Nothing in Paris has astonished and dehghted me more
than the magnitude, and in that respect the magnificence of its public

gardens and promenades. The garden of the Tuileries and the Champs
Elysees, lying contiguous to it, or separated only by the Place of

Concord— stretching along the Seine westward from the palace of the

Tuileries—these gardens together contain not less than a hundred and
forty acres—a hundred and forty acres of pleasure grounds, thrown
into public walks, and planted with trees, in the very heart of Paris!

Nor is this all. There are other public places— the garden of the

Luxembourg— the esplanade in front of the Hospital of InvaUds, and
the Champ de Mars— almost as large. These places are all crowded
on Sunday afternoon; and when I came through the garden of the

Tuileries to-day, and paused to gaze upon the spectacle, I did not

know whether to think it more beautiful or sublime. The whole space

of the gardens was almost literally filled. Tens of thousands of people

were walking here—well dressed, cheerful, well behaved, quiet—nobody
speaking above the drawing-room tone, which in Paris is very low

—

family groups, parents and children, old and young—and all seeming

to enjoy enough in the bare walk and conversation; all, unless it were

the children, who would run around their parents, pursuing one another

in sportive circles. Surely it was beautiful— every separate group was
so: but when I looked abroad upon the countless, mighty, moving
multitude, it seemed to me sublime. All the other pubhc places, I

was told, were just as much crowded ; and, indeed, I saw the Luxem-
bourg, and found it so. Our people in America know nothing of

enjoying out-of-door recreations, as the people of Europe do.

February 25.—It is unfortunate for me tliat the Louvre is shut up,

but there is a fine gallery of paintings at the Luxembourg, in which I

have spent two or three hours. There are three capital pieces of

Guerin : Cain, with his Wife and Children ; the wife is exquisitely

done ; it is the policy, so to speak, of poetry and the arts, to make her

beautiful, as it enhances, by contrast, the atrocity of Cain's deed.

Also a Phicdra and llippolytus, very great: and Maiius, escaped from
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the persecutions of S_ylla, and on returning home, finding his wife dead.

But I cannot cuter into details. Guerin was, I think, a great man.
I liavo vi'^ited, to know for niysclf what they are, the hells of Paris.

These are the great garabling-liouses. The thing that struck mo most
in them, was the apparent absence of everything hke what the name
imports. The scene is marked with entire decorum and modesty in

the air of the women, and composure and gravity on the part of the

men; and yet the com])any consists of the most vicious persons of both

sexes. So far is this decorum carried at Frascati's, that servants were

in attendance in the antechamber, who took our hats, over-coats, and
over-shoes, as if we were to enter an ordinary party. This was to mo
the most instructive feature of the scene : for after all, I suppose it is

true, that hell is not found so much in physical horrors, in lurid flames

and frightful countenances, as in smooth-faced, decorous wickedness;

not so much in groans, and shrieks, and imprecations perhaps, as in

soft words and fair pretensions. In short, where hell is, does not

appear to the outward eye, and, perhaps, it never will. IJut who, fi-om

the silent depths of the soul, with the eye all spiritual, has not perceived

things worse than any outward form can show, or scene exhibit, or

words express?

Sevi-es is the seat of the celebrated manufactory of Sevres porcelain.

By the aid of a private letter of introduction to Mr. Bronigiart, the

superintendent of the estabhshment, we were permitted to go over the

whole of it. I cannot enter into any minute description. Suffice it to

say, that the porcelain clay— it is mixed, by the bye, with some
substance which is a secret— is a most ductile substance— is moulded
into its various forms by the hand— is baked with extreme attention

and care— is painted with peculiar metallic paints, dissolved in spirits

of turpentine— is painted exquisitely— with as much labour and talent

as any other painting can be— and the rcsiJt, such beauty that I have
scarcely admired anything in Europe so much. It is said that a fusion

of the metallic paint takes place in the process of baking, so that there

is a softness in the picture that no touch of the pencil can give.

With the Sevres establishment I must connect the Gobelin manu-
factory of tapestry, which I went to see to-day. They are both, en

passant, royal establishments, and the products are too expensive for

almost any but royal revenues. If I was dehghtcd at Sevres, I was
astonished out of measure at the Gobelins. Here is tapestry— worsted

and silk— so woven, wrought, or what you please— it is not woven
exactly, the process is something between embroidering and knitting

—

hero it is, so perfect a copy of painting, that at the first glance you
would scarcely know the ditt'ercnce. The artist— fur so he deserves to

bo called, rather than a workman—has the painting to be copied, behind
him, and the warp stretched before him; and into this warp— lookuig

])ack every moment at the painting— he contrives to insert his various-

coloured threads so exactly, as to produce the amazing result of which
I tell you.

Of St. Cloud— whicli I have passed by a moment, to speak of the

Gobelin manufactory— I have not much to say. It is a beautiful

palace, six miles west from Paris, connnanding a fine view of the

metropolis and surrounding country. It is of moderate size, furnished,

and in the smunier mucli resorted to bv tlie roval fuinilv. St. Cloud
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was the favourite residence of Bonaparte. As we came out of the

palace, two swans in a large basin of water, swimming, and with their

wings lifted, to be borne on bj the breeze, attracted our attention—
demanded it, indeed, for they directed their course towards us, and

came to our very feet. The plumage is far more beautiful than I had
supposed. A swan is a very different thing from a large goose with a

long neck.

My last sentence is rather an odd sort of leave to take of Paris, and

so I will add a sentence more appropriate to its character— for Paris

is like anything but a swan in a pond. The grand characteristic of

this metropolis is, in short, its boundless ministration to the public

entertainment. Its unequalled public gardens and walks; its numei'ous

theatres ; its innumerable cafes and restaurants ; its perpetual concerts,

balls, &c. are all of this nature.

But let me detain the reader a little on leaving Paris, with some
thoughts on the subject of recreation, that often presented themselves

to my mind amidst the scenes which I have witnessed on the Continent.

It is a subject wliich among us in America, seems to need something

more than a passing comment ; wliich needs, indeed, a more thorough

discussion than I can pretend here to give it.

There are other things, indeed, belonging to this life, and constituting

the largest poilion of it. There are grave duties and serious tasks.

There are the toils of industry, the calculations of business, the cares

that spring from the domestic relations. There are hard studies ; or

that no less intense energy of mind that is required to meet those tnals

of virtue, or those assaults of calamity, wliich, in one form or another,

it is the fate of life continually to encounter. But Heaven has not

ordained, man cannot endure, perpetual application either of the bodily

or mental powers. Amusement, and the cultivation of taste— the

indulgence of our natural sensibility to what is beautiful in form,

delightful in sound, and graceful in motion— was as truly designed to

have its place in life, as labour or study.

That a plan of life embracing these objects is accordant with Heaven's

wisdom, is evident from its own express and recorded example. When
the Supreme Being cliose a people to be his peculiar care, he did not

limit liis wise supervision of their affairs to the purpose of making them
an industrious, comfortable, and wealthy people; but he added recrea-

tions and embellishments to life.

The Jewish feasts, festivals, or holidays, let it be remembered, were

of divine appointment. They were numerous, also, compared with our

Protestant indulgences of this kind ; being eighteen festivals in the

course of the year, and some of them continuing for several days.

They were occasions for devotion, indeed, but also for business—
answering the purpose of the great European fairs; for mutual and
friendly intercourse among the tribes ; and for feasting, music, and
dancing. " The harp and the viol, the tabret and the pipe, and wine,

were in their festivals
;

" and Miriam and the daughters of Shiloh, the

beautiful ones of the land, led forth their dances.

The expediency of such intervals for recreation has been acknow-
ledged and acted upon by all nations, and we are the fii'st that have

seemed to doubt it. Labour grows wearisome, and life grovrs dull

without amusement. The general health, the physical energy of a
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people, (leniand seasons of relaxation. It is an obsen'ation of jjliilopo-

pliers and physicians, and it is too obvious, indeed, to need tlicir

authority, that, in proportion as public sports and games die out

among a people, it loses flexibility of nerve, strength of muscle, and the

power of adaptation to the various emergencies of war, danger, and
difficulty, such as life is continually throwing in our path. And the

mind, in hke manner, is liable to become too rigid and contracted in

the perpetual elfort to grasp the same objects, the same studies. It is

liable to want flexibihty, to waut expansion. It is likely to become the

residence of low conceit, of rooted prejudice, of a stern creed and a sour

bigotry.

If these general observations are just, they certainly do not lose any
of their propriety in application to us. We are said to be a people,

more eagerly than any other in the world, devoted to the accumulation

of property. Wo aro diargcd, also, with what is called a republican

tendency to vulgarity of liabits, and manners, and ways of tliinking.

It is intnnatcd that everything wants freedom and expansion among us,

but our good opinion of ourselves ; that our mind, our manners, and
our very speech, are pressed down and contracted under some weight,

either of general example or public opinion; and something, I confess,

has occurred to narrow and flatten our national speech and to)ic from
the force and fuUness of tlie noble English dialect. And as to the as-

perity both of political and religious disputes, tho bondage of preju-

dice, and the bitterness of jiarty spirit, it is common to acknowledge
that we have quite enough of tlicm among us.

I confess, at any rate, that I so far yield to the truth of these alle-

gations and admissions, as to think it desirable that more cheerfuhiess,

more hberality, more freedom of mind from tlie anxieties of business.

and a more expansive social feeling, should be introduced into our

national character. This expansion of social feeling we are particu-

larly Uable to want. The tendencies of society among us are to excessive

private and domestic ambition, to reserve, jealousy, and distnist.

iSeasons of pubbc amusement, in which all classes engaged, would tend

to break up social clanships, and to soothe angry collisions. It has

been said that the hohday sports of the old time are dying out in Eng-
land ; partly from tho prevalence of a more jealous and aristocratic

spirit in the upper classes. So long as those classes were fenced

around witli exclusive and undisputed titles to respect, they had no fear

of compromising their dignity by mixing freely with tlie people and
M-ith their pleasures. But as these imprescriptible titles arc falling

before tlie march of modern reform, their possessors are surrounding

themselves with other barriers ; and tho strongest barrier they could

seek, is found in the reserve of their manners. The same causes aro

at work in this country, and they work in absolute freedom from all

the modifying influences of hereditary rank and entailed estates. A
distinguislied writer abroad once said, in conversation, " You, in Ame-
rica, aro the most aristocratic people in the world." I was startled with

the obsen'ation, but I confess there is some truth in it. The feai* of

compromising one's dignity in our society, the fear of what others will

say, the consciousness of being amenable to public opinion, makes men
jealous, reserved, ami distant ; it acts, in fact, as a restriction upon tho

whole freedom of private life and feeling. The consequence is, I know,
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that it is extremely difficult to introduce puLlic holiday amusements in

our country ; but it is equally, and none the less certain that they are

very much needed to spread a common and a kindly feeling abroad

among the people, and to counteract the tendencies to social exclusive-

ness, pride, and dissension. And the day may come when we shall

find these tendencies more dangerous to our prosperity, and to our very

union as a people, than any levity, aye, or any vices, engendered by pub-

lic amusements. Nay, and if the miseries of life are proper subjects

to be dealt with by the moralist, this is such a subject. For I have no

doubt, that directly or indirectly, one half of the miseries of life in our

country spring from pride and competition, and from the extravagance

in expenses, and the irritations of feeling, consequent upon them.

There is another view in which the subject of amusements, light as

it may be thought, goes deep into all questions about our national im-

provement and happiness. We are making great efforts in America
to bring about various moral reforms. At the head of these enter-

prises stands the temperance reformation. And the public attention,

as was natural in the appalling circumstances of the case, has been very
much occupied with the immediate evil, and the obvious methods of

supplying the remedy. But it seems to me that it is time to go deeper

into this matter, and to inquire how the reform is to be carried on and
sustained in the country. " By embodying the entire nation in a tem-

perance society," will it be said? I think not, even if that point could

be gained. We must have some stronger bond than that of formal as-

sociation, some stronger provision than that of temporary habit to rely

on. We must lay the foundations of permanent reform in the princi-

ples of human nature, and in the very framework of society. Suppose
that this nation and every individual in it, were now temperate, how
are they to be kept so? The zeal of individuals in this cause will die

away ; the individuals themselves will die ; how is the people, supposing

it were made temperate, to be kept so? There was a time, in former
days, when our people were all temperate—when a small bottle of

strong waters sufficed for a whole army—when, that is to say, ardent

spirits were used only as a medicine. Why, from those early days of

pristine virtue and rigid piety, did the nation fall away into intemper-

ance? And how, I ask again, are we to expect to stand, where our
fathers fell?

In answer to this question, let me obseiTO, that there is, in human
nature, and never to be rooted out of it, a want of excitement and ex-

hilaration. The cares and labours of life often leave the mind dull,

and when it is relieved fi'om them—and it must be relieved— let this

be remembered— there must be seasons of relief, and the question is,

how are these seasons to be filled up—when the mind enjoys relief fi'om

its occupations, I say, that relief must come in the shape of something
cheering and exhilarating. The man cannot sit down dull and stupid

—and he ought not. Now, suppose that society provides him with no
cheerful or attractive recreations, that society, in fact, frowns upon aU
amusements ; that the importunate spirit in business, and the sancti-

monious spirit in religion, and the supercilious spirit in fashion, all

unite to discountenance popular sports and spectacles, and thus, that

all cheap and free enjoyments, the hale, hearty, holiday recreations arc

out of use, and out of reach— what now will the man, set free from
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business or labour, bo likely to Jo? IIo asks for relief and exhilaration,

ho asks for escape from liis cares and anxieties; society in its arrani^c-

nicnts offers him none; the tavern and the alo-liouso propose to supply
the want ; what so likely as that ho will resort to the tavern and the
ale-house? I have no doubt that one reason why our country fell into

such uiuisual intemperance, was the want of simple, innocent, and
authorised recreations in it. 1 am fully persuaded that some measure
of this sort is needful, to give a natural and stable character to the

temperance reform.

The reason why the French arc not intemperate, is not, as is com-
monly thought, that their only drink is wine. They have brandy, can
dc vie, and it is evcrywiiere drank, but usually in moderation. And
the reason of this is partly to bo found, I believe, in their cheerfulness,

in their sports and spectacles, in the resorts evorywherc provided for

simple entertainment.

The same principle is thought to be applicable to the late progress of

intemperance in 1-higland. VVith reference to this point, I extract one
or two passages from the London Morninfj Chronicle.

" The evidence taken by the select committee on drunkenness,
proves but too cleaidy the proposition, that the want of agreeable occu-
pation is the great cause of that beastly vice, the disgrace of our nation.

Savages arc uniformly found disposed to intoxication, which enables
them to escape from the insufferable burden of listlessness. All sorts

of mental cultivation— whatever occupies the mind agreeably coun-
teracts the tendency to drunkenness. Air. George Uarrington, of Great
Missenden, Bucks, the son of an acting magistrate, whose evidence is

communicated by Mr. Chadwick, says, ' If the labourer is suHored to
go from his daily work like a farm-horse, with nothing of his own to

think about, he will find amusement for himself in some way or other,

and will fall into bad habits. I need not enlarge on the evils of tho
public-house and the beer-shop.' Some very curious evidence of work-
mg people who had been in France, Switzerland, and German v, taken
imder the factory commission, illustrates the beneficial tendency of tho
liberty enjoyed in these countries by tlio poor."

Again: " But though we contend that in no case ought the ttse of
anything not positively noxious to bo prohihited on account of possible
aljuae, and that in matters of eating and drinking, the legislature ought
never to interfere with individual liberty ; we are not the less sensible,

that of all indulgences, that of drinking to excess is the most pernicious.

The drunkard is not only miserable himself, but he is a nuisance to all

with whom ho is connected, lie is a bad servant, a bad father, and a
bad husband; and wlien he has once passed the Rubicon, he is, we
believe, utterly irreclaimable. This we know, that no consideration
would ever induce us to give any employment to a man or woman
addicted to drunkenness; and the most cliaritable wish we could
utter for a drunkard would be, that his life should be as short as
possible. But drunkenness is tho vice of pcojtlo who are listless, and
betake themselves to the bottle for relief. The individuals most ad-
dicted to drunkenness are not the gay and the cheeiful—the men whose
minds arc occupied with any pursuit, whether study or diversion; but
the heavy— tlie phlegmatic. It is the same witli nations. The nations
tliat cultivate nuisic and dancing arc comparatively sober. It was
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remarked during the Peninsular war, that the German soldiers, who
had a variety of amusements, were never drunk on duty ; while the

great difficulty was to keep an English soldier from the wine-house. The
Germans are naturally as heavy a people as ourselves— they were once
notorious for their deep potations. They are now comparatively sober.

In every village are to be found music clubs. The song and the dance
are frequent. But no people are more careful or industrious than the

Germans."
Let it not be said, as if it were a fair reply to all this, that men are

intemperate in the midst of their recreations. The question is not what
they do, with their vicious habits already acquired, but how they came
by these habits ; and the question again is not, whether a man may not
fall into inebriety, amidst the purest recreations as well as when away
from them, but what he is likely to do. In short, to do justice to the

argument, it should be supposed that a people is perfectly temperate,

and then may fairly be considered the question—how it is most likely

to be kept so. It is certain that there is no natural appetite for

spirituous drinks ; but for sports and spectacles, for music and dancing,

for games and theatrical representations, there is a natural inclination

:

and an inclination, which, though often perverted, must be allowed, in

the original elements, to be perfectly innocent— as innocent as the

sportiveness of a child, or its love of beautiful colours and fine shows.

But grant that the tendencies to intemperance were equally natural and
strong: yet, I say, if there were among any people, authorised holidays,

and holiday sports, if there were evening assemblies, and a pure theatre

—if there were in every village a public promenade, where music might
frequently be heard in the evening, would not these places be likely to

draw away many from the resorts of intemperance? I confess, when
I have seen of other nations, tens and hundreds of thousands abroad in

the public places, without any rudeness or riot among them, without
one single indication of inebriety in all the crov/d ; when I have seen
this again and again, day after day, I have asked what there is to

prevent our own more intelligent people from conducting themselves
with similar propriety. In seven months Tipon the Continent of Europe,
though living amidst crowds—though living in taverns, in hotels, in

public-houses, I have not seen four intoxicated persons! But I have
seen in parks, and gardens, and places of public assembly, millions of

persons, exhilarated by music, by spectacles, by scenery, flowers, and
fragrance, cheerful without rudeness, and gay without excess. There
are moralists and preachers among us, who tell us that we enjoy great

advantages in our freedom from European amusements; but I very
much doubt it.

In saying this, I do not shut my eyes to the dangers that spring from
recreation ; but I think tlicse dangers are greater, for the ban that is

laid on the little recreation there is among us. Some, indeed, are pre-

vented from partaking of it ; but they probably are no better for their

abstinence, and may be worse. They may be not a whit more virtuous,

and only something more proud and uncharitable. Another class of
persons does partake, but partly by stealth, and with a wounded con-
science; and is just as bad as if it were doing wrong, though it be
actually doing right. Another class still partakes and holds it riglit to

do so, and so is not sinning against its own conscience; but I submit,
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whether amusements which are not authorised by the public religious

sentiment of a country, are not likely to do some injury to those who
insist, however conscientiously, upon enjoying tliem. WiU not pleasures

be apt to be taken in excess, which arc taken in the spirit of defiance?

And if not, yet will not those who partake of fashionable amusements
be likely to rank themselves with tiie irreligious, and insensibly to set

aside the obligations of religion? Are they not found saying some-

times, when those obligations are urged upon them, " tliat aJI that may
bo well enough for such and such persons ; but for their part that they

do not pretend to be very strict, or rehgious?" AVhat must be tlio

state of that man wlio feels as if it were a sort of hypocrisy in him to

pray? There is a principle of consistency in every mind, which leads

it to endeavoiu- to act up to its assumed character. "What better can

wo expect, then, than that he who assumes to be of an irreligious class,

should be irreligious? We talk much about parties in this comitry.

There are no parties among us, possessed of such deep-seated, mutual
dishke, and doing so much mutual injury, as the religious and irre-

ligious parties

!

But it may be said, and probably will, by some, " We are afraid of

holidays ; we do not quite like to have this language of patronage and
indulgence extended to amusements ; the world is thoughtless enough
and bad enough already ; the human passions ai'e outrunning all conti'ol

in every direction ; restraint, restraint, restraint, is what mankind want
in everything!" Keally, I must beg that those who undertake to speak

on this subject, would give us something besides their vague impressions

and inapplicable suggestions. Let them take some decided gromid.

Let them tell us what they tcould have. Men cannot labour or do
business always. They must have intervals of relaxation. What is to

be done with these intervals? This is the question, and it is a question

to be soberly answered. It is to be met, I repeat, with answers, and not

with surmises of danger. Men cannot sleep through these intervals.

What are they to do^ Why, if they do not work, or sleep, they must
have recreation. And if they have not recreation from healthful sources,

they will bo very likely to take it from the poisoned fountains of intem-

perance. Or, if tliey have pleasures, which, though innocent, are for-

bidden by tlie maxims of public moraUty, their very pleasures are liable

to become poisoned fouiitains. Is it possible to resist these conclusions?

True, we all wish to see a virtuous and happy society. The question

is, how is such a society to be formed ? Is it to bo done by excluding

all amusements from it? Is it possible that that mixture of liealthful

Ial)our and cheering recreation, which seems so evidently Heaven's
ordination since it is man's necessity, should be wrong? Can that bo
in itself wrong, which belonged to the very system of Jewish poUty
ordained by Heaven? I have said that the question is, how a virtuous

and happy society is to be formed. But I am not sure that tlio real,

idtimate cpiestion, after all, is not rather this, what is a virtuous and
hapj)y society? I am not sure but a very common opinion in tlie

country, on this subject, is one which would exclude from its chosen
spliere of life, all amusement, properly so called— that is to say, all

games, sports, and spectacles. I am not sure but there are many, who,
honestly and conscientiously tliiiiking much of another world, and little

of this, or thinking of this only as a wilderness of temptations, do
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seriously hold that nothing is right, reasonable, or happy on earth, but
direct, intent, religious action of the mind and life ; who would exclude
everything that they call gaiety from the world ; whose essential idea

of a happy society is of one that has its entire employments divided

between labour and religious exei'cises ; of one that has no intercourse

but what is strictly religious, commencing and closing with prayer ; and,

in fine, that suffers every free movement and buoyant affection to be
bound down under the closest rigours of a puritanic and ascetic disciphne.

This with many, I suppose, is a perfect, happy community. These are

the ideas that belong to it— business, prayer, reading, conversation

—

and nothing more. If there is anything more, it must be recreation

;

and this admitted, there really can be no serious difiference of opinion

;

because all reflecting men must be as desirous as they can be, that the

recreations of society should be simple, pure, and well regulated. But
if they do exclude aU amusements from their plan of life, as I believe

many virtually do, then let me ask if they do not err on their own
principle. For their principle is, that they would have society the most
religious possible ; that they would have a society in which there should

be the highest energy of virtue, and the loftiest elevation of piety. But
is this to be attained by the exclusion of all recreations ? WiU the mind
or the heart rise to the highest action of which it is capable, by being
continually kept upon the stretch— I do not say continually in action,

but continually upon the stretch ? WiU the bow send the farthest arrow
that is never unstrung— that, even when laid aside to rest, is never
unstrung? It is a conceded point, that the greatest amount of bodily

labour is accomplished by thejudicious interposition of seasons of relaxa-

tion. I know not how it is possible reasonably to doubt that this is

equally true of the mind and of the heart. Tell me of a mind or heart

that is always the same—I mean not in principle, which it should be

—

but the same always in act, and exercise, and state ; and you give me
the surest criterion and the clearesl, definition of a dull mind and heart.

Tell me of a community in which there is no cheerful or joyous recrea-

tion, and you tell me—you teU all the world—of a duU community.
Whether something of this dulness is not stealing over the national

mind—whether intent occupation is not weighing it down to an un-
wonted and unnatural seriousness— whether the one idea of business is

not absorbing all the enterprise and entliusiasm of the great body of

our youth, is a question which I have sometimes revolved with myself,

however trifling it may seem to others. I was riding in a coach one
day last year, with some young men from the country. They were on
their way, I believe, to one of the great city marts. The conversation

turned upon amusements ; and I confess I was struck with the manner,
so diff'erent from that of former days, in which they expressed them-
selves on this subject, and that with a tone as if they expressed the
feeling of the whole community. AVith all the gravity of syndics, they
pronounced certain sports and games of the old time, which I am sure

were held in very good repute not many years ago, to be "undignified.

They had other things to do, besides playing with bat and ball ! They
had other things to think of, at their time of life;" for they were all

twenty-one years of age, I believe— voters, I suppose, and trading on
their own account.

The seriousness of the national mind, indeed, throws difficulties over
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the whole sulijcct of recreation. It makes relaxation dangerous, and
leads one sometimes to doubt whether holiday sj)orts can be, with safety,

introduced amoiig us. I fear tliat recreation with us is actually more
abused than it is among any other people. It is rare and strange, and
therefore is made too much of, lirings with it undue excitement and
unreasonable excess. If men partook of food but once in forty-eight

hours, hunger would urge them to a madness of gratification. The
Itomans, I am inclined to believe, are the gravest and saddest people

in the world. I shcndd judge so from their general appearance. But
the carnival, when it comes to relieve the long pent-up passion for

amusement,*is a scene of the wildest excess, folly, and debauchery, in

Europe.

I am sensible, indeed, that our people cannot bo amused with such
trifles as many of those which seem to satisfy the populace of Europe.
Punch and Judy could scarcely get an audience in America. I am
glad to observe that Lyceums,* scientific lectures, and reading, arc

becoming more and more common resorts and reliefs from the toils of

life. But these arc still serious employments. They do not directly

promote cheerfulness. They do not promote health. They do not

give buoyancy. The man who is always cither working, or reading, or

liearing lectures, never suffers the bow to bo relaxed. ..The national

mind, and body too, if thus treated, must lose strength. Would tho

Greeks ever have been what they were, without their races, their

wrestlings, their gymnastic contests ?

Domestic life, especially in our country towns, is in distressing need
of reliefs and recreations. In the winter evenings, there are four or

five hours of leisure, to be employed in some way. Suppose that two
or three of these hours are spent in reading. That is very well, and it

is very common, too. But would it not bo well followed with somo
recreations—games, or music and dancing? Would it not be better

than to sink down into a dull stupor, or to go to sleep? There is too

much eating and too mucii sleeping in this country, I verily believe,

because there is too little amusement. Yes, and worse evils than tlieso

spring from tho same cause. Wliat would not happy homes do— happy
evenings at home, witli music, entertainment, cliecrfulness, hilarity

—

to prevent many of our youth from straying into tho paths of ruinous

dissipation ?

In fine, let me say tliat the influences under which a great people is

to be trained up to intelligence, virtue, happiness, and glory, should bo
liberal and generous. Nothing should bo omitted— nothing should bo
thouglit inditferent, which can contribute to the great end. The system
of I'rovidcnce is not a total-abstinence system. The plan of virtue is

not a total-abstincnco plan. Tho system of Providence is profusion : in

nature, in life, in our affections, our j)a^sions, our powers, our capability,

it is so— all is overflowing abundance. The plan of virtue, in this

scene, is not, I repeat, total abstinence, but moderation. Wc arc to

use everything, enjoy everything, in tho right place and in tlie right

measure, and in tlio right season. Wc arc not to extract cnjo^Tnent

from life as men extract alcohol, and make it an intoxicating poison,

bearing disease and misery in its train ; but we are to take enjojnuent

as it is naturally mixed up with the scenes of life, with tho fruits of

nature, with the blessings and bounties of the whole creation.

3 C
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In our position as a nation, in our natural situation as a country,
things are arranged for us on a scale of equal magnificence, wealth, and
beauty. Verily, we have a goodly heritage. AVe are placed amidst
boundless plains, noble mountain-ranges, stupendous river-courses,

lovely valleys, and scenes of perhaps never-surpassed beauty. May our
national character take its impression and hue from these bounties of

Providence, from this glory and goodliness of nature ! May it be
generous and liberal, may it be lofty and lowly, manly and beautiful,

strong and graceful, powerful and free ! May there be in us and among
us, restraint without sourness, freedom without licentiousness, refine-

ment without effeminacy, virtue without stoicism, and religion without
superstition

!

CHAPTER XXIV.

JOLT.NEY FROM PARIS TO LONDON— MALLE TOSTE— STEAMBOAT— AMERICAN
BOATS AND SHIPS COMPARED WITH THE ENGLISH— GENERAL PROGRESS OF

THLN'GS IN AMERICA—ENGLISH ECONOMY—PANORAMA OFLONDON—CHANTRY'S
STUDIO— THE TOWER— TUNNEL— GREENWICH FAIR.

London, March G.—Once more in England! Once more in father-

land! Once more surrounded by the blessed accents of my native

language! It takes a weight from the heart, a burden from the senses,

a spell from existence. The air into which the sounds of a foreign

speech are for ever rising, is the very atmosphere of exile.

I came to Calais in the maUe poste, and from thence in a steamboat.

The first I found a very agreeable conveyance ; the last, far less so than
our own. The English ideas of comfort do not seem to have reached

their steamboats. And, indeed, is it not very curious that England
should suffer itself to be so completely surpassed as she is by America
in all water craft— to be surpassed in ship-building— to be surpassed

on her own element! I do not profess to be a judge in these matters;

I only know from constant observation, that in the beauty and sailing

of our vessels, we leave the English far behind. That the self-styled

mistress of the ocean should permit this, is very extraordinary ; and
one asks for a special cause. The cause which I assign in my own
mind, is the prevalence in England of long-established ideas and
usages ; while in our country, every innovation that comes in the shape

of improvement, finds favour. We may have our faults and difliculties,

and I do not, for my part, think lightly of them ; but certainly there is

not, and never was a country, where improvement has opened for itself

a career so broad, unobstructed, and free. It pervades everything,

from the building of a farmhouse and the ordering of a village school,

to the planting of states and the forming of their constitutions. It is

the very beau ideal of the country. To make a thing better than it

Fi;is been made before—this is every man's ambition, from the humblest

labourer to the highest artisan, from the maker of a plough to the

builder of a manufactory. The all-knoicinfj and inquisitive spirit of
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our people, however unbecoming and annoying at times, is of .servi^-o

here. Invention is not the prerogative of genius among us ; it is au
endowment of the whole people. While the mass of the people in

Europe is content to do, each man like his father before him— each

man to plough, and reap, and build, just as his father did— the aim of

cvcrif man among us is to do better than those who went before him.

I am struck with observing what sacriiices to public improvement are

continually made, and wliat risks arc taken, among a people prudent

and calculating as we are said to be, and doubtless are. I remember
the time, a few years ago, mIicu it came to be a settled point, tliat tlio

building of turnpikes was an unprofitable undertaking. Everybody
knew that turnpike shares always turned out to be bad stock. Well, I

said with myself, there Avill be no more turnpikes made. But not so,

by any means. Still these enterprises were engaged in. The people

would have better roads ; and they had them, without tliat grand
Europeaii requisite, the aid of government. Government does com-
paratively nothing for public improvements among us; and yet they
constantly advance, with a rapidity unprecedented either in the history

or experience of any other nation. Our reliance for everything of this

nature is placed on voluntary individual exertion— to an extent that

many among us think unwise— and yet the result shows that we ma;/

justly put great faith in individual intelligence and enterprise. AVc
are at this moment, according to tlie ratio of our popidation and means,
building more railroads, and diggmg more canals ; we are building more
school-houses and colleges— nay, and wo are, with nothing but the

voluntary principle to help us, building more churches, than any other

nation, \\'e are building more churches than England, with all her
immense ecclesiastical endowments and revenues. 1 know this, because
I have seen it.

But to return to my steamboat— I obsei*vcd that a considerablo

number of passengers carried a comfortable picknic box or basket with
them, and spread their own table. Witli some, doubtless, this provision

proceeded from a fastidious taste that feared some poisonous dirt would
bo found in the common faro of a steamboat. 13ut with many, I

presume, it arose from a habit, Mhich presents a marked difference

between the people of England and of America— I mean the habit of

economy. In America we are ashamed of economy. It is this feehng
which would forbid among us such a practice as that referred to, and
not only this, but a great many more and better practices. In I-lnglaud,

economy stands out prominently ; it j)resides over the arrangements of

a family ; it is openly professed, and fears no reproach. A man is not

ashamed to sj^' of a certain indulgence, that he cannot afford it. A
gentleman says to you, " I drive a pony chaise this year; I have put
down my horse and gig, because I cannot pay the tax." A man whoso
income, and expenses, and style of living, far exceed almost anytliing to

be found among us, still says of something quite beyond him, which his

wealthier neighbour does, " We are not ricli enough for that." One of

the most distinguished men in England said to me, when speaking of

wines at his table, *' The wine I sliould prefer is claret, but I cannot
afford it; and so I drink my own gooseberry." 1 have heard that

many families carry the principle so far, that they detennino exactly

how manj' dinners they can give in a year, and to iiow many guests—
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nay raoro, and how many dishes they can put upon the table, when
they do entertain.

This frankness on the subject of economy is among us a thing almost
unheard of. Not that wo are more wealthy, but, as I conceive, less

wise. The competition of domestic life among us is too keen to admit
of any such confessions of internal weakness. Wo practise economy
by stealth. Nor is that the worst of it ; for one consequence of this

habit of feeling is, that we practise too little. When a stranger looks

upon the strife of business in our Tillages and cities, he imagines that

he sees a very covetous people ; but a nearer observation would show
him that much of this eager, and absorbing, and almost slavish occupa-

tion, is necessary to sustain the heavy di'ains of domestic expenditure.

It is extravagance at home that chains many a man to the counter and
counting-room. And this extravagance is of his own choosing ; because

he knows no other way of distinguishing himself, but by the style of

living. Would he but conceive that he might better elevate himself in

society, by having a weU-read hbrary, by improving his mind and con-

versation, by cultivating some graceful but comparatively cheap accom-
plishment, he might live a wiser man, and die a richer. Who could

hesitate to choose between such a family, and one whose house was filled

with gorgeous furniture—where the wife and daughters are dressed in

the gayest of the fashion, and the husband and father banishes himself

the live-long day and half the night, from that pleasant mansion, to toil

and drudge in the dusty warehouse ? He sleeps in a very grand house ;

he lives in a counting-room!
March 8.—One of my first walks in London was to see the celebrated

panorama in the Coliseum, as that is said to give a very good general

idea of the city. It does indeed ; and the painting, besides, is admi-
rable ; so much so, that one is tempted at first to believe that the houses,

churches, and squares, are built of blocks— the relief to the eye is so

perfect.

Chantry's Studio.—There is more of that naturalness of expression

and variety of character in his portraits, which we find in tlie collection

of ancient busts, than I have seen in any studio on the Continent.

The cast of " The Child" is there, which gave occasion to those inimi-

table lines of Mrs. Hemans, commencing

—

"Thou sleepest—but when shall thy waking be?"

and the model is touchingly simple and beautiful. My friend. Dr.

Boott, introduced us to Chantry, and we had half an hour's conversa-

tion most agreeably sustained on his part. Here, too, we were intro-

duced to AUan Cunningham, the author, who is the foreman in the

studio.

April 3.—The Tower is more interesting from its associations, than
from anything in its actual appearance. The stairs and passage from
the Thames are still open, and certainly one cannot look without emotion
upon the steps by which so many noble and princely victims have come
up to this place of doom. We were shown the spot on which the scaf-

fold was built for the execution of those who were in former days
beheaded witliin the Tower. It is just in front of a small chapel, in

which the condemned had the sacrament of the Supper ailmini^tered

to them before they suft'ored. Througli that door, tlien, had passed
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Espox, and Anne IJulcyn, and Lady Jane Grey and lier husband.
Lady Jano Grey's ajiartment is over this spot, and commands the view
of it. Those parts of the Tower, also, in which Khzabcth was confined

by hor sister ^hlry, and where the young sons of I'^dward were caused
to bo put to death by their uncle Richard, are pointed out, but the

visiter is not allowed to eiiter them. Some of the buildings within the

Tower wall— for it is quite a cluster of houses— are used as armories.

One immense hall, moi'O than three hundred feet long, contains in

beautiful order one hundi'ed thousand muskets. Others are filled with

naval and military tropliies. One of them is appropriated to the cele-

brated exhibition of kings and knights on horseback, dressed in ancient

armour; and to be sure, the effigies looked grim enough. They must
have had other thews and sinews than the men of these days, to wcai*

such annour. Hut they were trained to it from childhood. We saw
suits of armour— quite an entire clothing of steel plate, that is— for

small boys.

Ajyril -i.—To-day I have visited the Tunnel and Greenwich. To
roach the Tniniel, you descend by a circular stairway, one hundred and
fifty feet, 1 sliould think. You are then on a level with the tunnel—
wliich is a finely arched passage under the river, reaching, as yet, not
quite half-way across. The work is suspended, at present, from
want of funds. It is quite tremendous to tliink, as you walk along a
beautiful road, lighted with gas, under an arch of hammered stone,

that a large river is flowing, and mighty ships are sailing, above you.

The Tunnel is lower down on the Thames than the Tower ; and
Greenwich, the scat of the celebrated and very beautiful Marine Hos-
pital, is farther down yet. I miglit perhaps describe the fine Green-
wich park as well as hospital, if 1 had not visited them at a season
which olFered more entertaining matters. It was the time of the Green-
wich fair in the Easter holidays, and I was very glad of an opportunity
to witness some of the English sports, common on such occasions.

They were certaiidy of a very humble description, like those of all

Europe. It was chiefly a Punch and Judy sort of exhil>ition. Punch
and Judy, indeed, in j>ropriis personibus, figure among the principal per-

formers on these occasions. We passed through a crowded street, half

a mile long, lined on one side with small booths, for the sale of toys,

trinkets, cakes, and gingerbread, and on the other, with successive

stages, filled with mountebanks and low actors in harleciuin dresses,

bands of musicians, and troops of dancers. Other methods of enter-

tainment were swinging cars, resembling carriages, whicli swung up
fearfully Iiigh, till, indeed, no angle was left between them and the
horizon— running down hill in the park— and a game, within a ring
formed by tlie players, in wliich the principal business and result seemed
to be kissing. There was a publicity and grossness about it, to which,
I am sure no young country girl of ours, though of the huml)lest class,

would submit.
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CHAPTER XXV.

'XUE AKISTOCUATIC SYSTEM— ITS ESSENTIAL INJUSTICE— TORY ARGUMENT IN

REPLY, CONSIDERED : THAT SOCIETY CANNOT GET ALONG WITHOUT IT ; THAT
UNDER REPUBLICAN FORMS, PROPERTY WILL LOSE ITS SECURITY, LAW ITS

AUTHORITY AND DIGNITY, AND MANNERS ALL THEIR HIGH BREEDING AND
COURTESY.

The great subject, I think, whicli a visit to England presses upon the

attention of the American traveller, is the all-engrossing theme of the
age— politics. The distinction of ranks, the difference of condition,

the castle and the hovel, the lord and his liveried attendants, the idler

and the labourer, continually present themselves to the traveller's notice,

and provoke comparisons and reflections. America knows nothing of

such marked contrasts. The idler, the lord, the castle, the entailed

estate, the hereditary title to honour and power, have no place with us

:

and while all this falls in with the natural course of an Englishman's
ideas, and seems to him, perhaps, as if it were among the ordinances of

nature, it appears to an Alnerican, strange and unnatural, if not unrea-

sonable and unjust.

There is no city in the world, perhaps, whi(;h presents, in broader
contrast, the extremes of the human condition than London. Regent's
Park, Grosvenor Square, the whole west end, sliows like a city of the

gods; St. Giles and Wapping appear like the habitations of devils.

Men, women, live there, whose aspect, stripped of almost every linea-

ment of humanity, fills you with horror, and hurries away your invo-

luntary footsteps as you look at them. In London, there are twenty
thousand persons, perhaps, who live in all tlie luxury that their imagi-

nation can devise ; and there are twenty thousand wlio know not, when
they rise in the morning, where they shall lay their heads at night.

The same contrasts, only in less striking forms, appear throughout

England. If you take a journey into the country—no matter in what
direction—you will soon find yourself travelling along an extensive

park, surrounded by a high wall or hedge, running for miles in length.

At a distance, within this magnificent domain, half hidden by embower-
ing groves, half seen across the smooth-shaven lawn, you will descry the

stately mansion ; a flag, perhaps, floating from its loftiest tower, to show
that the lord of the domain is at his castle ; everything, indeed, indi-

cating that he keeps the state of a prince. You turn aside, perhaps,

to visit this abode of grandeur
;
you pass through a noble avenue of

majestic trees, to tlie grand portico and portal; you are courteously

admitted— you are taken through ranges of splendid apartments—you
find them filled with ilie works of art and the devices of luxury, with

paintings and statues, with soft couches, and gorgeous furniture, and
costly libraries

;
you behold a scene richer, if mere cost is considered,

than is often spread forth in the palaces of oriental magnificence. You
are likely enough to retire from this fairy scene, in a mood to muse and

meditate ; and it will not be strange, if at every stop and turn, you
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meet witli something- that urges upon you, in some new form, the very

questions you are considering. You take up your route again, and a

lew miles, upon one of tho smooth and beautiful roads of England,

brings you to a village, which presents another contrast to the splen-

dour that surrounds the nobles of England. 1 certainly speak of this

splendour with no unkind feeling ; it spreads a fairy scene for the eye

to dwell upon; 1 speak only of the fact. And for another fact of the same

nature, enter the village mn, and listen to the news that is circulating

there, and you will hear it announced, very likely, tliat tlie lord of the

neighbouring castle is about to come down to the country ; and it will

be announced in a tone — 1 do not say disproportioned to the impor-

tance of the event— but yet in a tone as if to shake the whole country

with tho anticipated roll of his chariot wheels.

And now who is this personage, that cannot move without making all

this stir and sensation in the country? He is a person, probably, who
is not distinguished either by talent or virtue, or any other merit, from

thousands of his coimtrymen. The consideration in which he is held,

is conferred upon him entirely by the institutions of society. It is fac-

titious ; and it must bo admitted, that in the same proportion, it is

unjust to the rest of the people. There is an aristocracy of nature's

ordaining ; the aristocracy of talent, of virtue, of accomplishments and
manners, and of wealth, against which no such objection lies. Tho
distinctions of merit are but just to individual exertion, and they are

beneficial to tho whole people. There is the descent, too, of a good
name, and of property, from father to son, which is the order of Pro-

vidence ; a special premium bestowed by Heaven upon good conduct.

But that feudal aristocracy, that transmission of hereditary honour,

protected property, and actual power, from generation to generation,

•which obtains in Europe, is, in theory, most manifestly unjust. It

takes away from individual respectability and influence, to bestow them
upon a favoured class. It depresses the many, that it may raise the

few. It tends to deprive virtue of its just reward; nay, and of its

highest earthly reward; I mean social honour, human approbation.

Let it be proposed to any people to take a fifth part of their property

from them to make a favoured class ricli. Would they consent to it ?

"Would they not say, that it was depriving industry of its fair reward ?

Would they not hold it to be intolerable oppression? But is property

the dearest treasure in tho world ; tho highest I'eward of good conduct

that is bestowed on earth? Far from it. The respect of our fellow-

beings is a more valued good. There is nothing on earth which men
so earnestly and universally desire of one another, no reward of good
conduct which tliey so eagerly covet, as respect, esteem, admiration.

Now, it is this special, this highest earthly treasure, which the principle

of a feudal aristocracy invades : it is this, of which a certain amount
is tiikcn from tho people, to make a particular class among them great.

Nor is this all ; for it is equally true, that hereditary power is given up
to this class; and it is ecjually true, though it may not be so directly

manifest, tliat property is given up to it— at least it is manifestly gar-

nered up and kept for the favoured class.

It any one can doubt about tho essential injustice of this system, let me
ask him to go back in his thoughts to the origin of society. Let me ask

him to suppose that he, with a thousand other per>on.% all standing
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upon terms of equality, were about to reconstruct society, or to cstabli.-^h

a colony on some distant shore. Suppose this company assembled, at

the commencement of their enterprise, to form a civil constitution. At
this meeting they all stand upon a level. Now imagine ten of these

colonists to propose that they should be made earls or lords ; that they

should be made an hereditary branch of the legislature, with a nega-

tive upon the wishes and interests of all the rest ; and that, in order to

secure their permanent respectability, they should be permitted to hold

their estates in entail. A proposition very palatable and pleasant to

the ten, doubtless ; but could the rest of the company listen to it? I

put it to the veriest Tory in the world to say, whether, as one of that

company, he would listen to it. I put it to him to say, whether he

would consent that lots should be cast, to determine on whom the

mantle of nobility should fall.

It would be amusing—for seriously the case never can be contemplated
— to consider the arguments with which the ten would support tlieir

proposition. " Good people
!

" they would say,

" ' Order is Heaven's first law, and this confessed.

Some are, and must he, greater than the I'est.'

Society cannot be constructed without its base, its columns, and its

Corinthian capitals ; we propose to be those capitals. You want ob-

jects to reverence ; we oifer ourselves to be those objects. We propose

tliat your sons shall reverence our sons, and so on, in successive gene-

rations, to the end of time. Not that our sons will certainly be any
better than your sons; they may be worse; their situation wiU be
likely to make them worse, because they AviU be more independent of

public opinion thasi yours ; but then the great point wiU be gained—
your children will have something to reverence ; they may even learn

to hold the splendid vices of ours in respect I—but then, the great es-

sential point will be gained. Besides all this, the institution we recom-
mend will be an indispensable restraint upon the po])ular will. You
cannot be trusted with the care of your own interests ; we propose our-

selves and our successors as a house of lords to hold you in perpetual

check." Now if all this would be ridiculous in a new construction of

society, what is there in the consent of ages to make it any less absurd?

Does the perpetuity of folly make it wisdom?
But I suppose it may be safely said that nobody maintains the aris-

tocratic system to bo strictly just. The Tory doctrine is, that it is ex-

pedient and necessary. That it is so for many nations, I admit. That
government is to be constructed or changed, always with refei'ence to

the character and capacity of the people to be governed, is undoubtedly

true. The question is. Are there any nations in modern times that can

bear a more impartial system? Can human imperfection never be

trusted with the trial of republican institutions ?

This is a question on which the minds, not only of statesmen, but of

many private persons, both in England and America, are most earnestly

and anxiously employed ; and one on which I shall venture to offer a

few suggestions. My limits, the plan I am pursuing in these volumes,

f.vrbid any thorough discussion, even if I were capable of it. Hints are

all that I shall venture to propose ; and even these, I anticipate, from

my habits of thinking, will bear much more reference to the perils of

liberty, than to tlie evils and wrongs to which it is opposed.
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I find ill constant convorsation. not only in Eiiglaiul, bnt in Amciica,

that tliero arc two parties to this groat political question of modern
times. That it should be so in England is not surprising. But I

should be glad to ask tho American Tory what ground he does take.

Would he have an hereditary nobiUty and a kiug^ If he would, if he

is su(;h a thorough advocate of tho aristocratic system, that ho would
consent to throw himself into the commonalty, and his children for ever

after him, then is ho indeed an honest and consistent Tory, and he is

entitled, doubtless, to employ every weapon of argument and satire

against the popular system in America. JJut if ho would not take thi.?

ground, if ho is the friend of republican institutions in any form, then I

would hunildy submit to him whether the course he is taking is agree-

able to the highest wisdom and patriotism. *' Course!" he will say,

perhaps, "he is taking no course I" That is partly what I complain

of; for American Toryism manifests itself chiefly in irregular attacks

upon the institutions of the country, rather than in any settled plan for

their amcmlmcnt, or improvement, or destruction, liut then 1 con-

ceive, also, that there is a course in conversation, as well as in action.

" Well, and must not wo talk? Is that your freedom?" Every man
may talk, indeed, if he pleases ; but that liberty, too, must be conceded

to the atheist, the blasphemer, tho corrupter of society. How ouyht

a patriotic citizen to talk upon points that iiivolve all the hopes of his

country? 1 must think that tho language of his distnist should still be

kindly, helpful, and admonitory to the people, and not bitter and dis-

heartening. I speak not this disrespectfully. If there be any one to

whom my language might be thought to apply, who is my senior

—

more experienced, learned, and wise than I— to such a one I speak not.

But if I could speak to the young men who are rising into lite at this

momentous period, I would say, " In God's name come to the help of

your country in its great trial and perU ; and stand not aloof, coldly to

prophesy evil and ruin to it."

In short, 1 cannot understand tho consistency of a man, who, lla^nllg

adopted tho republican system in theory, practically gives it up to the

Tory assailment, by adinitting tliat our free institutiuiis are too free

for human virtue to bear; that all freedom bears in it the marks of

inevitable destiny to ovil. Lot him say that he takes high ground, that

ho is a republican of tho school of Washington and Hamilton; and I

object nothing to his position. Let him say that all changes in govern-

ment or in law should be gradual and cautious, and he will speak
wisely. Lord Bacon, in his Political Essays, says, that " it is im-
proper to try new experiments in the political body, unless the necessity

bo urgent, and the utility evident." And again: "Let all novelty,

though it cannot, perhaps, bo rejected, bo held suspected."* Aristotle

says, that *' even tho rust of government is to bo respected, and that

its fabric is never to be touclicd but with a fearful and trembling liand."t

These are the wise suggestions of great and wise men. Improvement
sliould be slow, experiments cautious, the poi)ular tendencies carefully

watched; but all tiiis is very different fi'om saying that they are ten-

dencies to inevitable e\nl— a laiiijuasro from i\nierica most dishearten-

mg and provoking to the friends of popular liberty in the Old World;

• Essay xi.
f Aristotle's rolitios, book ii.
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w'lio say, " You have begun an experiment on free institutions, and you
have not the courage to carry it through ;

you have invited us to follow,

and you are yourselves pusillanimously giving up the cause ; let it then

be for brave and hardy Englishmen to do the work."*
But let us see what are these inevitable tendencies to evil. It is

said by toryism in the Old World, and partly admitted by some political

creeds in the New, that the people, if set free fi-om prescriptive and
aristocratic authority, will not long continue to respect the rights of

property, or the authority of the law. It is a lesser count in the

indictment, but in my judgment not a small one, that aU manners and
tastes, under republican forms, are tending to the level of vulgar inso-

lence and ignorance.

The people will not respect property? Is that true?

It is easy to say it; but where is the evidence? Is it in America?
Wo have been fifty years a nation, under the complete rule of this reck-

less and unprincipled multitude. Was property ever or anywhere more
secure than it is in America? " But in America," it is said, " there

is as yet no pressure of want, to urge the people to invade the property

of the rich." Is there then in England any indication whatever of such

a purpose, or such a tendency of the popular will? Some legislation

there may and wiU be, unfavourable to exclusive monopolies of property,

whether in church or state ; but this will affect only that public property

which ought to be held in trust for the welfare and impi'ovement of the

whole people. Some legislation there may be, that wiU indirectly bear

upon the private fortunes of the rich. I would hope not ; and certainly

no such proposition has ever been entertained in America or England.
I would hope not then, and yet I am willing to admit that some retalia-

tion, some occasional wrong may be inflicted in this way. But that

any civilized people, as a mass, should openly lay violent hands ou
property, seems to me, I confess, not within the bounds of any reasonable

apprehension. I hear the language of this apprehension, but I listen to

it as to men talking in their dreams. This enforced agrarian division

of property would be an act so perfectly and plainly suicidal ; it would
be striking a blow that must so certainly and instantly react upon the

sti'iker, that no civilized and reading people, no people capable of a
month's foresight, could possibly be guilty of such folly. Besides, in

America and in England, who are the holders of property? The great

body, eight out of ten, of that very people, who are to be struck with
such unheard-of insanity, as to arise in its fury and destroy that very
tenure, that very security of property, which constitutes all its value I

Nay, I maintain that the rich few, and not the poor many, have always
been assailants of the rights of property

!

Indeed, this extreme distrust of the people, implying an equal confi-

dence in the wealthy and noble, seems to be very ill justified either by

* Upon the dangerous tendencies of disaffection to the institutions of the
country, I do not choose to enlarge. But as a hint to those whom it may con-
cern. 1 will put down in the margin a sentence or two from Aristotle. "A great
population," says he, " and that condensed in cities, makes the multitude feel,

and enables them to exert, their strength. * * * The poor have nothing to
care for ; the rich are encumbered with the weight of their private affairs ; and
on every occasion so much outvoted, that they often cease to attend any assem-
blies whatever, either deliberative or judicial, thus abandoning their counti y to
the licentious and lawless multitude. "~P(?Z2'fic.', book vi. chap. 6.
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present events or past history. We have always read of despotic kings

and gTa.«ping barons, who have sacrificed the property of their subjects

and vassals to schemes of unscrupulous ambition or pleasure ; but where

has been the counterpart? There have been popular tumults, it is true.

In sudden outbreaks of public indignation against the lordly oppressor,

his estates have been ravaged. But where, I ask emphatically, haa

there been any settled plan on the part of the commons, to lay oppressive

and unjust taxes on tlie rich or the noble?* In truth it would seem

that something of this excessive jealousy of the many might be reserved

for the few. Never was political power so little abused as that which

has fallen, in modern times, into popular hands ; wliile the history of

monarchical and ai-istocratic power in all ages, has been but a history

of its abuses. With such facts before us, I cannot account it rashness

and folly to be willing to try the people ; and this, especially, when their

very multitude, their very divisions of opinion, the very strifes of party

passion, are restraints upon their violence, and guarantees for their

moderation and justice.

For my own part, I am not ashamed to say that my sympathies are

with the people, that my sympathies follow where the mightiest interests

lead. To me the multitude is a sublimcr object than royal dignity or

titled state. It is humanity, it is universal man, it is the being whose

j(ns and sorrows, hopes and fears, arc like my own, that I respect, and

not any mere condition of that being. And it is around this same

humanity that genius, poetry, philosophy, and eloquence, have most

closely entwined themselves; it is embraced by the very fibres of every

truly noble heart that ever lived. But not to dwell on considerations

of this abstract nature, I look at facts ; and facts, too, that aj-c enough

to stir the coldest heart that ever lived. I look upon this fellow-being,

man, in the aggregate and in the mass, and I sec him the victim of ages

of oppression and injustice. I take his part ; the tears of my sympathy

mingle with the tears of his suffering ; and I care not what aristocratic

ridicule the avowal may bring upon me. My blood boils in my veins,

and I will not try to still their throbbings, when 1 think of the banded

tyrannies of the earth— the Asiatic, Assyrian, I'^gyptian, European

—

which have been united to crush do^ni all human interests and rights.

This is not, with me, a matter of statistics, or of political generalities.

Down into the bosom of society, down among the sweet domestic

charities of ten thousand milUon homes, down among the sore and

quivering fibres of human hearts unnumbered and innumerable—the

iron of accursed despotism has been driven! At length, fiom the long

dark night of oppression, I see the people rising to reclaim and assert

their rights. I see them taking the power, which to them indubitably

belongs, into their own hands. I rcjoire to sec it. I rejoice, and yet

I tremble. I tremble lest they should retaliate the wrongs they have

• Neither the acrrari.in law, nor the confiscations in the French revolution, as

I coni't'ive, invaJiiuit*' the force of this question. The cunliscations were only of

the estates of ])crsons who were emigrants, or of persfnis \vlio, for that or other

reasons, were considered as traitors t^> the countr}-. I deny not the injustice of

the French confiscations; hut 1 deiiv that oven they were <lelilieratr. lepialative

attcmy>ts upon private property. The apiarian laws, since the work of M. Nie-

buhr on ]{<>nu', are understoo*! to have applied not to private prt>perty, but to

lauds wliich were tlie property of the state.
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endured. Bat yet what do I see? I see the people showing singular

moderation. I repeat it—I see the people of France and England, in

the great reforms wliich they have undertaken during the last fifteen

years, sliowing singular moderation. Shall I not honour such nations?

The people of my own country I know still better; and for that reason,

probably, I honour them still more. I firmly believe in the general

disposition of the public mind in America to do right. Faults and
dangers there are among iis, and on these I mean to comment freely

;

but that there is any general tendency to lawlessness and violence, I

utterly deny.*

But there is another point in the Tory argument which I wish to

consider. It is said that all reverence must die away amidst the rule

of the many, and especially all reverence for the laws. This is indeed

a most material point, and one that it most deeply concerns our oiim

people rightly to apprehend, whatever use may be made of it by foreign

critics.

What then is the law— as it is to be regarded by a free people? I

answer, that law is the expression of the public welfare. The very

reason of the law with us, is, not its antiquity, not its imposition by
others, but its acknowledged utility, its adoption by ourselpes. Law
is the very expression, I repeat, the exponent, the image of the public

welfare. Cannot freemen I'espect it as heartily, as other men have

reverenced the will of an absolute monarch, or the power of an aristo-

cracy, or the bayonets of a standing array ?

On the duty and necessity of strict obedience to the law, I shall have

something to say in another place. I speak now of the vencrableuess

of law. The strength by which it is to be maintained, I allow, is a
different thing. But ideas have been flung out, which touch the very
foundation on which it is to be supported— I mean its intrinsic respect-

abihty. It is said, for instance, that the people will not venerate the

creature of their own will— the tiling which their own hands have
made. This declaration, I thmk, involves a sophism, which greatly

* The friends of liberty in Europe, in their vioAvs of this country, are com-
mitting the mistake common to people at a distance— that of spi'eading a few
facts which fill the newspapers, over the whole character of the nation. A cloud
is rising here and there, and they are so situated, that to then- eye the whole
laud is covered with darkness. A friend in England wi'ites to me thus :

" I wish
you could restrain your lawless countrymen. They offend us by theij' violence
and savageness. Much as I envy something of the condition of your country-

men, I prefer old England. AVe have learned wisdom tlu'ough adversity. Oui*
liberty has been wrung from the grasp of a proud feudal aristocracy, and we
have learned to prize the blessing. Your liberty is like the muslu'oom, a savom*
to some, but a poison to others. Ours is like one of our native oaks, slow of
gi'owi;h, but graceful and beautiful with its gnarled branches. You want refine-

ment, and elevation, and dignity— and poetry and loveliness." I observe, too,

tliat Sir Robert Peel has lately, in a speech (at Tamworth, I think), made use
of slips from oui- uews]iapers, to draw a picture of the terrible disorders of the
covmtry, and a weighty inference thence, against our institutions. Now what
has given occasion for these strictui'es, friendly or unfriendly? AVhy, some
executions without the forms of law, at an obscure place in the far West, called
Vicksburg ; and two or three mobs in our cities. And these outrages are to give
a character to the whole country ! Was not the whole press, tlic v hole spuit,
the unqualiiied condemuation ot the country, arrayed against them? TJnquos-
tiouably. As well mioht we lay the mobs of Bj'istol and Binningliam to the
diargc oi" the whole English nation.
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needs to bo ox|>o.«ioil, not only ft»r tlio sake of the argument, but for tlio

sake of the puljlic welfare. Men will not venerate, it is said, what their

own hands have made ; in other words, a free people will iictt venerate

the laws, because they have made them. In this declaration, as

applied to the subject in hand, there are two mist<dces. In the first

ftlace, it is implied that law, in a republican government, and all that

aw is, is of human creation ; that all the authority of law is derived

from human will; which is not true. In the next place, this false

moaning is further distorted by the false colouring of language through

which it passes. The word "make" is commonly applied to tho

humblest exercises of human ingenuity. Men make plouglis, and
scythes, and steam engines, and the wheels of their manufactories ; and
because they cannot venerate these, it is sought to be inferred that they

cannot venerate tho laws they make. It miglit as well be argued, that

because the glorious works of art, that because paintings and statues,

because immortal poems and ever-during tem])les, arc productions of

human hands and minds, therefore it is impossible that they should bo

objects of human admiration and reverence. Men ordain what shall

be tho law to them, or rather they choose the wisest among them to

ordain it. In grave and deliberative assemblies, with mu(di patient

discussion and mutual concession, they ordain what the law shall be—
not make it, as things are made in the turning lathe or on the anvil.

But the other is the greater and more serious mistake. It is implied,

I have said, that law, and all tlie authority of law, proceed solely from
tlic will of the people ; that law has no digiiity, no sanction, no binding

force, but what it derives from the voice of tho multitude. This is not

true. For what, I repeat, is the law? It is tho representative of tho

public welfare. It proclaims, protects that welfare. It demands our
liomnge for this reason and no other. Has the public welfare no
authority with us but what it derives fi'om our own will? Nay, the

authority of the highest power in the universe is no other than this: tho

autliority of its justice and beneficence. Whatever, then, is just as

between man and man, whatever is beneficent for the whole community,
is clothed with the authority of God himself. It is not our will that

gives tho sanction to law ; its rectitude, its utihty is its sanction ; this

is made to bo a sanction to us by the very power that created us. Our
will only gives a form to law; it determines wliat kind of actions shall

bo iield to be injurious to tiio public good, and shall be punished as

such. And it is the consent, if not the expressed will of every nation,

that gives the form to its government and law. Suppose tlic government
to bo despotic, or aristocratic, it cannot stand long but in the acqui-

escence of the people. And that acquiescence, unless it is blind and
scrvilo, is fountled upon nothing but the sense of the pul)Lic good— upon
the conviction that it i.s better to take the government as it is, than to

run tlio risk of change. This is tlio only intelligible sense in which any
kinrf can be said to reign "by tho grace of God;" he reigns in the strength

of this conviction concerning the jiubhc welfare. This is the only

reasonable authority in the world. And this authority, I say, is stronger,

and clearer, and higher, in a republican government than in any other.

There is no form of authority on earth so respectable, so venoralile, a.s

that which a wliole intelligent people hasestal>lished for tho pubUc good.

If any goveniinent can Ix! regardctl as the minister of God, if ^uly form
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of power can be regarded as the voice of God, tliat government must
be the one which a whole people has chosen and framed for the general
good ; that voice must be the mighty and multitudinous voice of the
elective franchise.

We are told that a people wiU not venerate the power which they
themselves have set up, the law which they themselves have established.

But what is the fact? I maintain that there never was a people in the

world that paid more respect and veneration to the law than our
American people. There are people who fear power more ; but there

is no nation where law is more thoroughly reverenced, more wisely

administered, or more exactly executed. Our foreign critics may lament
that some of the insignia of office, the ermine and the robe, are laid

aside in our courts ; and they may be right ; I contest not this point

with them—but dare they pretend that our simple and venerable bench
of justice is accessible to bribes, or that it shelters fraud, injustice, or

crime? Nay, and with regard to the fact, I go further, and I maintain,

not only that the law is reverenced with us, but that it is less reverenced
everywhere, just in proportion as men are less free. Look at the

opposite extreme, the law of despotic rule, the blessed state of pure,

unmixed, and unquestioned legitimacy, around which the imaginations

of so many in the Old World, and of some in the New, are clinging.

The Russian— does he reverence the law that makes him a serf and a
bondsman? The Italian— does he entertain any hearty esteem for the

power that grinds him to the dust? The Turk— does he venerate the

arbitrary order that casts his neighbour into prison, or extorts from him
half his possessions? The Spaniard— does he respect the alcade, as

the humblest magistrate is, in his office, respected in America? On the

contrary, a contempt for office, coupled with a slavish fear of it, is

intei'woven in the very literature of these nations. Despotic law, law
whose only sanction is the will of a ruler, whose only reason is that it

has existed for ages, is, to every sensible and acute people, a mockery
and a cheat ; it has lost all dignity with such a people. It may be
terrible, but it is not venerable. It may be as dreadful as the guillotine

of Robespierre ; but so far wiU it be fi-om being reverenced, that men
wiU hoot, and mock, and dance around its most horrible executions.

Slavish fear is not an element of true veneration. Hereditary and
absolute power is not an object of true veneration. None but beneficent

power is so. And surely the power most likely to be beneficent, is that

which a people chooses and establishes for its own good. And I should

not fear, on the ground of this observation, to compare our country

with the best examples of hereditary and enforced authority abroad

;

with England and France. I believe that no clergy in the world are

more truly respected than ours ; no hereditary aristocracy more, than

the natural aristocracy of our country the men of industi-y, talent, and
worth ; no government more than our government.

But there is another count in the indictment against repubhcs. They
have no manners. Even though property could be secured, and the law
sustained, yet the graceful amenities of life, the beautiful ties created

by mutual protection and dependence, the high-born dignity on the one

hand and the lowly respect on the other— all these, it is said, wiU be

trampled under foot by the multitude. Every man wiU stand stiffly up
for what he calls Ids rights, for the social consideration and respect
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which lie conceives are due to him ; and all glow, flexibility, and ease

of manner, the linest graces of hfe, will be gone.

So much am I disposed to admit that there is danger of a decline,

for a ichile, of national manners, that I am more disposed to turn to

that quarter, than to the opposite point of defence. Yet I do conceive

that there is a higher state of manners, than that which is produced by

feudal distinctions. These courtesies of mere condition seem to me
much better to befit the childhood of tho world, than its maturity.

They ought ever to exist between parents and children. Authority and

protection on the one hand, and reverence and gratitude on the other,

are here proper and beautiful. And so long as the body of the people

are in a state of childhood, we feel that there is a fitness and a chami

in the old feudal homages of the humble to the high. In fact, tlie

perfection, the highest tiict of manner, consists in its adaptation to

circumstances and relationships. The manners of a lady's ignorant

page to his accomplished mistress ; the deportment of a feudal retainer

or tenant-at-will towards the master who fed, clothed, and by intellectual

superiority ruled liim, would not become those who stand nearly upon
an equality in intellect and the independence of condition. It would be

absurd and impossible to keep up a stylo of manners directly at variance

with the actual mental relations of men. If I had a servant whom I

su])posed to be very ignorant— with only half of the intelligence of a
well-educated cliild, twelve years old—my deportment towards hira

would naturally assume a mingled air of peremptory command and
protecting kindness, and I should expect from him nnquestioring

deference and imphcit confidence. But suppose I should discover that

my first impressions about him were founded in entire mistake ; that

he could read Greek, and was conversant with literature, and was every

way as intelligent and cultivated as I might be. Is it possible that, on

this discovery, no change would take place in my manners towards this

man? Would not respect mingle with them? Or should I expect or

wish precisely the same deportment from him, that I should fa'om tho

humblest and most ignorant menial? Should I demand that he sliould

forget everything else, all tho dignity of our common knowledge, cul-

ture, tastes, and of humanity itself, in tho bare circumstance that he
was poor, and I rich?*

I suppose, indeed, that most men would say in such a case. Be no
longer servant of mine. Few, perhaps, would have enough of tho

Grecian or Roman dignity, to be willing to have an /Esop, or a Terence,

for a servant. Most of those who have been trained up to the habita

and feelings of a feudal aristocracy, say boldly, that the common people

ought not to be educated. We know very well what resistance the

cause of popular education has met with in England. It would destroy

the habits of dependence and subserviency. It would make the people

rebellious to lawful autliority. It would render the people, some
millions though they were, immoilal minds— no matter for that— it

would render them less convenient instruments for some hundreds of

• " Ila, Will Sli.'ikspoaro, Wild AVilll" says Lcicostor, in IvcMiilworth, '"liark

thoo. mad wai^, 1 have not forgotten the matter of tlie patent, and of the l>ears.'

"The planer bowed, and the earl nrnlded and passed on— so that age would
have tfjld t^ie t<de ; in ours, perhaps, we miyht bay the immortal had done
hojnage to the mortal."
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their brother minds. The real question at issue vras, and is, whether
it is right and best that the body of the people should be raised to

intelligence, self-resp,ect, and self-dependence, or be for ever kept down
to abject baseness and subserviency. The real question is, whether we
will consent to look at this subject as Christians. For although I am
well aware that Christianity did not, and does not propose, by any
positive precept, to disturb the actual relations of society

; yet no one
will deny that it holds aU men in an equal and impartial regard, that
it is no respecter of persons, that it assigns to moral worth the supreme
value, the highest title to respect, and that it reveals a world to come,
in the brightness of whose splendour all earthly distinctions will be lost.

I do not say that Christianity will ever abolish the distinctions of

employer and employed, householder and domestic, rich and poor; for

these belong to the inevitable condition of all human society: but
I do say, that this religion will give to these distinctions a character of
mutual kindness, consideration, and respect, which has never yet been
seen in the body of any community. And could all men be Christian

brethren, and treat one another as such, I believe there would be a
gentleness and gracefulness in the universal manners of society, which
no feudal distinctions, no mingling of patrician pride and plebeian

homage, has ever produced, or ever can.*

With this contemplation of things, I cannot sympathise much with
the alarms that are felt, at the probable decline of all the old reverence

and courtesy. Suppose that everything goes doivn, as it is called, to

republican forms ; that aU is levelled, aristocratic pride and kingly

state together; will not truth and virtue, science and sanctity, humanity
and Christianity, be left on earth? And will there be no dignity in

paying homage to those? Doubtless there will be shocking things in

the world— things unheard of, and incredible. Not only will "the toe

of the peasant gall the kibe of the courtier," but people will stand face

to face— will meet in the same company and actually talk together—
between whom there vnll be nothing on earth in common, but that they are

m,cn! Alas ! wliat a sad history will be written of those times !
" Then,"

Avill it be said, " men were respected, not for their titles, but for their

merits. It was an aU-levelling age, in which nothing was venerated but

virtue. Nay, so besotted were mankind, that they worshipped virtue

and truth, though they were stripped of all outward magnificence and
power. The highest places in society were sometimes occupied— proh

pudor!—by poor men. Yes, it was an age in which the horribly vile

.aristocracy of talent and virtue prevailed. If there was a man of wisdom

* I have lately read the series of articles, iu Blackwood's Magazine, on the

life of WiUiam Pitt. The writer is evidently an honest man. There is an
intensity of feeling pervading eveiy page, which plainly enough shows that. I

acknowledge, too, the extraordinary vigour and splendour of the style. But I

must say, that the spirit mauit'osted iu tliese articles seems to me absolutely

atrocious. By the "people," he means, according to his own definition, " tlie

prodigious majority " of the English nation. This body of his fellow-citizens he
constantly deiiominates "the rabble." Scores, if not humh-eds of times, he
insults tliem with the name of rabble; and in every page he pours out upon
tliem the most cold-blooded and heart-withering scorn. vVnd yet this man
persuades himself that he is, par cxcelU'nce, a Cluistian, and docs not hesitate

to denominate those who ditl'er with him in politics, heretics, infidels, and
atheists.
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and genius among tlicni men went mad about liiiu; tlicy scorned to

i'cfl as if his notifc and fnendsliip wcrn as honourable to thoni, as if lio

liad been a lord or a prince. Yes, Ckristians though they wcix', they
fell towards the degradation of those (Grecian and Itonian times, when
I>iogenes was honoured in Iiis tub, and ('inciunatiis was called from lu3

plough."

OHAFTER XXVI.

THK UKl'tnUcAN SYSTEM— TUli TENDEN'CY TO IT niRESISTUJLK— AXLERICAX

KErLBUCAXISSl— NATl'UE OF IXBEKTr— OBEDIENCE TO THE LAWS—MOBS—
TRADES UNIONS—FREE INSTITUTIONS A SEVERE TJUAL OF CHARACTER

—

CONSEQUENT DUTIES, INVOLVING FIDELITY TO TUi: PHINCU'LES OF lUMANITY,

COURTESY', AND CHRISTIANITY.

There is one view of the tendency to republican forms of government,
which invests the whole subject of modern politics with a completely
new chara<;ter. That tendency is iuuesi.stiule! Be it good or evil,

encouraging or alarming ; be it wisdom or iolly—wisdom in which all

good men sliould rejoice, or folly which all wise men should execrate

—

it cannot he helped. The progress of reform in England is not more
certain in fact, than it must have been certain in foresight, to every
thinking man, ten years ago. There arc principles, concerning whose
operation one may safely speculate in his closet. 1 le who does not see,

that knowledge, having once gone down among the people— which it

never did before—will neter turn back; and he wlio does not see, at
the same time, that the spread of intelligence must sooner or later break
down the entire system of unjust favouritism, whether in church or state,

knows nothing of human nature. It is often said that the horse, if ho
kncu: his power, would not sutfer himself to be driven and worn out in

the service of another. Does not all the power in the world lio in the
people? Are not the people beginning to learn and feel this? The
horse is nuide not to know his power, on purpose that he may .seiTe

another. Is human nature made so? It is a shaded pictin-e— that of

the human heart— and men see everything else more easily I but let

any one adjust his eye carefully to the magic glass of experience, and
look upon that picture, and it will foreshow to him the coming fortunes

of the world. From oversight of this, from the want of tliis insight,

the ago does not uinlerstand itself. The mighty power that is rising in

the world is intellectual power; and the one engine that is to take
precedence, if not place, of guns, and battlements, and armies, is the
press. The great ago of educated human nature— not of educated
upper clas.sc3 alone, but of educated fiuwan nature— is commencing.
IJut instead of giving this mighty element the chief place in tiu; problem
of the future, men arc spocidating about visible forces and agencies;
about the power of armies, the strength of dynasties, and the ban-iers

of cafte. It is all in vain. It must be in vain, unless human nature
shall be radically dianged. It is as if a man, holding that it woidd bo

.J I>
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better to have the earth for ever bound in the chains of winter, should
set himself to rail against the all-dissolving warmth of spring. It is as
if he should dispute— against the sun! Doubtless there will be dis-

putings and railings. There will be checks and disturbances, attending
this great progress of things, like the chiUs and storms that wait upon
the advancing steps of spring. Many a blast from the winter of ages
gone bv, will sweep rudely over the blossoming hopes of the world, and
tlu'eaten their destruction. The course of things wiU not be peaceful.

The elements of the world will be in conflict. There will be over-
shadowing clouds ; there will be many " a raw and gusty day;" the long
imprisoned waters will sometimes burst forth in desolating floods.

There will be oppositions and struggles in society ; the rage of kings,

and tumults of the people ; but through all those the great year of the

world will advance! And 1 cannot doubt— all agitations, and excite-

ments, and trials notwithstanding— that a progress of things so inevi-

table, based as it is upon the very principles of human nature, springing
as it does from such certain theoretical ti-uths, involving such unques-
tionable rights— a progress whose origin is education, whose element
is freedom, and whose cause is humanity— must, with aU its difficulties

and dangers, be a progress to good. To doubt it, would be, to my mind,
to doubt the providence of the Ruler of the world

!

But with us in America the question is not about tendencies. The
result to which the whole civilized world is advancing, is, in our country,

fully brought out. We have adopted the free system ; and our main
concern is with its practical working. The Old World has other and
complicated questions to consider ; old and new ideas, institutions, and
claims, are mingling and clashing in the conflict of European politics;

but to the New World is presented only one question. How shall the

system we have actually adopted be made to work well? And in truth
there is no duty which the press of our country owes to it, that appears
to me of such transcendent importance, and none which deserves so
sedulously to engage the attention of all thinking men in the country,

as the attempt to awaken, direct, and guard the public mind, in the
new and dangerous paths of experiment on which it is advancing.

If the age does not understand itself, stiU less, I fear, does our
country understand its peculiar situation. Liberty seems yet to be
regarded rather as a boon to be carelessly enjoyed, than as a trust to be
faithfully discharged. It is rare to meet with any production of the
periodical or daily press, that enters deeply into the moral and social,

as well as political difiiculties and dangers, which are inseparably con-

nected with free institutions. The pulpit addresses our people, pre-

cisely as it would address the people of China or Ilindostan— taking no
account that ever I have observed, of the peculiar temptations, sufferings,

discontents, and exposures of a community circumstanced as we are.

Meanwhile, there are enough to prate about liberty— demagogues and
party orators to tell the people continually of their power and impor-

tance— not of their duties— and the people, hearing little else, are led

to conclude that their situation offers nothing for them to consider, but
occasions for pride and gratulation. It addition to this, there is always
a vis inertice in the body of every society, not distui'bed by actual re-

volution— an indolent and passive liabit of feeling, as if all must be
well, which disinclines, and almost disenables us, from forming any
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discriminating judgment of the peculiar exigencies and perils of our
situation. That this is all wrong, tliat we have entered upon a new era

in society, an era of as much peril as promise ; that society among us

cannot adjust itself to its new duties and relations, withDut much con-

sideration and care, I tliink I distinctly see ; and so thinking, I cannot
but deeply feel, that a momentous experiment for happiness and virtue

is passing over us.

I am quite aware that the ground which I take is not likely to be
popular with any party. The attempt to defend free institutions will

satisfy one class of thinkers; the acknowledgment of their dangers will

fall in with the views of another ; but many of each class, when they

look to the counterpart of that wliich they approve, will probably say

tliat I contradict myself, and forsake my own principles. This I am
interested most earnestly to deny, for higher reasons than those which
concern my pei'sonal consistency. For I conceive that the only true

atid safe basis for liberty, is that basis of equal immunities and dangers
on which I put it. The ground I take, then, is this: that freedom is

tlio greatest of opportunities; but that the great opportunity, witli

moral beings, always involves great peril. 1 sec in this but one
instance of a principle tliat is estaVdished in the moral government of

the world. It were easy to conceive of a nature and of circumstances
which would expose mankind to but one half of their present sins and
sufferings. Cut off one half of their moral freedom ; diminish ctpially

the strength of tlieir passions ; take away half of their outward temp-
tations too ; and it follows, that the exposures to evil would be
proportionably lessened. But would not all this detract just so

much from their opportunities for moral advancement, and moral
happiness? The gift of political freedom is hke the gift of moral
agency; fraught alike with capabilities and perds. Just apply this

to the case of political communities. Take the lowest instance— that

of a slave population. All the dangers arising from free and um*e-

strained action, and especially from the acquisition and use of property,

are removed from it. Advance now to a higher condition ; that of the

peasantry of l"]urope. They have the rights of property, and a certain

degree of personal freedom ; but the more delicate questions about
human rights, the fair human (daim to respect and regard, all aspira-

tions after the higher conditions and honours of society, ;dl that unfet-

tered competition of life, which exists among us, is nearly unknown to

them. Now, suppose all these l)arriers to be thrown down, and a whole
people to stand— I had almost said like gladiators, upon the arena of

social equality and conflict—and what do we see? A boundless op-

l>ortunity for the ilovelopment and improvement of human powers—
but an ahnost equally boundle.ss peril.

The state of things in America has brought about a grand and novel
cri.sis in human society. Tliis crisis requires, 1 iK'lieve, that society

should assume a new cliaracter. And that there are difliirulties

attending the adoption of this new character, that there are difficul-

ties involved in the transition of society from an artificial to a
natural and healthful state, is not to be denied, but freely and fuJly

admitted. In the untried oi^ean upon which the world is advancing,
there are, doubtless, conflicting elements, tiiere are counter currents,

and tlien; may be storms: l)Mt, I repeat, wo are embarked upon the
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voyage, and the proper wisdom of these times is, not idly to rail against

the tide that is bearing us on, but to keep a strict watch and a close

reckoning, and to bring every energy, and to man every heart, to the

great enterprise.

Society is entering upon new trials everywhere— in America it has

already entered upon them— and they are of the most serious natui'e.

They demand a discussion among us, which they have scarcely yet

begun to receive. Power has fallen into new hands, ami hands which

are liable enough to abuse it. The relationship of man to man has

assumed a new character, and the fair adjustment of the mind to this

new situation, I repeat, will require a portion, by no means moderate,

both of sense and virtue.

Let me offer some suggestions on these points separately.

Power has gone into new hands. The grand modern form of power
is suffrage, and suffrage is becoming universal. In our country, it is

so already. We live in that extraordinary, that unprecedented, and, I

will say, that fearful condition, where the mind of the whole people is

represented in the govei-nment ; where everything is staked upon the

character, the intelligence, and virtue of the people; where the in-

terests of the empire are borne upon the wave of popular feeling. Popu-

lar feeling! how fluctuating— this is the constant language of many
in Europe, and it is meet that we should hear it

—" Popular feehng!"

they say, " how fluctuating, how uncertain, how impetuous and uncon-

trollable is it ! How selfish, how unreasonable is it— how inconsiderate,

rash, and irritable—and how liable to break out into wild extravagance,

into furious excesses, into storms of anarchy, that will sweep through

every land, leaving nothing but wreck and ruin in its path ! Popular

feeling! what is it likely to bo, but the feeling of one sectional interest

against another, the feeling of the poor against the rich, and of the rich

against the poor, the feeling of the ignorant against the wise, of vice

against virtue, of licentiousness and misrule against all order and con-

trol— feeling without reason, without restraint, without any principle,

or any regard or care for anything but its own gratification!"

This is the language of many wise and thoughtful men in the Old

World; and it deserves to be heedfuUy considered and carefully

weighed. " Would the waves of the ocean," they say— " would the

waves of the sea, without pilot or rudder, or any guidance superior to

their own tendencies, bear any ship safely to the desired haven! But
you have put the fabric of your government upon the waves. You
have based everything upon that most unstable element— popular

feeling, popular suffrage!" This is the grand point of difference which

.the advocate of free institutions would find between himself and them
— they have no confidence in the people.

I trust that, in our country, we are to show that the people may be

confided in. I trust, we are to show that the interests of a country

may be more faithfully kept by the many to whom they appertain, than

by the few to whom they do not— more faithfully kept by popular in-

torvention, than by despotic authority. But if we are to show this, we
must see to it in season, and charge ourselves with this responsibility,

and prove ourselves faithful, as no people before us has ever done, and
as no people after us will ever have equal advantages for doing. We
must see to it, that knowledge is built up, and religion promoted, and
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virtue practised ; ami that every man be .sober, that every man be vigi-

lant, tliat every man stand upon hi,s individual guard and watch, as if

ho stood a sentinel for the safety of an empire. Especially must wo sco

to it, that the venerableuess and sanctity of tho law aro sustained

among us.

I liavo attempted to show that the law of a free people, the law
which they themselves have made, possesses these characters in a peculiar

degree, liut it is not any abstract shadow of authority that I would
set up. 1 say that such a law is bound upon the conscience, beyond all

others.

If all the multitudes in our American republic were assembled, the

whole body of them, almost as one man, would pronounce the law and
the government which aro established among us, to be good and bene-

ficent. Then, I say, it is a matter of conscience to obey it. We have
ascribed to tliis law an authority more than human. We have acknow-
ledged in it that which gives authority to licaven itself— its beneficence.

It is no longer left to our will to decide whether wo ought to obey it.

That is ah'cady decided. If we break the law, wo are moral oft'endors.

We are not mere technical or political offenders ; not merely traitors,

or thieves, or murderers, according to some arbitrai'y and unacknow-
ledged rule ; we are moral offenders ; we are offenders against

conscience; we arc offenders against God; and wo must answer it,

not in a human tribunal only, but at tlie bar of an eternal judgment.
But possibly some one may say, " I do not hold a certain law to be

good or right, and, therefore, npon your own showing, I am not bound
to obey it." Tlie objector forgets one essential principle of our jioliti-

cal system which is as mucli a part of the law as any other. And that

is the principle, that the majority shall govern. This is as evidently a
necessary and beneficent principle of law among us, as any provision of

the criminal code; and he who sets it aside, as plainly offends against

tho public welfare, as if he stole or murdered. For who does not see

that the government cannot go on a day without this principle? If

every man is to decide for liimself what sliall be law, there is an end of
all law. Law for a country must deiMud upon agreement; and the

nearest and tho only approach to agreement, is to be effected by sub-

mitting to the majority. Tho business of an aggrieved minority is, to

procure as speedily as thoy can, a change of the law. Jvcsistanco to

tlie law involves a principle so fatal, that no temporary advantages can
countervail its wide-spread mischief.

We have fallen upon times, when exact obedience to the laws— an
obedience so exact, that it sliall admit no disturbing interference of
private judgment— is a subject that needs to be deeply considered.
The disposition on the part of some of our citizens to take the Law into

their own hamls— public executions without legal trial in one part of
the country, and tlic riots and mobs that have spread terror tlu'ough

some of our cities, —theso arc things, though tlieir importimce is

likely enough to be exaggerated, M-hich nevertheless demand a fixed

and serious, if not anxious consideration.

And the (piestion is, Wliat is to be done to restrain these excesses?
And I confidently answer, that nothing can l»e done, but tln'ough a
sound public opinion, through a universal and diicp conviction spread
among tho people, tliat a religious reverence, and an exact t)bedienco to
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the law is our only safeguard. The only alternative is a standing-

army, and it is an alternative not to be thought of. Moral restraint,

then, is the only expedient. And let us not think that we have suffici

ently tried it. There has been a laxity of opinion among us, that has
given some countenance to mobs, or they never would have risen to the
strength and violence which they have attained' in our country. There
has been a want of consideration among us, concerning the necessity

both of strict obedience to the laws, and of general moral restraint.

We have been too secure. We have idly thought that our system must
work well, because it is free and the people intelligent.

The action of a mob, and all action of bodies of men against the
laws, is not only fatal in effect, but fatal in principle. It destroys the
very end which a mob generally proposes to attain. For let us do the
justice to those bodies of violent and misguided men, to say that they
usually propose some good end. But the very principle of irregular

and unauthorised interference destroys every good end of government
and society. For who can be safe, if the passions and prejudices of in-

furiated multitudes are to decide upon his conduct? Who can speak
freely as he ought, the truth, or his true and honest sentiments, if he
is subject to such a tribunal?

No matter, then, how apparently just the occasion for this violent

popular interference may be. There may be some urgent danger to be
guarded against. There may be some detestable principle to be put
down. There may be some abominable nuisance to be abated. But
who, in his senses, would call for the corrective hand of a mob? Who
that has ever once seen a mob, would not say, " Heaven rid us of such
remedies I"

The trades unions subject themselves to the same censure, whenever
they overstep the limits of the law. The prejudice of many against
them is so violent, that they probably regard the very combinations as
unlawful. But let it be considered, whether any body of people has
not a right to assemble to deliberate and act for the common welfare.

It never has been denied, that employers have a right to agree toge-

ther, upon the wages they wiU give ; certainly it must be admitted, that

the employed have just as much right to agree together upon the
wages they will demand. Doubtless, combinations of a particular class

for such a purpose, or indeed for almost any purpose, are liable to do
much mischief and much wrong. I regret them, for many of the same
reasons that I should i-egret combinations among merchants and men
of wealth, designed to act upon the fears or the necessities of the poor.

It is the policy of our institutions not to separate, but to blend the

different classes of society. Trades unions are a device of the Old
World, naturally enough springing from fixed and repulsive distinctions

of classes. The sensible mechanics and labourers of our couuti-y ought
to see this, and to hold their hands from those association bonds, as

they would from manacles. The man who aspires to a higher place in

society, should take care how he links himself with a combination,

which is likely to embrace the lowest and vilest of the community. He
lessens his power by doing so ; he lessens his free action ; he lessens

his chance of rising in the world. I appeal to any intelligent trades

unionist, whether the body to which he belongs is not likely to be led

by one or two demagogues, who have not more sense, but a greater gift
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of Speech tluiii the rest, and whether it is not hkely to bo absulutel/

controlled by tho poorest and most desperate of its class. With these,

then, notwithstanding all his mental remonstrances, he must be confounded
in the eve ot the world, lie ought to have something too much of pride for

that. 1 lo ought also to reflect, that, although such a combination may bo

lawful in the outset, it is very likely to be lawless in the end. And
when it does become lawless, when it assumes the character of a mob,

wlien it breaks in with violence upon the peaceful labours of those who
are still inclined to work for the support of their families, or compels

them by threats of violence, to desist from their lawful occupations

—

then, Tsay, and I say it as much for the sake of the poor as of the rich,

that there ought to be an armed police, strong enough to put a stop to

such outrages upon the public order! I am, perhaps, as averse as any

one can be, to such a remedy. But it would probably, in the end, save

more lives than it would sacrifice in the outset ; and lives of far greater

value ; to say nothing of the wives and children of these misguided in-

surgents, who are brought to the extremity of poverty and distress, to

disease, and perhaps to death, by the idleness of their natural protectors

— or who, perhaps, are begging at one end of the town, while their

husbands and fathers are violently arresting industry, and destroying

property at the other— one part of the family levying contributions for

charity upon the very wealth, which the other part are laying waste by
violence. But I said, that lives of far greater value were lost ; and I

mean those of our police officers. The policeman, too, has a family

:

and he goes from it in the morning, knowing, perhaps, that he has that

day to encounter a mob. Can he do so without anxiety ? Does not

his family implore him, for their sakes, to take care of himself? But
forth he must go. At tho magnanimous risk of everything dear to

him, he goes into that wild and lawless crowd. For the public safety

he goes there. To shield the whole community from violence, he offers

his head to the blows of an infuriated multitude. He falls : he sinks

in tho crowd ; he is beaten to death ! Is there no remedy to be used

against such a cruel issue as this? Are the public justice and honour
to sleep in supine indifference, or to shrink back in pusillanimous fear,

when the faithful servants of the public are thus sacrificed to lawless

violence?

Wo have had scarcely time yet, to set up the necessary guards
against new and recent forms of popular violence. This is tlie expla-

nation of that unexampled state of things, in some of our Atlantic

cities, and somo of our western towns, which is tho wonder and
ridicule of Europe. That pubhc opinion is entirely right with
regard to these enormities, is our security ; for the pubhc opinion in

America is law. That this opinion will find out some way to repress

mobs, and the murderous executions of the too far-famed, but not too

odious Lyncli law, I cannot doubt.* 1 believe that tliese things have
no more to do with the perpetuity of our institutions, tlian the vexa-

• In a IcttiT from r.irih to tho e<litor oltlic AV'" V't/c Aiiurk<iti, datod Uth
Januan-, isjo, tlie writer, >))(akiiip of the late honihle atroi-ities in Spain, says,
" Go<l t!'rlii(l that tin- L'liitcd .Staler should ever witness .•«uch scenes of hlfKwl;

but li.nl as tlioy .ire, they are not so much dwelt ujion hy the press of l-airope.

as the Lyuch law proceoilin^rs in the United .States." It'is all very wi-U '. Let
the indication of Europe be lixed upon such monstrous proeeed'mgs. It" in-
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tious stings of a wasp, or the irritating attacks of a swarm of flies, with
the Ufe of the mighty elephant.

Indeed, I do by no means so much fear for the permanence of our
institutions, as for their effect upon the essential well-being and happi-

ness of society. Even the dissolution of our union would probably leave

unaltered the form of our state governments. Nor is it easy to antici-

pate or imagine any change in the national character, that would per-

mit the creation of a nobility or of a monarchy among us. We are

often told of coming ages of anarchy and blood, out of which is to rise

a military despotism. We are admonished of the fate of the Grecian

and Roman republics. I do not desire that the admonition *hould be

scornfully resisted. Occupying as we do a new world, scarcely feeling

any ties to past ages, taking counsel of innovation rather than of anti-

quity, dwelling more upon the bright visions of futurity than upon the

sublimity of ancient time, we may be instructed less than we ought by
the lessons of history. Still, I cannot help observing, when the exam-
ples of Greece and Rome are brought forward, that there are elements

in the constitution of our society, which do not seem to be considered

in this comparison. I mean those elements of mighty force—Chris-

tianity and universal education. They have formed a people in Ame-
rica, such as Greece and Rome never conceived of. This is scarcely a
topic for argument ; the conclusion here must be the result of observa-

tion. But when I look upon such a people as ours, enlightened as they

are, and united in the bands of Christian brotherhood, I cannot help

asking—and feeling, too, as if there was the force of argument in the

question—Where are the elements of universal anarchy and bloodshed ?

I look at individuals— at those whom I know— at the body of the

people in the country— and I say. Can this man and tliat man be in-

duced to take his musket, and fight with his neighbour in tlie next

state? Can Massachusetts go to war with Connecticut?—or New Eng-
land with New York?— or the Northern States with the Southern?

—

What may happen five or ten centuries hence, I pi'etend not to predict.

It is easy to deliver prophecies which are to wait centuries for their

fulfilment or failure. With regard to the future, I know no safer augury

than past experience. I repose, then, upon the, to my apprehension,

undeniable fact, that the intelligence and the right-minded, religious

feeling of our people, have been gaining strength, and are at this mo-
ment advancing more rapidly than ever before. Can this fact be denied?

Certainly our schools and colleges are improving ; and the number of

•newspapers, periodicals, and books— and readers— is increasing in a

ratio,* far beyond the progress of population. Certainly the vices of

dignant justice will not otherwise av-ake at home, let foreign reproach ai'ouse

it. Yet, at the same time, let not our favourers or our adversaries imagine that

Lynch law is the law of this couMti-y, oi- that it is ever likely to be ; or that it

has been, except in two or thice instances of extreme local irritation and
alarm.

* Most of the market-women who sell vegetables in the open markets of the

city of New York, bu^ an<l lead a daily newspaper. I suspect the M'orld mi^ht
be searched over in vain for a parallel to this tact ; which is an illustration, also,

of the spirit of the country. Let a po(tr man, moreover, go through the market

with hi.s basket, and those women will fill it. I remember the time, too, when
this humble but meritoi-ious class of persons was entitled to less honourable

niention. — in Geneva, with twenty-five thousand inhabitants, there are
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gaming, profancucss, and intemperance, have vi.siblj doclineJ among
us. Certainly, the jurisprudence of the country, that great mural guage

and safeguard of a nation, lias improved, and improved, 1 am inclined

to believe, l)eyond all example, ancient or modern. And once more I

say, certainly there has been a growth of religious feeling in the coun-

try ; a deeper interest in tho subject is spreading itself among all classes

of tho people ; tho churches are more fully attended ; the number of

communicants is everywhere increasing. Nay, and I cannot help think-

ing that tho preaching is better than it was ; at any rate, taking ray

past impressions with me, I find it, wherever 1 go, better than I ex-

pected. Nor in regard to statistical statements of this nature, does it

seem to rao fair to reply with strictures or censures upon the religious

zeal of our people. Such strictures arc very ])roper in their place ; but

their place is not in a general estimate of this kind. Tho religious

spirit of the country is strong; it is growing stronger; this is undeniable.

And now, if all this be true, Miiat, I ask, is meant by the charge of a

national deterioration, that threatens tho cvcutual subversion of our

free institutions ?

But I have been led, by these observations, away from the point on

which I was about to insist. It is not the danger of destruction to our

popular forms, that so much impresses my mind, as the trial of charac-

ter which is passing under these forms. The danger that 1 should fear,

if I were disposed to give way to gloomy forebodings, would be, tliat

while the glorious fabric remahis untouched, those who walk beneath it

may not reap all the advantages of their favoured condition ; that while

the fair form of liberty is preserved, tho very heart and happiness of it

maybe eaten out by " carking cares," by domestic competitions, by

private discontents—by the jealousies, and distrusts, and vexations, that

spring from ambitious aspirings, and undefined claims, aud disappointed

expectations.

1 believe that there is (from certain causes) more snffering among
our people, than among the people of any other country in the world I

I begin with this assertion, and I make it thus nakedly, that it may, if

possible, startle the reader into some attention. It will, doul)tless, be

thought a bold declaration ; but I say it: I believe tlu-re is more suffer-

ing (from certain mental and moral causes) in our country than in any
other. There may be more happiness, too; I am inclined to think there

is. liut there is positively more suffering.* Nor does this arise alone

from the greater amount of intelligence diifused abroad among the mass
of our people. It arises in ])art from the peculiar relationsiiips of society

among us. The higher and the lower classes, as they are called, sus-

tain a less happy relation to each other in America than they do in

Europe. Domestics arc less ha])py, as a <dass, in America than they
are in liUrojie. Does any one ask why? I answer, because in Hurope,

and wherever aristocratic institutions prevail, servants look upon their

state of life as a permanent condition. In .\nierica every domestic is

one weekly nn<l two senu-we<'kly iie\vt>i>!i)iort;. In tlic town of \cw Bcxlftml
(Mass.), with ii popuhition of nine thousuiul, there are tiiree weekly luul two
daily papers.

• Of comx', 1 sliouM e.xeejit eabes of extreme oppresbiou or I'overtv, liko

thobe of I'nland or of Ifonie.
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hoping to rise to a higher place in society. Hence he is restless and
uneasy. Hence dependence is a thousand times more galling to him
than it is to the European servant. He must be a duU observer, who
does not see, I had almost said in a thousand forms of pride, petulance,

jealousy, carelessness, unfaithfulness, and unhappiness, this grand diffi-

culty attending the condition of the American domestic. Is the situa-

tion of the American householder, employer, man of wealth, compared
with the European, any more fortunate and happy? On the contrary,

the grand difficulty of the country, so far as comfort, both mental and
bodily, is concerned, lies in the state of domestic service. There are

exceptions, of course ; but the general want of fidelity, attention, kind-

ness, and respect in domestics, is a source of perpetual annoyance in

almost all the families in the country. It is to be added, that there is

less skill, less accomplishment, less heartiness, in the duties of any
situation, where the occupant regards it with disgust, and is determined

to escape from it as soon as possible.

It is easy to spread this general comparison into aU the shades and
details of the social relations. Those who are beneath, where all are

free to rise, are looking to the situations above, not as places never to

be reached, but, on the contrary, as prizes to be contended for. The
sight of splendid dwellings and equipages, therefore, is likely to awaken,
in many bosoms, envy and irritation, rather than kindness and deference.

On the contrary, those who are above, look upon their inferiors in sta-

tion as aspirants and assailants, rather than as friends and supporters.

In this state of things, all the offices and relations of life are apt to be-

come less kindly. In a country where there are no fixed and impassable

distinctions, no protecting barriers of caste or cotei'ie, men are apt to

fear intrusion, or else to fear lest they be thought intrusive. Hence, I

think, the proverbial distrust and coldness of our manners. And hence,

I fear, a want, to some extent, of real heartiness, confidence, and en-

thusiasm in society.

Do I say, then, that this state of freedom is undesirable ? By no
means. The most desirable condition for a people, is not that which

embraces the greatest immediate comfort, not that which presents the

fewest annoyances and difficulties, but that which tends to the greatest

ultimate improvement. It is the order of Providence, it is the discipline

of our moral nature, that the process of improvement should involve

much suffijring. The result is happiness ; and for that happiness I am
looking. But the process, I repeat, is usually trying and difficult. It

involves many moral efforts, many severe struggles, many painful ques-

tionings. Doubtless it would be more cumfortrthle for the master to

hold his servants in a state of absolute dependence, so that they should

cling to his service as their only means of support, so that they should

have no wish, will, or thought, but of implicit obedience ; but would this

be the best state of things for thein, or even, morally considered, for him-

self? Doubtless the ignorant peasant, whose thouglits seldom wander
beyond the plantation on v/hich he toils, experiences less care and anxi-

ety, and is less tried with questions of social precedence and position,

than the independent citizen, who has the world before him where to

choose and who knows of no world above him to which he may not as-

pire. Doubtless, the slave suffers less, mentally and morally, than his

master. Push the comparison something further, and you will find a
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race of being?; that iltus not suffer at all—animals. Now, advance ani-

mals to the state of Hottentots, and Hottentots to the condition of serfs,

and serfs to the situation of the modern peasantry of Europe, and a
peasantry, tenants at will, to the privileges of free citizens ; and at every

step you open now sources both of enjoyment and suffering. And the

relative degree of enjoyment and suffering, in each state, will be in pro-

portion as the duties of that state are well or ill understood and prac-

tised. The more novel, and, in its principles and modes of action,

unsettled any condition is, the greater will be the suffering.

Now this I consider to be the condition of our American people.

Our political institutions have placed us in a new school, and most of us

are yet upon the first form. The Greeks and Romans were not in such

a school. The ancient liberty differed almost as widely from our

modern freedom, as the aristocratic system itself does. Greece and

Rome, crowded with slaves, experienced but few of tlie peculiar trials

of our social condition. The i)rivate relations of life among them were

more fixed than ours ; while at the same time, their popular forms of

government were less secure. They were less secure, because the basis

of society on which they were placed was not the basis of truth and
justice. And I cannot help adding, that, in this respect, we enjoy an

advantage over all the modern governments of the Old World. ^Vhilo

the right tendencies of mind with us are all conservative, the right ten-

dencies of mind in the European states— the tendencies, that is to say,

to diffused knowledge, equalized property, and free thought— ai'e all

destructive of their respective governments.

But not to pursue this point— I say that we are placed in a new
school. We arc learning, from trying experience, many important

lessons. Our education has not yet come to its end; and our system,

like every formative and disciplinary system, is to be judged of with this

just reservation. There are systems of education which are occupied

with immediate results ; there are systems which look to future issues.

Ours is of the latter kind. Wo are in a state of transition. Like our

noble forefathers, we are, in some important respects, " living for them
that shall come after." Society in America is contending with many
difficulties ; it is necessarily sacrificing much immediate comfort, for a
magnificent result hereafter. I say a magnificent residt. For no vision

of patrician honour and plebeian humility, of lofty command and hum-
ble service, of baronial dignity and obsequious respect, of generous pro-

tection and grateful dependence, of titles, coronets, stars, and banners,

with the lowly h(»mage of a surrounding multitude— no such vision,

though it may charm the reveries of a poetic imagination, can be so

glorious as the spectacle of a great people, living under the gentle rule

of impartial law— each one's welfare equally cared for by the paternal

state— each one ])ossessing all the liberty that equal laws can give, for

pursuing his own improvement and happiness— each one respecting

himself and his fellows as moral beings, subjects alike of the majesty of

Heaven ; no oppression bowing down the weak to the strong, tlic friend-

less to the favoured— no lordship, but that which a man shall make for

himself— no jxiwer but fur tlio common weal— no end but universal

happiness. Herein lies the true nobleness and charm of society ; in its

impartiality, in its justice— not in sacrificing one part to the comfort or

I'cspcctability of another— a system degrading to all; but in the im-
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] roveiiient, happiness, education, of the whole body of the people. And
were it not for the yet unexhausted heritage of false, feudal maxims,
which past ages have sent down to us, no noble-minded man would be
able to see things in any other light: no lofty imagination, nor poetry,

would have thrown their charm over a system of oppression and cruel

injustice. It is to be remarked, indeed, that poetry, when she has
made princes and nobles her theme, has touched the heart chiefly by
portraying their humanity, their gentleness, their kindness to inferiors.

The condescension, alas! seems to have been the grand theme. It has

been such a wonder, even to poets, that a man should he a man! This
perversion of almost all genius— this prostration of all truth and right,

before power and state, is one of the lieaviest indictments to be brought
against the entire system of aristocratic distinctions.

Possessed, through a long hereditary descent of opinion, of these

views, so favourable to the few, so disparaging to the many, we are,

perhaps, but ill qualified to judge fairly and philosophically of that

process of improvement, of which I have been speaking. It is neces-

sarily wrouglit out through much imperfection ; the people, in their new
position, are committing many mistakes ; and not a few of the lookers

on, passing by, apparently, all the destructive eiTors of past times, give

themselves up to the dread and the denunciation of these popular mistakes

and excesses. They discern not, I am tempted to say, the signs of this

time. The upheaving of the popular mass offends them. The growing
independence, the insolence, as they regard it, of the lower classes, dis-

gusts and alarms them. Trades unions, those natural, and often,

doubtless, misdirected- struggles of the poor and labouring classes to

better their condition, are to them utter abominations. Those placards

which they sometimes see in our cities, appealing to the worst passions

of the poor, against the rich, read to them like fearful handwi'i tings upon
the wall, proclaiming that the days of liberty are numbered. Xow I

regard all these things as among the unhappy, but unavoidable pro-

cesses of the great modern experiment on free institutions. The people,

after all, are by no means committing such errors and injuries, as kings

and nobles have done. I believe that all will eventually come right.

To this political optimism I would hold fast, till I am beaten off by those

shocks and convulsions of society, that shall whelm all in one common
ruin ! Heaven avert them I

And that they may be averted, that the experiment may come out

well, I admit that we all have duties to perform. Nay, more, and

I believe that Providence has it in charge— that our very situation

gives some pledges that we shall perform them. Our very comfort de-

mands, our very necessities require, that v/o should learn anew the

duties of humanity, of courtesy, and of Christianity. And these ai'e

the particular duties to which 1 refer.

We are obliged to give to tlio claims of humanity, of the mass of

mankind, a place which they never before held. The demand is urged

by an irresistible power— the power of the multitude. It claims to

have its rights, its interests, its feelings respected. It will no longer do

among us, as is yet done in England with amazing frequency, to call

this multitude a worthless rabble. The demagogue will indeed take

advantage of this state of things, and the crowd may be, to some ex-

tent, misled bv him ; but it is the demagogue that is corrupted, rather
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than the crowd; I Uli(V(; that tlie heart of our ])ro|)h' is jet souikI.

An intelligent people may err, but can it wilfully err? Can it baruess

itself to the demagogue's car, for the .«akc of drawing it?

It is sometimes petulantly said, that, in domestic life, the real mas-

ters in America arc the servants. Here, too, is error, doubtless on tho

part of the great class of domestic assistants. Can anybody wonder that

they commit this error? And is it not better that their claims, as

human beings, should be enfon-cd by some unreasonable exactions, than

to be never regarded at all? The domestic is not, in this country, as

lie has been in the Old "World, a mere instrument in the hands of an-

other. He is to be considered, respected, felt for, as a human being.

Let him be so regarded, let him bo treated with kindness, let an interest

— aye, a Christian interest— be taken in his mental and moral improve-

ment, and the state of our families will bo made happier, by every step

of that progress in the morality and piety of domestic life. That pro-

gress must be made. 1 lament not that Providence has taken a bond

of society', that it shall bo made I

Will not courtesy be promoted in an equal proportion? Let the re-

lations of life bo just and kind, and kind manners will be the conse-

quence. Let the members of a family take the proper interest in one

another, as human benigs, as alike children of Clod and heirs of heaven,

and I will answer for their manners— yes, and for the manners of tho

humblest of its members. What is the beau ideal of a servant's char-

acter and maimers in England, or wherever else aristocratic institutions

prevail ? That he is apt and obedient, attentive, respectful, and grateful

;

that he is a useful instrument, a serviceable person, true to his mas-
ter. " It is a good creature;" and tho master, and the mistress, and
their children, are well satisfied, because this person— tho old butler,

the attentive footman, the kind nurse— is living for their comfort.

Does it enter at all into tho aristocratic contemplation of this faithful

dependent, that he should live for ])urposes of his own— for puiposes

proper to him as a human being; that his own powers should be culti-

vated, his mind eidarged, and that he should cherish as true a self-re-

spect as liis master does? I am not speaking of wliat individuals may
do— there are exceptions to all rules— but 1 am speaking of the general

judgment and feeling of society in England, and France, and Italy.

I have known instances in America, where the relation of employer
and emj)l(»yed, of householder and domestic, is, to my view, altogether

more beautiful than tho beau ideal of that relation in tho Old ^Vorld

;

wliere the superior in station says of his inferior, " I respect that

person just as truly, and just as much as he respects me, and with just

as good reason;" and wliere ho treats him accordingly; where that

treatment, moreover, has won, in return, a noble confidence and love:

and where, in lino, tho inferior stands up in his proper dignity as a
man— where his manners are respectful and obliging, not because he is

afraid of lusing Iiis place, but because he resjiects himself too much to

bo rude and discdnrtcous to others— wliere his good manners stand on
the just and tirm basis of moral affection and mental culture. That is

a beautiful relation. It is a relation that becomes men and Cliristians.

It is the only suitable relation for Iteiiigs, wliose ties as a family are

soon to be dissolved, and who are to stand as equals before the throno

of their common Creator and Judge I
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Ill a country like ours, it is time that some of the old maxims of

feudal societies should be done away. The horror of being thought poor

and dependent, the dread of being confounded with inferiors, the con-

tempt visited upon the necessity of labour, the scornful reference to

certain trades and occupations which infects even our literature, should

give place to higher maxims. Make any occupation contemptible, and
you take the most direct way to make those engaged in it reckless and
vicious. Does not observation verify the remark? Those incognito

female working establishments— so t(j call them— which are known in

some of our cities, are a libel on virtuous industry. I do not so much
blame those who desire to spread around them this shield against the

absurd maxims of society. The wrong lies in that spirit of society

which creates such establishments. They stand in a civilized and
Christian country, like the guarded old feudal castles— relics of barbar-

ism. It is a curious illustration of the absurd perversions of sentiment,

which feudal distinctions have wrought in the world, that idleness

— the not being obliged to labour, or study, or to do any useful thing

on earth— should have been held to be the most honourable of all

positions in society. Nay, the very dependents and menials of some
lordly idler have sometimes, by reflected honour, taken precedence of

the most honourable and learned professions. Mr. Edgeworth, in his

Letters on the Choice of a Profession, argues against that of a clergy-

man in England, on account of its frequent want of respectability.

And by way of illustration, he relates the anecdote of a curate, who was
so elated at possessing the acquaintance, not of the lord of a neighbour-

ing castle, but of his butler, that he observed, concerning that distin-

guished personage (the butler), " that he was so familiar with him,

that he could say anything to him."
But for the correction of all errors, and the remedy of all evUs inci-

dent to our situation, our chief resort must be to the principles of the

Christian religion. Our situation is thus far fortunate, that it urges

these principles upon us, as it never urged them upon any other people.

The relations of society with us are brought down to the bare and sim-

]fle character of a connexion between man and man. Heart to heart

we are brought ; and there is not a star, or a badge, or a strip of livery

on any man's bosom, to teach deference to one, or to entitle another to

the tone of authority. The privileges of rank, the instinct of discipline,

the bonds of necessity, are all broken and abrogated. All artificial bar-

riers are removed ; the leading strings which have served for the guid-

ance of past times, are completely taken away ; and we are placed in

the open and unobstructed field of equal rights and fair relations. What
now can stand us in stead of all that has controlled and coerced the

manners and actions of men hitherto, but the laws of rectitude, kind-

ness, and forbearance—the laws of Christian self-respect, and Christian

mutual respect ? The basis of theoretical equality on which we stand,

is really the ground of Christianity. Will not our privileges, as a peo-

ple, teach us our duties ?

It is only under this influence, that the relation of man to man, and
the relation of the whole body to each individual, can be safe and happy.

A poor man witli this spirit, would say, " I am willing to perform a

stipulated service for my rich neighbour ; I feel no degradation in the

employment ; it is my mind only, not my emjiloyment, that can degrade
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inc; it is envy, or jealousy, not labour, that is degrading; I respect

myself, my soul, my Imic, too mui-h to he oontonding about compara-

tive trifles ; nay. aeoording to the Cliristian law, 1 love my neiglibour

too much, and I hold my fellow Christian in too much honour, to think

of any injury or indignity to him ; let him be honoured according to his

merits ; let him be prospered according to the good jileasure of God: I

am thankful for liis weliare: I am happy in my own." "What a lofty-

minded labourer were that I lie might walk behind the plough; but

the conqueror in liis triumphal procession never walked in a path more
glorious. Let the rich man reciprocate that noble feeling, assuming

nothing unbecoming the relation of one Christian man to anotlier,

thankful for his prosperity, and humble, not proud, under it; and what
a state of society would this be! What manners, what graces, both of

character and behaviour, would spring from it

!

And then, again, as to the influence which the whole body of tho

people— the mighty majority— possesses over the welfare of each indi-

vidual— it needs to be subjected to the same control. Public opinion

in America is a power fearful to contemplate. There is no aristocracy

with us, no throne that is above it. It must be considerate, liberal,

and candid, or it will inflict extreme misery and injustice. We have
escaped in America from the despotism of the one, and the few ; it re-

mains to be seen, wliethor we sliall escape the despotism of the many.
Xay, at tliis moment, and with all our boasts of liberty, there is less

private and social freedom in America, than there is in Europe! lu
some respects this is well ; but surely not in all respects. The sove-

reignty of the many, the sovereignty of public opinion, may become as

oppressive and vexatious as ever was the jealousy of arbitrary power.
It may beat down all manly independence, all individual freedom—and
especially in those who seek for otKce, or are ambitious to stand well

with society; it may make slaves of us as eftectually, as any tyranny that

ever existed. It may make us a mean, tame, time-serving people, who
shall not dare to do anything, even in trifles, that is contrary to tho
popular will. I confess, that in this view, I look with considerable ap-
prehension upon those great associations, which, however good tlieir

end, create a public opinion about their objects, that renders it hazard-
ous to any man's reputation, to dissent from them. I fear that under
this influence, charity, and all the virtues, will bo liable to lose some-
thing of their manliness, freedom, and beauty ; that they may become,
to some extent, hollow-hearted, and false— that charity may bo pro-

moted at the expense of real generosity, and temperance at the expense
of sincerity, and much seeming good at the expense of much secret evil.

Here, then, we want firm and liberal Christian principle, to withstand
these dangerous tendencies. We M-ant it to enable some to set thcm-
.«;elves firmly, whether in politics or religion, against the popular will.

Yes, we want men who will sacrifice themselves—who will be martyrs

—

ratlicr than sacrifice their own free and single-minded judgment. 1

might hold such a man to be wrong in his opinion ; but unless he were
very wrong indeed, I should set off liis independence, in the account of
social influences, as more than a balance for his error. Error can be
corrected; but ment^d slavery seals and locks up tlie very fountain of
truth. Wo want newspapers that shall dare to be true to individual
conviction. And would tliat there were such a thing as an independent
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party in politics—that useless, worthless, powerless, contemptible thing,

as the mere politician would regard it—jet it would do a good that the

politician does not think of. It would set an example worth a thousand

party triumphs. And I fancy, too, that it would act as a balance

wheel, to control the violence of party movements. The old Roman
virtue consisted in the devotion, the sacrifice of the individual to the

state. The redeeming virtue of modern liberty must consist in the de-

votion, and if need bo, the sacrifice of the individual to truth! And
let me add, that the supreme danger to apprehend, is that of losing all

mental and moral independence!

CHAPTER XXVII.

JOUT.NEY TO LIVERPOOL— SENSITIVENESS OF AMERICANS TO PUBLIC OPINION
ABROAD—FAREWELL TO ENGLAND—PASSAGE TO AMERICA.

Birmingham, April 12.—From London to Birmingham I have ridden

through a country clothed with living verdure. And yet England is

several degrees north of any part of the United States ; and this is

April. The verdure now is of one deep hue. It is very different in

Summer. When I came to Liverpool last year, I was struck with the

light green of the fields on the banks of the Mersey. It may have been
caused by recent mowing. What attracted my attention afterwai'd, in

travelling through England, was tlie variety of shades upon the land-

scape. I presume that this arises from the greater variety of grasses,

grain, and herbs, cultivated ; and also from a more perfect cultivation,

that gives to the scythe and the sickle more frequent crops. The coun-

try wears every livery of green, from the darkest to the lightest, through

the whole Summer. Oh! those rich glades; those noble groves and
clum])s of trees on every hillside ; tliose clitfs, with their soft screening

of ivy ; those velvet lawns, with many a sunny nook and shaded avenue,

sweet enough to draw the footsteps of the fairies ; those embowered cot-

tages ; those glorious parks ; those magnificent castles— shall I not—
shall I never— see them again?

The lowest class of operatives in Birmingham and Manchester is said

to be the most desperate and dangerous population in England ; and I

was very desirous to see a specimen of it. So I said to a gentleman

here one day, " I want to see something of this horrid population in

Birmingham, that I hear so much about. Pray, take me, now, to the

worst part of your city." He paused in his walk and looked at me, as

if he did not at all comprehend my meaning. " Why, you know," said

I, "these desperate operatives— these people that are sunk so low, as I

am told, in poverty and misery. Mr. and Mr. , spoke of thera

as if they were wild animals, that, if uncaged, would break forth, and
devour, and destroy, on every side ; and would be almost justified in

doing so." The gentleman looked at me with a surprise that would

have been displeasure, I think, but for his politeness. " Indeed lie knew
of no such people in Birmingliam. He could take me to no such place.

—There," he said, pointing down a lane that was swarming with women
and children, ill clad and dirty enough to merit a pretty strong descrip-

tion—" there arc people as poor and miserable as any, perhaps, in Bir-
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Tningham, but they are neither desperate nor dangerous." They,

perhaps, if consulted, would have told another story! Heaven forbid

that events should

!

IJut it is curious, though natural, this habit of seeing things connected
with ourselves, under aspects so widely different from those which pre-

sent themselves to a stranger, or a distant observer. It really requires

an effort of philosoithical abstraction, to break that spell of association

by which wo make ourselves responsible, in a sort, for everything that

belongs to our country or omy town, to our cla&s, sect, or coteiie. For
this reason, the unprcjudictKl stranger, or traveUer, is, in the proportion

of his knowledge, likely to be nearer right than the people of the coun-
try which ho describes.

But it is a poor rule that will not work both ways ; and there is no
doubt that wo might well take liomo this observation to ourselves in

America. Tlie TroUopcs, Halls, and llamiltons, have certainly told

us many truths; by which, it may bo hoped, that our manners, at least,

will be mended. Nations have habits like individuals ; they liave eccen-
tricities, which propagate themselves by the mere force of habit and
custom, without any original reason. I am sure I know of nothing in

our climate, or constitution, that accounts for that abomination, called
spitting ; many among us are as free from it as any otiier people. That
we are somewhat given to talking of invoices and prices, has, indeed, an
intelligible cause; it "cometh of the multitude of business;" and the
fearful rapidity with whicli we eat our dinners, especially in public
places, proceeds, perhaps, from the same cause. We are a business
people, in a sense which does not, and never did appertain to any other
people. Every man with us has a stake in what is going on around him.
This must, of course, give a turn to general conversation, and produce
an effect on the general manners and character. It may do evil ia
some respects ; but it is certainly the spring of many energies. If you
put a man's fortunes into his own hands, you put a life into him, which,
though it may do harm to his manners or his morals, is certainly better
for a country than to have one large class in it, above the cares of busi-
ness, and another and larger class, like the operatives of Birmingliam,
sunk far cnougli beneath its profits. Better, I say—better, that "is, for
the development of the energies of a whole people— better for tlie pro-
motion of ultimate general happiness, and I believe of virtue, too, I

believe it, and yet the universal competition and success of business ia
America, expose us to many dangers which are certainly to be regarded
with a serious eye. I could wish that the strictures of our foreign
brethren, on all these points, could have come to us with something less
of extravagance, that they might have done us more good ; that they
miglit have wounded less, and worked more kindly for our improvement.
But thus it is. Ihat imperfect beings must help^ one another, through
much imperfection. Minds are flung into the fermenting mass of pub-
lic opinion, to struggle together, and to strike many a rasli and pas.siou-
afc blow ; but out of error shall come truth, out of conflicting prejudices
pure reason, out of darkness and confusion, light and order.

Our national sensitiveness under such blows, deserves, perhaps, more
consideration than it has received. Our situation lias been peculiar.
No other nation has had its temper put to the same trial. Our country
ias been a sort of terra incognita to the civilized world. The new

'
8 E
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forms of society and of political constitution in America, have been the
subject of the keenest foreign scrutiny. We have been obliged to be
passive in the case— placed upon the table, with half a dozen surgical

operators around us, who amuse themselves with our wincing. Quite
surprised they are that we feel the knife so much ; and the irritation of

the patient they count a very good joke. Let them take our place,

and they might find the difference between operating, and being ope-

rated upon. The truth is, there has been no fair exchange of blows. We
read everything that is written about us ; we pay that compliment to

foreign criticism, and to the literature of older nations. But our pro-

ductions do not obtain the same currency with them. Nor have we the

same number of needy and idle gentlemen to go abroad, with an inten-

tion to pay their expenses, and put money in their pockets, by writing

an entertaining story, or a clever satire upon the- people they visit.

Besides, is there no sensitiveness in England or France to foreign opi-

nion ? Half of the wars between those nations, have found more than
half of the original prompting and long continued exasperation in the

irritation occasioned by their mutual contempt. And yet they are

nations standing in no peculiar position before the world, possessing a
known character and estabhshed reputation, and feeling themselves en-

titled to return, with immediate reaction, blow for blow, and scorn for

scorn.

Our situation has been different. We were a new people, under
novel circumstances, rising to take our place in the society of nations.

We did not know exactly how we were to be received by the old

families around us. America, though she knew that her children were
essentially well-instructed and well-bred, yet felt, that they were not,

perhaps, so well trained to the conventionalism and hienseance of the

beau monde, and she did not like it, that Mr. John Bull— a haughty,
and self-sufficient old gentleman, on the opposite shore— or that dow-
ager old lady across the Straits of Dover, should stare superciliously,

or toss the head disdainfully, when they passed by her.

Nor is this all. We are warmly attached to our political system.

We have a sentiment of loyalty about it. The constitution is our king.

And I hold this warm sentiment towards a mere abstraction that can
confer no titles nor pensions upon us, to be quite as respectable as loy-

alty to a king ; even without supposing what a clever English writer

fancies to be true— viz. that the love of the king is only a sort of re-

flected self-love : being, he says, an intense pleasure in seeing a being

just like themselves, clothed with such majesty— the very apotheosis

of poor, common-place humanity. At any rate, I think we have a
right to claim some consideration for this feeling about our political

system. And it is precisely this that is both directly and indirectly

attacked by our critics abroad. It is this especially that we de-

feud, when we resist the assaults that are made upon our national

character. And we think that we are bound to defend it, if anybody
is ; and that for higher reasons than those which concern om' national

reputation. We believe that it is a good system : and we, too, have
set in modern times, the first example of adopting it. It is the very
post, in fact, around which the war of public opuiion is to rage, for a
century to come ; and ill would it become us to shrink from our part

in the contest. Heaven grant that wo may do something better than
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dispute I— that wc may furnish that best of arguments for the popular
system, an illustration, in our own example, of its benefits!

That we may do so, I am willing to give a hearing to all reasonable
admonitions from abroad. It is evident, indeed, that a now form of

public opinion is rising in the world ; nations are to stand at its bar.

Hitherto, public opinion Las acted chiefly within the boundaries of

the countries and states whore it has existed. It has been a most efii-

cient and useful power, on the part of the people, to control the govern-

ment, and to correct the errors of fashion or habit, that arise among
themselves. But now, public opinion is travelling upon swift-winged

packets, or steam vessels, and railroads, far beyond its former bounds.
The facilities of communication between nations, are rapidly increasing.

I believe the time is not far distant, when steam ships will pass from
Halifax to Valencia in a week ; and guests from New York may dine
in London, and the contrary, on invitation of a fortnight's standing.

Our railroads wiU soon stretch from New York to Boston— to Portland
— to the Penobscot— and, ere long, to IlaUfax. With the facilities,

the disposition to foreign travel will increase ; and if tho civilized world
may bo left at peace, its increasing prosperity and wealth will supply
unexampled moans. Nations will yet become acquainted with one an-
other, and feel the force of each other's opinion ; as districts of the same
country have, in times past. It will bo a mighty power, and it must
bo beneficial. It must act upon a broad scale, and will not be, like

village opinion, a vexatious, and almost personal interference witli

private life. It must be mainly sound and wholesome ; it cannot skulk
into lanes and bypaths, hke a penny newspaper ; its rebuke will be flung

abroad upon tho winds of heaven ; and no noble act of any government
— none that can bear the light, need fear it. It must be powerful.

Nothing stung Bonaparte to such vexation, as the London journals.

So let it be. Let every unrighteous government fear somethmg more
immediate than the faint echoes of distant history. Let tho outraged
rights of humanity speak in thunders from every quarter of the hea-
vens. Let a summoning voice come from the east and the west, from
the north and tho south, and call every ruthless despot and oppressor
before the bar of the would, to answer

!

LivERrooL, April 18.—At the parting point, I cannot help saying
that I feel ties to England, that I did not expect. It is curious, and
could not have been anticipated, but I believe that one may, aU in the
natural course of things, make more friendships in one year abroad,
than ho would in ten years at home. It scorns as if a thousand distrusts

and difliculties were removed, as well with one's own countrymen
abroad, as with strangers. From tho littlo I have seen and from the
mnch that I am able to infer, I fool that society in England is clothed
with many, many channs. And I know individuals in this fair and
blessed isle, to make whose acquaintance and friendship is well worth a
voyage across the Atlantic. God bless them! Indeed, I have gone to
the length of making poetry, in my enthusiasm about England. Bless-
ings upon it!— devout and gratefnl, if not poetic. Britam is to me no
more a notion, but a being. With farewcU tears, I shall gaze upon her
receding shores, and say, and for ever say, "Peace be within her gates,
and prosperity in her palaces!"

April 24.— To-day I set sail for America.
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April 25.—On, on, like a mighty bird, stretching her flight across
the illimitable ocean, with night and tempest brooding around her dark
way. Our ship is now— leaving the last point in Europe (Ireland)—
striking out into the boundless deep. To-day, I laid myself down
on the sunny deck, nestling myself, as it were, upon the back of this

mighty bird— and as I lay, protected from the wind under the lee of
the ship's side, the situation recalled those days when I had thus laid

myself down on the sunny side of a hedge, over my father's fields,

amidst all the strange and mysterious dreams of boyhood. But what
different situations were thus connected by the chain of association!

Then I reclined amidst the rusthng of leaves, the fragrance of wild
flowers, and tlio wood notes of a thousand merry songsters ; and my
dreams were dreams indeed— vague, fluctuating, and half unconscious
— and passed over my mind like the shadows of clouds over the sur-

rounding landscape. Those dreams passed too within a compass as

limited, perhaps, and seldom, probablj^ stretched themselves to the

Old World. Now I return a traveller from that Old World ; I reposo

not on the solid and quiet earth, but on a frail bark that is tossed upon
*' the fathomless and fitful waters ;" I meditate upon a wider experi-

ence ; I dream upon deeper matters than before ; 1 dream as one, many
of whose dreams liave turned to cold realities : and yet, so strangely, it

may be, am I constituted, that the dreams of my childhood were not

fresher, tlaan my feelings and fancies, upon a thousand subjects, are now

!

« Oh night,

And storm, and darkness, ye are wondrous strong I"

But ye are not stronger than the brooding meditations and wrestling

thoughts, that darken and sweep, in might and mystery, through our
souls

!

3Iay 1.— This morning, as my state-room chum and myself lay

conversing in our berths, and the ship fetched one of those deep lurches

into the trough of the sea, that makes one feel so sensibly the depths of

his stomach, " There," I said, " what sort of a curve do you think the

ship described then? was it parabohc or hyperbohc?"— alluding, of

course, to the mathematical circles. " It was diabolic, I think,"

said F. Pretty good, wasn't it? But how good it was no one can tell

who has not been at sea. For, truly, this sympathy with the ship is a
thing indescribable. It seems as if the very fibres of your heart (or

stomach, at least) were knitted to its mighty ribs. Its motions become,

as it were, the motions of your whole interior being— of the very

nerves, fibres, and fluids, of your entire system. Its abominable smells

are the very breath of your nostrils. You become a being of tides,

waves, winds, and all restless elements.

May 22.—Land! land ! Were there ever four letters that expressed

so much as these four? Yes, there are four letters that express more—
the four that spell

—

home.
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TWO DISCOURSES

ON THR

ORIGINAL USE OF THE EPISTLES.

DISCOURSE L

1 CORIXTHIAXS ix. 22 :
" To the weak became I as weak, that I might gain

the weak ; I am made all thiuga to all men, that I might by all means save

some."

That is to say, Paul adapted his religious instructions to the men whom
he addressed, to their particular character, circumstances, difficulties,

trials, and speculations. " Unto the Jews, ho says, I became as a Jew,

tliat I might gain the Jews ; to them that are under the law, as under

the law, that I might gain tliem that are under the law ; to them that

are without law, as without law, that I might gain them tliat are

M'ithout law." From this statement, we derive the following principle

of interpretation, viz. that Paul, and it may bo added, that all the

sacred writers, did not deliver their instructions in an abstract and

general form, adapted alike and equally to all times, but that they had

a local and special reference to the tinics in which they wrote. It was

in conformity with tliis principle, that the apostle said to the Athenians,
" The times of this ignorance (iod winked at, but now commandeth all

men everywhere to repent;" and to the Corinthians, he gave advice

adapted to a particular occasion, saying, I suppose that this is good for

the present distress

—

i. c. the instruction which I give you is suited to

the present exigency.

As I propose to apply this principle of interpretation to some subjects

in the Epistles of the New Testament, I wish to place it distinctly before

you, and in the outset, to guard it from misai)prehension. It may at

once be asked, if tlio .Scriptures were not written for all men. Let us

then explain, and it will be seen, I think, tliat the Bible could not, to

any valuable purpose, have been written for all men, if it had not been

written for some mm in particular.

The .Scriptures not only bear marks of belonging to the periods and
persons that produced them, but they bear marks of perpetual a laptation

to the state, the opinions, the prejudices, in one word, to the moral
wants of the men to whom they were immediately addressed. When
(lod commissioned propliets and apostles to bo the instructors of tho

world, ho did not bereave them at once of their reason, their coramoa
sense, their observation. Ho rather taught them more clearly to per-
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ceive, and more keenly to feel, the situation, the difficulties, the feara

and hopes, the sorrows, the dangers of those to whom they directed their

message. He filled their hearts with peculiar solicitude and sympathy
for the very persons to whom they were sent. How, then, could they
fail to address themselves to the particular state and case of these per-

sons! Indeed, all true feeling, all tender sympathy, all fei-vent religion

is from its very nature specific and circumstantial. It does not waste
itself in barren generalities. It has some specific objects, over which
it meditates and is anxious— over which it ponders, and hopes, and
prays.

There is a very striking character of this kind in our Scriptures, and
one that distinguishes them, as far as I have observed, from all other

systems of philosophy and religion. The instructions of the Bible are

local, circumstantial, specific. We have not in them, a few cold and
general precepts, some wise sayings, some sententious paragraphs, some
mottoes of moral speculation. We hear not in them the staid and
haughty philosopher, who can scarcely condescend to lay down the law
to his ignorant fellow-mortals. We hear not the grave impostor, who
would make up for his heartlessness and hypocrisy by an air of wisdom
and pretension. The Christian teachers did not pause in stately halls

or retired groves to deliver their messages, but they went down into the

crowd of men, into the places of domestic abode; they penetrated into

the recesses of human feeling ; they communed with human frailty and
human sorrow and joy: they had something for every mind. They
entered into the circumstances of men, into their daily wants and trials.

It is this that has communicated such a spirit and charm to their

writings. They would never have found the deep springs of human
thought and emotion (let the truism be pardoned), if they had not
searched for them where they actually were. And they could not have
searched for them, but by removing the rubbish of systems and specu-
lations, of errors and prejudices, which was thrown over them : that is

to say, but by applying themselves to the circumstances and feelings of
the time.

What we say is, that the inspired teachers wrote for men ; for men
of the very period and nation, of the very customs and character, in the
midst of which they lived. They Avrote for all men, indeed, but they
could not, I repeat, have done this, if they had not written for some
men in particular. And to understand their writings, we must consider

that they took their form and colouring from the state of things which
required them.

We must add that all this is especially applicable to the Epistles of

the New Testament. These, indeed, were particularly called forth by
the exigences, the difficulties, the trials, of the primitive churches.

Indeed, if men had received the simple doctrine of Jesus without objec-

tion or difficulty, if no contentions and controversies had sprung up, if

no mistakes nor offences had arisen, these Epistles would never have
been written. Some instructions the apostles might have given, and
given, in the epistolary form, but their epistles would not have borne
the same controversial aspect, and there would not have arisen from
them in subsequent ages, the same dispute about conversion, and
election, and the atonement, and Trinity. There would not in short

have been the same difficulties in the interpretation of these Epistles.
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Thoj took tlieir form from circumstances; and with these circum-

stances wo have, and can have, but a partial acquaintance. But that

they did impart an influence, that the Epistles were written for the age,

there can hu no doubt. You see the marks of ada])tation in every sen-

tence. There are many things in them that apply exclusively to the

early Christians, that can apply to no others. Such, for instance, are

the answers to questions, the solution of difliculties, the settlement of

disputes, which have long since passed away. Such, too, is what relates

to the use of prophetical and miraculous powers, to meats oflered to

idols, &c. These things do not now concern us ; because we have no

miraculous powers, and there arc no idols to solicit our offerings. Will

any man say, there is an idol in our hearts ? Now, this is the very sort

of liberty with the Scriptures, to which I feel compelled to object— this

spiritualizing, this work of fanciful analogies, this attempt to make the

Bible mean all that it can mean, under the notion of doing honour to it.

It is both unjustifiable and injurious. The Bible addresses us as rea-

sonable men— let us read it as reasonable men.

I should not have dwelt so long on the very obvious principle that

has now been discussed, wore it not a principle that is scarcely yet

admitted into the prevailing theological speculations of our times, and

a priiK-iple too, whose importance is quite equal to the neglect into which

it has fallen. Men have endeavoured to find an application for every

minute form, regulation, provision, and precept, that is contained in

the Scriptures. You will find this disposition to be the basis of all

the idle ceremony, and extravagant sectarism that has crept into tho

Chtirch.

Indeed, it cannot fail to have been observed, that the habit of applying

the language of tho Epistles, without any qualification, to the subjects

of Christian experience and of Christian speculation in later times, has

been one of the most fruitful sources of error in every form ; that it has,

above all other means, fostered the confidence of sectarians ; that it has

gratified tlic pride of tho weak, and the fancy of the extravagant; and
that by this means, bold and ignorant men, especially— the unlearned
and unstable, have wrested the Scriptures to their injury. Such men
have always been found turning away from the simj)le instructions of

Jesus, to the high mysteries of Paul, and the foniicr have often passed

for little l)ettcr than flat morality, while the latter, circumstantial, local,

involved in the shadows of an ancient age, and even then " difticult, and
hard to be understood," have been exclusively studied as containing tho

high system of doctrine and essence of all spiritual religion.

There is, indeed, what must have struck every attentive mind, a very

remarkable difference between the instructions of our Saviour and his

apostles ; but it was a dift'crence chiefly owing to circmiistances. It

was a difference not in the substance, but in the form, in tho style of

religious instruction. Our Saviour's teaching was evidently more
simple, and more entirely practical. It dealt more in easy and intelli-

gible expositions and illustrations of truth and duty— of piety and
acceptance with (iod. Our Saviour Mas ainiouncing a system which

had not yet encountered objection. It could not meet with objection

till it was announced. But the apostles had to contend with a world

of objectors of every description. Hence, their instructions became
more speculative, more compUcated, more intermixed with the iusti-
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tutions and ideas, and prejudices of the age, and in just that proportion,

they became more argumentative and obscure ; I say, that tlie Epistles

contain nothing in the substance of religious instruction that is new.
But whether they do or not—whether the novel aspect which they bear,

is in any measure given by new information, it is very certain that

much of it is the colouring of circumstances. And it is from a neglect

to consider these circumstances ; it is from neglect to observe the local

application of these ancient writings, that such a strange and mischievous
use has been made of them ; that bad and erroneous notions of religion

still prevail among many ; and that with all, a veil of obscurity still

remains in the reading of them.

But there is a danger on the other hand. There is danger of forgetting

in the local application of these writings, that they have any other ; of
supposing that they had not only a special, but an exclusive reference

to ancient times, and danger, therefore, of suffering them to fall into

neglect, and of leaving out of sight that practical import, which belongs
to all periods. In opposition to this impression that the Epistles had
an exclusive reference to their own age, it is sufficient to observe, that

it is incompatible, in the first place, with the very nature of moral
writings, and in the second place with the prophetic views of the

apostles, who evidently considered themselves as dispensing truths

which would be interesting to all times.

It becomes very important, therefore, to consider what !u the Epistles

was peculiar to the times in which they were written, and what belongs

to us ; that we may be guarded from obscure and erroneous views of

them on the one hand, and from a neghgent and indifferent regard to

them, on the other. Some attempt is therefore proposed to make this

distinction between the special and general application of certain tenns
and subjects, in the Epistles ; to point out the peculiar propriety and
particular use of them, as adapted to the circumstances of the early

Christians, and to show what is left in them, for our instruction and
comfort in these later times.

I. The first subject, which I shall mention, is the institution of the

Lord's Supper. Nothing can be more simple, cheerful, and inviting,

than this institution was, as it originally came from the hands of its

Founder, as it was first celebrated, with easy, though serious, con-

versation, and in the common manner of a Jewish supper, by our Lord
and his disciples.

Now there is a passage on this subject, in an Epistle to the Corinthi-

ans, containing a strain of tremendous denunciation, which has spread

terror through every succeeding age of the church. Many sincere and
serious persons, even at this day, tremble, and hesitate, and actually

refuse to obey a plain command of the Scriptures, lest they should incur

the weight of that fearful curse, and should " cat and drink damnation
to themselves." It has actually been supposed by multitudes that they

were liable to set the seal to their everlasting pei-dition, by a serious and
conscientious endeavour to obey the command of God. What deplorable

views of God, these imaginations must have nurtured, and how much
they must have interfered with the comfort and improvement of Chris-

tians, need not be said. It is more to our purpose, to remark, that the

difficulty has arisen entirely from neglecting to consider the circum-

stances. It is true, indeed, that there has been a great misundexv
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standing of the tcnns of this denunciation; but tlicro has been a still

greater inattention to tlie particular and local application of it. It was

aimed against a riotous, licentious, and profane use of the Lord's

iSupper, in wliicli the Corinthians had been guilty of excess, and even

of intemperance. It belongs, therefore, to the Corinthian church, and

to no other, until, indeed, another shall bo found which is guilty of the

same sacrilege.

Still there is something in this passage for our instruction and ad-

monition. We learn from it, in opposition to what has been commonly
supposed, that there is no mysterious and fatal curse, awaiting the abuse

of tills ordinance in particular, for Paul does not treat the Corinthians

as persons who had sealed their own destruction ;— he does not even so

much as cut them off from the communion of the Churches, but stiU

calls them, Brethren, sanctified in Christ Jesus, and called to be saints,

and aifectionately exhorts them to reform this evil practice. We are

admonished, on the other hand, that tliis feast is not to be regarded as

common, but as sacred ; that the ordinance is solemn, and is to be

approached with reverence ; and that to violate this as to violate any
ordinance of Divine worship, involves heinous guilt. At the same time,

I think, we may gather from this passage, that tlie ordinance of the

Supper was not looked upon, in early times, with that peculiar awe and
dread which prevails in many minds at this day ; for it is incredible

that with tliese views, the Corinthians, bad as they were, could ever

have fallen into such gi'oss indecorum.
2. The next subject which I shall notice, though very slightly, and

cliiefly for the sake of illustration, is that of hitermarriages between
Christians and unbelievers. Such connexions, as you know, were pro-

hibited. Now it only needs to be considered who these unbelievers were,

to convince us that such prohibition was extremely reasonable for that
time, and also, quite peculiar to it. An unbeliever was a pagan ; one
of a different and hostile religion, a connexion with whom was likely to

prove extremely inconvenient, if not liazardous. Hence the apostle

says, " Be not unequally yoked with unbehevers." It would be about
as absurd to ajtply this prohibition literally to our circumstances, as the
prohibition untler which the ancient Jews were laid, forbidding them to
intermarry with the Canaanites. There are no unbelievers among us,

in the particular sense, in which the apostle used this term. We are
far fi-om saying that tliere is no difference between the good and the
bad ; or that connexions between such are expedient ; but to hold-the
apostolic prohibition to apply strictly to our times, and then to assume
the prerogative, to decide infallibly who is a Christian, and to make tins

abstract inquiry a previous question in the matter ; to undertake tliis,

is incompatible, to say the least, with our knowledge, and our circum-
stances. And yet this is maintained to be right and necessary by great
numbers of Christians of tlio present age. There may be, indeed, a
moral maxim, gathered from the apostle's instruction on tliis subject,
wliidi is indeed the maxim of common sense, with regard to the inipor-
tiince of a similaiity of habits, tastes, itc. And in this limited appli-
cation, it may be asked, "What fellowship hatli righteousness with
unrighteousness? and what communion liath light with darkness?"

These two instances may seiTe to illustrate oiu- gcnenJ principle

;

and we pass from them to subjects of Cliristian doctrine and experience.
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3. 1 proceed therefore to remark thirdly, that the terms faith, and
justification had a propriety and a use, which has passed away with the

age in which they were first adopted. I take these terms together

because they are intimately connected. Men were perpetually said to

be justified by faith, and this was much insisted on. Before this, we
hear of justification by humility, as in the case of the publican, whose
prayer is recorded ; of forgiveness, which is the same as justification,

through the means of forgiving others ; of acceptance with God, through
the means of piety, as the condition on our part : but the moment we
pass into the Epistles, we find that all this comes by faith. Now, the

trutli is, that the condition is really not varied. It is essentially the

same in both cases. It is that piety or goodness, without which it is

impossible to possess, or, if possessed, to enjoy the Divine favour and
approbation. And tliis condition is constantly represented in the

Epistles to be faith, for these reasons—because a new religion was
proposed whose first demand would, of course, be for faith in it ; and
because such faith when embraced and avowed in that age of prejudice

and persecution, was an unquestionable proof of sincere and pious con-

viction, and hence naturally came to pass for piety itself.

Much, too, is said of justification through the free grace of God,
because the apostles had to encounter the pride of philosophers, and the

self-sufficiency of formalists in religion ; because they found everywhere
prevailing, the notion, that rites and sacrifices were entitled to procure

the favour of God. Justification, therefore, not by sacrifices or by
works as properly meritorious, but by grace—by tlie mercy of God—and
justification, not by ceremonial observances, but by a living faith and
obedience—these were views of religious truth that needed to be par-

ticularly urged.

Now, it is rather awkward, or, at least, it is unfortunate, that these

terms should occupy the same place in our theology, and moral instruc-

tion, as they did in those of the apostles, because the particular occa-

sion and propriety of them has passed away. We are a nation of

believers : I do not say of true Christians, but of believers, in the popu-

lar sense of that term. There can be no such propriety in urging faith

upon us, as upon an assembly of pagans, and it cannot be urged at all

without many explanations ; and, after all, being liable to be misunder-

stood. What needs to be pressed upon us, now, as a prominent point,

is a different form of piety. It is not so much faith, as obedience.

And as to gratuitous justification, as to free grace, the danger seems

now to be, not of trusting to the mercy of God too little, but too much

;

and of making not too much of our own works, but of making far too

little.

The attempt to apply the apostolic views of faith and justification in

all their extent and frequency, to our experience, has been unfortunate,

also, because it has led to unnatural, mystical ideas of religion ; and
among other ideas, it has led men to conjure up the preposterous

notion, that the great obstacle to salvation in the human heart is not

its bad passions, but some strange unwillingness to be saved by the

mercy of God, and that faith, being so exclusively and all important,

had some mysterious power of appropriating and securing the favour of

God to itself. Indeed faith has been often thought to be nothing else

but a willingness to be saved.
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On tho other hand, it id never to bo forgotten, that we arc saved by
grace ; and if there is yet among us any lingering thought of deserving
heaven by our good deeds, wo need to bo reminded of the earnestness
with which tho apostles taught, that we are saved by grace—by the free

grace, tlio benignity, tho forgiving compassion of our Maker. And if

any of us are thinking that oui' claim to the Divine favour, though not
perfect, is yet quite promising ;— that we have done so little evil, and
liave led a life so moral and unimpeachable, that it would bo unjust in

God to punish us for oin* sin, we may rest assured that wc know littlo

of ourselves, and less still of that humility, contrition, and deep sense

of unworthiness, that belong to the real Christian.

4. The remarks whicli have been made, might bo applied to several

topics in tho Epistles, but we are limited for the present, to one
further: I mean the subject of rclu/ious experience. Religious experi-

ence, in the early age, was itself strongly coloured by circumstances,
and the description of it still more.

' It is to be con.sidered, in the first place, that the circumstances of that

age gave to religion a character of powerful excitement. Wc are to

remember that it was tho age of miracles, of signs and wonders ; that

it was the era of a new and wonderful revelation ; that it was the epoch
of a new religious dominion ; and that men's minds were strongly ex-

cited, l>y wliat was novel, marvellous, or prospective around them.
AVe are to remember, that the new religion aroused them from a guilty

and degraded idolatiy, and naturally tilled them with amazement and
alarm.

Again, it is to be considered, that the circumstances of that age
made religion, if I may speak so, a more notable thing— a thing more
easily marked by dates, more easily referred to a certain period of time.

Conversion in that day consisted of two parts. It was a turning from
Paganism to Christianity ; and it was a turning from sin to hohness.

Conversion, therefore, was both an event and an experience; not an
experience only, as it now is, but an event— a thing that could be
dated from a certain day and hour. We are to remember, then, that

conversion was not a cliange of attections, only, but of the whole religion
;

a change of rites, of customs, of the whole course of life— that it was a
change of hopes, too— that it introduced men into a new world, a
world of new, and bright, and astonishing revelations ; that it was for

this reason, that a new pliraseology become ajjplicable to them, not to

their character entirely, but in part to their circumstances ; that they
became, at once, externally, ratlicr tlian internally, new creatures ; that

old tilings passed away, and all things became new; that they were
brought out of darkness into marvellous light. We sec in all this, I

gay, the colouring of circumstances. These men were not at once made
perfect, and fit for heaven, as tho language would seem to represent;

for they were urged to make their calling and election sure. The lan-

guage describes an inward change indeed ; but it also describes a cere-

monial change. If the chango had been alto<jcthcr spiritual, we
doubtless should have had a simpler and more; accurate pln-ascology on
the subject. Wo know, indeed, that an instantaneous and total change
of all tho habits, thoughts, feehngs, and purposes of tho soul, is incom-
patible with the nature of the mind, and with all proper moral influence

upon it
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It can require but little reflection to convince you of all this. You
must have observed, also, what injury the literal application of this

language to religious experience in later days, has produced, by awak-
ening noisy excitement, and abundant joys, and rash confidence, and,

on the whole, an artificial, and exti'avagant experience, at a moment
when simplicity, aiid modesty, and anxiety, and watchfulness, were of

all things the most suitable and desirable. And you must have

reflected, how much better and fitter it would have been, in that

moment of imaginary or real conversion, for the subject of it, instead of

coming forth to the multitude to tell what the Lord had done for his

soul—how much better, if he had gone away to his retired closet to

pray, and to carry on the secret struggle of the religious life in his own
bosom ; how much better for him who thinks himself to have been a

Christian but for one hour, or for one day, in that day, in that hour, to

be silent, thoughtful, difiident, anxious!

But there is danger, and great danger, on the other hand. Perceiving

that the apostolic language had a special application to former times,

we may imagine, that it has little or no relation to us. The colouring

of circumstance, which is spread over their phraseology, may hide from
us its deep and serious meaning. We may imagine, that the doctrine

of conversion is but an antiquated notion, with which we have little or

no concern. We may look upon it as the costume of religious experi-

ence, in an ancient age, which is now quite laid aside. Yet how strange

would it be to suppose a costume, which clothed nothing, or a body—
of phraseology, if 1 may speak so— without a living spirit! And how
low must be our conceptions of Jesus and his apostles— of the most
spiritual teachers the woidd ever saw, if we imagine their ultimate ob-

ject to have been, to bring about a formal change of religion, a mere change
of rites and names !—Their doctrine, may it never be forgotten ! pointed

chiefly to the heart ; and we all have a concern with it more weighty and
solemn, than any circumstances can impose. If, my friends, if we are

Christians only in name— if we hope for heaven only because we were
born in a Christian land, we still need a conversion. If we are worldly

;

if we are covetous or sensual ; if we are guided by inclination rather

than by duty, we need a conversion, not less than that which the

Pagan experienced. If we are unkind, severe, censorious, or injurious,

in the relations or the inteix-ourse of life ; if we are unfaithful parents,

or undutiful children ; if we are severe masters, or faithless servants ;

if we are treacherous friends, or bad neighbours, or bitter competitors,

we need a conversion ; we need a change, greater than merely from
Paganism to Christianity. If, in fine, we have never yet formed the

resolute and serious purpose of leading a religious life ; if we do not
love the duties of piety ; if we have not yet learnt the fear of God, nor
cherished the spirit of prayer, we need a conversion. We need to be
anxious ; we need to fear. We need to strive to enter in at the strait

gate.

Religion is as full of absorbing interest, now, as it ever was. And
if we ever enter this way of life, though our access to it wiU hardly be
joyful and triumphant, if we are wise; yet there will be— let us not
take the part of the cold-liearted scoffer! there will be joys— abundant
joys in its progress: and there will be triumph, glorious triumph in its

close. But first, there will be, as of old, many an anxious struggle.
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many a serious meditation, many an earnest prayer: there will be,
there must be watchings ami fears, there must bo striving, and hope

;

and then will come the triumph. Yes, weary Christian! there will be
triumpli— glorious triunipli— when you can say, with the fervent
apostle, " I have fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I have
kept the faith ; henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of righteous-
ness, which the Lord, the righteous judge, will give mo at that
day."



DISCOURSE II

1 Corinthians ix. 22 :
" To the weak became I as weak, that I might gain the

weak ; I am made all things to all men, that I might by all means save

some."

The use which has been made of this passage will be recollected. It

manifestly supports the principle that Paul's instructions were modified
by the circumstances in which they were given. We are, therefore,

led to conclude that there was something in the manner and form of
the apostolic instructions, peculiar to the early age ; while, at the same
time, there is a spirit in them that belongs to all ages.

5. We have attempted, in some particulars, to make this distinction

between the local and the general application of them; and proceed
directly to notice, as a fifth instance of this distinction, the manner in

v:]iich our Saviour is spoken of in the New Testament. Now there
are two circumstances which affected this manner.

The first, indeed, was not entirely peculiar to that age, but it de-
serves to be mentioned as stamping a peculiarity upon the language of
the apostles concerning Jesus Christ. It was common to caU a system
in rehgion or philosophy familiarly by the name of its founder ; so that
the name of the founder became a kind of appellative for the system.
Thus Plato was the familiar name for the doctrine or philosophy of
Plato. Thus Christians were said to be constantly in Christ— to be
members of Christ— to be baptized into him— to put on the Lord
Jesus Christ; meaning, of course, in aU these instances, the principles

and doctrines of his religion. Now this was the custom of the age, the
style of writing and speaking ; it was form, it was phraseology ; and we
ai'e perfectly at liberty to lay it aside, when it is no longer consonant
with our general habits of speaking; and when we look less with
admiration upon Jesus Christ, as the founder of a new system, than
with veneration, as ths Saviour of men.—And yet this sort of phraseo-
logy is, with some, the test of evangelical preaching ; and thougli you
speak never so clearly and fervently of the great principles of Chris-
tianity, it will be said, and perhaps contemptuously said, that " there
is nothing of Christ in it."

But there is another circumstance to be mentioned. It is this : that
the apostles spoke of Jesus as eye-witnesses ; as those who had seen him
in his teachings, in his sufferings ; who had been with him and lived

with him ; and who would naturally speak of him with the warmth of

a personal interest and friendship. These remarks apply to Paul, also,

for there was, doubtless, a mutual sympathy among the early disciples,
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in these feeling;? ; these wore a spirit of the age. lY^haps it is in imi-

tation of this, without the same circumstances to justify it, that there

is sometimes witnessed, an irreverent and jilmost shocking familiarity

with the name of Jesus : and a neglect to consider tlie circumstances,

together with doctrinal errors, has led others, perhaps, to speak of Jesus

Christ witli an affection, trust, and delight, far beyond what they ever

ascribe to God the Father. So tliat a writer justly remarks, that a
discourse on tlie goodness of God, shall pass for something very flat,

cold, and common-place, while a discourse on the compassion of Christ

to sinners, shall bo looked upon as containing the very marrow and
essence of the Gospel.

There certainly have been in the world, and are, very singular and
superstitious feelings concerning Jesus Christ;— tliere is a peculiarity

in men's regard towards liim, of which 1 do not remember to have seen

any expLanation attempted. Nothing lias been so sacred in religion

as the name of Christ; nothing deemed so awful as to profane it— not

even to profane the name of God himself. Nothing has so tasked, and
awed, and overwhelmed the minds of men, as inquiries into his nature

and offices. Of the dread attributes of God, of the momentous con-

cerns of human duty, they could freely reason and speculate. Con-
cerning these subjects, it has not been thought rash to inquire. Nay,
it has been judged lawful and wise, not only to examine our early im-

pressions, but to modify, to change, to improve them. Indeed, everything

else in religion is open to our scrutiny. But the moment any one un-

dertakes to scrutinize the character and offices of our Saviour, he is

assailed with voices of warning. If he dares to doubt, ho is given up
for lost. It would seem as if there was some peculiar and superstitious

fear of doing wrong or offijnco to Christ, a scrupulous care on this

point, a punctiliousness of devotion to him— such as the idolater pays

to the duty ho most fears, or to the symbol he most reverences. Or,

on the otiier hand, the same general state of mind takes the form of a
fond and sentimental attachment, expressed by the most odious and
offensive freedom of speech. And many really imagine, that while with

a kind of sympathetic fervour, they aro embracing tho Being of their

impassioned imagination, and arc calling him " dear Saviour," and
"precious Christ," and "lovely Jesus," tiiey are entering into tho

very heart and life of religion.

Without undertaking fully to account for this extravagant state of

mind, which would lead us too far from our object, we may remark in

passing, that it has probably, in part, grown out of a mistaken and im-

proper attempt to ado]>t entirely the language and feeling of tho early

disciples. The imitation has, indeed, as usual, gone far beyond tho

original. For never did the apostles inculcate any such superstitious

emotion of fear, or give licence to any such sickening fondness of lan-

guage concerning Christ, as has been witnessed in later days.

Far different from this, far more rational, far more reverential, far

more profound and earnest, too, is the gratitude and admiration which
wo are bound to entertain for tho greatest munU Henefactur of men.
The ages that have intervened between us and his actual residence on
earth, havo only accumulated evidences aiul illustrations of the value

and grandeur of his work. Bo it so, that iiis teaching, his doctrine,

his system of religion is often figuratively calleil by his nanir ; yet it is

;j F
' '
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none the less true that he is a real person. And however much cause
his immediate disciples had to revere and love him, we have none the
less. And although our attachment to him must be less personal than
theirs, although it must partake less of the character of an intimate

friendship, yet it may be, if possible, even more reverential, more in-

tellectual, more expanded. I know not what enthusiasm for excellence

is— I know not what veneration for goodness, and gratitude for kind-

ness are, if these sentiments do not peculiarly belong to the Author
and Finisher of our blessed faith. Let me hear no more of admiration,

of love, and joy, if he who has taught me peace of mind, and true wis-

dom, who has brought me nigh to God, and opened for me the path to

immortality— if he shaU not be admired and loved, and hailed with
raptures of joy. This is no fanatical nor superstitious emotion, but
it is the natural, the true and sober homage of human feehng to trans-

cendant worth, and loveliness of character, and to unspeakable good-

ness— goodness, not common and earthly, but spiritual, disinterested,

divine ; witnessed by toils and sufferings, and sealed in death.

What though the time of our Saviour's visible manifestation has

passed away—what though the footsteps of the Benefactor and the

Sufferer no longer tread the earth, and his voice no longer speaks to the

weary and heavy-laden—what though the tears of Gethsemane no longer

call for mortal sympathies, and the dark scene of Calvary has passed

away from the awful mount, and all the wonderful memorial of what he
was is no longer told by living and admiring witnesses, yet all this was
but the px'eparation for his reign, but the passage to his throne in the

lasting admiration and affection of men. If it is much to us that he
once lived among men, is it not more that he now liveth at the right

hand of God? If it interests us to go back to the scene of his teaching

and suffering, and his dying hour, does it not still more interest us, that

we may hereafter behold the same teacher, the same sufferei"—him who
was dead and is alive again, and liveth for evermore? Do we not feel,

that in the coming world we have a forerunner, and that we are going

to the dwelling-place of a friend— to mansions that he hath gone to

prepare for us? Is there anything extravagant or enthusiastic in the

expectation, that we shall know him, whom we call our Saviour, in some
new manner and degree, that we shall learn more and more of the love-

liness of his character, and shall hold with him a sacred communion, a
subhme friendship, for ever? I think not: if the probabilities which
reason offers, if tlio revelations which the Scriptures unfold, may be
listened to. In all this, I persuade myself, that I entertain no super-

stitious ideas of our Saviour. I regard him, as I would regard any
other benefactor ; only that he is the most exalted of aU. For all the

blessings of this life, are to me inconsiderable compared with what he
has taught in his doctrine, with what he has procured by his death, and
consummated in his rising from the tomb.

VI. I shaU now introduce as a sixth and final topic of illustration,

the manner in which the relation of Christians to one another and to the

world, is spoken of.

And in the first place, the relation of Christians to one another. The
ancient fellowship of Christians was something considerably different

from what the present institutions and modes of society permit. They
were a persecuted and proscribed class of men. Almost the whole world
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was united against them. Danger and death waited for them every-

where. These circumstances produced a peculiar union and familiarity

among them. Their exposure was common, and they were endeared to

one another: it was imminent, and they forgot, in a measure, the ordi-

nary distinctions of social life. It was no time to stand upon etiquette

and form. The weakest member of their society rose into importance,

when he might preserve the life of the most powerful, or be called on to

give up his own life for the common cause. Hence the apostles exhort

tliem, with peculiar emphasis, to mutual confidence, intercourse, coun-

sel, and aid, and even to mutual advice and exhortation.

It does not follow that it is now exi)edient to break down all the bar-

riers of distinction in society. It does not follow that it is now the duty
of all Christians to mingle together in the intimate intercourse of life.

The proper order of life, the different modes of living, different tastes

aud habits, different degrees of knowledge and refinement, forbid it.

Let Christians learn to love one another: this is all that they can
now do ; and this is enough. Let those who (-ome to the same sanc-

tuary, who worsliip at the same altar, feel that respect and kindness for

each other, which their common relation and conmion approach to the

same God, should inspire. We wish indeed that more of the spirit of

the ancient fellowsliip was among us, that there was more tenderness

for each other's fiiults, moro zeal and solicitude for each other's spiritual

improvement and comfort, more mutual intercession at the common
throne of grace. It is lamentable, indeed, that the outward foi-ms of

society so much divide U5, wliile the inward spirit so little unites us.

We need to be often reminded that the external distinctions of life are

vain and perishing, and that another order of greatness and honour will

be obtained in the world to wliich we arc going. Let us oftener carry

ourselves forward beyond this state of imperfect allotments, let us pass

beyond these bounds of our earthly vision, and remember that he wliom
we scarcely know or notice hero, may be greater and more beloved than
we in that more exalted state—may be the greatest in the kingdom of

God. Lot us, then, free our minds from those low and worldly ways of

thinking whicli too much prevail, concerning poverty, and toil, and the

humble lot. It may bo the best and the safest of all conditions. It

may bo only the greater trial for the greater reward. It may be, as we
often see it in this life, the retirement and obscurity tliat is to open to

the most splendid distinction and glory— a temporary darkness that is

to give place to the brightest day.

Again; it is to be remarked, that the description of those who were
called from the world into the Christian church is not, in all respects,

applicable to the present time. We are told, that " not many noble,

not many mighty, not many wise, were called;" but that the poor of
tliis world were made ricli in faith, and tlic ignorant were made wise
unto salvation. If you look at the state of things in that day, you will

see a special reason for all this. The profession of Christianity was
disgraceful. To take the name of Christian was to take the name of

infamy. The cliief apostle tells us. that he and his companions were
accounted the offscouring of the world. Now the persons who would
be most susceptible of the fear of disgrace, were the great, the noble—
men who were in high and conspicuous stations, who had a character at

stake, and who lived in a state of societv, too, where honour was ever
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more regarded than it is now. Not so the poor, the ignorant, the un-
known, who were already degraded and trampled on by their superiors,

and who had no honour to lose.

Besides, those who bore rule often considered themselves as pledged

by their office, to persecute Christianity. They regarded it as the rival

of their religion, and the enemy of their power. How, then, could

many such be expected to embrace it?

And with regard to the wise of that day, let it be considered what
sort of wise persons they were : wise in sophistry, wise in subtilties of

Grecian speculation, and the jargon of the Oriental philosophy, wise in

their own conceit, and looked down with ineffable contempt on the vul-

gar. Would these men condescend to be taught by a few fishermen

from Galilee? Would they hear of a teacher from the despised land of

Judea.

But things are now changed. The intelligent among us are not like

the sages of those days. Learning is more allied to common sense, and
lias taken the garb of modesty. The powerful and great among us have
not tlie same reasons for rejecting Christianity. The profession of it is

respectable. It is the religion of the land. And we can point to many
great, and mighty, and wise, who profess and adorn it. And on the

whole, in a general and fair estimate, there is properly more virtue,

more regard to the Christian religion, among the higher than among
the lower classes of our communities.

It is altogether unwarrantable, therefore, to apply the ancient com-
parison, to the present state of things. Yet there are not wa.nting in-

stances of such a comparison. If—to cite one of them— if one form of

Cliristianity attracts the more intelligent, opulent, and respectable

classes of society ; if there is a progress, an improvement in the views

of religion, which generally, we do not say universally, draws the

respect and attention of more improved minds ; and if the opposer of

these views is annoyed by the reflection, and mortified by the compari-

son—" Ah! my brethren," he says, "ye know how it is written, that

not many wise, not many mighty, not many noble are called ; but the

foolish things, and the weak things, and the base things, and things

that are despised, hath God chosen." Now I shall seriously and boldly

say, that he ought to know better than to make such an application of

Scripture. By this rule of judging, he might level and degrade all that

is dignified and respectable in society

!

The higher and the more prosperous classes of the community un-

doubtedly have their dangers and faults. These we shall be led to

notice, however, under the remaining topic of tliis general head— viz.

the relation of the Christian Church to the world.

Here, too, it may be easily shown, I think, that the language of the

Epistles needs to be quahfied in its application to us ; the language, I

say, which describes the relation of the Christian Church to the world.

It was said of Christians, that they had not the spirit of the world, but

the spirit which is of God; and they were commanded not to be con-

formed to the world. They were directed to come out from the sur-

rounding world, and to be separate, and not to touch the unclean thing.

Now, this language is understood by many as literally applicable to our

present circumstances, though our circumstances are immensely different

from those of the early Christians. And it may well be feared, that the
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habit of applying the apostolic representation of the heathen world, to

the world aronnd us, and of making the same distinction between the

Church and the world, tliat then existed, has awakened in some Chris-

tians an unamiablc pride and vanity, has helped to give them a stiffness

and repulsiveness of manners towards others, and has made them less

friendly, kintl, and social, in their intercourse with men, generally, than
they otherwise would have been. He who takes up the notion, that the

whole community around him, •with the exception of the few who belong

to the Church— that all others are at heart enemies to him on account

of his rehgion, and deserve the characteristics and the appellations that

the apostles anciently gave to the pagan world, and that to himself also

belong, on account of liis mcfral superiority, all those distinctive titles of

dignity and excellence, which were applied in part to the circumstances

of'tho early Cliristians; ho who holds these views, I say, cannot fail to

hate his amiableness and modesty affected by them. IIo may think

that all men are his enemies, and he may treat them as if they were
so, and when they testify, as they well may, their displeasure or their

ridicule, at his forbidding and sanctimonious deportment, he may think
himself persecuted for righteousness' sake, but he is greatly mistaken!

The truth is, there is no such distinction between the Church and the
world, as there was in the early age. There is no such distinction of

character, as the language in question describes : and it never was de-

signed solely to describe a distinction of character, but in part a differ-

ence of circumstances, a difference of religion, of privileges, of knowledge,
of moral advantages. Recollect that the worst Churches, that the Co-
rinthian Church, amidst all its shameful disputes, its more shameful
vices, and its awful profanation of the Lord's supper, still enjoyed all

these high and distinctive titles of superiority ; and you must conclude
that these distinctions were in part ascribed to their outward state.

Recollect that the Jews, in the worst period of their history, were still

called a chosen people, a holy nation, and you will have an exemplifica-
tion of the same thing.

The world, in the times of the apostles, was a Pagan world, and was
emphatically hostile to the Christian Church. The two were widely
and visibly distinguished. It is true, indeed, that there is, and ever was,
a wide distinction between good and bad men. And it will be admitted
by us all, I presume, that there is at this day more of a serious pur-
pose and endeavour to lead a pious life, more reading and studying of

the Scriptures, more prayer, and perscvei'ing virtue, within the Cliurch,

than without it. And much were it to be wished that it iverc, indeed,

more distinguished from tlie sj)irit of the world, than any language can
descrilM). But as the case really and unfortunately is— to draw a line

of distinction, and to say, tliat on tlie one side is all the goodness and
piety in tlie world, and on the other none at all—this is more than mo-
desty would claim f)n one part, and more than justice ought to admit
on the other. And, yet, all tlic outcry there is, al)Out confounding the
Church and the world, is supported by the notion of such a distinction

—

is supporte<l by tlie particular, an<l local, and circumstantial represen-
tations tliat belong to the ajtostolic age.

lint still we must contend that there is a wtnld to be feared ; or, to

speak more accurately, there is a spirit of the world which i.^ to bo
feared ; and the more so, just in proportion as it is less suspected. We
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are not required to witlidrav/ from the general intercourse of society, as
the early Christians were ; we have to do what is far harder— to live

in the world, and yet to withstand the spirit of the world. When
the Christian band was small, and persecuted, and hemmed in, by a
suiTounding and hostile community, it was not so difficult to preserve
its unity and good fellowship, and consistency of character. Then,
there was a visible and formal separation. On one side, there was open
hostility ; on the other, unqualified jealousy and dread.

Noiv what we have to fear in the world, is no longer visible. It is a
foe in ambush. It is the spirit of the world. It is an influence, secret,

subtle, insinuating, which leads us captive before we are aware, and
which leads us, not to martyrdom, but to Compliance. Alas I (we had
almost said) it does not bear our souls on the mounting flame to heaven,
but it chains and fastens them down to the earth. There is such a spirit,

though we may see it not, that is more to be dreaded than the arm of

persecution. There is a spirit of business, absorbing, eager, over-reach-

ing— ungenerous and hard in its dealings, keen and bitter in its com-
petitions, low and earthly in its purposes;— there is a spirit of fashion,

vain, trifling, thoughtless, fond of display, dissipating the mind, wasting

the time, and giving its chief stimulus and its main direction to the

life;—there is a spirit of ambition, selfish, mercenary, restless, circum-

venting, living but in the opinion of others, envious of others' good
fortune, or miserably vain of its own success;— there is a spirit in the

world of business, in tlie world of amusement, in the world of ambition,

which is to be dreaded. Even in our best employments there is some-
thing to fear. Tliere is a spirit of reading, merely for gratification ; or

of writing, for credit ; of going to church for entertainment ; of praying

Avith formality; and of preaching— shall I say it?— of preaching with
selfish aims, which is to be dreaded, and, in the latter case, to be ab-

horred. Ah! my friends, it is a dangerous world that we live in. The
best, the wisest, the purest, have found it to be so. To fall into the

wide-sweeping current of its influence, and to be borne along with it,

may be easy, may be pleasant, but it is not safe. There is, if I may
specify once more—there is a spirit, which is of the world, a spirit whose
low habits belong to this world, rather than to any expectation of a
better—whose fears, and hopes, and anxieties, are all limited to these

earthly scenes, which is grasping for an eartlily treasure and forgets the

heavenly ;—there is a mind, that is fascinated and engrossed by things

seen and temporal, and indifterent to things unseen and eternal ; there

is a prevailing forgetfulness of God, there is an insensibility to the worth
of the soul, to its necessities and dangers, to the need of prayer and
effort, to guard it in temptations, and to guide it in its solemn probation

for the future;— in one word, there is a pervading spirit of religious

indifference, which is to be dreaded.

In the external habits and actions of life, as has been already said,

we cannot be greatly distinguished ; but there is a harder distinction to

attain ; it is in the internal habits of the mind. In this respect it is,

that we are still commanded to come out and be separate. In this re-

spect it is not safe for us to live as the world lives. Nor is it safe for

us to live carelessly in the world. Not only is the moral atmosphere
around us infected, but we breathe it, we live in it, and it presses us on

every side. In these circumstances, every solemn admonition of the
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Scripture relating to tlio world, nay, in the spirit of it, may be properly

applied to us at this day. In these circiinistances, wo need, as men
ever have needed, and ever will need, a faith that overcomes the world.

On the whole, let us remember, that although the circumstances of

the early revelation have passed away, the religion itself, has, if I may
speak so, an everlasting freshness and novelty. There was something
in the instructions of the apostles that was appropriate to their age ; but
all that is essential and spiritual remain for us. There is a broad basis

of moral truth ; there is an everlasting foundation, on which the men of

all ages may stand. Though the form of its superstructure shows the

architecture of tiie age—though some of its former appendages on which
Christians gazed with admiration, are fallen off, though the burnished

dome no longer kindles in the first splendours of the morning, yet tlio

mighty temple of its worship is still open for us to enter, and to offer

the sublime homage of our devotion.

In fine, though the form and the costume, and the aspects of circum-

stance have fallen off, with the signs and wonders of the early age, reli-

gion is but presented to us in a more sublime and spiritual character.

And our progress in this religion wiU be marked by a closer adherence,

and a more exclusive regard to the spirit and essence of it, and a less

concern about particular modes of phraseology, and the particular forms

of its exhibition. We shall pass through the intervening veils, which
different dispensations, and different ages, which systematic speculations

and sectarian prejudices have thrown around it, and shall approach the

great reality. We shall pass through the rent veil of the temple, and
enter the holy of holies. ^Ve shall thus make our progress in knowledge
and devotion, a suitable preparation for a state of being more spiritual

and sublime ; where infirmity shall no longer need forms to support it

;

nor inquiry guards to preserve it— where different systems and dispen-

sations shall no more mislead, nor prejudice, nor divide us ; but there

shall be one eternal conviction—that of the truth; and one eternal dia-

pousatiou— the dispensation of the spirit.



A DISCOURSE
DELIVERED AT THE

DEDICATION OF THE CHURCH OF THE MESSIAH,

IN BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Psalm xciii. 5 :
" Holiness becometli thine house, Lord, for ever."

"Holiness!" No place, however sacred— no occasion, however
interesting, can be so great as the principle which consecrates it.

Holiness becometh thine house, O Lord, for ever.

When I think of this spiritual consecration, all outward adornments,
decent rights, visible prosperity— the thronged gates and the gathering

of a multitude, sink to nothing before me, and 1 feel that the great and
sacred intent for which we have built this structure, could make any
place sacred and sublime. Nay, my brethren, I can well conceive of

circumstances in which loneliness, and desertion, and danger, would
ennoble and endear to us a scene like this. If this, instead of being a
temple of prosperous worship, were the altar of a forlorn hope ; if we
wei'e met here to-day, to pledge a lofty and solemn fidelity to a rejected

and scorned faith ; it this were the cave or the catacomb to which the

early Chi'istians stole in silence and darkness
;
greater and dearer might

it be to us, than this fair sanctuary. Better than cushioned seats and
painted walls, might be the ragged stone or the cold sarcophagus on
which they leaned ; and sweeter than chant or anthem, the stern and
deep-toned voice of their great resolve.

I speak thus, my brethren, not to praise goodly temples the. less, but
to praise sanctity and solemn intent the more. Meet it is, that the

temples of a nation's worship should be goodly and fair. I cannot think

that this is the only point at which liberality is to pause, and expense

to be carefully restricted. Every large city in the country is each year

lavishing upon luxuries, entertainments, spectacles— upon things that

perish with the passing year—enough to build ten noble churches ; and
every town and village is doing the same thing in its proportion. Now
surely, if tliere is anything for which a people should be willing even to

strain their resources somewhat, it is to do that well which is to be done

but once in the course of some hundred years ; to bestow some unusual

care and expense on that which is to be associated with religious ideas,

and in that important relation to be viewed, with pleasure or disgust,

by the eyes of passing generations.

Architecture is a language, as truly as sculpture and painting— nay,

as truly as literature, as poetry. The front of a majestic and beautiful
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churcli is known and road of all men. The stranger, tlio gazer, the

passer-by, though he read nntliiiig else, reads that. And tliero are

religious edifices in tlio world, wliose effect in elevating the mind, cannot

bo transcended by any painting or statue, by any poem or elotjuent

discourse. And suppose that such poem or discourse could be so

depicted as to bo set up in an enduring form, and to make an instant

and inevitable impression, by the very way-side where multitudes and
generations are walking. Would it not be a goodly work to place it

there? Would not the very idea, the bare possibility of it awaken the

utmost enthusiasm ? But a magnificent piece of architecture is such a
poem— is such a discourse. Insomuch that I will venture to say, and
I say it advisedly and deliberately, that I should value as much, in any
city or town, the effect of the York Minster in England, as of that

great work of England's sublimest bard, the " Paradise Lost." Ho
who gazes upon such a structure, is melted, enraptured, overwhelmed,
with delight and veneration ; he feels as he does when he gazes upon
the sublime objects of nature. And to place a majestic cathedral in ono

of our cities— would that it might yet be done here!—would be, as if

you could place the loftiest mountain of the Alps in its neighbourhood,

to bear up the thoughts of its inhabitants to sublimity, to beauty, to

heaven

!

A church, too, is more than a work of art; it is a symbol. It is a
symbol of religion ; a visible sign and setting forth of the religious sen-

timent. Cluu'chcs are tlie outward consecration of our cities, of our

villages, of our country, of the world. Tliey are visible tokens of the

invisible ; they lead the thouglits to the unseen and infinite. Their
rising towers, their ])ointed spires, recognise a communication between
earth and heaven. They are like the ladder which Jacob saw in vision,

on which the angels of God were ascending and descending ; and ho
wlio pauses beneath them in the .sacred hours, to meditate and pray, is

sometimes led to exclaim, with the ancient patriarch, " how dreadful is

this place! this is none other than the house of God; this is the gate of

heaven!" W^hat would a city or a village be, in appearance, even
to the passing traveller, without churches !—a city of habitations and
warehouses, and houses of entertainment for the wayfaring man, and
houses of pleasure for tlie gay ; but without one structure to recognise

the sense of devotion and of duty? Would not the I'ery traveller hasten,

for his life, from such a city as the city of destruction? And M-hat a
striking testimony is it, to the universal sense of some kind of religion,

that one such city was never found in the world!

Man is ever struggling upward to something above and beyond him.
I do not say tliat lie is always making the right moral effort ; but that

his thought, his mind, liis feeling, never satisfied with the earth, soars,

instinctively soars, away from it— even though he scarcely knows
whither, lint, my brethren, do not we know where our thoughts soar?

llavo wo not a ])uipose in tliis erection? Do we not feel that wo have
need of such a place of resort? We know that the lights of heaven aro

often obscured by eartldy mists, and we liuild Iiere a tower of observa-

tion, where we may come up and gaze upon their un(dou(led brightness.

Wc know that tlie waves of our earthly fortunes and experiences roll

in wild and fearful commotion around us ; and we build hero a Pharos,

a light-house, to guide us upon tho dark and stormy sea. And long as
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that lofty tower stands, may it bear the blessed light of guidance and
hope to us and our children!

We have departed from the custom of our churches, by giving this

structure a name. We denominate it, the Church of the Messiah.
We did not wish that it should bear down to future times a sectarian

title, or that its name should change with successive pastors. We are

sensible that it wiU often be called by these names, and we pretend not
to force a name upon any one ; though the congregation have unani-
mously adopted the one now designated. But we hope that in process

of time it will come to bear this title in familiar usage. We hope that
this name— one permanent name—a name most sacred— will become
venerable and hoary, through the associations of coming years and the

attachment of succeeding generations. At the same time, we do not
lay aside our denomination as a I'eligious society. We are " The
Second Congregational Unitarian Society," worshipping in the Church
of the Messiah.

II. I have thus spoken in general of the consecration of this place

to the great sentiment of religion. But this naturally leads us to some-
thing more specific ; in other words, to the distinct views and uses which
have been contemplated in the erection of this building.

Let me then say, that our main desire and purpose is, to consecrate
this place of worship, not to any extraordinary novelties ; not to any
strange and singular opinions ; not to any controversial dogmas ; not to

any vain presumption that we alone, on all points, are right, and that
others, on all points, are wrong. We would consecrate this Chm-ch,
not to pride of opinion, but to modesty and humility ; not to assurance,
but to inquiry : not to any unbecoming claim of infallibility, but to the
great principle of religious progress. We stand here on a humble spot,

upon a vast globe, which is yet itself but a humble spot amidst the
infinitude of worlds and systems—and here, in the morning twilight of
our being, we build an altar to lowly seeking and earnest prayer for

light ; we build an altar not only to the truth which we do know, but
the truth which we hope to know. Yet none tlie less do we build it, to

the truth which we do know. To the old, the primal, the time-hallowed
truths of all rehgion; to the elder faith of Christians,— sanctified by
their prayers and sealed with their blood ; to the common, so far as it

is the most heartfelt faith of all Christians now, do we dedicate this

temple. To the unity of the faith in the bond of peace, do we dedicate
it; to one God, the Father; to one Saviour, Jesus Christ; to one
Divine Spirit, sent to enhghten, sanctify, and save us; to the faith of
a divine revelation, and of an universal and kind providence ; to the
boundless grace of God in the Gospel, to the instruction of mankind in

righteousness, to their redemption from sin, and to the hope of ever-

lasting life. Above all, and emphatically, do we dedicate this church
to the cross of Christ. We call it after the name of the great Messiah.
We dedicate it to his cross. That symbol, if the act would not be
misunderstood, would I gladly see raised high above the tower of this

consecrated buildiug. It is the distinctive symbol of our salvation. In
that cross, to my eyes, shine most brightly, the mercy of God and the
hope of man. In saying this, I intend to say nothing blindly or
mysteriously. Out of mystery into reality, would I bring that great
sacrifice

; out of a vague and ineffectual reliance, into a distinct and
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living sympathy; out of theory, into practice; out of study into the
heart. I utter no i)rofes.sional dictum, when I say that I hold the
heartfelt knowledge of what that cross meaneth, to be the dearest know-
ledge on earth. Truly and deeply, and in a sense not yet enough
understood, it is saving knowledge. The Catholic worships that cross.

I too would have it worshipped ; but it should not bo the worshipping
of a mere symbol, nor of the mere agony that it sets forth. It should

bo the " worship of sorrow," endeared by its patience; it should be tho

worship of divine meekness, of victorious humiliation, of all-conquering

forgiveness, of all-consummating self sacrifice. It is a worship, which,
if I coultl put it into the heart of any worldly and self-indulgent being,

would make him a new and a happy creature. Before that cross, were
it rightly revered and worshipped, all worldly pride and vain glory
would sink to the dust; all Christian virtues would spring up— amidst
tears, amidst penitence, amidst self-renunciation, tliey should spring

up— fair and beautiful like the life and the love of Jesus. By this sign

sliould men conciuer— not as Constantino conquered; the world's very
ambition sliould then bo conquered, won, redeemed to the service of

God ; and the patlis—the till now weary and darkened paths of earth

—

should be bright and happy, I had almost said, as the regions of heaven

!

You will not suppose, I trust, that I wish you to infer from what I

have now said, that the liberty of explaining Christianity, which every
body of believers claim for themselves, is to be denied to us. Wc have
our explanation ; and not denying that others have it in part, yet of

such price do I liold it, that it involves, in my estimation, almost tho

entire value of Christianity itself. But there is not space here, and now
is not tho time, when I wish to go into minute explanations. Wo look

upon these walls, in which we trust that the worsliip of centuries is to

be celebrated—of centuries, in whoso growing light we believe that

many a glaring and fiery dispute of present times will fade away— and
our thoughts are not of controversy. We are thinking rather of that

uncontroverted and venerable Christianity, which, through this durable
monument, we wish to bequeath to them that shall come after tis. We
rejoice that not by the breath of words only, which die in the utterance,

but through these massive walls, our mind, our purpose, our desire, shall

stand declared. I lay my hand upon this pulpit— this altar-placo of

our prayer— and from that dim future of some distiint century, comes
one, now unborn and unknown, and lays his hand upon it; and we speak
to him and to the bretiircn yet to stand hero with him. Wo tell thcni

of our care, while in life, for the precious cause of religion and virtue

;

wo tell them that wo thought of our children and of our children's

children; we connnit to them, in sacred trust, that blessed rehgion iu

which alone the generations of mankind can bo blessed and conducted
to iieaven ; we invok*; upon tiiem, through the tlight of years, the mercy
of that (lod who " sliowetii mercy to thousands of them that lovo him
and keep his counnandments."

III. But beyond tho views which I have presented to you, of tho ge-

neral consecration of this church, and of the doctrinal principles and pros-

pects to wiiicli it is devoted, there is another poj^t, wiii< li I could not satisfy

myself on this occasion, witliout bringing more distinctly before you.

This church is especially dedicated to practiral rehgion—to a religion

iJiat has the most intimate connexion with our daily life and welfare.
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The relation of the pulpit to the surrounding world— that which
consecrates it to human welfare— is a topic not only appropriate to

the present occasion, but one which deserves on all occasions, as I

humbly conceive, to be more deeply considered than it has been. With
this, then, let me occupy the few remaining moments of our present
meditation.

And here let me observe, that in what I may attempt to say of the
relation of the pulpit to human welfare, I shall assume for the basis of
my remarks no particular creed. It appears to me, that whatever my
creed might be, I should still pursue the same general course in my
preaching ; and I have no doubt that every creed exhibits, more or less,

an example of the kind of ministration which I shall advocate.

We must all admit that the pulpit is designed to promote human
well-being. If this be not the design, no construction nor instrument
on earth was ever so completely witliout a purpose. The very plough
in the furrow were more sacred, than the pulpit which never cultivates

the field of the world.

But what is human welfare? And where is it? And how is it to

be promoted? These are the questions that ascertain the true province,

the true sanctity of the pulpit.

What is human welfare ? It is the intrinsic character of a man. It

is the inward principle that governs him continually. It is piety
towards God, and fidelity towards men. It is purity in the heart, and
virtue in the life. It is penitence, submission, faith. It is temperance,
moderation, calmness, cheerfulness. It is love, gentleness, goodness of
heart. It is to be freed from the distractions of passion, from the pains
of a violated conscience, and from the agony of hopeless despair. It is,

in one word, an accordance, sincere and heartfelt, with the Gospel of
Christ. This only is true welfare. I know that there is a controversy
ever going on in the human heart on this question. But this is what
the pulpit teaches. And when it teaches this, it takes its stand on the

ground of eternal truth and everlasting experience. The ingenuity of

the human heart may be for ever employed in gainsaying this position

— but it will for ever be employed in vain.

But where is this welfare to be found? Is it not wherever a man is?

—in the house, and by the way—at home and abroad—in the warehouse
and on the mart— in the street where he walks, and in the society to

which he resorts—in labour and recreation—amidst wealth and poverty,

in all conditions which God has ordained for his discipline and improve-
ment? In all these, he is seeking some satisfying good ; and amidst
them he must find it, or nowhere. That is to say, he must find it

where he is continually. I must beg you to pardon the truism ; for

reaUy many are tljinking that they are to obtain the chief good, only in

places where they are seldom found. I say, therefore, that a man is to

find his essential, his spiritual welfare there, where he habitually is—
not in the church nor in the closet only, but amidst the very care, busi-

ness, strife, and turmoil of life. Yes, he must find the true rehef in

that care, the true integrity in that business, the true self-government
in that strife, and the ti'u^ calmness in that turmoil.

Now to this end, and to this emphatically, all pulpits and all churches
are, or should be, consecrated—consecrated as insti'uments to that end.

And let me tell you, that there is not one erection in this city that more
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nearly concerns the actual and varied life that men are every day living

;

no, not your courts of justice nor your schools—no, not your houses nor
your warehouses. For in all these you arc seeking that which is beyond
them all— that which they all cannot give— that to which they are all

instrumental—happiness. And here, in this consecrated place, is taught
the only principle that can compass that great and ultimate aim.
Whether we have yet learned this truth, I do not say ; but this, I say,

wo must learn. This truth, I see, every day, around me, and never
anywhere more than in this very city. Let the whole great world be-

come your minister— let it bring tribute to you, from every dime and
from every mine, and from every wave of the sea, and from every trea-

sure-house of luxury and abundance ; and, without the aid of the right

inward principle, it will only heap up to you incentives to pride, and
means of indulgence, or, at the best, only cares, and vexations, and va-

nities, I know this, for I see it. How little calm is there in life around
us! IIow little soul-sufficing satisfaction! On every hand is restless

seeking; on every hand, ill-suppressed complaint. Here and there, in-

deed, is the true calm, the true satisfaction : yet it is nowhere but in

the lieart whoso inmost and dearest life is love, purity, faith. I see,

too, that all which the ministering world can offer, is transient, pheno-
menal, vanisliing away. Calamity comes down like an avalanche upon
our gathered stores ; or bereavement makes the full house void and de-

solate ; and then there is no stay for us, but that inward principle which
can look through all, to the love of God, and tlie hope of eternity!

My friends, these, with mo, are not mere words of course. From
this imputation above all things would I rescue this pulpit. If I be-

lieved that this pulpit must utter certain tilings as a matter of course,

and no otherwise are to be received ; if I believed that it must stand
thus isolated, that it must have a language of its own, that the very
truths it utters are to be truths nowhere else, I would never have en-

tered it. I would never stand here, a mere automaton preacher— to

beat the air— to pom* forth words, which should only be reverberated

from these walls, and wliose effect, like the echoes that return to me,
should die at my feet—to declare doctrines on which there shouhl be a
sedulous attendance to-day, and, to-morrow, no more to do with them,
than if they were uttered in a dream. I ca.inot consent to spend my
life in such a formal, such a merely spectral ministration. I would
rather take my stand by the way-side, or in the surburban groves where
Aristotle and Socrates walked and discoursed; or become a lecturer—
that nol)le calling of these modern times— in Lyceums and Library
Associations.

But the more material question remains— how is the pulpit to
minister to human welfare!" On this subject, I must confine myself to

two or three observations out of tlie many that present their claims to

attention.

In the first place, then, the pulpit, in its ministration, must be at
once comprehensive! and jtractical. It sliould embrace everytliing that
belongs to the moral and religious welfare of society ; it sliould show
tliat it intimately understands everything; it should assume, what I

have maintained in general, that its province is, practically, to deal with
everything. Let me say a word more distinctly of this comi)rehensive-
ness of view. It is true that the puljiit holds its own proper place in
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relation to human improvement ; it is not a chair of philosophy, nor
the porch of the academy, nor a studio of art ; but it is nevertheless to

acknowledge its connexion with these ministrations, and in a modest
and liberal spirit to take its place among them. It is to assume no air

of loftiness but that which its theme gives it. It is no more a place

of decisions and oracles than any other where the humau mind is the

interpreter. It is not God that speaks here, save as he speaks every-

where ; but it is a falhble man.
But particularly in regard to its comprehensiveness, let me ask if it

is not often left to be felt, that the pulpit does not recognise much that

belongs to the moral interest and grandeur of life ? Does it not coldly

stand aside, or aloof, from the ardour of youthful affections, from the

gushings of enthusiasm, from the pangs of the neglected and forlorn,

from the infirmity and weariness of the beaten path of life? Are not

men left to feel that the pulpit does not consider them— does not know
them, in many of their most interesting emotions? The moral essay,

the theological disquisition—what has that to do with the impassioned
fervour which swells the human heart almost to bursting? The parent
does not often enough consider that, in his child ; he does not often

enough consider the tears that fill tlie eye, the feelings that thrill that

young heart. But still less does the pulpit consider all this in those

who surround it. That band of human hearts should be like an electric

chain to it. llow many things, dear and lovely, are passing upon earth,

and passing away from it, that should come to us here !—the lineaments

of mortal love fading away into heaven— the holy hand of maternal
tenderness, laid upon the innocent forehead—the clasp of affection, that

could die for its object— the calm and resolved brow, that is ready to

sacrifice fortune, fame, life itself, for its dear integrity— the sense of

all things beautiful, and brave, and heroic, breathing in literature, in

poetry, in the marble, and on the canvass, and thrilling through the

heart of the world!— yet does one thrill of all this touch the cold and
stately pulpit?

Again ; the pulpit must be practical. Its business is with actual,

conscious, instant life, or it is nothing ; or nothing but a barren nega-

tion of all true power. I confess that this practical end of Christianity

is of such absorbing interest to me, that I am not able, and I do not

think that I ever shall be able, to discourse much to you on contro-

verted doctrines. They should be discussed, indeed; but for many
reasons, I think that the printed page, and not the pulpit, is the place

for them. Other things press upon me here. I see that men are chiefly

erring, mistaking, and falling into misery and ruin, on far other than
doctrinal grounds. And while I see this— while I see that actual life

is the very sphere of salvation or perdition to them, I cannot be for ever

drawing the lines of metaphysical distinction, that never cross the path
of life. I cannot weave about religion the wire-drawn meshes of a spe-

culative creed. I cannot set it forth, weighed down under the cumbrous
drapery of scholastic terms. I must deal with it as clothed with the

flexible and familiar garments of modern and real life. That heavy
costume brought from the middle ages to invest modern rehgion, seems
to me fitted only to crush and to kiU it. Or if it leaves any life, it

leaves only a maimed, pained, burthencJ, and shackled Christian life.

It may be called the armour of safety, the garment of salvation. But
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I cannot account so, of what I call salvation. This great achievement
is to bo wrought out through free, energetic, spiritual action. It is to

be wrought out, in the midst of life, and by the effect of life. It is not

a church business, but a world business. The church is built for teach-

iug, not for doing. It is built, doubtless, for excitement to doing; and
for doing itself, if you please ; but only for so much of the work as can
be legitimately accomplished, within the time that is passed in it. To
think to do it all up, here, is fatal to the end. It is treason to the de-

signs of Providence. Life— life, I repeat, is the stage, the field, tho

battle-field, where the good fight is to be fought, and the glorious victory

to be won. What is the religion worth, that springs up, and lives, and
dies liere? What sort of a Cliristian is he, of whose Christianity nothing
but church-walls and church-meetings ever see anything? Xay, and
what do church-meetings see of such a man's Christianity when his

temper is tried, or his interest touched ? I am afraid to tell you what
they see. But this, at least, I am impelled to say, as I look at tho

effects of an isolated Christianity— I say, my friends, that I am afraid

of churclics ; I am afraid of cluuxli peculiarity ; I am afraid of every-

thing that is shut up within church-walls, with which common principles

and common opinions are thought to have nothing to do. I am shocked
at the pride, ])assion, and insincerity that can grow up in such places,

when cut off from the world. I fear that, in some respects, the religious

morale falls below tlie social morale of the country. There may be less

of gross vice admitted into it ; but how is it with evil speaking, oppres-

sion, duplicity, and breaches of good manners? There are things said

and done in religious bodies, which, I fear, can scarcely have any good
report among honourable men in the world. It avails very little, that

men in such circumstances call one another brethren. It availed very
little to Abuer in the ancient story, that Joab " spake to him quietly,"

and while doing so, "smote him under the fifth rib."

Official persons and bodies arc always liable to err, just in proportion

as they set at defiance public opinion ; and, therefore, in this country,

r'litjious persons and bodies are, of all, the most exposed. Preachers
are constantly saying in tho puli)it what tliey would never venture to

say anywhere else. Tiiey utter denunciations, nowhere else to be en-

<lured. Or wlien the pastoral bond is broken— broken for good cause,

perhaps— l)roken at least very willingly— then both pastor and ])eoplo

utter commendations to one another, in their ofticial capacity, which
everybody knows to be insincere. And why? Because it was a reli-

gious connexion ! A distinguished clergyman* said ten years ago, and
printed the declaration, that tho General Assembly of the Clmrch of

.Scotland was the most unprinci{)led court in Christendom. 1 do not
pretend to deci<le whether this was true. But if it were true, why was
It? Jiecauso it was a Christian Assembly! It is because tho Church
thinks itself entitled to stand aloof from tlie juilgment of all mankind.
This presumption, I hold, must bo broken down; these battlements of

pretension must be levelled with tho dust. The Cluirch is not an ivipe-

rium in iinpcrio—an empire by itself. Religion is a ministration to the

world—not a defiance of its scrutiny. Tlie Church is to be tho hand-
maid of general freedom, virtue, liappincss; and not to lord it over that

great heritage. It is this fatal separation from everything else, that

• Kov. Androw Thompsou.
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has caused abnost all churclies and pulpits in the world to fall behind
the civilization of the age— bcliind its knowledge, science, liberty, and
general liberality. The light that is in the world is not suffered to

penetrate through these church barriers. Where, in the general recog-

nised classical literature of the world, do you find any bigotry, any
religious fanaticism, any narrow technicality of faith? AU these are

shut up in the dark fastnesses of exclusion. I hold that religion is, not

only out of its place, but that it is not safe in those fastnesses ; any
more than it is in monasteries, or in the dungeons of the Inquisition.

There is no safety for a right principle in girdling walls, though they be
built as high as heaven ; there is no safety— but only the more danger.

There is nothing but the severe, scrutinizing, searching watchfulness of

aU mankind, that can keep anything safe ; any institution, any govern-

ment, rehgious or political. To this all human interests are now irre-

coverably committed. And to this all religious interests, if they be

human, must be committed.

Do I say, then, that the Church is a mere worldly institution, destined

to take its fate with all other worldly institutions, having no pledge from
heaven for its protection and perpetuity? These things I do not say.

I say that the Church is a religious institution, having the pledge of its

continuance in its own eternal principles, and in the power of Almighty
God—not in the wisdom or device of this man or that man— of this

body or that body. But I say, too, that it is a religious institution for

the benefit of the world. And, therefore, I insist that it ought to stand

in the presence of the world— in the open day-light of the world; that

its proceedings, its principles, its creeds, must bear universal scrutiny;

that God hath appointed no man, neither priest nor pope, to be the un-

questioned expositor of his truth ; that aU men should be allowed, with-

out threat or frown, freely to judge for themselves. If not—if men will

have it otherwise—if they will strive to maintain an unlawful Church
ascendency ; if they think by warning or intimidation to keep out in-

quiry, or to keep in acquiescence, they know not the age they live in.

It is not what I say or do, or another man says or does, that is material

here ; the matter, be sure, has got quite out of our hands. Churches
may be builded or burnt— congregations may rise or decline— names,
sects, may stand or fall— I care not; with reference to the progress of

truth, to the essential modification of existing opinions, I care not. A
hundred liberal churches in this or a kindred country may be burnt or

beaten down— it would not disturb me a moment. In the great heart

of the world lie the causes of progress ; in spreading freedom, in the

spirit of literature, in the growth of knowledge, in the divine elements

of truth itself Churches may set themselves against this progress;

they may build up new barriers and battlements against it ; but it is in

vain. The age is passing by them, and they will yet stand, if they

stand at all, like the dismantled towers of the feudal ages—monuments
of times that have passed away.

I have dwelt longer than I intended on the comprehensive and
practical character implied in the true consecration of the pulpit to

human welfare, and must compress within a few words, the further

views which I wished to submit to you, of its appropriate mode of action

and influence.

With respect, then, with Jove, and with sympathij, should the pidpit

address the people. He who does not feel these sentiments towards
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mankiiiil, sliould find some otlior organ of communication with them
than tlio pulpit, llo may imitate the poetry of liyron, or adopt the

cold philosuphy of llobbes, or select for his weapon the bligliting .satire

of Voltaire ; but to liim belongs not the gentle and solemn ministration

of the Gospel. I advocate no soft effeminacy in the pulpit ; no lax

complaisance towards human nature; no weak sympathy for it that

compromises any lofty principle. That, indeed, were both scorn and
cruelty towards it. Let the pulpit be bold. Let it clothe itself with

indignation against sin. I would see more than I ever yet saw, in the

pulpit, of that honest and manly indignation. Let its law be strict, and
its scrutiny piercing,

"the tent that searches
To th' bottom of the worst."

But in all this, there is nothing inconsistent with the sentiments which
I advocate. 1 respect, whom I warn: I love, whom I would recover:

I sympathise with him, that I would save. From the bosom of these

affections proceeds the only true fidelity ; and not one of them can be
spared. Whose voice, to recall from wandering, so powerful as the

parent's? And why? Because, it is with mingled respect, and love,

and sympathy, that he speaks to his erring child. Let one of these bo
wanting ; and he might as well speak to the dead ; he can do nothing.

TIic pulpit in this respect must conform to the great laws of human
nature. And this principle I do not set forth, as demanded by policy,

but by truth. The human heart is entitled to respect. Amidst all its

debasement, there are in it solemn monitions and mementos of better

things to be recognised. I caiuiot fling scorn upon its awful depths. I

cannot with rude blows strike the guilty heart. The fallen throno that

human hands have built— the shattered tower that beetles in sublime
desolation over the land that it once ruled, must not draw from mo a
veneration that I will not give to the mournful and monitory ruins of

humanity. And if that ruined greatness of a human soul casts its dark
shadow over the world unknown—if there is before me a being who may
sink to hell, bearing with him— more than the wreck of an empire—
bearing the world of his affections with him, down to woe and agony

;

it is not with slight and scorn, but with awe, with a horror of reverence,

that 1 must look u])on him, and .speak to him.

Xor yet from our love as well as our respect, is an erring nature shut
out. It is written tliat " 6W so loved the world, that he gavo his Son
to die for it." 1 cannot hclj) feeling as if that love of CJod, paternal

and pitying, takes the part of its poor, erring child, against the cruelty,

and contempt, and misanthropy of his fellows. Men hate us. God
loves us. ilen denounce us. God loves us. Men tread us under foot,

or pass us by. God still loves us. Men, sometimes with seeming
satisfa<;tion, doom us to hell. God yet loves us; and gave his Son to

die for us ; that he may raise us to heaven. Thou who art most fallen,

forlorn, neglected! remember that. Kcmember that there is one that

loves thee— thy Father above, who can never liate thee. All other

love may fail thee; yet shall that love never fail thee. For thus is the

comparison set forth :
" Can a mother forget her child? Yea, she may

forget; yet will not I forget tliee."

I'inidly ; sympatliy shouM flow out in all the ministrations of the

])ulpit. 1 see this i)ulpit, not ua a piece of carved m ork—not as clothed

aG
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with crimson and gay adorning : but I see it, and feel it, as softened

and clothed all over with human sympathies. It is the altar of re-

spectful, friendly, and affectionate communings ; and is to give living

expression to all that pertains to sacred, human fellowship. In this

respect, among all public situations, it stands alone in the world ; and if

it fails in this point, it will be wanting in the true consecration to human
improvement and welfare.

The fortunes of men— the fates of a human life— seem to me to be

but rarely contemplated in the light in which they should ever present

themselves in this sacred desk. In the great field of human probation,

there are no clergy and laity, no learned and ignorant, no rich and poor

:

there is a destiny for all, in whose presence the varying circumstances

that clothe this life, are but the modes and fashions of an hour ! And
it offends me when I see any man making a parade of coming down—
either to bestow a charity, or to do a kindness called patronage, or to

teach the people. He has to go up, if he would understand it, to reach

the sublimity of his vocation. He has to go up, if he would feel the

true and enlarged sympathy of humanity. It is through the want of

this true sympathy that many offices are now base, which with it, might

be high as heaven, and beautiful as the ministration of angels. It seems

to be rare that we find any man great enough to be a man—a breathing

soul of the great humanity—and not being able to be a man, what does

he become ? He becomes a minister, conscious of power and influence

;

or a nobleman, conscious of rank ; or a rich man, of wealth ; or a cele-

brated man, of fame. The real sinks into the phenomenal ; the man
becomes a mode ; and life, intense, all powerful life, is but a fashion of

living.

There is a greatness in this life beyond all that is called greatness.

All earthly seeking— all business, care, weariness, and strife— is but

the clothing of a deeper want— the heaven-sent need of virtue— of the

happiness whose essence virtue is. That want, whether it pierces the

world with its cry, or struggles in smothered silence, is the grand index

of all human fortunes. Reality lives beneath all that is visible, wrestles

amidst the turbulent passions, and heaves in the bosom of this world's

restless tumult. In those depths of life, is conscience, empassioned

yearning, conscious destiny : and from those dark fountains, flow out

tears, soitows, and sighings.

To communings with such a fife, my brethren, is the pulpit conse-

crated. The thousand ties that bind that spiritual life, meet— it is an
awful thought— meet, as it were, in the pulpit. And here it is that

we are to touch those chords, that shall send thriUing into the depths

of reality. Must not this ministration, then, be a living sympathy?
Such was it to the heart of Jesus. If God is represented to us as aU-

embracing love ; so is Jesus, emphatically, as all-embracing sympathy.

Though sinless, he sympathized with the sinful. In that feeling he
lived and taught, he suffered and died. And in so far as we can

imitate him, that great example should be the model of aU who preach

his rehgion.

To such a ministration be this pulpit dedicated! All life will pass

before it here ; for no shadow of consecrated walls can drive out from
any bosom, the spirit that is in it. All life shall come here, and here

it should be recognised— the gladness and beauty of youth — the
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swelling heart of manhood— tlio cares aiid anxieties of fathers and
mothers. Young men juid maidens, old men and children, shall be
here; and all that life is— whether it is passed amidst joy or sorrow,

amidst thrilling strains of music or " the solemn brood of care," amidst
the gaiety of assemblies, or in the solitariness of reflection— amidst
troops of happy friends, or by the desolate hearth of the bereaved and
stricken one— all must mingle itself with the meditations of his holy

place.

Yes, my brethren, I know whence ye shall come, and whitiier in a
few days more, ye shall go. From the noise of busy streets, or from
tlie bu-^tle of crowded marts, ye will come ; or perhaps from the surgings

and soundings on, of the majestic, melancholy sea; from the din of

manufactories, or from the tedious hum of school-rooms, or from the

litigations of courts, or from the sighs of pain by the sick bed, or from
the many-voiced utterances— questions, commands, children's cries,

sounds undefmable—of domestic abodes ; and will ye not ask for a calm
hour, for a clear atmosphere, for tlie vision and comfort of things divine?

God grant that ye may ever find them here!

And I know wliither, ere long, ye shall go. The day will come, when
other eyes than ours will look upon these walls, and upon these crowded
streets. It is but a little time— and the last sound of our footsteps

will liave died away from these pavements ; tlie last shadow of our form
sluill have passed from this tlireshold ; and the places that know us,

shall know us no more for ever.

But, thanks be to God! no dark despair, no overwhelming sorrow,

mingles with these thoughts. When another generation shall fill and
crowd the places where we now live—the walls within which we this day
worship; our humble hope, and our trust, is, that wc shall dwell in

some loftier sphere, and wait the coming of those beloved ones to join

us. " In an house not made with hands eternal in the heavens," may
we say eternally— "blessing, and honour, and glory, and power, be

unto llim that sitteth on the throne, and to the Lamb for ever and
ever!"



A DISCOURSE

CHARACTER AND WRITINGS OF W. E. CHANNING, D.D.

Psalm cxii. 6 : " The righteous shall be in everlasting remembrance."

The commemoration of the good man can never be too late, nor can he
ever be held too long in om' remembrance. In the oldest Christian

churches, the Roman and the Greek, certain days in tlie year are con-

secrated to the memory of such ; and often have I listened, not without

emotion, to the solemn chimes of beUs which thus celebrated the

virtues of some venerated saint ; with sounds of triumph and gladness

up in the high air, above the turmoil of this world ; up in the regions

lying towards the world where he is gone. It is good for us so to re-

member those, who in faith and patience have gone before us ; whose
lives have been like our lives, whose sorrows, like our sorrows, whose
strifes, like ours, and who have gained the great and last victory.

This is the anniversary Sunday, and I would make it a saint's day
among ourselves, which reminds us of the passing away of one, long to

be remembei-ed in our churches— the lamented Channiug ! The news
of this mournful event reached me in a foreign land ; saddening the

hours and days of absence from my own country. I could not join

my brethren in the tribute so widely paid to him then ; and I ask your
indulgence to the attempt I shall make, to express to you my thoughts
of him, on the present occasion.

His memory is fresh among us, and will be, I think, while we live.

The impression he has made upon our minds is one, indeed, of a very
remarkable character : and it is meet that we should inquire, after the

first gush of our sorrows is past, what was the mission and ministry of

a life like his. It is to this inquiry that I would direct your thoughts
this evening.

The mission, then, of all true genius; the same in all ages; the

same in all great men of studious lives ; the same, whether displayed

in writing, or in works of art, was the mission of Channing. It was to

set forth the True, the Right, the Godlike ; and to portray its loveli-

ness and majesty. Genius, I repeat— that which is divinest in man
— is, in its appropriate work, ever striving to unfold its own ideal of

moral beauty and grandeur: this is its great vocation.

Permit me to pause upon this thought a moment ; for it hcs at the

fomidation of my present undertaking. Let the instrument used be
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tlio chisel, the pencil, or the pen, consider what is, and always must be,

the end in view. The sculptor, the painter, seeks to express some con-

ception ; and what is it, but the conception of the highest beauty or

power? The poet, the novelist, always has a hero; and his hero em-
bodies his loftiest idea of goodness, virtue, magnanimity. The orator,

the preacher, when he ascends to the noblest discourse, labours to in-

culcate truth, right, duty ; in short, the divinest excellence. It is with

this that his bosom swells in secret ; and this it is that he strives to

pour forth in speech. This, then, I say, was the mission of Channing,
And, certainly, I do not know the man of the present day, who lias

done more to stamp upon the world the sense of the True, the Kight,

the Godlike, than Channing. Ilis work, in this respect, was not tech-

nical, not what is ordinarily called philosophical ; that of the highest

genius seldom is so ; it was the work of inward meditation and prayer.

Especially in him it was a sacred, a religious work. From the adoring
contemplation of what God is, from that altar lie brought the burning
and luminous thought of what man should bo. There was a consecra-

tion to him of his theme. Everything about it was invested with a
solemn, religious light. He knew no true grandeur in man but a divine

grandeur. He questioned much what the world calls greatness, however
lauded and idolized : he had set up another and purer idea of greatness

in his own mind ; and no prophet of modern times, I think, has done
so much to break down the idol, and to establish the true worship

instead.

The forms which this labour of his life assumed, and the qualities of

mind which he brought to it, demand our attention in this brief survey

of his character.

The first form was preaching. This was the chosen vocation of his

youth ; it was the glory of his manhood ; and only under the severe

pressure of necessity did he relinquish this great calling. It was
always attended in him with extreme exhaustion, I well remember,
as doubtless you do, one of the last occasions on which he addressed a
rehgious assembly; it was in this pulpit. Three weeks after, I met
him on an excursion in the western part of this State ; and lie had not

then recovered from the effort. Justly did he conclude that he ought
to give up a function that was wearing so fatally upon his physical

strength. This effect on him resulted from the character of his mind
and sensibility, and from the idea he entertained of this great ministra-

tion, lie did not think that a good sermon was a simple exhortation

;

that it was a bare repetition, however fervent, of truisms and common-
places; that it was enough to say to the people, "bo good." Ho did

not mistake, as some seem to do, the aged John's traditional saying in

the assembly, "dear children, love one another," when ho was too

feeble to say anything else ; he did not mistake that for preaching. Ho
did not listen to those who said, "labour not the matter so mucli; the

Gospel is a simple thing;" forgetting that it is a deep thing, too. No;
to preacli, was to speak to a nature clothed with the awfulness of unmea-
sured capacities and unspeakable exposures ; to penetrate its depths

;

to awaken its slumbering powers ; to reason ^nth its errors ; to unveil

its disguises ; to convince it not only of its sin but of it'* sanctity ; to

make the man foci that lie was too great a being for the littleness and
paltriness of vice, too great for the world to have, and use, and wear
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out ; and to bring at length this erring, and wrestling, and suffering

nature to prostrate itself before the cross of the all-perfect, suffering,

and redeeming One, there to find peace, sti'ength, and help divine.

This, I think I may say, though feebly stated, was his idea of

preaching. And thus, thinking of this great function, he felt that

there was no power of any mind however lofty, that it did not bring

into urgent requisition. Preaching never seemed to him, for an instant,

the discharge of a mere professional duty, the fulfilment of a formal

task. It was the great action of his life. It was the greatest action

that could be demanded of any life. He felt that never Demosthenes
nor Cicero, that never Burke nor Chatham, had a greater woi'k to do,

than he had on every Sunday. He poured into this office his whole
mind and heart. The preparation for it was a work of consecrated
genius : it was as if, every week, he had made poem or oration. No
wonder that he often sunk under it.

And then he brought to this task, thus highly conceived of, a very
peculiar nature ; a nature at once singularly rational and fervent, scru-

tinizing and imaginative, strong and self-restrained. The working of
such a mind is far more laboi'ious than that of a one-sided intellect.

Often have I witnessed the patience and anxiety of his meditation, to

say nothing but what was true, just, and wise. He would never lend
himself to the popular and taking forms of pulpit display, wherewith
either to alarm, or overawe, or astonish, or charm the hearer. He
never attempted any graphic representation of heaven or hell, of the last

Judgment, or of the sinner's peril ; though no preacher, perhaps, had
ever at command the stores of a richer imagination. But all was
sober in his administration of religion. To utter the truth, the naked
truth, was his highest aim and ambition. The effect, he was willing

to leave with God, and with the heart of the hearer. He never seemed
to labour so much to enforce truth, as to utter it; but this kind of

utterance, this swelling, and almost bursting of the inmost heart to

express itself, was the most powerful enforcement. There was always,

however, a chastening and restraining hand laid upon the strong

nature within; and this manner has led some, I believe, to deny to

Channing the gift of the highest eloquence. I know not what they call

eloquence ; but this restrained emotion always seems to me, I must say,

one of its most touching demonstrations; and surely that which reaches the

heart, and unlocks the fountains of tears, is its very essence ; and that

which penetrates to the still depths of the conscience, that lie beneath

tears, is its very awfulness and grandeur. Such was the eloquence of

Channing. I shall never forget the effect upon me, of the first sermon
1 ever heard from him. Shall I confess, too, that, holding then a faith

somewhat different from his, I listened to him with a certain degree of

distrust and prejudice? These barriers, however, soon gave way; and
such was the efl'ect of the simple and heart-touching truths and tones

which fell from his lips, that it would have been a reUef to me to have

bowed my head, and to have wept without restraint, throughout the

whole service. And yet I did not weep ; for there was something in

that impression too solemn and deep for tears. I claim perfection for

nothing human ; and, perhaps, my idea of this kind of communication
goes beyond anything I have ever heard. No words ever realized it

but those calm and solemn words of Jesus Christ, at which the heart
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stands still to listen ; and which it is wonderful that anybody dares ever

to dilute into prolix comments. But certainly no preaching that I have

heard has come so near, in this respect, to the model in my mind—
I say not irreverently, the great model— as the preaching of Channing.

And I should not omit to mention another trait in his rehgious

sensibility, that imparted to its manifestations a peculiar interest.

And this trait seems to me so marked and unusual, as to be worthy of

a moment's comment. In most men's rehgious feeling, I believe, there

is something singularly general and vague. Their emotions revolve

about this sacred theme rather tlian penetrate into it ; and though it is

bedewed with their tears, only the more do tlieir thoughts glide about

the surface. They weep ; but they do not think : they do not medi-

tate their religion deeply in their hearts. And thus their discourse has

a general trutli, without any discriminating pertinence; their words

taken together have a meaning, but there is not a meaning in every

word ; there is no inward prompting to make them use the words they

do use, rather than some other words of the same general import. The
pen that writes them is not dipped in the- jieart. In short, you know
that there is not any such reality in most men's religion, as is felt and
seen in the sentiments that attach them to home, to kindred, to all the

palpable interests of this life. But it was not so with the remarkable

and venerated person of whom I speak. His thoughts on this theme,

the deep and living verities of his own experience, had an original im-

press, a marked individuality, a heart-felt truth, and a singular power
to penetrate the heart. His words had a strange and heart-stirring

vitality. Some living power within, seemed to preside over tlio se-

lection and tone of every word, and to give it more than the force and
weight of a whole discourse from other men. Many have I known, so

to feel this touching influence, not only in the church, but by the fire-

side and in the friendly circle, that they could scarcely restrain their

feelings within the bounds of domestic and social decorum.
I must observe further and more specifically, concerning his preach-

ing, that its constant aim was to discriraiiiate the true spiritual excel-

lence from everything false, imperfect, sectarian, and technical. Pre-

cisely as every great sculptor or painter labours to set forth the true

beauty and grandeur, in opposition to false tastes and false schools of

art that prevail around it; this did Channing, as a preacher. If you
examine the great sermons of all ages, I think you will find none of

tliem so marked with tliis trait as liis. With him correction always

went hand in hand with enforcement. This tendency to innovation and
reform, has indeed always distinguished the American pulpit; as in the

sermons of Edwards, Bellamy, and Dwight. To show the disinterest-

etlness of virtue, for instance, was always a favourite task, with that

school of Divinity known as the llopkinsian school. And I have heard

our friend more than once express his strong sympathy on this point,

with tiie Hopkinsiaji theology. But with liim, the work of reform was
spread over the whole field of Christian virtues. Not the disinterested-

ness only of true goodness, but its absolute and universal superiority to

everything else in man ; its unrivalled majesty, its ine.xpressiblo

beauty— in what a singular and original manner did he discourse upon
these tilings ! This was the aim that guided his pen and liis speech—
it was not a vain desire to praise his friends— in those beautiful dis-
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courses, among his last efforts in the pulpit, on the characters of

Tuckerman and FoUen. But the aim was always apparent from the

first. From his youth, he ever strove to give birth to his own glowing

idea of the true Christian man. He could not bear that a shallow

morality, or a mere worldly decency, or a vulgar fanaticism, or any
distorted peculiarity of any religious class, should usurp the honours of

Christian vii'tue. Of this great achievement, virtue,— the end to him
and the explanation of everything in humanity and in the human lot,

—

his views were at once large and generous on the one hand, and on the

other, strict and solemn. No preacher ever demanded a higher purity,

ever set forth a loftier model ; none ever addressed himself with a diviner

faith and courage to the sharp conflict with pain and disaster. And
why? Because he saw that every stroke of calamity was designed to

cut and chisel that model, that work of God, into truer perfection ; be-

cause he felt that the finished work was worth all the cost of all human
suffering and misfortune. But the Christian so formed by solemn en-

deavour and self-denial, and suffering if need be, he did not desii-e to

see clothed with a stiff and cumbrous garb. He did not wish the good
man to hold any strange or constrained relation to those around him.

We saw a picture under his delineation, with vigour and beauty in

every trait, but never overlaid with any false ornament— a picture

inspiring awe and winning love, full of nobleness, and full of tender-

ness, clothed with strength, and breathing candour and gentleness ; it

was the loveliness of spiritual virtue ; it was the loveliness of the

Christ. And when the character of this exalted and perfect One was
brought into controversy, his whole interest in the question concentrated

itself upon one point ; that the glorious model should not be marred.
He was little concerned at the prevalence of dogmas, about God or

Christ, or about human nature, however opposed to his own opinion,

save as those dogmas, in his view, tended to distort or lower the great

ideal of spiritual beauty.

I have now fallen on a topic which, in an account of the peculiar mis-

sion of Channing, demands some expansion. It is impossible, indeed,

to regard him as a preacher, without considering him as the advocate,

in this country, of a more liberal theology.

It is no ordinary task to stand up against the most cherished reli-

gious ideas of a whole people. It involves sacrifices and trials, which
those only who have shared in the undertaking, can understand. Who
can doubt what position Channing might have held among our great

religious sects, if he had stood among them and of them ! It is one
thing to be welcomed on every side ; it is another thing to be, on every

hand, repelled with horror.

The positions are sufficiently distinct even in the abstract statement

;

but no abstract statement can fairly convey the question which is

presented for the mind's trial. There stands, on the one hand, an
ancient, time-hallowed church, Roman or English, Lutheran or Cal-

vinistic ; it embodies wealth, numbers, influence ; it ranks among its

supporters, communities, and nations ; it is strong in prescription, in

custom, in usage ; it bears long-accustomed honours in its name and
fame ; it is clothed with old and venerable associations ; and many good
and venerable men belong to it: the nobiUty, the piety, the goodly

social array of the land, perhaps, is there ; the chains that weave them-
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selves around toiidcr and susceptil>lo hearts, draw to that communion

;

virtues that adorn society, names that win respect, shed their lialo

around it. How many influences unite to draw the mind thitlier! It

is respectable to stand in that old, and wide, and rich heritage. It is

safe. It is agreeable, it is grateful to throw one's-self on the bosom of

universal esteem aud respect. It is painful, it is a bitter pain— like

that of martyrdom— to fling ono's-self upon the swords and spears of

hostile opinion ; to meet the wounding glances of all-surrounding

distrust: to find one's very friends turning upon him the cold and
forbidding eye of reproach and sorrow. Those who stand within the

protected pale may smile at tliis representation ; but it is because they
know not what it is to stand witliout it.

Honour, then, to the men, who like Luther, like Fox and Wesley,
like Lindsey and Channing, have taken this noble stand— the stand for

principle, for conscience, against all worldly ease and worldly respect.

They have ranged themselves beneath the banner of Him " who was
despised and rejected of men," and of those noble apostles of reform,
" whose names were cast out as evil." Let those who, with similar

convictions, have chosen a different part, take their comfort; their stalls

and their livings, let them hold ; their warm place in the embraces and
smiles of society let tlicm hold; they can have no more; to other men
than them, belongs the praise of courage and magnanimity, of God-
fearing truth, of a conscience fearing uono but God! This praise

belongs to Channing: and the day is coming when, far and wide, it

shall be rendered to him! In the darkest hour for his opinions, ho
stood up fearlessly for their defence : and the time has already come,
when the heaviest burthen of the reproaclics that fell upon him, is rolled

away ; when the cause he espoused, stands before the country in unim-
peachable honour.

I freely admit that Channing's especial vocation did not lie in the

field of sharp logical conflict. But there is one of his productions—
I allude to the Ordination Sermon at Baltimore— of which I think I

may say, without any extravagant eulogy, that there never came a more
polished weapon from the armory of polemics. Never were more acute
distinctions more admirably put, than those with which he sot forth the

true principles of Scriptural interpretation, nor more convincing state-

ments offere<l, of tho essential inconsistency of the popidar Theology,
both with itself and with sound reason and morality. On the Trinity,

in particular, I am persuaded that dithculties were lodged in many
minds by that Discourse, as there were in my own, from which that

doctrine could never be relieved. At the same time the Discourse was
characterized by a simplicity and beauty of style, which at once brought
it down to the humblest minds, and carried it up to tho highest.

But tlio great vocation of Channing as a controversialist, was that
upon which I have all along insisted ; it was to set forth tlic beauty
of religion, to commend it to tho highest nature, the most exalted

reason, and tho purest feeling of his readers and hearers. It was most
fortunate, I think, that tho great leader in this controversy, should liavo

been tho feiTont worship]ter of the lovohness of religion, rather than
an al)stniso metaphysician, or a l)arren critic. And certainly, to my
thought, n'ligion was never invested with sucli a cliarm in this country,

as in the glowing page and speech of Channing. 1 remember one of
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his hearers and parishioners saying, many years ago, " Mr. Channing
has a great idea of. God." How remarkably true and how significant

was the observation, all who have listened to liim, must be sensible.

His idea of " the Father," came nearer to that of the great Teacher,
than that of any person I ever knew. And then the grandeur of the
filial relation to Ilim,— the brotherhood of all men, and the glory of
the spiritual man eclipsing all other glory,— what living themes were
these in all his preaching and in all his writings? I cannot doubt, and
I have heard it admitted by those of other communions, that they have
produced an effect upon the whole Theology, preaching and religion of
the country. That these central ideas often occur, and indeed are

constantly repeated, in his writings, is not only undoubtedly true, but
it is a peculiarity of which he was very well aware, and for which he
had, as he conceived, a sufficient defence. It is so only, that the moral
philosopher, the preacher of spiritual truth, can make an impression of
himself upon the age in which he lives. Versatility should be the
attribute of the dramatist, the essayist, the writer of fiction ; but the
strength, the significance of the Reformer, lies in concentration; the
stamp of the Apostle, is unity.

If we pass now from the controversial labours of Channing to those

writings that first spread his fame beyond his own country,— I mean
the writings on Milton and Bonaparte,—we stiU meet with the same
character, the same purpose, the same unbroken unity of his intellectual

life. In Milton he wished to portray a great soul, endowed with the
most exalted faculties, em-iched with the most ample culture, animated
with tlie noblest purposes, fired with the love of truth and freedom, and
pouring itself out in majestic thought and style ; and by just desert

taking its place among the few really great minds of the world. In
Bonaparte he found greatness of another stamp ; and he has done more
than any other writer, to assign to it the humbler place that it ought to

hold in human estimation. He saw this greatness " standing where it

ought not ;" the idol of the world's admiration. He saw this extraordi-

nary man, the enemy, the despiser and destroyer of human happiness,

the ravager and despoilcr of nations ; without one human sympathy

;

a being whom nobody ever loved, nor ever pretended to love, unless it

were the M-ife whom, in his cold and reckless ambition, he cast from
his bosom ; and yet to this man he saw everywhere commemorative
statues and arches rising, busts and pictures of him filling the palaces

and cottages alike, of the very countries which he had swept with his

armies and crushed with his despotism ; his name the great name that

rang through the world, from the wilds of America to the steppes of

Tartary ; and his spirit burned with indignation at the spectacle. What

!

he said ; is this Christendom, that pays such homage to the grandest
impersonation of inhumanity that the world ever saw? Are these the
favoured countries that worship the name of Christ, the name of the
meek and lowly One, thus prostrate before an idol that bears not one
trace of the Christian grandeur? He could not live amidst this state

of public sentiment. It shocked all his moral sensibility ; it was at war
with all that his life was labouring for. He saw before him the enemy,
not of his person indeed, but of his most cherished convictions. He felt

as if a worse thing than the actual despotism of Bonaparte were over-

shadowing the world. He feared lest that gigantic phantom of power
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should come to reign over the minds of men. And he boldly met the

whole tide of public opinion by declaring that tlie greatness of this man
was not the true greatness ; that it was greatness comparatively of an

humble order. It has been tliouglit by some that ho did not do full

justice to the great powers of IJonaparto, such as they were. Perhaps

he did not. But, we must observe that the strength and the victory of

his argument, did not bear so much upon the powers of this extraordi-

nary man, as upon his purposes, lie maintained that his purposes

were all selfish and ignoble; that to rule the world, not to bless it, was

his single passion ; that into the aims and actions of his life was never

breathed any large and wise design ; and that a man, of whom aU tliis

was not only true, but was in fact the universal estimate, is never to bo

accounted one of the truly great beings of this world. And is it not

true ; and indubitably true ? You may say that even in the character

of Satan there is a kind of greatness. And if there is a realm in which

such a being reigns, there let him bo called great. If there are kindred

natures that can accord that homage, let them accord it. But let not us

be called upon to sympathize with it. If the very glories of huma-
nity, are truth, sincerity, generosity, beneficence, magnanimity, likeness

to God, let that never be accounted the greatness of a man.

The publications which next demand our notice are those upon the

subject of slavery. In these writings we still see the same great and
generous mind at work, engaged in it? natural and riglitful vocation,

the expounder of duty, the vindicator of lofty hght and reason, the de-

fender of sacred and eternal principle against all human convention. I

honour this noble champion of the oppressed, while I have some doubts

as to the practical result to which his reasonings lead liim. That is to

say, I have no doubt wliat is to be felt, but I have some doubt, I

have much doubt, and difficulty, as to what is to be done.

This is not the place to discuss the point ; for it requires a discourse

of itself. Nor is it demanded of us in considering tlie writings of C ban-
ning. For his mission was, not so much to propose remedies, as to

arouse the public conscience. He did not connect himself with any
specific associations or measures for relief, but simplv entered that great

field of discussion whicli is the rightful domain of all intelligent minds

;

of all men who are not prepared themselves to be slaves.

This is not oidy our rightful province, but it is the only province open
to us. Direct interference with slavery is out of our power. The only

legitimate influence we can exert upon it must come in the form of ar-

gument. This was the chosen field of Channing. Who will say ho
had not a right to enter it? How he acquitted himself in this field, is,

indeed, the question ; for the right of discussion is no guarantee for

right discussion. On this question tliere will, of course, bo different

opinions. To say that I do myself agree with him in every point, is

more than one independent mind can well say of another.

But, passing by all questions about the philosophy of tlie case, and
the methods of relief, I caimot refuse to see, in the general conduct of

this argument, a master's hand, a work tliroughout of unsurpassed
strength and beauty. Never, anywhere, I tliink, have I more felt tho

power of Channing's mind and style, tlian in these writings. It seems
as if the nerve of moral indignation had con^resscd and clenched his

thought within tho narrowest possible comj)as3. The themes, indeed,
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were well fitted to touch a mind like his. What a man is worth ; what
is the sanctity of a soul ; what is the sacredness of a nature allied, affi-

liated to God ; and what is the wrong of setting a human foot to crush

down that nature ; what is the wrong of bringing a mass of mere earthly

conveniences and pleasures to extinguish that spark of heavenly fire,

only that thet/ may be brightened and warmed for a moment ; what is

the wrong of chaining an angel-nature to the plough that tills our fields,

or to the chariot that rolls upon our highways ; all this is set forth in

burning words, which, when all this angry disputing shaU be done, will

stand as golden mottos in the books of emancipated tribes and races of

men. Yes ; all this is true. I speak not of those who, involved in this

relationship without their own agency, feel the tremendous moral sole-

cism which it involves, and would gladly escape from it. But for the

slave-holder, that defends his position as a lawful and righteous one, or

means to hold on to it, right or wrong, because it is a matter of pro-

perty, I say, all this is true ; it is terrible truth ; it is truth too high for

any mortal hand to beat down. Let men reason as they will ; let them
defend, explain, qualify, soften the matter as they will ; my heart tells

me that I was not made to be a slave, and I believe that every man's
heart tells him the same thing. The slave-master's heart tells him that,

and it would revolt at the supposition that any combination of circum-
stances, any leagued principalities and powers, though they were an
hierarchy of angels, should crush out his nature's birth-right, by making
him a slave. And if he will voluntarily inflict this condition upon
another, I deem it not too solemn to remind him of a Word that says,
" With what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you again."

It remains to advert for a moment to the Addx'esses delivered by Dr.

Channing on temperance, on peace, on self-culture, and on the general im-
provement ofsociety. Those on self-culture have had the widest spread, and
the most grateful reception. They have spoken a word to human labour

;

one that it long needed, and perhaps I may say, waited to hear. They
have taught the labourer that he is to rise, not out of his condition, but
in it ; that toil, reasonable toil, is not his enemy, but his friend ; that

true self-culture is possible to all who have the wisdom and the will to

seek it. It has been a new word to multitudes, full of comfort and
guidance, full of grace and truth.

But I need not dwell upon this, nor upon any of these Addresses in

detail ; it is only necessary to name them, in order to call them very
distinctly to mind. And what is it, beside their general manner, the

almost unequalled beauty of style, and the rich imagination with which
they are adorned ; what is the specific quality that draws our atten-

tion? Still it is the same, the characteristic trait which I have con-

stantly endeavoured to unfold ; it is the lofty ideal of human duty and
welfare. Nothing in the mind of Channing, nothing from first to last

of all my acquaintance with it, ever struck me more than this. Always,
on all subjects, on all occasions, he seemed to have a thought beyond
everybody's thought that he conversed with, beyond everybody's thought
that he addressed. And God had given him the rare power to make
that thought a living thing, to clothe it with a strength and beauty that
sent it fai- into the world, and attracted to it the attention and admira-
tion of multitudes. •

This, I have said, was the peculiar mission of Channing ; and can
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there be any nobler mission than this, or any more truly useful? If there

be any to whose utilitarian imagination such a life seems to be deaUng with

useless abstractions, let me ask them for a moment to reconsider that

opinion. What are the springs that move the world? Tlioughts;

nothing but thoughts. Passions, do you say? But passions imply

thoughts— proceed from them. What are the springs, again, that

carry the world upward, and onward? Thoughts of duty, of virtue, of

spiritual beauty, of true greatness. Men caunot patiently live amidst

purer ideals than are realized in themselves. They may not reach

them, may sink far below them for a time ; but they cannot bo content

with that conscious degradation. Let mo put true moral ideals into

circulation, and tliey will renovate the world. More than ever before

is this true now. Let me confront tho strongest and deepest-founded

institution in the world, and show, by the light of better thinking, that

it is an unjust, base, and hateful institution, and it cannot stand. The
first blow that is to be struck in every great cause, whether of political

right, personal freedom, individual duty, of temperance, peace, prison-

disciphnc or factory-seiTicc, is to be struck by the thinker. How shall

men set themselves to amend anything, till they are brought to think

that it is wrong, or to improve anything, till they perceive that it can

be made better ? There is no power, no ongme in the world, hke the

just and great thought. It is said that the application of steam, with

its thousand-fold enginery, is to change the world. But it may change

tho world, and make it no better. Not such is the instrumentality of

the moral power. Tho Fultons, Watts, and Arkwrights of the moral

world, will work out a greater change, and to more glorious issues.

Among such our Channing liolds a lofty place ; and I believe that the

influence of the thoughtful and meditative life ho hved, shall not cease,

till thought itself ceases to be enshrined in mortal speech,

I have thus spoken of his preaching and writings. I have now a more
difficult task ; to speak of himself. To penetrate into the interior mind
and character of another, is always a delicate office ; still more so, if he

be one whom we have venerated and loved. My fear is not, lest I should

praise him too much ; but lest I should draw from tho recollections of

personal and familiar intercourse more than I ought. It is not, I repeat, lest

I should praise him too much. For strange as itmay seem to you, I have no

desire to eulogize him. There is a sadness that breaks tho vein of eu-

logy. There is a sorrowing for departed worth, that makes our human
admiration seem a poor and vain thing. My aspirings, my very thoughts

that aspire, weighed down by the sense of our misfortune, seek not the

heights of honour, but seek tho grave rather, saying only,— "let us go

and die with him." I feel, too, and justly feel, that his fame needs not

tlie contribution of my humble praise. I.ct tho young who have died

before they could put tlio noble thought into action ; let tho obscure

whose greatness never found meet expression nor due acceptance— let

such be praised. But for him whom wo lament, what needs there but

the simple and sincere commemoration of what he was? Let me then

speak of him as he was ; as I saw him and knew him.

Intimacy with him, I may observe, was a rare tiling; and even where

it existed, it was attended with restraints, nut usual in the closest friend-

ship. Where there was perfect freedom of mind in intercourse witli

him, tliere was not the perfect freedom of manner that ordinarily follows

it. It has been said of Washington, that none of his military compa-
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nions could freely lay their hand upon his shoulder. The same was
true of Channing. He was a person of a delicate frame, but of a great

presence.

But I must not leave this topic, the restraint, that is to say, imposed

by his presence, without attempting some explanation of it. And in-

deed I think it is proper to give a distinct place, and perhaps the first

place, to tliis topic ; because many have felt, and I suppose painfully

felt, that of which I speak ; and felt it as the first thing that di'ew their

attention on their introduction to his acquaintance.

It is, then, extremely difficult, to be at once a man of deep, earnest,

continued thought, and a man of society. When fixed attention to

some theme has been channelling its way in the mind all the day long,

it is not easy at evening to turn it into the varied flow of easy, and per-

haps spoi'tive conversation, yielding itself to all the impulses of sur-

rounding and miscellaneous society. The very fibres of the soul have

been strained till they are stiff'ened into a certain form, and it is not easy

for them to be relaxed. This tendency can be counteracted only by
much intercourse with society ; and where ill health imposes upon a man
almost entire seclusion, the difficulty of course is very much increased.

Let the nature so exposed be one, moreover, extremely sensitive and deli-

cate, and it IS still harder to bring it into the play of free and easy inter-

course. Add to all this the effect of a certain factitious reverence in society

for him who bears the clerical office ; let it be such as to forbid, if I may
say so, the free encounter of wits, with the literary, professional, or in-

telligent men that surround him ; let them choose to exclude him from
their occasions of natural and unrestrained intercourse ; and it will be

strange if he escape the influence of such a combination of causes. One
may have a nature the most bland, gentle, and affectionate, that ever

existed, and yet it will not be strange if, in such circumstances, he shuts

himself up in his own thoughts, and indeed acquires a habit of pursuing

out his own train of thoughts, so that he seems to be alone, even in so-

ciety. I think, indeed, that this habit contributed more tlian an3i,hing

else, to impart to Dr. Channing the air of isolation, and to those around
him, the feeling of constraint. He was always pursuing out his own
thought ; he seemed, without intending it, to use other men ; everything

came into his crucible, and was melted and moulded into his form.

Not, I say, that he intended to make this impression ; for he sought
and longed for a perfectly free communication ; and no conversation

interested him more than that which, in forgetfulness of him, and of

one's-self, and of everything extraneous, was a kind of monologue, a
kind of reverie, the purest and most abstract idealism. Least of all

must it be supposed that there was any assumption about him, or any
stiff formality, or precision; anything that said, "now let us talk

great talk." Never. He did talk greatly, because he could not help

it. But his manner of doing it, his manner in everything, was the most
simple, the most unpretending imaginable. At the same time he
possessed a nature the most truly social. He regretted anything in

himself or in others, that repressed it. More than once has he said to

me, " I am too serious." He longed to feel upon his spirit the free

and genial breath of society. And all who have known him well, must
have observed, for the last fifteen years of his life, the increasing liveli-

ness, versatility, and happiness of his social nature. The earliest days
of his manhood were his darkest.; days of dlness and seclusion. They
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spread around him a shadow of silence, and over many of his after days

a shadow of reserve. But into that shadow, every later year of his life

seems to have poured new and more cheering light.

I have alluded to liis social intercourse ; but to unfold his character,

1 must speak more distinctly of his conversation. It was the best

image of himself; better even than his preaching or his writing ; because

it was the free, unrestrained, almost unintentional outpouring of his

mind, and that on tliemes as elevated as those of his more studied

efforts. I liavo said that he regarded preacliing as the great action of

his life. Conversation was the ordinary action of his life. It was not

his relaxation, but his action. It was that which showed the man, as

the daily pursuit, the daily business shows other men. Prevented as

he was by ill health, and, perhaps, by constitutional indisposition, from
mingling with the ostensible enterprises and movements of the social

world around him, this was specifically his mode of action, his daily

vocation. And those who have not conversed much with him, can

scarcely know what he was, can scarcely appreciate the richness or

the beauty of his nature.

I wish it were in my power to give any idea of tlio extraordinary

cliaracter of this conversation. On my first acquaintance with him, it

was my happiness to pass a number of weeks under his roof. His
health was then delicate ; lie went abroad but little ; but his mind was
left untouched by the frailty of his body ; and I found it constantly oc-

cupied, and struggling with great questions. On the highest philosophy,

on the highest rehgion, on the highest wisdom of life, all the day long

he pursued the questions whi(;h these themes present, without ever

slackening, or ever turning aside to ordinary and common-place talk.

The I'ange of his subjects was as great as their elevation ; from the

most recondite point in philosophy—the difference between relative and
absolute truth— to the forms of philanthropic enterprise and political

development around him. But his favourite themes were man and the

Neio Testament: mau, his condition, and the philosophy of his condi-

tion ; the New Testament, Jesus Christ, his teaching, and the subhmest
contemplation of God. Sometimes his mind ran upon the same theme,

almost witliout interruption, for an entire week
; yet tliero was never

any weariness in listening, but the weariness of exhaustion. His view
of every subject was original. I do not moan that it was singular, but
tliat it was his own, thoroughly digested in his own mind ; and I wish

it were a little better understood, that this is the only originality

possible to any mind. His imagination, at the same time, kindled

everything into life, presented everything in new and multiform liglits,

spread around every ])oint in debate such a world of illustration, that

it seemed ever now, while it was ever the same. While it was ever the

same, I say ; and yet to a mind suffused and overflowing, like his, with

the very poetry of every theme, that is the trial point— to adhere with

severe, philo.sophical accuracy, to tlie very question. To say that ho
wont beyond the reach of all other men of similar genius, is more than

1 do say ; but certainly I was led to admire the remarkably sober and
rational cliaracter of his understanding, even more than the beauty and
wealth of his imagination. I must add, to complete the view, that the

stylo of his conversation seemed to me as perfect as that of his writing

;

and I sometimes thought at the close of a day, and I still think, that if
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the conversation of that day could have been taken and printed from his

lips, it would have conveyed to the world as striking a proof of his groat

powers, as anything that has ever proceeded from his pen.

I must not leave it to be supposed, that in all this there was anything
of the lecturer, the speech-maker, the maker of orations l)y the fireside

;

any talking, as if it were a duty to talk, wisely, or gravely, or instruct-

ively, or as if he thought light and gay conversation a sin or an offence
;

nothing could be farther from the truth. His conversation was singu-

larly involuntary. The stream flowed and flowed on, because there was
a fountain behind ; out of that abundance he spake. Or if he had any
intent, his manner was as that of one who would clear up his own thought,

or would submit it to the judgment of another. lie never aimed ap-

parently to be rehgious, or spiritual, or instructive ; and yet he was all

these in the highest degree. You have heard of persons of whom it

was said, that " they could talk of nothing but religion." The expres-

sion, you must have seen, was meant for praise ; but it is a praise

which I have no desire to claim for the subject of our present thoughts.

And yet his convei'sation, though he never entered upon it with that

view, was the vei'y religion of life, the very religion of nature, the very

religion of politics, society, business ; the religion of every theme—that

is, the highest and most sacred thought of every theme that he touched
upon. So lofty, so commanding was his thought, so did it soar above
all around it, so deep was its impression, that a conversation with him
was often an event in life ; a higli beacon that shed its light over the

track of future years. I remember conversations with him, I remember
single phrases, and the tone in which they were uttered, as having
made upon me an impression beyond the effect of whole volumes of

moral disquisition. If I were asked to convey an idea of this impres-

sion, by repeating his words, the attempt were vain, because it would
be impossible to give the manner and the tone. But those may imagine
something of this, who remember the feeling awakened by him by his

simple reading of a hymn; who recoUect, how, to a dull and lifeless

hymn, or to that which had been made so by ordinary repetition, he
communicated a character altogether new ; how it became, as it were,

a new creation, beneath the breathing fervour of his touching emotion
and utterance.

Indeed, there was this same singular impressiveness about his whole
character. Let me attempt to speak of him in this larger view.

I have presented to you the picture of a man retired, reserved, iso-

lated in appearance ; of one who, for the most part, sat in his own
dwelling, wrapped in meditation, or engaged in intellectual and elevated

converse. But this was a being, though calm and reserved in exterior,

aU alive with energies, all alive with emotions, all alive with the feelinar

of what was gomg on m society around hnn, and m the whole wide
world in which he lived. Calm he was in manner, self-restrained in

fact, and in a degree as remarkable as his emotion was strong. Such
was his self-control, that I thought at first it was coldness : the quiet

and subdued tones of his voice, fell on my ear almost like tones of

apathy. But I soon learned to correct that error. I soon perceived
that he was accustomed to put a strong guard upon his feelings, pre-

cisely because they needed that guard. I saw that his self-government
was the fruit of much discipline, I had no doubt, that, in the bosom
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of Ilia youth there had been a burning volcano. I had no doul)t,

though I never saw tears in his eyes, that there were tears in his heart.

I know of notliiug more touchiug than this restrained emotion of the

strongest natures.

And thus it was with every trait in his character ; there was some-
thing in it that laid a powerful hold upon all who came within the

sphere of its influence. That which is often general in other men, came
in him to a point that penetrated the heart.—His was a love of the

truth. There was no more characteristic trait of his mind than a dis-

interested love of the truth. It was evinced by his espousing unpopu-
lar opinions in religion, unpopular opinions on other subjects. But
then it was no abstraction of truth that lie loved. His mind seized

upon the vitality of the thing, pressed it into moral service, pressed it

into the closest contact M'ith living interests, brought it to bear upon
every-day life. Many books teach essentially the same doctrines that

he taught, and yet are perfectly dull and uninteresting, because they

never reacli that point, never touch that spot, whore doctrine becomes
experience, and truth, a living consciousness. It was not so with him,
nor with his teachings.—His was a great and generous philosophy.

But it was not the philosophy of books. It did not begin nor end in

books. It was not occupied with dry analyses and classifications. It

plunged into the busy and bewildering maze of human existence. It

grappled with misery, sorrow, want. It took the weary, wayfaring man
by the hand and offered to help him. It strove after the solution of

tliis life's mystery. It strove after self-interpretation. It descended
into the bosom of experience with its deep meditation. Many hearers

said of the preacher, " Whence hath this man this knowledge? IIow
knows he so well our trials and struggles, having never been in the

same situations? IIow, from his calm, and secluded study, can he
bring out the guago, which is to measure the waters that are sweeping
and dashing around us?" It was because he read in his own heart, the
heart of all men.—His was a religion, a devoutness, the most pro-

found, and sincere, and liabitual. It was what no one who was with
him could fail to see. But it was not some remarkable thing about
him ; it was a part of liimself. It was not a religion professional, nor
formal, nor prescriptive ; not acquired, I had almost said. It was a
religion inborn ; surely it was born in him by the power of God. IIow
touching was liis veneration for the Supreme Glory! How touching

were his devotions in the sanctuary! I have sometimes tliouglit his

jniblic i)rayers, if they had been taken down by some hearer, just as

tliey were uttered, would have made the most perfect body of devotions

on record. And I do not mean by this, to say tliat his prayers were
unequalled, though they certainly were so by anything that I have ever
heard ; but bci-ause I think th;it all known books of prayers involve an
essential and fatal mistake in the very mode of their production. That
is to say, the writer of prayers, is in a false position, and cannot pos-

sibly succeed, so as to do justice to himself, or to tlic task lie has un-

dertaken. He either sits down to imagine a prayer— a method that

promises little ; or else ho sits down to make a prayer, in order that he
may write it— a kind of sacrilege, it seems to me, not only fatal to the

end, but of which, certainly, 1 would accuse no good and devout man.
But I wander from my subject. Alas! the voice, whose utterances,

3 fl
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could they have been preserved, might help and comfort us now, is gone— is gone from among us ; and shall never more be heard in our sor-

rowing churches !—Once more, and to finish this lame and imperfect
sketch of what he was— alas! is it all the offering that we can make to

his memory!— his was a goodness of heart the most gentle, tender, and
considerate. I do not believe that one unkind action can Ije found in

his life. I never heard him utter a harsh and hasty word concerning
any human being. But here I must stiU discriminate. In some
respects, he was a severe judge of men. Calmly and considerately his

opinion was expressed ; but it was strong, and clear, and, doubtless,

unsparing. He seemed at times a rigorous censor. Especially towards
sensual aberrations he was so, and had some right to be, since be showed
no indulgence towards himself. But his rigour was always tempered
with pity. Informed on an occasion of a person who had fallen in this

respect, " Yes," he said, " I know that he has dishonoured himself,"

with such a tone of rebuke and sorrow united, as I can never forget.

That was doubtless an awfully severe moraljudgment which he once pro-

nounced on the nature of retribution, but it was not harsh nor cruel. A
representation of the pains to be inflicted by conscience in another life,

having been mentioned as very impressive, " Yes," he said, " and it is

all true ; but, after all, does not the heaviest retribution for sin lie in the

sin itself—lie in being a sinner—lie in the darkness and moral annihi-

lation which sin causes, although the offender be unconscious of it?"

Terrible thought! but one breathing lenity and compassion, while, at

the same time, none but a mind awfully impressed by the evil of sin,

could have suggested it. But so were all things tempered in him. Ho
was, doubtless, from the very elevation of his sentiments, a strict and
fearful jvidge of the characters of men ; but how candid, considerate, and
forbearing he was, all who have conversed much with him must know

;

how heartily he espoused every good cause, and every good work, the un-

equalled beneficent institutions of the city of his residence, must always
pi'oclaim ; how sympathising and tender he was in his intercourse with
the people to whom he ministered, they can never forget ; and what was
the gentleness, the sweetness, the loveliness of his life in his own home— but let the veils of domestic afiliction cover and haUow, as they for

ever will, those silent fountains of mingled, ever-remembered joy, con-

fidence, and affection.

The thought admonishes me how much of such a mind and heart

must ever lie in " dread repose," beneath veils that may never on earth

be lifted ; and I turn away disheartened from the work I have under-
taken. Let me pause a moment to make one reflection on the great

and good life upon which I have been meditating, and 1 will finish this

sad and sorrowing tribute to the memory of Channing.
It is often said, that in the lives of literary and studious men, of

scholars and authors, there is no action to signalize it, and to draw upon
it the admiring gaze of the world ; and that their memorial, instead of

the shouts and triumphal arches that rise in the track of the conqueror,

must shrink to the few pages of a cold and silent biography. It is often

said, I repeat ; so constantly indeed as to have passed into an uncon-
tradicted adage ; and yet, after all, is it true ? What more significant

action of a man is there, than the conversation he holds, and especially

tlian the book he writes ? What more significant is there in battles, in
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voyages, or in tho public works that spread health, fertility, or wealth,

through a country? Docs ho who fights tho battle with error and vice,

does he who brings to light tho far distant and before undiscovered lands

of thought, ay, and regions of imagination like tho heavens in splendour,

does he who causes streams of healthful and fcrtihzing wisdom and
gladness to flow through nations and through ages—does ho nothing for

note and admiration ? Nay, what statesman or conqueror, what Caesar

or Napoleon, ever had his actions and his deeds actually commented
upon, like those of Plato, of Dante, of Shakspeare, or of Milton? And
many are the writings of a kindred genius, that deserve to be as tho-

roughly examined, as largely discoursed upon, as fully held up to the

notice of the world, and icill be, as any other series of remai'kable ac-

tions. And so I believe will bo the writings of Channing. They are

models in sti/le for our youthful scholars; and in ^natter, they are "en-
terprizes of pith and moment." They spoke to the time, to the country,

to the world in which he lived. Every book, every essay that he pub-

lished, was as a battle. Alas! it was a battle within, in which infirmity,

ill health, sore and wearied nerves, went up to fight with tho hosts of

error, sin, and misery.

And when he fell in the conflict, when he died ; true, there were no
loud notes lifted up of wailing trumpet behind his bier, nor funei'al guns
to break the hushed repose of death, nor arches of marble, nor columns
of brass, to speak to the passing ages ; but what was the feeling that

burst forth in tho places that knew him— in the entire country that

venerated him ? No conqueror's wreath should be taken in exchange

by me, for that simple feeling. Tho whole country felt, all sectional

and sectarian prejudices forgotten, that a great man was fallen ; that

one who sat higher than in seats of office, had fallen ; that a light which
shone long time in our finnament, purely and brightly, was gone down

;

and that the land was left darker for its mournful departure. And those

who knew him and loved him, looked on aghast, scarce receiving what
they heard ; scarce believing what they saw, deeming it strange, if pos-

sible, that such a one should be dead ! I know not but I am uttering

what is more personal than I ought to suppose to prevail far ; but I am
tempted to say,— was there ever a feeling so singular, so peculiar, so

sad and wondering, as that which we have felt about the death of

Channing! as if his life were a part of our daily light, and could not

cease to shine upon us ! as if his wisdom was a part of our dady food,

and could not so fail us! as if his influence upon us had become one-of

the fixed ordiuanccs of our being, and could never pass away!
Oh ! in that feeling methinks there is an augury and an oracle. He

is not dead to us, nor we to him. His words are still in our ears. We
still walk in his light, thuugli sorrowing now for a while— sorrowing
most of all, that we shall see his face no more!
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WITH SUGGESTIONS TOWARDS THEIR REMOVAL.

Christianity was designed to introduce into the world new views and

feelings concerning death. We seem to see its character and office

typified in the visit of Jesus to the house of Mary and Martha, on oc-

casion of the death of their brother. It was a house of affliction.

Wailing and lamentation were heard in it, as they are, at one time or

another, in all the dwellings of this world. But our blessed Saviour

approached it in the calm consciousness that he was commissioned with

a doctrine, and clothed with a power that would triumph over death

;

that death, in fact, was not the end nor the interruption of existence

;

that death, indeed, was only death in appearance, while, in reality, the

•Spirit's life is progressive, ever-continued, immortal. What less do his

words import, than the annunciation to the world of this new view of

mortality? " I am the resurrection and the life; he that believeth in

me, though he were dead, yet shall he live: and whosoever liveth and

believeth in me, shall never die "— shall die not at all, for ever I The
apostles, in like manner, evidently considered themselves as commis-

sioned to teach new views of death. They taught the Christian con-

verts to " sorrow not as others who had no hope." They represented

the coming of Christ as designed to " deliver those, who, through fear

of death, were all their life-time, subject to the bondage."

The severity of this bondage in the ancient world, is sufficiently ap-

parent from its funeral customs, and the whole tenor of its writings, and

from the very terms by which they represented death as the great

calamity of human existence. That language which has conveyed to

us the largest portion of ancient Uterature, contains more than thirty

epithets, all indicative of the deepest dejection and dread, which were

familiarly and constantly applied to this event. Death was denominated

the terrible, the mournful, the inexorable, the insatiable. It was cool,

cruel, bitter, merciless death. It was represented as deaf to the cries

of mortals, unpitying to their miseries. It was the dire necessity, the

dark day, the fatal calamity, the iron sleep, the eternal night. Imagi-

nation can scarcely conceive of anything more appalling than the

scenes of lamentation to which this event gave rise among heathen

nations ; which came to be a matter of custom and form, indeed, but

which could never have been a matter of custom and form, without

having originated in the most horrible ideas of the reaht}'. In the

houses of the deceased, for days together, their relations set up the most
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dismal wailings and outcries of grief. Thcj upbraided the very dead
with ingratitude and cruelty for leaving them ; so unreasonable and
violent was their sorrow. Nor can we easily blame them, if we con-

sider their actual and effective belief. Heaven was to them scarcely

more tlian a dream of poetry. The future world was a world of

shadows. In that dim and solemn land of vision, a train of unsubstan-

tial phantoms passed before their eyes ; but no living tliought or feehng

was there : the termination of life was the end of all reality. If it were
so, indeed ; if this conscious being were to cease at death ; if every che-

rished thought and feeling which wo grasp with all the strength of our
souls, were doomed to utter extinction ; if the venerated and the loved

were to be lost beyond recovery ; if all this wore true, human nature

could not refuse to its sad fate the tribute of inconsolable sorrow. If

all this were true, we might justly say. Speak not to us of consolation:

there is no consolation ; there is no support for such a lot ; nothing but
dulne-s can bear it ; nothing but indifference can tolerate it; and nothing
but idiocy, we were ready to say, could be indifferent to it.

But "thanks be to God, who giveth us the victory" over these
awful and overwhelming anticipations. Christianity, we repeat, was
designed to introduce into the world new views of death and futurity.

But in this, as in several other respects, we apprehend that it has

made as yet but a feel)lo impression upon the mass of those who have
received it. Wc have not yet partaken of the cheerfulness, tranquillity,

and triumph of him, who " has abolished death, and brought life and
immortality to light in the gospel." We liave not so " lived and be-

lieved " in Jesus, as triumphantly to feel that wo " shall never die!
"

There is more, we are tempted to say, of heathen despondency and
dread among us, than of Christian hope and trust.

Indeed, the usual treatment of the subject of death is one, as we ap-

prehend, which is scarcely in accordance with the spirit of the Christian

religion. The place which the fear of death occupies in the religious

emotions of multitudes, is one which Christianity by no means assigns

to it. A consideration of this event, a dread of it, an activity awakened
by this dread, a mournful countenance when it is mentioned, and tears

shed at a funeral, with many, form too large a part of the whole sum
and evidence of their piety. To think of death is too often considered

as tho very beginning of religion ; to prepare for it, as the very business

of religion ; and to jjass safely through that great ordeal, as the very-

end of it. Surely, the great object of our religion is, not to make us
ready for some temporary exigency, nor to meet one dreadful event or
moment, but to prepare for tho sublime happiness and glory of an im-
mortal life. This glorious aim would justly inspire, cheer, and elevate

tlio soul ; but to fix its attention too much upon one point in time, how-
ever serious, interesting, and trying in our moral progress and account
— thus to fix tho attention upon one point of dreadful apprehension,

must narrow, depress, and darken tho whole noble work of religious en-

deavour, faith, and fidelity. What effect this tendency of religious

sentiment has had, both upon tho prevailing religion and irreligion of
the times, is a very serious and interesting inipiiry, l)ut one which we
cannot now pursue mudi into detail, beyond tho hints which will natur-

ally arise in tlie prosecution of the subject. We will only observe, for

tho present, that mistaken and exaggerated ideas of the evil of death,
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tend evidently to prevent the calm and settled expectation of dying, and
rational and just views of the preparation for it. They are fitted to

make the impression, that, to be prepared to die, we need some qualifi-

cation analogous to so dreadful an event ; that we need a state of mind
altogether unusual, altogether beyond the simple tenor of a good life,

altogether different from the calm and conscientious performance of our

common duties. Thus, these ideas of death tend to resolve religion

into a kind of unnatural excitement or overwhelming agitation. They
also occasion the world infinite unhappiness ; and, what is worse, an
unhappiness closely associated with religion. That bondage through
fear of death, from which Christianity was intended to relieve us, still

lays its iron yoke upon the timid, the thoughtful, and the anxious;

while, to the careless multitude, who need to be impressed, an image is

presented, which is, at once, the more terrific and the more useless,

because they " cannot discern the form thereof," and can give it no
steadfast attention.

We must also express our apprehension tliat this subject has not
always received a proper treatment from the pulpit. Death, it may be,

has not been spoken of in that calm and temperate, though solemn
manner, that becomes the Christian preacher. It may have been,

sometimes, the argument of his impatience or his displeasure. It may
have been made the occasion for eloquence or declamation, when it

should have been of calm instruction, or sober and wise admonition.
He who regards death as the greatest of calamities, as the most terrible

thing that can befall us, has not yet learned Christianity. Sin is worse

;

odious and besetting vice is worse ; and, to a good man, there may be
many things in life that are worse than death ; especially inaction,

unprofitableness, and to disgrace his sacred calling. He who is ever
resorting to this subject as a last argument, and on all occasions

presenting it to terrify men into their duty, is yet in the childhood of

the Christian life, if not among the weak and beggarly elements of a
still earlier dispensation.

We must, also, venture to question much that often passes around
the beds of the dying. The last scene should be as far as possible calm
and quiet. The infirmity of human nature, the agonies of friendship

in such an hour, we could speak of with indulgence ; but it should be
remembered, that it is our duty, as far as possible, by our resignation

and fortitude, to sustain the sufferer, that we should not add to the
last solemn trial of the sinking spirit the disturbing influence of violent

agitation or clamorous grief. He who walks with his friend down that
valley of shadows, has need to do it with a sustained demeanour, with
a calm aspect, with a firm step, with a sympathy full of all human
gentleness, with a purity full of divine and immortal hope. Above all,

religion should not come to tlie scene of a death-bed, to urge, as a
matter of course, its questions or its formalities. Let it speak its holy
words, or rest in its holy silence of faith and prayer ; but the dying
hour is no time for inti-icate casuistry. Friendship may indeed whisper
its anxious inquiry, but formality should speak nothing. Abstruse
questions of faith or of experience should not then be agitated ; still

less should there be such stress laid, as with surprising frequency is done,
upon the question, whether the dying man is "willing to die." No
inquiry could be more unsatisfactory as a test of character ; and, indeed.
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it avails nothing but to spread among tho living the false impression,

that a preparation for another life, is a willingness, when it is unavoid-

able , to leave this. The reply of tho pious and learned President

Dwight to all such questions, contains a volume of instruction on this

subject. " My Ufe," ho said to his inquiring friends, " my life must
answer for me." Neither with technical questions, then, nor yet with

any indispensable formalities, does religion approach tho dying hour. Is

there no prayer but that which is formal, loud, and vociferous? Can
those who stand around the dying bed, if they were ever capable of

prayer, fail, in the silence of their grief, in tho extremity of their impo-
tence, to lift up their hearts to God? In that scene where " reaUty is

dealing with us," set forms should not, uncalled for, intrude themselves.

To hear, as we have sometimes heard, loud and agonizing voices of

prayer, that startled and shocked into temporary consciousness the

sinking and bewildered senses of an expiring mortal, has struck us with

a horror that overcame our awe even at death, and seemed to turn the

solemnities of dissolution into sacrilegious disorder and confusion. 80
would we not have our own departure marked ; but we would that still-

ness—where all pray in silence, where the affections of tho spirit only

move in the hushed atmosphere of death, where the soul breathes its

unutterable thoughts— that stiUness should settle down upon that last

scene that is to usher us into the world of spirits!

But it is time that we should enter more fuUy upon our design in

bringing this subject before our readers, which is, to consider some of

those prevailing views of death, which are either erroneous, or which,
being just, are nevertheless, through our want of Christian faith, suf-

fered to occasion more distress and despondency than they ought. This
discrimination of views that are wrong, or of views which, though right,

are suffered to exert a wrong influence upon our feelings, will mark the
division of tho subject, which will govern us in what wo have now to offer.

We shall speak of this subject, not without solemnity, and tho ten-

derness due to a theme so affecting : of these we can scarcely fail ; but
we shall not speak of it with an awe that forbids us to reason upon it.

We shall speak of it as those who, God helping, do not fear it with any
excessive and unreasonable dread. We believe that it is the great

course of nature, the appointment of God, a wise and good appointment,

and that it is to be met with pious submission, calmness, and trust. We
believe in One who has destroyed " the power of death;" who has come
to deliver us from this very fear that has struck so deep a horror into

the world, who has unfolded to us the bright and exalting hope of an
endless and blessed life.

The dread which is felt of this event, has manifested itself in many
popular impressions of the most erroneous and indefensible, as well as

pamful character.

We call death " the king of terrors," and, in tho conceptions of the

body of mankind, it is clothed with every terrific attribute. In tho ex-

cess of fear, their imagination Ijodics it forth as an actual being. They
speak of a person being "struck with death;" as if there wore some
dread power that ruled over tho last hour of mortal existence. Even
tliis popular plu'aseology, tliough it may scarcely be thought to indicate

any error to which refle(;ting minds are liable, is not unwortliy of a mo-
ment's attention, in connexion with the errors tliat aro prevaihng on
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this subject. Death is the gradual exhaustion of our faculties, the

sinking away of the powers of animal life, till thej finally cease to act

and to be. , Now, this process may be hastened or retarded ; may have
its progress and its different stages ; one power after another may yield

;

the faculty of speech, of hearing, of motion ; but to fix on one particular

moment rather than another, and to say that now the deceased person

is " struck with death," is to use language without any foundation in

philosophy, or support from observation. There is no power ; there may
be precursors, indeed, which the experienced may descry with greater

or less certainty ; but there is no power, that, at any one moment strikes

a fatal blow ; that fastens a hold upon its victim from which it may not

be shaken ; that sets its mark upon the diseased frame, as it were the

mark of destiny: but "' while there is life there is hope," and from any
state of exhaustion the sinking faculties may rise to a briefer or longer

continuance of life. It is not, in fine, by some mysterious harbinger,

that death announces its coming. All decay is but dying; all dis-

ease is a progress towards death ; every beating pulse is wearing away
the channels of life ; every breath of that heaving bosom is preparing

for the time when it shall breathe no more.

There prevails also an erroneous or an exaggerated idea of many of

the circumstances that attend the dying hour.

In particular, it is thought that tliis final event passes with some
dreadful visitation of unknown agony over the- departing sufferer. It is

imagined that there is some strange and mysterious reluctance in the

spirit to leave the body : that it struggles long to retain its hold, and is,

at last, torn with violence from its mortal tenement ; and, in fine, that

this conflict between the soul and the body, greatly adds to the pangs
of dissolution. But it may be justly presumed, from what usually ap-

pears, that there is no particular nor acute suffering ; not more than is

often experienced in life ; nay, ratlier, that there is less, because the

very powers of suffering are enfeebled, the very capacities of pain are

nearly exhausted. Death is to be regarded rather as a sleep than an
acute sensation, as a suspension ratlier than a conflict of our faculties.

Our Saviour once said, in relation to this event, " Our friend Lazarus
sleepeth." The martyr Stephen, we are told, " fell asleep," though he
died amidst the blows and shouts of murderers. And the Scriptures

denominate the pious dead, " those who sleep in Jesus." Death is the

sleep of the weary. It is repose, the body's repose, after the busy and
toilsome day of life.

We have all witnessed, perhaps, the progress of this change ; and
what was it? Let our senses and our understanding answer, and not

our imagination. What was it, but gradually diminishing strength,

feeble utterance, failing perception, and total insensibility ? The change

as it passed before us, may have been attended with accidental circum-

stances of mental experience or bodily sensation ; but the change itself,

death considered as an event, was only a gradual decline and extinc-

tion of the powers of life. This is all which we saw, or could know
as necessarily belonging to this crisis in the progress of our being.

And yet, from this ignorance, we allow ourselves to be troubled by the

pliantoms of agitating conjecture. We imagine, and indeed it is com-
mon to say, that because " no one has returned to tell us what it is to

die," there must be some mysterious and peculiar sensation, some awful
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physical experience attending it. But we see nothing, and we ought
not to prosuuie anything of this nature.

Neither are we to presume that death arouses the mind, in the last

moments of its earthly existence, to the keenest attention, or to the

most intense action of its powers. The subject, when distinctly con-

templated befoi'ehand, may do so ; it may often do so in the midst of

life ; and well were it if it far more frequently aroused us to do, in sea-

son, the work of life. AU we wish to say, is—and we wish to say it to

preclude all appeals, at once, to mysterious fear and unfounded hope—
that there is no peculiar, no fearful nor hopeful activity of mind amidst
the solemnities of dissolution ; that, in most cases, there is no activity.

It is probable that the exhausted faculties usually sink to their mortal

repose, as they do to nightly sleep ; and that the convulsive struggles

which are sometimes witnessed, are often as unconscious as those with

which wo sink to the slumbers of evening rest.

Nor, when the veil of delirium is spread over the mortal hour, can
we regard it as the evil that it is often thought to be. It has seemed
to us rather, in many cases, as a friendly veil, drawn by the hand of

nature over what would otherwise be the agonies of separation, over the

anguish that the parent would feel at leaving children orphans and des-

titute, or that the friend would feel in saying farewell to those who were

dearest upon earth. Delirium often interposes, we believe, by the kind

providence of God, where nature would be too weak, or faith too infirm

for the trial.

Nor yet is there anything but fancy in what is sometimes said of the

lonehness of the last hour. To the selfish and the bad, and in propor-

tion as they possess this cliaracter, there is, indeed, solitude in death,

and it may then be doubly felt. But to them there is solitude also in

life ; solitude in the chamber of sickness, in the hour of retired medita-

tion, nay, and it is oftentimes deeply felt in the throng of society. If

we deserve to have friends, they are with us in death, as truly as in

life ; so long as we are conscious of anything eartlJy, we ai'e conscious

of their presence. It may sustain and soothe us till the last moment of

our stay on earth. " I walked with her," said one who laid down the

remains of a beloved companion in a distant land, *' I walked with her

down the valley of shadows; I wiped the c.ild damps of death from her

forehead; and saw her ascend to the mansions of the blessed!
"

But we must hasten briefly to consider some of the errors that relate,

not to the mode or circumstances, but to the nature, the essential char-

acter of this solemn event.

When our Saviour says, "lie that liveth and believeth in me, shall

never die," he adds, " Bolievest thou this?" The question might
still be put to multitudes even in a Christian land, and, we doubt not,

with the strongest implication of their unbelief. They do not believe

it. Death is regarded as the extinction, rather than as the continuance

of being. Whatever the words of our theology may say, the real im-

pression upon most minds is, that death sunders almost all the ties that

united us to our former existence ; that it clianges, not only our state,

l)ut our nature; that the soul, as it travels to tlio " undiscovered coun-

try," is passing beyond the borders of all that it lias known, and sought,

and valued. We are apt to feel as if, on the passage from life, wo
parted witli all that our thoughts had familiarized^ and our aff'ections
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cherished. But is not this an error? We take with us, so to speak,
our thinking and conscious selves ; and it is no vanity, but a simple
truth, to say, in a very important sense, that ourself is our aU ; for it

embraces all our mental acquisitions and attachments, our joys and
hopes, our atainments of piety, our treasures of knowledge, aU elevated
and holy contemplations that we may have indulged in, aU our habits

of thought and feeling that are estimable and pure, all that is precious

in happiness, all that is sacred in memory ; and the record of all this,

death will not erase, but will only impress upon it the seal of perpetu-
ity. It has not erased these things, we may believe, from the
venerated and pious minds that have gone before us. The dead, the

departed, should we rather say, are connected with us by more than
the ties of memory. The love that on earth yearned towards us is not
dead ; the kindness that gladdened us is not dead ; the sympathy that

bound itself with our fortunes is not dead, nor has it lost its fervour,

surely, in the pity of an angel. No; if our Christian guides speak
truly, it still yearns towards us, it would still gladden us. It still

melts in tenderness over our son-ows. The world of spirits—we know
not where it is, whether far or near ; but it may as weU, for all that we
can understand, be near to us, as far distant ; and in that fervent love,

which knows nothing of change, or distance, or distinction, it is for ever
near us. Our friend, if he be the same, and not another being— our
friend, in whatever world, in whatever sphere, is still our friend.

The ties of every virtuous union are, like the virtue which cements
them, hke the affections of angels, like the love of God which
binds them to the eternal throne, immortal.

The evil of making this wide separation, this violent disruption of
the present from the future, as well as of other prevailing views of
death, is in many ways great. Our thoughts do not easily pass to Hve
in the future, or to draw from it the motives of action. Our theologi-

cal views of this subject, our contemplations of futurity, are too much
like the ancient poetic dreams of an Elysian land, and a Tartarean
region, visionary and ineffectual. There is a fearful retribution, there
is a sublime beatitude, we admit ; but our conceptions of both are vague
and unreal ; and our fear does not deter us from sin, and our hope does
not allure us to purity and heaven. Between us and our future recom-
pense, we look upon death as " a great gulph fixed," and it cuts off

the communication of our thoughts. Between the good and the
bad a great gulph is fixed, indeed, but not between us and the
departed. Death is not that gulph ; yet so we regard it. We do not
sufficiently consider it as a stage, a necessary stage in the progress of
being ; as a natural passage from the childhood to the maturity of our
existence. We are deterred, too, from the thoughts of futurity, by the
imaginary glooms and mysteries of the entrance to it. Even the most
attractive ideas of a future life, even a spiritual relish for its joys, and
a conscience free from alarms, could scarcely overcome our reluctance
to so fearful and dismal an approach to it. We could hardly think of
home, or welcome the prospect of admission there, if we must pass to
it through unknown conflicts and woes, if we could reach it only by
braving the horrors of shipwreck, if we could gain its threshold only by
rushing over the burning ruins of a conflagration.

Again
; death is commonly regarded as the visitation of God's wrath,
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as the fruit and punishment of sin. We do not forget the language of

Scripture on this subject; " that death entered into tho world by sin,

and so death passed upon all men, for that all have sinned." It is to

be remembered, however, that, in many passages where death is said

to be the fruit of sin, tho word death is used figuratively ; that mor-
tality is not meant, but misery. This may bo seen in the wliole of tliat

account which is given of Paul's experience and reasonings, in tho

seventh and eighth chapters of the epistle to the Romans, and in other

instances. And upon the text before quoted, it has been justly argued,

that the death which " entered by sin," is not the specific calamity of

being mortal, but all the evil brought upon us by sin, including what-

ever is evil in mortality itself. That all this is meant by the word
death, we say, has been argued from the circumstance, that it is not in

contrast with all the benefits derived from the interposition of our

Saviour. As these benefits include more than mere continuance of

life, so, it is contended, the contrasted evil which sin is said to intro-

duce, cannot be death to the body merely, but rather death to the soul

;

that is, misery, fear, disquietude, and gloom.* And it might be stiU

more strongly urged, with reference to this point, that, if mortality

were the specific and only evil meant in that passage, it is said to be

removed by the interposition of our Saviour. This is the very point

which we are labouring to establish. Jesus Christ has abolished death,

and brought life and immortality to light in the Gospel. He has pre-

sented new views of mortality. He has taught us,*that it is the death

of the body only ; that the good man, that the spirit of goodness which

is in him, that the intrinsic and intellectual being, " shall never die."

We are not, however, anxious to deny, for it is obviously true, that

sin has given a complexion to this event ; that it has, to a certain ex-

tent, connected pain, and doubt, and gloom, with mortality. In somo

respects, we can see this influence. Sin, which partly consists in tho

undue indulgence of the body, lias made all our diseases more severe

and painful. Sin, too, has clouded and darkened the mind, and fiUed

it with inquietude and fear. Sin, then, we repeat, has given a com-

plexion to this event. It has made our departure in this world, not a

translation, but a death.

Yet, surely the departure, simply considered, is not to be regarded

as an ordination of God's wrath, but of his infinite goodness. Whatever

is universal and unavoidable, must always be held to be good. Sin,

only, the choice of man, is essentially evil. Events, laws, the ordinances

of God, are ever good. When we approach the dwelling where death

has entered, when we join the circle of mourning friends and kindred,

over which the mortal stroke has just brought its stupefying Iwrror, or

its heart-rending agony, when that solemn silence, that dread vacuity

of death is around us, broken only by the sighs and shudderings of grief

and despair, we are apt at first to feel as if wo stood in somo awful

chasm where God is not, or in somo overshadowing cloud whero he is

present only in displeasure. But when we remember that this is the

mevitablo lot, that there are thousands of such scenes passing every

hour on earth, ten thousand luiraan hearts rent witli like sorrow, we are

ready to ask, Can this universal fato bo otherwise than an ordination

• I. B. Coppc, in Rom. v, 12.
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of wisdom and goodness? Can the unvarying allotment to which all

the creatures, to which all the children of God are subject, be vindic-

tive? Can that which befalls all earthly beings, fills all time, and
spreads before the eye of Heaven such an uninterrupted scene— can it

be a signal measure of God's wrath? The catastrophe, in the darkest

view of it, would not be so horrible as the supposition which thus ex-

plains it.

Besides, a dissolution of the body, and a departure from this world,

results from the very nature and necessity of things. The human
frame was not made to live always, and the earth, as evidently, was not

designed to support the accumulating generations of mankind. Nay,

more; departure, at some time or other, from this life, so far from

being a penal requisition, must, to every reflecting mind, appear in the

highest degree desirable. Let the question be put to our calmer and
loftier reflections, and there can be no other answer. Would we live

always? Would we always bear the burden of imperfection and in-

firmity? Would we always pant for knowledge and happiness that we
cannot attain ; and shall we ever cHng to that load of flesh, and of " aU
the ills that flesh is heir to," which drags us down to the earth? No;
we would die ; we would depart ; we would be released and be at rest.

We might desire to mount on the winged chariot of Elijah ; but it has

pleased God to appoint for us a different way. Be it so, that it is for

our sins, or that our sins have cast a shadow over the passage out

of this world ; shall*we not then the more humbly and submissively

yield ourselves to it?— not with terror, not with slavish dread, for

God does not chasten, even for our sins, in unpitying wrath, but in tender

mercy.

We would not, then, live always. Earth could not bear us. Hu-
manity could not bear its load. StiU more ; the mind could not be
satisfied. It would ask for other scenes, for other regions, for other

sources of knowledge, for other fountains of joy. We would depart,

then ; and this is but saying, that we would die. We must yield our

powers to the sleep of death, that we may awake to a new life. We
must change the form and mode of our existence, that we may ex-

ist in a higher sphere. We must cease to live as men, that we may
begin to hve as angels. The unsightly worm must sink to inaction and
death, that it may rise from its grovelling in the dust, that it may be-

come an inhabitant of the air, that it may unfold its wings in a new
region, and become the creature of life and beauty that God designed it

to be. The soul, in like manner, must drop its " mortal coil, " that

the now undeveloped, the half-dormant powers, that mysteriously

sleep within it, may awake to their own intellectual and immortal life.

It may be as unconscious now of what it is hereafter to become, as the

reptile that crawls upon the earth is of rising to the air and light of

heaven. The transformation may be as great, and as much more
glorious, as intellect is more glorious than dark and blind instinct. Nor
may deatli be the soul's last transformation, " There shall be no more
death," indeed; but there may be many changes in its modes of being,

while it is passing from glory to glory, through its everlasting progress.

But we must not delay longer to consider some of those views of

death, which are, indeed, more just than those already noticed, but

which, nevertheless, are liable to be wrested into eiTor, through the ex-
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cessive dread wliicli is entertained of this event. Mortality is not tho

interruption of being, nor is it any peculiar visitation of God's wrath;

but it is still a serious crisis in our existence ; and our views of it are

not likely to bo too serious, if we will only guard our seriousness from
superstition, and from all irrational and extravagant influences of the

imagination.

Death is a serious event, inasmuch as we are taught that " after

death is the judgment." With regard to the formalities of that judg-

ment, if it can bo supposed that there are any formalities, we know
nothing. The passages in Scripture which speak of a throne and a
tribunal, or wliich speak of the soul as meeting its Judge after death,

are evidently figurative, and teach us only the general truth, that there

is a solemn and strict retribution awaiting us. We cannot meet the

universal presence in which we ever are ; in which we are now as truly

as we ever can be, though we may be hereafter more conscious of it

;

and we cannot reasonably suppose that the soul is to be called to any
literal bar. But there will be a trial of conscience, under circumstances

which will give to conscience all its power ; and if we could understand

what tliat must be, we should feel that no formalities could add to the

fearfulness of that coming hour. It will be enough to leave the sinful

man alone with his conscience, to strip him of all the blinding delusions

of sense and passion, to strip liim of all this world's distinctions, and all

its treacherous maxims, and its supporting example, and its flattering

countenance, to throw aside every screen and veil of self-deception, and
to empower memory, in that all-searching light, to call from oblivion

every past misdeed, every erring thought, every guilty passion, and
every secret and disguised offence ; and this, we believe, is the judgment
that shall be, in tho presence of God and of conscience, after death.

Men may do wrong now, and boast of it, may purpose evil and glory in

its accomplishment, may oppress, and injure, and silence the voice of

remonstrance ; but an hour of unveiled retribution is approaching ; the

time is near wlien every evil gratification and unjust deed, shall become
a piercing arrow of conviction. Forms, appearances, shall soon give

place to realities ; the body's enslaving control, to the spirit's action and
life ; and passion, indulgence, .sin, to the manifested and the no longer

mistaken judgment of heaven.

There is a passage in tho memoirs of a distinguished author, which
wo confess, strikes us, whenever we read it, with nothing less than the pro-

foundest awe. lie mentions an individual, who, though entirely unlearned

and ignorant, was accustomed, in fits of insanity, to repeat, with great

fluency, long passages from Latin and Hebrew writers. The phenome-
non drew nmch attention, and was thouglit by some to bo capable of

no other explanation than that of referring it to demoniacal possession.

After much inquiry, it was ascertained thattliis individual had, in early

life, resided in the family of a learned clergyman, who was accustomed
to read and repeat aloud, passages from his favourite autliors ; and tho

excitement of insanity ha<l quickened tho shnnbering memory of the

hearer to recall, with sucli amazing distinctness, the faded and forgot-

ten images of past impressions. " And this," exclaims tlio writer,

" this, perdiance, is tho dread book of judgment, in whose mysterious

language, every idle word is recorded! Yea, in the very nature of the

living spirit, it may bo more possible that heaven and earth should pass
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away, than that a single act, a single thought, should be loosened or
lost from that hving chain of causes," which has formed the abiding

character of the soul.*

Still, however solemn, aud justly solemn as this view of death, and
of the revelation of a future life is, it is possible to lay too great, or, at

least, too exclusive a stress upon that event wliich is to unfold to us
those revelations. Every future moment, not that of death only, nor
that of the judgment which is immediately to follow— but every future

moment of our being is to answer for every present moment. This is

the great law of retribution. None less strict, or less severe, belongs

to our moral nature. And it does not apply to the future life ouly, but
equally to the present; and aU the difference is, that it is now less

clearly seen and felt. And it does not apply to any one epoch alone,

but to all the periods, to all the moments of our endless being. It is

not death, then, that we should fear, but the eternal retribution of con-

science. It is not at the moment of death that we should tremble, but
at every moment of the future that is to answer for the neglects, and
errors, and offences of the mis-spent past. Virtue is deathless. It is

more ; it is blessed life. On the " path of the just that shineth brighter

and brighter," no shadow abideth. The shade of death itself but opens
the way to a brighter and more glorious existence. Nay, we must de-

clare a stricter doctrine than this. Virtue alone is thus deathless. He
who will not obey the great moral laws of his nature, he who lives in

hostility to his conscience, and in estrangement from his God, can han?e

nothing said to him to mitigate his fears of the mortal hour. He must
fear it ; he must, in reason, fear every future hour, and every future

scene. If hell is dreadful to the sinful man, heaven would be more
dreadful; if the company of evil beings can yield him no joy, the

society of heavenly beings would fill him with despite aud agony.
Whither shall he flee? Where shall he go to escape fear or misery,

whose present courses are raising up enemies in every future habit, feel-

ing, and remembrance of his soul ? Wliither, did we say ? Alas ! it is

not time or place only, it is not circumstance or situation, it is not the

revealing light, or the overshadowing darkness ; but it is himself that

he has made an enemy and an avenger more dreadful than death

!

Again ; death is the separation of friends. And we are not of those

who can speak lightly of this separation. We have heard of some who
were able to hft up a radiant and almost a smihng countenance over the

earthly remains of all that was dearest on earth ; but it enters not into

our conception to regard it as anything but extravagance and enthu-

siasm. We do not take upon us to set limits to the support which God
may give to bereaved friendship or afflicted piety ; but that triumph in

the countenance, surely, is not their fit demeanour. No : the sunder-

ing stroke of death is stern, and cold, and bitter reality.

We have sometimes ventured to wonder, and that in the more fer-

vent meditation upon God's goodness, why the trial is made so severe,

and, for a time, so almost inconsolable. Could one glimpse, we have
been ready to say, could one glimpse of the futui'O world be opened
to us, could the situation of the departed for one moment be made
known to us ; or might it have been the order of Providence that fami-

* Biographia Literaiia, Chap. vi.

I
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lies should bo removed at once and together to the " spirit land"— but

reflection and faith have soon arisen to check the remonstrances and
questionings of anxious and yearning affection, and have soon shown, as

they usually do, that God's providence is wiser than our own hasty pre-

sumption. Were families removed together, how certainly would our
social affections gather up and concentrate themselves upon those narrow
circles, and all the evils— the peculiarities, tlie prejudices, the selfish

and exclusive attachments— of that limited intercoux'se, to which we
are already sufficiently liable, would be inflicted on society ; and all the

benefits of a wide and generous diffusion and reciprocation of senti-

ments and feelings, would be cut off from the social body. If, again,

the future world were opened to us, it might produce in us an utter dis-

taste to this ; it might disturb the well-balanced and wisely-ordered in-

fluences, under which we were made to act in the present state. If we
could see, what we so ardently long to behold, beyond this veil of

earthly shadows, we might have no eyes for the scene around us ; we
might he rapt in meditation, when we are called to the action and trial

of all our virtues.

It was evidently designed that we should be trained up here, by a
severe and lofty discipline, for some glorious state of being and enjoy-

ment hereafter. The moral economy under which we are placed, the

spiritual life on earth, was not designed to be vision, but faith : not

rapture, but trial. The departure of friends and kindred to another

world, irresistibly draws our thoughts thither, and constantly renders

us more indifferent to acquisitions and objects here. Heaven claims

our treasures, that our hearts may be there also. Faith, moreover, in

the invisible, the spii'itual, the eternal, is the appropriate faith of beings

whose welfare lies in the invisible mind, whose nature is spiritual, and
whose destiny, immortal. It is meet that we should be trained by the

influences of a world which wo see not, and from which no sound
reaches us. It is our happiness, also, not only to love God, but to love

him with the fervour and assurance of perfect trust. Love is ever

doubtful without that trial ; and it is but an impassioned feeling, with-

out that quality of absolute confidence.

Yet a little while, therefore, are we required to wait, till wo can be-

hold those objects and those beings, on whom, next to God, it is right

that our hearts should be set. The interval will not be too long for the

trial of our faith, and the preparation of aU our virtues ; not too long to

prepare us for the blessedness of a future life ; nay, it may not be
found too long to prepare us to die, as the Christian should die. To
meet the last hour calmly, to resign aU the objects which our senses

have made familiar and dear, in the lofty expectation of better things

for the mind, is itself a gi'eat act of faith, and one for which many days*

reflection and experience may not be too much to prepare us. To take
our last look at the countenances of beloved friends and companions

;

to close our eyes to the bright vision of nature ; to bid adieu to earth,

sky, waters ; to feel, for the last time, tlie*thrill of rapture with which
this fair aiid glorious scene of things has so often touched the soul : this

is an hour for faith unshaken in the immortality of virtue, and for trust

unbounded in tlie love of God, and for the triumphant assurance which
long tried and lofty experience alone can give. The feeUngs of the in-

fidel Kousseau have seemed to us thus far natural, and such as even a
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Christian may entertain. When he apprehended that his last hour drew
near, he desired the windows of his apartment to be opened, that he
might "have the pleasure," as he said, "of beholding Nature once
more. How lovely she is

!

" he exclaimed; "how pure and serene is

the day ! Nature! thou art grand indeed!"* Yet not as Rousseau
died, does the Christian die ; but with a better trust.

And with that trust, with a firm confidence in the perpetuity of all

pious and virtuous friendships, there is much, surely, to mitigate the

pain of a temporary separation. Let us remember, too, that we do
submit to frequent separations in this life, that our friends wander from
us over trackless waters, and to far-distant continents, and that we are

stiU happy in the assurance that they live. And though, by the same
providence of God that has guarded them here, they are called to pass

beyond the visible precincts of this present existence, let us feel that

they still live. God's universe is not explored when we have surveyed
islands, and oceans, and the shores of earth's spreading continents.

There are other regions where the footsteps of the happy and immortal
are treading the paths of life. Would we call them back to these

abodes of infirmity and sin? Would we involve them again in these

toils, and pains, and temptations? Or shall we sorrow for them as

those who have no hope? No; we would rather go and die with them.
What do we say? We will rather go and live with them for ever!

But the awful entrance to the world of spirits— may stiU be our ex-

clamation— how dark and desolate is that passage ! It is a fearful

thing to die. Nature abhors dissolution

!

Let something of this be admitted, but let it not be too much. Does
nature abhor dissolution? Behold the signs of decay and dissolution

which winter spreads around us. Behold nature in her annual death

—

the precursor of renovated life. But we wiU not argue from emblems.
We will admit that a living being must naturally dread to part with life.

But he dreads to part with life only in a great measure as he dreads to

part with everything that is his. He is averse to the loss of property,

and in some instances, almost as much so, as to the loss of life itself.

He is reluctant to part with any one of his senses ; and this reluctance,

compared with the natural dread of death, is in full proportion to the

value of that organ. Let us rationally look at the subject in this light.

Doubtless, we dread the loss of the sense of hearing, for instance;

and when that is entii*ely gone from us, hearing is dead. We dread the

loss of sight ; and, that hght extinguished, seeing is dead. Thus one
faculty after another departs from us, and death is at work within us,

while we say that we are in the midst of life. So let us regard it. So
let us familiarize to our minds the thoughts of death, and feel that this

dreaded enemy, dreaded, partly, because imagined to be so distant and
unknown, has already made its lodgment in our frame, and, by familiar

processes, is approaching the citadel of life. As disease is making its

inroads upon us, and the system is wearing out, as the acuteness of

sensation is failing us, and the vigour of bone and muscle is declining,

let us say and feel, that we are gradually approaching the extinction of

this animal life. Let no sceptic doubts, let no thoughts of annihilation

mingle with our apprehensions of mortality ; let us believe as Christians,

* Grimm's Con-espondence.
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that not the soul, but only the body dies, and death cannot be that dread
an«l ablioirence of nature which wo make it.

We fear tliat we liavo occasion to crave the patieiKjc of our i-eaders

for the length to which our discussion has run ; hut we would dwell upon
tiii.s point a moment longer— the natural dread of death. It seems to

us strange, it seems as if all were wrong, in a world where, from the very

constitution of things, death must close every scene of luunan life,

where it has reigned fen" ages over all generations, where the very air

we breathe, and the dust we tread upon, was once animated life— it

seems to us more strange and wrong, that this most common, necessary,

expedient, and certain of all events, should bring such horror and deso-

lation with it; tliat it should bring such tremendous agitation, as if it

were some awful and unprecedented phenomenon ; that it should be
more than death—a shock, a catastrophe, a convulsion; as if nature,

instead of holding on its steady course, were falling into irretrievable

ruins.

And that which is strange, is our strangeness to this event. Call

sickness, wc repeat, call pain, an approacli to . death. Call the weari-

ness and failure of the limbs and senses, call decay, a dying. It is so ;

it is a gradual loosening of the cords of life, and a breaking up of its

reservoirs and resources. So shall they all, one and another, in suc-

cession, give way. " I feel"— will the thoughtful man say— " I feel

the pang of suftering, as it were piercing and cutting asunder, one by
one, the fine and invisible bonds that hold me to the earth. 1 feel the

gushing current of life within me to be wearing away its own channels.

1 feel the sliarpness of every keen emotion, and of every acute and fiii"-

penetrating tliought, as if it were shortening the moments of the soul's

connexion and conflict with the body." So it is, and so it shall be, till

at last, " the silver cord is loosened, and the golden bowl is broken, and
the pitcher is broken at the fountain, and the wheel is broken at the

cistern, and the dust returns to the earth as it was, and the spirit retui'us

unto Cod who gave it."

No ; it is not a strange dispensation. Death is the fellow of all that

is earthly ; the friend of man alone. It is not an anomaly ; it is not a
monster in the creation. It is the law, and the lot of nature.

" Not to thy etei"nal rcstiug-place,

Shalt thou retire alone. * * *

Thou shalt lie down
AVitli patriarchs of the infant world, witii kings,

The powerful of the earth, the wise and go.iti,

Fair fonns and hoary seers of afjos past.

All in QUO mighty sepulchre. Tlio hills,

Rock-ribbed and ancient as the sun ; tlu; valos,

Strotchiug in pensive quietness between ;

The venerable wofxls, rivers that move
III lunjcstv, and the complaining brooks,
That make the mea<lows green, and poured round all,

Ultl ocean's grey au<l mt'lancholy waste—
Are but tin; solenm decorations all,

Of the great tomb of man."

But of what is it tlio tomb? Does the spirit die ? Do tiie blessed

affections of the soul go down into the dark and silent grave. Oh I no.

" The narrow house, and pall, and breathless darkness," and funeral

6 I
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train—these belong not to the soul. They proclaim only the body'gj

dissolution. They but celebrate the vanishing away of the shadow of
existence. Man does not die, though the forms of popular speech thus
announce his exit. He does not die. We bury, not our friend, but
only the form, the vehicle, in which, for a time, our friend lived. That
cold, impassive clay is not the friend, the parent, the child, the com-
panion, the cherished being. No, it is not ; blessed be God, that we
can say. It is not ! It is the material world only that the earth claims.

It is "dust" only, that " descends to dust." The grave! let us break
its awful spell, its dread dominion. It is the place where man lays down
his weakness, his infirmity, his diseases, and sorrows, that he may rise

up to a new and glorious life. It is the place where man ceases—in all

that is frail and decaying—ceases to be man, that he may be in glory

and blessedness an angel of light.

Why, then, should wo fear death, save as the wicked fear, and must
fear it? Why dread to lay down this frail body in its resting-place, and
this weary, aching head, on the pillow of its repose ? Why tremble at
this—that in the long sleep of the tomb, that body shall suffer disease

no more, and pain no more, and hear no more the cries of want, nor the
groans of distress—and, far retired from the turmoil of life, that vio-

lence and change shall pass lightly over it, and the elements shall beat,

and the storms shall sigh unheard, around its lowly bed? Say, ye
aged and infirm ! is it the greatest of evils to die ? Say, ye children of

care and toil! sav, ye afSicted and tempted! is it the greatest of evils

to die?

Oh! no. Come the last hour in God's own time ! and a good life

and a glorious hope shall make it welcome. Come the hour of release!

and affliction shall make it welcome. Come the hour of re-union with
the loved and lost on earth ! and the passionate yearnings of affection,

and the strong aspiration of faith, shall bear us to their blessed land.

Come death to this body : this burdened, tempted, frail, failing, dying
body! and to the soul— thanks be to God, who giveth us the victory

!

—tothesoul come freedom, light, and joy unceasing I come, the immortal
life !

" He that liveth"— saith the Conqueror over Death— '• He that

liveth.and believeth in me, shall kever die!"



AMERICAN MORALS AND MANNERS.

We propose to offer some observations, in this essay, on American
Morals and Manners. There is, at this moment, a very extraordinary

crisis of opinion in Europe, with regard to this country. Our national

character is not only brought into question, but it is brought into ques-

tion as fm'nishing grounds for a decision upon the form of our govern-

ment, upon tlie great cause of republican institutions.

For reasons, then, deeper than those which concern our national

reputation, — and yet this is not indifferent, — this subject deserves at-

tention. We have no desire to overrate the importance of this coun-
try ; but it is undoubtedly the great embodiment of the leading principle

on which the history of the world is to turn for many years to come.
When, at some future time, a philosophical history of the present age
shall be written, this country will occupy a place in it, the very converse of

that whicli it now holds in the thoughts of most men in the Old World.
That future time will far better understand the map of liuman affairs,

not to say our literal geography, than docs the present. It will be seen

that the ti*ee of freedom, planted on this Western continent, has shot its

roots and fibres through the whole of Europe ; beneath the soil of all her

ancient and venerable institutions. Whether it shall stand, and flourish,

and lend strength to the world ; or whetlier, overturned by whelming
Boods, it shall draw the world down with it, or leave it rent and torn by
the disruption of its ties—this is the question. We are not to be told

that we are now speaking great words with little meaning. Those ties,

we affirm, exist. The liumbler clashes in Europe may know definitely

but little about us. But from out of this unknown world, from beyond
the dim and spreading curtain of the sea. has come to them a story that

they will never forget. They have heard first of a people wlio can eat

the fruit of an unentailed soil, of their own soil ; and we can testify from
observation, that that word, o<cnership, is like a word of magic to them.

They have heard, nc.\;t, of a people who can read ; to whom is uin-olled

the mysterious page of knowledge, the lettered wisdom of all mankind.
Yes, and they are demanding and gaining that boon, that American
privilege, from tlioir own governments. They have heard, once more.

of a people, who are their own governors, who make their own laws and
e.vecute them, and whom no man with impunity can wrong or oppress.

Yes, in the lowliest cabins of J"]urope, tliey have learned all this. Let
all the crowned powers of the world unteach it, if tliey can. This is

no dream to them ; it is a f;u"t. There is examjde for it. And this

one example is of more weight than all the books of theory that havu
been written from the time of Tlato to this d.iv.
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The great controversy of the age, we have said in a former essay, is

the controversy about freedom. To put it in a more exact and practi-

cal form, it is a question about government. How men shall govern
themselves, or whether they can govern tliemselves at all, or, in other

words, by what forms they are best governed,— this is the (juestion.

And it is a momentous question. A good-natured easiness, or philo-

sophic indifference upon this point; the sage dictum— of Dr. Johnson,

or of anybody else— that happiness is about the same under aU
governments, we cannot understand at all. We know that there are

deeper things than government, affecting men's welfare ; but we say

this, nevertheless, affects it. Nay, and it has an influence, in many
ways, upon those deeper things—sentiments, morals, modes of thought,

views of life, the cheerfulness and hopefulness of life. If " oppression

makes a wise man mad," it often makes a whole people worse than

mad— unprincipled, immoral, and stupid or frivolous. If a single bad
man in liigh station may corrupt many, what extended and blighting

shadow over a country must be cast by the enthroned image of wrong

!

It dishonours and degi'ades, it vexes and demoralizes a people. Be-
sides, government either helps or hinders individual development. It

expands or contracts the whole man ; for it touches his freedom, educa-

tion, religion. It concerns not only the man's virtue, but the man's
manhood : unless we were to say, as we might more justly, that vir-

tue, rightly construed, is the manhood of man.
From these reasons, as well as from man's natural right to be free,

has arisen the conviction in all liberal and generous minds, that the

freest government, compatible with human safety, is to be preferred

to all others.

Now of such a government, the freest in the world at least, America
has given an example. The eyes of the world were directed to xt.

Could it succeed? If it could, it was virtually an answer to every argu-

ment for political wrong ; for absolute monarchy, for primogeniture, for

legitimacy in aU its forms. Could it succeed ? More than sixty years

of success it has counted ; no nation on earth has been in a happier

condition, none more flourishing in affairs, more correct in morals, mora
submissive to law, or more loyal to its government. Sixty, nay, nearly

seventy years have passed over a nation, experiencing, meanwhile, ail

the vicissitudes of peace and war, and of commercial prosperity and
adversity, and stiU it has a being ; it has not faded aM'ay, like a Uto-
pian dream from these blessed shores; it is no mushroom empire ; it

stands firm and strong. And yet now, at this late hour, all at once,

this experiment is distrusted and discredited throughout the whole of

Europe.

It is certainly a very remarkable crisis in public opinion, and, on
every account, demands attention. If this present distrust is a mere
freak or whim of the public mind, that character should be fixed upon
it. If it arises from misapprehension, the error should be promptly
exposed. If there are any just grounds for it, most especially does it

concern us in America to know it.

Let us, then, look carefully into the case of America, with reference
to this distrust. AVhat are the grounds of it? And how fiir are they
t-ustained, if they are sustained at all, by the facts? V/hat is there, in

this American nation— a great nation; consisting of many millions of
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people; prosperous, peaceful, liappy; free, jjowerinl, aii<l respectable,

we hope— what is tlicro that ju-tifies any alarmist, any croaker, in

saying that the great experiment of this pcojJo in government is coming

to nought, or that can warrant foreign writers, wlio should feel that they

have a reputation to preserve, in speaking of this country in terms of

gross inihgnity and rihald scorn?

The first (charge that we shall examine, since at present it stands

foremost of all, is that of the repudiation of puhHc debts.

It is not easy to understand the feeling of all luiropo on this point,

without coming into actual contact with it. On a late visit to the Old

World, we were amazed to observe the length to which this charge

of repudiation is cai-riod. Perpetually, without one single exception,

among all the persons who addressed us, we were approached with an

air aiul tone of sympathy for the sad case of America. The conversa-

tion usually ran in this maimer: — '"A terrible thing this, in

America!" "What thing?" we said. " Why, this repudiation, you

know." " But who has repudiated?" "Who? Why, the States, all

the States, or the most of them ; it is the doctrine now in America."

"Nay, sir," was our reply, "let us understand this matter, if you

please, before we proceed any farther. AVe say that the States have

not repudiated their debts. We say that there is no .such thing as re-

pudiation in America, except in regard to limited portions of the debts

of two of the States, where the just obligation to i)ay is denied. Michi-

gan alleges, that, as certain monies which she proposed to borrow, never

found their way into her treasury, she is not obhged, in good fsiith, to

reimburse the lender. Mississippi contends, that she is not legally nor

honestly bound to pay certain bonds, because they were sold and were

bought"^ in known violation of the very condition on which they were

i.ssue«l. We do not say that these are sufficient grounds of defence.

We think that the acts of the authorized agents of a State should bind

the State. IJut still wc say, that neither of tlieso is an act of open,

unblushing repudiation. There is no such tiling in America. NVe be-

lieve there never can be. It is a case, not of repudiation, but of simple

bankruptcy. The States cannot pay at present; is that a crime?"
" But tliey can pay," was the reply often made. " They can lay a

direct tax, for the jjurposo of paying the interest at least. Or, at any
rate, they could come forward and relieve tlic public mind by saying

that they acknowledge their liability, and mean, in due time, to meet
it. They knew that suspicions were flung upon their good faith, and
they have done nothing to remove them." "Consider," we said in re-

ply, " Iiow little the mass of the people are apt to feel themselves

implicated in the acts of the govonunent. They hear that tiiero is a
delir-it in the treasury ; they suppose that it will be supplied in some
way, without ever suspecting that their honour is compromised, or that

their intervention is necessary. Nor does it materially alter tlio case,

that ours is a republican or representative government. It is a way of

thinking that long since came into the world, with regard to the actiou

of all governments. Tiie public con.science docs not feel itself responsible

for the acts or neglects of governiuent. Wc wish it, did, among our-

selves. We are willing to hear anything that tends to elevate the

pubhc con.-i'ience. And in this view, we coidd wish that either of the

two things, before suggested, had been done; that is t» s^y. .ifhor that
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the voire of tlie people bad demanded a direct tax, or a most open and
formal profession of a purpose to paj. But the question now is, Does
tlie failure to do one or the other of these things indicate a want of
principle among the people, a willingness that the debt should never be
paid? Would any other people have aroused themselves— the FJnglish

or the French—to meet a case like tliis? Would they not have said,
' The government will provide ; the thing will right itself in due time'?
Would not the affair have been a parcel of the national budget, rather
than a part of the national conscience?"

AVe think, indeed, that the governments of the delinquent States
ought to have come forward in the late crisis, when their bonds were
dishonoured in every market of the world, and to have said, " We hold
the public faith and honour to be sacred, and we firmly believe, and
fully intend, that these debts shall be paid." This, the suffering bond-
holders had a right to demand, at the least ; and they did demand it.

They said, and they still say, " You cannot pay: be it so; you say
that you cannot lay a direct tax to pay the interest on these bonds ; that
it is a time of universal and unparalleled distress in your country ; that
the people of the delinquent States have land, have wheat, have every-
thing, but money ; be it so ; but yet say something to us ; say that you
mean to pay ; that will satisfy us for the present ; that will relieve the
panic which is sweeping down iis and our families by hundreds, to

poverty and misery." Why did not the State authorities in question
meet this call? Why do they not meet it now? We ask this question
with unspeakable concern and paiu. We can conceive of no answer to

it that ought to satisfy anybody. It must be want of care, of courage,
or of principle. That it should be want of principle ; that our public

functionaries are willing violators of their plighted faith, sworn oath-

breakers,—we choose to consider, and we do consider, impossible. A
carelessness, we conceive— a feeling of not being responsible, too apt to

be the feeling of public men, in distinction from that of private men,
and increased here by constant rotation in office— the feeling, in short,

which says, "/did not borrow this money, and I am no more responsible

in regard to it than every man around me ;" all this may be the explana-
tion, in part, of this great neglect, as it seems to us, of public duty. It

is very well known, that, in England, as well as in America, successive

administrations do not feel responsible for the acts of the last, as if they
were their own. It is very easy to see, that if our States had, each of

them, a permanent head—a prince or king—the sense of responsibility,

in such a crisis, would be far more binding.

Still M'e must confess, that this reasoning, tliough it may explain

something, is, in such a case, by no means satisfactory. But is this

enough even to explain the case? Must there be something more ?

Can it be that our State authorities have distrusted the honesty of the

people ; have doubted, whether, in the simple admission that the debt
is binding, they would be supported by public sentiment ; have feared,

that if they spoke the honest word, they should lose their dishonest
places? Then, before Heaven do we say it, we believe that they do not
know the people whom they canvass! It is not true, that the people of
this country, if the honest part were truly placed before them, would
reject it. It cannot, it shall not, it must not, be true. In strict faith

and conscience, we believe it is not. If we thought it were, if wo ever
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were brought to that terrible conclusion, if we believed this nation to be
a false and dishonest nation, wo should fold our arms in despair; we
should lift our eyes to heaven and say, " God! give us another country!
Wo have no country

;
give us some far land, some distant shore, where

faith is kept, and truth abides ; for we have no more a country!" Wo
trust we shall be believed, when we say, that this is no language of rhe-

toric. It has been lately said in a printed letter, that " Indiana icill

cerUiinly repudiate." We do not believe it. But if it were true, hope-
lessly true, and if we were a citizen of Indiana, we would leave that

State without delay. We would not breathe its air one moment beyond
the time that we had power to leave it.

We can believe that this is a subject on which the public conscience
is not yet sufficiently aroused, without losing our confidence in the peo-

ple. We can believe that the public mind is, to some degree, sophisti-

cated on this subject. There have been some novel speculations spread
among the people, designed to show that governments have no right to

contract debts ; that the present generation has no right to bind the
future ; and much has been made in Europe of the circumstance, that
one of the public functionaries of the State of New York has lent his

countenance to such a doctrine; a doctrine, which, whether true or

false, becomes, at any rate, dishonest, the moment it is made to apply
to debts already contracted. There is a feeling, too, among the people
that these debts have been rashly contracted ; that the public works on
which these loans have been expended, are of little or no service to

them ; that millions have been thrown away upon useless canals, and
that it is hard they should now be heavily taxed for these bootless en-
terprises. Add to this, the general feeling of irresponsibleness for what
the government does ; and it is easy to see in what a different light tliiji

case may present itself, from that of direct personal liability.

It is not strange, perhaps, tliat tlie creditor in Europe does not, or
will not, see this ditt'ercnce. He addresses the State that is indebted to

him— Pennsylvania, for instance—just as if it were a private indivi-

dual.* lie says, " You can pay; you are rich at this moment; you
can pay ; you will not pay ; you are revelling in ' the luxury of disho-

nesty
;

you never will pay." He feels disposed, if he meets a Pennsyl-
vaniaa at dinner in London, to seize upon him, strip him, and, in a
sort of symbolical retaliation, to divide his apparel among the guests

;

his coat to one, his boots to another, and his watch to a third. If any-
body wants the benefit of this lash, let them have it. If this irony can
do any good, let it, in Heaven's name! But still, we must say, that
it is more amusing than reasonable. Suppose the AfFghau people should
retort in this way upon the Reverend satirist—could they catch him—
because his Government had done them some harm. Suppose tho
Chinese should smother him in a chest of opium, because his people
persisted in smugghng the article into their country. Nay, and wo
cannot quite admire the taste with which these English writers come
forth to teach and reprimand this country— something as if they had
birch in hand for this great republican boy on the other side of the
water. But to be serious; is all this wise or just? Multitudes in

Pennsylvania, and in all tho indebted States, are most anxious that this

• See tho Letters of tlio Rpv. Svdiiev Smith.
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matter should be fairly adjusted. But they find that this cannot be
done in a moment. A whole people must be aroused to the payment
of a government debt. Such a thing was never done before in the
world ; and we doubt whether it can be done anywhere else. We doubt
whether the public debt of England would stand the tide of universal

suffrage a single day. Be that as it may; here is a Pennsylvanian—
lot us suppose— labouring, and hoping, and believing that all may be
brought right. In the meantime, would the Reverend accuser have
liim him eaten up at a dinner in London? We cannot sympathize with
his wit. With us it is a matter too great and grave to raise a laugh
about. We are sorry for his anger, too ; for it has certainly cost him
sixty per cent, on his investment, lie says he has sold his stock at
forty per cent. He says it, as if he had washed his hands of it.

" Haste makes waste." If he had waited a little, he might have had a
hundred.

At the same time, we freely say, that to any, not petulant, but calm
and solemn remonstrance of this gentleman, whose talent we admire,
whose writings we dehght in, we would give all the aid in our humble
power. We do not regret that he should use his powerful pen to

awaken the public conscience in this country. We would that many
pens should be employed in this cause. Yes, and with all our heart
let them point to that magnificent State of Pennsylvania,— key-state
she is called—key-state she is ; and never did more depend on her than
now! There is a voice from her western border which has thrilled

through the hearts of thousands—the noble manifesto of the Pittsburg
" Franklin Association." Honour and success to it. Let the capital

answer to that voice I Let the river echo to the mountains that great
motto— " Frankhu and Honesty!" We would, indeed, there were
public meetings called in all our cities to consider this solemn crisis in

our national morals, to pour out eloquent indignation upon the bare
thought of public delinquency ; to do all that is possible to wipe off the
dishonour that is cast upon us in the face of all Europe!

There is, in fact, an effort to be made in this country, of which we
think our people are not yet fully aware. This matter of our public
indebtedness must not be left to take care of itself. The country must
be aroused. It must come to be distinctly understood, that here is no
ordinary work to be done. A whole people must be brought to feel the
obligation of a public engagement. We have assigned some reasons to
show why this does not come home to the private and individual con-
science. But it must be brought home there. Our only help hes in

individual conviction. Every merchant, every mechanic, every farmer,
must be made to feel that this obhgation presses hke a private debt upon
his warehouse, his workshop, his land. The truth is, a new kind of
national conscience is to be called into being here. The people of these
states, paying immense debts, which press upon them in the form of
government loans, paying them by a voluntary effort, as they will do,

will present a moral spectacle never before seen in the world. The
principle that will do this, lies, wo firmly believe, in the heart of these
communities ; but it is to be quickened into hfe, and roused into action.

And this must he done. Wo must not admit nor consent that anything
else is possible. Shall the blight of bad faith be upon our fields, and
streams, and mountains, as an everlasting curse and shame ? Shall this
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canker be suftered to remain in the very root of all our prosperity and

hope? Shall this terrible precclent stand in the iiational history of

millions of free, prosperous, and intelligent people!? Sliall this bo the

heritage of dishonour that is to go down from us to our posterity?

And shall the nations, as tiioy pass by our borders, say, " Alia! these

arc the people that talked of liberty, and justice, and human rights ; but

they never paid their debts"? Heaven forbid! W'c neither admit,

nor consent, nor believe, that this is possible.

The second charge brought against us, is that of an excessive and

demoralizing love and pursuit of gain.

To meet the full extent of the distrust that is felt of this country and

of its institutions on pecuniary grounds, it is necessary to take a larger

view than that of temporary repudiation. There are other accusations

connected with this larger view. It is said that the entire national mind

of this country is corrupted by the pursuit of wealth ; that in the ab-

sence of hereditary distinctions, this is the main title to consideration

among us, and that to gain it, has become the one passion of our peo-

ple ; that from this cause has come in a Hood of bankruptcies, failures,

frauds ; that we have become the most dishonest people in the world

;

and. in tine, tliat our great political expei-iment is wrecked upon a rock

of gold ; — or, rather, of what we thought was gold, but which has

turned out to be no better tl.'an wortiiless slate.

Let us observe, in passing, that the failure of the United States

liank, being, as it was strictly after the withdrawal of the national

charter, a private corporation, no more involves the moral credit of our

people, than the failure of a bank at Leeds or Manchester does that of

tlie bhiglish people. But let us proceed to the general allegation.

That, as a people at large, we arc a money-seeking people beyond all

others, we do not deny. That the pursuit of property carries us too

far, and is the cause of many mistakes and evils among us, wo do not

deny. But with regard to the opprobrium attached to this national

trait, we must ask for some candid reflection.

It must be remembered, then, that there never was a people to whom
the paths of actpiisition were so widely opened as the people of this

country. In l^^urope, entail on the land and capital in the manufac-

tories, hold the mass of property from general possession. The labour-

ing classes, generally, arc tenants at will, or toilers for a bare subsist-

ence. To have a competence, an independence, however humble, is a

thing entirely beyond their reach and thought. In this country, this

boon, or the hope of it at least, is held out to all. Can it bo expected,

that any people will be indifferent to such a blessing? We are not sur-

prised that the first development of the unobstructed free principle is

the eager pursuit of property. Noblo ones arc to follow, are following

already ; but it was natural, it was inevitable, that this should be tho

first. A man were a fool, and not a rational being, if, when the chance is

ottered him of providing for his own declining days, or for tho future

wants of his family, ho should fold his liands in transcendental wisdom,

or plebeian stupidity, and say that he did not care for property.

Nor do we admit all tiiat is cliargcd, of bad conseiiuences, from tho

pursuit of worldly goods, ^\'e will come in a moment, to our late com-
mercial disasters. But first, we deny in general, that the common pos-

session of tliis great heritage of opportunity, has Ind the ettect alli'gcd,
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to vulgarize, degrade, and corrupt the public mind. This wide diffusion

of property tends to make a generous people. We certainly are not a
hoarding people. Our expenditures are free enough in all conscience,

we need not say ; but we must say, since we are put upon this ungrate-
ful argument, that our charities, too, are free. And we wish that our
British accusers, in particular, would think now and then, amidst their

reproaches, of the thousands and ten thousands of their own poor, whom
we annually relieve. They come in shoals every week, every day, to

our shores ; sometimes, we are told, actually shipped off from the alms-
houses of England in utter helplessness, by the public authorities ; they
crowd our own alms-houses ; they besiege our doors in all the cities of

our sea-board ; and we verily believe, that, in the long run, we are to

give to the poor of Great Britain more than the amount of all the debts

we owe her ! We can do it ; and a good many things more ; and pay
the debt besides; and shall— such is our assured faith.

But again ; we doubt whether the eagerness for gain, though circum-
stances have made it more general here, is, by any means, so intense aa

it is in the higher circles of Europe. There is nothing here to compare
with the rigid gi*asp of entail; with the inhumanity, the unnatural
cruelty and injustice, that looks around upon a circle of children, alike

loving and entitled to love, and says, " Penniless shall ye all be, but
this, my eldest ; dependent shall ye all be upon him ; in order that our
family may be great." They say that we have no birth-distinctions

here to honour. Bift how long will the birth-distinction last without
the wealth-distinction ? The law of primogeniture answers, No, no

;

the great name must be graven on a plate of gold, or it will wear out.

The possessors of rank will not be the men to set a light value upon the

wealth that sustains it.

This close alliance, too, must give wealth, with the mass of the peo-

ple, increased influence and power. And we vex'ily believe, strange as

the assertion may be thought, that opulence is a surer title to respect

in Europe, than it is in America. Besides its association with rank, it

is a rarer thing there than it is liere. And from both causes, it can sur-

round itself with homages there, which_^here it would seek for in vain. We
are certain, that the poor man in America stands a better chance of

receiving the consideration and respect that are due to him, than in

Europe. The Old World is full of arrangements that visibly assign to

him an humbler place and accommodation. The forward deck of

steamboats is for him ; the second class of railroad cars ; the humble
Jlacre or citadine in the cities ; nay, the very sti'eets tell the same tale.

Till recently, in the cities of Europe, the streets had no side-walks.

But fifteen years ago, large quarters in Paris did not possess one side-

wallc. And the language of all this was as plain as if the words had
been formed in the very paving-stones ;

" these streets were built solely

for the convenience of the rich who ride in carriages, and not for the poor

who walk." Yes, and the rapid increase of side-walks in the cities as

plainly proclaims the onward march of more just and liberal principles.

The barricades in Paris did not tell a plainer tale.

But let us come to the season of our late commercial disasters.

This, in the view of many foreign observers, has plunged the moral and
political hope of the country into utter ruin. Let us look at the case,

lu a thriving country, of vast and unexplored resources, amidst an en-
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terprisiiig population, to whoso whole mass were opened the courses of

Iwundless competition, tlicrc grew up gradually, from various causes, an

lionost conviction of the increased value of all property. We were liv-

ing in a new age, in a new world, amidst new and untried fortunes

;

prosperity, such as the world, perhaps, had never known, was pouring

Its treasures into the lap of peace ; human intelligence, aspiration, hope,

were lifting their wings for an unbounded flight ; mechanism, more than

realizing tho fabled stories of giants and Titans, seemed about to break

through the iron barriers of necessity, and to open tho regions of some

fairer and haj)pier state of being. There were distinct causes, no

doubt, of tho wild speculations of 183.) and 183G, but we believe that

tlie excited spirit of the age lent them a powerful impulse. At any rate,

tho impulse became general, became universal. Wo well remember how
sage and cautious men held out against it for a time. We remember,

too, how one after another fell in with it; till at length all yielded to

tlie tide of opinion, and were gazing unconcerned, if not actually swim-

ming upon this vast and tremendous Maelstrom. Speculation became,

in fact, a part of tho regular and accredited business of the country. It

was not like the mania about the South Sea and Mississippi stocks ; it

was not the scheme of a few ; it did not wear an air of romance or

frenzy, which might well have put the prudent upon their guard ; it was

the trade and traffic of tho many. People honestly said, "We had not

appreciated the value of our property ; our houses, our lots, and lands

are, and are to be, worth more than wo had thou^t ; how much wo
know not." Suppose, then, multitudes to have become honestly pos-

sessed with the conviction, that they could make immense fortunes in a

few years ; and see tho unprecedented force of the temptation. The
fact is, that no community on earth was ever subjected to anything like

the same trial. Is it strange that many sunk under it ; that the sound old

maxims of prudence were considered as superseded and to be laid aside;

that men took risks first, then involved themselves in embarrassments

;

and that many, at last, fell into positive frauds? There have been sad

failures on every side ; not received with dishonest nonchalance, as our

foreign traducers represent; they little know the honourable minds to which

they do this wrong. And there have been gigantic frauds, which havo

struck the heart of the whole community with salutary horror. All this

wo admit. But when wo hear it said, " The groat republican experi-

ment has failed;" we answer, Xo ; sorao banks, some houses, some in-

dividuals have failed, but the country has not failed ; the experiment

lias not failed ; the heart of the peojdo is sound. In fact, when we speak

of the whole community as engaged in the late hazardous courses of

business, we speak, after all, only of tho trading classes ; the people at

large knew nothing about it. Tho body of farmers and mechanics was
absolutely untouched by it. And wo aver and we know, concerning our

people at large, and tliat, too, from some miimte knowledge and exten-

sive comparison, that there is not a more honest and virtuous people on

earth. We might say more ; for there is nothing among our poo])le to

compare with tlie small, paltry, i)erpetual deception, knavery, and
lying, tliat one iimls everywhere on the continent of Europe. We
might say more, then ; but thus much at least will we say ; for while, on
tho one hand, wo havo no tasto for flattery, on the other, wo will not

give up our people to unjust reproach. Conceit may be bad, but dis-
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couragement is scarcely less so; to submit passively to opprobrium, is

to go half-way towards deserving it; and at any rate, what we desire
in the case is absolute truth and justice— no more and no less.

The tliird grave charge against American Morals is fixed upon the
system of Slavery.

Let the charge be precisely stated. It is not that we now import
slaves, or suffer them to be imported. We have declared the trade to
be piracy ; and were the first nation in the world to do so. The charge
is, that a body of the unfortunate African race formerly introduced into
this country, and which has come by inheritance into the hands of the
present generation, is still held in bondage. It is an involuntary pos-
session. It was not sought by those in whom the title now vests ; it

is not desired by tlie most of them ; it was entailed upon them. And
the substantive matter of the accusation is, that they do not emancipate
this class immediately. Gradual emancipation has been going on in
this country from the moment that it was freed from its connexion with
Great Britain. Up to the time of the Abolition excitement, the dis-

cussion of such relief was freely entertained from one end of the coun-
try to the other. Let the reader remember the debates in the Virginian
Legislature, after the Southampton massacre, the language of Jefferson
himself on this subject, and the conversations he must have held with
the Southern planters, if he has taken any pains to converse with them.
The charge is not, that the body of our citizens, even in the Slave-
States, approve ofTliis system in the abstract ; not that they would now
establish it ; but tliat they permit its existence at all, that they do not
break it up immediately ; or with regard to the Northern States, it is

that they are slumbering in criminal apathy over this tremendous evil

and wrong. In one word, the charge is, that the national conscience is

far behind that of other civilized countries. For it is not our present
business to maintain that we are better than other nations, but to show
that no grand demoralization has taken place under our Republican
forms. This is what is now alleged in Europe, and this is what we
deny.

We had prepared ourselves to make a somewhat full statement of our
views of the entire Slavery question ; but we refrain from doing so at
present, for two reasons. The first is, that it would swell this essay
beyond due bounds. And the second is, that we are unwiUing, on re-

flection, to discuss the subject at large from the particular point of view
at which we now stand. It places us in a false position with reference
to our own sentiments. From some experience, w^e have found that every-
thing we say, with a view to the defence of the national morality on
this subject, is seen in a false light. We are looked upon as apologists
for Slavery,—a thing we can never permit.

We must content ourselves at present, therefore, with some remarks
on the state of feeling existing in this country, and the judgment
formed of it abroad. Are we then to say, in the first place, that this

feeling is altogether right, that the public conscience is elevated or
quickened to the desirable point? It would be idle, and foolish, and
immoral, to say it. We suppose the people of this country, and espe-
cially the parties interested, feel very nnich as the people of England or
France would, as all people will at first, in a case where immense inte-

rests are involved, where old habitudes and prejudices are called iti
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question, and wlicro selfish pas.?ioiis arc aroused by earnest discussion.

And hero we must still desire the reader to observe our point of view,

and not to misconstrue us. Absolutely speaking, we can have no wisji

but to raise the public character and conscience among us, to the high-

est elevation possible. In this view, it is nothing to us that other

nations fail; we will spread no such shield over our errors. But wlieu

it is said, that our free institutions have depraved tlie national charac-

ter, have made us a selfish and reckless people, have made us worse

than any other people, it is to the purpose, and it is l)ut justice to the

great liberal cause, to deny the charge. We are willing that other

nations should exact of us more than they demand of themselves, if they

please ; but when the exaction is brought into this kind of argument,

we thhik it is unfair. Wo freely say, that wo are not satisfied with the

feeling that exists in this country with regard to the stupendous immo-

rality of the slave-system, but we must equally deny that it indicates

any extraordinary degeneracy.

J3ut, in the next place, what is the feeling in fact? The Xorthcrn

States have always been opposed to .Slavery ; they have manumitted all

their slaves loug ago ; they are overspread with Abolition Societies at

this moment; and the writings of Channing and others have drawn

universal attention, and stirred the universal conscience. Docs all this

look like apathy? But then it is said, that many people at the Xorth

have been exasperated by the Abolition movement. But we ask, could

this be, because tliey are opposed to abolition? Why, tliey have abo-

lished Slavery themselves? The truth is, they thought this movement
dangerous to the peace of the country, to the union of the States.

And then they did not hke the manner and tone of the Abolitionists.

They could not help their dislike, perhaps ; but they ought, we think,

to have been more considerate than they were. They ought to have

respected the pure and gentle, the courageous and self-sacrificing spirit

of a man like Follen, and of others like him ; and we believe they did.

But at any rate, tlu'ir dislike of the Abolitionists was not a hostility

to abolition. Tlie hopeful idea has always been entertained in Ncuv

England, tliat the emancipation, of which itself had set the example,

would gradually spread itself over the South, till not one human crea-

ture in these States should be held in bondage. Then again, with re-

gard to the feeling entertained at the South, we must believe that mucli

injustice has been done to it. There are tliose, it is true, who defend

tlie slave-system in its very principle, and maintain that it ought to ba

permanent. But we believe they are few. Many of the planters, we
know, feel tlicir situation to bo a painful and irksome one, and would

gladly be rid of it. Ikit what should they have done? They saw, as

thoy aver, that manumission, with them, did the coloured man no good;

that he was a worse mau, and worse off, for his freedom. They felt,

too, that their characters were assailed with rude and cruel severity,

and they were natiu'ally indignant. Tliis was set downi, at once, to

Southern pride, and selfishness, and inhumanity; but was it just? We
have known the Southern people, as generous, and hospitable, and
kind-hearted, and courteous, to a proverb; no people in the world raoro

so ; was it riglit to heap upon them unmeasured opprobrium and indig-

nity, instead of approaching them as hrotlircn, with kind and respect-

ful reasoning; instead of mildly asking thorn wliat ought to be, and

what coidd be done?
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And, indeed, what is to be done? This, we say, in the third place,

is the great question ; and it is a difficult question ; it is environed with

difficulties. The way out of these difficulties is not so plain, that a good
conscience must needs see it at once, and feel no hesitation. The ex-

ample of West India Emancipation has, indeed, relieved some doubts.

The docility, the gratitude, the joy of the coloured people there, and
their willingness quietly to enter into new social relations, to work as

freemen upon the fields which they had tilled as slaves, presented a

beautiful and touching spectacle; and we rejoice at it; we thank God
for it. But yet, is West India Emancipation an example for us ? The
coloured race, with us, must ever be a small and depressed minority.

They can never be the dominant class, as in the West Indies. Scat-

tered among us, and yet separated from us by impassable, physical,

if not mental barriers ; refused intermarriage, refused intercourse as

equals, be it ever so unjustly; how are they ever to rise? How are

they to enjoy any fair chance as men? We are disposed to ask for

them an ampler measure of relief than mere emancipation. And yet,

how they are to get it, except in entire removal from the country, we
see not. Force, for this purpose, is out of the question ; but we have

thought that, if, being emancipated, they should see it to be for their

advantage, to retire to Hayti or the West Indies, it would be fortunate

for them ; it would be the only situation in which they could rise to

their proper place as men. And we have doubted whether emancipa-

tion in this country, either at the North or South, has done them any
good. The instances that have fallen under our particular and perso-

nal observation, go to prove the contrary. We have known commu-
nities of them, where fifty years of freedom have left them worse and
worse off for it. We do not say that they were less happy ; for we
think that freedom is a boon that may compensate for the loss of almost

everything beside. At the same time, we hear that there are far more
favourable instances than those we have examined. We are told, that

in the cities of New York and Philadelphia, there are communities of

regular, orderly, and industrious coloured people, who have their

churches, their schools, their charitable institutions, and among whom
are far fewer poor and wretched than among the Irish emigrants.

They are said to have improved very much within the last ten years.

Something of this we have suspected ; and it has occurred to us that

the demonstration of friendship given in the visible array of the Aboli-

tion movement, may have been of great service to them.

The question before us, we say, is one of momentous concern, and
fraught with difficulty and danger. It were a comparatively easy

thing to vote twenty millions, or a hundred millions, to free slaves in a

distant land. And we verily believe, that our difficulties would be less,

ii all the States were Slave- States. Then we should have one common
interest. Then we might go together. Now there is a perilous alter-

cation between the North and the South. To our apprehension, it en-

dangers the Union. Foreigners can feel little concern about it,

compared with what we feel : and they may use a rough and violent

language on this subject, which it would not be our wisdom to imitate.

On the whole, we think it must be apparent that this is a subject to

be treated with the utmost care and consideration, with the utmot^t

Christian seriousness and moderation. We are accused abroad of a
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base and criminal apatlij upon it. Who of us may deserve this charge

we know not, but we do know many who have stood aloof from the

Abolition movement, in application to whom it would be utterly and

cruelly false. From our youth up, we have known tlio fact to be far

otherwise. Twenty-five years ago— long before any Abolition Society

was heard of—we knew of a private Association of gentlemen formed

for the investigation of this subject.* Often and often have we known

this matter to be discussed, as the most fatal evil and peril of the coun-

trv ; discussed at the North with solemn deliberation, and at the South

with anxieties and tears even, which should have won a consideration

far different from this coarse and ferocious abuse.

It has been proclaimed abroad that our pulpit dares not speak out on

this subject; that many of our clergy are Abolitionists, but have not

the courage to confess it. Wo repel the charge with indignation. Our

clergy generally, though, of course, opposed to Slavery, are not Aboli-

tionists. Nay, and we have discussed the subject of Slavery less

frequently than we otherwise might have done, because we saw, or

thouglit we saw, that the discussion was taking a dangerous turn.

Foreigners can strike in freely among us ; the blow does not hurt theni

;

they care little for our dissensions and our perils ; but v:e, with their

leave, must look a little more carefully after these matters. It is

always found that one's neighbours can speak much more freely of his

family than he can himself. They understand but little of the difficulty

and delicacy of his situation. We say plainly that we do not like the

tone of English criticism upon us.t We have seen more than one

rough and reckless comment upon our soberest writers on politics, like

Channing and Story. They are considered as timid and time-serving.

We recollect that in one of the leading Reviews, Channing was repre-

sented— the kind-hearted and intrepid Channing— as "bowing and

kissing hands to the pubhc all round!" Nay, even on the subject of

Slavery, he was too prudent for some. The celebrated John Foster

said, when reading one of his powerful Essays, "It is very fine, but

rather too much hke a razor." JIc wanted tliat the American cham-

pion should strike with a club. The fact is, people abroad look with a

sort of speculative and curious feeling upon our discussions. They like

to see the Democratic principle, as they consider it, carried out to the

fullest extent, as it is in the former writings of Brownson, and of

others, young and rash as he was. That pleases them, amuses them.

But we have something else to do in this country, besides pleasing or

amusing anybody. We must be sober, if we would be wise men. We
have many things to consider, that are out of the reach of transatlantic

• The writer of this essay was a member of this Association.

f We do not desfend so low in this alhision as to a late article, run inad with

the ra^e for abuse, in the last London Foreion Quartcrbi lievieiv. Nor do wc
refer now to its criticism on our poets. But the first few pages contain an
attack upon this counti-y, of sudi unmeasuied ijijustice, that we can iind no
words wnerewith adequately to speak of it. We are sometimes tempted to ask,

is tiiere something: coarse aiid brutal in the English civilization ? But we check

ourselves. We have seen tin- homes of ILngland, and never and nowhere on
cjirtli do we expect to Iind more refiuement, courtesy, and hospitality, than we
liavf seen there. And we trust the liigher mind of that country to i-cbuke, as

they deserve, such insane ebullitions, \vnen occupying any loftier place than the

vilest newspaper, or the lowest gin-shop.
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eyes. We have many interests to take into the account, many powers and
tendencies to hold in a careful balance. God forbid that we should set

anything above the sovereign, solemn, eternal truth! But beneath that
truth we must walk reverently, soberly, humbly.
We have now considered the three heaviest charges that are brought

against our national morality ; repudiation, the spirit of gain, and
slavery. We might proceed to say something, if we had space, of cer-

tain disorders, private broils, and violations of law, under the name of

Lynch-law, which characterize the state of society in the far West.
There is a certain border-land between civilization and barbarism,
where personal vindication, and lawless defence of society against

thieves and gamblers, sometimes take place of the regular administra-

tion of public justice. We have no defence whatever to make for these

usages. We have only to say, that they are less remarkable and por-

tentous than they appear to European eyes ; especially when it is con-

sidered that these are contiimally exhibited in newspaper paragraphs,

instead of tlie general order of society which prevails in that part of the

country. But the important observation to be made is, that this

border-land is constantly retreating before the advances of settled law
and order. If it were otherwise, if this border were coming eastward,

if Lynch Law and the bowie knife were gaining upon us, it were an
invasion to be looked upon with unmitigated horror. But the truth is,

that they are constantly driven back, and are fast retreating to " their

own place," the wild domain of savage life.

After all, we are not sure but the great offence of this country lies

in what is called "a Democratic levelling of all distinctions," and in

what is represented as "a consequent general vulgarity of mind and
manners." Strangely enough, Mr. Dickens has especially taken it to

heart, to make this impression upon the people of England, and upon
his readers all over Europe. We do not say that he was obhged to

think well of us, because we thought well of him, and received him
kindly. He had dehghted the people of this country with his pictures

of life and m.anners ; he had provided them with what, amidst their too

serious and engrossing cares, they very much wanted— a great deal of

harmless amusement ; he had won them by the broad and beautiful seal

of humanity that is set upon his genius ; and they paid him a homage
which no people on earth could pay. It was really a most extraordi-

nary demonstration, creditable to both parties, indicative of great intel-

lectual power on the one side, and of no mean share of intelligence on
the otlier: and out of this bare fact of Mr. Dickens's reception, doing

him more justice than he does himself, we could frame an argument good
against more than half he says of America. We confess, under all the

circumstances of the case, that we were never more at a loss to account

for any state of mind, than for this bitterness towards America, of the

popular novelist. It will not do for him to say, that he is a fiction

writer, and somewhat of a caricaturist. When he draws pictures of

disgusting meanness and vfllgarity at home, he lets the reader plainly

understand that they belong to the lowest life in England. But he
presents to the English and European public, pictures of a vulgarity

which nobody over saw, or heard, or conceived of in America, and when
they walk out of the frame, lo! they are merchants of New York,

Generals and landed proprietors in the West, persons holding rospec-
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tabic po.-itions in society. Tliis is no play of fiction. Speaking in his

own person, ho permits himself, amidst a strain of almost insane vitu-

peration, to use language hke this concerning America:— " That Re-

public," he says, " but yesterday let loose upon her noblo course, and

but to-day so maimed and lame, so full of sores and ulcers, foul to the

eyo, and almost hopeless f?) to the sense, that her best friends turn from

the loathsome creature with disgust!!" We grieve to say, that the

disgust inspired by this passage, must turn, we fear, upon the writer of

it. Mr. Dickens might be reminded, that there are other vehicles for

scurrility, us it would seem, besides newspapers. We challenge him
to find in the lowest of our public prints, any language concerning any
civilized people on earth, to compare with the passage we have just

quoted. Can it be a respectable thing in England, to treat a nation

with such indignity as this? We bcUeve not. The angry novelist, as

we have reason to know, is doing himself more hurt at home, even

than abroad.

But there is, nevertheless, a state of opinion in England to which
this general representation addresses itself. It is doubtless believed by
many, that the people in this country are, in the mass, a knavish,

mean, and vulgar people ; that we are a people of infinite pretension,

and very little performance ; that our intelligence is cunning, our vir-

tue wordy talk, and our religion fanaticism ; in short, that our Demo-
cratic institutions are fast breaking down all reverence, nobleness, and
true culture among our people. From the high places of society in

England, they cast down scorn upon this poor Republic, wallowing in

the mire and filth of boundless license and vulgarity I

*

We arc somewhat tempted to take that bull, John Bull, by the horns

in this matter, though we should bo gored by him. Nobility against

Democracy then—be it so. W^c are ready to maintain that Democracy
is yielding nobler results. We will not direct attention to the misery of

the lower classes in that country ; but we point directly to the higher

classes. We say that much of that misery is owing to them. We say

that they do not now, and that they never did, their duty to the people

of England. Wo say that they have never made any contribution,

proportionable to their advantages, to the wealth, improvement, learning,

literature, or even to the statesmanship of England. Were not their

ranks continually recruited from the commonalty, they would have more
than half died and ceased out of the land by this time. Their position

is essentially a false and wrong position for human beings to occupy.

Nay, their feeble hands cannot hold the very property that is committed
to them. Were it not lashed on to them by entail, it would be scat-

tered during the life-time of the present generation. At this very
moment, more than half of the great landed estates of England are

under mortgage.
Wo say, moreover, that their position is one totally unjust, and infi-

nitely migencrous to the rest of the people. They have a most unfair

start in the race of life. There is no generous boy in any country that

would not disdiin such an advantage. Suppose that such a boy were
sent to any public s(;hool ; and that the master, patting him on the

head, sliould say to him, " I know where you came from, my dear;

• Sec Loitl Sydenham's Letter.

;3 Iv
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you are the son of such or such an one ; now do not trouble yourself

about the tasks, my boy ; though you do not work half so hard as the

others, you shall have more marks than any of them ; and when you
run races with them, you shall always have two rods the start

;

so you shall be a grand boy in the school any way." Now, what would

any spirited and generous boy say of this? "With bursting tears of in-

dignation, we should expect him to say, " I do not want to be treated

so ; I do not want any advantage ; let me take my chance with the

rest." The peerage is the great baby-nursery of England; and all the

land is taxed and tasked to keep it warm and comfortable— especially

for the oldest boy ; and when the younger ones run out, instantly coats

and cloaks—to wit, army and navy uniforms, cassocks, good secretary-

ships, appointments—are provided for them by the kind and nursing

pubUc.

The good people of England, especially, admire this institution, and
it is our especial marvel that they do. We cannot help thinking, that

many a noble lord laughs in his sleeve at it. Our own feeling is, that

the people in that country are not elevated, but degraded by this wor-

ship of the aristocracy. We remember once asking in a company of

intelligent and cultivated persons in England, whether there was any-

body, any man in the country, who, on being invited by the lord

of a neighbouring castle to visit him and spend a week in hunting with

his lordship, would not feel— and that, too, whether his lordship was

wise or simple, bad or good—would not feel, we say, sensibly gratified,

and very highly honoured. With a shout of laughter at our simplicity,

they all answered, " No, there is no such man in England!"

Give us, then, we say, the chance for the noblest development of all

human faculties and affections, that is found in our generous freedom,

with all its faults, rather than that which is offered in the title-worship-

ping land of Britain

!

In connexion with our morality, we wish to say a word or two, in

passing, of our religion. There is a total misconception in Europe, on

this subject. We have no established Church, and no ecclesiastical re-

venue, and it is inferred that we have no rehgion. Dr. Chalmers,

some years ago, came out in Loudon with a series of lectures on the

Voluntary System, and much did he delight the members of the estab-

lishment by proving, as they supposed, that religion cannot be left to

take care of itself; that it is not in this, as in worldly matters, that de-

mand will procure supply. W^e should like to know what he thinks of

it now, since one of the noblest voluntary contributions has been made,

that ever the world saw, to support him and the free churches of his

new communion, in breaking oft" from the Establishment. Be this as

it may; here in America is a perfect illustration of the permanent

working of the voluntary principle. Here is a country without either

establishment, or endowment, or revenue, or compulsion of any sort, to

support rehgion. And what do we see? More Divinity Schools are

established here, more churches are builded ; and larger salaries, to the

hody of the clergy, are paid in this country, than anywhere else in the

world. Demand will not procure supply— the voluntary principle will

not sustain rehgious institutions— is it said ? Look at the churches

that are rising around us in every city in the Union—and not one stone

laid in their foxmdation, but what the voluntary principle lays there.
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But this zeal is not confined to our cities. We took a journey three or

four years since, across the hills of our own and a neighbouring county

in Massachusetts, and wo must confess tliat we were equally surprised

and delighted witli what we saw. In the first township that we came
to, they were building a new church, for the convenience of a half

parish two or three miles from the old cliurch. In the second, they

were painting their church, and had replaced the old steeple with a new
one. We shall be permitted to be thus minute, because these are tlie

simple facts. In a third township— all lying adjacent to each other

—

they had pulled down the old church, and built a new, commodious, and
tasteful structure in its stead. In a fourth, not far distant, we came
out upon what seemed a church in the wilderness ; all surrounded by
woods, with not a dweUing-house in sight. One other building there

was, indeed, hard by it, and that was a new academy—with a bell that

was ringing out its matin call to the pupils, and sounded like a convent

bell amidst the solitudes of the Alps. Xow, let a man travel over Eng-
land, and where can he find anything like this? Dr. Chalmers asks

for a power that shall build churches, and support their ministers. We
point him to the voluntary principle. It docs build cliurclies here, and
it does pay the clergy ; and it does everything else that we want done.

At least it accomplishes more than is done in any other country. En-
gland, with all her ecclesiastical revenues, and all the power of her

hierarchy, and all the wealth of her nobles, cannot build churches, nor

raise funds in lior waste places, nay, nor in her thronged cities, to any
such extent as is done here, simply by the voluntary principle.

Passing from our morals and religion, we would say something, in

the next place, of our manners. And we freely admit the high signifi-

cance of this consideration. Manners really are, according to the old

usages of language, matters of morality. Manners are the instant un-

folding, outflowing of a people's mind ; they are unpremeditated expres-

sions of culture or coarseness, refinement or vulgarity, self-considering

or self-forgetting, justice or injustice, kindness or coldness of heart;

they are as significant as charities or churches, as bankruptcies or

battles. Show us a people whose manners are essentially bad— gross,

coarse, ungentle, and bad ; and we should give up the defence of it iu

as utter despair, as if it had neither priests nor altars, neither hospitals

nor alms-houses.

We hope to show by some simple discriminations, that wo have no
cause so to despair of ourselves as a people ; wliatever may be said by
foreign tourists who scan our manners in a month, or study our domestic
usages in a steamboat. And wo offer one of these discriminations, by
saying, in the first place, tliat there are certain things, not attaching to

us as a people, and yet found among us, which we freely give up to "the
whips and scorns " of whosoever pleases to lay upon them the lash and
the sting.

The manners, for instance, of some of the members of our legislative

assemblies— and must wo say ? of the highest— we give up ; we have
not a word to say in defence or extenuation. This only will we say,

that if there bo men who have found their way into tlio legislature,

rather than the wrestling-ring or tlio cock-pit— if there be such men
wlio Iiavo given the lie, or lifced the hand and struck the vidgar blow,
iu tlio majestic halls of public debate— if tlierc bo such men who are
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not made to feel the weight of that dishonour so long as they live,—we
do not know, and we do not wish to know, the people and the pubhc
sentiment of this country. Ah! if they could understand with what
bitter and insupportable shame, every American, in every land, hangs
his head when these things are mentioned, they might pardon some-
thing of the indignation with which we write. We would that our
countrymen might be aroused to consider this matter most seriously

;

and that, when such a man presents himself before them for re-election,

they would say to him, " No, sir; we are seeking a statesman, not a
pugilist."

Again ; the character of the newspaper press has been made the mat-
ter of heavy reproaches against us. It has been made the subject of
elaborate articles in the foreign journals. We must think there has been
some injustice, some want of discrimination in the case. From the

innumerable columns of the daily press, written in haste and weariness
often, it might be expected that many objectionable passages could be
selected, and when these are spread out side by side, it is easy to see

that a false impression may be created. But still, no observing and
thoughtful man among us, can help admitting, unless he be restrained

by the sheerest cowardice, that the character of our newspapers
deserves much of the reproach that is cast upon it. Many of their

editors, we believe, see and feel this as much as others. We have
heard more than one of them admit, that even the vexatious prosecu-
tions for Ubel by one of our distinguished authors have done good. If

nothing of this sort were admitted, if the press stood up in its own de-
fence we should hke to see it tried by its own testimony. Look at the
party prints, for instance. What unprincipled, nefarious, outrageous,
lying prints are they all, by the judgment of their opponents! But we
are afraid we must press this evidence a little farther ; into the barriers

of the same party. Look at the rival prints of our cities. Within any
period of a year or two, we know of one city at least, in which not one
of them, nor one of their editors, escapes the charge of being mahgnant,
base, indecent, and reckless of all truth and principle. If this were bad
taste only, it were bad enough ; but certainly it is something much
worse. The truth is, printing has become almost as common as talk-

ing ; and we have in it, therefore, almost aU the freedom of talk, with-

out the restraints of personal presence. It is, in some sort, like an
anonymous letter ; always the most reckless and abusive of all writing,

because of the veil that covers the attack. In short, we have come to

a new era in printing. Newspaper freedom never before tried any people

to the same extent ; the peril of it has come upon us unsuspected ; we
have fallen into the mistakes incident to a new and imtried state of

things, and we must look to the teachings of experience, and to the

corrective power of public sentiment, as they have helped us always and
everywhere, to help us here.

Much good satire has been expended upon a minor immorality of our
manners, in defence of which we have nothing to say but this,—that we
never saw the transgression. What may be done in bar-rooms, in

steamboats, and raih-oad cars, we say not— we need not describe nor
defend it ; these places are out of doors to many people. But speaking
of what passes in-doors, and from tliii-ty or forty years' observation of

this country, and from a pretty wide circle of intercourse, we say,
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taxing our memory to tho utmost, that wo never saw any person spit

on a carpet or parlour-floor in America. "Wherever the fault lies, there

let the reprobation fall ; but to multitudes among us, this representa-

tion of foreign tourists, as a general one, must bo a matter of as un-

mixed surprise, as if they had said, that we keep bears in our parlours,

or settle our fire-side discussions with fisticuffs.

With regard to our manners on the whole, while there is, doubtless,

less of ease and polish than in the higher circles of Europe, where men
live in and for society almost entirely, and less of a certain civility and

kindliness than in the humbler classes abroad, educated for ages to de-

ference and respect ; yet there is a self-respect among our people, and
a dehcacy and consideration of different classes in the treatment of one

another, and a freedom from mannerism, from hackneyed and heartless

forms— the devices of modern etiquette, or the stereotypes of old pre-

cision—all of wliich we value, and value as the results of our better and
juster political condition. Manners are tho mirror of a people's mind.

And we believe that each class in this country, as compared with its

I'espective class abroad, will be found, from its relative position, to have

manners more manly, and sincere, and more just, as between man and

man ; the higher less assumption, the lower less sycophancy, and the

middling classes decidedly more cultivation.

We are far from anxious, however, to defend our manners in all

points. AVe think it easy to sec that causes are at work, which for a

time must have an unfavourable influence in this respect, while, in the

long run, they arc to elevate the character, and ultimately, indeed, the

very manners of tlie people. The case of the nation, perhaps, may be

illustrated by that of an individual. Compare an humble citizen of this

country, rising into life, and having nothing but his good heart and hand
to help him, with a man of a similar class in Europe. There, he is a

labourer, always to depend for work and life, for the very soil on which

he labours, upon others ; a serf in Russia, a poor tenant in England.

He is humble, civil, obsequious, quiet ; he bears in his whole manner
and being the stamp of an inferiority, from which he never hopes to

escape ; his very dress marks him out as a member of that class ; he

never aspires to rise above it ; he reads little, perhaps ho cannot read

at all ; he thinks little ; his ideas revolve in a narrow circle ; he agitates

no questions of social prudence with his superiors; he scarcely feels

himself to be a man in their presence, and in the sense in which they

are men ; he expects to die as he has lived, and his children are to live

as he died ; in flue, he is an orderly, decent, useful ])erson, and from

the high places of society, they look down upon him with complacency,

for with tliem he is never to come into competition. Now look at tho

humble man of America, lie is a backwoods-man, if you please. He
owns tho soil he treads upon ; he pays neither rent, nor tithe, nor taxes,

but by his own consent, and that of his peers, lie acknowledges no

master ; ho bows to no lord nor land-holder. All this may have an

ettect, and, for a time, a bad cttect, upon liis manners, lie is free, fear-

less, uncourteous, reckless, perhaps, in his bearing ; he seems almost

lawless: tJio experiment looks not well. The traveller from another

country, accustomed to homage from this (dass, looks upon him with

displeasure, perhaps with disgust. 1 lo speaks his mind too freely, ho

docs not take ott' his hat with sutticient deference. Something rough
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and unamiable there is, perhaps, in his manner. He has not learned

to vindicate himself in the right way. That which is struggling in his

bosom, is not to be softened and humanized in a moment. O nature!

poor human nature!—through errors and sorrows must thou work out

thy welfare ; and the thoughtful and considerate must wait for thee a
little. Wait, then, we say, and look a little farther. Does not this

man become in time a far more intelligent being than his fellow in

Europe ; with a wider range of thought and culture ? Is he not more
hopeful and strong-hearted? Does he not strike his spade into the soil

that is his own, with a more willing energy and a more cheerful hope?

Does not the light from the opening sky of his fortunes break clearer

and stronger into the cloud of strife and passion ? Yes, he rises. He
rises in character, in culture, in dignity, and influence. He takes a
place in society as hopeless to his brother in the Old World as the pos-

session of fiefs and earldoms. His children after him rise to the high-

est places in the land.

This is a picture of the man in this coimtry. This, in some sort, is

a picture of the country. Is there a man on earth, with a human heart

in his bosom, that does not rejoice in the spectacle ; that does not sym-
pathize with the experiment ; that does not say, God speed it? No,
there is uo man. But there are— and they are not a few— distorted

from the shape and nobleness of men, who hate the experiment, and
wish it nothing but ill. Clothed in the robes of selfish grandeur, they

would as soon think of taking their dogs into an equality with them-
selves, as of taking the mass ofmankind. With this spirit is our quarrel.

With this spirit is the quarrel of this country. And b}' all the hope of

Christianity and faith in God, do we trust and believe that this country

shall vindicate the great cause which is committed to it.

Yes, humanity—not knighthood nor nobility—the great, wide huma-
nity, has its first, perhaps its last, fair, free chance liere. Sighing and
broken through ages, it wandered to this new world. It struck the

virgin soil, and forth, from the great heart of the land, burst the word,

freedom! The waters of a thousand spreading bays and shores heard

it. The winds took it up, and bore it over the wide sea. It smote the

sceptre of injustice and oppression. It shook the thrones of the world.

This is no mere figure : it is true. There is nothing which all the

crowned tyrannies of the world fear and hate, like the example of Ame-
rica. We say not, the croivns of the world. We have no hostility to

royalty as such. We have no hostihty to it, if it can possibly be recon-

ciled with a just and temperate freedom: and we see no necessary in-

compatibility between the two. But all the injustice that reigns, all

the tyranny, all the oppression that reigns in the world, has its pi'acti-

cal controversy now, with the example of America. If we can stand,

they must fall. This is the great controversy : and may God defend

the right!

Would that it were possible to impress upon the people of this coun-

try, a sense of their responsibility to God and men— to the world, and
to the hopes of future ages. We have humbly attempted to defend our

cause against the misgivings of the timid at home, and the mistakes of

those wlao assail us from abroad. The fact is, they do not know this

country. We perhaps ought to know better ; and yet we, the most
of us, have had no opportunity for comparing it with others. We have
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iiovor seen au American traveller, who in a just and manly spirit has

really looked into tlio state of things in Europe, that did not bless, on

his return, the land of his birth. But then, we repeat, do not know us.

They have no idea of our fortunate condition. They have no idea

of the freehold farms, the neat and thriving villages, and the

liappy and improving communities, that are spread all over this land.

They do not know the spirit of this country. And yet we wonder that

they do not observe, that almost all the great, moral, and humane re-

forms of the age have proceeded from it ; Popular Eilucation, the Tem-
perance Reform, the I'rison Discipline Reform, the kinder treatment in

Asylums for the Insane, the Ministry for the Poor in Cities, and the

Peace Society. Can the country bo so morally bad, out of which such

things have sprung?

But it is time that M^e should draw to a close. There has been one

great example of Republican Government in ancient times, and it failed.

"Wo have stood upon its mournful ruins ; and when asked there, what
most impressed us in Rome, we answered,— "To stand still and think

that this is Rome!" To stand indeed upon the Janiculum, or upon the

Gardens of Sallust, and cast your eye around you ; to think of the stu-

pendous histories that have made their theatre within the range of your
vision ; to think what has passed there,— there where that momentary
glance of your eye falls,—is to submit your mind to a more awful me-
ditation than pertains to any other spot of earth, with one only excep-

tion. But those hills upon which has been enthroned the grandeur of

successive Empires— what is written upon their now desolate seats?

What is tlio lesson taught to the world by the suT)limest history in the

world? No historian, we doubt, has answered this question; for the

philosophy of history has yet to be written.

But one question there is above all, which presses itself upon the

American traveller, as he gazes upon that theatre of the old Roman
story, and that is,—Are we, who have set the great modern example of

Republican freedom, to be discouraged by the failure of that ancient

experiment ? Does the awful shadow of the past, that for ever lingers

amidst those majestic ruins, point to the grand experiment that is pass-

ing on these shores, and say, " It is all in vain! "— to the lal)ours of

cm' statesmen and sages, and say, " They are all in vain!"— to the

blood that has stained our hills and waters, and say, " It has been spilt

in vain!" This is the great question that issues from that sepulchre

of Roman grandeur—shall America fail?

God forbid! Sho must not, she will not fail. Christianity is here.

Educated man is here. Vigour and hope, promise and prayer arc hero.

Heaven, that spreads its fair sky over a fertile land, is with us. May
it breathe its blessing into our people's heart, rich as our teeming earth

;

fresh and bright as the light and breezes of our sky

!

THE END.

bpi.tast: — ruisTnn nv «im>is ano m'intyke.
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